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PREFACE 

IT is.two years since the first volume of this--b66k,was pub
lished. The delay in issuing th~ second volume has been 
mainly due to the difficulty I have. experienced in com
pressing the narrative within the allotted space. At a: late
stage, indeed, I had to rewrite almost the whole, volume, 
in order to reduce it' by about forty per cent .. ; and I feat 
that this drastic process of abridgment may have impaired 
(he clarity of the narrative at some points. Perhaps Book 
IX.-the keystone of the volume--has suffered most. A 
chapter on the intellectual development of 'the British 
peoples during the last generation has been very reluctantly 

;excised from Book XI. ; I had to abandon the intention of 
~riting a chapter on the development of the United States 

--_.since the· Civil War; and the reduction of Book xn. (rgos-
:x:grg) _ to the dimensions of a mere epilogue was dictated 

~ partly by the tyranny of space, though mainly by my un-: 
' willingness to. embark upon the discussion o~ questions of 

i:iJI&Ht:~t controversy. _ · 
Some critics of the first Volume expressed surprise that 

the lin_e of division between the two halws of the book 
should have. been drawn at, so late- a da:te ·as 1763, and 
suggested that this would invqlve a disproportionately full 
treabnent of the later period. They did not reflect lhat the 
theme of the book is the history, not of England, but" of, the 
British Commonwealth. Almost the whole history of the 
British connexion with India and with Canada, and the 
whole histoiy of the· British connexion wit~. South_ Africa, 
Australia, and New Zealand, lie within ;tve;,perio'd co:vered 
by this v_olume. It includes also the American RevoluHon 
and the development of the United States, which no rational 
treatment of British history can disregard; it includes the 
Industrial Revolution and all the gigantic changes, social 
and political, which have flowed- froni it ; it includes the 
pa,-tition of Africa, and the establishment of the ascendancy 
qf European- dvili~ation over the non-European world; 
it includes the 'whole movement of democracy from the 
French Revolution to the Great War. In view of the 
magn~tude, the var~~ty, and the· range of these themes, I 

J?_ • t. \'"':: ... 
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do nol think that the proportion of the total available space 
allotted to them is excessive. 

But, in truth, the line of division between the twc.volumes 
was quite deliberately chosen, not on these grounds only, 
but because there is a real difference of character between 
the period~ ·covered by the two volumes. In the main, .
the events recorded in the first volume are primarily of 
historical interest: their bearing upon the problems of 
to-day, though real, is neither obvious nor direct. But the 
principal events dealt with in this volume, almost from its 
opening pages, are still of living interest, in the sense that 
they bear directly and obviously upon the problems of our 
own time. The revolt of the American colonies, and the 
misunderstandings which it created; the organisation of 
the British power in India ; the adoption of new principles 
in colonial policy; the origins, development and con
sequt;nces of the Industrial Revolution ; the creation of 
the machinery of democratic government; the rise of the 
labour movement; the rapid growth of Irish nationalism 
-these are themes (and tpe list is anything but exhaustive) 
in studying which the reader is bound to feel that he is 
probing to the roots of the political problems of to-day. 

It is indeed impossible, in dealing with questions so living 
as these, for either the writer or the reader to avoid con
stant mental reference to contemporary conditions. :Niltf&a 
this increases the difficulty as well as the interest of the 
writer's task. His plain duty of impartiality becomes at 
once more important and harder to fulfil; he has to be 
constantly on guard against his own natural bias. In truth 
no historian of the immediate background of our own•time 
can be absolutely impartial. He cannot avoid fr~ing 
judgments: even if he abstains from expressing them in 
words, he expresses them more subtly in the selection and 
arrangement of his facts. I claim no more than that I 
have honestly tried to keep always in mind a dictum which 
is laid down in the text,-that no man has a right to express 
a definite judgment upon a controverted question unless 
he can understand why men as able and honest as himself 
have come to quite different conclusions. 

Nor is this the only difficulty which the writing of recent 
history presents. The task of writing the first volume ~as 
greatly simplified by the fact that, in the main, I had to 
follow a beaten track, trodden by many previous writers, 
who had established what may be called an orthodox view 
as to the significance and the relative importance of events. 
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In the present volume I have lacked this aid; for thm,1gh 
a vast deal has been written about almost every aspect of 
the subj~ct, the results }].ave not yet been digested into a 
received and coherent view. Indeed, so far as I am aware, 
there is no book in which an attempt has been made to draw 

• together, in their just relations, all the subjects 'which have 
seemed to me. tq be essential parts of my theme. 

In dealing with a range of subject matter so enormous 
and so complex, and in trying to bring it within manageable 
compass, my main problems have naturally been those of 
structure, proportion; and arrangemenL To place both the 
masses and the details in the right juxtaposition, so that 
their value and significance may stand lorth of themselves, 
has been my chief preoccupation. I have thought far more 
of this than of felicity of phrase : I have striven after· a 
direct, concise, and unadorned style, hoping to make the 
facts eloquent by putting them in the right ?rder r_ather 
than to be eloquent about them. . 

The lists of books at the end of each chapter (mainly 
books in English) are not intended as scientific biblio
graphies, which would, in my judgment, be out of place 
in a broad survey such as this. They are merely intended 
to direct t)J.e reader's attention to the books in which .he 
can ~asily follow up the subjects. . 

... iPoowe my warmest thanks to Miss Harriet Davies, who 
. has not only compiled the index, but has read all the proofs 

with meticulous. care, and saved me from many errors of 
detail; to Dr. G. S. Veitch, who has read nearly all the 
proofs, and made many valuable suggestions; to Professor 
Arth11r Smithells, who gave me the benefit of his criticism 
on the chapter dealing with the progress of science ; and 

·. to Mr. George. Philip, who afforded me similar 'help in the 
chapters on the exploration and colonisation of Africa. 

RAMSAY 1MUIR. 
BuXTON, September 1922. 

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION 

THE second edition of this vo~ume has followed so closely 
up9n the first that I have not attempted any serious revision. 
But one curious omission (which escaped the notice of all 
the reviewers) has ·been corrected near the middle of the 
volume. .r: ~'. R. M . 

..... ' .. 
April 1923. 
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INTRODUCTION 

THE resounding triumphs of the Seven Years' War, with 
which we closed our first volume, were 'not merely the 
culmination of the history of the first British Empire; they 
were almost its conclusion. For within twenty years of 
the victorious Peace of Paris the British Empire had been 
shattered by the successful revolt of the American colonies, 
and there were many who thoyght that the days of British 
greatness were at an end. 

But it is wrong to think of tlie generation 'in whic~ this 
dissolution of the partnership of freedom took place as merely 
a time of disaster. It was not a period of endings ; it was 
rather a period of beginnings, during which the conditions 
and problems of our modern world began to take shape. 
That is why this forms the appropriate point at which to 
open our second volume: henceforth there is· present in 

' our story a sense of actuality which could not be so strongly 
·~:if iii its earlier course. We are watching the emergence 
of problems which are still alive. 

The American Revolution itself was obviously a beginning 
rather than an ending. It was the beginning of the history 
of a great new nation of English speech, dedicated to the 
ideal of. political liberty ; the beginning also of the pro
clamation of democracy as a system of government based, 
not merely upon expediency but upon theoretic right. 
And with the disruption of the first British Empire was 
associated the birth of the second British Empire, in the 
organisation of the Canadian group of colonies and the first 
settlement of Australia. In India also this was a period of 
beginnings. The power which Clive had established wa~ 
but an insecure and fortuitous dominion: it was the work 
of Warren Hastings which laid the real foundations of the 
British Empire in India, by organising for the first time a 
just and efficient system of government, and by cleansing 
the British name from the disrepute of corruption and 
oppression. "· 

Not less definitely was the period one of beginnings in the 
, a • 
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political development of the British homeland. The Whig 
oligarchy, having served its tum, was overthrown by 
George III. In its place, after an interval when royal 
authority seemed to be partially re-established, the system 
of cabinet government resting upon organised parties came 
into being, almost in the form in which we know it to-day; 
and the systematic corruption of Walpole's day was brought 
to an end. At the same time the demand for parliamentary 
reform took its rise, though it was _not to win its triumph 
until the nineteenth century. In Ireland, again, we have 
to trace to these years the beginning of that organised 
nationalist movement which was thenceforward to play 
so momentous a part in British politics. 

But it is in the economic sphere more than anywhere else 
that the student is compelled to recognise in this period 
the seed-plot of the modern age. For it was in these years 
that the Industrial Revolution took its rise, and that the 
potent forces of Mechanism, of Steam, of Coal, and of Iron 
began to transform the whole structure of economic society ; 
while alongside of the emergence of these new forces, an 
agrarian revolution came to help in reshaping the social 
order which had seemed so stable and settled in the middle 
of the eighteenth century: 

In the realm of ideas also the generation which was first • 
stirred by the doctrines of Adam Smith and J er~ 
Bentham, and which was taught to think historically by 
Edward Gibbon and Edmund Burke, may justly be regarded 
as a time of new beginnings in political and economic 
thought. Now, too, a powerful and many-sided humani
tarian movement began to exercise a potent infilJence in 
politics: it was to be one of the main moulding forces in the 
shaping of the new British Commonwealth whose develop
ment is the theme of this volume. 

In short, to whatever aspect of the period the student 
may devote his attention, whether to politics or to economic 
development, whether to the realm of ideas or the realm of 
action, whether to Britain or Ireland, America or India, 
Canada or Australia, he finds himself in the presence of new 
forces and new ideas. The second era of the British 
Commonwealth has begun. 



CHAPTER I 

THE DOWNFALL OF THE WHIGS 

(A.D. I 760-1775) 

§ r. The Political Problem in Britain. 

AFTER the triumphs and achievements of the Seven Years' 
. -War, the story of British politics during the early years of 

George III. presents, on the surface, a sad anti-climax; for 
it seems to be concerned almost wholly with the squalid 
intrigues of groups of office-seeking politicians. Great 
problems,. it is true, emerge and insist upon being con
sidered: the problem of Ireland, the problem of the American ' 
colonies, the problem of the French in Canada, the problem 
of India-problems as varied and challenging as any -people 
has ever had to solve. But they all seem to be blurred and 

• thrust into the background by the sordid rivalri~~~of 
f!cf!ons; the taxation of America and the misgovernment 
Of!lldia appear 'to be regarded as important chiefly in so:·· 
far, as they affect the political fortunes of this or that 
political group. This is not a wholly just view of the period, 
for a great deal of honest thinking was devoted to these 
problemi>, and the differences of opinion to which they 
gave rise partly account for the complic~tion- of British 
politics. But this is the view conveyed by the me;moir
writers and pamphleteers of the time. And beyond a 

{
doubt the confused faction-fight of British politics during 
the first t~n years of Ge<?rge Il!· was largely respo~sibl~ .for 

I 
the unsatisfactory w_ ay m wh1ch these vast and mspmng 
problems were.treated. . . 

For this reason it is necessary to trace in outline the course 
of British politics during these years ; without some 
appreciation of these matters the development of the other' 
great problems of the period cannot be made inte~ligible. 
But there is a better reason. However much· <;>bscured, 
great principles were involved in the strife of fa.ctions ; and 
the form which the British s.ystem of government .was to 
assume was under debate. The Whig oligarchy which had · 

6 

·, 
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ruled Britain for fifty years was breaking down: that was 
the main cause of the confusion. Was its dissolution also 
to involve the disappearance of the system of cabinet govern
ment based upon the support of an organised party in 
Parliament, which had been the main political achievement 
of the Whigs? Was this system to be replaced by one in 
which the Crown would regain effective control of the 
executive government, withdrawing it from the influence of 
political parties, as in nineteenth-century Prussia? That 
was the real issue which was under debate during these 
years of confusion, though it was obscured by the intrigues 
of factions. And with it were combined two other questions, 
not less important. Could the supremacy of Parliament 
be reconciled with coherent and efficient government by 
any other means than the use of organised corruption, such 
as every Government had employed since Parliament 
became dominant? Could the House of Commons be made 
more effectively representative of the nation without 
dislocating the whole traditional machinery of government? 
These were questions as important as any of the imperial 
problems which had been raised by the conquests of the 
war. And although they were never very definitely 
formulated, they were implicit in the controversies of this • 
time. 

The Whig oligarchy had rendered real services to ~eTf
government. It had reduced the monarchy to a sort of 
cro:wned presidency in a free State. It had shown that a 
great nation could be governed without entrusting dis
cretionary powers to a monarch, by leaving the ~onduct 
of affairs to a compact group of ministers jointly re~ponsible 
to Parliament, and capable of being replaced without any 
serious upheaval. It had secured a degree of freedom in 
belief, in speech, and in writing, such as had scarcely ever 
been enjoyed by any community in the world's history. 
But the power of the Whigs had always rested upon the 
lavish use of Crown patronage for the purchase of support, 
and upon the exclusion from the public service of every 
man who differed from the ruling group. These features 
of their system had always been the objects of angry 
criticism. They had become more marked than ever 
since Walpole's time, and meanwhile government had 
become more inefficient. The Whig party had broken up 
into cliques, competing for patronage and power; and 
the nation had finally lost patience with them when, at the 
crisis of the war, their exclusiveness threatened to shut 
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out the great Pitt from the conduct of national affairs.l 
The Whig oligarchy had served its tum, and the time had 
come for its overthrow, 
l The only clear view as to an alternative to party govem-

l
'ment after the Whig pattern w.as th·e· view which Bolingbroke 
had expounded in-~he Patrioj_K~ng_: 2 the view that the 
Crown must be restored to the position designed for it in 
the Revolution Settlement, as the real head of the executive, 

; free to choose the best men for ministerial posts, irrespective 
:of party. This view was widely held. It was held by Pitt, 
: the national hero, who hated the Whig oligarchy. It was 
t held by the opposition group who gathered round Leicester 
; House, the home of the Dowager Princess of Wales. 'Most 
important, it was held by the young Prince, who ascended 

'the throne as George III. in 1760, and by his friend and 
, tutor, Lord Bute. 
• .Q-e.2.rg~_!!!.:-had cast himself for the part of Bolingbroke's 

Patriot King, and in many ways he was well fitted for the 
part. Though almost every drop of blood in his veins was 
German, he had been born and bred in England, thought 
of himself as an 'Englishman, and was, in truth, typically 
~gfuh. in many_tta.i~~ Honest, hard-working;-15rave, 
obstinate, and self-confident, .b~ _h~-_Q.....2._§.9_E_g9.-practical 

' fu.k!ligenc~. -~ut_a_very_lim~tedj_m~~ILaJi<2P. .. ~.he d}~
j~~~:_d_l~KV:I~~and s~P.I?~Jheone~., ~e was smcerely 
1patnohc, and loyal to the Bnhsh <;:onshtutwn as he under
'stood it. The Whig trq.dition has charged him with aiming 
lat a sort of despotism. There is no justification for the 
1charge. His aim was simply to restore the Crown to ·the 
~positic1Q. designed for it in the Revolution Settlement, and 
.to use its powers in the spirit of Bolingbroke's famous 
jtract. He thought himself justified in employing all the 
1customary methods of patronage arid corruption, which 
jlong usage had established. But he was so loyal to tradition 
; that he did not even attempt to preside over his own 
fCabinet, as William III. and Anne had done, though only a 
recent practice stood in the way. · · 
' If the Bolingbroke plan was to be carried into effect, the 
Whigs had to be deprived of their monopoly of power and 
patronage. This was easy: all patronage legally belonged 

·to the King, and he could (and promptly did) resume control 
of it. But this was not enoug~. ~twas also necessary that 
the King should choose· his individual ministers, without 
respect to party or ' connexion '·: and he found that the 

) z~ . 
. , Vol. r. pp. 729, 738. • . .;;' 2 V~l. I. p. 698. 
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various groups hung together, and insisted upon stipulating 
for a number of offices, to be given in the way they laid 
down. It was further necessary that the King should have 
the detem1ining voice upon broad questions of national 
policy, and that he and not the cabinet should decide 
whether a recalcitrant minister should be dismissed or not. 
This involved the destruction of the conjoint responsibility 
of the cabinet ; and George III. found that the groups of 
ministers whom he was compelled to employ insisted upon 
acting as a cabinet, and sometimes upon dictating to him
self. He could dismiss them ; but the next group to whom 
he applied were apt to adopt the same attitude. In truth 
only one among the leading political figures of the time fully 
shared the King's theory of government. This was Pitt, 
whose co-operation George was from the first eager to 
obtain. But Pitt was alienated by the Peace of Paris, 
and refused his help uri.til 1766. When at length he did 
give it, the King's game was won. We have to trace in this 
chapter the stages in the King's struggle, until his final 
triumph in 1770, and the political problems which arose 
in the course of the controversy. 

§ 2. First Stages in the Attack upon the Whigs. 

When George III. succeeded to the throne the ministry 
in power was the coalition of Pitt and Newcastle, which 
had won such triumphs in the war. But there was no love 
lost between Pitt and Newcastle's Whig gang, who resented 
the dictatorial methods of the great minister, and would 
have been glad to be rid of him. It was the Whig gang 
that George .III. wanted to overthrow ; and he was ·anxious 
'to obtain Pitt's co-operation. His first step was to require 
that his friend, Lord Bute, should be admitted to the 
cabinet : and ere long Bute was promoted to the Secretary
ship of State, thus becoming Pitt's closest colleague. Bute's 
appointment was a sign that the nomination of ministers 
was no longer to be in the hands of Newcastle. For a 
time Bute gave steady support to Pitt against the murmur
ings of his colleagues; for he knew that Pitt would be the 
King's best ally. But when Pitt insisted that war must be 
declared against Spain 1-a course which seemed to most 
men unjustifiable_:._Bute reluctantly deserted him ; for he 
and his master were loth to prolong the war, desiring the 
restoration of peace in order that they might devote them-

1 Vol. I. p. 754· 

• 
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selves to domestic problems. )'hereupon the great man 
_r~gg_e.d_in..hjg~g~Qn_(r7.6_r),, so Cieeply offeilded""that 
five years passed before the King was able to obtain his 
·co-operation. 

This was a bad beginning for the King's great design. 
The only people who were pleased were Newcastle and his 
friends. But if they hoped that their old ascendancy was 
about to be restored, they were soon disillusioned. Already 
an alarming thing had happened. There had to be a 
general election in r76r ; and the King, instead of allowing 
Newcastle to use the royal patronage and the royal .purse to 
make a majority, had announced that he proposed to deal 
with these matters himself. The result was that the 
Parliament of r76r was the first for nearly fifty years in 
which the Whigs could not count upon a sure majority, 
·and in which the placemen, who formed one-fourth of 

\

the House of Commons, did not look to the Whig leader 
for instructions as to how ·they should vote, but to agen.ts 
of the King., .~yeaE.._(I762) Newc~tk_was drivei!.Jo, 
~gn. Jn a sense his resigga'(iql1...!Parked the end_Qf_t:P,e 
.!()!!g-YVJ:!ig_as£f!ll<i.ancy, ;' having lost control of patronage 
the Whigs were reduced to impotence, and had sunk to the 
level of being merely one among a number of groups of 

• borough-owners. It was no. longer in their power to make 
tt 'impossible for any ministry of which they disapproved ·I to hold office : henceforth any ministry which had the 
King's sup. port could command a majority, provided that 

'it was sufficiently competent to obtain the support of the 
independent country gentlemen; but no ministry which . 
the m~g disliked could retain office for a week. 

· · But it was not enough for a Patriot King that he should 
be able to dismiss powerful rrtinisters whom he disliked. 
He must also be able to enlist the services ·of the best men 
without respect to .party. ~n t.he . m~anwhile .. 1-.p_:rd..._:B,~t~ •. 
tg.QJ{_cl:uu:gt-.Q_f_...&:ff.9Jrs, workmg m mhmate relatiOns w1th 
the King. Bute was a wealtpy and cultivated Scottish 
nobleman, but he lacked both experience of and capacity 

f:
fo·r· public a. ff. airs, and his tenur.e_oLoffice.was.any,thing.but 
S:lJ£:cessjgl._ His main task was to bring the war to an end ; 
and he did so by concluding, rather hurriedly, the Peace 

, of Paris, which, though \t was a reasonable settlement,1 

l could be represented as a betrayal of~. national interests, 
tbecause it did not secure for Britain'•, alL the advantages 
iwhich her victories might have enabl~d'her to insist upon . . 

' Vol. I. p. 756. , 
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On this ground it was bitterly attacked by Pitt; and it 
was only by wholesale corruption that it was forced through 
the House of Commons. The independent cotmtry gentle
men, under Pitt's influence, were very restive. 

From the first Bute was exposed to the most virulent 
criticism. All the office-hunting groups were in full cry. 
He was denounced as a 'favourite '-a fatal charge. He 
was the object of a vile and scurrilous newspaper campaign, 

-in which he was sneered at as a Scotsman, and shameful 
innuendoes were thrown out regarding his relations with 
the King's mother. The worst of the slanderers was John 
Wilkes, a bankrupt libertine and member of Parliament who 
published a weekly paper under the ironical name of the 
North Briton. George III. would have been more than 
'human- if he had not longed to punish Wilkes. Bute 
endured the storm in silence; but it made public life 
intolerable to him, and as soon as the peace was concluded 
he resigned his office. The whole episode had given a 
serious set-back to the King's design. 

George III. would now have liked to call in Pitt to the 
direction of affairs ; but Pitt's anger at the peace made this 
impossible. He therefore chose the great man's brother
in-law, <;eorge Grenville, who was probably the best man 
then available. An honest, able, industrious, and rather 
pedantic lawyer, Grenville had a high reputation in fh~ 
House of Commons, because, in a greater degree than most 
of his contemporaries, he made a point of studying the 
subjects with which he dealt. Grenville had only a small 
personal following in Parliament. Even when, after a year, 
he was joined by the Duke of Bedford and his gro.up, he 
was far from being able to command a majority of pledged 
followers. Yet he h.~d_qffice for two years, and the Whigs, 
even though helped by Pitt, were unable to overthrow him; 
because so long as he had the King's support he could count 

·upon the votes of the placemen, and upon those of the 
independent country gentlemen,. Nevertheless Grenville 
and Bedford insisted upon acting as if they were party chiefs 
instead of being dependent upon the King: and from the 
outset their dictatorial methods, and their obvious desire 
to strengthen their own 'connexions,' aroused the King's 
resentment. This was not the kind of ministry for a 
Patriot King. 

Grenville is chiefly remembered for his American policy,, 
w1th which we shall deal in a later chapter.1 But in 

1 Below, Chap. iv. p. 42. 
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England and in Parliament the American question attracted 
very little attention until the last months of his ministry, 
when Englishmen were startled by the vehemence of the 

1 American opposition to the Stamp Act. What engrossed 
most attention during Grenville's ministry was the QrO
ge~tiqp_ of Wilkes ·for haviiJ.g~gg~,jp.~p._!'J.S_gJ::fili 
. p,2;per ~ tfia t_~~g' ~sp~~h.2!.L!Jl~pea~m~iiJ.~ci_, §l Ji<:.:... 
He was cfiarg~a_witli.~seditious_.libel.'..-and.arreste~~on a 

. ,....gen~!:al war~!l!_' (that is, a warrant giving no names). 
1 directed against the ' authors, ·printers, and publishers ' 
~of the North Briton. Such warrants had often been used 
·by Governm<rnts; they had been used by Pitt. But j_n 
thi~e ~ the_y -'Y~J:~d~Q_ared~gel...-l;?y_fhief }_llstic~- ~:ratt. _ 
This judicial decision isimportant because it deprived 
Government of a mode of legal procedure not open to 
private citizens. ln Britain, as in no other European 
country, the ordinary machinery of the law was alone to be 
available for Government. 

_ Wilkes_su.Q._d~_nly_bec.ame_a_popular-.hero ; especially when 
I the House of Commons expelled him, and the House of 
1 _Lords charged him with breach oi privilege for having 
; attributed indecencies to a bishop in a blasphemous jeu 

. i d'esprit intended for private circulation. Without, how-
: ev;r, awaiting his trial on the main charge of libel, Wilkes 
•fled to France, being so deep in debt that he was not safe 
• once he had lost his parliamentary privilege of freedom 
1 from arrest. The episode was an unsavoury one. Yet 

!. it filled the public mind, and contributed to create for a 
. time f.n atmosphere of hostility to the King and his policy. 
· Geof'ge-I-U. had no quarrel with"' the principal. measures 
wi~which Grenville and his colleague Bedford were 
associated. But he ~ci.J:h~._m!nisters qi~:t!-imi,a.l,~arid_..f_ar 
~pendent. Already, after Grenville had held office 
for a year:-th'eKing had in vain opened negotiations with 
Pitt. In 1765, having resolved to get rid of Grenville, !}&, 

. tried Pitt once more; and, failing again, f~_a_fk:_w_itll 
g:r~(lt_reluctance_upon_tl:le_,01d_Whig?,_n_oJw_1~§..by t}1~ 
M~r._q~is _of_Rockinghall1:- The Whigs also wanted .Pitt: 
-with his help they hoped ,to re-establish their own power 
and put a stop once for all to the King's meddling. But 
Pitt would have none of them; and they never forgave him. 
'!.ExY-f~IE.~d~_ii-~l:lo~t~liy_~_.§!l~.~e~- -~-~st,!'y,,_which 
succeeded . m ach1evmg only one Important measure-the 
~ronhe'Stamp A<:;t, wh1cflliad-producea"Sli'Ch an~ut-· 
cry!~merica--:'--The·Whig ministry of 1765-1766 was indeed 

J 
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a sad revelation of the weakness of that once omnipotent 
party. It consisted of a group of amiable magnates without 

· vigour or ability. Only one man of brains was among 
them-Edmund Burke, an Irish man of letters whom Lord 
Rockingham had engaged as his private secretary. In that 
humble capacity Burke wielded no power; nor did the 
proud Whigs ever admit him to the inner circle of their 
group-his origin was too humble. Yet Burke's genius has 
thrown about the group a glamour which they never 
possessed in reality. Their expulsion from power had 
largely purified them from the corruption which had been 
the shame of their predecessors. But their merely negative 

'virtues did not save them from impotence. The King's 
obedient army of placemen hampered and worried the 
ministry during its brief tenure of office; and when the 
right moment came it was turned out without hesitation 
or difficulty. 

§ 3· The Experiment of Non~Party Government, I766-1770. 

It was turned out because at last the great Pitt had 
been persuaded to lend his immense prestige for the forma
tion of a genuine non-party government, consisting of the 
best men from all sides. Jhe ideal of a non-party ministry • 
was at last to be given a {air trial. Pitt threw himself i~<f 

'the task with enthusiasm, and got together a· ministry, 
drawn from many different groups, which for varied 
capacity surpassed all its predecessors and most of its 
successors. 

He hoped to achieve great things. He was to sol'¢-e the 
American problem; he was to regain for Britain the 
leadership in European politics which she had lost in the 
last few years. But none of these great hopes was ful
filled; and the reason for their non-fulfilment was simply 
that the ministry was a non-party ministry, whose members 
had no principles in common, and no habitude of acting 
together, so that they were constantly at cross-purposes, 
and could not achieve that unity of aim which is necessary 
for successful government. Pitt himself soon realised how 
great was the blunder into which he had drifted. He 
withdrew to his country house, and refused even to see 

· or give counsel to his distracted colleagues. He was 
supposed to be suffering from gout; he was probably 
suffering still more from disillusionment and the loss of 
belief in himself. When he returned from his seclusion, 
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in 1769, it was to throw himself into violent opposition to 
the ministry which he himself had formed, but which had 
outraged all the ideas he held most dear. . , 

1 For,this non-p.&rty_ministry, of able and honest men had 
1meanwhile ~<l-UIJ.der. Pitt's loyal henchman, the well- , 

1 
meaning youn_ g Duke Oi.Q.r.aft.Qtl,.~int_o_ .. ~a-s_.e_r_l_·~s._Q.Lth.!Lm_ost 
extraordiil<!IY~iiid tragic fol~nd-hlunders. Llt-4ad 

~failed to do any~@gr~--~~,-JJ..lJ.,ad~starte.d<a,IJ.~W •. ~nd 
.. 1,fc;.tal sch~me. ~9r}E~~~llO..I.!..QLAmenp: lChad.gt~en,Jo_ 
., ; J.c>4n-Wilkcs~a.new_and.Il1uch.be.tter_plea~for_posing~as.a 

.:; i martyr,.Cl.nd,4?:i._a~£2_sed passionat~ indjg!!_?.-tio»~tP-!"_QJiglJ.out 
1-J~.e,..£>.~try,.J?y_its_t'reci:tmenJ..QL.!~L_Mi_ddl(}§~~-elillj.pp. 

~ I It h~d,s_~emed to threaten th~fr....e..~4orrLofJl}~Press, and had 
sA convmced the country that Parliament was an unrepre-
. sentative and tyrannical body. And all this was the work 

of a ministry which Pitt had formed, of a non-party ministry 
which was to, realise the dreams of Bolingbroke! This 
result shed anew light upon the subject of party-government, 

I 
which most men had been ready to condemn ; and Edmund 
Burke, the apologist of ~he Whigs, seized the occasion to) 
write, in his pamphlet on The Causes of the Present Dis
contents, a very cogent demonstration of the necessity o~ 
party as a means of giving consistency to government. 

• The experience of Pitt's ministry did indeed demonstrate 
f ih~ impracticability of non-party government under the 

British system . 
..Twp gre<3.t_qu~2_tio:q.s were especially raised by this ill

starred ministry during the years' 1766-rno. On its 
disastrous r,!~ .. £f~a_t!t.~pptJo. tax.._tl1e,~ll!eric?-i1 c()!opies 
more will be saia in a later chapter. But, among British 
contemporaries, it aroused yet greater excitement by lli 
handling of the Middlesex election. At the general election 

oi1f6B'-Jofiii'""""Will{es, wliO"had' returned from France, 
became a candidate for the populous constituency of 
Middlesex, and was triumphantly e~ected. The House 
of Commons. declared the return in valid on the ground of 
Wilkes's condemnation for seditious libel. A second eleCtion 
was held, and Wilkes was again returned, and again refused 
admission; a third election produced the same result; at a 
fourth election a Government candidate was put up, and 
(although he obtained only 296 votes against Wilkes's II43) 

I 

wa.s declared duly returned.. In effect, the constituency of 
Middlesex was disfranchised ; and the House of Commons, 
by declaring the minority candidate elected, assumed to 
itself a very dangerous power. · 



This episode filled the next years with uproar. The 
ministry was deeply discredited. All the elements of 
opposition-the Old Whigs, the followers of Chatham, even 
the followers of Grenville-were drawn together, and for a 
time hoped to overwhelm the Government, from which the 
Whig and the Chathamite members had now nearly all 
withdrawn. ~violent press campaign, in which the hard, 
brilliant, vitriolic Jetters· of the mysterious Junius played 
a principal part, stimulated public interest in politics ; and 
the attempt.<; of the House to prohibit newspaper reports of 
its debates, and the conflicts which followed this, intensified 
the popular feeling, and showed that Government and 
Parliament alike were, for the moment at any rate, out 
of touch with the sentiment of the nation. 

But the excitement of 1769 and 1770 died down almost 
as quickly as it had arisen. The settlement of disputed 
elections was transferred from the whole House (which 
had always decided such questions on party lines) to a 
select Committee (1770). Wilkes, after his brief period 
of stormy prominence, ~as permitted to take his place in 
rarliament at the election Of 1.774, (\_nd SOOn subsided into 
an extinct volcano. But although the ministry had to be 
reconstructed in 1770, the Whigs, even with the support 
of Chatham, found themselves as far from the restoration • 
of their old ascendancy as ever. George III., with obstinc.\t~ 
courage, had held on his way through the storm; and he 
was rewarded by complete victory. The fortunes of the 
great Whig party were never at a lower ebb than in 1770 
and the following years. . 

But the brief fury of the Middlesex election was not 
without lasting results. It had drawn attention •to the 
unrepresentative character of Parliament, and it gave birth 
to a demand for parliamentary reform. The Whigs (who 
had no desire to see the abolition of pocket boroughs) were 
content to urge that the means of corruption possessed by 
the Crown should be reduced, in. order to make the struggle 
more equal between the King and themselves. Chatham 
and the unknown Junius went no further than to advocate 
general elections every three instead of every seven years, 
and an increase in the number of county members. But 
outside the circle of the parliamentary politicians bolder 
demands began to be raised. During the Middlesex election 
a body called the Society of Supporters of the Bill of Rights 
had been formed. It was the first public organisation for a 
political end ; and it advocated equal political rights and 
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annual Parliaments. The same demand was put forward 
in a pamphlet of 1776 by ¥~£>r_Car.twright, who came to 
be known as the _Ea_t~r- oLParliamentary Reform; and 
in the same year John Wilkes courted publicity1 for the 
last time by introducing a bill 'for a just and equal repre
sentation of the people of England in Parliament.' Wilkes's 
Bill was rejected without a voice being raised in its support; 
but tlie idea of constitutional reconstruction had been 
bmught to birth, and it was not to die .. 

§ 4· The King's Victory: the Ministry of North. 

There was as yet, however, no large body of public 
opinion anxious for such changes ; and George III. was 
right in believing that the excitement over the Middlesex 

! election was only a temporary and evanescent frenzy. He 
, : had, indeed, at last won complete victpry in his conflict 
[with the Whigs. IQ_~.,J!,linistry_gf..1770.was.a.ministrykafter 
, his own he_art._ For though it is known to history as the 

'-/\ministry of Lord N'orth, it. wa~Lj11j;rgth t~g~~.ministry.~ 
George wasinrealityliis own Prime Minister, in spite of the 
~fact that he did not preside over cabinet meetings ; North 
I always repudiated the title of Prime Minister, regarding 

, \himself only as the King's principal agent in the distribution 
v 'ai .{fatronage and the management of the House pf Commons; 

\
'·and as a. matter of principle, he deliberately subordinated 
his own judgment to that of his master. The other ministers 
iwere no more than heads of departments, directly responsible 

~ ito the King; and it was the King who .mainly determined 
._..,' ;the bro'l-d lines of national policy, and who gave unity and 

{co-ordination to the various departments. Once more, as 

lin the time of William III., the King was the real head of the 
executive government, and the theory of the joint re
sponsibility of the cabinet, which had grown up during the 

'!period ofWhig rule, was broken down. . · 
l But George had not destroyed the party system. On the 
!COntrary, he had created a n~w party of which 4e was 
himself the leader, arevived Tory party, which had ousted 

1the Whigs by employing their own metlioos of electoral cor
ruption and the skilful use of patro11age. And over against 
lthis new Tory party stood an organised opposition, un
ceasingly critical, consisting of the purified remnant ,of 
'the Whigs and the small group of Lord Chatham's followers. 
;They were weak, disheartened, . and divided among them
'selves. But the& were ~n organised opp~i\\fu~U,~SJ.tnding for 

2; 3 ~, ~ 9 . . ~' ~~ ' 
, I .=a.; ~ 
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principles sharply contrasted with those of the King's party; 
and the contrast became sharper and mon~ clear as the great 
American conflict developed and expanded. The party 
system, instead of being destroyed, had in fact been made 
clearer and more definite by George nr.'s victory over the 
Whigs : the shifting groups of the early years of the reign 
were coalescing into two clearly marked bodies, and from 
1770 onwards it was more nearly true than it had ever 
been that the members of the House of Commons could be 
divided into supporters and opponents of the Government, 
Tories and Whigs, each with their recognised leaders. Thus, 
paradoxical as it may appear, the definite division of 
Parliament into two opposing political armies was the main 
otltcome of George III.'s attempt to destroy party. 

Meanwhile, however, the opposition in Parliament was 
helpless. All the Government proposals were carried by 
overwhelming majorities. And this was due not merely 
to the fact that corruption was employed on a wholesale 
scale-on a scale far more lavish than Walpole ever dreamed 
of-but still more to the fact that most of the independent 
country gentlemen in the House of Commons were quite 
content that the King should control the Government, and 
had no quarrel with his policy. In the House of Lords 
the Whig majority vanished, partly by reason of creations • 
of new peers, partly because many peers who had eaJ!liE\C 
counted as Whigs were ready to transfer their allegiance. 
And there is no reason to suppose that in thus accepting 
the new regime the two Houses 'of Parliament ran counter 
to public feeling in the country at large. The King himself 
and the policy he pursued were by no means unpopular. All 
the evidence goes to show that even his American poiicy was 
almost universally accepted or acquiesced in-until things 
began to go badly wrong in 1777 and the following years. 
If an election on quite democratic lines could have taken 
place at any time between 1770 and 1777 it is probable 
that the party which supported the King's policy would 
have obtained a majority quite as large as that which it 
ynjoyed under the anomalies of the old representative 
system. 

What is more, it must be recognised that the Government 
of George III. and Lord North showed itself competent 
enough, until it had to stand the strain of a great war. 
It carried through constructive measures of real importance, 
in many fields of national policy. In the Quebec Act (1774) 
it found a ;Wise solution for the difficult problem of the 

•• 
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government of French Canada, which had been negled:ed 
~ince the conquesi of that colony in 1759-176o.1 Its India 
Act olrzzJ,! if it proved in practice to be unworkable, at 
'least represented a bold assumption of responsibility for 
the welfare of the Indian peoples, and was, in spite of its 
inevitable deficiencies, a far more courageous and statesman
like measure than anything that had been earlier attempted 
or even proposed. 

. Royal control of the executive seemed to be working well. 
4 But for the disasters of the American War it might have got 
J itself established; the fluid and unfixed institutions of 

Britain might have been set in a mould like that of nine
teenth-century Prussia; the system of government by a 
cabinet jointly responsible to Parliament might have passed 
out of memory, as a discredited device of the defeated 
Whig oligarchy ; and the infant movement for parliamentary 
reform might have been still longer delayed. Thus t.b.e 
colonial controver§y_r~,~ctecl.EP2lld).l!g~he end deter
mined,_ the_:_.course._oLpoliticaLdev:elopmen-Cin:;.tlle':old. 
country, .and __ perhap:; _:;aved, Parliament-from a gradual 
gi_mjn ti tion. of 5ts .powers:-

[Lecky's History of England in the Eighteenth Century; Robertson's 
.England under the Hanoverians; Hunt's England from z76o to z8oi; 
Winstanley's Personal and Party Government, and Lord Chatham and 
the '~thigs; Williams's William Pitt; Fitzmaurice's Life of Shel
burne ; Veitch's Genesis of Parliamentary Reform; Trevelyan's Early 
Life of C. ]. Fox; Burke's.Present Discontents; Grafton's Autobio
graphy; H. Walpole's Memoirs of George III.; Letters of Junius-;· 
Donne's Correspon'dence of George III. and Lord North.] 

• 

I 

VOL. II. 

1 See below, Chap. xi. p. 136 . 
• See below, Chap. vi. p. 79· 
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CHAPTER II 

EUROPE UNDER BENEVOLENT DESPOTISM 

(A.D. 1763-1789) 

§ I. Britain and France. 

ONE of the most marked contrasts between the first five-and
twenty years of the reign of George III. and the half century 
of Whig oligarchy which preceded it was that, while under the 
Whigs foreign affairs seemed to be the most important part 
of politics, and ministers were continually preoccupied by 
the making of treaties and alliances for the maintenance 
of the Balance of Power, under George III. foreign affairs 
sank into the background, and Britain made no important 
treaties and entered into no alliances. The reason for this 
striking change was not that any policy of non-intervention 
in European affairs had been deliberately adopted, but• 
partly that domestic questions engrossed attention,• a11.d 
partly that the constant changes of ministry were fatal to 
continuity of policy. In the eyes of continental rulers 
Britain seemed to have fallen a prey to civil confusion. 
'England,' said Frederick the Great in 1769, 'has become a 
sort of island- Poland.' British influence in continental 
affairs has perhaps never in modem history been ·less than 
during the quarter of a century w~ich followed the resound
ing triumphs of the Seven Years' War. 

There was only one problem of foreign politics which 
intermittently aroused the interest of British politicians
the fear of a revival of the strength of the Bourbon Powers, 
France and Spain, and of a future attempt to avenge their 
catastrophic defeat. These fears were by no means ground
less; for though France had been deeply discredited by 
her humiliation in the last war, and was nearly bankrupt, 
she had not given up the hope of revenge ; and under the 
guidance of the able minister Choiseul she was preparing for 
it, especially by the creation of a formidable navy. Her 
opportunity came with the revolt of the American Colonies, 
and she was ready to use it. When the long conflict 

18 
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· between the two old rivals was thus renewed, B:ritain paid 
de·arly for her isolation . ..fb.~~~l}~m-was almost the ·only 
'British statesman of the period who foresaw this d;mger. 

·When he formed his non-party ministry ·of 1766 he str6.v!t 
to draw together a European alliance against the Bourbon 
Powers. But he was wholly unsuccessful. Frederick of 
Prussia, to .whom he first applied, would have nothing to 
say to a British alliance, partly because_ ail his attention 
was now given to the affairs of Eastefl;l Europe, where 
Britain could be 'Of no use to him, but ~ainly pecause he 
thought that Britain was a decaying Power,: and,· that no 
co:nfidence could be placed in a State whbse governments 

· . were so transient and insecure as those of Britain now 
seemed to be ; nor had he forgiven what he· regarded as the 
desertion of himself in 1763. 

There were, however, only two moments, before the 
American War, when any actual friction took place between 
Britain and the Bourbon Powers. One was in 1768-g, after 
Chatham had withdrawn into his strange seclusion. The 

.island. _of Corsica was in revolt against the city of Genoa, 
to which it had long been subject ; the Genoese, ·unable to 
conquer their revolting subjects, proposed to sell the island 
to France ; and the CorsiCans asked to be taken under the 

• .. protection of the British Crown. Shelburne, Secretary of 
!>tcfte in 1768, who was a disciple of Chatham; was anxious to 

·.accept this offer, and Chatham, had he been in active politics, 
.". would certainly have taken the same line. France was not 

yet ready for a new war, and would not have· resisted. 
'But' orte section of the divided British cabinet was against 
taking ~dion, and actually serit word to France that Britain 
would not in any case go to war aboutCorsica. ·The result 
was that Corsica was annexed by France (1769); and Napoleon 
Buonaparte, born in that very year, became a French 

· subject .. It is strange to.reflect that but for Lord Chatham's 
illness Napoleon might have- been a British subject. In the 
next year, ,IJ70, there was a new alarm, when a British 
garrison in the Falkland Islands was expelled by the 
Spaniards; who claimed the islands. But North's Govern
menl acted with more firmness than its predecessor, and the 
cloud blew over.· 
. ·. In spite of these events, and the genera] fear of French 
designs, one oLthe outstanding features of this period was 
the .intimacy of the social relations between England aJ::td .. 
France. Members of the English goveming class •were 
almost as much at home in Paris as in London. In France 
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admiration for British institutions and British ways of 
life had reached a curiously high pitch; and this Anglomania, 
which deeply affected the political thought of France, 
contributed to prepare the way for the French Revolution. 

The Govemment of France, bent upon reversing the 
decisions of the Seven Years' War in the spheres of naval 
and colonial power, was tempted, like the British Govem
ment, to pay little attention to the general politics of 
Europe, especially after the fall of Choiseul in 1770. Thus 
the two richest and most highly civilised of the European 
States were concentrating their thoughts upon one another, 
partly in mutual fear, partly in mutual admiration. And 
the consequence was that at least one terrible event took 
place which could scarcely have happened had France 
and Britain maintained their old leadership, even in 
rivalry, in the affairs of Europe. This terrible event was 
the dismemberment of the living body of the Polish nation 
in the First Partition of Poland, 1772. 

§ 2. The Eastern Powers and the Partition of Poland. 

The diplomatic history of Europe during the thirty years 
between the Peace of Paris and the outbreak of the French • 
Revolutionary War was dominated by the relations of ._the 
three great military despotisms of the East-Russia, Austria 
and Prussia.l 

Of these Russia had but recently begun to play the part 
of a European Power, and she had only half emerged from 
barbarism. But she had played a decisive part in .recent 
events; in i'articular her friendship had saved •Prussia 
from destruction at the end of the Seven Years' War. 
Russia had just passed under the sway of an extraordinarily 
able and unscrupulous German woman, Catherine II., who 
had in 1762 deposed her husband, the Tsar Peter III., and 
had been a consenting party to his murder. This amazing 
woman was to be the second founder of the greatness of 
Russia ; during her long reign, which extended from 1762 
to 1796, Russia's territories were greatly extended, and she 
became one of the dominating factors in the politics of 
Europe. 

Austria, who had long had the controlling voice in 
Eastem European politics, and had hitherto shown to 
Russia a sort of condescending patronage, was perturbed 

1 See the maps, Atlas, Plates to and 26. 
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by the vigour and independence of Catherine's policy, 
especially when Catherine began to win victories over the 
Turks; for Austria was ambitious of extending her terri-

. tory at the expense of the decaying Turkish Empire. But 
sll.e was also very jealous of Prussia, the upstart Power 
which had wrested from her the rich province of Silesia, 
and which now threatened her traditional leadership among 
the petty States of Germany. 

Prussia, on her part, being much the weakest of ·these 
three Powers, and having been bled white by the desperate 
struggle of the Seven Years' War, watched with anxiety 
the ambitions of her powerful neighbours. Frederick the 
Great feared lest Austria should take advantage of his 
weakness to wreak vengeance for the loss of Silesia ; and 
as a safeguard against this danger he clung to his alliance 
with Russia, which had been formally concluded in 1764. 
For more than a century to come the maintenance of an 
alliance with Russia was· one of the keynotes of Prussian 
policy. But Frederick did not wish to be drawn by this 
alliance into a war against Austria, which might easily 
result from Austro-Russian rivaj.ry in the Balkans; · He 
therefore devoted his ingenious and unscrupulous intelligence 
to guiding the policy of his great·neighbours into channels 

• which might be tum~d to the profit of Prussia; an<i,.!lJ.e, 
!la!t~tio~owd was th~ . .1:~t. 
-Theliuge kingdom of Poland lay almost enclosed by the 
territories of these three formidable and sinister Powers. 
It was reduced to impotence by its absurd and unworkable 
system of government, and by the dissensions of its nobles. 
Ever 'Sjnce 1735 Poland had been falling more and more 
under the influence of Russia; and it was the deliberate 
policy of Catherine to keep Poland weak and helpless. 
When the Poles, reali?ing at last that the futility of tht;ir 
system was ruining their country, tried to initiate reforms, 
Catherine, with Frederick's support, intervened· to forbid 
the proposed changes, posing as the protector of the 
' ancient liberties of Poland' because these ' liberties' left 
the country at her mercy. Some of the Polish nobles 
formed a confederation to resist the Russian domination, 
and. at first won some .success; Catherine, whose armies 
were ill organised, had to get help from Frederick of Prussia. 

In the hope of preventing tht: complete ~omination of 
Poland by Russia, which would be threatening to them
selves, the Turks (largely at the instigation. of France) 
declared war upon Russia in 1768. But this only gave to 
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Catherine the opportunity oi fresh and easier conquests. 
She drove the Turks from the northern shore of the Black 
Sea. Her armies overran Moldavia and Wallachia, and 
threatened to cross the Danube and march on Constantinople 
(1769). A Greek rebellion against Turkey was talked of; 
and it seemed as if the last days of the Turkish Empire 
were at hand. But Austria was not willing to allow Russia 
to conquer European Turkey ; and in 1771 she announced 
that if the Russians crossed the Danube she would declare 
war. Frederick of Prussia had no wish to be drawn into a 
war about Turkish questions when his State was only 
beginning to recover from the strain of the last great 
conflict; so he set himself to persuade the two rivals to 
indemnify themselves at the expense of Poland. His 
cunning and persistent diplomacy was successful; and in 
1772 the three robber-States took each a great slice of the 
Polish kingdom, and compelled the Polish Diet to ratify 
their plunder. In all they took from the unhappy kingdom 
one-third of its territory and more than one-third of its 
population. Russia's share was the largest in extent, and 
Austria's in wealth; but Prussia acquired the province of 
West Prussia, which linked up her detached duchy of East 
Prussia with the main block of her dominions; and she 
retained this Polish region until she was compelled to dis- • 
gorge it by the Treaty of Versailles in 1919. 0 

• 

Two years later, in 1774, Catherine ended her Turkish 
war by the treaty of Kutchuk-Kainardji, which forms a 
landmark in the history of the Eastern Question. In. 
accordance with the bargain made at the time of the 
partition she abandoned the provinces of Moldavi<t and 
Wallachia. But she got control of the north coast of the 
Black Sea ; her fleets henceforward threatened Con
stantinople; and she also acquired a claim, vague and 
undefined, but capable of being turned to advantage, to 
interfere in the Balkans as the protector of the Christian 
subjects of the Turk. 

The rivalry of Russia and Austria for the inheritance of 
the Turkish Empire, which for the first time took shape in 
these years, was to be the chief cause of the difficulty of the 
Eastern Question, and one of the principal sources of 
disturbance and alarm in Europe, for a century and a half 
to come; and the British Commonwealth, though at first 
it seemed to be quite unconcerned, was in the future to be 
deeply involved in this inextricable tangle. 
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§ 3· The Benevolent Despots. 

The development of the Eastern Question and the 
iniquitous partition of Poland were the only even~s of first
rate importance in the political history of Europe during 
these years. In one sense the partition was characteristic 
of the period, since it showed that the ruling personages 
of this despotic age paid no regard to the desires and senti
ments of the peoples whom they ruled, and had no sense 
of the strength and value of the national spirit. But it 
would be a mistake to conclude from this that the politics 
of the period were unenlightened, or uninfluenced by ideals. 
Very much the reverse. There had never been a period in 
modem history when the problems of government and the 
duties of Governments to their subjects were more earnestly 
or more seriously discussed. It was the age of the philo
sophers, whose criticism of existing institutions was pre
paring the way for the French Revolution. But most of 
these thinkers, whilst they maintained that government 
existed for the advantage of the governed, were very far 
from holding that it ought to be conducted in accordance 
with the ideas of the governed, or under their control. They 
mostly believed that wise reforms were rather to be expected 

• from the wisdom of a monarch or his advisers than from 
t'he•ignorance_ of the mob.· And this belief seemed to be 
justified by what was going on in Europe. 

For while in the countries where some semblance of popular 
government existed, as in Britain; very little active work of 
reform was carried on; the despots of the continent were 
compe'ting with one another in their zeal for constructive 
reform, and were eagerly endeavouring to follow the pre
cepts of the philosophers. T!Iis was . not .. o!lly Qle_y.g~ gf \. 
the _p_!J.ilosophers,)L~as.the age of_th~_l2_e_l!§,YQ$.!lf despot~ ' 

' or .,Pl;g2.sop.£_~r,-ki~g~ . In :'11most every Eur?p~anState, j 
great or small, despotic prmces ·or trusted m1msters were 
labouring with untiring assiduity to give effect to the 
principles of the philosophers. The most outstanding of 
these .hard-wor~ing and zealo~s rulers were ,..J£s_~p_~=!Il.<-0.. 
Austria,,Cathenne .. II. of Russia, and Fredenck the Great 

_Ef .• Prujsi[; '-1:lutsome of-tlleminor pnhces:SuCli as the 
Grand Duke of Tuscany and the Nargrave of.J3aden, ~howed 
an even greater courage a;nd intelligence. Everywhere the 
same feat~res ~ecur. T)lere_we_l:_~. !eg~l ~9- j~dLcial.refof.m.stf 
-the C_?~~cahon of laws, and the al_?<;>ht10n of torture andiL 
of oarl:>arous puniSliinents~ Tllere were attac}{s upon tll~ · 

.............--·-,., -- "~--·-- -_.,J . • 
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surviving abuses of feudalism, and in some cases bold 
attempts to emancipate the labouring class from serfdom. 
There were great public works carried out by the State, the 
making of roads and canals, the construction of harbours, 
the draining of marshes. There were systematic attempts 
to improve and develop agriculture, and to foster industry 
and foreign commerce. Everywhere there was generous 
patronage for learning : new universities were founded ; 
academies of scholars were established ; in some cases State 
systems of education were initiated. Restrictions on the 
publication of books were greatly diminished, and criticism 
and discussion by scholars (though not by ordinary men) 
were encouraged. In almost every case complete freedom 
of worship was allowed to all religious bodies, even in those 
States which had hitherto been most rigidly orthodox. 
One of the most striking events of the period was the 
expulsion of the powerful Jesuit order from nearly every 
European State; and this was a sign of the rationalist 
spirit which pre-eminently marked the age. 

Never, in truth, have the European peoples witnessed a 
more strenuous outburst of reforming zeal than during the 
generation which preceded the French Revolution. The 
reforms were in every case due to the enlightenment of 
absolute rulers; they went in many cases far beyond the • 
wishes of the peoples concerned ; and they seemed • t<J 
justify the view that benevolent despotism was the most 
progressive form of government. In truth the benevolent 
despot might well feel that his subjects did not know what 
was good for them, and that in their own interests it was 
right that their irrational sentiments and prejudices.~hould 
be overridden. To the enlightened despot, the sentiment 
of nationality inevitably appeared irrational. Even in the 
case of Poland it could be plausibly argued that the attach
ment of the Poles to their separate national existence was 
mere sentimentalism; and that the peoples of the annexed 
regions obtained from their vigorous and progressive new 
masters practical and material boons which the absurd 
system of free Poland could never have yielded. Probably 
they did. 

The theory that despotism could provide the most 
enlightened and progressive form of government thus 
obtained, during these years, a very fair trial. And, on 
the surface, it must be recognised that the strenuous and 
intelligent labours of the despots stand in favourable con
trast with the factious intri~ues of British politicians, anq. 
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'with their squabbles over Middlesex elections and duties on 
tea. In the comparison which was challenged during this 
generation between absolute monarchy and parliamentary 
government all the advantage seemed to lie on the side of 
the former ; political liberty appeared to lead only to 
ineffectiveness and confusion. Yet the labours of the 
despots led to little or no permanent result ; · their work 
was all swept away either by the Revolution or by the 
reaction which followed it. On the other hand the appar
ently futile arguments of British politics, and the acrimonious 
disputes between the mother-country and her daughter
States, were part of the great' process of educating whole 
peoples to think about the problems of their common 
welfare, and to co-operate in realising it. 
'J~m OI!ly_the.first servanfo(my peopl~,' -~r,eq~r_i£~ _th~ 

_ Gr~~t'.2!!f~-~laimed; but this claim did not truly represent 
the facts. Frederick was the architect of a rising State, 
the builder of its future greatness ; his people were only 
the bricks of which it was built, not encouraged, not even 
permitted, to have any opinions as to the plari on which it 
should be built, or to co-operate actively in the building. 
The State was everything, in the eyes of these despot-

.princes, the people only the means to the State's greatness . 
. This was the accepted view as to the meaning and aims of 
tne ~tate in most of the countries of Europe during the 
generation which preceded the French Revolution; the 
conception against which that vast upheaval was a protest. 
But it was fundamentally opposed to the conception which 
was implicit in the system of self-government characteristic 
of every.part of the British Commonwealth. . 

To every British citizen it was axiomatic that the prime 
duty of the State was to protect the liberties which his 
ancestors had acquired for him, and to ensure him freedom 
to think and say and do what he liked, so long as he did not 
injure his neighbours. He regarded the laws not as the 

· edicts of his masters, alterable at their will, but as the 
protection of his own security, binding upon his rulers, 
and alterable only by an assembly which (whatever its 
defects) did genuinely represent the national mind. It was 
these beliefs, and the perhaps unreasonable fear Jhat 
George nr. was ready to disregard them, which led to the 
political controversies in Britain during the first ten years 
of the reign. It was these beliefs, and the perhaps un
reasonable fear that the British Parliament intended to 
pverrige tp.em, wh~c.h le<J the :A.meriqtp coJ9nists first jnt9 
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opposition and then into rebellion. Vaguely and imperfectly, 
but still really, the British peoples had adopted the view 
of the State as a partnership of free men; and this gives to 
their sometimes factious and often futile arguments a dignity 
and a permanent interest which are lacking in the zealous 
reforming labours of the despots. Two rival conceptions 
of the meaning and aims of the State thus stood forth in clear 
contrast; and it was the British communities which stood 
for the conception that has ultimately been adopted by the 
mind of humanity. 

[Hassall, Balance of Power; Sorel, Eastern Question in the I8th 
Century (English translation) ; Sorel, L'Europe et la Revolution 
Franyaise, vol.i.; Reddaway, Frederick the Great; Norwood Young, 
Frederick the Great; Bright, Joseph II.; Bourgeois, Manuel His
torique de Politique .ttrangere.] 
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CHAPTER III 

.MISGOVERNMENT IN INDIA 

(A.D. 1760-1772) 

THE eclip!le of British influence on the continent of Europe 
was not the only, or the worst, consequence of the chaos 
which reigned in British politics during the first ten years 
of George III.' While the conflict between the King and 
the Whigs was reducing Britain to' a sort of island-Poland,' 
not only foreign affairs but imperial affairs were neglected 
or mishandled. This was the more dangerous. because, 
both in the East and in the West, problems of the most 
crucial importance, which directly arose from the victories 
of the late war, were presenting themselves for solution. 
It was in these years of faction-ftghting that the American 
question 'drifted into an acute stage, without ever receiving 
,the serious attention it deserved. In these years, also, 
with still less attention from the politicians, the amazing 

.dominion which Clive's victories had won in India was 
diia:r-pointing every hope, and rapidly drifting towards 
ruin. From about 1770 onwards the American question 
and the Indian question, refusing to be denied, became the 
dominating issues .in British politics. We have next to' 
trace the stages by which these questions reached the 
degree of acuteness which startled the British public out 
of its in<1ifference ; and it will be convenient to deal first 
with the problem of India, the more bewildering and un
familiar of the two. · 

§ I. Anarchy and oppression in Bengal, IJ60-IJ65. 
' 

When Clive left India in r76o 1 the East India Company 
had been firmly established as the controlling power in 
Bengal ; but it had not begun to think of assuming the 
government of the country. It, and its agents in the East, 
enjoyed power without responsibility ; for the responsibility 
of government remained with the Nawab, who was in 
theory !:nerdy a viceroy for the Great Mogul at Delhi; and 
the traditional Indian methods of administration still went 
on. The Nawab ~as wholly dependent for the security of 

' Vol. r. p. 778. 
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his throne upon the Company and its troops; he was 
powerless without the Company, and powerless against it; 
he dared not deny its servants anything they asked. And 
just for that reason his authority over his subjects was 
gravely undermined, and his government lost all vigour 
and efficiency. It took twelve years to convince the 
Company at home that this state of things was unhealthy, 
and bad even for trade. During these twelve years political 
controversy was so acute at home that nobody paid much 
attention to Indian affairs. In these circumstances the 
servants of the Company in Bengal were left uncon
trolled, and, having no sense of responsibility for the well
being of the country (for that was the Nawab's business), 
most of them shamefully abused their influence to make 
huge fortunes for themselves. They insisted that no dues 
should be exacted, not merely on the Company's export 
cargoes-the Company had enjoyed this right for fifty 
years-but on their own private and local trade: they 
overrode and disregarded the authorities of the country; 
and, acting through a horde of Indian agents, thet entered 
into a grossly unfair competition with native traders. 

Clive's firm hand had kept these abuses more or less in 
check; but after his departure in 1760 they burst out in. 
full vigour. Even before the arrival of his succ-.ssor, 
Vansittart, the Bengal servants resolved to displace t1le 
shiftless artd untrustworthy old Nawab, Mir Jafar, whom 
Clive had set up after Plassey. The ease with which this 
change was made showed how complete was the mastery 
of these irresponsible tyrants of Bengal. In Mir J afar's 
place his son-in:-law, Mir Kasim, was made Nawa'b; but 
not until he had emptied his treasury in gifts to the leading 
members of Council. He was also forced to transfer to 
the Company's administration three of the richest districts 
in Bengal,1 in order that their revenues might be used to 
defray the cost of the Company's army. This arrangement 
was not in itself unfair, because the cost of maintaining an 
army strong enough to defend Bengal was ruinously heavy, 
and was bringing the Company towards bankruptcy. 
These districts were the first large areas to be brought directly 
under British administration; and it is worth noting that 
during the next ten years they were the best governed 
districts in Bengal. When direct responsibility was thrown 
upon them, the servants of the Company were not in-

1 Burdwan, Midnapur and Chittagong. $ee the m'lPS, Atlas, Pla~ 
C)I (a) and (b). 
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capable of rising to it. :The greatest evil of the position as 
a whole was just that they were not responsible for the 
government of Bengal, though they were all-powerful. · · 

Mir Kasim turned out to be a much abler and more 
vigorous prince than his predecessor. He greatly reduced 
the waste and extravagance of the court; he improved the 
administration, and in so doing increased the revenue; and 
he reorganised his army on more efficient lines.· Governor 
Vansittart, anhonest but rather weak man, supported and 
encouraged him in these measures 'of reform ; so did young 
Warren Hastings, who was at first Resident at the Nawab's 
capital and later a member of the Company's Council. 
Btit Vansittart and Hastings were alone among the leading 
servants of the Company in giving support to the reforming 
Nawab. The rest (who counted ten votes out of twelve 
at the Council) were alarmed by Mir Kasim's activity; 

, they feared his military measures; they wanted to keep 
the native government weak and dependent; and they 
especially resented the Nawab's attempts to check their 
illegitimate trading activities. . These had now reached such 
a height that Indian traders in Bengal were almost driven 
out of the market by the unfair comp~titi~n of the English 
servants and their Indian agents, who refused to pay any 
tlues. Mir Kasim made bitter comp!aints. Vansittart and 
H~Hbgs tried to .make a reasonable arrangement with him ; 
but the majority in Council would not agree. Finally Mir 
Kasim decided to abolish all dues, in order to give his subjects 
a chance. Thereupon the majority, despite the protests of 
Vansittart and Hastings, simply ordered him to re-establish 
/the dues· for all traders save themselves. Mir Kasim could 
stand no" more, and broke into revolt (r763), unhappily 
staining his reputation, at the end; by the brutal murder of 
a number of Englishmen who fell into his hands. His new 
army was twice defeated; but it fought with a gallantry 
and skill to which the British troops were unaccustomed. 
Defeated and hopeless, Mir Kasim fled across the borders 
into the neighbouring State of Oudh ; the triumphant 
king-makers haled out old Mir J af:i-, and restored him to 
the throne; and Vansittart and Hastings returned to 
England in disgust._ . 

The Nawab of Oudh saw in the confusion of Bengal an 
opportunity of· extending his power, and invaded the 
province with a large army. With him•came the Mogul 
Emperor,"who was now an exile from Delhi, and had taken 
refuge with his nominal vassal. In theory the Mogul had 
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the right to appoint whom he would to the throne of Bengal ; 
and his presence, and that of Mir Kasim, with the army of 
Oudh made the invasion doubly formidable. But a small 
British army under Major Munro met and utterly defeated 
the invaders at the battle of Buxar (1764) ; and both the 
Nawab of Oudh and his nominal master the Mogul were at 
the mercy of the Company. 

These episodes showed that the power of the Company in 
Bengal, as hitherto exercised, was a mere curse. The 
Company was an Old Man of the Sea; and, like Sinbad's 
Old Man of the Sea, it could not be shaken off. The battle 
of Buxar, more clearly even than the battle of Plassey, 
marked the definite establishment of British supremacy in 
Bengal. What is more, it placed Oudh also at the disposal 
of the Company ; and the irresponsible group of servants 
who represented it' were quite prepared to partition that 
country and to take the Mogul himself under their 
protection. 

§ 2. Clive's Reform Scheme of 1765 and its Failure. 

Meanwhile the Company at home, indignant at the mis
behaviour of its servants, had determined, as soon as the 
news of Mir Kasim's revolt reached England, that drasti@ 
changes must be made ; and to carry them out c(:li,.ve, 
now Lord Clive, was appointed to the Governorship. He 
arrived in Bengal in 1765 to find that in the meanwhile 
Buxar had been fought, and that he had therefore to settle 
not only the affairs of Bengal, but also those of the Mogul 
and of Oudh. The field was clear for a large policy of re
construction, and for a new definition of the relations between 
the Company and the Indian Powers; moreover the fact that 
the Mogul himself was now in British hands made it possible 
to give an air of legitimacy to the new arrangements. 

The arrangements made by Clive in 1765 have always 
been regarded as marking a turning-point in the history of 
the British power in India; but they did so in form rather 
than in fact. In the first place, Clive took the penniless 
and wandering Mogul Emperor under the protection of the 
Company, promised him an annual tribute of £z6o,ooo from 
Bengal, and provided him with a territory of his own by 
cutting off Allahabad and other lands from Oudh; at 
Allahabad the Mogul would be within easy reach of Bengal.l 
In the second place he made an alliance with the Nawab of 

1 See the map, Atlas, Plate 61 (a). 
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Qudh, to whom he restored the rest of his lands; Oudh 
remained a dependent ally of the Company for nearly a 
hundred years, until the separate existence of the State was 
suppressed in r856. In. the third place he legitimised the 
position of the Company in Bengal by obtaining from the 
Mogul a grant to the Company of the diwani, or right of 
collecting the revenues in that province. Under the 
Mogul system of government, in its best days, each great 
province had had two heads, the N awab being responsible 
for military and police affairs, while the Diwan was re
sponsible for the collection of revenue. This system had 
broken down during the years of confusion. In theory it 
.was now restored, and a system of ' dual government,' 
divided between the Nawab and the Company, was estab- ' 
lished: the Company, as Diwan, undertaking to pay, out 
of the revenues it collected, a fixed annual sum to the 
N awab for the e'xpenses of government, in addition to the 
tribute to the Mogul. Finally Clive tried to restrict the 
abuses of private trading, and sought a compensation for 
the Company's servants by establishing a monopoly of salt, 
the· profits of whjch were to be divided among them; but 
the Company refused to accept the arrangement. He had · 
grave trouble both. with the civil ,servants and with the 

•military officers in the Company's employ .. Even his 
_ i!Tim~nse prestige and courage could' not wholly keep them 

in check. · · 
Clive's scheme of dual government lasted for only seven 

years. But it was a fail)lre from the first. , The spheres of 
the N awab and the Company were not clearly enough 
marked· out, and perhaps could not- have been exactly 
defined. • The N awab did not, in practice, exercise the 
military power which theoretically belonged to him, becau;;e 
real military power necessarily remained with the Company ; 
and, for this reason, it was almost impossible for him to 
maintain order: M:ir Jafar had died, and· as his successor 
was a minor, the powers of the Nawab were in fact exercised 
by a deputy, Mohammed Reza Khari, who was nominated 
by the Company. Moreover the Company did not itself 
attempt to exercise the functions of the diwani, because it 
did not wish its servants to be diverted from commercial 
business. It was content to transfer all these functions to 
Mohammed Reza Khan, with the title of Naib (or deputy) 
Diwan. This Indian noble was therefore at once deputy 
for the 'N awab and deputy for the Company ; and the 
nominal duality of the system was thus made unreal from ' 
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the outset; Bengal was governed by Mohammed Reza 
Khan, subject to the dictation of the Company. 

Under these circumstances the new arrangements were 
not a whit better than the old. Indeed, they were worse. 
For the Nawab, now a mere puppet, lost all authority in the 
eyes of his subjects ; Mohammed Reza Khan knew that 
his position was insecure, and that he depended upon the 
favour of the Company's servants, and therefore dared not 
act with vigour ; whilst the Company's servants had as 
little sense of responsibility as before for the good govern
ment of Bengal. The only differences were, first that 
£26o,ooo a year had to be sent to the Mogul, which had not 
been sent before; and secondly that the Company, having 
acquired control of the revenues of Bengal, expected to 
make large profits from this source, though these revenues 
were all needed, and ought to have been used, for the 
provision of good government in Bengal. So great were the 
expectations of profit from this source that the shareholders 
of the Company at home insisted upon having their dividends 
increased ; whilst the home Government also insisted upon 
having a share. In 1767 Charles Townshend, Chancellor 
of the Exchequer in Lord Chatham's Government, obtained 
an Act of Parliament requiring the Company to pay 
£400,ooo per annum to the British Government. This waSo 
the first interference of Parliament in the affairs of thEliiEiSt 
India Company. It showed that Parliament had as yet 

/ no idea of the magnitude and difficulty of the problem pre
sented by the situation in Bengal, and that it had reached 
no loftier ideal than that of sharing in the plunder of a 
conquered province. 

The seven years from 1765 to 1772 form, in~eed, the 
darkest period in the history of the British power in India, 
and Clive's attempt to invent a device for regularising the ~ 
Compa:Q.y's ascendancy without thrusting administrative 
duties upon its servants only made bad worse. Clive's 
successor, Verelst, though an honest and well-meaning man, 
could not keep his subordinates under control. The evils 
of private trade were as bad as ever. Mohammed Reza 
Khan, as Deputy Nawab, was unable to maintain order, 
and the system of local administration and justice, never 
efficient, fell into chaos. Nor was he much more successful 
in revenue administration, in his capacity as Deputy Diwan 
for the Company; the Company found that the revenue 
from which it had expected so much was steadily shrinking, ~ 
while the country was becoming more and more impoverished. 1 
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In 1769, in a desperate attempt to improve matters, the 
Company appointed English supervisors to each of the 
thirty-six districts, to see that the collections of revenue 
were properly made. This is important as the first direct 
interference of English officers in local administration. 
But the supervisors (who were mostly junior and inex
perienced men) had no direct responsibility, and they were 
tempted to abuse their authority for their own advantage. 

§ 3· The Threatened Collapse ojthe Company's Power. 

In 1770 there came a culmination to all this misery in the 
most appalling famine that had ever visited the country. 
At least ~ne-third of the population died of starvation. 
It was nobod,y's business to organise relief: that was not 
in the Indian tradition of government. But the callousness 
with which, in the midst of this hideous suffering, the land 
revenue was still exacted from the starving peasantry, and . 
the-horrible rumour that Englishmen were using the oppor
tunity to make huge profits by hoarding com, aroused 
anger. and indignation at home, and made it clear both to 
the Company and to the British Government that drastic 
and sweeping reforms were necessary. 

• Meanwhile alarming events had· been happening in 
St>uthem India. The Governor and Council of Madra..c;, 
who .were in no way under the· control of the Governor of 
Calcutta, had got themselves into an inextricable tangle 
with the Indian Powers of the South.1 They had allowed 
themselves to be drawn by the Nizam of Hyderabad into a 
wholly· ~nnecessary war with Hyder Ali, a formidable 
Mussulman adventurer who had recently established himself 
on the throne of Mysore, whence he commanded all the 
passes leading to the low-lying and defenceless coast land 
of the Camatic. In 1769 Hyder Ali burst down into the 
lpw country, slaying and devastating. Expecting an easy 
victory, Madras had made no preparations and possessed 
no adequate forces. It had to draw upon Bengal ; and the 
supply of troops and money for this dreary and disastrous 
war completed the disorganisation ofthe Company's finance~. 

In addition to these difficulties the great confederacy of 
the Mahrattas, whose territories spread from West to East 
across India, was again becoming dangerous. Their power 
had been temporarily broken by their defeat at the h,ands 
of the Afghans in 1761? and this had perhaps alone~~ten-

• See the map, Atlas, Plate 6r (a). 2 Vol. r. p. 766. 
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dered possible the establishment of British power in Bengal. 
But they were once more becoming active and aggressive. 
They had made themselves masters of Delhi, 1 and in 1771 
they invited the exiled Mogul, who had remained at 
Allahabad under the protection of the Company since 1765, 
to return to the capital of his ancestors. The Mogul had 
accepted the invitation, only to find himself a prisoner, 
and a puppet in the hands of the Mahrattas. Possession 
of the person of the Mogul had become, as it were, the 
symbol of sovereignty in India: he could give to his gaolers 
firmans and edicts which would cover their usurpations with 
a semblance of legitimacy. In the name of the Mogul 
the Mahrattas were soon (1772) to demand that the tribute 
from Bengal should be paid to them, and that Allahabad 
and the rich adjoining lands should be placed in their hands 
From Delhi they were also (1771) threatening Rohilkhand, 2 

a country immediately to the north-west of Oudh, which 
had been conquered by the Rohillas, a tribe of Afghan 
raiders, during the confusion of the last half-century. The 
Rohillas appealed to the N awab of Oudh for aid, promising 
large sums in return ; and the threat of an advance by the 
Nawab's army; supported by a British brigade under the 
terms of Clive's alliance with Oudh, caused the Mahrattas 
to withdraw for the moment. But it was only for the• 
moment. And if they overran Rohilkhand, and af the 
same time got possession of Allahabad, Oudh would lie 
absolutely at their mercy. Unless the Company were 
prepared to' defend it-and how could this be possible in the 
then state of its affairs ?-Oudh would become a vassal 
to the Mahrattas instead of to the Company ; and .the most 
formidable and aggressive of all the "Indian Powers would 
be brought into immediate neighbourhood with Bengal. 
This Mahratta danger, which was scarcely at all understood 
in England, formed the most serious threat to the Company's 
position. Taken in conjunction with the peril from Hyder Ali 
in the South, it seemed to promise that their recently 
established territorial power would be overthrown as swiftly 
as it had been created. 

But it was not these political dangers which most weighed 
upon the Company, but rather the ugly misgovernment of 
Bengal, and the threatened collapse of its finances, within 
seven years of the glowing prospects raised by Clive in 176$. 
In 1772 bankruptcy was in sight. Far from being able to pay 
to Government the £4oo,ooo which had been exacted in 

1 See the map, Atlas, Plate 61 (a). 2 Ibid. 
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1767, the Company had to borrow £r,ooo,ooo from Govern
ment in order to maintain solvency. Its shares fell in a 
most alarming way. And, what was more serious, every
body in England had by this time realised that the growth 
of British power, as the Company had wielded it, had not 
only brought disaster to the Company itself, but had brought 
nothing·but misery and oppression to the regions over which 
its influence extended. Thus in twelve years the glowing 
hopes which had been raised by Clive's victories had dis
appeared in gloom and shame. Power without responsi
bility had been proved to be ruinous to the rulers as well 
as to the ruled; and it had become plain that the British 
people must face,seriously the new and strange responsibility 
which events had thrust upon them in the East. 

In these desperate circumstances the Company came at 
last to the decision· that it must assume direct responsibility 
for the administration of Bengal, at any rate in regard to 
the .functions of the diwani, or collfdion of revenue. To 
carry out this change it appointed to the Governorship .the 
one man who had come out of the earlier troubles of Bengal 
with clean hands ; the one man who had shown sympathy 
with the needs of the Indian peoples, and had resisted the 
oppression of his colleagues. This man was Warren Hastings. 
-.a:e had come home with Vansittart in 1764, a comparatively 
poor•m,an. For five years, though he had lost such money 
as he had saved, the Corppany had refused to give him 
employment; but since 1769 he had been at wo~k, iri 
Madras, reorganising with remarkable success the Company's 
trading system. He had thus had no share in the misrule 
of the. pe1;iod of dual government. In January 1772 War;ren 
Hastings arrived in Bengal to undertake his herculean task 
-a task even more difficult than. the Company supposed. 
With his arrival began a new era in the history of the British 
power in India:. an era in which that power was to be 
turned from a curse into a blessing. · 

[Muir, Making of British India; Roberts, Hist. Geography of 
• india; V. A. Smith, Oxford History of India; Lyall, Rise and 

Expansion of the British Power in India; Forrest, Life of Clive; 
Gleig, Warren Hastings; Vansittart, Narrative of Events in Bengal; 
Monckton Jones, Hastings. in Bengal.] 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE CONTROVERSY WITH THE AMERICAN 
COLONIES 

(A.D, 1763-1775) 

§ r. The Factors of the Problem. 

THE difficulty and complexity of the problem of government 
in India dawned but slowly upon the minds of British 
statesmen, and reached an acute stage with unexpected 
suddenness. The yet more difficult problem of colonial 
government in America developed more gradually ; but 
even to the end its full significance was never realised. For 
the question was one which had never emerged in human 
history before. It was the question whether a family of 
free communities could find a mode of attaining a real1mity 
without impairing the freedom of any member. Britain 
and the American colonies formed the only linked group of 
free communities that had ever existed in the world on such• 
a scale; and the necessity of recasting their relatio~hips 
emerged so suddenly that the character of the problem was 
not clearly realised on either side of the Atlantic. There was 
prolonged controversy, which grew more acrimonious, and led 
in the end to a tragic disruption of the fellowship of freedom. 

What made the tragedy more remarkable wa;· that it 
followed so closely upon the intoxicating triumphs of the 
Seven Years' War. Indeed, it was in several ways directly 
due to these triumphs. Until 1763 the danger from France 
had held the members of the Commonwealth together; 
and more than one observer had predicted that if ever this 
danger were removed, the colonies would strive for inde
pendence. Again, the immense new area, stretching from 
the Alleghanies to the Mississippi, which had been trans
ferred to Britain by the Peace of Paris,! presented problems 
of real difficulty. This area lay outside the limits of the 
existing colonies. It was inhabited by Indian tribes, who 
had to be at once protected and held in check. This 
function, which naturally fell to the imperial Government, 
necessitated a greater degree of interference in American 

1 See the map, Atlas, Plate 55. 
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affairs than had hitherto been usual, and invofved a 
considerable new expense ·which the mother-country 
was unwilling to bear. Finally, the French danger had 
kept in the background the defects and difficulties of 
the imperial system under which the Commonwealth had 
been directed since r66o. Not that these defects were not 
earlier apparent. They had been very clearly exhibited 
during the first half of the century. But the Whigs, who 
might have reorganised the system, had been content to 
shut their eyes and let things drift-an attitude for which 
their successors took credit as if it had been a device of 
profound political wisdom. When the war came to an 
end in 1763 the bad working of the system was so obvious 
that whoever had been in power would have been bound 
to deal with it, and could not have dealt with it without 
arousing friction and controversy. It was to George 
Grenville, an honest, unimaginative, hard-working. and 
rather pedantic man, that this difficult task of reconstruction 
in the first instance fell. 

There were.,diff_i<::u~!j.~S-().!..,!hl,!.~.&nq~ : difficulties arising 
from the system of govemment, difficulties arising from 

· the regulat1<;?7i'}5fi!ii'PerGTtride:·ariddifficulties aJ,i~igg from 
.the ,problem· of ·cplonial.a~J:~fand from the organisation 
of t~ new territories with their Indian tribes. In regard 
to• all these questions both the colonies ahd the mother
country had their grievances. 
· The system of government generally characteristic of the 
colonies was that while the executive was in the hands of a 
Governqr appointed by the Crown and a nomina ted Executive 
Council, tt representative assembly elected by the colonists 
had·control over legislation and taxation; and this was held 
to be as nearly as possible a reproduction of the system 
prevailing at home. Now; although no Governor <;].ared 
defy his assembly, this system did in fact deny to the 
olonists complete responsibility for the management of their 
'wn affairs ; and as it is the natural tendency of liberty 

·ve for its.own fulfilment, it was inevitable that the "\ · 
should desire to gain control over their executive 

~•uuH.-ut. A body which is denied responsibility is apt 
irresponsible; and the form ·which the struggle 

colonial legislatures for an increase of their power had 
..,,.., ... ~._., in several colonies, had been a refusal of fixed 

salaries to the Governor and to the judges as a 
neans of bringing them under. ,cdn trol. This _was felt by 
he home Government to impairtthe dignity .and" freedom of 

~ 'J .' . 
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action of these officers : in the case of the judges it danger
ously threatened judicial independence, especially as the 
judges often had to decide upon smuggling cases on which 
popular opinion was hostile to the laws. Thus there was 
some soreness on both sides. But the main point was that 
just because the colonies were, by the gift of the mother
country, ahnost the freest societies in the world, they were 
bound to strive for the completion of their own political 
liberties. The question of official salaries did not overtly 
play any prominent part in the controversy, but the demand 
for greater independence and responsibility which was 
implied by it underlay the whole dispute. 

Closely connected with this question was the further 
question whether the British Parliament had the right to 
legislate for or to tax the colonies over the heads of their 
assemblies. In formal constitutional law there could be 
little doubt that such a right existed ; if it did not exist, 
there was no common legislative authority for the whole 
empire. But except in regard to the regulation of foreign 
trade (where it was never seriously questioned) the issue 
had never been definitely raised on either side. If and when 
such a power was seriously asserted it was certain that the 
colonists would be up in arms. But it is essential to 
remember that apart from the British Governmen~ and• 
Parliament there was no common authority for the thirtetm 
colonies. They were so much attached to their local inde
pendence that they had refused to have anything to d0 
with the scheme of federation which had been drawn up by 
their own representatives in 1754.1 Yet they had many 
interests in common; and the only way in which these 
common interests could be attended to was that the home 
Government should co-ordinate the action of the colonies 
through its control over their Governors. Thus the possi
bility of common action, which was necessary for many 
purposes and notably for the management of the new terri
tories, depended upon the exercise of the authority of 
Crown, of which the colonists were very jealous. E · 
the problem of colonial government was no easy one. 

The problem of trade relationships was not less 
Ever since I66o the unity of the British Empire had 
depended upon the ties of trade, and upon the main 
of a uniform system of trading regulations. The 
principles of the system were : (I) that inter-imperial 
should be carried only in British or colonial ships; (2) tha 

1 Vol. 1. p. 722. 
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some of the most important'products of the colonies should 
be exported only to Britain, which thus became, for these 
goods, the market for the rest of the world ; (3) that 
goods from other countries should only be imported to 
the colonies through Britain, where dues were levied upon 
them ; and (4) that colonial produce should have a monopoly 
or a strong preference in British markets. 

It. has often been said that this system was conceived 
wholly in the interests of the mother-country. But that 
is not a just view. The aim of the system was to promote 
the prosperity of all the members of the Commonwealth by 
encouraging them to play their parts in a carefully planned 
economic system. It is certain that the colonies had 
derived great advantages from the system in some ways, 
though they may have suffered in others. The limitation 
of imperial trade to British and colonial ships )lad fostered 
the growth of a very active shipping trade in New England. 
The dues levied on foreign goods destined for the colonies 
were generally refunded, except in the case of goods which 
directly competed with British goods. The facts that 
colonial tobacco, coffee, sugar and rice had a monopoly of 
the British market, and that other colonial products enjoyed \ 
very substantial preferences,,_and in many- cases received 
bounties from the British treasury, formed a solid com-
:t'en~ation for the limitation of the export of certain articles 
to Britain. Though exact computation. is impQssible, the 
advantages and aisadvantages of the system were about 
equally felt on both sides. 

On the other hand tli.~e- !ra<;!t:_!~gylaj:Lo_!'i~..;_were impos!.g 
_ ~y ~the" ~}rt.hor.UY .. 9-!Jhe.J1riti_!?_ti)?_arlia~~nj, .. !h!2h,!Y. co~r}t?n 
l~gisl?-!I~ ~ut.h_or.!_ty for t~e whole '_Commonweal~It_; and 
while no serious' protest had yett been mad~ against the 
exercise of this authority, it manifestly formed a restriction 
nf the self-government of the colonies. - The British Parlia-
o.ent was naturally more awake to the economic needs of 
hitain than to those of the colonies. Its powers might 
•e used for purposes of exploitation ; and in some of the 

· of the Wl:)_ig period-notably the attempt to 
certain colonial manufactures 1-this spirit had 

ominously present. These prohibitions were not, 
could not be, effectively enforced ; but the mere fact 
they had been thought of made it possible to assert 
the trade system was devised in the interests of the 

r.rr,,r_rr.,,ntry. Taken as a whole, however, the system 
, J Vol. I. p. 6g6. 
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worked reasonably well, and was accepted without resent
ment by the colonists; though of course there was a con
siderable amount of illicit trade. 

But there was one great exception to this acceptance. 
A very active trade had sprung up between the New England 
colonies and the French West Indian Islands, to which corn, 
cattle, and other produce were exported in exchange for 
molasses and sugar. This trade, which was entirely legal 
until 1733, provided an outlet for some of the principal 
products of the northern colonies. In the interests of the 
British West Indian Islands, Walpole had endeavoured to 
put an end to it by the Molasses Act of 1733, which imposed 
prohibitive duties on foreign sugar imported into any of 
the British lands-a prohibition which of course applied 
to Britain equally with the colonies. From the first the 
New Englanders had defied this law, and had carried on so 
vigorous a smuggling trade with the French West Indies 
that the Act had been almost a dead letter. To maintain 
laws that cannot be enforced is always unwise, because it 
encourages the habit of disrespect for law: yet Walpole 
and his successors had kept the Molasses Act in existence 
without seriously endeavouring to enforce it. The Act 
itself was felt as a grievance _by the colonists ; their open 
defiance of it was felt as a grievance by the home Govern-
ment. And grievance became indignation when, du~ing 
the war with France, the colonists insisted upon keeping 
up this traffic. Pitt's generals complained bitterly that 
while they could not buy adequate supplies for their troops, 
the st()res they needed were being openly exported to the 
enemy, who would have collapsed without them: Pitt 
himself had been compelled to take strong measures against 
this illicit trade ; and the anger which it had excited in 
England still survived when, at the close of the war, Grenville 
took up the colonial question, of which the enforcement of 
the trade regulations formed a very important aspect. 

But it was the problem of colonial defence that seemed 
most urgent in 1763. The war just ended had left Bri · 
burdened with a debt so colossal in the eyes of that 
tion that many financiers, and among them George 
believed that there was an immment danger of na 
bankruptcy. This debt had been mainly incurred 
defending the colonies from a very grave peril; and in 
struggle against this peril the colonists themselves 
the judgment of most Englishmen, been 
backward. They had refused to take common action. 

• 
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Most of the individual colonies had been strangely reluctant 
to provide either men or money, even when the enemy was 
pressing on their borders. It had only been when Pitt 
had u11dertaken to defray out of the Bdtish exchequer 
almost the whole burden of equipping them that anything 
like adequate contingents had been raised in most of the 
colonies, some of which were meanwhile making large 
profits by trading with the enemy. Moreover, the continued 
security of the colonies against the real danger of a renewed 
French attack depended wholly upon the supremacy of the 
British fleet, which formed a heavy burden on Britain, 
and towards which the colonies made no contribution 
whatsoever. 

Finally there was still need for local defence, even though 
the French danger had been removed. The vast regions 
between the Alleghanies and the Mississippi, full of warlike 
Indian tribes, had to be policed, and the Indians had to be. 
protected against unfair treatment by traders and land- ' 
speculators. Much attention was given to this .question 
by every British Government from 1763. to 1775. In 1763 
a proclamation was issued forbidding the purchase of lands 
from Indians except under stringen: conditions,· and the 
greater part of the new territories west of the Alleghanies 
\vere marked off as an Indian reserve. A clear and con
si~e:rft Indian policy was- very necessary ; for the Indians 
were in a dangerous state of excitement, having been stirred 
up by the war, and in 1763-4 an alarming rising broke 
out, which is known as the Conspiracy of Pontiac. The 
border 'districts of Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia 
were deyastated; and these States . were only saved 
from a worse fate by the presence of British forces. This 
alarming episode had once more shown that, while the 
colonies had no means of common . action, they . were in
dividually unorganised, and unwilling to organise them
selves, for their own defence. For the safety of the whole 
group, and for the policing of the new territory, it seemed 
to be necessary to maintain a small permanent British force, 
the annual cost of which was estimated at £35o,ooo. Even 
if the colonists were nqt to be asked to make any contribution 
to the burden of debt which had largely been incurred on 
their behalf, or to the cost of the fleet which safeguarded 
them from a possible French- attack (and nobody proposed 
that they should be asked for money for these purposes), 
it seemed reasonable that they should be called upon to 
defray the cost of the small force fl!.~~~tained for their pro· 
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tection, and rendered necessary in part by their own refusal 
to adopt any adequate means for self-defence. 

This at any rate was how the situation appeared to George 
Grenville and his colloagues when, on the conclusion of peace, 
they addressed themselves to the colonial problem. In the 
forefront of their minds were two questions : first, colonial 
defence and the organisation of the new territories; secondly, 
the notorious and wholesale evasion of the trade laws, more 
particularly of the Molasses Act. They cannot fairly be 
blamed for their failure to see, what none of their con
temporaries either in England or in America perceived, that 
the old colonial system had in fact broken down, and needed 
to be radically reconstructed on the basis of a great enlarge
ment of colonial autonomy, combined with some system of 
co-operation for common needs. 

§ 2. Grenville's Policy : the Stamp Act and its Repeal: 
While, therefore, the Board of Trade took in hand the 

working out of a plan for dealing with the new territories, 
which involved a substantial new outlay, Grenville under
took a careful revision of the whole system of trade 
regulations. Embodied in over a hundred Acts of Parlia
ment, these regulations had grown up piecemeal, and had 
never been systematically overhauled. Grenville revised • 
many of the duties with a view to giving the maxi?num 
possible encouragement to colonial production; he in
creased the number of bounties offered from the British 
exchequer on the export of various colonial products ; he 
added some new items to the list of enumerated articles 
which could only be exported to Britain ; he p:t;actically 
destroyed a profitable British trade with the Danish whale
fishers of Greenland, in order to stimulate the infant whale 
fisheries of New England. And he altered the character 
of the Molasses Act. In place of the prohibitive duties 
imposed by that Act, which would, if the Act had been 
observed, have destroyed the trade between New England 
and the French West Indies, he substituted moderate 
duties, which allowed the trade to be carried on legitimately, 
and might be expected to yield some revenue towards the 
cost of colonial defence. Grenville, in short, made an 
honest and intelligent attempt to revise and improve the 
old trade system, having in view the prosperity of the 
colonies as well as that of Britain; and unless he had been 
prepared to propose a complete abandonment of the 
system, which nobody either in Britain or America advo-
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cated, it is difficult to see how he could have done better. 
Irt order to make the trade regulations effective, he followed 
the methods which Pitt had begun, of employing the navy 
to prevent smuggling ; and as the juries of the ordinary 
courts in America usually refused to find a verdict in 
smuggling cases, he established a Court of Admiralty for 
America, where such cases could be tried: 

The stricter enforcement of the trade laws, and the 
revised scale of dues, were expected to bring in some revenue, 
which. would form a contribution towards the cost of colonial 
defence and the administration of the new territories. But 
the total yield (of which a large part would be paid by the 
West Indies) would be only sufficient to supply about one
seventh of the estimated outlay. How was the balance 
to be got? The colonists generally recognised that it was 
fair that this outlay should be met by themselves. But the 
colonies would not combine to tax themselves in common; 
and they had al"'ays failed to make fair contributions 
individually. The only alternative was that a tax should 
be imposed by the authority of the imperial Parliament, 

. and this course had been urged by some of the colonial 
Governors, and by some of the agents appointed by the 

• colonists to represent them in England. Grenville accord
ing:jv proposed that stamps should b~ required for certain 
fegal documents-a form of taxation as unoppressive and as 
easily levied as could· readily be devised. lfe made this 
proposal in i764, but allowed a year for the colonists to 
put forward any alternative proposals. None were sug
gested. Accordingly, in 1765, the famous .St<lomp. Act was 
passed,.practically without opposition, through theBi:itish 
Parliament; neither Chatham nor the Whigs nor the 
colonial agents irt London raising any objections. The Act 
provided that every penny so raised· should be spent on 
colonial defence. Its yield was only estimated at £roo,ooo, 
part of which would be paid by the West Indies, so that 
more than hal£ the cost of the local defence of the colonies, 
as well as the whole cost of the navy and the whole burden 
of the.debt, would still fall upon the British exchequer. It 
cannot be pretended that there was anything tyrannical or 
oppressive in these proposals, or that £roo,ooo would form 
an unreasonably heavy burden upon the thirteen thriving 
settlements. The very moderation of the propo~als made it 
plain that any 9pposition to them would be an opposition 
to the principle of the Act, rather than to the burden which. 
it imposed. · 
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The passage of the Stamp Act produced a wholly un
expected outcry in America-an outcry which was certainly 
intensified, and perhaps mainly caused, by the unpopularity 
of the strict enforcement of the trade laws. The colonial 
leaders everywhere repudiated the right of the British 
Parliament to impose direct taxation upon them: 'no 
taxation without representation' became their cry, and the 
same doctrine was proclaimed by Chatham and others in 
England. Yet the trade regulations, whose validity the 
colonists had never denied, involved taxation ; and to get 
out of this dilemma they and their British friends were 
forced to draw an untenable distinction between 'external' 
taxation, which was in their view legitimate, and 'internal' 
taxation, which was tyrannical. In truth, the colonists had, 
in men' logic and law, a difficult case to uphold, despite the 
ingenuity and learning with which they maintained it. But 
mere logic and law are dangerous guides. They felt, and 
rightly felt, that they were defending one of the essentials 
of self-government, for the whole constitutional history of 
Englanu taught the lesson that the control of the purse is 
the foundation of political liberty. 

While, however, the colonists were determined not to have 
the Stamp Act, nobody had any suggestions to make as to • 
what alternative course Grenville ought to have pursuei, or 
how the money could be raised for the cost of colonial defence-. 
The lawyers devoted themselves to ingenious and wire-drawn 
arguments; the orators confined themselves to impassioned 
speeches about tyranny and slavery and chains; and their 
hearers, wrought up to a high pitch of excitement, broke 
into rioting and mob violence. The Act simply coold not 
be enforced. What was more, the colonists began to enter 
into agreements to boycott British goods ; and British 
merchants at· home, seeing their trade. threatened, began 
to clamour for the repeal of the Act. 

Evidently the Act had to be repealed. Evidently the 
British taxpayer would have to go on bearing the whole 
burden of colonial defence. The weak and short-lived 
Whig ministry which succeeded Grenville repealed the Act 
(1766). The systematic plan for policing the new territories 
was dropped. And the clamour in America died down. 
But with the repeal was coupled a Declaratory Act, asserting 
the power of the British Parliament to impose laws or taxes 
on the colonies. This unqualified assertion of principle 
played into the hands of that section of colonial opinion, as 
yet small, but full of vigour, which was aiming at complete 
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independence, though it did not yet venture to say so. It 
also showed that the Whigs at all events had no conception 
of the necessity for a thorough-going recol"l:sideration and 
recast of British colonial policy. It was not yet too late ; 
a conference of representative colonists, discussing the 
problem with a group of British leaders, might have arrived 
at some solution. But alas J this idea occurred to no one. 
The problem was left to be decided by the wisdom of 

. Westminster; and the country gentlemen of England, who 
had not forgotten things that had happened during the late 
war, and who were indignant at the violence and misrepre
sentation of the opposition to the Stamp Act, were beginning 
to lose their patience. · 

§ 3· The Second Project of Taxation: the Boston Tea Riot. 
The Whig ministry was succeeded by Lp.J9,_Chatham's 

ministry; and Lord Chatham was the,p_r_Q_claimed.friend.of
the ~Q.l_!:)nie_?., their idol during the late war. Surely his 
Government might be expected to face the issue? ' It set 
out with the intention of doing•so; and Lord Shelburne 
worked out a new and ambitious scheme for developing 
the Western Territories. Unhappily Lord Chatham's was a 
non-party ministry ; that ·is to say, its members had no 

• principles in common. The most brilliant and irresponsible 
001dhg them, _Ch2-!l,~~. Townshend, the Chancellor- of the 
Exc:hequer, delighted theHouse·of Commons by promising 
to find a way of taxing the colonies to which the colonists 
could not object. They repudiated internal taxation, but 
admitted the legality of external taxation. They...,should 
therefO'l"~ have .externaLtaxation; and in 1767 Townshend 
proposed, and Parliament readily accepted, ,a_?~]."ies of new 
j..}l ti~s _on Je-?: .~nd o_!!l<:E._g?~~_s )~E()rJe.§ jn,lq~is;~-:-~ · 

The coloma! protest was a,s v1gorous as before. According 
to the words oj the Act itself, ~ .. 1}\::)V_,_<h!!.t~s ~e imposed • 
. for. th§_purpose_of.raising ~revenue,~not_for _ _the_p_!;!rpose of
.regulating tr~de; and it was precisely the assertio:ii'Ofa· 
powerTo-taise·revenue to which they objected. In most of 
the colonies non::impor:tation ag~ents fQr the boyco!lli}g_ 

:'::~~"~.7~~~~:..w;;,-e::.r:;.:e;:;.; .,w::,idelY.. adhered_t.Q~~ Mag;_asJ:msetts, .as_~
resistance.; its Assembly sent out . 

all the colonies to combine; and being 
·· dissolved by the Governor, it continued to sit as 

, and to organise and guide public feeling, in 
defiance of the regular Government. So dangerqus was 

temper of Boston that in 1768 two regiments weresent 
~ ·~ - - ~---~-- -
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from Halifax to be quartered in the town. But the towns
men refused to find quarters for them; and a town's 
meeting, on the transparent pretext of a possible French 
invasion, requested all citizens to equip themselves with 
arms. The inevitable friction which followed between the 
excited townspeople and the harassed troops led, not un
naturally, to an affray (r77o), in which three people were 
killed. The episode was denounced as the Boston Massacre, 
and became the theme of anniversary orations on the brutal 
tyranny of the mother-country. 

In face of these difficulties, and lest worse should come, 
the British Government decided that it was necessary to 
give way. In March, 1770, all the duties were withdrawn 
except that on tea; and the retention of the duty on tea 
was only decided by a majority of one in the cabinet. This 
was an obvious, if clumsy, attempt at conciliation. Had 
it been met by any sort of advance frvm the other side there 
might still have been a solution of the controversy. But 
the leaders in the colonies, at any rate in Massachusetts, 
were not only determined to have no compromise, they were 
becoming daily bolder in the assertion of principles which 
were essentially inconsistent with the maintenance of any 
part of the old ties. 'We know of no Commissioners of His 
Majesty's Customs,' said the Massachusetts Assembly in • 
1771 ; and this was equivalent to a complete repudiati8n of 
the whole trade system. On the other hand, the great 
majority of members of the British Parliament were on their 
side rapidly losing all patience. To them it appeared that 
what the colonists demanded was that they should enjoy 
all the advantages, and bear no part of the burden.'>", of the 
imperial connexion; that they should enjoy bounties and 
preferences in the British market, and be left free to evade 
all restrictions on their own trade; that they should enjoy 
imperial protection, but throw all the cost on the British 
taxpayer. Such a state of things seemed to them intoler
able; and this view was probably shared by the great 
majority of the British public. There can be no reasonable 
doubt that public opinion acquiesced in the policy of the 
King and his Government. On both sides a sense of · 
justice and resentment was embittering the great 
and the possibility of a sober and reasonable adjus 
was waning. 

Nevertheless the resistance in America, and 
Massachusetts, its chief centre, showed signs of 

• weaker. The colonists were finding it hard to do wi 
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imported British goods, and their boycott of these goods was 
becoming less effective. During the five years from 1769 to 
1773 there was comparative quiescence, and_ the leaders of 
the resistance found it impossible to keep pop1,1lar excitement 
at the pitch which it had reached in 1765 and in 1768 : for 
when all was said, an addition of 3d. in the pound to the 
duty on tea (which formed the whole of the British oppres
siori) was not in itself a very obvious sign of slavery, and it 
was hard for the ordinary man to keep himself in a passion, 
year after year, on such a matter. Byt in 1773 an event 
happened which quite unexpectedly fanned the flames again. 

Partly in the hope of relieving the distress of the East 
India Company, and partly with the ide'a of finally breaking 
down the non-importation agreements, and persuading the 
Americans to drink even the obnoxious taxed tea, Lord 
North introduced an Act permitting the East India Company 
to export its tea direct to America.. Hitherto it had been 
sent through England, where it had paid a duty_ o£..1s_., the 
additional Townshend duty of 3d~ being levied at the 
American customs-houses. Now it would pay the 3d .. only; 
the Americans would get their tea cheaper than before 
Townshend's time, and cheaper than it could be got.in 
England. In reality_ this marked a complete victory for 

•n1e Americans. But their leaders_ did not so- regard .it. 
They looked upon it as an insidipus_ trick to pers_t1a..9-e~their 
followers to buy t_!l_e ta_;ed_ article_; and they feared that 
many would do so. Consignments of' tea were sent under 
the new rules to four .American ports. At three of them 
the vendors were peaceably persuaded to withdraw the tea 
from sa~. But at Boston a town-meeting was summoned, 
to declare that this was' the la:st, worst, and most destructive 
measure of Government,' and that those who landed the 
tea would be 'treated .as wretches unworthy to live.' No 
one proposed to force the people of Boston to buy the tea.; 
they were free to let it -rot in the warehouses, as the people 
of Charleston did. But this was not enough. On December 
16, 1773, a bana. of men, in the darkness of night, and care-
fully disguised as Red Indians, boarded the ships, and threw 

nrrlt"\P1rtu of the East India Company into the harbour. 
_v _____ ... t_ea riot .. was a deliberate~e.flance of the laws ; 
a proof that the regular Government was powerless in 

When the news reached England it produced_a 
'tburst of anger. It made' reconciliation almost 

as perhaps it was intended to do; for it is signifi
that in this same autumn of .l.n3_$<l;.IT'!1,1eLA9~ms,_the 
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real leader of the Bostonians, had published three letters in 
a Boston paper openly advocating independence. In March 
1774 Lord North introduced a series of penal measures. One 
of these closed the port of Boston, and removed the custom
house to Salem until compensation should have been paid 
for the tea. Another, having in view the diffi.culty of en
forcing obedience to the laws, vested in the Crown the 
appointment of all judicial officers, and made it possible 
to bring offenders to England for trial. But the most 
important of these enactments was one which cancelled the 
charter of Massachusetts and revised its system of govern
ment. This strange folly had the most dire effects. It was 
the first act of the British Government which seemed to 
afford real and solid evidence that its aim was the destruc
tion of Amedcan liberty. It drove the colonists to unite. 
It played into the hands of those, hitherto a small minority, 
who desired, and had been working for, independence. In 
Massachusetts the Assembly, being declared dissolved, 
refused to disperse, and sat at Concord, practically con
stituting itself a rebel government; while General Gage, 
commander of the troops in Boston, who had been appointed 
Governor, began to fortify the town. 

Meanwhile a Congress of all the colonies except Georgia 
had met at Philadelphia; the union of the States, which the• 
needs of common defence had hitherto failed to bring a~oat, 
was welded by common opposition to the motherland. 
The Congress sent a petition to the King in which, while 
protesting its loyalty, it demanded the withdrawal of all the. 
recent acts of Govemment, and placed upon them an inter
pretation which few people in England would be.l'ikely to 
accept. It also drew up a strongly worded Declaration of 
Rights. But it made no proposals for dealing with the 
actual problems out of which all these troubles had adsen, 
and gave no indication of what it would regard as a satis
factory readjustment of relations if the unity of the Common 
wealth was still to be maintained. When John Gallowa3 
proposed a scheme of federal organisation which would b( 
able to deal with common problems, raise a common revenue 
and therefore dispense with the necessity for the in 
of the British Parliament, his proposal, which would 
certainly have been welcomed in Britain, was r ... ,· ... rlrPn 

substantial majority. The attitude of Congress was 
entirely negative and critical, not constructive. 
other hand the British Parliament had, with its 
legislation, now taken up a position to which the 
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could never be expected to assent. It had asserted, in 
effect, that the representative institutions of the colonies 
lay at its mercy. A position of deadlock had been r~ached. 

§ 4· Attempts at Conciliation. 

In Brita:in the immediate result was a revival of the vigour 
of the opposition; and the two most powerful political 

·intelligences then existing in England, Chatham and 
Burke, feeling the gravity of the crisis, and shocked at the 
prpspect of a violent disruption of the commonwealth of 
freedom, threw themselves into the attempt to find, even at 
the last moment, some way out of the impasse. (:hatham 
drafted a scheme of co~ci}iationin.co11su}tation with Benja
min Franklin-;-but ifhad no chance of acceptance on either 
side, . now. th ... at tempers were high. Burke delivered two 
noble oration£; in the House of Commons, the second of 

· which advocated a series of reconciling resolutions. These 
speeches showed the profound political wisdom, the insight, 
and the imagination of the greatest of English political 
thinkers at their highest; and as .an,analysis of the condi
tions which had produced the controversy they were unsur
passable. Burke implored his hearers to sweep away all 

.formulre ·and theories of abstract right from their minds,. 
alld «.o remember only that the common enjoyment of 
political liberty was the true bond which linked together the 
members of the Commonwealth, and that the colonists were 
standing for what. they believed to be essential to their 
liberties. With profound and noble eloquence he appealed 
to the spirit of freedom as the guardian spirit of the British 
Common'.¥ealth; and because his inspiration gave the first 
clear and open exposition of a great ideal that had hitherto 
been unconscious~y followed, his speech was itself a great 
event in the history of the Commonwealth, even though it 
failed of its immediate purpose. 

'My hold of the colonies,' he proclaimed, 'is in the close affec
tion which grows from common names, from kindred blood, from 
similar privileges and equalprotection. These are ties which, 
though light as air, are as strong as links of iron. Let the 
colonists always keep the idea of their civil rights as associated 
with you,r government ;-they will cling and grapple to you ; and 
no force under heaven ·will be of power to tear them from· their 
allegiance .... As long as you have the wisdoll} to keep the 

·sovereign authority of this country as the sanctuary of liberty, 
the sacred temple consecrated to our common faith, wherever 

-the chosen race and sons of England worship freedom, they will 
VOL. II D 
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turn their faces towards you .... Deny them this participation 
of freedom, and you break that sole bond, which originally made, 
and must still preserve, the unity of the Empire. . . . Do not 
dream that your letters of office, and your instructions, and your 
suspending clauses are the things that hold together the great 
contexture of the mysterious whole. These things do not make 
your government. Dead instruments, passive tools as they are, it 
is the spirit of the English communion that gives all their life 
and efficacy to them. It is the spirit of the English constitution 
which, infused through the mighty mass, pervades, feeds, unites, 
invigorates, vivifies every part of the empire, even down to the 
minutest II).ember.' · 

These are noble and prophetic words. But they provided 
no solution, nor did the resolutions which they advocated 
provide any solution, for the actual problems out of which all 
the trouble had arisen. Lord North also, with the King's 
approval, tried his band at conciliation, proposing that any 
colony which should make a contribution towards the cost 
of defence which Parliament thought adequate should be 
exempted from all taxes and duties. But it was too late. 
Some of the Americans, and these the most active and 
aggressive, had already made up their minds that they 
wanted independence. Others had convinced themselves 
that the British Government harboured deep designs of 
oppression. In Britain the great majority of men be~eved • 
that the colonists had been unfair, that they were shirkitrg 
reasonable obligations, and that their high words about 
tyranny and slavery were an intolerable and insulting per
version of the facts. Believing so, they listened with im
patience to Burke, not rejecting his ideals, but regarding him 
as a dreamer; they were impatient even of Lord. North's 
efforts at conciliation. And with such a temper reigning 
on both sides of the Atlantic, only one end to the dispute 
was possible : a decision by brute force. 

On April 19, 1775, the first shots were fired in a skirmish 
at Lexington, between the British troops in Boston, and the 
militiamen who had long been drilling under the orders of 
the Massachusetts Assembly. The dismemberment of the 
Commonwealth by civil war had begun. 

[Lecky, History of England in the I8th Century; Channing, History 
of the United States; Winsor, Narrative and Critical History of 
America; Beer, British Colonial Policy, I754-I765; Dickerson, 
American Colonial Government; Schlesinger, The Colonial Merchants 
and the Revolution ; Alvord, Mississippi Valley in British Politics ; 
Van Toyne, American Revolution; Trevelyan, American Revolution 
(for the traditional Whig view); Burke, speeches on American 
Taxation and on Conciliation with America ; Parkman, Conspiracy 
of Pontiac.] 



CHAPTER V 

THE WAR OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION .. 
. (A.D. 1775-1783) 

§ I. The Conditions., of the Conflict; 

THE eight years' war which opened with the skirmish of 
Lexington forms one of the saddest episodes in the history 
of the British Commonwealth. lt was a very cruel civil 
war, not only because Britons and Americans came from 
the same stock and cherished the same ideals, but because 
both Britons and Americans were· painfully divided among 
themselves. In Britain, indeed, a m(ljotity had no doubts 
about the justice of the British cause ; but the minority 
included some of the noblest living Englishmen, such 

•as Chatham, Burke, and Charles Fox, who regarded the 
rEWofbng colonists not as enemies, but as fellow-citizens 
upholding a cause dear to themselves. In America, on the 
other hand, there were thousands of loyalists in every colony, 
even in New England ; and among these were included many 
who had strongly opposed the Stamp Act and the tea duty, 
but who.shrank from the prospect of breaking up the unity 
of the empire. 

It is impossible to estimate the number of the loyalists. 
John Adams, who had no m'otive for exaggeration, put them 
at one-third of the total population of the colonies ; the 
loyalists themselves 'claimed to be in a majority, and they 
included many of the best elements in the population. 
What is certain is that they supplied more than zo,ooo 
recruits to the British forces, and that when the war was 
ended more than 6o,ooo deserted their homes and the 
careers they had made for. themselves, and started life 
afresh in the unpeopled wastes of Canada and elsewhere, 
in order that they might remain citizens of the British 
Commonwealth. The loyalists were most numerous in 
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, the Carolinas, and 
Georgia; while ,the most vigorous leadership of the inde-

ol 
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pendence party came from democratic New England and 
from aristocratic Virginia. 

The fact that the war was a civil war, marked by all the 
heart-breaking hesitations and divisions which civil war 
involves, explains many a"'pects of it which would otherwise 
be unintelligible. It explains in part the half-heartedness 
and vacillation with which the struggle was conducted on 
the British side, by generals who hated the work they had 
to do, and were tempted to twine the olive branch round 
the cutting edge of their swords. It explains the inade
quate support of which Washington bitterly complained, and 
the constant difficulty of recruiting and provisioning the 
American armies. It explains the cruelty shown to loyalists 
and to the British forces which surrendered at Saratoga: 
these things were due to the fears and misgivings of the 
American leaders, who had made up their own minds, but 
knew that they were not followed by a united people. A 
long comradeship of nearly two centuries, recently sealed 
by the efforts and triumphs of a great war, could not be 
broken up without terrible suffering and grave doubts on 
both sides. 

The fact that so many of the colonists were either half
hearted or favoured the British cause ought of itself almost 
to have ensured the success of British arms, and would have • 
done so if this advantage had been skilfully used. In8eeEl, 
at the outset all the advantages seemed to be on the British 
side, and there was a general expectation that victory would 
be quickly and easily secured. The colonies were mutually 
jealous, and had not learnt to act together. Their Congress, 
hastily improvised, had no effective control over the. country 
as a whole, and no efficient administrative system ; its 
members spent their time in arguing and quarrelling, and 
gave no steady support to their commanders in the field. 
Communications between the long straggling line of colonies 
were extremely bad; they had in the past been mainly. 
conducted by sea, and the British fleet held the seas. 
These conditions were never fully utilised by the British 
leaders ; but they placed great difficulties in the way of 
their opponents. 

Two things alone gave any hope of success to the colonial 
cause. The first was the fighting quality of the colonial 
troops. Though the men were undisciplined, and prone to 
leave the standards on the least provocation, they showed 
themselves to be splendid fighting men, staunch, cool, and 
courageous ; and though they were at a disadvantage in 
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regular operations, they were very skilful in irregular war
fare. But the second and the greatest factor of success 
was the personality of the great leader, George Washington, I 
who was appoiiited ·fcnne chief-command ·a:t tlie'.6peningof 
the struggle, and held it to the end in face of infinite diffi
culty and misrepresentation. He was not a man of brilliant 
inspirations or dazzling advehtures; perhaps he was not 
even a general of the first rank. But he was a Man ; vir 
tenax propositi ; resolute in action, patient in adversity, 
sound in ,judgment, endowed with a masculine intelligence 
which could grasp the real essentials of a situation·and could 
look at even the most unpleasantfacts squarely and honestly, 
without blinking what he did not like, utterly trustworthy, 
completely devoted to the cause he had adopted, undismayed 
when things were darkest. To him alone. it was due that 
against all the odds, and in face of infinite difficulties, the 
American cause tided over the interval until the power of 
France was ready to come to its aid. 

On the British side there was no man of this quality, or 
of anything like this quality. There was no Pitt or Hastings 
at the direction of affairs: the real control of policy was 
wielded by the King, and though he was brave, tenacious, 

.and industrious, George III. had no touch of genius. There 
was iJ.O. Wolfe or Clive to lead the armies in the field : it 
w~s only on the seas, and against the old enemies, France 
and Spain, that Britain produced, during this war, men 
worthy to rank with the heroes of the last great struggle. 
The plans of campaign·were always ill thought out, and the 
rosiest chances of success were thrown away time after time. 
But it i~ fair to add that the resources available for t_he 

_conflict were extremely inadequate, especially at first. The 
total number of troops which Britain had under arms when 
the war began was 38,ooo, and this included the garrisons of 
Minorca and Gibraltar, and all the reserves which it was 
necessary to maintain in England and Ireland. For that 
reason George III. had to hire troops from some of the petty 
Gennan princes. He has been bitterly at~acked for this. 
At least it is significant that what made it necessary was 
the smallness of the force maintained for all the needs of a 
great empire; for this showed that Britain was far from 
being a military power, and had not looked to brute force 
for the maintenance of her authority. Npne of the great 
Powers of E-qrope maintained so small an army. 

~ 'f}lere is a ~ood slwrt life of Wf!S!Jii!~ton by H. C. Lodge, 
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§ 2. The First Campaign and the Declaration of 
Independence. 

When the war began, the available British forces in North 
America consisted of 3000 troops holding Boston, under 
General Gage, and a few hundreds in the alien and recently 
conquered province of French Canada, under the Governor, 
Sir Guy Carleton. Gage in Boston 1 was beset by some 
2o,ooo militiamen from Massachusetts and the neighbouring 
colonies : and in J nne Washington was appointed by 
Congress to take command of this loosely organised and 
undisciplined force. Even when his numbers were brought 
up to ro,ooo by reinforcements from England, Gage did not 
venture to take the offensive. The colonists, growing bold, 
seized the height of Bunkers Hill (June 1775) which over
looked the town; and Gage had to drive them out by a 
costly frontal attack, to prevent his position from being 
made untenable. There was no advantage in clinging to 
Boston unless it was to be made a base for the subjugation of 
Massachusetts; failing that, it would have been better to 
evacuate the town. Yet neither Gage nor his successor 
Howe made any attempt to take the aggressive. They did 
not even occupy the heights which surrounded and com-• 
manded the harbour and the town ; and when, in i:al'th 
1776, Washington occupied the commanding position of the 
Dorchester Heights, there was nothing to be done but to 
withdraw the troops by sea to Halifax. An earlier with
drawal would have been a safe and strategic move: now, 
withdrawal was defeat. • • 

Meanwhile, during the winter of 1775-1776, a small 
colonial army made a bold attack on Canada. For a 
moment they occupied Montreal and laid siege to Quebec. 
But the French Canadians remained loyal ; and when sub
stantial reinforcements arrived under General Burgoyne in 
the spring of 1776, the invaders were easily disposed of. 
Canada was safe, and could be used for a future attack on 
the New England colonies. Yet the boldness of the attack 
on Canada had raised the spirits and the prestige of the 
colonists. Finally, after the evacuation of Boston, an 
attempt was made to win success for the British cause in the 
South, and to help the loyalists, who had taken the field in 
South Carolina. But an attack from the sea upon Charleston, 
the chief port of the South, was a complete failure. Thus, 

J See the map of Bostol.) Harbour1 Atlas, Plate 55 (b). 
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up to the summer of 1776, almost everything seemed to be 
going well for the rebels. 

These successes encouraged the thorough-going party of 
independence, which had hitherto gone cautiously. Suc
cessful as they-had hitherto been, the leaders qf Congress were 
too shrewd not to know that they needed foreign aid, and 
they were already in negotiation with France. But nego
tiations would be much easier if they had the standing of 
an independent and recognised Government. On July 4, 
1776, they issued a Declaration 9f. Independence, in which 

-they_ ren.ounced- their allegiance to the British Crown, .and 
proclaimed-to'-thewodd-the separateexistence of the United 
States of America as a sovereign Power. 

-Tlfe-Declaration- of Independence ··was one of the most 
momentous documents in the history of the world. It not 
only broke into fragments the British Commonwealth as it 
had hitherto existed; it not only launched upon history a 
very great new State of unlimited potentialities; it began a 
new era in human history, the era of democratic revolution. 
For in the forefront of the Declaration stood a pionounce
menf couched in the very ·language of the French philo
sophers whose writmgs were even now preparing the great 
upheaval of 1789 in the Old World. The new State began its 

• history with a declaration that all men are born equal, and 
l:tav~ an inalienable right to liberty. This was, indeed, only 
a general statement, with no practical effects. It did not 
make any difference to the rights or to the laws of the 
American peopl~, which remained in all essentials the rights 
and the laws .which they had derived from Britain ; nor did 
those <tlpong the signatories of this pronouncement who were 
slave-owners, as many of them were, even think of applying 
their principles· by giving to their slaves the 'inalienable 
right' of liberty ; neither the Declaration nor any subse
quent act required them to do so.1 But it was a new thing 

1 It is a curious fact that four years earlier L.ord Mansfield, as Chief 
] ustice of the King's Bench, had decided, in the famous Somersett case, 
that the laws of England did not permit of the existence of slavery, though 
these laws did not include any such sweeping statement as appeared in the 
Declaration of Independence. Somersett was a negro slave who had been 
brought to England, and in whose behalf a writ of Habeas Corpus was 
obtained. A passage of Lord Mansfield's judgment is worth quoting: 
' The state of slavery is of such a nature, that it is incapable of being intro
duced on any reasons, moral or political, but only by positive law .... It 
is so odious that nothing can be suffered to support it, but positive law. 
·whatever inconvenience, therefore, may follow tfrom this decision, I 
cannot say this case is allowed or approved by the law of England ; and 
therefore the black must be discharged.' ·Thenceforth any slave who set 
foot op En~lish soil was tree ; pot so ip Aml)rica, where, for ne~rly <1 century 
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in human history that a great State should thus choose as 
the motto of the first chapter in its history a proclamation 
of universal human rights as the ideal to be aimed at. 

This preamble was followed by eighteen articles of charge 
against Britain and her King, to justify the renunciation of 
allegiance. Not one of them would to-day be accepted, 
without large qualifications, as a statement of historical 
fact ; they were drawn up in the spirit of the advocate, not 
of the judge. But even so, it was a new and great thing in 
the world's history that a group of communities should 
claim, as a matter of right, the power to sever ancient ties 
and cast off their allegiance solely on the grounds of alleged 
breaches of right and justice. We may feel that in the heat 
of a great crisis the indictment was unfairly laid, and yet 
also feel that it was a fine thing that it should have been 
laid at all; just as, in another sphere, we may believe that 
Warren Hastings was wrongly impeached, and yet hold tl'..at 
it was a fine thing that he should be impeached. 

§ 3. The Campaigns of 1776 and 1777 and the 
Capitulation of Saratoga. 

The ink was scarcely dry upon the Declaration of Inde
pendence when things began to look black for the Americans • 
-henceforth no longer to be described as 'colorfls~' 
General Howe collected his forces at Halifax, and descended 
upon New York (August 1776). He caught a large part of 
Washington's army in Long Island, out-manreuvred it, 
and was only prevented from forcing its surrender by his 
own slowness and the intervention of a fog. He occupied 
New York, and was received by its population with every 
sign of rejoicing. He now held the lower end of the great 
Hudson waterway, 1 which linked up New York with Lake 
Champlain and Canada, now in the control of Burgoyne's 
army. Washington was compelled to fall back into New 
Jersey ; and it seemed within the power of the British forces 
to isolate New England and to cut it off wholly from the 
main American army and the seat of Congress at Philadelphia. 

The outlook was black for the Americans as winter drew 
on, especially when the British troops were welcomed in 
New Jersey as they had been in New York, and found no 
difficulty in obtaining ample supplies. Washington relieved 
to come, 'positive law' overrode the sweeping assertions of the Declara
tion, and fugitive slaves had to cross the frontier of Canada in order tq 
find freeQ.om under the British flag. 

1 See the map, Atlas, :)?late 56 (a). 
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the situation a little by a brilliant surprise attack on a de
tached force of Hessians at Trenton, which enabled him to 
regain for the moment a good part of New Jersey. But his 
prospects for the coming campaign were gloomy indeed. On 
any calculation of military chances, the campaign of 1777 
ought to have broken the backbone of the American resist
ance. That it did not do so was due to two things : the 
mistakes of the British command, and the heroic staunchness 
of Washington. 

The main object of the campaign of 1777, as it was laid 
down by the War Office ~t home, was to secure control of 
the line of the Hudson, and thus completely isolate New 
England, the heart of the resistance. For this purpose an 
army of nearly 8ooo men, under Burgoyne, was to advance 
from Lake Champlain to Albany ; 1 while another army 
from New York was to secure the line of the Hudson. But 
it was essential that this co-operative campaign should be 
carefully planned, and carried out by adequate forces from 
both ends of the line. The Commander-in-Chief, General 
Howe, had accepted. this plan. But he seems to have 
underestimated the forces that would be required to ensure 
success, a:r~.d he was himself anxious to strike a vigorous blow 
at the main American force under Washington, and ·to get 

• full •ontrol of the Middle States. There was a great deal 
M be said in favour of such a course : to strike hard at the 

. main enemy force is one of the first principles of strategy, 
and effective control of the Middle States would in fact have 
isolated New England just as certainly as control of the 
Hudson Valley. But it would be. fatal to waver between 
two.plaas. 

Howe believed that he could dispose of Washi:r~.gton, 
capture Philadelphia, and secure the mastery of the Middle 
States, in time to· give full support to the Hudson campaign. 
Carrying his am1y round by sea to the Delaware River,2 

and thus threatening to cut off Washington from Virginia, 
Howe defeated the main American army at Brandywine 
(October 1777) and occupied Philadelphia; Congress had 
already taken flight, and the advent of the British forces 
was welcomed by the numerous loyalist<> of Pennsylvania. 
Washington tried ~o redeem the situation by attacking at 
Germantown, just outside Philadelphia ; but he was again 
defeated, and had to withdraw his troops into winter quarters 
at Valley Forge. Here his army suffered the extreme qf 

1 See the map, Atias, Plate 56 (a). 
r ~!lethe map, Atlas, Plate ;;.~· 
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misery and disheartenment throughout a terrible winter. 
If Howe had struck at it swiftly and hard, he must have 
destroyed it; he failed to do so, misled by the gallant front 
which his opponent did his best to maintain. 

But it'-' was October before Philadelphia was won; it 
ought to have been won in June if the programme was to be 
successfully carried out. And in order to win his victories, 
Howe had found it necessary to draw upon even the in
adequate forces which he had left under the command of 
Clinton in New York; so that Clinton was quite tmable to 
get control of the Hudson line, or to be ready to meet and 
support the northern army advancing towards Albany. 
Burgoyne had started from Canada in J unc. He had 
secured the forts on Lake Champlain and Lake George. 
But he had then to advance through a thickly wooded 
country, admirably suited for delaying tactics ; he had great 
difficulties with his supplies ; he had to deal with all the 
levies of New England, at their best in the irregular fighting 
of the backwoods. He lost the support of his Indian allies, 
partly by forbidding them to use their atrocious modes of 
warfare. Finally, in October, just when Howe was winning 
success in the South, he found himself hemmed in at Saratoga. 
unable either to advance or to retreat, and was compelled 
to surrender with his whole force. 0 • 

This was the turning point of the war. In itself the 
capitulation of Saratoga was by no means a decisive defeat. 
The advantage still lay heavily on the British side, and 
(apart from foreign intervention) another campaign, vigor
ously conducted, might still have broken the back of the 
resistance. The real importance of Saratoga wa10· that it 
decided the French Government to join in the war. The 
news reached France on December 2. Within a fortnight 
the French Government had informed the American agents 
in Paris that they were prepared to make an alliance ; a 
formal treaty was completed on February 6, 1778, and on 
March 13 France declared war against Britain. Behind 
France stood Spain, joined to her by the Family Compact, 
and already resolved to come in at the right moment, when 
her preparations were complete. The two Powers, and 
more especially France, had long give!} secret help to the 
Americans. They had advanced money ; they had supplied 
munitions of war; they had allowed American privateers 
to use their harbours as their bases in the war against British 
trade. They had both been preparing for revenge ever 
:;ince the Peace of Paris, in particular building up their 
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fleets so that they should be able to cope with the British 
navy. Now the moment seemed to have come to assure the 
downfall of Britain. 

There is something of high comedy in the spectacle of 
two absolute monarchies, two colonial Powers which had 
never allowed the slightest semblance of self-governing 
rights to their own colonies, coming forward to protect the 
British colonies against the tyranny of the mother-country 
which had granted them, as a matter of course,self-governing 
rights wider than any other country in the world enjoyed. 
But it was not the freedom of the colonies which France or 
Spain desired; ·it was the downfall and ruin of Britain. 
And therefore from the moment of the French declaration 
of war, the struggle changed its character. It became no 
longer a civil strife among the divided peoples of a group of 
free communities ; it became, for Britain, a struggle of 
life and death against ancient enemies, now for the first 
time effectively combined: a struggle in which no aid was 
to be looked for in any,quarter ; a struggle, therefore, which· 
called, and did not call in vain, for {he dogged and•obstinate 
courage which refuses to admit defeat or to be disheartened 
by failure . 

• ~ 4· The C:hanged Conditions of the War after 1777. 

In face of these new and grave perils, Lord North would 
fain have resigned . the conduct of affairs to a national 
ministry, of w):lich the great Chatham would have been the 
obviou~ head. But Chatham was resolved not to separate 
from th~Whigs, with whom he had been acting in opposition; 
and the King was determined not to readmit the Whigs to 
power, or to sacrifice his~ar?-e§.rnedvictory, Yetq1a!h'!m 
and the Whigs differed profoundly ; for the Whigs nad made · 
upth"eirminds'tnat-A.menca \vas definitely lost, and_were 
for. at Onfe recognising the independence of )li(-co_lo~ie~.; 
FJi!le_Ch_<;t_tham, though-willing to make almost any col!:.. 
cession, couid-nof'eridure" the-thought·of'suomiftirig to the 
pepnanent-disruption-of· tlfe-Emp~e,, Iii. this he was at 
one with-the~King;and·with-the feeling of the nation as a 
whole ; and it is P.robable that if he had not been a wreck 
of his former self, and had had a few more years to live, he 
would sooner or later have returned to his old post. .In 
that event his resolute and inspittng vigour m~ght have 
wrought as great a change as it had done in 1757, when the 
outloo~ seemed. quite as black ; though it is Q.oubtful 
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whether even Chatham could have brought about a recon
ciliation with America after all that had happened. But 
his days were numbered. In April of this very year, 1778,. 
he made his last dramatic speech in the House of Lords: 
a faltering appeal, spoken in physical agony, against the 
policy of his Whig allies, and a protest against ' the dis
memberment of this ancient and most glorious monarchy.' 
The hand of death interrupted him. He was helped from 
the House only to die a few weeks later; and in the moment 
of its greatest crisis the British Commonwealth lost the one 
man who might perhaps even yet have saved it. 

The conduct of the war, therefore, still remained in the 
King's hands and in those of his now discredited and divided 
ministers. But if George III. lacked Chatham's fire and 
vision and boldness of conception, he was at least a brave 
man ; he did not quail before disaster. And in this he 
represented the spirit of the nation far better than his Whig 
critics. For the nation rose superbly to meet the crisis. 
As in the days of 1758 and 1759, though without Pitt's 
clarion voice to inspire it, it faced the emergency undis
mayed; it bore the burden of taxation, the ruin of its over
sea trade, the spectacle of a growing concourse of enemies 
such as would have terrified the men of an earlier generation ; • 
once more its chief towns raised regiments at theiro own 
expense, and volunteers began to drill. • 

Fortunately the struggle had to be fought mainly on the 
seas. But the navy had been gravely neglected of recent 
years. Of the 120 battleships which it comprised, scarcely 
half were ready to put to sea at the opening of the s,truggle, 
against the 8o of France, which were soon to be jvined by 
the 6o of Spain. What was yet more serious, the policy 
of the Admiralty, under the direction of Lord Sandwich. was 
faulty and ill-conceived. Forgetting the lessons of the 
Seven Years' War, Sandwich allowed the fleets of the enemy 
to leave their harbours freely, instead of blockading them, 
or fighting them just outside, as Pitt had done; and this 
compelled him to break up the British fleet into scattered 
detachments, each fighting its own campaign, in home 
waters, in the West Indies, on the American coast, and in 
the Indian Ocean. Some of the best naval commanders 
threw up their commissions in disgust. Yet even over these 
disabilities the spirit of the navy rose triumphant. Some 
of its greatest achievements belong to these dark days; 
and before the war ended it had almost re-established all 
jts old ascendancy, against odds such as it had never had to 
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face before. And it was superbly supported by the mer
cantile marine, which now had to run the gauntlet of 
American, French, Spanish and later Dutch warships and 
privateers, and found every sea unsafe, and could not use 
most of the harbours to which it had been accustomed to 
resort. Every merchantman became a fighting vessel ; ar..d 
if many hundreds of ships fell captive to the omnipresent 
enemies, the captures made from these enemies by British 
privateers were even more numerous. All the seas of the 
world became the scene of innumerable fights of which no 
adequate record survives. 

§ 5. The Campaigns of 1778 and I779· 

The first effect of the entry of France into the war was that 
in America the British forces evacuated Philadelphia and 
fell back upon New York, thus abandoning all that had been 
gained in the previous year, and giving up the hope of isolat
ing New England. Until almost the end of the year 1778 
there was, in fact, no serious fighting upon the American 
continent. The reason for this was that a French expedition, 
either to America or to the West Indies, was anticipated, 
and it was thought wise to concentrate forces. 

• Th~ whole interest of the year turned upon the question·. 
w:hetiier France would succeed in making use of the tempGr
ary naval superiority which the negligence of Sandwich had 
allowed her. An indecisive naval fight off Pshant sufficed 
to send the main Atlantic fleet of the French back into Brest. 
But the Mediterranean fleet got out safely under Count 
d'Estairlg, and appeared on the· coast of America with forces 

, far superior to the British squadron in these .waters. Yet 
Lord Howe, who commanded the outnumbered British fleet, 
so completely out-manreuvred the French that d'Estaing 
sailed away without achieving anything, leaving his Ameri
can allies disappointed and indignant. He betook himself 
to the West Indies, where France hoped to make substantial 
conquests. Here again he had a great superiority of num
bers ; but the British admirals Barrington and Byron 
fenced with him as skilfully as Howe had done in the North ; 
and although the French were able to capture the two small 
islands of Dominica and Grenada they were not able to 
prevent the British from occupying the more valuable island 
of St. Lucia, with its splendid harbour, wl;l.ich became the 
principal British naval base in these waters throughout the 
war. 
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Thus far, against heavy odds, the British navy had held 
its own; and the encouragement which this gave was so 
great that at the end of the year a new forward movement 
was begun in America. A small force, sent round by sea 
from New York to Georgia, seized Savannah, and made a 
promising beginning in the conquest of the Southern 
colonies, which henceforth became the principal object of 
the war in America. It seemed as though Britain would be 
able to hold her own against France and the revolting 
colonies in combination. 

But 1779 made the struggle more intense by bringing in 
a new enemy. Spain declared war; and though her princi
pal aim was the conquest of Gibraltar and Minorca, her entry 
into the struggle increased the dangers by which British 
merchant ships were surrounded, while the addition of her 
fleet to that of France gave a definite preponderance to the 
enemy forces on the seas. How dangerous this might be 
was shown when in August the Spanish fleet, evading an 
English squadron sent to intercept it, made a junction with 
the French Atlantic fleet, and appeared in overwhelming 
strength in the Channel. An invasion of either England 
or Ireland seemed to be imminent; there were few regular 
forces available for defence ; and in both countries volun
teer forces were hastily enrolled for defence. Yet the • 
danger passed off; the enemy fleets, after flaunting it for-a 
time in the Channel, disappeared with no harm done. 

Meanwhile great Spanish forces had beleaguered Gibraltar 
by land and sea ; and the most famous of all the sieges to 
which the rock-fortress has had to submit began. It was 
to last for three years, and was to afford the op116rtunity 
for one of the most glorious feats of British arms. Away 
in the East, also, the two most formidable military Powers 
in India, the Mahrattas and Hyder Ali of Mysore, were 
simultaneously attacking the British power; and Warren 
Hastings, knowing that no help was to be looked for from 
the hard-pressed motherland, had been drawn into a desper
ate struggle for mere existence, the most terrible test to 
which the British power in the East had yet been put. 

Yet even in these grave circumstances the balance of 
success still lay on the side of Britain throughout 1779. 
Gibraltar, under the gallant Elliott, held out heroically, 
though by the end of the year food and ammunition were 
both running low. A French attack on Jersey was splendidly 
beaten. off by the militia of the island with the aid of one 
regiment of regulars. On the West Coast of Africa, if the 
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French seized the British factories at Senegal, the British 
responded by capturing the island of Goree. And British 
sea-going commerce still went gallantly on, thanks to the 
courage of its sailors and the skill of the navy, while the 
trade of France with the West Indies was almost wholly 
ruined. 

Above all, in America British prospects were brighter 
than they had been since I777· British squadrons scoured 
the coast of New England, and scotched many privateers in 
their nests ; practically the whole naval force of Massa
chusetts was destroyed, though !he gallant American sailor, 
Paul Jones, was meanwhile carrying on his ravages in 
British waters. Once more, as in IJ78, a French fleet 
appeared off the American coast. It was persuaded to join 
with an American armyin an attempt to reconquer Savannah. 
But the attack, by 10,000 men, was beaten off with heavy 
loss by the garrison of 2500; and the French returned home 
again, leaving their American allies more dissatisfied than 
ever, and the British position more solid in the South. 
Britain was holding her own against France, Spain and the" 
revolting colonies in combination, 

• § 6.:_/~.];.iJetnnia contra Mundum ... -__J.hf_La'!fJS_ojlif_ar.a_t Sqa., . ---- ·- ........_...~....... ." _..,_ -----~ '" 
\'he next year,,...rJ8o.~ .. brought a grave addition to the 

dangers by which Brit'ain f}mnd herself surrounded. In her 
fight for existence she depended primarily upon her fleet, 
and upon its capacity to damage the trade of her enemies 
and to interc~pt their supplies of the materials of war. For 
this purp~se she had stopped and searched neutral vessels to 
se~ t:P~t~!hey were n?t.carrying g?cids fo_r:.~Y."9f.her~en~ffiies_;: 
and she had'"iiisisted-upon ni"gaiding naval stores (among 
other things) as contraband of war, justifying. the seizure 
of any ship carrying them to an enemy port. In doing so 
she had not gone beyond the accepted usages of war, which 
in these matters were as yet ill-defined by international law. 
But undoubtedly h~r action had inflicted great inconveni
ence upon neutral traders, and aroused even louder com
plaints than during the Seven Years' War. 

In March 1780 Catherine II. of Russia, egged on by 
Frederick the Great, who had never forgiven Britain for 
deserting him in 1763, announced that while remaining 
neutral she would enforce by her fleets four propositions :---:
(1) that neutral ships must be allowed to sail freely from port 
to port of a belligerent country; (:?) that all goods (other 
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than contraband of war) carried by neutral ships, even if they 
belonged to a belligerent, must be free from seizure ; (3) that 
contraband must be regarded as covering only the actual 
munitions of war, so that the export of naval stores to 
France could not be interrupted ; and (4) that no blockade 
could be recognised which was not effective. France, 
Spain and America at once accepted these propositions, 
which were of course highly advantageous to themselves. 
Britain refused, holding that to accept them would be to 
deprive herself of her most efficient weapon. Thereupon 
Catherine formed a League of Armed N~utrality including 
(besides Russia) Denmark, Sweden, Prussia and the Emperor. 
Thus practically the whole of Europe was arrayed against 
Britain; and the utmost caution had to be shown in dealing 
with neutral ships. 

Of all the neutral powers the one which had made the 
most profit out of the war was Britain's ancient ally, 
Holland. She had supplied the Americans with vast 
quantities of naval and military stores ; she had allowed 
American privateers to refit and to sell their prizes in her 
harbours; she had turned her West Indian island of St. 
Eustatius into a great smuggling base for the supply of the 
Americans, and this barren rock had become the richest 
bit of land in the world ; she was driving a heavy traffi<! 
with France and Spain, keeping them in naval supplies. 
Many of her ships had been stopped and seized-some quite 
legitimately on every view, since they were carrying con
traband ; others merely because they were trading with 
Britain's enemies. In October 1780 the draft of a treaty 
between Holland and the Americans, which had b~ dr9-wn 
up in 1778, was captured on an American prize. The 
British Government made this the occasion for a declaration 
of war (October 1780) ; and Holland was added to the 
already terrible list of Britain's foes. At the least her ships 
carrying supplies to France and to America could now be 
legitimately intercepted. 

The use which Britain had made of her strength at sea 
had thus dangerously added to her difficulties. Yet it 
cannot be said that she had definitely violated any rule of 
international law hitherto accepted. But the laws of war 
at sea were vague ; and undoubtedly they had been strained. 
On the other hand, the demands of the Armed Neutrality 
would have stripped naval power of half its weapons; and 
in a crisis of the nation's destiny it was natural that !l,;j 
and accustomed weapons should be fully employed. Th~· 
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question remained undetermined. Britain never accepted 
the rigid doctrines of the Armed Neutrality : if she had 
done so she could not, later, nave held her own against 
Napoleon. But she moderated her practice ; and though 
Holland was added to the list of her enemies, the Northern 
Powers maintained an uneasy peac~. -

While these discussions were proceeding, the campaigns 
~f 1780 had brought, on the whole, encouraging successes 
to the !lard-pressed British people. In America, following 
up the earlier successes in the Southern States, • Clinton 
had captured Charleston, the capital of South Carolina and 
the chief trading centre of the South, after a three-months' 
siege ; and his prisoners included sooo soldiers. and 1000 

sailors with 400 guns. Having achieved this striking 
success, Clinton.left to his lieutenant, Cornwallis-perhaps 
the ablest British leader in the war.c-the task of establishing 
British control over the Carolinas. At first he was highly 
successful, thanks to the aid of the numerous loyalists of 
this region. At the battle of Camden he inflicted a crushing 
blow upon the main American army of the South, and 
North Carolina lay open before him. His success was 
qualified by the defeat of a force of loyalists at King's 
Mountain, which endangere.d his communications, and forced 
1lim to withdraw into South Carolina. But upon the whole 
th~ clmpaign brought a welcome success to the British arms, 
and a still more welcome promise of future victories. 

Even better news came from the fleets. Rodney ,1 perhaps 
the greatest British sailor of this time, had been sent at the 
beginning of the year with a convoy of supply-ships for tl}e 
relief of Gibraltar. .He had fallen in with a Spanish convoy 
taking supplies to the besiegers, and had captured the 
battleship that guarded it, and carried off the convoy· for the 
help of the besieged. He had met and crushed a Spanish 

.·fleet off Cap€ St. Vincent, capturing six of its best ships. 
He had thrown· abundant supplies into Gibraltar.· Then, 
sailing straight for the West Indies, he had met the French 
fleet off Dominica, and had only failed to cripple it because 
some of his captains misunderstood his daring and original 
plan of attack, which marked a new departure in naval 
tactics. The French admiral; even though joined by a 
Spanish contingent which gave him a great superiority of 
numbers, gave up the conflict and sailed home. Britain 
was left, for the time, with full command of the American 

J There is a short life of Rodney, by David Hannay, in the 'English 
Men of Action ' Series. · 

VOL. II. 
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waters. And meanwhile Gibraltar was still holding out 
with splendid gallantry. repelling every attack. Against her 
ring of foes, and despite the incompetent direction of her 
affairs at headquarters, Britain was holding her own. 

§ 7· The Decisive Campaign: the Capitulation of 
Yorktown. 

At no point during the war had the Americans been more 
depressed than at the close of the campaign of 1780; they 
were almost bankrupt, m911y of their troops were mutinous, 
one of their best generals, Arnold, had deserted to the 
British side, and they seemed to be losing all the South. 
The French also were disheartened, and in sore straits for 
money. Hitherto they had taken scarcely any part in the 
fighting on the American continent, for they had not joined 
in the war to help the Americans, but for their own ends. 
But this had made the Americans distrustful of them ; and 
they had therefore, in the autumn of 1780, sent a small army 
of 6ooo men across the Atlantic, to join the handful of French 
volunteers who had been serving with the American forces. 
But this force (which ought never to have been allowed to 
cross the Atlantic in safety) had as yet achieved nothing ; 
nor had any profitable results arisen from the fighting rn the
West Indies. The Sp;miards were not less dissafisfurd. 
They could make no impression on Gibraltar, and had hinted 
that if only Britain would cede to them that rock, they 
would willingly withdraw from the war. The proposal 
was scouted. Thus at the end of 178o, after five years of 
war, the position of affairs seemed highly promising from 
the British point of view. Had the resources of British 
power been wisely handled, victory seemed still possib!e. 

Yet the next and critical year of the war was to see the 
downfall of these hopes ; and the chief cause of this dis
appointment was to be found in the folly with which the 
navy was handled by the home Government. One French 
fleet after another had already been allowed to escape from 
its ports instead of being intercepted in European waters ; 
and no disastrous results had followed, though the last of 
these fleets had brought a French army to American soil. 
But the same blunder could not with impunity be too often 
repeated. Its next repetition was to be fatal; and the navy, 
which had fought so gallantly against so many difficulties, 
was to have the humiliation of finding that its failure at a 
crucial moment, through no fault of its own, but solely 
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through the folly of Lord Sandwich,· was to bring ruin to its 
country's cause. 

Yet in many aspects the campaign of 1781 was scarcely 
less successful than its predecessors. Gibraltar-relieved 
for a second time ·early in the year-held out splendidly 
throughout the year, though the Spanish attacks were more 
prolonged and desperate than ever. Jersey, once more 
attacked by the French, defended itself yet more gallantly 
than before. In the East, Warren Hastings was achieving 
miracles. A combined French and Spanish fleet, ·indeed, 
once more swept the English Channel for a time ; but it 
did no serious damage, and dared not even attack an inferior 
British squadron shut up in Torbay. Off the Dogger Bank, 
in the waters of the North Sea, Hyde Parker fought a 
dogged battle with the Dutch, as fierce as the old battles 
of th~ seventeenth century; and though the result was 
indecisive, the, Dutch henceforth took no active part in. the· 
war ; the danger of a junction of their fleets .with those of 
France and Spain was at an end. . 

But the chief interest of 1781 lay on the other side of the 
Atlantic, where the fighting by land and sea, now inextricably 
intertwined, went through strange vicissitudes, ·and was to 
lead to grave results. It opened well; for at the beginning 
1lf th~ year Rodney -captured the Dutch island of St. -
El!>tatius, with immense plunder. But. meanwhile a 
powerful French .fleet under .de Grasse had, like its pre
decessors in previous years, been allowed unchallenged 
exit from Brest. Rodney, loth to abandon the plunder of 
St. Eustatius, left his second-in-command, Hood-a seaman' 
as brilli~t as himself--to resist de Grasse with a far inferior 
force; and though Hood did wonders, he could not do the 
impossible. He ·could not boldly challenge the French· 
to battle. He could not prevent them sailing off to the 
American coast, where their arrival was to have momentous· 
consequences. . 

For meanwhile the fighting in the Southern States had 
reached a crisis.1 Cornwallis had boldly advanced north
wards into North Carolina, hoping to·press on into Virginia, 
and to crush the main American army, by penning it 
between his own forces and those of Clinton in New York. 
As Cornwallis move~ northwards, gueril,la warfare sprang 
up behind him in South Carolina, and the British forces in 
that State were hard put to it to maintain their control over 

·the district round Charleston. Moreover, Cornwallis was 
• See the map, Atlas, Plate 55· 
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now faced by Greene, the ablest of the American generals 
next to Washington; a flying column told off to guard his 
flank was badly defeated at Cowpens; and though Corn
wallis himself defeated Greene in the hard-fought battle of 
Guildford Court-house, where the enemy outnumbered him 
by two to one, the victory was dearly bought, for his losses 
were so heavy as to make the continuance of the campaign 
difficult. He resolved upon a bold dash into Virginia, risking 
the danger that threatened the little force left behind in 
South Carolina. The venture met at first with a considerable 
degree of success : if Clinton had supported it vigorously 
from New York, or sent strong reinforcements by sea, it 
might have led to great results, for while Greene in the South 
was reconquering South Carolina, Virginia was almost de
fenceless, and the main American army under Washington, 
watching New York from across the Hudson, was in a 
dangerous position. But instead of supporting Cornwallis, 
Clinton withdrew forces from him to resist a possible attack 
by Washington, now reinforced by the French army; and 
Cornwallis was ordered to take up a defensive position by 
the sea, a safe base so long as British fleets maintained the 
upper hand. He chose the peninsula of Yorktown on 
Chesapeake Bay. Thereupon Washington, having kept 
Clinton tied up at New York in anticipation of an• 
attack, marched rapidly southwards against Confwallis 
by land, while the French fleet under de Grasse, just 
arrived from the Weit Indies, was instructed to beset 
him from the sea. 

At this moment of crisis the British navy lost command 
of the American waters. Thanks to the blunders of the 

' . Admiralty at home-thanks to Rodney s delays at St. 
Eustatius-thanks to a whole series of mistakes and mis
adventures, it was a French fleet, not a British fleet, that the 
anxious eyes of Cornwallis saw sailing up Chesapeake Bay 
at the beginning of September IJ8I. Too late, a British 
fleet arrived off the entrance of the great inlet. It was 
outnumbered; and its commander, Graves, had not the 
genius that could deal successfully with a superior enemy, 
or the desperate valour that could run all risks in a great 
crisis. H~ fought, handled his ships badly, was knocked 
about, and put back tamely to New York, leaving Cornwallis 
without succour. On October rg Cornwallis was forced, 
after a gallant resistance, to capitulate. On the same day 
Clinton started from New York with naval and military. 
reinforcements for his relief. By so narrow a margin, by 
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such a chapter of blunders and accidents, was tbe fi.nal 
event of the American struggle determined. 

§ 8. The Last Phases of the vVar. 

For the capitulation of Yorktown was final and decisive. 
Though British forces still held out in New Y.ork and in 
Charleston till peace was signed, they were in effect be
leaguered in both places ; the elan o£ success had passed 
from them fo their opponents ; and no one any longer 
entertained any hope of victory or planned aggressive 
campaigns. When the news ~eached London, its fatal 
character was at once recognised. '0 God! it is all over 
-it is all over,' North exclaimed repeatedly when the 

. message reached him. The King remained indomitable ; 
but no one· shared his resolution. The opposition in 
Parliament gathered strength; and by March 1782 North's 
long ministry had come to an end, and the distressed and 
reluctant King was forc~d to hand over the reins to the hated 
Whigs, and leave to them the making of the peace. The 
Whigs had long since committed themselves to the recog
nition of American independence ; and though the remnants 
of Lord Chatham's following, under Shelburne, who had 

• com~ned with the Whigs to form the new ministry, struggled 
td'maintain their dead chief's ideal, and hoped against hope 
that some mode of reconciliation might even yet be possible, 
the crushing blow of Yorktown made all such hopes no more 
than vain fancies. The 'in_dependence of America was 
secured; the unity of the Commonwealth was finally 
shatteretil ; and it remained only to fix the formal terms of 
the dissolution. But the negotiations for peace took long; . 
and in the meanwhile ·the war against France and Spain 
continued. _ 

The chief scenes of fighting in this last stage of the war 
were the West Indies, Gibraltar, and Minorca ; and the 
story was one of mixed success and failure, illuminated by 
two outstanding episodes of splendid valour and skill~ which 
closed in glory the most unhappy war in the modern history 
of the Commonwealth. In the West Indies, the French 
fleet, fresh from Yorktown, and enjoying a superiority of 
three to two against the British fleet under Hood, succeeded 
in capturing the islands of St. Kitts and Nevis, despite 
Hood's brilliant and daring manceuvres ; they were 
seriously threatening Jamaica when Rodney arrived with 
reinforcements. Meanwhile the Spaniards had taken pos-
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session of the Bahama Islands, and it seemed as if the 
British possessions in the West Indies were to be lost as 
completely as the North American colonies. But this 
danger was removed, and the supremacy of the British 
navy was triumphantly reasserted, by a great victory won 
by Rodney in April 1782. 

The navy had not lost heart, but was eager to make good 
the disasters of the last year. It<> personnel had never been 
larger, or more full of fighting spirit; its commanders were 
assured of their ability to defeat anything like equal 
numbers of the enemy ; and now, at the end of the war, 
ships and guns and equipment of all kinds were being 
produced in an abundance that would have changed the 
course of events a year or two earlier. And the navy 
rejoiced to seize the opportunity of meeting the fleet of de 
Grasse on something like equal terms, and under Rodney's 
skilful leadership, and of exacting a tardy revenge for 
Yorktown: The battle of the Saints (so called from a group 
of little islands between Dominica and Martinique) was one 
of the most memorable in the history of the British navy, 
because in it Rodney abandoned the traditional method of 
fighting in long lines, ship to ship, and (perhaps by accident) 
reintroduced the old method which had been employed in 
the Dutch wars, of breaking the enemy's line, an<\, con-• 
centrating the whole attack upon the severed segment of ,t. 
The French line was broken into three parts; and the 
central section was annihilated, de Grasse himself sur
rendering with his flagship. This battle saved Jamaica, 
fully re-established the ascendancy of the British navy, 
and compelled France to concede better terms than she 
would otherwise have yielded, in order to end a war from 
which she could hope for no further success. 

Meanwhile, in the Mediterranean, Minorca had been 
compelled to surrender to a combined French and Spanish 
army, after a siege gallantly maintained for six months: 
the garrison being reduced to 6oo men fit to bear arms. But 
Gibraltar still heroically maintained its defence during the 
third year of the siege. In September 1782 it had to with
stand a final desperate onslaught by the combined naval 
and military forces of France and Spain, eager to reduce it 
before peace was signed. The garrison numbered not more 
than 7000 men. It was faced by a land army of 4o,ooo, 
and by a combined fleet of 49 ships of the line. There were 
also ten great floating-batteries moored off the Rock, which 
were believed to be unsinkable and safe from fire. Amid a 
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terrific bombardment from land and sea, which lasted for 
days, the defenders concentrated their attack upon the 
floating-batteries. Attacked by red-hot shot from the 
fortress, and simultaneously by a raking fire from a group 
of small British gunboats which boldly ventured out from 
the harbour, all the floating-batteries blew up or were 
burnL Of their crews only 400 were saved; and these 
were rescued by British sailors who dared the hail of shot 
to pick them up in open boats. This final and desperate 
attack having failed, the. besiegers fell back once more 
upon a blockade. But the blockade was br,oken, with great 
courage and skill, by a fleet under Lord Howe, which threw 
a fresh supply of stores into the beleaguered fortress ; and 
when the news that peace had been concluded arrived on 
February 6, 1783, the flag was still flying. Thus the war 
against a world in arms ended gloriously; if it had brought 
disaster, it brought no shame. 

§ g. The Peace Settlement and its Consequences. 

· During the long negotiations for peace, which had lasted 
through the greater part of 1782, one of the main points at 
jssue was the question whether the recognition of American 
inde~ndence should be part of the treaty with France, or 
sh~uld be ~eparately negotiated. The Government of France 
apparently desired not only to make independence appear 

· a gift to America fro~ herself, but also to limit the new 
State within the Alleghany, Mountains, reclaiming for 
herself, 9r for her ally Spain, the rich valley of the Mississippi. 
But the British negotiators, having made up their minds to 
the recognition of independence, preferred to do the thing 
frankly and directly; and ip_Noxember.I782:a·treaty was 
sign~d~~~y_-~J?e .. i_n_~pen.de,E_ce _ _g{ j_h~_United_§.tates_of 
.Af!lerica_was form<~Jly_res.9gnJ~~£. l?Y ~e _m,.2!.~~rland f1;:.wn. 
~hkh_they~had_sprung. The westward boundary ?f the 
new State was defined as the line of the Mississippi River; 
it was thus to .include all that Britain had acquired from 
France in 1763, save only Canada, which remained, and 
remained by its own choice, a member of the truncated 
British Commonwealth. . 

The treaties with France,' Spain and' Holland were 
longer delayed, and -were not finally agree<;ltupon. till early 
in 1783. Thanks to the brilliant military ~exploits of the 
last year, which showed that Britain's pow1r; of resistance 
was by no means exhausted, they almost repr,~en:,~~ a return 
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to the status quo ante bellum. France gained the West 
Indian island of St. Lucia, and the West African district 
of Senegal, which had been British since I 763 ; otherwise 
she made no gains from the long war upon which she had 
spent her substance. Spain acquired the island of Minorca, 
after eighty years of British occupation ; but she had to 
forgo her hopes of Gibraltar. In the New World she 
regained Florida, which she had lost in 1763, and thus 
became the nearest neighbour of the United States. Other
wise she also had won no advantage from her exertions and 
her sacrifices. 

In the eyes of many men of that generation, the treaties 
o{ 1782 and 1783 marked the close of the period of British 
greatness. They might rather have concluded that the 
nation which could show, even under incompetent leader
ship, such gallant resistance to so great a combination was 
far indeed from being a ruined Power. In truth Britain and 
the communities which still remained under her flag were 
about to enter upon a period of great prosperity and of 
very fruitful development; and, as we shall see, a second 
British Empire came into being within the generation 
following the loss of the first. 

As for France, what had she gained from her interventioq, 
in the war? She had not ruined her ancient rival. &t she 
had very nearly ruined herself. The strain on her fman<!es, 
already gravely disorganised before the war, brought her 
to the verge of bankruptcy, and so formed the immediate 
cause of the great revolution which broke out less than seven 
years after the concl~sion of peace. Moreover her people, 
upon whose minds the dreams and visions of .Rousseau 
and the large and captivating hopes of democracy were 
already working, had been brought by the war into sym
pathy and comradeship with the democratic societies of the 
New World ; and the conditions which they found existing 
in that happy land seemed to demonstrate the practicability 
of Rousseau's dreams, and to prove that democracy brought 
well-being. Thus the American struggle not only con
tributed to open a new era in the development of the 
British Commonwealth, it gave an immense impetus to that 
world-shaking upheaval which was soon to begin in France. 

§ ro. The Q,.ganisation of the United States. 

Having won independence, the United States of America 
had still to work out for themselves a system of goveniment. 
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The individual States ·had all, during the war, adopted 
' constitutions,' to replace the ' charters' under which their 
government had hitherto been conducted. But the con-, 
stitutions did not in any case embody any material change' 
of system, apart from the fact that the Governor and his 
Council, previously nominated, were henceforth to be 
elected. In the main the British system continued, and 
British common law was the basis of the legal system m all 
the States. 

To revise the constitutions of the individual States was 
an easy matter ; to create an ~ffici~I!_t j~e~ai ~y_;;t~l]l_for 
the. United States was far more difficult-. -In-undertakihg 
· tliis tiS I<- tne Americans fouriif''"tlieniseives faced by all the 
difficulties arising from the mutual jealousies of the va-rious 
States, which had stood in the way of effective co-operation 
during the colonial period, and which had ultimately forced 
the British Government and Parliament to impose the 
taxes that the colonists themselves would not vote. On 
this difficulty, which had been the real cause of the revolution. 
the infant federation almost broke down, and six years of 
active discussion passed before a. solution was attained. 
Perhap~ it would not have been attained even then had it 
not been that the absence of any single commercial policy, 
such ~s the authority of the British Parliament had hitherto 
i~osed, led to great confusion and to great ir.justice 
between State and State, the chief trading States taking 
advantage of their position to levy dues on the trade of their . 
neighbours as it·passed through their ports.- Some sub
stitute had to be found for the common o{ganisation of 
defence ·a.nd the common regulation of trade which the 
mother-country had hitherto provided, and which had been 
the principal cause of resentment against her. 

The Cong~s>J~!77A and its successors had been content 
to make; requisitions''' upon the individual States, and to 
trust to their public spir!t to fulfil them : that was the 
method which, it had always been argued, ought to have 
been followed by Britain. But it turned out to be as un
satisfactory as the mother-country had always found it ; 
it' was the principal cause of the ineffectiveness with which 
the arn1ies of the revolution were supported ; and during the 
six years which followed the ·peace it manifestly and _utterly 
broke down. The need for an. effective ' national ' organisa
tion for common government was the theme of long dis
cussions, in which the principal part was played by that 
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great statesman, Alexander Hamilton; 1 but the lesser 
States continued to feel acute jealousy of the establishment 
of any effective controlling power, against which some con
tended almost as bitterly as they had resisted the claims 
of the British Parliament. In the end, under the mere 
pressure of necessity (for there was now no mother~country 
to shoulder the common burden) a Convention was sum
moned in 1787 to draft a new constitution ; and the result 
of its work was adopted by all the individual States between 
1788 and 1790. 

This constitution necessarily bore the marks of the 
circumstances under which it was drawn up. It was of the 
nature of a treaty between thirteen independent States, and 
could therefore only be altered by the common agreement 
of a majority among them ; it is consequently the most 
rigid constitution, and the most difficult to alter, that has 
ever existed in any great human society. In effect it gave 
to the common government only certain defined powers, 
reserving all others for the State governments. But the 
wisdom and foresight of its authors have been shown by 
the fact that it has, for a century and a half, served the 
needs of a very progressive and rapidly growing community. 
In its main features, it was modelled, like the constitutions of 
the individual States, upon the system of Britain-tile only 
system then existing in the world which could altore a 
model. It set up a legislature of two Houses, and an 
executive headed by a President who was endowed with 
just the powers that George III. wa..<> supposed to possess ; 
but, like the State constitutions, it deprived the legislature 
of any power of controlling the executive, and thu~·rendered 
possible acute friction or deadlock between these powers, 
such as the British system learnt how to avoid. But the 
statesmen who drew up this great monument of political 
wisdom were addressing themselves for the first time in 
human history to the task of framing a democratic system 
of government for a large State; they were shaping also a 
system which could unite thirteen distinct and jealous, if 
closely kindred States; and their work has remained in all 
essentials stable and unchanged, while almost every subse
quent experiment in constitution-making has had to be 
repeatedly recast. They could not have succeeded had 
they not been able to draw upon a long tradition and a 
long experience. But, guided by this tradition and by this 

1 There is a short life of Hamilton by F. S. Oliver. 
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experience, the eldest-born of the family of free nations that 
has sprung from Britain was enabled to show a ,,political 
capacity and a political wisdom that can scarcely be too 
highly esteemed. 

(Lecky, History of England in the r8th Century; Channing, Htstor}' 
of the United States; Mahan, .Influence of Sea-Power on "History; 
Fortescue, History of the British Army; Fitzmaurice, Life of-Shel
burne; Hammond, Charles Fox ; Fiske, A mertcan Revolution; 
Trevelyan, American Revolution : Sabine, American Loyalists ; 
Winsor, Nat't'ative and Critical History of A me rica; Drinkwater, . 
Siege of Gibraltat': Marshall, Life of Washington.] · 



CHAPTER VI 

WARREN HASTINGS AND THE ESTABLISHMENT 
OF GOOD GOVERNMENT IN BENGAL 

(A.D. 1772·1785) 

§ I. The Cleansing of the Augean Stable, 1772-1774. 

WHILE an empire was being lost in America, in India the 
British power was being saved from the destruction which 
seemed to threaten it in 1771, and was being turned into the 
means of bringing good government to the Indian peoples, 
by the genius, courage, an.d patience of one man. The 
work of Warren Hastings, carried on in the face of extra
ordinary difficulties of every kind, formed in truth the 
turning-point in the history of British India, and the 
foundation of all the good work which was subsequent}~ 
done. o 

Faced by bankruptcy, the Directors of the ComP,any ~ad .. 
resolved that they must no longer leave in the hands of a 
powerless Indian the function of collecting the revenues of 
Bengal, which had been conferred upon them by the Mogul's 
grant in 1765, but must undertake this function themselves. 
It was to carry out this change that Hastings was sent to 
Bengal in 1772.1 But he saw from the first that this was 
not enough, and that corruption and oppression would not 
cease unless the Company undertook the responsibility for 
the whole system of government, which had fallen into 
complete confusion. In assuming this gigantic task, he 
had to carry the Directors along with him, and he had to 
convince the nine members of his Council, all of whom had 
equal voting powers with himself. Moreover, he had to do 
his work with such instruments as were at hand, and to use 
men who had for years been profiting by the very misgovern
ment and corruption which he asked them to help in destroy
ing. Only a man of marvellous powers could have achieved 
anything at all in such conditions. Yet in two and a half 
years, by herculean labour, Hastings succeeded in con-

t Above, Chap. iii. p. 35• 
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juring the rudiments of an orderly system out of the 
' confused heap, as wild as the chaos itself,' which lay 
before him when he landed in Calcutta. 

He swept aside Clive's ill-conceived dual system, whereby 
the Nawab (acting through Mohammed Reza Khan) was 
responsible for law and order, while the Company (also 
acting through Mohammed Reza Khan) was responsible 
for the collection of the revenues. He brought the treasury 
and the centre of administration to Calcutta, 'where every
thing was under the supervision of the Governor and Council. 
He set up a complet~·new system of justice, with a criminal 
court and a civil court in each of the thirty-six districts into 
which Bengal was divided, and courts _of appeal at head
quarters. ln each district he set one of the. Company's 
servants, with the title of Collector, to supervise these courts 
and to see to the collection of the revenue; and he forbade 
these officers to engage in trade, compensating them by other 
allowances. At his own expense he engaged groups of Hindu 
pandits and Mohammedan maulvis to draw up summaries 
of Hindu and Mohammedan law, for the guidance of British 
ma~istrates,; f~r he was. clear that Bengal ought to ~e 
governed accordmg to Indian customs He could not forbid 
private trade among the Company's servants altogether: 
But he swept away its worst iniquities by imposing an equal 
low .ra~ of dues which everybody had to pay, English or 
Indian, including the Company itself, ·those who were 
entitled by usage to exemption being allowed to claim a 
refund. At" once the complaints of unfair trading which 
had hitherto bulked so large came to an end. 

Hastin§s also undertook a new assessment of the land 
revenue ; ·and this was the most difficult of all his tasks. 
From time immemorial the chief item in the public revenues 
of India has been, as it still is, a share of the produce of 
lands, which is regarded as belonging to the State.: accord
ing to Indian usage, the State, the cultivator, and the 
zemindar (or hereditary collector of land .revenues) may be 
regarded as being in some sense joint proprietors of the land. 
But it has always been difficult to assess the State's share 
fairly, and to make sure that. the cultivator is not unjustly 
treated. Both the State and the cultivator bad suffered 
under Clive's dual system ; the revenue had been shrinking 
while the cultivator was impoverished; _and it was essential 
that a new assessment or. 'settlement' of the revenue 
should be carried out. These 'settlements' are familiar 
features of government work in modern India; they are 
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carried out by bodies of experts, who have plenty of time 
for their work, and are helped by the detailed records of 
previous settlements. Hastings had to carry out the 
first assessment without expert aid, or any adequate 
records, and he had to do it in a few months, for a whole 
province as big as a European State. It could only be 
done roughly. But it was done; and though the results 
were unsatisfactory, Hastings hoped that during the five 
years for which the 'settlement' was made new and better 
machinery might be developed. His principal care was 
that while Government received its ·due, the cultivator should 
not be oppressed ; and besides devising safeguards for this 
end, he swept away many oppressive dues which had come 
into existence during the anarchy. 

Thus by two years' hard work Hastings had created the 
outlines of an efficient and workable system of law and 
government in Bengal. It was not perfect, as none knew 
better than its author ; it was only a clearing of the ground. 
But already it had given to Bengal a better and a juster 
system than any other part of India possessed ; and with 
the zest of a great constructive statesman, Hastings looked 
forward to amending the system, and to training a school of 
administrators to work it, Indians and Englishmen side by 
side. He strongly held that Indians should play a princip~l 
part in the administration of an Indian province. • • 

Meanwhile, during these same wonderful years, he had 
done much to clarify the relations between Bengal and the 
neighbouring Indian Powers. As we have seen, 1 the greatest 
danger by which Bengal was faced came from the aggressive 
and spreading power of the Mahrattas, who had recently 
(I77I) got possession of the Mogul, and were now claiming, 
in his name, the payment of the tribute from Bengal which 
Clive had promised, and the occupation of the lands which 
Clive had cut off from Oudh for the Mogul's use. The 
Mahrattas were also seriously threatening Oudh, from two 
sides ; and Oudh was the only ally of the Company in this 
part of India. Hastings showed no fear of the Mahrattas, 
and his firm attitude, instead of angering them, won their 
respect. He flatly refused to pay any more tribute. He 
handed back to Oudh the lands which Clive had transferred 
to the Mogul. And he made with the Vizier of Oudh a new 
and definite treaty, whereby the Vizier was entitled to retain 
a brigade of British troops for the defence of Oudh, so long 
as he paid the cost of thAir maintenance-an arrangement 

• Above, Chap. iii. p. 33• 
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highly advantageous to both sides. He also allowed the 
Vizier to employ this brigade in conquering the Rohillas
a tribe of Afghan raiders who had recently mastered the 
country north of Oudh, and whose shifting policy seriously 
endangered that State.1 The result was that Oudh was' 
turned into a staunch ally and a bulwark for Bengal against 
the Mahrattas; it was also made so strong tliat the Mahrattas 
never ventured to attack it. Hastings made no conquests ; 
he wanted none. But he dreamed of bringing peace to 
India by making the British power the pivot" of a system of 
alliances with the chief Indian States; and the treaty with 
Oudh (1773) was the first step towards the realisation of 
this policy. 

At the end of two years' work Bengal, which had seemed 
to be threatened ·with bankruptcy and .ruin, was more 
secure, better organised, and more prosperous than it had 
been at any time since the battle of Plassey. The change 
was the measure of Hastings' achievement. But he hoped 
that his work had only begun. 

1:· 

§ 2. The Regulating Act: Hastings Overridden. 

Meanwhile, in England, two committees (1772) had been 
djsclosing the iniquities by which the Company's government 
had. b~n de!J-led during the previous decade; and on the 
basis of their report an Act for regulating the Company 
had. been introduced by Lord North and adopted by 
Parliament in 1773. This Act was the beginning of Govern
ment interference in lndiap affairs. It did not take political 
power out of the hands of the Company; but it required 
the Diredors to communicate to Government their des
patches on political subjects, which was the first step towards 
control; and it ordained certain important changes in the 
system of government in the Company's Indian territories. 

In the first place a Supreme Court was set up in Bengal. 
Its judges w~re to be English lawyers appointed by the 
Crown ; . they were to administer English law; they were 

- to be entirely independent of the Company; and everybody 
was to have 'the right of resorting to them for redress against 
any oppression by an agenf or servant .of the Company. 
This was a well-meant safeguard against misgovernment. 
But nobody asked how the new court, with its English 
law, would fit in with the Indian systt;!m of jurisdiction; and 
out of this great difficnlties arose .. -• 

~ . 
I See the map, Atlas, Plate 61 (a) .. 
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In the second place the Governor of Bengal became 
Governor-General, and he, with his Council, was given 
authority over the Presidencies of Madras and Bombay so 
far as concerned their relations with Indian States. This 
was a very real improvement, though it did not go far 
enough. 

In the third place the Council was cut down to five 
members, including the Governor-General, and all were to 
have equal votes, so that the Governor-General might be 
outvoted. The members of the firs.t Council were named in 
the Act. Hastings, of course, became Governor-General. 
But of the other four only one, Barwell, had had any 
Indian experience. Two of the others, Clavering and 
Monson, were soldiers; the third, Philip Francis, was a 
very clever young man, but, as he had no influence and no 
political experience, his appointment is difficult to under
stand except on one assumption :-he was almost certainly 
the author of the venomous Letters of Junius, and it may 
very well have seemed desirable to send the author of these 
letters to the other side of the world. Certainly Francis's 
character was very like that of Junius. He was a brilliant 
writer. and a master of the arts of misrepresentation ; he 
was a man of boundless self-assurance and devouring 
ambition ; and he was a rancorous egoist. · • 

The new members of Council and the new judges \rr~ved 
in Calcutta in October 1774- Having read many tales of 
oppression, they came out convinced that the Company's 
servants must all be scoundrels ; and Francis had persuaded 
himself and his two colleagues (whom he completely 
dominated and despised) that Hastings, since he.·had risen 
to eminence amongst these men, must be a very paragon of 
iniquity. In his letters home Francis made it plain that he 
intended to be Governor-General himself; and the first 
step towards this end must be the ruin of Hastings' 
reputation. 

From the moment of their landing the new councillors set 
themselves to override Hastings and to undo his work ; and, 
having a majority of three to two, they could wreak their 
will. Hastings- and Barwell bad to keep the machinery of 
government at work as best they could, while the majority 
ransacked the minutes to find grounds of attack, bombarded 
the Directors and the home Government with accusations 
against the Governor-General, and set themselves to reverse 
all that Hastings had done. Though they could not destroy 
his judicial reforms, they restored Moham~ed Reza Khan 
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.as deputy Nawab, and tried to re-establish the· old dual 
system. When the Vizier of Oudh died (1775) they allowed 
the new Vizier's mother ap.d grandn;wtl}er~(!!J._e:..~~gums of 
Oudh) to seize tlie contents of the treasury on the pretext 
of a will which was never produced ; they cancelled Hastings' 
treaty, which they condemned as corrupt; and they im:. 
posed upon the unfortunate Vizier a new treaty whereby 
his richest province was transferred to the Company, and 
burdens were imposed upon him so heavy as to reduce him 
to bankruptcy and impotence. They invited charges from 
all and sundry against the Governor-General, and eagerly 
accepted every accusation, however monstrous. The worst 
charges were brought by an unscrupulous Brahmin, Nun
comar, whom Hastings had refused to employ. While the 
controversy was proceeding, a charge of forgery against 
Nuncomar, which had been laid by an Indian before the 
new Council came out, was tried by the Supreme Court. 
Nuncomar was unanimously found guilty, after a long trial, 
by the four judges and a jury; and in due course hanged,. 
as English law ordained. Francis and his colleagues re
fused to intercede for Nuncomar; they even ordered a 
letter which he sent to them to be burnt by the common 
hangman. But afterwards Francis stooped to make this 

•episode the foundation of a monstrous charge th.at Hastings 
ha!d s~borned the Chief Justice, Impey, to commit a judicial 

, murder. This infamous accusation" is repeated in Macau(.ay's 
famous essay on H;astings; which shows how the remorse
less vendetta was pursued even beyond the grave. 

'"" For two years-two irrecoverable years when the work 
of reforJ:\1 might have made great progress-Hastings was 
reduced to impotence : pride and duty, alone kept him at 
his post. Then (1776) Monson, one of the triumvirate, 
died ; and Hastings was able, by the use of his casting-vote, 
to regain his authority and to resume his work, though only 
under great difficulties. Francis remained in India tillrJ80, 
when he returned to England. His baffled malignity found 
a vent in feeding Burke and others with distorted views 
about Hastings. Indian affairs were so complex and so 
difficult to understand that this was an easy task; and long 
afterwards the impeachment of Hastings was the resul~. 

Before Francis's iet)Jrn another controversy had br'oken 
out. A dangerous conflict of jurisdiction had arisen {as 
was• inevitable) between the new Supreme Court and the 
Indian courts; the Supreme Court was claiming juris
diction over ze.rnindars and other Indians on the ground that 

' ., 
VOL. Il. F 
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they were agents of the Company ; and the whole system 
was nearly brought to a deadlock. In this conflict Hastings 
and Francis were ranged on the same side; but while 
Francis poured his venom on the judges, Hastings, being a 
statesman, not only recognised that the difficulty had arisen 
quite naturally, but found a remedy for it which had the 
happiest fruits. In 178o he proposed that the Chief Justice 
of the Supreme Court should also be President of the Indian 
appeal court, and should draw up the rules to be followed 
by the lower courts. Impey accepted, and did admirable 
work, which helped Hastings to carry out a valuable re
vision and improvement of the whole system. But Francis 
saw in this an instance of corrupt collusion ; on his repre
sentations Impey was recalled, and his work was interrupted; 
and ultimately the arrangement was made an article of 
charge against both the Governor-General and the Chief 
Justice. 

Such were the incredible obstacles against which Hastings 
had to carry on his beneficent labours. It is not surprising 
that he was never able to achieve the work of reconstruction 
which he had designed; nor that the prestige of the British 
power was lowered in the eyes of the Indian States by the 
spectacle of these acrid disputes. Yet even amid these 
difficulties, from 1776 onwards, Hastings was able 0to do• 
much to improve the system; and he preserved for Ben!;al 
the repute which he had won for it, of being the most 
peaceful and the best governed region in India. 

§ 3· The Fight for Existence, 1779-I784 .•• 

It was well that Hastings had regained his authority ; for 
in 1779 the Company's power was threatened by a com
bination of Indian Powers so dangerous that none but he 
could .have combated it. At no period of its history has 
the British power in India been faced by a more formidable 
conjunction of perils than in 1779 and the following years; 
and the fact that it emerged from the struggle without loss, 
and with greatly enhanced prestige, was wholly due to the 
courage, resolution and resourcefulness of Warren Hastings. 

It is not possible, in the space at our disposal, to give any 
account of the complex and tortuous events which led up to 
this crisis. Enough to say that in the period when they 
were still free from the control of Calcutta, the two minor 
Presidencies of Madras and Bombay had involved them
selves in serious difficulties with their neighbours ; and that 
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the hostile majority had been too busy in pursuing their 
vendetta against Hastings· to rectify these blunders. Madras 
had alienated the terrible Hyder Ali by first making an 
alliance with him (1769), and then failing to help him in 
his need (1771) ; it had also needlessly quarrelled with the 
Nizam of Hyderabad. Bombay had plunged recklessly into 
the succession disputes which had broken out among the 
Mahrattas (rn4), taking up the cause ofthe weaker candi
date for the Peshwa's throne. Its action had been over
ridden by the majority at Calcutta, but they had shovm 
such timorous deference to the reigning faction at Poooa 
(who hated the British power) that they had only won its 
contempt (r776). . 

Meanwhile the war in America had begun ; France .was 
expected to intervene, and if she did so, it was certain that 
she would try to re-establish her position in India. In 
1:777 a French adventurer appeared at Poona, the Mahratta 
capital, with the offer of an alliance, and he was eagerly 
welcomed. Next year (1778) .the French declared war, 
and it was known that a fleet and an army were to be sent 
to India. No help could be looked for from Britain : 
Hastings knew that-the Company must fend for itself. He 

.promptly seized the French posts in India; with the result 
that .when the French fleet arrived (1782), it had no base 
of operations, and was able to achieve almost nothing. 
Meanwhile a new feud had broken out amongst the ...Z.? 
Mahrattas ; and knowing that he must in any case count 
upon Mahratta hostility, Hastings allowed Bombay once 
more to intervene in the dispute.. But this gave the signal 
to the 'f>ther alienated princes. In 1779 the Nizam of 
Hyderabad formed a confederation with Hyder Ali" and with 
all the Mahratta chieftains to drive the British into the 
sea; and Hastings found himself faced with a war against 
all the greatest Powers in India in combination, backed by 
a naval and military attack by France, while he knew that 
no help would be forthcoming from Britain, and could not 
count upon a single ally save Oudh, which had been reduced 
to impotence by the policy of Francis. 

Ten years earlier such a combination would infallibly 
have involved utter and irretrievable ruin to the British 
power. Hastings' earlier work had alone made it possible 
to resist; but only his superb intrepidity and resourceful
ness could have won sucGess. ·He sent an .army marching 
across the breadth of India to help Bombay; he sent another 
army by land from Calcutta to Madras. Both of the minor 
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Presidencies were wholly dependent upon his support. And 
throughout the desperate conflict, which lasted for five 
years (I779-r784), no hostile army ever crossed the frontiers 
of Bengal, or of the allied State of Oudh; they were almost 
the only regions of India unravaged by the tide of war. 
Meanwhile, by patient and skilful negotiation, he gradu
ally broke up the hostile confederacy. By remedying his 
legitimate grievance, he persuaded the Nizam to make 
peace. Bhonsla, one of the five great Mahratta chieftains, 
was persuaded to remain idle ; Sindhia, the most powerful 
among them, was flattered by a request that he should act 
a.<; mediator in arranging the terms of peace. But while he 
negotiated, Hastings also struck ; and the dazzling feat of 
arms by which Sindhia's rock fortress of Gwalior, reputed 
to be impregnable, was captured by a tiny force under 
Captain Popham in 1780, had much to do with persuading 
that prince to play the part of mediator. By 1782 peace 
had been made with the Mahrattas on the basis of the status 
quo ante bellum. Meanwhile the terrible Hyder Ali had been 
defeated at Porto Novo (r78r) by the veteran Eyre Coote; 
he also would have made ·peace but for the tardy arrival of 
the French (r782), with a fleet under Suffren, the greatest 
of French admirals, and a small land-force under the re
doubtable Bussy, once the arbiter of Southern India.1 

0 The • 
arrival of the French prolonged the war with Mysore, bttt 
it had no other effect. For even Suffren could achieve 
little without adequate bases; and the great confederacy 
which Bussy might have led had been broken up by 
Hastings' indomitable energy before-he reached India. 

But these heroic efforts involved a terrible strain upon 
the resources of Bengal. In the struggle to meet this 
strain, Hastings had to require from Oudh the fulfilment 
of its engagements to the Company. Oudh could not meet 
its engagements because it had been made bankrupt; and 
Hastings therefore authorised the Vizier to reclaim from the 
Begums the treasure which Francis and the majority had 
allowed them, without a shadow of right, to appropriate. 
Hastings also demanded from the rich vassal-Raja of 
Benares, subsidies in money and a contingent of troops. 
This was entirely in accordance with Indian usage. But 
the Raja was recalcitrant; he was suspected of intriguing 
against his suzerain. Hastings boldly went to Benares 
with a tiny body-guard and put him under arrest. The 
Raja thereupon revolted, his men killed Hastings' body-

' Vol. r. pp. 771 ff. 
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guard, and the Governor-General had to flee for ·a time to a 
neighbouring fortress. But even in this emergency he 
maintained his superb self-possession. He found troops to 
suppress the rising ; from his place of refuge he directed the 
military operations elsewhere, and carried on complex 
negotiations with the Mahrattas; he even found time to 
write a detailed narrative of the episode, so calm and 
judicial in tone that any uninformed reader would be tempted 
to suppose that it had been penned in leisured peace. The 
affair of the Begums of Oudh, and the affair of the Raja 
of Benares, were later to be the main counts in the in·dict
ment against Hastings. 

In .the end the British power in India emerged (1784) from 
a desperate ordeal without gain,_ but also without loss, of 
territory; and because it had held its own against tremendous 
odds, against the massed strength of the greatest Indian 
Powers, and without being able to draw upon aid from home, 
it emerged with a vastly heightened pre~tige, stronger than 
it had ever been. India was, indeed, the only part of the 
world wh~re the British Commonwea~th passed • through 
the fiery ordeal of these years not merely witpout loss, but 
with an increase of repute. 

• § 4· The Act of 1784 and the Impeachment of Has#ngs. . . . . -
• At the end of thirteen continuous years of effort and 

strain under the Indian sun, unbroken by even the shoitest 
interval, Warren Hastings might well feel that he deserved 
thanks and recognition. The honour which he would have 
esteemed most highly would have been the opportunity of 
render[Jlg further service. He longed to tum once more, 
with greater freedom and enlarged experience, to the in
terrupted task of creating a system of just and efficient 
government in Bengal. He was still in the prime of life, 
and at the height of his unmatched powers. But the 
opportunity was denied to him. _ 

Sin<!'e 1780 Francis had been assiduously at work in 
London. He had imposed on the imagination of Burke a 
nightmare picture of Hastings as an inhuman monster, and 
the Whigs had committed themselves to the condemnation 
of Hastings. Even amid the excitements of the American 
War; India had become a subject of :first-rate political im
portance in Britain; after the war it became a question on 
which ministries were made and unmade; and there was 
fierce controversy between the admirers and the enemies of 
Hastin{f-l. 
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But all parties were agreed that there must be substan
tial changes in the sy»tem of government in British India; 
for North's Regulating Act of I773 was plainly unworkable. 
In r783 Fox and Burke put forward their solution, in a 
bill which would have transferred the whole of the Com
pany's political authority to Commissioners acting on 
behalf of the Crown. The bill was rejected by the House of 
Lords, and brought about the fall of the coalition ministry 
which introduced it.l If it had passed, the first use which 
the Whigs would have made of their power would have 
been to recall Hastings. 

Next year (r784) Pitt took up the problem, and an India 
Act was passed which, in its main lines, continued to be 
the foundation of Indian government until r858. It was 
a well designed measure, which retained the practical 
experience of the Board of Directors, but set up alongside 
of the Directors a Government Board of Control. All politi
cal orders and despatches had to be submitted to the 
Board of Control, which could amend or recast them; and 
this meant that the controlling voice in the government 
of India was henceforth to be exercised by the responsible 
Government of Britain. Hastings would willingly have 
worked under such a system: he had always desired that 
the authority of the British Crown should make itself Q,10re • 
effectively felt in Indian affairs. • 

But other features of the Act showed that the influence 
of Francis had counted for a good deal in the shaping 
of the new policy; indeed, Dundas, who was Pitt's most 
intimate colleague, was almost as much under the influ
-:nce of Francis as Burke. The Act included two .clauses 
which definitely embodied two of Francis's most mis
chievous doctrines : the doctrine that the British power 
ought to take no part in Indian politics, but should abstain 
from treaty relations with Indian princes ; and the 
doctrine that the zemindars or hereditary collectors of 
land revenue should be regarded as the true landowners, 
and that a 'permanent settlement' should be made with 
them. These doctrines continued for a generation, as we 
shall see, to exercise a pernicious influence upon the course of 
Indian affairs. If Hastings had been consulted, he would 
assuredly have pointed out the evil results which must 
follow from these principles. But it is significant that the 
man who understood India better than any other English
man had ever done, who had rescued the British power in 

1 See below, Chap. viii. p. 107. 
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India from corruption and saved it from military destruction, 
was never consulted on the-proposed changes in its govern
ment. He could not fail to recognise that there was no 
chance of his receiving the confidence and support without 
which his work could not be done. He resigned his post 
and said farewell to India in 1785. 

Both before and after his departure he received unmis
takable evidence that he had won the trust and affection 
not only of nearly all the British in India, but of the Indian 
peoples and princes with whom he had had dealings. But 
when he returned to England he received neither hol}our 
nor recognition : the greatest of the long line of British 
statesmen who have laboured in India, he was the only 
one of the series who received no honour from his sovereign. 

But another reward was soon to come. The stored-up 
venom of Francis and the Whigs was to burst upon him; 
and in 1788 he was formally impeached before the House of 
Lords for gross misgovernment and corruption. His trial 
lasted for no less than seven years. During all that time 
he had to stand in the pillory, exposed to an extraordinary 
outpouring of unbridled invective and distortion of facts. 
His judges were befogged by the voluminousness and 
complexity of the material put bdore them; yet even so, 

• theyFcquitted him o~ every point. But seven years of the 
ptime of a great man's life were wasted. His savings were. 
swallowed up by the costs of his defence ; he was almost 
reduced to bankruptcy when in 1795 he was -allowed to 
retire into obscurity, finding his only reward ' in the 
conscious applause of my own mind brightening the decline 
of my e5.istence.' Britain, although she had already ent~red 
upon the severest ordeal of her history, had no further use 
for the greatest governing mind whom she had produced 
during the eighteenth century. 

Yet, unjust and cruel as the impeachment of Hastings 
unquestionably was, the mere fact that it was possible was 
a sign that a new era was dawning in the history of the 
British Commonwealth. Burke, Fox, and their colleagues 
disgraced their cause by the rancour and virulence with 
which they pursued their .noble and patient victim. But, 
when all is said, they were inspired by a passionate resolve 
that the British name should be freed from the suspicion of 
injustice or oppression in the government of dependent 
peoples. And it was a noble thing that a man whose great
ness none denied, whose splendour of courage and resource 
had by universal consent faced apd conquered terrible 
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odds, and who had laid deep for Britain the foundations of a 
mighty empire, should be held to strict account on the 
suspicion that his achievements had been stained by 
injustice. The work that Hastings did, and the long ordeal 
he had to endure, were alike auguries of a new spirit in the 
treatment of dependent peoples. · 

[Muir ,Making of British India; Lyall or Trotter, Wa1'1'enHastings; 
Forrest, Selections f1'om the Despatches of Hastings (with long and 
excellent introduction); Monckton Jones, Hastings in Bengal, 
I772-74; Stephen, Nuncomar and lmpey; Strachey, The Rohilla 
War; G!eig, Life of Hastings; Impey, Life of Impey; Merivale anrl 
Parkes, Life of Francis.] 



CHAPTER VII 
, 

THE BEGINNING OF OPPOSITION IN IRELAND, AND 
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF LEGISLATiVE 

!~DEPENDENCE 

(A.D. 1760-1782) 

§ :i. The Beginning of Organised opposition, IJ60-IJJO .. 

/I.MONG the many ne'Y beginnings which distinguished the 
generation following the Seven Years' War, not the least 
important·was the rise of opposition in Ireland to the ugly 
system of racial domination which had been established 
after the Revolution.! It is not too much to say that in 
these years the ,Irish question took its rise in the form in 
which it has baffied British statesmanship ever since; the 
form of a demand for national emancipation. The move~ 
n'!ent was quickened and stimulated by the American con
tro'iersy. But it was not a mere by-product of that great 
issue. It began in the first years of the reign, before the 
American question had aroused any acute interest in either 

-England or Ireland; and it had won its first victory before 
Irish public opinion began to be excited or encouraged by 
the agitation in America. 

At the· very opening of George III.'s reign Irish dis
content, long quiescent, began to express itself in two 
agitations, the one economic, the other political, which 
were entirely unconnected .one with the other. The 
economic agitation took the form of a series of organised 
agrarian outrages carried out by bands of men who called 
themselves ' Whiteboys ' in Munster and Leinster, where 
their disorders began· in 1761 and lasted for ten years : 
while in the Protestmt North 'Oakboys' in 1763 and 
' Steelboys' in 1771 caused similar but less violent dis
tqrbance. These movements seem to have had no political 
or religious character. They were the blind protest of a 
miserable and impoverished peasantry against what seemed 
to them the more immediate causes of their mi.sery. But 

1 Vol. 1. pp. 586 ff, 
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they were the beginning of a long series of sporadic agrarian 
outbreaks which lasted for a century and a half, and pointed 
to the need for a radical reform in the economic system. 
No immediate result of any kind followed from them. 

Meanwhile a demand for political emancipation had begun 
in the Irish Parliament. Ireland had a Parliament of her 
own, an executive of her own, a distinct system of finance, 
and a separate army, paid for wholly by Irish taxation. 
But the Parliament was subordinated to the British Parlia
ment, which could legislate over its head; even within these 
limits, its powers of legislation were subject, under Poynings' 
Acts, 1 to the approval of the English and Irish Privy Cotmcils, 
and the most it could do was to propose heads of bills, 
which had to have the approval of the two Privy Councils 
before they could be passed through their stages and 
submitted for the royal assent. It represented only the 
Protestant minority of the population ; and as its electoral 
system was even more anomalous than that of England or 
Scotland, a handful of magnates (known as the Undertakers) 
controlled an even larger proportion of seats than the 
Whigs did in England. Moreover there was no limit to the 
duration of an Irish Parliament save the life of the King; a 
single Parliament had sat throughout the thirty-three years 
of George n.'s reign. The Irish executive (with tlde Pri~y 
Council and the Lord-Lieutenant at its head) was undet the 
control of the Crown, which disposed of all offices, and used 
them partly to reward political services in England, and 
partly as a means of making a majority in the Irish Parlia
ment. The Irish army, whiCh was proportionately much 
larger than that of England, was effectively at t.B.e disposal 
of the Crown; because there was no Mutiny Act in Ireland 
requiring regular renewal by the Irish Parliament, which 
thus lacked one of the essential means of control acquired 
at the Revolution by the English Parliament. 

These conditions had been accepted without much protest 
during the first half of the eighteenth century, largely, no 
doubt, because the dominant minority in Ireland regarded 
their own power as depending upon the English supremacy, 
and because the old fear of the Catholics still survived. But 
that fear had now died down: and at the beginning of the 
reign of George III. a considerable party amongst the 
Protestant landowners who controlled the Irish Parliament 
began to agitate seriously for an enlargement of their own 
political privileges. The primary aim of this party was a 

1 Vol. J. f'· 2I!jl. 
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limitation of the duration of Parliament by a Septennial 
Act like that of England; but they also desired a Mutiny 
Act which would establish parliamentary control over the 
army, an Act giving security of tenure to judges, and a 
Habeas Corpus Act; for all these fundamental safeguards of 
liberty, long established in England, were lacking in Ireland. 
Thus the movement of opposition in Ireland began among 
the dominant minority, and was at first limited to an attempt 
to reproduce in Ireland some of the characteristic features 
of the English Revolution. settlement. Except on one 
point, no success was attained during the first ten years 
of the reign by this constitutional opposition. The one 
achievement of the period was the passing of the Octennial 
Act in 1768, whereby the duration of Irish Parliaments was 
limited to eight years. But during the long and all but 
fruitless discussions which led to this result, the National 
party (if it may be so described) was drawn on to question, 
more and more openly, the supremacy over Irish affairs 
claimed by the English Parliament. That wider question 
would certainly have been raised even if the American 
revolt -bad not forced it on. 

And another factor was contributing to change the 
political situation in Ireland. Having overthrown the 
Wflig ol~archy in England, George III. was anxious also to 
overithrow the corresponding oligarchy of the Irish ' Under
takers '-the group of borough-owners who normally con
trolled a majority in the Irish Parliament, and who had 
long be~n left to manage Irish affairs and to divide among 
themselves the spoils of office. Hitherto the Lords
Lieutenant. had only visited Ireland for parliamentary 
sessions, held once in two years. Now they were required 
to remain in residence during their t~rm of office, and to 
take the distribution of patronage into their own hands, 
as a means of building up a King's party and undermining 

· the power of the ' U:ndertakers.' The results of this thftllge 
were important. Government became more ready to make 
concessions in order to win support, and the passing of the 
Octennial Act (which the . ' Undertakers ' disliked) was in 
part due to this cause. Aga:in, corruption had to be lavishly 
employed, with the result that the hereditary revenues of 
the Crown became inadequate, and· Government became 
more dependent upon parliamentary grants. Finally the 
increased activity of the Lord-Lieutenant, and the fact that 
he received his orders from London, brought into high relief 
the subordination of lrelap.d to Britain. When all was said, 
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the 'Undertakers,' who had earlier been chiefly responsible 
for government, had been a group of leading Irishmen. 
Now the growing discontent, the growing resentment against 
the evils of the existing system, were brought into direct 
conflict with the British Government. Thus in several 
ways the problem of Irish government was becoming 
difficult even before the American question had begun 
seriously to occupy the minds of Irishmen. 

§ 2. The Influence of the American Controversy, and the 
Volunteer Movement. 

But the American controversy immensely intensified and 
accelerated the movement of opposition in Ireland. No one 
could fail to see the resemblance between the grievances of 
which the American colonists complained and those from 
which Ireland suffered. Ireland felt her political sub
ordination to the British Parliament even more acutely 
than the colonies; while the trade system which was the 
ultimate source of American discontent pressed still more 
hardly upon Ireland. It was not surprising that the 
development of the American question was followed with 
the keenest interest. But there was no sign of any lr4.sh 
revolutionary movement. Sympathy with the lfme1icans 
was· strongest among the Presbyterians of Ulster. The 
Catholics remained throughout quiescent; and the Catholic 
gentry sent in addresses of loyalty, and condemned the 
violence of the Americans. Among the Anglican minority 
the result of the American trouble was to stnmgthen the 
demands of the constitutional opposition in Parliament. 

In 1776, when the first election under the Octennial Act 
took place, the numbers of the reformers were substantially 
increased ; and they found an inspiring leader in Henry 
Grattan,1 a Protestant gentleman of the highest integrity, 
of the broadest sympathies, and of a lofty eloquence un
surpassed by any British orator even in that age of eloquence. 
Under Grattan's leadership the opposition concentrated its 
attention upon two main aims-the removal of trade dis
abilities (the argument for which was strengthened by the 
distress caused by the interruption of American trade) and 
the establishment of legislative independence for the Irish 
Parliament. 

With these main aims they combined a growing readiness 

~ There is a good short life of Grattan by R. Dunlop. 
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to forward measures for the relief of the Catholics ; and the 
appearance of this spirit in the Irish Parliament, which had 
invented the iniquities of the Penal Code, marked a note
worthy and very hopeful advance. Grattan was the chief 
advocate of Catholic relief ; ' the Irish Protestant,' he said, 
' can ·never be free till the Irish Catholic has ceased to be a 
slave.' The Government o.f Lord North was not un
favourable to the <;atholic claims ; ~nd in 1778 its support 
ensured the passage of an Act which allowed Catholics to 
lease land for 999 years, and removed many of the degrading 
conditions hitherto~ imposed on landholders who were 
Catholics. Thus real reform in ·Ireland began with a 
measure for the relief of the Catholics; a timid and partial 
measure, but one of good augury. 

Lord North was'willing also tp make a large breach in the 
commercial restrictions hitherto imposed upon Ireland; 
and in 1778 a bill was introduced into the British Parliament 

owhich would practically have established freedom of trade 
between Ireland and all the other members of the British 
Commonwealth in everything save wool and tobacco. But 
the selfishness of the English and Scottish trading houses 
was so much alarmed by these proposals, and such a storm 
of .Protest was raised, that North thought it necessary to 
give wa~. Little was left of the bill save a provision that 
Irish• ships should be considered as British-built for the 
purposes of the· Navigati<_m Acts. So violent was· the 
opposition of the chief trading centres that Burke lost his 
seat at Bristol because he had given his support to ,the bill. 

Meanwhile the crisis of the war had come. France and 
Spain had t>.;ntered the conflict against Britain. Ireland had 
to be denuded of troops to meet the dangers elsewhere. 
The French and Spanish fleets for a time controlled even the 
waters of the English Channel. There was real danger of 
a landing in Ireland, all the more since the French Govern
ment hoped to be assis-ted by an Irish rebellion. But these 
hopes were baseless. Ireland, Catholic a5 well as Protestant, 
remained staunchly loyal, as th.e ag~_nts of the :French 
Government ruefully reported. Not only that, but Irishmen· 
were eager to organise themsel~e::: fQr\ defence against a 
possible invasion, and fervent appeals Jor grants of arms 
to equip bodies of volunteers poured:in to Government 
from all quarters, more especially frOJl1· the seaboard counties. 
Govemmep.t was loth to accept these proposals, or to put 
arms in private hands in a land wliere dreadful feuds had 
raged,: and might easily break out afresh. But in view of . . 
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the undefended condition of the country, there was no 
alternative. 

In any case, whether Government liked it or no, the 
volunteers, mostly under the command of peers and gentry, 
grew in numbers rapidly, and it was impossible to refuse to 
distribute among them the available arms. In the y~ar 
1779 the numbers of the volunteers had already risen to 
42,000. They- were nearly all Protestants, because Catholic 
enlistment was not encouraged; but the Catholics con
tributed voluntarily and generously to their equipment and 
upkeep. The enthusiasm and energy with which the 
volunteer movement was conducted were without doubt 
primarily due to the fear of a French invasion, and there was 
no sub-current of hostility to the British connexion, no sign 
of any plan to use force for severing it. But the mere fact 
of the formation of volunteer companies, and of their con
stant meetings for drill, transformed the whole political 
situation. The companies became, insensibly and naturally, 
political organisations ; and a ferment of political dis
cussion and political activity, to which Ireland was wholly 
unaccustomed, sprang into being. 

The volunteers demanded, in particular, freedom of trade, 
as the only means of remedying the distress from which 
Ireland was suffering; and their resolutions on this head 
were backed by similar resolutions from grand j'tlries, 
corporations, and other public bodies. But they did not 
stop at resolutions. They began to make ' non-importation 
agreements,' in imitation of the Americans, threatening a 
boycott of British goods until their grievances were redressed. 
The trading interests in Britain were brought to.{heir senses 
by the~e threats ; and at the end of 1779 and the beginning 
of 1780, Lord North secured the adoption of measures for 
the freeing of Irish trade which were much more liberal 
than the emasculated Act of 1778. In effect Ireland had 
now, thanks to the volunteers, complete equality with 
England and Scotland in imperial and foreign trade. And 
what is noteworthy is that she had won this boon without 
giving up her separate Parliament, which was the price 
Scotland had had to pay. The valuable rights which had 
made bargaining possible in the case of the Scottish union 
were in the Irish case conceded without any quid pro quo; 
and this very fact put difficulties, henceforth, in the way of 
any project of legislative union with Ireland. 

The solution of a union was, indeed, discussed during 
these years in Govemment circles in England; but the 
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Lord-Lieutenant warned his colleagues not to put forward 
any such proposal, because it was certain to raise a storm 
of opposition. ' N a tiona! feeling,' he said, ' would not hear 
of it.' The phrq.se is striking. National feeling had at 
-last come awake in Ireland. And it was not limited to one 
section of the population. It affected the Anglican gentry, 
and the Scottish Presbyterians of the North, even more 
strongly tha_n the Catholics. Seventy years·earlier, in the 
generation following the Revolution, the project of union 
had been suggested from Ireland, but England would not 
listen ; now it was suggested from England, and Ireland 
would not listen. 

§ 3· The National.Spirit and Legislative Independence.

Ireland would not listen because her people of all classes, 
and notably the dominant class of Anglican landowners, had 
~ade up their minds that the time had come to demand 
political as well as economic freedom; and the abrogation of 
the superior powers claimed by the British Parliament over 
the Irish Parlii:1ment. On April 19, 1780, Grattan intro-· 
duced in the Irish Parliament what was ominously de
scribed as a Declaration of Independence: It seemed that 
th~ Am~rican model was being followed to . an alarming 
extel'!t. But there was a difference. Grattan's resolutions 
asserted that the Crown of Ireland was inseparably annexed 
to that of Great Britain, and that the two nations, under 
one sovereign, were indiss9lubly connected by a multitude 

·of ties. They went on, however, to proclaim_that no power 
on earth b"ut the King', Lords and Commons of Ireland had 
any right to make. laws for Ireland. The resolutions were 
shelved, but scarcely a voice was raised in defence of the 
legisl?-tive power of the British Parliament, even in the . 
unrepresentative and corrupt Irish House of Commons. 
Then followed a direct attack on Poynings' Acts, which was 
defeated only by a narrow ·majority. And- later in the 
same session an Irish Mutiny Act was introduced, on the 
plea that the British Act-hitherto always extended to 
Ireland-;-was not valid. Magistrates, indeed, were refusing 
to enforce it on this ground, and military discipline was 
threatened. A Mutiny Act had to be passed, though the 
very fact of its passing implied a denial of the legislative 
power of the British Parliament. Government succeeded 
in getting it made perpetual. But even so, the triumph was 
noteworthy. 
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The Irish Parliament, always hitherto the organ of an 
.ascendancy, was becoming national in character, and was 
showing a vigour and an independence never hitherto 
displayed. These qualities were unquestionably due to the 
stimulus given by the nation-wide movement of the 
volunteers. And meanwhile the volunteers themselves 
were entering upon a new stage in their development. At 
first they had arisen as spontaneous and disconnected loc!ll 
companies. At the beginning of 1780 their leaders began 
to plan a national organisation; and a number of reviews 
were arranged, in which many corps took part. This went 
on through 1781, while the numbers of the volunteers still 
increased; towards the end of 1781 they had risen to 
8o,ooo men. Tlae national organisation of the volunteers 
intensified the political agitation, which became so for
midable, and was now so obviously backed by a threat 
of force, that some who had hitherto strongly supported 
the movement drew away from it, on the ground that it 
was tending to become unconstitutional. It was, indeed, 
pessimi exempl.i that great changes should not only be 
advocated but triumphantly carried by the pressure of 
armed force ; an unhappy lesson was being taught, even 
though the proceedings of the volunteers were strictly 
orderly, and their sentiments thoroughly loyal. • 

Parliament was now showing too little zeal an~ vigour 
for the volunteers, who were annoyed that it should submit 
to the continuance of Poynings' Acts. Led by Grattan and 
Lord Charlemont, the volunteers of Ulster, always the most 
vigorous, decided to hold a general congress at Dungannon, 
at which all the corps of that province should be \epresented. 
This remarkable assemblage, which met in a Protestant 
church in February 1782, framed a series of resolutions, in 
which they formally denied the right of anybody save the 
Irish Parliament to legislate for Ireland, pledged themselves 
to oppose any parliamentary candidate who did not under
take to support this view, and appointed a committee to 
act for the body of volunteers and to summon similar 
congresses at intervals. Perhaps the most significant of 
the resolutions, considering that it was passed with only 
one dissentient by a purely Protestant assembly of Ulstermen 
meeting in a Protestant church, was a declaration in favour 
of freedom of conscience and of sympathy with the Roman 
Catholics. 

A few days after the Dungannon meeting Grattan moved 
in the Irish House of Commons ari address to the King 
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asserting the legislative independence of Ireland; and 
although Government was able to obtain a postponement of 
the question, there was no doubt as to the feeling either of 
the House or of the nation. 'The principle of Ireland not 
being bound by the laws of another legislature,' wrote the 
Lord-Lieu tenant to the Government in London, 'is universally 
insisted upon with an enthusiasm and steady determination 
which leave no reason to imagine that it will be abandoned,' 
and it had become clearly impossible to maintain the old 
system. Grand juries were, in fact, on all hands refusing 
to enforce, British laws, recognising only the statutes of the 
Irish Parliament. -Even Lord North's Lord-Lieutenant, the 
Earl of Carlisle, insisted that these facts must be recognised 
and accepted. 

Meanwhile a change had come about in the government 
of Great Britain. In March 1782 Lord North's Government 
resjgned, and the Whigs came into power. A month later 
theft Lord-Lieut<;nant arrived in Dublin ; and two days 
after his arrival Grattan, in the greatest of all his orations, 
moved in the Irish Parliament a Declaration of Rights and 
Grievances. He, described the unanimity- of the Irish 
people of all sects and classes in the demand for legislative 
independence, which 'united the Protestant with the 
~athol~, and the landed proprietor with the people.' What 
the' demanded, he said, was neither more nor less than 
'~berty according to the frame of the British constitution,' 
to be enjoyed in perpetual connexion with the British Empire. 
He ~mphasised the' fact that, even though the apparent 
conflict lay between Ireland and Great Britain; yet it was 
from Bril.tin that Ireland- had learned the nature of the 
political liberties she desired. The tone of the speech bea1s 
a remarkable resemblance to Burke's great vision of a 
fellowship of free peoples bound by the ties of a common 
enjoyment of liberty ; and with Burke's noble utterance it 
may be linked,.as aproclamation of the ideal of a common
wealth. of .nations, put forth at the dark moment which saw 
the ruin of the first British Empire, but which also saw the 
beginning of a new era. 

There was no reststing a demand so clear and so unanimous 
as that which Grattan expressed. The Whigs, who had 
vaguely hoped to find some via media, accepted the in
evitable ; and, to their credit, did what had, to be <]one with 
generous completeness. The Declaratory Act of George 1.1 

was repealed; the· _control ~ver the Irish Parliament 
1 Vol. r. P.:. 69"-

·VOL. II. 
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wielded by the two Privy Cotmcils under Poynings' Acts 
was done away with; in short, as Grattan summarised 
it, ' Great Britain gives up in toto every claim to authority 
over Ireland.' The Whigs had intended that part of the 
new settlement should be an agreement or treaty between 
the two kingdoms whereby 'the connexion between them 
should be established by mutual consent upon a solid and 
permanent footing.' But no treaty was made. Ireland 
was left with no formal connexion with Great Britain other 
than the Crown; she was in the same position which 
Scotland had occupied between the Revolution and the Act 
of Union-with full control over all her own affairs, and 
with a Parliament so free and unfettered that it could, if it 
chose, pursue a policy wholly incompatible with that of 
Great Britain. 

[Lecky, History of Ireland in the I8th Century, and Leaders of 
Irish Public Opinion (for Flood and Grattan) ; Swift Macneill, Con
stitutional and Parliamentary History of Ireland till the Union; 
Dunlop, Henr•y Grattan; Barry O'Brien (ed.), Two Centuries of Irish 
History.] 



CHAPTER VIII 
THE BEGINNING' OF POLITICAL TRANSFORMATION IN 

BRITAIN 

(A.D. 1775-1793) 

§ r. The Significance of the Period: some Dominant 
· Personalities. 

As in Ireland, so in Britain, the American Revolution 
brought about great political changes. The failure of the 
war discredited the King's system of government, which had 
seemed to be firmly established in 1775, and led to its down
fall.. In its place, after a sharp tussle· between George nr. 
and the Whigs·; in which neither side was successful, the 
system of government by a cabinet. joiritly·responsible to 
~arliament, which had existed under Walpole but had 
ne~er t>een fully accepted as part of the working British 
constitution, was definitely re-established under the leader
ship of the younger Pitt. That is perhaps the main political 
result of Jhese years. It was an. important result, because 
this method' of government-which differs widely from the 
form of .popular government adopted during these very 
years in the United States-was to become characteristic 
of all the self-governing members of the British Common
wealth, and was to be imitated in most of the civilised 
conn tries of the world. 

But the cabinet system depends upon the existence of 
organised political parties. During the period with which we 
are concerned in this chapter, the groups of the earlier part 
of the reign disappeared, and were replaced by the two 
solid organised parties of Whigs and Tories, perpetually in 
opposition to each other. The solidity of parties depends 
very largely upon whether or no they possess leaders capable 
of inspiring loyalty and zeal in their followers. In Charles 
Fox and the younger Pitt these yeqrs saw the emergence of 
the first of the long series of pairs of rival leaders who have 
dominated the course of British politics since that date.' 

But the importance of the period ,dcres not lie only in the 
, R 99 
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reorganisation of the system of govemment. A strenuous 
attempt was also made to purify and liberalise it. The 
machinery of organised corruption was attacked and largely 
destroyed. A great attempt was also made to get rid of 
the worst anomalies of the electoral system, and to make 
Parliament more genuinely representative of the nation. 
The attempt was nearly successful. If it had succeeded 
before the storm of the French Revolution burst, it would 
have saved Britain from many ills. But even though it 
failed, it formed the beginning of the movement towards 
democracy which was to win its triumph in the nineteenth 
century. 

But these large issues emerged only gradually. During 
the first years of the American War, and down to the 
intervention of France in 1778, the King's system appeared to 
be triumphant and beyond challenge. The opposition was 
so disheartened that its leaders almost ceased to attend to 
their parliamentary duties. What is more, there were 
deep differences of opinion between the two wings of the 
opposition, the main body of the Whigs and the followers 
of Lord Chatham. How real these differences were may 
best be illust:I:ated by a brief analysis of the three out
standing political figures of the time-Shelbume, Burke, and . . 
Fox. o 

Lord Shelbume, who was Chatham's first lieutenant, and 
succeeded to the leadership of his party on Chatham's death 
in 1778, had a contemporary reputation for untrustworthi
ness which is not substantiated by any single episode in his 
career, but which gravely damaged his public work. He 
was one of the most thoughtful and well-informetl men of 
his time, and in sentiment a Radical. The friend and 
patron of Bentham, Adam Smith and Priestley, he was a 
free trader and something of a democrat. He advocat~d 
parliamentary reform, which the Whigs loathed ; he under
stood and admired the work of Warren Hastings, whom the 
Whigs reviled ; he feared the power of the Whig oligarchy . 
even more than that of the Crown ; and in America, while 
he was willing to encourage a great expansion of self
govemment, extending even to the election of Govemors 
by the colonists, he could not reconcile himself to the dis
solution of the Empire, which the Whigs contemplated with 
equanimity. Shelbume was, in brief, the forerunner of the 
free-trade Radical Imperialists of the nineteenth century.1 

On almost every point there was a fundamental difference 
1 See below, Bk. xx. chap. x. p. 421. 
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of outlook between Shelburne and Burke, 1 the philosophic 
g"ll:ide of the orthodox Whigs. For Burke was the apologist 
of the Whig tradition, which Shelburne detested ; and it 
was Burke's instinct to distrust, and Shelburne's to welcome, 
new ideas an~ sweeping doctrines. Like all good Whigs, 
Burke genuinely loved liberty and hated oppression : he 
had shown it by his attitude on Ireland, on India, on 
America. But he thought of liberty as something that was 
perpetually endangered by unchecked power, and b~st 
safeguarded by traditional rights and by the entrenched 
social and political privileges of a public-spirited.ar~stocracy. 
He idealised the Whig regime of the past ; he equally 
idealised the Whig magnates of his own day, "to whose 
~ervice he devoted his glorious gifts of intellect and imagina
,tion, 'giving up to party what was meant for .mankind.' 
In the great constitutional controversy of the day his primary 
aim was to bridle the Crown by stripping it of the patronage 
by means of which it had overthrown the Whigs. But he 
trembled at the thought of any great change ih the parlia
mentary system, precisely because this would undermine the 
power of the aristocracy. "' 

In these years Burke was being put into the shade, as the 
inspirer' of the Whig party, by a brilliant young recruit who 
~ad ciossed over from the Government benches in 1774. 
Ailo the moment of his conversion Charles Fox 2 was best 
known as the most reckless spendthrift and gambler in 
English society; and he remained a gambler to the end of 
his days, and even carried into polilics something of the 
gambler's devil-may-care abandon. It was reckless high 
spirits, IQ.ther than principles, which caused him in 1774 to 
fling away his chances. of political promotion when his foot 
was fairly planted on the ladder; for at first he had entered 
politics as a game. But then he came under the influence 
of Burke; and·his natural frankness and generosity of mind 
were enriched from that deep well of political wisdom. He 
never acquired any solid political knowledge, nor was he ever 
strong in. balance of judgment. But the gambler's reckless
ness was transmuted into an uncalculating ardour and 
generosity in the advocacy of great causes, whicq made him 
a magnificent leader, especially in a losing cause. Beyond 
all things he hated anything that savoured of oppression: 
when he smelt oppression, his impetuousness burst all bounds. 

1 There is a classical short life of Burke by Lord Morley. 
1 There is a good short life of Fox by~J. L. Hammond; a!id Trevelyan'!! 

~arly Life of C. J. FM·i:;; 11o .brilliant and' vivid study. · 
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This is why he pursued Warren Hastings with such fury; 
and why he carried his advocacy of the American cause so 
far as to rejoice openly at the reports of American victories, 
and even to come down to the House of Commons dressed 
in the American colours. 

In Fox's view the King was the source of all his country's 
ills; and the overthrow of the King's power became the 
object of his life. From 1775 onwards British politics con
sisted largely of a duel between George III. and the brilliant, 
generous-hearted, reckless gambler who· had become the 
genius of the Whig party, and who was transforming its 
timid and tepid respectability into something much more 
vehement and fiery. 

§ 2. The Renewed Conflict between George III. and the 
Whigs, 1778-1782. 

The declaration of war by France in 1778 and by Spain 
in 1779 revived the spirits and the vigour of the opposition. 
Blaming the Government for the accumulating misfortunes 
of the country, they began to direct against the King's 
system a sustained and vigorous attack. The main grounds 
of the attack were the costliness and mismanagement of the 
war, and the need for drastic economies. By insistin~ uporf 
economy the Whigs hoped to destroy the foundations of ihe 
King's power, by depriving him of the means of corruption. 
In 1778 they introduced a bill for the exclusion of contractors 
from the House of Commons-the granting of lucrative 
contracts to members having been one of North's methods 
of influencing votes. In 1779 Burke gave notice "'f a yet 
more important measure, a bill for economical reform, the 
object of which was to abolish a large number of offices 
which were of no value except for purposes of corruption. 
It was introduced in full detail in 1780, and supported by 
one of Burke's greatest oratorical efforts. In the same year 
a third bill, for disfranchising revenue officers, was intro
duced: these officers, who were habitually required to vote 
for ·Government on pain of losing their places, themselves 
desired to be released from this humiliating position ; and 
it was said that their votes were enough to tum the election 
in no less than seventy constituencies. Taken together, 
these three bills would go far to root out the corrupt influ
ences which had defiled Parliament ever since the Revolution, 
and indeed earlier. 

But it was useless to introduce resolutions and bills in 
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Parliament against North's standing majority, unless they 
were supported by a powerful demand outside Parliament. 
The organisation of this demand was the work of Christopher 
Wyvill, a wealthy parson who never visited his parish, but 
lived on his estate in Yorkshire: Wyvill pe:~;.suaded the 
Sheriff of Yorkshire to summon a county meeting, which 
was held at York on December 30, 1779 ; and the nobles, 
gentry, and freeholders who attended unanimously adopted 
a petition to Parliament in favour of 'economical reform,' 
which was subsequently signed by nearly gooo freeholders. 
The example of Yorkshire was followed by twenty-eight 
counties, and a large .number of cities and boroughs. No 
such nation-wide demonstration had ever before been seen. 
It was, indeed, the beginning of the use of public meet1ngs 
for political ends. 

The county meetings were not enough for Wyvill; he got 
them to elect standing committees, and to send repre
sentatives to attend a conference in- London-the first of 
its kind. Nor was he satisfied with mere 'economical 
reform.' The movement for parliamentary reform, started 
in 1769, was. not dead ; and Wyvill resolved to use his 
organisation to forward this kindred cause .. This was early 
in 1780. In April of the same year an influential group of 
peers aand gentlemen started a Society for Constitutional 
In!ormation, which devoted considerable funds to the free 
distribution of tracts, sermons, and pamphlets advocating 
reform-some of them going so far as to demand annual 
parliaments, universal suffrage, ahd vote by ballot. Thus 
systematic propaganda also came into use for the political 
educatio~ of the British people; and the demand for a 
democratic order was put forward, .a decade before the 
French Revolution, ' 

These developments went much further than most of the 
Whig leaders desired. For the Whigs as a whole, including 
Burke, were strongly opposed to a reform of the franchise ; 
though· Charles Fox was not unready to do something, and 
one Whig duke, the Duke of Richmond, was even an extreme 
reformer. It was only among the Chathamite group that 
franchise reform had real support : the Whigs were eager 
to destroy the foundations of the King's power, but not the 
foundations of their own. But they•were not slow to use 
the wave of public feeling which the agitation had raised. 
Their three bills did much better in Parliament in rj8o 
because of it, though they were still unsuccessful. What 
was more striking, a Whig resolution, 'th'at the influence of 
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the Crown has increased, is increasing, and ought to be 
diminished,' was actually carried by a majority in the House 
of Commons. Evidently the Parliament of 1780 was 
wavering in its steadfastness; the independent country 
gentlemen were deserting the Government. In the hope of 
getting a more amenable House, the King dissolved Parlia
ment; and in the election which followed the new methods 
of agitation were fully employed. For the iirst time in 
English history the electors were asked to send repre
sentatives with a definite 'mandate.' The results were a 
little disappointing to the reformers, for Government 
obtained a solid majority. But there was a new public 
interest in the contest. 'Hitherto I have been elected in 
Lord Rockingham's drawing-room,' said Sir George Savile, 
member for Yorkshire; 'now I am returned by my 
~onstituents.' 

The new Parliament was to take part in a real, if silent, 
political revolution during the four years of its existence. 
And it included some new members, two in particular, who 
were to play noteworthy parts. One was Sheridan, the 
dazzling wit and playwright, who added his brilliant oratory 
to the strength of the Whigs. The other was young Pitt,1 

second son of Lord Chatham, who came in at a bye-election 
at Appleby during the first year, being then just of agtl.; and 

. naturally took his place among the followers of his father 
and of Shelburne. 

If victory had gone to oratory the side which included 
Burke, Fox, Pitt, and Sheridan ought to have won. But the 
King and Lord North still commanded the votes. Some
thing more powerful than county associations was needed 
to overthrow them. The blow came from America. In 
October 178I Yorktown capitulated, and the disaster brought 
down Lord North. He resigned in March 1782; and at last 
opportunity was open to the opposition. The King had to 
call in the Whigs and allow them to use the prestige and 
power of Government for the overthrow of the system he 
had built up with such pains. 

§ 3· George III., Charles Fox, William Pitt, IJ82-IJ84. 

The two wings of the opposition entered office in partner
ship, Fox and Shelburne acting as Secretaries of State with 
Lord Rockingham as· Prime Minister. But from the first 

1 There is an admirable short life of Pitt by Lord R0sebery, in the 
' Twelve English Statesmen ' Series .. 
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there .was friction between the two groups among the 
victors: Shelburne and Fox, who had charge of the peace 
negotiations, could not see eye to eye; and the King waited 
confidently for a breach between them. But there was one 
question on which. all were agreed. The programme of 
economical reform was at once put into operation. Con
tractors were excluded from the House of Commons ; 
revenue officers were disfranchised; and Burke's immense 
and complicated plan for cutting down the vast. list of offices 
was carried: One of the offices which disappeared was the 
Secretaryship of State for the Colonies, which had been set 
up in 1768: most.of its work had gone. Taken as a whole 
these Acts marked a real constitutional advance. They 
put an end to tlie direct corruption of the House of Commons. 
They imposed upon Government the necessity of getting the 
required support in Parli?-ment by other means. But the 
only other means available was organised party loyalty.' 
And there was :p.o such loyalty between the two groups who 
now divided power. · 

The victory of the reformers had been won, so far as 
economical reform was concerned. ·But the greater 
question of electoral reform was still unto~ched; because 
the Whigs would have nothing to do with it. This gave an 

. tJpenit~ to young Pitt. Eager to make his name, he came 
fo~ard as the leader of the reform party' and moved in 
Parliament that a corrimittee~of inquiry be appointed. The 
motion was lost, but only by twenty votes. Greatly 
encouraged, the reformers summ~med a meeting at the 
Thatched House Tavern, which Pitt attended, and which, 
for that"J'eason, was later to be famous. It was· decided 
that the national agitation should be stimulated as much as 
possible. The county meetings started again, and a rain of 
petitions poured in upon the House. of Commons, demand
ing reform, and proclaiming that the House no longer 
represented the I;J.atiori. A real national movement was afoot. 

Meanwhile the feud between the two sections of the 
ministry had· resulted in a cleavage. Rockingham, the 
Prime Minister, died· (July 1782). .Shelburne and Fox had 
quarrelled fatally, and neither would serve under the other. 
The King, having to choose between them, naturally chose 
Shelburne rather than the hated Whigs; whereupon Fox 
and Burke and all their phalanx went into opposition, and 
young Pitt, at the age of twenty-three, entered the ministry 
as Chancellor of the Exchequer. ·These changes augured 
well for the c<;J.tJ.Se of reform, The group in power was the 
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most generally favourable to that cause of any group in 
politics; and the accepted leader of the reformers was in 
office. The hopes of the reformers rose high. 

Shelburne had, indeed, no secure majority. Even in
cluding all those who normally voted with Government, 
and all the Whigs who had not followed Fox, he could only 
count upon r4o votes. Fox had go; and r2o members 
still looked to North as their leader. Any two of these 
groups could defeat the third. But it seemed unthinkable 
that Fox and North should combine. Could North go back 
upon his whole career by lending himself to an attack upon 
the King? Could Fox join hands with North, upon whom 
he had so long been pouring unbridled denunciation, and 
from whom, if his speeches went for anything, he differed on 
every point of principle and policy? But the dominating 
purpose of the Whigs was to overthrow the King, and to 
put him in manacles ; and to Charles Fox, the gambler, it 
seemed legitimate to use any cards that came into his hands 
in order to win the game. The unholy compact was made. 
Shelburne's ministry: was defeated; and the King was 
compelled to accept a coalition ministry. 

In the eyes of most of the nation, as in the King's eyes, the 
coalition of Fox and North was an unpardonable exhibition 
of lack of principle in politics. The dire punishmenij, whicft 
was soon to follow it gave rise to the saying that England 
does not love coalitions. It ruined the career of Charles 
Fox, who never quite recovered from the reputation for 
insincerity with which it branded him. To reformers, 
especially, from whom .it seemed to have snatched away 
their chance of success, it appeared an unforgiva"Qle crime; 
and, though Fox had advocated reform, he lost all the 
confidence of the reformers. Henceforward Fox and Pitt 
stood forth before the nation in sharp rivalry ; and all 
the advantage seemed to lie on the side of the boy states
man. 

At the moment, however, the .coalition seemed to have 
fully attained its purpose. The King was beaten; and 
Charles Fox was free to organise his victory so as to reduce 
the Crown for ever to its old subjection. But the triumph 
was short-lived. The only important measure which the 
coalition was able to undertake was a bill for the better 
government of India. It proposed that all the political 
authority, and all the patronage, of the Company should be 
transferred to a Commission, to be appointed in the first 
instance by Parliament, and later by the Crown. But tbesf 
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proposals, though they were honestly meant as an attempt 
to remedy the defects of the existing government in lridia, 
were manifestly open to misinterpretation. The vast 
patronage of the East India Company was to be transferred 
to a purely Whig body; for all the commissioners •proposed 
were Whigs. This might be represented as a cunning device 
to win for the Whigs a mass of patronage which would 
enable them to buy all the support they needed. They 
had just destroyed the royal patronage which formed the 
traditional means of corrupting the House of Commons, in 
order to weaken the King. Was this a hypocritical trick to 
get a new means of corruption withwhich the King could not 
meddle, and so re-establish the oligarchy? Brought against 
the authors of the coalition, the accusation had some 
plausibility. George III. saw that the enemy-had delivered 
himself into his hands. He stimulated the House of Lords 
to reject the bill. Then he contemptuously dismissed the 
coalition from power, knowing that "he would have public 
feeling behind him; and invited young Pitt, the bearer of a 
splendid name and the hope of the r.eformers, to form a 
ministry (Decemb~r 1783). 

Pitt had already given a further proof of his zeal for 
reform by introducing three resolutions on the subject into 
I'arlia~ent, and the coalition majority had refused even to 
disooss them. His accession to power was welcomed with 
enthusiasm, especially by the reformers. But his position 
was extremely difficult. An almost untried youth of twenty
four, he had to bear alone the burden of debate in the House 
of Commons against a large hostile majority which included 
all the mo;;t brilliant speakers. For three months he carried 
on the struggle with wonderful courage and self-confidence, 
until, in March· 1784, Parliament was dissolved.· Fox 
stormed against the unconstitutional action of the King, 
and sent up addresses demanding the removal of ministers 
not supported by a majority in Parliament, which was sound 
constitutional doctrine. Pitt replied by promising that as 
soon as the necessary formal business had been done, there 
should be a dissolution and an appeal to the people ; to which 
Fox answered by protesting that the King had no right 

. to dissolve Parliament in the middle of the session, and by 
obstructing necessary public business. He thus put himself 
in the wrong, and enabled reformers to say that the Whigs, 
bent onr ol'igarchy, would not even submit to the judgment 
of the nation. The election which followed showed that, 
u.nrepresentative as the electoral system was, an excited 
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nation could still use it as a means of expressing strong 
feeling. The reformers worked with enthusiasm for Pitt. 
Fox's followers were simply swept away ; r6o of them lost 
their seats. The downfall of the Whigs was irreparable and 
complete. The hopes of a restoration of the oligarchy 
followed into limbo the system built up by the King and 
Lord North; and the youthful Prime Minister entered upon 
his real tenure of power with an extraordinary hold upon 
the public imagination. 

§ 4· The Government of the Younger Pitt, 1784-1793· 

It was expected by the reformers, who had contributed 
effectively to secure Pitt's sweeping victory, that its first 
result would be the realisation of their hopes ; and when 
Pitt announced that he would introduce a Reform Bill in 
1785 their triumph seemed to be assured. But they did 
not know their leader. All that he did to fulfil the expecta
tions he had aroused was to ask leave to introduce a bill, 
the terms of which. he did not even define ; they seem 
to have been limited to a 'vicious scheme for buying out 
pocket-boroughs, thus recognising them as property. He 
left the House free to vote as it thought fit ; the House 
refused him leave; and it would appear that P,jtt wc!s 
neither surprised nor much disappointed. From that oday 
onwards he never raised a hand for reform, never tried to 
convert his followers, or to stimulate the demand in the 
country. The reformers were deeply disappointed, and 
their enthusiasm was chilled. Before another general 
election took place, the French Revolution hQ.tl broken 
out, and the passions it aroused made such changes more 
difficult than ever. After using it for his own purposes, 
Pitt had, in truth, effectually damped down a very healthy 
and promising national movement; and in doing so he had 
done a great disservice to his country. For a scheme of 
reform carried through before the French Revolution would 
have saved the country from many ills. 

Pitt's treatment of the reform movement, which had 
given him his chance in high politics, illustrates in a striking 
way the distinctive limitations and qualities of a very 
remarkable man. Like Walpole before him, he was anxious 
to avoid creating publi~ excitement, because he was per
suaded that what the country needed after the strain of 
recent years was a period of quiescence and of restorative 
~tq.tesmanship, especially in the sphere of finance. A great 
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excitement, such as a reform campaign would ar~use, might 
endanger this ; and Pitt's intense love of power, and tm
wjllingness to risk losing it, reinforced this consideration. 
In the sarrie wav, and for the same reasons, while he declared 
his support of the movement for the abolition of the slave~ 
trade, 1 and spoke and voted in favour of Wilberforce's 
motions on the subject, he never risked his own political 
fortunes on this cause. The abolition of the slave-trade 
was therefore delayed until after Pitt's death, when his old 
rival Fox, the~J a dying man enjoyi11g a short spell of power 
with a preca'T!ous majority, forced the question. through 
with characteristic vigour. 

As these instances show, the young minister, great man 
as he was, was incapable of the self-forgetful if sometimes 
unbalanced ardour of his generous rival. He could appre
ciate intellectually the ·importance of great causes ·such as 
parliamentary reformor.the abolition of the sla::ve-trade; but 
he could not be impassioned by them. But to say this is 
not to say that he was not a :very great man indeed, and if 
he w~s eaten. up by ambition, his am'bitiori was the noble 
one of spending laborious days and anxious nights in the 
seryice of his country. He shared with his father a superb 
self-confidence, a serene contempt for money which was .r=
e;en me>re marked in him than in the elder statesman, and 
an \mdeviating and whole-hearted patriotism. Like his 
father he was· a solitary man, cultivating an Olympian 
aloofness and enjoyingfew intimacies; and there was some
thing almost inhuman in his utter absorption in public 
affairs. No doubt he suffered from his premature immersion 
in politics".. He came to them so young, before he had seen 
the world as a man among his fellows. But there :was in 
this lonely man, who was never young, a st~ely firmness, a 
serene a.o;;surance of power, which ·was an immense strength 
in times of crisis, and justified the admiring though rather 
distant devotion with which he was regarded by his followers. 
When the world reeled and empires crashed, this man could 

, stand unshaken.· 
Though he was a man of much loftier aims and far greater 

intellectual power than Walpole, yet Walpole is of all 
English statesmen/ the one whom he most nearly resembled 
in the character and direction of the work which he preferred 
to do. Like Walpole, his chief inte.rest lay in the sphere of 
finance; like Walpole, he did his country the real and solid 
service of using an interval of peace for healing and restoring 

1 See below, Chap. x. p. 133· 
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work which enabled it to pass through a crisis when it came. 
And the work which he did bears a striking resemblance to 
Walpole's. 

In the first place he restored to full efficiency the system 
of cabinet government in dependence upon Parliament ; a 
system which Walpole had first fully wrought -out, but 
which had never been quite satisfactorily handled since his 
time. George III. may have hoped, when the Whigs were 
defeated, that the personal authority he had enjoyed in 
North's time would be restored. But Pitt was no North, 
content to be the mere agent of his master's will, and to 
allow his colleagues to deal separately with that master. 
He was as definitely the head of his own cabinet as Walpole 
had been, and insisted upon cabinet discipline and joint 
cabinet responsibility. After Pitt's time the theory of 
cabinet government, with the Prime Minister as its keystone, 
was never again challenged or misunderstood. 

In the second place Pitt, like Walpole, emphasised the 
supremacy of the House of Commons by remaining a member 
of that body throughout his career, and making its opinion 
the test of his policy. But the House of Commons was now 
a different body from what it had been in Walpole's time. 
The great body of placemen, upon whom governments ha~ 
relied, had largely disappeared, thanks to eco:aomical 
reform; and Government had to depend upon the ste!tdy 
support of an organised party. The groups and cliques 
which had long competed for office had practically dis
appeared, and the House was definitely divided hetween 
the two great parties, Whigs and Tories, perpetually em
battled one against the other. The strong peisonalities 
of the two leaders emphasised this cleavage, which was to 
be, for a long time to come, distinctive of the British system. 
Pitt was, in effect, the creator of a new Tory party, un
hampered by obsolete theories about divine right, and not 
by any means committed to opposition to all change, but 
acting on the principle that large changes should never be 
made unless and until they are unmistakably needed and 
demanded, and that the main function of Government is to 
govern. 

Next to Pitt's contribution to the settlement of the British 
system of government, and in his own view at least as 
important, was his work in dealing with the urgent problems 
left by a period of war and of maladministration. We have 
already seen 1 how, in the India Act of 1784, he found an 

1 Chap. vi. p. 86. 
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eminently sane and workable solution of one great imperial 
problem. We shall see in a later chapter 1 how, in the 

·canada Act of 1791, he dealt.with another imperial problem 
of quite a different kind, on sound traditional lines. He 
tried, also, in 1785 to find a solution for the difficult relations > 

between Britain and Ireland set up by the grant of legislative 
independence. His plan was to turn Great Britain and 
Ireland into a fiscal unit by agreement between the two 
Parliaments. The Irish Parliament was ready to agree; 
but the scheme was defeated by the jealousy of English 
commercial interests, and, having burnt. his fingers, Pitt 
dropped the subject, as he had _dropped parliamentary 
reform, not to return toit 1mtil the pressure of circumstances 
forced him to do so. 

But the part of his w<;>rk~upon which J?i!thimself placed 
tJ:~ higl!-.eit: yalue :wa:s- the r~_Qrgitlisa tion ?f national fin agee. 
When he took .office the permanent debt h;;td risen to the 
unprecedented figure of [224,ooo,ooo; there was also a 
large floating or unfunded debt; there was an annual 
deficit of many millions; national credit was seriously 
impaired ; and the whole system of taxation was in a state " 
of incredible confusion and complexity. By unremitting 
lf-bour, especially during the years 1785-1787, he evolved 
order ~ut of chaos. He overhauled the whole system of 
ta~tion. Many commodities were burdened with a 
number of separate duties, assigned to different purpqses, 
which involved needless expense in administration. Pitt 
made a whole new book of rates, with a single duty on each 
article. In many cases the duties were so heavy that 
wholesale.smuggling was encouraged: scientific treatment 
of the tariff, and in some cases a considerable reduction of 
duty, at once increased the revenue, reduced prices, and 
diminished smuggling. In the case ·of tea, for example, 
the duty was reduced from ng to r2t per cent. The floating 
debt was funded. The annual deficit disappeared. And in 
1786 a sinking fund for the redemption of the debt was 
established; £r,ooo,ooo per annum being set aside to 
accumulate at compound interest, a provision which should 
have extinguished the d~bt in twenty-eight years. So long 
as the £r,ooo,ooo was provided by a real surplus of income 
over expenditure, these calculations were sound enough. 
Unfortunately this state of things only la~ted seven years; 
for the outbreak of the French war substituted deficits for 
surpluses. Pitt, however, imagiJling that there·~·\\las some~ 

1 Chap. xi. p .. r38. ' . ' 

·' 
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thing magical in the working of compound interest, insisted 
upon keeping his sinking fund going even when this in
volved borrowing money at a higher rate of interest to pay 
off debt at a lower rate of interest. This strange blunder 
not only cost the nation very dear, but forms a serious blot 
on Pitt's reputation as a financier. Nevertheless his work 
in this field was a real and great service to the community. 
It restored national credit, helped Britain to recover with 
surprising rapidity from the strain of the last war, and made 
her ready to face the more terrible strain which was soon 
to fall upon her. 

Though the organisation of national finance was a great 
public service, it involved no novel principle. But in 
1786 Pitt concluded a commercial treaty with France, 
whereby the goods of each country were to be admitted on 
more favourable terms to the other; and this constituted a 
definite breach with the traditions of Whig policy which 
had governed the regulation of foreign trade ever since the 
Revolution. It was the teaching of Adam Smith, whosE. 
disciple he was, that led Pitt to the adoption of this policy. 
From Adam Smith he derived the belief that the exchange 
of trade is profitable to both sides, and that France could 
not send goods to Britain without directly or indirect!~ 
taking British goods in exchange. In the debates 4)n the 
treaty Fox denounced it in accordance with traditidtlal 
Whig principles, on the ground that trade policy ought to 
be conceived with the view of doing damage to France, 
since every increase in the prosperity of France increased 
her power to injure Britain. Here, at any rate, Pitt spoke 
the language of enlightenment, Fox of obscurantitm. But 
Fate did not permit of any development of the new policy 
thus inaugurated. Within seven years Britain was at war 
with France, and the treaty became a dead letter. In this, 
as in other spheres, the work of Pitt is seen by the modem 
reader overshadowed by the coming cloud of the French 
Revolution, which made his wisdom seem futile, and doubled 
the evil effects of his limitations. 

§ s. Britain and Europe on the Eve of the French 
Revolution. 

If the nearness of the coming storm makes a just estimate 
difficult in regard to the work of these years even in domestic 
affairs, it seems still more to reduce to insignificance the 
diplomacy of the period, which appears curiously unreal and 
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futile under that menacing shadow. But it is important 
to note that, before the Revolution began, Pitt had brought 
Britain back into the diplomatic discussions of the Powers, 
in which she had practically taken no share during the period 
of political confusion we have been surveying. Pitt had no 
large or imagrnative conceptions in foreign policy. He 
conceived no plans for the welfare of Europe. He. was not 
a European statesman, but purely a British statesman ; and 
his_ sole concern, as it was the concern of Walpole before him, 
was to avoid war, and to save his country from the danger 
of being friendless in a great crisis as she had been during 
the last war. 

The peace of Europe_~~emed to . be endangered by three. 
factors-iii-tl:ie Ei:ffi)pean situation:·- Tlle first of these was/ 
the am..Qi~LE':r<~ence,.and.her,c]~g~~!9n_with.Spain ; 
and this naturally seemed, after recent experiences, to be 
the most menacing to Britain. The sec()nd_was _the· still 
a~u.t~ j~_alo':lsy oj_Ag~t~a_and.~P,r~ssi~, and their com~ 
petition for the leadership of Germany; they had been at 
war in 1778 and 1779; they were constantly fighting. a 
diplomatic battle; and though the old rivals had died, 
Maria Theresa in 1780 and Frederick the Great in 1786, the 
mutual hostility of their successors. was never more than · 
veiled .• The third factor was the r::pid,and al~rming_growth:: 
of "the P.2~!"...J2!..B.us.sia_ under. Catherine the Great, who 
·dominated Poland, and seemed likely to overthrow and 
conquer the Turkish Empire. With all these three factors 
Pit,t made some attempt to deal; he dealt with none of them 
very successfully. · 

He caroe in conflict with France over the question of 
Holland, where a republican party was trying to overthrow 
the house of Orange, with the moral support of France. 
Instead of insisting that the Dutch must settle their own 
problems of government, Pitt joined hands with Prussia 
to re-establish the Oran.ge party ; and in the end <l;"Triple 
Alliance of Brl!.~J.!]. ... ~.-~<i.Holland,.wasJon:ne.d (1788). 
Tliis'was regarded as a great diplomatic victory, because it 
was supposed to give Britain support and security against 
the French danger. In fact it taught the republicans of 
Holland to regard Britain as their enemy and France as 
their friend, and this had its influence during the coming 
wars. There was a conflict also with Spain ·when in 1789 
Spain expelled a British settlementlfrom Nootlm Sound 
(Vancouver Island). War seemed near;· the fleet was 
mobilised; and Spain appealed to France for aid. But 
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France was already in the throes of revolution, and could 
do nothing. Nootka Sound (which meant the Northern 
Pacific coast of America) remained British. 

In 1790 the long-standing rivalry of Austria and Prussia 
threatened to break out in a violent war. The impatient 
reforming zeal of the Emperor Joseph n. had brought about 
such unrest in his dominions that there seemed to be real 
danger of the Habsburg power breaking up. Belgium was 
in open revolt, and had declared a republic ; there was a 
widespread revolt in Hungary; and meanwhile a war, 
carried on in alliance with Russia, was raging against the 
Turks. Prussia was anxious to use this opportunity to 
attack Austria, and she hoped to draw in Britain under the 
Triple Alliance. Pitt refused to take part in this design, 
and helped in the restoration of amicable relations between 
the two German powers, which was later to make possible 
their combined attack on France. But his refusal to join 
with Prussia reduced the vaunted Triple Alliance to a 
nullity. 

The third problem of the period was the inability of the 
Turks to resist Catherine of Russia, whose generals were 
winning startling victories ; there seemed to be a possibility 
that the Turkish power would collapse, and that Russia 
would reach Constantinople. This seemed to Pitt a_ gravt! 
danger; and he even went so far as to issue an ultimat~m 
to Catherine. But the ultimatum was contemptuously dis
regarded ; and Pitt had to accept the slight before the eyes 
of Europe. The importance of the episode was not only 
that it undermined British influence in Europe at a critical 
moment on the eve of the revolutionary war, but ~ill more 
that it marked the beginning of the hostility to Russia 
which was, with few and brief intervals, to have a dominating 
influence in British policy for a century to come. The 
debates in the House of Commons on this question had a 
startlingly modem air; they might almost have been spoken 
a century later, in the duel between Disraeli and Gladstone. 
Pitt, the founder of the new Toryism, like his distant 
successor, laid stress on the necessity of protecting the 
' integrity of the Turkish Empire ' ; Burke and Fox almost 
anticipated the language of Gladstone in their protests 
against using the power of Britain to bolster up the tyranny 
of the Turk over Christian peoples, and against the folly of 
unreasoning dread of Russia. 

It was thus with the discredit of a rather humiliating 
failure that Pitt turned to deal with the terrible problem of 
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rampant Revolution. His nine years of peaceful power had 
been an unconscious preparation for this ordeal. And if it is 
impossible to feel an unalloyed admiration for the work of 
these nine years, at least it must be recognised that it had 
helped to heal the wounds of the last conflict, and restored 
the Commonwealth in strength. 

(Lecky, History of England in the r8th Century; Robertson, 
England under the Hanoverians ; !'itzmauiice, Life of Shelburne ; 
Hammond, Life of Fox; Holland Rose, Willi'am Pitt and National 
Revival; Cambridge History of British Foreign Policy; Veitch, 
Genesis of Parliamentary R,eform ; Burke, Speech on Economical 
Reform.) 



CHAPTER IX 

THE BEGINNING OF ECONOMIC TRANSFORMATION 
IN BRITAIN 

IMPORTANT as were the new political movements which we 
have been surveying, they were not so vital in their ultimate 
significance as a series of economic developments which were 
concurrently taking place, almost silently, in Britain. 
Economic society was beginning to undergo a transformation 
which, starting in Britain, was in the not distant future to 
modify profoundly the social and political structure of the 
whole Western World, and to give birth to the complex 
problems which engrossed men's attention throughout the 
nineteenth century, and are still engrossing it to-day. The 
changes of the period affected both agriculture and manu
facturing industry. 

• 
• § I. Agricultural Progress and Enclosures. • 

At the beginning of the eighteenth century British 
agriculture was less advanced than that of some other 
countries. It still clung to traditional methods, because 
these were sufficient to provide an adequate and. even a 
generous sustenance for the population, which gtew very 
slowly; the population of England and Wales was only 
about 5,ooo,ooo in 1700, and had not risen to more than 
6,ooo,ooo by I750. But during the first half of the century 
a series of agricultural reformers introduced new and more 
scientific methods, which promised a rapid increase of 
production, if only they could be generally applied. Jethro 
Tull, a gentleman farmer of Berkshire, studied the con
ditions favourable to plant-life, and invented new modes of 
drilling and hoeing. Lord Townshend, a Norfolk land
owner, worked on the rotation of crops, and showed how a 
crop of turnips restored the land after a wheat crop, besides 
providing winter-feed for cattle. Robert Bakewell, a 
Leicestershire farmer, brought about great improvements in 
the breed of sheep and cattle. And the example of these 
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and other pioneers made scientific farming a fashionable 
hobby during the second half of the century. It was at once 
interesting, profitable and patriotic. The King himself was 
a keen farmer; and rich magnates like the Duke of Bedford 
and Thomas Coke of Holkham (later Earl of Leicester) 
threw themselves into the work with immense enthusiasm 
and admirable results. A school of agricultural writers, 
among whom the vivid and eager Arthur Young was the 
most distinguished, helped to spread the gospel of scientific 
farming; and the arts of hus~andry advanced more rapidly 
than ever before. Indeed, in this field Britain took the lead 
of the world. 

But the zealof the agricultural reformers was everywhere 
checked by one great obstacle-the old-fashioned system of. 
open-field cultivation, which still persisted over more than 
half of England. Under this system the lands of a township 
were divided into great arable fields, cultivated according 
to a fixed rotation, wherein many large or small holders 
held a number of scattered strips; while beyond the arabl~ 
fields stretched an expanse of uncultivated waste, on which 
all enjoyed fixed rights of pasture .. No one was free to 
cultivate his own land as he thought fit; all had to follow 

·.the same practice; and a great deal of good land was com
pulsol'lily left unused, either as fallow or as waste. 

in theory, of course, there was no reason why a township 
as a whole should not introduce a new rotation, or fresh 
crops, qr improved methods of tillage. In practice it was 
almost impossible to bring about such a change, because 
everybo~y had to agree; and if it was tried, one obstinate 
man might ruin everything by insisting upon turning his 
cattle among the growing com in a field which by custom 
ought to be fallow. Lord North tried to get over this 
difficulty 'by an Act (1773) empowering a majority to make 
such changes, but it was of no avail. The only remedy was 
to sweep away the old system' by enclosing the limds-that 
is, by giving to each holder a solid block equal to his total 
holding, and letting him do what he liked with it. All the 
agricultural reformers were enthusiasts for· enclos~re both 
of arable fields and of waste lands. They were so keen that 
they failed to realise one virtue which the old system had 
possessed: if it penalised enterprise, ·it encouraged the 
community-spirit and protecte<J the small man. 

Enclosures had been going on. quietly for centuries, both 
enclosures of the arable fields and enclosures of the waste. 
But they could only be effected by agreement, which it 
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was often impossible to get. The eighteenth century, in its 
zeal, adopted another method : enclosure by private Act 
of Parliament, which overcame all difficulties. During 
the reign of George III. Enclosure Acts were introduced by 
scores in every parliamentary session, and they were passed 
as a matter of. course, practically without discussion, 
because everybody believed that every enclosure of a town
ship meant an increase of the country's prosperity. And, 
broadly speaking, this was true. As the movement pro
gressed the produce of English soil increased very rapidly, 
and with it grew the power of the country to maintain a 
large and industrious population. 

But the small man suffered by the change. As Enclosure 
Acts were nearly always promoted by the large proprietors, 
the small holders did not always get fair treatment. Even if 
they did, a little patch of land in full property could not be a 
real equivalent for the right of pasture on the waste. The cost 
of fencing the new holdings was often ruinous. And as the 
small man never had enough capital to be able to employ the 
new scientific methods, even if he understood them, he was 
apt to be beaten by the competition of his richer neighbours. 
The result was that he commonly had to sell his land to the 
big man, who was always ready to buy; and then h~ 
dropped inevitably into the ranks of the landless la~urers, 
working for a wage, or drifted into some town to work at a 
trade. This process was the inevitable consequence of 
enclosure. But it only took place gradually, and was not 
yet very marked during this period. Even at the end of the 
century, though thousands of Enclosure Acts had beep passed, 
half of the townships of England were still unenclcl'i>ed. 

Thus an agricultural development which in itself was sound 
and healthy was bringing about great social changes. The 
big landowners were adding field to field ; the small holders 
were slowly disappearing. English rural society was ceasing 
to be the homogeneous society, without sharp cleavages 
between class and class, which in the main it had still 
been in the middle of the century; 1 a gulf was gradually 
opening between a mass of landless labourers on the one 
hand, and on the other a small group of great landowners 
and a class of capitalist farmers. This gulf was to become 
very apparent during the next generation. And this meant 
that the landowning magnates were ceasing to be the natural 
leaders of a homogeneous society; and the justification for 
their political predominance was diminishing. 

I Vol. I. pp. 784 fl. 
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§ 2. The Beginning_of_tl]:e 1nd'Jt~'J'_ial Revolution. l~, -- ,. - _ .. .,. ..... --
Meanwhile a still more important change was coming 

about in some spheres of manufacturing industiy. New 
:tp~hanjcaLg~v,ice.?__w~~ing_ ~pp]i~<! _!g _tp.e pJ;oc~sses~of 
l!}_;m:ufactu.r~: The change was most notable in ~C()_1j;Qn 
jndustry. of~Laf1s:a~h,tr.~,_w~~ad hi~erto been. 9_ge o_f!h.e 
less important of English counties,:but was_now about.to 
entertipOn~£§r~_es:.: .. as_thegreatesLindustriaL centre. of 
,Englana=:-r:ancashire had not yet learnt how to make pure 
'cottongoods; because her spinners could not spin a suffi-
cientlyfirm thread from the brittle fibre of cqtton to make the 
warp of a durable cloth, and the nimble-fingered Indians still 
controlled the world's markets in fine cotton goods. __ Bu_!_ 
T ::~nr<>c:hir<>. J,.,ri 1~~-- - -"- ·--- ·- ·• ·· ··-- · - · -

__ :_ _ . -·- ______ ·- __ .... . __ _ ---- ~- --- ........... v.a..a.-u VV\..I..V!! 

~- weffwas woven upon a linen or woollen warp. These goods 
were especially used in the tropical trade, for the tropics 
did not want woollens; and the predominance of Liverpool 
in the traffic of the West Indies and West Africa was largely 
due to the near neighbourhood of this Lancashire industry. 
But the tropical trade had grown so rapidly that it was over
taking the productive power of Lancashire. Lancashire's 
,sreatest need was for an increase of cotton yarn. It took 
five s¢nners to keep one weaver at work; and this difficulty 
w<ts felt far more in the cotton trade than in the woollen 
trade, because cotton could not be spun, as wool was, in 
almost every rural cottage. The difficulty was overcome 
by a series of inventions, all due to Lancashire men. James 
Hargr~~;?,. a Blackburn blacksmith, invented aboufr76<f 
the 'spuming-jenny,' which enabled one man or woman to 
attend to a large number of spindles at once ; but the yarn 
which it produced was too soft to form a warp. Richard 
-~J.lsFrigh,t, a Bolton barber, patented in 1769 the ' water
frame,' which spun (by means of rollers worked by horse
power or water-power) a hard and firm yam which could 
be used as a warp. And Samuel ~romp ton, a Bolton spinner, 
invented in 1779 a cross between fue-spiim:iilg:jel1nyand the 
water-frame which was called the ' mule,' and which pro
duced a yam firm enough to be used as a warp, and fine 
enough to be wov~n into the most delicate fabrics. 

The results of these inventions were that Lancashire began 
to produce fine stuffs of pure cotton which beat the Indian 
products ; and that the weavers obtained a supply of yarn 
so abundant and so cheap that they were kept fully at 
work, at greatly increased wages. With its new machines 
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Lancashire could now pay higher wages, yield immense 
profits to the organisers of the industry, and still produce 
cotton stuffs more abundantly and more cheaply than they 
could be got anywhere else in the world. The import of 
raw cotton increased fourfold in the fifteen years from I775 
to 1790 ; and the foreign trade of Britain received a stimulus 
which in itself more than balanced the economic losses 
caused by the American War. 

The new inventions brought about a great change in the 
organisation of the spinning side of the cotton industry. The 
machines were costly, and they could be most economically 
worked in groups, especially when water-power began to be 
employed. Hence home-spinning rapidly died out ; and 
factories, owned and worked by substantial capitalists, 
sprang up in the valleys where water-power was available, 
while beside them mushroom townlets came into being. The 
workers in these factories were at first paid very fair wages. 
But their position had changed. In some ways they were 
better off ; but they were no longer their own masters, 
working at their own homes; they were 'hands,' cogs in a 
machine. Moreover, much of the work of machine-tending 
was quite unskilled. It could be done by quite young 
children ; and the enormity of child-labour in factories 
came into being. • • 

These new methods of organisation were but beginning in 
our period. They had almost completely captured the 
spinning branch of the cotton industry ; they were gradually 
being introduced into the spinning of wool. But they had 
not affected the weaving side of the textile trades, save that 
the weavers were no longer short of yam, and wer(i"enjoying 
great prosperity. The weavers' tum was soon to come: in 
1785 Edmund Cartwright, brother of the parliamentary 
reformer, invented the power-loom, which promised to bring 
weaving also under the system of large-scale production in 
factories. But more than a decade passed before the power
loom began to be at all widely used. Till then, the golden 
age of the hand-loom weavers continued. 

The same years which saw the invention.of these textile 
machines saw also a great advance in the steam-engine, 
which was soon to be employed for working them. Pumping 
engines, worked by steam, had been invented by Savory 
and Newcomen at the end of the seventeenth and the 
beginning of the eighteenth century; but the Newcomen 
engine was cumbrous, wasteful, and expensive. In 1764 a 
man of real scientific genius, James Watt of Glasgow, turned 
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his attention to this.problem, and so transformed the steam
engine that it could be used for many purposes. From 
1768 the works of Boulton and Watt at Birmingham were 
supplying on an increasing scale the en,gines which Watt 
went on persistently improving. A new and immeasurable 
power, which was to be the most potent instrument in the 
shaping of a new civilisation, had been placed at the service 
of man. Before the French Revolution, indeed, Watt's 
engines had not begun to be used for any purpose other than 
the pumping of mines. But they were transforming the 
conditions of the mining industry, and enabling it to take 
advantage of the opportunities afforded by other inventions 
of these remarkable years. 

The British iron industries had long been prosperous. 
But they were .. being1ia:lliiicapped by the exhaustion of the 
woods whence the charcoal necessary for smelting the iron 
was drawn, for no alternative to charcoal had yet been dis
covered for smelting; and it was only by importing iron 
from Spain and Sweden that the iron manufactures were 
kept going. In 1760, however, a new method of smelting 
iron 'with coal was for the first time successfully applied at 
the Carron works in Scotland. This discovery gave a new 
l(iase of life to the British iron-fields. It very greatly 
cheape:e.ed the production of iron : the first iron bridge, 
for ·example, was· built in 1779, across the Severn. And it 
made available for industrial purposes the enormous wealth 
of the British coal-fields, hitherto used almost solely for 
domestic fires; Coal, as the fuel for the steam-engine, 
and as t!J.e foundation of the rapidly expanding iron in.,. 
dustries, quickly became the main pillar of a ne'\'V industrial 
order. The age of coal, of iron and of steam had begun; 
and these forces were to transform the conditions of human 
life. At a stroke these discoveries multiplied many fold the 
potential wealth of Britain, her power of maintaining an 
increased population, and ·the services she could render to 
the world. 

Other inventions contributed. Cort of Gosport invented 
methods of rolling and 'puddling' ; Huntsman of Sheffield 
found the means of casting hard steel ; the catalogue of 
inventions is endless, and intelligible only to experts. Nor 
were they limited to the major industries, the textiles and ' 
iron and steel. This was a perioq of very rapid progress in 
the art of pottery; and new processes, due to many in
ventive brains, among whom the greatest was Josiah 
Wedgwood, produced work distinguished by artistic beauty 

·' 
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as well as technical skill. Staffordshire became the centre 
of the greatest pottery industry in the world. 

§ 3· The Improvement of Communications. 

The new powers of wealth-production with which all 
these inventions endowed the British people could not be 
utilised to the full without a great improvement in the means 
of communication. For coal and raw materials had to be 
moved about the country on a large scale, the spinners' yarn 
had to be transferred from the factory to the weavers' 
homes, the machines themselves had to be transported, the 
armies of work-people coming into the new industries had to 
be enabled to travel easily, the food-supplies of the new 
towns had to be brought in. New problems of transport 
arose : transport had become the key of progressive industry. 

In this first generation of the new era, attention was still 
concentrated upon the most ancient methods of transport, 
the road and the waterway. When the period opened 
Britain was in both of these far behind her chief European 
rivals, France and Holland. Her roads were inconceivably 
badly kept, so that travelling was excessively slow, toilsome, 
and costly; and the transport of goods had to be carrioo 
on chiefly by packhorses, which could not possibly 11\eet the 
new demands. Britain was poor in natural waterways, 
especially in the regions of the Midlands and the North 
where the new industries found their chief centres; and, 
apart from a few projects for deepening shallow streams, 
carried out in the first half of the eighteenth century, she had 
done nothing to make good her deficiencies. • 

The badness of the roads was mainly due to the fact that 
they were under the management of local authorities, which 
shrank from levying'rates. Improvements began with the 
creation of turnpike trusts, which were authorised to levy 
tolls from the users of the roads which they maintained. 
There was a great deal of activity along these lines during 
this period: no less than 450 Acts of Parliament relating 
to public roads were passed during the first fourteen years of 
George nr.'s reign. But it was not until the next generation 
that the great engineers, Telford, Macadam and others, 
endowed Britain with the best roads in the world. 

It was by means of waterways that this generation mainly 
met its transport problem; and here its activity was 
remarkable. In 1759 the Duke of Bridgewater engaged an 
able, uneducated pioneer, Brindley, to design a canal from 
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his collieries at Worsley to Manchester. This was the first 
artificial canal in Britain. It was successful from the first, 
and was soon' extended to the Mersey at Runcom. How 
greatly this enterprise contributed to the prosperity of 
Lancashire (which depended on the import of raw cotton 
from Liverpool, and the distribution of the finished product 
by way of Liverpool) may· be illustrated by a single figure. 
It had cost 40s. a ton to transport goods from Manchester 
to Liverpool by road. Even in the early days it cost 6s. a 
ton by the Bridgewater Canal. 

The success of the Bridgewater Canal led to an immense 
expenditure of energy in the construction of 'inland 
navigations' ; and gangs of 'navigators' or 'na:vvies' 
became for the first time a common feature in England. 
Within the next fifty years z6oo miles of canals were con
structed in England, and some of the biggest projects had 
been carried out before the French Revolution began. In 
particular such waterways as the Leeds and Liverpool and 
the Mersey and Calder Canals opened up the industrial area 
of the Lancashire and Yorkshire coal-fields, whose develop
ment had been checked by the hilly character of the country 
and the absence of good roads and navigable rivers. Thus 
aJone were rendered possible the rapid concentration of a 
new p~ulation in regions that had hitherto been among 
the • most backward in England, and the extraordinary 
shifting of the main centres of wealth and population which 
was one .of the outstanding features of the next generation. 

It was not merely an economic change that was thus 
beginning ; it was a social revolu,tion. The old, settled, 
stable ord~r which we described 1 as existing in Britain in the 
middle of the eighteenth century was being wholly trans
formed. The most momentous change in the conditions of 
human life which history records was fairly afoot; and 
Britain was the country of its origin. But the full signific
ance of this change was as yet quite unrealised .. Securely 
enthroned, the old governing classes were wholly blind to the 
forces that were at work beneath their feet, undermining the 
"very foundations of their power, and making it inevitable 
that sooner or later the political system should be readjusted 
to accord with the change in the social order. It will be a 
large part of our business, in later Books, to observe the 
development of this mighty and silent upheaval. 

~ In the meantime, one comment may be permitted. After 
the disasters of the American War there were many who 

1 Vol. I. pp. 782 ft. 
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believed that the days of British greatness were over. What 
an answer to these vain and shallow prognostications was 
afforded by the boundless energy and inventiveness which 
were revealed in the activities we have just summarised! 
The days of British greatness were not over : they were 
about to begin. 

[Cunningham, Growth of English Industry and Commerce; Man
toux, Revolution Industrielle en Angleterre; Prothero, English 
Farming, Past and Present; Gonner, Common Land and Inclosure; 
Slater, English Peasant·ry and Enclostwes; Hasbach, History of the 
English Agricultural Labourer; Daniels, Early History of the Lanca
sMre Cotton Industry.] 



CHAPTER X 

THE MOVEMENT OF IDEAS 

§ I. Literary Activity. : 

IT was not only in the field of industry that this age saw the 
development of new and fertile ideas. Not less important 
was the activity of the period in all those intellectual pur
suits which lead to a better, understanding of man's life and 
of the problems of social organisation. · 

It was a period of fruitful energy in all the creative arts. 
In painting it saw the beginning of the great English period, 
with Reynolds', Gainsborough's; and Romney's lovely 
renderings of the grace and beauty of English aristocracy; 
and with Hogarth's rich realism in the portrayal of humbler 
forms of English life. It was the greatest age of the English 
theatre, next to that of Shakespeare; for David Garrick 
and Sarah Siddons were raising the art of acting to its 
h~hest level, and Sheridan and Goldsmi~h were recreating 
English.comedy. In poetry it saw the dawning of a new 
and•great ,era; the grave beauty of Gray struck a deeper 
note than the first half of the century had known; Cowper, 
Crabbe and Goldsmith were suffusing with the glow of 
poetry the life of common men; the 'enthusiasm of 
humanity ' was taking English poetry into its service. 

Perhaps. the chief literary: distinction of the age was its 
richness in· the Novel, that intimate and adaptable com
mentary on human life which, more easily than any other 
literary form, can give to it's readers an imaginative realisa
tion of the modes of life, the difficulties, the moral strength. 
and weakness, of their fellows. If a sympathetic under
standing of conditions beyond our own experience is the 
foundation of a healthy social life, then surely the inventors 
and practitioners of this mode .of picturing human life 
rendered a real service not only to letters but to politics. 

The Novel was, in effect, almost invented by the English 
writers of the generation preceding and the generation 
succeeding the accession of George III. The work of 
Richardson and Fielding belongs to the first part of this 
period ; the work of Sterne and of Smollett falls on both 
sides of the line ; the work of Goldsmith and the best work 
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of Fanny Burney were done in the generation preceding the 
French Revolution. The great series of imaginative, and 
for the most part tender and kindly, pictures of the life of 
ordinary men, which included Pamela, Tom ] ones and 
Tristram Shandy, Humphry Clinker, The Vicar of Wakefield 
and Evelina, not only added a new glory to English litera
ture, they led their readers to think more humanely and 
more sympathetically of their fellows. It would have been 
a strange thing if a generation which read with delight these 
pictures of the life of their own people had not shown an 
increased humanity in their social life, and a growing desire 
to remove the obstacles to good will and happiness. The 
humanitarian spirit which was one of the glories of this age 
assuredly drew no small part of its inspiration from the 
atmosphere of kindliness which the great novelists diffused. 

§ 2. Adam Smith, Bentham, and Gibbon. 

Of equal value with the great imaginative works of the 
time, and of more immediate significance for our study of 
the growth of organised human fellowship in the British 
Commonwealth, were the remarkable studies of the working 
of human society which illustrated this period. By a 
strange coincidence the year 1776-the year of the l)eclara
tion of American Independence-saw the publicatiofl of 
three great books, each, in its own sphere, of epoch-marking 
significance: Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations, Jeremy 
Bentham's Fragment on Government, and the first volume of 
Edward Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. 

Adam Smith has been called the 'founder fJf political 
economy.' This does not mean that all, or even most, of 
his ideas were original. He drew much upon his pre
decessors who had been at work for a century past, and 
especially upon the French group of economic thinkers who 
were known as the 'Physiocrats.' But he drew together 
the scattered and piecemeal speculations of his predecessors, 
added much of his own, and constructed a coherent and 
systematic view of the working of society in its economic 
aspect which definitely formed a new starting-point for all 
inquiry in this field. The most striking aspect of his 
doctrine was the principle, which he supported with very 
cogent argument, that national prosperity is best served 
when the operation of private enterprise, and the working 
of natural economic forces, are least interfered with by 
Government. It was a conclusion which seemed especially 
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convincing to a gener_ation in which private enterprise was 
producing the results we have surveyed in the last chapter. 
One consequence of Adam Smith's teaching was to be, in 
course of time, of especial importance in influencing the 
relations between Britain and other countries, and also 
between the homeland and other members of the Common
wealth. Smith cogently. refuted the lol).g-accepted view 
that one nation could only thrive in trade at the expense 
of others, and that, therefore, national policy should aim at 
inflicting the maximum damage upon trading rivals. That 
had been the dominating idea of Whig trade policy. Smith 
urged the contr~ry view-that the more widely pr~sperity · 
is diffused, the better it is for all nation~ ; that trading 
exchange is beneficial to both sides; and that therefore a 
wise policy will, so far as P<?ssible, cast down barriers and 
permit trade to move freely in its natural channels, between 
nations as well as within their limits. These were revolu
tionary ideas. They were inconsistent with the continued 
maintenance of an exclusive trade policy in the government 
of colonies, whiCh had. been tht:; accepted principle of the 
British Commonwealth ever since r66o ; and they therefore 
prepared the way for the creation of a new colonial system, 
the character. of which was to be due far more to the 
te~chin&s of Adam Smith than to the lessons learnt from the 
AmfM'ican struggle. , 

Jeremy ~n!ha~'s. Erag~ent_on .. !;overnmen~ does not, in 
itself, deserve t(trank "with The Wealth of Nations. But it 
was the first clear exposition of the thought of its. author, 
which was to be developed in a long series of writings, often 
crabbed ~d obscure. B.~tEa~P,oli_tical_ th~~t~s.,:were 
_to.have~a.deep~~!!dpractjc?-li!!_fj:q.~~. _and_ "Y~ -~h?.llsee more 
of them in a later chapter.1 He was the founder of the 
'Utiiitarian·,~ sclioof or phiiosophy, -a.na 'the inspirecoLthe. 
' phi~opliiC::radicals ,.::·of~..:.. tg~~I).y.:nmet~ei~n tury, 
whose ideas for two _g~J!er3:J!9.!!? _£\~PlY-affec~~!f_the_policy 
o(Btitish-govern!!le'nts .. w. He was the :first political thinker 
togetclea:rilyaway from the idea of a ' social contract,' and 
the abstract and quasi-legal rights which were supposed to 
be derived from the contract. With all the barren argu
ments as to what' rights ' men had in a' state of nature,' and 
how far they lost them or qualified them when they passed 
under the 'social contract,' Bentham had no patience at 
all ; and in this respect he was the scornful critic of Rousseau 
and the revolutionary thinkers. But he was himself as 

1 See below, Book rx. chap. ii. p. 320. 
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revolutionary as any of them. For Bentham the one 
supreme fact was that all men desire happiness, and that 
this desire is ultimately the motive of all their actions--a 
disputable conclusion. The creation of happiness must 
therefore be the purpose for which men set up States ; and 
the aim which every State ought to set before itself must be 
'the greatest happiness of the greatest number.' This 
famous phrase, which swept away all theories of abstract 
rights, all claims to enjoy privileges of class and sect, all 
traditional obligations, if they did not contribute to the 
one supreme end, was to have a very potent influence in the 
coming time. It made its first appearance in the Fragment 
on Government, though its implications were not to be 
worked out until later. But the queer, shy, pedantic 
philosopher was busily engaged during the years following 
1776 upon the bold attempt to work out a whole system of 
law and government on the basis of his formula. Few read 
his works; but some of those who did became powerful 
advocates of a sweeping transformation of society. 

Bentham's greatest weakness was that he spun his theories 
in the air, without much relation to facts. Like most of his 
predecessors in the realm of political philosophy, he never 
learnt to think of human societies as the result of evolution, 
or realised to how great an extent men's thoughts, ~nd thhr 
relations with one another, are determined by the chamcter 
of the community in which they live, by the modes of life 
which they have inherited from the past, and to which they 
cling just because they are used to them. The true correc
tive to bald and abstract thinking like Bentham's or like 
Rousseau's is to be found in historical studies.; and this 
generation produced, in Gibbon, one of the few supreme 
historians, the real founder of modem historical science. 

Gibbon's Decline and Fall is (apart from the Greek and 
Latin historians) the one great historical work written before 
the nineteenth century which is still alive, still a real factor 
in shaping men's thoughts; and there are few historical 
books of the nineteenth century as secure of a long future 
life. The reason for this is not to be found solely in its rich 
and brocaded style, nor in the wide learning on which it was 
based, but mainly in the majestic perspective which it gives 
of the growth, the gradual transformation, and the decay 
of a great human society. Gibbon makes his reader feel 
the innumerable factors that have contributed to this 
mighty process; how ideas and theories have arisen, exer-

. cised their influence, and been forgotten; how modes of 
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life and modes of thought have insensibly undergone pro
found changes; and yet how, in all ages, ~he life of the 
individual has been shaped and moulded by the characte.r 
of the society of which he is a member. It is difficult for 
the thoughtful reader of such a story to think of a human 
society as something that can be fi:iced in .a final form 
according to the ·limited and fragile theories of thinkers 
whose own very tn3ughts are shaped by the past and the 
present of the society in which they live. That is the great 
contribution of historical studies, worthily pursued, to 
sound thinking on' political questions : arid this corrective 
was never more powerfully given than by Gibbon, nor was it 
ever more needed than by .an age which was full of theories 
and plans for the reconstruction of human society according 
to predetermined patterns woven from the brain-stuff of 
philosophers. 

The historical way of thinking was to be one of the 
moulding factors in the development of human affairs during 
the nineteenth century. It had already one great exponent 
in British politics during these years, in Edmund Burke, the 
deepest rriind that has ever devoted itself to politics in the 
British Commonwealth. The richness and depth of Burke's 
thought were indeed mainly due to his ever-present sense of 
tte im~ense influen.ce exercised by the past in the moulding· 
of ~e future, his·conviction of the folly of acting as if there 
were no past, as if men could start de novo in the organisation 
of their concerns, and his deep belief that every human 
society is a living and growing thing, not a mere artificial 
mechanism. But Burke had already illustrated, in his 

. attitude ·\owards parliamentary reform, and was to illus- . 
trate more fully in his attitude towards the French 
Revolution, the danger_ of an exaggerated reverence for the 
past. The danger of allowing the past to be a mere incubus 
upon one's mind is as ~Teat as the danger of disregarding it. 

§ 3· The Religious Revival. 
Alongside of this serious work in the realms of political 

and economic thought, there went a religious revival. Both 
the Church of England and the Nonconf01i:ni_st Churches felt 
a new breath of life; and what is known as the' Evangelical' 
Movement became very powerful, influencing not only the 
actual work of· the Churches, but the whole tone of large 
sections of society, and producing defi:r_lite and significant 
political r:esults. The stimulus of the Evangelical Movement 
came, no doubt, largely from the Wesleys. But it was in 

VOL. ll. 
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some ways definitely distinguished from the Wesleyan 
movement. For one thing, its theology was Calvinist, 
which Wesley's never was. It was, in truth, largely a 
revival of the dormant Puritanism of England, a return to 
the conceptions of the seventeenth century. The move
ment obtained a very strong hold upon the middle classes, 
those classes which were playing the main part in the 
industrial transformation. But it had great influence upon 
the upper classes also ; the King himself was a sincerely 
religious man, as were many (of the ~econdary figures at 
any rate) among the political leaders of the time. 

The Evangelicals laid especial stress upon personal 
salvation, and upon the immediate responsibility of every 
individual soul to its Maker ; and this individualist char
acter of their religious teaching was in accord with the 
political and economic tendencies of the time. They cared 
little about the Church as such, its ordinances and its 
common life. They gave much thought and labour to 
spreading religious teaching among the masses of the people. 
But although the. equality of all human souls in the sight 
of God was an essential article of their creed, they were by 
no means democrats; and though they were philanthropists, 
few among them thought it their business to take political 
action for the relief of the growing evils from wwch the 
masses of men were suffering. Their message to the poor-was 
too much limited to the preaching of contentment with the 
lot which God had assigned to them. Let a man be assured 
of his personal salvation, and he could console himself for 
the sufferings of this life by the prospect of bliss in the next. 

For all that, the Evangelicals, though their vlew of life 
was often limited and uninspiring, did much for the eleva
tion of their countrymen. They diffused widely a sense of 
personal responsibility for the right use of life ; they had a 
high if rather narrow sense of duty; they brought back a 
genuine religious emotion, a care for things beyond self, into 
the life of their generation ; and the hymns which they 
composed in very large numbers became an inspiration for 
generations to come to many thousands of British folk. 
The poems of this kind composed by the gentle Cowper and 
by his friend Newton, ex-slave-trader turned parson, became 
part of the heritage of the British peoples. Moreover, the 
religious revival of the age gave an immense stimulus to the 
humanitarian and philanthropic activities which were one 
of the glories of the age, and which contributed in no small 
degree to transform the character of the British Common-
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wealth. The spirit of men like William Wilberforce, 
Zachary Macaulay, John Howard and Robert Raikes was 
a real enrichment of the society to which they belonged. 

Because the Evangelical Movement was essentially a 
revival of Puritanism, it brought about a softening of the 
bitterness between Anglicans and Nonconformists. This 
in part contributed to the first step towards a relaxation 'of 
the disabilities still imposed upon Nonconformists, which 
was taken when in 1779 an Act was passed excusing Non
conformist minister:; from subscription to the Thirty-nine 
Articles. That was not a great step, but it was something. 
And the growing spirit of tolerance extended even to the 
Roman Catholics, the laws against them being seldom 
enforced. We have seen the growth of this tolerance in 
Ireland, and the happy effects which it there produced. 
In 1778 an Act was passed allowing Roman priests to 
exercise their office in England, and a corresponding measure 
was proposed for Scotland. But fanaticism was not yet 
dead. Riots in Edinburgh and elsewhere in Scotland 
frightened the Goverriment,_and- the Scottish Bill was with
drawn. This led to an outbreak of tumult in London also 
(1780). · A monster petition for the repeal of the English 
A.ct was presented by Lord George Gordon, backed by a 
vast 'No Popery' procession, which behaved so insolently 
that the military had to be called out to protect Parliament. 
The mob took to burning Catholic chapels. Then 'the 
submerged underworld of London seethed up, and for five 
days the greater part of the city was in their hands. Only 
the coura~e of the King put a stop to the disgraceful ,orgy, 
and it wai> not until over 300 rioters had been killed that 
order was restored. 

§ 4· The Growth of Humanitarian Activity. 
The Gordmi'"Ri~ts ~h~~~d th;t -t~l~ration is a plant of 

~low growth. But,. what. was even more important, they 
brought home to the minds of com'fortable and well-to-do 
people a vivid glimpse of the terrible underworld .upon which 
their civilisation uneasily rested : a glimpse of misery and 
ignorance as the sources of brutality. And this ·revelation 
(which was reinforced by similar riots, provoked by the 
distresses of the American War, in other towns) contributed 
very powerfully to that remarkable outburst of philanthropic 
and humanitarian activity which began in this period, and 
which was to be one of the main factors in the making of a 
new Commonwealth. · 
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Organised charitable work, indeed, on any large scale, 
began during tl;lis period; though, as we have seen,l there 
had been some movements in this direction in the first half 
of the century. Hospitals and dispensaries, supported by 
private benevolence, sprang up in every part of the country. 
All the Churches undertook charitable activities of various 
kinds as part of their duty, and it was the steady insistence 
of the Churches that kept the movement active and growing. 
There were three aspects of the humanitarian movement 
that deserve special note. .. 

The first of these was the reform of the prison system, 
which was inconceivably cruel and harmful. This was the 
work mainly of one man, John Howard. Being appointed 
High Sheriff of Bedfordshire in 1773, he made it his business 
to examine the prisons under his jurisdiction, and was so 
shocked by what he saw that he proceeded to visit all the 
prisons of England and of almost every country in Europe. 
His whole life, till his death in 1790, was devoted to this cause; 
and his books, and other methods of advocacy, did much to 
awaken the public conscience. It is a striking evidence of 
the temper of the period that Lord North's Parliament 
very promptly took action to remove the worst of the evils 
which he had described, and accepted his. guidance in the 
creation of a more humane and enlightened system .. The'fe 
have been few more selfless or beneficent lives than th~t of 
John Howard ; and his beneficence extended far beyond 
his own country, covering the whole of Europe. 

The provision of education for the children of the poor was 
the second distinctive feature of this generation's philan
thropic work. Here the leadership fell to Robert Raikes, a 
Gloucester newspaper proprietor, who in 1780 started a 
school on Sunday-the only free day-for children engaged 
in industry, and used all the influence he could wield to get 
the new idea adopted elsewhere. It was taken up very 
rapidly by all the Churches, and the conduct of Sunday 
Schools for children and adults (which were not concen
trated upon. religious teaching, but mainly instructed their 
pupils in reading and writing) became an almost essential 
part of the work of every Church, Anglican, Nonconformist 
or Roman Catholic. Within a few years some of the 
Churches began to open schools on week-days also, and 
during nearly a century the provision of elementary educa
tion mainly fell to the religious bodies. If a substantial 
proportion of the English people were able to read and 

1 Vol. 1. p. 704. 
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. write, and therefore to follow with intelligence great 
political events, during the nineteenth century, the credit 
mainly belongs to the combined religious and philanthropic 
movement which began in the generation preceding the 
French Revolution. · 

The third great philanthropic. movement o_Cthis e·ra "was ( 
the movement for the abolition· of the slave-trade.. This 
was#ill<leed a h~ic adventure. :For it must be-remembered 
that the slave-trade formed an essential element in the most 
lucrative of all the branches of oversea commerce,1 and that 
while every Europeful country had been eager to share in it, 
Britain had been proud of her success in acquiring the lion's 
share of the trade. To persuade the nation to abandon in 

' I 

cold blood so vast a source of profit, which hitherto had been 
universally regarded as legitimate, was no easy undertaking. 
There can be no clearer indication of the change in the 
moral outlook of the British people which .. the religious 
revival had brought than the fact that such a movement 
should have been started at all. !J:..Pegan.in.r787~with ·the / 
foundation of a Society for the Abolition of the Slave-trade, V 
w'hOseinemberS :were -maii1ly :Eia7lgeli~ais. ~~d Quakers. . 
Th_e!f.:1crerted":leader.-wa:s~wtma:rrc·w_iio~~orV,_ilready. 
a..c.tive~i~-manywgood~wer~. =J_i):<;>qk__t,E.eJI1 tvv_en_ty_ years. 
d'f-E..n.!m~g propaganda to wm their. way. But twenty years 
wa. not a. very long tiine for so great an end ; especially 
as ·these years were mostly filled by the effort and strain 
of a gigantic war. The nation which could produce such 
a movement, and, still more, the nation which could be 
converte<;l by it to a measure· which apparently involved 
an immeM.se sacrifice at a time of great straip, was obviously 
not a nation wholly given over to material ends . 

. The beginning of the-attack on the slave-trade marks the 
emergence of. a new attitude towards backward peoples, a 
new sense of responsibility for their welfare ; and the birth 
and growth of this attitude of mind were among the facts 
which were to affect the character of the new overseas 
empire that was, with amazing rapidity, to be created in 
place of that which had just been lost; 

[Elton, Survey of English Literature, I76o.z8Jo; Leslie Stephen, 
English Thought i1~ the Eighteenth Century, and The English Utili
tarians (vol. i.,·Bentham); S. and R. Wilberforce, Life of W. Wilber
force; Lecky, History of England in the z8th Century: Mathieson, 
England in Transition, I789-I8J2.] 

1 Vol. r. pp. 682-5. 



CHAPTER XI 

THE FOUNDATIONS OF THE SECOND BRITISH 
EMPIRE 

IN the long history of the British Commonwealth there are 
few things more impressive than the promptitude with 
which, immediately after the tragic disruption of the 
older Commonwealth in 1776, the foundations of a new 
oversea empire began to be laid. · Even in the ten years 
between the recognition of American independence and the 
outbreak of the French Revolutionary War great things 
were achieved in this direction, not of set purpose (for men 
were beginning to be sceptical as to the value of colonial 
possessions) but under the mere pressure of events. 

§ r. The Canadian Group of Colonies. 

When~the Peace of Paris transferred the French dominions 
in North America to the British Crown, there were two 
distinct groups of settlements, widely different in ch~racter, 
whose needs had to be considered.1 On the one hand there 
were the p12:_rjtj!ll~ _ ~91Qp.ies, as yet tliinly -peopled. These 
included Newfoundland, the oldest of British oversea settle
ments, though it had only been finally recognised as British 
territory in 1713 ; and !i_ova Sc~tia, with its dqlendencies 
of Cape Breton Island and Ile -de St. Jean (later" known as 
Prince Edward Island), and with an ill-defined claim over 
the continental region later known as New Bru11swick, where 
settlement had scarcely begun. NovaScotia had got rid 
of most of its. French inhabitants by the deportation of 
1755 ; 2 and as there had been a substantial immigration of 
British settlers since that date, the maritime colonies, 
though still weak and undeveloped, were predominantly 
British in character. Nova Scotia had received represen
tative institutions of the familiar colonial type, as a matter 
of course. In 1769 Prince Edward Island was organised as 
a separate government, with an assembly of its own, which 
met for the first time in 1773. Thus, when the conflict with 
the other colonies broke out, there were already three British 

1 Seethe map, Atlas, Plate 57· 
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maritime colonies in the North, which remained loyal 
throughout the conflict, and formed the nucleus of a new 
self-governing group. 

Far different wer_e.,the.c~Q.~t~~!~t.!Eg_in the rive~"~
settlements on the St. Lawrence, w1tli Quebec ;:tS their 
capitai:--H:ere'the wliolepo:fiulation, over 6o,'O'O'OI~ber, 
was-French, with the exception of a handful of traders, 
mainly New Englanders, who established themselves in 
Quebec and Montreal after the conquest. Th~ French 
colonists were wholly strang~JO_@Y. ideas of self-go';:~rp:tp.ent. 
With the exception of the small rul~ng classes of seigneurs 
and priests, they were illiterate peasants or habitants, quite 
unconcerned with politics ; and they were to a man devoted 
Roman Catholics. It w.as not to be expected that they 
should feel any loyalty to their conquerors.· But what they 

\

chiefly feared was the possibility of interference with their 
religion or with their modes of land-tenure. The problem 
of government thus presented had no parallel in the earlier 
history of the Commonwealth. 

Until peace was signed, the government naturally lay in 
the hands- of the military. It was exercised with wisdom 
and moderation. The French inhabitants found that. the 
laws and customs of the country' were respected, and that 
tl!ere w.as no interference with their religion ; while com
pul90ry military service and forced labour, which had been 
features of the French system, came to an end. h:l...-Lj:63 
Geor,g~Grenville:s_Govemment _issued_a -proclamation 
promi~g .J..h~establisl'lmen t_of_represen ta tive assemblies 
and t~~ irltr_~~~~n~_£f_i:nglish.law-the ?Or~al features of 
all earher~nhsh colomes. At the same time JUSt treatment 
of th~ Indians was required ; and it was laid. down that 
private persons must not 'purchase lands from Indians, who 
were to sell only to the Crown 'at some public meeting of 
the said Indians, to be held for that purpose.' This pro
vi~ion was the first sign of a determination on the part of 
the supreme Government to protect the rights of primitive 
p·eoples. It became a standing rule in the administration 
of Canada, and marks the opening of a new era in the 
history of the Commonwealth. But it aroused violent 
protests among those of the American colonists whose 
dealings it was designed to check. · 

The other promises of the proclamation of 1763 could not
be carried out. The French settlers neither understood nor 
desired representative institutions r'""''fand if the Roman 
Catholics had been given power by tl-i,.ese means, the result 

) ~ ~ 
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would have been violent indignation among the New 
Englanders. The handful of Protestant (mainly New 
England) settlers in Quebec, who numbered less than 300, 

were loud in their demands for the setting up of a repre
sentative system limited to themselves; but this would 
have been ruinously unjust. As for the introduction of 
English law, that would cause great confusion in the deter
mination of the rights of the French landowners, while it 
would have threatened the application of the English laws 
against Roman Catholics. Evidently the old rules that 
every British colony should have representative assemblies 
and be under English law could not safely be applied in 
the peculiar conditions of Canada. Sir Guy Carleton, the 
strong and wise Governor who assumed power in 1766, 
forcibly urged the unwisdom of attempting such measures ; 
and the leading British lawyers took the same view. 

The problem was no easy one; and there were ten years 
of discussion before Lord North's Government found a 
solution in the Quebec Act of 1774. This Act annulled the 
earlier proclamation, gave complete freedom to the Roman 
Catholic religion, allowed tithes to be collected by the priests, 
and ordained that French law and custom should remain in 
force in all civil matters. English criminal law, on the 
other hand, with the jury as an essential part of.it, w~ 
definitely established. Finally a small Council, to be• ap
pointed by the Crown, was empowered to make ordinances; 
but no ordinances affecting religion or imposing any severe 
penalties were to come into force without royal consent. 

Beyond question the Quebec Act was a wise and states
manlike solution of the immediate problem, though it could 
only be a temporary solution. It gave complete se~urity 
to the French inhabitants, by whom it was received with 
gratitude. On the other hand, it was violently attacked by 
the American colonists and by the opposition in the British 
Parliament. The Colonial Congress, sitting in Philadelphia, 
passed an address to the British people in which they 
expressed their 'astonishment that a British Parliament 
should ever consent to establish in that country a religion 
that has deluged your island in blood, and dispersed impiety, 
bigotry, persecution, murder and rebellion through every 
part of the world.' Five days later, with a view to the 
coming conflict, Congress addressed a letter to the province 
of Quebec, in which, after complimenting the Canadians on 
the 'gallant and glorious resistance ' they had offered to 
the British attack, they urged that liberty of conscience 
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ought not to be regarded as a consequence of the Quebec 
Act, because•it was the gift o.f God. 

The Quebec Act helped to alienate the American colonists. 
But its provisions reconciled the Canadians to British rule, 
while the American protest against it destroyed any chance 
that they would join hands with the revolting colonis;ts. 
The priests and. the seigneurs became cordial supporters of 
the British side in the conflict; and the hab~tants, while they 
refused to enlist in British armies, turned an equally deaf ear 
to the invitations of the Americans. Their steadiness, and 
the military skill of Sir Guy Carleton, saved Canada when 
the Americans attacked it in I775· 

In another way, however, the American Revolution 
produced a very great change in Canada. As we have seen, 
there had been many thousands of loyalists iJ). all the 
revolting colonies. They had suffered during the war; 
they suffered still more bitterly when it was over, and though 
the British Government did its best to secure fair treatment 
for them in the treaty of peace, its efforts were in vain. 
1:-ife was made so intolerable for them that many thousands 
of them fled, abandoning their property, to take refuge under 
the British flag. Some 45,000 betook themselves to Canada, 
others to the West Indies and to Britain. They were 
gt!nerouilY treated by the British Government. Each family 
was-given .a grant of zoo acres of land, with a promise of as 
much more for every son when he grew up and for every 
daughter when she married ; provisions, tools, stock and 
seeds were also supplied to them. The coming of the 
United Empire Loyalists, as they proudly called themselves, 
transform~d the situation in Canada: taking the Canadian 
provipces as a whole, they raised t:Q.e British population to a 
numerical equality with the French. 

The majority of the Loyalists naturally turned at first 
to the maritime provinces, where British institutions and 
British la,~s already existed. They settled in such large 
numbers in the valley of the St. John River that this region 
was, as early as 1784, cut off from Nova Scotia and organised 
as a separate colony under the name of New Brunswick, 
with a representative system of its own. But many of them 
found their way into the fertile wilderness north of the Great 
Lakes, and west of the French district. Here they laid .the 
foundations of a great new colony, in "_'hat later became 
the province of Ontario. .., • 

But the coming of the Loyalis~ changed the whole 
political outlook in Canada. They were ,all, believers in 
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self-government, and all accustomed to the practice of it. 
In Nova Scotia and New Brunswick they enjoyed from the 
first the traditional British methods. It was impossible 
that the settlers in Ontario should be expected to accept 
the system established by the Quebec Act, solely with a 
view to the needs of the French settlers. This was one of the 
imperial problems with which Pitt had to deal. His solution 
was found in the Canada Act of 1791. 

The Canada Act created two distinct provinces, separated 
by the i-iver Ottawa: an English province of Upper Canada 
or Ontario to the west, a -French· province of Lower Canada 
or Quebec to the east. Each was endowed with a con
stitution intended to be 'the very image and transcript of 
that of Great Britain,' with an elected Legislative Assembly 
having control over legislation and taxation, and a nomina ted 
Legislative Council. Thus within thirty years of its con
quest French Canada, which in all its history had never 
been allowed even the shadow of autonomy, was given a 
system of self-government on the most ample scale then 
practised in the world outside the now independent United 
States; and the French Canadians were assured of the 
means of preserving their own type of civilisation. Within 
ten years of the close of the American War a·new group of 
self-governing States, six in number,1 had been o.-ganis~d 
on the American continent as members of the BJ1itish 
Commonwealth. 

Two features of this story deserve comment. The con
tinued loyalty of British statesmanship to the idea of self
government, even after the recent experience of its possible 
consequences, was a highly remarkable fact. Jtut no less 
remarkable was the absence of any attempt to force a con
quered people into the mould of the conquerors. French 
Canada was not only left with her own Church and her own 
laws, but was given power to develop in her own way. The 
treatment of the Canadian problem showed that in the new 
era the British Commonwealth was to welcome and encourage 
widely varying types of civilisation within its hospitable 
limits, and to abstain from interference with their 
development. 

§ 2. The Philanthropic Motive in Colonisation. 

We have seen that the provision of 1763 in regard to the 
acquisition of lands from North American Indians had 

1 Upper Canada, Lower Canada, ::\~wfoundland, Nova Scotia, Prince 
Edward Island and New Brunswick. 
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marked tlie adoption of a new attitude of regard for the 
rights and claims of primitive peoples. A still more remark
able illustration of the growing strength of this idea was 
provided in these years by the foundation of the colony of 
Sierra Leone on the West Coas.t of Africa. 

British ·settlements on this coast, like those of all other 
countries, had hitherto been merely factories or trading
stations for the conduct of the slave-trade. In 1787 one 
Henry Smeathman conceived the generous idea of planting 
on their native soil a band of freed slaves, who were becoming 
numerous in London ; and in the following year a strip of 
land was purchased from a native chief for the purposes ot 
the novel settlement. The enterprise was supported and 
financed by the Evangelical leaders of the anti-slave-trade 
movement, Wilberforce, Granville Sharp and their fellows, 
and in 1791 they obtained a charter of incorporation as the 
Sierra Leone Company, and organised a new town with the 
significant name of Freetown. · From the first the enterprise 
was governed by religious and philanthropic motives. It 
was hoped that it would be the beginning of a free Christian 
civilisation in Africa. The Evangelical leaders gave much 
thought and money to it; and Zachary Macaulay, the 
historian's father, went out to the pestilent climate to serve 
as•Govepwr. Unhappily the colony did not thrive. The 
freed- slaves did not know how to use their freedom, and 
they were a mixed lot of divers races ; moreover the French 
war brought a good deal of suffering. But the foundation of 
Sierra Leone deserves emphasis as a sign of the new spirit 
that was coming into British imperial policy; a spirit which 
desired to give freedom rather than slavery to the backward 
peoples, and to protect them rather than to exploit them. 
The growth of this conception w'as to be mainly .due to the 
missionary activity which, in the next generation, became 
the greatest product of the Evangelical Movement. 

§ 3· Cook's Explorations and the first Sett!emet;t i11. 
""'--'·~·---- · -::fustratza:-· ·----- - ........... · -

While the American War was raging the greatest of British 
explorers, Captain Cook, was, under commissi6n from Lord 
North's minis.try, mapping out the whole of the P.,acific, and 
disclosing vast and fertildands suitable for European settle
ment which had hitherto been only dimly known, and 
wholly neglected. · 
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James Cook 1 was the son oi a Yorkshire agricultural 
labourer who, after serving as a shop-boy and a merchant
sailor, joined the Royal Navy and rose from the forecastle 
to the quarterdeck by sheer merit. Having shown great 
ability in navigation, in astronomy, and in surveying, he 
was commissioned in 1768 to lead a scientific expedition to 
observe the transit of Venus. In this first voyage, two 
years long (1768-1770), he circumnavigated and charted 
with care the coast of New Zealand and the east coast of 
Australia. In two further voyages (1772-1775 and 1776-
1779) he completed the exploration of the Australian and 
New Zealand coasts, mapped out most of the island groups 
of the Pacific, finally shattered the old theory that there was 
a great continuous continent at the south of the globe, 
began the exploration of the Antarctic seas, surveyed the 
whole western coast of North America as far as the Bering 
Straits, and finally met his death in the Sandwich Islands, 
which he had named in honour of the First Lord of the 
Admiralty in North's ministry. The great explorer had 
not only made an addition to the world's geographical 
knowledge unequalled since the days of Columbus and 
Magellan ; he had opened to the abounding energy of his 
countrymen new fields of enterprise of unsurpassable rich
ness, lands as fertile, and as well suited for the habitatiolf of 
white men, as America itself. Even in the midst a.f the 
strain of the American War British opinion was excited by 
the new knowledge and the new opportunities thus opened. 

Throughout their history the southern American colonies 
had been used as a place of export for convicts sentenced to 
transportation. American independence put an end to this, 
and a new convict settlement had to be foun"d. Botany 
Bay, of which Cook had given a glowing account, was 
chosen for the purpose ; and in January 1788 Captain 
Arthur Phillips with the warship Sirius, three storeships 
full of seeds, implements and cattle, and six transports 
carrying 750 male and .female convicts, arrived off the 
Australian coast, and established a penal settlement at Port 
Jackson near the modem Sydney. Further contingents of 
convicts followed; and in 1793, at the very close of our 
period, the first emigrant ship arrived with free settlers, to 
whom grants of land were made. The settlement of 
Australia had fairly begun. But it had begun in very un
favourable circumstances. Though convicts sentenced to 

1 There is a short life of Cook by Sir Walter Besant in the ' Engli~h Men 
of Action ' Series. 
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transportation were not necessarily very desperate criminals, 
in that period of ferocious laws which imposed the death 
sentence for such offences as sheep-stealing, yet they were 
convicts. The establishment of the characteristic in
stitutions of self-government was in these circumstances 
out of the question ; and what was to become a great 
free commonwealth began with the system of government 
appropriate for the administration of a gaol. 

§ 4· The New Regime in India. 

In India no less than in Canada the decade preceding o 

the French Revolutionary War saw the establishment of_ a 
new order. The genius and steadfast courage of Warren 
Hastings had laid the foundations of a system of just and 
efficient government. But he had been hampered by every 
kind of difficulty ; he had never wielded a sufficiently clear 
authority either within his own province of Bengal, or over 
the other Presidencies; and he had been subject to a 
confused and variable authority at home, where the Directors 
and the Proprietors of the Company were constantly at 
variance, while the Government exercised no direct control. 
For these reasons Hastings had never been able fully to 
cafry inlo effect the great schemes of reform which his 
insigkt and knowledge had planned. 

The India.Act of 1784 had put an end to this division of 
authority, by making the Governor-General supreme over 
the lesser Presidencies, and the home Government supreme 
over the Governor-General. It was now the British State, 
and no l~pger merely a trading company, which was 
responsible for the good government of the British territories 
in India. The authority of the supreme Government was 
made more clear when, in 1786, the Governor-Generalshjp 
was conferred upon the Earl of Comwallis,1 a soldier and 
publicist of di~tinction, and a personal friend of Pitt. The . 
prestige of a man of his rank and experience raised him 
high above the jealousies of the Company's service; while 
the certainty .that he would be supported by Government 
saved him from constant meddling by the Directors. What 
might not Hastings have achieved had he been clothed with 

-such prestige ! · 
Corp.wallis was able to carry on with ease the work of 

improving and organising the system of justice and of local 
1 There is a short life of Cornwallis by W. S. Seton-Kerr in the 'Rulers 

of India ' Series. 
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administration which Hastings had begun. With him the 
system became clear and definite. Judicial functions were 
separated from administrative work; the reorganisation of 
the Company's service was completed; and. the British 
power assumed the air of a stable and enduring dominion 
administered on clear and just principles, and able to inspire· 
confidence and the sense of security ; it was unmistakably 
the strongest among the Indian Powers. 

Two outstanding events especially distinguished the 
seven years of Cornwallis's Government (r786-I793) ; the 
final settlement of the land revenue question in Bengal, and 
the outbreak of a new war with Tipu Sahib of Mysore. 
Both were the results of principles laid down in the Act of 
1784 ; and both served to show how much more soundly 
and clearly the problems of Indian government had been 
understood by Hastings than by his critics, who were mainly 
responsible for the provisions of the Act. 

The Act had required that 'permanent rules' should be 
laid down for determining the rents and other payments due 
from landholders in the Company's territories. This had 
been a subject of controversy between Hastings and his 
vitriolic critic Francis, who had insisted that the zemindars, 
or hereditary collectors of land revenue, ought to be regarded 
as landowners, and required to pay only a fixed.and Tm
changing annual sum, in order that they might be encouraged 
to develop their 'property' to the maximum extent. It 
was under the influence of these ideas that Cornwallis carried 
out, in 1793, a Permanent Settlement of the land revenue of 
Bengal, which practically turned the zemindars into land
owners, swept aside the claims of the ryots and left them 
largely at the mercy of their superiors, and at the same time 
deprived the Government of the prospect of an increased 
revenue as the cultivation of the land increased. The 
Permanent Settlement was a gigantic blunder, and a need
less departure from the sound traditions of India. Yet it 
was honestly m~ant ; it put an end to a long controversy ; 
and it destroyed the possibility of oppression by Government 
agents, though at the same time it greatly increased the 
possibility of oppression by the new class of landlords. 

Again, Hastings had always urged that, once established 
in India, the British power should behave as an Indian 
power, should establish clearly defined relations with the 
chief native States and abide faithfully by them, and should 
strive, by such means, to maintain peace throughout the 
Indian continent. The Act of 1784, again largely inspired 
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by Francis, had laid it down as a first principle that there 
should be no permanent treaties with native States, no • 
guarantees of their possessions-in short, no intervention in 
Indian politics. Cornwallis did his best to act on these 
principles. But he found that, instead of being a safeguard 
for peace, they were actually a fruitful cause of war. The 
formidable tyrant, Tipu Sahib, 1 whom Hastings had been 
compelled to fight, was still untamed. He was making 
alliances with France and with the Sultan of Turkey. He 
was threatening not only the British power but still more 
the neighbouring native States. These States appealed to 
Cornwallis in vain for defensive alliances ; the Act con
strained him to refuse, though it was plain that an alliance 
of this kind would be the best way of keeping Tipu quiet. 
In the end Tipu's deliberate and unprovoked aggression 
forced on a war, in which Cornwallis, making common cause 
with rthe Mahrattas and the Nizam of Hyderabad, over
powered Tipu, captured his capital, and, as the only means 
of keeping him in check, stripped him of half his territory, 
the acquisitions being divided between the three partners 
in the alliance. 2 Such was the result of the attempt to 
pursue a policy of n-on-intervention in Indian politics. It 
was to produce yet graver consequences after Cornwallis's 
return t~ England. 

ln. the meanwhpe, despite its defects, the new· regime 
established in 1784 had unquestionably helped forward the 
purification of the British system, and aided in establishing 

. the British power as a solidly-founded and well-organised 
dominion, capable of resisting even the tempest that was 
soon to b~st upon it. 

Thus, when the long ordeal of the French Revolutionary 
War began, the British Commonwealth had marvellously • 
recovered from the ruin which seemed to have fallen upon 
it in 1782. Its domestic discords were healed. Its system 

·of government in the homeland was working efficiently. It 
was laying the firm foundations of new daughter States, the 
germs of a new and greater commonwealth. The boundless 
energy of its people was discovering· extraordinary new 
means of increasing the wealth of nations and the power 

1 ·there is a short life of Tipu Sahib by L. B. Bowring in the ' Rulers ot 
India ' Series. 

• See the map, At~as, Plate_61 (c). 
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of man over nature, and at the same time striking out new 
ideas in the realms of political and economic thought. 

The people which could point, in a single generation, to 
Warren Hastings, Burke, Pitt and Fox in politics; Rodney, 
Hood and Cook for the labours of the ::;c;as in war or peace ; 
Adam Smith, Bentham and Gibbon in the field of political 
thought; Watt, Hargreaves and Crompton in practical 
invention; Wilberforce, Howard· and Raikes in philan
thropy; Bakewell, Coke and Arthur Young in agriculture; 
Gray, Cowper and Crabbe in poetry; Sterne, Goldsmith and 
Smollett in imaginative literature; Reynolds, Gainsborough 
and Hogarth in the fine arts ; and even in the dramatic art 
David Garrick and Sarah Siddons-such a people had in it 
an immeasurable potency of future achievement for the 
enrichment of its own ·life and the enlargement of civilisation. 
The British peoples had not reached the end of their great
ness, as some prophets thought, in 1782: they were at the 
opening of a •new era of effort and achievement. 

[Grant, History of Canada; Lucas, Historical Geography of Canada 
and Historical Geography of West Africa; Kingsford, History oj 
Canada; Kitson, Captain James Cook; Muir, Making oj British 
India; !{oberts, Historical Geography of India; Seton-Kerr, 
Cornwallis ; Bowring, H)!dn Ali and Tipu Sahib ; Egerton and 
Grant, Constitutional Development in Canada; Jenks, History. of 
the Australasian Colonie.t;.l • 

. 
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INTRODUCTION 

THE period covered by thi,s Book is entirely dominated by 
tli:e gigantic upheaval of the French Revolution. and the 
long wars to which it gave !ise. In these wars Britain was at 
one time oi another engaged not only with the European 
Powers which accepted the lead of the revolutionary Govern
ment in France or of Napoleon, but also with the chief 
native Powers in India (r798-r8o5) and with the United 
States of America (r8r2-r8r5). The only Power which 
never for a moment submitted to French domination, 
Britain found herself, during four periods, standing alone 
against a world in arms, and fighting not only for her own 
national existence, but for the survival of national freedom 
in Europe. 

These long wars established the position of Britain as not 
m~ely the first, but practically the only, great naval power in 
the worl~. They gave to her an extraordinary control over 
the world's ocean trade. They immensely accelerated the 
creation of the new British Empire, which had begun during 
the previous period. In Canada and Australia this new 
empire" already included two of the great regions suitable 
for Europea_n settlement;· the conquest of the Cape of Good 
Hope added a third. In the West Indies British ascendancy 
became even more complete than it had been in 1763; and 
two new continental colopies, British Guiana and British 
Honduras, were acquired in this region. The needs of naval 
warfare led to the acquisition of posts of vantage scattered 
over the seas· of the world, some of which were to become 
links in the new imperial system : Heligoland, Malta, the 
Ionian Islands, Mauritius, the Seychelles, Penang, Malacca. 
But the most astonishing achievement of the period was 
the rapid transformation of the British power in India into 
the paramount Power over almost the whole of that vast 
land ; and with that may be linked the conquest of Ceylon. · 

So far as concerned the external structure of power, the 
wars of the Revolution thus led to ·a very remarkable 
expansion of British dominion. But in all other respects 

' 1,7 
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the influence of the Revolution upon the British Common
wealth was wholly disastrous. It killed a promising move
ment of reconciliation which was at work in Ireland during 
the years 1783-1795, and led to the tragedy of 1798. It put 
a stop to the movement for parliamentary reform. It 
gravely intensified the sufferings which must in any case 
have resulted from the industrial and agrarian revolutions ; 
while at the same time it not only prevented the adoption 
of remedial measures, but led to repressive legislation which 
forbade workpeople to combine for their mutual protection. 
With a well-meaning desire to alleviate the distresses of 
the period, a new system of poor relief was wrought out, 
which had the effect of reducing a large proportion of the 
population of Britain to a condition of abject dependence 
and ruined self-respect. The result of this combination of 
misfortunes was that at the end of the period large sections of 
the British people had been reduced to a pitiable condition; 
the widely diffused liberty and well-being which had 
characterised Britain in 1750 had disappeared; there was 
real danger of a violent and destructive revolutionary 
upheaval; and even if that were avoided, it had become 
obvious that a great work of social and political reconstruc
tion must be undertaken. 

Whatever may be the case in other countries, tq,e British 
Commonwealth owes very little-directly, at all even'l!s-to 
the inspiration of the French Revolution. The revolution 
brought to Britain not advance but reaction, not amend
ment but bitter suffering. And when the period of recon
struction began, it was not from the vague and abstract 
speculations of revolutionary philosophy th;rt guidance 
was drawn, but from British sources ; from the work and 
schemes of the pre-revolutionary reformers, from the 
teaching of Adam Smith and Jeremy Bentham, from the 
practical experiments of trade unionists and co-operators. 



.. 

CHAPTER I 

,>' THE FRENCH REVOLUTION 

§ I. The Causes of the Revolution. ' 

'- THE course of human history was now to be deflected by 
the gigantic upheaval which began with the meeting_ of the 
States-General of France on May 4, 1789, and which led to 
the most wide-ranging and prolonged series of wars that 
human history had yet witnessed. For the best part of 
a generation, British affairs were more intimately inter
twined with those of Europe than they had ever been 
before; and the course of events .in France as directly 
concerned the fortunes of the Commonwealth as the course 
of events in London or in Ireland or in India. 

Jt was a world-revolution which l;>egan in May 1789, and 
not i:nerely a French revolution : a protest against the out
worn social order' of feuc,lalism, against the privileges of 
caste;against the 'political system of despotism and bureau
'.§;icy ; - ,ap _._~sei_!iop: _:_ ~!_~!~e ~ equ~!.___fa~ue __ of_ _all _ hu~51n 

_ personalihes.;_a.bold~n:P.!...~~<;.~_!lstruct human so_c1ety 
, in accordance with theories of right. This inspiring and 

·heroic 'eii'-terprise·-bega.:n:~ iri-Fr:::mce- rather than in any 
other ~ountry, because France was the most prosperous and 
enlightened of the continental States, and the most deeply 
influenced by vague speculations about a happier social 
order; while her political system had fallen into decrepitude 
and had lost the confidence of her people. 

Serfdom had more nearly disappeared in France than in 
any other European country Sl'l,ve Britain and Holland ; 
but many vexatious and humiliating feudal usages survived 
which had long since vanished from Britain. Unlike· the 
peasants of Germany and Hungary,- the peasants of France 
were free enough to have the spirit to resent these evils ; 
and their demand for the destruction of feudal usages was 
one of the driving forces of the -Revolution. Again, France 
h~d a larger, a more prosperous and a_R~tter-educated 
middle class than any other European C<?lmtry save Britain 
-- • . - - ·- . -- - H~ - - -- -

"""' 
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and Holland; but, unlike the middle class in Britain, they 
were denied any share in the control of their own affairs, 
and their enterprise was hampered by irritating bureau· 
cratic regulations, and by an unfair burden of taxation due 
to the exemptions enjoyed by the privileged classes. It was 
this dissatisfied and enterprising middle class which was to 
direct and guide the Revolution. Yet again, France was 
burdened bflarge privileged classes, who engrossed a very 
high proportion of the nation's wealth, but 'rendered no 
corresponding services. The nobles, who numbered IJO,ooo, 
were in the most definite sense an exclusive hereditary caste. 
They had been stripped by the monarchy of their old political 
powers, and had become a merely useless and decorative 
class ; but they had been allowed to retain many of the 
social and legal powers of feudalism, and they enjoyed the 
invidious privilege of exemption from the most burdensome 
taxes. The Church, which owned one-fifth of the land of 
France and claimed one-tenth of the produce of the rest, 
jealously preserved its exclusive rights. But most of its 
wealth was enjoyed by court·haunting prelates, while the 
parish priests were neglected ; and the Church had almost 
ceased to perform the function of protecting the weak 
against abuses of power. • 

Such, in the baldest outline, was the social sysh~m--.-not 
by any means peculiar to France-which the Revolution was 
to overthrow: a system of cumbrous, burdensome and 
antiquated caste privilege, with which every section of 
French society, even the privileged castes themselves, were 
deeply dissatisfied. But behind the social system was the 
political system which supported and maintaine·d it. The 
despotism which had reached its apogee under Lo.uis XIV. 
had reduced every factor in the social life of France to 
dependence upon itself. Its power was irresponsible and 
unlimited; it was above the law. But it had not used its 
power to redress abuses; it had not even created a single 
uniform system of law ; it seemed to be the source and 
buttress of all the evils from which France suffered. Once 
it had at least given to her military glory and a sense of 
power, but even that had vanished in the disasters of 
the Seven Years' War. The bureaucracy by which this 
despotism was served, though it included many able and 
honest men, was too omnipotent and irresponsible, and it 
had been reduced to inefficiency by a maddening elaboration 
of red tape. In spite of the burden of taxation under which 
the productive classes groaned, incompetent financial 
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administration had brought the wealthiest country in 
Europe to the verge of bankruptcy, and the lavish outlay 
on the American War of Independence had brought a crisis. 
Even before the American War the French monarchy had 
tried to reform itself, calling in the aid of the philosopher, 
Turgot (1774-1776). But entrenched privilege was too 
strong for Turgot; and his failure was the final condemna
tion of the despotic system. The monarchy was discredited, 
and with it were discredited all the other institutions of the 
country, which it had reduced to impotence ; there was · 
no independent factor in the life of France to which men 
could look with hope ; all were vitiated by the strangling 
domination of absolutism and bureaucracy. Bad govern
ment seemed to be the source of every ill ; and hence men 
were encouraged to believe that the millennium could be 
readily attained by a simple change of political machinery. 

Having no hope in any of the existing institutions of their 
country, men turned for consolation to the speculations of 
the philosophers. For two generations France had been the 
centre of a ferment of political thought, which had prepared 
the way for a drastic upheaval. We cannot here pause to 
analyse the acid criticism of Voltaire, which had torn the 
V4eil of traditional reverence from every existing institution ; 
or the "'labours of Diderot and his colleagues on the great 
Encyclopredia, which had made every problem seem soluble 
by human reason.; or the teachings of Montesquieu, who 
assumed that liberty was tl}e highest good of human society, 
and showed in an analysis of British institutions how it 
could be ;ecured by political devices. The general outcome 
of this movement of thought was to suggest that wholesale 
destruction must be the first step towards a better state of 
things ; and that an ideal order .of society might be attained 
by logic, without .regard to the deep-rooted habits of life 
and thought of the people. 

But the greatest constructive an9 inspiring force in the 
coming revolution was provided by the, teachings of Rousseau, 
or, rather, by the popular interpretation put upon Rousseau's 
somewhat vague and self-contradictory speculations. What 
most men drew from his nervous and glowing pages may be 
summed up in five fallaciously simple propositions: that 
the miseries of humanity were due to1he defects of govern
ments; that the root defect was the denial of individual 
liberty; that liberty could only be attained through the 
absolute sovereignty of the whole people; that the will of 
!he sovereign people, the 'general will,' when rightly 
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declared, could never be mistaken; and that, therefore, all 
that was necessary for the restoration of social health was 
the complete enthronement of democracy, and the sweeping 
away of every law, custom, or institution which was incon
sistent with it. This was not the real teaching of Rousseau, 
who held that democracy was impossible in a large State. 
But it was a doctrine capable of arousing an exalted fervour 
of belief, capable of inspiring men to a great common effort 
ior the realisation of freedom, justice and brotherhood. 

Just at the moment when the institutions of France were 
most discredited, came the American Revolution to give an 
apparent demonstration that the Rousseau gospel was 
practicable. The Frenchmen who fought in America saw 
widely diffused prosperity, and a liberty such as the Old 
World had never known. What more natural than to 
attribute these blessings to the successful revolt which had 
been carried out under the banner of Rousseau's docti"ines? 
America made the path of revolution seem easy and profit
able ; and at the same time it completed the ruin of French 
finance. The strain of the war brought bankruptcy in 
sight; and in 1788 the King of France, after trying many 
devices, decided to take the nation into counsel, and 
summoned a meeting of the States-General, which had net 
met since 1614. • 

§ 2. The Rapid Development of the Revolution, 1789-1793· 

In the spring of 1789 all France was astir, preparing for 
the fullest representation of a nation's manho.od which 
Europe had ever seen; for the Third Estate ~as to be 
elected upon a very democratic basis. All classes, clergy 
and nobles, townsmen and peasants, were drawing up 
cahiers, or statements of grievances and demands for reform. 
The grievances covered every aspect of th~ existing order ; 
the proposals of reform were mostly vague and theoreticaL 
France presented the spectacle of a great nation dissatisfied 
with her whole social and political system, full of ardour for 
change, inspired by a touching faith that a better order 
could easily be organised, but very hazy about the method£ 
to be adopted. 

Nevertheless there was something noble and moving in 
., this great national resolve. For it was all but unanimous. 

The King himself, many of the nobles, most of the lower and 
. many of the higher clergy, were ready for large changes . 
. d~f:, .. ~ever before had the world seen a great community thus 
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setting to work to win happiness and justice by a whole-
' hearted co-operative effort. And when the S.tates-General 

met in Louis XIv.'s gorgeous palace at Versailles on May 4, 
1789, it seemed, not only to Frenchmen, but to generf>us
hearted men in all the Western countries, that a new era in 
human history was dawning, an era of freedom, justice, 
brotherhood and peace. ' Bliss was it in that dawn to be 
alive, but to be young was very Heaven ' : thus the poet · 
Wordsworth recalled the emotion of the time, ·as he looked 
back from the dark storms which followed this rosy dawn. 
Who could have dreamed of the horrors and cruelties that 
were to come ? 

From May 4 onwards the days were so crowded with 
· dramatic and tragic events that no bald summary can do 

any sort of justice to them. We must be content with 
marking the stages whereby these glowing hopes were 
transmU'ted into the horrors of the Reign of Terror and the 
desolation of universal war. 

During the summer of 1789 it still seemed possible that a 
reconstruction might be effected without violence,·by peace
ful agreement ; and, indeed, the most lasting achievements 
of the Revolution belonged to . these first months, before 
mot>-violence had got the upper hand. The Third Estate, 
refusi.ng to act as merely one of three Houses, declared itself 
a National Assembly, invited the other Estates to join it, 
and swore an oath not to break up until~ it had made a 
new constitution. The King yielded, but was persuaded 
to gather forces wherewith to guard against disorder, and 
possibly to.dominate the Assembly. Thereupon the Paris 
mob burst its _bonds, captured the frowning fortress of the 
Bastille, and put an end to the possibility of repression. 

The fall.of the Bastille (July. 14) was. fixed upon, by 
the common assent of the civilised world, as marking 
the definite downfall of the old -regime. This was a 
sound judgment ; but tl!e event also marked the ominous 
beginning of mob-rule. And during the following weeks 
peasant risings broke out in the East and in the West ; 
chateaux were burnt and the records of feudal services 
destroyed ; while in . all the · bigger towns autonomous 
municipalities were set up. France was getting out of hand; 
and this fact overshadowed the· work which the National 
Assembly was doing, good as in many ways it was. ~n 
October the Paris mob boiled out to Versailles, and compelled 
the weak, well-meaning King to promise that he and the 
Assembly would take up their quarters in Paris. Hence-
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forth they were dominated by the mob, which in its turn 
was controlled by the orators of the more extreme clubs, 
windy fanatics who were swayed by gusts of opinion, not by 
mea,sured and steady thinking. The possibility of reform 
by calm discussion was at an end; it was with this in 
mind that in October 1789 Burke sat down to write the 
gloomy and accurate prognostications of his Reflections on 
the French Revolution. 

The second phase of the Revolution (which overlaps the 
first) extended from the summer of 1789 to September 1791, 
and two main series of events distinguished it; on the one 
hand the framing of the new constitution, on the other a 
rapid increase of anarchy in every part of France. The 
Assembly had begun by drawing up, in noble and inspiring 
phrases, a Declaration of the Rights of Man ; but it had 
spent six weeks upon this task, while France was falling 
into chaos. It abolished the worst of the feudal customs, in 
an emotional session (August 4), in which great nobles vied 
in the sacrifice of profitable abuses ; this was perhaps its 
most lasting and valuable achievement, and it was this 
which s~cured for the Revolution the steady loyalty of the 
nation. It abolished the old provinces and their varied 
customs. It broke down the powers of the bureaucrctcy, 
and set up in every village, canton and department elected 
governing bodies, which were mostly filled with inexperienced 
men whom nobody obeyed. It reorganised the Church by the 
Civil Constitution of the Clergy (1790), which no orthodox 
Catholic could accept, and thus added religious strife to the 
other elements of disorder. It vested supreme political 
authority in a single representative democrati~ body, and 
reduced the executive authority of the Crown to a shadow. 
These and other vast labours of destruction and reconstruc
tion filled two years of incredible industry ; and the new 
system was completed by September 1791. 

But it was a system devised by theorists without practical 
experience, and was unworkable from the beginning. While 
it was being applied piecemeal, anarchy and confusion grew. 
The new authorities were not obeyed ; they could not even 
collect the taxes. Discipline broke down in both the army 
and the navy. The mobs and the clubs were the controlling 
powers in the towns; and in the countryside peasant risings 
grew more and more violent. Trade and industry were 
dislocated. So menacing was this increasing chaos that 
Mirabeau, the greatest of the early revolutionary statesmen, 
tried to persuade the King to take a firm stand and rally 
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the forces of order in defence of a liberal but work
able system, even at the . cost of bloodshed. But the 
unhappy King hated the idea of bloodshed ; and when 
Mirabeau died (April 1791) the last chance of vigorous 
action for the restoration of order vanished. Losing heart, 
the King and Queen tried to escape to Germany, .whither 
hundreds of noble emigres had been pouring ever since the 
fall of the Bastille .. But the King's flight (June) only had 
the effect of discrediting the monarchy. He was arrested 
and brought back to Paris; .and it was practically as a 
prisoner that he gave his assent to the completed constitution 
in September 1791. 

The third phase of the Revolution began with the 
acceptance of the constitution of 1791, and covered the year 
from September 1791 to Septe~ber i792, 'during which the 
new constitution was at work. lVIai1y hoped that revolution 
was now at an end, and that France would be able to settle 
down. But the Legislative Assembly, elected under the 
new constitution, was filled with inexperienced and wavering 
men, and, though most of them were of mod~rate temper, 
they were terrorised and dotriihated by the extremists of the 
clubs, who had made up their minds to get rid of monarchy. 
Tire ana;chy oLFrance grew steadily worse; Government, 
stripped of all effective power, was impotent to maintain 
order. Mahy held that the ortiy hope of welding the nation 
into unity lay in the prospect of a foreign war. Hence the 
outstanding features of this third phase were the growing 
violence of the extremists and of the Paris mob, and the 
steady tre:Pld of events towards war. 

There was Iio reason why wat should have broken out, if 
it had not been deliberately invited by the revolutionary 
leaders. Britain was resolutely bent ori peace; so were 
Holland and Spain. Austria and Prussia were ·being 
bombarded by requests for intervention by the emigres, and 
in August' 1791 these Powers had issued a join( manifesto 
from Pillnitz warning the revolutionary leaders to do no 
harm to the King. But neither Power desired war: when 
Louis XVI. accepted the constitution a month after the 
Pillnitz declaration, this was accepted as satisfactory. 

In truth both Austria and Prussia were,much more deeply 
interested in the Polish revolution than in the French. For 
the Poles, realising their weakness, had revised and strength
ened their constitution in 1791 ; and if the new system 
had been given time to establish itself, Poland might have 
been saved from ruin. Russia, under Catherine 11., wanted 
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the new system to fail, because she hoped to devour Poland, 
and therefore wished to keep it weak ; Austria, under the 
wise Emperor Leopold, wanted the new system to succeed; 
Prussia wavered, but had promised her protection to the 
Poles. If Austria and Prussia were to go to war with France, 
Russia was certain to invade Poland: she did so, in fact, 
the moment war began. And in view of these conditions 
neither Austria nor Prussia had any desire for war with 
France: they wished to watch the Polish situation. 

Unhappily, the wise Emperor Leopold died in March 
1792, and his successor lacked his patience. Three weeks 
later Louis XVI. had to form a ministry from among the 
Girondist group, who were bent upon war ; even if Leopold 
had lived, it is doubtful if he could have resisted the bellicose 
temper of the Girondist ministers. Nothing can be less true 
than the often repeated statement that France was gratuit
ously attacked by the military monarchies of Europe. She 
deliberately precipitated the war, as a means of consolidating 
the Revolution. 

With their eyes cast over their shoulders at the Russian 
invasion of Poland, Austria and Prussia made a very half
hearted attack upon France: Prussia, in particular, seized 
upon a slight check which her army received at Valmy 
(September 1792) as an excuse for withdrawing, "In 9rder 
that she might share with Russia in the second partition 
(1793) of Poland,! which she had promised to protect. In 
spite of the hopeless disorganisation of the French armies, 
they were able to hold their own, and, very soon, to take 
the offensive and overrun Belgium. • 

But the mere fact of war changed the political situation in 
France, and opened the fourth phase of the Revolution. It 
was used by the extremists as a means of stirring up panic in 
Paris, and turning the sentiment of the mob against the 
helpless King. A hideous and cold-blooded massacre of the 
inmates of the Paris prisons was organised ; and these 
September Massacres formed the first real indication to the 
world of the character of the men whom the Revolution 
had brought to power in Paris. Meanwhile an onslaught on 
the royal palace of the Tuileries and a massacre of the King's 
Swiss Guard (August) were followed by the imprisonment of 
the royal family, the suspension of the royal office, and the 
election of a new representative assembly, the Convention, 
to draw up a new constitution. As soon as the Convention 
met, it declared France a republic (September 21, 1792). 

1 See the map, Atlas, Plale 26 (b). 
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Even ·in the Convention, though every possible device had 
been used by the clubs to influence the elections, there 
was a majority of moderate-minded men. 'But they were 
carried off their feet by the stormy emotions of the time; 
and they were dominated, yet more completely than the 
two earlier assemblies, by the extremists of the clubs and 
by the city mob. 

In the autumn of 1792 the war took an extraordinarily 
favourable. tum for the infant republic. Its ill-equipped 
and undisciplined armies, welcomed by the disaffected 
peoples of'the provinces nearest to France, overran Belgium, 
Western Germany as far as the Rhine, and the province of 
Savoy; and at the end of 1792 the republic might haye 
been made safe from all attack. But these intoxicating 
victories carried the republican leaders off their feet. They 
convinced themselves that the armies of liberty were in
vincible. In November 1792 they declared war ' against 
all kings and on behalf of all peoples ' ; and, resolving ' to 
throw a gage at the feet of the tyrants,' they brought the 
unhappy King Louis xvr. to trial, sentenced him to death, 
and sent him to the guillotine (January 1793). Between 
September 1j92 and January 1793 Europe had been terribly 
awakened to the significance of the later developments of 
th~ Re'V)lution. The declaration of November 1792, and 
the execution of Louis XVI., brought all Europe into the war 
in self~defence. Yet it was France, in the exaltation of her 
frenzy, that tleclared war~against Britain and Holland in 
February 1793, against Spain in March. A world in arms 
was challenged to crush the republic, or imitate its methods. 
And with \hat, the fourth phase of the wild story ends. It 
had been a story 9f steadily growing frenzy ; · but a yet worse 
pitch of frenzy was still to be attained. 

§ 3· The Reign of Terror, the War, and the Reaction. 
With the strange vicissitudes of the war thus beguri, as it 

affected the British peoples, we shall have to deal in later 
chapters. Here we are concerned to note its effect upon the 
progress of the Revolution in France. 

In the spring of 1793 th~ armies of the republic were 
driven headlong out of all the provinces they•ha~ so easily 
overrun;· hostile armies crossed the frontiers on every side; 
Paris itself was in danger ; and the revolutionary leaders 
realised for the first time how completely the military 
system of France had been dislocated by the Revolution. 
At the same time there was a formidable rebellion at home; 
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and the royalist peasants of La Vendee for a time defeated 
every force sent against them. In Paris fierce controversy 
raged between the Girondins, who had leanings towards 
moderation, and the more merciless fanatics who had forced 
on the execution of the King. The downfall of the republic 
seemed to be imminent. 

But in this perilous crisis the revolutionary leaders acted 
with extraordinary vigour and resolution. They set up a 
Committee of Public Safety, which overrode all other 
authorities and assumed to itself an absolute power more 
complete than even Louis xrv. had ever wielded. A 
revolutionary tribunal was created, with summary juris
diction over all suspected persons, whom it sent in droves 
to the guillotine ; and by its means a Reign of Terror was 
established which drowned all opposition in blood. Begin
ning in March 1793, when the Austrians were threatening 
Paris, it rose in a crescendo of delirium until it reached its 
climax in July 1794· Not royalists only, but all who 
dared opposition to the reigning group of fanatics, went to 
the scaffold: the eloquent Girondins, who had driven France 
into war, being among the early victims (June). This 
ferocity raised rebellions in the provinces, at Lyons, at 
Bordeaux, in Normandy; and the naval arsenal of Toulon 
even surrendered to the British and Spanish flee.ts. Eut 
the methods of the Terror were unflinchingly applied in the 
provinces as in Paris ; the impotent local authorities were 
swept aside, and replaced by Commissioners from Paris 
with absolute powers, some of whom even outdid the 
ferocity of their frantic chiefs. France was bludgeoned 
into unity, and risings and disorders were ;mercilessly 
repressed. 

Meanwhile the manhood of France was called upon to repel 
her ring of foes ; first among European peoples, the free 
republic established compulsory military service. And 
among the members of the Committee of Public Safety was 
found a man of genius, Carnot, the 'organiser of victory,' to 
hammer the myriads of eager recruits into a conquering 
army. France became an armed camp. All her resources 
were turned to war. And her sons, fired at once by revolu
tionary fervour and the passion of patriotism, achieved 
miracles of valour and endurance, under the leadership of a 
series of daring captains, sprung from the ranks of the old 
army, who wrought out new methods of attack and revolu
tionised the art of war. The rising of liberated France in 
1793, under the unflinching and audacious leadership of the 
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bloodstained captains of the Terror, is one of the most 
inspiring events in history. Before the end of the year 
which had begun so ominously, all the invading amiies of 
France's innumerable enemies had been driven over the 
borders. During 1794 the exultant armies of the republic 
were pursuing their , beaten foes beyond the frontier ; 
Belgium was reconquered, the Rhine frontier was regained, 
and before the end of the year Holland was undergoing 
invasion, and her republican party was preparing to imitate 
the example of France, and to make alliance with her. 
The armies of the Revolution app~ared to be irresistible; 
and by 1795 the great coalition of the European Powers 
had crumbled into fragments. . 

Meanwhile the Reign of Terror, having served its purpose, 
had been brought· to an end : the ruthless doctrinaire, 
Robespierre, who had been its figur~head, had followed his 
victims to the scaffold (July 1794) ; and the way seemed 
once more to be open for the creation of a rational system of 
free government. But the orgy of blood and cruelty through 
which France had passed had almost destroyed the pure 
idealism of 1789. The men who had steered a safe course 
through the delirium of the Terror, and who now took in 
hand the task of framing a new scheme of government, 
wefe no. idealists ; they were corrupt and self-seeking 
intriguers. In 1795 they drew up a new constitution, which 
is known as the Constitution of the Year III. :' it abolished 
the democratic system of 1791, set up a legislative body of 
two Houses, but vested the reality of power in a Directory 
of five members, who were endowed with almost all the 
immense p<-'!wers of the Committee of Public Safety. What 
is more, they did not even allow the legislature to be freely 
elected; but, fearing a nation's vengeance, ordained that all 
the members of the Convention should be members,of the 
new legislature. So bitterly were the engineers of. this ne'w 
revolution hated that Paris revolted against their ·rule ; 
and the revolt had-to be crushed by military force, under the 
direction of a rising young soldier, NapoJeon Buonaparte. 

With the establishment of the Directory in 1795, the 
purely revolutionary period came to an eJ?.d. Under the 
rule of this knot of corrupt politicians France had receded 
far indeed from the complete democracy of 1791 ; and their 
licentious and tyrannical government was a poor fulfilment 
of the glowing hopes of 1789. The first !ong step had been 
taken in that political reaction which''was to culminate, 
five years later, in the military despotism of Napoleon. 

. . ,~ . .J!t..~ } 
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What had France gained from all the fury and bloodshed 
of these years? She had gained the abolition of feudal 
usages and of caste privileges, and the equality of all citizens 
before the law ; hut these things had been already peace
fully won in the summer of I]8g, with the assent of the King 
and the nobles; and she might have kept them, and political 
liberty as well, if she could have avoided the resort to 
violence. Political liberty, which had been the primary 
aim of her leaders, France had definitely lost, though it was 
not yet apparent how completely she had lost it. And in 
the four dreadful years since 1791, bittemesses had been 
implanted which were to burden her with a heritage of strife 
that denied her orderly peace for nearly a. century. Such 
are the results of violent revolution. 

But there was one seductive and dangerous compensation 
which violence had brought in exchange for liberty. France 
had tasted of military glory-such an intoxicating draught 
of it as the most splendid despots of her past had never 
offered to her. She saw before her visions of profitable 
conquest. The temptation was too strong; and the 
Revolution which began with the promise of justice, brother
hood and peace, developed into the most terrible menace 
of tyranny and plunder that Europe had ever known. 

• 
[The literature of the French Revolution is so vast th~ any brief 

selections from it must be misleading. Holland Rose, Revolutionary 
and N apoleontc Era, and Morse Stephens, Revolutionary Europe, are 
good short text-books. The best modern account in one volume 
is Madelin's French Revolution (Eng. trans.), which is both scholarly 
and vivid; Aulard's Political History of the French Revolution (Eng. 
trans.) represents a modern scientific treatment with a revolutionary 
bias ; Sorel, L' Europe et la Revolution Franyaise, is inva."luable for the 
external history of the Revolution; Carlyle, French Revolution (cd. 
Fletcher or Rose), remains a poetic classic; Michelet's glowing 
Histoire de la R~volution Franvaise (9 vols.), for an enthusiastic view, 
and Taine's Origins of Contemporary France (4 vols., Eng. trans.) 
for a critical view, are still valuable. See also Fisher's Revolutiona1'V 
Tradition in Eu'Yope. S. Herbert's Fall of Feudalism in France is 
a useful summary of recent work on the agrarian side.] 
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I · CHAPTER II . 

THE INFLUENCE OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION 
. IN BRITAIN 

§ r. The First Effects of the Revoltttion: 
-"'-"~"'~Jit'""-~~~--

CoMING at a moment when the demand for political reform 
was already strong, the French Revolution, with its idealist 
enthusiasm, might have led to a great quickening of political 
life in Britain. And at first it seemed likely that this would 
be its result. The great majority of the British peoples, of 
all classes, watched with, warm sympathy the first events 
of the Revolution. To the young, especially, the glowing 
hopes of the French, and the noble sentiments of the 
Declaration of the Rights of Man, had an irresistible appeal. 
The group of young poets who were soon to lend a new 
glory to English literature, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Southey, 
J-andor, all drew inspirationffom-the·emotion of humanity· 
to-which the_ Revolution gave birth. Burns, the supreme 
poet of Scotland, the lEolian harp through which the hopes 
and joys and sorrows of common folk were turned into music, 
was in the zenith of his powers when the Revolution broke 
out; and he responded with enthusiasm to the assertion of 
the equal worth of all honest manhood. In spite of all that 
afterwards happened, the thrill and the glow of the first 
three years of hope had a lasting power of inspiration; and 
in the next generation, when the horrors of the Reign of 
Terror had been forgotten, it was revived in the work of 
Shelley and Byron. Th~ __ Revolution_tumed. the love of 

· liberty from·a·respectable and tepid emotion into apassion. 
. Its most 'immediate and obVioils-effe-ct was to "stimulate 
the flagging ardour of the parliamentary reformers, whose v 
hopes· had been so bitterly disappointed by Pitt. The old 
societies for the advocacy of reform, such as the Society for 
Constitutional Information, recommel!:ced their activity, 
and a host of new societies, having the same ends in view, 
sprang into -being. Two of these desery~ ·mention. The 
Society of Friends of the People, founded i~April 1I792, was 
an aristocratic body of Whigs, who had taket;.ll-P the' cause 
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of parliamentary reform; one of its first members was 
Charles Grey, who, forty years later, was, as Prime Minister, 
to carry the first Reform Act. The London Corresponding 
Society, on the other hand, was the first democratic pro
pagandist body ever started in England (January 1792). 
Its initiator, Thomas Hardy, was a shoemaker in Piccadilly; 
he conceived the idea of enrolling members at a penny 
weekly subscription; and the number of branches grew 
with such rapidity that the total membership rose within a 
few months to something like 10,000. Societies formed in 
imitation of these sprang into being in almost every con
siderable town throughout the country; and there was a 
genuine awakening of popular interest in politics, the like 
of which Britain had never known before. 

These societies early entered into correspondence with the 
political clubs which were contemporaneously springing up 
in every part of France, and most notably with the J acobin 
Club of Paris. The correspondence began in November 
1789, when the London Revolution Society-a body which 
existed to celebrate the anniversaries of the Revolution of 
1688-sent an address of congratulation to the National 
Assembly. This began a prolific interchange of enthusiastic 
letters and addresses, in which the Revolution Society i-t 
first played the principal part, but in which mos'D of the 
other societies joined ; while French clubs in every part of 
the country, from Aix to Calais and from Dijon to Bayonne, 
sent exuberant addresses of comradeship to their British 
brothers. This correspondence later aroused acute alarm 
in. England; and it was held that the activities of the 
political societies portended the existence in Biitain of a 
widespread conspiracy for a violent overthrow of the con
stitution. In reality the whole correspondence, with the 
exception of one or two indiscreet letters towards its close, 
was entirely harmless. It came to an end, for the most 
part, with the September Massacres of 1792. There were, 
indeed, three or four later addresses of sympathy to the 
French Convention in the autumn of 1792, protesting against 
the Austro-Prussian attack upon France; but all corre
spondence ceased some time before the trial and execution 
of Louis XVI. One of the last addresses, from the London 
Corresponding Society, contained an indiscreet phrase to 
the effect that France was already free, and that Britain 
was preparing to become so; but apart from this the whole 
series of letters and addresses contain nothing but exuberant 
platitudes about liberty, and the coming reign of peace to be 
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brought about by the friendship of two great peoples. There 
is not a particle of evidence that any of the societies ever 
contemplated the use of violence, or desired anything 
beyond a measure of parliamentary· refonn; their minutes 
are full of expressions of loyalty to the Crown and the 
constitution, and of condemnat~.ons of violence. 

§ 2. Burke, Paine, and the Reaction. 

But while this correspondence with the French societies 
was going on, a reaction had begun among the mass of the 
British peoples. It was due to two things : first to the 
spectacle of tlie growing anarchy of France, and the growing 
violence of the Paris mob; and, secondly, to the profound 
influence upon men's thoughts exercised by one of the most 
powerful and momentous pieces of political writing ever 
issued from the press : .!JW~'Uffl_!l~td9:J!§.:,:;P.Jb..!fJ:~ZeJJ~h 
Revolution, which was published at the end of I7go: ·.' 
-ffiii'lre'nad~f"n~t'll'feJ.ra~"'''tf"'ae!i'l~1'S":Yntpain.ywith the 
Revolution. But his feeling had begun to change as soon 
as he saw, in October 1789, that mob-violence was getting 
the upper hand. He foresaw, with uncanny sureness, the 
a~·archy that was coming, the violence and bloodshed .that 
would follow, the danger to the stability of every organised 
Government in Europe; the wars and the tumults, the 
ultimate enthronement of a new military despotism; and 
he wrote, with all the passionate 'splendour ·of his elo uen ,_ 
to put his fellow-countr men ..... · _. · penls 
A_s was his, way, he fo: .. !~~j}!?j: as he_had doy~ · 

?hxs. attac~ on .H~mgs. He" ~as ,gross~ the 
'~~~Jli~!J£,!!~~~~~~~~~~iJlgea 

tliexr errors ; lie paxa no regard' to tlie magnamm1ty and 
\!sincerity of the~r ai~~; ~w.~ms;,q.,!~.~~~r.gt!g:n-

~ne;~ .. Qt. t~. ~.1t ..... S!:~ .. J;kt-. .. e .. g~!?J~ .. '£.-~.-J .... ~h.c ... ~ ... ~,..q.p!. ,.JV,l&t."~;;,it .. ~. ~~lKf..r. ance had poss~s~a~:tlie 111ost a.<ill:iira~fiQp.sfittitiOll?• Wlli~h ne~t:_§ed 
only reverenf"'tepaitr~llo't>S"w1fuNWl~d'tiftr~~These 

t!exagge"ra ti'Cih"S'<l'i.UTO'f'"s'lrellgfneif~lfls"1:r5~utga v~, a handle 
!• to his critics, which they knew how to use. .· 

But Burke felt, with a mystical fervour as great as that 
with which the revolutionary leaders'·preached the Rights 
of Man, an aspect of human society .to which they were 
almost wholly blind. He thought of'3.n ·organised human 
society, with its laws and institutions,\ts inherited traditions 
and outlook upon life, as something organ}c, something 
that had grown to its present condition by a slow process 
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of natural evolution ; and the notion that a thing so 
marvellous, a living thing that was the product of centuries 
of thought and effort, could with impunity be carved about 
and remodelled according to the theories of philosophers, 
was in his eye-s nothing less than a horrible blasphemy. He 
knew that in any human society men art> held together not 
so much by formal laws as by an infinite number of delicate 
interlacing filaments of habit and tradition which defy 
analysis ; to tear these recklessly asunder must lead to the 
mere dissolution of the organism, or, failing that, to the 
ruthless employment of force and terror as the only means 
of avoiding dissolution. 

Burke thus gave an emotional and intellectual basis to 
conservatism. He made it possible for men to feel the same 
fervour of conviction in defending ancient and venerable 
institutions that the revolutionaries felt in attacking them. 
That is why the publication of his book was a great historical 
event, an event comparable in importance with the fall of 
the Bastille itself. For Burke's book had an immense 
circulation, produced an instantaneous effect, and shaped 
the dominant political thought of Britain for a long time to 
come. 

There were many answers to Burke's great pamphlet; t);te 
British people found themselves engaged in a discussion of 
some of the deepest questions on which men's minds can be 
exercised ; and this had its effect in producing the wonderful 
intellectual fertility which distinguishes the period. Some 
of these essays, though now forgotten, were able and 
thought-compelling performances. But the most important 
of them was contributed by Tom Paine, who h~d already 
played a large part in the American Revolution, and who 
had now thrown himself heart and soul into the more drastic 
revolution in France. Paine's Rights of Man, published in 
1791, became, for English readers, the very text-book of the 
revolutionary creed. Written in a clear and trenchant 
style, it dealt very effectively with Burke's extravagances ; 
but Paine was congenitally incapable of appreciating what 
was greatest in Burke's thought. Paine had, in truth, all 
the cock-sure shallow omniscience of the revolutionary, who 
fondly believes that the marvellous structure of human 
society has no mysteries, but can easily be reconstructed in 
accordance with formulre. Throughout his work runs the 
assumption that while France now possessed a constitution, 
because she had deliberately set to work and made one, 
Britain possessed no constitution at all, but only a set of 
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bad usages inherited from William the Conqueror. The 
implication was that Britain ought, like France, to sweep 
aside all existing institutions and start afresh to create a 
brand-new system, according to the fashionable' notions of 
the moment. It is not surprising that such suggestions 
should have awakened a profound alarm. Even more 
potently than Burke's Reflections, Paine's Rights of Man 
contributed to hasten reaction, and to bring about a panic
struck policy of repression. And as the reform societies did 
everything they could to assist the wide distribution of 
Paine's book, which was circulated by the hundred thousand, 
these societies, though they had themselves no revolutionary 
intentions, necessarily became the first objects of these 
mounting fears. · . 

Two years later (1793) a far more searching and uncom
promising book was published by William Godwin, under 
the title of Political Justice. This was, in truth, the pure 
milk of the word of revolutionary thought. But it was too 
austere in style to arouse much alarm ; and, as Pitt shrewdly 
observed, !here was very little danger in a three-guinea book. 

§ 3· The Policy of Repression . 
• The publication of Burke's Reflections was almost imme-

diately follow~d by a cleavage in the Whig party, and by a 
painful severance of the long friendship between Burke and 
Fox. For the generous .ardour of Fox's temperament made 
him an eager sympathiser with the aims of the revolution
aries; and, though he deplored their later excesses, his 
?ympathi~s were never wholly alienated. He could not 
share, or even understand, Burke's profound fears. The 
younger and more vehement Whigs dave to Fox. Some of 
them became ardent reformers and members of the Friends 
of the People, though Fox himself never went so far as this ; 

'· and in 1792 Charles Grey introduced a motion in favour 
'of parliamentary reform in~ the House of Commons ; it 

w~;;, as a matter of .course, rejected by an overwhelming 
maj'o~ity. But the bulk of t~e Whig party followed Burke. 
The cleavage began as early as IJ9I. In 1794 the leading 
Whigs bJ Burke's section actually joined the Government; 
and Fox was left with a mere fragment of a party, which 
never numbered more than about fifty in the ·House of 
Commons.' But from the 'date of this disruption the Whig 
party, weak as it was,· was identified with the ideas of 
liberalism, and with resistance to the policy of refusing all 
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change, which now came to be, increasingly, the policy of 
Pitt and his Tory following. 

Meanwhile not the Government only, but the bulk of the 
nation, had swung round to an attitude of violent hatred of 
French ideas, and a vehement, exaggerated fear of all 
reformers. This new temper was first displayed by the 
masses, and its first expression took the form of mob
tumults in several towns in July 1791, in protest against the 
intention of the reformers to celebrate the anniversary of 
the fall of the Bastille. At Birmingham a mob sacked the 
house of Joseph Priestley, the venerable Nonconformist 
divine, philosopher and man of science, and destroyed his 
scientific instruments. Henceforward it demanded courage 
to take part in the meetings of the reforming societies, so 
great was the violence of the mob in proclaiming their 
disbelief in mob-violence. In truth, the opinion of the 
country was overwhelmingly opposed to the Revolution and 
all its deeds; and the horrors of the September Massacres 
of 1792, followed by the November declaration of the 
French Convention, which undertook to aid all peoples in 
overthrowing all kings, completed the conversion of nearly 
all those who had hesitated. 

Nevertheless Government had convinced itself that the•e 
was a real and widespread revolutionary conspincy in 
Britain ; and it resolved that the conspiracy must be 
crushed by stem measures. The persecution was fiercest in 
Scotland. A series of prosecutions for sedition was set on 
foot, some of which were conducted with inconceivable 
brutality by Lord Braxfield, whom Stevenson has immor
talised in Weir of Hermiston. Thomas Muir, a yoJng lawyer 
of sincerity, moderation and ability, was sentenced to 
fourteen years' transportation because he had started 
reform societies and (like Wordsworth) had visited France. 
Thomas Palmer, a Unitarian minister, who had been a 
fellow of his college at Cambridge, was sentenced to seven 
years' transportation for writing an address advocating 
parliamentary reform, in which it was urged that liberty 
was decaying in Britain. In spite of these ferocious 
sentences, the reforming societies had the temerity to hold 
a 'convention' in Edinburgh at the end of 1793, for the 
purpose of forwarding parliamentary reform 'by rational 
and lawful means.' Fifty societies were represented ; and 
the delegates had spent a fortnight in harmless discussions 
as to the best methods of propaganda, when they were 
disbanded by the authorities. In January 1794 the leading 
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delegates were prosecuted for treason or sedition, on the 
ground that they had established a convention in imitation 
of France, and were preparing to overthrow the constitution; 
and William Skirving, Maurice Margarot, and Joseph 
Gerrald were all sentenced to fourteen years' transportation. 
These victims were able and honourable men and good 
citizens. With them was linked Robert Watt, who had · 
made a plot to manufacture some arms and seize Edinburgh 
Castle. This was the only project of violence ever brought 
before the courts; and Watt had been a Government spy 
and agent provocateur, in the pay of the Lord Advocate. 
Panic fear produces strange results. ' We were all mad,' 
said one of the jurymen, looking back on these events in 
later years. Long afterwards, in 1844, the martyrs of this 
madness were commemorated by a monument on the Calton 
Hill in Edinburgh. 

The, victims in Scotland were few ; but they were enough, 
in conjunction with the growing hostility of public opinion, 
to put an end for a time to the open and public organisation 
of a demand for reform. In England the persecution was 
less outrageous, because no judge was found to rival the. 
partisanship of Braxfield, and no jury to share the blind 
~anic of the Edinburgh jurymen. A few minor offenders 
were wosecuted during 1793, some of them being acquitted 
by the juries, while others were sentenced to short terms 
of imprisonment or to fines. But in May 1794 Government 
determined to attack the leaders of the two main societies, 
the Society for Constitutional Information and the London 
Corresponding Society. Thomas Hardy, the founder of 
the Corr~sponding Society, Home Tooke, the chief man in 
the Constitutional Society, and John Thelwall, whom his 
friend Coleridge described as 'intrepid, eloquent and 
honest,' together with·nine others, were first brought before 
the Privy Council and then before the Court of King's Bench, 
to answer for their lives on a charge of high treason. Hardy 
was tried first ; and after all the minutes and publications 
of the Corresponding Society had been ransacked to dis
close anything that coul9. be described as treason, he was 
acquitted by the jury.· Then the doughty old warrior, 
Home Tooke, was put on his defence. But in him Govern
ment had caught a. tartar; for the prisoner actually called 
Pitt as a witness to prove that the Prime Minister himself 
had, ten years earlier, said jus! such things about the need 
for parliamentary reform as were now being treated as high 
treason. Horne Tooke also was acquitted ; and when the --
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same verdict was given in the case of Thelwall, Government 
gave up the attempt, and the other prisoners were dis
charged. In these trials English juries, surrounded as they 
were by every sort of prejudice, struck a manly blow for 
the preservation of English freedom. 

The trials of 1794, unsuccessful as they were, ended most 
of the reform societies, though the London Corresponding 
Society struggled on, against great difficulties, for a few more 
years. Having failed in the law courts, Government had 
recourse to legislation ; and in 1795 two Acts were passed, 
one of which made spoken or written words, even if not 
followed by action, liable to the penalties of treason, while 
the second forbade all public meetings unless due notice 
of them had been given by resident householders. The 
repression reached its height in 1797 and the following years. 
In 1799 Acts were passed for the suppression of such of 
the societies as still existed ; and at the same time debating 
societies were subjected to restrictions, and printers were 
required to obtain certificates. The law against combina
tions among workmen, which was passed in 1799, was a part 
of the same code of repression; we shall have to consider 
its effects in another place .1 

The story of this repression of free speech and free thought, 
this panic fear of a revolution of which there w~ nev;r 
any danger, forms a dark shadow upon a heroic age. But it 
is fair to remember that these were years of terrible trial,when 
the very existence of the nation seemed to be threatened by 
the militant and merciless republicans; in 1797, when the 
persecution was most severe, Britain seemed to stand alone 
in a reeling and ruined world, Ireland was on th~ verge of 
open revolt, and the exaggerated fear of internal danger 
was by no means unnatural in face of the boasts of the 
French leaders that there were thousands in England ready 
to rise at a word. Moreover, public opinion was behind the 
Government; Francis Place, who was a member of the 
Corresponding Society, testified that 'the mass of the 
shopkeepers and working people ' approved the action of 
Government, ' such was their terror of the French regicides 
and democrats.' But there was one group of public men 
who never failed to protest against the suppression of 
public liberties, and never lacked the courage to stand up 
against the overwhelming force of public opinion. These 
were the Whigs, led by the fearless and generous Charles 
Fox; and there is nothing in all his career which is more 

1 Below, p. 220. 
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to his credit than his gallant stand of these years. Nor did 
the Whig reformers flinch from the cause they had adopted. 
Even in the dark year 1797, Charles Grey introduced into 
the House of Commons a bill for the reform of Parliament. 
And this meant that when the inevitable reaction should 
come, it would be not merely a revolt of the disfranchised 
against the privileged, but a demand for national reorganisa
tion that would find leaders among the privileged themselves .. 

The· main immediate result of the French Revolution in\; 
Britain was thus to. bring to nought a promising movement 
of political reform, and to diminish the traditional liberty of 
thought and speech which was the most precious inheritance 
of the British Commonwealth. But alongside of that it 
awoke a new fervour which not even official persecution 
and public misunderstanding could destroy. And it gave 
to numberless obscure men the chance of proving that they 
could work for an idea, and suffer injustice in its defence, 
without ever allowing themselves to be betrayed into violence. 
The men of the societies, the Muirs and the Gerralds, the 
Hardys and the Thelwalls, obstinately idealist and not less 
obstinately moderate, patient under misrepresentation, en
during persecution with dignified courage, .<feserve a place 
~ong the makers of the Commonwealth alongside of the 
statesmoo, the soldiers and th~ mass of the people who 
misunderstood and persecuted them, but who also bore 
themselves manfully in a crisis of their country's fate. 

[Veitch, Genesis of Parliamentary Reform; Brown, England and 
the'~renoh''11Revdluti1Tn•;t.i.HoH%i::na~Rffs~Wiltiiiwt'''":Pitt and the Great · 
War ; Burk~, Reflection$ on the French Revolution ; Paine, Rights of 
Man; Hun~ England from I76o to I8oi; Hammond, fcife of Fox; 
Holland, Memoirs of the Whig Party; Mor~~Ltfe 
ofT. Paine; Fitzmaurice, Life of Shelburne; Cockburn, Trials for 
Sedition in Scotland.] 



CHAPTER III 

THE FRENCH REVOLUTIONARY WAR 

(A.D. I793-I80I) 

§ I. The Futilities of the First Coalition, 1793-1795· 

IT was with extreme reluctance that Pitt allowed Britain to 
be drawn into the war against the French Revolution. So 
obstinately did he believe in the possibility of maintaining 
peace that he had actually reduced the military and naval 
estimates as late as 1792 ; the number of men in the navy 
had been cut down from 34,000 to r6,ooo. But the revolu
tionary leaders themselves forced his hand. In the autumn 
of 1792, having overrun Belgium, they declared the river 
Scheidt open to trade in defiance of treaties to which both 
France and Britain were pledged, and sent ships of war to 
Antwerp by that route. Then, though Holland ttad 
remained neutral by Pitt's advice, they threatened to invade 
and conquer that country. To all this was added the 
alarm caused by the proclamation of November 1792, 
threatening war against all kings, and finally, in January 
1793, came the execution of Louis XVI., which set even the 
city crowds clamouring for war against Fr'lnce. Even 
then, though the French ambassador was expelled, and 
war had become inevitable, Pitt still hesitated to take the 
plunge, and it was France which declared war, in February 
IJ93· 

Pitt had hesitated because he hated war; and, as he was 
soon to show, he had not a vestige of his father's commanding 
genius in the conduct of it. He made every possible mis
calculation. He thought the war would be over in a couple 
of campaigns, whereas it was to last for twenty-two years. 
He showed no sort of capacity to play the part which 
Marlborough had played in the war of the Spanish Succession 
-the part of co-ordinating the efforts of the allies, which 
Britain's position as pay-mistress might have enabled her 
to do. Nor did he succeed in discovering any soldier or 
diplomat who could play it for him. He had nothing of 
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his father's judgment of men. The leaders whom he chose 
for the British armies in the field were uniformlyincompetent. 
Even the high naval commands were, until 1795, mostly 
bestowed upon second-rate men like Bridport, Hotham, and 
Colpoys, though admirals like Howe, Hood, and Duncan· 
were available. Pitt was still less successful in the choice of. 

·the men whom he placed at the head o.f the fighting depart-
ments of Government. The Admiralty was a( first under 
the control of his incompetent elder brother, the Earl of 
Chatham ; and it was not until the junction of Burke's 
followers with the Government in 1794 that naval policy 
was brought under vigorous direction, with the accession of 
Earl Spencer to the Admiralty. 

When the war began, the army and navy were anything 
but ready for their task ; they had been starved and 
neglected during the years of peace. The. army numbered 
only IJ,OOO men; and although these numbers were, of 
course, rapidly increased, no systematic method of recruit
ment or organisation was ever wrought out so long as Pitt 
remained in power. · The navy also had . been neglected. 
The men were badly paid, badly fed, recruited largely by 
the brutal methods of the pressgang, and often treated w~th 
an. abominable severity. Many of the. ships were in bad 
conditio111, and only ninety ships of the line were ready to be 
commissioned when the war began. If the French navy 
had not been in a terrible state of indiscipline and dis
organisation, British supremacy on the se;:tS might have 
been endangered during the first years. 

Even in the sphere of finance, upon which he most prided 
himself, Pitt's good genius deserted him as soon as he came 
under the shadow of .war. He fi:qanced the war from the 
first mainly by means of loans, instead of raising as much as 
possible in the form of taxation ; and the result was that, 
before the war ended, the nation was paying in interest on 
these loans every year as much as would have defrayed 
the annual outlay at the beginning, and it was saddled with 
this burden for an indefinite period. But Pitt's failure as ~ 
war minister was in nothing so clear~y displayed as in his 
failure t9 form and to carry out a -consistent and coherent 
plan of campaign. What soldiers call the ' higher direction,' 
the general-staff work of the war, was on. the British side 
inconceivably inefficient. 

The foundation of British war .policy ought to have been 
the efficient use of the power of the navy .. No· attempt was 
made to use the overwhelming preponderance of naval 
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power which the allies enjoyed at the beginning of the war. 
More extraordinary still, the son of Chatham neglected to 
blockade the French ports. There was c:mly one great 
naval battle during the first four years of the war; and it 
ought to have been unnecessary. The main French fleet 
had come out from Brest (May 1794) to meet and protect 
a big squadron of corn-ships coming under convoy from 
America. Lord Howe, with the British Channel fleet, 
intercepted the French fleet on June I, 1794, and defeated 
it in a well-fought battle, which came to be known as the 
Glorious First of June. But while the battle was raging 
the com-ships got safely into harbour, so that the main 
purpose of the battle was not achieved. If the French 
squadrons had been sealed up in port by a strict blockade, 
either the corn-ships would never have sailed, or they would 
have been intercepted. Thus the chief naval exploit of these 
years was really the proof of a failure in naval policy. 

Again, being in command of the sea, it should have been 
easy for Britain to give aid to the rebels in France. Two 
outstanding opportunities for such action presented them
selves. One was the revolt of the naval arsenal of Toulon, 
which in August 1793 admitted the British and Spanish 
fleets. But no adequate precautions were taken to def~d 
this vitally important place. It was attacked and f.aptured 
by a revolutionary army, in which Napoleon, commanding 
the French artillery, won his earliest fame ; and the Anglo
Spanish forces did not even destroy all the French warships 
in the harbour before withdrawing. A second opportunity 
was offered by the revolt of La Vendee, which, being on the 
coast of the Bay of Biscay, could easily have been succoured 
from the sea. The Ve~deans fought with extraordinary 
gallantry, But no aid was sent to them till the end of 
1793 ; and it arrived only to find that the Vendeans had 
been defeated, and ignominiously returned home without 
doing anything. 

Even more humiliating was the management of the main 
campaign on land. At the beginning of the campaign of 
1793 the allies rapidly drove the French out of Belgium ; 
and when the British forces, under the King's son, the Duke 
of York, entered the field, it only remained to capture the 
border fortresses, and a clear road would be open to Paris. 
One after another the fortresses fell. But instead of driving 
home their success, the allies began to squabble among 
themselves. York, under the orders of the home Govem
ment. withdrew from the main Austrian force under Coburg, 
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in order to lay siege to Dunkirk. Meanwhile the panic of 
defeat had aroused the French people, and the genius of 
Carnot had r~reated their armies. In September York 
was severely defeated at Hondschoote, and forced to raise the 
siege of Dunkirk; he only saved himself by a hasty retreat. 
A month later the turning-point pattie of Wattignies drove 
back Coburg's main army, and France was saved from 
invasion. By the end of 1793 the tide had definitely turned ; 
the internal troubles of France had been overcome; the 
armies of the republic were already pressing over the frontier. 
in every direction. 

In the campaign of 1794, French armies, fighting with 
irresistible elan, drove the allies out of Belgium. Coburg 
and his Austrians were driven across the Rhine. The 
British army fell back upon Holland. But it was promptly 
followed by the French, who, in alliance with the Dutch 
republicans, overran the whole country; the French cavalry 
actually captured the Dutch fleet by riding across the frozen 
sea; and the British force, after terrible sufferings, suc
ceeded only in retreating into Germany, whence it was 
withdrawn by way of Bremen. 

This was an ignominious conclusion for two years' fighting 
by. the greatest coalition of European States that had ever 
been fo~med. Meanwhile the Reign of Terror had been 
brought to an end; and the new Government of France, · 
though it was corrupt and ambitious of .conquest, had 
abandoned the idea of waging endless wa~ for-the republican 
idea. The result of these events was a rapid dissolution of 
the great coalition of 1793. Holland had become a subject 
ally of Fra.nce, and declared war against Britain -in 1795. 
Prussia, eager to devote her strength to the acquisition of . 
territory in Poland, made haste to withdraw from the war, 
and in April 1795 concluded an ignominious peace at Basle, 
recognising the French claim to the Rhine frontier; in the 
same year she joined with Russia and Austria in the third 
partition of Poland, which wiped that unhappy nation off 
the map of Europe.1 Spain concluded, in July 1795 a 
treaty of peace with France, which was to be turned in the· 
next year into an offensive. and' defensive alliance aimed 
at Britain. These secessions broke the back of the great 
coalition. There were now left only Austria, the Italian 
Powers, and Portugal ; but among these only Austria ana 
Sardinia counted for anything as military J;'owers, and both 
were -almost exhausted. 

1 See the map, Atlas, Plate 26 (b). 
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Even in Britain itself there was an insistent demand for 
peace. Despite the opposition of Burke and other un
bending foes of the Revolution, Pitt resolved to make an 
attempt at a settlement, He proposed to Austria a scheme 
for the general pacification of Europe, and Austria was not 
unwilling ; he also opened direct negotiations with France. 
But the French Government refused to make terms. They 
were bent upon further conquests. Their recent victories 
had been turned to advantage by the plunder of the conquered 
countries, and, as the industrial life of France had been 
gravely dislocated, they dared not abandon the lucrative 
trade of war. So Pitt's overtures were rejected. The 
chance of a general peace, which was within reach in 1796, 
was sacrificed to the new ambitions of the republican Govern
ment; and the civilised world was sentenced to a terrible 
prolongation of conflict. 

§ 2. The Dark Years, 1795-1798. 

From 1795 onwards, the war took on a new character. 
The Revolution was now securely established. France no 
longer entertained the aim of overthrowing monarchy 
everywhere in favour of democracy. Though her politici'lns 
and her soldiers still used the language of libertJe, it was 
no longer the ambition of extending the range of freedom, 
but the ambitions of conquest and of glory, that moved them. 
On the other hand, the remaining enemies of France no 
longer hoped to overthrow the Revolution. They had not, 
indeed, lost their fear and hatred of it : an era of panic
struck repression had begun, in almost every: European 
country, which was to last for two generations. But while 
the rulers of Europe strove to crush out revolutionary ideas 
in their own dominions, they no longer dreamed of crushing 
them in France. They were willing, even eager, to make 
peace with the terrible republic. But the republic, 
intoxicated with victory, made peace with some, but only 
in order to concentrate her resources for a war of conquest 
against the others. And these others-Britain, Austria, 
and the Italian States-knew that they had to defend their 
very existence against a terrible menace. 

Britain, in particular, realised that she must fight for 
her very life; and during the next three years, 1795-1798, 
she passed through the most anxious moments of her long 
history. Twice in 1796, and once in 1797, Pitt brought 
himself to sue for peace, offering, on the last occasion, to 
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restore all the lands that had been conquered from France 
in the- West Indies,1 and to recognise the republic's con
tinental conquests. His overtures were always refused. 
They were refused because France's appetite for conquest 
was fed by an intoxicating series of victories, and because 
there had flamed into her sky the most marvellous military 
genius of all history; for these were the years of the 
emergence of Napoleon Buonaparte. And as the nature of 
the danger was realised in Britain, the temper with which 
she faced th;e ordeal of war was changed. At first she had 
been somewhat half-hearted, finding herself in the un
wonted position of fighting against a people who were 
struggling (with whatever extravagances) to attain freedom. 
But as the character of the struggle became more clear, 
as the dread figure of Napoleon, like the genie in the Arabian 
tale, swelled and grew till its shadow seemed to blot out the 
sun, the temper of the nation became more set. It was not 
merely the repressive policy of government, but the growing 
dread of the French menace, which brought abo1).t a rapid 
decline in the vigour of the reform movement in Britain 
after IJ94 ; and even the poets began to waver in the fervour 
of their devotion to the gospel of Liberty. 

]J1 the campaign of IJ95·, which followed the break-up 
of the c~alition, there were no very decisive events. Pitt 
tried the experiment of landing a large force of emigres in 
Brittany, where there had been royalist risings. But the 
expedition came too late; it was a humiliating fiasco; and 
this was for some years the last British attempt to do 
anything on the continep.t. The fighting on land was left 
to Austria ~nd Sardinia. And' though they had the worst 
of the fighting on the Alpine frontier of Italy, there was 

- still good reason to hope, when the year ended, that they 
would be able to hold their own. -

For the year 1796, however, the French Government had 
planned a vigorous series of attacks against both of France's 
principal enemies. An intensive campaign against British 
merchant shipping was carried on with alarming success. 
by warships and privateers ; and a formidable army was 
placed under the command of L~zare 'Roche, the ablest of 
the republican generals, for an· invasion of Ireland. The 
incompetent handling of the Channel fleet allowed this 
force to set forth, and even to reach Ireland unattac~ed 
(December r;g6). 2 It was by luck, rather than by skill, that 
Britain was saved on this occasion from a very terrible 
disaster. In February IJ97 a small French force was 

1 See below, Chap. iv. pp. 187'-189. 2 See below, p. zo8. 
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actually landed in South Wales; and though it was easily 
overwhehned, the mere fact that it was able to land was an 
ominous beginning for what was to be a year of dread. 
When the navy failed to check invasion, men might well fear 
what was to come. 

But the main French attacks of 1796 were aimed against 
Austria; Britain's turn was to come later. Two great 
armies were to march across Southern Germany, the one by 
the Main Valley, the other by the Danube Valley; and a 
third army was, meanwhile, to invade Northern Italy, and 
strike at the Austrian power there. The command of the 
Italian army was given to Napoleon Buonaparte, a young 
Corsican of twenty-seven. It was his first important 
command, though he had done well as an artillery officer 
at Toulon and on the Italian frontier, and had won the 
favour of the Directors by the skill with which he had 
suppressed the revolt of Paris in 1795. The arrival of 
Napoleon at Nice, in March 1796, to take command of the 
army of Italy marks the beginning of a new era in the war. 
By a strange coincidence, in the British fleet, which was 
hanging off the coast of the Riviera and striving to hamper 
the movements of the French armies, there was a young 
post-captain, chafing at the inactivity of his chiefs : Nel~on, 
the supreme genius of sea warfare, appears at the very 
opening of the new era over against Napoleon, whom he 
was to baffle time and again during the next ten years. 

The Italian campaign of 1796, which was the foundation of 
Napoleon's extraordinary career, was dazzling in its rapidity 
and brilliance. The young general first isolated the Sar
dinians, and forced them to make peace; t~n, driving 
the Austrians before him, he overran the rich plain of 
Lombardy, and turned it into a republic in dependent 
alliance with France. The minor States of Italy were 
compelled to make peace and to close their ports to British 
ships. And these dazzling achievements helped to persuade 
Spain to make an alliance with France, and to declare war 
against Britain (October). In these circumstances the 
British fleet could no longer maintain itself in the Mediter
ranean: it evacuated that sea (November), which for 
eighteen months remained closed to British shipping. The 
evacuation of the Mediterranean marked almost the lowest 
ebb of British fortunes during the war. 

At the end of 1796 it was already evident that Austria 
was beaten. In the spring of 1797, after defeating new 
Austrian armies, Napoleon boldly struck towards Vienna, 
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and had got within one hundred miles of the city when the 
Austrian Government accepted at Leoben the terms of a 
humiliating peace, which was later embodied in the Treaty 
of Campo Formio. Austria recognised all the French 
conquests, and left France practically mistress_ of Italy, 
receiving in return most of the territories of the republic 
of Venice. When the French Government thus cynically 
assented to the suppression of an ancient free State, it was 
guilty of a crime comparable with the partition of Poland ; 
and nothing could have demonstrated more clearly how· 
completely the rulers of France were now dominated by 
the spirit of conquest. 

The downfall of Austria meant that Brita:in was left to 
stand alone against a militant French power infinitely more 
formidable than that of Louis XIV. had ever been. France 
not only had great armies inspired .by the confidence of 
victory and led by commanders of genius ; she had annexed 
Belgium and Western Germany; she had turned Holland 
and Northern Italy into dependent States; she controlled 
the Mediterranean; she had a close alliance with Spain; 
and there was no Power on the continent of Europe prepared 
to enter the field against her. Against this terrible Power 
Brij:ain could strike no effective blow. Even the shield of 
the navy, her only defence, seemed no longer sure. It had· 
not availed to prevent two French expeditions in the winter of 
1796-7. Another and greater force for the invasion of the 
islands, consisting of the unconquered veterans of the revolu
tionary wars, was now preparing. There was no force in 
Britain capable of resisting a French army, if once it could be 
safely ferri<Xl over. Still less would it be possible to defend 
Ireland, which was on the verge of rebellion, with zoo,ooo 
men secretly drilling. The most perturbing fact of all 
was that France could now dispose not only of her own fleets, 
but of the fleets of Holland and Spain. Taken in combina
tion they materially outnumbered the British navy. If they 
could join forces, they _must almost infallibly obtain com
mand of the Channel, and the doom of Britain would be • 
sealed.- To bring about such a combination was the aim 
of French policy during 1797. ' 

Everything depended upon the navy. Happily, at this 
moment of crisis, the supreme naval genius. of Nelson 1 at 
last got its chance. Nelson was serving as 'second-in
command of a squadron ·of fifteen ships under Sir John 

1 Southey's Life of Nelson is a classic. Sir J. K. Laughton's Nelson in 
the 'English Men of Action' Series is an admirable short study. 
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Jervis, which had been engaged, since the evacuation of the 
Mediterranean, in watching the outlet of that sea. In 
February 1797 the Mediterranean fleet of Spain came out 
through the Straits; this was the first step towards the 
great combination. The Spaniards had twenty-five battle
ships. But at Cape St. Vincent Jervis came up with them, 
and without hesitation threw his fifteen ships at the enemy, 
breaking through a gap in the Spanish line, and then veering 
round to concentrate on the main body. The manreuvre 
would have been fruitless if Nelson, who was in comrr:and of 
the British rear, had not disregarded orders and thrown 
himself at the head of the Spanish line, thus preventing its 
escape. Four ships were captured. The rest tamely with
drew into Cadiz harbour, where Jervis kept them under 
strict blockade. This victory not only raised the spirits 
of the British peoples; it prevented the junction of the 
Spanish fleet with the French ; and, what was even more 
important, it disclosed the genius and courage of Nelson. 

But the danger was by no means averted by the victory 
of Cape St. Vincent. There was a strong Dutch fleet in 
the Texel, at the mouth of the Zuyder Zee, and a French 
fleet at BresU And the main French plan for the year 
was that the Dutch fleet should convey an army to Ireland, 
and be followed by the Brest fleet with Lazare Hot>he a;d a 
second army. Admiral Duncan, with the North Sea fleet, 
was watching the Dutch; Lord Bridport, with the Channel 
fleet, was keeping guard over Brest. The safety of Britain 
depended upon these two fleets. And at this awful moment 
both mutinied. 

The seamen had good ground for discontent.: They were 
badly paid, badly tended, and often treated with incon
ceivable brutality. In the Channel fleet at Spithead, where 
the mutiny first broke out in April, they put forward 
reasonable demands, and behaved themselves in an orderly 
way. The Admiralty gave way to their demands, but not 
without futile delays and evasions, which prolonged the 
mutiny for over three weeks. It was no sooner ended than 
a new mutiny broke out in the North Sea fleet at the Norc. 
This was a much graver affair than the mutiny at Spithead. 
The reasonable demands of the sailors had already been 
conceded; yet the men at the Nore, led by an ex-midship
man, Parker, actually blockaded the mouth of the Thames, 
and Sheerness had to be fortified against them. Govern
ment rightly refused to consider demands put forward in such 

1 See the map of the Narrow Seas, Atlas, Plate +S· 
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a way, and, after an anxious month, the men returned shame
facedly to their duty. Eighteen of the ringleaders were 
hanged ; the rest were pardoned, after the mutinous fleet 
had won one of the most glorious of British naval victories. 

Britain has 1;1ever lived through a more anxious time than 
the two months covered by these successive mutinies. It 
was only by sheer luck that· the Dutch and French fleets 
made no use of the opportunity thus offered to them. And, 
meanwhil~, out in the North Sea, Duncan, off the Texel, 
had been deserted by all but two of his ships. With a 
splendid bravado he kept up the semblance of a blockade, 
sending signals from one of his ships to the other, as if to be 
transmitted to an invisible squadron below the horizon ; and 
he had arranged, if the worst should come and the Dutch 
should set sail, to sink both of his vessels in the fairway so 
as to impede navigation. Happily westerly winds kept the 
Dutch penned into harbour. It was not till October that 
they camE< forth ; .and by that time the fleet had returned 
to its duty, and the men were determined to prove their 
patriotism. They did so nobly, in the hard-fought battle 
of Camperdown, when Duncan cut the Dutch line in two 
places, captured nine ships, and drove the shattered remnant 
bacJ< into the Texel, whence it never emerged again. 

The ~tory of Camperdown was of incalculable import
ance. Taken in conjunction with Cape St. Vincent it 
destroyed the .possibility of an overwhelming enemy com
bination, and securely re-established British naval supre
macy. .From this date onwards the British navy held the 

·upper hand, ·and kept the scattered :fleets of the enemy 
penned intO:harbour. 

§ 3. First Phase of the Duel between Napoleon and Nelson. 

The naval checks of 1797 did not put an end to the 
project of an invasion of Britain, which seemed to be the 
only way of overthrowing the one undefeated enemy of 
France. Even after Camperdown, boats were still being 

- built in the Channel ports, and armies . organised on the 
French side of the Straits. To command the army of Eng
land the Directors had :fixed upon Napoleon, who returned 
from his dazzling triumphs in Italy at the end of 1797. 
But a very brief survey of the situation satisfied Napoleon 
that there was no prospect of s~ccess for an invasion until 
the French fleet had been reorganised. and strengthened. 
Instead, he urged that the best 'Yay to s..trike at Britain was 
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to attack the foundations of British oversea trade, and that 
this could best be done by seizing Egypt. 'The power that 
holds Egypt is ultimately the master of India,' was one of 
Napoleon's axioms. Thankful to get the too popular young 
general out of the way, and hoping for rich plunder from 
the East wherewith to repair their shattered finances, the 
Directors accepted the project; and in May 1798 an army 
of 35,000 soldiers, escorted by the French Mediterranean 
fleet, set sail from Toulon. 

This was a pure filibustering expedition. Its first exploit 
(June) was to seize and garrison the island of Malt-a, though 
France had no quarrel with the Knights of St. John, who 
had held the island since the sixteenth century. Then the 
army was landed in Egypt, though France had no quarrel 
with the Sultan of Turkey, who was the suzerain of Egypt, 
or with the Mamelukes (mercenary soldiers), who were its 
effective masters. Alexandria was occupied; the Mame
lukes were easily defeated in the neighbourhood of Cairo 
(July) ; and Napoleon set to work to organise his conquest. 
He had conceived mighty projects. He was to make a 
canal across the isthmus; he was to get control of the Red 
Sea; he was to prepare the way for a future attack on 
India. But before he had even fully secured his holcJ. on 
Cairo, he received startling news, which altered l:he whole 
complexion of the great adventure. His communications 
with France had been cut. 

After the naval victories of the previous year, the British 
Government had decided to send a strong squadron once 
more into the Mediterranean. To the command of this 
squadron-which was slightly weaker, on pap~, than the 
French Mediterranean fleet-Nelson was appointed. It 
was his first important independent command. And thus 
the supreme genius of sea warfare entered upon his long 
duel with the supreme genius of land warfare. Nelson 
entered the Mediterranean before the French expedition 
sailed from Toulon. But bad luck and the lack of scouting 
frigates prevented him from intercepting it. Ignorant of 
its destination, he went off on a wild-goose chase, first to 
Sicily and then to the Levant. Twice over, in this eager 
hunt, he missed the French fleet by a hair's-breadth. But 
the French :;trmy had been safely landed, and was at Cairo, 
before Nelson learned what had happened. Then he came 
swiftly down upon the French fleet, which lay at anchor in 
the Bay of Aboukir (August I} 1• Sailing boldly into the 

1 For a plan of this battle, see Atlas, Introd., p. 48. 
~~ '• 
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bay, he concentrated the whole strength of his fleet upon the 
van of the anchored French line, destroyed it, and passed on 
to the rear. Never, in all the records of naval warfare, had 
any fleet suffered such utter destruction ; it was not defeat, 
but annihilation. Only two of the French battleships and 
one frigate escaped; and the two battleships were subse
quently captured. 

The battle of the Nile established British naval supremacy 
in the Mediterranean ; and the island of Malta, which was 
reduced after. a long siege, became the principal naval base· 
by means of which this supremacy was maintained. It also 
helped to bring about a new coalition against France, and 
thus to rescue Britain from her dangerous isolation. In the 
meanwhile it had locked up Napoleon and his army in Egypt 
with no chance of escape, and given to the young conqueror 
his first lesson on the formidable character of sea-power. 

Imprisoned in Egypt, Napoleon found little opportunity 
for his restless energy. Nothing could be done against 
India witho.ut a fleet. Moreover, the raid into Egypt had 
inevitaply roused the Turks. In order to forestall a Turkish 
attack, Napoleon undertook the conquest of Palestine with 
a part of his army. But, once again, the British navy 
ch~cked him. Sir . Sidney Smith, who had Heen left 
by Nels~ with a small squadron to police the .Eastern 
Mediterranean, threw into Acre a force of sailors and marines 
to stiffen the resistance of the Turkish garrison, and at the 
same time supported them by the fire of his ships from the 
sea, and captured the vessels that were bringing the siege 
guns with .which Napoleon hoped to reduce the fortress. 
The conquhor had to fall back, baffled, an'tl. only with the 
greatest difficulty returned to Egypt (May 1799). Soon· 

· after his return he had to deal with a considerable Turkish 
army brought by sea for the reconquest of Egypt.(] uly I799). 
He inflicted upon it at Aboukir a crushing defeat, and for 

'the moment secured his hold upon his conquest. But his 
position was unsafe, and he was reduced to impotence. 
Sea-power had baffled him. Meanwhile, news came of 
great events in Europe ; and, chafing at beir:g thus penned 
up far from the scene of action, he slipped away (August), 
leaving the army, behind him, and landed on the coast of 
France in October 1799, to open a new chapter in his 
marvellous career. 

He was able to boast that he had made a romantic 
conquest, and he brought with him the halo of his final 
victory over the Turks. But he ha.d le£1:_ a fine army im-

. ,. ...... 
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prisoned and without the means of escape. In r8or Britain, 
in conjunction with the Turks, organised a triple attack 
upon the dwindling French army in Egypt. While Sir David 
Baird, with a force from India, landed on the Red Sea 
Coast and advanced across the desert towards Cairo, and 
while the Turks invaded from the North-east, General 
Abercromby landed with a British army in Aboukir Bay 
and won a victory which sealed the fate of the French army 
of occupation. The great expedition to Egypt had ended 
in unrelieved disaster. It was the first complete and 
irremediable failure to which the French had been forced 
to submit since the victories of 1793 ; and the cause of it 
was British sea-power, now at last being wielded with energy 
and vision. 

§ 4· The Second Coalition and the Peace of Amiens. 
While Napoleon was engaged upon the Egyptian adven

ture, the government of the Directory, corrupt, inefficient 
and almost bankrupt, was· earning the hatred of France; 
and beyond the borders of France its aggressive and 
tyrannical policy was alarming Europe, and making possible 
the formation of a new coalition. French armies had come 
as liberators into Belgium, into Western Germany, into 
Italy ; but they behaved as tyrants, exacting <!n extor
tionate tribute of money and valuables to relieve the 
distresses of the Paris treasury. The dependent republics 
which they established found that they were allowed no 
freedom, but were treated as conquered subjects. And 
during 1798 the French Government carried ouJ: a series of 
insolent aggressions which showed that there Wcl.s no hope 
of stable peace with the militarist republic. Switzerland 
was occupied without a shadow of justification, was plundered 
to the extent of 23,ooo,ooo francs, and had to accept a 
dictated constitution on the French model in subordination 
to France. French troops entered Rome, and, after heaping 
indignities upon the aged Pope, set up a Roman Republic 
and plundered the city of its treasures. The King of 
Naples, encouraged by Nelson's victory, attacked the 
Roman Republic with momentary success ; but the French 
armies closed upon Naples, plundered i,t, and set up a 
Parthenopcean Republic, driving the King to take refuge in 
Sicily, where he was protected by the British fleet. At 
the end of the year France rounded off her Italian con
quests by occupying Piedmont, a province of the kingdom of 
Sardinia, with which she had made peace in r7q6. 
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These high-handed ·acts bro~ght about the formation of 
the second coalition, whose aim was to set a limit to French 
aggressions. But it would scarcely have been formed (so 
great was the terror which the republic now inspired) if 
Britain's successful resistance on the seas had not encouraged 
other Powers to resist, and if the terrible Napoleon had not 
been locked up in Egypt. Russia had already entered the 
war in 1798, in protest against the French seizure of Malta, 
but she had not yet put any armies into the field. Prussia 
stood aloof, because she found neutrality profitable. But 
Austria declared war against France- in March 1799; and 
Britain assumed the familiar role of pay-mistress of the 
coalition. A double attack was planned: .Italy and 
Switzerland were to be reconquered by a combined Russian 
and Austrian force ; Holland by a combined British and 
Russian force. The Dutch campaign was a disastrous 
failure ; for the Duke of York, placed in command, was 
compelled to capitulate at Alkmaar, and the Russian con
tingent was withdrawn in disgust. At first the Italian 
campaign was brilliantly successful. Under Suvorov, the 
greatest of Russian soldiers, the Austro-Russian forces swept 
the French out of Italy, and forced their way through the 
AJpi,ne passes into Switzerland. But in September the 
Russia:t..s were defeated at Zurich by the brilliant French 
general Massena; and the Tsar, attribliting the failure to 
Austria]} jealousy, withdrew his troops, leaving Britain and 
Austria once more alone to face the French power. 

This was the situation when Napoleon returned from 
Egypt, only about ten days after the battle of -Zurich was 
fought. Already the· coalition had broken down. But 
Italy had been lost ; the hated Directory was discredited ; 
and Napoleon saw the chance of establishing his own mastery 
over France. A cleverly planned coup d'etat in November 
1799 overthrew the Directory; and Napoleon became the 
first of three ~onsuls, who were to wield all the powers of the 
Directory, and also to draw up a new constitution. The 
young general, little more than thirty years old, was now 
in effect master of France. There still lay before him the 
vast labo\].rs of reconstruction by whic;:h his power was to 
be made real; we shall see something of these in a later 
chapter.1 But in the meanwhile he had to end the war. 
France was longing for peace, and it was. by promising peace 
that he had won a welcome for the new regime; but for this 
conqueror the only way to peace was through victory. 

1 See below, Chap. vii. p. :z:zs. 
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He struck first at Austria, two crushing blows. Napoleon 
himself crossed the St. Bernard Pass into Italy, won (May 
18oo) the lucky victory of Marengo, and swiftly re-established 
French supremacy in Italy ; while after a brilliant campaign 
in Southern Germany, Moreau won the crowning victory of 
Hohenlinden (December 18oo), which opened the road to 
Vienna itself. Beaten to her knees, Austria accepted the 
peace of Luneville (February 1801) ; and once more Britain 
was left alone to bear the brunt of the French attack. The 
second coalition han collapsed even more rapidly than the 
first. 

But Britain was now far stronger than in 1796 and 1797. 
Her supremacy on the seas was unshakable ; and everywhere 
the power of the conqueror ended at the seashore. Napoleon 
was faced by the baffling problem of overcoming sea-power, 
which was to occupy his mind throughout the remainder of 
his career. Like the Directory, he made plans for an 
invasion, and set the Channel ports at work building boats 
for transport. But he knew that invasion without a fleet 
was impossible. The French and Spanish fleets were locked 
into their harbours; what remained of the Dutch fleet had 
been destroyed during the ~ritish invasion of Holland in 
1799. Other plans flitted before his mind ; notably the 
project of excluding British trade from Europe, ~ich he 
was later to attempt. 

A gleam of hope, both for the execution of this commercial 
project and for the acquisition of naval strength, came from 
the North. The neutral Powers had suffered severely from 
the interruption of their commerce during the war; and 
though there was little to choose between the ~strictions 
imposed by the two sides, Britain's naval power made her 
interferences far more effective. The Northern Powers, 
Sweden, Denmark and Prussia, talked of reviving the Armed 
Neutrality of 1780 ; 1 and in December 18oo tbe Tsar of 
Russia, though still nominally an ally of Britain, agreed to 
join this league. Angered by the failure of the coalition 
and by the British occupation of Malta, and fascinated by 
the genius of Napoleon, Tsar Paul had resolved to change 
sides ; and in January 1801 he made peace with France, 
and proposed an alliance against Britain and a combined 
Franco-Russian expedition against India. This was the 
first hint of Russian designs against India, which were to 
haunt the imagination of British statesmen for a century 
to come. 

1 See above, Bk. vn. chap. v. p. 64. 
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Naturally Napoleon welcomed these advances with 
eagerness. Though he did not take the Indian project 
seriously, he believed that a Russian alliance would ' over
come England and preserve to us Egypt '-which was to be 
lost in this same year. Still more he hoped to get the co
operation of the Northern Powers in excluding British trade 
from the continent, and to bring their fleets into the arena 
against the British navy; they might be enough to decide 
+he issue. 

__ Bu_tthese hopes were shattered by two events. The 
3ri tish Gove-riimenr Clerrfanded -an~ explana-t-ion-from -Den=_ 
nark, and, receiving no satisfactory reply, decided to treat 
:he formation 'of the Armed Neutrality as a hostile act, 
md despatched a fleet under Sir Hyde Parker, with Nelson 
econd-in-comrhand, to the Baltic. Parker first nego~iated 

Denmark; and when negotiations failed, sent Nelson 
attack Copenhagen, where a formidable flotilla was 

under the guns of the forts. 1 With twelve ships 
boldly attacked this dangerous combination; and, 

· a timorous signal from Parker ordering him to 
the action, battered the Danish fleet into surrender. 

the Tsar Paul had fallen a victim to a court 
and had been succeeded by his son Alexander, 
came to an agreement with Britain, whereby in 

eturn for certain concessions he agreed to the abandonment 
,£ the more extreme claims of the Armed Neutrality. 

The death of Paul and the victory of Copenhagen 
lissipated Napoleon's hopes of drawing naval aid from the 
~orth; once again Nelson had baffled him. To continue 
he struggle seemed futile. Moreover he needed an interval 
,f quiet for the great work of reorganisation upon which he 
vas engaged. The British Government, on its side, was 
eady for p,eace, a5 it had always .been, provided that peace 
:ould be obtained on honourable terms. So negotiations 
vere opened; and in October 1801 the preliminaries of 
,eace were signed in London; though the Treaty of Amiens 
vhich was based upon them was· not concluded until March 
.802. . 

The terms of the treaty afforded evidence of the sincenty 
If the British desire for a settlement ; for Britain, though 
he was unde.feated, restore~Q F;rance and her allies all the 
:onquests which her sea-power had enabled her to make, 
vith the exceptions of <:;:eylon \and Trinidad; she even 
,romised to give up Malta. Frafl~e, on .the other hand, 
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gave up nothing; because in all these" eight years she had 
made no conquests at the expense of Britain. The settle
ment was eagerly welcomed in both countries. 'This is 
no ordinary peace,' said Addington, the Prime Minister 
who negotiated it, 'but a genuine reconciliation between 
the two first nations of the world.' That was the view 
taken by many in Britain. They thought that the ugly 
fever of the Revolution had burnt itself out in France, and 
that Napoleon would be content with the empire he already 
possessed. 

But there were others who took a less hopeful view, and 
feared that the peace would be no more than ' a frail and 
deceptive truce.' Time was to show that this was thE 
sounder view. It was the sounder view because the per· 
manence of peace depended upon the good-will of a 
who ,ived by war and rejoiced in it, who was · 
his mind grandiose schemes of domination, and 
accepted peace merely because it suited his interests 
moment, and gave him a needed opportunity 
solidating his resources and preparing to win them 
the world. 

[Fortescue, British Statesmen oj the Great War, and H · 
British Army; Mahan, Influence of Sea-Power upon the 
Revolution and Empire, Life of Nelson, and Types of Nava! Officers 
Hunt, England from I76o to I8oi; Holland Rose, William Pitt ant 
the Great War, Life of Napoleon, and Revolutionary and Napoleonii 
Era; Fyffe, History of Modern Europe; Morse Stephens, Revolu· 
tionary Europe; Gill, Naval Mutinies of I797.J 
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CHAPTER -lv-

~HE DEVELOPMENT OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE 
DURING THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR 

the war of the French Revolution was an almost 
""'""r'P<>n struggle, it had very important reactions 

world ; and the result of these was that 
Britisl). Empire was immensely increased in extent 

But the influence of the war was felt in ve_ry 
degrees in different parts of the empire. Canada 

tralia were practically unaffected by it. I~ spite 
French speech and origin, the seigneurs, priests and 

of Quebec had no sympathy with the ideas of the 
; and for them the years of war were (until 1812) 

of unruffled calm, almost of stagnation. The convict 
ts of Australia were equally unperturbed; and the 

important event in their history during these exciting 
~ars was the introduction of sheep-breeding in 1799. But 
in the West Indies, in India, and in the lands on the ocean 
route to India (notably South Africa) the war in Europe led 
to great events. In all these regions the revolutionary war 
was a turning-point of the first importance in the history 
of the British Commonwealth. 

§ I. T~e Influence of the Revolution in the West Indies. 

Even before the outbreak of war the news of the Revolu
tion, and the heady doctrines of the Rights of Man, aroused 
a dangerous excitement among the negroes and half-castes 
of the French West Indian possessions. In the lovely and 
prosperous land of San Domingo this excitement led, in 
1791, to the outbreak of a hideous race-war between the 
French settlers on the one side, and the half-castes and slaves 
on the other; a war which was conducted, on both sides, 
with pitiless cruelty. For a. time the anarchy was moder
ated by the emergence of .a negro of genius, Toussaint 
L'Ouverture, who held hjs race-fellows in restraint, and led 
them to victory, establishing an independent negro republic 
which included both the French territory of San Domingo 
~nd _the Spanjsh half of the i~lan\1, Haiti· But Toussaint 

}.Si 
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had no successor : after his fall in r8o2 the anarchy 
deepened; and it has lasted to this day. 

Anarchy was desolating San Domingo when in I79~ 
Britain was drawn into the war against France. One o 
Pitt's first acts was to despatch an expedition against 
French West Indies, to prevent their being used as 
for an attack upon the British colonies. Martinique 
captured in 1793 ; Guadeloupe, St. Lucia and To 
1794. Then an army was sent against San · 
it was drawn into the hideous black and white 
five years British troops were wasted in this futile 
struggle ; and, in the end, Toussaint succeeded 
expelling them. This fighting, and the fevers 
the troops suffered, cost the British army hea 
than the war in Europe. 

There were troubles also in the Windward Islands. 
end of 1794 Victor Hugues, a disciple of Robespierre, 
from France ; and, proclaiming the abolition of 
raised a negro army with which he recaptured 
and St. Lucia. He also succeeded in stirring up 
tions among the French settlers in Grenada and St. 
And in 1795 a rebellion broke out in Jamaica, where 
Maroons-Spanish half-castes who enjoyed a practic-. 
independence in the interior of the island-attaclted the 
settlers. There was a real danger that the anarchy of Sar 
Domingo would extend throughout the West Indies. T< 
deal with these troubles large military forces had to be sen 
out in 1796; and it was only after hard fighting that orde: 
was restored. Pitt has often been condemned for squander 
ing on the West Indies armies that were needed irt Europe 
but it is right to remember that he probably saved J amaic< 
and other islands from the ugly fate of San Domingo. 

The fight against anarchy was still raging when the new~ 
came that Holland and Spain had both been drawn b) 
France into the war against Britain. Thereupon ar 
expedition was sent to Dutch Guiana (1796), where the 
Dutch settlers in Demerara and Berbice submitted withou 
resistance, glad to be safeguarded against the spread o 
revolutionary ideas among their slaves. This was the rea 
beginning of the colony of British Guiana ; for though thes( 
lands were restored to Holland at the Peace of Amiens, the3 
were to be reconquered as soon as that short-lived peaet 
came to an end. 

Next year (1797) the large Spanish island of Trinidad wru 
occupied, almost withoqt resistance, by a force undeJ 
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• General Abercromby. The Spanish government of Trinidad 

had been lax and inefficient, and the island had become a 
place of refuge for outlaws and law-b!~-~e_r~_QfmanY-.races 

__ from- South- America--------a:nd-Tlie-·otlier islands. The first 
British Governor, Picton, therefore had a very hard task in 
establishing order. He seems to have used rough methods, 
and on his return he was subjected to a criminal prosecution 
and a Privy Council- inquiry, both of _which ended in his 
acquittal. But his methods, if irregular, ~ere successful; 
and it was no small tribute to the harassed Governor that the 
Spanish inhabitants petitioned not to be handed back to 
Spain, and subscribed £4ooo towards the expenses of 
Picton's defence. The fact, of his prosecution was, however, 
a sign that conscience was awakened in regard to the 
government of dependencies. 

No attempt was made to attack the Spanish possessions 
• other than Trinidad. But in a remote and neglected corner 

the ~ntry of Spain into the war brought on a romantic 
struggle. Ever since the early seventeenth century bands 
of Englishmen had haunted the Bay of Campeachy on the 
coast of Honduras, in order to cut logwood. Spain had 
always objected to their presence on this coast, and in 
r;.g8 she resolved to clear them out once for all, and sent for 
that pl!rpose a fleet and an army of 2000 men. But the 
' Baymen,' as they were called, aided only by one British 
ship and a handful of soldiers, carried on a skilful fight 
among the islets and la~oons of the coast, and beat off the 
Spanish attack. This was the real beginning of British 
H~n.durasi altho.ugh its formal and_ official recognition as a 
Bnhsh colony d1d not come until 1862. -- _ 
- In spite of these troubles, however, the years of war were 

a time of very great prosperity for the British West Indies.
Most of the British islands were~qnite untouched by the 
fighting; and under the secure protection of ~British naval 
supremacy the planters enjoyed almost a monopoly of the 
world's markets. T}leir trade and their population rapidly 
increased, and formed a real contribution to the strength of 
the Qommonwealth during the great ordeal 

/§ 2. The Conquest of the Dutch Colonies: Cape Colony 
and Ceylon. 

The most important outcome of the war in the field of 
colonisation was the occupation of the Dutch settlement at 
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the Cape of Good Hope, the half-way house to India. In 
1795 Holland, under the name of the 'Batavian Republic/ 
became a vassal of France. To leave in hostile hands a 
strategic point :;o important as the Cape appeared to be 
extremely dangerous, especially as France was notoriously 
making plans for an attack on India. When, therefore, the 
Batavian Republic passed under French influence, a fleet 
and a small anhy were promptly despatched to the Cape 
:r7g6). Little resistance was offered at Cape Town; and 
though some of the up-country farmers held out for a time, 
they soon submitted. Thus the first contact was estab
lished between the British Commonwealth and the virile 
Dutch people, who had developed on African soil a distinc
tive civilisation of their own. 

Ever since its first plantation in r652, the settlement at 
the Cape had been subjected by the Dutch East India 
Company to a regime of the most rigid autocracy, which 
allowed no shadow of self-government to the settlers. The 
Company had prohibited free immigration, because it 
wished the· settlement to be no more than a calling-station 
for the supply of fresh food to ships on the way to the East. 
It had also reserved to itself a ·strict monopoly of trade ; 
and this had•prevented contact with the outer world. Tpe 
result was that the colony had preserved in a remarkable 
degree the character of its first settlers. These had been 
Dutchmen imbued with the stern Calvinistic Protestantism 
of the seventeenth century; and after the Revocation of the 
Edict of Nantes (r685) they had been reinforced by many 
French Huguenots who shared their religious beliefs. Un
affected by the movements of thought of the bghteenth 
century, these remote and isolated settlers retained the 
ideas of the age of religious wars, and knew and cared little 
about the more modern world and its theories. 

It had been the policy of the Dutch Company to prevent 
the settlers from spreading beyond the immediate neigh
bourhood of Cape Town. But it was impossible to enforce 
such restrictions upon a people so virile and independent. 
They had trekked far afield, beyond the reach of the arm of 
Government; when the British occupation took place they 
had already got as far as Graaff Reinet, beyond the Great 
Karoo ; 1 and the more widely they spread, the more inde
pendent and resentful of control they became. As they 
spread outwards they came in contact with the native races, 
towards whom they entertained the sentiments of the 

1 See the map, Atlas, Plate 64 (b). 
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seventeenth century. The Hottentots, whom they found 
in the south-east comer of the continent, were subjugated 
and enslaved ; the wilder and more primitive J}l1?>hmen 
were hunted down and almost exterminated>--Farther east, 
they came -in- contact-wl.fli-the more vigorous tribes of the 
Kaffirs, the advance~guard of the prolific Bantustock which 
was pressing down into South Africa from the north-east. 
Already the long series of Kaffir wars, which fill the early 
part of South African history, was beginning; a struggle in 
which there was no quarter on either side, and in which 
these virile farmers trained themselves for war: 

The task of governing such a people was no easy one. 
But all that concerned the British representatives during this 
first occupation was to secure the_ strategic point of Table 
Bay; and the farmers were left, in the main, to themselves. 
The chief changes were that there was no further attempt to 
restrict their expansion, and that they were a-llowed freedom 
of trade. 

Away in the Indian Ocean another Dutch possession, the 
lovely island of Ceylon, threatened the security of India still 
more directly than the Cape. Since the middle of the 
seventeenth century the Dutch had dominated the coastal 
reJion of Ceylon, though they had never o-vercome the 
kmgdo~ of Kandy in the mountainous centre of the island. 
The depth of the mark which they left is shown by the fact 
that Roman-Dutch law is still administered in the courts of 
Ceylon, as in South Africa. In 1795, on orders from home, 
a detachme11t of the East India Company's troops was sent 
to effect the conquest of the island. There was little 
resistance; and for a time Ceylon was administered under the 
Presidency of Madras. Madras was at this time the m:ost 
corrupt and inefficient of the British governments in India; 
the behaviour of its agents aroused revolts; and when these 
were suppressed, the home Government decided (1798) 
that Ceylon should not remain under the East India 
Company, but should be separately administered under the 
direct authority of the British Crown. It be_came, there
fore, and has since remained, a Crown colony, not owning any 
dependence upon the Government of India, It has had, on 
the whole, a tranquil history of steadily increasing prosperity, 
and will not much engage our attention. 

§ 3· The Crisis of 1798 in India. 
Immeasurably the greatest re~ult of the Revolutionary 

war for the British Commonwealth was the change which it 
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brought about in the position of the British power in India, 
a change -..vhich turned Britain into the paramount Power 
in India. 

The news that Britain was involved in the war against 
revolutionary France reached India almost at the moment 
when Lord Cornwallis sailed for England at the conclusion 
of his governorship (October 1793). As we have seen,1 

Cornwallis had been forced to depart from the principle of 
non-intervention in Indian politics, upon which the home 
authorities had insisted ever since the close of Warren 
Hastings' governorship. He had made an alliance with 
the Mahrattas and with the Nizam of Hyderabad, and in 
conjunction with them had defeated Tipu Sahib of Mysore. 
Cornwallis would have liked to give permanence to this 
Triple Alliance, and to make it a means for the preservation 
of Indian peace. But the principle of non-intervention 
would not permit of any permanent commitment of this 
kil)d. Cornwallis's successor, Sir John Shore (1793-1798), 
felt himself bound to abstain from all definite treaty 
obligations with native Powers. These Powers were there
fore driven to the conclusion that it was dangerous to place 
any reliance upon the Company; they must protect them
selves. And-, as they had learned the potency of Europe~n 
military methods, they borrowed French officers to ~;~rganise 
their armies for them. 

When Cornwallis sailed for England, Indian politics were 
in a very unsettled condition.2 Apart from the Company, 
there were only four Indian Powers that counted for any
thing in a military sense. Of these Oudh had long been a 
dependent vassal of the Company. But its g~vernment 
was corrupt and incompetent, and its forces were un
disciplined. It could offer no resistance to an attack either 
from the Mahrattas, or from the Afghans under Zeman Shah, 
who were threatening a new invasion of India. Even Sir 
John Shore felt that he must intervene to remedy the chaos 
of Oudh, especially as, by several treaties, the Company 
was bound to defend that State. But when he did so he 
was threatened with impeachment, so resolute was the home 
Government to abstain from all interference with the Indian 
States. In the South, Tipu Sahib, recently defeated but 
still very powerful, was nursing projects of revenge; he was 
conducting secret negotiations with the French in Mauritius, 
and engaging French officers to reorganise his army. This 

1 See above, Bk. VII. chap. xi. p. 143· 
1 See the map, Atlas, Plate 61 (a). 
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ruthless and arbitrary despot even pretended to sympathise 
with the· ideas of the revolution; and he was known in Paris 
as citoyen Tipou, and looked to as a future helper of France 
in an attack on the British power. In the centre and W~st 
the formidable power of the lV:!§.bratta confederacywas at 
its heigJ:tt when-Comwa:l11s1eft India. For some years its 
dominating personality had been the great fighting chieftain, 
Mahdaji Sindhia, with whom, for a time, Warren Hastings 
had made friends~ Sindhia had obtained control of Delhi 
and of the person of the nominal Mogul Emperor. His 
strength rested upon his possession of a large army, trained 
in the European fashion and well equipped with artillery; 
and t{le command of this army was in the hands of French 
officers. If he ·had lived it is possible that he might have 
made himself master of almost the whole· of India. But his 
death in 1794 brought about a new period of confusion and 
civil war among the Mahratta princes; and· it was perhaps 
only this sudden change in·the Mahratta fortunes that saved 
the British power from a very great danger. · 

The last of the greater Indian Powers was the Nizam of 
Hyderabad. His lands lay between Tipu on the one hand 
and the Mahrattas on the other; and he lived in constant 
dread of "both his neighbours. · He would have eagerly 
wercomeg the protection of a British alliance, the mere 
assurance of which might have been enough to ward off the 
danger of war. But the doctrine of non-intervention for
bade. For" his own safety, therefore, the Nizam engaged 
French officers to organise and lead his army. In 1795 the 
whole Mahrattaconfederacy combined in an onslaught upon 
the Nizam.: He appealed to Shore for protection ; Shore 
refused ; and at the battle of Kurdla the Nizam was over
whelmed, and only·saved from complete destruction by the 
disputes which broke out among the Mahratta chiefs almost 
immediately after their victory. His French-trained force 
had not saved him. But it had fought gallantly ; it was his 
only defence ; and he had finally abandoned all confidence 
in the British power. , 

Thus the three gr~atest Indian States were all more or 
less alienated from the Company, and had learned to despise 
it. What was more serious, they were all under the influ
ence of French officers, who hoped to use this influence to 
reverse the results of the earlier· conflicts between France 
and Britain in India. This was the situation in India when 
Napoleon's Egyptian expedition was planned in the winter 
of 1797-1798, for the express purpose of finding in Egypt a 

. VOL. II. N 
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base for an attack upon India. Tipu Sahib had concluded 
an alliance with the French in Mauritius. He was secretly 
negotiating also with the Nawab of the Carnatic, nominally 
a vassal of the Company. Once Tipu began the war, it 
might be anticipated that the influence of the French officers 
at the courts of the Nizam and the Mahrattas would lead 
these Powers also to attack the Company's dominions; and 
in that event there was small chance that the British power 
would survive, especially if Napoleon should succeed in 
sending even a small force from Egypt. The British power 
in India had thus reached a very grave crisis in 1798; and 
the main cause of this crisis was the well-meant doctrine of 
non ~intervention. 

§ 4· The Marquis Wellesley and the Rapid Extension oj 
British Power in India, 1798-r8o3. 

In April 1798-three months before Napoleon's landing in 
E'gypt-a new Governor-General had arrived in India ; 
Richard Wellesley,1 Earl of Mornington and later Marquis 
Wellesley, elder brother of the young soldier Arthur, whom 
he brought with him, and who was to become Duke of 
Wellington. Lord Mornington was, in his own way, as 
remarkable a man as his younger brother: able, forceful, 
not afraid of responsibility, a man of prompt decision and 
resolute in action, he ranks second only to Warren Hastings 
in the long roll of British rulers of India. His first survey 
showed him the dangers of the Indian situation. If they 
were to be dealt with, a bold departure from the policy of 
non~intervention was necessary. Wellesley SWUflg back to 
the policy of Warren Hastings; he resolved to fix the 
shifting politics of India by a series of definite treaties with 
all the main Indian Powers. But he went further than 
Hastings ever dreamed of going: he definitely aimed at 
making the Company not merely the pivot of a system of 
alliances which should maintain the peace, but the actual 
paramount power. Only so, he believed, could security be 
attained; and only so could peace be guaranteed in India. 

The most immediate danger plainly came from Tipu 
Sahib; and the best chance of preventing a great hostile 
combination lay in detaching the Nizarn by an appeal to his 
fears and his sense of weakness. On the one hand, therefore, 
the Governor-General opened negotiations with Tipu to 

1 There is a good short life of Wellesley, by W. H. Hutton, in the' Rulers 
of India' Series. 
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make him unmask, while at the same tirne vigorous military 
preparations were set on foot. On the other hand, the 
Nizam was offered the protection of a British force and a 
practical'guarantee of his territories, on condition that he 
would disband his French-officered army, and that he wo_~ld~ _ 
combine forces against Tipu should ~~_cbn~a-k~out-:--The 
Nizam readily fellj!!_with--this·-a:rrangement (September 
1798), which·gavehim a security both against Tipu and the 
Ma.hrattas that he could get in no other way. At the same 
time the Peshwa (head of the Mahratta confederacy) was 
invited to renew the alliance against Tipu which had been 
made in Cornwallis's time. 

The result of these arrangements' was that Tipu was· 
isolated; and when his formal alliance with the French was 
announced at the beginning -of 1799, the Governor-General 
was able to launch against him a campaign, every detail of 
which had been thoroughly thought out beforehand. In a 
m<:mth Tipu was overwhelmed; his capital, Seringapata111, 
was taken by storm (May), and Tipu himself fell in the thick 
of the fighting. His dominions awaited Wellesley's dis
posal. One block of territory was given to the Nizam ; a 
second was offered to, but refused by, the Mahrattas. The 
Company itself took the lands on the west coast which Tipu 
and his .father had conquered, and also a broad belt of 
territory linking up these lands with Madras; 1 'In what _ 
remained of the kingdom of Mysore, Wellesley restored the 
ancient Hindu dynasty whose throne Tipu's father had 
usurped a generat!on earlier. But· the restored prince 
received his State under the terms of a treaty which definitely 
reduced hi:in to subordination. He undertook to pay the 
cost of a British force which would protect him, but at the 
same time keep him obedient; and he pledged himself not 
to have any relations with any external Power without the 
assent of the Company. This was the model of the 
'subsidiary alliances' which formed Wellesley's chief 
instrument in the establishment of British supremacy. It 
guaranteed the dependent prince .in the possession of his 
territories, and left him free tci govern them in his own way. 
But it deprived him of the means of stirring up war; and, 
therefore, in proportion as these treaties were extended, 
the reign Qf peace was extended in a degree which India 
had never known. 

Having banished the· danger from Tipu, Wellesley pro
ceeded to- carry out a readjustment of Southern India. 

1 See-the map, Atlas, Plate 61 -(c). 
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The Nizam was readily persuaded (r8oo) to accept a per
manent subsidiary alliance, not so stringent as that impo ed 
upon Mysore, but conceived on the same lines. The Nawabs 
of the Carnatic, who had been intriguing with Tipu, and 
whose lands were shamefully misgoverned, was pensioned 
off; and the Carnatic was brought und~r British admini
stration (r8or). The Raja of Tanjore also was persuaded, 
not unwillingly, to accept a handsome pension and hand 
over his lands to be administered by British officers. These 
acquisitions of territory created the Presidency of Madras 
as it exists to-day. A new system of revenue, of justice and 
of local administration had to be wrought out for this 
extensive province. One of Wellesley's greatest gifts was 
his judgment of men; and fo.r these constructive labours 
he picked out a group of extremely able and enlightened 
men, some of whom, such as Sir Thomas Munro, were to win 
eminence by the insight, the uprightness, and the sympathy 
with Indian ways which their work displayed. Thus by 
r8or, within three years of his landing in India, Wellesley 
had made the East India Company the paramount Power 
throughout Southern India. The territory under direct 
British rule had been multiplied many fold; the native 
States had been brought into a clearly defined position of 
vassalage; and the only regions not subject tQ British 
supremacy in Southern India were those which were ruled 
by the Mahrattas. 

Meanwhile, Wellesley had also transformed the situation 
in the North, by making a new arrangement with Oudh. 
The misgovernment and confusion of Oudh were such as to 
make it no longer a protection, but a danger, to Bengal; 
Shore's attempted reform had led to no good results. If it 
were attacked, Oudh m'ust inevitably collapse ; and its 
collapse would open Bengal to invasion. To be committed 
to the defence of a State which by its misgovernment and 
disorganisation positively invited attack, was to Wellesley 
intolerable. With a good deal of difficulty, he persuaded 
the Vizier of Oudh to ascept a new treaty on the familiar 
lines, whereby he gave up the right of dealing independently 
with other States, and in return for a guarantee of protection 
ceded to the Company about half of his territories (r8or).l 
The ceded lands curved round his diminished realm, which 
was now surrounded by British territory everywhere save 
on the North, where it was guari:led by the impassable 
Himalayas. Instead of using Oudh as a rampart against 

1 :o;ee the map, Atlas, Plate 61 (c), where these territories are indicated. 
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the Company's enemies (which had been the accepted policy 
ever since the days of Clive) Wellesley had thus interposed a 
belt of B~itish territory between Oudh and any possible 
foe. These new annexations brought the British power 
nearly to the gates of Delhi, gave it control of almost the 
whole of the rich Gangetic plain, and made it, <'!-!QDg_a_v:er.y. 
~~tensiye_ frontier;-the -next-n-e1gnoour-or the Mahrattas. 
The Company was .now definitely supreme over almost the 
whole of Southern India, and over nearly all the Gangetic 
plain. Between these two great blocks of territory, separat
ing them and -almost surrounded by them, lay the Mahratta 
Empire. 1 India was in effect now divided between two 
great·empires, the British and the Mahratta, of which the 
former held all the richest- and most populous areas. In 
the midst of their intestine feuds. the Mahratta chieftains 
were suddenly awakened to the fa~t that the British power, 
which had seemed all but negligible five years earlier, had 
grown like J o'nah's gourd, and threatened them from two 
sides. If the Mahrattas were not to,abandon tamely the 
supremacy which had seemed within their grasp, it was 
inevitable that a duel should be fought between them and 
this suddenly created Power. 

• 
. § s.•Wellesley's War with the Mahrattas, r8o3-r8o5: 

During the years when Wellesley was at work upon the 
reorganisation of Southem_India and of the Ganges Valley, 
a bewildering feud had been raging among the principal 
Mahratta chieftains. ·We need not attempt to foJlow it. 
But in October r8oz, it caine to a crisis. The chief Hplkar 
defeated, near Poona, the combined forces of his nominal 
superi~r, the Peshwa, and of his rival Sindhia, and set up a 
puppet Peshwa of his own .. Thereupon the defeated and 
fugitive Peshwa, Baji Rao, asked for British aid. Wellesley 
would only give it on condition that Baji Rao would sign a 
treaty of subsidiary alliance, pledging himself to have no 
independent dealings· with other Powers, and to accept and 
pay for a subsidiary force. Having. no other hope of 
restoration to his throne, Baji Rao submitted to these 
terms in the Treaty of Bassein (December r8oz) ; and in 
May r8o3 was escorted back to Poona by a British force 
under Arthur Wellesley. The head of the Mahratta con
federacy reascended his throne as a vassal of the East India 
Company. 

1 See the map, Atlas, Plate 61 (c). 
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The Treaty of Bassein was a thunderbolt. Wellesley's 
action in making use of the distress of the Peshwa to obtain 
such a treaty was strongly criticised at home, on the ground 
that it must almost inevitably involve the Company in a 
Mahratta war. Wellesley knew well enough that this 
consequence was likely to follow. He was not afraid of it, 
having come to the conclusion that the only chance of lasting 
peace in India lay in the establishment of an effective 
British supremacy. The Directors and the British Govern
ment were both"deeply averse from the adoption of any such 
bold and ambitious policy. But they could not interfere. 
No news of events in India could reach them until at least 
six months after the events took place; and by the time 
their instructions on this late information could reach India, 
another six months or more must pass. Before their 
condemnation of the Treaty of Bassein reached India, the 
second Mahratta war had broken out (August r8o3). 

It was indeed plain that the Mahratta chiefs could not 
assent to the Treaty of Bassein without definitely abandon
ing all hope of a Mahratta supremacy in India. But so 
deep were the divisions among them that, even in face of 
this menace, they could not unite. The two greatest of the 
chieftains, Sindhia and Bhonsla (Raj a of N agpur and Ber'l,r), 
joined forces to resist the British supremacy; but Holkar 
stood jealously aloof. 

In a short but hard-fought campaign the power of Sindhia 
and Bhonsla was broken. The attack upon them was 
twofold. In the Deccan (the South) Arthur Wellesley was 
given command of an army which had to deal with the 
southern forces of Sindhia, and with Bhonsla. ~With half 
his army he attacked at Assaye a French-trained army of 
Sindhia's, outnumbering his own by eight to one, and after 
a desperate struggle won a complete victory (September 
r8o3). Then at Argaon (November) he shattered the power 
of Bhonsla, and forced him to submit to a subsidiary alliance, 
and to cede the coast province of Cuttack (Orissa), which 
linked up Bengal with Madras. Meanwhile, in the North, 
General Lake, advancing from the lands recently ceded by 
Oudh, had dealt with Sindhia's main French-trained armies. 
He had carried by storm the strong fort of Aligarh, con
structed by French engineers according to the accepted 
principles of Western military engineering; he had defeated, 
below the walls of Delhi, Sindhia's main army under the 
French officer Bourquin, though it outnumbered the 
British force by four to one; he had occupied Delhi itself, 
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and taken under British protection the poor old blind . 
Mogul Emperor, Shah Alam, who had been for over thirty 
years und~_ir Mahratta control; he had captured the great 
fortress of Agra; and finally he had destroyed Sindhia's 
last army at the hard-fought battle of Laswari. Sindhia 
also was forced (December r8o3) to accept. a subsidiary 
alliance. · 

The campaign of r8o3, which had lasted for only five 
months, but had seen fiercer fighting than the British 
had yet experienced in India, seemed to have broken the 
Mahratta power. It had finally destroyed French influence 
in India; the French-trained armies had been shattered, 

. and the treaties of peace demanded the expulsion of alr 
citizens of States at war with Britain. The Mogul, who was 
the symbol of supremacy over India, had passed from the 
control of the Mahnittas into the control of the Company. 
The Company seemed to have become ·the paramount 
Power over the whole of India, or at any rate of all 
India south-east of the Sutlej and the Indus ; for most 
of the Rajput princes of the North-West, who had long 
resented the exactions of the Mahrattas, were ready, even 
eager, to enter into direct treaty relations with the British 
p01Ner. . 

But ~ne Mahratta prince still remained unconquered. 
This .was Holkar, whose jealousy of Sindhia had led him to 

'.hold aloof from the recent war. Now, suddenly realising his 
danger, he prepared for war. Unlike Sindhia, Holkar had 
not remodelled his army on European lines, but had clung 
to the olq Mahratta method of employing, in the main, 
rapidly moving bodies of light horse. His methods enabled 
him to inflict a crushing blow upon a strong column under 
Colonel Monson, which had rashly advanced too far into 
hostile . territory without securing its communications. 
The defeat of Monson (May r8o4) was a grave blow to 
British prestige, and stimulated every ele1p.ent of discontent, 
and all who feared the approaching rule of peace. Though 
Holkar's capital (Indore) was captured; and he was severely 
defeated at Deeg (December 1804), his irregular horsemen 
still held the field. Early in· r8o5 British arms received 
another check when General Lake failed to capture the 
fortress of Bharatpur, whose Raja hadjoined Holkar. It 
was, indeed,, more difficult to achieve -.decisive results 
against Holkar's irregular and elusive forci' than agai!],St . 
the solidly organised armies which Sindhia l:i'~d put intoJhe:.'. > 
field. Yet his resistance was being gr~dually worn dbwn' t 
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during r8os, and if Wellesley had been left free to complete 
his plans, there is no room for doubt that Holkar would 
have been subjugated like his rivals, and that the complete 
ascendancy of the British power would have been established 
throughout India. With that would have come the reign 
of peace. 

But the defeat of Monson and the check at Bharatpur gave 
an excuse to the Directors and to the home Government for 
bringing to a close the aggressive policy of the masterful 
Governor-General. They had never approved of this 
policy, though at each stage their hands had been forced 
by accomplished facts. They shrank from the tremen
dous responsibility which Wellesley was assuming in their 
name-the responsibility of guaranteeing peace and order 
throughout the whole of India; they honestly felt, more
over, that these immense conquests were contrary to the 
whole spirit of British policy. They did not realise that 
the only hope of peace in India lay in the establishment 
of a single suzerain power capable of enforcing it. So 
Wellesley was recalled, and even threatened with impeach
ment; and Lord Cornwallis was sent out in his place, with 
instructions to end the war as rapidly as possible, to make 
no new acquisitions of territory, and to return as CQffi

pletely as might be to the old policy of non-interv~tion. 
Cornwallis, now an old man, was a wreck, when he 

reached India (r8os); and died two months after landing. 
The business of ending the war and making a political 
settlement was left to Sir George Barlow. Meanwhile Lake 
had pursued Holkar into the Punjab, and had him so com
pletely at his mercy that he must have accepte<1 whatever 
terms were dictated to him. To Lake's disgust, Barlow, 
acting on his instructions from home, insisted that Holkar 
must he restored to all his territories. He insisted also that 
no protection must be offered to the Rajput princes upon 
whom the Mahrattas had long preyed, and who had, for that 
reason, thrown their strength on the British side in the 
conflict. The treaty with Holkar actually stipulated that 
no assistance should be given by the British power to any 
of these States; aJ:!.d for ten years to come a large part of 
Central India was sentenced to an indescribable state of 
anarchy, in the midst of which the Mahrattas prepared for 
a future renewal of thei~: old ambitions. 

Thus the w9.rk of Wellesley was left incomplete. Yet 
in seven years he had brought about an extraordinary 
transformation of the Company's position. Whatever the 

~k~ 
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non-interventionists might say or do, the British power 
had become the supreme power in India, and it could no 
more shake off the responsibilities attaching to that position 
than, forty years earlier, it could shake off the responsibility 
for the government of Bengal which Plassey and Buxar had 
thrown upon it. The British Empire in India had become· 
the British Empire of India, less than half a century after • 
the rout of Plassey ; and the responsibility of giving peace 
and justice to a realm wider and more populous than all 
the lands which Napoleon conquered had become an 
obligation resting upon the British people. 

Wellesley was not only a great conqueror, he was a great 
adminis~rative reformer. The work of organising the wide 
new provinces brought under British rule was an immense 
task, and it was ~ell and honestly done. The men whom 
Wellesley chose for this work were the founders of a new 
tradition of administration which was to show great results 
during the next generation; while the men who served as 
Residents at the courts of the dependent States set the model 
for a new kind of public service, not less valuable and even 
more difficult. In the actual machinery of justice and of 
government in the older provinces the Governor's reform
ing. zeal equally displayed itself. He carried into effect a 
separatiot1 of judicial and administrative work which was 
of the highest value ; and although his bold proposals were 
never accepted, he had formed schemes for the reorganisa
tion of every part of the system. But his schemes frightened 
the Directors, and nothing came of them. 

In truth, the Directors and the home Government, while 
they took ~redit for moderation of aim and for a dislike of 
aggression and conquest, were far less generous in their 
conception of Indian policy, far less penetrated by a sense 
of obligation for the welfare ot the Indian peoples, than the 
bold a_nd haughty proconsul whom they criticiqed. It was 
he, ' the Akbar of the Company's dynasty,' the creator of 

· the British ~mpire of India, and not they, 'Yho held the 
nobler view of the function which Fate had so strangely 
thrust upon ·Britain in the East. 

[Lucas, Historical Geography of the West Indies ; Theal, History 
of South Africa and South Africa (in the' Story ofthe Nations' Series); 
Cory, History of South Africa; Dorman, History of the British Empire 
in the I9th Century (begins in 1793) ; Muir, Making of British India; 
Roberts, Historical Geography of India; Owen, Selection from 
W ellestey' s Despatches and Selections from Wellington's Indian 
Despatches, with good introductions; Malcolm, Political History of 
India (1784-1823) ; Marshman, History of India; Mill and Wilson, 
History of British India.] ·~l0} 



CHAPTER V 
THE TRAGEDY OF IRELAND : THE REBELLION 

OF 1798 AND THE UNION 

(A.D. 1782-1801) 

§ r. The Problem of Reform, I782-179I. 

THERE was no country in which the French Revolution had 
more profound or more disastrous consequences than in 
Ireland. For it came at a moment when a healthy national 
spirit was beginning to unite· the divided parties ; and by 
substituting brute force for persuasion it violently inter
rupted the process of reconciliation, and created new and 
bitter hatreds to poison the life of the Irish people. 

A happier era than Ireland had yet known seemed to be 
dawning during the decade following the con~ssioJ of 
legislative independence in 1782. The old trade restrictions 
had gone, and Irelaml was enjoying an unwonted prosperity. 
Most of the social disabilities of the Catholics (though not 
their political disabilities) had disappeared, and among the 
educated classes the spirit of tolerance was so widespread 
that the removal of the political disabilities st'Jemed to be 
only_ a question of time. Among the peasantry of both 
faiths, indeed, religious animosities were still easily stirred, 
and in 1784 and later years there were ominous faction 
fights in Ulster between the (Protestant) Peep-o' -Day Boys 
and the (Catholic) Defenders. Agrarian outrages also were 
still fre·quent: they showed the need for economic reforms. 
But these things were deplored by the educated classes of 
both faiths. It was reasonable to hope that the growing 
sense of national unity, which was healing the ancient 
religious feud, would find remedies for these ills. 

In the view of Catholics and Protestants alike, the chief 
symbol of Irish nationhood was the Parliament, whose 
legislative independence had been won in 1782. But this 
Parliament was very unrepresentative, and stood in need of 
drastic reform. Catholics took no part in its election. 
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Even Ulster Presbyterians could not be elected to it. A 
majority of its 300 members sat for pocket-boroughs, con
trolled by a small gropp of great borough-owners. More 
than one-third of the m~mbers held Government posts or 
pensions, and voted as Government prescribed; and the 
Irish executive was still nominated by the British Crown. 
So long as Government and the borough-owners were in 
harmony, British control over the Irish Parliament> was 
almost as effective as it had been before 1782; and by a 
judicious distribution of favours, Government was in fact 
almost always. able to make sure of a majority. It was, 
indeed, by these means that the British Government con
trived to ensure that Irish and British policy should not be 
at cross-purposes; and as m'].ity of purpose between the 
two islands was of vital importance, especially in time of 
war, it was unlikely that the British Government would 
sacrifice its hold over the Irish Parliament. Any large 
measure of reform, by making. the Irish Parliament really 
independent, would involve the danger of a conflict of 
policy between the two Governments. It would reproduce 
the unworkable system which had caused such difficulty 
in Scotland between r68g and 1707 : 1 hence both the 

. Brit.ish Government and the reigning oligarchy in Ireland 
were hostile to the idea of any substantial reform. The 
chiefrepresentative of the ruling oligarchy throughout this 
period, and the dominating figure in tlie Irish Government,· 
was the Lord Chancellor, Fitzgibbon, afterwards Earl of 
Clare. A inan of strong intellect and firm will, he held , 
that the first duty of the party which he led was to main
tain British' power in Ireland; and while he was willing to 
make concessions on other points, he was resolutely opposed 
to any proposals which threatened the British supremacy
as any real scheme of reform must necessarily do. Fitz
gibbon's masterful, clear-sighted and uncompromising 
temper made him one of the protagonists through9ut the 
tragic story which we have tonarrate in this chapter. 

Unhappily there was no unity of opinion among the 
advocates of reform. Some, like the Whigs in England, 
thought that no more was necessary than a reduction of the 
means of corruption at the disposal of Government. A 
group led by .Flood and Lord Charlemont would have given 
a wid,ened franchise to Protestan;ts, but excluded the 
Catholics; and in 1783 Flood tried, fortunately in vain, 
to make use of the volunteers in support of this programme. 

1 Vol. I. pp. 581-3. . 
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Among the Ulster Presbyterians there were extreme 
democrats who advocated manhood suffrage for Catholics 
and Protestants on equal terms. But the wisest and 
most healing policy was that advocated by Grattan, who 
would have given equal rights in all respects to Catholics 
and Protestants, but on a limited franchise; for Grattan 
recognised the danger of entrusting political power to an 
ignoamt peasantry inflamed by religious animosities. A 
reform on Grattan's lines would assuredly have averted the 
horrors that were to come. It would have satisfied the 
Catholics. It would have been accepted even by the 
Ulster Presbyterians. But, undeniably, it would have 
complicated the relations between Britain and Ireland, and 
made the co-ordination of their policy very difficult. For 
that reason it was certain to be resisted not only by the 
Irish borough-owners, but by the British Government. 
Britain was condemned not only to appear, but actually to 
be, the chief obstacle to the solution of this fundamental 
Irish problem. 

§ 2. The United Irishmen and the Demand for Catholic 
Emancipation, 1791-1795. 

• 
Into these discussions on parliamentary refm:m a new 

fervour and greater bitterness were imported by the influ
ence of the French Revolution. The ideas of the Revolution 
found a ready welcome among the Presbyterians of Ulster, 
who early opened a correspondence with the French clubs, 
like the reform societies in England and Scotland. In 1791 an 
able young Belfast lawyer, ~Volfe Tone, publishM a trench
ant pamphlet, in which he argued bitterly that British 
influence made it futile to hope for reform from the Irish 
Parliament, and urged that Irishmen of both faiths should 
unite to secure their own freedom. Tone was vehemently 
anti-British in sentiment, and held that a complete sever
ance of the connexion with Britain ought to be effected 
with French aid. Most of his Ulster compatriots did not 
go so far. But they sympathised with his general ideas ; 
and when he founded in Belfast a Society of United Irish
men whose object was to combine Protestants and Catholics 
in a demand for complete democracy, branch organisations 
rapidly sprang up in every part of Protestant Ulster. 

It is significant that the revolutionary and anti-British 
movement should have been begun in Ulster; it is not less 
significant that for some years it was practically confined to 
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Ulster. For the Catholics of the South had no sympathy 
with the Revolution, which had begun by attacking their 
Church; and apart from a few adherents in Dublin, the 
United Irish movement obtained scarcely any recruits 
among them until 1795. The educated Catholics were, indeed, 
beginning to agitate for parliamentary privileges; but what 
they wanted was a measure of reform such as Grattan 
advocated, not a revolutionary upheaval. On the other 
hand the ignorant Catholic peasantry, stirred per4aps by 
the unrest thp.t was in the air, were being captured in these 
years by the Defender movement, whicli had at first no 
political ends, but was aimed at purely economic grievances, 
notably the exaction of tithe. The Defenders organised 
themselves in secret societies for the conduct of midnight 
outrages; and they were easily stirred to religious fanati
cism·, especially in Ulster, where the homes of Protestants 
were burnt, magistrates were murdered, and there were 
many affrays between Protestants and Ca_tholics. From 
1791 onwards this formless movement of blind violence 
steadily, extended its range, until in 1795 it was raging in 
more than half of the Irish counties. Defenderism was 
an ugly and menacing thing; but it appeared to have no 
connexion whatever with the movement of the United 
Irisl.tmen,. whose object was to destroy those sectarian 
bitternesses by which the Defenders were inspired. It 
seemed impossible that these hostile agitations should ever 
coalesce. . 

Alarming as was the spread of the Defender movement, 
it was unhappily of a kind familiar in Ireland; and Govern
ment was l(lSs perturbed by it than by the activities of the 
United Irishmen. Tl;ley were believed to be in negotiation 
with the French; and this belief was confirmed in- 1794, 
when a French agent was arrested and tried in Dublin. 
Because of the revelations made in this trial, Wolfe Tone 
and others had to flee to France, where they strove to bring• 
about a French invasion of Ireland. Henceforth the United 
Irish movement was labelled as a definitely treasonable 
conspiracy. · 

Against this danger from the Ulster Protestants, Pitt 
held that the greatest safeguard would be found in winning 
the support of the Catholics, who had every reason to hate 
the Revolution, and who were as yet untouched by the 
movement of revolt. In 1793, the first year of the war, he 
overbore the opposition of Fitzgibbon and other ascendancy 
leaders, and compelled them to carry through the Irish_ 
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Parliament a remarkable measure, which at one stroke 
conferred the franchise upon Catholics on equal terms with 
Protestants. This Act was meant to win the loyalty of 
the Catholics, and for a moment it earned their gratitude. 
But its ~ffect was spoiled in two ways. While it gave to 
Catholics the right of voting, it did not make them eligible 
to Parliament, or to the most important offices; a stigma 
still rested upon every Catholic ; and the more loyal and 
conservative leaders among the Catholic gentry were pre
vented from exercising their influence. This was a disas
trous blunder. Its effect was deepened when Fitzgibbon 
publicly admitted that the measure had been forced upon 
the majority in the Irish Parliament by the British Govern
ment. This implied that the legislative independence of 
the Irish Parliament was unreal; and that, if necessary 
legislation was not passed, the British Government was pro
bably to blame. 

The Act of 1793 had, in truth, done more harm than good. 
But it was not too late to remedy the blunder : the Catholics 
were still quiet, still loyal. At the end of 1794 the Whigs of 
Burke's group joined Pitt's ministry; and one of the 
ministerial changes which this involved was the appointment 
of a Whig, Lord Fitzwilliam, to the Lord-Lieutenancy of 
Ireland. Fitzwilliam was a friend of Grattan, .and was 
known to be an advocate of Grattan's programme of com
plete Catholic emancipation and parliamentary reform. 
Pitt knew this when he made the appointment; and his 
instructions to Fitzwilliam were that, while Catholic 
Emancipation must not be introduced as a Government 
measure, it need not be opposed. Fitzwilliam's appoint
ment was hailed with delight by Catholics and by Protestant 
reformers. When it was learned that he had encouraged 
Grattan to introduce an Emancipation Bill, and that he 
had dismissed from office the leading representative of 
the borough-owning oligarchy, hopes were raised to the 
highest pitch. 

They were raised only to be disappointed; for six· 
weeks after Fitzwilliam's arrival in Dublin he was sud
denly recalled, and replaced by a Lord-Lieutenant who 
completely reversed his policy. The only possible explana
tion of this disastrous action on Pitt's part is that he had 
been frightened by the ascendancy party into changing his 
policy. But nothing could have had a worse effect, in the 
tense and excited condition of public opinion, than to raise 
great hopes and then suddenly to disappoint them. The 
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Irish people lost faith in the honesty and good intent of the 
British Government. Lord Charlemont predicted that the 
result must be to drive the mass of the people into the arms 
of the revolutionaries ; the United Irish leaders themselves 
later testified that their cause had.made no progress, except 
among the Presbyterians, 'until the recall of Earl Fitz
william.' Their cause progressed with a vengeance during 
the next three years. For Fitzwilliam's recall was the 
turning-point in a_tragic history. It was the rejection of an 
opportu~ity that could never recur. · 

§ 3· Growing Anarchy and the Rebellion of 1798. 

Over the next three years hangs the gradually deepening 
shadow of an approaching tragedy. 

In 1795, after Fitzwilliam's recall,· the United Irishmen 
began to organise for a general rebellion, which was to be 
supported by a French inyasion. They worked out an 
elaborate secret organisation, which was gradually spread 
over the country, with small local 'lodges' at the base, 
grouped under a hierarchy of barony committees, county 
committees, provincial committees, and at the head a small 
directory whose membership was known only to a few.·. 

But if a general rebellion was to take place, the mass of 
the Cath~lic peasantry must be brought in, and the peasantry 
cared nothing about political democracy. To wih them over, 
the United liish leaders set themselves to capture the 
Defender movement, with the promise that tithes should be 
abolished. Defenderism spread with alarmiilg rapidity, 
and as it ~pread religious animosity was intensified. In 
Ulster there was open fighting between Catholics and 
Protestants-a pitched battle took place at Armagh in the 
spring of 1795 ; and the Protestants in self-defence began 
to organise themselves in Orange lodges, and to harry their 
Catholic neighbours out of the countrysjde. In. their 
eagerness to stir up rebellion, the United Irish leaders were 
playing with fire. All but the more fanatical democrats 
among the Ulster· Presbyterians were gradually frightened 
away from the movement. It had begun as an attempt to 
obliterate the hateful religious feud which had so long torn 
Ireland asunder; it was being turned into the mean~ of 
bringing it to a pitch of bitterness without parallel even in 
the dark past. Catholic peasants, driven out of Ulster, 
spread the story that the Orangemen had vowed to exter
minate all Catholics; and some of the United Irish leaders 

• 
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did not hesitate to encourage this story, using the ignorance 
and the ancient hatreds of the wretched peasantry for their 
own purposes. United Irish lodges were rapidly increasing 
in Southern Ireland during 1795 and 1796 ; but they no 
longer preached reconciliation. And the Catholic gentry 
and priests, :J.lienated and embittered, had almost ceased to 
exercise any restraining influence. 

In 1796 tb.e conspirators began to drill and arm their 
ignorant and misguided flocks. Muskets were smuggled 
into the country in large numbers. Blacksmiths were 
everywhere kept busy in the manufacture of long pikes. 
The country was rapidly reaching a state of anarchy. 
Government passed an Insurrection Act, imposing crushing 
penalties upon those who took seditious oaths, and Habeas 
Corpus was suspended; but even these severe measures 
were of little avail. Meanwhile the project of a French 
invasion was being worked out. In December 1796 a great 
French fleet, with an army of 15,000 men, under the famous 
Lazare Hoche, succeeded in evading the British fleet and in 
reaching Irish waters. Had thisarmy been landed, Ireland 
would almost certainly have been lost. But a fog scattered 
the French fleet; and a storm blew out to sea the 15 vessels 
which reached Bantry Bay. Luck, not skill, had saved 
Britain from a disaster. • 

Yet it is significant that, when the invasion th~eatened, 
the Catholic population of the South-west proved to be 
staunchly loyal. They were not yet much affected by the 
United Irish movement. But the movement was spreading ; 
there were zoo,ooo men drilling in 1797 .. And for that 
year a still greater French expedition, supported by the 
French, Spanish and Dutch fleets, was projected. This was 
the peril which made 1797 a year of wearing anxiety in 
Britain, and which doubled the horror of the naval mutinies. 
This was the nightmare which the naval victories of St. 
Vincent and Camperdown dispelled.1 

Faced by these dangers, the Irish Government resolved on 
more drastic measures; and in 1797 General Lake was ordered 
to disarm Ulster, where the United Irish movement was 
most dangerous. The disarmament of a whole countryside 
is in any case a difficult task, open to many abuses. Lacking 
a sufficiency of regular troops, Lake had to entrust much 
of the work to Protestant yeomanry, recruited in the 
district, who were almost frantic with fear and hate, the 
cruellest of passions ; and grim and cruel deeds were done. 

1 See above, pp. 178, 179. 
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The news of what was happening in Ulster spread to the 
rest of Ireland: it seemed to confirm the ugly story of the 
threatened Orange Fury. And the United Irish leaders; 
seeing their organisation undermined, came to th~ decision 
that th~ rebellion must be precipitated before it was too 
late. They still hoped for, and promised, a French invasion_ 
for 1798. The hope was a vain one; for since Camperdown 
the British fleet commanded the seas, and Napoleon himself 
had reported that invasion was impossible. · 

But the Uniteci Irish leaders had neither vigour nor 
resolution; and Government was kept in touch, by spies, 
with all their plans. In March 1798 all but one of the 
Leinster executive were suddenly arrested, and for a time 
this dislocated their schemes. Martial law was proclaimed 
in Leinster, and soldiers and yeomanry were sent to disarm 
the population. The cruelties of the Ulster disarmament 
of 1797 were repeated in a more dreadful form. There 
were wholesale floggings, burnings of houses, indiscriminate 
shootings-:a real Reign of Terror, inspired by terror. 
But instead of averting rebellion, these savageries precipi~ 
tated it. The United Irishmen hastily reconstructed their 
directory, and sent out orders for a general insurrection 
(May). · 

Once more, however, Government was too prompt, and 
the leaders were seized. Among them was Lord Edward 
Fitzgerald, son of the premier peer of Ireland, one of tl}e 
noblest of those generous-minded and reckless visionaries of 
whom Ireland has been so prolific; like his comrades, and 
like the leaders of the Revolution in France, he was blinded 
by a vague ;ideal to the sordid horrors of internecine strife, 
into which he had helped to plunge his country. These 
arrests destroyed any chance there might have been that 
the rebellion would be formidable. It was only in the 
south-east of Leinster that it was at all dangerous, and only 
in Wexford thatdt ·attained even a momentary success. 
Here a mob of ignorant and terrified peasants for a time 
dominated the countryside, burning and slaying. Their 
success was short-lived ; troops were po1;1red in from 
England, yeomanry were rushed down frorri Ulster, and in 
June, at Vinegar Hill, the hapless and bewlldered rebel host 
was scattered and decimated. Then followed an ugly spell 
of savage repression ; but by August all resistance was at 
an end. Ireland relapsed into a sullen quiescence. · 

When all was over, and they could achieve nothing, two 
French forces at last reached Ireland, a little army of 1000 

VOL. 11. 0 
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men landing at Killala, on the wild west coast, in August; 
a fleet with sooo men reaching Lough Swilly in September. 
Both were easily disposed of. With the second came Wolfe 
Tone, who was captured and condemned to death, but 
anticipated his fate by suicide. 

So ended the most grim and sordid tragedy in ~ven the 
terrible records of Irish history. It had brought cruel 
sufferings upon the Irish people ; but the worst of all 
its results were the bitter memories and hatreds which 
it aroused. They were to poison the life of Ireland for a 
century to come; and they were the more bitter because 
they had been stirred at a time when Ireland seemed to 
be on the verge of becoming at last a united nation, and 
a reconciled member of the Commonwealth. The blame 
for this unhappy result rests in part upon the reactionary 
party in Ireland, in part upon the vacillations of Pitt; but 
the chief blame must be laid upon the revolutionary spirit, 
with its. appeal to violence, with its wilful destruction of the 
forces that were working for reconciliation, with its reckless 
stirring of old hatreds in order that they might be used 
for its own ends. In other lands, the French Revolution 
wrought blended good and ill ; in Ireland, n?thing but ill. 

• 
§ 4- The Act of Union. • 

The rebellion was at an end : but the task of healing 
and settlement remained, and the fierce passions which had 
been aroused made it an all but impossible task. There was 
now no hope that the Irish Parliament would admit the 
Catholics to an equality of treatment, for all the old fears 
and hatreds of 1690 had been reawakened. But to leave the 
Catholics at the mercy of the Protestant ascendancy was 
equally out of the question. In the view of most British 
statesmen the only solution was a legislative union, such as 
they had long desired, but never had an opportunity of 
carrying. This view was strongly held not only by Pitt, 
but by the wise old statesman Cornwallis, who had been 
appointed Lord-Lieutenant when the rebellion began, and 
by the young statesman Castlereagh, who was, as Chief 
Secretary, beginning his brilliant career. But both Corn
wallis and Castlereagh were convinced that a Union would 
only be possible or defensible if it were associated, as part 
of the settlement, with a measure of complete Catholic 
emancipation. This would reconcile the Catholics, and 
make them feel that Union had brought them a boon which 

• 
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they could not otherwise have obtained. Pitt refused to 
permit emancipation to be linked with the Union; but he 
allowed it to be understood that it would be the first under
taking of the united Parliament. On that understanding 
the projeCt of Union received, if not the active support, at 
any rate the concurrence, of a large proportion of the 
Catholics. · · 

But the Catholics were not represented in the Irish 
Parliament; and the Irish Parliament had to be persuaded 
to consent to its own extinction. The project of Union 
was as bitterly opposed by reformers of Grattan's school 
as by the oligarcpy of borough-owners. There was only one 
way in which it could be forced through-by organised 
corruption; _ana even corruption on the most lavish scale 
scarcely availed. £r,zoo,ooo were spent in the purchase 
of pocket boroughs ; peerages and places were scattered with 
profusion. ' I despise and hate myself every hour, for 
engaging in such dirty work,' Cornwallis wrote, 'and am 
supported only by the reflection that without a Union the 
British Empire must be dissolved.' · Corruption did, its 
work; it swamped even the moving and lofty eloquence 'of 
Grattan, who. saw the work of his life undone.; and the 
Irislt Parliament came to an end. 

The A<!t of Union was a well-meant me~ure. It gave 
Ireland generous representation in the United Parliament, 

. roz members in the House 'of Commons, 45 peers in the 
House of Lords; and at the moment its financial adjust
ments between the two. countries were not ungenerous, 
though in the long rurt they proved to be unfair to the 
smaller couhtry. But it imposed upon Ireland the sacrifice 
of what even the unrepresented Catholics regarded as the 
symbol of Irish nationhood. That sacrifice could only be 
justified if the price paid 'for it was a worthy price. The 
price wh~ch had been offered was Catholic emancipation, 
and the healing of the ancient religious conflict. But it 
was not paid. 

George III. had convinced· himself that he could not 
assent to Catholic .emancipation without violating his 
coronation oath. It is incredible that Pitt should not 
have known this was the King's attitude, or even made 
inquiries, before he gave the understanding which was as 
binding in honour as the .rnost solemn pledge. Yet he 
accepted the King's negative without a struggle, on the 
ground .that George's mental balance was precarious-as 
if'the reconciliation of two sister n<\):ions, and the fulfilment 
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of an honourable undertaking, were not more important 
than even the sanity of a king. Pitt resigned his post, to 
save his personal honour; but he secured the possibility 
of a return to office by giving a voluntary pledge that he 
would not raise the question during the King's lifetime. 
This is the deepest of the blots on Pitt's reputation as a 
statesman. For the history of the united Parliament began 
with a broken pledge; the symbol of Irish nationhood had 
been sacrificed, and the price had not been paid ; the Irish 
people (with the Fitzwilliam episode in their memories) 
had once more been convinced that the promises of a 
British Government could not be trusted. It was under 
these unhappy auspices that the great experiment of the 
Union was undertaken. • 

[Lecky, History of heland in the .r8th Century, the best, most solid, 
and most judicial of Lecky's books; also his Le,zders of hish Public 
Ofinion: Dunlop, Henry Grattan; Swift Macneill, Constitutional 
and Parlia11'1113ntary History of Ireland till the Union; Moore, Memoirs 
of Lord E. Fitzgerald ; Gordon, History of the Irish Rebellion ; 1 A uta
biography of Wolfe Torw; Escancie, Hache en Irlande.] 



CHAPTER VI 

SOCIAL EFFECTS OF THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR 

§ I. Rapid Progress of the Agrarian Revolution. 

GREAT wars always deeply affect the social org<;tnisation of 
the peoples who engage in them; but few wars that have 
ever been waged can have exercised a more potent or a 
more unhappy influence upon the social condition of .a 
country than the French Revolutionary War exercised upon 
the social condition of Britain. Coming,at_a.moment when 
a vast economic transformation was at work, it intensified 
m~-suffefii1gS;Ilicii-ffil5-h:ansforn1atiori ·w-as boun~d to 
cause·;-·it"distracted'"iiieti's-ffiindsfrom"tlie need-foi=-reme-diaJ 
measures ; -ancl'Ti: phinged a largepi:oportiononl:lepopula
tion into such an abyss of misery that for a generation after 
the. conclusion of peace violent revolution, dictated by 
despair, s~eme!l always to be at hand. The full effects of the 
war were not displayed until its second phase, whe.r1_Napoleon 
used his power __ oyer Europe to attempt the total ruin of 
Britain by excluding her trade from European markets. 
But already, before r8or, the chief sources of difficulty 
were being made plain. 

T_he out~ta~ding fact of Britain's _.?itl!atjon when_ she 
entered upon _the most gi~!!ticconfiict in which __ s_!ll._ ha£ 
ev~r engaged. wa.S Jha t, .for the first)ime :in :her:)i_is1ory ,~she 
~-~ _p_n.£:£!0Q_suppor~er population fro~· p!.£..d_1J.f~.;J>l. 
her own soil. No other great~Statenaa ever found itself11 , 

--in's~ch a situation. 1_llls~was_due~t_o the ra;R!i;LgTowth of\l ) 
pop:glation .. Between 1700 and 1750 the population of 
England and Wales had risen from about 5,ooo,ooo to abont 
6,ooo,ooo, an 'increase of 20 per cent. ; between 1750 and 
r8or it rose from about 6,ooo,ooo to about g,ooo,ooo, an 
increase of so per cent. For this growing population 
home supplies were insufficient, and -from about 1773 
imports of foreign com were generally necessary. In the 
first half of the century Britain had been a com-exporting 
country ; by the end of the century something like 20 per 
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cent. of her total requirements had to be imported. These 
imports had to come from Europe-mainly from the Baltic, 
for the new world had not yet begun to feed the old ; and 
the war put difficulties in the way of importation. In years 
when the home harvests failed, as in 1795 and 1797, there 
was a sportage of food, almost approaching to famine. 
The price of corn steadily mounted, even in normal years ; 
and by the end of t{le century a loaf of bread cost three times 
as much as it had cost fifty years before. This rise in the 
price of the prime necessities of life was cruelly felt by the 
mass of the people; for though wages also rose, they did 
not rise in proportion to the cost of living. 

In these circumstances it was essential that every possible 
means should be adopted of stimulating home production. 
In 1791 an attempt was made to encourage the farmer by 
means of a Corn Law, which practically prohibited importa
tion when the home price was below sos. a quarter;~ but 
as the home price never sank to anything like so low a figure 
as sos., the Act had no effect, and it certainly did nothing 
to raise the price of corn. Indeed, in 1795 Government was 
actually offering bounties on the importation of foreign corn, 
so grave was the shortage. The Corn Laws were, in fact, 
useless during this period. A far more important means 
of increasing production was the stimulation of _scientific 
farming. From 1793 a semi-official Board of Agriculture, with 
Arthur Young as its secretary, was doing everything in its 
power to encourage the farmers to empl~y more intensive 
methods. But the old open-field system, and the wide 
extent of uncultivated commons, stood in the way; as late 
as 1801, in spite of the activity of the previous gooeration in 
enclosures,1 the old system still survived in half the parishes 
of England. In that year, therefore, a general Enclosure 
Act was passed, to facilitate and cheapen the process, which 
went on thenceforward with accelerating speed. 

Thus the agrarian revolution was forced on by the war. 
Beyqnd a doubt, these changes led to a great increase in 
home production, which was enabled to keep pace with the 
increase of populatiqn ; and perhaps this alone prevented 
Britain from being starved into surrender during the later 
stages of the war. But the social results of the change were 
anything but good. The skilful farmer, indeed, profited 
enormou~ly; the landlord's rents rapidly increased; and 
these classes had every reason to be satisfied. But the 
small-holder, who had little or no capital and no exceptional 

1 See above, pp. nb-n8. 
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skill or enterprise, found it impossible to hold his own after 
enclosure, and nearly always had to sell his land to his big 
neighbour. With· terrible rapidity the mass of the rural 
population of Britain was reduced to the position of a 
proletariat, having no means of livelihood but the sale of 
their labour. Agricultural wages rose, indeed, by about 40 
per cent. between 1790 and r8o4 ; but· the price of bread 
rose 6o per cent. in the same period, and every commodity 
of common use rose in proportion. What was worse, the 
labourer was losing the means of supplementing his wages 
which he had once enjoyed. Enclosure deprived him of the 
righ~ of turning a pig on to the commons ; while the 
factories of the North were depriving his wife and daughters 
of the chance of adding to the family income by spinning 
yarn for the weavers. With a dreadful swiftness the widely 
diffused comfort which had marked English rural life in 
the middle of the century. disappeared; and the English 
peasant, who had enjoyed a solid diet with plenty of meat 
and ale, was reduced to bread and tea. Often enough he 
could not obtain milk for his children. And even so, he 
could not make ends meet; however hard he might work, 
mere necessity often drove him to accept poor relief. · 

• ! 

•§ 2. The Poor Law and.the Game Laws~ 

The governing class, which was profiting by the change 
that was so ruinotis to the labourers, was not indifferent to 
these sufferings. There was a great outpouring of charity, 
and bounty to the village poor became an accepted duty of 
the ladies m every manor house. But charity is no sub
stitute (or justice ; it set up a false relationship between 
two classes of the community, and ultimately deepened the 

.cleavage between them. The Whig, Samuel Whitbread, 
proposed in Parliament, in 1795, that a minimum wage· 
should be fixed; varying with the cost of living ; but 
orthodox economic theory would have nothing to say to 
this device. Lord Winchilsea, and the Society fqr Bettering 
the Condition of the Poor (founded in 1795), urged that 
eyery labourer ought to be given an allotment; but theirs 
w·ere voices in the wilderness. Even the agricultural 
reformers, notably Arthur Young, began to wonder whether 
they had not been too sweeping in their advocacy of large 
farms, and to press for small holdings ; but the movement 
was too strong to be checked. 

The <;mly important attempt which was made to relieve 
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the distress of the agricultural labourer was the adoption of 
a new poor law policy ; and this, though it was inspired 
by the most humane motives, did nothing but harm. In 
1795 the Berkshire Justices of the Peace, meeting at 
Speenhamland, decided that in all cases where a labourer's 
wage was insufficient to provide an adequate subsistence for 
his family, they would add to it from the rates in proportion 
to the number of children in the family. Similar devices 
had been tentatively adopted elsewhere; but the Berkshire 
scheme was so carefully worked out that it was widely 
adopted. It became so nearly universal in the next genera
tion that it came to be known as the Speenhamland Act of 
Parliament; and in 1796 its main idea was embodied in a 
real Act of Parliament. The result was that, by 1802, 28 
per cent. of the population were in receipt of poor relief. 

The Berkshire magistrates meant well, but their scheme, 
like other instances of misdirected benevolence, produced 
results far more mischievous than the most ingenious and 
ruthless tyranny could have devised. They were destroying 
the farmer's motive for paying a living wage, since whatever 
he paid would be made up out of the rates. They were 
imposing a crushing burden upon the ratepayers, and, with 
cruel irony, were compelling the small-holder to contriQute 
through the rates towards the wages-bill of his•poweclul 
competitors, and thus hastening his ruin. They were 
depriving the labourer of his self-respect; however in
dustrious and thrifty he might be, he m·ust submit to the 
degradation of charitable relief; and if he tried to do 
without it, he was punished by starvation. They were 
encouraging early and improvident marriages artd the rapid 
increase of a pauperised population. 

But the worst of all the results of this terrible system 
was that it reduced a large part of the working population to 
a sort of slavery. Under an Act of 1782 (known as Gilbert's 
Act) Guardians of the Poor were empowered to find work 
for unemployed men; and a practice grew up whereby 
gangs of paupers, men, women and children, were hired out 
to private employers, who paid a very low wage, the balance 
necessary for bare subsistence being made up from the rates. 
And out of this system, combined with the power of binding 
pauper children as apprentices, there grew up a practice 
yet more abominable, whereby children were sent in 
thousands, often at a very tender age, to the factories of the 
North, there to labour, uncared-for, during long hours: 
pitiful little friendless slaws, tom from their poor homes. 
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Wherever it was fully applied, the Speenhamland system 
reduced the labouring population to misery and degradation, 
robbed them of their self-respect, and gravely under
mined their physical vitality. But these results. were only 
gradually made apparent ; and in somP oarts of the country 
the system never came into operation {ndeed it was not 
until the last years of the long war and. the first years of the 
peace that its evils were fully displayed. · If the development 
of 'the system had not been gradual, it is incredible that 
there would not have been more lively protest. But 
familiarity can reconcile men to terrible things. It recon
C'iled the men of the heroic age of Nelson and Wellington 
to a state of things in which the British peasantry-the 

1 fathers and mothers of the men who fought at Trafalgar and 
Waterloo-were being reduced to a condition of misery 
comparable with that of the negro slave in the West Indies ; 
while the upper and middle classes were enjoying an abound
ing prosperity. The old homogeneity of English rural 
society had vanished. Between the fortunate few and the 
wretched many there was now.no community of interest. 
The few, though they did not realise the fact, throve upon 
the misery of ~he many; and, being obsessed by the dread 

' of. revolution, they were more concerned to stifle the 
expressien of discontent than to remove its causes. · 

Nothing more clearly shows the abyss which was opening 
between the possessing class and the labouring class in 
English rural society than the extraordinary severity of the 
Game Laws. The English squirearchy had always been fond 
of sport, and had long visited with disproportionate severity 
the offenc~ of poaching their game. While the peasantry 
were sti~l reasonably well off this had mattered comparatively 
little. But now, with purses swollen .by war-profits, the 
gentry were beginning to take their sports very seriously; 
they were breeding and , preserving game,. introducing 
pheasants, maintaining large numbers of keepers. Th!( 
half-starved labourer was not only driven to contrast the 
treatment of his own family with the treatment of game 
and those who tended it, he had a real temptation flaunted 
before his penury. Poaching inevitably grew. It was one 
of the means whereby the labourer kept himself alive; it 
add~d a spark of interest and adventure to his life of starva
tion and drudgery; he would have been a poor-spirited 
creature if he had regarded it as a crime. · 

But the rapid increase of poaching alarmed the governing 
class. In 1770 Parliament had imposed a penalty of three 
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months' imprisonment for taking game between sunset and 
sunrise, with flogging and a longer spell of gaol for a second 
offence. In r8oo imprisonment with hard labour was made 
the penalty for being found with one or more companions 
in circumstances that suggested poaching. The only result 
of this severity was that poachers began to work in armed 
gangs, so as to be able to resist capture, and battles between 
poachers and keepers became a common feature of English 
country life. In r8o3 the penalty of death was provided for 
even a threat of resistance in arms. Henceforward there 
was. a state of simmering war in the English countryside ; 
and the country gentlemen and the Justices of the Peace 
had come to appear no longer the· protectors of the poor, 
but their enemies and oppressors. 

The brutality of the Game Laws, like the ruinous cruelty 
of the Poor Law System, had not reached its worst during 
the period with which we are now concerned. But it was 
bad enough, when the nineteenth century opened, to show 
how bitter and how deep was the social cleavage which had 
resulted from the agrarian. revolution, complicated by the 
stress of the war, and by the exaggerated dread of revolution 
to which it gave birth. 

§ 3. Effects of the War upon Industry. • 

In the manufacturing industries, even more than in agri
culture, it was not until the second stage of the war that the 
unhappy influence which it exercised upon the economic 
transformation was fully displayed. In some industries, 
indeed, war brought, as it always does, a factitious prosperity. 
In the textile trades, where the industrial revolution had 
begun, no very perceptible worsening of conditions took 
place before the turn of the century. Machine-power was 
still almost limited to the spinning side of these trades. 
The weavers, still working at hand-looms in their own 
cottages, had not yet exhausted the boom of prosperity 
which an increased supply of yarn had brought to them, 
and their' golden age' lasted into the nineteenth century. 

Yet already there were signs that war conditions were 
hostile to a reasonable adjustment of industrial life to its 
new methods. For one thing, the war, and the hesitation 
about making political changes to which it gave rise, pre
vented any attempt to provide decent organisation or 
government for the new towns which were springing up in 
the North and the Midlands. Villages were growing into 
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towns with mushroom rapidity. They had to be content 
with the traditional village organisation, under manor 
courts and parish vestries, which were hopelessly misuited 
for their new functions ; and the result was that they grew 
up without regulation,. ugly, insanitary, unlighted, unpaved, 
unpoliced. This state of things, which was due to the 
political stagnation and the resistance to all change caused 
by reaction against the Revolution, lasted for half a genera
tion after the war had reached its close. Many British 
towns are still struggling with the unhealthy conditions 
produced during this period. The new generation of 
industrial Britain was sentenced to be bred in inconceivably 
ugly and degrading surroundings. 

Again, wages in many industries showed a downward 
tendency, or at least failed to rise il\ proportion to the 
alarming increase in the cost of living. This was directly 
traceable to the war, and need not have happened in normal 
conditions. For the war prevented that rapid expansion of 
foreign markets which was necessary if the new methods of 
mechanical production were to be developed without in
flicting suffering upon the workers; and at the same time 
the growing distress of the agricultural population led to a 
sh~inkage of the home market. If the farm-labourer had 
been better paid, he would have had more to spend on ,. 
woollen and cotton goods. In another way, also, the 
degradation of the agricultural labourer affected the 
industrial worker. At the end of the century surplus 
labour from the country was beginning to pour into the 
towns and mining villages ; and this competition enabled 
employers• to beat down wages, especially as the farm 
labourer was accustomed to very low wage-rates. Finally, 
child-labour -could be utilised on a large scale in the spinning 
factories. Its employment inevitably kept down wage
rates. And the eN.ormity of child-labour in factories was 
already assuming monstrous dimensions, thanks. to the 
wholesale apprenticing of pauper children. It had gone so 
far by r8o2 .tha:t Sir Robert Peel, himself a great cotton 
manufacturer, obtained from Parliament an Act-to regulate 
the conditions of work of poor-;:law apprentices in cotton 
factories. This was the first of the long series of Factory 
Acts. But it had no effect, bec~use its execution was left 
to the Justices of the Peace, who knew nothing about 
the business. 

Although, therefore, the conditions in the manufacturing 
industries were not yet very bad, the operatives were 
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beginning to feel the need of protection for the maintenance 
of their standard of life. There were repeated requests to 
Government, from one trade or another, for some system of 
wage-regulation by authority, such as had been applied, 
with some success, among the Spitalfields silk-weavers in 
1773 ; there were also demands for the definition of a 
minimum wage ; there were appeals to the Justices of the 
Peace to use their powers of fixing wages, which had long 
fallen into desuetude. -.But the Justices of the Peace were 
quite incompetent to deal with the complex piece-rates of 
the new industry. And the orthodox economics of the time 
looked askance at any such interference. Nothing, there
fore, was done. The industrial workers, beginning to be 
distressed, were turning to the State for protection and aid; 
and the State was refusing to give it. 

Since the State would do nothing, the only resource 
seemed to lie in combination for mutual aid; and indeed 
freedom to combine might have seemed a logical corollary 
of the refusal of the State to take action. Embryonic 
organisations for mutual aid began to spring into being in 
large numbers. On the one han<;]. these years saw the 
establishment of a multitude of small friendly societies 
which did not meddle with industrial questions, but p.ro
vided sick-benefit and other advantages to their members. 
On the other hand many small trade clubs, or rudimentary 
Trade Unions, purely local in character, came into being; 
and in many cases proved to be of real use in bargaining 
with employers. Government adopted very different atti
tudes towards these two types of organisations. It 
welcomed and assisted the friendly societies, by" passing a 
Friendly Soc~eties Act in 1793. Trade clubs, on the other 
hand, were regarded as mischievous and dangerous, because 
they tried to interfere with the wages and conditions of 
labour. They were held, also, to have a dangerously 
revolutionary character: they might enable the servant 
to dictate to his master; they might be used for political 
purposes. In 1799, therefore, Pitt introduced into Parlia
ment an Anti-Combination Act, which absolutely pro
hibited all combinations to deal with wages, and imposed 
severe penalties. Earlier Acts had prohibited combination 
in a particular industry, but always in conjunction with 
some provision for the protection of the workers. This 
Act-which was passed practically without discussion
applied to all industries, and included no provisions for the 

.Protection of the workers. In the next year (r8oo) a second 
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Act, which stiffened the provisions of the first, in~luded a 
clause authorising arbitration in industrial disputes ; but 
the clause remained a dead letter ; the employers refused to 
work it ; and, indeed, arbitration was out of the question 
when the parties to the dispute. were forbidden to act in 
combination. 

Thus the State refused to do anything for the prot~ction 
of the workers in a time of trial, -and at the same time 
prohibited them from combining to protect themselves. 
It was in these conditions that the operatives had to face the 
terrible strain and suffering of the second stage of the war. 
The Combination Acts did not put an end to Trade Unions; 
but they drove them underground, gave them a conspira
torial character, and made .it impossible for them to deal 
frankly and openly with the employers. If the first period 
of the war did not produce, among the industrial workers, 
as acute dis~ress as among the agricultural labourers, it 
helped to create the conditions which were to produce the 
sufferings/of the next period. 

l 4· Religious and Humanitarian Movements . 

. ~ut,iJ.l~ .. ~<? .. <ii~J,It:t.~-ml!s,..,?l,,t~.~"·~~~~l:~~,..~ ~H"t:~Y~!;. .... The 
gnmnes~ and danger of the times tnaoe·men take hfe more 
seriously. This showed itself on the one hand in an increased , 
simplicity of dress and manners; it showed itself also in an 
increased earnestness of religious life, and in an intense 
philanthropy. The great religious revival whose begin
nings we have traced in the previous period 1 reached its 
height in tlle dark days of the war; and it was accompanied 
by a remarkable and varied humanitarian activity. Except 
in a few dissolute sets, like that which surrounded the 
Prince Regent, there was a revival of something like the 
stem Puritanism of the seventeenth century. The Evan
gelical Movement had become one of the most powerful 
factors in the life of Britain ; and the little group of wealthy 

·and influential Evangelicals who clustered round William 
Wilberforce at Clapham, and were known as the Clapham 
Sect, exercised a high degree of politic.al authority, and 
were able to achieve great things. Sober, self-complacent 
and narrow-minded, they were also full of a sincere zeal 
for good causes. 

Space does not permit of a~y description of the multi- • 
farious philanthropic activities of the time, the hospitals, 

' Sec above, pp. IJI-133· ..,;.,_ 
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the dispensaries, the schools, the institutions for the 
afflicted of all kinds, which were springing up in every part of 
Britain. In view of the deepening shadow of misery which 
was darkening the lives of the mass of British people, these 
efforts were apt to appear futile and ineffective ; yet they 
nurtured a spirit which was to help towards better things 
in the future. But there were two of the religious and 
humanitarian undertakings of the war period which deserve 
more than a passing mention. One was the great campaign 
against the slave-trade, in which Wilberforce and his 
Clapham friends were deeply concerned. It won its 
triumph in r8o7, when an Act of Parliament made the 
traffic in slaves illegal for British subjects. And when it is 
remembered how vast had been the wealth earned by this 
nefarious traffic, and how grave were the anxieties which 
beset British commerce in these years, the victory of this 
campaign of abnegation provides a heartening proof that 
human sympathy and pity were not dead in Britain, despite 
all the cruelties of the time. The abolition of the slave
trade struck the note of a new era in the history of the 
British Commonwealth, an era in which ruthless exploita
tion of primitive peoples would be no longer regarded as 
permissible. • 

Even more important, both in itself and in the•influence 
which it was to exercise upon the future development of 
the Commonwealth, was the beginning of the immense and 
wide-ranging activities of Christian missionaries which 
belongs to these years. It was in 1792 that William Carey, 
the learned Baptist cobbler, published his plea for the 
conversion of the heathen which gave the first "impetus to 
this vast mo..vement. Next year Carey went out to India, 
and began a work which was to· have the most profound 
effects not only upon the religious life of India, but still 
more upon its intellectual outlook. 1 The Baptist Missionary 
Society, founded as a result of Carey's zeal, was followed 
in 1795 by the London Missionary Society, which in the 
next year despatched 29 missionaries to the Pacific, and 
by the Scottish Missionary Society, which took Africa for 
its first field. In 1799 the Church Missionary Society began 
its work; and in r8o4 the British and Foreign Bible Society. 
All were supported by voluntary subscriptions in Britain. 
The world-wide activities which were thus begun not merely 
showed that there was real vitality in the religious and 
,humanitarian movements of the time; they were to have 

1 See below. Bk. IX. chao. iv. o. :t~L 
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a profound influence upon the tuture development of the 
British Commonwealth,' and many pages o£ this volume 
will have to be devoted to tracing their political consequences. 
For it was the influence of the missionaries which was to· ' 
establish the principie that, in the backward regions of the 
world, it was the <duty of the British power to prevent the 
ruthless exploitation of primitive peoples, and to lead them 
gently int(') civilised ways of life. And the application of 
this principle in many fields was to be one of the highest 
achievements of British statesmanship during the nineteenth 
century, which opened with the foundation of the great 
missionary organisations. • 

§ 5· The Romantic Revival. 

A yet greater glory than the zeal of humanitarian . 
endeavour lightened these dark days of war. The muses of 
poetry had again· fixed their abode in Britain ; and the . 
gre~test outburst of inspired song that England had known 
since the ·time of Shakespeare was beginning-evoked, be
yond a doubt, by the deep emotions and reflections which · 

·were born of the revolution and the war. The smoQth 
cor:nplacency of the eighteenth century, its certainty that 
all the :alysteries of life lay within the compass of human 
reason, were shrivelled up by the fierce passions of the time, 
and by the challenge which it gave to every received idea 
and accepted convention. Wonder, reverence and humble
ness were born again in a reeling world ; and those pro
found emotions were stirred from v'vhich great poetry 
springs-?Ompassion for the sufferings and valour of common 
men, admiration for the deeds of heroes, th~ thrill of a great 
dim hope for the future ·of humanity, the pride of country 
and the love of liberty. Even the quiet beauties of the 
countryside, and the customary kindliness of daily life, took 
on a fresh poignancy when they seemed to be threatened 
by the grim menace of war; the beauty of nature and the 
mystery of life were s~en with a sharper vision. 

The new inspiration of the age had begun to show itself· 
even before the outbreak of the Revolution : Blake's simple 
and sublime Songs of- Innocence were publi~hed in 1789; 
the slim Kilmarnock volume of Burns's Ppfms appeared in 
1786. But both poets were deeply affected by the great 
upheaval: its influence surely had something to do with 
the cloudy grandeur of Blake's prophetic writings, which 
were published during the years of war; and Bums, who 
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died in 1796, wrote many of his later songs under the 
influence of its first inspiration. Yet more direct was the 
effect of the revolutionary spirit upon the two great poets 
who were the highest glory of the age, Wordsworth and 
Coleridge. They were still under the emotional influence of 
the new gospel of humanity when they, published Lyrical 
Ballads in 1798; both of them were later to be as 
powe:r.:fully inspired by indignation against the tyranny of 
Napoleon. The genius of both was at its highest during 
the second phase of the war; and Wordsworth's patriotic 
sonnets were the noblest expression of the spirit in which 
Britain braced hersclf

0
to resist the tyrant of Europe. The 

four n"!-mes of Blake, Bums, Wordsworth and Coleridge 
would be enough by themselves to make an age famous. 
But they were the harbingers of an extraordinary outburst 
of imaginative literature. Landor, Southey and Campbell 
were already at their best during the years of war. Scott 
published the Lay of the Last Minstrel in r8o5, and all 
his poetical work belongs to the war period. Byron's 
dazzling career was soon to begin-Childe Harold was 
published in r8r2 ; and the ethereal genius of Shelley made 
itself known with the issue of Queen Mab in 1813. The 
novel, too, took a new birth: the Irish tales of Maria 
Edgeworth and the fine irony of Jane Austen led. the way 
to the great sequence of the Waverley Novels, which began 
in 1814. And in essays and criticism no period in the 
whole range of English literature can surpass the years which 
were illuminated by the work of Coleridge, Lamb, Hazlitt 
and De Quincey. As truly as the Elizabethan age, the age 
of the Revolution, and especially its second bali, produced 
a splendour of thought and imagination that matched 
the splendour of its deeds. 

[J. L. and B. Hammond, The Village Laboure1•, The Town Labourer, 
The Skilled Labourer; Prothero, English Farming, Past and Present; 
Cunningham, Growth of English Industry and Commerce; Hasbach, 
History of the English Agricultural Labourer; Johnson, The Dis
appew·ance of the Small Landowner; Gonner, Common Land and 
Inclosure; Slater, English Peasantry and the Enclosure of the 
Common Fields; Nicholls, History of the Poor Law; Webb, History 
of Trade Unionism; S. and R. Wilberforce, Life of W. Wilberforce; 
Dowden. The French Revolution and English J.iterature.] 



~· CHAPTER VII 

THE NAPOLEONIC EMPIRE AND BRITISH SEA-POWER: 
TRAFALGAR, AUSTERLITZ, AND JENA 

'-., . ...:-..:~--..1> ~.... ~ ~----

THE strain and suffering caused by the first, or revolutionary, 
phase of the great war had been sei1ous enough ; but they 
were insignificant in comparison with the miseries which 
flowed from the second, or Napoleonic, phase, _which was 
wholly due to the insatiable ambitionpf the most tremendous 
military and organising genius whom the world has ever 
known. {!_;:tl}l not a man, but~ forq~,~~g.pole()p_oJl_cesaid 
of himself. Witli-volCaliicenergy-he was now to sweep 
·away, in-·the course of a few years, every obstacle which 
withstood hiin upon the mainland of Europe, as he strode 
towards the domination of the world. Only one barrier 
held against his onset, and saved the world froth an all
em.brac~ng military despotism. Th.il ... JJ.lliruate._bl!h~ark of 
f1:~m was th~e~ppw.er.dLBritiin,~who,jn.F\U.:.!~r._ds, 
' ~~.[!i@;~~D?YJ1er_~xertions ,;_<;~.nd ~after _long ~_llqur9,nce .. 
w'!;s ~o~q.x_~:t:.tif"ope~by.her_example.:_ But the long agony 
o1 the struggle racked and strained the very structure of the 
Commonwealth, almost brought it to ruin, and left it, when 
victory Wjl.S won, faced by problems of reconstruction so 
grave that for a whole generation anarchy and ruin seemed 
always to be at hand. 

· § r. The Organisation of Napoleon's Power. 

Napoleon had made himself the master of France by the 
coup d' etr:d of N ovt:<mber 1799. Befo're the end of the year 
his government was defined by a new constitution, known 
as the Constitution of the Year VIII., which was submitted 
to a plebiscite vote of the French nation, and accepted by 
an overwhelming majority. Avoiding a semblance of a 
return to monarchy, the constitution set at the head of the 
State three Consuls, who ·were to hold office for ten years. 
But Napoleon as· First Consul wielded·the whole executive 
power, and could appoint and dismiss all public officials. 
There was an elaborate apparatus of consultative and 
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legislative bodies, a Council of State, a Senate, a Tribunate, 
a Legislative Assembly; but these bodies were allowed no 
real power. And in the sphere of local administration all 
authority was concentrated in the Prefects and Sub
Prefects-bureaucratic officials appointed by the central 
Government. Thus, within ten years of. the beginning of 
the Revolution, France had swayed back again to a system 
of government almost as despotic in form, and far more 
absolute in fact, than that of the Bourbon monarchy had 
been. The dream of Democracy had vanished. 

Even the great powers vested in the First Consul by the 
constitution of 1799 did not satisfy Napoleon's lust for 
domination. Every stage in his subsequent progress was 
marked by a weakening of the checks upon his absolute 
authority, unreal as they were. In r8o2, he used the 
enthusiasm created by the conclusion of peace to obtain the 
approval of the nation, through another plebiscite, for his 
assumption of the Consulate for life. In r8o4, amid the 
excitement of renewed war, a new plebiscite ratified his 
adoption of the title of Emperor, which was made hereditary. 
During the greater part of his period of power, Napoleon's 
rule was an undisguised despotism. It was a despotism 
which rested on national consent, as repeated plebiscitts 
proved.

0 
But its main buttres~ was the devoted loyalty of 

a huge army, proud of its victories ; and this fundamental 
fact made it a menace to the world. Even if the despot 
himself had not been avid of power, the army must be fed 
with conquests. 

The Napoleonic regime, whatever its author might 
pretend, was thus a negation of all the dreams of political 
liberty which had given birth to the Revolution. It was 
equally hostile to freedom of thought, at least in the political 
sphere. A fortnight after the publication of the Con
stitution of 1799 the autocrat suppressed, by a single edict, 
6o of the 73 newspapers issued in Paris, and forbade the 
publication of any new ones. Henceforward the press 
was subject to a rigid and highly efficient censorship; and 
the theatres were submitted to as strict a control as the 
press. In a series of laws and edicts between r8oz and 
r8o8, Napoleon undertook the regulation of the educational 
system, bringing it under the centr~lised control of what he 
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alike, at the orders of its master. This was the shrewdest 
and most penetrating of his attacks upon liberty. Finally 

·the fabric of despotism was cemented by an elaborately 
organised system of secret police, perfecte~ from the methods 
of the Reign of Terror, and directed by the astute Fouche, an 
inheritance from those days. In the later days of the 
Napoleonic regimy the arbitrary imprisonment of dangerous 
persons practically reproduced the lettres de cachet of the 
Old Regime. 

Thus her great . Revolution had brought France to a 
system of despotism, and to a negation of liberty, far more 
severe because far more efficient than the Old Regime had 
ever known. She had' <;:orne to this because she had pursued 
liberty by the path of violence rather than by the path 
of persua.Sion and consent. And she accepted the result 
because she was sick of anarchy, and the new regime gave 
her, at the least, order, stability and internal peace. There 
is no question but that the Napoleonic despotism was 
immeasurably the most efficient government that France 
had ever known. For a time it almost healed the discords to 
which the Revolution had given birth. The quarrel with 
the.Catholic Church, which had lasted since 1790, was ended 
by. a Concordat .with the Papacy in r8or, ·and 1n r8o4 the 
Pope (v~ry reluctantly) came to France to crown Napoleon 
Emperor-or· rather, to be present at the coronation, for 
Napoleon placed the crown on his own head. France 
gained also very greatly from the codification of the laws 
which Napoleon, using the work of the revolutionary jurists, 
pushed through with astonishing rapidity. The five Codes 
which were drawn up betw~en r8oo and r8ro formed the 
clearest and most orderly system of law which any country 
had enjoyed since the fall of the Roman Empire ; their merits 

·were so shining that they greatly helped in establishing 
French influence and authotoity in the conquered countries. 
Napoleon was a despot; but he was the most intelligent and 
enlightened despot of whom history has any record. 

The swiftness, competence and skill with which France 
was reorganised during the years following 1799 form the 
most triumphant and conclusive proof of Napoleon's genius·; 
his achievements as a ruler were .even more dazzling than 
his achievements as a captain in war. But their result was 
.to leave all the resources of the greatest country in Europe 

· absolutely at the mercy of a .man of insatiable ambition ; 
and thus to threaten the liberty of the whole world. 

The full significance of Napoleon's d~?potism was shown 
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in the lands which France had conquered even more clearly 
than in France hersel£.1 Belgium, the whole of Germany 
west of the Rhine, and the province of Savoy had been 
completely incorporated in France during the republican 
period. In r8oz the province of Piedmont-the north
western part of the North Italian plain-was also forcibly 
annexed to France. The two republics which had been 
established in Northern Italy were both ordered to accept 
new constitutions, modelled on the new system in France. 
Soon followed the establishment of a Kingdom of Italy, 
attached to the French Empire; and in r8o5 Napoleon 
assumed the Iron Crown of Italy in the Cathedral of Milan. 

But still more alarming was the despot's behaviour in 
Holland and in Switzerland. Holland was ordered (r8or) 
to accept a new dictated constitution modelled on that of 
France. In Switzerland Napoleon played cunningly upon 
the division of parties; and when the new constitution 
which he dictated (r8oz) was resisted, he sent in an army of 
30,ooo men to ' crush all opposition.' These high-handed 
and outrageous actions were taking place during the Peace 
of Amiens. The independence of Holland, and the inde
pendence and neutrality of Switzerland, had been guaranteed 
by the Peace of Luneville between France and AusiJ'ia 
(r8or) ; and, though they had not been definitely m~ntioned 
in the Peace of Amiens, the British Government naturally 
held that they were implied. The subjugation of Holland 
and Switzerland were among the main causes of the renewal 
of war. They proved that the hope that France was going 
to settle down as a peaceable member of the European 
society of nations was a false hope. • 

During the same years Napoleon was busying himself in 
the affairs of Germany. The new arrangements which he 
dictated in r8oz brought about a great simplification of 
German political geography; 2 a few strong States now 
stood forth in Western Germany, in place of the earlier 
chaos. But they were all dependents of Napoleon; he had 
laid the foundations of a new grouping of German States, 
which was to give him the mastery over Germany. 

Meanwhile France was showing an unwonted activity in . 
the colonial sphere. During the peace, an army and a small 
fleet were despatched to India, on the pretext of garrisoning 
Pondicherry and Chandernagore; but the obvious purpose 

.f tl,e expedition was to provide the nucleus for a new 
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attack on the British power. There were indications, also, 
that Napoleon intended to renew his attack on Egypt, 
which was visited, during the peace, by a Fren,ch mission 
under Colonel Sebastiani. These events were naturally 
alarming to the British Government: in face of them. it 
delayed the evacuation of Malta, which had been promised 
at the peace. Nor were events in the Westless perturbing. 
As soon as peace was declared, Napoleon despatched an 
army 9f 25,000 men to reconquer the island of San Domingo, 
and to re-establish slavery there. The presence of a large 
French army in the West Indies was highly alarming to the 
British power. At the same time, by a bargain with Spain, 
Napoleon regained for France the vast lands of Louisiana, 
west of the Mississippi, which had been nominally Spanish 
since 1763. Evidently he was revol~ng great schemes of 
activity. 

Thus on all hands, during the brief interval of peace, the 
dreadful menace of military despotism was visibly over
shadowing the world. France, now more formidable than 
she ];tad ever been in her history, was absolutely in the hands 
of a supremely able and ruthless man of limitless ambition. 

· She had abandoned her dreams of liberty, and was submit
tir:g to be organised into a terribly efficient engine .of 
conquest. Holland, Switzerland, and Northern Italy were 
dependent vassals, at the mercy of their master. Western 
Germany was rapidly being reduced to a similar state of 
dependence. Spain, nominally an equal ally, kn~w that 
she dared not resist the demands of the despot. Almost 
the whole resources of Western Europe were at Napoleon's 
disposal. • Austria, recently defeated, was incapable of 
resistance. Pnissia thought she drew profit from neutrality. · 
Russia was, for the moment, in alliance with France. There 
was in all Europe no Power capable of resisting the conqueror. 
And meanwhile he ,was casting his keen eyes to East-and to 
West;across the seas, ~hich had hitherto alone presented an 
impassable barrier. He hoped to use for his own purposes 
the young nation of the United States, where an ill-informed 
sympathy with the French Revolution combined with 
memories of the war of independence to play into his hands, 
If he could but have an interval of a few years in which to 
recreate the naval power of France, and establish military 
bases in the West Indies and in the Indian Ocean, the British 
CGmmonwealth, which formed the sole effective obstacle 
to the establispment of universal dominion, might be 
brought down in ruins. 
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§ 2. British Politics and the War. 

The Peace of Amiens was concluded in March r8oz. Just 
a year later, in Marcl;l r8o3, the British Government found it 
necessary to ask Parliament to take immediate steps for the 
protection of the country, in view of aggressive preparations 
which were being made in the ports of France and Holland. 
Government was in fact convinced that Napoleon intended a 
sudden attack, and that he was maintaining peace mainly 
as a cover for his preparations. Ever since September 
r8oz a special ambassador, Lord Whitworth, had been 
negotiating in Paris, complaining of the French aggressions 
in Italy, in Switzerland, in Holland. He could get no re
dress. The tenor of the French answers to these complaints 
was always the same : ' the Treaty of Amiens says nothing 
about Italy, Switzerland, and Holland: they are no con
cern of yours ; but the treaty does provide that you shall 
evacuate Malta, and you have not evacuated it : evacuate 
Malta at once ; there is no more to be said.' In form, 
Malta was the issue on which the war was rene·wed ; and 
technically Britain was in the wrong. In fact the issue was 
far wider; and Britain had every justification for holding 
that Napoleon had outraged the spirit of the treaty of pe~ce 
even if he had observed the letter, and that in view of this 
fact the retention of Malta was justified. In May, r8o3, 
Whitworth left Paris after delivering an ultimatum. A few 
days later Napoleon ordered the arrest of the thousands of 
British subjects who had flocked to France under the shelter 
of peace. 

In the desperate struggle which opened thus, Bri.'tain stood 
for a time alone. But she was a far more united nation than 
she had been during the previous war. There was none of 
that sympathy with the enemy which had been felt by 
a strong minority during the revolutionary period. The 
British people knew that they must fight for their national 
existence. They fated the issue not without dread, for the 
fear of invasion was real and strong; but they faced it 
without panic. Only in Ireland was there any movement of 
sympathy with the enemy. Here the gallant and romantic 
young student, Robert Emmet, whose brother had been 
one of the leaders of the United Irishmen in 1798, made in 
July r8o3 a forlorn attempt at an insurrection in Dublin. 
Emmet seems to have been acting in collusion with Napoleon . 

... But his followers only succeeded in murdering the Chief 
~.\.Justice and a few others, and their hopeless venture was 
J';:~~~"<.'> ~·- . 
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easily suppressed. Ireland remained quiet, and throughout 
the war supplied many recruits both for the army and for the 
navy. 

Not only was the nation united, it was better prepared 
for self-defence than it had ever been before. The navy, 
upon which· everything depended, ·was at the acme of its 
strength. It had.Jielsqp. for a fighting leader ; and with 
Nelson that glorious' ~ll<i£f Qr,gj:her?. 'whom only Nelson's 
splendour could reduce tci second rank. And its admini
stration was far more competent than it had been in the 
previous war ; for Lord St. Vincent, the victor of 1797, 
was at the Admiralty, and he was soon to be succeeded by 

-.Lotd<Barham, an even greater naval administrator. Behind 
the shtyld of the navy stood almost the whole nation in 
arms, ill-drilled, indeed, but full of spirit. The militia had 
been embodied; the formation of companies of volunteers 
began in every part of the country immediately after the 
declaration of war; and in three months 300,000 volunteers 
had been enrolled, and were drilling hard, gentlemen and 
their grooms, lawyers, shopkeepers, and work-people, all 
inspired by a common resolution.1 

There was no doubt about the spirit and temper of the 
n<1tion. But even the most united nation needs inspiring 
leadersnip. When the war began Government was in the 
hands of Addington, afterwards Lord Sidmouth, a second
rate respectable person, whom Pitt had recommended as 
his successor when he retired in r8or on the Catholic 
Emancipation question. The abler young Tories, such as 
George Canning, had mostly followed Pitt ; Addington's 
cabinet consisted mainly of dull reactionaries ; apart 
from St. Vincent it included only two men of ability
the Chancellor, Lord Eldon, who was to be for n<:<arly a 

. generation the supreme example of stolid resistance· to all 
change, and the young Lord Castlereagh, who was as yet 
an almost untried man ; and it was generally felt that 
Addington's Government was wholly· unfit to guide the 
nation through the coming ordeal. Many held that the 
unity of the nation ought to be reflected in a national 
Government; for there was now no difference between 
Whigs and Tories as to the necessity of waging the war with 
vigour. 
' But Addington showed no eagerness to give W?-Y ; and 

Pitt's friends, wbo longed to see the great man back in 

1 Scott's Antiquary contains a stirring and humorous description of the 
volunteering enthusiasm of these years. 
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power, began to be venomous in their attacks upon the 
ministry. At length, in May r8o4-a year after the opening 
of the war-Addington gave way, and Pitt became Prime 
Minister for the second time. He was anxious to make his 
ministry a national one, including Fox and the leading 
Whigs. But the King had not forgotten his personal 
detestation of Fox; Pitt could not override the royal 
objections; the Whigs, and even some of Pitt's old followers 
such as his cousin Lord Grenville, refused to serve if Fox 
were to be excluded. Hence Pitt was driven to form a weak 
ministry, which included scarcely any members of first-rate 
ability save himself. It was still further weakened when 
in May r8o5 Pitt's most intimate colleague and close friend, 
Dundas (now Lord Melville), was impeached for financial 
irregularities in the administration of the navy' during 
Pitt's earlier ministry, and compelled to resign. Melville 
was personally exonerated as a result of the inquiry. But 
the episode discredited the ministry and added to the 
burden of anxiety and responsibility which was already too 
great for Pitt's failing health. The strain was too much for 
him, and he died in January r8o6, at a moment when the 
prospects of the war showed nothing but unrelieved gloom. 

After Pitt's death a new attempt was made (February 
r8o6) to form a national ministry. George nr.'s oBjections 
to Fox were overridden; and with Grenville as Prime 
Minister a composite cabinet of Whigs and Tories was 
formed. But Fox's tenure of power, after so many years of 
opposition, was brief indeed. In September he followed his 
long-time rival to the grave. And the coalition was no more 
successful in carrying on the war than its preaecessors ; 
when it came to an end, Napoleon was practically master of 
Europe, and Britain was once more left in complete isolation. 
The credit of this ministry rests mainly upon the fact that 
it forced through Parliament an Act for the abolition of the 
slave-trade (r8o7) and, that it made an attempt to raise 
again the question of Catholic Emancipation. But this 
attempt threw the Tories into opposition, and brought about 
the defeat of the ministry. And hence it came about that 
the most desperate phase of the war, which began in r8o6, 
was fought under exclusively Tory ministries. 

It was thus under the direction of weak and distracted 
. cabine~ that Britain passed through the first stage of the 
,, war. Yet there is no reason to believe that this materially 
~·affected the course of events. The war in these years had 
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establishment of British supremacy on the seas, and the 
removal of all danger of invasion; and the weakness of 
Government did n0t prevent this. The second was the 
formation of a third coalition of European Powers to resist 
Napoleon; apd its swift and dramatic downfall, which left 
Napoleon master of Europe; and nothing that Britain 
could do would.have prevented this result. At the end of 
the conflict, in 1807, irresistible land-power faced irresistible 
sea-pow~r in an apparent deadlock. 

~--. . 
§ 3· The Proje.EJ2fJJ1Yasion. and the Crowning. Victory 

- - · of .I!3fg:lgqz._, 
Napoleon's plan for ending the war was an invasion of 

England in .force; and for that purpose, having no other 
enemies to deal with, he was able to concentrate on the coast, 
with its headquarters at Boulogne, the finest army that 
France, or indeed any European Power, had ever. put into 
the field. At first he seems to have believed that the army 
might ~e rowed across the Narrows during a fog or a calm 
when the British fleet was unable to move. But by the end 
of 1803 he had realised. the.impracticability of this device. 
Apart from other difficulties, it would take six days for his 
flotilla d> be manned and brought out of harbour ; and it 
was scarcely probable that'fog or calm would last long 
enough for this, or that the British fleet would be so com
-'aisant as to leave the operation unimpeded: It was 

.ere fore necessary that the Narrows should be held, for a 
:riod of at least ·six days, by a superior naval force. During 
io4 Napoleon's powerful and inventive brain was at work 
>On this problem. 
The French navy was scattered in a number of ports.round 
e coast;· the main squadron at Brest, the next largest at 
mlon, and others at Rochefort, Lorient, and the Texel,l 
d each of these squadrons was blockaded by a British 
~t. not.often superior in numbers, but always superior in 

: and efficiency. This tedious and wearing service 
attention of a large proportion of the British 
. to be carried on, with unrelaxed wakefulness, 
:rs; and there could not have been a more 
f dogged patience. But the longer it lasted, 
plete became the ascendancy of the blockaders. 
nanship was put to the hardest of tests, while 
1ts, penned up in harbour, progressively lost 
all this section see the maps, Atlas, Plate 45· 
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their 'sea-sense,' and were inevitably imbued with a feeling 
of their own inferiority to the forces from which they 
£kulked in harbour. 

Even the most competent blockade, however, could be 
evaded. It was impossible for the ships to stand close in
shore in all weathers. It was necessary for them at intervals 
to return to their own bases for supplies, or to be refitted. 
A watchful blockaded squadron could always find oppor
tunities for evading the blockade if it thought fit to do so ; 
and, once it had escaped, the blockaders might guess in 
vain at its destination. This was what Napoleon counted 
upon. The essence of all the successive plans which he 
struck out during 1804 was the idea that one or more of the 
blockaded squadrons should give the slip to the blockaders, 
put them on a false track, then double back and relieve one 
of the other squadrons, and so appear suddenly and un
expectedly in the Narrows with overwhelming force. 

All the plans of 1804, however, came to naught, until, in 
December, Spain was forced into the war against Britain, 
and her fleets became available for the great chess-game. 
There were Spanish squadrons in Carthagena, Cadiz, and 
Ferrol.l The British navy, which (in European waters) was 
scarcely superior in number to the combined French w.nd 
Spanish fleets, could not supply adequate squatlrons to 
blockade all these ports; and at the same time the number 
of alternative moves possible in the game of blockade
evasion was proportionately increased. 

At the beginning of 1805 Napoleon's great project at las· 
assumed its final shape. Two, or possibly three, of th 
blockaded squadrons were to escape simultaneodsly, one o 
them being the Toulon fleet, which was to be joined by ; 
Spanish squadron from Cadiz. They were to make straigh 
for the West Indies, because these islands formed so vita~'j 
important an element in the British trading system that a1 
threat of attack on them was bound to bring British~ 
scurrying in pursuit. It seemed safe to assume that 
British fleets, once drawn out to the West Indies, Wf" 

readily suppose that the enemy had sailed so fr~ ~ 
straight home again. In January r8o5 the f 
was made. The Toulon fleet got out whi~le 
watering his ships in Corsica; but rough we 
back to port. Almost at the same time a s 
got out from Roehefort and made its way 
Indies ; but finding no colleagues there, it 

1 For what follows. see the maps. Atlas. PI 
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after creating a panic in the British West Indian Islands. 
The failure of this attempt showed how difficult it was to 
time joint action by squadrons far separated from one 
another. 

In March the Toulon fleet under Villeneuve once more 
ventured out, this time with better fortune. Nelson missed 
them ; and as he was short ·of scouting frigates, he spent a 
month in scouring the Mediterranean before he heard that 
Villeneuve had got through the Straits of Gibraltar, and had 
raised his force to· eighteen ships of the line by making a 
junction with a Spanish squadron at Cadiz. Whither had 
he gone ? He might be bound for Ireland ; he might be 
gathering up the scattered squadrons for an onset in th~ 
Channel. But later news, and his intuition, convinced 
Nelson that the West Indies were the true destination. 
Trusting his own judgment, he set forth hotfoot, with his 
little fl~et of ten ships, in pursuit of an enemy of nearly 
twice his strength, resolved to attack, if he could but over
take the enemy ; he might himself be crushed, but not 
until he had destroyed all chance. of the enemy's fleet 
achieving anything of importance. 

Villeneuve reached the West Indies early in May, and was 
pr<Waring to attack Barbados when he heard of Nelson's 
arrival. • At once he resolved to return to European waters, 
hoping that at any rate the terrible Nelson would be left 
behind. News came to Nelson that the French had been 
seen making for the open sea. But that might be false 
news, or it might orily be a blind ; the authorit~es in the 
West Indies were convinced that it was a blind, and implored 
Nelson to ~tay and protect them. He, on the other hand, 
saw, as by a sudden revelation, the nature of Napoleon's 
great stratagem ; and· sending his swiftest vessel home to 
warn the Admiralty, he set sail with his main squadron for 
Cadiz. His courier passed the French fleet in the Atlantic,· 
and was able to bring home clear news of its whereabouts, 
which enabled the Admiralty to take the necessary pre
ca1Itions. Villeneuve safely reached Ferrol, and joined the 
small Spanish squadron in that port. But Nelson· was 
back in European waters almost as soon; and after rein
forcing Collingwood, who was guarding the entrance to the 
Mediterranean, he made his way to the Channel, where he 
added the remainder of his squadron to Cornwallis's fleet 
off Brest, and returned to England for a well-earned rest. 
The mere fact of his return had baffled Napoleon's stratagem. 

Yet the rush to the West Indies and back had not been 
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without result from Napoleon's point of view. At the least 
Villeneuve had now gathered together a large fleet-twenty 
ships of the line. If he could brush aside opposition, and 
sweep northwards to the jaws of the Channel, he might 
even yet be able, with the aid of the fleet in Brest, to over
whelm Cornwallis and hold the Narrows long enough to let 
the army of invasion step across. Off Ferrol, thanks to 
Nelson's warning, lay a fleet of sixteen sail under Sir Robert 
Calder. By Napoleon's orders Villeneuve, with his twenty, 
came out and offered battle. How Nelson would have 
welcomed such a chancel But Calder was a man of different 
kidney. He feared to be overwhelmed, and drew off, after 
an indecisive fight. Villeneuve on his side failed to take 
the heroic course of making a dash for the Channel, fell back 
upon Ferrol, and, a little later, being left undisturbed, sailed 
southwards to Cadiz (August), where he joined up with the 
Spanish squadron in that harbour, thus raising his total 
force to thirty-three ships of the line. 

Napoleon's clever stratagem had been checkmated. 
And meanwhile the project of invasion had been perforce 
abandoned, for now Austria and Russia were in the field, 
and the army of England had to be withdrawn from its 
camp at Boulogne to deal with the new peril. But .the 
main naval forces of France and Spain were now united 
in a single formidable fleet. It was not enough to have 
defeated the ingenious device of Napoleon; his fertile 
brain might still invent fresh stratagems. Before Britain's 
security could be made absolute the enemy fleets must be 
swept from the seas. And for that task· there was one 
obvious commander marked out by destiny. • 

On September 28, having sailed from Portsmouth for the 
last time, Nelson, in the Victory, joined the British fleet: 
off Cadiz, a fleet of twenty-seven sail of the line. He knew 
just how he intended to deal with the enemy when he should 
have lured him to battle; immediately after joining the 
fJ.eet, he assembled his captains and explained to them the 
plan of battle upon which he had resolved. It was in all 
essentials the plan actually carried out more than three weeks 
later. Never was a leader more trusted and beloved than 
Nelson. The whole fleet thrilled with pride in his leader
ship. And all knew, with a certainty very rare among men, 
that they were privileged to play a part in one of the great 
events of history. All through the next days there was a 
sort of leisurely assured preparation for an absolutely 
_.,..._4-1'\~n P"t:TPnt_ 
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Why did Villeneuve come out at all from Cadiz harbour ? 
He had thirty-three ships against twenty-seven ; but his 
ships were ill-found and undermanned; the sense of doom, 
tlie spell of Nelson';; great name, were upon captains and 
men. None kriew better than Villeneuve himself that he 
was destined to suffer defeat if he challenged battle. He 
was driven forth by the orders of Napoleon, who was ignorant 
of sea warfare, chafing under the knowledge that his plans 
had been shattered, and determined to get some fighting 
out of the fleets on which he had spent so much effort. 
On October 19, after three miset'able weeks, Villeneuve 
came out of port and sailed towards the Straits of Gibraltar. 
Nelson, perfectly aware of his intentions, fell back before 
him, to let him get well out of port; and it was· in sight 
of the Rock that the la.c;t council of war was held. 

Then, on October 21-a day which he had fixed upon 
beforehand-Nelson turiie"d for the destruction of the enemy. 
It was a grey and cloudy morning, with some promise of 
the storm that broke later in the day, though only a light 
breeze blew from the north-west ; through the morning 
mist the Atlantic rollers could be seen breaking on the 
cliffs of ~Cap~ Tr:?,f?-lgar..~. The_fr;anco-Spanish fleet .was 
dra.wn .. up in_a long~cucving line, with. the J;i<n'ns pointing 
towm:ds 'he British, ~who came on, under their mountains 
of white ~~ils,'!ri.-.tw.Q co~j, tlieriglit h;d·by Collingwood, 
the left by Nelson himself. It took some hours for the 
columns to come up with the enemy; Nelson had time to 
write a codicil to his will; and to pen his final prayer, in 
which he asked that he should be granted a complete 
-victory, and that the fleet should not misconduct itself. 
T e bands played; Nelson paced the deck of the Victory 
in a mood of exaltation. At eleven o'clock the great signal 
fluttered from· the Victory,: '~ngland e~pects_every man 
to do.his·duty.' About noon, Collingwood's fifteen ships, 
now roughly in line abreast, were bearing down upon the 
last ~irteen ships of the enemy's line, and for an interval 
Nelson\ watched with admiring envy the gallant onset of his 
comrade\ Then, at 12.20, after feinting at the enemy's 
van, the 'fictory, at the head of its column of twelve ships, 
broke. thrd,ugh the enemy line ten ships from the van; thus 
severing t!:te centre from the van. With the successful 
achievement. of this manceuvre, the victory was in effect 
won. . The test of the battle was left to the individual 
initiative of;the captains, who picked out each his victim ; 
and Trafalgar is distinguished among naval battles as much 

' 
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by the brilliance with which this individual initiative was 
used as by the clarity and boldness of its main plan. At 
one o'clock the first French ship struck, and thereafter there 
was a steady succession of surrenders. One of the earliest 
fell to the Victory, which, leading the line, had to bear the 
brunt of the fighting. Just before this, Nelson was mortally 
wounded by a musket-ball fired from the rigging of the 
Redoutable. He was carried below, but retained full 
consciousness for two hours, long enough to learn that a 
decisive victory had been won, and that fifteen enemy ships 
had surrendered. By five o'clock the last spasmodic firing 
had ended. Wild weather was rising; and fifteen of the 
enemy ships were allowed to escape in a shattered condition, 
because Collingwood failed, as Nelson would never have 
done, to order a pursuit. But eighteen of the enemy's fleet 
had been lost-one blown up, the rest captured ; and four 
more we~e subsequently taken. So closed the greatest and 
the most decisive naval battle in history; and the wounded 
ships of the victorious fleet turned homewards to England, 
bearing with them the body of the nation's hero. 

'With Trafalgar every menace to the sea-power of Britain, 
and every possibility of an invasion of her shores, dis
appeared; however dazzling the triumphs of Napol~m 
might be, they stopped at the seashore. • 

§ 4· The Third Coalition and its Downfall, r8os-r8o7. 

Land-power could not overcome sea-power ; but neither 
could sea-power, by itself, overthrow land-power. It was 
only by means of a combination of European S'tates tha · 
Napoleon could be checked. During the long-drawn na al 
fencing of r8o3-r8o5 Pitt had been steadily at work, strivi1 g 
to build up a new European coalition. He found 1e 
readiest hearing in Russia, now under the rule of Alexande ·I., 

a magnanimous but somewhat unbalanced young pr·. ce, 
who somehow managed to combine a sentimental aff tion 
for the ideals of Rousseau with a strong conviction of the 
sanctity of monarchy, and saw in Napoleon the foe oth of 
liberty and of legitimism. In April r8o5, after prfotracted 
negotiations which had lasted for nearly a year', a secret 
alliance was concluded between Russia and BrYtain ; and 
this was the foundation of the third coalition. Austria 

) . 

was persuaded to join the alliance by the action' of Napoleon 
in Italy, when he was crowned King of Italy i~ May, r8os, 
and in June annexed the Ligurian Republic ·to France. 
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Sweden also joined ; her king, Gustavus IV., was a sort of 
crusader for legitimist monarchy. And Britain undertook 
to supply the sinews of war, paying a subsidy of [I,z5q,ooo 
for every roo,ooo men raised by the allies. To complete 
the alliance it was only necessary that Prussia should join. 
But Prussia, who had taken no part in the war since 1795, 
was incapable of taking a broad view of the European 
situation, because all her thoughts were concentrated on 
her own immediate territorial interests. She hope.d to get, 
as the price of neutrality, the kingdom of Hanover, which 
Napoleon had occupied immediately after the outbreak of 
war with Britain. Napoleo'n, though he had no exact 
knowledge of the negotiations which were building up the 
coalition against him, was very much on the alert. He 
kn~w that Prussia was the key of the situation; but he 
had a boundless contempt for this shifty an.d treacherous 
Power, which he believed he could secure :"a:t any time by 
giving ·her 'a bone to gnaw.' The 'b~e1was hel?" out in 
August 1805, at the moment when ,N'apsleon realised that 
he was faced by a new European war:,;>~anover was offered 
in return for an alliance ; and, though Prussia did not at 
once S'Y:allow the bait, it kept her quiescent during the criti
cal ~ampaign in the autumn of that year. 

The a!l!ance between Russia and Britain was concluded 
while Villeneuve and Nelson were in the West Indies. The 

~ 
coalition was completed just when Nelson's return to 
European waters had baffled Napoleon's scheme for the 
invasion of England. With the swift resolution which was 

~he secret of his success, Napoleon changed his plans; and 
h'4rled the ~rand Army-the finest which he had ever con-
trdV.led, or was ever again to control-across Europe to 
sh9\tter the Austrian menace before it could mature. The 
arin~r was marching over South Germany when Nelson set 
out ~join the fleet off Cadiz. Its rapidity of movement 
caugHt the_. Austrians unready; and on October 17, four 
days P.for~ Trafalgar, a large Austrian army was 'COmpelled 
tocapit':Rate atUlm. Driving home his advantage, Napoleon 
occupied Vienna itself (November) ; and on December 2, 
the fir;;t an'piversary of his coronation as Emperor, he won, 
at Austerlitk in Moravia, the most dazzling of all his victories, 
over a corr~bined Austrian . and . Russian army. In one 
short campaign 'the"- resistance of Austria was broken. 
Before the encl of the year she was conwelled to accept the 
Treaty of. Pre~,sburg,whereby.she.withdre~·from the war, 
and 'ceded Venetia to France and the Tyrol to· Bavaria. ,• 
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The results of this thunderbolt victory were immediately 
felt in all parts of Europe. Russia, though she did not 
make peace, withdrew within her own borders. A mixed 
Russian and British force which had been landed in 
Southern Italy was broken up by the withdrawal of the 
Russian troops, and Italy was left at Napoleon's mercy. 
A combined movement of Russian, Swedish and British 
forces, which was to have undertaken the reconquest of 
Hanover, was brought to an inglorious end. Prussia, which 
had been wavering, came down on Napoleon's side, agreed 
to exclude all British trade from her ports, and accepted 
Hanover as her reward. 

Austerlitz left Napoleon so completely the master of 
Western Europe that he was able, during the early months 
of r8o6, to remould the European system after his own 
desire. He annexed Venetia and Dalmatia to his kingdom 
of Italy. He sent an army to overrun the kingdom of 
Naples, and set his brother Joseph on its throne. He over
threw the nominally republican constitution of Holland, and 
made his brother Louis King of Holland. He showered 
principalities and duchies upon his leading marshals and 
statesmen. But above all he set himself to reconstruct the 
political system of Germany, and to bring it under his control. 
The Holy Roman Empire was abolished, after an e:xdstence of 
a thousand years since the coronation of Charlemagne ; and 
in its place the new Charlemagne created the Confederation 
of the Rhine, with the French Emperor as its protector, , 
and a Diet of kings and princes.1 Apart from Austria 
and Prussia, practically the whole of Germany had now 
passed into a state of definite vassalage to Frnnce. Th ~ 
Confederation of the Rhine was pledged to permane .1t 
alliance with the French Empire, and bound to provid . a 
contingent of 68,ooo men for any war in which France sh uld 
be engaged. 

Master of France, Holland, Italy and Western Ger 1any, 
with Spain a helpless ally, Austria humiliated and de£ ~ated, 
and Prussia reduced to abject and servile neutrality/by her 
own greed, Napoleon n'ow enjoyed such a position/Of supre
macy in Europe as no sovereign in modem historAr had ever 
dreamed of ; and though Britain, guarded by h~~~ inviolate 
seas, and Russia: protected by her vast space~, were s.till 
unconquered, ne1ther Power seemed able to /Jo anythmg 
that would impair this tremendous dominat:wn. With a 
contemptuous gesture, Napoleon offered pefe to Britain. 

1 See the map, Atlas, Plate II. ·, 
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His inflexible foe, Pitt, had been killed by the magnitude 
of the disaster which had befallen his combinations; and 
the dominating personality of the new ministry was Fox, 
who had always been an advocate of peace. Fox was 
willing to treat; he was willing to make vast concessions, 
such as Pitt would have refused to consider. But even Fox 
could not stomach th~ high-handed and insincere methods 
of Napoleon, and the negotiations broke d-own. In truth, 
Napoleon had no desire for settled peace; he wanted only 
an interval in which to digest his new conquests, a period of 
free access to the lands beyond the seas, towards which his 
ambitions still turned, and a chance of preparing a new and 
more effective blow against the baffling sea-power. 

There was one instructive feature of these futile negotia
tions ; ~apoleon.expressed his readiness to return Hanover 
to George m., pay_ingno_regard to the fact that he had 
~lreagY. cedeqjp;:t_t~proyince to Prussia. In truth he felt 
for that treacherous State nothing but the most unqualified 
contempt, and now that the-danger was over he had no 
fear of anything that she could do. His behaviour to Prussia 
during r8o6 was so contemptuous and so high-handed that 
at last, when it was too late, even the Prussian worm 
turned. In October Prussia declared~{.var against France, 
and with •a blind confidence in the u"hconquerable strength 
of the armies which Frederick the Great had moulded, did 
not even wait for the support which Russia was ready to 
afford. 

But the army of Prussia had lost its efficiency during the 
long years of inglorious peace. And it now had to deal with 
a very different foe from ~my that had faced Frederick the 
Great. Since Austerlitz, the Grand Army had been can
toned in Germany, living on the plunder ·of the country. 
Its various corps were located with a view to the possibility 
of a Prussian war. Instantaneously, on the declaration of 
war, they closed in upon the doomed Prussians. A week's 
campaign was enough for a decision: and in the twin 
battles of J.ena and Auerst(l.d,.!:. (Oc,tober ,r8o6) the main 
~russiap ~rfiiies-weiD".QQ!§,d._Berl~ll..JY,<t~: occ;upied";. and · 
die King of'P~f,:protected by. very exiguous forces, was 
driven to fall back upon the protection of Russia:. 

Russia ha:'d taken no part in the actual' fighting since 
Austerlitz. But she was still at war with France and had 
promised full support .to Prussia. Russia, tp.erefo ·e, must 
be forced to withdraw frorri the war before Napoleon could 
feel free to complete his reorganisation of Central Europe. 

VOL. IL g 
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With characteristic promptitude he threw his armies imme
diately against the Russian army, which had advanced 
into East Prussia. At the battle of Eylau, fought among 
the snows in February I807, he received the first serious 
check in his victorious career ; and his domination depended 
so much upon prestige that it seemed for a time likely to 
have serious effects. But in June r8o7 this danger dis
appeared; for Napoleon won a decisive victory over the 
Russians at Friedland. 

Disgusted by the failure of Britain and Austria to come 
to his aid, and anxious to devote his strength to the national 
object of overthrowing the Turks, the Tsar resolved to 
bring the war to an end, and to make friends with Napoleon, 
whose dazzling achievements had begun to fascinate him. 
At the end of June r8o7 the two Emperors, who between 
them controlled almost the whole of Europe, met at Tilsit 
on a raft moored in the river Niemen, and discussed the 
fate of Europe for three hours, while the wretched King of 
Prussia waited in the rain on the river-bank, to learn his 
fate. His fate was to sign a treaty with France (] uly) 
whereby Prussia was at one stroke reduced to a negligible 
Power. 1 She was forced to cede all her lands west of the 
Elbe ; they were added to Hesse to form a kingdom of 
Westphalia for Napoleon's youngest brother Jerd'rne. She 
was forced to disgorge all the lands which she had torn from 
Poland in the second and third partitions; they were turned 
into a Grand Duchy of Warsaw under the protectorate of 
France. These cessions amounted to two-thirds of the 
area of Prussia as it was in r8o6. But "his was not all. 
Prussia was compelled to undertake t / a heavy in
demnity, and to maintain roo,ooo Frenr /oops on her soil 
and at her expense. She was forbi,-....- ??'maintain an army 
of more than 43,000 men, and t .... /.educed to military 
insignificance. And she was compelled to declare war 
upon Britain, and to accept an alliance with France. 
Prussia had become a helpless vassal. 

The treaty with Russia was even more important. 
Alexander recognised all Napoleon's conquests; and, by 
a supplementary secret treaty of alliance, he undertook 
not only to make war against Britain, in common with 
Napoleon and all his vassals, but to join with him in 
forcing the few surviving independent States, Sweden, Den
mark and Portugal, to declare war against Britain. There 
were plans also (though no formal agreement) for a joint 

\ See the maps, Atlas, Plates II and 24. 
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Franco- Russian advance through Central Asia against 
India: · . 

Thus, at the end of two short years of incessant campaign
ing and hectoring diplomacy, Napoleon found himself un
disputed master of the continent of Europe, wielding a 
plenitude of power such as no ruler .in history had ever 
wielded. There was now no Power in the world capable 
of resisting him, save only the inflexible sea-power of 
Britain. Against her he could riow turn all the force of 
Europe ; every State, great or small, was either pledged to 
take part in the campaign, or threatened with extinction if 
it refused to do so. But even all Europe in combination 
could not cross that narrow -ribbon of sea ; and since 
Trafalgar, Britain's mastery of the sea was- impregnable. 

, Some new mode of attack was necessary. The plans were 
already shaped; they had begun to be put into execution; 
and they were to initiate a very distinctive and important 
stage in the great duel. 

[For Chaps. vii., viii., and x., Holland Rose, Life of Napoleon 
and Revolutionary and Napoleonic Era; Fortescue, British Statesmen 
of th~ Great War and History of the British Army; Mahan, Influence 
of Sea-Power ttpon the French Revolution and Empire ; Laird Clowes, 

. History of the British Navy; Morse Stephens, Revolutionary Europe; 
'Fyffe, His~ry of Modern Europe; Fournier, Napoleon; Martineau, 
History of England, I8oo-I8I5. For this chapter only, Mahan, Life 
of Nelson; Corbett, Campaign of Trafalgar; Holland Rose, William 
Pitt and the ·Great War ; Holland, Memoirs of the Whig Party ; 
Hammond, Charles Fox; Browning, Englanrl and Napoleon in I8oJ.] 



CHAPTER VIII 

THEW AR OF COMMERCE : THE CONTINENTAL SYSTEM 
AND ITS RESULTS 

(A.D. r8o6-r815) 

§ r. The New Phase of the Struggle between Napoleon 
and Britain. 

MASTER of Europe, but with a mastery that everywhere 
stopped at high-water mark, Napoleon was now free to 
turn the whole power of the Continent against Britain and 
her baffling dominion of the seas. All his ingenuity and all 
his vast resources were devoted to the task of crushing the 
last obstacle which still stood between him and a world
dominion such as neither Ca:sar nor Charlemagne had ever 
known. He did not doubt of success; and during. the 
next half-dozen years the British Commonwt!alth was 
involved in perils of a new kind, and threatened by novel 
and dangerous attacks upon the very foundations of its 
power. 

Throughout these anxious years the control of the 
destinies of the Commonwealth rested with a series of Tory 
ministries, which commanded overwhelming majorities in 
Parliament; after the fall of the Grenville ministry in 
March r8o7, the Whigs were no more than a weak and 
petulant opposition. It was a Tory oligarchy of landed 
gentry that carried Britain through the last and most 
intense phases of the war; and, owing to the rapidity with 
which the economic transformation was proceeding, the 
Parliament through which this oligarchy worked was far 
less representative of the mind of the nation than it had 
ever been. Yet there was one important respect in which 
the ruling oligarchy truly expressed the mind of the nation. 
Its dogged, unbending, courageous resolve to resist the 
tyrant of Europe at all costs to the end was a genuine echo 
of national feeling. On the main issue of the war, the 
nation, much as it suffered, was united ; and even in Ireland 
there was no mqvement of a rebellious character. 

21~ 
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There was during this period no single dominating 
personality like that of Pitt; and it is needless to discuss 
the differences between the ministries of Portland (r8o7), 
Perceval (r8o9) and Liverpool {r8r2). All were alike Tory 
ministries, filled mostly with second-rate men whose one 
claim to respect lies in the inflexible resolution with which 
they carried on the war. Yet these ministries unquestion-

, ably found means of countering Napoleon which were far 
more effective than Pitt ever discovered. Three men in the 
main deserve the credit for this success-George Canning, 
!;.or_d_g~lere~g}1, and.-~--1\I~qy~ .. }V~lles~ey. ~~n~ing 
g,g_d~Castlereagh. were~ both, .:h~pks oK~Pltt. Cannmg,1 · 

who was an orator and a wit, was incomparably the more 
brilliant of the pair, especially in Parliament ; but Castle
reagh, 2 though a miserable speaker, was probably a better 
administrator and a man of sounder judgment than his 
rival, and it was he, not Canning, who wasta play the chief 
part in the overthrow of Napoleon. In the first years of 
the period (r8o7-9) Can!EEg was For~igl}~~ecretary, Ca§~le
~gh,.Secr~t.a!'y_for '\Vi!:.; an(:faCthis stage it was Canning 
who dominated the Cabinet and dictated its policy. The 
rivalry between the two men was, however, so keen that in 
,r8og they fought a duel, which broke up the Portland 
ministry~ and for a time excluded both rivals from power 
(r8og-r2). During this interval the Marquis Wellesley, 
back from his triumphs in India, served as Foreign Secretary; 
and this was fortunate for his country, since Wellesley gave 
his whole-hearted support to the Peninsular War during the 
critical years w:qen his brother Arthur was finding so much 
difficulty iii holding his own that many men in England 
thought the struggle in Spain ought to be abandoned. In 
r8r2 Castlereagh returned to power as Foreign Secretary 
in Lord Liverpool's ministry; and he controlled the foreign 
policy of Britain with marked success during the critical 
years r8r2-15 and during the negotiation of the peace. 

Such were the men who were called to pit their brains 
against the supreme genius of Napoleon, and to lead their 
country through one of the gravest crises in its history. 
Because they were identified with political reaction, their 
work has been undervalued. Mere justice demands that we 
should recognise the greatness of their achievement. It 
was this group of Tory gentlemen, limited. and unimagi~ 
native, but obstinate, tenacious and un<;onquerable, who 

1 There is a short life of Canning by H. W. V. Tern perley. 
~ Tl)erejs ~ shoJ:Uife of C<].stJ~!-"eagh by J. A.~· Marriott, 
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found the means of baffiing all Napoleon's power, and of 
turning back against himself the weapons which he had 
designed for the ruin of the last bulwark of the world's 
freedom. 

§ 2. The Checkmating of Napoleon's Naval Plans. 

Two designs for the overthrow of British power con
currently occupied Napoleon's mind. 

On the one hand, he still clung to the project of an invasion, 
which was not finally abandoned until 1809. On the other 
hand, he proposed to use his mastery of the Continent for 
the purpose of excluding all British goods from European 
markets. This seemed to be a very promising method of 
attack. For Britain had now ceased to be a self-supporting 
country; and in order to pay for the imported food which 
she needed and to find occupation for her great industrial 
population, it was indispensable that she should find markets 
for her manufactures and for the colonial produce which 
she controlled. Such a state of things had never existed 
before ; and never before had any single Power been in a 
position to close simultaneously every market in Europe. 
Napoleon, with swift recognition of a new set of facts, 
proposed to make unflinching use of this situation.• 

The two parts of his great project-the naval attack and 
the commercial attack-were closely connected in his, mind; 
and down to 1809 they were pursued concurrently. But 
it will be convenient to survey the naval conflict first, 
before analysing the new method of commercial war. 

Trafalgar had not annihilated the French riavy. The 
Brest fleet remained intact, and it was strengthened during 
the following years. But Napoleon hoped to combine with 
the French fleet in the centre two other naval wings, one 
in the north, the other in the south. The northern wing 
was to be provided by the Danish fleet, behind which would 
lie the Baltic fleet of Russia. It was for this among other 
reasons that the Emperor and the Tsar had agreed to force 
Denmark, hitherto neutral, to join the combination against 
Britain. -But this plan was forestalled by the prompt and 
high-handed action of Canning. Having learnt from his 
secret service the purport of the secret Treaty of Tilsit (July 
1807), Canning promptly (August) despatched to Denmark 
an ambassador, backed by a fleet and an army. Denmark 
was warned what was in store for her, offered a Britisb 
alliance, and invited to deposit her navy in British harbours 
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coast from the Seine to the Elbe; but the British blockade 
could, in fact, be made to mean something, because ships 
attempting to break it could be stopped and brought before 
a prize court; the Napoleonic blockade was no more than 
a pretext for the seizure of trading vessels entering Freud~· 
or allied harbours with British goods. 

If the neutrals accepted this monstrous invasion of their . 
rights (an_d, except in wo~ds, they showed little sign of any 
intention to resist it) they would be lending themselves to 
Napoleon's designs, and co-operating in the destruction of 
British trade. ~t....r~pJy_'w§ _Brit.§l_in __ t9~~lp~? Her 
most useful weapon lay lh th~ fact that she could control 
the supply of two classes of goods, vitally important to 
Europe-the produce of the tropics, and the products of tl)e 
new industry. She could damage Napoleon 'in the· eyes of 
his subjects by making them realise that his commercial 
war was cutting them off from necessary supplies, and 
inflicting upon them grievous ,hardships: Was she to 
sacrifice this chance by allowing the ·neutrals, while t~ey 
boycotted Britain at Napoleon's command, to import all 
the tropical produce which Europe,needcd? Was she to 
permit the import of raw cotton. into Europe, and thus 
er~~o~urage t?e fostering of industries_ that would compet~ 
with an<! rum her own? She must either do so, or run th 

-risk of alienating the neutrals by imposing on them fresl 
restrictions, which, even if they were less severe tha 
Napoleon's, would be more felt because they would be 
enforced by the pressure of sea-power. . 

At first she proceeded cautiously. An .• .Qx.,.d~r_in_Council 
issued_in_.j~,ary_I8Q7_PPinJed q_ut that .a~poleopJ:l~d 
prohibited ~1~ trade ~i!._h]?_r~,_it would b~_reasonable for 
Britain to.,.prohibit all trade with France; but she limited 
herself tC?_.forbidding-traCle 15~J'Y~-e~ ~~y_tWO_portsJ!c>rn 
which_J?I)tish-~P? _w~er_e_excluded. This left open to 
neutral ships the' conduct of trade between Britain and the 
Continent, or between any other part of the world and any 
enemy port. 

Bdore lorig the Treaty of Tilsit, followed by the breach 
with Denmark, brought Russia and Denmark int~ the ranks 
of Britain's enemies. To this stroke Britain replied by a 
new. Order in CounciL(Novem ber r8o7), where bY. she declared a 
blockade of all ports from whicl1Bri1:1sli goods were excluded. 
This pi.ictically promoited neutra1 trade witntlieN apoleoliiC 
Empire,exceptwheieaspeciaJliCeifsewasgiven;"such-license-5 
were freeli given-to~liantswliO were prepared to carry 
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British goods. The neutrals had in effect to choose between 
Napoleon's prohibition of trade with Britain, and Britain's 
prohibition of trade with Napoleon's subjects. They were 
between the devil and the deep sea. It became in fact 
impossible for them to be really neutral. The new Order 
also provided that neutral ships which were unaware of the 
Order would be warned, and required to proceed to British 
ports. At the same time, by a relaxation of the Navigation 
Acts, substantial concessions were made to all neutrals 
trading with British ports. The general purpose of these 
Orders was to encourage neutral trade with Britain, and give 
special encouragements to any neutrals who were willing to 
take the risk of disrega~<l.ing Napoleon's arbitrary decrees. 

The next move lay with Napoleon. In the Milan Decree of 
December r8o7 he replied to the Order in Council of the 
previous month. Announcing, in defiance of the facts, that 
Britain had required every neutral vessel to call at a British 
port (this requirement only applied to vessels which were 
unaware of the November Order, and therefore affected 
only a few ships for a short time), he proclaimed that any 
neutral vessel calling at a British port was liable to seizure. 
The neutrals-a term which now covered practically only 
the United States of America-were thus reduced to a 
desperate situation. If their ships traded with any British 
. orts they were liable to seizure by French privateers, or 
to subsequent confiscation if they entered a French or allied 
port. On the other hand, if they made for any French or 
allied port they were liable to the much more serious danger 
of seizure by the ·omnipresent British fleet, unless they 
had obtained a British license, which was readi1y"granted to 
those who undertook to carry British goods. 

In r8o9 Britain modified her policy by limiting her 
blockade to the coasts of Holland, France and Italy, thus 
leaving open traffic with Spain and Portugal (now in revolt 
against Napoleon) and with Germany and the Baltic lands. 
Napoleon, on the other hand, stiffened his policy. He had 
found that, despite all his objurgations, his vassals were 
disregarding his edicts as much as they dared; and having 
now realised that his naval projects were utterly ruined, he 
resolved to drive home his commercial war with the utmost 
stringency. Both of the two great classes of commodities 
which Britain controlled-tropical produce and manufac
tured goods-were coming into Europe •in large quantities, 
tropical produce often on the transparent pretext that it 
came from the Dutch or Spanish dominions, manufactured 
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goods by means of organised smuggling. in r8IO Napoleon 
struck at these two lines of trade. By the Trianon Tariff he 
imposed duties averaging 50 per cent. ad valorem on the 
principal colonial or tropica,l products, whencesoever derived. 
By the Decrees of Fontainebleau he ordained the seizure. 
and destruction of. British manufactured goods wherever 
found, and set up . special tribunals to enforce this order. 
These monstrous enactments brought ruin and suffering 
wherever they were applied ; and nothing did more to 
convince Napoleon's subjects that his rule was intolerable 
than the spectacle of the wanton destruction' of great stores 
of desperately needed supplies. 

Such were, in outline, the measures of attack and reprisal 
by means of which the fierce commercial war of these years 
was carried on. As the later sections of this chapter will 
show, Napoleon's Continental System inflicted terrible 
distress upon Britain; but it fai_led~of_i~ purp5>se, and 1n 
tn:e ~endplaye-q_-~ \!effgreaf part in arousing that revolt of 
the nations of Europe which-brought down tlie proud fabric 
of the Nap~o~eo~ic· J!:!DJ?ir~ }~ f~ns. -It_was_ .3: ):-gi~o~sly 
fels~policy,.j~t,b~~a~e i! was furid_a!Pen!~PY unj~st.-

ls the policy of the "Britisli -orders in_Council open _to 
the same condemnation) That is a'much more difficult 
questioh to answ~r. The Orders in Council were strongly 
condem:1_1ed.at the time, not only by the neutrals, but by 
importanLbodieS:of:Opiii_iO:n-:Ln Britain.: <Themairi ground 
of attack, both at the time and since, was· that the Orders 
in Council constituted an intolerable invasion of neutral 
freedom of trade, which could not be justified even by the 
tact t~at they we~~· an. a,n_sw-E--~: t~tjl!_por~_q_llirageous 
mvaswns of ne1,1t:ra:l nghts p~etrated bY. Napoleon. To 
this coritentiori"tliere-is<:mly one lenaoleanswer. !£neutral 
traders .had,.beehllowed, without restraint, to acceR'Ctlie 
conditions laid~do\Yi:fb.y~N apoleo:il," arfd;to ·make great' profits 
by co-operating_with_hirn-'(ai,nii- effect they would have 
done) in the_ruin. of_:Bri~ain, they would in reality have 
ce~e~ te>.J?e -:Eeutrals. And --iC by . .:'<? actihg, "tliey-had 
ensured Jhe succ~§S o.L~~Ps>..h2_n~~-g~at design, they would 
have directly helped to bring·~abo_l11.J:lit'<k?!rUction of the 
la?t •. ~ftestivt;_~~lwark-against the,. ~stablishment ()f a 
unive_:sal militarydesp~r:!J.-.. ~ ~~:e-~her-:.this ~res~lt .wo~ld 
·or would-not-have-followed If Br1tam had abstamed from 
!flaking- ~any dii-eet::ili>Jy_-to:-Na:p?ieon'_s- challenge;--is -a ·~ 
difficult question to which no <me; ca.Il. -give- i:C dogffiatic 
rmswer. }3ut, at t)le leCI.St, the answrr is sufficiently doubtful . 
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to make a just man hesitate before condemning outright 
the policy pursued by men who knew that they were 
defending not only the freedom of their country, but the 
freedom of the world. 

§ 4· British Counter-Strokes against the Continental System. 

It was not only by Orders in Council, and by forbidding 
neutrals to become Napoleon's tools, that Britain fought 
against the Continental System. She used also more direct 
methods of attack, all of which were effective, and some of 
which had lasting results. 

In the first place, she did all that was possible to facilitate 
the ingress of British goods into Europe. She encouraged 
direct trade with those among Napoleon's vassals who, like 
the Dutcht.fmd .the Danes, rendered only a perfunctory and 
unwilling obedience to his decrees.· She also .organised a 
highly efficient system of smuggling on a colossal scale ; 
and, though the remarkable success of this system was due 
mainly to the ingenuity and energy of individual merchants 
and sailors, it received all the support that Government 
could give it. In Northern Europe an excellent base for all 
this traffic was provided by the annexation of Heligoland 
in r8o7, whence both the German and the Danish coas\s could 
be quickly reached. By this route an immense stream of 
British manufactures and colonial produce passed into 
Western Germany, and was disseminated thence over 
Central Europe and even into France itself. Between 
r8o6 and r8ro this was perhaps the most serious puncture 
in the Continental System. The necessity of stopping it 
drove Napoleon in r8ro to some of his most high-handed 
annexations. 

In the Mediterranean the 'punctures' in the Continental 
System, and the bases for contraband trade, were more 
numerous. Gibraltar formed an excellent base for traffic with 
Spain; but as soon as the Spanish revolt began, in r8o8, 
the whole of Spain became one huge puncture in the system. 
Malta provided a similar base for trade with Italy, and the 
island of Sicily (which was protected by a British fleet and 
army throughout the period) was even more valuable. In 
r8o9 Britain occupied the Ionian Islands ; they had been 
taken by Russia in 1799, and transferred to France bythe 
Treaty of Tilsit. From the Ionian Islands a smuggling 
trade could be carried on with the Dalmatian coast and 
the Austrian Empire, hrough Turkey and up the Danube1 

' ' 
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also, a stream of British imports passed into Central Europe. 
On all hands Napoleon found that, though he could hamper 
and restrict the ingress of British trade, it was impossible 
to seal hermetically a whole continent with a coastline so 
indented as that of Europe, against a people of fertile 
ingenuity and irrepressible energy. 

The second form which was assumed by British action 
against the Continental System was the conquest of the 
oversea .possessions of France and her allies, or the opening 
of new markets in those which were not conquered. By 
this means a double purpose was served: Britain's control 
over the sources of supply of colonial produce was confirmed, 
so that Europe either had to draw these goods from British 
sources or do without them; and at the same time new 
markets were found for the cotton goods of Lp.ncashire and 
the other products of British industry. In this way an 
expansion of the territory of the British Empire was 
·brought about which would probably never have taken 
place but for the pressure of the Continental System. . 

A brief catalogue must suffice for these acquisitions. In 
r8o6 Cape Colony, which had been restored to Holland by 
the Peace of Amiens, was reoccupied; and this time the 
occupation was to be permanent. In the Indian Ocean the 
French•islands of Bourbon, Mauritius, Rodriguez and the 
Seychelles were taken in r8ro ; with the . exception of 
Bourbon, these were to be permanent additions to the 
British. Empire. In r8n an expedition was despatched 
from India to occupy Java, the richest part of the Dutch 
Empire. The British occupation of Java was only to last 
for five :9'ears; but it was distinguished by the reforming 
administration of Sir Stamford Raffles, who did much to 
remedy the grievances from which the native population 
had suffered under Dutch rule. In the West Indies every 
flag save the British and the Spanish disappeared during 
these years; not only Martinique, Guadeloupe, St. Lucia, 
Tobago and Dutch Guiana, which had been handed back 
at the Peace of Amiens, but the· Dutch island of Curat;oa 
and the Danish islands of St."'Fhomas and St. Croix were 
taken. Most of these conquests were restored at the end 
of. the war; but in the meanwhile all their trade fell 
into British hands, and hel£ed to save Britain from the 
destruction which Napoleon had planne~d 'fGr her.' ... 

Yet more important than these. acquisitions ;was 'the 
admission of British trade to the markets of South~America, 
which had been rigidly closed ever·since the foufudltion of 

~ -~ . ( 
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the Spanish Empire. There were already signs in the 
Spanish colonies of a readiness to revolt against the deadening 
control of the home Government; and so long as Spain 
remained a dependent ally of Napoleon, it seemed to be in 
the interests of Britain to stimulate this movement of 
revolt. In r8o6, misled by exaggerated accounts of unrest 
in the Argentine, Sir Home Popham, without orders from 
home, set out from Cape Colony with a small force, and 
made an ill-managed attack on Buenos Ayres. Meanwhile 
the home Government had decided to attempt the reduction 
of Chile. The force destined for this purpose had to be 
diverted to Buenos Ayres, where Popham had got himself 
into difficulties. But it achieved no success, and was with
drawn; the ill-devised attempt to conquer Spanish South 
America thus. ended in failure. 

But this result was almost immediately redressed by the 
consequences of the Peninsular War in Europe. Both Brazil 
and the Spanish lands threw open their ports to the ships · 
of Britain, the Power that was supporting the patriotic 
cause at home. This great opportunity for British trade 
came at a moment when the pressure of the Continental 
System was being very severely felt in Britain, and the 
result was that huge accumulations of goods were poured 
into South America, which bought them eagerly,• having 
been almost shut off from European trade during the years 
of the war. In spite of the distress caused by the over
trading of the first years, it is not impossible that the 
opening of the South American market saved the situation, 
coming as it did at a moment when the United States had 
closed their ports to British ships.1 • 

At the end of the period yet another vast market was 
thrown open to the enterprise of private traders. All 
European competition had now come to an end in India, 
thanks to Napoleon; but the trading monopoly of the 
East India Company still survived. In 1813 the charter 
of the Company fell to be renewed, and the occasion was 
seized to give free access to the trade of India to all British 
merchants. One very important result of this change was 
that British manufactures began to pour into India on a 
vastly increased scale ; and the Indian hand-loom weaver 
of cotton goods, whose products had long commanded the 
markets of the world, found himself beaten in his own 
bazaars by the products of the Lancashire factories. 

It remains to consider the third group of measures 
1 See below, Chap. ix. p. 269. 
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adopted by Britain in the struggle against Napoleon: the 
affording of encouragement and help to every movement of 
resistance offered by any of the peoples of Europe. In 
pursuing this policy Britain at last discovered the true mode 
of using her national strength. With an omnipotent navy, 
which made it possible for her to deliver sudden and un
expected blows against any point in the long European 
coastline, and with a small but mobile army, unable by 
itself to withstand the Napoleonic legions, but possessing, 
thanks to the navy, a freedom of movement which the:;;e 
could never rival, she could afford a backbone to resistance 
whenever it might arise, provided that it was in a region 
acc7ssible from the sea ; or she could. make unexpected 
descents which would divert the forces of the master of 
Europe, and so give help even to those whom she could not 
directly aid. . · 

As early as r8o6 there had been a brilliant little illustration 
of what could be done in this' way. While Napoleon was 
engaged in the Austerlitz campaign, the peasants of 
Calabria rose in revolt against the French forces which were 
over-running Southern Italy. A BritisJ::t force of 5000 men. 
under Sir John Stuart was promptly throw~ into Calabria 
from Sicily; and at the battle of Maida it inflicted a sharp 
defeat l.!pon an equal nuniber of French troops-the first 
occasion on which the unconquerable French had been 
beaten on anything ·like equal terms. Nothing came of 
this victory, because the thunderbolt of Austerlitz made 
further resistance futile. The British force evaded.'.pursuit 
by retreating across the sea, where it could not be touched. 
But .in Sicily, because it was an island, Britain was able 
through all these years to maintain a ·European State 
independent of Napoleon. A naval squadron, an army of 
ro,ooo men, and a regular subsidy protected Sicily and made 
it a source of perpetual unrest in Southern Italy. 

In the North, the Danish expedition of r8o7, though its 
aims were primarily naval, provided an object lesson in the 
use of a sea-borne army .. The army was lan~ed, did its 
work, and was withdrawn, before Napoleon could do any
thing to interfere. In r8o8 an army of ro,ooo men· under 
Sir John Moore was sent to Sweden to aid its resista11ce 
against France and Russia. The erratic behaviour· of lhe 
King of Sweden made it necessary to withdraw this force; 
but the ease with which it was landed and w~thdrawn was 
instructive. 

The greatest, and also the most unfortunate; of these 
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oversea expeditions was designed for the year 1809. In the 
spring of that year Austria, encouraged by the success of the 
Spanish revolt,in r8o8, 1 had taken up arms, singlehanded, 
against the ever-encroaching tyranny of Napoleon. It was 
impossible for Britain to give her direct aid, otherwise than 
by the grant of subsidies; but a great expedition was 
planned to distract the attention of the enemy and to divide 
his forces. It was resolved to attack the coast of the 
Netherlands, and if possible to occupy Antwerp, where 
Napoleon was building great dockyards. An army of 
40,000, the largest hitherto sent abroad by Britain, was 
landed on the island of Walcheren. Badly led by the in
competent Lord Chatham, it achieved nothing; and for a 
time this failure discouraged continental adventures. Yet 
the e~e with which it was landed, and the security with 
which it was withdrawn, showed how dangerous the 
command of the sea could be to a land-power. 

And meanwhile an ideal opportunity had been opened 
for the use of a sea-borne army when, in r8o8, the Spanish 
people rose in revolt against Napoleon. We shall deal with 
this more fully in a later chapter, because it was to be the 
turning-point of the long conflict, and the beginning of the 
conqueror's downfall. It opened to Britain the true mode 
of employing her resources, and of draining a~ay the 
strength of her formidable enemy; and it gave to her 
soldiers, who had hithert-o achieved nothing of great im
portance in the long wars, the means of proving their 
fighting quality, and of winning for th~ir country a military 
prestige only less than the splendour of her naval fame. It 
is significant that the British army did not begin to play an 
important part ·in the great conflict until the navy had 
finally achieved its supremacy ; and it was the navy's 
secure control of the seas which, by making communications 
and supplies absolutely safe, made the triumph of the army 
possible. 

The counter-strokes of Britain against the Continental 
System-her organised system of contraband, her conquest 
of oversea markets, and her stimulation of resistance in 
Europe-were thus, on the whole, well-designed and 
successful. They enabled her to stand the terrible strain 
which the Continental System inflicted upon her. They 
prepared the way for the great events which were to ruin the · 
imposing fabric of Napoleon's power. And, in particular, 
th.;y forced upon Napoleon, in his desperate endeavour 

1 See below, Chap. x. p 278. 
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to make his system water-tight, a series of aggressions 
and annexations. which aroused against him the burning 
resentment of half of Europe. 

§ 5. Effects of the Continental System upon Napoleon's 
Policy. 

During the first three years of his commercial struggle 
with Britain, Napoleon seems to have imagined that it 
would be enough to issue his edicts to his submissive vassals. 
But he soon found that it was one thing to issue edicts, and 
quite another to ensure tp.at they were effectively enforced. 
The exclusion of colonial produce and of manufactured 
goods was against the interests of merchants and consumers 
everywhere, and no Government could enforce it without 
endangering its authority over its subjects. The vassal 
States therefore disregarded Napoleon:s edicts as much as 
they dared. He could not be sure of obedience except in 
the lands directly under his own control; and he was 
gradually forced into· a series of high-harided annexations 
of sea-board .territories. 

, Even during the first three years this inevitable· conse
quence of his policy was becoming apparent. The Pope 
had courageously i·efused in r8o6 to close the ports .of the 
Papal St<ttes against British shipping, on the ground that 
he was not at war with Britain : so dangerous a puncture 
could not be tolerated, and Napole'on forcibly occupied the 
Papal ports (r8o8), while an army of occupation practically 
reduced the Pope's power in, his own dominions to a nullity. 
This was the beginning of an alienation from the head of the 
Catholic Cfiurch which largely undid the work achieved by · 
the Concordat of r8oi. Again, it was largely the necessity 
of" getting effective control over the Spanish ports which 
led Napoleon in r8o8 to depose the Spanish king and his 
son: and this not only led to the ruinous Spanish war, but 
the cynical treachery with which the change was effected 
alarmed every ruling prince in Europe. 

In ;r8og, however, Napoleon 'Yas driven ... to adopt a more 
drastic policy; and he entered upon thdt{Career of reckless 
and high-handed violence which friglfte"ded~ the shrewdest 
of his advisers,· such as Talleyrand and Fouche, and con
vinced them that sooner or later a crash must come. I' In
deed, the situation in r8og was such as to demand vigorous 
action if the Continental System was not to break down. t 

The neutrals, on whom Napoleon ·had counted, had either\ 
·· been driven from the seas, or were trading under British 

VOL. II. R 
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licenses. British goods were pouring into Europe through 
Holland and Germany, through Italy and Turkey. At 
all costs, and whatever opposition might have to be faced, 
the trade restrictions must be enforced ; for there was now 
no other hope of reducing the resistance of Britain. 

In r8og the breach with the Papacy was made final and 
irreparable. An insolent decree revoked ' the donation of· 
Charlemagne, our august predecessor,' and annexed the 
Papal States to France; while the brave old Pope was sent 
into captivity at Avignon. In the same year, after the 
defeat of Austria, the Dalmatian coast, and the lands behind 
it, were annexed to France under the name of the ' Illyrian 
Province,' as the only means of stopping the ingress of 
British goods. 

But the annexations of r8ro were yet more striking and 
high-handed. Holland had been turned into a dependent 
kingdom, with Napoleon's own brother Louis as king. But 
Louis knew that the enforcement of the exclusion of British 
trade would mean ruin to a trading nation such as the Dutch, 
and he had allowed an almost open trade to be carried on. 
From r8o6 to r8ro he received a lo_ng series of rebukes and 
protests, of increasing asperity, from his autocratic brother : 
finally, in r8ro, he was swept from his throM, and Holland 
was directly annexed to France. Beyond Holland lay the 
German coastline, where the smuggling trade, based on 
Heligoland, .was carried on upon a colossal scale. Without 
regard to the rights of the existing rulers (one of whom, 
the Duke of Oldenburg, was a cousin of the Tsar), all this 
coast-land, together with a belt of territory extending 
across the base of the Danish peninsula, was directly 
annexed to France. 

It was in r8ro that the pressure of the Continental System 
was most severe, and that its effects were most cruelly felt 
in Britain. But it was also in r8ro that the breakdown of 
the system began to be visible, and that the danger which 
it threatened to Napoleon's power began to be displayed. 
This was especially demonstrated by the attitude of Sweden 
and Russia. Sweden had accepted the Continental Svstem 
in r8o9 ; and, as if to complete the triumph of Napoleon, 
one of his marshals, Bernadotte, was invited to become 
Crown Prince of Sweden, the King having no heir. But 
Bemadotte, who had no love for Napoleon, did not wish 
to alienate his future subjects ; he made no serious attempt 
to enforce the edicts, and Sweden's co-operation in the 
system was from the first merely nominal. Bernadotte 
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would scarcely have ventured to follow so independent a 
line if he had not known tha~is great neighbour, RU?sia, 
whose adhesion to the Continental System had formed one 
of its chief supports, was already growing tired of it. The 
Tsar had realised that· the exclusion of colonial pro<;Iuce 
and British manufactures was seriously impairing the 
prosperity of his subjects. In r8ro he issued an ukase 
which practically brought to an end the exclusion of 
colonial produce; during r8rr he gradually. relaxed the 
restrictions on British imports ; and in r8rz the trade 

- between Russia and Britain almost returned to normal 
conditions.· This was the death-blow of the Continental 
System. - It was in r8r2 that Britain found it possible to 

·withdraw her Orders in Council, just too late to p~event the 
outbreak of war with the United States ; and during r8r3 
the course of international trade had begun to return to 
normal conditions. The Tsar's practical withdrawal from 
the Continental System brought about a definite breach 
between the two great_ ;Empires which had dominated-
Europe in r8o7; and with that breach the final act in the 
Napoleonic drama began.1 . 

Two broad causes combined to bring about the rapid 
collapse of Napoleon's gigantic· power in the years r8rz
r8r4. Oae of these_ was the ris~ng tide of national sentiment 
in most of the countries of Europe, which will be discussed 
in the next chapter. _ The other was the resentment and 
the suffering caused by the Continental System. But the 
national spirit would scarcely have been goaded to the 
point of effective resistance but for the anger aroused by 
the restraiAt of trade. If the neutrals had been permitted 
to co-operate with Napoleon by supplying Europe with the 
goods she needed and by destroying the trade-ascendan,cy of 
Britain, this discontent might never have been hrought 

,to the sticking-point. if, by these means, Bri~ain had been 
defeated in r8o7 or r8o8, as Napoleon confidently expected, 
the national risings, when they came, would have lacked 
the support which they· received in money and men and 
ships from the unresting Power that ruled the seas. -And 
without that help· their success might have been long 
delayed. · 

.) § 6. The Effect of the Continental System in Britain.*_... 

j\.lthough Britain held out against the pressure of 
Napoleon's blockade, it wa~ only at the cost of greats1,1ffering, 

1 See below, p. 285.-.\ 
--..,__ '· 
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The years r8o6-r8rs were for the mass of the British people 
a period not only of miser• but of degradation; and the 
circumstances were such as to render effective remedial 
measures very difficult, even if the fear of revolution bad 
not caused the governing class to be dominated by a blind 
and dogged resolve to resist all change. 

The first cause of the sufferings of these years was a 
shortage of food supplies. The population was increasing 
more rapidly than ever; it rose by a million and a quarter 
in England and Wales alone between r8or and r8rr ; and 
it was not possible for the production of food to keep pace 
with the growth of the population. In normal years about 
one-fifth of the com supply had to be imported, and there 
were several bad harvests when the supply fell so far short 
as almost to lead to famine. The New World had not yet 
begun to send food-stuffs to Britain on any large scale; she 
was -dependent in the main upon imports from Europe, and 
especially from Poland. If Napoleon had chosen to forbid 
the export of com, he might perhaps have brought Britain to 
her knees. Fortunately he had persuaded himself that the 
best way to ruin her was to encourage her to buy while 
preventing her from selling; and he therefore freely issued 
licenses for the export of com. Nevertheless, the Continental 
System, by placing obstacles in the way of interchange, 
added greatly to the difficulty of obtaining sufficient 
imports, and was therefore largely responsible for the food
shortage which marked these years. 

Even when the food supply was adequate in amount, 
prices were terribly high. But wages did not rise in pro
portion to the increase in the cost of living ; in ~orne trades 
they actually declined. The result was that a rapidly 
incre~ing proportion of the working classes had to accept 
supplementary grants from the Poor Law authorities in order 
to keep themselves alive. The system of making such 
supplementary grants to families in full work-the 'Speen
hamland' system 1-was consequently rapidly extended 
during these years over the greater part of the country. 
Mischievous as were the results which flowed from this 
system, it is probably true that, in the unnatural conditions 
into which the country had been forced by the commercial 
war, this system alone baved large masses of the British 
people from utter ruin and starvation. 

The second main cause of the suffering of these years was 
the restriction of exports, and therefore of output, which 

l See above, p. :u6. 
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necessarily resulted from the Contiriental System. Thanks 
to the ingenuity and enterpr~.:':: displayed in discovering 
methods of circumventing Napoleon's prohibitions, the 
average quantity of British goods ep.::ported seems to have 
been fairly steady. But it was not enough that the volume 
of exports should be maintained. If employment was to be 
found for the growing industrial population of Britain, there 

_had to be a rapid expansion. For the commercial war 
coincided with the second stage of the industrial revolution 
in the textile trades: the power-loom (invented aS long 
before as 1790) only began to come into use after r8o1, and 
it was not employed on a large scale until the years of the 
Continental Blockade. The introduction of the power-loom 
made it possible for the British trader to face the cost and 
risk of smuggling his goods into Europe, and still to ~ell 
them at a price which beat foreign comp~titors. But it 
brought disaster to the weavers. It displaced a large 
amount of labour; and as the Continental System pre-

. vented the increase of sales which would normally have 
resulted from increased cheapness, there was a large surplus 
of labour competing for the available employment. In 
these conditions the workers were at the mercy of their 
employers, and wages fell. · It was only gradually that the 
power-looTn captured the whole of the weaving industry; 
down to almost the middle of the nineteenth century a 
very large proportion of the work-especially the more com
plicated work-was still done on hand-looms in the workers' 
own cottages. But the weavers were paid, as they always 
had been paid, by the piece, and the amount p(lid for 
the weaving of a piece of cloth was no_w fixed by the .cost 
of weaving it on a power-loom. In.-1795 the amount paid 
for a ' piece ' of cotton cloth was just under 40s. ; in 1810 
it had fallen to 15s. ; and, as the restriction on exports 
made employment irregular, very large numbers of weavers 
could earn no more than about 6s. per week-and this at a 
time when the cost of living was soaring. 

It was in the weaving of cotton and woollens that the 
distress was most felt. T~e metal industries(found some 
compensation for restriction of export in the de:rp;mds of the 
army and navy. In 18ro and the following years there was 
also much distress among the framework hosiery knitters 
of Leicester and Nottingh<l;m. The employers were ~tri~ng 
to.cheapen production by making stuff on wide frames iand 
cutting it up into hose, instef!-d of weaving the hos~ .as a 
whole; and this meant~ redhction of labour. Co~~vhad 

...... ,,./' ·~ 
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to be cut down if the risk and expense of export in the face 
of the Continental System were to be met. 

In the hope of finding a remedy for their sufferings the 
operatives (especially the weavers) made repeated application 
to Parliament, asking it to fix regular rates of wages, or to 
find some other mode of redress. 'But Parliament was 
helpless. The problem was unexampled, not only in British 
history, but in the history of the world. The accepted 
economic theories of the time condemned State intervention 
in industrial questions. But the negative attitude of 
Parliament quite naturally tended to undermine the loyalty 
of the suffering classes to the institutions of their country. 
They had begun to look to great political changes as the 
necessary preliminary to any improvement in their lot; 
and the growth of this feeling is one of the most significant 
features of the period. 

Since Parliament would not or could not help them, the 
operatives tried to combine for self-defence. But Pitt's 
Combination Acts of 1799 and r8oo stood in the way. These 
Acts threatened those who combined to force up wages with 
crushing penalties for conspiracy ; and this provided another 
ground for complaint against the existing political order. 
In spite of the Combination Acts, however, Trade Unions 
were becoming active. The first systematic attempts at 
industrial strikes on a large scale belong to these years. 
There were extensive strikes among the Lancashire weavers 
in r8o8, among the Durham miners and the Lancashire 
spinners in r8ro, among the Scottish weavers in r8rr. 
But none of these led to any useful result; t~e economic 
situation was too unfavourable. Finally, in r8n and r8r2, 
some of the operatives began to resort to blind violence. 
In Nottingham bands of men, known as Luddites, took to 
destroying the broad frames on which' cut-up' hosiery was 
made. Many hundreds of frames were destroyed, and troops 
had to be brought in to restore order. In r8r2 the' Luddite 
Riots ' extended to Lancashire and Yorkshire, where they 
assumed a more dangerous form. Machinery was destroyed ; 
some murders were committed. 

In the last years of the war these troubles died down. 
They died down because the Continental System had failed, 
and foreign trade was beginning to resume its normal 
course. But the evil consequences of the Continental 
System did not end with its breakdown. It had com
plicated the already difficult problems of the industrial 
transf,~rmation ; it had, at a very critical stage in this 

'\'~ / 
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transformation, forced down wages to an unnaturally low 
level; and a generation of anxiety and trouble was to pass 
before these evil consequences of the system could be 
nullified. 

One of the most significant feaJures of this period of 
the war was c;_ revlY21 of the ~~-apd fox poliJjcal recqnstruc
tion which had.been crushed out by Pitt'sJepressive policy 
Trt tile years' following :iJ94:r'""t:he earlier reform. movement 
h,ad never ol:itained"' aiiY secure hold over the masses of the 
people. The·new movement drew mostof its strength from 
them; just because political change had come to seem a 
necessary step towards social amelioration. The main 
schools of thought which were to play a part in the long 
political discussion of the next generation were emerging 
during these years. A group of intellectual Whigs had, 
by the foundation of the EdinbtJrgh Review (r8oz), given a 
public organ to their party ; and though the Whigs were by 
no means hearty advocates of large political changes, they 
were at least critics of Toryism and of the negation of all 
change. T]1e ra,dical philosopher, Jeremy -~~gthq.Jil, had 
gathered round him tnafreniarkablegroup of disciples and 
interpreters who were, in the next period, lo exercise an 
influence over the process of r~construction out of all pro
portion•to their numbers. Major Cartwright had revived 
the radicalisin.of the old pre-revolufionaiy school, and had 
founded in r8rz the first of his Hampden Clubs to advocate 
manhood ~~f!_r_?.ge . Arid" oshorter . Pafliam:eri'K In r8o7 
Westminster, one of the few democratic constituencies in 
England, elected Sir Francis Burdett to the House of 
Common~ as a Radical Reformer; and from that date there 
were always one or two Radical members in Parliament. 
The Westminster election of r8o7 was one of the fir~t in 
which modern, electioneering methods were pursued~ ·And 
the organiser of victory was no less a person than Francis 
Place, the Charing Cross tailor, who was to play a vastly 
important part in the agitations of the nextthirty years. 

But perhaps the most doughty champion of political 
reform enlisted during these years was ~illi~JE. S~PQ~tt, 
one of the most effective sledge-hammer jounialists who have 
ever "wielded a pen. We shall have to estimate his work 
and influence in a later chapter. 2 Here it is enough to note 
the significant development of his opinions, which reflects 
the change which was going on in the ·~ountry. In r8o2 
Cobbett had started his weekly Political~Register to support 

1 Above, Chap. ii. pp. x68-18r. . ' See belo~ ,Bk. IX. chap. ii. p. 319. 
' I 
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Pitt and denounce Napoleon. In r8o6, without abandoning 
his hatred of 'the Corsican ogre,' he had suddenly swung 
round and begun to advocate radical reform. His trenchant, 
lucid and picturesque denunciations of the borough-mongers 
and place-hunters whom he described as sucking the nation's 
blood, his lurid if often wrong-headed descriptions of the 
evils from which the body politic was suffering, found 
readers everywhere. The stagnation of political life which 
had resulted from the French Revolution in the greater part 
of the nation had come to an end. 

[See list at end of chap. vii.; also Temperley, Life of Canning; 
Marriott, Castlereagh; Porter, Progress of the Nation; Holland 
Rose, Napoleonic Studies; Hammond, Village Laboure1·, Town 
Labourer, Skilled Labourer ; Brougham, Life and Times ; The Creevey 
Papers; The Croker Papers; Wallas, Life of Place; Cornewall Lewis, 
Administrations of Great Britain ; Trail!, Soci.;d England ; Carlile, 
Cobbett.] 



,CHAPTER IX 

THE BRITISH COMMONWEALTH AND THE UNITED 
STATES: THE WAR OF r8r2 

§ I. The Attitude of America towards the War. 

NEXT to the miseries which Napoleon's Continental System 
inflicted upon the working people of Britain, its most 
important result, for the British Commonwealth, was that 
it prevented the healing over. of friction with the United 
States, and led to a miserable war, which left behind it a 
heritage of ill-feeling betwt:en the two great divisions of 
the English-speaking world. 

The Treaty of 1783 had not solved all difficulties between 
Britain and the United States. The States had refused to 
carry outthe terms of the treaty in regard to the compensa
tion to ~ paid to Loyalists; and until these terms were 
fulfilled Britain had refused to hand over eight fortified 
posts which she held on the American side of the Great 
Lakes. These causes of friction were not removed until 
1796; and, indt:;ed, the individual States never consented to 
compensate the Loyalists. Thus bad feeling already existed, 
when the French Revolution came to exacerbate it. 

Yet, apart from the French Revolution, these difficulties 
would have been removed without much difficulty. The 
natural affinities between two peoples who .. shared the same 
laws, the same language, and the same traditions were too 
deep to be permanently severed even by the shock of war . 

. And the course of events was making them more and more 
necessary to one another. The growing population of the 
States, which rose from 4,ooo,ooo in 1783 to over 7,ooo,ooo 
in r8ro, was now beginning to people the central plain, 
where the new States of Kentucky, tennessee and Ohio were 
organised during this period ; and. this population, mainly 
engaged in agriculture, afforded a magnificent opening· for 
British trade. ,4 Meanwhile, the Southern States were be
coming the main. source of supply for the raw material 
of the greatest of the new British industries, cotton. The 
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British supply of raw cotton had hitherto come mainly 
from the West Indies and from India, but these sources of 
supply were beginning to be exhausted. In 1793 the 
invention of a gin for extracting seeds from the short
stapled cotton which could be grown on the American 
mainland transformed the situation. As late as 1790 
practically no American cotton came to :England. By 18ro 
America had already become the chief source of supply. 
And the influence of this mutually advantageous traffic, 
had peace and a return of good-will made it possible, must 
have brought about friendly co-operation and mutual 
understanding in other spheres besides that of commerce. 
In this as in other respects the violent upheaval of the 
French Revolution brought nothing but ill to the British 
Commonwealth. It postponed for more than a generation 
the restoration of friendly relations, and led to events which 
have in some degree poisoned these relations ever since. 

The States-General met in Paris only two months after 
Washington assumed the chair as first President of the 
United States. It was natural that the Revolution in 
France should be hailed with enthusiasm in America. 
Across three thousand miles of ocean the discords and the 
horrors that soon began to defile the movement in France 
made little impression, though they alarmed so:f'ne of the 
wiser and more moderate men. When the war began in 
1792 sympathy was· all but unanimous on the side of France ; 
when Britain was drawn in, in 1793, this sympathy was, in 
many quarters, even intensified: the republic of France 
seemed to be fighting for her existence against the same foe 
from whom France had helped the American republic to 
win its freedom. No American could forget that France 
had been his ally. Indeed, it became a question whether 
the States were not bound (as French envoys strongly 
urged) to make common cause with France under the 
Treaty of 1778, by which the United States had guaranteed 
the security of the French possessions in America; and 
Britain expected and feared that this course would be taken. 
Washington, however, made haste to issue a declaration of 
neutrality, and thus proclaimed what was to become the 
traditional American policy of no:JJ-intervention in European 
affairs. But the general sentiment was on the side of France; 
and this sentiment was strengthened when the British navy 
began to interfere with American foreign trade, stopping the 
carriage of goods in American ships from the French colonies 
to France. Another factor also contributed to intensify 
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anti-British feeling. Deserters from the British navy, or 
mercantile sailors afraid of impressment, could readily take 
refuge in American ships. But when naval vessels began to 
stop American ships and forcibly remove British sailors, 
or men claimed to be British sailors, American opinion took 
fire. From the b~ginning to the end of the war this was the 
most acute cause of friction. 

Two political parties had already appeared in America, 
and their differences led them to take different attitudes on 
the European war. T~5,eder~l~t,,p~r..t;y:, which included ct 
some of the wisest statesmen of the Revolution, notably 
Washington .and Alexander Hamilton, were anxious to 
strengthen the central Government as against the individual 
States; they were also distrustful of the more extreme forms 
of democracy; and this distrust made them ·view with 
distaste the extravagances of the French Revolution, and 
inclined them to friendship with Britain. · The Rep.!:!'blican 
,P<!:_rty;,whose inspirer was Thomas Jefferson,were'distrust~ul 
of the central government, and were doctrinaire democrats. 
Their sympathies were passionately with France and strongly 
anti-British. Fortunately for Britain, Washington and the 
Federalists were in power when the war began, and held 
office until 18or. 

In the hope of getting rid of the friction with Britain, 
Washington sent John Jay to London to negotiate a treaty 
(1794). But the Jay Treaty, though it greatly eased the 
situation for American traders, was badly received, mainly 
because Britain had refused to abandon her practice bf 
seizing British seamen on American ships .. It is significant 
that this •treaty contained a clause providing that the dis· 
pute about the boundary between Canada and the States 
~should be settled by a joint commission; this was the , 
. beginning of the modern arbitration movement. ~' 

Meanwhile France had, as we have seen,l taken up an 
attitude towards neutral trade far more oppressive than that· 
of Britain: sl}.e had not only threatened (1796) the seizure 
of all neutral vessels carrying British goods into French 
harbours, but had actually seized and confiscated a number 
of American ships. When an American envoy was sent to 
protest, he was ignomin.iously dismissed, and the Directory 
later had the insolence to propose that the States ·should 
pay a sort ... of tribute for the right of carrying on 'their 
trade. This aroused indignation in Am~rica: the States 
began to arm, and during the' three years ·r7g8-18or there 

1 Above, p. 248, 
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was ' a sort of war ' between them and France. It was 
only brought to an end when, in r8or, Napoleon was 
trying to ingratiate himself with the neutrals.1 If a settle
ment with France had not then been made, America might 
have found herself exposed to the full power of Napoleon, 
without the protection which the British fleet had hitherto 
afforded her ; for the Peace of Amiens sooi1 followed. That 
this was not a wholly illusory fear was shown by Napoleon's 
busy projects during the interval of peace. He was taking 
up again the dream of a colonial empire. He was re
conquering San Domingo. He had compelled Spain to 
transfer to him the vast province of Louisiana, and was 
preparing an army to despatch to this province. Had the 
Peace of Amiens been prolonged for a year, or had Britain 
been defeated, the States might have found themselves 
faced by a militant French power on the lower Mississippi. 

Meanwhile the Federalists had fallen from power in 
America, and the Republican Jefferson had become President 
(r8or). Even Jefferson, despite his French sympathies, had 
no liking for the prospect of a revived French Empire beyond 
the Mississippi. But a way out of the difficulty soon pre
sented itself. Napoleon recognised that while the war 
with Britain lasted, he could do nothing in Louisiana ; and 
he therefore agreed to sell this vast tract and atl its in
habitants to the States, hoping thus to prevent co-operation 
between them and Britain. Jefferson eagerly closed the 
bargain, though it was a flagrant departure from his 
democratic doctrine that peoples have a right to choose 
their own rulers. Not even the 6o,ooo French and Spanish 
inhabitants, still less the Indians, were consulted: 

During the first three years of the renewed war American 
trade increased by leaps and bounds. But in r8o6, as we 
have seen, 2 the situation changed: the British blockade 
of the coast from the Seine to the Elbe, the Berlin Decree, 
the Orders in Council, the Milan Decree came in tum ; and 
the American sailor found himself exposed to tremendous 
risks in carrying on the traffic he had found so lucrative. 
He cursed both sides alike. But he was inclined to lay the 
heaviest weight of blame upon Britain, because, although 
the restrictions imposed by Britain were less severe than 
those imposed by Napoleon, it was with British ships that 
he most often came in conflict. The coast of America was 
practically blockaded during these years, and some of the 
actions of the blockading vessels, notably the attack on the 

t Above, p. 251. I Ibid. 
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American ship Chesapeake in r8o7, were intolerably high
handed. The intense resentment aroused by these pro
ceedings blinded most AmeriCans to the magnitude of the 
issues about which the world-conflict was being fought. 
They were concerned to defend their own rights and the 
freedom of the seas. They did not concern themselves 
with the questions whether Napoleon's power was a menace 
to the freedom of the world and in the long run to their 
own, whether this menace could be resisted by any other 
means than the pressure of sea-power, or whethe"r the 
effective exercise of this pressure was compatible with the 
maintenance of complete freedom for neutral trade. 

Negotiations went oil unceasingly, but they were in vain. 
For Britain would not assent to the two fundamental points 
on which the States insisted: she would not consent to 
raise the blockade of Napoleon's ports ; she would not 
abandon her claim to search for British deserters in American 
ships. Jefferson· tried to. bring the combatants to reason 
by laying an embargo on all American exports (r8o7). 
This blow, though nominally aimed at both belligerents, was 
felt only by Britain, but it did not make her yield. If it 
had been effectual, it would have involved the total ruin of 
American trade, which was only saved by the wholesale 
evasion -of the Act, and by the ingenuity with which 
smuggling was carried on through Canada, the Bermudas, 
and the islands on the •coast of Florida. In r8o9 the -
embargo was withdrawn, having totally failed of its.purpose, 
In its place a Non-intercourse Act was adopted, which 
prohibited all direct intercourse with Britain or France or 
their immediate. dependencies. · But this also failed of its 
purpose. Britain did not withdraw her C>rders in Council. 
Napoleon, on his side, ordered the seizure and sale of every 
American ship and cargo in every port under French 
control. And America, in despair, changed her tactics and 
threw open her trade to all the world (r8ro), with a proviso 
that if one of the belligerents should withdraw its restrictions 
and the other remain obdurate, the i President should be 
empowered to reimpose non-intercourse against the latter. 

Napoleon saw in this situation a chance of enlisting the 
United States on his side. So he announced that his Decrees 
would- be withdrawn on November r, r8ro, provided that, 
before that date, the British Orders in Council .had been 
cancelled, or America had forced Britain to ' respect her 
rights.' His Decrees were only to Mtwithdrawn so far as 
concerned America ; the exclusion ,of .. British goods from 
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the Continent was still to continue. But the cancellation of 
the Orders in Council, on which his concession was con
ditional, was to be complete. President Madison (who had 
succeeded Jefferson in r8og) fell into the trap. He accepted 
Napoleon's withdrawal as definite. He gave Britain three 
months' notice, and when she had failed to cancel her 
Orders by the appointed date, he prohibited all intercourse 
with her. Finally, on June r8, 1812, with the approval of 
Congress, he declared war against Britain. 

In the same month Napoleon's fateful march on Moscow 
began. This meant the downfall of the Continental Sys
tem, and before the end of the month the British Orders 
in Council were suspended. Thus, within five days of the 
opening of war,the primary cause of the war had disappeared. 
Yet the war itself continued, for two main reasons. The 
first was that Britain still refused to abandon her claim to 
seize British deserters on American ships. The second 
was that America had been fired by the 'ambition of con
quering Canada, at a time when the main British forces were 
necessarily engaged elsewhere in the final death-grapple for 
the freedom of the world. 

§ 2. The War of r8r2-r8r5. 
• 

The war thus miserably begun lasted for three years, 
and had no result save the alienation of the two peoples 
whom it embroiled, and the awakening in Canada of a proud 
national sentiment, born of successful resistance to invasion. 
We may therefore content ourselves with the broadest sur
vey of the main features of the fighting on sea and on land. 

The American navy was too weak to be able to fight any 
fleet actions with the British. It could not prevent a 
blockade of the coast, which became more severe as the war 
proceeded, and almost put an end to American trade. But 
individual ships fought many single-ship actions with the 
utmost skill and gallantry. In the first year of the war, 
indeed, their successes in such actions were so striking as 
to cause grave perturbation in Britain. In r8r3 the 
Admiralty had to forbid British ships to engage American 
sl)ips of superior size. Thenceforward the results of these 
contests were more even ; the most famous of these sea
duels, fought between the Chesapeake and the Shannon, 
vessels of equal strength, was a British victory. In the 
war on commerce also the Americans showed infinite daring 
and resource. Using French ports as their bases, in the 
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years when Napoleon's power was being shattered, they 
wrought extraordinary havoc in the English Channel and 
the Irish Sea, such as the French had never rivalled. But 
though ·the number of British ships exposed to attack was 
immeasurably greater .than the number of American ships, 
the American loss in captured ships during the three years 
was 1400 against the British loss of under 1700. 

The main feature of the war on land was a systematic 
and persistent American attempt to conquer Canada. This 
enterprise was undertaken with every prospect of success. 
The total population of all the Canadian colonies was little 
over 300,000; the number of regular troops available for 
the defem::e of a- frontie1· over rooo miles long was less than 
sooo ; and Britain, engaged in the final throes of. ~he 
struggle with Napoleon, could spare no more until 1814. 
The Americans, on the other hand, raised during the war 
about soo,ooo troops-a larger number than the total 
British forces engaged in all fields; and though most of them 
were employed inguarding against possible British descents 
from the sea; they could always supply a far greater force 
for .the attack than was available for the defence. More
over, persuaded that monarchy spelt tyranny, they hoped 
to be aided by a revolt of the Canadian settlers. When 
the first ~nvading army entered Upper Canada in r8r2, its 
general issued a florid proclamation inviting the inhabitants 
to throw off their chains and join the free States. But 
except for a few recent American immigrants, none answered 
this appeal; and the sons of the United Empire Loyalists 
rallied. with such spirit to the flag for which their fathers 
had sacri:fi.ced so much that before the end of the campaign 
the author of the proclamation and his army were com-~ ~~ 
pelled to surrender. Nor were the French settlers of Lower 
Canada less staunch. Though there was some resistance. 
to the raising of the militia, they fought with splendid Clan, 
and perhaps the most brilliant episode of the whole war was 
the fight of Chateauguay, in which 300 French C::tnadians 
rout.ed an ai"my of 3000 which was attempting to advance 
against Montreal. Finally, the defence received invaluable 
assistance from a force of Shawnee Indians led by Tecumseh, 
perhaps the greatest statesman whom the Red Indian race 
had produced. He regarded the British Government as the 
natural protector of the Red Man, because of the regulations 
for the protection of the Indians which had been issued 
after the conquest of Canada and since systematically 
observed. In 18u one of Tecumseh's settlements had been 
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destroyed in his absence by a body of American pioneers ; in 
r8r2 therefore he was quick to range himself on the British 
side. Time and again he and his braves gave valuable 
assistance in the defence ; and Tecumseh himself died 
fighting gallantly at the battle of Moravian town (1813), in 
which the British force was rather shamefully beaten. 

It is needless to follow the confused course of the struggle. 
There was fighting between squadrons of lake-boats, both 
on Lake Erie, where the Americans won the upper hand in 
1813 and kept it, and on Lake Ontario, where the superiority 
passed from one side to the other. There was fighting by 
land at both ends of Lake Erie and on the line of Lake 
Champlain and the river Richelieu ; the chief battle-ground 
being the Niagara peninsula between the two great lakes, 
which saw the hard-fought and indecisive battle of Lundy's 
Lane in 1814, as well as many lesser tussles. But the net 
result of all was that the American armies failed to make 
any serious impression upon the Canadian frontier; and 
the result of this long, swaying strife was the birth of a 
sentiment of national pride among the Canadians. 

In r814, after Napoleon's abdication, Britain was able to 
send to America some of the veterans of the Peninsular 
war ; and their ad vent was followed by a more aggressive 
conduct of the war. Some of them were sent to .Canada; 
but with others it was decided to make a series of attacks 
upon the American coast. A fleet carried a substantial 
force up the Potomac, and landed it near Washington; the 
American army of defence was defeated under the eyes of 
the President; and the Capitol and the President's house 
were burned. This act of vandalism was defel'l.ded as a 
retaliation for the action of the Americans in burning down 
York (Toronto) and the village of Newark. But two blacks 
do not make a white, and the burning of Washington did 
much to embitter still further the relations of the two kindred 
peoples. At the beginning of r8rs a similar attack on New 
Orleans was needlessly delayed and badly conducted ; the 
defence was skilfully managed by the American commander 
Jackson ; and 2000 men were sacrificed in a vain attempt 
to storm, under withering fire, a rampart built of cotton
bales. The sacrifice was thrown away; for before the 
battle was fought peace had been already signed by the 
negotiators who had for some time been sitting at Ghent in 
Belgium. 

The Treaty of Ghent, which closed the second (and, it is 
to be hoped, the last) war between the two great divisions 
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of the English-speaking peoples, served to illustrate the 
futility of the war. For it made no change whatsoever. 
So far as any definite result was concerned-apart from the 
stimulation of Canadian patriotism-all the lives and all the 
treasure which had been expended had merely been wasted. 
The war had not even helped Napoleon to stave off his down
fall, which had been completed (to all appearances) before 
peace was signed. But it had rekindled the animosities 
which unh~ppily divided the two great commonwealths of 
freedom. · 

[Channing, History of the United States; Walker, The Making of 
the Nation; Lucas, The War of I8I2; Roosevelt, Naval War of I8I2; 
Kingsford, History of Canada (Io vols.) ; Grant, Short History of. 
Canada; Mahan, Sea-Power in Relation to }he War of I8I.:il.) 
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CHAPTER X 

THE PENINSULAR WAR AND THE RISING OF THE 
NATIONS 

(A.D. r8o8-r8rs) 

§ I. The Opening of the Peninsular War : the 
Victories of r8o8. 

THERE is poetic justice in the fact that the most cynical 
of all Napoleon's acts of aggression brought about the 
beginning of his decline. Without a shadow of right he 
destroyed the freedom of the Spanish nation, and annexed 
their historic land to his empire; and behold! he had raised 
against himself the unconquerable force of national senti
ment, he had opened to his unresting foe an ideal oppor
tunity of piercing his armour, he had committed himself 
to a Sisyphean task· which strained all his resobrces. The 
Peninsular War was, in Napoleon's own phrase, the' running 
sore ' which so weakened him "d.S to make his overthrow 
possible. That it did so was due to two things: the fiery 
patriotism of the Spanish people, and the fighting power of 
the British army, resting on the sea. Gallant as it was, 
the resistance of the Spaniards would probabty have been 
crushed in r8og or r8ro but for the intervention of the 
British forces. On the other hand, even the genius of 
Wellington and the imperturbable valour of his little army 
could have done nothing had they not been backed by a 
nation in arms. 

When, after Tilsit, Napoleon resolved to force Portugal 
into the Continental System, he obtained the concurrence 
of ·Spain to the transport of a French army across her 
territory by promising to partition Portugal, to the advan
tage of the Spanish monarchy and of the able but untrust
worthy minister of Spain, Godoy. He had no intention of 
fulfilling these promises; on the contrary, he was already 
designing the ruin of his ally. Junot's army, destined for 
Portugal, was followed by a series of others, which planted 
themselves on the main roads to Madrid, seizing fortresses 
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by treacherous coups de main (November 1807-February 
r8o8). The Spanish court suddenly realised its danger, and 
thought of :flight. A rising in Madrid prevented it, and 
forced the old King Charles IY_. to abdicate in. favour of 
his son Ferdinand (March). But Napoleon inveigled both 
Charles and Ferdinand on to French soil at Bayonne, 
forced both to give up their claims (May), contemptuously 
pensioned off Charles, threw Ferdinand into prison, and 
bestowed the crown of Spain upon his own brotper, Joseph 
Buonaparte (June). Meanwhile a French force occupied 
Madrid, and the French armies held down all the north .of 
the country, while J unot had safely fulfilled his task in 
Portugal, and was master of that country. A shameless 
and cynical act of treachery was apparently completely 
successful. 

But the tyrant had to count with the pride of a historic 
people. ·_In every part of the country there was (May, June) 
an outburst of patriotic rage. Local ' J unta5 ' formed 
themselves, and called out all the strength of their provinces 
for a holy war; and the French found that they held 
nothing beyond the ground occupied by their armies.1 

Napoleon did not take · this insurrectionary fury very 
seriously ~ he believed that two or three expeditionary 
armies, despatched into the chief provinces, would soon 
shatter all organised resis~tance, and that the rest would be 
merely a matter of police. But these expectations were 
dramatically disappointed. Before the city of Saragossa, in 
the north, a French army of 15,ooo men was held at bay 
for month~ by a horde of peasants and townsfolk under c 

the heroic young a?venturer Palafox. An army sent- to 
, subjugate the eastern province of Valeneia had to withdraw 

with a loss of 1000 men. Worst of all, an army of zo,ooo 
men, sent southwards to beat down the resistance of 
Andalusia, was actually forced to capitulate at Baylen (June). 
This was the !llost shajtering blow which the prestige of the 
French armies had yet received. It aroused intense excite
ment throughout Europe. The Spanish patriots became 
the heroes of a world's admiration. ·Men began to realise 
the immense potency of national feeling. Indeed, they 
overestimated it. They hoped that the Spaniards; unaided, 
would be able to free themselves from the despot; 

The Juntas however, sanguine as they were, did not share 
these wild hopes. They despatched urgeri.t appeals for aid 
to Britain, their only possible source of help; and it was 

1 See the map, Atlas,.Plate 19. 
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from Britain that they drew henceforward most of the 
money and supplies which enabled them to keep their armies 
on foot. But they got more from Britain than guns and 
money. The British Government resolved to strike promptly 
in support of the Spanish national rising. In August a 
British army landed in Portugal; and British forces were 
to continue to play their part thenceforward until the last 
Frenchman had been driven out of the Iberian Peninsula. 

The arrival of this army marks .a turning-point in the 
history of the Napoleonic wars. Small as it was (it numbered 
only r6,ooo men), it was soon to prove its quality. And 
its commander was Arthur Wellesley,! the first great 
master of the art of war whom Britain had produced 
since Marlborough. Though only thirty-nine years old, 
Wellesley hail already won his spurs in the Indian wars. 
He had shown in India that he possessed the gifts of a 
statesman as well as those of a general, and had the power 
of inspiring confidence. He was always master of himself ; 
neither the elation of success nor the presence of danger 
could disturb his balance of mind. Infinitely patient, he 
could await his opportunities ; and though he could take 
great risks, his most daring acts were always founded on 
calculation. He valued precision and accuracy of statement; 
he never allowed himself to be cozened by hopes or fears ; 
he never doctored the facts to produce an effect ; and there 
is no greater contrast than this' between himself and the 
great imaginative genius whom he was to overthrow. By 
untiring industry he had made himself master of all the 
tedious minutire affecting the organisation of armies : to 
this he attributed his success ; he knew exactly what an 
army could do. Up to these limits he was as exacting in 
his demands upon his men as he was unsparing in his 
demands upon himself. To these qualities he added a 
very sure military judgment, a quick eye for opportunities, 
and a fearlessness in assuming responsibilities, which made 
him always a dangerous foe. These were qualities which 
perhaps fell short of the highest genius ; but they were 
unvarying, always to be depended upon. They inspired 
implicit trust rather than affection ; for Wellesley never 
won from his men the passionate devotion which the 
magnetic personality of Napoleon aroused. 

Within three weeks of his landing, Wellesley had broken 
Junot's· army at Vimeiro (August) and forced it to sue for 

1 There is a short life of the Duke of Wellington by George Hooper, in 
the 'English Men of Action ' Series, 
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terms ; ·for the Spanish rising had cut off its retreat. But 
unfortunately hyo eldeily incompetent$ had been placed in 
superior command over the young general. The.y had 
luckily arrived just too late to prevent the winning of 
victory; but they arrived in time to forbid its being driven 
home by a prompt pursuit, and to grant J unot the foolish 
Convention of Cintra, whereby he was allowed to withdraw 
his army intact, .with all its plunder. For this disgraceful 
transaction these commanders were rightly recalled ; but 
Wellesley had to return and stand a court-martial alongside 
of the superiors who had spoilt his brilliant success, and the 
commimd of the army fell, for the remainder of the campaign, 
to Sir John Moore. 

§ 2. Napoleon in Spain, and the Retreat to Corunna. 
Baylen and Vimeiro between them seemed, to superficial 

observeTs, to have broken the French attack on Spain. The 
French armies fell back towards the frontier, while from 
all the provinces Spanish armies, full of self-confidence, 
hurried into position in a long line north of Madrid, to repel 
a new attack. The British army in Portugal was ordered 
to take its plac(f in this line. Moore therefore advanced 
into Spain as far as Salamanca. 

It was •not to be expectep that Napoleon-would submit 
to the disasters of 1808. He resolved to crush resistance at 
once by a swift and heavy blow. A great host of 20o,ooo 
men was collected by the end of October, and Napoleon 
himself took command. He fell like a thunderbolt upon· 
one Spanish army after another, swept them from his path 
in a series·of shattering victories, and by December 3 had 
occupied Madrid: he seems to have been unaware of the 
very existence of Moore's little army on his flank, as he 
swept superbly on. Three weeks he spent in Madrid, 
drafting projects for the reorganisation of Spain, and 
defining the moves on the che~sboard by which his Marshals 
were to complete the :victory. Meanwhile Moore had found 
himself suspended in the air, far into Spain, while the armies 
with which he was to co-operate were broken into fugitive 
mobs. His first thought was to beat a retreat to Portugal. 
But then a more daring project occurred to him ; he might 
threaten Napoleon's communications, and perhaps tempt 
him to loose his talons from his prey. So, with 27,000 men, 
he set out eastwards; and was on the point of s~riking at 
a French army under Soult, when he heard that Napoleon 
had turned to pursue him. 

) 
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The bait had proved too tempting. Napoleon thirsted 
to capture a whole British army, and gave orders for 
pursuit, withdrawing for the purpose the forces that might 
have completed the subjugation of Southern Spain. Moore 
turned to retreat not a moment too soon. It was impossible 
to get back to Portugal ; instead, he turned towards 
Corunna. But it was only by forced marches that he 
succeeded in distancing his pursuers ; and his little army 
suffered terrible hardships, and lost heavily during the 
retreat. Yet the retreat had achieved more than many 
victories. It had drawn off Napoleon and his main forces 
from the south; and when the Emperor himself abandoned 
the pursuit (January I, r8og), handing it over to his 
Marshal, Soult, it was too late to return. He was needed 
at home. Soon the revolt of Austria, which the Spanish 
rising had stimulated, was to occupy all his attention, and 
he never returned in person to Spain. 

Soult continued the pursuit. He came up with the 
British army at Corunna, as the embarkation was beginning. 
But though the guns and cavalry were already aboard, the 
infantry turned and inflicted upon him a bloody repulse 
(January r6, r8og). The gallant Moore was killed in the 
action, and hurriedly buried in the city of his glory before 
his comrades withdrew over the sea, where no put'suit was 
possible. But he had saved Spain and Portugal for the 
moment, and made it possible for the heroic struggle to 
continue. 

§ 3· Holding the Fort: r8og, r8ro, r8n . . 
After the retreat to Corunna the war changed its character. 

During r8og Napoleon was unable to devote his main 
strength to the Spanish campaign, because he had the war 
with Austria on his hands, and at Aspern and Wagram the 
Austrians fought with a desperate gallantry previously 
unknown. He had also to deal with a British landing at 
Walcheren; but that was, on the whole, an advantage, 
because it drew off 40,000 good British troops who might 
have been of inestimable value in the Peninsula. In spite 
of these drains upon his resources, he maintained in Spain 
armies totalling about 300,000 men. These huge numbers 
were necessary because they had to deal with two nations 
in arms, and to carry on a whole series of more or less 
distinct campaigns for the subjugation of various regions
Catalonia, Valencia, Andalusia, Galicia and Portugal. We 
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need not follow these' campaigns. In-· general the French 
were successful against Spanish armies in the field; but as 
they advanced fresh insurrections sprang up behind them, 
which made them relax their hold upon their conquests. 

Meanwhile Wellesley had resumed command of the army 
in Portugal; he had also been given control over the 
Portuguese army, which, under Marshal Beresford, was 
gradually turned into an efficient fighting force. His 
position was threatened from two sides- by Soult 
in Galicia, whom Napoleon had ordered to reconquer 
Portugal, and by Victor with the army of Andalusia. 
Wellesley first struck hard at Soult, who had occupied 
Oporto ; by a daring exploit he crossed the Douro . and 
hunted the enemy out of Portugal, compelling him to 
abandon his baggage and escape by devious mountain tracks. 
Then, hurrying swiftly southwards, he undertook a bold 
march into Spain, to co~operate with the Spanish armies in 
an attempt to strike at Madrid. He won a brilliant victory 
over Victor at Talavera, for which he was rewarded by a 
peerage. But new French armies were coming up,· and he 
found the Spanish generals impracticable and untrustworthy. 
He was dangerously far from his base ; and when Sault, 
advancing frow the north, threatened his 'COmmunications, 
he only ~aved himself by a rapid retreat. Thus, during. 
r8og, Portugal had been cleared; but the sanguine hopes 
of great successes in SpaiD. had come. to nothing. The 
Spanish armies were everywhere hard-pressed, and could be 
no longer counted upon for any big effort. The Spaniards 
could defend cities, could carry on gallap.t partisan warfare, 
could make the situation of the French armies very difficult 
by imperilling their communications; but they could not 
win victories, or drive the French out of the country. c If'~..-

~-that task was to be achieved, it must be achieved by Britain. 
And now the Austrian wa:r was over, and Napoleon could 

tum his whole strengt)l once more against Spain. In the 
winter of r8og-r8ro Soult, with a great army, was given the 
task of conquering Andalusia, where alone large Spanish 
armies still held the field. He was all but completely 
successful. By the beginning of February the whole 
province had been subjugated, and the remnants of the 
Spanish army were' penned into Cadi~. The conquest of 
Andal].lsia was a crushing blow. Many observers thought 
that the end of the Spanish resistance was at hand. 

For the campaign of r8ro Napoleon had reservea the final 
and decisive stroke-the reconquest of Portugal, and the 
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driving of the British army into the sea. The ablest of 
Napoleon's Marshals, Massena, was chosen for this task; 
and he was given a great army of the finest quality, nearly 
130,ooo men, against whom Wellington could count upon 
only 30,000 British troops, and an equal number of 
Portuguese, as yet untried in serious fighting. Wellington 
had anticipated the coming storm, and had made pre
paration for it. Knowing that the French counted upon 
living on the country through which they passed, he had 
prepared to fight them with the weapons of starvation. 
He had cleared the whole centre of the country, along the 
line .of the French advance, of all its population and all its 
food supplies, sending the people to take refuge among the 
hills. Across the peninsula at the mouth of the Tagus he 
had constructed the impregnable lines of Torres Vedras, 
with rz6 formidable redoubts and 427 guns. The lines were 
between 20 and 30 miles across ; they could be defended 
by the whole British and Portuguese armies. In front of 
them would lie an empty and foodless land ; behind them 
the population of the surrounding country, who would be 
fed from the sea. 

Having made these dispositions, Wellington took post 
with his army across the line of Massena's advance. At 
Busaco he inflicted a sharp defeat upon the advancing 
host. Then he withdrew ; and left Massena to lead his 
starving army up against the impregnable barrier of Torres 
Vedras. Massena saw that his task was hopeless, and fell 
back. By the time he recrossed the frontier, he had lost 
25,000 men, mainly from sickness and starvation. And 
Portugal was still unconquered. After the campaign of 
r8ro, no French army again ventured to cross the 
Portuguese frontier. 

Torres Vedras was in truth the turning-point of the war. 
But it seemed to contemporaries that the stone had rolled 
down to the bottom of the hill again, and that the whole 
work was yet to be done. The Spanish forces were nearly 
exhausted. In the north-east, indeed, they were giving 
serious trouble, and the irregular warfare of partisans was 
more active than ever. But there were no large armies in 
the field. In Andalusia Cadiz alone held out ; and though 
a brill\ant sally by an Anglo-Spanish force won the battle 
of Barrosa, it led to no result. 

In r8n Wellington set himself to clear the main roads 
from Portugal into Spain. They were guarded by great 
fortresses; in the north Ciudad Rodrigo, faced by the 
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Portuguese fortress of Almeida, and in the south Badajoz. 
Wellington took Almeida, and beat off a French attempt 
to relieve it at Fuentes d'Onoro. Meanwhile Beresford had 
been watching Badajoz, and had 'fought, with a mixed 
British, Spanish and Portuguese force, the bloody battle of 
Albuera, in which the brunt of the fighting fell upon the 
British conting~nt, who lost half of their n-umber killed, , 
and yet won the day. But Badajoz still held out. Thus 
little apparent progress had been made; and but for the 
desperate valour of the Spanish guerilla bands (who were at 
their most active in this year) the prospects of an ultimate 
French victory would still have been bright. At home men 
were beginning to- be tired of the war; no real progress 
seemed ever to be made. 

§ 4· The Expulsion of the.French from Spain, r8rz-r814. 

But the tide turned definitely in r812. The dangerous 
years r8ro and r8n, when there was no other call upon 
Napoleon's resources, had been safely passed. Now, in 
r812, he was driven to undertake the Russian campaign. 
He began to withdraw troops from Spain, though not yet 
in large numbers. And at the same :time Wellington again 
undertook a vigorous aggressive. By- bold storming attacks, 
wasteful of life but saving in time, he captured the two great 
fo'rtresses of Ciudad Rodrigo and Badajoz; and the main 
roads into Spain lay open to him. Then he struck boldly 
into Central Spain, towards Salamanca. Here he met an 
equal force under Marmont, and won a dazzling victory, ___ _ 
which shook the French power in Spain to its foundations.
King Joseph had to flee once mqre from Madrid, which 
British troops occupied. To save the situation, the French 
had to give up the attempt to hold down the south and 
centre of the country, in order to gather together sufficient 
forces to regain Madrid. They regained it ; they even 
forced Wellington to retreat once more to the frontiers of 
PortugaL But they had lost all the south, and this they 
were never to regain. The clearing of Spain had begun, 
following on the clearing of Portugal. It was to be rapidly 
achieved during the next campaign, that of r8r3. 

As we shall see later, in 1813 Napoleon, back frqm the 
disasters of the Russian campaign, had to fight for his 
control over Germany, against the armies of Russia, Prussia, 
Austria and Sweden. For this reason he was compelled to 
recall large forces from Spain, and the French armies in 

.--~ 
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Spain were therefore driven to abandon more and more 
of the country in order to concentrate for the defence of 
the North. But they still outnumbered their opponents; 
and the mere fact of their concentration made them more 
formidable in manreuvre and in battle. The Spanish war 
had regained unity. It was unified on the other side also ; 
for in r8rz all the armies of Spain had been placed under 
Wellington's supreme command, and he had made his 
control effective in time for the beginning of the r8r3 
campaign. 

This was to be one of the most brilliant of Wellington's 
campaigns. Had he advanced with all his forces directly 
upon the enemy from Ciudad Rodrigo, the enemy could have 
concentrated upon him with superior forces. He therefore 
divided his army, and ordered the larger half, under Graham, 
to advance from the far north of Portugal by a difficult and 
little-used route, while he himself took the expected course 
from Ciudad Rodrigo. The result was that whenever the 
enemy prepared to concentrate against Wellington, they 
found themselves threatened with outflanking by Graham, 
and -were forced to fall back. Thus, with inferior forces, 
Wellington manreuvred the French backwards until they 
were against the Pyrenees. Then he struck hard, and won 
at Vittoria (June) one of the most brilliant of his -victories. 
The result was practically to compel the French to evacuate 
Spain. Soult, now in supreme command, delayed the 
retreat by a brilliant series of actions in the Pyrenees, while 
the French garrisons of San Sebastian and Pampeluna held 
out doggedly. But by October this resistance had been 
beaten down, and Wellington's armies had fbrced the 
passage of the frontier river Bidassoa, and begun the 
invasion of France. Before the year ended, two successive 
lines of defence, on the Nivelle and the Nive, had also been 
forced; and allied armies were well planted on the soil of 
France, which had not seen an invader since 1793. 

In r8r4 the European allies also were to invade France; 
and while Napoleon was fighting the desperate battles of 
Champagne which ended in his abdication, Soult was 
enduring blow after blow in the South, at Orthez (February) 
and at Toulouse (April). It was in the North that the issue 
was decided: Napoleon had already abdicated before the 
battle of Toulouse was fought. And it is also plain that it 
was the pressure of the campaign of Central Europe in r8r3 
which had made possible the rapid collapse of the French 
power in Spain in that year. But if this is true, it is equally 
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true that the Spanish campaign made the northern victories 
possible. If in 1813 Napoleon had been able to dispose 
freely of all the great armies that were locked up in Spain, 
there can be little doubt that the conflict in Germany 
would have been decided in his favour. Even in r8r4 the 
armies of Spain would have made a world of difference, 
could they have been transplanted to Champagne. And 
what had kept. these arn).ies locked up in Spain was the 
dpgged resolution and resource with which Wellington had 
clung on during the years 1809, r8IO, r8n, when all the 
vast power of the Napoleonic -empire was available. If 
the Spanish resistance.had been crushed during any of these 
years, it is likely that the downfall of Napoleon's empire 
would have been long delayed. The unconquerable ardour 
of Spanish patriotism and the dogged tenacity of Britain 
had not, indeed, by themselves saved Europe ; but they 
had made it possible for Europe to save herself. 

§ 5· The Growth of National FeeJing, and the Russian 
Campaign. 

While the long struggle swayed backwards and forwards 
in Spain, while· the British fleets maintained their eternal 
vigil, and the enterprise of British traders and sailors 
unfiaggingly sought .out new modes of penetrating the 
continental blockade, popular sentiment in Europe, which 
had at first been not unfavourable to Napoleon because his· 
dominion brought the boons of social equality and equaL 
laws, was steadily turning against him; the rising of the 
nations, w1:J.ich was to bring about his downfall, was pre
paring. Two things combined to cause this change of senti
ment. The first was resentment against the hardships 
caused by the blockade: this was especially intense from 
r8ro onwards. The seconct was the growth of national 
sentiment, which ha:d hitherto been very weak iri most of -
Europe, and especially in Germany and Italy. It was 
stimulated by the inspiring example of Spain and. by the 
stubborn arid unbending resistance of Britain. How potent 
a force national sentiment can be had been shown by France 
in 1793 : soon France was to feel tts strength in opposition 
to herself. · 

There was an impressive demonstration of the fighting 
strength which the new spirit could give in the f..ustrian 
war of 1809 : though Austria had to fight alone, her soldiers 
fought far more desperately than in any eq.rlier cam:pci.ign; 
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and the gallant resistance of the Tyrolese mountaineers 
under the heroic innkeeper, Andreas Hofer, gave an earnest 
of the fire and valour which patriotism on the defensive 
could inspire. 

It was in Germany, however, that the change of temper 
found its most remarkable expressions. National sentiment 
had hitherto been weak in Germany, because of her division 
into a multitude of petty States. In the eighteenth century 
her poets and philosophers had even prided themselves 
upon rising above the narrow emotion of patriotism ; and 
in that spirit Germany had welcomed first the French 
Revolution and then the world-empire of Napoleon. But 
Napoleon's tyranny rapidly brought a change, and the 
nationalist movement in Germany was born in resistance to 
him. Its centre was the ruined State of Prussia, which had 
been so terribly humbled after J ena. That drastic punish
ment was the beginning of a new life for Prussia. Calling 
in the aid of men from all parts of Germany, she undertook 
a noble labour of reconstruction, which drew to her the 
sympathy of all Germany, and made her the destined 
nucleus of a future united German nation. In r8o7 and 
the following years, Fichte the philosopher was preaching 
the duty of patriotism in a series of noble Addresses to the 
German Nation, which were read wherever the• German 
tongue was spoken; Humboldt was creating a new educa
tional system to serve as the foundation of a better social 
order ; Stein, the greatest of the group, was abolishing 
serfdom and establishing a system of local self-government; 
Scharnhorst was organising a new army, based upon the 
obligation of military service as a primary civic duty. 
The Prussian army had been limited by Napoleon to 
43,000 men; but by taking in new levies every year and 
dismissing them after a short period of training, Scharnhorst 
turned this disability into an advantage: by r8rz Prussia 
had r3o,ooo men trained to arms. 

Thus, during the years of Napoleon's greatest power, the 
national spirit which was to destroy him was being evoked; 
and the ground was beginning to quake beneath the feet 
of the despot of Europe when in r8rz the threatened break
down of his Continental System forced him to embark upon 
a war with Russia. 

Yet, despite the growing strength of national feeling and 
the growing resentment of Napoleon's tyranny, all Europe 
still lay under his spell in the spring of r8rz-fascinated by 
the prestige of a conqueror who had never failed in anything 
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which he had undertaken. Nobody felt the spell more than 
N ap9leon himself. He had come to believe- in his own 
infallibility. He had lost touch with the traditions of the 
Revolution, and had become a pure despot, maddened by 
opposition. His outlook was clouded by egotism ; he was 
losing that sure grasp of realities which had been so large 
an element in his strength ; and his marvellous physical 
and mental powers were beginning to deteriorate under the 
influence of self-worship, and the terrific strain to which 
he had long subjected himself. The Russian campaign 
illustrated the temper which now governed Napoleon. It 
was intended to rivet his ascendancy upon Europe by a 
grandiose display of his irresistible power. Russia 'had 
dared to break away from the Continental System. She 
must be so terribly punished as' to make Europe tremble, 
and abandon her restless dreams of freedom. Russia's 
downfall and the co-operation ·of the United States would 
ensure the ruin of Britain; and without Britain Spain 
would be no longer troublesome. 

The great expedition which was to achieve these enq.s had 
been in preparation since early in I8II ; and when its 
component armies,. led by famous ·marshals whose names 
were only less terrible than that of Napoleon himself, began 
to deplo)' along the Russian frontier in the spring of I8Iz, 
such a· representation of all the historic civilisations of 
Europe was displayed as had never been seen since .the 
gathering of the hosts for the First Crusade in 1095. The 
armies numbered over 6oo,ooo-the greatest array that had 
ever been gathered in Europe. Only half of the host was 
French; _the rest was drawn .from all Napoleon's subject 
peoples, while auxiliary armies from Prussia and from 

- Austria marched on either flank. . 
Against 'this superb host Russia could only oppose far 

inferior forces. But she could trust to the patriotic spirit 
of her people. A proclamation issued by the Tsar, wherein 
he announced that he would make no peace so long as a 
single foreign soldier remained on Russian soil, answered 
to the spirit of the people ; and Napoleon found that his 
task was no longer the comparatively easy one of overthrow
ing organised armies and imposing terms upon their masters. 
He 'had to deal, as in Spain, with the opposition of a whole 
people, who harassed his troops in every possible way, and 
left him sure of nothing beyond the ,ground actually 
occupied by his armies. This was what defeated him.; 
this and the vast spaces of Russia. · 
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At the end of June r8r2 the huge glittering host crossed 
the river Niemen, and disappeared among the forests of 
Russia, while Europe waited breathlessly for the event. 
News came that the Russians had been defeated on the 
Borodino (September) ; but it was not told that Napoleon 
had failed to isolate or crush any of the Russian armies. 
News· came that the Emperor had made a triumphant 
entry into Moscow (September) ; but it was not told that he 
had entered an almost empty city, and that a great part of 
it had subsequently been burnt; it was not told that the 
Tsar had refused even to discuss peace ; it was not told that 
Moscow, so far from the French base, could not be held 
during the severities of a Russian winter, in face of intact 
and growing armies; it was not told that, knowing this, 
N apoleun nevertheless held on irresolutely almost till the 
grip of winter began, rather than confess failure, and that 
by doing so he condemned his soldiers to the awful tragedy 
of a retreat through a deserted, icebound, and foodless 
country under incessant harassment from an active and 
exultant foe. 

After the news of the capture of Moscow a curtain hid 
the doings of fhe Grand Army from Europe .. But there 
were rumours, which grew and swelled. And at length the 
full extent of the disaster was revealed, when from the 
frost-bound forests there emerged a few thousand gaunt 
and starving men, the remnants of the Grand Army. At 
their head came the Emperor, hurrying back to Paris with 
a fragment of his Imperial Guard, to take precautions against 
the consequences which must follow from th~ disaster. 
But he had left behind him in Russia the superb self
confidence which had hitherto borne him up. It was not 
the same Napoleon who turned at bay to face the growing 
revolt of his vassals ; and his marshals and his men had 
lost something of that absolute assurance of victory, and 
that adoring reliance upon their chief, which had been half 
their strength. 

§ 6. The Battle of the Nations and the Fall of Napoleon. 

But Napoleon's cause was not yet lost, even after the 
Russian disaster. The Russian armies alone could not 
have made any serious impression upon his empire; and 
the spell which he had cast upon Europe was still so strong 
that other Powers hesitated to come to Russia's aid. Even 
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Prussia hesitated ; it was only the passionate eagerness of 
her people that drove her King in to making a formal alliance 
with Russia in February r8r3. No other Power was yet 
prepared to enter the fray; and Britain, whose forces were 
engaged in Spain and America, but who supplied. the 
subsidies without which the struggle could not have been 
carried on, was the only Power whose help was sure. On 
the other hand, Napoleon could still draw upon all the 
resources not only of France, but of Holland,. Western 
Germany, Switzerland and Italy. His armies held the line 
of the Elbe from Hamburg to Saxony ; by herculean efforts 
he was able to put into the field nearly 25o,ooo men, a total · 
which outnumbered the combined forces of Russia and 
Prussia; and new levies increased the number as the 
campaign went on. ' · 

The German campaign of 1813 falls . into two clearly 
marked stages. In the first, which lasted until June, 
Napoleon held the upper hand, and inflicted many plows 
upon his opponents. But he found that they were no longer 
so ready as of yore to admit defeat: .The Prussians especially 
fought withou,t thought of yielding; and the gaps in their 
ranks were more than .filled by the eager .rush of recruits. 
Moreover, Napoleon himself had lost his old sureness of 
inspiration. He missed opportunities of driving home his· 
successes ; and in June, when the game seemed to be in his 
hands, he asked for a month's armistice and began to talk 
about terms.· That sealed his fate. During the armistice 
came the news of the battle of Vittoria-the news that the 
French had been driven out of Spain. New ehemies, · 
Austria and Swede~, joined the alliance against him ; and 
in the second phase of the campaign (July-October) a ring of 
armies slowly closed in upon him. On October 16, Napoleon 
found himself half-surrounded at Leipsic by greatly superior 
numbers, and after a desperate battle of three days, well 
called the Battle of the Nations, had to admit irretrievable 
defeat. 

He· escaped to France with only about 7o;ooo men, -out 
of the half-million he had raised that year. He escaped 
through vassal lands that threw off his yoke the moment 
the news of the defeat reached them. France was suddenly 
reduced once more to the Rhine frontier, the frontier of 
1797; while in the South Wellington had already crossed the 
frontier. After losing two large armies within twelve 
months, she had to prepare to defend herself against united 
Europe. 
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When Napoleon returned to Paris in the autumn of r8r4, 
he had to raise fresh armies for the third time within a single 
year ; and he could not now draw upon any vassal States. 
His veterans were gone, hundreds of thousands of them 
dead in Spain and Russia and Germany ; thousands more 
captives in the hands of his enemies, or beleaguered in 
German garrison towns ; he had to make new armies of boys 
and old men. The magic of his name brought them to the 
standards, and against the invaders of France they were to 
.fight with a valour equal to that of 1793. But they were 
now hopelessly outnumbered, and the elan of victory was 
on the side of their enemies. 

The allies did not forget how Frenchmen could fight on 
their own soil; they were, moreover, divided among them
selves, and at cross-purposes as to the future arrangement 
of Europe. Before beginning the invasion of France they 
offered to Napoleon terms more generous than he had any 
right to expect; he might keep the Rhine frontier, thus 
permanently adding Belgium and Western Germany to 
France. But even now Napoleon could not bring himself 
to abandon his vaulting ambitions. He refused the terms ; 
and before the year r8r3 was at an end the armies were 
crossing the frontier. 

Then began one of the most marvellous of Napoleon's 
campaigns, on those fields of Northern France which were 
to be the scene of a yet greater struggle a hundred years 
later. Fighting against overwhelming odds, he seemed to 
regain all his old verve and rapidity of action. He struck 
on this side and on that, fending off the converging advance 
of the allied armies. The allies began once more to quarrel 
and to work at cross-purposes ; and it was not until a 
conference had been held at Chatillon (February), (when 
Castlereagh, as the spokesman of Britain, showed great 
tact and skill in smoothing over difficulties) that they suc
ceeded in adjusting their differences. Once more they 
offered terms to Napoleon (March) ; but this time it was the 
frontier of 1791, before the beginning of the revolutionary 
war. Napoleon had won some military success at the 
moment, and with blind infatuation he refused. Before the 
end of the m:mth mere weight of numbers, and the desperate 
eagerness of Blucher's Prussians, had borne him down. 
The last battle, on the outskirts of Paris, was fought on 
March 30, r8r4, and on April rr, at Fontainebleau, Napoleon. 
signed his abdication. After much discussion as to his 
fate the allies bestowed upon him the little Italian island 
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of Elba, whither he betook himself two days after his 
abdication. He was even now only forty-six years old. 

A long nightmare seemed to have been lifted from the 
world. In every town and village of Europe illuminations 
celebrated the return of peace: The fighting men came 
back to their homes, Germans with still unsatisfied ardour 
for the freedom and unity of their nation, Spaniards hopeful 
of reward for their long self-sacrifice, thousands of French 
veterans from the prisons of England and the beleaguered
garrisons of Germany, full of memories of the magic of 
the banished Emperor. Among them all only the British 
veterans of the Peninsula had no rest, for they must cross 
the Atlantic to face a new war. The Bourbons returned to 
France, followed by a train of emigres. And the diplomats 
of all the nations assembled in Vienna, to draw the new map 
of Europe. But there was no such harmony among them as 
the magnitude of their task demanded ;f'no agreement of 
principles, but a turmoil of conflicting interests. Already, 
in the first year of the peace, the Great Powers, who had 
found it difficult enough to combine in resistance to a 
common danger, were on the point of coming' to blow~over 
the distribution of the spoils of victory. ·· 

Meanwhile, in France, the source of all Europe's troubles, 
there wa9>relief at the return of peace, but there was also a 
sense that a glory had departed. The Emperor demanding 

· unceasing toll of the nation's manhood had been a burden 
and a terror; but the Emperor, banished, renewed his old 
fascination. TheBourbon King, Louis XVIII., was an horiesf c 

~.man, doing his best. He gran ted a charter which conferred 
wider poli<ticalliber.ties than ever Napoleon allowed. In 
plain prose, France had every reason to be content. But 
France bad grown used to the poetry of life. She could not 

, readily submit to the spectacle of Louis XVIII. on the throne 
of Napoleon; a barn-dpor fowl on the perch of an eagle. 

Eleven months passed, months of unrest and growing 
disillusionment Napoleon was watching and reading the 

. signs of tlH~ times from Elba. Suddenly, in March r8r5, 
Europe was startled by the news'that he had landed on the 
coast of France; that his veterans were flocking to join 
him ; that no one dared offer him resistance ; that, without 
striking a blow, he had made a royal progress northwards; 
and, finally, that the Bourbons had fled helplessly, and left 
the Man of Destiny once more master of France. The 
master? of Europe at Vic,nna patched t,IP their quarrels in 
alarm, and closed their ranks. They declared Napoleon an 

VOL. II. 
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outlaw, with whom there could be no parley. The four Great 
Powers (Britain, Russia, Austria and Prussia) renewed their 
solemn compact that there should be no peace with France 
until the power of Napoleon was utterly eradicated, and 
undertook each to maintain an army of rso,ooo until that 
end should have been setured. But the armies had for 
the most part to be re-formed and brought into the field; 
and with Napoleon at large, and France in the exalted mood 
of 1793, anything might be expected. 

§ 7· The Hundred Days. 

Napoleon lan<;led on French sojl on March 4,. r8r5; he 
was master of Paris by. Marth 20 ; he was defeated at 
Waterloo on June r8 ; he abdicated for the second time on 
June 22 ; and on July IS he surrendered himself to the 
captain of the Bellerophon, the representative of the British 
navy which he had never been able to defeat or to evade, 
and whose impregnable resistance was the ultimate cause 
of his downfall. 

If he had at first cherished some hope that the Great 
Powers would permit him to resume the throne of France 
rather than undertake the labour of expelling him, or that 
their dissensions would give him a chance of establishing 
himself, he was soon disabused by the firm and unbending 
attitude adopted by the potentates of Vienna. The few 
weeks of leisure for preparation which the swift surprise of 
his return allowed to him were mainly devoted to the 
organisation of all his available forces. The army which he 
took over from the fugitive Government numbered only 
zoo,ooo; and though the returned veterans eagerly rejoined 
his standards, he could count less than 300,000 regular • 
troops in June, together with less .than 250,000 National 
Guards and other auxiliaries of little military value. With 
these he had to provide for the defence of the long frontier 
against the inevitable attacks of Austrian, Russian, Prussian 
and other armies. 

But it would take time for the Russians and the Austrians 
to be brought into the field. In the meanwhile he might, 
by swift action, win some dramatic success which would 
bewilder the enemy and perhaps break up their coalition. 
Here lay his only hope. The two nearest enemy armies 
were a mixed force under the Duke of Wellington, which 
occupied Western Belgium, and a Prussian army in the Rhine 
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Province and Eastern Belgium. Wellington's army at first 
consisted of only IO,ooo British tr~ps. Reiniorcements 
were poured in which· raised this number to 30,000 by the 
middle of June, but unfortunately few .of the veterans of 
Spain had yet returned from America. ··various con
tingents of German, Dutch, and' Belgian troops more than 
doubled this total; but it W::).S a very composite force, and 
parts .of it were quite untrustworthy. The Prussian army 
was also rapidly reinforce\!,; by the middle of June it had 
risen to IIJ,OOo, and was mi'd.~..f the command of Blucher, 
who had borne.~he brunt of tne'lampaigns of 1813 a~d 
r8r4. Napoleon s plan was to prevent these two armtes 
from making a junction, and to annihilate each in turn 
by swift blows. One advantage he possessed: the two 
opposing armies rested on bases in opposite direction's. 
The British could not afford to lose touch with the sea; the 
Prussians would be loth to endanger theiT cmiununications 
with the East and, the Rhine. To carry out this project the 
Emperor could spare only rzs,ooo men-a force greater than 
that of either of his enemies singly, but substantially inferior 
to them if they were allowed to combine . 
. lh~'"'s·tarJed for the front on June 12 .. He found bo'~h 
Wellingto'D."""'ancr""'Blucner~in~sttlifh~rif""B~lgii.im;·, not far 

. apart; Wellington's advanced troops at Quatre Bras, 
Blucher with the bulk of his force at Ligny.1 On June r6, 
ordering Marshal Ney to contain the British at Quatre 
Bras, Napoleon threw his main weight against the Prussians, 
hoping ~:ither to annihilate them, or to drive them back · 
to the east upon their base, and t:P.us be left free to destroy 
the Briti:ah army. The plan nearly succeeded.- After 
hard fighting he drove back the Prussians ; and if, as· 
Napoleon had intended, Ney could have spared a corps to 

.. tu.rn the western flank of the Prussians, the success would 
have been complete. But Ney was hard pressed: after 
repelling his onslaught, the British, reinforced, had taken 
the offensive, and he had to recall the needed corps to 
restore the situation. · · . 

Blucher therefore was able to fall· back without being 
intercepted or headed off to the east; and instead of 
marching eas~wards he marched northwards towards 
Wavre, while Wellington drew back his troops to a position 
he had chosen on low rising ground across the roads to 
Brussels, near the village of Waterloo. With his 67,ooo 
men, many of them of uncertain quality, it would have been 

1 See the map of the Waterloo Campaign, Atlas, Plate 20 (b). 
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folly to risk a pitched battle against Napoleon's whole army, 
unless he could count upon support from the Prussians. 
But he got into touch with Blucher, who promised that he 
would be on the field by mid-day on the r8th; and on this 
understanding Wellingt!on prepared to resist attack. Mean
while Napoleon had, owing to delays for which he was 
himself to blame, lost touch with the Prussian retreat. But 
he despatched some 30,000 men under Grouchy to follow 
them. 

On Sunday morning, June r8, Napoleon drew out his 
last army for his last battle. It consisted of 74,000 men. 
All were veterans ; and in the rear were the splendid 
Imperial Guards, 20,000 strong. Every man in this fine 
array was visible from the British position ; but all that 
Napoleon could see was a long bare slope, with four farm
houses, and behind them a thin line of infantry along the 
crest of the rise ; the reserves were in visible beyond the 
slope. In all, Wellington had on the field 67,000 men. 
But only 24,000 of them were British, and half the remainder 
were untrustworthy troops, whom he dared hardly use. 

Napoleon's plan of battle was simplicity itself. He 
despised the fighting power of the British soldier, and the 
military ability of Wellington; and he proposed to thrust 
through or trample down the thin opposing line. by mere 
mass and weight, hurling at it columns of his tried veterans, 
who would have an overwhelming superiority of numbers at 
the chosen points of attack. For seven long hours, from 
rr.30 until 6.30, these unceasing attacks were withstood 
by the troops in line, and by the garrisons which held the 
farms of Hougoumont in front of the right wiJJg, and of 
La Haye Sainte in front of the centre. In one attack four 
massive columns, each containing eight battalions, were 
hurled against Wellington's centre; they were stopped, 
they wavered, and then a cavalry charge sent them hurtling 
down the slope again. In another, masses of cavalry charged 
the line; the British troops formed squares and beat them 
off ; and then beat off a second onslaught, though not 
without heavy loss. But still the attacks continued; and 
by 6.30 the situation had become critical; LaHaye Sainte 
had been lost, and all the reserves had been thrown into line. 

Where were the Prussians, who had promised to be on the 
field before noon? Their advance guard had been sighted 
as early as 1.30, and Napoleon had told off ro,ooo men to 
form a flank on his right and hold them at bay until he 
should haw• finished with Wellington. But it was foar 
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o'clock before they were seriously in action, and 6.30 before 
they made contact with the British left. They had come 
at the eleventh hour, but still in time. Their advent enabled 
Wellington to withdraw troops from· his left wherewith to 
~epel a new attack. It was the last; and it was delivered 
by the Old Guard, Napoleon's staunchest veterans. Under 
a hail of musketry the Guards advanced up the slope in three 
hollow squares. As they drew near, the wearied British 
line rose to meet them, and advanced firing. A compara
tively fresh division attacked them on the flank. The 
cavalry burst down upon them. They wavered, broke, and 
fled; and the battle was won. Almost at the same moment 
Prussian and British troops reached the centre of Napoleon's 
position. There was no further possibility of resistance. 

Napoleon made his way to Paris. He talked wildly of a 
levee en masse, and resistance to the uttermost. But his 
ministers and marshals told him that France would stand 
no .further fighting. He left Paris, a fugitive. If he fell 
into the hands of the Bourbons, they would have no mercy 
0n him. Blucher had ordered his capture, dead or alive, 
and had promised· that !te should be promptly shot. He 
made his way to Rochefort, with a vague hope of finding 
some me'ins of escape to America. But off Rochefort hung 
a squadron of the British navy, carrying on that ceaseless 
vigil which was now to be relieved for a hundred years.· 
Napoleon resolved to throw himself upon the mercy of his 
most unbending foe, and surrendered himself to the captain 
of the Bellerophon.. By an act of poetic justice it was the 
British na_vy, which had throughout the long struggle been 
the chief buttress of resistance, that in the end received 
the submission of the great adventurer. · 

What to do with him was a puzzle which perplexed the 
Powers of Europe. They argued that he must be regarded 
as their common captive, and that he must be placed beyond 
all possibility of return. The lonely rock of St. ·Helena was 
chosen for his place of exile ; and there, amid the limitless 
seas which had always baffled and defied him; he ate out 
his heart for the remaining six ye·ars of his life. Surrounded 
by·a little group of devoted friends, he read, and gardened, 
and quarrelled with his gaolers, and w,rote fragments of an 
autobiography, and talked endlessly, reviewing his marvel
lous career, finding excuses for this and explanations of 
that, and striving to build up a picture of himself as an 
enlightened statesman and a cru~ader of liberty. The 
pit:;:ture of Prometheus chained to his rock haunted the 
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imagination of the world ; and this, and the record of his 
talk preserved by his friends, helped to create a Napoleonic 
Legend, far different from the facts, which wa.s, five-and
thirty years later, to make possible the disasters of the 
second Napoleonic regime. 

So ended the most marvellous career in human history. 
For an epitaph upon it, we cannot do better than take the 
words of a great Frenchman, de Tocqueville: 'He was as 
great as a man can be without virtue.' 

[See list at end of chap. vii.; also Napier, Peninsular Wa.r; 
Oman, Peninsular Wa1'; Coquelle, Napoleon and England (Eng. 
trans.); George, Napoleon's Invasion of Russia; Maxwell, Life oj 
Wellington; Roper, Campaign of Waterloo; Houssaye, I8I5.] 
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INTRODUCTION 

THERE has been no era in_the history of the British Common~ 
wealth of deeper significance than the ge~eration after the 
Napoleonic war, ~hic):l is sur.v_eyed i!l, the.follo~ing Book. 
For during that g€meration the political system of the home~ 
land was recast, the transformation- of its social order was 
carried further by the triumph of industrialism, and a 
beginni~g was made in the attempt to regain social health 
after the terrible. dislocation which the industrial change 
had involved; while at the same time the orga,nisation of all 
the great colonies and-of India was radically reconstructed, 
and the relations between the mother-country and the other 
members of the CommonweQ.lth were wholly changed. It 
was in this geperation~that.th~ mqdem,.Commonwealth, as 
we knowjt to-day, took shape, as a fellowship or. partnership 
of free and self-governipg_peoples. ~ · 

Throughout the years when this immense work ~f recon
struction was being carried on there wac; a constant fear of 
revolution in Britain ; and when we realise how dreadful 
were the conditions which had been produced by the 
coinciden«;e of an industrial revolution with a long and 
exacting war, the wonder is, not that there was a danger of 
revolu~ion, but that the danger did not become a reality. 

c ~" The danger was averted,..:however.M •. What,averted,i(.}VaS 
a generous~use of thJ=; me~~~~ne of)jbt:~ty; and by the end 
of the period quiescence and content had., been.,r_estored. 
This, indeed, is the outstanding feature of the history of the 
Commonwealth during this period-a .swift_expansion of 
liberty .both. at.th~.,<;;~n t~..J~E-.<1~~ eJl~l.l.~ l!_l~ffib~rs .... _And this 
was what distinguished the history of the Commonwealth 
from the contemporaneous history of Europe. In Europe, 
as in Britain, recopstruction had become necessary, and 
powerful forces making for change were at work. But the 
medicine to which the monarchs of Europe trusted was 
forcible repression. · The results were, first, that Europe wa..o:;· 
disturbed by a succession of revolutionary upheavals, pro
gressively more violent, in I8~o, in i83o and in 1848 ; and, 
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secondly, that Europe saw no such orderly and progressive 
development as both Britain and her colonies enjoyed. A 
further result was that an attempt made at the beginning 
of the period to ensure the permanent maintenance of 
peace among the European Powers turned out a complete 
failure. The main reason for this failure was that the 

. League of Peace was turned into a League of Repression. 
Ftom the moment when t~is change in its character became 
apparent (r822) Britain withdrew from the League ; and 
throughout the remainder of the period Britain stood as 
the diplomatic champion of liberty in Europe. 

It was the character and direction of the reconstruction 
in Britain which determined the character of the develop
ment in all the colonies. Their future hung upon the course of 
events in Britain; and the stages in their development corre
spond with the stages in the move:rp.ent of change in Britain. 1 
In BrJ!.Ct:~E... fuE;re w~t t9 b~gin with, a shg.rt_period of reaction ! 
(r8r5-22), which never went so far as on the continent of 

.-- Europ~; then followed a period of partial and conservative 
"" re~orm (r82~~L; .?-nd finally, after ~h~o~rlfall of the Tory 
l/'ohgarehy wnicb had governed Bntam smce I784. there 

beg@,.~wi:tll .. the . .fightJQr-t!l.~~.B.e.f9rm }3ill (r830-32) a pro
longed and complex period of legislative activit:,r, which 
filled the rest of the period, and to which we have given the r~ 
name of the Liberal Reconstruction. This does not mean _.... 
that it· was e"xchisively 1lie -work of one political party. 
That was far indeed from being the case; both political 
parties, and many different schools of thought, contributed 
to it. But it is righ,!!Y~<lescribed a.s. 'libe.raL.',_b,et;a:!lSe the 
expansion of llbei,ty_'Y~ its domina~g,pz:inciple. • 

In t1hth1story of the colonies and of India something like 
the same stages can be discriminated. There was first a 
period when no important changes were made. Then 
came a period of tentative advance, when, for example, the 
despotic power of the Governors in Australia and South 
Africa was qualified, and when, in India, the introduction 
of western education began. FinaUy ... eJ~J.Q...Sl._ period 
of gr~_a.i_ e!!d. far:r~aching chaJ1g~-- Qpened, .aJ;lQ.. .a .. C.Qmplete 
departure was made from the _old traditions of British 
colonial policy. A new attitude of considerafion for the 
backwara -races-~appeared. A policy of organised and 
systematic emigration was undertaken, the results of which 
were that Australia ceased to be a mere penal settlement, 
the French lost their preponderance in Canada, and New 
Zealand became ::1. British colony. ,A, t the same time great 
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advances were made towards responsible self-government in 
all the colonies save those where backward peoples pre
dominated ; and the last traces of the old commercial 

,/·monopoly of the mother-country were swept away. At~the 
/ ·c:lose.of the period it is not.too~much.to.say that.lli~~British 

Empire had,whglJy""'~han,g(:!d,f!§...~h,aJ:acter.,.,_It,.h_ad .. been, 
ip the strict sense,. an Empire~in-r8~s.;.,.~~~~w-MJ1~.d 
becorp.e .. a, .... c;pm@~'},~$,~J$Q~;t~.;:}?,,~,<.tg~~·;z;.<}I~'!:hm;I4-~~~J~., 
way towards .. that"""oal .< • · ·· 
~~"i¥~~--~~tci,Ql•.:'!*"""-~'~~~-' .. , 
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1/ CHAPTER I il 
I 

/ THE RESETTLEMENT OF EUROPE AND THE ATTEMPT 
TO ORGANISE PEACE 

(A.D. r8rs-r83o) 
·-..J».~ •••. , .• 

§ r. The Reconstructton of!';;.!r'f...!!..'t!!-!!J'!t!..OPe . 
.......... --...... ---- ...... ~-:~ ..... 

WHEN the dip,lom.~.i?-oL~l1fQPe_gatherej CJ:t Vie~ in r8q, 
after Napoleon's first abdication, and when they r~sumed 
their interrupted discussions after Waterloo, they had 
before them. a,tren:endous task, e~.nd a correspondingly great 
op.p,Qi".lunity. They had to_reqmstruct a di;s}ocated world; 
and so many anCient 1;;mdmarks had been swept away by 
th~ tempest_!Jl~! ~"!_)glSJ. .?chemes of reconstruction were 
possible. The world expected, and the diplomats them
selves hoped, that they would be able to secure permanent 
peace, and to giy~ .§Q!!l~ ki~~~ oJ o~_g,i!;).}t~~Q... <;Xp;t:ession to the 
ideal of intemation91 solidanty -whic.l;l had been. preached 
by many thinkers during the eighteenth century, from 
St. Pierre,1 through Leibniz, Voltaire, and Rousseau, to 
Kant. 
· But there were two powerful bodies of ide~~ oj which they 
would have foTa.Ke'aCc'Oun""'t"if theit seftMmeht was to have 
any elements of stability. Th<:; s£irit 2i 22-<!:YOPCJJi?m had 
grown to great ?trength durmg the"" revolutionary war ; 
it w.as fermt::l:rtiri"g..ac.tiY~ly_i.rl Ge:J;ma.Ily .apd,. Poland, and 
more quietly in Italy, in Hungary, in Bohemia, and among 
the suppressed Christian nationalities of the Balkan Pen
insula, notably the Greeks and the .S,e.rbs. The lib!ll~~al , 
also-the desire~ tor individual freedom .. -of action, speech ;2. 
a.rurneliel;....ind ~th~- der.nand for th~ institl.:,_tions of self
government-had been implanted in every part of Europe i 
by the fierce apostles of the Revolution. These two..Q.odies 
of ideas, ~tion~~ism .~:r:d }~perali~m1 ~ere t<;>. be the most 
potent creat'i'Ve ana disruptive factors lll. the hfe of ~urope 
d~j~~ '1in,el'eent1i"cent~ry "; ~a unless the settlement 
coulcC.grve them some satisfaction, or some freedom of 
development, there could be little hope that it would supply 
a basis for lasting peace. 

t Sec Vol. I. p. 670. 
3011 
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The Congress of Vienna, whic~~ng!r!og~ !_h~e.~~!ll!!J~nse 
tas~f_r~constr:u¢ting:Eur:ope.:af!~~~ the storm, wru; ;'Qey:ond 
companson the most representative assembly which had 
ever been gathered in European history, the nearest approach 
to a complete representation of western civilisation. Every 
European State save the Turkish Empire had its spokesmen; 
and round the skirts of the Congress hung a crowd of 
representatives of the many little principalities which had 
been displaced during the long wars .. But in fact the 
general sessions of the Congress had little or nothing to 'say 
in the settlement. All the operative decisions were made 
in private conclave by the representatives of the four Great 
Powers which had played the chief part in the overthrow of 
Napoleon-Britain, Russia, Austria and Prussia; and the 1, 
dominating personalities of the Congress were the Tsar/ 
Alexartder of Russia, Metternich the Chancellor of Austria;, 
and Castlereagh the Foreign Secretary of Britain. ,. 

The Great Powers were not blind to the importance of 
nationalist and ]iberal ideas, but. they differed sharply in 
their views of the way in which they should be treated. The 

·Tsar, though himself a despot with a high sense of his own 
prerogative, had sentimental' leanings towards the ideas of 
the Revolution ; and as early as r8o4, when the Third 
Coalition ~as being formed, he had contended, in-a despatch 
to Pitt, that Europe would never have stable peace until 
national sentiments were recognised, and until Governments 
were brought into accord with the needs ·of the governed. 
Alexander won the sobriquet of ' the crowned J acobin ' ; 
and in a tepid and wavering way his influence was exercised~-~
in favour CJf a liberal view. Q.gJl:le.other hand~ettemich; 
the sp_o!<:es~.n of Austr!?-,J~g~~<k_d tl}..e ~n~"tij'rni;lf1!lr~iffra·~ ... * 

~ l!:P;~al ~~emenfs ,~l.!h- -~yer~o~, __ as ~~pr~si9~J]S __ of the 
r;.Y2!~!f912?:~):j,Pft~ L':Yhifh. hadJ_>rq_ugh_ t so many woes. upon 

' E)lrope. This attitude was natural to the representative of 
Austria, an einpire which included many discordant peoples, 
and which would be broken into fragments if the nationalist 
cause should triumph. And because Metternich was 

'resolute and uncompromising, while Alexander's liberalism 
was only skin-deep, it was the Austrian view which on the 
whole prevailed. Prussia played the jac~<~,l to ~.U.??i~a; her 
King had vaguely-promised· a cons'hfuiionto his people, 
and vaguely hoped that if ·Germany were united, Prussia 
would be the gainer. Britain,· as represented by Castlereagh, 
was not unfavourable to liberalism in moderation: she had, 
for example,' persuaded Sicily to ~et up a parl!amentary 
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system in r8rz. But she desired, more than anything 
else, settlement and peace; and, distrusting the ambitious 
projects of Russia and Prussia, gave her support, on the 
whole, to Austria. 

Thus, though the principles of nationality and liberalism 
had some influence in shaping the settlement, they were in 
no sense adopted as its guiding principles. On the other 
hand, the Great Powers did not definitely adopt the 
dangerous principle of legitimism, or mere restoration. 
Though they restored many petty princes in Germany and 
Italy, and re-established the Bourbons in France, Spain 
and Naples, they disregarded a multitude of legitimist 
claims, especially in Germany, which emerged from the 
settlement divided into thirty-nine States, whereas before 
the Revolution she had been split into more than three 
hundred. 

There were, in truth, no clear guiding principles in the 
settlement. On many points the Great Powers were tied 
by agreements which they had made with one another or 
with other States during the war. Thus, Russia having 
conquered Finland from Sweden in r8o8, and being un
willing to restore it, some compensation had to be offered to 
Sweden as the price of her participation in the final attack 
on Napoleon. She was promised Norway, which.had been 
attached to Denmark for more than four centuries; and 
this bargain was carried out without any consultation of the 
Norse people, against whom force had to be used before they 
would. submit. This was the worst instance of disregard 
of national feeling which the settlement displayed; and it 
is noteworthy that Alexander of Russia, the s~ntimental 
liberal, was responsible for it. 

It is to the credit of the Great Powers that they showed 
real moderation in their treatment of defeated France. 
France was allowed to retain the frontiers of 1791, and thus 
to preserve Alsace and Lorraine, which she had conquered in 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries: these provinces 
were indeed loyally French in sentiment, though their in
habitants largely spoke German. An indemnity was exacted 
from France, and armies of occupation were planted on her 
soil until it was paid ; but it was so reasonable in amount 
that it was paid off within three years, and France quickly 
took her place again as one of the leading members of the 
European comity. As a safeguard against any revival of 
French aggressiveness, what was meant to be a strong Power 
was set up ~n her northern frontier. Belgium, which had been 
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an Austrian province before the Revolution, was annexed 
to Holland. The Belgian people were not consulted about 
this arrangement, which lasted only for: fifteen years. But 
at the moment it seemed to be rational and workable: 

, Belgium and Holland had been under a single government 
in the sixteenth century, and there were close affinities of 
race and tongue between the Dutch and the Flemings. 

Apart from war-time bargainings and the necessity of 
guarding against danger from France, the ambitions Of the 
four Great Powers, and their mutual jealousies, were the 
main factors in the shaping of the settlement. -

Russia obtained not only Finland but almost the whole 
of Poland, pledging herself to maintain the distinct national 
existence of each, and to endow them with liberal institutions. 
In the case of Poland the pledg~ was fully honoured for 
less than ten years ; it was finally cancelled in less than 
half a century (r863). These acquisitions brought Russia 
into more intimate contact with Europe; 1 throughout the 
nineteenth century she exercise_d~a~fo:r:m id::>hlr,._;n_.fl,n~n~..;..£-~-----·-- . -~-,-~--,._,___._, ___ ....... ~-...-.u.\.:;.:J.---p1.-c-~~c.rg·c--was-a-r--

-rts"]jeig1iCduring the fifty years following the Congress. 
Prussia: had to yield to Russia most of the territories 

which she had acquired in the second and third partitions 
of Polan<i. 2 .But this made her an almost purely German 
power, and she got very great compensation in Germany
notably the rich Rhineland and Westphalia, where Napoleon 
had cleared away a litter of tiny principalities. The pos
session of the Rhineland, which is the heart of the true 

-Germany, indicated Prussia as the future leader ofalinited 
German people. Moreover, being now the next neighbour 
of France, she was henceforward to be t"he protagonist in 
the secular rivalry between the French and G:erman peoples, 
That position Austria had held for three centuries ; in effect 
she resigned it when she gave up Belgium. Henceforward 
it is Prussia and not Austria which is the watchful rival of 
France. 
· Austria had assented to Prussia's aggrandisement reluc

tantly, being acutely conscious of the danger that she might 
lose the hegemony of Germany. Pier, own acquisitions of 
territory were small in extent, being cdhfined to Venetia 
and Lombardy in Italy, and the Adriatic province of 
Dalmatia. 3 But most of the other principalities of Italy 
were held by princes who recognised their dependence upon 

1 See the map, Atlas, Plate r2. · 2 See the map, Atlas, Plate 24. 
•_ See the inaps, Atlas, Plates r8 (b) and 25 (a). . 
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Austria; Italy was almost as completely dominated by 
Austria as during the revolutionary war it had been 
dominated by France. In Germany Austria made no 
important territorial gains. Bnt she succeeded (or hoped 
she had succeeded) in checkmating the ambitions of Prussia, 
and the dangerous nationalist ardours of the German people, 
by an ingenious constitutional rearrangement in Germany 
which was embodied in the treaties, and therefore placed 
under the guardianship of all the Powers. A Germanic 
Confederation, including Austria and Prussia and all the 
lesser States, was established under the permanent presidency 
of the Austrian Emp~;ror. 1 On the surface this looked like 
a concession to the German nationalist movement. In 
reality it was the deadlies"t blow which that movement 
could have received; for the Confederation guaranteed the 
absolute independence of all its member-States, and pledged 
them to combine against any attempt to disturb the system. 
It was a means not of creating unity, but of crystallising 
disunity and making it permanent. 

Thus Austria had p,ut herself in a position to defeat 
the nationalist aspirations of both Gennany and Italy, 
and had made herself the inevitable foe of nationalists 
in both countries. In both cases these ingenious, artificial 
and short-sighted arrangements lasted only for half~ century, 
and in the end they brought upon Austria the greatest 
humiliations of her history. But in the meanwhile it was 
to the interest of Austria, more than of any other Power, 
to render the treatv settlement of Vienna sacred and un
alterable; and this. made her, during the next generation, 
the chief supporter of reaction and of resistance to 9-ll change. 

Britain was the only one of the four Great Powers who 
made no important territorial acquisitions in Europe. 
She retained Heligoland, Malta, and the Ionian Islands, 
which she had occupied during the war; the last-named she 
was later (r864) to transfer voluntarily to Greece. The king
dom of Hanover returned to its connexion with the British 
Crown; but this unnatural connexion had no advantage 
for either side, and it was a fortunate thing for Britain when, 
on the accession of Queen Victoria in.r837, the Hanoverian 
Crown passed in the male line to her uncle, the Duke of 
Cumberland; for if this had not happened Britain must 
have been involved in the Austro-Prussian war of r866. 

Britain did not even retain all her conquests overseas ; 
she restored to France her West Indian Islands and her· 

l See the map, Atlas, Plate ·3 \dJ. 
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\{rest African and Indian trading-posts, without demanding 
any compensation; she even allowed France to resume 
fishing-rights off the coast of Newfoundland; she restored 
their West Indian possessions to Denmark and Holland, 
and gave back to Holland the rich isla~d of Java, which she 
had held for five years. She was the only Great Power that 
gave up any territory held at the close of the war. She 
kept, indeed, Cape Colony and Ceylon, because of their 
importance as commanding the ocean route to India; but 
she paid to Holland a large sum of money for Cape Colony. 
This was the only'instance in which any of the Great Powers 
paid compensation for any of their acquisitions ; and the 
payment was made by the ·only· Power which had held her 
own and made conquests throughout the war. It cannot 
be said that Britain made a greedy use of her. complete 
ascendancy on the seas, seeing that there was no power on 
earth which could have prevented her from keeping all she 
had won, had she chosen to do so; and her statesmen 
deserve credit for moderation in peace as well as for tenacity 
in war. But Britain might well be content. With the un
challenged dominion of the seas, with Canada, Australia 
and South Africa, with the splendid empire of India, with 
supremacy .in the West Indies, and wi.th the possession 
of trading-posts scattereq about the world, she was the 
c.entre of an extra-European empire of unexampled magni
tude and variety; in comparison with whiCh the acquisitions 
of the European allies seemed paltry and insignificant. 

• Br;i~ain~s: .. '!prestige was )l}ciee9-. at ,.i.t?. hei!!ht .. She alone 
had '"ileVer'oe'll't"lnl11i~~Fra11~t'<l:Ur~~T"::"t~" .. ears 
--..... ~..,~~~ . ..:ti~" ..... ~.~·"""""'P---- .. ,,.. •. ~"'..--""""·"""" ........... ""'""i''~·~~'tl."'f~·P.>~Sji-,~'1-~~~~~X~~-~~~l<·.~. 
of war; she alone had never suffered etther conquest or 
revolutiO~etl'n'Stl.t'Urroffi"'~ere'at once the· most stable . .,; '· . 

.. and the most free that existed in the Old World, and they 
were regarded with as much admiring envy as her in
exhaustible wealth and her unfipproachable supremacy in 

,..,indus try ai1d trade. ..~bY,-\\'i}.§:'El.gR£>6~~~~~\K':,~~~ .,,gre~test 
1\~;'td~.· ~iri.~~i:~~.~~Pw;~g~~~~~i:.~rckit!~r~:~I~ 

bfe""liuge""con:tih__,aiidlocl(ed.""""'eri\ pire which stretched 
fr;m Central ~urope to the Pacific, and the ocean common
wealth whicJ{ girdled the globe-between the most un
limited of/despotisms and the mother of free institutions. 
This con,trast was to' be expressed in a sharp rivalry which 
continued throughout the nineteenth century. 

On the remaining aspects of the territorial settlement of 
1815 we need no.t dwell·. The most notewot thy fact .was 

VOT TT TT 
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that no attempt was made to deal with the decrepit empire 
of Turkey, which seemed to be on the verge of dissolution. 
The Powers did not dare to open this question, lest it 
should awaken the mutual jealousies of Austria and Russia, 
both of whom hoped to enter into the Turkish inheritance; 
and the Eastern Question remained unsolved, to vex Europe 
for a century to come. It was thus anything but a clear, 
stable or logical territorial settlement which emerged from 
the discussions of Vienna. It gave little promise of that 
pennanent peace-of which Europe was dreaming: the history 
of the next sixty years was to be mainly filled with the 
violent undoing of nearly all the arrangements so painfully 
and elaborately made by the little-great men of Vienna. 

§ 2. Ilte .Leag1fe~ of f._ea~e and its Breakdown. 

Yet it was upon this treacherous foundation that the 
Powers hoped and. attempted to rear a structure which 
should ensure the permanent maintenance of peace. And 
it was a quite sincere attempt: they genuinely desired 
to substitute the reign of Law for that of Force. Their 
method was twofold. In the first place they obtained 
from every State a solemn pledge to maintain the treaty 
settlement of Vienna inviolate. If that plooge were 
observed, the danger of war would be immensely reduced. 
E<or the enforcement of this pledge, the statesmen of r8r5 
trusted to common action on the part of the five Great. 
Powers. Acting together, they could forbid any breach of 
the peace by other States; and their mutual watchfulness 
could, it was thought, be trusted to preserve the Balance 
of Power among the Great Five themselves. But the 
drawback of this device was that it would stereotype 
the Vienna...atr.a.ngep1ents; and as time went on, the pro
gressive elements in Europe_rgore and more recognised that 
t~_y]e_nn~ _ arriL!!gements. !Jl~s~ be al!~red. Hence the 
League of Peace came to be regarded as an obstacle in the 
way-of-progress; ·an engine o~ tyranriy and reaction; and 
this- ·was its ruin. In the second place the Great Powers 
arranged' to' hold periodic conferences for the settlement of 
ve~ed'questions which might lead to war. This scheme of 
conferences for the prevention of war, instead of merely for 
the determination of its results, represented a real advance. 
But it had two defects. The Conferences were limited to 
the Great Po-\Vers, three of which were despotic monarchies; 
and, with the memory of the Revolution ever present in their 
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• minds, tb.~se, .:1?2-~~r.s ... ~~l~ .. t~~Rt~R ,J<?~'l~~ge:rQ.~~ye:r;y .,liberal 
._.. or,national,lJ!.OX~-~-&in e:v.eiT~tf.¥-~,.?-~!!~(?.~£.lo .. P.,~ace, 

and J9 use .. .their~oY~)TI!ng,.,stn~J?.g!h~_,.\o S;t:IPPress it; 
---T~ ~U,;?,!.~ ~e _l-.eag~e,qf.R~&,S~.ia~tg_~~~JEJ.J.3r! tisn state~
#man, CannllJ.g,·called""""& .. l~.ag.,u·g·"'ot .. sJ_£.~P .. ~~~k9l!lcd.;:~u. r.Qp .. e m .1_ 
.1\~mf>.' Fo:r; J_l)ese reasons tl~"""~~!!gue of Peace soon broke ···~ 

d~J!, and it w~ necesSjJrfqL.the _pr'gg~~f~ivilisation 
tl:iatit "s:fi'Oul(:fh{~;;\lfO.own. But the effort was not wholly 
wasted~Fr6m it survived what came to be known as the 

1---~Jt£~~~J!!:£P§::-:the.~!J,!l.£.t,<}i.~~~jg~~~g .. tltt.r~Pre
? s~ntatives of the ·Great Powers tg :find the means of averting 

d.§rg?t~ • .'~fO''~*iF..t:'<Zfi~it_~~Xm'R~.:thou@:.. an 
\;imp~~f~c,L.~!I~~S~~t~1~e-~ .t~. work during th~ next 
i~~,W...,.y;~_ar:s."'and.,ga,xe,._,t9~J;:,w;~,t:>~.J,~,9:.,l9.!1g~r ... R~nQps of 
iP~~f~.,;tha,n s);l;~ ... bil4"~¥$.I~ .• J.W~~!j,~_fore. · 
\ Meanwhile the sentimental Tsar, in the enthusiasm of the 
time, had invited the princes 'of Europe to join a ' Holy. 
Alliance ' :":hose members , 'Y.ere to _Qleqge . th;~ms~lV'eS-"lo 
?J2F.€x!::J~~fi~fil~;1a~;~?r~stiiiJ::r~h~ion , 
m tlielr relatiOns With one ano,ther and wlth their SUOJe<;:ts. ' 
With, the exception of Britain, who did not wish to endorse 
a vague undertaking that might mean anything or nothing, 

A
~··~~~- .tJ;l~e~··!?~Yen~i?ns .. ~a<;.<;~P,t~.fl~71,!!2;~.rl!i'!r§~r:.1~~~.t,~J;t9:!l.,wi~~ , 
, J.I_.?!Y~.¥J.ap.ce.,,,.,.was 1a .. ,w~:t:~.:;rhe .. J9_-~H~eh;'ft~:J.J.:n_:%P._ .. ''lc'<:J:Psi-ne~er ...Ji 

. . "f<l:~li,,w.~~-lf~~~~J;~~iRt~£1l~b."'~tJ"f.?~lilts ·{t1t£)Xb'~·'fdn,,~.~tPh.re?TSIOn I 
o_t_ .. ~g~n..er2._us.emotwns wit wu1c .many est es e sar "~ 

~ Jooked forward to an era of peace and just dealing. But 
its name came to be applied, in bitter irony, to the very 
different and much more practical organisation of the Great 

· Powers fo10 th~rigid. maintenancepf,thetr~aty settlerrilrnL 
·I"l1'""'I8f~r·-a t At.· X-i~""=-Cli_ 1Et"el1e_ ""the •.• fir_·st of'"'thewproJ· ected 

" ' ----~ 'lllli(Jr~X·~'j,(..-,~-.k~ 

se~~ttf~~~~- .2-.-~'~"*'"·-'~>';~JJ,Q.~Eranc~·, having paid her 
·, intl.emnity, was formally readmitted to the comity of nations, 

and took her place among the Great Powers. The occasion 
was felt to mark the triumph of the great System of Peace ; 
and with a florid magniloquence that reads strangely in a 
formal diplomatic document, it was officially proclaimed to 

. the world that 'the era of permanent peace' had begun. 
Alas!. fo: the hopes of :rt:len. In .th!?.~m confer_;.Il~~!?e 

.-first nft m .the lute had anneare.a~· On ·oe1:1ali"Dj.,Butam, 
ll" 1 ca5tte~ltcif~\1'tli~"'J?~_-lH~nJli~='oP.eration~ 
?'\9jJl['P;)\yers.;musf"b]:ffill~::r.Q:l5~L!~~:o£~ th{ f 

trea_ty, a,n5U~~'t t~,e;~ m~~~~~.J.llt~I,f~.Fens~,u:, th.e w.J~Wal··
'4.' ~'!~.!t~:.;~J£;t.~.~Mettern~ch .. ~~Jak~ the ?Pp.a.)llS:~~~ 

~':~:_~,Jh~ . .tt.m!gb:!.}~jl~£ th~ . .f~I§ .... tA.Jn.t®rfere 
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for the purpose of dealing with a state of things which might 
endanger peace. The issue had been made plain between 
the .liberal doctrine of non-intervention, which was supported 
by Britain, and the interventionist doctrine which was to 
lead to'futi'tiffuischief in the coming years. And Me-t:_ternich 
had won a real victory: h~ .h?-d 9btained the support of 
:Russia and Prussia~ and had laid the founoation.s of a com
bination _"Qet~e~n~JJ:w_three. :Eastqn despotisms which was 
to be a dominating fact in European politics throughout the 
period covered by this Book. Ip~_I/3I..9. unrest in Germany 
-mainly among university students-gave him thepr«=text 
for introducing in that country a system of rigid repression 
under the authority of the Germanic Con.federp.tion, and at 
the same time confirmed his ascendancy over Russia and 
Austria. Tlfe Tsar_~<i_!?y_ this time shed his sentimental 

· liberalism, and henceforth the ~three Eastern monarchies 
acted in close harmony .. The Leag~e '0£ Pea~::e was passing 
into a League of Despots. 

In I8zo and I82I events took place which made the issue 
yet clearer. A series of f_uti1e revolp_tipns broke out, almost 
simultaneously, in SR..ain, Port~al, Sout~e~ and_ Norther;n 
Italy; and the Gree'ks rose· _m rebellion agamst their 
Turkish oppressors. "*Three -eo:iiference.S,-at.I.roppau~~+8zo), 

'Laibach. (I82:J:), and Ve.r.ona_(r&zz), were held tt:> discuss 
what should be the attitude of the Powers on these questions. 
The three Eastern monarchies all supported intervention to 
crush the revolutions in Italy and Spain. Britain, at first 
with some support from France, protested· "igainst inter
vention, but hesitated to go so far as to withdraw from 
co-operation with the other Powers. Austria stamped out 
the revolutions in Italy with the greatest ease ; and in 
\I823 France agre~dto act as the mandatory of the Powers, 

i nd sent a·n amifiiito Spain to crush revolution there. 
Meanwhile a ministerial change of great importance had 

taken place in Britain. Castlereagh c!J~q)JJ.,IIi22 _; _and his 
place as Foreign Secretary was taken by his old rival 
Canning, wl:io-:5Yh~le accepting_the main lines of Castlereagh's 
policy, diCLnot share 'Iiis ·reluctance to- break with the :1--

~ European Powers. -Cahrtihg openly~ d~p.ounced the action of 
the"t'owers~and in effect witpdrew from co-operation with 
them. His attitude won for Britain the gratitude of all 
continentarl1berals, and'made her appear the sole bulwark 
of liberty in a continent given over to despotism and re-

, action. And soon a.n.- opportunity for more vigorous action 
J' offered itself. The_:Jp~~s_h-American colonies were in revolt 
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ag~inst the,_misgoye,_r_nll}~_nt <?U.h~,,ffi£tl;!.e-f~~£tn: ·.. ~~y~ng 
crusheq the revplutiqn m Spam,_ the Eastern Powers next 
c"'rlceived the idea. of completing their task by sending a 
fteeCail.d anarniy to South America to bririg the colonists 
bacJf·to ..... obecli:ence-:- "But this was a question upon which· 
Britam ·could speak the decisive 'word. She could not 
attempt to flght'all the Powers on-European soil. But they 
could not reach South America if the British.fleet foroade: 

~~-~~~.;,g~v.e~a.~~ry,dJ:rect.negatix_e. t?:-~?.Jec~ .. · A 
: ~Jttle later~-he .recogmsedA_he- · · ~ ;!U~llf~l}..t-!~P.~h!.i;c~ as 
(indep~rrelmt;t~.;:. Ja. m7.~ .. a . ._l~. ~g·"~.;,toif·}'' rJ.i:i~;!£>t.1.e...~."""".is. ~$!1.~§j..t~ :r;;;--. 
r.~~r~ss~\~e.::~ne o1~i·· · <t.~Y,£!~~~J~t!it~tl?l~lY' 

--JA~IIT.ta,n·c·§ ;,Jt~~-th$.~4ty .. r .. , .. a;J~ .. !l;K1.2,~~~~.~~~·~.t<ilBR~Q.,.,..\=l:S,;,:l,pg~- .. 
ater mark; · aoqd. the 'Bnttsh ilayy secured the .freedom of 

, lie So~t'h't~fcaitrepublics. ~ ·. · ·"", .· · , 
•\·. ---BC>f6're "he ·recognised the independence 1 of the Spanish 

colonies, Canning had suggesteq, through . the American 
envoy in I:;onU:on';"tnal: ... tlte-tJi1it'tel%St~Yes"'"sliould ·publicly 

"adopf'"a""stmilatmitft'itud~thf!~result was. that i~ n~em-· 
'b • . ··~'lfw.'-4M~~~i!'~~p.:t~--:'~' .... o:j,.·· .. ~~ ~_ ... , •• 

"'' ber .f¥~~I$~~ll;t~..PJ?;tg,~;y~.R~.rt:t~s.&~g~!'j&t~&.cS:2!1~r~~s:-;· 
~h~,...,q~u...Q.f~~9"~~w~Qt;,;JJ,~~ ... ,,;m ~P!<:h he 
an~9~nce~ ~h~ttl:~ Un~t~.d~S.!a_t~~~woul~ resi~t any at!~IEP.t 

~ aQp.J~!".Y:~iltton-111-South;-Amen<;~J>y .... the.~?ropeal] Po_w,~rs . 
. fhus the Monroe Doctnne was m -~ts ongm a declaratiOn @tv ·. 
\r;I•·:'SfF~~£5!/i,.B,f''i~··~~~bm~m;'t'F'ff~~at'1~~~£1m~"Ii: ·~~ ~,,., ·.,. PP, .. ~.,·Il(,r·•J,~P"'.},ll~Y,;,.,_......,K .. ,-.,, . .....,_ . .,*"'·'.JM .• ,.. ..••. ,_... . . 

_w·as;'"and was""meant to"be~a warning to Britain, as well as . 
to the other Powers, not to try to extend her power in the 
New World. It is sign~ficant that J~.fferson (who had been 

. hostile to .Britain during the revolutionary war) urged at, 
fthis funCture that the-.Uniteq.State~-iLI1¢LJ~ril~iV,;,.sl;lqyld 
~·~edulously clierish.~_cordiaL fr~endsh,ip,; .,a~Q.l}pt_h!Eg:!;. he . 
i?-dded, ' could tend more to kmt our affection tlian to be 
\!_ighting once more side by side in the same cause.' The 
(eactionary policy _()f )\1etternich had noj ooq~y Jailed as 
~on a:s: 'if''r{fac~ed .·t~(( fre~doll_t-givinf seas, ~it. had' b'rought 
aoout" the be"giniiing of a. reconciliation between the two 
great branches of the English-speaking peoples. 

Soon ~:P,J?.y~r diffi.cu~~y arose to strain .the cohesion of . 
Mette~.ni .. ch.'s .. ni~.c.to:n .·~. c~~i111Ition·:-· The~~k revolt \:, I) 
had smce _!8_21 recetved wtdespread sympmtiy m Western , I<' 
Europt""""Voll:mteers·~mr:i'fi"'Britain and France had flocked · 
to help the insurgents ; and among them ~as th~...ro:rn<;J.p._t~c. ~ 
gg~~-oLLs>rdByron,.,the.only,.,.English,poeLwho l:lp.s _e-yer ' 
wo'n. great contemporary.,.,Jame~;.in, Europe; his d~ath. at. 
M~solonghi, in the cause of Greek freedom, was wor.th .an 
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army to the Greeks. And their gallant fight on sea and 
land during the first four years of the rising had aroused a 
great enthusiasm, and had everywhere stimulated nationalist 

:feeling. T~-~~., !llg!_lly alarming to Mettemich ;_ a~d 
even more perturomg was the fact that popular feehng m 
,Russia was passionately in favour of intervention in favour 
of the Greeks. There was no reason why Russia should not 
intervene, since the Turkish Empire was not covered by the 
Treaty of Vienna. But a successful attack by Russia upon 
Turkey was the last thing which Mett~Jllich wished to see; 
and his influence with the Tsar was now so great that he 
succe~ded-in-persuading llll_l. to stand aloof, on the ground 
that the Greek revolt was a revolutionary resistance to 
consfFFuted authority. T~e Gr~~ks .:w-~rde.ft to_ th~mselves ; 
and it was only the disorganisation of· the Turkish army 
which enabled them to hold their own until I825, with the 
aid of volunteers from the West. 

In I825, however, two things happened which changed 
the situation. The Sultan brol1ght himself to ask aid from 
his nominal vassal, Mehemet.A.li of Egypt ; and an Egyptian 
fleet and army under Meherriel's··smr Ibrahim attacked the 
Greeks with such success that they seemed likely to be not 
merely defeated but exterminated. The...second event of 
I~~ 5 ':Y.\l:S that h,J~~;;wder q{ R,_u_;;sia_ died ;·. ~.~ his successor, 
N1c]:wlas _I., though a yet sterner rea:ctwnary than his 
l:irotlief, .. ~va5 not the man to allow his policy to be dictated 
'by Mettemich. In I8z6 he made an agreement with Britain 
and France, whereby the three Powers undertook to compel 
the Sultan to grant autonomy to the Greeks. In I827 a 
join_!jl~~.ent to.enforce thes_e <Ieinands under the British 

,· · admiral, Codrington, destr9yeg_ the Egyp.!i.!LJJ Jl~t _at 
· Navarino; and this battl~ ,Se~pred th,e freedom of Greece. 

In l:8z8 a British fleet and a French army cleared the Morea, 
while a Russian army advanced through the Balkans, and 
the Sultan was compelled to yield. The independence of 
Greece-the first of the free nation-States to which the 
nineteenth c~ntJJ~1.'\::as jq,_g!ve birth-was established by 
the Ce,nyeation __ qf L~:n<.!Qll.. f£829.) ul}der tl;le joint protection 

_ ofBritain, France, al).d Russia. ' 
Thus the union Of the Great Powers had broken down. 

'And the cleavage which had now appeared among them 
took place just in time to give a chance of success to the 
revolutions of I83o. These revolutions marked the first 
serious'breach in the Vienna settlement. They wen~ also 
the beginning of a very clearly marked period, in British 
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as well as in European history; and we must postpone 
consideration of them to a later chapter. 

-d' The years.J!.2.tn ,I~~$~32-. ... 'iY~...tlll"QP!.~~yep.ts we 

~;~~B~#~e~a,B~1!i[fJ.1~ETh~]!t~[~ifet1~L?~: -'-~ 
:affairS, where s~p_p~~~~~:; ... ~]X].~~~-...2:P~s~ _a/\\_ 
rthreatened tyranny, suggests ........ wnat lS maeed tlle truth-
hhat:':'fiie..":Po~13V<tt:!'feac'tion~in_Brite.!.n,";w<:tS.Jar ... less.~harsh 
:tthanJn'~E~.iT~b:P~e~~t"\!J~j'ljy.~""'"'~"'~J!:))Wt ... :t'f'1'~~~...\·".IIP.hi\"1:f,'\'~"'rt" 
~·,_~ \''!: ... ~,J~t..'i:~;:;\.';U1~~ ..... :z:.r.w~~ ... ,, .. 

{H~n EuroP;:, si,nc§~ Ilfi.5.;; _Seignobos, Political History of Con
tempora~e ";""F'Yf{e:"History of Modern Europe; Alison Phillips, 
Modern Europe and The Confederation of Europe; W~l?s1~J,,~q,~g!es,s
oj .Vien·na; Muir, Nationalism .(tnd,.l.nternatipn(J,lis1tt; Debidour, 
fktftfi":f'ir'Diplomatique de !'Europe I8I4·1878; Bourgeois, 'Manuel 
Historique de Politique Etrangere; Memoirs of Metternich (Eng .. 
trans.) ; Stewart, Memoirs of Casttereagh; Temp_e:~,.,J.-jf.(!,.,pf-..Cpm

ning_:_ M~r.!J.~~~M-~~&A.;,.J3rodri~k and Fotheri~gham, Political· 
Flrstory of Eng an I80I-I837; Marnott, England zn the Nzneteenth 
Century; Finlay, History of Greece; Cambridge H·istm·y of British 
Foreign Policy.] 



CHAPTER II 

THE SOCIAL PROBLEM IN BRITAIN AND THE 
FERMENT OF IDEAS 

§ r. Social Disorganisation. 

ON a superficial view, by the showing of the kind of statistics 
by which the strength of a nation is usually measured, 
Britain emerged from the long war incomparably stronger 
and richer. than she had ever been before, in spite of the vast 
public debt with which she was burdened. Her empire 
girdled the globe. Her ships carried the trade of half the 
world. She had a monopoly of the new methods of 
mechanical production, by means of which wealth could be 
produced at a pace and on a scale hitherto unparalleled. 

Yet the generation following the war saw such distress 
and suffering in Britain as she had never known in tbe course 
of modem history. This period of acute suffering was to 
have a profound effect upon the history of the British 
Commonwealth. It nearly brought about a violent 
revolution. It necessitated a far-reaching social and 
political reconstruction, wherein the British peoples, ahead 
of the rest of the world, had to feel their way blindl¥ towards 
a new order appropriate to the new economic foundations 
upon which civilised society was henceforward to rest : the 
process has been going on, slowly and painfully, ever since. 
And meanwhile the rapid increase of popula-tion was. to 
bring about an immense movement of emigration, which 
mainly accounted for the swift growth of the new dominions 
oversea. 

Since 1793 the population of Britain had grown at an 
unprecedented rate. In 1815 the United Kingdom con
tained about 1g,ooo,ooo inhabitants-about rr,ooo,ooo in 
England and Wales, about 2,ooo,ooo in Scotland and about 
6,ooo,ooa in Ireland. This represented an increase of about 
5,ooo,ooo, <;>r more than 35 per cent., since 1793 ; the 
corresponding increase in France was less than 12 per cent. 
Many students regarded the increase as abnormal an<l 
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dangerous. Maltl;ms, in his famous Es{i(y On/ Population 
(published in IJg8, when the problem of the food-supply was 
causing great perplexity)' had argued that the growth of 
population must always press· closely on the means of 
subsistence; and this was held to account for the wide- , 
spread and acute poverty which was one of the most dis
tressing features of the time. 

But this conclusion was not justified by the facts: 
Scientific agriculture, indus,trial machinery, the use of steam
power, the development ofBritish resources in coal and iron, 
and the expansion of oversea trade, had increased ·the 
power of the British people to prodnce wealth far .more 
rapidly than their numbers had grown. Itmight have been 
expected, therefore, that material well-being would have 
been more widely diffused than ever. Yet the reverse was 
the case. Never in the course of modem history had there 
been suchwidespread distress in the British Islands as there 
was during the last years of the war and the generation which . 

. followed it. It is plain, therefore, that th-tnew_w~?Jth ha(j t 
not..J~~~n.diffused ovei_;.the_cO!I!!ll_Unity,.as..:a;.\\Iliole:-lt"'had, · ~ 

-·iii'facf, 'mamly-gQneto~h two relatively Sillau classes, ~. 
the landowners on the one hand, the capitalist organisersi~ 
of industry and trade on the other. ' 

The lattdbwners had seen their rent-rolls grow with every (. 
expan§iOii""'f'thrarea brought under cultivation, and with 
every rise in the price of com. They had also taken trib.ute 
·of the new industries, drawing royalties on every ton of coal 
extracted from their land, and receiving high prices for the 

:ground on which the factories and the cramped and ugly 
. towns of the industrial areas were built. They were thus 
immensely richer than they. had been half a century before. 
But a _still greater volun:e o,f new wealth went to the2~ileJi~t 

_zrgamsers_of.-!?~- new_md11s:try.-a numerous body o'f men, 
mostly risen from the ranks, and constantly recruited thence. 
·Relatively little of their wealth was $pent on personal 
ostentation or public munificence. A very high proportion 
of it was saved, and used as capital ; ~nd the rapid develop
ment of the new industrial system, and the remarkable 
improvements in transport, which took place during· the 
next generation, were only rendered possible by thj~ whole
sale creation of capital. But this meant that a growing 
economic power was passing into tl\e hands o'f those who· 
owned this huge fund of capital. Between them, lanphwners 
and industrial capitalists~ conti:qlled most of __ tpe..Jineans 
wher~_by_ t~e ne1tion.earned it?Jiyeli_llo_oq~ · •) 
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A substantial proportion of the new wealth came also to 
the large and growing middle-class, the farmers, the pro
fessional men, the merchants, shopkeepers and other 
distributive agents, the managers and other administrative 
officers of industry. This was perhaps the healthiest 
element in the nation. From it sprang most ,of the creative' 
minds in whom lay the hope of the future-poets, thinkers, 
scientific investigators, inventors ; and from it the control
ling classes were steadily recr.uite_d. 

There was no sharp cleavage between the middle-class 
and the controlling classes ; but a very definite cleavage 
was opening between both and the labouring mass who 
formed the great majority of the nation. For the workers 
in town and country alike were progressively being cut off, 
as the economic change advanced, from that direct and 
personal concern in the methods and results of their work 
which their fathers had enjoyed. They were becoming a 
'proletariat,' earning their livelihood by the sale of their 
labour, and having no interest in its products. Most of 
them were condemned to live in unwholesome and degrading 
surroundings; for the farm labourer's cottage was often an 
overcrowded hovel which it was nobody's business to keep 
in repair, while the mean streets of the ugly new industrial 
towns had generally been built without supervi~on, often 
back to back, lacking the most rudimentary care for 
sanitation, and without access even to a supply of pure 
water: the conditions in which the rising generation was 
being bred did not promise to produce a virile and self
respecting population. Moreover, in all industries the 
hours of labour were terribly long: not only th~ men, but 
their wives and even their little children, were subject to 
unending drudgery. Amid all the horrors of this black 
time the worst were the sufferings of children-underclad 
children working in the fields in all weathers, and often 
herded together at night in bare barns ; children labouring 
like beasts of burden underground in the mines ; children 
clambering through the suffocating soot to clean rich men's 
chimneys; children torn in thousands from their parents, 
at eight and even five years old, to labour for fourtP.en or 
fifteen hours a day in cotton factories, without rest, without 
tendance, and without hope. 

Yet with all this unending toil, and in spite of the wretched 
conditions of life which they had to endure, multitudes 
could not earn enough to ·keep the breath in their bodies. 
1t is the most poignant commentary on the condition of 
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Britain that (according to the state of trade) from pne~ 
tenth to one-fourth of the population of England and Wales 
were paupers, drawing allowances from the P.OOr:;rat~f. to 
supplement their wages, because. these were insufficient to 
maintain life. What was worst of. all, by the receipt of 
poor-relief m~ were forced to S)lbmit themselves and their 
families to a sort of slavery to the poor-law authorities, who 
could hire them out in gangs to work on what terms they. 
chose, or arbitrarily take the children from their wretched 
homes to be banished to the distant factory towns; with 
no prospect of ever seeing. their parents again. British 
liberty had become a very unreal thing for those who were 
subject~.d to such conditions. . 

t • " ' ~ I 11 I ; ' " , ~ · - : o· · ...::> ":' ,.. /.· • ., ... 

' ' . 2. :~~.:~::.=::::..::L:£!~!-.cfi::~~. 
~2J1nd~remedjes .. fg~e,~~..ti}§..:W.as .• the .• b~~.:xi.t~U?-1?.Jigeti.on 

~; whi~,l.l . ..rested_upon .. Jh~l!r,~Qtf~.}~.f..Jhe.~~r:I!~P.,..,!;£,.11!1JlUmty 
~ dl.lJj.!_!gJJl~19m!lKK~.W~r~t.~ons,~" But :emedies ~.W~ko;v..ly 

. ·~ be discovered when the causes.,.<,2,f,.th:e.,,evll were und~stood ; 
' • aoo"nooooy-na'i:r'"yef"'ob'tahl'~ ;r;:y cl~~;"liifel~st~il'ding of 
· them. t, · • · 

It was natural that those who suffered, and those who 
burned ,\,ith indignation at their sufferings, should Iay all 
the blame upon the wickedness. and selfishness of the 
dominant classes, 'vvlio 'seeme'd-to pron'1:-fiY.t~ill15erle5~·of 
t~[~::i~~Ji<f~fiti~Y2!~91t:~~~!i,££ni~E!ly 

~rep~,q.,\eP,.,_But even If It were true, 1t IS unhelpful. 
11
"'T2 

~ i~c;!i~ ... ~~~~e cl~~.sJ2~..,~J..9-~~ist,:;J:,.1fJl,~.}.~,J/~l:iion; 
' 'smce botli w!ll~nsist of men and women of average VIrtue; 
· aii.d when a class becomes exceptionally oppressive, .the:., 

important thing is to understand what has made it so. In 
. truth the evils from which British society was suffering .were 

due to causes beyond the control of any gove!ning class. 
The governing class could not be blamed for the _!fpno~jc 
.trc:n.E.~Or!fl§-:tion, ,which~<t;~j]2-f~Slt~ble.'="' It was the ~doption 
of large-scale productiOn. m both agnculture and mdustry 
which was crushing out the small men, and tupiing them 
into 'proletarians ' ; and the introduction of large-scale 
production was in itself a real and solid advance. Again, 
the governing class cannot fairly be blamed for the failure of · 
the State to intervene for the protection of those who 
suffered by the change ; for this was primarily due to the 
reigning economic doctrine which condemned, all State 
interference with the conduct of industry; except in regard 

t 
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to foreign trade. The predominance gf_ tl:Ps_ doctrine of 
laisser jaire has frequently been attributed to the influence 
of Adam Smith and the economists of his school, and it has 
been assumed that its ascendancy was greatest in the 
middle of the nineteenth century. But this is a mistaken 
view. Thl2J:lghouLthe_eighttl.e.:nt)l. ~~nt.m:y t4~~ !heqry had 
held the field ; and !ile old l<l:~s.:~!J.er_el?y ft\izabeth and the 
Stewarts had tried to regulate wages, prices and the condi
tions of labour had fallen into desuetude. ~Laisser jaire was 
at its height during the half-century fro!]1_Ii8o-to-I8jo, after 
whieh it beg<~;n to ~e ql}~lified by factory Jegislat_ion and in 
other· ways. The governing class cannot fairly be con
demned for having failed to regulate a vast economic change 
which was beyond their comprehension, and with which the 
most enlightened ~pinion of the tithe forbade them to meddle. 

Least of all can they fairly be blamed for the bitter 
aggravation of social distress which resulted from the 
French Revolution and the long wars that it caused. These 
wars had seriously restricted the outlet for the new manu
factures, and had therefore produced unemployment, and 
prevented the natural rise of wages; they had restricted 
the import of food-stuffs, and made it necessary ;to stimulate 
home-production to the maximum extent, with the result 
that the agrarian revolution was accelerated, a~d food
prices were raised out of proportion to wages ; they had 
brought about a stoppage of cash payments (1797-I82I) 
and a consequent depreciation in the purchasing power of 
paper-money, to such an extent that a labourer with gs. a 
week was only able to purchase JS. 6d. worth of goods. 
Finally, the fear of revolutio11ary conspiracy" (perhaps 
unreasonable, but not unnatural) had led to theJ>rohibition 
of c6'ill15ina{io:iis "among work-people: which -might have 
mOOifleC1 the sufferings of the time. In every way the 
revolution and the war had intensified the distress of the 
labouring classes, :and ·widened: the gulf between them and 
th<( controlling classes. 

-But all the more because of this wic1ening gulf, it was 
" natural that the governing class should be held responsible 

for the intolerable ills under which the people were groaning. 
The question of responsibility had, on the whole, been little 
discussed during the war: perhaps the war was to blame, 
or Napoleon, or his Continental System. But when these 
possible explanations had been removed-when the war 
was over and things became worse instead of better-other 
scapegoats had to be found ; and loyalty to the whole 
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system of government, and to the whole social order: began 
to be undermined as it never had been undermined during 
the.war. . . "/ 

~:/'And indeed there were other grounds of complaint for' 
~hich the rulin~,..£1.~~-SQ.lll§ far more reasonably be· heldr•.A 

rte~ponsiDle"'t'fi'an for the unhealthy economic condition of .u 
the country, at1d which justified the demand for a change of'?\ 
system. /~·1h~~~ill1Jb..lkl!.:IU.iia<! .• £JClsS of 
~do~ner~<;>w~m~~!1Jy~,B.t2J..J£l1.£,~·);Yi1~l;1~,4¥..~l,ings 
an9:h~e{!s oMl'ie'b~fk. o1 tlie na ti0n. . '[hey held tlie1r power 
bf"me·mr~~~~a:tive' electoral system~ 
and used it to ·endow themselves and their families with 
pensicms and offices. The whole system of society seemed 
to be organised for their advantage. Their sons, brothers, 
and proteges held the richest livings in the Church, often 

. without performing the duties of their offices ; the prizes 
of the law fell to them also, . The whole legal system seemed 
to exist to buttress the power of this small, rich, ascendant 

"jclass, and to keep the mass of the nation in subjection ..• 
us. thfL. C9. X.Q.,.,:J:.:aw,2_~.e. regarded as a, de vi.· ce, for .e.nrif::hin{. · 

~·l"",.,'<;i·"""·'l.?""-"""~·~·"'''"li'""' .. r-""" ... ·~"=f· ,._~..,,~~'%'.---··· d-. wu or us" uy .. t9-1s~ng ,tne .. .Rnc:e .~o , .£OOJ~pleQ,.~!::'Jeaq.,;""'.5J-!l 
\lioll'gk"'tj]'S-~~irit"1iaa"hQ'"':fOtc~ff·~ara·l~e·Torn 
Jta\\is""O'P'ti~'!f-~'m;-wm:~~fi!lcr~;~iils~9-Jl:tTPfice 
df"'brfa:cr~1t""ltaa'"'greater"'v1tfitiit"'"wi±'tf't"afd"' tOt~~ cQ'i-li taw 
ci~~7§1~~'Q@1'was"'iJ!5seciillK~fi~~:g'f~~·ignt 
not oe rumed by the sudden fall of pnces after the war. 
The Gam~ .. Laws, again, seemed to show that the lives and 
limbs"''of'"'poor men mattered nothing in comparison with 

_ c the pleasures of the rich. Year by year these laws were 
made more ferociQ.us, because starving men were seeking 
food in rich men's coverts, and the rich men saw in this the 
evidence of a revolutionary spirit. Thus an Act of t8r:6, 
passed through Parliament without a word of comment, 
provided the penalty of transportation for ,seven years for 
being found at night in possession of any contrivance for 
trapping rabbits. And this was only of a piece witli the 
hideous ferocity of the penal code, to which new barbarities 
were constantly added. The,death,senj:ence,.was,ordained 
for no less •. thag,n·~~Pw!mnd,red •.. .offences,.such.~as sheep
stealing, or stealing linen ft?I;n, a bleaching;grpund. These 
futile ferocities defeated themselves., because juries refuse·d 

" to convict when conviction would lea:d to such dispropor
:""'tionate penalties. Yet,Pari~~i;I:lt .. .on inventing qew 
\ferocities, .and refu.s.~d J9.Ji?..~~,.;<!~~~-"of;·~2P~lly 

and .Mas:J<:.A~tg~.h •. '\Vh() stroye.to m1tlga te. tlk'trueltl~s ... olJbe 
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code; because the governing class believed, as it had believed 
ever since 1792, that there was a constant danger of violent 
revolution, which only terrorism could hold in check. 

Such an attitude, however, challenged the very danger 
which it feared. What but hatred could be aroused by 
such a system ? By making and tolerating such laws the 
governing class made it appear reasonable to regard them 
as the source of all the nation's ills. To sweep them away, 
by violence if need be, seemed to a growing number of men 
the first step towards a better order. This is the sort of 
temper which produces destructive upheavals; and it was 
widely prevalent in 'Britain in the yea_rs following the 
Grea_( W~r. 'My views of the state of England,' wrote 
Earl. ~r~y in. r8r.9, 'are more and more gloomy. Every
tliirigis leilcling, ·and has for some time been tending, to a 
complete separation between the high~r and lower orders of 

-
1
lSociety-a _st9-t~ .. ()f ~J:?:ings whi(_h can only end in the de
'<stniction of liberty, or in a convulsion which may too 
probably produce the same result.' 

§ 3- Schools of Political Thought. . . . ..-- ......... ~ :::- -

These miseries andprotests challenged thought, and led to 
a great d.eal of fruitfufif bewildered speculation about the 
problems of national reconstruction. The literature of the 
period was deeply influenced by this ferm:eiitofthqught; 
it exercised the minds of politicians and publicists of every 
school ; and out of it sprang several distinct currents of 
pgli_ti£?) <l~<I ~qcialJheory. 

In Jhe domi~ant landowni~g class _th~ llid~bound Toryism 
of tne revolutwnary age ~sttll-hela the upper hand, and 
for seven years after the peace dictated national policy. 
Obstinate resistance to all change, a deep distrust of all 
popular movements, and a readiness to resort to forcible 
repression on the least provocation, formed the barren 
creed' of this school. BJit som.e. pf t];).e younger Tories, 

.·· \~otably Can_:p,ing, ;Huskisson and Peel~ were growing out of 
'\~ sta~a~t l]~,c~ol1i~r::~. _T~~ugh they ~ere averse from 
any'"Tilige change, they re.cogmsed the ex1stence of grave 
abuses, held that the existing system could only justify 
itself by removing them, and had given some study to 
modem economic and political theories. The Whigs, who 
included many of the more open-minded niemoers of the 
governing class, were timid _an,d bewild~xed; but they 
were genuinely opposea to mere bliii.CT repre!>sion, and there 
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was a genuinely liberal wing amongst them, ready for 
.,.. ... _substantial changes. 

1\, The-noisiest school.£.freformers consisted of the Radicals. 
1\.linost-unrepresented in 'flarl\a'ili'eii'r;·~where ~~ 
representatiye was the' superficial and self-advertising .Sj.r 

, (~~;;Q#;I:, Ra~ic~~~~---~st~g~~g~l,2~~f~~e 
. ~n the. couJiU!:y~Th~adtcals advocated-manliooa,;;uffrage 
\...._ irta~annual Padiaments as a sure remedy for. every ill; 
· but they had no constructive sodal programme, no idea of 

the use they would make of political power if they got it, 
no solidly based knowledge of the complex social organism 

.. ~hose diseases had to be dealt with. The~r1 cn:e.? .• w~ _as 
_' < oarrgp as. th~ Toryis:rn.,,,gf_ .. lfs)rd _El_!lf:!IJ,.; _. and their victory 

would have brought mere chaos. The most effective of 
the .Radical.leacj.ers,.~CI.S .. ~R~tt; 1 a journalist of { 
genius and a very typical Englishman. Full of prejudices\ 
and'\¥liimsies:"'Co15J?.~n~l9.'2Eri':O:f:Jusfic€:an(fa hater of I 

·tyrannies and.shams; but he was incapable ofconstr:uctive 
thought. He loved beef and beer and a good horse and 
the English countryside; he loathed factories and towns 
and tea-drinkers and army-contractors ; and he had become 
a Radical because he believed that borough-mongers and 
holders of national debt·were driving his beloved England 
to the d~s, In r8r6 .. he suddenly,.reduced, th~, prip~ C>Lhis 
fS~iJic.i!lJi,t(_.g~¥TJJ5,~¥f.JJRence.; .. a~d. as he ~ould write ~nglish 
w1~1lfffie.wv~g9,m~,. a,nd lucrdrty .wlnch never failed to 
hold the attention of 'the reader, he,_quickly obtained a 
portentous -influence, .especially among the fa,ctory-workers 
of the North, who were stirred into political activity by his 
full-blood~d denunciations. 'With him may be linked the f 
fluent mob-orator bl,unt \Yho moved about the countryl 

~ ~ stir~'P'arrger--ai~fuusiasm; and t~~~!l!"~~jor\ 

t 
'

Car,,twHgl1t, salt of the earth and most consummate'··of 
· bores, wh~£ZO..t~<i ... h..iw~Jf to fou!fding, He~:ntpden Clubs, 

'which were -regar-ded by,.,th~nfngCl~s~~·noto~a5~ of 
\ · revolutionary.Arenzy.y _ . t 

'· Therewas little_.,that,was,constructive.in all this Radical 
- ~ ~·- _.;,.~."'"!Oio..:·" '""'~' ..:.•...._~ ·.--·- ' --- - ·-·~' ,._,.._,,.;..u.,;,......_""'• .•!•'\'ii~ '11:14~'\f) -~ t.,.i1A~ft<:'1...-~"'.,.,.~-~~.___,... • .....,... ·-

h~~::j,hump~n,g,.;.,~,l;>,u t ~~,§~~~f!;,Y.en ~,lo..,t[~.~fu??..§!J~M~9ll~ of 
the time, and stu;nulate'd s?hder lll~lfds t9 r:~med1al thmkmg. 
Tliere"wete"Eertai~'sil'ialT gt'Qups·~oJ"'in telle'C'fiiarsaeworR, 
whose thought was to exercise· a profound influence during 
the course of the next generati_on, though their writings had~ 

course, no such vogue as Cobbett's. This was th~ 31.g~_<?.f 
e_,Clil$~cal ~conomi§its.~.~~.;~!.~.!. .. l!~C:Jt!li?,9!t~.d._ 

. / 1 There is a good short life oLCobbett by E: I. Carlile. ~ fo 
. . ' \ t 

.. "' ~ . ~r"\ .. 
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others were developing !h,e doctrine 9£ Adam Smith, turn
ing Political Economy into the' dismal science' of Economics, 
and laying down the stony tables of a body of economic law 
which claimed almost the validity of the law of gravitation. 
We cannot pause to analyse their contributions to economic 
thought, some of which, such as Ricardo's law of rent, were 
of permanent value. Their work was mainly analytic; but 
in effect they preached a doctrine of reconstruction, the 
doctrine that the welfare of the community is best served 
when the maximum degree of freedom is allowed to indi
vidual energy and initiative, and when every man is made 
to feel his personal responsibility for his own well~being. 

Closely linked with the Economists were the group of 

1 ;social.and legal reformers who l?oked to ~~tpam 
· :as tht!lJ; l~~~nd whose JlJ..eones led towards very much 
Jthe same kind of conclusions as those of thitEconomists. 

i
. in . I8I5 Bentham-w~s·"-~"' pr~~ise, "methodical, vain old 
bachdm""'tf'f"-s~s~ven, ·very much of a recluse, who had 

i dev~ted his life to the study of law, and of the principles 
1 upon which law could be made to serve what he defined as 
the supreme end of society, 'the greatest happiness of the 
greatest number.' Thi~ .formula, ·according to the Ben
thamite creed, supplied an infallible test of the validity of 
all laws and institutions; and the true path of reform could 
be marked out with almost mathematical certainty by a 
sort of calculus of pains and pleasures based on tables drawn 
up by the prophet Jeremy. A cosoJla.ry from Bentham's 
main doctrine was even more important than the main 

-·doctrine itself. It was that 'every man is th~ best judge of 
~is own happiness ' ; from this plausible but highly dis-

/ p\J.fa:t5Ieasse:ition it seemed to follow that the State ought 
not to dictate how the happiness of its citizens should be 
attained, and that, in regard to those functions which the 
State necessarily undertook, every man should be consulted, 
since his happiness was involved. This was, in truth, the 
doctrine of individualist democracy, based not on abstract 
rights, but on utility. 

More important, however, than the Benthamite doctrines 
were the methods of minute and painstaking study which the 
Benthamites applied to the problems with which they dealt. 
They may almost be described as the founders of scientific 
social and political investigation ; and their work and ex-· 
ample in this sphere were to be of immense value in the 
vast labours of reconstruction which lay ahead. The pro
fessed Benthamites were always few in number, and they 
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had, and de~erved, the reputation:of:being.~ll:.t!c. 
But they wielded, thanks to. their ~ndustry and their solid 

~,knowledge, an influence out of all proportion to their number 
· .or their public fame.- Most of the detailed administrative )

1 " reform of the next generation was largely due to them. The 
practice of holding detailed and systematic inquiries as a 
preliminary to legi:;,lation, which was so marked a:feature of 
the next era, was an ·application 9f Benthamite methods; 
?Jld in some ofthe most important of these inquiries the 

"!!< \eading part was played by disciples oJ.Bentham, such as 
\,_ ~E~l}~S:it~tace. ;,'t}.l •• ~.t.J!:<lwin.tfh~~}XJ~,.;:_,w~e~e. !ll..!lie.ir 
·,~ ement m such-work:" . · , . 
'-A10i'ig'Srd~'Ofil.1e"'::Economists and the .B.en thamites, .whose 
§peculations led to individ11alist conclusions, other writers 
fere af"¥iork~l1oP.e'QT'lrtiR'f'Ov~mentsave in the 
~o;2P:~EiktiJ.e~ ~*£~~!J!?~~titY.~'ii"T~ir·colic1usions 
were as yet"vague, confl1ctmg, and uncertam; they dealt 
with visions of a happier order. r:ather than with the hard 
f~cts of the moment; but just for that reason, though they 
h~d little influence upon the directing classes, t.ht;;Y-~sed 

.,.,. an e!l!lmsiastic411tges!. ~~&.J.h~~!:n~JiWg .class~ IJ!~f lt 
~\ wB;:t-~"Jl:~.!~unders. ci£,!,1J.s.,~$~?.~ . .].?~~~l!~}~t,?.oug]L,.;1~ 

""""r,~,~?:!Jl., ........ •.. . . . . 
-one an:wng them, a Newcastle ~;ork1llan .. !l~a!ll~d·.:r]g,Qmas 
~R~rice, had bee9~BtY,.,.a.,<tN.n~J~51P,5L!i£t1~~,iq:t,k~~-~!~~9.nly'. · 
path tp nationaLwell-bemg ever smce I225· . Iri tlie ferment 
of the yci~s foi10Wi.D'g""'"f8IS"'ffiS""'th"e"6r~~l)fained a sudden 
vogue; and a mushroom growth of S_ptmcean-SQcieties 
aroused (i.cute. alarm 'among the· governingciass-Dr'Iafld::-
owners. But-.the ... greatest oL these..,.:r.ioneers .of .. Sos~ljst 

..__thought was ~i&~R:\Y~rl', 'a sut""Em'fi'iTc"6'ttOii•ma:rt"'tiiacturer, 
who, not bein~Momake wealth unless he could also 

':r:' make happiness for his workpeople, , pad . create<!_ .. 2-.._J:l].odel 
'!_~s_tory a~~j,lli;~e at N ~~~~~.%>l~Jl,P,,..wliich became 

a~pl~:pilgn~~~~~~~.~~.tr.org~f!.!~~P&:!;E..,<?i~rope. 
In r8r5, move"d 15y the spectacle of wretchedness wh1ch 
Britain presBnted, he began to propound'remedies; and his 
opinions developed .so rapidly that b~ r8r7 he,..fl.ad~become 
definitely a Sociali,?t,., tgoqg:Q. the'\vord"Wa:Snot'Coine'd·?1ifltil" 
Soilleyearsm:~uf~onvi~!ed'luh1se1!'lb'aeasysrem"Which 
stimulated each individual to aim at the maximum profit 
for himself would never~lead .to 'a just distri·bution.q,f...the 
wealth produce¢!, or render possible the increased prosperity 
for all men which the great mechanical inventions ought to 

·have brought about ; and he concluded that Government 
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ought to undertake both the production and the distribution 
of wealth. How this was to be done, he never worked out 
with any definiteness, for he was not a clear or systematic 
thinker. His thought had little direct influence upon the 
actual constructive work that was soon to begin. But it 
stirred the thinking members of the working classes. 

After Owen a succession of writers, some of them Owen's 
superiors in clearness and trenchancy, followed along his 
track ; and the work of such men as William Thompson, 
Thomas Hodgskin, and Piercy Ravenstone contained within 
it the germs of most later Socialist teaching: it has even 
been held that all the main doctrines of Karl Marx are to be 

·, fo!!ll.d in these early)3ritish Sociali~ts. ffodgskin, formerly 
a naval lieutenant, notably broke away from the generous 
tolerance which Owen had displayed; and preached class

··· war for the overthrow of the existing social order. 
: The first years of peace were thus a time when new ideas 

·Dn political and social problems were very actively ferment
ing in Britain. From all sides the old order was threatened; 
the Econqmi?l$.~ _a:t.!d the Benthamites, . equally with the 
Radicals and the Socialis t:S, were demanding the overthrow 
of the landowning oligarchy; and it is not surprising, in 
face of alrtnese new· doctrines, and of widespre~ unrest, 
that the dominant classes should feel that the very founda
tions of society were threatened . 

.t 

_../§ 4· Litqature and the SocialProf?lem. 

The decade which followed Waterloo was not o:o.ly a time 
of active political thought, it was one of the supreme ages 
of En9"lish literature. Wordsworth and Coleridge were still 
in their prune. Scott had just begun (1814) the great series 
of Waverley Novels, the richest body of imaginative prose 
that has ever come from a single brain. Jane Austen's 
delicately ironical studies of English rural life were being 
published. Lamb, De Quincey, Landor, and Hazlitt were 

·. tadding to the riches of English prose.. And, gre. atest glory 
~ of the time, this decade saw the flowering of the genius 
~ of three young poet~, Keats,Sb.e.llvJb,.JlJJ.Q,J?~{on .. Scarcely 
;' 1even the Elizabethan age can present so dazzling a galaxy 
i .of great names. 

But in one respect this age presents a marked contrast to 
the Elizabethan age. With two exceptions all its great 
writers were deeply preoccupied with the problems of 
political and social organisation. Alone among the poets, 
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E'&ats could .... a well in visions of beauty undisturbed by the 
turmoil of political controversy; and no reader .oLJ~e 
4¥s:ten would suspect that the placid society she. described 
was on the verge of revolution. _ But the work of all the 

_ rest was deeply coloured by the hopes and fears, the com
!'/ passion or the indignation, inspired by the problems of the 
rL~~ime. T~~"- ~~Y;;:...::~. a~ g~e~<1;g~J>J;;llt~I!.Sl1!:~;::!llor~ 1 paJu:~~4~~lLtli.2~~~~d ~;,~?_o.;:.t.:-ll:~<EWJ!!()n~ 

weal-andthe commonwoe.- - · 
-M:b'StSigiiffiCa.iit-was""'tne contrast between the -older 
writers and the younger. The young inen, who ]:lad no 
memory of the""'ard:Wt:-liopes and bitter disillusionment of 
the French -Revolution, were-- inspired by the spirit of 
reyolt. Byron and Shelley-both themselves born of the 

--""rw<>rnin"'':r.l~J:;.~""""w~e~::triosllesoO.-evolution. __ Th~y _f!2l'-!t::<:!_ 
--no1. ...... IDeie1y l.11c ;:,v'-'J.a..L .l, .. U.JU...J'-............... ~ ......................... __. ...... ..,.. ______ .... - ·~. , .... 

of their . time, and expatriated themselves from a land 
- whose evils seemed to them intolerable. :§.MJ;,Qn.wr.ot~ .. with 

/ l:>}!ter ss<>~ .. ?.t.JJl..z.~lin~.,~~~~e.i ~-----"""~. - ....... "---
- For what were all these country patriots born? 
.., To -hunt, and vote, ·and raise .the price of corn _1 
~~~~~~~d~~···-

Sh~~....a;>.w~t. ... went deeper, and struck at the. whole 
so.eial order:- -

.,........""'-'~ .............. --
M~..ngland,~~~~r.EJ .n!gugh 
For the lords who lay__,you low? . f 
Wherefore weave with toil and care 
The rich. robes your_tyrants we~r ?, •.•• 
Rise like lions after slumber 

• $ r~Win1~1MU'ffioerl· _ _ ~l Syhak~l.?!~!.~~)~t~~;JJJ':$_~,ew !· 
.- '>.. .. e are. many, -Lney_,are rew ._ _ 
,~~~,~ ..... ~~~ ........ 

-This was the very temper of blind revolutionary futy, ·such 
as filled,many men ih the England ;qf.,,r~rg. It was,.fine 
rhetoric; but it gave little guidance as to the mode in which 
the unvanquishable lions were to secure either freedom or 
happiness when they had got rid of their chains, and de:. 
voured their keepers. · · .. 

The older writers, who remembered the Reign of Terror 
and the tyranny of Napoleon, were more conscious of the 
futility of blind revolution ; but they were not for that 
reason less conscious of the evil plight into which their 

~country had fallen. ~$.t:i-4g~ bemoaned 'a population· 
J( ~echanised into engines· for the manufactory of new rich 
¥ 1h~n ;,.,.;yea;.the.m~~_.hinery of the wealth of the nati~~made 

~~til-.. _._,x;:.,,:~ ... ~'!:: ~~~.._.so 
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. up of the wretchedness, disease and depravity of those who 
1,shoU10. constitute the strength of the nation.' Southey 
\ienourrced competition ·as the~·reason why 1 the poverty of 
one part of the nation seems to increase in the same ratio 
as the riches of another part.' 'There is no stability any
where,' he lamented; 'a nation on the move from village 
to town, from town to newer countries.' Colexidge, and 
-~?'lth~~~,,'fo~'!:pey longed fo.r stabil~ly, as a con
ditiOn of social health, and had no patience with the frothy 
outcries of the Radicals. J3ut the;y were far indeed from 
the Toryism of the Eldonian scfiool. Col~~I<fgewas 'fer be 
the pr-ophet-or.:t r~a:ctidn agatnst ilJ;t!-~rid ~l9iJW~,S of the 
Economists and the B~nthamites; .~an~t twp schools of 

,' . thought which counted for a good deal1ii fflenext generation, 
t\e. C~risti_<t?_ S2~Cl_;~J!ng the O:x.:ford neo-C~t~olics, traced 
a P8;rrottlfuinnspiratwn·to Colendge's'fe'ac1lmg. 

S2Qtt.represented another type of Toryism. Lamenting 
the unrest of his time, he took refuge in the past, and made 
his generation feel the charm of ages which men had been 
content to dismiss as dark and unprogressive: the beauty 
of loyalty, of faith,. of stability, of content even amid 
poverty. He thus helped to destroy the self-complacency 
of the Age of Reason, and led men to ask themselves whether, 
after all, they had been so much more successful fhan their 
ancestors in making life a worthv and noble thing. This 
was part of a healthy challenge and criticism of the new 
order which might help to better it. 

If Britain was restless and unhappy in these years, her 
intellect and her imagination were alive. It was not only 
in the machinery of wealth-production that she· was rich, 
but in the nobler stuff of ideas. And this gave hope that 

- she would find her way out of the morass into which she 
-...had been plunged by tJie coincidence of a tremendous social 

transformation with a world~shaking war. 

[Spencer Walpole, History of Englandfronu8I5 (6 vols.); Holland, 
Further Memoirs of the Whig Party; Hammond, Village Labourer, 
Town Labourer, Skilled Labourer; Fay, Life and Labour in the Nine
teenth Century ; Carlile, Cobbett ; Smith, Cobbett ; Kent, English 
Radicals; Life of R. Owen, written by Himself; Podmore, Life of 
Owen; Beer, History of British Socialism; Leslie Stephen, English 
Utilitarians; Wallas, Life of Francis Place; Bamford, Passages in 
the Life of a Radical ; Dicey, Law and Public Opinion in England ; 
Elton, Survey of English Literature I76o-I8Jo.] 
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I TH_~21~~~~.)2! ... v~ll~~'J,]j)~,..,EIKST. 
• MOVEMENTS OF REFORM 

- ~~.,.!~·~~~~r*'"' (l " . (A-.o: x8is:is3o) 

. f" '. § r·. Unintelligent.Reac;tion;.;L8+S~r·8zz. __ .,_,.._ ' .. 
~ • _.,.. F!l Cl~ ri-o:~ ( ~~~ 

'{~]~·"$,e,x~r:1;¥~~~~"~?j~JgP~-~~,<;l,~t~trto~'~"w&x~~-a..glo:omy.~nd 
unhappy.,tune,--.wlilel'i •. g~v:e.;JJ.O.~.prQm,I~@;~Qt'l<!Q!f.J;~£.0.m!IJ1Gti9n 
that.Br--ita,in.sp~.~l¥rn~~s!e<l..:. They were all the more gloomy 
because men ha·d expected that prosperity would return 
with peace, and were proportionately disappointed when 
things became worse instead of better~·Merchants had 
accumulated stocks, in expectation of"'a 1a:rge demand froni 
Europe; but Europe was too impoyerished to buy. At 
the same. time the conclusion of peace brought to an end 
the large war-orders of the British and Allied Govern
ments. Factories had to be closed down; while disbanded 
soldiers and sailors had to be provided for. Wages f_ell; 
and the labouring class, already existing on the margin of 
subsistence, was thrown into grave distress. Poor relief 
was their Qnly refuge, and the ruinous allowance-system was 
more and more extended, while the rates rose by leaps and 
bounds. There were frequent food-riots, and rick-burnings, .. o 

and attacks on machinery ; indeed, the prevailing misery 
was so great that the surprising thing is, not that dis
orders took place, but that they did not take place on a 
wider scale. Even agriculture suffered .. The price of com 
suddenly fell 40 per cent., and many farmers,. who had 
made their calculations on the basis· of war prices, were 
ruined.# "' · '· 

No Government, however enlightened, could have found 
immediate and effectual remedies for this state of things. 

, Bu~~~r~~T~n;~s~;.m~nt:-~ot~r8rs~~~-no 
attempt even to alleviate .an;y part-o~ss save :the -
sufferings of farmers and landowners, for whose benefit it 
obtained from Parliament a new Com Law forbidding the 
importation of com when the home price was below 8os. a 
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quarte-1;. But this appeared, to the mass of starving work
people, a heartless aggravation of their sufferings : cheaper 
bread was the one bright spot in the gloom, and even this 
was to be taken from them. Encouraged by the prevail
ing distress, Radical agitation became feverishly active. 
Cobbett reduced the price of his paper; Orator Hunt 
addressed great mass meetings; Major Cartwright found 
many recruits for his Hampden Clubs ; and Spencean 
Societies sprang into being to advocate Spence's panacea 
of land nationalisation. In the eyes of good Tories, hag
ridden by the nightrnare of revolution, all this ferment 
seemed to prove that there was a systematic, nation-wide 
conspiracy for the overthrow of the British constitution. 
Government interpreted every cry of distress as a threat 
of violent revolution; and instead of taking any measure 
for the alleviation of distress, they persuaded themselves 
that they had to defend their country against anarchy, and 
launched a campaign of repression which almost gave 
reality to the imaginary peril they feared. For the peril 
was imaginary. The deepest impression' which remains 
after any close study of the period is a sense of the stolid 
patience of the British people under grave sufferings, and 
their steadfast avoidance, except in very rare in&ances, of 
any resort to violence. 

Po ular opinion laid the blame for the policy of Govern
ment mam ree ministers El on as erea , and 
S1 mout , an . no ritish ministers haye in modern times 
b~the..££jids oisl!<;:Jf.i~~a.~t:estatlo1i as~the~~e. three. 
Yet they were neither malignant nor cruel; they. were only 
unimaginative and blinded by preconceived prejudices. 
The ultimate result of their policy was to bring about a great 
change in the sentiments of large sections of the nation 
which had at first shared their fears of revolution, and to 
convince the sober middle classes of the necessity for large 
political changes. 

lt was Sidmouth, as Home Secretar , who was directly 
res ons1 1e or e e ress1ve s ste~ an 1 was e 
methods w 1c e a opte t at turned public feeling against 
Government. For Sidmouth depended for his information 
mainly upon 'paid spies and informers, who were often 
tempted to fabricate evidence wherewith to earn their pay. 
Evidence of the existence of a revolutionary conspiracy such 
as would stand investigation was conspicuously lacking. 

Thus in r8r6 there was a riot after a Radical meeting in 
'::. Spa Flelas, and a rondon ]Urywas asked to believe, on the 
f -
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unsupported eVidence of an informer, that the leaders of 
the riot had intended to seize the Tower of London and were 
g~:tilty of high treason. It co:Q.J,~ousJx.....Jefus,;~ .. ,!o_~con
VICt .. Y~t o_n th¥ ... ~tr~:qgtf.'P.[_~Is epiS'O'!l,e_,llaoeas Corpus 
~as suspe~. Ag.£!,~~. ma r8r7":-ttm:§_£Ie~ ... ~;~;;:Ised,_:an-: 
msurrechqn m Lancashire ;.£1IT:all"'Thar•'fiappened'Was a "' 
pitifillprb'cess.i<fn ... 'bi~undred starving workmen who 
set out to march to London, equipped with blankets, in 
order to present a petition to the Regent. They were turned 
back by troops, and some of them were imprisoned for 
months without trial. Later in the year there were futile 
little risings, by handfuls of men, in Derbyshire and York
shire; but it was proved in court that these miserable 
victims (some of whom were hanged) had actually been 
persuaded to take up arms by an infamous Government spy 
named Oliver. But the culmination ~ame)n_r8rg, when a 
perfectly orderly afi1l'~§Rar"$(d~~r5W<t~tl1~~r~~'aicale. 
d~n:!!~uiF~il?'t:'-~!f:ttr· iei<fS(J?ci~i~ ~'Mitncheste:, ·YJ 
was diargeairy yeomanry and hussars. ~s..t~~d. of r~J.?..T!- .r, 
map.C"§_I~_ilie n;.ag1s~tecilig.~~d ~g~d this cnmn}J-]1~11y, · 
or even mvestiga.'tmg'tiie case, Govern~tly con-

·. gratulated them on their vigour and resolution, and then 
_pr££eeq~£J.£..£ass t~~~~ !!:liarp~.!.,.!.~~. of six ... ~t~~-" 
.1(Ses1gned to. ma:re:~~,<:!, .. f'~1fatwhl';.Jt!tP.9.~§_Ib1~e S!.:' 
f lAc s we e cu mmahon o ~10d of reactwn. 'I hey 

or ade public meetings, . moned by a ord-Lieu-
teiian~, a Mayo~, or five justices, and increased the taxes on 
popular literature. Yet tt is noteworthy that even at the 
height of.the repression no attempt was made to restrict the 
freedom ofthe press. At the very worst the British people 
enjoyed a higher degree of liberty both of speech and of the 
press than existed· in most European countries. . 

In r8~~tw~ ep,is_g£~.~~ last oc~urred which gave some 
colour of JUstificatwn to the actiOn of Government. A 
grou e thirt des erate mad lot, 
known as the Cato Street Cons ira urder theCa met ; 
an anum er,o asgow Radicals, after creating a pamc in 
that city, offered resistance to a· body of troops in what-was 
called the Battle of l3onnymuir. But these events happened 
after a stupid and maddening system of repression had been 
maintained for :five years. Many Ileld that it was the policy 
of Government which_ had ca~sed~these troubles.; and _for 
that· reason these episodes dtd.-noJ undo, the 1mpress10n 
created by Peterloo ang,. the Six:', Acts._ Thewfioie' serie'PH 
eventS"atoU'seaTEerce'indigna~ion:.throughout the country; 
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and it was not Radicalism but the Tory reaction which 
received its death-blow from the infamies of Oliver and the 
brutalities of Peterloo. The solid opinion of the country 
began to forget its fear of revolution, and to come round to 
the view that far-reaching political changes were necessary. 

Meanwhile the confidence of the nation in its institutions 
was bei~g unde~im~cf in: ano~ther'~ay oy tlie character and 
concmcfoTlhe roya! !am!tz:-c'e£rgei'i'fha<l'ToSt11is· reason, 
lliS'"Sigfif ana lllS neanng, anJ had oeen In co:ri:f})lMe· Se~ciusion 
since r8ro. The Prince of Wales, who acted as Regent 
until George nr.'s deatni'n"'i82o,-wneh he succeeded to the 
throne as George IV., was a me~n.~.J?I.Q:flig<l~~~ ~derly fop, 
;for who!ll ~<??.s>c!Y. ~.?!:~Icrfeel)ny_g;~.p~Gt, He ha,_d long lived 
b.part from his jndrscreet an9.f()Olish~wi.f~. Such respect for 
}oyalty as survived-had CEmtred iii his only child, the gentle 
!J?r:!Q£~ss (parlotte, to who .. se,_§,. £S_e~. sj2_n_p~. op .. j lfe"' h'!-5i_ .. lo9ked 
torward with hope. J2.uth~r:~<it;.ath,..j.pJBI.7~~ad.destroyed 
these hopes. -There remained the six younger brothers of 
the-'R'egem, ·none of whom commanded public respect-

.Shelley described them as ' the dn=:gs of their du11 race.' 
\But none of them bad rec,()gnised childJ;en, .and until a 
da_';~~_!er, Princess Victqria, w.~. born tQ the Duke qf Kent 
}n I Ig~ttle...,.V~ty/success~or: to 'the th~one se.eme. d-i,nsecure. 
~any-prop?.esr~~,J~at ~..V:!t}!n:~ .a f~'Y . .Ye3£s~ rt}9].3.E£hy 'Yould 
fe extmct m Bntam. 
' The Erestig~ of the m.!_n~r.s.~Lr.e~~Efi! it2,J.Q.v.;.~t c.bl? when, 
6n ~nr:; .accesswn ot'""George IV., 5rs ~lT;:),J;lt Q\lf~ll returned 
from her unconve:ritiona1 wanderings on the continent to 
claim her roy?-1 rights, and the King not merely refused 
them, but instituted proceedings for a divorce in the House 
of Lords. It is needless to dwell upon this ugly and squalid 
dispute, which engrbssed the public mind during r8zo, and 
disgusted all decent people. Popular sympathy was all on 
the side of the Queen, but it arose less from belief in her 
innocence than from contempt for the King. And as the 
ministerial party supported the Divorce Bill, their already 
heavy load of unpopularity was increased. Crown and 
Government had alike sunk into public odium. --

. --;;.~ ~rogressiv;,J;:~i~;~:~~-;.i~ping_oL 
- .• ....:.......,_ ...:. -~--~,:-:__ - 'I . --~:: :~·..,""'¢:" ~ ~.r, 

In 1822 the dismal period of unquali!fed reaction came to 
. an end: --r:oi:crcastleteagh 'committed suidde; ·Lord Sid
~uthr'"'esigl'led; and, in. .~he reconstruction of the ministry 

' 
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which followed,· the younger and more progressive Tories 
obtained the upper hand. They wfi!re opposed to any far
reaching constitutional change; but they believed that the 
ascendancy of the landowning class could only be main
tained by means of a liberal and reforming policy. They 
now got an opportunity of testing the validity of this con
ception. They were helped by a revival of trade, which for 
a time put an end to the troubles of the previous years, 
_and they unquestionably did good and useful work. · 

~ . Canning_he.c.~me Fo~igp._Seg~;t~ry~; . and we haye al-t I ·1 re~2'Y:~~~~~g'®!~Jtli-'YJ:tic~:li!k@.Std~:)3ritam 
. th~ .. ~lia~212:TI.. of, fJ~.e,~orp_ag<unst£PAti_r_:e:,}.~~~p~~- . ., 
l Can~mg..!~<!.];fu;;.kw,§,.o~.~:~xh.CWY.~~~t..9LA:dam \:;., 
t$mitK:~na "a c!i;;~ipl~A~~E.t~<l:tQ£,,~~~e:::·f~.?.W·~~-(t-~};ie 
~oar'q"of Trad~, and b~gan tQ ~arry.mto--effectthe 1deas.of 
the Economists. Already, in r8r9, the extent of Ricardo's 
in.fitien-~e 'had been""'Sfi'Owil'wiieri~-c~~~fft~~llich 
Huskrsson was a member and Peel 'chairman recommended, · 
on the strength of Ricardo's demonstration, the resumption 
of cash payments, which a~. once raised the purchasing 
power of all wage~. ~F.-1{1:_~~-~<:_n.JqQ.k_~ ... s~?P-to\Yards 
freedo!fi ~£ tra,d~,.!Y. a bold ~e~!QI},..<2.f,..1;.\!~.J~,.-~.il by 

1 \modifyirig tlie Navigation Acts so, as to make reciprocal 
~ ¥1_a:ttgenreilt~iin'ttli~f~Po~efs~~f}9:5S1Ne~~4 This~w:rs ~h'ote-

\

. woffl1y~t11''lf-fi'ISf'Df~h,.iit'tli~~exc1Usivetrade-policy upon 
yvhich the British iin~erial system had been based ever since 

~Charles II. Meanwhile Sir Robert Peel,2 as Home Secretary,/ ;; 
had swept away"'5tdfilotrfli's~retcned'Sysrenio£ esP.!oitage~. -"' 
Rp1~t~~i1!~]~~#1Jif'.rfvi~if;gl,Xht.:'fi~al\._ 
Code, gmded largely'oy Bentham s legal~tud1es. No less 

l
thCJ.n;:<iitf!liund:te.d;.,ca£iEJ~Ofieri2~\\iere·'"afrol1She'd,:and 1 

E~glish ia w was relie~;(]_ ill"a'Targe'i:lleasure£~·-~~ vagery 
which had disgraced it. · 
· These were _real and substantial reforms-inspired, let it 

. be noted, by the teachings of the Economis.ts.'·and the 
:? Benthamites. But far more important was an0ih"er reform~ 

, which was primarily due not to any minister, bu:t:'tq,.~r:a;~;\ .t 
t ~~J$~·· ,Jtlf:~· dilig~nt. an,d.leame;d·~!ailor"-o£ . .c" . ~ring~&fos~, ,, . \ 
f was~one~oL:Sentham,s mpst .. m:tlln:ate~ ~.sctples. ; .. PTree*had '. 

! f;;~s~~o~\~ut1r 1~;~~~~~ii~iki::~\.:~u1~w~~ \ 

I 'the,Co~j~,l.~ti~~4Y~~~isb.~ill;l?~~d2 U,lliS,?.I3~JR~~2fk i -- ' ...................... ...........- . 

\
~ 1 Above, Chap. i. p. 308. ..,. 
! 2 There is a good short life of Peel, by J. R. Thursfield, in the 'Twelve 

English Statesmen ' Series. • 
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openly. 1 Working through his friend, Joseph Hume, a 
Benthamite member of Parliament, he got Huskisson to 
appoint a parliamentary committee on trade combinations 
and the export of machinery (which had hith<1rto been 
prohibited). Place organised so skilfully the evidence of 
masters and men which was laid before the committee that 
a unanimous report in favour of the repeal of the Com
bination Acts was adopted, and a bill givin% effect to this 

1recommendation -~s~ost unnoticed t§!~ugh ParHa-
en r 2 . ut there followed such an actJvity in the 

. ormatwn of nions, and such an epidemic of strikes, that 
many employers protested, and Huskisson appointed a 
second committee of inquiry, whose report was intended to 
recommend the cancellation of the repeal. Place and 

'Hume, however, once a ain_presented the case and arranged 
-t e ev1 ence w~t such skill that though a second Act, 
modifying the first, was introduced in 1825, it did not inter-:
fere with the right to form Trade Unions, which henceforth 

• became perfectly legal organisations, though their scope 
·was restricted. lt)s scarcely possible to exaggerate the 

iml?ortance of the repeal.of the Combination Acts in the 
social history_qf_tl;l!Lfuitish ~le. W~" shall see some of 
its results in later chapters. • 

The work of the reconstituted Tory ministry between 
r822 and 1827 had done-much to redeem the discredit of the 
previous years, and seemed to justify Canning's belief that 
the old political system could, if intelligently directed, restore 
health to the body politic. But the T~ry "oligarchy was 
restive and uneasy. Its members felt that they were being 
led along dangerous paths. They disliked and distrusted 
the foreign policy of Canning and the economic policy of 
Huskisson. Nor were they much more in sympathy with 
the ideas of Peel; but Peel was less dangerous than the 
others, because he was a staunch opponent of Catholic 
Emancipation, which Canning and Huskisson supported; 
and, as we shall presently see, Catholic Emancipation was 
becoming a very urgent problem. Even between r822 and 
1827, therefore, it was evident that no large measures of 
reform would be possible so long as the Tory oligarchy 
controlled Parliament. The events of 1827-30 drove this 
moral home more clearly, and at the same time paved the 
way for greater changes by breaking up the solid phalanx 
of Toryism. 

In 1827 the colourless Prime Minister, Lord Liverpool, 
· 1 See above, Bk. vnr. chap. vi. p. 220. 
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was disabled by illness, and Canl!!ng ,;> .. u.cce~5J.ed,. to his 
office. But Peerrefused to serve under Canning, because 

. oftheir difference on, Catholic Emancipation ; the more . 
extreme Tories went into open opp,osition; anq Canning 
was only able to forrp. · a ministry with the support of the 
Whigs, who contributed members to a cabinet for the first 
tirne since _r8oz. This w_a~ !he begiiJning!2.fthe crumbling 
away of the]ory ascelf.d~ncy:':"Bunne-oreacliin-·tlie party 
did'nol*lasf10ng.",.Ciimi.ug,~di,e9~after holding office for only 
four months (Augv,~t),.,;,.,an~attempt to continue the ministry 
underl:lisrDenct, ·Lord Goderich, failed; and in January 
r§~~ ll_l~Q~~L,'!2~i:w,s:!f:~iii'Ji:9"Wer,.,;w,itil;:tlii:J!'ulfe":" of 
'Y~~~n.~-~?R--~,. P,r~ITJ,.~ ... ,M}~!~J;;;~hat is ~ore, ~h.ey were 
reunited ; for .tlie r?EIJingit~s.und~,r"'f,[u?]HSS0ll.,J?J:P,Y.d.. the 
mj_ni.~try. But relations between the two wings were 'now 
so strained that in three months the Canningites were out 
again and had practically joined the Whigs. Among them 
were two men, Lm:d-Ralm~rston and William Lamb (later 
Lord Melbourne), who were to'be~ome'Whig Pri~MmisTerS:-

Wellington and Peel, however, still had a majority, for 
the Canningites were a party of leq.ders without followers. 
1\nd Peelwas able to go on with the ]J.olicy of Tory reform .. 

'\tn i8zS. he carried two measures of real importance. _J!e 
repealed the Test ?-nd Corporation Acts. and thus relieved., 
the D1ssenters at las1Jrom the political.disabilities under ; 
which they had suffered since the Restoration. And he 
carried out an invaluable reorganisation of the metropolitan 
police systeli!, creating a disciplined force in place of the 
absurd little bodies of watchmen under a variety of difierent 

~ authorities which had hitherto played with the maintenance 
of order. His system was rapidly imitated in other large 
towns; and the names of 'Bobbies' and 'Peelers' which 

• ~-,._-----~ ~~~·:-;:""'~:.-w~'·,p.~ 

are affectiOnately bestowed upon tliese guard1ans of the law 
are a pleasant memorial of the man who founded their fine 
tradition. 

Whether the Tories would have suffered· this reforming 
activity to continue it is impossible to say. For in r8zg 
their unity was suddenly strained ·and broken by an un
expected blow. It came, with a fine irony, from Ireland, 
whose claims had been overridden in r8or, and neglected 
ever since. (' 

§ 3· T!i.JI/(I:,,.f.J/!JL1~JJ11£!hc&!lJ.~~isrup#on of the ToryParty\ 
Tne Act of Union might pos~'"'f'mlghhpea€e·to .. 

Ireland if it had been promptly followed by ameliorative 
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measures, and especially if the tacit pledge that it would 
be followed by Catholic Emancipation had been honoured. 
Because this pledge was broken, the Union brought not 
peace but a sword. 

The evils from which Ireland suffered were o"f two kinds, 
sectarian and economic, but it was the sectarian questions 
which alone received attention from the politicians. Most 
of the disabilities imposed upon Catholics after the Revolu
tion of r68g had been removed between 1778 and 1793, but 
they were still excluded from Parliament, and from all 
important public offices ; and though this directly affected 
only the well-to-do Catholics, it was resented by all as a 
stigma of inferiority. An even more important source of 
discontent was the privileged position of the Anglican. Church 
in Ireland, and especially the payment of tithe, which was 
exacted from the starving peasantry for the support of an 
alien Church. Tithe was, indeed, one of the chief causes of 
the incessant agrarian outrages from which Ireland suffered, 
and Grattan had recognised that a Tithes Act must be an 
essential element in any reconciliatory legislation. The 
tithe problem was, in fact, the link between sectarian and 
economic grievances. 

Fundamentally the economic problem was milre im
portant and more dangerous than the sectarian problem. 
The population of Ireland had outgrown the capacity of the 
country to supply means of subsistence ; it had grown to 
7,ooo,ooo in r82r. This increase had taken place almost 
wholly among the desperately poor peasantry, whose sole 
means of livelihood was agriculture ; and the com.petition 
for land was so fierce that the tenants were utterly at the 
mercy of their landlords, who were mostly Protestants and 
often absentees, or of the numerous sub-tenants or middle
men who intervened between landlord and cultivator. The 
terror of eviction hung for ever over their heads ; to retain a 
chance of livelihood they had to pay excessive rents which 
left them nothing but the barest subsistence; they had 
themselves to carry out improvements which in England 
were undertaken by the landlord, and submit to see their 
rents raised because of their own improvements; while 
those who had the vote (as many had since 1793) had to use 
it as the landlord ordered, lest they should be evicted. A 
vicious economic system thus seemed to ensure the political 
predominance of the Protestant landlord class. What was 
more, it kept a whole nation in the most abject poverty. 
This was why the Irish lived upon potatoes, almost the 
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cheapest form of human food ; for roo acres of land under 
potatoes will support four times as many people as roo acres 
of land under wheat. It followed that any serious failure 
of the potato crop must produce terrible consequences, since 
the peasantry, living in utter penury, had no reserves to 
fall back upon. There was a serious famine in 1822 ; and, 
as we shall see, it ]J_ad important political consequences. A 
further consequence of these terrible conditions was that 
(as might be expected) agrarian outrage was almost endemic 
in Ireland, large parts of which were in an almost lawless 
condition. Time and again Habeas Corpus was suspended, 
and Inst).rrection Acts, which practically established martial 
law, were passed at intervals. These were merely attempts 
to suppress the symptoms of a deep-seated malady. ~ut 
nobody attempted to diagnose the disease or find a remedy 
for it, not even the Irish reformers. All their interest was 
reserved for the question of Catholic Emancipation. 

Sj¥,¥>.L£.cSm~9:-.,c .. a.~~s>l~~~l1~~~~.lifJ~~~il}~~-~~le,Pt 
the Catp.olic !]U~twn ahve P.YJ~e!t\10!!_~ to _PJLrhament_and 
in other-w=a;~-·In18o..r·-::fne'"'le!der'Si:lr~Ctn1r:lli0vemen t ... ~~ ........ ~'"""' ,_ --~ ~ y ~ ...,.,'f-.,......-._:5...-~.,. .• ~-""~- . -~"R~~-~-.,..- . .... . .;. . .,.<"!$ -

ras. assumed by~aniel- o~c~~l:~~ .. -~~-barrister of good 
~am1ly, who combmed~'f'fo't'Chnarigl'fts of popular oratory 
with gr~at tactical skill. Q.:f~:mnell was no revolutionary. 
Educated in France during tne::revo'lltt~~lie'"had 

1. ~~·~.._.,, '~~--~<A.~~~-i::.--·;£""".'!}'!'~'":.,'-·•'!f""·""'"'"•,"t"'~;>,...,.,~---w .·.~<"j!""'<·,. 

~~-~11!L1.2.:.l<?i\-.t~~."'"'~:!:Lil}~!!~PA~g,f,r-·Pf~<n~~~: .. ~n~ · aJl . his~ ~ 
ll_lfiuence_wa,§,_,\l§,~"S-£. .. E~Jr.P .. ,tb~ .... ~?..Y~~~Jl,t)Y.llll1!,\PC:8nstltu
honal channels. Nor was he an enemy of the Bnhsh con-
ne~f0i;;1lewanted to see Ireland, freed of her disabilities, a 
partner i.n the British Commonwealth. His eloquence and 
organising skill were to make him the leader of a peaceful 
revolution whose results were almost as important for 
Britain as for Ireland. 

From r8io onw:ards Catholic Emanci a · re eatedl 
· · ebate m e ouse o ommons. It was supported by all 
t re 1gs, an y progressive Tories of the Cariningite 
sch~~ ; and this was why Canning and his friends were so 
much' distrusted by most Tories, who regarded sound 
'Protestant' views as the. test of Tory orthodoxy. More 
than once there was a favourable majority in the House of 
Commons ; but, as the House of Lords was steadily hostile, 
the question remained an academic. Olle, I 

In r823 it suddenly cea~ed to~be.academic. FQ!'::Q~~.O!l,Q~!J., 
deeply moved by the famine of 1822, had resolved 'tctbfing -· 
. ........_~_ .... ;.,.........,...~- ........... ~-:.t..-~~~~~~~$~~~-n...~av.~ .~··t•':*'_.... · · ..... ~ 

· 1 There is a good short life of O'Connell by R. Dunlop in the 'Heroes of 
the Nations' Series. '· ' 
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the peasantry into a movement which h§td. hitherto been 
l m~ly middle-class .. He formed a . Ca~ho~i:_ As~ocic:~.tion _;. · 
~h1ch held great public debates ; he mVIt€0 c"Otrtftbtthons, 

under the name of Catholic Rent, from all classes, and an 
extraordinarily high proportion of the population, led by the 
priests, subscribed their monthly pence. No such nation
wide public agitation had ever been seen before in the 
British realms. O'Connell became a popular hero, the 
accepted leader of a whole nafion .. ·But the Orange North 
was also stirred into activity, and Orange Societies revived. 
Government took alarm, and in r825 passed an Act sup
pressing the organisations on both sides. With a lawyer's 
skill, O'Connell dissolved his association and formed a new 
oneein accordance with the law. And in r8:z6 he gave a 
dramatic demonstration of his power. He put up a candi
date pledged to the Cath!)liC cause again.J;t_ the powerful 
Beresford interest in Waterford, and triumphan:t.ly_£_agied 
the day. If the Beresfords could be defeated, the political 
ascendancy of the Protestant landlords was threatened. 
This made the Catholic question an urgent one in British 
politics; and this was why, in r827, the Tories refused to 
support the ministry of Canning, who was favourable to the 
Catholic cause. 

But a more sensational blow came in r8:z8. There was a 
qye-election in Clare · and O'Cogp:eil,~ though legally in
eligible, became a can7nd:ate ana wa?tritimpliantly elected. 
What had happened in Clare might happen in three-fourths 
of the Irish constituencies. Moreover, excitement was 
rising in Ireland to a dangerous pitch. The.LQtd:Lieutenant 

, reported that nothing could avert civil war save a concession 
to the Catholic claims. 

Wellington and Peel were driven to the conclusion that 
~-·the concessiOn must be made. Peel, having throughout his 

career opposed concessiOn, was anxious to resign, as a matter 
of personal honour. But Wellington, who looked at the 
situation like a soldier compelled to retire from a position 
which he has defended as long as possible, felt that if the 
retreat was to be safely conducted, the commanding officers 
must stick to their posts. And he was right : only his and 
Peel's prestige could have carried the bill against the angry 
opposition of the outraged Tories, who held that their leaders 

. had sold the pass. In r8:zo.. therefore, Catholic Emancipa-

'

tion um feFeed thFe.ugh__l_arliam'ent with the aid of t!Je 
whlgs and the Canningites, and Catholics were admitted to 
. :r:c;;!!:~~t'. ~d, with three excep~ions, to all public offices. 
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1 But the passage of Catholic Emancipation shattered the 
l Tory party.1I hacrnoniacitlrri~~to-gef"over-iWiritestine 

~', feua.s-~when··in I83o George IV. d1ed, and wassucceeded 
'-.by his brothet;--~i]Jt~gi:;Jx;~;)oile~~ill~if~ ~l~ims1cal 

I ('prince;- and'~tn:eriiost 'poptilat•mem ber··oVtne"'royal family . 
. The succession of a new King automatically brought a 
\ t gel?-e.r.§\!_. ~l~~<;ti_.on ;. and _:lY.i.tbJ~:;;"'.!~~~t~n_"'"~ ... ,JiW!"-cRes!SJ,d in 
t\B-J?~~~&~---=-~~~"-: 

•, _[~p~n,c~r..,WalpoJe,,.J.Es~£!%~Of~JJ.g?t:~~ sin£~ r8IJc(~~l~,) ;.,T~s. • 
Life><ofvBldon; Tern perley, Canmng·; ·"Stewa;rt;""Memotrs of Castle
reagh ; Bamford, Passages in the Life of a Radical ; Bruton, Peterloo ; 
Peel, Memoirs; Parker, Peel; Stapleton, Political Life of Canning 
(r822 to 1827); Greville .. Memoirs; CreeveyJ>apers; Croker Papers; 
Maxwell, Life of Wellington; Dunlop, Daniel O'Connell ; Lecky, 
Leaders of Public Opinion in Ireland (O'Connell) ; Sheil, Sketches; 
O'Brien (ed.), Two Centuries of Irish History; Wallas;Life of Place; 
Webb, History of!r!_lrJeJ!njenism.J 



CHAPTER IV 

THE NEW BRITISH EMPIRE IN THE ERA OF 
REACTION 

§ r. British Colonial Monopoly and the Movement oj 
Emigration. 

FOR more than two centuries the external history of the British 
Commonwealth had been dominated by an acute rivalry for 
colonial power and trade ascendancy, first with Spain and 
Portugal, then with Holland, finally with France and Spain. 
With the close of the Napoleonic War this rivalry came to an 
end. The rival empires had almost been destroyed: Spain's 
colonies were in revolt ; the Portuguese Empire. Qf Brazil 
was soon to follow ; France had lost everything save the 
West Indian islands, and the Indian trading posts, which 
Britain voluntarily restored to her at the end of the war; 
Holland, having lost Cape Colony and Ceylon, was content 
with Java, restored to her by the same omnipotent mistress 
of the seas. Britain, on the other hand, emerged.from the 
war with an empire the like of which history had never seen, 
an empire of continents and sub-continents, India, Aus
tralia, Canada, South Africa, linked together by innumerable 
islands and trading posts that girdled the globe. She was 
not only the first, she was almost the only, great colonising 
Power. 

For two generations she retained a practical monopoly of 
colonising activity. Russia, indeed, was consolidating her 
vast Asiatic empire during these years, and the United 
States were expanding to the Pacific coast. But in the sea
faring activities to which the European Powers had devoted 
so much of their thought, Britain was left practically alone, 
save for some spasmodic and unimportant ventures by her 
old rival France. Europe seemed to be content to leave the 
fortunes of the extra-European world in British hands, 
partly because her attention was engrossed by wars and 

338 
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revolutions, by nationalist struggles and attempts to attain 
self-government; partly because, after the extraordinary 
collapse of the European empires which had taken place 
during the half-century preceding IBIS, the belief was wide
spread that colonial possessions were riot worth the cost and 
trouble of acquisition. 

During this interval of two generations Britain was left 
undisturbed to consolidate and qrganise her amazing Empire, 
and to work out new principles of imperialgovernment, the 
development of which was to be among the most r~markable 
of her achievements during the nineteenth century. The 
formulation of the new imperial policy did not• begin until 
the great period of reconstruction opened in I83o ; we shall 
have to study it in a later chapter.l But even during the 
period of reaction certain new forces whlch were to have an 
important infiuence·upon tliis process of reconstruction were 
clearly emerging, and it is our business, in this chapter, to 
analyse them. · 

The first of these new factors was tl}e beginning of that 
immense stream of emigration which has poured out of 
Europe 1i1t01Ile non-European world duiing the last hundred 
vears: 
- . The eq,rly colonising activities of the European nations 
had not been due, in ;my large degree, to the pressure of 
surplus population; for until the nineteenth century popu
lation grew slowly, and the. European peoples were able to 

_ support themselves by the produce of their own soil. But 
the Industrial Revolution brought about, in most countries 
where it e~tablished itself, a rapid increase of population and 
a growing demand both for food and raw materials; while 
the dislocation which it caused uprooted thousands from 

. their traditional modes of life .. Emigrati<?n offered a relief 
· for these distresses ; and the growing demand for the pro

duce of the new countr:ies made it easy for the emigrants to 
find work and livelihood in their new homes. For the first 
time in modern history there was\ during the nineteenth 
century, a serious pressure of popuh.tion upon the means of 
subsistence in the old and settled countries of Europe. As 
the century progressed, and the Industrial Revolution ex-· 
tended its range, this. pressure grew ; with the result that 
the overflow of the European peoples into the non-European 
world took place on a scale unparalleled in earlier·history, 
and the empty regions of the worl_9 were rapidly organised;• 
settled, and brought under European influence. 

1 Below, Chap. x. p. 419. 
VOL. II. y 
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This vast movement of population began in Britain, 
because Britain was the starting-point of the Industrial 
Revolution. It was not until about r845 that the other 
European peoples took any large part in the movement, 
because it was not until then that the Industrial Revolution 
deeply affected them. But from Britain a continuous 
stream of emigrants was pouring forth during the distressful 
years after r8r5. It turne<f first, as was natural, towards 
the United States, and rendered possible the rapid settle
ment of t!J.e Mississippi Valley, where five new States were 
organised between r8r5 and r83o. But an even larger 
stream flowed into Canada, though. many of the Canadian 
immigrants passed over the frontiers into the United States. 
Some 20,000 settlers entered Canada yearly; in some years 
the figure rose to so,ooo. Large numbers came from the 
Highlands of Scotland, where agrarian revolution was in 
progress ; many came from Southern Ireland, especially 
after the famine of r822, which began the stream of Irish 
emigration on a large scale; many more were sent out at 
the expense of English poor-law authorities. Settlers of an 
excellent type were also brought out during the 'twenties by 
the Canadian Land Company, which obtained a grant of over 
r,ooo,ooo acres in Ontario, and sold lots at low .prices to 
intending emigrants. Its successful experience helped to 
encourage the scientific emigration of the next period. 

Towards distant Australia flowed a much thinner stream, 
still mainly consisting of transported convicts ; but the 
growing prosperity of the sheep-breeding industry brought 
a certain number of free immigrants, and from r82.4 onwards 
two Land Companies, like that of Canada, were bringing out 
free settlers to New South. Wales and Tasmania. And in 
r827-29 the first wholly free settlement in Australia was 
established at Swan River, on the hitherto untouched 
western coast, by a group of projectors who obtained a large 
grant of land from the British Government on condition that 
they paid for the transport of emigrants. The Swan River 
Colony did not. prosper, however; it is important only as 
an early example of organised and assisted emigration under 
the encouragement of Government. 

Meanwhile, Government had directly taken in hand the 
plantation of a large number of settlers in South Africa, 
partly as a means of relieving the distress at home, and 
partly to strengthen the hold of Britain over the Cape. In 
1819 £5o,ooo were voted for this purpose by Parliament; 
·and in the followine- vears some 5000 emigrants were taken 
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out. They were planted mostly in the eastern part of Cape 
Colony, near Port Elizabeth, which is still the most British 
part of the colony.1 The unquestionable success of this 
experiment greatly encouraged the schemes of systematic 
colonisation which distinguished the next period~ 

The. movement of emigration was but in· its infancy 
in the era of reaction, nor had the problem of financing 
emigration yet been scientifically studied. But already it 
was apparent that the pressure· of population at holl1e was 
bringing about a new activity in colonising work. It was 
apparent also that the sudden inrush of new-comers was 
creating certain difficulties· in the colonies in which they 
settled. In Canada the older French settlements were 
alarmed at the prospect of being swamped by an English
speaking majority, and this w~s one of the causes of the 
distressing friction _which grew up between the two races, 
and which ultimately led to the rebellion of 1837. In 
Australia the coming of free immigrants made -it impossible 
to maintain the original system of government, which '~as 
that appropriate for a gaol. During the long gQvemorship 
of Captain Macquarie (r8og-r8zr) New South Wales was in 
effect transformed from a penal settlement into a <;_olony; 
!he area.of settlement was widely extended; schools and 
churches were opened ; the first ban]< was started. and the 
first newspaper published. But in these conditions the 
despotic power of the Governor could no longer be main
tained. In r824, therefore, a nominated Legislative Council 
was established for New South Wales; in r825 Tasmania 
(where the_re had been a settlement since r8o3) was separated· 

·from New South Wales and endowed with a similar Council; 
in 1828 these bodies obtained c.ontrol over taxation; and 
meanwhile regular law courts had taken the place of the 
rough and ready martial law of early days. All this was 
the result of the incoming of free settlers. In South Africa, 
again, the plantation of English colonists alongside of the 

. Boers, who had for a century and a half lived a life apart, 
was one of .tne causes, though by~no means the chief cause, 
of the unhappy hostility between the two races· which .was 
to produce momentous results in the next period. 2 In every 
colony, in short, the stream of immigration was producing 
new problems which were left for the statesmen of the 
'thirties to solve. 

1 See the map, Atlas, Plate 64 (b). 
' See below, Chap. x. p. 426 ff. 
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§ 2. The Humanitarian Movement: the Miss1:onaries: 
• the Colonial Office. 

The second new factor which made itself strongly felt 
during tills~ period was the influence _gf the humanitgi~l!. 
mQvement, and of the many-sided missionary activity 
which began in the last years of the eighteenth century.1 

Humanitarianism had already won one triumph in the 
prohibition of the slave-trade, so far as British subjects 
were concerned, in r8o7 ; 2 and in r8r5 and r8zz the British 
Government succeeded in obtaining from the Great Powers 
a general condemnation of this traffic. Not satisfied with 
these v:ictories, the humanitarian leaders forthwith began 
to labour for the abolition of slavery throughout the British 
Empire. It was estimated that there were 750,000 slaves 
within the empire, chiefly in the West Indies and Guiana, in 
Cape Colony, and in Mauritius. In r823 a resolution was 
introduced by Fowell Buxton in the House of Commons 
condemning slavery as 'repugnant to the principles of the 
British constitution and the Christian religion,' and urging 
that it should be gradually abolished by declaring all 
children born after a certain date to be free. Parliament 
did not adopt this resolution ; but on the motion ot Canning 
it resolved that the slaves must be protected by regulations, 
and educated in preparation for emancipation. In accord
ance with these resolutions the slave-owning colonies were 
urged to adopt certain regulations. But this suggestion 
aroused indignation among the planters, who complained 
that their prosperity was being sacrificed to funaticism. 
Jamaica threatened to secede from the Empire ; Demerara 
suppressed the despatch, lest it should excite the negroes. 

But among the Demerara slaves a rumour spread that the 
British Government was going to help them. A pitiful little 
insurrection broke out in one plantation. It was mercilessly 
crushed; and when it was over, a Nonconformist missionary, 
the Rev. John Smith, was tried under martial law for having 
incited the slaves to rebellion. The charge was quite un
just; yet, after a parody of justice, Smith was condemned 
to death. He died of exhaustion before the sentence could 
be carried out. But the story of his sufferings rang through 
Britain, and did more than all the eloquence of the aboli
tionists to discredit the institution of negro slavery. 

Between 1826 and r830 the Colonial Office showed a good 

1 See above, Bk. vm. chap. vi. p. 222. 2 See above, pp. 222, 232. 
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deal of vigour in imposing regulations for the protection of 
· slaves upon all the Crown colonies. But they could not be 

imposed upon the self-governing colonies; the.. regulations 
proposed by J a~aica were so ineffective that the home 
Government refused to confirm them; and the recalcitrance 
of the planters completed the conversion of British opinion. 
By r83o the British people had resolved that slavery must 
cease to exist wherever the British flag flew; and in r833 
this resolve was translated- into the noble Act whereby 
slavery was abolished throughout the British EmpireY It 
had taken twenty years (r787-r8o7) to obtain the abolition 
of the_ slave-trade-not a very long period, considering the 
magnitude of the interests involved. But from the date 
of Fowell Buxton's resolution of r823, it took only ten 
years to achieve the abolition of slavery, at an immense' 
cost to the British taxpayer. Nothing could more trench
antly demonstrate the strength of the humanitarian move
ment than this remarkable achievement. 

So swift a movement of opinion needs explanation; but 
there is no difficulty in explaining it. The rapid awakening 
of conscience in regard to the treatment of subject and 
backward peoples was primarily due to the activity of , 
Christialf missionaries. Smith of Demerara, whose suffer
ings had had so great an effect, was only one of an army of 
missionaries who had been sent out from Britain to preach 
Christianity in every part of the earth, since the foundation 
of the great missionary societies in the last years of the 
eighteenth century; 2 they were at work everywhere among 
the backward peoples; and they naturally made· it their 
business to stand up for their simple flocks. In the slave
owning colonies their chief work lay among the slaves, and 
they saw at close quarters what slavery meant. They were 
supported by the subscriptions of every Church in Britain ; 
their doings were followed with keen interest by the whole 
church-going population, and at that date the British 
people were eminently a church-going people. Lette~s and 
messages from missionaries could be, and were, read from 
every pulpit. There could not be a more effective method of 
influencing public opinion ; _and the opinion thus formed 
was so powerful that no statesman dared disregard it. The 
British people were acquiring a new interest in the lands in 
which missionary labours were being carried on ; and they 
were learning to look at the problems of empire from a new 
angle-from the standpoint of the friends and protectors of 

• A~ove, Bk. vm. cha-p. vi. p. 222. 
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the primitive peoples, who had hitherto had no spokesmen. 
Beyond a doubt, the immense and growing missionary 
activities of all the' British Churches constituted one of the 
most potent factors in shaping the new imperial policy 
which was formulated during the next generation. On the 
whole the influence of the missionaries was salutary and 
beneficent. But in some colonies it bad some unfortunate 
results, notably in South Africa, where, as we shall see in a 
later cbapter,1 the bitter feud which raged between the 
missionaries and the Boers was the principal cause of a 
disastrous alienation between the two white races. 

The influence of the missionaries was especially effective 
because they had strong sympathisers among the permanent 
officials who directed the policy of the Colonial Office ; and 
t~ro.w.th.oLthe .. po.wer.oLtbe.ColQUiaLO.fik.e.constitutes yet 
another of the new factors in imperial affairs which were 
becoming powerful during this period. 

Throughout the history of the British Empire there bad 
been no elaborate central· organisation for dealing with 
colonial problems. From the Revolution period until 1768 
there had been a Board of Trade and Plantations, but 
it was definitely subordinated to one of the Secretaries of 
State, and, as the name of the Board indicated'; colonial 
questions were during that period regarded largely in con
nexion with trade policy. A special Colonial Secretaryship 
had been established in 1768, but it was abolished on the 
loss of the American colonies in 1782, and the old system 
was practically re-established. During the French Revolu
tionary War, however, colonial questions became•important 
in connexion with war policy. In 1794, therefore, a Secre
taryship of State for War and Colonies was instituted, to 
which, in 1801, all the colonial functions of the Board of 
Trade were transferred, the Board henceforward confining 
itself to questions of trade policy. Thus the clear separa
tion of colonial questions from trade questions was one of 
the distinctive notes of the new period ; and this implied a 
real change of outlook. 

The colonial department of the office of War and Colonies 
had a distinct staff, and a separate organisation; and as the ' 
political chief of the office was nominally responsible for 
both departments, and few politicians knew much about 
the innumerable scattered dependencies now included in 
the British Empire, the permanent officials of the Colonial 
Office were able to wield a great deal of practically inde~ 

1 B!llow, Chap. x. p. 427, 
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pendent power. Some of these officials were men of great 
ability and decided views. Perhaps the ablest of them was 
Sir ] ames Stephen, who was, during ,the 'twenties, legal 
adviser to the Colonial Office, and later (1836) became 
Permanent Under-Secretary. Even in the 'twenties his 
was the dominating personality in the office, and he wa.S 
very nearly the ruler of the colonial empire. Stephen was 
a member of the 'Clapham sect' of Evangelical Churchmen, 
who played so great a part in the attack on slavery and in 
the foundation of the missionary societies ; and his influence 
ensured that the power of the Colonial Office should be 

. uniformly exercised in support of the causes advocated by 
the Evangelicals, and in accordance with the ideas of the 
missionaries. 

An able, industrious, serious-minded man, Stephen natur
ally tended to magnify his own office. It was in his time, 
and in the sphere of colonial administration, that the inde
pendent power of what is called ' bureaucracy ' first attracted 
protest and criticism. And it is undoubtedly true that the 
Colonial Office in this period kept a very tight hold upon 
colonial Governors, and left them very little freedom to 
adjust their policy to meet colonial opinion. Nor was it 
enthusiastic about colonial self-government. · An efficient 
bureaucracy" is very apt to be jealous of political liberty, 

~because it is.sure that it knows what is good for the people 
it rules, better than the people themselves. In the earlier 
history of the British Commonwealth representative institu
tions after the British model had been set up as a matter of 
course iJJ. every new colony as soon as it was founded. 
Fifteen new colonies had been acquired since the Colonial 
Office obtained full control of colonial questions in r8or ; 
and in not one of these had representative institutions been 
established. · ' 

This departure, from the established tradition of British 
colonialpolicy was so striking that it demands explanation .. 
It was due partly to the unwillingness to give up power 
which marks all bureaucracies. But there was also a better 
reason. All the new colonies were in tropical or sub-tropical 
lands, where a small dominant class of white men lived amid 
a subject population of slaves or backward peoples. In an 
earlier age there had been no hesitation in entrusting self
governing powers to the white men in such cases, because 
there was no general feeling of responsibility for the protec~ 
tion of the subject peoples. But the new generation, in- . 
spired by missiol!.q.ry and humapit!lrian ~eal, WCI-5 determined 
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that British power should be used to secure justice for the 
defenceless subjects ; and for that reason it was held to be 
dangerous to permit unqualified authority to the white 
settlers in any tropical colony. In all new colonies, there
fore, in which backward peoples predominated, representa
tive institutions were withheld, and these colonies were 
administered as Crown Colonies, under the direct control of 
the home Government. 

The old ideal of political liberty was coming into conflict 
with the new ideal of social justice. Somehow the two had 
to be reconciled; and this was not the least of the problems 
which now faced the British Commonwealth. The great 
tradition whereby every British land was a. land of political 
freedom had to be revived. But it also had to be adjusted . 
to the new ideal of justice to subject races which was spring
ing from the work and teachings of missionaries and humani
tarians. 

§ 3· The Completion of the Conquest of India. 

In India the years we have been surveying were of the 
most critical importance : they saw the completion of the 
fabric of British power, the final establishment of the reign 
of peace, and the undertaking of a great work of .p.dminis-
trative reorganisation. · 

In an earlier chapter 1 we saw how nearly Wellesley had 
completed his self-appointed task of making the British 
power paramount in India; how he was interrupted when 
he had almost completed the overthrow of the Mahrattas; 
and how his successors, Cornwallis and Barlow,, were in
structed to undo as much as possible of his work, to return 
to the old disastrous policy of ' non-intervention,' and in 
particular to leave the Mahrattas to themselves. The 
result was an interval of eight years (1805-I8I3) highly dis
creditable to the British power. 

The Mahratta Powers had always- existed by and for 
plunder, and had never displayed either the capacity or the 
will to establish a system of just and competent government. 
If they had made good their supremacy throughout India, 
as at one time had seemed likely, nothing but misery and 
endless violence could have resulted. Warren Hastings l).ad 
checked this danger. Wellesley had scotched it. He had 
nearly succeeded in breaking up the Mahratta confederacy ; 
but the reversal of his policy gave the Mahratta chieftains a 
respite, and encouraged them to dream of reviving their old 

1 Above1 Bk. vm. chap. iv. p. I9f ff, 
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ambitions of supremacy. Meanwhile they gave their pro
tection to bands of irregular marauders who, from their 
bases in the Mahratta States, incessantly raided and plun
dered a great part of India, including States which were 
under the protection of the Eas~ India Company. Some of 
these bands were Pathans, drawn from among the fierce 
Mohammedan warriors of the North-Western hills. Others, 
known as Pindaris, were draw~ from among the miscel
laneous irregulars who had followed Mahratta armies in the · 
field. They numbered some 30,000. They were divided 
into bands who claimed to be attached to one or other of 
the principal Mahratta chiefs ; and the· Mahratta chiefs, 
~hough they repudiated all responsibility, gave them shelter, 

• and probably took a share of the plunder. 
It was profoundly discreditable to the British power that 

these murderous gangs, whose ferocity surpassed belief, 
should have been left free to wreak destruction not only over 
the who1e area not subject to British supremacy, but even 
over regions nominally under British protection. But the 
Directors refused to allow any measures to be taken against 
them, lest the result should be a new Mahratta war. The 
consequence was that British prestige, raised to its acme by 
Welles!~, underwent a serious decline; and while the Pin
daris became every .year more insolent and destructive; 
others also were encouraged to attack this supine power; 
thus the Gurkhas of Nipal 1 began to make aggressive raids 
in Northern Bengal and in Oudh. In the end non-interven
tion did not prevent war; after exposing India to a decade 
of miser)!' it forced on the biggest war which the. British 
power had yet waged in India. · 

Lord Minto, who served as Governor-General during the 
years r8oJ-r8I3, when the Napoleonic war was at its height, 
was an able and honourable man who hated the necessity of 
tolerating this state of things. But he was debarred from 
action partly by the strict injunctions of the home authorities . 
and partly by the· necessity for using his military resources 
in an attack on the possessions of France and her vassals. 
It was under his direction that Java was conquered from 
the Dutch, and Mauritius and its sister islands from the 
French. In India he confined himself to establishing treaty 
relations with the Sikh power under Ranjit Singh in the far 
North-West, and with the Amir of Afghanistan beyond; 
these negotiations were dictated by the fear of a possibl~ • 
;Franco-Russian attack on India by land. · 

1 ~~e the map, Atlas, flate 6~, 
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In r8r3, however, there arrived in India a new Governor
General who was to bring about great changes, during a 
tenure of power which extended over ten years. This was 
Lord Moira, later Marquis of Hastings, a man of fifty-nine 
known chiefly as a boon companion of the Prince Regent, 
and as a reckless spendthrift; but he possessed gifts both 
for war and statesmanship which made him a worthy suc
cessor of Warren Hastings and the Marquis Wellesley. 
His first task was to deal with the aggressions of the Gurkhas 
of Nipa:l. It took three campaigns among the high Hima
layas to compel these doughty warriors to sue for peace. 
But in r8r6 they made a treaty which has never since been 
broken, and became staunch allies of the British power. 
The kingdom of Nipal ceded the mountain district of 
Kumaon, but retained its independence; and from that day 
to this the gallant Gurkhas have supplied willing recruits to 
fight under the British flag in many hard-fought wars. 

The Gurkha war had just been ended (r8r6) when a 
Pi~dari raid took place on so large a scale and of so out
rageous a character that even the Directors were shaken out 
of their lethargy, and forced to recognise that this pest must 
be firmly dealt with.1 A band burst into Guntur in the dis
tant province of Madras, a British district which ha<l enjoyed 
unbroken peace for fifty years ; and in twelve days plundered 
339 villages, murdered r8z people with hideous tortures, and 
wounded or tortured 4000 more. This brought clearly home 
what had been going on in territories beyond the British 
limits ; and Hastings succeeded, to his infinite satisfaction, 
in getting permission to crush out the Pindari bp.nds once 
and for all, and to give the boon of peace to the harassed 
peoples of Central India. 

His instructions were to avoid, if possible, a war with the 
Mahratta princes, the protectors of these murderous raiders; 
and he did his best to secure their quiescence, and, if possible, 
their co-operation. The Peshwa of Poona, head of the 
Mahratta confederacy, might be kept quiet by the influence 
of the British Resident at his court, and (still more) by the 
presence of a British subsidiary force at Poona. Bhonsla, 
the master of Nagpur, was persuaded to sign a treaty of 
alliance ; Sindhia, the most powerful of the group, was 
reluctantly persuaded to promise his help. But Hastings 
did not trust Mahratta promises. He organised two great 
armies, the largest yet put in the field in India, which were 
to converge from the north and the south upon the fast-

1 for whp.t follows, see the map, Atlas, Plate 6:?. 
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nesses of the Pindaris in the Narbada Valley, and also to 
prevent the Mahratta chieftains from 'moving. 

It was well that he took these precautions. For the 
Mahratta chiefs could not resist the temptation to use the 
opportunity of striking a blowforindependence or supremacy. 
The Peshwa made a sudden treacherous attack upon the 
Resident at Poona (r8r7), but his 25,000 men were igno
miniously defeated by a British .force of less than 3000 on 
the field of Kirki, just outside the Mahratta capital, and 
finally overthrown at Ashti in r8r8. Bhonsla, disregarding 
his recent pledges, made a similar attack upon the Residency 
at Nagpur (r8r7), but was beaten off and defeated at 
Sitabaldi by a force less than one-tenth as strong as his own. 
Sindhia remained quiet, but only because he was overawed 
by large forces which dominated his fortresses. The 
armies of Holkar (himself a minor) were put into the field 
to help the Pindaiis, and beaten in the biggest battle of the 
war, at Mahidpur. Meanwhile the Pindari bands had been 
destroyed; and India was relieved of a nightmare. 

These decisive victories enabled Lord Hastings to carry 
out a settlement of all that part of India which had not yet 
been definitely brought under British supremacy, as far as 
the lin~ .of the Sutlej and the lndus.1 The treacheFous 
Peshwa was deposed, and his lands went to form the modem 
Presidency of Bombay; he was pensioned off, and went to 
live near Cawnpore, where he adopted a son who-afterwards 
won infamy as theN ana Sahib. The other Mahratta princes 
were allowed to retain their thrones ; but they lost some 

.territory, and they were compe~ed to abandon all Claims of· 
supremacy or tribute over the lesser princes who had so long 
suffered from their tyranny, and to accept treaties whereby 
they definitely admitted the supremacy of the British power. 
;Finally treaties were made with the numerous princes of 
Rajputana and Central India, whereby they all willingly 
accepted British supremacy, and, in return for protection, 
undertook ·never to wage war without the consent of the 
suzerain power. . 

In effect the long process of conquest was completed by 
these events. Henceforward unbroken peace, such as in all 
her history India had never known, .reigned over all the vast 
regions from the Indus to Cape Comorin. The long centuries 
of anarchy and turmoil were at an end. India had become a 
single realm, all but the valley of the Indus; and that was to be 
brought under the Pax Britannica during thepextgeneration, 

. ·-.:"' . 
' See the m~p, Atlas, Plate 6~. '' .. ,_:; 
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The period of conquest which had been forced on by the 
results of non-intervention did not end with the defeat of 
the Gurkhas and the overthrow of the Mahrattas. After 
Lord Hastings had left India in r823, his successor Lord 
Amherst was drawn into conflict with Burma, a land quite 
distinct from India, geographically and racially. Two suc
cessive Burmese kings had been extending their power on 
all hands since 1782. They had annexed the coastal district 
of Arakan, which lay next to Bengal, and Arakanese refugees, 
pouring over the border, had stirred up a good deal of 
trouble. In r82r the Burmese conquered Assam, a province 
closely united with Bengal, and Indian in character. Em
bassies from Calcutta tried in vain to establish friendly 
relations; they were always treated with studied insolence. 
The Burmese avowed the intention of conquering Bengal 
and Calcutta, and had intrigued with the Mahrattas. In 
r823, intoxicated with success, they began an attack upon 
Bengal. They had to be taught a lesson, and Lord Amherst 
undertook an expedition against them. It was ill-managed, 
and dragged on through three campaigns. But the Burmese 
armies had to admit defeat, and their King was forced to 
cede the province of Assam, and the two long coastal strips 
of Arakan and Tenasserim.1 {Treaty of Yandabo, !826.) 

These acquisitions brought the British power beyond the 
limits of India, into what came to be known as Further 
India : Tenasserim made it a neighbour of Siam and the 
Malay Peninsula. In this region British influence had 
already been established since the acquisition of Penang in 
1782. When the Dutch possessions were conquered during 
the Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars, it had appeared as 
if British power were about to become preponderant in this 
region also. That expectation was disappointed by the 
restoration of the Dutch possessions in r8r6, under the terms 
of the Treaty of Vienna. But Sir Stamford Raffles, who had 
brilliantly administered Java during the British occupation, 
was resolved to retain a foothold in these waters. In r8rg 
he negotiated with the Sultan of J ohore for the island of 
Singapore, which, situated on the very highway of the trade
route to China, was destined to become one of the greatest 
of the world's ports. Five years later (r824) a fresh agree
ment was made with the Dutch. The East India Company 
withdrew from Sumatra, where they had long maintained a 
trading station, and undertook to abstain from interference 
in that island. In return the Dutch restored the port of 

• See the map, Atlas, J;>late 6~, 
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Malacca, in the Straits, and undertook not to interfere in 
the Malay Peninsula.. In effect, from this date, the Malay 
States passed under a British protectorate, though this was 
not formally recognised till much later ; and the importance 
of this development was recognised, in 1826, by the organisa
tion of the Straits Settlements as a separate Presidency 
under the Governor-General of Bengal. They remained in 
this position until they were turned into a distinct Crown 
Colony in 1867. 

§ 4· New Principles of Government in India~ 
If this period was important in regard to the consolidation 

of British power in the East, it was still more important in 
that it saw the adoption of a new point of view in regard to 
the problems of Indian government. Perhaps it would be 
more just to say that there was a return to the principles of 
Warren Hastings, the wisest of all British rulers in India. 
For Warren Hastings had always respected Indian laws and 
usages, and had done his best to study and understand them, 
and to adapt them to the needs of the new regime ; he had 
held that the British Empire in India should be governed as 
an Iridian Power, and, so far as possible, through Indian 
agency. 

The_ iinmense acquisitions. of territory which had been 
made first by Wellesley and then by the Marquis of Hastings 
called for great labours of organisation. To meet this rieed 
there app~ared perhaps the most remarkable group. of 
scholar-statesmen who have ever honoured the British 
Government in India by their service. Among them were 
James Tod, long Resident in Rajputana, whose fascinating 
Annals of Rajasthan is the classic history of the Rajput 
princes ; James Grant-Duff, who placed the history of the 
Mahrattas on firm foundations while working among them; 
Brian Houghton Hodgson, who first se:t;iously explored the 
literature of Buddhism while serving as Resident in Nipal; 
H. H.· Wilson and J qrnes Prinsep, who were among the 
founders of the Western study of Sanskrit literature. 

But the great glory of the period was to be found in the 
work of four statesmen of a high order, Sir Thomas Munro, 
who reorganised the corrupt province of Madras ; Charles 
Metcalfe, who settled much of the North-West Provinces, 
acquired by Wellesley; Sir John Malgcilm, .soldi~r, admini
strator and historian ; and Mountstuart Elphinstone, per
haps the greatest of the group, who was respon_?ible for the 
organisation of the Peshwa's territories, ~d> the Presidency 
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of Bombay. All these men brought to their great tasks a 
profound interest in and respect for the history and tradi
tions of India. They strove to preserve and strengthen 
whatever was sound in Indian usage, and to work in com
radeship with Indians. 

They necessarily had to undertake, in the newly acquired 
provinces, the organisation of the land-revenue system, on 
which the whole structure of Indian government rested. 
And with one accord, though they acted independently, 
they broke away from the system of Permanent Settlement 
which had been advocated by Francis, and established in 
Bengal by Cornwallis.1 Their systems varied, and this is 
not the place for any attempt to analyse the complexities 
of Indian land-systems. But, like Warren Hastings before 
them, they tried to base their work upon Indian usages, 
instead of endeavouring to assimilate the Indian land-system 
to that of England. They saw also (especially Elphinstone) 
the value of the Indian system of village self-government, 
which the Permanent Settlement had almost destroyed in 
Bengal. 

But while, in this and other ways, this remarkable genera
tion of administrators respected Indian usages and tradition, 
they were not blind to the need of introducing the invigorat
ing force of western ideas into Indian life. In Ig24, at a 
time when high reaction was reigning in Europe and was 
only beginning to be qualified in Britain, Sir Thomas Munro 
could urge the necessity of giving Indians 'a higher opinion 
of themselves, by placing more confidence in them ... and 
rendering them eligible to almost every office.' This was a 
return to the methods of Warren Hastings, and a departure 
from those of his successors, who had laid it down that 
Indians must not be admitted to positions of responsibility. 
'We should look upon India,' Munro wrote, 'not as a tem
porary possession, but as one which is to be maintained 
permanently, until the natives shall have abandoned most 
of their prejudices, and become sufficiently enlightened to 
frame a regular government for themselves, and to conduct 
and preserve it.' 

For a period of almost world-wide reaction, these are 
words of a singular enlightenment. They meant that, in the 
judgment of some of the ablest of its servants, the British 
power'in India ought not to be a mere dominion, maintained 
for dominion's sake, but ought to be a means of serving and 
training the teeming millions whom fate had brought under 
its influence. The gifts of peace and justice, which were 

1 Above, Bk. vrr. cha~. xi. p. 142. 
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accruingto India from the establishment of Britishsupremacy 
were great gifts; but they were not enough. They must be 
reinfor<;:ed by the vitalising influence of new ideas, capable 
of stirring an ancient. and noble civilisation out of its long 
stagnation. 

The stirring was to come from the introduction of western 
learning; and it was in this period that the Indian peoples, 
especially in Bengal, began to be introduced to the science 
and criticism of the West. The work was begun by the 
English missionaries, who had made their way int<;> India, 
for the first time, at the end of the eighteenth century. 
Their advent was at first regarded with some distrust by 
Government; and the first missionaries in Bengal, Carey, 
Marshman, and Ward, had to betake themselves to the 
Danish settlement at Serampore in order to escape from 
Government restraints.· It was the missionaries who first 
Introduced the printing-press for the dissemination of 
vernacular literature. It was the missionaries who opened 
the first schools of western learning and began the teaching 
of. English as the key to modern knowledge. The innova
tion was regarded with distrust by some of the most en
lightened British officials, partly because they feared the 
unsettlir~g effects of missionary activity and of the acri
monies which it might arouse, partly because they held that 
India should develop her own great !fadition of learning 
instead of borrowing slavishly from the West.," For this- · .· 
reason, when, in 1813, Governmenti:nade its _first grant for 

.·.~ educational purposes, the money was for a time left unspent, 
and then devoted wholly to oriental learning. But there 
were some progressive Indians who did not share these mis
givings. In 1819 a brave Brahmin, Raja Ram Mohun Roy, 
who had, at great sacrifice, broken away from. the rigid rules 
of caste and convinced himself that the awakening of India 
could only come by way of western science, joined hands 
with some Englishmen to found a school of western learning 
in Calcutta free from missionary or sectarian influence.· 
The first particles of leaven had been introduced into the 
mass; and the powerful working of this leaven was to be, 
for a century to come, a more momentous fa<;tor in the 
transformation of India than all the wars and laws anCJ. 
policies with which we shall be concerned in later chapters. 

[Egerton, British Colonial Policy ; Dorman, History of the British 
Empire in the Nineteenth Century ; Kingsford, History of Canada ; 
Rusden, History of Australia; Muir, Making of British India; 
Roberts, Historical Geography of India;· Hastings, Private Diary; 
Malcolm, Political History of lniiia; Gleig, Life of Munro;· Arbuth
not, Munro's Minutes; Forrest, Select Writini?s of Elphirt's{one.] 



CHAPTER V 
THE TRIUMPH OF INDUSTRIALISM 

(A.D. r8rs-r8sr) 

§ 1. The Transformation of lndt1.-stry. 

FAR-REACHING changes had taken place' in British industry 
before and during the Great War. But it was in the genera
tion after the peace that the new methods captured most of 
the great industries, and affected most deeply, for good or 
for ill, the life of the whole nation. 

The essence of the Industrial Revolution was the adoption 
of large-scale production, by means of power-driven machinery 
in great factories, which could only be established and main
tained by a large expenditure of capital, and only worked by 
organised gangs of wage-earning ' hands.' Before r8rs 
these methods had fully conquered only one great industry, 
that of spinning in cotton and· (less completely) ~n wool. 
During the generation following r8r5 tl¢ey rapidly took 
possession of one great industry after another; and in all 
the great industries their victory was complete by r8sr, 
when the Great Exhibition proclaimed to the world the 
triumph of British industry. It is scarcely possible to ex
aggerate the expenditure of energy, industry and inventive
ness which brought about these results. We cannot here 
follow the process in detail, or tell the story of the myriad 
inventions which made these results possible. We must 
limit ourselves to considering the nature of the change in a 
few of the principal industries. 

It was in the textile industries that the revolution had 
started. But in the weaving branch of these industries its 
progress was slow. Before r8rs the power-loom had only 
been applied to the coarser kinds of cotton stuffs which could 
be easily standardised; in the weaving of more delicate and 
complex fabrics the hand-loom weaver still held his own, 
though his rates of pay were being beaten down by the 
standards of cheapness set by power-loom production. The 
hand-loom weavers carried on their desperate struggle down 
to the 'forties and even later, especially in the woollen trade. 

862 
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Bq.t their defeat was inevitable. It was ensured by a suc
cession of ingenious il)ventions-notably the French inv~n~ 
tion of the Jacquard loom-which made it possible to weave 
the most complex patterns on machines. By rSsr the 

_ triumph of the machines and of the factories was all but 
complete in all the weaving industries, cotton, woollen, linen 
and silk. 

In some aspects the change was, no doqbt, a change for· 
the worse. It meant that there was .less of individual crafts
manship, and that (in theory at any rate) the workman was 
1ess his own master. But in practice the hand-loom weaver 
had long worked fqr capitalist employers. And there were 
unquestionable compensations .. The big factory provided 
better conditions of 1?-bour than the small home-workshops ; 
it could also be more easily regulated and supervised, and, 
as we shall see, 1 the State was in this period undertaking the 
duty of supervision, which it had never been able to exercise 
in the era of domestic manufacture. Moreover the work
people, when grouped in factories, found it far easier to. 
organise themselves for mutu_al protection; the Trade Union 
movement has always thriven most in those industries which 
are organised for large-scale production. Even . on the 
social side,_ therefore, the change was not all loss; on the 
economic side it meant a colossal increase in the amount of 
wealth produced and available for_"!lse by the community.~ - ~ 0 

--

In the metal industries the change was as great as in the 
textiles. Before r8r5 most of the hardware trades that 
centred in Sheffield . and Birmingham had been mainly 
carried on in very small workshops; to some extent that 
is still the case. Large-scale production was steadily ex
tending its range in this sphere after r8rs. But, more 
important, a practically new industry base"cl upon the use 
of iron was springing into first-rate importance. The 
demand for the numerous and complex machines employed 
in all. the industries, and for the engines to supply power 
for working them, was creating the immense industry of 
engineering, which was necessarily carried on from the first 
in large establishments, and demanded the employment of 
substantial capital. After r825, when the export of 
machinery was first permitted by law, the expansion of the 
engineering industry became very rapid,, for, all the ~orld 
wanted to buy British machines. Engir'ieering was thus 
coming into its own, as the key-industry of the modem 
world, which lives by machinery. 

1 Below, Chap. viii. ·p. 394 ff. 
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All this involved an immense increase in the use of iron, 
and therefore in iron-mining, in smelting and in the manu
facture of steel-processes which could only be carried on 
upon a great scale. And the increase in the output of coal 
was yet more striking than the increase in the production 
of iron ; for all the new industries, and the iron industries 
most of all, depended absolutely upon coal, while the demand 
for it was further increased by the fact that the use of coal
gas as an illuminant, just beginning in r8r5, had become 
practically universal in every important centre of popula
tion before r85r. It was during this generation that coal 
became the essential foundation of the whole industrial life 
of Britain. 

It was these rapidly expanding industries which at once 
brought about, and gave employment to, the rapidly grow
ing population of Britain. For in the first generation after 
the peace population was growing even more swiftly than 
in the previous generation ; the population of England and 
Wales alone, in spite of increasing emigration, grew from 
ro,ooo,ooo in r8n to r8,ooo,ooo in r85r ; and practically 
the whole of this increase was to be found either in London 
or on the great coal-fields where the new industries were 
concentrated, and where towns were springing up like 
mushrooms. • 

Agriculture accounted for very little of the increase ; for 
in spite of all that the dominant landowning class could do, 
by means of Corn Laws and in other ways, British agri
culture was passing through a period of depression. Yet 
even in agriculture the tendency towards large-scale pro
duction under capitalist direction was very marked. The 
very depression of the period helped the process. For the 
farmer only held his own by making use of labour-saving 
appliances and new chemical methods of fertilisation ; the 
first introduction of these devices belongs to this time. 
And as only the man with capital could use these methods, 
the crushing out of the small man went on more rapidly 
than ever. In r842 and in 1845 General Enclosure Acts 
were passed, which provided cheap and easy means of 
bringing under enclosure the parishes which had hitherto 
succeeded in resisting the process. It was in this generation 
that the process, begun in the eighteenth century, was 
completed, whereby the $Oil of Britain passed into the hands 
of a small number of great landowners, while the work of 
cultivation was almost everywhere conducted by farmers 
owning capital, and the labourers on the soil were divorced 

• 
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from direct interest in the result of their labours. It.was in 
this generation that the Engltsh peasantry, after one last 
despairing outbreak of revolt, settled down into that stag
nation which has since marked them. 

It had now become unmistakably plain that the wealth 
and strength of Britain depended upon her manufacturing 
industries and her foreign commerce, not upon her agri
culture. The agricultural interest ,itself had obviously 
become largely dependent upon the industrial interests. 
Landlords drew compensation for the reduction of agricul:. 
tural rents in the -vastly increased revenues which they 
derived from mining royalties and from the sale or lease of 
the land on which the new urban population was growing 
up. The most thriving farmers were those who were within 
easy reach of the town markets. On the other hand the 
industrialists were not, or did not think themselves, 
dependent upon British agriculture. If only artificial re
strictions on the import of corn could be got rid of, they 
believed that they could 'buy abroad, with the products of 
their looms and forges, all the food they needed. British 
agriculture might go to utter ruin, and still, it would seem, 
British wealth would continue to increase. And in face of 
these facts the political predominance which the landowning 
interest still retained, down to and even after I832, seemed 
more unreasonable than ever, and conflict between the old 
order. and the new was inevitable. -

_ .~ § z. The Introduction of N e'lfJ _Methods of Tran_sport. 
--

. There was one thing which agriculture and industry had 
in common. Both depended for their prosperity ppon the 
development of more efficient methods of transport. The 
new centres of population could not have existed if they had 
been compelled to depend upon the slow and expensive 
transport methods of the eighteentq century; they could 
not have been fed, still less could they have brought to 
market the weighty and bulky products of their. factories. 
The invention of new: facilities for transport was perhaps the 
greatest material achievement of this astonishing period. 

We have seen 1 how the first advance of the Industrial 
Revolution had/been made possible by improvements in 

-roads and waterways, the old traditional modes of loco
motion which men had used since the beginning of time. 
In r8I5 it was still upon these devices that the best brains 

1 Above, pp. 122-3. 
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in civil engineering were at work. The canal system was 
almost completed ; tens of thousands of 'navvies' had been 
at work upon it for two generations. And now the road 
system of Britain was being re-made by a series of engineers 
of whom Telford was the greatest. New methods of road
making gave a hard and firm surface such as the old roads 
had never possessed. On these beautiful roads it was 
possible to carry loads which would have been unthinkable 
a generation earlier; while stage-coaches, travelling ten 
miles an hour, were making passenger traffic easier than it 
had ever been. 

But already mechanical power, which had transformed 
industry, was beginning to be applied to transport. In r8rz 
the first steamboat, the Comet, had appeared on the Clyde. 
Within a few years steamboats were being used freely for 
coasting traffic, and in 1840 the first regular transatlantic 
service was started. But it was only very gradually that 
steam ousted sails from sea-going traffic, because so great a 
part of the cargo-space in steamships had to be given up 
to coals ; and for this reason mechanical transport by land, 
though it began later, succeeded far more quickly than 
mechanical transport by sea. 

In the endeavour to find means of dealing with the trans
port problem on land, inventive men had long been· at work 
upon two distinct ideas, on the one hand the use of steam
power for traction by road, and on the other hand the use 
of steel rails, laid on a level track, whereon even the horse 
could draw loads far greater than would be possible under 
ordinary conditions. The combination of these two ideas 
produced the railway. In r8z5 a railway between Stockton 
and Darlington was opened, and at once a score of railway 
projects were set on foot. In r83o a railway between Liver
pool and Manchester was completed, and the success of the 
engine designed by George Stephenson, the engineer of the 
Stockton-Darlington line, convinced the trading world that 
the solution of the problem had been found. 

It was applied with an amazing energy. Many railway 
companies were organised. By 1837 the main features of 
the modern railway system were already blocked out. By 
1843 over r8oo miles of railway track were opened ; by 1851 
the figure had risen to 6500. All over the country armies 
of 'navvies' were at work, scoring the land with embank
ments, cuttings and tunnels ; there were nearly 200,000 of 
them employed towards the end of the period. It is im
possible not to admire the fierce energy of this achievement, 
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by which 6ooo miles of railway were built in twenty years. 
Sentimentalists bemoaned it; superior persons sneered at 
it, and said' I teld you so 'when a commercial panic followed 
the wild speculation which resulted from the railway mania; 
Oxford dons, Eton masters and solemn territorial magnates 
put obstacles in the way, and insisted that the vile thing 
should be kept aloof from them. But the steel rails were 
riveting the new. social order upo"n the land of Britain. 
They were linking up the parts of the industrial system into 
an organised whole. They were turning Britain into a 
smaller and a more closely united community. They were 
making the populat!on mobile. They were bringing home 
to every observing mind the dependence of the new social 
order upon mechanism. 

The railway system was brought into existence in a hap
hazard, unregulated way, by a multitude of separate com
panies, often at cross-purposes and fiercely competitive. 
There were some who held that the development of this 
vitally important system of national communications ought 
to be undertaken bv the State, or at least in accordance 
~ith an orderly .plari: devised by the State. Gladstone was 
one of these: as President of the Board of Trade, in 1844, 
he defin.tely-anticipated the acquisition of the railways by 
the State, and provided for it. But this was, in fact, 
!mpracticable. The new order had come upon the country 
with such swiftness that it was in being before men had fully 
realised its significance or the range of its influence. 

-§ 3· The Supply and Organisation of Capit~( 

No one ca:n reflect upon the enormous and febrile. activitie's 
of these years without asking himself, Whence came the 
immense resources in wealth which were necessary for carry
ing them out? Who found the means for the erection of 
all the great factories, the construction of the innumerable 
and costly machines, the payment of all the armies of 
nav\ies who were laying· out thousands of miles of railway? 
And these questions become still more challenging when it 
is remembered that during the same period British wealth 
was developing the resources of the .new colonies, starting 
land-companies and paying the expenses of emigrants during 
the period when they had not begun to support themselves; 
and that, at the same time, it was to Britain that foreign 
Governments turned for loans, because London had become 
the financial capital of the world, the apparently inex-
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haustible source from which wealth could be drawn for all 
sorts of purposes. 

There is only one explanation of these facts. It is that 
the British people were not consuming all the wealth which 
they were creating, but were laying aside a very high 
proportion of it to be used as ' capital' for the creation 
of new wealth. It was this fact, and this alone, which 
rendered possible the incessant increase of wealth-produc
tion, the working out of new devices, the opening up of new 
countries. Britain was making new wealth with accumu
lating rapidity on the tacit condition that she should not 
spend or use more of it than was necessary, but should put 
it aside for reproductive purposes, just as the farmer who 
wants to increase his crops must put aside a larger propor
tion of each year's yield for seed. 

So far as the major portion of the British peoples was 
concerned this abstinence or thrift was involuntary. The 
great labouring mass spent little because it got but a small 
proportion of the product to spend. In the growing middle 
class of professional men, distributive agents and managers, 
the habit of thrift was voluntary and deeply rooted, and it 
was greatly stimulated during this period by improved 
facilities for investment. Saving for investment ha~ become 
an almost universal practice among the middle classes, and 
it was from this source that a large proportion of the capital 
required for railway construction and other purposes was 
drawn. Among the wealthy classes-the landowners and 
the organisers of the great industries to whom the name of 
'capitalists' is (rather loosely) commonly applied-the whole
sale creation of new capital was encouraged by three facts:
many of them had incomes so large that they could not 
spend them ; the habit of personal ostentation was (in the 
manufacturing classes) restrained by social usage, and by 
the prevalence of the idea that a man's value was to be 
measured by the amount of his accumulated wealth; and 
the fascination of industrial enterprise and the pride of 
power formed with many of the ablest a yet stronger motive. 
These motives did not affect the landowning classes as 
powerfully as t~ey affected the industrial classes, because 
the landowning classes had inherited a tradition of splendour 
of life which was reflected in the great palaces they had 
scattered over the face of the country, and because they had 
a wider range of tastes and interests than the new manu
facturing class. It was therefore mainly the men of this 
class who created and controlled the immense body of new 
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capital by whose means the world was being remodelled. 
And this fact increased their resentment against the land
owners' ascendancy in the political sphere. 

Amongst the most important advances of the period was 
the development of means for' canalising' the natiop's un
spent wealth, and making the savings of all available for the 
maintenan.ce and expansion of industry. Two things especi
ally contributed to this end, the use of joint-stock companies 
and the rapid development of banking. Both took enormous 
strides during this generation, and both stimulated the 
growth of the habit of saving and investment. 

All the railways, gas undertakings and other public 
utilitieswere organised as 'Public Companies,' established 
by Act of Parliament. This fact gave confidence to investors, 
and these companies from the first largely drew their capital 
from a multitude of small investors. But there was also a 
rapid increase in the number of' Private Companies,' which 
began to be used for the organisation of industrial enter
prises too big for the individual capitalist. The Eighteenth 
Century had looked askance at this form of organisation, 
because it was held that there ought to be one man or a 
small group who could be held directly responsible in every 
industrial undertaking; and trading joint-stock companies 
had bee~ practically prohibited by the' Bubble Company' 
Act of 1719. It was only in 1825 that this Act was repealed, 
though it had long been almost a dead letter. But invest
ment in trading concerns was discouraged by the fact that 
the shareholder was regarded by the law as a partner in the. 
concern, responsible in all his property for its gndertakings, 
in spite of the fact that he could have no effective voice in 
controlling its operations. Investors were therefore inclined 
to be shy of industrial concerns until in 1837 an Act per
mitted the formation of Limited Liability Companies, in 
which the investor risked only the amount of his investment. 

The development of the banking system was even more 
important as a means of stimulating industry than the 
growth of joint-stock companies; for when men acquired 
the habit of depositing their money in banks instead of 
keeping it in strong..:boxes, the bankers could keep it con
stantly employed in making advances to traders. When 
the period opened there were already some hundreds of 
banks in England. But they were all, except the Bank of 
Erigland, small private banks, whose proprietors often had 
not enough capital to give adequate security to their cus
tomers. The creation of joint-stock banks was prohibited 
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by law, in order to prevent any rivalry with the Bank of 
England. In 1826 Huskisson removed the prohibition from 
districts more than sixty-five miles from London, and in 1833 
this limitation was withdrawn. The result was that joint
stock banks, backed by adequate capital, grew up in large 
numbers, and the whole of the richer and middle classes 
quickly acquired the habit of depositing their money with 
the banks. The average amount of deposits in the banks 
rose until it reached almost £3oo,ooo,ooo in 1851. And most 
of this was available for advances to industry. In a very 
large degree the rapid progress of British industry during 
this period was due to the increase of banking facilities. 

The development of joint-stock companies and the growth 
of the banking system between them secured that almost 
the whole of the unconsumed wealth of Britain was con
stantly available for use, instead of being locked up in un
productive forms. Capital became more and more fluid 
and easily handled, and this made vast enterprises possible 
which in any earlier age would have been out of the question. 

Thus the two great factors which have rendered possible 
the gigantic undertakings of the modern world, engineering 
skill and freely disposable capital, were simultaneously being 
brought into operation. And because this had happened 
in Britain before it happened in any other country, Britain 
became for a time not only the world's workshop, but the 
world's financial centre; and it was mainly in London that 
the levers were worked by which the processes of trade and 
industry throughout the world were regulated. It was to 
London that foreign Governments turned when they wanted 
to float loans ; and bills on London were becoming the 
means whereby commercial transactions in all parts of the 
world were carried on. Moreover, it was mainly through 
London, and the delicate and flexible machinery of finance 
which London controlled, that the means were found for 
rapidly opening up and developing the new countries of the 
world, for bringing the surplus population to the fields which 
awaited their labour, for equipping these lands with railways 
and other modem facilities, and for organising the marketing 
of their products. 

§ 4· The Paradox of Popular Distress. 

In the country which was displaying all this boundless 
energy and fertility of resource, and which was heaping up 
this colossal pyramid of wealth and economic power, a very 
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large proportion of the population-now multiplying ·at a 
pace hitherto unparalleled in history-were suffering from 
distresses such as their ancestors had never known. Tens 
of thousands of them were annually pouring out of the 
country in the hope of finding happier homes elsewhere; 
and those who remained seemed, throughout this genera
tion, to be always on the verge of violentrevolt. Here is a 
paradox which needs to be explained; and the best minds 
of that generation w~re much exercised by the attempt to· 
explain it. 

Some took refuge in mere fatalism. These distresses, they 
held, were the inevitable price that had to be paid for pro
gress ; ' the poor ye have always with you ' ; ' population 
always presses hard on the means of subsistence.' Others, 
with an optimism almost as deadening as.this fatalism, held 
that these evils were· the necessary result of a rapid transition, 
but that they would disappear if only the economic forces 
which were transforming society were allowed free play, and 
emancipated from outworn restrictions and from the well
meaning but mischievous meddlings of Government. Yet 

. oth~rs, distressed by the spectacles of. ugliness and cruelty 
which surrounded them, contented themselves with reviling 
the whoJ.e process which had brought about such results, 
with denoui1cing mechanism and the 'cash nexus,' an.d with 
praying vaguely butfervently for the coming of some kingly 
man who should, in some undefined way, lead. the people 

_ back into happiness. The most intelligent among the 
· .· labouring and suffering mass were convinced that the whole • 

·system of society .was fundamentally awry, and must be 
completely reconstructed; and, indeed, it was obvious to 

·the point of platitude that there was something radically 
wrong in an order of things in which the creation of immense 
wealth was not bringing well-being to those whose labour' . . . . 
created it. But the rev.olutionary leaders whose guidance 
the working-class was accepting during this period were too 
often content merely to revile the greed of' capitalists,' not 
realising that the moral condemnation of a whole class is 
always unhelpful. They did not s_uggest how the needful 
capital could be set. aside ·if the existing methods were 
abandoned. They demanded vaguely that Society should 
be reconstructed, but had no clear plans for reconstruction. 

Indubitably the wealth ·which the British nation was 
creating was not justly divided among its members. If it 
had been justly divided, it is certain that nearly all of it 
would have been consumed as fast as it was created ; there 
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would have been little or no capital available for expansion, 
and therefore no increase in the divisible wealth. This is 
not a justification of injustice; it is the statement of a hard 
fact, which had to be recognised. The rapid increase of 
British wealth was perhaps unhealthy. But it was due to 
the immense scale on which new capital was created, and 
this in its tum was partly due to the inequality of distribu
tion. 

Why was the distribution so grossly unequal ? Why was 
so great an increase of wealth accompanied by so much 
suffering ? The causes were manifold, and not simple or 
easily removed. There was a tradition of low wages and of 
a low standard of life, which descended from the Great War, 
and was maintained by the ruinous influence of the Poor 
Law system; and this influence was not overcome until 
some time after the new Poor Law had been enacted in r834. · 
The extraordinary increase of population, in conjunction 
with the incessant invention of new labour-saving devices, 
meant that there was always a surplus of labour which kept 
wages low. Com!?_i!lation aii10!lg the workpeople for collec-

/ , tive bargainiiig-(:~vhich was the only available remedy for 
· \,these conditions) was prohibited by law until r825 ; after 

. i825, and. until r848, the power of industrial cmpbination 
: was mainly used to forward vague and visionary schemes of 
wholesale revolution, and it was not until the next period 
that the Trade Unions settled solidly down to win improved 
conditions in one trade after another. The very swiftness 
with which the economic change was taking place neces
sarily involved acute suffering. It is hard to see by what 
means the agonies of the hand-loom weavers, for example, 
could have been mitigated during the period when their 
trade was being destroyed by thecompetition of the machines. 
No device could have done more than prolong the agony, 
like stimulants administered to a dying man. And finally, 
the new economic order was subject to oscillations, to cycles 
of good and bad trade, unlike anything that had earlier been 
known. Men had not seriously begun to study or lmder
stand this cyclical movement of trade, and until that was 
done no effective measures could be taken to g·uard against 
the recurrent periods of distress and unemployment. 

All these considerations help to account for the cruel 
paradox of the juxtaposition of misery with increasing 
wealth. But they could not justify the acceptance of such 
conditions, as part of the order of nature; rather they formed 
a challenge to the wisdom and humanity of the whole com-
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munity-a challenge which had to be taken up, if the British 
people were to regain social health and freedom. We shall 
see that the challenge was not disregarded, though the find
ing of the true remedies was to prove a slowt and toilsome 
task. 

[Fay, Life and Labour in the Nineteenth Century; Marshall, 
b~dust'l'y and Trade; Cunningham, Growth of English Jnd'ltstry and 
Commerce; Porter, Progress of the Nation; Smiles, Lives of the 
Engineers ; Taylor, Factory System ; Chapman, Lancashire Cotton 

- Industry; Buxton, Finance a11d Politics.] 



CHAPTER VI 

EUROPE IN REVOLUTION 

(A.D. 1830-1850) 

§ r. Britain and the Continent. 

IN 1830 Britain and Europe suddenly and simultaneously 
entered upon a new political era. Britain. overthrew the 
Tory oligarchy, and embarked upon twenty years of strenu
ous reconstructive work, national and imperial. Europe 
revolted against Metternich's repressive system, and passed 
into a period of violent and largely futile revolutions. In 
many ways the European revolutions affected the British 
reconstruction ; they also influenced deeply the relations 
between Britain and her neighbours, and the direction of 
British foreign policy; they formed a very significant 
background to the reforming activity which we s:Q.all survey 
in the following chapters. 

Since r8r5 the reactionary Powers, led by Metternich, had 
succeeded in keeping Europe in the strait waistcoat of the 
Vienna settlement, and in repressing the liberal and 
nationalist movements which menaced its stability. But 
these movements were by no means quelled; they were 
growing stronger year by year ; and they were now to show 
their potency in two revolutionary outbursts, the first of 
which, in 1830, affected a great part of Europe, achieved 
definite results in two countries, and brought about the first 
serious breaches in the settlement of r8r5 ; while the second, 
in 1848, seemed for a moment to have brought down the 
whole system of .absolutism in ruins, everywhere outside 
Russia. The interval between these outbreaks was dis
turbed by acute diplomatic controversies ; while, under
ground, revolutionary agitation went on without a pause. 

On the surface there was a remarkable correspondence 
between the course of events on the Continent and the course 
of events in Britain. The Tory ascendancy in Britain from 
r8r5 to r83o ran paralle1 with the ascendancy of the Metter
nich system on the Continent. The European revolutions 
of r83o took place at the same moment as the fall of the 

3Gl 
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Tories. The revolutionary agitation which was at work in .,._..... 
Europe between r830 and 1848 had its parallel in the 
working-class agitations, especially the Chartist movement, 
which were at work in Britain. And the' European revolu
tions _of ... r848.syn_J:hroni~~d-"':ij:h_the_fiilal:-denioilstration of 
tl1eChartists. 

· Birtthe resemblances between Britain ahd the Continent 
were less significant than the differences. Even the years 
I8I5-I822 saw no such silencing of discussion in Britain as 
took place on the Continent; and there was n9 continental 
parallel to the useful reforms of the younger Tories between 
r82'? and '1830. The British revolution of 1830-32 was · 
effected by constitutional means, and (apart from a little 
rioting) without violence; ·whilst its results were permanent, 
and were loyally accepted by the defeated party. Unlike 
the revolutionary agitation on the Continent, the Chartist 
movement in Britain was not driven underground by any 
suppression of speech or writing, but was carried on openly 
and publicly, as a national debate. And the result was that 
when in r848 soldiers were out and barricades were up in 
the streets of most of the capitals of Europe, all that happened 
in Britain was a big public meeting and the passage of three 
cabs throu.gh the streets of London with a petition to Parlia
ment. The contrast between the results attained was even 
more striking than the contrast between: the methods of dis-

r 
cnssion pursued on the Continent and in the Islands. For 
while the wars and tumults of Europe seemed to lead to 

1 very little definite result, in Britain there had been achieved, 
i by r85o, areal transformation of the political and "social 
1- order. 

1- ·This led to a· great increase in the prestige of Britain. 

J 
Her institutions appeared to possess a stability and an 
elasticity which became the envy of other peoples. They 
had already shown their stability during. the long wars. 
Now, at a time when.fevered violence reigned everywhere t 
else, they showed not only stability but a capacity for 
orderly and consiclered progress which' gave fa~ better · 
results than violen'te was able to obtain anywhere else. 
Briti::;h institutiol}~ th.erefQr~_hecani.e-the-model-upon-whiGh 
m"''ir::of:the·-E~topeiD:States-reGonstructed:thei-r~syste:ins 
during the yea:fs followinrz rSso. . · .. 

. ·--- .. . /§ 2. The ;evoluti~ns ~f...J-§39· ·. 

The sig~al f()rJI;i~~i"83o~a~·-giv~n):>y .France, 
. the ~-tf:kr:()w l~dged .. tor~~;Qe~rer.,.oJ-r~vo!utiQn. Charl,e§ ..... ~ ., 

........... -
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the second of the restored Bourbon kings, unwilling to sub
mit to the restraints of the parliamentary regime which had 
been established by charter in 1814, issued a series of 
Ordinances (July 1830) which overrode some vital provisions 
of the charter. Thereupon a sudden revolt flamed up in 
Paris ; barricades were raised in the narrow streets ; in 
four days the resistance of Government collapsed; and 
Charles x. fled to Britain, the refuge equally of exiled 
monarchs and of banished agitators. In his place Louis 
Philippe, head of the Orleanist branch of the Bourbon line, 
was raised to the throne by a parliamentary vote. The 
leaders of this swift and peaceful revolution prided them
selves upon the closeness with which they had followed the 
British model of 1689 ; they made the minimum of change, 
but they substituted for a divine-right king a king dependent 
upon Parliament. France had become a liberal State. 

The revolution of July gave an immediate stimulus to 
revolutionary outbreaks in Belgium, Poland, Italy and 
Germany. But it also had important effects in Britain. 
It took place at the moment of the critical parliamentary 
election of 1830 ; and the quietness with which it was 
effected, and the moderation with which it was used, showed 
that constitutional change need not necessarily be followed 
by September Massacres and Reigns of Terror, • and thus 
destroyed a bugbear which had long been an obstacle to 
reform. The Whi& vihtory in the election of 1830 was partly 
due to the events m .P-rance. Moreover the Whig Govern
ment in Britain hastened to make friends with the new 
Government in France, and for the next ten years the e.nte.nte. 
between the two liberal Powers of the West was one of the 
determining factors in the politics of Europe. Lord 
Palmerston, the Whig Foreign Secretary, was a disciple of 
Canning, and, like Canning, he hated the Metternich system. 
But Palmerston went further than Canning. He adopted 
with zest the policy of giving support to both liberal and 
nationalist movements ; and the entente with France greatly 
strengthened his hands . 

....._ The first test of the- value of the entente was afforded 
' the e Ian revolution, w 1c ro e out as the si rial. 

o revo wa gi en m ans. _ e li!an national fee mg w~s 
Uriifed in o osition to the subordination to Holland ·ch 

a een impose upon e gmm by the Treaty of Vienna. 
Encouraged by the success of the revolution in France, the 
Belgians suddenly broke into revolt, declared their inde
pendence, and set up a parliamentary system modelled on 
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that o(Britain. The authority of the Dutch Government 
collapsed. But if the League of Powers to preserve the 
Vienna settlement had been intact, the Belgians would not 
have been able to make good their independence. -As it was, 
France and Britain united in supporting them, while Austria 
and Russia were occupied by revolts in Italy and Poland. 
The problem was discussed at a conference at London, 
and the Eastern Powers reluctantly consented (r83r) to 
recognise the independence of Belgium,~with the proviso 
(which was meant as a safeguard against French aggression) 
that Belgium should be made a permanently neutral State 
like Switzerland, under the conjoint guarantee of the Great 
Powers. The King of Holland would not for some years 
accept this settlement, claiming the inviolable Treaty of 
Vienna as his warranty, and a French army and a·British 
fleet had to be put in motion ere he would submit. But in 

· 1839 the settlement of 1831 was, with slight modifications, 

l confirmed. The first great breach in the Vienna settlem~nt 
had been made; and it had been made by the co-operation 
of France and Britain. 

. Then': _were revolutionar:Y""'ID2..Y~W .. ~,.,~J?..,o,)n ... Haly,~G~r-. 

, :~:rv~rre~ ~~~a.1~~·~,~~~~!n~~1~~zr~:~:~~~~~~!~:e~~ 
rsar Nicholas seized upon the excuse to suppress the Polis'h 
system of government, which had been guaranteed by the 
Treaty of Vienna ; and thus a second breach was· made in 
that sacrosanct document .. But.,the ~_elgjan,.'Rr.:.each,,.-m<:t._<l~- ._ 

;r under the protection of !h.s..,We?lern.P.o;w,~::;.,...:\i:~f!.-~hange 
'il}:-tne-diiection"'of'liberalism; the Polish breach, made by 
an- agreemenCamon£(tlie:E'istern Powers, was a change in 
the direction of absolutism. Henceforward exiled Poles 
became the fanatical advocates of revolution in every 
European country. 

· Indeed, the chief results of the revolutions of 1830 and 
1831 ·was the definite breakdown of the combination of 
Europe to maintain the sanctity of the settlement of r8rs. 
T~ gre~~ L~aguL,Qi.P.,owers~oL:r8rs,_was"':'!?I.oke~o-~ 
s1::iarply contra? ted grouRS ,: th~ two Western ~owers were 

.. the" pr9claimed _friend& ... Of-hberaLand .•. nationaiist-cails'es'; 
the three Eastern Powers were their declared enemies . ..J 

I/ '1_!1Tleacl~rs orth~~~P~'Y&l~_J3ritain a'iicLRussia, 
'( ~hi<?]i no~~~!..l.!.J11 ~arked ri~]~Y.!h .• \!&~~j_o~~st 

. tliiough?ut _t~e !!I!1$~~~~Y·-T?ar,Nic!w.la§).,,mas~er 
of the VEt )andlocked.Russian-Empire, -was-a·more·stern 
€J:~<!ir!g §_e!e~~ C!l<!&~t~~t~than Me_!t~rnich~h~i!E.:_ 
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self. Lord Palmerston, who controlled British foreign policy 
during the greater part of the next period, was a restless and 
self-con:hdent man, eager to have a fi:1gcr in every pie, and 
ready to encourage every liberal movement on the Continent, 
though he was quite indifferent to reform movements at 
home; and the monarchs of Europe learnt to regard him 
with fear and distaste, as the fomenter of unrest. The 
general rivalry of Russia and Britain was made more acute 
by Russia's steady advance in Central Asia, where her pro
gress aroused the alarm of the Government of India; while 
in Europe Nicholas was bent upon fulfilling the ancient 
ambition of Russia, by establishing his ascendancy over the 
Turkish Empire. So acute did the rivalry become between 
the continental despotism and the oceanic commonwealth 
that the diplomatic history of the next five-and-twenty 
years has been described as a long duel between Palmerston 
and Nicholas, the one representing liberalism, the other 
autocracy. That is an exaggerated way of stating the case, 
but it is not without an element of truth. 

§ 3· The Eastern Question in a New Phase. 

During the half-century from r830 to r88o the subject on 
v. ~ich the rivalry of Britain and Russia was most c~nstantly 
di~ ulayed was the Eastern Question, the problem of the 
future of the Turkish Empire. Except for a moment under 
Pitt,1 Britain had never taken any deep interest in the 
Turkish problem. Now, under the impulse of her fear of 
Russia, she came to regard the maintenance of the inde
pendence and integrity of the Turkish Empire as a vital 
British interest, almost the main principle of her foreign 
policy. This policy was enthusiastically adopted by 
Palmerston, and was maintained by all his successors, of 
both parties, until Gladstone broke away from it in r878; 
and it is necessary to understand how it came to be adopted. 

In r83o the Turkish Empire seemed to be on the eve of 
dissolution. !t had been helpless against the Greek revolt, 
until the Sultan called in the aid of his very independent 
vassal, Mehemet Ali of Egypt. It had been still more help
less against the invading Russian armies of r8z8 and r829, 
and had been forced to accept a humiliating peace, and to 
promise an indemnity which it had no means of paying. 
Dissolution threatened the Turkish Empire on two sides : 
on the one side was the menace of Russia, on theother the am-

1 See above, Bk. vrr. chap. viii. p. I 14. 
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I~ bition of the Sultan's unruly vassal, Mehemet Ali of. Egypt. 
Since the time, of Catherine II. it had been the aim of Russian 
policy to get control over Constantinople. Nicholas r. shared 1"\ ' 
this ambition, but he knew that the other Powers would not 
willingly allow him to attain his end by conquest.· He aimed, ~~ ~ 
therefore; at bringing Turkey under a sort of Russian protec- v'" J torate ; and the threatening power of Mehemet Ali offered 
him an opportunity of achieVing this aim. · 

Mehemet Ali was a ruthless oriental despot, but he was 
also a very able man. He had brought all the resources of 
Egypt under his control, and he devote~ all the wealth which 
he drew from a pitiless explo~tation 'of his subjects to the 
organisation of a great military power. Seen from a dis
tance, his rule seemed to compare very favourably with 
that of the Sultan, or any other Eastern potentate. The 
'French, who had taken a special interest ig Egypt ever since J 
Napoleon's expedition, made him their protege, and hoped 
throu h him to establish their influence · e Eastern 

editerranean..... · 
Mehemet's milltary_.and naval strength had been shown . 

·in the Greek war, when his son Ibrahim would have drowned} e.~. 
the Greek rising in blood if Russia, France and Britain had 
not inteFened. Fci'r his help .in Greece Mehemet had 
demanded a high reward from his suzerain the Sultan. . He 
had already received Crete, but Syria also had been promised 
to him. In 1831 his son Ibrahim invaded Syria and easily .. ~· .. 
overran it. The Sultan declared him a rebel, but Ibrahim • 
d.clea ted the armies" sent against hi~, marched in to Asia ""'_ 
Minor, and threatened Constantinople. Having no other ·~··' 
means of defence, the Sultan could only appeal to the ~ 
Powers for aid. Russia sent a fleet to defend Constantinople, " 
while. France used her influence with Mehemet, and per- (( 
suaded him to be content with Syria,' and to withdraw his 

1"t_roops. But the· cession of Syria was a bitter pill for the 
Sultan. J:-.op~il!.g,.for~~u;dJ9-?egg:~_at1G~,-"'he.x.~n~ent~to ·~·'f"k., 

\) 

tre_.~!Y~<?t-_ .. d~t~!ls.!Y~~f-:~~~2:n_ $~ll'k Tsar LUn~-SkeleS§l,~,.., 
r8:n), byA.tcli)~usst;;t .. w.as..:p.trnnll_~Q .... st_ni!J!iJP§.....Of.war \\ 4-

. t[t~1,J.i~~!?P~~'~·= ~'l.P~~~~~P.!_G:,·~ 
-~~tectgrate1 oys:r.J-~~y..,;,.._ , , . · · . · . 
~ut at thts tlie ·other Powers took •alarm. Dunng the 
next few years a many-sided diplomatic struggle was waged 
in Constantinople, and the Sultan found himself surrounded 
by professed well-wishers all of whom assured him that they 
bore him a far more disinterested affection than Russia. 
Hens.09!ib,J9J_~igh_!:y.,..Y~~·~,Cons~j:_i~ople_was~to·be~the 
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scene of incessant intrigues, and the Turk acquired .a verv 
pretty skill in playing off his friends one against the othe1. 

, The Tsar was forced to recognise that it would be impossible 
'- to exercise the single-handed protectorate for which he had 

hoped ; and Turkey passed under the singularly ineffective 
joint guardianship of all the Great Powers. On the whole 
s~ was inclined to give most of her favour to Britain, who 
enjoyed for a generation predominant influence at Con
stantinople, especially after 1842, when the embassy at Con
stantinople was given to Stratford Canning, who showed a 
remarkable power of holding his own in the web of intrigue, 
and of winning the confidence of the Turkish ministers. 

In 1838 the Sultan thought he was strong enough to deal 
with Mehemet Ali, and his armies were ordered to drive that 
us_urper out of Syria. They met with as little good fortune 
as in 1832, and once more an Egyptian army threatened 
Constantinople. But now Mehemet had to 9-eal with the 
Concert of Europe. The Tsar was too wise to act on the 
Treaty of Unkiar-Skelessi ; but he saw a chance of driving 
a wedge between France and Britain, whose entente was in
convenient to the Eastern monarchies. France was anxious 
to make the best terms for Mehemet, and to secure for him 
a large and independent empire. Palmerston, on. the other 
hand, regarded Mehemet as the source of disturbance; he 
was perturbed by Mehemet's ~ggressive activity not only 
in Syria but in Arabia,' where his conquests provided the 
occasion for the British occupation of Aden (1839) ; and 
he had persuadt;d himself that the strength of the Turkish 
Empire must be maintained as a safeguard against Russia, 
and that it could reorganise itself with British help. He 
demanded that Mehemet should be limited to Egypt, and 

'kept in a state of vassalage. The other Powers agreed ; 
and, without any consultation with France; these terms 
were forcibly imposed upon Mehemet . 

• , The consequences of this solution were twofold. On the 
one hand, Turkey learnt to regard Britain as her friend and 
protector, and during the next ten years pretentious and 
ineffectual projects of reform were set on foot by an Anglo
phil Vizier, Reshid Pasha. They came to nothing; but even 
Stratford Canning, who knew his Turk, seems to have be
lieved in them. On the other hand, the Franco-British 
entente was broken. France was so much wounded that for 
a moment, in r840, she was on the point of going to war. 
This folly was avoided; but the fruitful partnership of the 
two liberal Powers was dissolved in "r>itterness. 
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, . § 4· The Revolutionary_Mov~ment in _Europe, and the 
1-· Revolutions of 1848. ' -,., 

While the Governments of Europe were engrossed by the 
Eastern Question and many other diplomatic problems on 
which we need not touch, there was going on, beneath their 
feet and almost unmarked, a mov~ment of opinion which 
was soon to bring about an upheaval more sudden and ll!ore 
widespread than even that of 1789. :[he ideal of N a~a!is!l!. fr't\.1 
a.P,d the vision of Democra,cy were tak~g_po2_~§l_on_ .. Pt .. the 
m.wds and .heart2.J1_o~L!ll~reJy of a_,;_few ~tudents -~11~CL-P.Q,e,t? · _ 
~lit of great _m.asses of pe()p~~-.Jn,all the _countries oJ...W..~Ln ,.. 
E~p~j an£.. along2~d~ Qf J~!ll ~!!.9.!£~!" _fe~en! w.~J?eg~~:,. ~ •t 
nSI!!~ ~o work, t~ough~ ~yet le~pote!_illy--;:--th~_Em...!.!l.! of_\ 

oc1ahsm. · 
-- -S_orne part of this stir of ideas was due to men of learning, 
whose writings seemed to have no direct revolutionary bear~ 
ing :_ the studies of historians, philologists, and political 
philosophers in Germany, Italy, France and other countries, -
were stimulating the sense of national pride, reviving the 
ardours of 1789, and providing new arguments. for- the 
apostles of democracy. But far more important was the 
underground revolutionary movement which went on in_ 
innumera'ble secret societies in almost every European- · 

_ country. It was secret because in almost every country 
save Britain no real freedom of discussion was allowed, 
either in the press or in meetings. The suppression of dis-· 
cussion was held to be a safeguard against revolution. It 
was, in truth, the very opposite, for the wildest dreams and 
projects flourished iR obscurity, unrestrained by the healthy 
winds of criticism. -There was ferment in Britain as on the 
Continent. But it went on'openly, unchecked; it W<l;S s~b
ject to criticism, and made reasonable thereby; and for that 
reason it led to no violence. And if, in the end, the British 
agitation .seemed to have achieved nothing, that was but a 
superficial impression, for the long public controversy im'
pressed upon the mind of the nation a sense of the ills which 
had led to it. 

In general this vast underground propaganda preached, 
with a sanguine faith, the doctrine of complete democracy 
as a sure avenue to the Millennium. But with this doctrine 
was linked, in all the lands which were disunited or subject 
to foreign dominion, the yet more inspiring vision of national 
unity. and freedom. It was in these years that nationalism 

-- became a powerful m«otive force in European history, and 
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J 
began to rule the minds of thousands like a religion. The 
most striking feature of the movement was that it was 
international in its character; and this was due to the fact 
that the repressive policy of the reactionary Governments 
drove the most active spirits into exile. They naturally 
took refuge in the few places where freedom was allowed to 
thrive; and there, comparing notes and drawing inspiration 
from one another, they turned the many national conspiracies 
into one great international conspiracy. They gathered in 

J 
Paris, in Brussels, in Switzerland. But above all they 
gathered in London; for, in defiance of the protests of 

· European Governments, Britain opened her hospitable gates 
to all political refugees, so long as they observed the laws. 
It was the gathering of these polyglot, cosmopolitan enthusi
asts and conspirators in common centres that accounted for 
the simultaneity with which the revolution, when it came, 
broke out in every part of Europe as soon as the signal was 
given. 

Among all these exiles the greatest was the noble and 
selfless Italian patriot, Joseph Mazzini, to whom, more than 
to any other man, was due the definition of the doctrine of 
nationality in its most exalted form. He had taken up the 
cause of Italian unity in 1830 ; he had spent six years as 
a hunted exile in France and Switzerland ; and ih 1837 he 
took refuge in London, where he spent most of the remainder 
of his life, writing and contriving forlorn hopes ; his influ
ence was deeply felt in Britain. Mazzini's faith in democracy 
was as fervent as his belief in nationality : the two causes 
were inseparable in his mind. But his nationalism was by 
no means exclusively Italian. He dreamed of a Europe that 
should consist of a brotherhood of free nations, living 
together in peace and mutual respect; and it was the 
loftiness of this ideal which won for him the reverence of 
thousands of generous-minded men in all countries. 

The twin causes of Nationalism and Liberalism (whose 
future conflicts the dreamers did n~rr~resee)--,;:fforded the 

· main inspiration of the revolutionary movement. But 
alongside of them was emerging the. new gospel of Socialism. 
The Industrial Revolution was spreading from Britain to 
Europe; and wherever it was at work the discontents which 
it had already evoked in Britain found expression. There 
were many Utopian projects, and many little Socialist 
groups were at work during these years, though their 
influence as yet was not great. But now two writers ap
peared who had definite programmes to offer. In France 
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AJ,\:f:.?uis .Blanc _publis~ed in 1839 a work on the ?r~a?t~~~!ion. ~"I 
. ·o}._Labour, m wh1ch he advocated the orgamsabon of 

iriliustries in factories financed by the State, but con..: 
trolled by the workmen instead of by capitalist entrepre
neurs. The book went through six editions between 1839 
and 1848, and had a powerful influence in the French 
revolution of the latter year. In I8:J-7, ,on the ~e of the 
revolutio~!-a~ .. !£:~_mpr.t;;.j~p2ft~~peared::.c ... J:he7 
'Commumst~Manijesto, . ...:Entten _£:y.,_J,_J:!_exlled German-Jew, , K4!1 
f\a!1'J\i!a~. "'It proclaimed the gnm a11d desolate creed that ' 

..,~.t-alrliistory cori'Si5f~~..,.,trre'"S'trugg1~'f~1ass~Weiettnomic" . 
/" s;\Ipremacy; that the next struggle must be between the 

'rproletarians ' or wage-earners and the ' capitalists : who 
(in Marx's view) took mos.t of the wealth created by the 
proletarians' labour without contributing anything them
selves ; that this struggle necessitated 'a violent overturn
ing of all existing social order'; and th~t, to' this end, the 

·""' ·.proletarians of all lands must disregard national distinctions, 
, "'~nd unite in a co~mon cause. The M anij~sto. fell fl?-t at . 

' t~e !fiOJ!lep.t; but ~s,..arm~<t.ICJJ!:Q.~W;¥~Hm1w.t~. _ 
'Ere long (r849f Marx had to take refuge in Britain, the 

one 'safe harbour for exiles and dreamers, where he spent the 
rest oth!s life. In London he made the acquaintance of 
Mazzini ; but the prophets of the two most explosive ideas __ 
which have been at work in modern Europe had the lowest -

- opinion of one another. Marx, an unflinching materialist, 
felt nothing but contempt for the idealism of the Italian 
prophet ; Mazzini, on his part, distrusted a man of whom 
he felt that ' hatred q,utweighs love in his heart.' 

Suddenly, in the spring of 1?48, all this preparation bore 
fruit in a simultaneous outburst of revolution which affected 
cilmost every European State from, the Straits of Dover to 
the .V· istula. Everywhere the resistance of the constituted 

Governments collapsed as easilyas thewalls of Jericho fell 
before the trumpets of the Israelites. Everywhere demo
c}atic systems were set up; and across a continent that 
seemed to be dissolved in chaos two great undisturbed States · 

• lQoked at one another: Britain> preserved from disorder 

J by her own expanding freedom, and watching with sympathy 
the struggles of other peoples to be free ; and Russia, safe
guarded by the stern despotism of her master, and waiting 
for an opportunity to intervene in behalf of absolutism. 
For a time it seemed that complete democracy was going 
to triumph throughout Europe, and the revolutionary 
-leaders, in the intoxication of victory, felt nothing but con-
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tempt for the slow and cautious advance which Britain had 
made. But the new national and democratic States collapsed 
as quickly as they had arisen Within three years they had 
all fallen, and the old Governments had resumed their sway, 
sobered and alarmed, but secure. Once more, violent revolu-

l ggn f£' p.fB:x:e.tiQ...h~tl1e,..w,ost.. txP~cfiero1Js-·and" u~rti:dp pat:fi ow~£4'~·- -· m - ~"' • .._., • -'""'~ • 

We cannot here attempt even the baldest summary of the 
complex and intricate events which filled the years 1848 
and r849. But some of their broad results may be noted, 
because of their importance for the future. In France a 
system of the most complete democracy, based upon uni
versal suffrage, was easily established. But when the 
President of the new republic came to be elected by popular 
vote, an overwhelming majority of votes was cast for Loujs 
Napoleon, nephew of the great conqueror. This ominous 
event was partly due to the dangerous situation which had 
been created in Paris by a misconceived attempt to put into 
effect a parody of the project of Louis Blanc; for a mob of 
armed workmen, collected in Paris by the promise of State
organised work, became so formidable that hard fighting and 
heavy loss of life were incurred in reducing them to obedience. 
After three years of conflict with the democratic .!\ssembly, 
the President established his personal power by a c·oup 
d'etat, restored the despotic system of his uncle, and then 
obtained an overwhelming plebiscite vote in support of what 
he had done (r852). Democracy based upon universal 
suffrage had been established among a people untrained in 

(self-government; and the first use which it made of its 
powers was to destroy itself, and to establish a despotism 
which in twenty years brought France to ruin. In ltalv an 
almost simultaneous rising swept away all the petty princes ; 
but the revolutionary leaders could not agree among them
selves, and by the summer of r849 the old regime had been 
everywhere restored. Real heroism was displayed in many 
of the episodes of the Italian revolution, notably in Gari
baldi's defence of Rome; but there was only one of all the 
Italian States which preserved the liberal institutions set up 
in r848. This was the little kingdom of Sardinia; and its 
brave liberalism made it the nucleus of the future united 
Italy. In the Austrian Empire all the discordant races 
struck for their national freedom, and the populace of 
Vienna drove the Emperor to take refuge in the Tyrol. 
But the mutual jealousies of the various peoples led to their 
undoing; Hungary, the last among them to hold out, was 
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~efeated partly by the hatred of its Slav subjects, partly by 
an army which the Tsar sent across the Carpathians, at the 
critical moment, to stamp out the embers of revolution. 
Finally, in Germany the revolution began with the simul
taneous establishment or promise of democracy in all the 
thirty-nine States, including even Pru~sia; while a demo
cratic Parliament was elected to draft a constitution for 
united Germany, in place of Metternich's futile Confedera
tion. But provincial jealousies, the rivalry of Prussia and 
Austria, and the unpractical policy of the revolutionary 
leaders, ruined these fair hop~s. By r85o the vision of 
united- Germany had been dissipated; the Confederation 
was re-established under the presidency of Austria; Prussia 

. had been humiliated; and all that remained ·-fliQm the 
revolution was the existence of more or 1!2,~S · i~"~:ffective 

;parliamentary systems in a number of the Sfa%!0s-notably 
in Prussia, which now first entered the ranks 0't_,the parlia-
mentary countries. -/.tl•i" 

In r8so, reaction once more reigned in most of the 
European States; and the revolution which had been so 
long in preparation, an .. d which had opened with such brilliant 
success, seemed to have wrought more harm than good. 
This Wi-5 not wholly true, for in many ways the memory of 
the great .uprising of the peoples influenced the minds of 
their ruler~, and modified their policy:· But at least the 
conclusion seemed to be established that violent revolution 
formed a terribly uncertain mode of attaining useful results:-

~ ~~Ji~J?Ar,~,reV:oJp_ti()Jlp;"~~-~<!: ·:B~i,f~,.~.<l ~- ... ~1. ~~::~~~-- t1,1~- -Mil-
le.xuuumr ha<l:.h<l:YP:t~,s!:;.1h4:!niA,g.c..<?~~~t£>P2.~~nt~~17c§.9;:_Jhe 
d1sas ters oL ,1848 .;qes!f9Me.c9-~}~- ~~~).!,Y/,i,;"'-~HEJh~t~r<?~ean 
p~!Jpl_~s _ tur_n~d:: to 1'8~9-~rr~P-i~?,,; <?;f~;;~ !\!'!lY}~g ~!?~~~.'l: ~1m:es. 
Notlimg more contnbuted to th1s process of conversiOn than 
the spectacle of what had meanwhile been happening in 
~~~in. F ~~~~~~*sLQ.~Q,.l.l~E.,:s~::,g1_1}j;!9E~-Y~J!l:0xe
ment; _but mstead of closing_the_~<l:ft:ty:yal,v~!'?r,sl?-~Jiad let 
it blow''itseiFoff,'cri~y~··slie·lf<fd'~se<f'iflo'7iain ·driving.:pmyer 
for" gre'at"'lat"btlts"o£·reilfiffi:· ·· ·~~-- ,,.,..~ · - ·" "~--- • "·"' . 

I !' .. F J!IJ!.U_.?•~; t;e!l ~"l")j... ' 

[Hazen, Europe since r8IJ ; Seignobos, Political History of Con
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Bourgeois, Manuel Historique de -Folitique Etrangere ; F1sher, 
Revolutionary Tradition in Europe; Vander Linden, Belgium-; 
Bulwer, Palmerston; Marriott, Eastern Qttestion; Muir, Nationalism 
and Internationalism and National Self-Government; Cameron, 
Egypt in th-e Nineteenth Century; Bolton King, History of Italian 
Unity and Life of Mazzini; Beer, Karl Marx; Frost, Secret Societies 
of the· Ew,opean Revolution.] ~:-.:-



CHAPTER VII 

THE GREAT REFORM ACT AND ITS 
CONSEQUENCES 

(A.D. 1830-1832) 

§ I. The Fight for Reform. 

WHEN George rv. died it had !;>ecome evidEmt that a strong 
and sustained attack ·was about t9 qe. rna.de upon the en
trenched power of the landowning olig~rchy._ ]3p.t it was 
still doubtful whether the necessary changes would be made 
by constitutional or by revolutionary means. The diffi
culties in the way of constitutional action seemed over
whelmingly great ; for this would mean that the oligarchy, 
which controlled both Houses of Parliament, would have to 
consent to its own overthrow. There had been many reform 
motions in Parliament; they had led to nothing ~ve the 
cancellation of the electoral privilege in a couple of excep-

~ionally corrupt boroughs. The Whigs, it is true, had 
J adopted the cause of parliamentary reform. But the Whigs 

were great landowners and borough-owners like the Tories; 
nobody expected much from them. Moreover, though the 
election of :r830 .increased their numbers in the House of 
Commons, they had no secure majority. The Duke of 
Wellington was still able to go on for a time; and his 
attitude towards the question of the day (which was the 
attitude of most Tories) was expressed in a speech in the 
House of Lords, in which he announced that he would 
' always feel it his duty to resist' parliamentary reform, and 
made the famous declaration that if he had to frame a legis
lature, ' I do not mean to assert that I could form such a 
legislature as you possess now, for the nature of man is 
incapable of reathing such excellence at once; but my great 
endeavours would be to form some description of legislature 
which would produce the same results.' 

The Duke's Government was defeated, but only by a 
. combination of the Whigs with those extreme Tories who 

-'
1 

"could not forgive Catholic Eman_cipation. Earl Grey, the 
\ 37(; 

\.,._ 
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thig leader, formed ~minisJry.,;_bu:t~iLhad a very pre-
''Ciiio~;:na]orHy:aruf'h wasa-characteristically Whig junto 
-there were only two members of the cabinet who were not 
peers or the sons of peers, and these two were great land
owners. What chance was there that such a cabinet, in 
such a Parliament, would carry any real measure of reform?~. 
The sole chance seemed to lie in violent revolution; and 
the ease and swiftness with which a revolution had just been 
effected in France reconciled many moderate men to the 
prospect. 

R_~1;s>,lt;t~ol!~~~~ .. !.<;;.. !?., .~r~.}.~~~~ TJ!_~!i~o~e 
O~<:;e~~ _.dW.g~~~IQi,.'Y~I?l.mg~,_o.f .. ~I}. _rp.tep.qed. nsmg m 
London: Tlie Rad1~al~ w~~re_hg}d.!ng cro,2d~dp]ghtly meet
'ings,""'afi(f riioutfiiD.g-loud 'threats .• u·wa:s thought unsafe 
to let the new King drive through the streets to the opening 
of Parliament. I:r:.J~!!1Pil!gb9111.;l..grea,tJ~g!!iif~LT}niQp ~].ad 
been organised by Thomas Attwood at the beginning of the 
year;--a!ld~·jy~-wa:s-eniOliingtllousandSof recruits: many of 

'whom were drawn from the normally conservative middle 
•class. !,!:!_the ~OJ;Jb.Jher.e"was,an.epidew~<;:. 2f2!!:.ik~s;,. Jhere 

1was a great proj_ec!_~?~c~~ine all the Trade Unions Jot 
lthe oyerthrow'of ' cap1talism "';-there•wa:s .. talk•of•a•marcJ:l . 
• on Lond<Jn by 40,000 men. In_t.P,j1 ... So~rn counties a 
~Peasants')~evolt br9ke out in this year. Begi~ing"in Kent 
'in-A"UgusC"it'spreadrapialyint<> ... s'iis~x:·naillpsliire, Wilt
shire and Berkshire. The sky was aflare with the reflection 
of burning ricks ; · threshing-machines were destroyed ; 
.threatening letters signed !Jy ' Captain Swing ' were received ~ 
by landowners and farmers ; for a time some districts were 
at the mercy of the rebels. JJ?.is m,gxWl~nt,jUs~tr.ue, had 
no politi\?.?Laims.~:.It-was .... a~blind-prc;>test-by_the-rural 
la§_i~e!~.?:gain..,it...,~~pl~rY.,,-!£ .. F!l!c,h .•. {Q..ey_pafL!?e.en. re
du_ce_<;I ~Y!~e*~grar~an re':ol~t10~ apg.,t;he,..:pqo.: .!-_a':Y .~Y:~e~. 
13\1.1 1t \Y~_;;· n)ggly,...alarmmg. to the land"ownmg ohgardiy. 

- The'·first 'task which fell to thenew Whig Government was 
·that Ofsuppres21ng_tlii5:piiiiU1~evotf; and unO:IT"tl:ie'di'rec~ 
tionof'tne' Home SecretarY., Lord Melbourne, it was sternly 
d§e~P'eCiar'Comml's:SIOn.'s""o£ ,j'iidges~were'"'senf '!'down to 
dealwith ··mewaffeeted regions; and after trials whose 
records are harrowing to read, many ignorant and misguided 
men were hanged, and scores were shipped off as convicts 
to Australia. · 

t 
Thus everY,where revolution seemed to be afoot ... This 

was.,..tlle~;;spii~tiiiOsph~f~train·xaifd~ appre-
. hens~~n·~ _g~id_...which~·Lor:~y..,:s_ro..i~jsir¥,_,!V!t!': .i~_s,pr~r 
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carious majority, with its own aristocratic tr'!slitions, and 
without the backing of any enthusiasm in the country, took 
up the task of guiding Britain out of her troubles. The 
proud governing class, which had never yielded to any 
threats even from Napoleon at his mightiest, knew that 
revolution was in the air, and most of them were ready to 
meet it with defiance. Could a more e:xx:ellent way be 
found ? Could the governing class have the magnanimity 
to recognise that the day of their domination was over, and 
themselves throw open the gates of the citadel, not as to 
a conquering enemy, but as to fellow-citizens? On the 
answer to that question depended the future of Britain and 

·of the British Commonwealth. 
'\. Earl Grey the Whig Prime.-M.imete.r upon ~onL this 
lieavy r~spo?sibility rested. was the sa;s-; £hades Gre~ :ho 
liad tw1cen the Hou; of 

@?.monsj_n the dark days of anti-revolutionary obscurant
ism.! An.aristocrat to his finger-tips, dignified; courageous, 
punctiliously honourable, and distrustful of all extravagance 
in word or deed, he was no believer in democracy; but he 

~
• 'd believe in liberty andequallaws, and he felt the injustice 

f entrenched class privilege. One of his first acts was to 
ppoint a cabinet committee to draft a Reform.Bill. The 

phairman was Grey's son-in-law, Lord Durham, an able, 
hof=teffipered, genercius:ininded young man, whose advanced 
bpinions had earned for him the sobriquet of Radical Jack. 
His two chief colleagues were-r:ofd-J onn ·RuS'SeiT,-son of 
the Duke of Bedford, a zealous young reformer ; and 
Lord Althorp, son of Earl Spencer, also a proclaimed re
former, and a man of transparent sincerity and scrupulous 
honour. These men were of the bluest blood of the Whig 
aristocracy ; but they were als.o the young men, the bold 
men, of the party; and Grey had given them their chance. 
They produced their proposals; the Cabinet gasped, but 
swallowed them ; and Lord John Russell was given the task 
of introducing the bill in the House of Commons. 

. When Lo~d John rose in his place on March r, r83r, 
'.p.obody inside or outside of Parliament expected from the 

Whigs any drastic proposals of change. ~verybody was. 
therefore startled, and either delighted or horrified, by the 
magnitude of the scheme. It proposed to admit copy
holders and leaseholders, besides freeholders, to the county 
franchise. It proposed to sweep away the anomalies of the 
'borough franchise by conferring the vote upen every tenant 

' See above, pp. 165 and 169. 
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of.premises worth{IQ..3: Y.~ar-;::-..Qp.lyAs .. a.week. This would 
. .,.disfranchise many voters in the very few democratic con~ 

stituencies like Westminster and Preston, but it would pl~ce 
supreme political power in the hands of a new political class. 
But, most sensational of all, the bill proposed to deprive 

(/ fiJlYJ V:e.:C15?3e ~~oroughs-?f ~the ·ri~~ t ·,ofre~urn~ng t~o_·_me;?
"' :'f?ers,-an. d to s_trJ,.p~:Q.!ty_more.:2_kone __ of the1r.·m. embe·. rs, wli1~e 
~orty-two p~ulous borougns w.ere to be represented .... ]Jus 

was ·me p·art of the Bill which most inipresse·d-t,he_public 
. ~imagination. Tlie ·' Q.oJ;PJJg-h;o;,vner~was~~mili~'llth!P"'.al)d 
J iifhigh_._'. 1~~ hoary 3:buse of ~h~_' P?cke!::l?9IO£lgh,' ~~e. v:FY 
~ (sym~·ol_ of u!-~.§P9I_l_~Ql~""Clas~:':l?~en_~~cy, was to d1sap1:e~r 
, 1,,:f.rom .the Bntlsh system. ·, · 
~ In.Pa:rliamen t. the ~firshfe~ling-~w~..cQ!!~~ot-;..<::<?J;~;~erna ti_on 

· and .. incredulity.-Qne·hundred·and fifty:_m~wbers-heard that 
tQLS.~!l.§%itu~.s:i~_~f<2l....~ic.h....,tj1,$Y~s~~L~~io;:;b~:abolished. 
T~~-yYP,jg~Jl .. asJ.,;__9.~!tay~<J~~th.~iE"9Ider. On the· other ·hand 
the country was captivated by the magnitude and courage 
of the scheme. The debates in Parliament were followed 
with ~ closeness· never known before. Newspapers could 
:find space for nothing but the great discussion. Crowds 
came out from the towns to meet the stage-coaches and get 
early news. All the talk of revolution came to an end, save 
among a very few irreconcilable extremists. The Whigs had 
become the leaders of an almost united nation ; and the 
danger of a class-war for the possession of political power 
was averted, because one section of the governing class had 
frankly taken the lead on the popular side. 

,l?ut the forces of tesi~tance -were very powerful, and the 
~Mtruggle was a long one. 1_'he _?e,condreading~t-the~bill 

'\V~~~~Y~Y~C~l.~f.Fu~~!l:t~was;dis-· 
. s2JX§_Q:.,;.,ana.so great was_the puohc enthuslasm.that even ..d 

1n the. unreformed constituencies the Government obtained.? 
"'"a_:,very larg'~ majority . ..,J3.eiritroouced, the. bilt was, carried 
th_rough~the,new Hous~ ot .. Coll}IItO!l~-by ~ajoritie~ of,_<?.Y,_er 
roo. It went up to theHouse of Lords-(September 1831), 

..-'\'\rliile ~the Tu'bli~~ifltH6irlor'':t~m~tfie.t'wHm~~-Bill~nd · 
nothing but the Bill' grew more vehement, and there was 
talk_of foFcible resistance if the Lords should reject the 
bill. T~!L Lor..ds did. reject-the bill;- by a majority of 41 ; 
though many who hated it abstained from voting because 
they recognised the danger of rejecting it. .F,.eeling in_the_ 
,£o~r,:tE~Y2o~~.!£1~ye_!:h.eJght. ~ Consols fell. Merchants 
·and bankers met to express their 'grief, surprise and dis
.. ~ay .' There were vast meetings and processions in London 
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land the big towns, and serious riots at Derby and Notting
lham,_wbile,_ a! !3ristol the mob sacked the Mansion-house 
b.nd the Bishop's palace, and burnt down the gaols. A very 
little might have brought a violent upheaval. Sydney 
Smith, the witty Whig parson, rendered a real public service 
when he awakened the popular sense of humour by an 
apologue which made the whole nationlaugh. He compared 
the House of Lords to Mrs. Partington, striving with her 
mop to sweep a high tide out of her house. 'The Atlantic 
was roused. Mrs. Partington's spirit was up. But I need 
not tell you the contest was unequal. The Atlantic Ocean 
beat Mrs. Partington. Gentlemen, be at your ease-be 
quiet and steady. You will beat Mrs. Partington.' 

In December 1831 the bill was introduced for a third 
time, and passed through the Commons ; and in March 1832 
it once more came up to the Lords. The waverers, who 
fearea.revohition; had increased in number, and the bill 
passed its second reading by 9 votes. But in committee 
the opposition carried the postponement of the clauses dis
franchising the pocket-boroughs. Thereupon Grey resigned, 
ancf""'t1'itr-ilrmt-storm began. Wellington tried to form a 
ministry; public feeling would have none of him. There 
were plans for an open revolt. Francis Place, wht> was in 6,. 7 
the thick of it, began to organise""a"""Hi:rl on the Bank of\- • 
Englari.a;-a.nd coverea;"Uii:n16ardings of London with pla- ' 
cards: 'Go for Gold and Sto_p the Duk:e.' But before the 
excitement J?assed into tumult Wellington gave up his hope
less task, and Grey resumed office, armed by a reluctant 
promise from the King that he would create sufficient peers 
to carry the bill. Anxious to avoid this necessity, the 
King wrote to Wellington suggesting that abstentions in 
the Lords would save the situation; and Wellington, 
recogrtisihgas_a_ so1Cl'i'erw1iim-- a:· position was untenable, 

1 withdrew from the discussion, followed by many others. 
\In doing so he recognised what henceforth became a doctrine 
of the constitution-that the House of Lords must not per

·,sist in opposition when the will of the nation was clear. 
1The battle was won. Revolution had been averted by the 
g()oq~e_in<fpublicspirit orthe ruling oligarchy, one half 
of which had voluntarily opened the gates of the citadel, while 
the other half, after fighting hard, had withdrawn from the 

1 conflict, not without dignity. On June 7, 1832, the royal 
,,assent was given to the greatest new~ d.eparture yet de-
1iberately made in British government; and the field was 
clear for the work of reconstruction. 
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'· ~' § 2. The Significance of the Reform Act. 
,. "' ...... ,...--~~~~·,..,,,..·. 

_]~ ~i@~~a!l~~ _?f ~h:, ~e!~~n;.1s.t~-~Jh~t.. i.t)).!9_ke 
_ a way from prescnpt19n ..§;!].(;!.E-re~~§~!!.! •• ~h!£h J~ .. ~~ .!;1.\~eEto 
goyemed ~r~tish,.,_C()!ls~it~J:~pl}~L cl_~_yeJ9Prr1eg!~ ~If~Lg~J~):'::._ 
at~!X-~~.l]!Lth,.~.J9.ll!l.9.a.tiO:P.~".Qf.,,·gqv~pupept :. even the 
~volution of 1688 was based upon prescription, s_ince 1t 
was Justifie<loyfh~1ia"CJames II.lrn:tlaisregarded~ 

":establishea and customary laws. To get""'fiCl"''Otne tyranny 
of PJ;.~~IJiltiOn was ffie u~--w ig~sess"or'§Onscious 
~~s~~Tt'ISto 1he creai o e goven'ung· class .. 
0\.I t frankix,..i~~~Ifte::('-ar?: acJ~~CuJ>?n'"""tms~ha~ge. o£·7 
pnnciple. For that reason It was permitted to retam the 
lea:oersliip of the'nation;, 'Qut_it_ \VasJeade:t:ship, _and not
mastery, whiCh itn.()w_enjoy~q. Its continued leadership 
was'no doubtin_part ~l1~ to snobbi~hness. But snobbish
·-ness means' not .only an exaggerated deference for one's 
' social superiors,' it also induces an eager imitation of their 
ways. In so far as these ways are admirable, snobbishness 
may be a useful social force. The British ruling class had, 
throllgh long .training, acquired''man:f qii'alities'. wliiCh we~e 
invaluable for the conductoLpublic.affairs; .and these were 
canifully .m,imicked .!?Y:._th~ .. n.~.)'\' ~ha,ta _which successively 
m:rde"their way'" to "active, p~rticipation in power,~ -~-()_ill~ of 

'!h( be_?.UX~ditions-oLBritish-.government,-its~>dignity, ·its -
senseot tl?-~ ,impottCJ..nceof, ',goo._dforfu '.-ancl of' fair play,' 
its loy?-ltjt'· t'<>" agreements •. once . arrived. at,. and, perhaps 

·above all, the participation in public life .of a 'higher .pro
portion of men of education and· leisure than are to be found 
in the public life ·ocmostother countries;· have bei:m due to 
tii~ way -in which ra~··long~:fraditi?_n' was saved from any 
sudden breach i1,1 1832. 

Beca1ise· the .Q.st~qt"r832·~~i'l:J?.Ji~l:le.9- the principle tha,t,~_o 
'E!:e~~p£iy"e;_rjg~!§:._rna)l •. P!,eyait,aga~?t th~Jia~ioD:al,.'%W· it 
affected not only theHouse of Commons, to which 1t dn'ectly 
refeiTed-:""'buf''" the Crowri and.-the .House~.of. Lords. The 

.1!,·- ~ , - ··- - l'.<-". · . .,.~.,...~ .. :..":'A" . -~-.-~.,...·~ ,· ... ' --. .. -- -...-_,- ,.. . "".._ 

'C4;o~_n_ }<?.s-t.,. t~~- .E?~~.~.f~_.i~Jl~en~ing !h~ __ C~Il1Rg~Jipl). <;lf 
m1mstnes: tlie last occasiOn on which the Crown attempted 
to- U.setliis power was in 1834 .• when William IV. dismissed ,..:. 
the Melbounie Ministry because he disapproved of some of _ 
i~s niJm_be~~;)li_ough~it ~a'fuie~ia. mafo::i~y in t}l~.Ho:u~ 
of Com!ll~ns: A general election reversed Jus decisiOn; he 
had to submit; and thenceforward-and especially_ after 
the accession of Queen Victoria in 1837-the Crown accepted 
the decision of- the popular vote on these questions. Again, 
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the House of Lords had recognised the limits of its power 
in 1832. Henceforward it was, on the whole, careful to 
observe them, always giving way in face of a manifest 
expression of the public will; and to this it owed its survival 
through a period of rapid change. 

It is usual to say that the Act of 1832 gave political 
\,power to the middle class. This is scarcely an accurate 
llstatemel1t, since many thousands who could afford houses 
!!worth 4s. a week could not, in any ordinary use of the term, 
b~ desnibed as be!_onging to the middle class. But it was 
undouotedly with this class that preponderant power was 
vested, and it was their favour that politicians strove to 
win. The governing opinion of Britain during the next 
generation was the opinion of people of moderate means, 
neither rich nor poor, industrious but not overworked, and 
generally thrifty, unadventurous, conventional, unimagina
tive, soberly religious and anxiously respectable. They 
fixed the character of the next era. Poli.ti.f.~.L.Rb-gosophers 
from Aristotle to Lecky have sung the praises of the middle 
class. · One quality we may at least allow to them : putting 
a high value upon minute social distinctions among them- . 
selves, they are free from any unified class-consciousness, 
and by that fact are emancipated from the grosser tempta
tions of class ascendancy. This was why they•willingly 
accepted the leadership of the older ruling class. This was 
why, after thirty-five years of supremacy, they voluntarily 
abdicated their control of political power, and opened the 
gates of the citadel to the class of manual workers, who had 
meanwhile ceased to be obstreperous and menacing. 

The Act of 1832 not only changed the balance of power 
in national politics, it also brought a great change in tht 
character of the two historic political parties. The Whigs 
who after their great victory held almost a monopoly o: 
power for nearly ten years, had been an aristocratic 'con· 
nexion ' ; and their successive ministries were still ver) 
exclusive in character, consisting almost wholly of peers an( 
the sons of peers. But their following in the new Parlia 
ment was very different from the old Whig 'connexion. 

' It included Philosophic Radicals of the school of Bentham 
popular Radicals like Cobbett, Irish Repealers led b) 
O'Connell, spokesmen of the 'dissenting interest,' repre 
sentatives of the great industries, and enthusiasts for reforn 
in many special fields. Many of them were restive unde: 
Whig leadership, .though they kept the ministry in powe.r· 
and indeed the impetus for the reforming activity of 

I 
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u.ext _years"":: came from these groups, not from the Whig 
magnates. ~-~t~ .. name_..91. ••• ~gl~gh.Jt:~~--:Sf~11 ~used, 

,no longer suited .this ,var~g~te9 host of_ ref2r~er~. The 
'ministries were Wliig,'b'Ut thedriviiig'"'foft"e'"'behind-them, 
· to which the constructive work of the period was mainly 
due; cannot be accurately described by that, name; .. and 

: ~~!!~g~t..!;,~~~~.~-.!t~~~.J~}!Ji,.Ji~,r,U;-~ tJt$,-g_nly ... 
· a:ppropnate. des1gnatwn:Jor tlie composite Rart:y of reform, 
thO"Uglf"tf""'ciffi:~o~ili'i:~~lJ{tU'afiY ~p13Ye'"lliiitil .. 

: after the period with :which we are now concerned. In 

? tru·!!!_· .'the Bri t.i:_ .. h ~i~<::~!J? ..... a:!_Y;~_hl~~ .. ~.~~ ~l~~YJ).~s._l~~<r 
~m-~p.ty..,gL2-~P~8J?~}!J.gg~!.JY.-~g!r~e~~:'·,~~~i~J}s 

j ~:?'IS ence mi 32. · . . · · · · 
i ~Nn~~qua-lly"marked-change ~as coming over the Tories,· 
' someof whom submitted to the new ordh"'siilki1y a:ridwffli 

resentment, while others accepted i( frankly, Among the 
. - latter was Sir F.oberJ;,f~,~who,:was not merely the ablest 

of the To!i'ts~1fJ'te>oeyond· comp'arison the ablest and the 
""':)Strongest man in either party. Peel was the most char

X.. acteristically B!,'itish oJ J:?.ineteenth"!~n1Ufy~'States~en:""Up~ 
'tiglrt""an.u-pu'oli~s£ir(t'ta~ith ~~stfOflg "'gi·asp':.of.~!he · fact?" 

tharcarrre"Wi"t1iirihi51ionzoii~"'an(ragfeat'giti"6f'·ma:Ssive 
and per~uasive argum~nt, he seldom ~lo9ked far aliead, and 

' was distrustful of doctrines and theories. Three times, in 
. . '· \i<~_~l»~H~·~ 

· his career, on Catholic Emancipation, ,on. Parliamentar}{ 
.. ·· Refonn':"off"Free·Tr;fde"~lie'·Ws·%r2e1l~b'ftil1tl0giC"8f'events 

....,-- ·~-;;rr_:-:-·-· ...... ~~.,_~~.:n-:~v~~ ......... ~---~ . ..,~,._.;-• .... -~~· 
· to discard ·the vwws lie liad held, and to change li1s course. 

F.Ie"dia"s'5"'ffilli:K1y_,aiia~rflY:a1'tno\igtroiY·i:.Wo"'ecasions 
this involved shattering his party ; yet he . preserv~d .the 
trust and esteem of his fellow-citizens. As soon as the first 
reformed Parliament met, !l,e;_a.Enounced·that. h_e .. ~~g~ 
tt~!. <f.sf..G~~.~ .. ~!Ur~!~~~~~r,,Jro~.re-
~~stmg all change, lie desuea to reform every admitted 
~15Use:"'buf'f()""c10 socaut1Qlis1yandgraduai1Y:'soasto-make' 
!tli'f~'''lel$'t"':possi:ble·"breacli of con timiify. . This. attitude was 

~~~ill ~ore .cle:arl~ _e~.-presse,_!!~.i!;~.,.,T.~-~nifest?_ ~-ch J:ie"'iss. uei.:l 

~¥},~~ ~ft{~~;~~~:~f~(ti;lf~~{{~~\~~i~~~ 
:\ but · 1 t won for li1m the . confidence of ·a growmg body of 
· opinion in the country, drawn from all sections of the com-
f munity. Ll:J:.e_.pg.rty_,whic1L.f:>~el.,1ed ... was ... not:-to.resist,_"b~t .,. 
.' .!D!~-p~rt~.!;;W:V.,_,fu,¥, . .,!Y.gf..!<_,.qf ~;e.cons;truc~t~:P.. _Even m-
1 opp.9§J-tlo~.thi:;~ ~ ~9-.Qey..,gf..t.h~R~~~~~l g?-ve 

real .. il.!'!JP ... m the.recC.:ui.s.fructiv.e,m.e.~.\lte~;()J .. t.ht'!,t;..d.e',c_?.d.! fol
lowing 1832 ; and when at length he obtained effective 

.• ~. ~ • • ..- ......... """""'""--¥"~~ P'*t':-59-.•:w~ . ... ~~.,~ "'!""~." ··~ ~ ......... ~ • 
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power, the measures which he carried were as essentially 
liberal in character as those which had been introduced by 
the Whig ministries. For a policy of this kind the name 
9f Tory seemed to be inappropriate. It was henceforward 

, used only for the ~xtreme reactionaries ; and the name 
iConservative came into use in its place . ../ 

Befween·"the Two parties 1lhisreconstructed there was no 
absolute cleavage. Both recognised the need for change, 

/ and both were largely influenced by the ideas of the Ben
thamites and the Economists, which in the main dictated 
the character of the reconstructive legislation. Hence this 
work, which we shall analyl{,~-th!(_next chapter, had a 
marked umty of character, w e er it was carried by Liberal 
or Conservahve-miili.Slfie~; ana--we-5Iiafl deal \VH:.hliie 
Wiiole process under the title of 'The Liberal Reconstruc
tion,' because it was inspired by the essentialliberalideal, 
that, as human progress and social health depend upon 
individual character, ability and energy, all means should 
be a,dopted which will free individuality from needless re
straints, and enable it to work for its own advantage and 
that of the community. 

Because there was no fundamental cleavage between the 
two main parties, they obtained, especially from ,.1834 on
wards, an almost equal degree of support from the electorate. . <' 

Majorities were never large, and the party in power always 
had to give weight to the criticism of the party in opposi
tion. Party ties were by no means rigid, and men passed 
easily from one side to the other : the real tug was between 
the reactionary Tories on the one side, and the eager Radicals 
on the other, each striving to influence the solid body of 
moderate opinion. This state of things had one very healthy 
result. As the party in opposition could always hope that it 
would soon be called upon to govern, ~twas always active 

/ in ·criticism, but its criticism was always weighted by a 
sense of responsibility, and was seldom merely negative or 

' Uestructive. ' Her Majesty's Opposition ' thus became as 

! ~ssential an element in the working of the national system 
f!s Her Majesty's Government itself; and for that reason 
the system enjoyed a high degree of purity and stability 
which more than counterbalanced such defects as it pos-
sessed; while the results arrived at were genuinely agreed 
results, the outcome of real discussion. 

But it was not only Parliament or its parties which shared 
in the legislative 'activity of this period. One of the out
standing features of the period was the immense amount of 
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,. work that was done by Royal Commissions or Parliamentary 
Committees appointed 1o inquire into large public problems 
before legislative action was taken. Practically all the 
important enactments of the time were based upon the 
reports of_ such bodi§s, which collected gre3:t masses of 
material, and heard vast numbers of witnesses. The most 
active part in these bodies was frequently taken by com
paratively unknown men, often not. even members of 
Parliament, but selected ·on :the ground of their special 
knowledge .. Some of th~s~_men,(such ?SJ:~,<j,W~~~9~}Y"is]}, o/' 
the real author.oLthe.new,~oor~~-a~) \Ver~ }St;en ~hsoples of 
Bentham, and car-ried into politics Bentham's love of system, 
and his passion for' detailed. and .. scieh tific . investigation. 
They deserve no small part of the credit for the legislative 

VP WOrk Of the period. 
For these reasons-because both parties were broadly 

working in the same direction, and because much of the 
best work was done independently of party-the questions 
of party strategy and the vicissitudes of party warfare, which 
bulk so largely in most narratives of the period, were really 
of minor importance; and in the next chapter we shall for 
the most part put them aside, in order to survey in a co
herent way the legislative work of the period; we shall also 
disregara the u~dercurrent of revolutionary agitation whi~h 
went on throughout the recons.tructive period, leaving it for 
treatm~nt in a later chapter. But it will be convenient to 
summarise very briefly here the changes of ministry which 
took place bet,ween r832 and r852, for convenience of 
reference. ·i · 

~ G,.;~'t q~~ not long retain the office of Prime Mi11~st~r after 
l . his:.v1c ory_.- bl-r8_ j:2 .. ,.He, re_t.ire ___ d.in,"'_r ___ 834, and the ministry 
l as reconstructedunc1ezi:Qra~~e:lppuriie.' But-William rv1, 

~ o bjecting-«<'fo""'some"""'l'"lfie""atrangements which Melbourne. 
~ proposed, forced him to resign in spite of· his large,ma:jority, 

and called Sir Robert Peel to power. Peel, of course, de:. 
manded a dissolution, the result of which' was to restore·
the Whigs to power, but with a greatly·r~duced majority. 

_,;Becoming gradually more impotent and ineffective, Mel
f,'bo~ume's Government..lasted.into_, th~ t:~ign,.oLQueen Vic-
! toria, and it fell to him to .render tli6 Invaluable ·service 
~f training the yo1.1ng Queenjn the_dl!;ties of.a.constittitional 
monarch. Melbourne resigned in r839, but Peel, once more 
Prime MinistH';"'ne1d:"''tfi~e-~a-monrent, owing to a 
dispute with the Queen as to whether .the Ladies of the 
Bedchamber should be changed when one .party succeeded 

VOL._ II. 2 E 
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another in office ; and the Whigs, now both weak and 
discredited, lingered on till 1841. Then came Peel's great 
ministry, his first real tenure of power.-· HisRepeal'of the 
Com Laws in rR<j-6 broke his party, and was followed by 
his defeat;- and from i846' until 1852 the Whigs, now led 
by Lor~L~~l!..-~u~sell, carded on tile government in d~
pendertce upon the support of the small group of Peel s 
personal followers, who were ultimately to be merged in the 
Liberal party, and to 'unwhig' it finally. In the course 
of these twenty years there were two periods of first-rate 
importance, r832-1836, and r84r-r846; but between and 
after these more exciting spells, the stream of reconstructive 
.legislation went on incessantly; and the period is most 
conveniently treated as a single whole. 

[Butler, Passing of the Great Reform Bill ; Trevelyan, Lord Grey 
of the Reform Act; Greville 1\femoirs; Spencer Walpole, History of 
England from I8I5 and Life of Lord]. Russell; Porritt, Unreformed 
House of Commons ; Parker, Sir R. Peel; Russell, Recollections and 
Reflections; Brougham, Memoirs of His Own Times; Lecky, Demo
cracy and Liberty; Maxwell, Life of Wellington; Reid, Life of Lord 
Durham ; Anson, Law and Custom of the Constitution ; May, Con· 
stitutional History of England; Molesworth, History of England from 
I8Jo.J 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE LIBERAL.RECONSTROCTION 
......... ,~ ... ·..-i-............. "·""";"'...,_..,...._ ... ,·,, 

(A,£:,.1:~32,:;!§52) 

§ I. Multija~r:::;L;'gist';;:;:"lctivity. 
·WITH the R~~acti\i1tj""1ii recon
structive legislatioll, .to whicl;. ther~ had been no parallel in 
any earlier period of British history. Almost every-aspect 
of ·the old prescriptive and tradition~yste[\1, in Church 
and State, was overhauled; and although in some fields 
the revision was tentative and uncertain, in others it was 
bold and <;Irastic. We shall best gain a ch~ar idea of its 
range and variety by disregarding strict chronological order, 
and grouping the reconstructive . measures according to 
their character~"""""~-~-. ·. · 

. Some· of. the most remark~b.·l·e. work of the pe.riod. b.elonged 
0 the realm of }.!!).periaJ policy ; these years were as im-

P.Ortan t in , the defini tiW-QUbe_p.4,.DZrp..l~QJJ_\01j,e_b,...1he ·1l rtlDdern Commonwealth was to be organised,_51~ .. JJ.J._~l~eign 
.. orch3£.les II. Fas in the'd:efinition_Qf.,.the.~.old...coloniaLpoli.s.y. 
· We shall deal in later chapters 1 with the significance and 

results of t~ Al5oliti~_2.f ~~y, Jl:!e_~t.9U.~ .. }~~i.a l' 
1-,~.c~~oL~8.~~·:--ffie~Q]Tii""a~~P.2rt on .. <::a~~,<la_~?d ,!!k_$g')-s-~ ~ 
-.. ·latwrl-wlitcn a::_~s; .. !!.~.::!C.!Jl~!:m~.~"' . .P~r.lia-\,! 

mentary government m lX:ushalla ana New Zealand. But 
it is well to remember !hat these great measures were in- j 
spired by the same principles which guided the process of 'J 
reconstruction in the homeland. · · <~ )' 

A very important group. of measures dealt with the 
org§.J:!isati?n of tmance and of thos~ publi~ ·utpit~es 1l.POn 5 

I wl:U£h~'"'imi'llstry1t;p~ds ; and here the m:fluence of the '-. 

l.
£cientific econom1s s was all-powerful. In the first place, 

~ the British system of banki.ng received its modern form f 
during ~hese years. Th.~ ~ank ftct of _1833 dest£oyed the ~1 

~~~r~=~:i~atet~e~~~~.c!fta~~l}(~J~fc% ~ 
cmild .,.giy:e greater s_ecurity~.than~private-banks) .in ·every 

1 Chaps. x. an'd xi. below. 
~/- ~)ro.~ ~ ~ 387 
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part of the country; whilst Peel's Bank Act of 1~44 laid 
down the general principles of :§nhsli bank'mg as they have 
since, in the main, been upheld, and in particular regulated 
the issue of bank-notes. In the second place a very im
portant departure in the organisation of trading concerns 
was taken when, in r837, the first tentative permission 

vwas given to form cQmpan~th limitedliability. It was 
not until r862 that this system took its final shape ; but it 
started in the era of reconstruction, and its value in en

' couraging the flow of capital into industry, and in diffusing 
l widely an interest in commercial concerns, was of social as 
t well as of.economic importance. In the third place, it was 

during these years that the J;].ilway system was being 
f <;r~ and that its vital importance for the economic 1ife 

t 
.of the country was being realised. The_ Railways Act of 
1;84:4, for which Gladstone was responsihl"e, defined the 
tclation of the State to the railways, placing these powerful 

-~cprporations under State regulation, and making their rates 
and fares subject to parliamentary control. In the same 
group of measures may be included the establishment of a 
universal system of peQ!l..Y E,£.Stage in ~8_40, and the red1,!f_
tion of the ta~ _?_12 pe~~J2~E.~Ts from 4d. to rd., which made 
possible the rise of a popular press. • . 
Ot~~easure~were inspj_red ~l,_t_be hum?-IliJ:.ll.riall..§Writ. 

There orm ortlie PenaTCooe, begun by Peel, was greatly 
extended by Russell. Russell's Acts of r837 and r84r 
abolished the death penalty fof" all o-u.-rtne gravest crimes; 

. imprisortmen t fdt debt a:lmost came to an end; and persons 
charged with felonies were for the first time allowed to be 

, represented by counsel. With these advances in humanity 
may be coupled the almost complete abolition of flogging 
in the army, and the disuse of the pressgang for manning 
the navy. 

It was a corollary of the attack upon the exclusive privi
. leges of the landowning oligarchy that there should also be 

'

I an ~ta<;:k up<;;; ~e exclusi~~_rivileges of the Established 
C@r!::h_ilggJana anaTreland. To the measures Which 
related to the Irish Church we shall refer later; they were 
part of the Irish policy of the Liberals. In England an Act 
of r836 swept away the claim of the Church to the sole 
control over marriages and over ·the registration of births 
and deaths. Marriages in dissenting churches were legalised; 
and a secular system of registration was set· up through
out the country. Another Act commuted the vexatious 
payment of tithes into money payments on a fixed scale. 
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Again, an attempt was made to deal with the abuses which 
had arisen in the disposal of Church, property. Some bishops 
drew enormous revenues from the estates of. their sees, 
while others were underpaid. In r838 an Ecclesiastical 
Commission was. set up,-to which the administration of all 
episcopal estates was 'transferred, and tl!e Commissioners 
were instructed to ¥ ualise ePiscopal salaries. In the next 
year the scandal o pluralis~, whereby rriany clergymen 
held two. or three benefices together, and often paid no 
attention to any of them, was prohibited by law. These 
reforms certainly purified and strengthened the Chur.ch . 

. But the mere fact that they were enacted by the secular 
power aroused a storm of protest. For while the Whigs, 
Erastian by tradition, asserted the. right of the State to 
interfere in Church matters, High- Churchmen repudiated 
this claim with passion, and they were backed by the Tories 
and the House of Lords. The Liberals were labelled as the 

· party of irreligion; and reaction· against Liberalism had 
much to do with the Oxford· High Church movement, of 
which we shall have something to say in another place./ " 
· The resentment of Churchmen was intensified by the fact 
that in this period the State began, timidly and tentatively, 
to me<kl.le in the sphere of popular education, which had 
hitherto been left almost wholly to the Churches. The 

~ ~t deyelopnrent of P\lp.nlEJLI?C;lJ.l!>a.tiQ.Q,.,(which be~an with the 
· 11 S'Uncta:'y-school movement of I782) 2 had received a great 
~-stimulus .sine~ the beginning- of the nineteenth century -
· through the·appli,cation of the Uyp.l educatiQ.U.alJ:heot;ies ot 

Andrew Bell and Joseph Lancaster._j).oth .of whom main-
. tained that the extension of public education could best be 

'accelerated by the cheap method ofthe pupil-teacliersystem, 
that is, by setting the children to .teach one another. Church
men had adopte'd Bell's ideas, Dissenters had taken'up Lan
caster's ; and two great school societies, the National (sup
ported by the Church) and the· British and· Foreign (sup
ported by the Dissenters) had taken in hand the develop
ment of the system.and the training of teachers. In 1833 
the Liberal Government set aside the sum of £zo,ooo per· 
annum for grants-in-aid to the two societies. It was a 
ludicrously inadequate sum; but it was steadily increased, 
and had by r85r risen to-£rso,ooo. But a very important 
consequence followed from these modest grants. In r839 
a Committee of the Privy Council was appointed to super
vise ,.the distribution of the. money, instead of leaving it to 

1 Below, chap. xii. p. 463. 2 Above, p. 132. 
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the two societies; and this was the ~dest origin_ol.e,.S.t~e 
_?epcg-tm~.n:l.oi .. .educ:.:1.ti!.lll- The Committee was served by a 
staff of inspectors, ·who visited and reported on the schools; 
and these inspectors were the germ of the powerful educa
tional bureaucracy, which has been mainly responsible for 
shaping the modern system of education. Here, as in other 
spheres, we may note tht broginning of a departure from 
laisser jaire, and, as a consequence, the beginning of the 
creation of a bureaucratic public service, interfering in 
matters which had hitherto been left to private enterprise. 

But important as· were some of the reforms we have 
alreaaysuminansed, fliey were dwarfed oy 11iree· great 

_ measures or groups of measures which profoupdly influenced 
, the )_tf~_atid. org.an~;U~n,oL_:t~~ nation: the Municp?-1 Re
,· '\.f;mx:_~ct, the Ne~ :s'_~or~ Law, and th~ Factor}~§> aJ1d Mi11:es 
· "4,cTs. All these were, or became tne means to, great social 

ietorms ; all contributed to raise the British people out of 
the morass into which they had been plunged by the In
dustrial Revolution. It is sometimes said that the Liberal 
reconstruction concerned itself purely with political and not 
with social reforms. There could not be a more misleading 
generalisation. 

(7 •. /§ 2. Municipal Reform, the New Poor Law, a:d ' t'- Public Health: · 

In two generations the Industrial Revolution had trans
formed the British people from a predominantly rural to a 
predominantly urban people; but nothing had yet been 
done to adapt the organs of government to the needs of the. 
ugly towns which had grown up with such rapidity, and 
whose inhabitants had no common traditions, and no habits 
of association for common ends. Some boroughs posse_2sed 

/ anciept c!!_art~, buLth~ir_govemmen~s w.§re·mostly 'close 
col:;porations' whose members took no responsibili.ty_JQr the 
well-p~ing of tnec91):1munity as a wnofe~ but regarded them
selves .?.§. C2_oncern~d onl~ with the rights and properties of 
the small body of privilegea freemen; and' many oithese 
cloSe'COrporations' were-as"'sorrupt as they were negligent of 
public needs. The towns which-~id n9.t_no_s_s_~~s ~n_s:~nt 
c~~~ 1!.1 a_-stilrworse_pligli± ; f_9r th~y 4.~P.ended for 

/ government p1ainly JlPOJl the __ gp.:p.bi::ous __ and_an!iquated 
ma.Chmery of the-medi<:llYaJ m<!nQri<!! <::9.£tL. Spedal boaies 
witb rating· powershad indeed been established in many 
places, by private Acts, to light or pave the streets or to 
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iay down drains. But their powers were always strictly 
limited. Amid this chaos of ineffective authorities there 
existed none which was held responsible for the genera] 
welfare of the community; and a large part of the miseries 
of the working population of Britain was due to this state 
of things. Until it was rectified, there was no chance of 
social health for a town-dwelling people, such as the British 
people were rapidly becoming. ,. · 

One of the first acts of the Government of 1832 was to 
appoint a Royal Commis~~on on this problem; and its very/ 

l full and able report formed th~ basis of th~ Municipal Re-V) 

\

f-orm Act oh835-a ure which when ali lts conse uences-!, 
If are cons1 e e abl deser es the first ace on e , ' 

rc_econstructive enactme of this era. In every consider-
a \ e own t 1s ct set up an e ected municipal council, to 
be chosen by the whole body of ratepayers ; and in all 
ancient boroughs the new councils took over tqe rights and 
properties of the old corporations. j This was violently 
opposed by the reactionary Tories; out Peel showed what 
he meant by Conservatism by giving his support tQ Govem
ment, and this enabled the. bill to pass through both Houses 
substantially unchanged,_ save only that -a· group of alder
men wet~e added to each council by the House of Lords, as a· 
safeguard against the ' democracy ' of the elected councillors. 
The powers at first conferred upon the municipal councils 

0 were limited. But this was easily rectified. Parliament 
could confer sp~cial powers by, private Acts upon any town 
that asked for· them ; and hundreds of Acts of this kind, 
promoted by individual towns, were passed during the 
following generation. Thus the towns_ early began to 
develop along their own lines, and to make instructive 
experiments : there was to be no rigid uniformity in the/ 
British municipal system. 

The new s:x:stem was a success from the. outset. In every 
towrtr:a:nyoiT~'bert'"me'ngave'tli'eirf~witnolit reward, 
to the great task of bringing order, decency, and dignity into 
tow11: life; and what is specially noteworthy is that this 

_ work, which involved the expenditure of very large funds, 
,was carried out with an extraordinary absence of <;:Ort1lption. 

Corruption had been rampant under the old system ; it 
was, and has ever since been, practically non-existent under 
the new. By r85o. an immense improvement had been 
brought about in the condition of the British towns. They 

,,_pvere _for the first time adequately policed, drained and 
'"Jlighted. , Some had obtained drastic powers for the demoli-
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tion of insanitary houses, and were laying down strict 
building rules. A few were beginning to equip themselves 
with great public halls, with parks, with' museums, libraries 

, and galleries of art-all unlmown luxuries in the days before 
V municipal reform. Thanks to the labours of an army of 

public-spirited citizens, some elements of decency and 
dignity were beginning to qualify the conditions under which 
British working folk had to live. No greater reform illus
strated this era of reform. 
· The second of the great restorative measures of the period 

• ,wa~ the new Poor Law of 18~4, which was designed to undo 
the alfbut Irreparable m1sch1ef that had been caused to the 
whole framework of British society, and especially to the 

, labouring classes, by the way in which the Poor Law system 
t Jlad been worked since 1795.1 In 1832 astroi;tg Commission 

"' ?'as appointed to inquire into the problem. l-ts · ablest 
<m~mber..-ws_,a,.youp.gdisciple of Bentham, UD.wm.C..hadwick. 
Bentham had himself written on the Poor Law· problem, 
and it was lft'th"e main his scheme of reform which the Com
mission recommended, and which was embodied in the Poor 
Law Reform Act of 1834. The primary aim of the Act (which 
was later extended, with modifications, to both Scotland and 
Ireland) was to emancipate the labourers, especiall,- in the 
rural districts, from the degradation and servitude into which 
the old system had brought them, to leave them free to 
earn their own livelihood in self-respect, and to thrust upon 
them the responsibility for doing so. It was with the able
bodied man, pauperised in spite of himself, that this Act 
was primarily concerned; not with the children, the old 
and the sick. It provided that, after a transitional period 
of two years, no outdoor relief should be given to able
bodied workers : if they could get no employment elsewhere, 
they were to be relieved only on condition of going to a 
workhouse, where the conditions were to be such as to make 
any form of employment seem preferable. Outdoor relief 
was to be given only to those who could not work for their 
own livelihood. 

In the main, drastic as they were, these provisions were 
salutary. They bred an unwillingness to 'go on the rates' 
which helped to restore the spirit of independence ; they 
forced employers to pay at any rate a subsistence wage ; 
they put an end to the ugly system of servitude to the poor
law authorities into which many British working people 
had been drawn; and they cut down the rates, in a few; 

1 See above, pp. zr6, z6o, 314. 
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years, by one-half. But in the first instance they inflicted 
cruel hardships upon the' vast numbers who had been taught 
to rely upon poor-relief. Two years did not form a long 
enough interval tG kt wages rise sufficiently to balance the 
withdrawal of allowances ; and what made things worse 
was that by an unhappy chance the new Poor Law came 

.il~ t9_effec('aJ i itiile:.oJ~yery baa -~_r_a'd~~:-r f seenied, and. it . 
was, a hard thi11g that the martwhO"could obtain no work 
should be punished Jor his misfortune by the stony severity 
of 1 the new Workhouses. The new Poor.Law_wtherefore 
earned ..the hatred:of alL the.working~classys, and, JllOre than • 
~ny other. cause ,_drove mep J:>y..tl:te,Jh<}\lsaud)J:J;to.the Chartist 
agitation. Yet in the end, harsh-perhaps needlessly harsh 
-'--though it was, the new system helped to drain the morass 
into which the labouriJ?.g men of Britain were being dragged, 
and to restore their self-respect. It could not remedy all 
the evils of their lot; other means had to be found for that 
end, and the task of finding them was no easy one. But 
the drastic medicine of the Poor Law was, so far as it went, . 
a real social reform. 

J
·,, The Act had also another import?-nt aspect .. To carry 

out its provisions a whole~~lie_:; _oj_ new_ authorities h_~Q..to qe ' 
establi9'hed. They were known as Boards ot Guardian~~ and ~ 
amon'g-thern-they covered the wmrr"e coJntry. They took 
over the functions in reg.?-J;<it.O..J;200r relief ~hi,ch had hitllertO 
been .. ~d..b.¥-th~...JJJ.~..ti£:~S of the Peace and the Parish , 
V~.S~- But, unlike the Justices and tlie ... :Vestnes, fliey 
were in the main representative bodies elected by the rate"c 

LJ payers-; ~nd throughout r~ral England t,b.i?. V\'<1:?. Jp~ :fi!st 
W m trod'lft_!Pn. _()L_r~p_re~s~!! i;_a h v~;~J_ g~'.!T?2?el1 !:;-~~ ~r~t 

~$P -~q_'"':ards the creatwn o~ a new system oelocatg9yern:
m,~nl.to.replace_~old traditional system, whic~<l:imani7 
festly_broken ... down.--:-Tlie-Bo·ardsof--Gi.iai'dians presided 
mr "Poor Law administration for groups or 'unions' of 
neighbouring parishes.. But somebody had to arrange the 
grouping of parishes. ~or this purpose .a body of Poor 
Lqw Commissionel,"S was appointed, in the first instance, !or 
~e years only ; ana the Commissioners also undertook the 
duty of guiding and supervising :the Guardians in the appli
cation of the new· system. These functions became so im
portan~ that t~e Commi~sioners' appointment was renewed l, 
from time to time ; and_Jn,J.~4"7-they':.bec'!!!le the Poor Law !(' 

\\ J2~!:Q, __ ~ch was _£11iJU~t,Iy,JL~?J )-ll1~_rg~ll th. e~. _ , 
· \\ Goye~nm_en~.Boaxd: 1he controllmg mmd among the Com-

~issioners was Edwin Chad~jck ; and Chadwick, like his;, 
... .... . ., 

* ..... ~' 
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master Bentham, had a profound belief in centralised control. 
His zeal and ability were impatient of the stupidities often 
displayed by local bodies. He allowed the Guardians very 
little freedom of action; and it was he, by a rain of orders, 
circulars, and reports, who really shaped the new system. 

Here was a new thing in British government: local 

l' ~c~~:;:~a~~;e:~~:=~Y~los~he s~fae~-~~~~d :F~r~~~~o~~~e~ 
ment had always been to leave to local governments an 

il almost unqualified autonomy, and this principle had been 
l followed in the case of the municipal councils. But Chad

wick's system represented a complete departure from this 
principle; it represented the introduction of centralised 
bureaucratic control. Probably it led to swifter progress 
than might otherwise have been attained. But one thing 
is certain: the Boards of Guardians, thus checked, were 
never so attractive to men of vigour and ability as the 
municipal corporations of the towns. 

Chadwick was a man of devouring zeal and energy ; and 
he was not content with his Poor Law work. He also had 
control of the new system of registration of births, marriages 
and deaths, established in 1836. In both capacities he was 
brought in contact with the appalling sanitary co~itions 
which existed in all populous areas, and which were among 
the chief causes of the miseries of the poor. Two cholera 
epidemics showed the danger of these conditions ; and Chad
wick undertook a great campaign for the improvement of 

.....Public Health. In 1848 he obtained ~ublic~Heallh...AI;.t, 
r which setJip..a.cen.tral.Boatd.oLEubli~ .. Health,_and...enal:>led 

it'to establish local Boards of Health with large powers. 
These new bodies, like the Guardians, worked under the 
supervision of a strong and enlightened central bureaucracy. 
The work which they did was of the first importance for the 
improvement of the condition of the British people; and 
the Public Health Acts were among the most beneficent of 

syst of laisser faire . 

• 

s~ocial reforms. They formed a sharp departure -from th-e 

- § 3. Factory Legislation and the Breach with :,J..fli§ser. 
• · Faire.' ~ •- s ---"' ""· '" --

But a still more imp6rtar{'t -;;;d salutary breach with the 
laisser faire system was embodied in the series of Factory 
Acts which were among the most significant innovations of 
this period. Attempts at leg!slation for the protection of 
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child-workers in textile factories had been made before-
in 1Soz, in 1819, and in several Acts during the 'tw~nties. 
But all these Acts had been inoperative, because their en
forcement was left to the Justices of the 'Peace, whr,:> were 
quite incapable of performing this function. In 1830 an 
agitation had begun among the factory operatives of York
shire and Lancashire for the restriction of the hours of 
children's labo\u to ten. A bill for this purpose was intro
duced in the Parliament of_r.83r.by_l\1Iichael Sadler, Tory 
member for Leeds, in a s~th Cleeply moved''"the 
House of Commons. Sadler lost his seat in the election of ~ 
1832 ; but the cause was taken up by a yo.ung Tory o£ h~gh ·· J 
rank, Lord Ashley, afterwards_ Earl o.f"Slmfi:~g·lfu:Q!:'_:who · 

~~~:~~~~~~A 
. '\England: Tlie coae ofleg1slahon for tlie protectwn of the~ 

rorkers was indeed in a very large degree th_e work of Shaftes
btiry-; and the part which he played, and the support which 
he received from many Tory landowners, who hated the 
manufacturers, has led to the often repeated assertion that 
the factory code was due to the Tories a:r}d resisted by the 
Liberals. But the .assertion is far from the truth. It is 

~rue thai the Factory. A~ts were opposed by many Liberal 
f'\manufact?rers; but .It 1s also. true that tB.~g-reat~~()f 

:r833, which .was the foundaJ.lOn' of the wnole c_oae,nwas-. 
~a opted~ by~ a' Parliament -~hich had an overwhelming -

. tiberal majority, and that most.of. its successors w.ere due 
~o Liberal.minist,ries. l\,!~~i},t~~~ ..... ~i.U....3;Y~ 
ilfll~~YE;.,)?~.£-~~~t~~£.~_t~"~- !lie 
Jdv1ce of a itoyal Com:r'!usswn ~li:rcli tfiey apJ20i:hted. 2\:nd · 
t~e mosf"'iifij30rffffit"'T.thet:h!ing~S"tlie~ifittod.uction of . 
the very provision which made the Act effective: the \. 
appointment of a staff of fadory inspectors to see that its 
terms were carried out. Once again, the creation' of a 
central bl!lreaucratic staff was the means of making State 
intervention really operative; and the reports of the in
spectors provided the main stimulus which led to the gradual 
development of the code. 
. T~~ oAct pW:..§J3 •• d~~!t. only ~ttb ... th~.J-~~~$.~11;)n 

textile factones, fo'rb:rddm,gJ:Q.,y~mJ?.loyrnent of any cli:rldren 
uh'd~'atls"'otd:"'atrd"lim,i ting t'h'e"'~'i"chil'dren ~under 
.13 tg. nine,_~nd of ' young~.oP~J:S,GBS.' under r8 to twelve. 
Buf neither th'e"'workpeople' no'r Lor~filey'were satisfied 
with these provisions. They;.;n'ext demanded the limitation 
of the hours of work to ten, not only for ' young persons ' 

~ -~ 
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but for women~ and their hope was that this would involve 
a corresponding limitation of men's labour also, since the 
work done by \vomen and children was essential. 

In r844, under Peel's ministry, a measure which went 
some distance in this direction was passed; in r847, with 
the support of the Liberal Government then in power, 
Ashley secured a new Act which fixed the hours of work for 
'women and young persons' at ten, in such a way that the 
factories could not be kept open except during these hours ; 
and in r8so these provisions were made secure and definite, 
and a Saturday half-holiday was obtained. The Home 
Office inspectors were made responsible for seeing that all 
these Acts were enforced ; and thus the hours of labour in 
the textile trades were regulated by the State, and the 
factories were placed, for some important purposes, under 
the supervision of State officials. 

Meanwhile State intervention had been extended to other 
spheres. In r840, again on the initiative of Lord Ashley, 
the employment of children in the sweeping of chimneys 
was prohibited. In the same year a Royal Commission was 
appointed to report on the employment of women and 
children in mines. Its report, published in r842, drew so 
ugly a picture of cruelty and degradation that the Clilnscience 
of the nation was aroused. Ashley at once introduced a 
Mines Bill which prohibited the employment of boys under 
13 or of women: and, though the bill was somewhat watered 
down, it became law. Its enforcement was entrusted to 
Government inspectors; whose visits to the mines, like those 
of their colleagues to the factories, led to many important 
consequences. 

~ T~us thLtlv.en:ty y,.Yars following r832 saw a very great 
{ departure in the attitude- orthe s:rate towards industry. 
t Under the guidance of a noble and self-sacrificing philan-
1 thropist, Britain had definitely broken away from the prin-
1 ciple of lais-siiilaire,- ana:- had --adopted the view that it is 
L :the duty of the cmnmunity to ensure that the process of 

wea:ltl'r-makjn.& -shall not be conducted in such a way as to 
be rw:n;;us to the minds and bodies of those who are engaged 
il) .it. The principle was as yet applied only in the cases of 

·women and children, and mainly in regard to hours of work. 
But it was not to stop there. The Inspector was abroad, 
taking notes; and his influence was-rnntim:tons·-and per
sistent. 
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§ 4· Ireland: O'Connell, the Famine, and the Revival of 
--·-- ----rrtVOlutionism. o · 

~~- If re~~!::'t~?sti9~3§ .. ;n_ty~~~qjn,J?r~t~,.J..tJ¥~tffi.._:q:;9!e. 
eeded m Jreland. The unJust J2JlY1~~g~s of the An~an 

",!lll.fsli~4~aii?..t4:=&,~rtaJ!!n~nC;~t~~]iP.~Y'\~is, i!..~e 
\ca~ed.f~~~k~~v~·all, the economic proolem wh1ch 
~a'ffis''efrom over-p,opulatwn .and from an ufte'fly-batl4'lll!:'tl
'ttste~, and whi~h led, to incess~n"'f ag:arian outrag,es, cried 
· oud for .remedml treatment. !he ti'6erals of 1832 were 
~qL..liW9-.. ~~e,,dle~g-~~2J!'""H!PnE.:;iJl-;J_f~.l~l!::;:'An:,extra-
ordinarily la'rge proportion of the time of Parliament was 
devoted' to Irish questions. But the measures proposed 
ortly tinkered with the surface of the problem; and the 
steadfast opposition of the House of Lords deprived even 
these measures of effect. 

In 1833 the revenues oi the Church of·Ireland were dras
tically dealt with, and it was proposed that part of them 
should be devoted to education ·and other public objects; 
but the House of Lords would not consent to such sacrilege. 
Year after year bills for the commutation of tithe and the 
transfer 0f some of the proceeds to public objects were 
introduc~d; but the House of Lords would not agree to 
any diversion of "church funds, and it was only. PY:~roppjp.g 
this proposal that the Government obtained a Tithe Act in 
I839· A Municipal Corporations Bill, on the model of the 
English Act, was proposed for Ireland ;· but the House of c 

Lo.rds would only consent to the introduction of such a 
system in a few of the largest towns. And the resistance of 
the House of Lords could not be overcome, because there 
was in England no strong body of opinion on Irish questions, 
and Irish opinion did not count. Meanwhile Coercion Acts, 
to deal with the incessant agrari.?:n outrages of Ire~and, were 
passed swiftly and easily, in face of the protests of most of 
the Irish members. Ireland was nearly always under ex
ceptional legislation ; and though these· powers were not 
often used by the Liberal Governments, they were in ex-

'2 is. te.nce_. . ijp_lrishma .. n_.c,.g.,~l4.J~iL.J.<1..L. e. eJ.jL_.1a t.=!}. is.:;.. ~o~1~ try 
A,was ..§.!!!!J:!]..'l:!~L~~~~lts.tr~Jm,,.,~Jl'4~J.,!lJ.e;; un~ted 
, ParlJ.a~,tr;~,~i§~]ZJ~~UgJ~ :t~~$.2Y: .. ~~j; gr,b<(~,!!fes. ~ 

Yet_':. gr~~L~ppq.tt_il1n ty~·· o\-J}r.YH~a hon ....!.:~# <>,pen. m 
tl!~s~ '.ys~r_?~";\Q.~9llPeJ},~1Jl~~g~~.e-,.1-.IUos.~ JESle.!, }1;;~ed_ · vwl- . 
ence, called h1mself a L1ber(ll, stead1lY.; ~l)pported the LlberaJ ~
Goveriiilleiits,alld'pinn'ed.""'":fiiS"":hOp'~s"' upm;-lil)eral '·reforms. 
If !le gad .. been.J!!~ Chief Secretary: .for Ireland, tpe mere 

..,............,. ;c- • a •~.....,_. rMe--~-~-""'-'l-;,r,:._ .... ~ ... --:!~~- ......... _ 
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fact of his appointment would have had great effect. But 
hi,? ~ppotntment would have created a storm :. w:Qen two of 
his followers were appointed to minor posts, an outcry was 
raised against the Government for appointing Irish Papists. 
And the real control of Ireland rested with the Protestant 
o:fficia1s of Dublin Castle, despite the fact th?-t Irish Catholi~s 
sat in the House of Commons. It is not surprising that, in 
face of these facts, Ireland was dissatisfied with her partici-

\pation in a Parliamenrwhere her representatives were uni-
. fOrmly voted down on Irish questions, and that a clamorous 

demand was raised for the Repeal of the Union. O'Connell 
had started a Repeal agitation on the morrow of Catholic 
Emancipation, and in 1832 there were forty Repealers in 

, ~ .. .the.House of Commons. But during the period of Liberal 
ascendancy the Repeal agitation flagged, because O'Connell 
was trusting to the Liberals. And.-the.n~~ult was that he 
lost his hold upon the loyalty of his countrymen. 

For the young intellectuals of Ireland were losing patience 
with O'Connell and his constitutional methods. The en
thusiasm of nationalism, at work in all the continental lands 
during these years, was seizing Ireland also. I;rLJ842 a 

._ band of young men, Gavan Duffy and ThQ!P-?-~ Davis chief 
among them, founded a newspaper with the signifi~ant title 

·' of.J:.he N atio1:1w.. Written with .Passion and' fire, it strove to 
\ t8ilCJ.1-the- imagination ·of. the Irish people by appeals to 

their history, to the long pitiful story of Irish sufferings. 
These young enthusiasts despised the slow and seemingly 
hopeless methods of persuasion ; they sang the praises of 
rebellion, the nobility of sacrificing the individual life for 
the life of a nation. 

But P'CQ!w..cll himself was losing patience. In r840, 
lwhen theMelbourne ministry was obviously about to fall, he 
·founded a .. Re~l Association on the model of the Catholic 
IAssoCialiori of t e 'twenties, and began to collect a Repeal 
Rent like the old Catholic Rent. His ascendancy soon 
revived. In 1842 the Association was so vigorous that a 
triumph like that of r829 seemed within grasp, and O'Connell 
promised that 1843 sho~ld be t:.heY ~e.r qf Repeat-Immense 
and enthusiastic meetings were held in all parts of the 
country. For 1843 the LiberatQr pla~ned a gigantic demon
stration at Clontarf, which was to have been, in the Repeal 
movement, what the Dungannon Conference had been in 

]

Grattan's campaign for legislative independence.1 But 
Peel, now in power, prohibited the meeting, sent troops to. 

1 Above, p. 96. 
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occupy the site, sent a fl~et ~o guard the co_ast;.an.~t.Q.'C~~nell, 
always resolute to avotd vwlence, submitted and cancelled 
the · "irteetiltg~~liif. ~_rided, .Jlis,. ~t~tu.tj.m!~-1-agi ta tion. 
N~ert.~~-.b:~~s~,cpt~g.W,.~l;.qu~,..'l,J{.i.C,9Jldetnned 
by: a p_ack_ed J!JI:Y ; the sentence was later scornfully re· 

~
..-_.versed itr'1:l:fe1-I9use of Lords. ,,'Connell's l.ong-as~<;,._enda~y 
_ ~as over :-• henceforward the P.arty- of violence held the 
' upper11aiiainiTeTanCf:-- -

~-eel was .5<:?.£~a!"'~. ~an to be co~~ent w~~Y. of 
mere r~~sron : l:'i'e ma~Hernpf"to grapple w1th 
some of Ireland's, ills. In spite of a No-Popery outcry, he 
forced thr~)Ugh Parliament a large grant to the CathOlic 
sem~nary at Maynooth, and established non-sectarian 
Queen's Colleges at Belfast, .Cork and Galway, to afford 
university education to. Irishmen exclude~ from Trinity 
College, Dublin. And he .~ppointed a Commission (the 
Devorf Commission)~ to inquire into the IrTSii land problem; 
its r~p2f.t ~as t~tt..b.l<gil.ill.!ng_qf~.i~ll-1L9-tte~tion to thuo?t 

i' c~:_ of Tnsh dlsco1l,t~Qi. Bu_t.w,~e~~~~!!.uce<!_. ~~~111 

I 
fo gtve t::l:t~<;Jto some of the Commtsston s recoll]-menaahons, · 
it w~:itgug'kCCiJJ:tf!l:~~~'CIS_!§"'an~~~-- of 

· the _QgJ:U~ .. PL~erty~~~~'-:"C\~Ive -~n1nstrycould 
t not car~ through"""lliat House the modest mstalments of 
1 reform whichit'designed _f~r Ireland. _Yet Pe_el h_<:d.showp _: 
1 - a clearer sense ·of the reahhes of the Insh pro1:51em than the 
1 Whigs had ever displayed; and it is possible that, if Fate 

had permitted; he migh_t have_ begun a real policy of 
amelioration. · 

" But at this moment Ireland was struck by the most 

!1 
c;gg~~£_g disaster in all her pite?us history. I,n.;.t~45! ... ~~ 

· · agam m 184~, the potato crop.Jejled, Half the popl).latron, 

\.~:ir~~~~~~~~~!7e~~"~~=::del~v=~ 
.ithat it could to meet the sudden crisis, and its efforts were 
;supplemented by immense charitable funds raised in all the 
big British towns. But the catastrophe was too vast for 

. any improvised remedies. M?-ny thousands died of sheer 
starvation; thousands more poured out of the country, 
crowding into the slums of Liverpool, Glasgow and Man
chester; other thousands thronged emigrant ships bound 
for the United States and Canada. The malady of over
population had begun to remedy itself in a very terrible 
way. There were 8,joo,ooo inhabitihts in Ireland in 1845 : 
when the census was taken in I85I they had shrunk to 
6,600,000, and this was only the beginning of a long process 
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of qepopulation. No country of Western Europe has in 
modern times gone through such an agony as Ireland en, 
dured from 1845 to 1848. And the traces which it left 
were indelible. Every emigrant carried with him, when 
he said farewell to the Green Island, an inextinguishable 
bitterness. He wasted none of it on economic forces : it 
was all reserved for England. 

An almost worse horror than the famine followed on its 
heels. The wretched cottiers were unable to pay theit 
rents'; and thousands of them were evicted from their 
cottages in order that their tiny patches of iand, often 
cleared of stones and made cultivable by the endless toil of 
the outgoing tenant, might be combined into larger farms. 
A~ betwe~pJa.udl.OJ:d_an.d..J:.euanLmore relentless 

,-tha~g thiit..l!ililgon~ bef2r,e ;~nd-agi;arian . .outgge 
beca~.more Erevalent t~n exer. The Liberals, again in 
power (thougnwitfi a precarious majorjty) thought a....£2.;._ 
ercion Act necessary (1847) : they got it without difficulty. 
But when they asked for power to control evictions and to 
secure compensation for improvements made by the tenant, 
their majority vanished. 

Amid these horrors, the overwrought minds of the leaders 
of Young Ireland turned to violence and rebelliop. The 

'"/'United Irishman, a paper run by a passionate young patnot, 
lGTiciieT; was liiled witll. talk of pik~s and barricades and 

' boll1'bs: Smith O'Brien, once O'Connell's comrade, went to 
Paris to ask for aid from the le<:~.ders of the.r8.48 Revolution. 
But the Jris~ '48 w~ a djsma,.lfailure. A hundred prospec
tive rebels were arrested~ Mitchel was sentenced to penal 
s~yitude; Smith O'Brien and two colleagues, who had 
gathered a band of armed men, were captured and transported. 
Order was restored; and Ireland, enfeebled and depopu
lated, sank back again into torpor, with one more bitter 
memory added to the long list that severed her from her 
partner-island. While Britain was beginning to find a way 
out of her troubles, Ireland's had become fivefold worse. 
As at every stage in British history, her tragic figure stood 
like a skeleton at a feast, re~uking self-complacency. 

§ 5· Cobden, Peel, a1td the Establishment of Free Trade. 

Amid all their legislative activities, the Liberal ministries 
of 1832-41 had been markedly unsuccessful in two important 
spheres. They had been inefficient in administration, and 
especially in co-ordinating the work of the various depart~ 
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ments of State ; and they had been unsuccessful in the 
_management of the national finances. In particular they 
had disappointed m_ost gf their followers by their failure to 
carry_'into 'effectthe doctrines of the economists in regard 
.to the freedcnn of foreign traqe. These aspects of the work 

7 of· reconstruction-administrative efficiency and fiscal re
.\J form-were' left to Sir Robert Peel, and formed the out-r} standing3~~!11$D. t?. qf...h~~~t ;m~ts.t~~9{~~~ ;;84,§· j 

j In regard to fiscal reform, however, ee was ~IVen, 
\forward more rapidly than he could ever have anticipated 
~\by the pressure of a great public agit~tion_ carried on by the 
\ tAnti-Corn-Law League. Th~s,;?,rg§ln~~~ig!J...!Etg)~.e~~~!§.!:tedl 
'by2: g!:<?_up_of .~anc:ashii·eJ!l_an_~c~U:re_r~jn 1838, at the be
ginning of a period of exceptionally severe trade depression 
which lasted until 1843, and gave to 'the hungry Forties' 
t~ei( dism?:f app_ep_iij:j~rfi:": Tli1 ~!'it t2~s,._.?nhe :L~eague ~rgued' 
that the Corn Laws were the chief cause of popular distress, 
by raising the price-o·f-foocCoy reduciiig.everyboqy's- pur
cliasin'fpower, a:iid'"bydiscouragiri'g tneexp6rlof manu-
~--.... ' ~' __ • .......... ~· . ._,,..., ·~ -:- -~--~~--;- ti'o --~ .. ~-~ ·- ~~ ,........_ .. :),." .,.:.- . ..:.o::'>~·-- .... .,. 1 .--..."' 

-factured goods wliich ~l<:Lt.§:~~J~!a~~E .... a.means <?f..p,g.ymg, 
for imported corn. 'But-tpQugh they.made the Corn Laws 1 

the chief object of their attack, they preached with equal 
yeheinertte the necess~ty of universal Fre~ __ Tr<:!-de. The 
heart ana~·soul:oHhe·agitation· was'Richard Cobden, a man 
of untiring zeal and genuinelY. un~elfish de~otion,_and a 
master'ot'lucia""anapersuasive expOsltwn.-With him was I 
~inked ~is_,_illlLlJla.~e. ·f!i!nd~J2.!:P. J3~!JgQ!:,.,.th_e noblest andj 
most wihi)!gg,,.~utwn .2P·tor of ~h~~.te~.n~h .cent~ry.l 
From 1838 .._i;_Q..,_I84?_"""1:!1S~t~B(...-'Y~Qlf 'lg,..,aJ:Tily ~s>Lb~lp~~·s, · 
m2Y~ ~~gut_ t_!J._~ ..£2...UJ.?. gy_pr,~.sh}J,!g_~ tli.~~-d?c.~rin~~oJ~J<:ree 
Trade as ~a:sort of gosp,_el;-; '1U-d:~.:cur.~_:for)~y~ry~Ill ; as a sure 
path not -only 'to natiorial'P.rospe·ray,'~but-to~peac?"-among 
the nations.- It was":'forthemarlioraraswelras'aneconomic 
question. I~ tl:leiruiifailiiig·'lfelier' Ili~tlie Virtue ·c;clin
"1-e?t:icted competition they went beyond even the orthodox 
economists .. John Bright; the.most c~~passionate of men, 
opposed FactoryActson':'pr!_ri~!:Pl~; "an:a·mere·was·onlyone 
important economist of 'the' nineteenth.:'CC:mtury who ever 
took this line. Cobden.@d .. Hright,.were.._the_ prophets of 

. what came to bekno;nas.,the Manches-ter School; but 

I 
t]J,ere---was_ no!hing.p,Q__velj"n.: !~~!r.-.d.~':?~rin~ sav~_ the whole
heartedness of its assertion· that th~ j~ Jll t~~ch9-l}ge._,.<:>f 
goods was not merely one of the roots, but the very tap
root, of national well:being.~ LiKe tlieir economic antithesis, 
Karl' Marx, they preached a materialist creed in an ideali~t 

VOL. II. 
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spirit: the Millennium was to be reached by buying in 
the cheapest market and selling in the dearest. The sheer 
force of their unwavering belief made their ideas the most 
potent factor in British politics for a generation to come. 

When Peel came to power in 1841 the Anti-Com-Law 
• "'.,League was in full vigour; carrying on its propagan<!a:·with 

such tite'tess energy, such ingenuity, and such persuasive
ness, that the l~dowp!!lK .~~~s ,w_as gravely alarmed, and 
looked to Peel to avert what they believed would be utter 
ruin. Peel came to power as a Prote_ctionist, and an 
op_l)onent of the Leaj5Ee. But his was an open and teach
ab1en:-lWj:f;. -~~ ~ we~sna11 see, it moved rapidly during the 
five years of his ministry; and in the end it was Peel who 

, carried Cobden's flag to victory. · ---- - ~-

'

'-.::-Two. features. main~y. ~isting_u~shed_ this ministry, and 
· rnade 1t a tutmng-pornt-'itt Bnhsh history. The first of 
· these was Peel's administrative efficiency. No Prime 

p ·~ Minister has ·ever excelled him -iri th<:;pedfic worK'ofa 
1/i:~fi lJ"ime Ml~ist~~--:-that -~fk;;ping '"infoucn with.~ all' depart

. ments ot government, and ensuring that every question of 
national policy received the proper degree of cabinet atten

' tion. He bro~gh.,!the_~~bi~et.!yste!R_t2 a pitch of perfec-
. ! l tion nev~~regualled befor~ or smce _: under hi~ ~~ cabinet 
: . worked as a team, and Its collective responsibility was a 
, . 1reality. ---- - · 
~ "' ""-But the outstandi¥lt feature of Peel's minist~and his 
j maih contribution fohe' 'work"Of' 'natiOii"afrec'onstrucfion, 
I was the far-reaching revision of the national system of 

finance which he carried out. He came tOJ20wer at a time 
of acut~ .. commerciaJA~.w;~ssi!?r-., ... ~n:d w,g.s,..,htiect 'SY'.i.~i.9us 
a'enc1t m'herit~m the. W!Egs. He found in existence a 
umversal profeaive-sy5terrl, with a tariff that included 
duties on some 1200 separate articles, quite apart from the 
Com 1,-aw, which submitted imported com to a sliding scale 
o-rCIUeS·varying inversely with the home price. In 1842 he 
passed a new Com Law with a reduced scale, which satisfied 
neither the League nor the country gentlemen. But his 
main achievement in this year was a remarkable Budget, 
wherein he imposed an income-tax in order to tum the 
deficit into a surplus, and then proceeded to abolish the 
duties on nearly 400 articles, and to make substantial reduc
tions on the rest. Three years' experience showed him that 
he was getting a better yield from the reduced duties than 
from the higher ones, because greater cheapness encouraged 
the people to buy. Meanwhile the propaganda of the Anti-
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--corn-Law League was going on more vigorously-than ever ;• 
arid its arguments seemed to be justified by Peel's financial 
experience. Moreover it was l?eing borne in upon him that 
it was no longer-possible for Britain to be a self-supporting 

~country; and it was only as a means of enabling the country 
·"to, support itself that the Corn Laws could be defended. 

"\"'Peel's views '!.\Tere_deJinitely_moving. in Cobden's direction, 
'\~hen the Iris~,f£!.?-:t.? ... ~a~ine s~~~e in the autumn. 

of -r845;:al!(lp1aaeitie_vefy~wn.of.excluding-.foreign corn, 
or discour~g!ng_ij:s im EOt~<l ti~~~t _th_e,Jow.est possible ~a tes. 
;lppear intolera_!:>Je. --~-~~~~h£2~~~~~t2..£.l1P.t£ll, 

ih*{;;;~~oj'li<~e,elJ. '"!S-~-~er~i~1~~!.¥J.~d_his 
~l?$!Y...:.... ... l2~.S.©Lt~,Q.-b;y,.,som~-,,oL l:us ~leadmg colleagu?s, he 

re~1gned ; but ;Lord John R~s,.sell, \_Yho !).ad meanwhile de
.Clared for Free Trade, could not form a ministry, and Peel 
had to return to power. As in 182g, it fell to him to .carry 
a fundamental change of policy which he had been pledged 
to oppose. The m_ajority <2f his party, wild with fury,, 
threw themselves iri!o violenf opposition u:il'derLord Geoi·get 
Beiitinck and Benjamin Disraeli; who won 'th-eirh'earts by 
t:he unbridled- invectives whiCh-ll1ey poured upon theirerst-

• w bile le~er. I ~,g,~!Y.,.}Y.ith,.,tl-L~.&!tJ?.·R~t&t,~.J.:L~~f-aJs
tl).at- Peel could .. carr~~hJ§S;JRl'O.posfl,}$.~thr:~)Jg~h,.th~.,.R-quse of 

~~~~t~~~~~~~~~~~~i~ ;~~ 
t~nded the reductjon oj the duties on other commodities,

- and in effect established general_Eree_Trade. It might have 
been expected thatthe Rouse- of Lords would have resisted' 
the repeal of th<L~o.rn,Laws, whi~h most.,of...i~tnbers 

' - regard_ed · as in v:ol vingJpTfiD[.~QJ;t~SQ.l)JJ.tJy~and_t_h,~_,J!IJ:.a:l 
goWii:fallof~lY.!l_-:-~1?-Ss~ . Yet tliey accepted it ·with 
~xtraordinary ease; thanks !o ... _the.irifluence of the Duke of 
Wellington, who now, as in 182g, was convinced that it1 
would be dangerous to resist a measure which he ·personally! 
detested. , 

On t~.Y.~D~ gl,~RJ:.£.~~~ichj~~-C~~~&~~j.l.,heJ:Io':se 
Jof Lords, Peel was defea'i:'e'(f ui~lie Commons on an Insh 

/if~!;:~~I~~:i~Je~e'b~t:t~~~l~ ~~~~~r';i~n~~~ ;·' 
Loro J ohn.Russell which held office for six years, depending f~· 
always upon the support of the group of progressive Con- I.-;~. 

I
. servatiyes who followed Peel. The Liberal~ __ w_ere __ nowL_. \ 

'

wh. ole-h~arted Free Trade,f~, and "they-carri~d ~till. f.urther ~ .. 
~h~ bold change of policy which Peel had begun. ~~!!~l& 'ii -~--~ 
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\

in I849,. they repeale~ .the Navigatio~ Acts, wh.ich had b~en 
the keystone of Bnttsh trade poltcy for two· centunes. 
'{his was the final breach with the long tradition of trade

, protection: Britain had become defini!e~y and unmistak-
1 ~ably_ a F'r~~_]'rage cov~r_J;,: 
' \ ~ill's not ourbi::tSil1~s~n:o discuss the theoretical merits or 

defects of this policy. But there is no room for doubt that, 
in the circumstances of the time, it brought to Britain an 
immediate and rapid expansion of trade, and ended the long 
period of acute distress which had, with brief intervals, 
lasted since the close of the Napoleonic War. Three figures 
are enough to indicate its results. In IBIS the declared 
value of British exports was just under £so,ooo,ooo. Twenty
seven years later, when Peel began his attack on the Pro
tective system, it had fallen to £4J,250,ooo. But after 
another interval of twenty-seven years, in I869, it had risen. 
to £I90,ooo,ooo. Nor did agriculture suffer, as might have 
been expected. The generation following I8IS had been a 
period of agricultural distress, which the Corn Laws had 
failed to remedy. The generation following I846 was a 
period of agricultural revival ; and it was not until the 
'seventies, when the produce of the virgin lands of North 
America began to pour in on a large scale, that a nl!w period 
of decline began. Distress and revolutionary agitation filled 
the generation between I8IS · and I85o ; prosperity, and 
political quiescence distinguished the next generation. This 
contrast was due to many causes ; but the most important 
among them was the new fiscal policy, which broke down 
the only barriers that prevented Britain from becoming the 
central m~~ket and workshop of the world. 

!>" 
;~' 6. The Results of the Liberal Reconstruction. 

z, . -~ ·--. "'·. : ::·-··'!"' :. -- ~. ~ •.. - .... 

It is but a bald and arid summary which we have had 
space to give of the great cl:lang~s which took place between 
I83o and I85o ; and their significance is apt to be obscured 
by the dryness 'of a catalogue of enactments. Seldom has 
any great socie~y unde~s-one within so short a time a greater 
change in structure and in spirit.- In I83o Britain was 
ruled by -~ J>Iivileged .olig!rc.hy ; her ~~ole social system 
was frostboul_lcf bj! pn~;;<;:npbon and ngtd tracliti<malism ; 
and-her people, suffering bitter distresse~, seell}~d to be on 
the eve of a blind and destructive lJ.pheaval. Without any 
vio1enfCllsrlipliontlie'~iitrenched power of the oligarchy 
was overthrown; the frost was melted without a burst; 
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and within twenty years the British people had entered upon 
an era of prosperity and contentment. 
Tw,p_~~.~r~~f.~t,urs?r~~ug~~.~l~.WX-~W~ 

detail of refo:r;mmg actlvtty whrch we have attempted to· 
sli?Vey-~~.a-qle.~t__.}mp~:t~!l~i was 

\ that the Bnhsh Q~~Q.Plt:.J:l,p.Q.,n;ge~:!i.Wf!i{e.J!a,15ll':o.f~self;:gox~:rp-
r !!!.t!!t, a~ engaged in creating new machinery for its 

exercise. P~~~J .... l.l-~8. bt~2.JP.e_r:epr~I1J~!!Y~-l!QLY!1.. 
of the wh~nation, .b.J!LoL&t_v~~ry_su]::>st_antiaLpart~of.Jh~.
.Ua:tion::;3.nd the old governing class, while it 'still retained 
its traditional leadership, had learnt th'at it was.not its will 
but the nation's will (whenever it was clearly expressed) 
that must in the end prevail. Self-government had become 
real in the towns also, and they were using their power to 
regain some measure .of decency and health. Even in the 
rural districts Boards of Guardians and Boards of Health 
were beginning, though in an imperfect way, to give expres
sion to the common will. 

) 
The second broad feature of the period was that, w:hile 

laying-theUt'ffiosf''emphasis upon individual abilitY, and 
eii8gy:~a.?·t~::cliief:crei:~i;v:e ... f0iee..in:lil.unan::socie1¥:a;d 
"Yhi!t~iu~d<!?...i.n. the !}e2( :f?J?.L 1,-a,JVj_e~~~n~ 
~rjnging:hom~e _to_ eyery_man_the .seg~e-pjj)1di:\riClua,J:"~::

~spo_n~i~ill!y,~_British.people.were . .at.th~...§9:ill.t.fu!l.~~a_l(~ 
"ing ~\V?-Y_.!r91ll_~_barren.creed of.laisser, jaire,~and_w.~

accepting_the .. principle-that·it-is-the.duty_of.the.comJ11!!_ll:ity 
to prqJect .the_weak-against_th~~strop.g,_and to compel all 
to observe certain minima of decency in their relations with 

!their fellows. But in order to enforce these qbligations a 
great departure in government was being rriade:" a_gro;;.;
~~ssi<l.n.~ administr~tive ~lC:S~ ~s ~~~!!_g,~E.~~;~l,~jJ!Rei-vis; 

v.m :van.o~ ~~y~ Hie ~a~ti!:Itres£f r.n~:~qua! .9t~ps ~ and 
~~'these·agents of the natiOnal Government were begmnmg to 
\interfere iri the conduct of factories, mines, schools, and 
local governing bodies, in a way whi~h the eighteenth cen-
turywould never lr~ve contemplated. ·· . 

On the other ·hahq Britain was bEeaking away from her 
,;6~~~di ti2!2s~a:~a -gr..e::tq$1mon:pr:i'ctic~ 'Qf~~e--mod~rn 

world oy a1:5andonmg the attempt to control tlirough tanffs 
·th.[§'~fu1llii. of forei@:!taoe: ·~She ·n:ad Js~ain.'fStri.Ye' 
a.!_!er t~i!!e~~f !!.~t!Q,..nil-L~.elf;stdfrdency$; she was content 
to oe'J>.ell.<l f~~ I]l?#Y~<!S.§PP:!J.~l!?:~!lP-<?P....r,.t.Q~-.:PJ2Se~s.,of inter
chang~:~i!~}>~et:_};~o~;_g.~!(~~"in:Y;iting~alLthe world 
to· enter her markets freely, m the behef that, the more 
go9ds other people sent, tpe tpore goods they would Qff 
... . . .. . ' 
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bound to take in exchange. On the increasing intimacy in 
the relations of peoples which this process of interchange 
was likely to bring about, Britain was beginning to base 
sanguine hopes of growing peace and international fellow
ship ; and the great International Exhibition of r85r, which 
ended this period, was hailed as the emblem and harbinger 
of an era of peaceful industry. Moreover, having abandoned 
her long-held belief in the possibility of drawing advantage 
from artificially enforced monopolies, Britain was entering, 
as we shall see, upon a new system of relationship with her 
daughter-lands, a relationship not based upon the cash-
nexus. ' · 

'"Some of these hopes were to be justified by the course of 
events, others were to be. falsified. But the acceptance of 
these new political conceptions, and their embodiment in 
laws and institutions, make this period one of the most 
momentous in British history. 

[Walpole, History of England from I8I5; Greville Memoirs; Dicey, 
Law and Public Opinion in England; Peel, Memoirs; Parker, 
Sir R. Peel; Walpole, Life of Lord]. Russell; Russell, Recollections 
and Suggestions ; Morley, Life of Cobden ; Trevelyan, Life of Bright ; 
Morley, Life of Gladstone; Monypenny and Buckle, Life of Disraeli ; 
Disraeli, Life of Lord G. Bentinck; Letters of Queen Victoria to Mackay, 
History of the English Poor Law; Webb, English Poor Law Policy; 
Hutchins and Harrison, History of Factory Legislation; Ho¢lder, 
Life of Shaftesbury; Dunlop, Life of O'Connell; Duffy, Young 
Ireland and My Life in Two Hemispheres; Trevelyan, The Irish 
Crisis ; Mill, England and Ireland.] 



CHAPTER IX 
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§ r. The Character of the Movement and the First· 
Attempt at Direct Action. 
~Rt~-~~ . . 

THE legislative activity·-which we have surveyed in the last 
. chapter was accompanied by a popul<1.r movement outside 
of Parliament, which aimed, not at the gradual adjust
ment of the existing social and politicC).l order, but at the 
establishment of a wholly new·order, to be constructed in· 
accordance with the va,gue and often contradictory theories 
of a group of revolutionary thinkers. For this reason it 
may rightly be described as a 'revolutionary' movement, 
in spite of the f~ct that most of those who took part in it, 
far fro111 advocating 01~ desiring any blind outburst of 

· violence, were scrupulously constitutional in their methbds. 
The leaders of this movement drew their inspiration'from 

~--the wholesome ang~;r by which they were filled when_they 
contemplated the miseries which a large proportion of the 
people were enduring; and from the equally wholesome con
viction that the organised power of a civilised community 
ought to be capable of :remedying these miseries. Their ideas 
were often crude and ill thought-out. They, had little sense 

,, ~I!?:e!l?e _CQffiPl~2C~ty,of.tpe,liyjpg~s.otial orgaiiiSi'llwliiCh..,_ _ _. 
they wanted to carve into a new form. T}}eir~plans.oLre
construction were very hazy, ap_d many of. them~wereJ:..~9 
prone to' imagine that all the ills. of which they complained 
were merely due 'to the wickedness~ and. selfish~~th~ 
rr1aster:.class,)1ifd that, if the existing order were once de
stroyed, justice and plenty woul¢1 .come as su:r:ely as day 

,.follows night. F.,w. tha1_;:~~Y: · faik£c ~11d it was w~ll 
that they_jgiled; for their yi_~tory could have brouglit 
ng.thil}.g ·1mt Chaosanor'uii)Ji(~lit tneit:.__eijor~pot f,'y, 
wa.SteQ.-~They~.taught~wor,king.:'people. to .think.about and €Fo'Ek for the ?-l!l~Jioration~oJJheir own.lot.by co-op~rative 

.action.;. and ~hey. for_~~d~!JH~n_of_all classes to reah_se tl;_e 
~;xistence pf great evils, and the necessity for great_Ief_or;ns.) . 

--~- -·- .. ·- ··-·-- ~- . 4P7 "-
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The movement captured the greater part of the working 
class, especially in the North of England; and its phrases 
and catchwords were almost universally adopted. At some 
moments there seemed to be a real danger of the most 
horrible form of civil war-a war of classes, a war of the 
'Have-nots' against the 'Haves,' in which ideals would 
inevitably disappear in a brute struggle for material re
sources that could only lead to the destruction of the wealth 
which was fought for. This horrible co:qclusion was averted 
by three happy circumstances upon which the British 
people had a right to congratulate themselves. In the first 
place, most of the leaders of the movement were determined 
to avoid violence; in the second place, a free vent was given 
to discussion, and Government resisted, on the whole, the 
temptation to resort to mere repression; and, in the third 
place, the acute distresses which were the main cause of 
all the ferment were gradually amended by the working 
of the reconstructive measures which we have already 
outlined. 

There was a great variety of doctrine and opinion among 
the social thinkers who won the ear of the working classes 
during these years. But most of it may be described as 
vaguely Socialist in characte.r.,_and there were certaip. broad 
principles which were widely accepted as axiomatically true. 
The chief of these was that labour is the source of all wealth, 
a statement that is only valid if the term 'labour' be held 
to include directive and inventive ability ; and these factors 
the revolutionary leaders were too apt to minimise or dis
regard. Even in this sense ' labour ' is helpless without the 
use of stored-up wealth, or capital; and the revolutionary 
leaders seldom stopped to ask themselves how this wealth 
was to be made available unless those who stored it or saved 
it were encouraged by payment for doing so. The second 
axiom was that 'labour' has a right to the whole product 
of its toil; which was held by many unthinking men to 
mean that the manual labourers alone should share the 
product of industry. A third axiom was that, as Society 
was organised, the rich were daily becoming richer and the 
poor poorer, because the rich were compelling the poor to 
work for them for a bare subsistence allowance. The facts 
of the period seemed to support this doctrine ; which was 
later adopted by Karl Marx, at a time when events were 
already proving it to be manifestly false. And the con
clusion of the whole matter-a conclusion also adopted by 
Marx-was that the ~nterests of the manual workers were 
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in conflict with those of all the rest of the.colllm~!l_ity, and 
that a better state of things could only be attained by a 
class-war, a war .of .the wage-earners .<!-gainst.Jh~ .plasters, 
and against the Government which the masters conj:rolled. 

As to the way in which this war should be conducted, and 
as to the use which shoultl be made of victory, there were 
wide differences, and much hazy thinking. Some, notably 

~ the followers of Robert Owen, thought.JhaLthe ,workers j 
should disregard politics and try to. organise a sort of co
operative.communismJor themselyes. 0-t_bers held that the 
workers, through their Unions, sg~,-~y..JlJ.!. ~Sf_ £.f.j:he 
strike weapon, destroy the power of capital and take Pi>.§: 

' session of the factories for themselves;' this was-iilsome 
degree anantiCip'atioi1:'of :modeffi"":Syndicalism. Bl.lJJ.he 
great •• l1ll!jQ.!.liY,.,. attrib1.1ting_~o-G~gz~I!!ment the resp,gnsi
bi[!:y for the system under_~...illfl.l.Jh$y .. ,suf(ered,.and_credit
iJ:2.g tlie.St'ate'Wi th--:a:':' powedittle.short.of.omnipotence, .were 

f"b~ up2,!L ~~izing .politicaLcon-trel, ~as~the.necessary~meap.s 
c't,fQr .c.:reating._3:_.new social~order. It was from this ljne of 
/tJlought that Chartisrri .arose;· reviving the old-political pro-
\ gramme of the Radicals. .But, un1ike the earlier Radicals, 

\

most of the Chartists never conceived of political equality 
as an en_d in l.·tself, or adopted the doctrines of ind-ividualism. 
D.~!JlQCracy .was for them the. means to a.sociaLrevolution. 

' .Ninety-nine of every hundred Chartists were believers in a 

f
'vague; unanalysed Socialism,·-and -looked to a democratic ../ 

. State to secure -for them economic security and prosperity. 
· The ferment of revolutionary ideas was already at~work 

fr:om r825 onwards, and in 1830, when. the Whig :Govern-
. ment came to power, it. seemed to ~€!- mel}acing." The · 

j
.Reform agitation for a time diverted. the cur~nt; but when 
the_l~.eform Act came into operation, it proved to be a dis
appointment; and '\:he revolutionary movement resumed 
its independent course. It now took the form of what may 
be called, in modern p~raseo.logy, .a ... §.y~di<;aJ~s.±:ilttemp~~to .. -~ 

l
g~.:_~~:?~ ~~he machi~~X,2[P.r2§u9CJ!!?n ]:>y~·~~~!.,~~_E~n. 
As early as r83o"'the .. pro]ect of a general associatiOn of 
workpeople in all trades-a Trades Union as distinct from 
separate Trade Unions-had be.en set on foot in Manchester. . 
This gra:;diose conception was p,~t~'into operation on an 
elaborate scale when in J anuar:Y- 1834 Robert Owen launched 
the Grand National Consolici'atea""Trades-Uriio:ti';"'"'and an
nounced ~tliat -great'Z:hange"S;'ere" ~bout". to come' suddenly 
upon Society like a 'thief in the night.~_<1"All the working 
r-lq,ss~? were to be.jncJuded in a sin,7 .. ;:~,~t organisation; 

'! ~ ' 
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' all individual competition is to cease ; all manufactures 
are to be carried on by National Companies.' The success of 
the scheme was at first impressive. Half-a-million members, 
including thousands of agricultural labourers and many 
women, joined in a few weeks; and an extraordinary epi
demic of strikes broke out during the spring and summer. 

The governing class was not unnaturally alarmed by 
these proceedings; but the Liberal Government refused, 
to its credit, to introduce repressive legislation like the Six 
Acts of r8rg. Nevertheless in various places actions for 
conspiracy were brought by employers against their work
people. The most iniquitous of th~se was the prosecution 
of six Dorsetshire agricultural labourers who had formed 
a lodg~ of the Trades Union in the village of Tolpuddle. 
They had administered an oath of secrecy to their members; 
and this was made the ground of a prosecution under an 
Act of 1797, which had been passed at the time of the 
Mutiny of the Nore to prevent secret conspiracies. The 
six labourers were sentenced to seven years' transporta
tion ; and, to the indelible shame of Lord Melbourne and the 
Liberal ministry, this monstrous sentence was carried out, 
in spite of a rain of petitions and remonstrances. Nothing 
did more to alienate the working classes from the Govern
ment which they had helped to carry into power than this 
savage treatment of the Dorsetshire labourers. Two years 
later Government came to its senses again, pardoned the 
labourers, and brought them back from Australia. But the 
mischief J::!ad been done. The 'base, bloody and brutal 
Whigs,' as one of the Chartist leaders later called them, had· 
lost the confidence of working people. 

Meanwhile the Grand National Consolidated Trades 
Union had collaps-ed as swiftly as it had risen. Its collapse 
was due, not to prosecutions, but to its own inherent weak
ness. The innumerable strikes which its establishment had 
encouraged were all unrelieved failures. Its funds were 
exhausted. Before the end of the year it had sunk into 
complete discredit, and its failure had ruined the influence 
of Robert Owen. The first great experiment in Direct 
Action had come to nothing; and the leaders of revolution 
turned to new methods. 

In the very year of the Grand National fiasco, the new 
Poor Law had been enacted ; and this completed the dis
credit of the Liberal Government, and aroused the fierce 
anger of the working classes against the wielders of power 
who had been ~nthroned in r832. To the q.verage workman 

' ~<-: I • 
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t~Ql,lt,§Jq.pcling:..ieatm;~of._the._Ac.t_was.-that it treated 
~~P.£_~y_as~a,.cr:ime.,-and.r::obbed..,him ... of_tl:J.~-9,!!t-~mm~.u! 

help to which he had been accustomed to resort in times of 
<lis tress~:~ .Qne,.sig~~ t~1tlli~£oii2..ntU:lii!Y:n~s:.2ir'i~~CEiS 
riglff.!QJ:he_means,of.livelihood. For this apparent cruelty 
Government was directly and obViously responsible. To 
get control of Government seemed therefore the only path
way to a better order of things. Political action took the 
place of industrial action ; and the Chartist movement was 
born. Its progress, like that of the Anti-Corn-Law League, 
was stimulated by the cycle of bad trade which began in 
1837· . 

1 
§ 2. The-First Phase of the Chartist Movement. 

Although '"it'I';d. to'""'li'1}"'1~~cliaffiSY -· 
movement was of momentous importance, because it was 
the first sustained movement in the modern world which 
-~as conducted oy the working class. For ten years it kept 
Britain i~ a ferment of agitation and discussio11. l!J._gl.n.j.J.mc-

- ti§!C~!h-th;~t;~~tu2;:>~~:r ... )?~i~~~~~4~.ti-£9 .. :n-
Law League, 1t set on foot a natwn-w1Cle Clrscuss1on such as 
ha1i'·n'BVer""'oeetl""RrrowilMB~~a'Silc1i"'as"'"rio "European 
Government save the Liberal Government of 1832 would 

:,/' have permitted. ~ a_reyoluti~n3:ry II_lovement, because \) 
. . ita~meg._ at a comp_le!.~r:e_ca~t of the social and political order; 
V But)l}~anoj:h~r _2ense it was --ahytliingbut revolutionary;_,_-= 

Th:_. m~l.!~~~tu;r,e-~L .•. t®.":WJ.iQ~~c=J,gitp,tlQ!l...,W.C!? the 
sobnety ana moder~t~Oll:" Y\::~th whl£h _lt .. ,):V,aS~I.l,..,.}~.~!lole 
coifductea?aif"d;-~tli~"""~13~b'~f~d~y"''"the""' res train t and 

•·"«~·~~ ·~~-·,~~'of<.V~~b;'-~~-("'C' --· 

absence of pamc tliat marked the conduct of Government. 
:f The roots of Chartism lay in the old_Radical movement, 
~..Jn tpe Socialist_prop_aga~da~of Ow~p., I .. l:!_O!llpson,"Hodgskin 

. arid- .the. rest, and _in the Trade Union~ movement. ,~It 
gather_~ al~~~~-!.2.,~.19£~~:-,~9 drew s"tien tli-also · f~()ip' . 
th~en-Hours a 1tahon m tl5e Northern ac or towns, 
from the o os1 wn to t e oor , fnmi the fads and 
fancies of currency uacks like Attwood of B1rmm fiar:ii';" 
from· e ac 1v1 :y o 1ssentin a ·" reac rs, rom the 
gmwmg t 1rs. ore ucat10~, r~m t e temperance move-

' I. ~nt, Irom every protest against lllJUSflce and ev.ery asp1ra
. 1 , tion after p~blic well ... being that fermented in the minds of 
? a restless and unhappy people. It became a sort of religion ; 
i\ it inspired an exalted fervour of belief ; for a time every 

"'vague hope and project of reforrp. was brought under th~ 
Chartist banner, , 
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Though it had many ramifications, Chartism as Chartism 
. . definitely took its origin in 1836 and 1837, almost simul
- : taneously in Lon4_o.n_, in Birruittg_ham_, aJ1o. in YQrl<:s}l_ire. In 
•. London a· group of self-educated artisans of the better class 

founded in 1836 the London Working Men's Association to 
agitate for democratic reform. The greatest man in this 
group was WilJ!am Lovett, a cabinet-:-maker_, and a man of 
real in tellectu'a:f' powef,SOurio j uagmen t:a:na· sl.ngle-minded 
devotion. It was he who played the main part in drafting 
the People's Charter, a draft bill which embodied the Six 
Poinfsof RaCiicahsii,-, un'iversal suffrage, annual parliaments, 
secret""1:5a1IoC'equa1 electoral districts, the abolition of 
property qualifications, and payment of members. The 
Charter was published in May I8J8, after consultation with 
some of the Radical members' of Parliament; and it was 
decided to organise a vast petition in its favour from all 
parts of the country. Meanwhile, in Leeds, Feargus 

!O'Connor, a hot-headed Irish 1andowner arlct"'a oom i'ebel, 
·
1
had started an agitation on· his own).ccoun(: .~he had no 
;patience with Lovett and his group, who were too moderate 
'and restrained for his taste. In Novemb~r ~8_32 O'Connor 
founded the Northern Star, ,which became die central organ 
of llleCff1'tffist"'rtftfveffi:ent; In May of the same yea-r the 
Birmingham Political Union, which had played so active 
a part in the Reform Bill agitation,! was revived by its 

~ .• ~ounder, Thomas Attwood. It was in Birmingham that 
'"'ihe petitiori\vas drawn~·up. It included only five of the 

Six Points, for Attwood would have nothing to do with 
equal electoral districts. From these beginnings the agita
tion spread with extraordinary swiftness during 1838. Mass 
meetings were held in all the industrial districts. New 
leaders appeared, fie!:J: orator2--such as the dissenting parson 
i·.ll· SteJ?hW.S, trencliant journalists such as the Irishman 

ronterre O'Brien. The whole country seemed to take 
iia~"'1b tocus the movement it was decided to summon 

("\a National Convention, to ~hich delegates were elected by 
'huge masg-mJetings iri all parts of the country ; while (in 
imitation of O'Connell's methods in Ireland) a National 
Rent was to be raised. 

The Convention met in London .. in .f£,blllil.I~..18~9. in 
Westminster Palace Yard, close by the Houses of Parlia
ment. WlJ<tUould Pitcor ~astler~agl;l_ l}ay~·sa1d.-fo the 
assemblage of a body under such a title, in such a place? 
fortunately the precedents of Pitt and Castlereagh ha1~ 
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been discarded; and the Convention ·was allowed to meet 
';t.-......__~~..:>,.~ .. .~-:,:..~-~.=....~....l.~~ 

and carry on its discussions without inter!erence. From 
the"'"'outsef'""ffim~p~teaa7ri~f'pc6nfi1Ct·"t>et",~e'ei:f two 
parties among the Chartists. All were agreed on the 
presentation to Parliament of the great petition for which 
signatures were -being collected by the hundred thousand. 
But what should happen if, as was to be expected, the 
petition was rejected by Parliament? Lovett and his 
friends were for continuing the methods ofp~"!irefur~agita
tion and education. But Feargus O'Connor and most of 
the men from the North were for violent action; for the 
immediate declaration of a universal strike; for the arming 
of the people, and the raising of barricades in the conti
nental fashion. And t4ere is no doubt that the physical 
force party was numerous. The Northern Star was threaten
ing blood and thunder. · A series of articles on revolutionary 
tactics, by a Polish exile, appeared in the London Demo-

.crat. Pall!:p!Jle.ts_ givin,g .9-~tailed_instructions for the con
. stru~!ion of· barricades were openly op sal~·- Pikes were. 

oeiilgJl}<l:de, artd'olQ muskets fm:bishe~d up: 
Yet Govemmenl remained quiet; there was no inter

ference with theN orthern Star or other advocates of violence, 
there~ere no prose·cution~ for seditious language, even when 
the more violent orators urged excited mass meetings to .. 
arm themselves. Though it was denounced for its supine--

";_hess, Government preferred to trust to- theinherent sanity 
ana good sense of the Br:i:tish people: · 'T~~ Eeople have a 

_ _r_ight tomeet,' Lord John R.ussell.said,_a:,.P!-2!?.th.;~ft~r~ 
?-5Se!.li~}~ ?f ~h~.C.2~~e~9-~-' If they' ~ali no wievance~,~ 
s.9mn;on_sense ~ould.-put.an en<!_t~jhetr;meetings .. .I~.1s. 
not from free d1scussion that governments have anythmg 
tQJear. There was fear when men were d_riven by force to 
secret combinations . . There was· the fear, there was the 
danger, and not in free discussion.' But, of course, pre
cautions had to be taken against the real danger of a rising 
in force. Troops were drafted into the North of England; 
b~t tl].ey w~r~-~~-rnecL_fc) avoic{ cpenc~s of ~on.:flict. .They 
were placed under the command 'of Su Charles N ap1er, a 
generous-minded man who sympathised with the grievances 
from which Chartism had sprung, and who was determined 
to avoid bloodshed if it were possible to do so. Some of ~he 
Chartists misinterpreted the quiescence of the troops, attri
buting it to fear: Napier took some of them in a friendly 
manner to see the guns, and showed them the ~opelessness 
?f any violent outbreak. Sanity_ prevented the explosion 
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which a spark might have caused. The explosion would 
have failed; but it woulcl have caused far-reaching ruin, and 
left a heritage of bitterness. 

In May, r83Q, the Convention transferred its sittings to 
Birmingham. Here the physical force party definitely got 
the upper hand, and passed fiery resolutions demanding a 
national strike, the withdrawal of all gold from the banks, 
and the arming of the people for revolt. Riots broke out 
in the town ; several of the leading Chartists were arrested ; 
and for a few days the military had to take control. These 
disturbances were, in Napier's opinion, due to hasty and 
panic-struck action on the part of the magistrates. They 
showed how easily disorder might have broken out if the 
forces of order had not been generally handled with temper 
and restraint. 

In July the great. petition, with its r,250,ooo signatures, 
was laid before Parliarnent by Attwood of Birmingham. It 
was quite seriously discussed, and rejected by 235 votes to 

. 46. What should the Convention do now? Its members 
realised the hopelessness of armed revolt. They tried to call a 
general strike, but there was little response. Some hundreds 
of the more vehement spirits were arrested in various parts 
of the country, and soon afterwards released; this probably 
prevented outbreaks, and broke up the secret organ{sation 
which seems to have been formed by a group of extremists. 
Only in South Wales was a futile little insurrection attempted, 
when some 3000 Chartists armed with muskets and pikes 
marched on Newport, with the intention of releasing the 
orator Vincent, who was imprisoned there. They were 
dispersed by a single volley of musketry ; and. the great 
agitation of 1839 came to an end. Assuredly there was no 
other country in Europe where a revolutionary movement 
would have been given so· much rope, or where it could have 
been so quietly extinguished. Freedom of discussion is the 
best prophyla,ctic against violence. · 

§ 3. The Later Phases of the Chartist Movement. 

The failure of 1839 did not put a stop to the Chartist 
m0vement. The People's Charter still represented an ideal, 
a Utopia, to thousands of honest men, and the rejection of 
the great petition by Parliament was taken as a proof that 
the rulers of the country cared nothing for the sufferings of 
the People. A National Charter Association was founded 
to keep the agitation in being, and there was some activity 
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at elections, especially in the General Election of r84r, when 
all the strength of the Chartists was thrown against the 
Liberals. But there. were deep divisions among the leaders, 
and the history of the movement is largely filled with their 
disputes. 

In r842, which was a year of exceptionally acute distress, G 1 
the movement once again became very lively. A second I!. 
petition was drawn up. It was far bolder in its terms than 
the first, claiming the franchise as a 'natural and inalien
able right,' but laying the main emphasis no longer upon 
political but upon social ~emands. Signed by no less than 
3,3oo,ooo persons, it was, like its predecessor, introduced 
in the House of Commons, and rejected by an immense 

·majority. Among the few who voted in its favour was 
Richard Cobden, whom most Chartists rega~ded as a repre
sentative and spokesman of the hated capitalist class. 

As in 1839, the rejection of the Charter was followed by 
disturbances. A national strike was proclaimed; and for 
some weeks in the autumn it was almost effective in York
shire and Lancashire. Some of the Chartist leaders were 
for organising a rebellion. But the policy of physical force 
had now few supporters, and the most striking feature of 
the sa-ike was, its orderly character.. The general strike 
failed, as.it was bound to fail. But it gravely alarmed the . 

. Gov~:t,rp:p.ent-now the Conservative Government of Sir~-. 
Robert CPeel. ··In their· anxiety, ·Government. forgot the 1 
restraint which the Liberal Government" had preserved in ' 
r839, when the danger of open revolt had been far greater. 
Wholesale arrests were made, perhaps as many as rsoo in 
all ; nearly all the ChartistS and Trade Union leaders were 
laid by the heels. Some soo were sentenced to terms of 
imprisonment ; 79 were transported to 'Australia. Jl1,1t 
these. disproportionate set:tences w~~e unnecessary. The 
movement had alreadybroken down. . • · 

With the disaster of r842 Chartism practically col]apsed. 
Only a few thousand remained members of any formal 
Chartist organisation_. There were mise.rable quarrels and 
suspicions among the leaders. The cause was a dying cause ; 
and soon areal revival of trade extirigpished itf. hThe fin

1
al .\ 

flicker took place in r848~ when the success o t e revo u
tion in France galvanised the torpid movement. Once more 
there were mass meetings and colossal demonstrations. • 
Once more aN ational Convention was elected, and a petition ' 
drawn up for signature. Feargus O'Connor took the lead, 
and there was talk of establishing a democratic republic with 
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O'Connor as its president. There was much violent decla
mation, with which nobody interfered, and much secret 
buying of arms. It was decided that this third petition 
should be taken to Parliament at the head of a vast armed 
procession; and April 10 was fixed for the great day. 
Government drafted troops to London, and enrolled thou
sands of special constables. The organisers were told that 
there was no objection to their holding a meeting, but that 
the procession to Parliament would not be permitted. The 
meeting was held. The leaders, losing heart, dismissed it. 
and took the petition to Parliament in three cabs. It was 
claimed that more than .51 million signatures had been 
obtained. But the actual number was less than two million, 
and vast numbers of these were false. The ridicule aroused 
by these discoveries pricked the bubble of the feverish and 
unreal excitement of 1848. Chartism had been dying since 
1842 ; the final episode snuffed out its guttering flame. And 
the working classes of Britain turned away from the methods 
of revolution, and devoted themselves henceforward to more 
practical and profitable methods of achieving the great 
reforms for which they rightly thirsted. By doing so they 
trained themselves in the arts of self-government, and pre
pared themselves for democracy, which was to come,•in less 
than twenty years, not by way of revolution or even as the 
result of viole;{t agitation, but as a natural and easy develop-
ment. :?' 

f., 4· T~~. I!~!!!,c:,f!:.e:.:uJ!s .. of_, C:hartism. 
Chartism passed away, but not without producing a deep 

1.'ffect upon the generation which saw its rise and fall. It 
had done much to educate the working people; it did yet 
more to educate the more prosperous classes and the leaders 
of thought. 

The stir of emotion which it produced had profound 
effects upon the literature of the period. Hood:s_Song of 
tlu Shirt and Mrs. J:3rowning's Cry of_ the r;hildren express a 
new spirit of compassionate indignation at the sufferings of 
the victims of the industrial machine ; and the same spirit 
is perceptible in many novels of the period. The distress 
and agitation of the poor, the .Chartist movement itself, 
became the subject-matter of great novels; Dispeli's Sibyl, 

/ Mrs. Gaskell's Mary Barton, Charles Kingsley's 'f ~qst and 
Alton Locke are only the most outstanding examples in this 
kind. Carlyle, now becoming the accepted prophet-voice 
of his time, turned his stormy eloquence upon what he 
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called ' the condition oLEngland question,:.~~and 
lif±~~t:tnd~t ; and though he had no clearer guidance 
to givethan any other as to the true pathway out of distress, 
at least he denounced mere laisser faire. and trumpeted the 
need of constructive work for the re-establishment of national 
health. 

Even ].()).n;~ •• ,,.S,4!-lil<tt...Mill •. now the hereditary chief of 
what remained of the Benthamite sect, the chief expounder 
of orthodox economics and an acknowledged prophet of 
Liberalism, was driven by the discussions of the period and 
by the spectacle of public misery and resentment, to a posi-
t~t~rJn_~e,e<f J:~:r-.t~a t. o!. !~~ ?~!,h2<!o::.J~~E:t:fa!~:e ;-doc-:;: 
tnpe .. of tlie twenties:- -lnjihlS'!f~~~-tt-R~&~mt~l.~le~bed 
tlll~,§4-8,.,-a book which h~nceforth became the standard of 
Liberal orthodoxy-he urged that the iron. laws of econorpj~ 
sCience \l ply onl to the rocess of rod ction and that tt '.: 
was for t e ~ommunity to seek justice in the distn ufiODof 1\ 
the wealth which it produced. And in considering how· 
;,his justice was to be attained, he went far in the direction 

Vof Socialism, advocating legislation for the equalisation <>f 
wealth and the limitation of the right of bequest ; in,.!l.is 

, .. Aater ... -y.ears~,he,.,pr.acti_q.ally~p,~~~..& ... lt£.m.!l-.<!~9£~t~-<?-~LJ~nd 
,/ ~?,tiQ!l9:li~Mion,,., .It would be_ a mistake, no doubt, to attri

bute this striking change in the trend of economic thought 
wholly or even mainly to the in~uence of the Chartist move
ment. But it was beyond question hastened by the deep~, 
sense of the injustices of the existing social'order which the[ 
Chartist agitation drove into the minds of that generation. i 

1 
Again, it was from the Chartist movement that the direct;<' 

./ impetus came which· produced the teacht.'ngs of the little 
group of Q.l.Ji.;>ti2? S.ocialists""':F.·D. Maurice, Charles Kings
ley, Thomas i'tu~~ Ludlow-~})..Q,.Jl!'~~~~,.~!,t.,,J~f 

. !P.ei_t:,1!_ctt§p~Ji£.RJ!:.9m~~,t!~g~""""""_:r:hey were able to achieve 
very little dir~cUy-:-"' BuCthey supplied a new element of 
vitality in the life and in the work ofthe Cl.!urch of England, 
and a new strain in the variegated .texture of the liberalism 
of that age. 

Finally it was from Chartism that the Tories, through\\ 
their future leader ~.!,~derived the conceptio.n of a.n.ew 
line of advance. In the deb(!.te on the :first Chartist pehtton 
Disraeli had declared that though he· disapproved of the 
Charter, ne sy~p;ttl¥9J~g,~~.t,M,~.Chf!cl."ti?t',""' The Chartists,' ~ 
he said, 'a,ndDJlQ;:.:tility_ag_ain;;_L!he:middl~_£l~~~s, they 
make no attack on the aristocracy nor'-.on the Com Laws; 
they attack -the new class, but not the old' Here was the 

VOL. II. 
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germ of the idea which was to be the. inspiration of Dis
raeli's Young England party,. and. ulti,mately of Tory demo
cracy-the idea that the old aristocracy should place itself 
at the head of democracy to fight against the iniquities of 
industrialism and the dominance of the middle class. 

Chartism failed to achieve its immediate aims, and it 
-was well thanrfa:i.led; for tiie"suddeh~nthr:~m~rnent of an 

untrained democra:"cy would assuredly have led· to many 
evils, as it did in 'France. But though it failed, Chartism 
profoundly modified the outlook and aims of every party 
and school of thought in the British society. In a free 
society in which the movement of opinion is allowed free 

\

, play, no honest beliefs, no sincere and zealous advocacy of 
reforms, will ever.· be wholly fruitless. If it can resist the 
temptation to resort to the unconvincing argument of brute 
force, it will not fail of its effect. 

\ [Beer, Hist;;;, -;;·J3;;,7[s"';;" So~i~lis~; Podmore, Life of Owen; 
.S. and B. Webb, History of Trade Unionism; Hovell, History of 
Chartism ; West, Chartism ; Lovett, A utobiography1 -

'II -1'1".._ __ 



CHAPTER X 

.fTHE. :t-l"EW COLONIAL POLICY 

· (A.D. 1.830..~.~55) 

§ L The Sources ot, the New eol01Jial Policy_: the 
,.,... ... ""'"R':it~llmperia-tists. · ·· d · • ·• 

,-«~_j_9lf!l"~~~~...,::;,rfo:Q.'Oij;":"i 

GREAT as were the: changes which were brought ~bout in 
Britain during the twenty years following 1830, they ~·\'ere 
less striking than the revolution in colonial policy which was 
effected in the same period. The methods of the old colonial 
policy, which had been observed since r66o, were finally cast 
aside; the foundations of the modern Commonwealth were 
laid ; andthe"two gi.il.(iiiig"'p'riiiCJ.ples 'wfiiclilia ve moulded 
tnemodern history of the Commonwealth were dearly estab-

lis.hed,. '.!he ~t of t~~se ... is the :pri.nc·i·p· le.t .. h .. at_p.J:QgJ;essi~.-~ and c1v1llsed c~um~~ entitled to theJullest degret 
9J~elf-g.Q~~-~ll!,. and_t<;>_ the mos L<6lmpleJe.responsibilij:y~ 
f~P.ing~wn .destin~ The second is the principle 
~hat baekward peoples, unfit for self-government, must notl 
be exploited for the advantage of the ruling race, as they\ 
had too often been during all the earlier history of Euro.pean.:'l 
colonisation ; but thar the controlling Power must regard 
itself as standing iri the relation of a trustee for the interests 
of its subjects) These two principles have not always been 
easy to reconcile; indeed, as .we shall see, they have some
times come into :violent conflict; and in the West Indies, in 
South Africa, in New Zeala,nd,-wherever, indeed, white men 
and backward peoples live side by side-this conflict of 
principles has been the chief source of difficulty. But it is 
the acceptance and the application of these principles which 
have given to the history of the Commonwealth its chief 
significance and value; and it is necessary to understand 
how and why they. came to be adopted during these years 
before we turn to study their effects in the history of the 
various colonies. • . 

l The new policy in regard to the backward peoples was the 
outcome of the missionary and. humanitarian movement, 
on which we have already dwelt.1 T~olicy---wAU W 
,usu~um:Rh. w.i±h-t.OO-aboliti~~ .. 

~ · 1 Above, Chap. iv. p. 341. 
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the first important enactment of the reformed Parliament. 
The .Act provided that after a brief period of apprenticeship 
every slave in the British Empire should be emancipated; 
and the immense sum of [2o,ooo,ooo was provided at the 
cost of the British taxpayer to compensate the owners of 
the slaves for the loss thus inflicted upon them. In view of 
the load of debt and the economic distress from which 
Britain was suffering, this was a truly magnanimous act of 
national reparation, to which it would be hard to find a 
parallel. But it should not be forgotten that in passing 
this Act the Imperial Parliament was overriding the powers 
of self-government which some of the slave-owning colonies 
possessed. Left to themselves, Jamaica and Barbados would 
never willingly have freed their slaves ; andjn legislating 
ove~he mother-c~ntry w~ going far beyond 
any exe~aLs_o.ve,re.ign....,..P.ower which_ she had ever dis
played i~str.uggle with the Americ~colome?. Here, at] 
the very outset of the new era, the principle of colonial self-, 
government and the prin<;iple of protection for backward 
peoples came into sharp conflict. 

~ The new policy in regard to colonies mainly peopled by 

I progressive and civilised inhabitants was due to more 
complex causes. In part it was the outcome of the reigning 
economic ideas of the time ; in part it was due to•a belief, 
widely held in Britain as on the continent, that colonial 
possessions were not worth the troubl.e and cost they in
volved. But it is the greatest of blunders to assume that 

~the new policy was wholly due to indifference. The main 
influence in the formulation of the new policy was a body 
of doctrine strongly held and eagerly pressed by a group of 
enthusiasts. 

The essential foundation of the Old Colonial System had 
been- the regulation of inter-imRerial trade. This regulation 
was conceived, not in the interest of the mother-country 
alone, but in the interest of all the members of the empire. 
But it was necessarily defined by the Imperial Parliament, 
as the central legislative body of the empire; and this 
involved a considerable degree of interference with the life 
of all the colonies. The sy~l]l, received its death-blow 
with the triumph of_~QID.ic doctrinf5S.;:Af Adam Smith 
and hi low~rs. Adam Smith had argued that the ex
pectation o wealth based upon a monopoly of colonial trade 
-was wholly fallacious; he had even gone so far as to assert 
that 'Great Britain derives nothing but loss from the 
dominion which she exercises over her colonies.' The school 
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o,f.Adam-Smith·achieved,its.triumph w~r~~~ 
~~tablished3iPe~l's. budgets of ~~4k&-.~<>;~IJ.<!)l1e.§J:,~tem .~£ 
~olonial monopoly )Vas finally ~shed. when,. m. I8JQ, 
t):le Liberals repealed the Navigation Ads, which had been 
regarded as the- comer ~stone ~of* B ri tish;;im perial ,.policy. 
Henceforward Britain claimed no . power of forcing colonial 

· trade into the channels she desired; and the traders of all. 
nations were admitted to her colonial markets (so far as she. 
controlled them) on equal terms with the traders of the 
mother-country. 

But in the judgment of most men the logical inference 
from these doctrines was that colonies were not worth ac-· 
quiring or maintaining; and men of most schools of thought 
held that the existing colonies should be encouraged and 
assisted to go their .own way as rapidly as possible, and that 
po new colonies should be established. .~raeli expresse.Q 
th_e_v:iew_o]_J]].os.LT..m:-i!;!§...:When he said in r852 that th_e_<;:~ 
:wer.su;w_l;>etter th<W ' millstones round our necks.~ The 
~adiGals-o_f..the Manche~ t~r~$ghoQ~!:,t£!.~h~rr,:"~P,i2i~n. 
1 he Chartists of the workmg class took no m terest m coloma] 
questions. _Ther_~~~-.!!,ll_!.s 3,.widespreagj~i!f!_!~~O}lt~. 

y t~ ~ col~I1~§_which~certainly;facilitatedwthe.rapi4. deYE9P;. 
· ment o:fo colonial self-government. What was more_ im

portant, 'this~in-diffe!:~nce:-l~~t.:Jlftf"fielg:,:_dear for the small 
c gro1ip of ~n}~us!~~t~ to~~l!_om. the definition oi the n~w 

colonial pol~cy ~as mainly due. 
- ·For the...rt~W-R<lli£Y- was noCtlie result of mere indifference 
. or gf drift. . It was the outcome of ha,r.d . .t:hiuking_a,nd tireles.fu. 
work bY. a small group of zealous and able !!}~_mostly_ 

( ~dra.w.E...frQ.fi1_amopg_the_lnQre_advf:L.n.<;:e.CJ.LiJ?gr.als : they may 
be described as the B§:SliG.?-L.JmperialisJs, tJ:le.,_<!J::!.C~§ci;2r~.f. 
:r;mlf.~_lld,~Q&c;:g§:J.P.P.e...r!aw~· . ·.-They never n urn be red more 
than a- handful; but they changed the course of their 
country's history,. and shaped the chata'cter of the modern 
British Commonwealth. J!istory""presegts few -!Tl~re.~~r~
ing examples of the results that_ can be attained, in _a free 

·~sg~ie.ty, J?y-:t_~~per§j~~ef!Qr:ts:9fa .few ~yn fired by great 
ideas. . · · · ·· · · ~ . ·.-;· 

Their policy had two sides. On the one hand they;:,l>aW. 
~ Britain filled with a crowded population which was suff{i:dng . 

from many ills, while vast and fertile lands under Brifish' 
control lay empty, waiting to be turned to advantage' by 
hut?an strength and skill. SyJ?tematic and ~iS!i~c.coloni., 
s~~l£!:._~~.t~ t~~~o ~~]r~~Yl~~y_fur:J;lt~-~01Jb~e. 
eVJ.l; but systematic colomsahon would only be poss1ble lf 
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it were wisely directed, and if the empire were treated as a 
unity. On the other hand, being convinced Liberals, they 
had a sincere belief in the virtues of self-government, and a 
profound mistrust of the increasingly tight control exercised 
by the Colonial Office. Against this deadening bureaucracy 
they opened the vials of their sarcasm, not always quite 
fairly : Charles Buller, in· particular, scarified Sir James 
Stephen and the Colonial Office in his mordant satire upon 
the pedantr.ies of' Mr. Mother-Country.' But they neither 
expected nor desired that the colonies would shake off the 
connexion with the mother-country: this would have de
feated their plans of scientific colonisation. They rather 
looked forward to the planting of British institutions in the 
daughter-lands as the link which would bind together a 
fellowship of free peoples, united by ties of sentiment, of 
tradition and of interest. They were tbe prophets and 
designers of the British Commonwealth in its twentieth
century form. 

The chief inspirer of this remarkable group was Edward 
Gibbon Wakefield, a Benthamite Radical who, being a man 
of energy and ideas, would probably in normal circumstances 
have made a name in British politics. But in 1826 his 
career had apparently been ruined by a disreputabl~ adven
ture: he had been sentenced to three years' imprisonment 
in Newgate for abducting an heiress from school and per
suading her to marry him. This episode closed to Wake
field the possibility of a political career in Britain : indeed, 
it was not until r849 that he ventured to put his disgraced 
name upon the title-page of any of his books, and no Govern
ment ever dared to employ him. But while he was in gaol, 
in the hope of making a fresh start in a new land, he had 
devoured every book about the colonies which he could 
obtain. As he read, personal aims were swamped by the 
enthusiasm of a great idea. When he was released he 
founded (r83o) a Colonisation Society, in which he gathered 
about him a group of men whom he infected with his own 
enthusiasm. Chief among them was Lord Durham, the 
' Radical Jack ' of the Reform Act, who was later to take 
Wakefield with him to Canada, and there to work out the 
classic exposition of one side of their creed. With them 
were Sir William Molesworth and Charles Buller, two very 
able young Liberals who were to make their mark in the 
House of Commons. These four were the chief inspirers of 
the new colonial school. But some of the more outstanding 
Liberal statesmen, notably Lord John Russell and Lord 
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tl:low"ick_(la ter_the.._tl:.J:ird .. E~rl .. Gr.ey) were· deeply_infl~enced 
by,theiddeas ; and J ohn.Stuart~Mill,now.the,chief,prophet 
_of- the Ben thami tes, g~ye. !h~n,1 _l;lis .. he<nj:y .... 1?~~19I1g < 
~ Wakefield's own main contrihutiori. ·to the theory of 
colonisation was a plan for overcoming the two main diffi
culties which stood in the way of successful settlement. If 
colonial land were given away fre.ely, every man would 
desire to possess his own land, without considering whether 
he could command either the capital or the labour necessary 
for working it, and much of the land thus occupied would 
lie derelict. Again, if emigration were left to chance, many 

I desirable emigrants would be unable to pay the cost of 

1. transit. Wakefield's plan was that Government should only 

I 
sell colonial land at a good price, and that. the proceeds 

_ should be spent in defraying the cost of helping emigrants 
J who 'would work on the land of others till they could save 

~ 
enough to buy land of their own. By such a method the 
mother-country and the colonies would become 'partners 
in a new industry, the creation of happy human beings; 

I one country furnishing the raw material, that is the land-
1 the dust of which man is made ; the other furnishing the 

machinery, that is, men and women to convert the un
people~ soil into living images ·of God.' It was his belief 
that ' in this honourable and glorious co-partnership, the 
interest of the mother-country would be greater than that 
of the colony, and a rupture of their relations would be most 
injurious to the former.' Wakefield's theories were never 
fully applied; but they were nearly realised in the settle-

fl ment of South Australia and New Zealand, and they in
fluenced the land systems of other· colonies. 

, ' : The·doctrines •. of .. tb,is,a:Pl~ •. g:r.opp._qj~men"Qn.,colQnia.l,s.elf
governmen t obtained theirAe.~re.~t"~~Rf~W£!1.i~;t.}l'E,l;l~IJi' s 
f-?.eport on .Cana~i.a,_~hi£~ i,~.- il~ clas,sic .. J~~~tls.~1;-E2t .. <:>.n!Y- on 

/ ~anadian.PI<:Jb.le~_?,,p~~,.O,;tl,_~?}?tll:~J.~2!~SY~~&:~ho.!~·- ' It 
I 1s not by weakenmg but by strengthenmg tlie mfluence of 

1 
; the people on its government-by confining within much 

harrower bounds, and not by extending, the interference of 
.the imperial authorities in the details of colonial affairs
that harmony.is.to. be.,res..tored :where disse:11sion,has so)ong 
r,re~~iled.' In _these words Durh~rrtexpressed,_with,faith 
and courage, the fundamental doct.rine:..of .... the .. Common
wealth~ .. Lik~ Bu~_ke ... in .. I7],5J!e....2::PP~~d-~~-~ !he sph:L~.of 
th_e· Bnbsh_.co~,9.1l~as .. tlie~.cure-for, gray€_;_j>Oh!!cal' 
IJ?aladies·: 'it needs· but to follow out consistently the I 
principles of the British constitution,' he insisted ; and,_ 
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unlike Burke, he and his fellows did not preach in vain. 
They believed also that in this policy lay the one hope of 
maintaining imperial unity. They held that ties of the old 
rigid kind were both fragile and irritating, and that a far 
stronger bond would be found in a common pride in the 
same institutions and traditions of liberty. This conviction 
inspires every page of Durham's Report; it inspires Wake
field's bold project for the government of South Australia; 1 

it is to be found also in the speech in which, in r85o, Lord 
John Russell introduced a bill empowering the Australian 
colonies to.frame their own constitutions, and in the despatch 
in which, in r855, he welcomed the new system they had 
established. The dream of Burke was to come true ; the 
British Commonwealth was to be held together not by trade 
regulations, and not by the' letters of office and instructions' 
of a Colonial Secretary, but by ' ties which, though light as 
air, are as strong as links of iron' ; by the 'participation of 
freedom, that sole bond, which originally made, and must 
still preserve, the unity of the Empire.' 

In tracing the history of the individual colonies through 
this critical and formative period, we shall see at work the 
powerful moulding ideas which we have attempted to 
analyse, but we shall see them working with different effects 
in different colonies. We shall first consider those colonies 
-the West Indies and South Africa-wherein backward 
peoples were numerous, and wherein, for that reason, the 
predominant influence was that of the missionaries, backed 
by all the authority of the Colonial Office. In these lands 
the colonial reformers of the Wakefield school took little 
interest. They found their principal field in the great empty 
lands to which we shall later tum, Canada, Australia and 
New Zealand. But in all the colonies alike we shall see the 
intJ.11ence of the ne:W~econ9mic policy-the ·~b.ag_d()!!!11~!!!.2i 
any at~empt to enforce a regulated system of inter-imperial 
t d - --. ·- ---- ··--··- -·----- -·····----· 
_ra_~ 

§ 2. The Tropical Colonies of the West. 

There is no more pointed illustration of the contrast be
tween the colonial policy of the eighteenth century and that 
of the nineteenth than is afforded by the West Indies and 
West Africa. The West Indies had been the pride of the 
old colonial system, the main pillar of the empire's trade. 
No part of the empire had drawn greater profit from the 
system of trade regulation and monopoly; while the traffic 

1 See below, p. 440. 
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with West Africa had brought an abundant supply of cheap 
labour. The riches and greatness of the West Indies had in 
truth rested upon an artificial and unhealthy basis ; they had 
been built up on slavery and protection. And when slavery 
was abolished and protection was replaced by free trade, the 
West Indies sank into relative insignificance, by a transition 
as painful as it was abrupt; while West Africa practically 
ceased to have any value. In short, to these colonies the 
new colonial policy brought nothing but ruin; and the 
planters bitterly felt that they were being made the victims 
.of humatiitarian fads on the one hand, and of new-fangled 
economic theories on the other. • · 

Blow after blow was struck at the foundations of their 
well-being: first the abolition of the slave-trade; then the 
competition of beet-sugar grown in Europe; then, worst of all, 
the abolition of slavery. Compensation was, indeed, paid for 
the emancipated slayes, but only at the rate of frg a head, 
and the market price averaged £35· This meant bankruptcy 
for many. And the freed slaves-habituated to live on a 
bare minimum, which the tropical soil easily produced_:_ 
showed no eagerness t9 work. Many plantations had to be 
left derelict, because the labour necessary for working them 
could no.t be obtained. A :final blow came with the estab
lishment of Free Trade, when Britain admitted to her 
markets, on the same terms as West Indian sugar, the sugar 
grown in Brazil and other colonies where slavery still ex
isted. This was the cruellest ·stroke of all. The West 
Indian planters felt they had been betrayed: they were 
not only ruined and disheartened, they were seriously dis
affected to the home Government. And they had a real 
grievance. The system under which they had thriven was 
bad and unhealthy; it had to disappear. But it had been 
created by the deliberate policy of the home Government, 
steadily pursued during nearly two centuries; and the 

- victims of a sudden change of policy might reasonably urge 
that no sufficient thought had been given to the difficult. 
problem of building up a new and healthier system. • 

Under the new order yet.another difficulty emerged. The 
white residents in the West Indies could not easily abandon 
their long-accustomed ascendancy, or the methods of govern
ment they had employed, when they found themselves at 
the mercy of an overwhe,Iming majority of negroes, now 
free men, but illiterate, debased -by long usage of slavery, 
and full of resentful memories. The white settlers in 
Jamaica, Barbados and the Leeward Islands still possessed 
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self-governing powers ; but the exercise of these powers 
was attended by real dangers, and was regarded with dis
trust by the home Government. Friction with the Colonial 
Office was incessant in all the self-governing islands; in the 
other islands no progress towards self-government was per
mitted; and in the next era even the older colonies were 
to submit to large restrictions upon their autonomy.1 The 
principle of self-government was at war with the principle 
of protection for backward peoples. 

To the West Indies, at any rate, the new colonial policy 
seemed to have brought nothing but ruin; impoverishment, 
stagnation and disheartenment were the lot of the islands 
which had once been the proudest of British possessions. 
Evidently the pathway of humanitarianism in colonial 
policy was a stony one, beset with many thorns. One thing 
alone had been gained. The canker of slavery had been 
eradicated. But it had left its poison behind. 

§ 3· South Africa: the Native Problem and the 
Great Trek. 

In South Africa, as in the West Indies, the greatest diffi
culties arose from the fact that a white minority dwelt 
among an overwhelming majority of backward peoples 
whom they were accustomed to regard as inferiors and to 
employ as slaves. But the problem was infinitely more com
plex than that of the West Indies. In addition to the slave 
population (who were nearly as numerous as their masters) 
there was a still larger population of free negroes, warlike, 
virile and aggressive. And the bulk of the white population 
consisted of the Dutch Boers, who were $eparated from their 
British rulers by barriers of race and language, and even more 
by the fact that they still adhered to the view of the relation 
between white men and their coloured subjects which every 
Englishman had accepted without question in the seven
teenth and eighteenth centuries. The Boers regarded their 
negro neighbours as Sons of Ham, natural slaves, with no 
claims to civil rights ; the British, or at any rate the mis
sionaries and the Colonial Office, were inclined to claim for 
the negro an ahsolute equality with the white man before 
the law. 

It was indeed this difference of view as to the right mode 
of treating backward peoples which forbade harmony be
tween the two European peoples on whom the destiny of 

1 C:.t'>D hDlnur "Rlr V r-h...,..,.... ~c ... -- .. 
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South Africa depen_Q~4~; _and the humanitariaJ)._~!ne, 
, which the British had only adopted.during_the.last genera
tion, was the root cause. of the friction that brought so many 
troubles. The problem of attaining- harmony between the 

't1 Dutch and the British, if it had stood alone, would no doubt 
have presented diffi-culties ; .. buf it ~(:mld)l.axe~b~~n.solved, 
as the. corre_§pon_<;ling.problem~was.solvedin <;:.anada, EY. .the 
~cise_Qf2.~g2~E.!!.!!!~E.!-__ ·.r!}.e. co:-exis5t:!lc~ _of_ the native 
problem forb~a~ . ..!his2Qlt1tion ;-...i.gr__t_J}~.}!Q!]-~9o_yen]}!J.ent, 
unwilling -to:Jeave_the_~ubject peoples at the mercy of a 
wiift~_}n~tf..}Y.itl}held sill-g2._v~ming_p_Q\_Ver~. UntirJ8j3 
·t!!(£?~EY~ w~~un£e!_l4_e...fl~..§P.Q.1i~!_t1J-e.2tc:2o~,o,:i ·and 
even Iil 1833 hts power was only qualified oy_!he.addthon.o.f 
,is'mall_§in_i§K~~!1-1g@~!if€~9t112.cil:-~eni~d the ~ove~nor 
was t1ie Colomal Office, which left htm httle dtscrehon. 
And the ColoniarOffice was in this period completely under 
the influence of the missionaries : the -Secretary of State, 
Lord Glenelg, and-.the permanent head orthe office, Sir 
James Stephen, were .. bothAer:vent )!:yangelis:;:t!,s,,.wh(;>looked 
at all South African questions through the eyes· of the 
missionar-ies. They regarded the protection of the native 
peoples as their first duty ; and they were too ready to 

-assume that in any difference between white men and black,--
the white men were sure to be in the wrong. · 

Now there is no doubt that the missionaries had earned a 
righ} t.? ?~ '!le!Lrc1.. With admirable courage they had niade 
their way among many savage tribes, and had begun to 
exercise over some of them a real civilising influence. Dread
ing the effects upon their flocks of contact with the white 
man, they wanted to keep them as far as possible aloof from 
every white influence save their own ; and this became in a 
large degree the policy of the British Government. But it 
is clear that Jhe.missionaries conveyed a false impression 
of the characteroCtneSOulh-.African natives; and Jhat 
tlt~y-also created an unhappy_prejudice_against the_Boer 
f%-rJ:Uers,.against:W~Jhey.wrote,with,extreme.,bitterness. 
In particular, a bopk published j~ 1829,. by..,Dr. Philip, 
Superintendent of the London MissiO~y Society at Cape 
Town, did more than any other single cause to produce 

·misunderstanding between ·the two white - races. Th~ 
Boers were slave-owners, and no doubt they were often 
brutal and harsh, like all pioneers· in a wild land .. But the 
Kaffirs were far indeed from being innocent and inoffensive 
victims of the white man's greed, as they were pictured by 
~he sedentary officials of the Colonial Office. They were 
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just as aggressive as the Boers ; and it was the wildest 
nonsense to imagine that, left to themselves, they would 
live in peace. The Kaffirs were the advance-guard of the 
warlike Bantu peoples who had long been pressing south
wards from Central Africa, and they incessantly raided and 
harried the eastern frontiers of Cape Colony. There had 
been Kaffir wars i..'l 1779, in 1789, in 1799 ; and ew·n since 
the British occupation two formidable Kaffir invasions had 
taken place, in r8rz and 1819. Behind the Kaffirs were the 
still fiercer Zulus.; away in the north, far beyond the limits 
of the colony, were the savage-Matabele; and the incessant 
warfare in which these peoples spent their time was so 
murderous that it is estimated that at least r,ooo,ooo human 
beings had been slaughtered by Zulu and Matabele in the 
first generation of the nineteenth century. Boer farmers, 
dwelling in scattered homesteads, knew too well the dangers 
that threatened them from these ferocious warriors to regard 
with any patience the sentimental view of the home Govern
ment. They felt that they were unjustly used, and that 
their interests were uniformly disregarded for the sake of 
savages whom they both hated and -despised. In truth, 
the Boers' view of the native tribes was nearer the truth 
than Glenelg's and Stephen's : the Bantu peoples were in
capable of living in peace except under compulsion ; and 
the one hope of quietude for South Africa was firm govern
ment such as only white men could organise. 

Already this difference of view as to the treatment of 
natives had produced serious trouble. In r8rs a farmer at 
Schlachter's Nek had refused to obey a summons issued by 
a district court at the instance of one of his own Hotten
tots; an attempt to arrest him brought about a little revolt, 
in which lives were lost ; and the episode rankled, as a sign 
that the British Government was taking the side of the 
blacks. But in r834 two events took place-which brought 
relations between the Dutch farmers and the British 
Government to the breaking-point. 

The first of these was the compulsory emancipation of all 
slaves by the edict of the distant British Parliament. The 
abolition of slavery was a noble act; but it could not seem 
so to the Dutch. For two centuries they had practised a 
system of domestic slavery widely different from the cruel 
plantation-slavery of the West Indies; and they regarded 
the system as both natural and of divine ordinance. What 
increased their anger was that the compensation offered 
them was quite inadequate: the value of the South African 
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slaves was estimated at £3,ooo,ooo ; the compensation avail
able was only £r,zso,ooo. And the freed slaves drifted into 
vagrancy, could not be got to worl{, and became a nuisance 
and a danger. 

Emancipation by itself, however, would not have led to 
an irreparable breach. Fa,;: _!EOr~. s,t:;_l:_i_£gs w~s the Brit@ 
Government's treatmeneof the ~affi~p_!oblePI. At the end 
ofr834:\Vlfentlie-exasperationab0ut emancipation was at 
its height, t.he Ka.fitrs_.£la£_e_~e_ :rp.ostJonl!ic!.ap)~ i:rtS.ll~SiQn_ 
that had yet-been recorded. Along a line extending fifty 
miles iriland~"tforn.-:me sea-;-!2,000 fighting men burst over 
the frontiers, burning farm-houses, killing the farmers, and 
driving off cattle. Fortunately an able Governor, Sir 
Benjamin D'Urban, had recently assumed office. He drove 
back the invaders, annexed the are.a beyond the Fish River, 1 

and organised it as a frontier-province, leaving the Kaffirs 
undisturbed so long as they behaved peaceably (r835). It 
was a sound settlement. The Boer farmers felt that Govern
m~.,gt .was.at,l~~t- d~?Jing sensibiy with a_"~~a1danger. 

But _!l1e-.J:l.2me Government,. inspired · by some of. the 
missiOiiaries,,too:K -a-<!i~el"~t:·view7 -r.;ord'.£i-lenelgc,.::Sifting ('I.. 

.. aT'ease in London, could not believe that the Kaffirs were 
the 'merciless ba~baria~s '. ;h.oni" D'.Urban's despatches 
describoo; for him they were the victims of 'systematic, 
injustice,' driven by despair to 'extott by force that redress 
which they could not othe~wise obtain.'. A5S.~2il1g~yl!e.c<~;n
~elled D'Urban's annexation. (r835), '!Ylf:tiarew~ thejron~le!-" 
"totl:leola~'line, and"recalled 'the vig~m)US Governor .. (I837). 
Upon_ ~lil_ch-tlle'"Dutch-farmei:s 7"" al read ysore~~Jjou t Jhe. 
e~~~~~ti~-0.-~~!~~~ sl~es, ·_§ij!~_to ~'th~--sQ!lsl_usion Jhat 
tli~.Br~!I~h.Govern~ent:COl.!,lq ~<:>t_ be tr:u~!ed even _t? prot~.f! 
th~d!,Ye_s,.and . .thelr cattle.agamst their s_~age.ne1ghbours; 
and resolved in large numbers that they had"better ab?-!ldon_ 
their homes, al\d move out into the wilderness, "where they 
would at least ·be free to protect themselves. Thus an 
obstinate sentim~ntalist in London, inspired by a generous 
but misguided view of his duty, brought about the crucial 

"':'event which has determined the subsequent history of South 
/ 'Africa-the Great Trek of tlie Boer farmers..(r836). . 

We do non£iiow ..... tlieiiumbet-ofthevoluntary exiles who 
began. to pour _out oft;::~pe Colony in, the spring of r836 : 
the total has been variouslfestimated from sooo to ro,ooo; 
in any case they wer.e a small proportion of the Dutch popu
lation of the colony. They set forth in small parties, with 

1 See the map, Atlas, Plate 64 (b). 
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their families and belongings in tented wagons, driving their 
cattle before them ; and thus began the most extraordinary 
and heroic Odyssey in modern history .1 There was very 
little organisation or leadership in the movement ; the parties 
joined and separated again in a confusing way; and they 
never succeeded in establishing any effective central govern
ment. But for all that, they achieved astounding things. 
Passing northwards, over the Orange River, they moved 
on into the northern part of what later became the Orange 
Free State; some of them pressed onwards as far as the 
Zoutpansberg, in the north of the Transvaal. All this 
rolling upland country, eminently suited for the pastoral 
life which the Boers loved, was nearly empty ; but it was 
under the sovereignty of the fierce Matabele warriors of the 
chief Mosilikatze. With grim resolution the farmers faced 
and defeated Mosilikatze's hosts, and drove him beyond the 
Vaal, and even beyond the Limpopo. They had broken a 
powerful savage empire (1837) ; and at Winburg, whose 
name commemorated their victory, they established the 
centre of a new free republic, laying down a simple constitu
tion which included a significant prohibition of all dealings 
with the London Missionary Society. But the constitution 
did not establish any effective central authority. The 
scattered groups of settlers, especially those who were 
thinly spread over the vast area of the Transvaal, went 
their own ways, uncontrolled. 

It was a wide and rich land which they had acquired,. 
substantially larger than England and Wales. But this did 
not content the wanderers, bitten now by the gadfly of 
adventure, and torn asunder by jealousies between rival 
leaders. To the east of their main settlement, beyond the 
Drakensberg Mountains, lay the beautiful land of Natal, 
left almost empty by the ravages of the Zulus. A few British 
traders who had settled on the coast at Dm,;ban had vainly 
petitioned the Government at-Cape Town for the annexation 
of these lands. In 1838, after a promise of friendship from 
the Zulu king, Dingaan, a band of Boers came down into 
Natal. But a large party of th~m were treacherously 
murdered by the Zulus on the Tugela River, at Weenen, 
'the place of weeping.' The brave Boers refused to be 
driven out. With some help from the few British settlers, 
they made war against the terrible Zulus, broke their 
military power at the battle of the Blood River (1838), and 
enthroned a new Zulu king as a vassal of their own (1840). 

1 See the map, Atlas, Plate 64 (d). 
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I' 'Natal became, for a short season, the second main centre of 
the wanderers, with_ Pieter~Marit~burg_ as th~ir capital. 
Within three years this handful. of untrained farmers had 
broken two great savage~ empires, and won for themselves 
a wide and rich domain. 

The British Government had watched these events with 
bewilderment and misgiving. The Boers were still techni
cally subjects of the British.Crown: They were stirring up 
a dangerous unrest among the native peoples beyond the 

. borders. They were restless, aggressive, and inspired by 
hostility to the British. power. And now, by.~~ .... c9~q1fest 
of Natal, they had taken up a position on th~ sea-coast, 
where they might be doubly dangerous. What was to be 
done with them? In 1841 th~_Natal Boers began.to attack 
the Kaffir_tribes who lafbe~ween them and the old colony. 

· This-threatened to drive the Kaffirs into the colony. There
yupori GovenimenCr:~ll!ctantly' resolve~ l?.-,~n~,liital 

(1842). The Boers at first showed figlit; _but restst;mce 
· · was useless, and mosfof them retired"over. the Drakensberg, 

back 'into-the-Qrang~:Free,,State:- Natal;. now3t.British "'/ 
c~!mw~w<~;~on.f~.:~?.r~l~tt~~R!Y;_.J t.w·~~-fi.lled.~'!P. ra:P;i~)Y 
by native refugees, who flocl{edJoJa,l5~.~dyantage of;Bntish 
protectiQn·agains~.;the_Z-gll:!s.,.;,..il,nd it was not until the last 
years of our per:9~·-b,etw~en I~.4~, ap~d __ I85I,_ th_~t a few 

,rthousands of Bntlsh_ 1mm1grants ,were .brought J~to the 
·colony, whichwas to become the most British part of South 

-- Africa. ·· · · - · 
'Britain had thus been driven into the annexation of new 

territory. But her rulers were eager td avoid further re
sponsibilities of this•kind. During the next decade their 
attitude towards the Boers and the natives wavered in a 
way that reflected their bewilderment. First, .on the advice 
of the chief missionary leader, Dr. Philip of Cape Town, they 
resolved upon the creation of a ring of' proteCted native 
states under missionary guidance; which should secure the 
natives against oppression, and form a barrier between the 
colony and the restless Boers. Four such States were set up 
between the K_?.lahari Desert and Natal: Griqualand West, 
under the chief Waterboer,-headofatribe of Dutch=-Hotten~ 
tot half-castes; 'the' Eastern Griquas, in the southern part 
of what is now the Orange Free State ; Basutoland, farther 
east; and Pondoland on the coast (1843).1 But this well
meant- arrangement broke down almost immediately : the 
native tribes were quite incapable of orderly and peaceful 

1 See the map, Atlas, Plate 64 (d). 
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government. Quarrels broke out between the Eastern 
Griquas and the white settlers in the country allotted to 
them, and in 1845 a British Commissioner had to be sent to 
Bloemfontein to maintain the peace. Next year, 1846, a 
new Kaffi.r invasion, the worst of the series, showed that the 
policy of non-intervention in native affairs was a complete 
failure. 

Accordingly a return was made to the policy of D'Urban, 
the reversal of which had led to such far-reaching results ; 
and Sir Harry Smith, who had been D'Urban's right hand 
man, was sent to clear up the mess. He annexed British 
Kaffraria (1847), thus returning to D'Urban's methods ; 
and the readiness with which the Kaffi.rs settled down under 
British rule showed that annexation was the only key to 
peace. Smith also revised the treaty arrangements with the 
Basutos ; and as the only mode of preventing conflict be
tween white settlers and natives, in 1848 he annexed the 
territory between the Orange and the Vaal, under the title 
of the Orange River Sovereignty. Some of the Boers offered 
resistance; they were defeated at Boomplatz, and the 
irreconcilables withdrew into the Transvaal. But the 
majority of the Boer farmers in this region willingly ·accepted 
British government, glad to have order maintai:oed, now 
that the disastrous native policy of Lord Glenelg had been 
abandoned. For six years a British agent at Bloemfontein 
ruled over an apparently contented population, while the 
more restless Boers preserved their chaotic independence in 
the Transvaal, broken into several mutually jealous States. 

But this was not the end of vacillation. The home 
Government had very reluctantly assented to the latest 
annexations. It wanted no further responsibilities; and 
held the view that the Boers had a moral right to inde
pendence if they desired it. In 1852, by the Sand River 
Convention, the complete independence of the Transvaal 
was formally recognised. Two years later, by the Bloem
fontein Convention (1854), the Orange River Sovereignty 
was abandoned, and became the Orange Free State. Inde
pendence was, in truth, almost forced upon the Orange 
Boers, many of whom protested against the withdrawal of 
British protection. 

Thus ended twenty years of confusion and vacillation, 
which had produced results of momentous importance to 
the future of South Africa. The single colony of 1830 had 
expanded into two colonies, two independent republics, and 
several protected native States. A racial cleavage and 
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memories of bitterness separated the republics from the 
{two colonies ; and both republics were in a state of anarchy. 
' This was the outcome of a generous and well-meaning 

policy, guided too much' by sentimentalism, and too little 
by exacf knowledge of facts. But very manifestly South 
Africa could not remain permanently in the condition in 
which it had been left by the agreements of r852 and r854. 
The British view as to native rights had been a good deal 
modified by events. But even in its modified form, it had 
not been accepted by the .Boers;· and after a placid interval, 
fresh difficulties were to break out upon this fundamental 
issue. ,. . 'J· c~~"tif3rl:~~r/t$tf/;ift!1fo~~h.•m 

__.{/While Soutll"A'fri~;;;"t~diii"'l'fi·':rr' difficult formlj · tm; problem' of adjusting the relations between white andh 
coloured races, it was in Canada that the problem of colonial 
government was first and most clearly raised. Canada is v 
the classic land of colonial self-government: it was on her 
soil that the principles. were established which determined 
"the lines of later development in all the self-governing 
aoiii.inions. - ' 
~In 1~30 all the_ C::~:nadian colonies-Upper and Lower 
Canada, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick; Prince Edward 
Island, and Newfoundland-possessed the traditional and 
characteristic institutions of British colonies, like those 
which had existed in all the American colonies before the 
Revolution : they all had representative assemblies with 
control of legislation and taxation, alongside of Governors 
sent out from Britain, and executive councils nominated 
l]y the Governors. ·And, as in the American colonies before 
the Revolution, there was growing friction between the 
assemblies on the one hand and the executives on the other. 
The assemblies were beginning to resent the limitations on 
their-power. Being denied responsibility, th~y were acting 
irresponsibly, and using their control over laws and taxes 
to make government very difficult. Indeed, in two respects 
the situation was worse than it had been in the American 
colonies ; for on the one hand the ... Govern,.qrs_.)yere_~ubjecttl\· 
to~f~! ~;-e deta~le.d, .s_<p;!-r9Ll;>y_Jl;le_ColoniaLO:ffice_than l 
.t~g~e~ century liad.JGlown~; and on the other hand . 
t~ey we::e largelfi:ri~the hand~ of smaUap<;Lalm~~~~h~~ed~t~ry r
chques m the several colomes, who monopobsea effective 
power, and sometimes corruptly misused it. 

VOL. II. '- 2 E 
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The friction was least in the Maritime Provinces, though 
in Nova Scotia there was an opposition made bitter by a 
sense of its own impotence. In Upper Canada (Ontario) 
there was strong hostility to the ruling clique, known as 
the Family Compact; and the nearness of the United States, 
together with the immigration of a good many Americans, 
had produced a movement for annexation. Butit was in 
Frencl} Canada (Quebec) that the friction was most serious, 
for here it had taken on a nationalist complexion. . The 
~xecutiye Council was entirely British, the Assembly _over
whelmingly French. Government had almost reached a 
deadlock, for the Assembly refused to pass even necessary 
laws when they were asked for by the Executive. Nationalist 
feeling had reached a dangerous pitch of intensity, stimu
lated by t1J.e fear that the growing British immigration would 
swamp the French nationality of Quebec. No French jury 
could be trusted to do justice in a case in which an English
man was involved; and social relationship between the two 
peoples was practically non-existent. There was a demand 
that Quebec should be kept purely French, a willingness to 
repudiate the authority of the British Crown, and to strike 
for complete independence. The chief spokesman of this 
movement was .Louis Papineau) a florid orator who, ten 
years earlier, had spoken loud panegyrics on the blessings 
of British rule. He was supported by the lawyers who filled 
the Assembly, and who were the intellectual leaders of the 
unlettered habitants of the villages in which they practised. 
This racial conflict was not only politically mischievous, it 
was economically ruinous. Canada was stagnant and un
progressive, presenting a poignant contrast to the abound
ing energy of the United States; and a large proportion of 
the emigrants who arrived from Britain made haste to cross 
the border, and became American citizens. 

In 1836 the deadlock in Lower Canada was so serious that 
a commission of inquiry was sent out. It reported, in effect, 
that nothing could be done ; and on this Lord John Russell 
announced that, if necessary funds were refused by the 
Assembly (as had been done), its action would have to be 
overridden. This produced intense excitement in both 
Upper and Lower Canada ; and in both colonies abortive 
rebellions broke out (1837). The rising in Quebec, under 
Papineau, was the more serious. But the influence of the 
Roman Catholic bishops prevented it from becoming general, 
and it was easily crushed by Sir Lohn ColQQ._rne. In Upper 
Canada the Scottish leader artfie opposition, W. L. Mac-
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kenzie, tried to ra~a..revolt,~and-for a moment threatened 
Toronto. ·-Btif~ the sentiment of the colony was strongly 

·loyalist, and the rising came to nothing. A later attack, 
made from the United States by a band of adventurers 
whom Mackenzie had collected in Buffalo (1838), was,equally 
unavailing. • 

But merely to crush th{". risings w'd$ not enough-~ and t};le 
reprisals in which the ascendancy parties in both provinces 
i:ndulged were highly dangerous. The British Government 
had the good sense to see this. They sent out Lord Durham 
(lS Governor and High Commissioner w~th large powers, to 

..,...inquire into the ~hole situation in all the Canadian colonies. 
~Jt was an admirable choice .. Durham was a high-spirited 
_ man, and had made enemies. But he was the one British 

statesman of the first rank who had given serious thought 
to colonial problems;· and he believed in freedom as the , 
s<:_c~~ of political harmO!lY· He took.out.withJ~!rn Wake-;( 
field and Charles Buller. The colonial reformers were to 
have· their'clia~':""-'"' ,...,..,._ ___ ·· 

\ .D-q_!'h<!-!!l..?-~C9.-tt<l;@aj!l.May r838. He had to deal 
w~th two problems: __ the immediate difficulties created byl 1

-' · 

the rebellion, and the future government of Canada. He'~AA:' 
found i'!1e gaols full of prisoners who could not be tried, 
because no jury would convict them; while Papineau and 
other "leaders had fled to the United States. Durham issued 
an ordinance condemning the fugitives' to death if they I t·.:. 
i[',g~ld return, transported eight others to the Bermudas' ~,; 

- ,(over'which he had no jurisdiction), and released the rest. 
His somewhat high-handed ac~ion laid him open to attack; 
~is ordinances were disa~lowed by the"'h2m.e Government; \,.•, 

rar:<!_ or: November r ~e resig!led,1 hayil}g, he-ld. offi_ ce.f_ ~r.le~s. ~~:\. 
tlian six months. His career was ended;. and.he_died mi\.'"1·::0 
1?4-o, appar~ntly .9;,!,agure. · ' · 

But during these brief six months he and his colleagues 
had· been strenuously at work, investigating the conditions 
and problems of all the Canadian colonies. The result was 
the great Re~ort on Canada, which he presente.d on his re_t1:1rn\ _ 
to England m February r839. If ever a piece of wntmg t 
had tlie quality of an act of statesmanship, the Report on \ 1 
Canada deserves this desc:r:iption .. For it placed the prob- 1 ' 

len1s of colonial government in a p~lig£!.~ _No one who 
:feai:Cit could-ever~agaih~tfiinkof thell! in the old narrow!. 
way. It defined the principles upon which the •modern · 
Commonwealth was to be reconstructed. ' 

1
' 

The greater part of this classic 6£ colonial policy was · 
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devoted to an incisive and unflinching examination of the 
situation in Canada, in which no one was spared, French or 
British, governments or oppositions; and the root cause of 
every evil was traced to a vicious system, which failed to 
bring home to all citizens their responsibility for the common 
welfare. French and English must learn that Fate had 
made them partners, and cease to fight against one another. 
For that purpose Durham recommended that Upper and 
Lower Canada should be united ; he hoped that this would 
lead to the merging of the two races. He looked forward 
also to the ultimate unification of all the North American 
colonies, and therefore urged that it should be made easy 
for the Maritime Colonies to unite with Canada proper. He 
advocated the construction of railways and canals as a 
meaps of bringing them together. But the main burden of 
his message was that responsibility must be thrust upon the 
peoples, by giving supreme power to their representatives 
and ensuring that the executive government should be re
sponsible to the legislatures. He made light of the argu
ment that this would endanger the unity of the empire : 
nothing would be more dangerous to the unity of the empire 
than that it should seem to be identified with defiance of 
the public will. Moreover, he held that it would b~ easy to 
distinguish between questions of local concern and questions 
of imperial _s:oncern ; and under "the latter head he enumer
ated foreign policy, defence, the regulation of trade, and the 
control of public lands. In regard to public lands he 
fully shared Wakefield's view that the wise direction of 
emigration would only be possible if all public lands within 
the empire were centrally controlled; in regard to trade he 
anticipated the attempt which was later made to establish 
a system of Free Trade within the empire. On these points 
the later development of the Commonwealth has moved 
away from Durham's position. But his main contention
that it is only by making each commUnity directly respon
sible for its own welfare that social and political health can 
be attained-became the foundation-principle of a recon
structed British Commonwealth. 

One of Durham's recommendations was immediately 
cnrried out. · In 1840 an Act wa..s passed through the British 
Parliament uniting Upper and Lower Canada under a two
chamber legislature, a Legislative Council whose members 
<;:.at for life, and a House of Assembly with an equal number 
of members from each province. But the greater step of 
making the executive responsible to the legislature was not 
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J-:_~j: ~~].!.· · Britain was not ~eady for i! ; . t~~ P;;_~~of i_., 
Ws]lmgton, whos~p~~Y:4 ~alA~ I!!t9_PO'Y!E:.E! r,_~4~~eclare_d _,..f 
tlia t ' loc~l.£~~]?2t_;sib~g~?Ye_r:gm~~t ~and .. th~. sovereignty_"of 
Qreat Bntam are comple~y~~)llc.o~p§._tlble.' . Probably 
Canada also was rtbt'jelreacty for it, for racialhostility was 
still keen, and governments and oppositions might have 
been divided on racial line?. ·,he first. three GovWlqrsl i\, . 

-~t_0e. r _t.h~,..A:~YAti*lJ~J.n ... ,(~~.:i .. £)1,,~. ~I. ~4,3 .'-a.· .nd. Cc , 
et'Ca1ie"'(i'S43-16.t acted ~~ the1r own Pnme M~mst_e!l·. '\]· 

. ·neyweresupp'o'rt~G~~PQ;ed11,. ... , · 

~y an organised opposition which happily included both 
Englishmen and Frenchmen, and was led by two capable ·:.:. · 
men, Baldwin and Lafontaine, who worked amicably to
gether. The racial cleavage was beginning to heal ; and 
the party organisation which could make parliamentary 
government possible was taking shape on non-racial lines. 

In 18-46 a new Liberal Government came into power in 
.B~ain ;·~and its ~.lon,~~~~~. r~~,~}o!d~~r.""~tpg. jJ 
fr_ankly adopted t_li~ . .P~~c}pt~.?! .re~p.Q.U~~governm.tt~t,, /" 
p._r.2_ceed~d,.to,..p_}lt~mq_ qp~t:o;p..;.. ~is ~~st ?<:spc:t~P.~ ~n
structed the Governor of Nova Scotia to choose hiS mimstnes 
~in_~~cian~witli.the'm~j~ri_ty)n ~he el~~!~.d ho~se~ and 
fo stand outs1de partY., takmg, hke the Queen m Bntam, no 
'personaitespon~ibiifty-for-theacts' of his ministry. For 
tiie_go:vei:norship · of United Canada, Grey_selt;cted~Lord 
Elgin, a son-in-law of Durham, and a cOnvinced believerin ~ 

;~1~ a?C'trines;·~.~d-it ~~:~aei ~Jgj~,.~9.t .. J2~. nJ{U 
'Qut, m the ;Bnh~Qgty,_, y~ m_~r~ ""cl1st()n!:--:-lhet.Jh~"'"~sage T1 
o1~re515"onsi15Ie>,f>:governm'E!ii'f"'<ot~c'arn~""flTil.,_l?rtli5ns'Hia:"'~·In I l 
0itr~ Ui.e :n.§\\f''s~fi.CwJ[:'I:~'Vt~~b'a;tctr'~-:Ies-r"~ 'The'·-_ 
ministry proposed to pay compensation to those who had 
suffered during the rebellion of 1837. There was a 'furious 
o~tqyfrom the 'Loyalists,' who demanded that the Governor 

'Eou_ld veto the bill. Iflgj,~..,fif'lW~~d~e~ when .. !~e
f arliament House was B'umea crown, an1i-·he~iti\Se'lt""'was 

r ~e;~~~;;~1~=~~:~~z~~~~!~_fj~:;· 
~~might make mista:Kes; but it is only by lettmg men make 
~!mistakes and accept the consequences that they will be 
~'enabled to learn the responsibility of-·liberty. At home 
~Elgin was vehemently critiCised : Carlyle pilloried him as a 
; ~owardly and feeble ruler. J3.J:?..!J1is_action. was_a piece.()!. 
\cou. rageous . statesmanship, which .crowned tht:;~ w.o~-.. of -•~". 
Durha~d~maderesponsf6le gO'vemment a.reality. - · '..:..-:-;.' 
---pillmg 4 the years·wtiep thl$ rnorn,ep.tou$ departu e in 

·- • .... p· 
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colonial government was being made, two long-vexed 
boundary disputes with the United States were settled, not 
without difficulty. They were settled by Britain, and 
Canadians have sometimes complained that their interests 
were sacrificed; but there does not seem to be any justifi
cation for the complaint. The first question was that of 
the Maine boundary, which had been a subject of contro
versy since 1783. In r83r the United States were persuaded 
to refer the matter to arbitration, but they refused to accept 
the award when they found that it did not yield their claims. 
In 1838-9 frontier disputes nearly brought on a war; but 
at last, in 1842, a compromise was reached, in the Ashburton 
Treaty, whereby both sides sacrificed their extreme claims. 
The result was violently criticised both in Canttda and in 
Maine. The second question was that of Oregon. In r8r8, 
after long negotiations, it had been agreed that the boundary 
should run along the 49th parallel of latitude from the 
Great Lakes to the Rocky Mountains. But beyond the 
Rocky Mountains, in the region which now includes British 
Columbia, Oregon and Washington, both Englishmen and 
Americans had been active, and no boundary had been fixed. 
America claimed the whole Pacific coast,· and threatened 
war (1839-41) unless her claims were conceded in full ; she 
twice refused to consent to arbitration. In 1846, however, 
when America was o~ the verge of war with Mexico, the 
Oregon Treaty was concluded, on the rational lines of con
tinuing the 49th parallel as the boundary as far as the Pacific, 
with a southward dip to include on the British side the 
whole island of Vancouver. The result of these treaties was 
to fix the longest undefended and indefensible frontier 
which divides any two countries in the world ; yet on the 
two sides of this imaginary line two great free communities 
have been able to live for three-quarters of a century in 
unbroken peace. Even if the Canadian claims had been 
irrefutable, some sacrifice would have been worth while for 
so remarkable a result. 

The new colonial policy had achieved a genuine triumph 
in Canada within twenty years. It had established the 
fullest measure of self-government ever enjoyed by any 
colony in history. It had restored harmony and made co
operation possible between the two partner-races, recently 
in open conflict. It had opened an era of glowing prosperity, 
after an era of depression. These were great achievements. 
They set a model for the future development of the British 
Commonwealth. 
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§ 5. Australia: Land Problems, Immigrants and Convicts. 

The problems of Australi_a were widely different from 
those of South Africa or of Canada. Australia had no racial 
difficulties. All her immigrants were British. Her abori
gines were few and of a degraded type ; they avoided the 
regions occupied by the white man;_ and they never gave 
any serious trouble. It was the difficulty of getting rid of 
the convicts, and the difficulty of persuading free settlers to 
cross 12,000 miles of ocean, that alo~e stood in the way of 
Australia's growth. She is the only great country in the 
world that has never been disturbed by war or violent 
revolution. · · · 

In 1830 the Australian continentincluded-three·coloriies~-
two oLwhich, -New . .-.5outli-Wa1es and Tasmania, were still 

-~----- • ~,.._.,.~.--.,.._.. ................ ~-~-a 
· predommantly conVIct settlements. Convicts formed 40 

per cent. of the population of New South Wales in r833, and 
most ofthe remainder consisted of freed convicts and their 
children; in Tasmania the proportion of convicts was still 
higher. Western, Australia, the onl:y: free colonv, had just· 
been establish~d:-'bunt w·a.s ina very 'pre'canou~icondition, 
and seemed likely to die of inanition. Free emigrants·were 
still vliry few: between r821 and r827 they had averaged 
only · 6oo per annum, and even the assisted emigration of 
r828-g had only ~rought the average up to rsoo. The cost 
of the journey was so great, and the reputation of a convict 
settlemen't so deterrent, that it was scarcely to be hoped 
that any large stream of emigration would tum towards 
Australia when C.anada and the United States lay so much 
nearer at hand. ·Australia could do nothing to help her
self ; the possibility of healthy growth, depended wholly 
upon what the- mother-country might do. 

Between-1;8;30~9:nd r855_J:hese conditions were strikingly 
transformed.- The struggling penal settlements were turned 
into thriving colonies of free men, endowed with a high 
degree of self-government. At the same time there was 
great activity in explorati<;m,1 and the main features of the 
Australian continent were disclosed by a gallant band of 
discoverers, ~Jp.r,t.,,..Mitchell,_E:y.re,_Leichh.ar?Can? oth~r~, 
who traced the course ·of the Murray and 1hi tnbutanes, 
revealed the beauty and fertility of ~ictoria, .explored the 
_interior of Queensland and the shores of the G:ulf of Carpen
taria, and indicated the character of the huge barren region 
which occupies the. centre of the continent. -

1 See the ma , Atlas, Plate 65 (b), where the main routes are shown. 
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But the main achievement of the period was the attrac
tion of large numbers of immigrants of a good type; upon 
that everything depended. .{\nd the success which was 
attained was very largely due to the group of colonial re
formers of whom Wakefield was the centre. In 1831 the 
Colonial Office adopted Wakefieid's main idea, prohibited 
free grants of land, and ordered that land must be sold at 
a minimum price of ss. per acre, and that the proceeds must 
be devoted to assisting emigrants: in 1842 the price was 
raised to £r per acre, in order to discourage the purchase of 
holdings too large to be worked by the purchaser. This 
still left it open to 'squatters' to occupy waste lands for 
sheep-breeding at a small quit-rent; and it long remained 
a vexed question how far the rights of the 'squatters' 
extended, and whether they should be allowed to prevent 
intensive settlement. The funds derived from the sale of 
lands brought a good many immigrants ; and the British 
Government also expended considerable annual sums in 
assisting emigration. The immigrants, however, were not 
very eager to settle among convicts, and hence one of the 
results of the growing stream of immigration was the founda
tion of two new colonies, free from the convict taint-in 1835 
Victoria (which was under New South Wales until. 1852), 
and in 1836 South Australia, which was from the first a 
distinct settlement. 

Victoria was at first peopled from New South Wales and 
Tasmania, largely by men who wanted to get away from the 
convicts ; but after 1838 an inrush of British immigrants 
began, helped from the funds created by sales of land ; and 
under the vigorous if autocratic rule of Sir George Gipps the 
colony rapidly took root and throve. 

South Australia was started as an experiment in scientific 
colonisation on Wakefield's lines, by a company which 
Wakefield organised in 1830. According to Wakefield's 
plan, the company was to be free from Colonial Office 
meddling; it was to sell its land at good prices, and use the 
money to bring out emigrants; no convicts were to be ad
mitted; and as soon as the settlers numbered ro,ooo they 
were to receive the fullest self-governing powers on demo
cratic lines. Unfortunately the Colonial Office would not 
give up its control, and was frightened by Wakefield's 
democratic schemes. After long delays, some of Wake
field's chief provisions were omitted. Authority was divided 
between a body of Commissioners in London and a Governor 
responsible to the Colonial Office; and Wakefield was not 
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even appointed.a Commissioner. It is not surprising that 
the colony did not fulfil Wakefield's hopes. · The first two 
Governors squandered money recklessly ; and solvency was 
only restored by the firm and clear-headed administration 
of George Grey (r84r-5), who now entered upon his great 
career as a colonial statesman. In r842 the Commissioners 
were swept away, and the ordinary form of Crown Colony 
government was set up undet the control of th~ Colonial 
Office. Wakefield's critics asserted that his theories had 
been-shown t_q__be fallacious. But in truth they had not 
been fairly testea·; and-even-so, Jh§y had been the means 
of ,bringing out r6,ooo settlers in a very-short-time, a:Q<:i_ 
planting'them prosperously on the land. 

The result of all this activity was that the number of 
free immigrants soon swamped the convict element of the 
Australian population. The rsoo immigrants of r83o rose 
to 14,000 in r838, and to 32,000 in r84r. But the more 
the free population grew, the more obvious it became that 
the system of transporting convicts must be brought to an 
end. This was all the more necessary because the character 
of the convicts was changing. In the old days, when a man 
might be transported for stealing five shillings' worth of cloth, 
many o' the convicts had been anything but irredeemable 
criminals. But now that Peel and Russell had reformed the 
English penal code, only real criminals came out. The new 
immigrants demanded the abolition of the system; _and the 
colonial reformers at home took up the cause with en-
1thusiasm: ~~~.r!~l~W~E-li~l1~£Y~B&IW..tl~~;e,§,i,~ed 

· f£~~~~1;;~W~~~t~~~qrt~~iB~Jn¥P~~~~~~J~~ 
fand m_r85.3 for TJ~,.S"manla. The change brought aoout by 
!immigration·~he··on:e hand, and by the abolition of trans
portation on the other, may be indicated by two figures. 
In r833 the population of New South Wales was 6o,ooo, of 
whom 40 per cent. were convicts: in r8so the population 
was 265,000, and less than r per cent. were.convicts. · 

~-oJo.ng_as~A:ustralia_was._primarilY. a convict settlem~t, 
sh~~ obviously could no~ enjoy self-government. But the 
"change5"we-liavedescribed~'enabled her to enter upon her 
natural inheritance as a British community. In r842..the 
Q2_minat~d Legislative Council which had existed-ii1_-New 
South Wales~since r8_?_4. was transformed1ntoa-1:i<?_dy.,..two-~ 

. Jhirds .. oL whose _mem'berswereelected-:on:-a democratic 
.sufi~?-ge. But Australiawas-developing·so):apidly that the 
~oloni.s~s-with the example ~~Ca,n_adq. l;>efore ~heir eye~f 

" .'t I> 
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demanded responsible self-government. And they were 
met .with extraordinary readiness by the Government of 
Lord John Russell, and by Lord Grey as Colonial Secretary. 
Grey conceived the project (1847) of creating a federal 
system for the Australian group of colonies. If his ideas 
had been carried out, Australia would in this regard have 
taken the lead of all the British dominions. But Grey was 
ahead of his time, and some features of his scheme were 
much disliked by the colonists. In 185o, however, Lord 
John Russell introduced into the British Parliament a 
measure of so striking a character that it may be ·said to 
mark, even more fully than the Durham Report, the triumph 
of the ideal of t:olonial self-government. The Act separated 
Victoria from New South Wales, and provided for the future 
separation of Queensland. But its main provision was of a 
kind to which no parallel can be found in the relations 
between a supreme Government and a dependent community 
created and nurtured by itself. It actually empowered each 
colonial council to draft a constitution for itself, subject to 
the approval of the Privy Council ; and it also empowered 
the colonial legislatures to levy what duties they saw fit, 
upon British as well as foreign goods. This was in effect a 
proclamation that the Australian colonies had co~e of age, 
and must henceforth enjoy complete and responsible control 
of their own destinies. 

Under the terms of this Act New South Wales, Tasmania, 
Victoria, and South Australia created their own democratic 
systems, which were confirmed and endorsed by Acts of the 
British Parliament in r855. They modelle!l their systems 
closely upon that of the mother-country; and, in moving the 
adoption of the bill to confirm them, Russell expressed the 
true spirit of the new colonial policy when he pointed out 
that the colonists' ' avowed desire to assimilate their in
stitutions to those of the mother-country ' arose from ' a 
deliberate attachment to the ancient laws of the community 
from which their own was sprung.' He prophesied that 
they would combine with 'their independent course of pro
gress and prosperity ... the jealous maintenance of ties 
thus cemented at once by feeling and principle.' Russell 
prophesied well. The Australian group of colonies entered 
upon their career as free self-governing States, not less but 
more loyal mem bcrs of the British Commonwealth because 
its heritage of political liberty had been so unstintingly 
shared with them. 
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§ 6. New Zealand: Maoris, Missionaries, and Scientific 
Colonisers. 

The youngest of the great British dominions, New Zealand 
owes her organisation as a colony to this· period of syste
matic colonisation. Her development was more rapid than 
that of any -other colony, for within a dozen years of the first 
settlement on her shores she was equipped with the full 
system of responsible government. Into these few years 
was crowded a great deal of instructive experience ; for 
New Zealand was the only colony in which the two chief 
constructive forces of the period, the_ _rp.j!isionaries -and~the
scientific _c_plonisers, met-and-crashed. 
- ·capiain Cook ha.d annexed the islands when he redis
covered them in 1769; but nothing had been done to enforce 
the claim thus created, and for more than a generation the 
native· inhabitants had been left undisturbed. These were 
the Maoris, of the handsome and charming Polynesian stock, 
the most attractive and intelligent of .the primitive peoples. 
There were about roo,ooo of them in the North Island when 
British settlement began, but only a few hundred in the 
South Island, which was almost an empty land. Virile, 
chiv~lr~us and romantic,· the numerous Maori tribes spent 
_their ,time with gusto in incessant war; eager to taste all 
new experiences, they .gave a ready and fearless welcome to 
the first white visitors. From the end of the eighteenth 
century there was a growing drift to the islands of traders 
and sealers, escaped convicts and runaway sailors, some 
of whom iadopted the Maori way of life, and were known 
as pahekas. These vagrom settlers, who were not the most 
replltable representatives of Western civilisation, ,numbered 
about rooo in r83o. 

Meanwhile a better type of Englishmen had begun to 
appear. In r8r4, Samuel Marsden: a trading chaplain from 
Sydney, led the way !n missionary enterprise; and s9on 
there were a good many representatives of the Church 
Missionary Society, and later some Wesleyans. The mis
sionaries established a remarkable influence over the Maoris. 
Though they were unable to·wean most of the tribes from 
their passion for war, or even from their abominable habit 
of eating their defeated foes, they made many converts, 
opened numerous schools, and won the confidence of most 
of the chiefs. Some of the missionaries were not above 
misusing their position to obtain;immense grants of land. 
But they were beyond question a real civilising power, 
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They dreamed of building up in New Zealand a sort of 
theocracy; they reasonably distrusted the influence of the 
cla.<>s of white settlers who had hitherto appeared in the 
islands ; and they desired to keep the Maoris as free as 
possible from contact with white men. In 1833 they suc
ceeded in obtaining for this purpose the appointment of a 
British Resident, to keep traders and other interlopers in 
order. But this did not imply annexation, and the Resident 
had no real power. 

It was impossible, however, that European influence 
should be kept at arm's-length from these beautiful and 
fertile lands : the only question was whether this influence 
was to be brought under effective organisation and control, 
or left to operate irregularly. During the 'twenties land
speculators and other adventurers were beginning to get 
a foothold. During the 'thirties, and especially in 1838, 
there were many signs that the French (who in that year 
occupied Tahiti, where British missionaries had long been 
at work) were contemplating intervention in New Zealand. 
Meanwhile, in Britain, Wakefield and his group were urging 
the importance of annexing and colonising the country. 
It was ' the fittest country in the world for colonisation,' 
Wakefield told a parliamentary committee in 1836 ~ and he 
pointed out that it was already being settled in an unregu
lated way which could only lead to -injustice to the Maoris. 
Wakefield and Durham founded a New Zealand Association, 
and strove to obtain the consent of the Colonial Office for a 
scheme of colonisation which Wakefield drafted. But the 
Church Missionary Society offered strenuous opposition; 
and the Colonial Secretary was an officer of the Society. 

At length, in 1839, the Wakefield group resolved to take 
action themselves, since Government would do nothing; 
and they started a Company with Durham as chairman, 
and a capital of £r,ooo,ooo. W?-kefield's brother and son 
w~re sent out to buy land and make other arrangements, in 
preparation for a large party of emigrants who were to 
follow. But Colonel Wakefield was hampered by the per
sistent opposition of the missionaries; he did not under
stand the complexities of Maori land-tenure ; and although 
his instructions were to take the utmost pains to avoid 
unfairness, his bargains were in some cases open to question. 
When the first party of immigrants, an admirably selected 
body of 1300, reached their destination, they found them
selves embroiled in all sorts of difficulties. 

The action of Wakefield and his Company forced the hancls 
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of Government ; and in January r84o Captain Hobson was 
sent from Sydney to effect the annexation of New Zealand 
in the name of the British Crown, and to act as the first 
Lieutenant-Governor, under the Governor of New South 
Wales. With the aid of the missionaries, Hobso1;1 held a 
congress of Maori chie'fs, and concluded the Treaty of 
Waitangi, whereby the chiefs yielded all rights of sovereignty 
to Her Majesty, and in return were guaranteed full posses
sion· of all their lands, and the rights of British subjects. 
The aim of this treaty was to dojustice to the Maoris; but 
it went needlessly far in recognising roo,ooo Maoris as the 
owners of 6s,ooo,ooo acres of land, nine-tenths of_w_h_ich we_re 
unoccupied-:-- -~-- -~ ------ -·- -----

With the Treaty of Waitangi began a decade of friction 
and confusion. On the _one hand were the Company and 
its emigrants, whose object was colonisation, and whq were 
a little apt to ride Poughshod over the complicated Maori 
rules of land-tenure. On the other hand were the Maoris, 
who enjoyed quarrelling for its own sake, and the mission
aries, whose object was to prevent colonisation, and who 
were less than· fair to the settlers. In these circumstances 
the process of settlement was harassed and difficult. The 
Compaey established settlements at Wellington and Tara
naki in the North Island, and at Nelson in the South Island, 
while aGovernmentsettlementwas made atAuckland.1 But 
there was incessant friction with the Maoris; and after many 
minor troubles, in r848 a rebellion blazed out in the North 
Island, in which the Maoris fought with remarkable gallantry. 
This continual unrest did not encourage immigration; even 
before the rising of r848, Wakefield's Company was at the 
end of its resources, andthe outlook seemed desperate. 

Happily a man with a genius for such problems was 
appointed Governor in r845. Sir George Grey, having saved 
the situation in South Australia, came to save it in New 
Zealand. His governorship, which extended qver eight 
years, planted the new colony fairly on the road to pro
sperity. He won the hearts of the Maoris by studying their 
customs, and speaking to them in tqeii own tongue; but 
he was firm with them, and insisted ;that' they must live at 
peace with their neighbours. With the iand question, the 
root of most of the trouble, he dealt .skilfully by making 
huge purchases from the Maori chiefs, maBaly in unoccupied 
regions, and transferring them to the Company for settle
ment. Far indeed from sharing the missionaries' desire to 

1 See the map, Atlas, Plate 65 (c). 
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keep the Maoris aloof from western civilisation, he was as 
enthusiastic for British settlement as Wakefield himself. 
By r85o the friction with the Maoris was at an end: Maori 
chiefs were making roads at their own expense, and peti
tioning the Queen to appoint Grey Governor for life. The 
Company also had learnt to avoid its early blunders. It 
had turned its attention to the empty lands of the South 
Island, and had enlisted the co-operation of .the Churches. 
Under the auspices of the Free Church of Scotland a Scottish 
colony was founded in the hilly province of Otago, which 
is more like Scotland than most other regions of the world ; 
while the English Society for the Propagation of the Gospel 
brought out admirable bodies of English settlers to the fer
tile and English-seeming province of Canterbury. 

Having achieved this work, which fulfilled the dream of 
Wakefield in a higher degree than any of his other schemes, 
the New Zealand Company resigned its charter (r852). It 
had made mistakes; but it had carried out the process of 
settlement so well that, only twelve years after the landing 
of the first shipload of emigrants, the new colony was 
ready to stand on its own feet. It already included over 
30,000 settlers. But they were scattered in six distinct 
settlements, at Auckland, Taranaki and Wellingtliln in the 
North Island, and at Nelson, Canterbury and Otago in the 
South Island. This fact was recognised in a constitution 
which was drafted by Earl Grey, and revised by Sir George 
Grey (1852). Each of the six provinces was given a Pro
vincial Council, while a General Assembly was set up to deal 
with common affairs, to administer Crown lands, and to levy 
customs duties; but as a means of protecting the Maoris, 
the Crown still reserved the sole right of buying lands from 
native owners, and the power to uphold native institutions 
in the Maori districts. This was a reasonable settlement, 
appropriate to the stage of development which New Zealand 
had attained. It was a fair adjustment of the two principles 
upon which the new colonial system was founded-the pro
tection of native rights, and the conferment of self-governing 
powers upon organised bodies of civilised settlers. Within a 
short compass, the first dozen years of the history of New 
Zealand had, in truth, illustrated all the new ideas which 
were reshaping the British Commonwealth. 

~ 7· The Significance of the New Colonial Policy. 
By 1852 the main features of the new colonial system had 

emerged from the various and many-sided activities which 
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gad filled· the two decad~s .,.Qf.,re~qg~1£!1.~!!-9n ; . 3nd ... dm:ing 
the Russell ministry, .which .oct.upied .. ,the,)ast,.y~~J.;!).,nf this 
period,. Lord Grey,- at. -the-~Colonjal.;.Pf:fi~.e,,,, g~:y~~ :fq,r~, .:J.nd 
body _to. th,e_new~order. I-..t-"'w.a~>;~G:J.;~y~,_wh.P$e"'insJr,uctions 
made,· responsible.,goveru-men:tol!a Z.feality..,.in,,.<;:anada ; who 

_ended for a time the turmoil of South Africa by recognising 
the independence. of the two Dutch republics; who tried 
to fe~erate Australia and, when that failed, empowered the. 
Australian colonies to define their own constitutions; and 
who endowed the infant settlementS of New Zealand with 
the institutions of self-government. The .. character,"of. the 
modern Commonwealth:,.w,::tsAixed. It was to be !l)e~low
ship_. of self-gov~rning; p~o.ples,>'ll.and .. ,,i1:s _,unjty ...... was ,to, be 
V()l_untary rather .tl}an:.CC?nJ.P.tl!s.qry; but at the same time 
it was to be the means·of protecting backward and subject 
peoples in the exercise of their rights. In the case -of the 
white settlements the id.eal .of p~f.W.~rship;.in.the ,case of 
backward peoples thejdealof·J,f.~eshipi·· had· replaced the_ 
older ideal of mere. dominion. 

The establishment.~£ these ideasimpliednoJhii).g.less .than 
a revolution in· the .conceptions,.underlying,imper:iaLpower. 
The credit of this .revolution does not belong to any one 
man. IJ: must be shared by a multitude of men and women 
who seldom saw eye to eye, and often reviled one another: 
by missionaries, by philanthropists, by theoretical econo
mists, by practical enthusiasts such as W~tkefi.eld, by admini
strators such as Sir,;;;JamescStephen, by statesmen such as 
D~urham and th.e~t:w() .... (;;~¥,§1~p.jkR,l;l,.?,s.eJL But among them 
they had achieved a complete recast of the principles upon 
which the relations of the British Commonwealth had 
hitherto been determined; they~had"'given"an• ... alto.gether . 
new content- and~.significaJ:l~~«t,!?,._.,tl;eA'-l~e,r:!fl r~mpjrr .• 
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Se.lected S peeches.of,Sir~W.. M.ol~S}!JJ!Jj}], •. ; .. Cernewall Lewis, Government 
of Dependencies ; Durham, Report on Canada ; Reid, Life of Durham; 
Fawcett, Life of Molesworth; Grey (3rd Earl), Colonial Policy of 
Lord ]. Russell's Administratio~z; Lucas, Historical Geography of 
the West Indies; Historical" Geography of South Africa; Theal, 
History of South Africa ; Cory, History of South Africa; Egerton 
and Grant, Constitutional. Historx,_~(>j Cat;ada; Kingsford, History of 
Canada; Rogers, Hzstoncal Geography of Australasza; Jenks, Ths 
Australasian Colonies ; Reeves, )Long White Cloud ; Henderson, 
Life of Si.Y G. G!'ey.] '!)) 



CHAPTER XI 

RECONSTRUCTION AND EXPANSION IN INDIA: AND 
THE FIRST CONFLICT WITH CHINA 

(A.D. I830-1850) 

§ I. The Act of 1833 and the New Policy in Ind1:a. 

IN India, as in the English-speaking colonies, the era of 
liberal reconstruction brought great changes in outlook and 
policy. Ever since the conquests of Wellesley had made 
Britain the paramount Power in India, an enlarged sense 
of responsibility for the welfare of the Indian peoples had 
been growing among Anglo-Indian administrators. But in 
Britain also ideas about India were changing. It was im
possible, in the temper of the time, that the East India 
Company should any longer be regarded primarjly as a 
means of bringing wealth and trade to the home country. 
The new spirit found expression in the India Act of 1833, 
which opened the second era of British Indian history. The 
first era had been that of conquest ; the second was to be 
that of reorganisation and penetration. 

By a happy chance, the Charter of the East India Com
pany fell to be renewed in 1833; and in accordance with 
custom a strong parliamentary c9mmittee was set up to 
review the working of the Company's system. Its searching 
and voluminous report laid down new principles of legisla
tion, and formed the basis of the momentous Act of 1833. 
There was some talk of suppressing the Company, and trans
ferring its political authority to the Crown. This course 
was not adopted, because it was felt that the Board of 
Directors, possessing special knowledge and being free from 
the considerations of party interest which are apt to have 
undue weight in Parliament, formed a valuable factor in 
the system. But the Committee strongly urged that if the 
Companv was to continue to exercise political powers, it 
must cease to be a profit-making organisation, and must 
make the welfare of its subjects, not the dividends of its 
shareholders, its primary concern. ' It is recognised as an 
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J~~indisput~ble.principle,' asserted the Committee in a striking 
passage, ' that the interests of the native subjects are to be_· '_ 
consulted in preference to those of Europeans.·whenever the 
two come .in .conflict.' T~e_assertion .of~tl_lj~.pr!nciple-
to which it would .be hard to find a parallel in the records 
of the dominion of one people over another-raised,the~whole 
p£9.blem of Ir~dian governJEent_:to· ·x ·differenJ~.plane. The 
Committee· was equally emphatic in the assertion that India 

· must be governed in accordance with Indian ideas. They 
urged that 'the principles of British law could never be 
made the basis of an Indian code ' ; and they condemned 
the practice of excluding Indians from responsible office, 
which had been followed since the time of Cornwallis. 

The India Act ·of 1833 was inspired by · t):le.se ideas. It 
forbade the Company 'to engage in trade at all, and thus 

.... brought to an end the association of government with profit
~aking. It xecognised.,th.e'"'u:Q.ity,,of~.the~Indian~-Empire by 
giving. to .. the_ Goverrwr:_General_ the title of 'Governor

. General of India,' in place of the absurd traditional title of 
'Governor-General9(fg_rt.._Williamjn BengaL'_; it deprived 
the minor Presidencies of any shadow of independence ; and 

' it empowered the Governor-General, with his Council of four 
membere, to make laws for the whole of British India, sub-
ject mi.ly to the supreme overriding power of the Imperial 
Parlia:rp.en·t. For the first:time~a~:single.;[entral Government ..,.,._.~ 
was to be the source of all authority.· throughout~British 
India. The Act also provided for a systematic codification 
of Indian law, which was to pay due regard ' to the rights, 
feelings and peculiar usages of the people ' ; and it added 
for this purpose a new Legal Member to the Governor
General's Council. . For the first time in her long history 
India was to be endowed with a single uniform system of 
law, clearly defined and not capable of being arbitrarily 
modified. Again, the principle was laid .. down that no 
Indian might 'by reason only of his religion, place of birth, 
descent or colour, be disabled from holding any place, 
office, or employment under the Company.' Finally, free 
access to all parts of India was granted to all Europeans, 
who had hitherto only been admitted under special license. 
The influence of the W~st was to be allowed to play freely 
upon India ; and in particular an open field was offered to 
the missionaries and their schools of Western learning, 
hitherto regarded with distrust as)iisturbing factors. But 
lest missionaries or traders shbuld'abuse the prestige of the 
ruling race, the Goverrior-Generat:~ao; required to .draft 

VOL. II. 2F 
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regulations for the protection of Indians ' from insults and 
outrages in their persons, religions or opinions.' 

The first Governor-General under the Act was Lord 
William Cavendish Bentinck, who had been in office since 
1828 ; and it is with his name that the era of reform which 
now began is associated. The first Legal Member under the 
Act was Macaulay. It was under his direction that the task 
of drawing up the Indian Code was undertaken ; but 
he built upon the foundations laid fifty years before by 
Hastings and Impey, 1 whom he was to defame. There were 
many reforms in the administrative system, and many 
offices were thrown open to Indians. A stricter supervision 
over the protected native States was also inaugurated; and 
two of them, Coorg and Mysore, were brought under direct 
British administration as the only cure for misgovernment. 
Coorg remains a British province; Mysore was restored in 
r88r to the government of its hereditary Maharaja. But 
the most distinctive feature of Bentinck's administration 
was that he boldly attacked certain Indian usages which 
Western morality condemned, but with which no interference 
had hitherto been attempted, lest Indian religious sentiment 
should be outraged. The most important of these inter
ferences (1829) was the prohibition of the practiceoi sati
the self-immolation of widows, as a religious duty, upon the 
funeral pyres of their husbands. With this may· be linked 
the beginning of a systematic campaign against thagi, an 
organised conspiracy of murder and robbery carried on by 
men who professed to regard their crimes as sacrifices to 
the Goddess of Destruction, and whose operations were 
assisted by the superstitious terror of the population. It 
took twenty years to root out thagi. 2 

But these signs of the coming of a new spirit into British 
rule in India were of less importance than the rapid develop
ment of Western education, which was the outstanding 
feature of the years following 1833. Hitherto Government 
had hesitated to give encouragement or support to the 
modest schools of Western learning which had come into 
being since Wellesley's time. The small funds which it 
assigned to educational purposes were devoted to the tra
ditional learning of India, conveyed 'by Hindu pandits and 
Moslem maulvis through the classical tongues of Sanscrit, 
Arabic and Persian. But there had long been a sharp 
division of opinion on this subject, among both Englishmen 

1 See above, Bk. vn. chap. vi. p. Sr. 
2 Read Meadows Taylor's Adventures of a Thug. 
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and· Indians; and a strong minority in the Government 
Committee of Public Instruction advocated the diffusion of 
Western learning, with English as the medium of instruction. 
Scarcely anybody urged the use of the vernaculars for 
advanced education, partly because the vernaculars are so 
numerous-there are 147 recognised languages in India
but mainly because these tongues were not sufficiently 
developed to be used for such a purpose. In r835.Macaulay 
w_as appointed chairman of the Committee of Public In
struction; and the downright and uncompromising argu

·ments whic_h _he advanced in his famous.Education·Minute 
of that year ensured· the .vic.tgry of- the ·Western -school. 
From I835 Government grants, whiCh steadily increased in 
amount, were devoted to the provision or assistance of 
schools and colleges in which Western science was taught in 
the English language ; while the educational activities of 
the missionaries were encouraged and aided. 

During the following generation the influence of the new 
learning slowly permeated the leading members of the old 
ruling classes; especially among the Hindus. It is impossible 
to exaggerate the significance of this process for the history 
of India; we shall have to trace some of its consequences in 

, later c:kapters.1 It was to bring··to an. end- the age-long 
/ intellectual.isolation of India. It was to give to educated 

Indians of different provinces a common medium of com
munication: English has been to India what Latin was to 
medireval Europe, the means of enabling men of varied 
races to feel.common interests -and to take common action. 
It was to introduce Indians to the literature which is beyond 
all others the literature of liberty, and to teach them the 

,.,vocabulary of free politics, without which_political thinking 
fis impossible. None of the changes which British _rule has 

brought to India has been more momentous than the in
troduction of English education. 

§ 2. The North-West Frontier and the Russian Menace. 

The work of reform, begun under Bentinck, was not inter
rupted under his successors. But under the three Governors
General who immediately succeeded Bentinck-Auckland 
(r836-42), Ellenborough (r842~4·4) and Hardinge (r844-48); 
the main interest in Indian history was transferred to the 
military sphere. A new perioQ. of conquest began, in the 
course of which the frontiers of British: .India were extended 

1 See below, Bk. x. chap. vi. p. 558 ; Bk. XL c?ap. v. p. 666. 
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to their natural limits, in the great mountain-barriers of the 
North-West. This period of warfare was the direct outcome 
of affairs in Europe. It arose from the acute rivalry be
tween Britain and Russia which produced, in the minds of 
British statesmen, and notably of Lord Palmers ton, a night
mare dread of a Russian attack on India. 

Since r8r8 the frontier of the British raj had roughly 
corresponded with the line of the Sutlej and the Indus.1 

But beyond this far from defensible frontier lay three im
portant independent Powers; the Sikhs in the Punjab, the 
Amirs of Sind in the lower Indus valley, and, behind both, 
the wild mountain tribes of Afghanistan, who controlled the 
gateways into India through which, for untold centuries, 
succP.ssive invaders had passed. These States formed a 
barrier against invasion from the landward side ; and it was 
felt to be essential for the safety of India that friendly rela
tions with them should be maintained. 

The most formidable of these frontier Powers seemed to 
be Afghanistan. The Afghan kingdom had threatened 
invasion as recently as the time of Wellesley. But since 
then it had broken up. The heir of the old ruling house, 
Shah Shuja, was an exile in India; and Dost Mohammed, 
head of the family which had ousted him, could ocontrol 
little more than the city of Kabul and its neighbourhood. 
In the fertile territory of the Punjab, the land of the five 
rivers, a highly organised military power had been built up 
by the Sikhs, who were not a distinct people, but rather a 
religious sect, a sort of Puritan offshoot of Hinduism, whose 
votaries were confined to this part of India. Even in the 
Punjab they formed a small minority of the population. 
But a Sikh leader of remarkable ability, Ranjit Singh, had 
built up an empire which included the whole of the Punjab, 
had borrowed European officers to train his armies, and was 
able to carry on an equal conflict with the Afghans. Finally, 
isolated among the deserts of the lower Indus valley, were 
the Mohammedan Amirs of Sind. They threatened nobody ; 
but their lands were crossed by the roads which led to the 
southern passes into Afghanistan; they could interrupt the 
river traffic of the Indus ; and for these reasons they were 
important. 

The British Government had anxiously cultivated friendly 
relations with the trans-Indus States ever since r8og, when, 
after the Treaty of Tilsit, the first alarm was raised of a 
Russian attack on India. In the 'thirties, when Palmerston 

• See the map, Atlas, Plate 62. 
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and the Tsar were competing for influence at Constantinople, 
Russia was steadily adding to her dominions in Central 
Asia, 1 and establishing her influence at the court of Persia. 
These events awakened the old fear of a Russian attack on 
India; and when it was learnt that Russian agents had 
obtained a friendly reception at Kabul, the suspicion and 
dread of Russia became keen. The Governor-General, Lord 
Auckland, whg was a disciple of Palmerston, resolved 
that a friendly prince must be placed upon the throne of 
Afghanistan. For this purpose he fixed upon the f11!ile _Ql_d 
exile, Shah Shuja;- he- organised-an-army -to- escort him to 
Kabul ; and he made treaties with the Sikhs and the Amirs 
of Sind t<:> secure a free passage for these forct~s (1838). 
The expedition thus undertalfen was not only impru
dent in the highest degree, it was an act of needless 
aggression. · 

At first the expedition seemed to. be wholly successful. 
Shah .. Shuja was placed upo11 the throne of Kabul under the 
protection of a British army and a British Resident. But 
the Afghans for the most part remained loyal to his fugitive 
rival, Dost Mohammed. These fierce warriors were not 
likely to accept a ·king imposed upon them by foreign 
bayo~ts. At first they stood sullenly aloof. Then they 
became increasingly hostile. The army in Kabul was 
isolated. Towards the end of r84r the Resident found it 
necessary to negotiate with the rebel chiefs for permission 
to retreat. He was murdered ; and the doomed army had 
to fight its way back:, in the dead of winter, through the grim 
defiles of the Khyber region.' In this' dreadful ordeal they 
.were disorganised and finally destroyed. This was the most 
complete and humiliating disaster that had ever befallen 
British arms in India. -

A new Governor-General, Lord Ellenborough, was sent 
out to redeem the disgrace. He showed a good deal of 
courage and vigour. Kabul was reconquered, only to be 
promptly evacuated, as soon as the Afghans reJ.eased their 
British captives; and Afghanistan was left to itself. Un
fortunately Ellenborough was so much impressed by the 
necessity of restoring the damaged prestige of Britain that 
he was tempted to make blunders. The rhetorical tone of 
his proclamations offended British taste. He brought back 
from Ghazni the spurious Gates of Somnath with an absurd 
solemnity. Worst of all, he succumbed to the temptation 
of showing British strength by an attack upon Sind. 

1 See the map, Atlas, Plate 63. 
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Sind is the only British acquisition in India of which it 
may fairly be said that it was not necessitated by circum
stances, and that its conquest was therefore an act of pure 
aggression. It is true that the country was ill governed, 
and that the Amirs had not observed their promises in regard 
to the free navigation of the Indus. But these were not 
sufficient reasons for the high-handed treatment which they 
received from Sir Charles Napier, the Governor-General's 
representative. This treatment goaded them into an attack 
upon the Residency at Hyderabad, where Colonel Outram 
represented the British authority; and this gave the excuse 
which was desired. In the battie of Miani (r843) the 
Sindians were routed by Napier, and their country was 
annexed. But the episode left a bad taste; and the 
chivalrous Outram went home to plead the cause of the 
exiled Amirs, who had' never contemplated opposing our 
power, and were only driven to do so from desperation.' 
His protests were vain; and, indeed, annexation brought 
nothing but good to the people of Sind. The whole 
story was admirably summed up by Napier himself as 
' a very advantageous, useful and humane piece of 
rascality.' 

Nor was this the end of the reactions which resultoo from 
the ill-advised Afghan adventure. In the Mahratta State 
of Gwalior the Maharaja's army of 40,000 men got out of 
hand, and two battles had to be fought (r843) before order 
was restored. Meanwhile there was growing restlessness 
among the Sikhs in the Punjab. Since Ranjit Singh's 
death in r839 the Sikh realm had been steadily sinking into 
anarchy. The Government was impotent. The great Sikh 
army was completely out of hand. It was the most formid
able and the best organised army that any Indian Power had 
ever possessed. It numbered nearly go,ooo men, had been 
trained by skilful European officers, and was supported by 
well equipped and abundant artillery. Full of pride in its 
own fighting power, it had been taught by the Afghan 
disasters to think lightly of the British capacity for 
resistance. The danger of conflict was therefore very 
great. . 

The British Government was determined to avoid a clash 
with the Sikhs if it were possible. In 1844 the hot-headed 
Ellen borough was recalled; and his successor, Lord Hardinge, 
a distinguished veteran of the Peninsular War, went out 
with the fixed resolve that the Sikhs must be left to 
enjoy their independence, and that no interference in their 
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affairs must oe attempted. It was necessary, of course, to 
maintain forces on the frontier as a protection against the 
danger of a Sikh attack; but Hardinge was so eager to 
avoid anything that might cause irritation that he r~duced 
the frontier armies to a dangerous extent. 

At the end of 1845 the Sikh army suddenly crossed the 
Sutlej, hoping to take the British unawares. They numbered 
some 6o,ooo brave and well-trained fighting men ; and it 

-was only after a series of the most desperate battles in :the 
history of British India-Mud_ki, _Ferozeshah; Aliwal and 
Sobraon-:--thatthey-were driven back. (January, February, 
1846:) After the _final victory of Sobraon the Governor
General dictated peace in the Sikh capital of Lahore. It 
was a very moderate peace. The Sikhs were compelled to 
pay a small indemnity and to cede the beautiful land of 
Kashmir (one of Ranjit Singh's conquests), as well as certain 
strips of frontier territory. Sikh government was re-estab
lished under the young Maharaja Dhulip Singh; and a 
British Resident, Sir Henry Lawrence, was placed at Lahore 
to help the Government in establishing order and instituting 
a civilised system otadministration .. 

But the Sikh chieftains resented their subordination to 
an En~lish protectorate; and the Sikh army had not given 
up hope of reversing the decision of I846. In I848 the 
Diwan of the fortress of Multan revolted from the Lahore 
Government ; and his initial success tempted the army to 
rise. Lord Hardinge had recently left India. His suc
cessor, Lord Dalhousie, recognised that a final war with the 
Sikhs was inevitable. This second war.was almost as hard- . 
fought as the first. At Chilianwala, in ] anuary 1849, a 
desperate indecisive battle showed that the fighting-power 
of the Sikhs was still very great; and a second great battle 
had to be fought at Gujerat before they admitted defeat. 
It was now manifestly of no avail to re-establish the 
protectorate system which Hardinge had set up; and 
Dalhousie rightly decided that outright annexation was the 
only practicable course. As we shall see in a later chapter, 1 

he was to turn the Punjab into a model province; and 
from that day to this the land which had produced the 
valorous fighting men of Ferozeshah and Chiliinwala has 
been the chief recruiting ground for the armies of British 
India. . 

A decade of almost uninterrupted warfare, from the ex
pedition to Kabul to the annexation of the Punjab, had thus 

1 Bk. x. chap. vi. p. 5.45 . 
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resulted in the annexation of the whole valley of the Indus, 
and had brought the Indian Empire to its natural frontier 
in the great barrier of mountains and deserts on the North
West. The process of unifying India by conquest was com
pleted; the long process which had begun at Plassey had 
reached its culmination; and India, for the first time in all 
her troubled history, had become a single great Empire, within 
whose guardian seas and mountains unbroken peace reigned. 

The rapid process of expansion did not cease, however, 
even with the attainment of the natural frontiers of India 
proper. Away in the east, on the other side of the Bay of 
Bengal, Dalhousie was in r8sz drawn into a second war 
with the Burmese Empire. 

British traders, who had settled in Rangoon under the 
protection of the treaty of r8z6,1 made many complaints 
of the oppressions and the interruptions of trade to which 
they had to submit. A naval officer, sent with a frigate to 
demand redress· and compensation, declared a blockade of 
the Burmese ports, and was fired upon. Thereupon Dal
housie despatched an ultimatum; and when no answer 
was received, a perfectly organised expedition was sent to 
obtain redress by force. In a masterly eight-weeks' cam
paign, Rangoon and Prome were captured ; and s4lce the 
barbaric court of Ava refused to treat, Dalhousie proclaimed 
the annexation of the rich deltaic province of Pegu or 
Lower Burma to the Indian Empire. From the moment of 
annexation the new province enjoyed an abounding pro
sperity, and Rangoon rapidly became one of the great ports 
of Asia. The new conquest shut off the Burmese Empire 
from the sea. It linked up the coastal strips of Arakan and 
Tenasserim, conquered in r8z6, and gave to the British 
power control over the whole eastern coast of the Bay of 
Bengal. And (what was still more important) it brought 
the expanding British Commonwealth into more intimate 
contact with the yellow-skinned peoples of the Far East. 
With the greatest of these peoples, the Chinese, an inde
pendent series of events had already established a new 
relationship, which was to be so important in its conse
quences that it must not pass unnoticed. 

§ 3· The First Conflict with Cht'na. 

While the first serious impact of Western ideas was reach
ing the ancient civilisation of India, China also had to open 

1 Above, p. 348. 
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her gates to the West. It fell to Britain to play the chief 
part in breaching the barriers by which the disdained bar
barians of the outer world had hitherto been kept aloof 
from the Celestial Empire. -And it was because the East 
India Company lost in 1833 the monopoly of British trade 
with China that open friction began. 

For more than two centuries European traders had 
striven to_ open_ up_ trade wit}l_ th~ ports_ of ~hina, and especi
ally with Canton, the great emporium of the South:-. TKey 
had only been .able to do .so under strict and humiliating 
restrictions; and had always found themselves faced by an 
impenetrable barrier of pride. The Chinese refused to deal 
with the European traders as equals. When embassies were 
sent to arrange terms of equalintercourse, they were required 
to submit to the degradation of the kotow, knocking their 
heads nine times on the ground in the presence of the Em
peror, or even of his portrait; and even when they submitted, 
they got no further. Official China barely condescended to 
recognise the existence of the foreigner, and declined to 
allow him at~.y regular privileges of trade, however much he 
might abase himself. 

Nevertheless European trade persisted, mainly at Canton, 
where the mandarins winked at it, because they made 
profit out of it. .During the eighteenth century, and still 
more since the revolutionary war, a practical monopoly of 
this trade had fallen to the British East India Company. 
The main commodities dealt in were, on the Chinese side, 
tea, silk, and porcelain ; and on the British side Indian stuffs, 
British manufactures, and Indian opium. The opium traffic 
was the most valuable, yielding to the East India Company 
an annual profit of about £r,ooo,ooo. But the Chinese 
Government had prohibited the importation of opium in 
1796, and the trade was carried on by smuggling with the 
connivance of the mandarins, many of whom engaged in it. 
It was to get a share in this lucrative traffic that independent 
traders began to flock to Canton in r833, when the East 
India Company's monopoly of the Chinese trade was 
abolished. :,...._ 

But the abolition of the monopoly had two unfortunate 
results. The East India Company, as a monopolist, had 
been able to regulate and control it, and, being only a 
trading company, had no objection to paying the exagger
ated deference which the Chinese officials demanded. The 
Crown agent who took the Company's place when the 
monopoly was abolished had no means of controlling the. 
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crowd of independent traders, and could not stoop to nego
tiate with the mandarins in the prescribed forms. Hence 
difficulties at once began to arise; while the opium traffic, 
in private hands, grew by leaps and bounds. The Chinese 
Government, resolving to suppress the traffic, sent down a 
vigorous mandarin, who imprisoned all the British traders 
in Canton, and demanded that all their opium should be 
handed over for destruction. The British agent acceded 
to this demand; but this did not stop the smuggling of 
opium. Nothing could have stopped it, short of a prohibi
tion of export by the Government of India, at a heavy cost 
to the Indian taxpayer. Relations with the Chinese be
came more and more strained. Rational negotiations were 
impossible, because the mandarins would not treat on equal 
terms ; and in the end a wretched war broke out in r840, 
which lasted for two years. 

The quarrel was a sordid one ; and the war has always 
been known as the Opium War-not quite fairly, since the 
British Government never questioned the right of China to 
prohibit opium, or did anything to force opium upon her. 
In reality it was a war against the Chinese resolve to exclude 
all European trade, and to treat the European peoples as 
barbarians without the law. In the end China was com
pelled to recognise the barbarians (1842), and to allow the 
entry to her markets to be forced open. She consented to 
admit European traders to five Treaty Ports, and to cede 
to Britain the island of Hong Kong, whose splendid harbour 
soon became an emporium not only for Western goods but 
for all sorts of Western influence. Sordid as it was, the war 
of r84o marked an important stage in the penetration of the 
world by Western civilisation. 

[Muir, Making of British India; Roberts, Historical Geography of 
India; Ilbert, Government of India; Boulger, Lord W. Bentinck; 
Trevelyan, Life of Macaulay ; Marshman, His tory of India ; Cunning
ham, The Sikhs; Napier, Conquest of Sind; Douglas, Europe and the 
Far East; lives of Auckland, Ellenborough, and Hardinge in the 
'Rulers of India' Series.] 
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CHAPTER XII. 

§ I. The Re-establishment of Content. 

DURING-the generation whose achievements have been sur
veyed in the foregoing chapters, Britain and the British 
Commonwealth had undergone a greater and a far more 
deliberate process of change and reconstruction than any 
earlier period of British history records. As a result of 
these changes the menace of violent revolution which loomed 
so darkly in the years following r8r5 had been dispelled, 
and forebodings and misgivings had given way to an optimism 
that bordered on self:.<;fl!Qplaf~Ilcy. The~Great.Exhibition 
qf r8sr, in ij:s glittering. CrystalrP;alac.~.,in.Jiyde ~ark; ~x
pressed -.t once the pride and coh:fiden<;e,which,now reigned 
in the British communities. and."the abounding energy .o.n 
which this confidence. ,was based. It is worth while to 
analyse the moral and intellectual outlook of the nation at 
this resting-point in its history, this quiet-flowing pool below 
the cataracts. And in making this attempt we shall confine 
ourselves to Britain. For·the mother-country was still, in 
a very full degree, the heart and brain of the whole Common
wealth; and the influence not merely of her power, but of 
her outlook and ideas, dominated all the daughter-States, 
which had scarcely begun to possess an independent life of 
their own. 

-The main outcome>oL,this era of reconstruction :was that 
the British people had regain~d- contintment .with their 
system of government, and even, though not so.fully., with 
their social order. One of the most striking signs of the 
change was. the.ne:w,.nq%!tJpn,pf.!hE! Crown. In 1820, and 

· throughout the period of threatened revolution, the King 
and almost all his family had been the objects of public 
scorn, and their dull vices and sordid quarrels seemed to be 
symbolic of the rottenness of the ruling order. But·now the 
throne was occupied by. a young and virtuous Queen, whose 
person challenged a chivalrous loyalty; a girl-queen, 
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happily married, a model of all the domestic virtues, a 
mirror of the proprieties which the British public loved ; 
and her court was stainless-so impeccably correct that 
already the tawdry riotings of the Regency seemed to have 
the unreality of a bad dream. What was more, the Queen 
was (or appeared to be) the model of a constitutional 
monarch; no one suspected her of striving after personal 
power, or of being influenced by backst.airs intrigue. Helped 
by the shrewd guidance of Lord Melbourne, and by the 
earnestness of her admirable Consort, she had raised the 
Crown out of the sphere of controversy, above the disputes 
of factions, and made it the very symbol of the nation's 
unity, the symbol also of that unity of sentiment which 
bound the whole Commonwealth together in spite of the 
growing independence of its members. She had found for 
the Crown a new function in the life of the Commonwealth; 
not that of ruling, but that of embodying the sentiment of 
unity, and of representing the long pedigree of freedom. 

Parliament, too, had more than regained its old ascend
ancy over the mind of the nation .. The new machinery of 
local government was working smoothly and well; and on 
the whole the nation was content with the system it had 
wrought out for itself. An equal content with the .broaden
ing freedom which had been granted them marked all the 
self-governing dominions; and if there were unsolved 
problems in Ireland and South Africa, these vexed lands 
were for the moment quiescent. A full tide of economic 
prosperity was flowing in Britain ; there was work for all, 
wages were rising, and the bitter cleavage between rich and 
poor which had been so formidable seemed to be healing. 
Careers seemed to be open to talent ; fortunes were easily 
made ; the self-made man was common enough to challenge 
ambition, and most men were ready to believe that the 
gospel of self-help, which was the reigning philosophy of the 
time in the economic sphere, might well bring about general 
well-being. 

The old ruling-class had lost their entrenched ascendancy. 
But in its stead they enjoyed a willingly conceded leader
ship ; and they did much to deserve it, both by their 
activity in politics and by the large share which they took 
in the religious and humanitarian enterprises of the time. 
The social ascendancy of the aristocracy was as great as it 
had ever been, especially because the old abuses of corrup
tion and patronage had come to an end, and because Society, 
like the Court, on the whole reflected the sober prosperity 
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of the middle class. For-iLwas .. the middle class,_sober, 
religious, conventional -and. s'elf-respecting, who dictated 

1
the tone of Engli~hJife in this era"and,indirectly influenced 
the standards of .Society as definitely as they shaped the .. 
course of politics, without, in either case, taking any very 
direct part. Even the~working,.<;_la$s_es, so recently on the 
verge of revolt, seemed to have settled down, and to have 
adopted the sedate.and decent ideals of the dominant class, 

§ 2. The Jnjluence of Religious Move1tt_en_ts. 

The supreme interests.oL.th~ .British. people were four
business, religion, politics and s.port; imaginative, ::esthetic 
or purely intellectual interests lagged far behind with all 
but a very few. Business came first; and the virtues most 
esteemed and most cultivated were the self-regarding virtues -
of the business man, industry, enterprise, honesty and thrift, 
the virtues that make for material s-uccess. The reigning 
opinion of that time had no misgivings about the entire 
worthiness of_ a life primarily devoted to acquisition, for 
the accepted philosophy taught that it was by pursuing his 
own interests by honest means that a man could best serve 
the com~unity. 

But religion came next, among a surprisingly high propor
tion of the population, and it was in and through the multi
form co-operative activities of the Churches tha:t men found 
the corrective for the fierce individualist competition of the 

. time. And if religion itself was, with many, conventional 
and somewhat material, a matter of making the best of both 
worlds, that was not surprising, nor was it universal. There 
never was .. a."time when~the.Churches-..were.more active, or 
played .a. gre ~ ter part_ in .. .!he_Ji :;,~~.of: ~ver9-ge, citizens. • . :New 
churches and chapels were rising on every hand. They were 
drawing under th_eir influence thousands who had regarded 
them with indifference. Great evange\ical .reyiyals took 
place from .time to--time, A growing army of missionaries 
in all the dark places of the earth was maintained by the • 
pennies of the faithful, and the missionary-box had become 
a familiar sight in thousands of middle-class homes. Nor 
were the dark places of the homeland altogether neglected. 
The elementary schools maintained by the subscriptions of 
the Churches were becoming so numerous that when ~t last 
the State assumed the function of education it was a rela
tively small gap which had to be filled. The spontaneous 
outpouring of charity increased in volume year by year; 
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hospitals, orphanages, philanthropic societies of every kind, 
increased and multiplied. 

There is no doubt about the genuineness of the religious 
life which showed itself in these and many other ways. It 
was not merely a religion of self-culti-vation ; in a remark
able degree, as the subscription ·lists of missions and schools 
and hospitals proved, the duty of giving had been impressed 
upon men and women of all classes. But there was an 
element of rigidity and narrowness in the temper of the 
time. There was a strong flavour of Puritanism in Vic
torian England, which had both good and bad influences. 
One feature of it was a very strict Sabbatarianism. It was 
in this period that the grim Sunday-silence which impresses 
foreigners in British towns became most marked; we do 
not hear of it earlier. Cabinet meetings ceased to be held 
on Sundays, and Sunday parties fell out of use: an attempt 
was even made in Parliament to fine bishops found guilty 
of driving to church ; and Sunday letters were stopped. 
It was the Puritan public opinion of the time that put an 
end to duelling, which had still been incumbent upon men 
of honour in the first part of the period ; the practice was 
killed by public disapprobation. Self-indulgence and lavish 
living were regarded with disfavour ; and in this may the 
Puritan temper encouraged that worship of thrift, as one of 
the highest of virtues, which contributed so greatly to the 
economic prosperity of the country. Cards and the theatre 
came to be looked upon as dangerous and immoral. Of 
course this temper was not universal. But it was the normal 
temper of the time. One of its results was that the art of 
the theatre was almost extinguished : though the age was 
marked by many great names in literature, it did not produce 
a single dramatic writer who deserves to be remembered. 
Another result was the growth of that mealy-mouthed pro
priety, that refusal to recognise or mention unsavoury sub
jects, which we associate with the name of Mrs. Grundy. 
The novelists, like Thackeray, might protest; Mrs. Grundy 

. had taken her place upon the throne of Britain, side by side 
with Queen Victoria, and she wielded a despotic sway. 

But it would be unjust to suggest that the religious and 
moral atmosphere of the time was insincere or merely 
formalist. An intense and even passionate interest was 
taken not only in philanthropic but in religious and ecclesi
astical questions. One sign of this was the absurd excite
ment which was raised in r85o when the Pope appointed a 
number of Roman Catholic prelates with titles drawn from 
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the British districts which they were,~to.supervise. This 
showed that the old bitter fear of Rome still existed. · But 
it did not lead to any real intolerance. Another sign was 
the vehemence of the controversies which raged over the 
appointment of the Broad Church Hampden to the chair of. 

_ divinity at Oxford, and over the·Gorham judgment in r85o . 
.,..-;·There were, however, far deeper religious issues than these; 
'(\and the periog,\yas,ennobled.by..two deep.and.vitalspiritual · 
· · movements,.the.Tractarian,or-Oxford.Movem.ent in England, 

and the Disruption of the ChurchofScotland; both of which, 
while they raised-great ·controversies, ·helped ~ro.deepe-ri.the 
spiritu<!Uife of the ,nation. ,. 

It is impossible, in a brief paragraph, to convey any just 
sense of the significance of the Oxford Movement. It began 
in r833, with a sermon. on' National Apostasy' preached by 
the §.g.~oe..t .... :Kwle.; it gained the name of Tractarian 
from a series of tracts which its leaders issued between that 
year and r84r. In its first form it was a protest against the 
whole Liberal movement, and in particular against what 
seemed to be the impiety of State interference with the en
dowmentS and organisation of the Church, such as. the Liberal 
Governments had undertaken. ·Its essence was an insistence 
upon t~ Church as a living.society, divinely founded and 
divinely guided, and joined in a mystical continuity with 
the days of its foundation through Apostolic Succession. 
This deep sense of the living,<;>rganism of the _Church was in 
sharp conflict with the exclusive concern about individual 
salvation characteristic of the Evangelical school, and it 
e~ily linked itself with a protest against the individualist 
thought of the day in -politics:and. economics; to the Trac
tarian as to the Socialist the Undying Society seemed to be 
more important than the restless self-assertion of the indi
vidual. For this sacred society the Tractarians naturally 
claimed freedom from State control. Their passionate sense 
of the continuity of the Divine Society led many Tractarians 
to abhor t:he crudity and violence by which the sixteenth 
century Reformation had been defiled; and eventually this 
feeling drove some of the noble~t -~p!rit~. amorig .. them-into 

.r.~the arms of theancientChurch; which alone,seemed.to have 
'/ preserved its freedom frol}l the ~a~rilegio:t,IS hands of thelay 
,\_power. N~wman, the orator of the movement, joine,cLj:he 

Church of Rome)n~1.~45 .. ,. Manning~led.a.second.secession 
in r85r, when the Gorham judgment had shown the Privy 
Council actually presuming to determine questions of doc
trine. But the main result of the movemept was its influ.., 

,. . '"¥) 
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ence upon a multitude of parish clergy, in exalting their 
sense of the augustness of their own office, and impelling 
many of them to devoted labour among their flocks. 

Widely sundered as were the ideas and beliefs of the 
Scottish Presbyterians from those of the Oxford leaders, 
there is one aspect in which there is a close resemblance 
between the Oxford Movement and the Scottish Disruption 
of 1843: both repudiated State control in the sphere of 
religion. A new vitality had come into the religious life of 
Scotland, as is evident in the fact that over 200 new churches 
were built in the six years before 1841 ; and one of the 
forms which were assumed by this more active spiritual life 
was a protest against lay patronage in the appointment of 
ministers. The General Assembly asserted the right of 
congregations to veto ministers appointed by lay patrons. 
The law-courts, including the House of Lords, upheld the 
rights of the patrons. The Assembly repudiated the right 
of any lay court, even of Parliament itself, to interfere in a 
purely spiritual question; and when compromise was found 
impossible, half the clergy of Scotland, with a self-forgetful 
courage wqich compels respect, left their churches, their 
manses, and their comfortable livings, to establish the Free 
Church of Scotland. Within a year 500 new churches had 
been built for them ; and almost from the morrow of the 
great secession the new body maintained, from the free gifts 
of its adherents, missions, colleges and all the organisation 
of a great national Church, on a scale as ample as the un
divided Church had maintained them before 1843. Here 
was a still bolder and clearer repudiation of the claim of the 
State to sovereignty in a sphere which did not concern it. 

It is only when one realises the strength and sincerity of 
the beliefs which showed themselves in such ways, and 
which might be illustrated, if less dramatically, from the 
achievements of other religious communities in Britain, 
that one can fully appreciate how profound and how vital 
was the influence wielded by the Churches over the life of 
the British peoples. This was the main ideal force that helped 
to shape the course of events ; and it influenced the trend 
of policy at home as clearly as it determined some of the 
principal features of the new policy in the treatment of 

backwarf.. ,"''peop.les w. h.i.ch. d. i.s· .tin .. guished this ·.ag. e. 
/'§ 3· .X:~ejf.tftl.l,,rffto~ian Aee in. y~~rat1fr_e. 

It might be expected that a frame of mind such as we 
have described would not be favourable to the cultivation 
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of the arts; and, indeed, this was so in most spheres of 
artistic endeavour. Art is of all·things the most individual; 
and machinery and large-scale production are not kind to 
it. Nor were the whole-hearted pursuit of material success, 
and the acceptance of rigid moral conventions, which marked 
this age, compatible with an undistracted pursuit of beauty. 
We have already noted how Puritanism had reduced the art 
of the theatre to a dead level of stagnation. The art of 
music scarcely existed in Victorian Britain, except in concert 
performances of foreign music. The period scarcely pro
duced a single painter whose work is still valued. The best' 
architecture of the time was imitative, -riot original, being 
!nspired by two deliberate and artificial revivals, classic and 
Gothic- ; - and- tl:ie- fin-e ·and dignified tradition of English; 
domestic architecture was killed by these revivals. 
_But there was one sphere i:Q. which the achievements of 

4 this time were so great as to challenge compari~on ~ith .all 
' b]lt the greatest ages of the past; the,.sphere.gf~Imagmatlve 
~-literature, wherein theNolume_and richness ofthe work done _ py this generation seem,allJhe>-:rppre remar_kable:by~c;<:mfrast 

:with its poverty in other.spheres,of,c_reative art. Perhaps 
the explanation is to be found in the"-fact that imaginative 
literatUPe is neces~arily concerned with moral-issues, about 
\vhich this age was deeply.exerGised. 

One of the most curious features of the Victorian Age in 
literature was the sharpness,oLt:Qe_,_cleayag~ which separated 
it from its predecessors. The dividing line came, with quite 
extraordinary c}earness, about the year r83o. Before that 
year, the three marvellous young poets of the earlier age o_f 
storm, Keats, Shelley and Byron, had all died ; Scott was 
just at the close of his career; Wordsworth was a survivor 
from the past whose -best work was done; Coleridge had 
ceased to write poetry, and had become a vague prophet
voice, dimly heard of through the reports of the votaries 
who sat at his -feet in his Highgate retreat. Buhin .. or 
soon after r83o a whole galaxy oLnew)uJllinaries suddenly 
appeared inJhe s!w. __ Tennyson issued his first independent 
voluine of poems in 1830; by r85o, with-the-publication of 
In Memoriam, he had reached.a]most.the .acme.of his .farrie. 
Browning's .first poell1,,,app£e~r_y<;f.,Jl!_;.J_833~and alt_~ough he 
had not· gamed great fame, much of hts best w9rk was 

wri-tten_ . before r8s~~1fm~-Y_ ~~-ub~ish~n~~~~-r;,._~es 
b,v~ .. ~~~ b -~ ~."' ~:a&~;~n .. ~nr~m 
Pickw.ic_~:--J!2...12._aJ!ii:J~gJl.IJ§r;§,~~QJ~~;-~ap.d_ "ttie!r 
Wfiter'nacr"'caf>"l:"ilred:!nenear:tS-·ot'tJJ.e ··Engii'~~'king 

VOL. II. 2G 
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world. Thackeray's career as a writer began in 1837, and 
by r85o his greatness had been established by the publica
tion of Vanity Fair and Pendennis. Macaulay was issuing 
his brilliant essa.xs in theEdinburg~ .[(em~w"'iji_'j!Sjft":~Iid in 
iS4S' Thiirrif·Cf\W· ~o'ftirries-61 hls greaf History appeared. 
Carlyle'~ S~rtor fle,~rbH &;fl!lle.,.~ut in 1~,3,3, _and his French . 
Revolutwn m !832: and by 1850 a,fl'1m'T5o&rs and pamphlets 
w1Ilcti eai1sed'1i'fffi to be regarded as the inspired prophet of 
his generation had been given to the world. Ruskin's first 

_ ~pu_£1~-~sa~l:~~~re<1tlf-!.~+4:. f~p~rL~~ ww> !}f!:~n,;.,J?jfore 
lff~y a1T1i~:rw_b-t'k.1li~ag~cr~1Cl?~ ~~a. Q~~ll.J?!!bhshed. 
this is a s~tl'Y7e~a~kabte cafaiogtre ofachtevetnent; 
it becomes still more remarkable when it is added that the 
novels of the Brontes, of Disraeli, of Kingsley, belonged to 
the same years, and that they saw also the publication of 

'

Grote's and Thirlwall's Histories of Greece, of Mill's Logic 
and Political Economy, and of a score of other works still 
used and valued. 

· Assuredly the generation which produced this rich harvest 
of literature and thought was as fecund in that domain as 
it was in industry and in politics. And widely varied as 
this harvest was, the character of the generation which pro
duced it was deeply impressed upon it. To begin .with, all 
these writers alike were marked by a note of moral earnest
ness, which sometimes became a little oppressive. The 
exuberant irrepressible gaiety of Dickens was tinged with 
it as plainly as the prophetic fervour of Carlyle ; it was in 
the tender satire of Thackeray as in the orderly and lucid 
reaspning of Mill ; in the mellifluous strains of Tennyson as 
in the deliberate ruggedness of Browning; it dominated and 
distorted the art-criticism of Ruskin. And the standards 
of moral judgment which all these writers applied were, 
in essentials, the standards of their age, of the sober, philan
thropic, hard-working, conventional Victorian time. In 
most of these writers, too, there was the Vjc.toJ:.ian..gote Qf 
~L~);g,__, It seldom rose to the jaunty self-compl<icence of 

acaulay, but It produced a certam smugness m Tennyson, 
was visible behind the half-rueful smile of Thackeray, in
spired the boisterqus and ebullient humanity of Dickens, 
and was present even in the dry, doctrinaire judgments of 
Grote. Only, perhaps, in the dyspeptic Carlyle. was this 
note M optimism quenched by prophetic gloom, and re
placed by the prophet-like denunciations which that serious
minded generation loved none the less though its confi· 
dcnce remained unshaken. 
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In all these writers, again, there was an intense pre
occupation with the problems of political and social 
organisation, natural to a generation which was witnessing 
immehse-labours. of reconstruction. Most of them were 

' well enough· content .with the trend of political change in 
their own time; t~ wer · .. · ftheir d ,~and like 
T~~tcl'ted~,.GPlllP~~~~~~~o~ 
slowl ' broad~d'O'Wli; <;>r l~ke · lVlacauray "gloned m 
exu eran s 1s 1cs o expot ITnd population. But there 
were.sign~;-among them of a differen!_ temper, of-a rising . 
protes.t"againstthe_ heartless-phj~os.ophy._of the Economists. 

- Dls:j{~~ns~.l.risYhis··gen:ialit.y when h.e .. ruote of q~Il£.~Jl~s~ 
typt ~f~-t~_e ... J.l~;a.J~~c§~-.4i!-~~~~'-"'' Carlyie,""opened ~1s7"' 
vt1tts'"'~~lls.t~a""soCiet)i:::tliat was .content to dnft; 
with no clear view oLthe. path ,Jo,. be followed towards 
health and justice. Ruskin, fresh fr~ his studies iP the J::L 
morality of the arts, 'was 15iigin;g'\()~~~f~\~.,_.,?is- "~'"' 
taste upon a world. ma?~-~e.,~<U~¥¥~-?.}l-W..£1,.,.1~~-~J:.~J+us, 
a~~[ll'eteaclimgof"'Trt...,or the· 

~~~$al: .. ·~~~~jf.Jlis:~~i<~~a 
i!~~r!~~~~~~~fci~~!~~q~~~tfi~ifi~ 

formulated, in most of the great writers of the time (except 
Macaulay), sprang from that humanitarian temper which 
dominated the writing of the time, as (in spite of the 
cruelties of the industrial system) it dominated its social 
life. A passionate humanity, .an~.eager· protest .. against 
cruelty and injustice, was . .indeed the noblest .note of the 
writing·of~this.·time.. It captured even-the cynic.Disraeli, 
then he wrote in _Sib~.of,~~~:."of...r~d. 
~\.._!.t drove Kmgs ey to wn e .eas ·~ n'CL:4ll0if:Locke, 
pamphlets in novel form. It-inspired the fiery ,elo,q.uence 
and the ~rugged pathos ,of;Carly1~·,,. ~Ev.en .the august and 

, elegant muse of 'fennyson.was its.servant. But its purest 
e_I??o.diment w~ _in --the r~-en~ro~~--~Plbb,J~2_?ed 
~~~~-~"'~,-n:acte _his ~=e~rd~i:Jgfl,t.Ip._ a 
host of si?lpl~, aosurd fo_lk m spite of their absur(lltxes; 
W~ad,.,.!!l~J:U,\¥,~~ilG~J:'~~~~ce 
a.J:?,g~~.sml¥.,J.~~se -~h.2~8IW&~~ojks are .bnmful 
of'j01Tyliuman ;i{I~J'fil.rss,=ana~·are.-peopled._by.. a world of 
quaint lovable figures, almost all drawn' from among the 

, . ..--- humble ana obscure. "'' . ... 
/. · This galaxy of. great writers r~rid.ered their country a 

-service not less real than that which-..was,-rendered by her 
stc:tesmen and the organisers and w"oi-kers of her industry. 
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They helped to create, to refine, and to intensify a spirit 
which made progress in good-will more possible. They 
shaped the thinking and the emotions of all the English
speaking peoples in their generation, and, by enabling them 
to think and feel in harmony, did more than any laws or 
regulations to link them together in unity. Their spell is 
still upon us, far as we have drifted from the spirit and 
outlook of the Victorian age. But none of them made 
a more glorious gift to his people th~n. the ~nial .and 
generous soul of Dickens, the most esse:iiH'iiTV~ngTISn of 
al1 greai'wrlters, who, in an age of machines and doctrinaire 
economics, gave to the English a new idea of themselves, 

·-'and made tbem realise that they loved laughter still, that 
}~ t~ valued kindness abov.e e~~-.good sense above 
' \J. 1c, anCT gt'fit'tB!m~o"V~~~~~· 1:'J~kens~as no 

mere-ti\111i "of''te~tt~~~'W%i51Jle, ~cy voi~e ·~'flhe great, 
vu1l artdnat--:,;~oi;:}~--- ~;:,;17.;:; -··';;;'·y; ~.,l ,..,.~~···,;-e ""le. and he .. ave 
~-~&---•.·, .··~>.·)Z....~I~-~~~_p,,' g 
them· fbeTr ~own true P..?E~U~:tq .• £~gk~t,~~.,.time 
of cruel change. · 

r.c.. ' :..· ?.,_ .. _~::<:;::_~.'"HZ ~ 

[Strachey, Queen Victoria and Eminent Victoria1ts; Letters of 
Queen Victoria ; Martin, Life of the Prince Consort ; Traill, Social 
England; Church, Oxford Movement; Newman, Apologia pro Vita 
Sua; Wakeman, History of the Church of England; • Hanna, 
MemoriaJs of Chalmers; Dale, History of Congregationalism; 
Saintsbury, Englis6 Literature in the Nineteenth Century ; Elton, 
Survey of English Literature, I83o-I88o.) 
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INTRO:QUCTION 

IN the history of Europe the middle years of the nineteenth 
century formed a period of intense conflict and rapid 
change; they saw the unification of Italy and Germany, 
the deposition of France from the leadership of Europe, 
the break-up of the Tt!r~i~h_ power-in Europe,- and- the
establishment of pa-rliamentary government in every country 
save Russia and Turkey. The forces of Nationalism and 
Liberalism, which had struggled in vain for satisfaction 
during the pr~vious period, seemed to have achieved an 
all but complete triumph; and the settlement of Vienna 
was torn to shreds. In the United States of America 
also there was fierce conflict ; the Union was almost broken 
into two rival States, representing two opposing concep
tions of civilisation, and the Civil War, with the painful 
proces~ of reconstruction which had to follow it, retarded 
the advance of the great republic. 

But amid these storms and conflicts the peoples of the 
British Commonwealth, with two exceptions, enjoyed an 
almost"unbroken peace and a steady increase of prosperity. 
The exceptions were New Zealand, which was afflicted by 
a, series of Maori wars, tedious but not dangerous ; and 
India, which was visited by the sudden and terrible storm 
of the Mutiny, but thereafter settled down to, a spell of 
placid peace such as she had never enjoyed in all her 
earlier history. Even vexed South Africa had an interval 
of peace between two periods of storm, and during this 
interval she acquired the rights of self-government, and 
began to think of the possibility of federation. Canada 
was united, and began her history as a single nation ; 
Australia made very rapid progress in population and 
wealth, and discovered in a series of remarkable explora
tions the full extent of her resources. The daughter
nations of the Commonwealth were coming of age. 

The mother-country also enjoyed.a spell of placidity and 
peace, which caused her people to congratulate themselves 
upon their good 1ortune, when,they compared their lot 
with that of their neighbours. ;Britain was at the height 
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of her industrial and commercial pre-eminence. Her 
institutions, which, alone in all the world, seemed to have 
combined stability with progress, had become the admired 
models upon which the other European peoples were re
shaping their systems. Her prestige has never stood higher 
than it did during this period. She was, beyond competi
tion, the first nation of the world. And not unnaturally a 
great self-complacency took possession of her people. 

But self-complacency did not long remain undisturbed. 
It was beginning to be shaken before the end of the period. 
For one thing, the social contentment which seemed (but 
only seemed) to have resulted from the reconstructive 
labours of the preceding age began to be undermined. 
Ireland began to be restless-more restless, in spite of 
the first serious attempts at remedial legislation, than she 
had ever been during the nineteenth century. The great 
scientific discoveries of the age were beginning to reach 
the minds of ordinary men, and to unsettle long-accepted 
beliefs ; they were also promising new revolutions in 
industrial life. There were ominous signs, before the end 
of the period, that Britain's commercial supremacy would 
not long be left without serious challenge. The nations of 
Europe, when they began to settle down after their conflicts, 
were at once addressing themselves to the industrial problem, 
and looking about for new worlds to conquer. And in un
known Africa a remarkable series of discoveries, due in the 
main to British explorers, were disclosing a vast field for 
these ambitions, which promised a new era of acute rivalry 
and of insecure peace for the near future. 

The short age of gold (or gilded bronze) which had 
followed the distresses of the era of reconstruction was in 
truth only' a stretch of level water in the course of a rushing 
stream of change. When the 'eighties opened, the waters 
were already beginning to be turbulent; and the moving 
stream was to run over a long series of rapids for a genera
tion, until finally it plunged over the cataract of 1914. 



CHAPTER I 

THE RECONSTRUCTION OF EUROPE 

~ - (A~D. I852--(88o)-

§I. Napoleon III. and the Crimean War. 

BETWEEN 1815 and 1853 there had been peace among the 
l St~tes of Europe ; but it was _a d~sturbed peace, perpetually 
·,,menaced by the revolutionary movements of nationalism 

and liberalism. On the whole these movements had been 
held in check, and (except in Belgium and Poland), the 
system of ·rsrs had been maintained unbroken. Between 
r853 and 1878 there was a successiQ!l of great wars, the 
result of which was to tear tlie Vienna settlement into 
shreds, to secure the triumph of the nationalist cause in 
Germany and Italy, and to bring about the all but universal 
estab_lishmynt of liberal and parliamentary institutions. 
There could not be a greater -contrast than that- which 
·aistinguished these two periods. The main reason for the 
contrast was that powerful organised Governments now 
placed themselves at the head of the nationalist movement 
in both Germany and Italy, and won for it victories such 
as revolutionary methods had never been able to ·attain. 
Having thus secured the confidence of their peoples, these 
Governments found it wise to take them into partnership. 
Other States followed j:he same course, for a variety· of 
reasons. And the result was that, in twenty-five years, 
the political aspect of Europe was transformed. By the 
end of this s4ort period the nation-State, governed by 
parliamentary institutions, had become the normal and 
accepted type of Western civilisation. 

We have seen 1 that in the revolutionary era from 1815 to 
r8so there was at least a superficial parallelism between the 
course of events in Britain and on the continent of Europe. 
In the era of nationalist wars· with which we are now con
cerned even this superficial parallelism wholly disappears. 

-While Europe was being transformed, _Britain was enjoying 
1 Above, Bk. IX. chap. vi. p. 364. 
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the most placid era in her modern history. Her very 
placidity increased the prestige of her system, and helped 
to persuade the other States of Europe to imitate her 
institutions. She looked on with sympathy at the great 
events which were taking place on the European stage; 
but, except by occasional diplomatic interventions, she took 
little part in them. She stood aloof from the European im
broglio, freed now from all entangling connexions, since 
Hanover had ceased to be attached to the British Crown. 
For that reason we need only touch in the most general way 
upon most of these thrilling and momentous events. The 
results which flowed from the unification of Germany an<.l 
the downfall of France were indeed to be of profound 
importance for the British Commonwealth; but in the pro
cess by which these results were attained Britain was scarcely 
concerned, and the other members of the Commonwealth 
not at all. 

To this generalisation, however, there is one considerable 
exception. There was one European problem in which 
British statesmen conceived that the interests of their 
country were deeply and directly involved. This was the 
Eastern Question, the problem of the future destiny of the 
Turkish Empire; on which Britain had committed her-

' self (largely through fear of Russia) to the view that her 
.. - interests demanded the maintenance of the integrity of the 

Turkish Empire. On this question alone she was drawn 
into active participation in European affairs ; first at the 
very beginning of the period, when she was involved in the 
only European war in which she took part between 1815 
and 1914 ; and again at the close of the period, when she 
was nearly involved in another war, and when a great 
national debatt; took place on this question, which in the 
end led to a reversal of the traditional British policy. 

At the opening of this stirring and eventful period the 
dominating personality in the politics of Europe was the 
enigmatic figure of Napoleon III., Emperor of the French. 
Elected President of the French Republic by a popular 
vote in 1848, he had, by an unscrupulous coup d'etat, over
thrown the republic and established his personal rule. 
His system was a pure despotism, only partially concealed 
by the existence of powerless deliberative bodies. As 
closely as possible, it reproduced the system of his famous 
uncle. It rested upon popular support, expressed in 
repeated plebiscites by enormous majorities voting by 
universal suffrage: an untrained democracy deliberately 
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destroyed political liberty. But there was qne. popular 
ideal in which Napoleon III. quite genuinely believed. He 
was a convinced upholder of the national idea ; and he was 

_to play an important part in stimulating nationalist move-
ments, especially in Italy and in· Rumania. His advent 
to power was regarded with deep distrust by the Eastern 
monarchies, and especially by Russia. But, perh~ps for. 
that very reason, Palmerston, who was the chief figure in 
the direction of British foreign policy, hastened to make 
friends with him; and for a number of years the entente 
between- France and Britain became more effective than 
ever. This informal ·allianc-e--with_ Napoleon m. had un
forh:mate result<> for Britain. Napoleon.· believed that his. 
position needed -the-strength that would be drawn from a:...
vigorous and dramatic foreign policy. He wanted to force 
himself upon the attention of Europe. A victorious war, 
waged in alliance with Britain, would ser:.ve his purpose 
better than anything else. He saw in the Eastern Question, 
and in the acute rivalry between Britain and -Russia, the 
most hopeful opportunity for such an enterprise; and 
the miserable· sequence of events which led up to the 
Criin_e.an War_ was in no sm~ll degree due. to his restless 
ambition. - · -
· It was an unhappy thing that Napoleon should have 
provided a disturbing factor at this moment.; for the Tsar 
of Russia, having been taught by the events of the last 
twenty years 1 that Europe would not permit him to make 
himself master of the Tqrkish Empire, was anxious to arrive· 
at a peaceful solution of the Turkish problem. During a 

-visit to England in 1844 he had urged upon Sir Robert Peel 
---mnd .... his Foreign Secretary, Lord Aberdeen, that if Britain 

and 'Russia could only agree, the rest of Europe would fall 
in 'Yith their ~oh~tion; and he renewed the suggestion to 
the British ambassaaor -a:rst:--Petersourg in l:853· Hi!> 
plan\\'as"the creation or a series of autonomous Christian 
States in the Balkan peninsula, owing suzerainty to the 
Sultan, but under a sort-of Russian protectorate. To this 
project British statesmanship could not agree. The Tsar's 
scheme might have been made the basis of a..settlement, 
if an .international protectorate had been substituted for a 
Russian protectorate ; but British distrust of the Russian 
despotism was too strong-to make any discl:lssion on these • 
lines possible, all the more because, with the encourage
ment of the British ambassador, the Turkish Government in 

1 See above, Bk. IX. chap. vi. p. 369. 
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these years seemed to be making a serious attempt to 
introduce large political reforms. 

Britain's suspicion of Russia gave Napoleon III. his clue; 
and he found his chance in a lcng and dreary dispute which 
had been going on between the Greek and the Roman 
Churches over the custody of the Holy Places at Jerusalem. 
He demanded and obtained from the Sultan a recognition 
of the Roman claims. Thereupon the Tsar demanded that 
his position as the protector of all the Greek-Christian sub
jects of the Sultan should be recognised, in accordance with 
the vague terms of the treaty of Kainardji in 1774.1 The 
Sultan refused to admit these claims. He saw himself in 
the lucky position of being able to count upon the support 
of the two great Western Powers in the event of a conflict ; 
and in these circumstances he was by no means eager to 
avoid war. Russian troops occupied the Danubian Princi
palities (modern Rumania). France and Britain protested 
and threatened. Austria and Prussia vainly tried to medi
ate. The British cabinet drifted and vacillated: it was 
deeply divided-one section, headed by Aberdeen and 
Gladstone, being eager to avoid war, while another, led by 
Pahncrston, was as eager to seize the opportunity of check
ing Russian aggression. Meanwhile Napoleon's inftuence 
was steadily employed to bring about the war of prestige 
which he desired. The result was that in March r854 
Britain and France joined hands with Turkey, which had 
been formally at war since October r853 ; and the Crimean 
War began. 

It is needless to narrate in detail the events of this futile 
and wasteful conflict, which lasted for two years. As it 
was impossible to strike any vital blow against the vast 
mass of the Russian Empire, the allies practically confined 
themselves to an attack on Sebastopol, the Russian naval 
arsenal in the Crimea. 2 Though the campaign was illus
trated by much heroic fighting, at the Ahna, at Balaklava, 
at Inkerman, and in the final attack upon the fortress, as a 
whole it was ill-conducted. Opportunities were sacrificed ; 
terrible sufferings were inflicted upon the British troops by 
the mismanagement of the medical and supply services, 
which was only remedied by the noble self-sacrifice and 
masterful competence of Florence Nightingale. Sebastopol 
fell in the end, and the Russians themselves destroyed the 
fleet which lay in its harbour. But these successes amounted 

1 See above, Bk. VII. chap. ii. p. 22. 
• See the map, Atlas, Plate 27 (a). 
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to little. It was only because her finances were disorganised, 
an<i because she feared disturbances in Poland and else
where, that Russia made up her mind to yield in the spring 
of r856. Napoleon won the prestige he wanted when Paris 
wa..s fixed upon as the scene of the European Conference that 
settled the terms of peace. But he was the only gainer. 
Six hundred thousand human lives had been sacrificed. 
And what were the results ? . " 

The Conference of Paris was to ha~e solved the Eastern 
,-Question,--ou.t iY -orily delayed ttie -soluti(n1~ and- ma-de it J 
more difficult. The Powers guaranteed the independence 

~ and integrity of the Turkish Empire, which thus passed 
under an international protectorate. But the guarantee 
remained effective for little more than twenty years;· and 
its chief result was that no change could be made in these 
unrestful lands without agreement among the Powers-an 
agreement which it was all but impossible to attain. Even , 
in this pro-Turkish settlement~ <1. _Q)::(;ac_h w_as. made in the 
Turkish Empire by the recognition of the .'Danubian 
~rincipalities,' Moldavia and Wallachia,1 as autonomous; 
and before many years had passed they were united to 
formJ:.he principality of Rumania (I86_!), which borrowed a 
German prince in r866. Thus the friends of Turkey8them
selves hastened the ·inevitable process whereby European 
Turkey was divided -into a number of Christian States. 
Again, Russia was forbidden to maintain a fleet in the. 
Black Sea; but this quite unrea.Sonable prohibition re
mained effective only for fourteen years. It can scarcely 
be contended that· these arrangements wen~ a sufficie~t 
justification for the sacrific~ of 6oo,ooo lives. . • 

/ 
§ 2. The Unification of Jtaly and of Germaiy. 

The Crimean War was the prelude to a series ... of short, 
vigorous, decisive wars which changed the aspect of Europe 

·within a dozen years, and established a new 'balance of 
power' that was to last ·for nearly half a century. The 
modem State-system of Europe was, in truth, created in 
the twelve years from r859 to r87r. · 

First came the inspiring and gallant achievement of the 
union of Italy, every stage of which was followed in Britain 
with enthusiastic sympathy. Three revolutionary up
heavals had failed to free the Italian people from the 
deadening control of Austria and of the despotic pr~nce]ets 

1 See t~e Map, Atlas,. Plate 28. -
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whom Austria supported and controlled. The military 
power of Austria had to be overthrown before Italy could 
be emancipated. Persuaded by Cavour, the subtle and 
daring Italian patriot who had taken charge of the affairs 
of Sardinia, Napoleon III. undertook this task (r859), 
partly because he genuinely cared about the Italian cause, 
partly because he longed to win victories in the field where 
some of the first Napoleon's most dazzling triumphs had 
been won, and against Austria, the first Napoleon's most 
frequent victim. But after winning two victories, at 
Magenta and Soiferino,1 and driving the Austrians behind 
their fortresses, he lost his nerve. Dreading an attack from 
Prussia in the north, he withdrew before his self-appointed 
task was half completed. But he had started an avalanche. 
The little duchies of Northern Italy drove out their monarchs, 
and by enthusiastic plebiscites voted for incorporation with 
Sardinia and Lombardy. At this stage the steady diplo
matic support given by Britain to the Italian cause was 
of high value, because it prevented a possible intervention 
by other European Powers. Next year (r86o) the romantic 
hero Garibaldi, on his own responsibility but with Cavour's 
connivance, set out at the head of a handful of Red-shirts 
upon a daring filibustering expedition to Sicily, a11d with 
incredible ease and speed brought about the downfall of 
the Bourbon despotism in the kingdom of Naples and 
Sicily. A Sardinian army, sent from the north to support 
Garibaldi and to guard against his indiscretions, received 
the allegiance not only of Naples and Sicily but of the 
greater part of the Papal States. 2 By the end of r86o 
all Italy save Rome and Venice and their immediate dis
tricts had been brought under the rule of Victor Emmanuel, 
King of Sardinia ; the Kingdom of Italy was proclaimed 
at Turin in r86r; and within ten years the structure of 
United Italy was completed by the acquisition of Venice 
in ;r866 and of Rome in r87o. Only small fragments of 
the true Italy-the Alpine valley of Trent, and the port of 
Trieste with its neighbourhood-now remained 'unre
deemed,' irredenta: in an astonishingly short time the 
long-baffled nationalist movement in ltaly had achieved 
an all but complele victory. 

Apart from the initial confhct between France and 
Austria (which made all the rest possible), it was a victory 
won not by force of arms but by a genuine expression of 

1 See the map, Atlas, Introd., p. 22. 
s See the map, Atlas, Plate IS (b). 
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popular feeling, which made resistance impossible: at 
every stage the process of unification was ratified by 

··immense plebiscite majorities. And the united realm from 
the first assup1ed the guise of a liberal and parliamentary 
State, with institut~ons closely modelled. on those of Britain. 

·The unifi~ation of Italy was the purest a:rid most unalloyed 
triumph of the liberal and the nationalist ideals, which 
here alone were fully harmonised ; and when liberated 
Italy took her place as on~ of the Great Powers, it was 
plain that the era of reaction and repression was at an end. 

The union of Italy was almost immediately followed by 
a.· yec more· portentous-everi t -: · tne- uriinca tiori -of Germany, 

. which had been broken up since r8r5 into thirty-nine 
States. Like the unification of Italy, the unification of 
Germany, having been attempted in vain by revolutionary 
means, was to be attained under the leadership of a single 
State, and under the direction of a powerful personality: 
Prussia and Bismarck were to play in Germany the parts 
which Sardinia and Cavour had played in Italy. But the· 
methods pursued in Germany were poles asunder from the 
methods pursued in Italy. Not popular enthusiasm, but 
naked brute force, wielded in defiance of public opinion, was 
to be the means of .winning victory in Germany; popular 
enthusia.sm was captured by success, after the event. What 
is more, the German movement, unlike the Italian, owed 
nothing at all to external sympathy or aid. It was watched 
in Britain with a certain sympathy, indeed, but with none 
of the warrri-hearted enthusiasm which the Italian move
ment had aroused. Bismarck's methods. evoked a reluctant 
admiration, mixed with distaste. . 

While the Italians were winning their victory, between 
r859 .and r86r,. the Prussian monarchy was carrying on a· 
despe,rate and seemingly a losing struggle against the 
forces· of liberalism. Since r8so Prussia had possessed 
a parliamentary system; but the Crown claimed. that 

.Parliament had no right to interfere with the King's control 
over the army, or to withhold whatever funds the Supreme 
War Lord might regard as necessary for .military purposes. 
The Crown had embarked upon· a large increase .and a 
reorganisation of the Pr11ssian army·; Parliament. refused 
to find the money ; and it seemed to depend upon the 
issue of this conflict whether Prussia was to · become a 
genuinely free State or not. In r862 victory seemed to 
be assured for the Liberals; the King was on the point of 
abdicating; and, as a last resource, he called to power the 
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stern and able Junker Conservative, Otto von Bismarck. 
Bismarck defied Parliament, collected the taxes without 
its consent, suppressed newspapers which dared to oppose, 
and complet;ed the reorganisation of the army. His policy 
was violently opposed in Prussia, throughout Germany, 
throughout Western Europe; but he knew what he meant 
to do, and he went on defiantly. He told the Prussian 
Parliament that the unity of Germany was to be won, not 
by speeches and resolutions, but by' blood and iron'; and 
by these means he won it. 

This is not the place for any description of the three 
deliberately engineered wars whereby he attained his ends. 
First came the war of r864, waged in alliance with Austria 
against little Denmark, which ultimately gave Prussia the 
provinces of Sleswig and Holstein, and (what was more 
important) gave Bismarck a pretext for quarrelling with 
his Austrian ally. Next followed the war of r866 against 
Austria and nearly all the other States of the Germanic 
Confederation-a civil war wherein the sentiment of Ger
many was largely ranged against Prussia. Yet, after a 
dazzling campaign of a few weeks, Prussia's victory was 
complete. Austria had to withdraw from intervention in 
German affairs. She had to look on while Prussia made 
her dominion over Northern Germany nearly absol~te, and 
while she annexed the kingdom of Hanover, the electorate 
of Hesse, and the free city of Frankfort, whose sole crime 
was that they had fulfilled their duty as members of the 
Confederation by joining to resist the breaker of the peace. 
The Austrian war and its results startled Europe, and 
forced her to recogni!:ie that Prussia was now a tenfold more 
formidable Power than she had been in the past. Still 
more startling were the results of the third war of the series, 
the war of r87o against France, whose armies were broken 
beyond the possibility of recovery within two months of the 
opening of the campaign, while her proud capital had to 
submit to the horrors of a siege and the bitterness of sur
render, and her northern provinces had tp endure the 
brutalities of a military occupation. For tnree centuries 
France and Austria had been the acknowledged leaders of 
the European comity. Both had been brought down in 
ruin within five years; and in their places Germany, now 
united as a federal empire under the King of Prussia, strode 
to the hegemony of Europe-a terrible and menacing Power, 
efficient, ruthless and unconquerable. 

Three features of this swift and trampling progress of 
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conquering Prussia deserve comment. The first was that 
the Concert of Europe was quite unable to check or inter
fere with these dramatic events. The Sleswig-Holstein ques
tion-a complex subject into which we need not enter, and 
which afforded the pretext for the Danish War of 1864-had 
been dealt with by agreement among the Great Powers in 
r852; yet none of the parties to this settlement intep.rened 
when it was disregarded.by:Prussia and-Austria. Britain, 
indeed, profested, and even raised expectations among the 
Danes that she would come to their aid; but she could do 
nothing alone, and neither Russia nor France would take 
action. In face of resolute an!l unflinching action the 
Concert of Europe broke down. Again, the action of Prussia 
in r866 was a direct defiance of the Vienna settlement; yet 
none of the Powers took any action. The war was begun 
and ended too swiftly to make any effective action possible. 
Moreover, Bismarck had bo'ught off Russia by helping to 
suppress a rebellion. of th~ unfortunate Poles which broke 
out in r863; he had. guarded against any danger from 
France by a secret and vague promise of 'compensations' 
to Napoleon if Austria should be defeated ; he had secured 
the ac;tive alliance of Italy by promising Venetia a~ the 
price of. her help-a promise which he strictly fulfilled. 
Britain did not dream of interfering. Her sympathies were, 
indeed; rather with Prussia than with Austria; and since 
her connexion with Hanover had fortunately been severed, 
she was no longer directly concerned in German affairs. 
Finally, none of the Powers made any attempt to interfere in 
theFranco-Prussian War,or in the settlement which followed 
it. France had been on the verge of making an alliance 
with Austria and Italy for common defence; but the war 
came so suddenly that nothing came of ·these negotiations. 
And Bismarck had beforehand very skilfully isola ted his 
destined victim, using for this purpose the suggestions of 
' compensations~ for France which he had himself encouraged 
Napoleon to·.propose. One of Napoleon's suggestions had 
been that France might annex Belgium ; the publication 
of this suggestion completely alienated .British opinion 
from France. British action during. this war was in fact 
confined to extracting from both belligerents a treaty under
taking to respect the neutrality of. Belgium ; apart from 
this Britain observed the strictest neutrality. In face of a 
determined and masterful Pow.er, the machinery which 
Europe had devised for the preservation of. peace thus 
broke dow:q altogether. 

VOL. II. 2H 
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A second striking consequence of these events was that 
the mind of Germany was dazzled and captivated by 
Bismarck's success. The dreams of peace, justice and 
freedom, to which German theorists had clung during the 
first half of the century, seemed to have been of no avail; 
the bitter opposition which Bismarck's policy had at first 
aroused was replaced by fervent admiration; and the soul 
of Germany, swept and empty after the failure of the demo
cratic rising of 1848 and the collapse of parliamentary 
Liberalism in r862, was taken possession of by the seven 
devils of militarism. Blood and iron, force and fraud, 
seemed to be the true path to national greatness; and even 
the philosophers and historians of Germany devoted them
selves to idealising the traditional methods of Prussia, of 
which Bismarck's policy was the latest and the supreme 
embodiment. 

Unchecked, therefore, by any common action on the part 
of Europe, and unhampered by the misgivings with which 
her own people had watched the early development of the 
new policy, Germany forced her way into the leadership of 
Europe, from which she had succeeded in hurling France 
and Austria. Armed, efficient, ruthless, exultant ..in her 
own unity and strength, and confident that a future yet 
more brilliant than her past lay ahead, she henceforth 
dominated European affairs. She was to fix the character 
of the next era. 

§ 3. The Universal Establishment of Parliamentary 
Government. 

The great events which had transformed the political 
situation in Europe between 1859 and r87r also brought 
about profound changes in the systems of government both 
of the peoples most immediately concerned, and of other 
States. In Germany a new imperial constitution had to be 
created. By setting up a democratic Reichstag, Bismarck 
appeared to have satisfied the demands of the Liberals. 
But the Reichstag never had much power. It was over
shadowed by the Bundesrat or Federal Council, which was 
practically under the control of the Emperor and his Chan
cellor; while the powers, especially of control over the 
army, which were reserved to the Emperor were so great 
that in effect Germany became for many purposes almost an 
autocratic State. 

France also had to undertake a reconstruction of her 
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system. The Napoleonic Empire had collapsed with the first 
defeats, and a Republic had been proclaimed. But it was 
not until 1875 that its constitution was defined ; because the 

· discordant monarchist parties had a majority in the Assembly 
that had been _elected during the war, and were loth to 
abandon the hope of a restoration. It was no longer with 
the old confident optimism of 1789 or. 1848 that France now 
addressed herself- to the task of reconstruction. She had 
fallen from her high place ; she had had to suffer the agonies 
of civil disturbance in addition to those of foreign conquest, 
for a terrible Communist rising broke out in Paris in 1871, 
and had to be crushed with heavy slaughter; she had losf 
two of her provinces, Alsace and Lorraine-both mainly 
German in race and largely in speech, but both devoted to 
the French tradition; she had no friends or allies in the 
world, and she seemed to lie at the mercy of Germany, who, 
indeed, threatened her with a fresh onslaught in 1875, 
merely because she seemed to be recovering too quickly. 
It was in a subdued and sober mood that she framed her 

' 

. new system, which was as nearly as possible modelled on 
that of Britain. ~Yet it was to show greater stability than 
any of 1Jle many frames of government she had known since 
1789 ; and after nearly forty years was to carry her safely 
t.hrough a yet greater ordeal than that 9f 1870. 

Austria, the other fallen Great Power, was driven by her 
defeats to abandon the system of centralised autocracy to 
which she had hitherto clung. She might have secured 
for herself a happier future had she recognised the nationalist 
aspirations of her many sundered peoples-Germans, Mag
yars, Czechs, Poles, Rumans, Croats, Serbs-c-by means of a 
federal system. But after much' discussion and many ex
perimel_lts during the years 1859-1867, she abandon~d that 
idea ; and in·the ' Compromise ' of 1867 the Empire became 
a Dual Monarchy, in each half of which-Austria and Hun
gary-a dominant race, the Germans in ·the one case, the 
Magyars in the other, lorded it over a group of subject 
peoples. From that were to come many future troubles. 
But each half of the Dual Monarchy hen.ceforward enjoyed, 
at any rate in form, a democratic parliamentary system. 

Italy, as we have already noted, had adopted the parlia
mentary system of government from the beginning of her 
career as .a unified State. The other European countries 
rapidly followed in the same track.. Greece became a parlia
·mentary State in r863, Denmark, Sweden and Rumania in 
r866, Serbia in r86g; while Spain, the victim of an endless 

! .. ' 
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series of revolutionary disturbances, set up a parliamentary 
system in r86g, and reached something like a lasting settle
ment of her political problems in r874. In r852 genuine 
popular government had scarcely existed in Europe, save 
in Britain, Belgium, Holland and Switzerland. Twenty
five years later this system had, in one form or another, 
been adopted by every European country save Russia and 
Turkey, and had come to be regarded as the right and normal 
form of organisation for a civilised State. There has been 
no period in which so rapid an advance has been made by 
so many States in the same direction. If we consider this 
political change in conjunction with the transformation of 
the European State-system which was involved in the 
unification of Germany and Italy, it is not too much to say 
that these twenty-five years form the most remarkable 
period of constructive political activity that Europe has 
ever known. 

§ 4· The Eastern Question Reopened, r876-78. 

But there was still another to be added to the series of 
great changes which we have reviewed. The Eastern 
Question was to be reopened, with momentous resui.ts. 

In r856 the Great Powers had taken the 'TuL.ish Empire 
under their protection. They 'had guaranteed its integrity, 
but had stipulated for reforms; and during the following 
twenty years the Concert of Europe made the Sultan's life a 
burden to him, with their criticisms, complaints, and con
stantly changing proposals. There even came into being 
a reforming Young Turk party, and a short-lived experi
ment was made with a representative Parliament. But all 
these large plans came to nothing. Slipshod inefficiency, 
variegated by bursts of outrage, continued to be the char
acter of Turkish administration; it was made worse rather 
than better by the incessant meddling of the Powers. 
Within twenty years of the Crimean War Europe had almost 
abandoned hope of a reformed Turkey ; only Britain still 
clung tenaciously to her old faith. And now the balance of 
power in Europe no longer ensured the maintenance of 
the settlement of r856. France was too weak to count; 
Germany was anxiously friendly to Russia; Austria dared 
not move alone. Russia had already seized the opportunity 
afforded by the Franco-Prussian War to defy the prohibi
tion which had been imposed upon her in regard to the 
maintenance of a fleet in the Black Sea. She was ready to 
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take independent action if an occasion presented itself; 
and her agent.s wer~ at work fomenting disc2ntent among 
the Ch-ristian subjects of tlie Sultan.- ~ 
· In 1875 a revolt against the -Turks broke out in Herze=· " ~ 
govina, a ~ubject provinc~ i?habited by Serbs.1 Montenegro . " ,.. H,

and Serb1a came to t.he aid of the rebels ; the:y_ were de- "tiJr. b 
feated, but the rebellion was not suppressed. 1he unrestf ~\ti· \I spread to.J3_qlg~ri§.~(I8J6); and the Turkish Government 

f'dealt ~with it by turning lSJOSe a horde of fierce irregulars, 
the Bashi-Bazu_ks, whQ. slauggj:~red, r~ped and ,plundered ~tt.":J\~ 
on a scale which liorrified~Europe .. The-' Bulgarian Atro
c!Hes'-comph~ted ¥therevulsiori of-feeling wliich-·liad been 
grow}ng since 1856. As ~e shall see, 2 even Britai_n began 
!9. ·~~yer, under the influence of Gladstone. The way was ~ .... ; 
now clear for Russia ;·an~ in I877~~.Bt!.ssian_ army invad~d .;.,...,."-'\~~ 
the.Balkans. By ]anuary1878 the_last.Turkish army had f:,.J.k""" 
been put to flight·; 6verwheim!ng Russian forces threat~nedi '"'''-""'! 
Constantinople; and the Sultan was compelled to yield-to 1

"" '1 
the terms which the Tsai'diCtated to him. -
~-Tiieseterins were embodied'inthe-Tre.aty of San Stefano.~ '• _ 

( -:fJ:~Y~ required t~e--~':ltan t? re~og_n_ is:-the comple~e inde~. S~ _E 
llpend_~n,c~ gf_Ruma~~I-a, __ ~erb~!·and_M_ont_el).~gro, ~:.h~s._~_l}ad, .... 
l!l~gs.l!J~Yed s_~l!-~ove~~~ent- und_er hts s.uzer~mty; . to. -t~: 

.. ~r<:\,o_gmse also a ?e~·_!:;_!l~h~- Sta!t: •. ~u}g_ar_I~; wtth _a w~de ~-.... AA 

~ ~~~1.!2!Y.._ e~t_,~I}d~ng f~-o~ t~~ .p~n_ube ~o tlie ·JEgeat;~ Sea ;j W~ 
~an2-_.!£,J2E9-~l~~.~)~~parate ~~~-nu.st~~t~?n for Bosma .and\~~ 
1- He:.:~~gQ,Y!na .. This was not an tdeal settlement of the 

Balkan proble~: it did not deal fairly with Serbia, and it 
left many thousands 'of Greeks under the Turkish yoke. 
But it might have· been made the basis of a lasting settle-
ment. Its defect was that 'it did not go far enough. The.~ 
British Government, however, fearing that Russia would 
clQminate the new States, obj~cted to it on the ground that 
itwent much too far; an,d, contending thafsince 1856 the 
Balkan problem was the concern of all the Powers, Britain 
ii].~isted that the_ treaty should be revised at a Conference 
of the Powers. We shall have more to say on this contro-
versy as it affected British politics.4 Here it is enough to 
say that a new war between Britain and Russia was very 
near before Russia consented to submit the question to a 
Congress summoned at Berlin (1878). The choice of BerlinG~-~.\<'("~' 
w~s as great a tribu~ to!he power of Germany as the choice ~J .. h~ 
~! ~a!is hadbeen, in 1856; to the pdwer ofNapoleon III. -; 

1 See the map, Atlas, Plate 28. 
» See the map, Atlas, Plate :ls. 

2 Below, Chap. ix. p. 596. 
' Below, Chap. ix. pp. 595-8. 
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At this moment the statesmanship of Europe had a real 
chance of finding a permanent solution of the long-vexed 
Eastern Question. It failed to do so, because the mutual 
jealousies of the Powers blinded them to the need. Instead 
of improving upon the Treaty of San Stefano, the Treaty 
of Berlin made it more unsatisfactory. It cut down 
Bulgana to very modest limits, left it still subject to the 
suzerainty of Turkey, and ensured future troubles by 
restoring the district of Maceuunia to the Turk. By placing 
Bosnia and Herzegovina under Austrian administration, 
it made Austria the inevitable foe of the Serbian nationalist 
movement, and laid the train of the long disputes which 
ended in the war of 1914. The seed of many future wars 
and alarms of war lay in this inconclusive settlement; and 
it must be recognised that its unsatisfactory character was 
largely clue to the persistence with which Britain clung to 
the belief that the preservation of Turkish power in Europe 
was necessary as a safeguard against Russia. 

Yet when all is said, the Congress of Berlin formed a 
not unworthy conclusion of an era of rapid reconstruction. 
At least it marked the resumption of the practice of c:ommon 
deliberation among the Powers of Europe, after a period of 
strenuous warfare, during which the Concert of ~urope 
had fallen into the background; and though it was an 
imperfect instrument, the Concert of Europe was at least 
a recognition of the necessity of some organisation for 
maintaining peace and fostering the fellowship of free 
nations into which Europe had at last been organised. 

[Fyffe, Modern Europe; Hazen, Europe since I8I5; Seiguobos, 
Political History of Contemporary Europe ; Debidour, Histoire Diplo
matique de !'Europe, I8I4-I878; Bourgeois, Manuel Historique de 
Politique Etrangere (vol. ii.) ; Guedalla, The Second Empire; Grant 
Robertson, or Headlam, Life of Bismarck; Cesaresco, or Orsi, Cavour; 
Bolton King, History of Italian Unity; Trevelyan, Garibaldi and the 
Thousand, and Garibaldi and the Making of Italy; Bismarck, Recol
lections and Reflections (Eng. trans.); Miller, The Balkans; Marriott, 
Eastern Question; Hamley, War in the Crimea.] 



CHAPTER II 

THE UNITED STATES AND THE CIVIL WAR 

(A.D. J8rs-r865) 

§ r. The Westward Expansion of the United States. 

DuRING the forty-five years following the peace of r815, 
the expansion of the United States had gone forward at 
an ever-accelerating pace. Emigrants began to pour out 
from the Old World as never before, hundreds of thousands 
in each year. They came (l.t first mainly from Britain; 
then uncounted thousands began to stream in from unhappy 
Ireland, after the_famine of r822, and in yet greater numbers 
after the awful tragedy of r845-6; and in the later years 
of the period~ after the collapse of the Revolution of r848, 
a great tide set in from Germany and Northern Europe. 
M_any • of these newcomers, especially the Irish, settled in 
the cities of the eastern coast, where they presented a new 
political problem.- Being ignorant and unversed in political 
life, they: readily fell into the hands of demagogues and 
-political organisers, to whom their advent gave great 
opportunities; and the elaborate ma,chine~politics of 
America came into being. Others joined themselves to the 
steady current of westward emigration. . 

This current, in growing volume, flowed from the older 
States over the Allegpanies into the great central plain ; 
it even flowed over the Rockies to the Pacific slope, to 
Oregon, and still more to California, where the discovery of 
gold in r848 brought a sudden inrush. The world had never 
seen such a spectacle of ebullient energy and adventurous 
advance as this generation of American history displayed. 
Perhaps the best indication of the rapidity with which 
the continent wa~ being peopled and civilised is afforded 
by the rate at which it was brought under organised govern
ment. In the forty-five years between r815 and r86o no 
less than thirteen new States were added to the Union ; 
and of the thirty-one States included in the Union in r86o, 
no less than sixteen lay west of the Alleghanies. 

487 
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The men who were opening out these vast new lands 
were inspired with boundless self-confidence and optimism. 
They knew and cared little about world affairs ; and their 
chief sentiments about the older world were an easy con
tempt for its 'effete monarchies,' and a hatred of Britain, 
derived from a distorted tradition of the War of Independ
ence, and fed by the Irish immigration. They were pioneers, 
rude, often turbulent, self-reliant, and fiercely democratic. 
They had shaken off the traditions which were still strong 
in the Atlantic States, and the long-accepted leadership of 
the cultivated classes who still dominated the life of 
Massachusetts and Virginia. The rapid settlement of the 
Great West was in truth changing the character of political 
life in America. It was creating a new democracy, vigorous, 
self-confident, intolerant, ignorant, and easily led captive 
by phrases and sentimentalities. The new democracy of 
the West was prone to a flamboyant and self-assertive 
patriotism which did not ease relations with other States ; 
and this accounted for the hectoring note of American 
diplomacy on the boundary questions in Maine and in 
Oregon,1 and long delayed their solution. But the domineer
ing temper of a high-spirited and self-confident people was 
in nothing more clearly shown than in the events .which 
led up to the Mexican War of r846-r848. 

A number of American frontiersmen had settled in the 
province of Texas, which was part of the Mexican Republic. 2 

Dissatisfied with the Mexican government, they proclaimed 
Texas a republic, and applied for admission to the Ameri
can Union. The application was granted (1843). The Texan 
squatters claimed, however, a south-western frontier which 
Mexico refused to admit. Without any serious attempt at 
negotiation, American troops were sent to enforce the claim; 
and this brought on a two-years' war, in which the Mexicans 
were easily vanquished. Thereupon a vast region extending 
from Texas to the Pacific, and including the paradise of 
California with its scattered Spanish settlers, was taken from 
Mexico as the price of defeat. Unquestionably it was a 
good thing for the world that this rich and beautiful 
region, equal in area to several European States, should 
be brought under the regis of the United States; but the 
manner in which it was annexed was undeniably high
handed. 

1 See above, p. 438. 2 See the map, Atlas, Plate 57· 
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§ 2. The Growing Cleavage between North and South. 

The rapid westward expansion of the United States 
emphasised and intensified a cleavage which. had long 
existed in the .American community. This cleavage was 
already apparent when the thirteen colonies asserted their· 
independence : the social and economic system of the 
Southern ,States rested upon slavery, while in the Northern 
States, though slavery existed, it was an accident and an 
excrescence. As time passed, the ·contrast became more 
marked, because slavery had wholly died out in the Northern 
States by r_Srs. A sharp contrast had thus emerged be
tween two distinct civilisations, which rested on two con
flicting assumptions. Betweel?- the slave-holding society 
south of the Potomac, and the free society north of that 
river, there were fundamental and ineluctable differences of 
social ideals, and of economic interest, which made conflict 
between them inevitable; and this conflict formed the core 
of American history down to the Civil War which was its 
culmination. 

The bulk of the immigration from Europe flowed into the 
Northern States, because therewas practically no place for 
the wQrking immigrant in the slave-holding States, where 

, manual work was regarded as the province of the negro. 
Hence the Southern civilisation saw itself faced by the 
prospect of being swamped ; and the prospect was alarming 
to the proud planter-aristocracy. Their fear for the future· 
of a whole social order to which they were genuinely attached 
affected the political action of the Southerners in a very 
marked way. It led them to lay great stress upon the 
rights of the individual States as against the central Govern
ment, because they saw in State-rights the main·safeguard 
of their system. They claimed for each State the right to 
determine for itself whether any particular act of the central 
Government was or was not inconsistent with the compact 
on which the Union rested ; and, in the last resort, they 
asserted the right of any State to secede. The Northerners, 
on the other hand, while recognising the rights of the 
States under the constitution, regarded the Union as a 
whole as the real unit of sovereignty, and refused to admit 
any right of secession. This conflict of political doctrine 
showed itself very early. Thus in r832, South Carolina, 
being opposed to the adoption of a new protective tariff, 
simply declared the Tariff Act null and void, refused to en
force it, and had to be forced into submission. 
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But Southern misgivings were especially shown in an 
endeavour to ensure that the distinctive civilisation of the 
South, and the slavery on which it rested, should be, so far 
as possible, extended to the new lands of the West. For a 
long time the Southerners succeeded in making a drawn 
battle on this subject. In r8zo, after Missouri had been 
admitted as a slave-State, a compromise was agreed to, 
whereby all States to the south of latitude 36° 30' were 
henceforth to be organised as slave-States. This meant 
that America was to be divided between the two contrasted 
civilisations by an imaginary line running east and west. 
But it was into the areas north of this line that the bulk of 
the new population flowed; and the likelihood that sooner 
or later the slave-civilisation would be outweighed or 
swamped became greater as the stream of immigration grew · 
in volume. It was largely the desire of Southern statesmen, 
under a Southern President, to enlarge the area open to 
slavery. which led to the high-handed annexations from 
Mexico in r848. Mexico had abolished slavery, which had 
indeed almost disappeared from the civilised world; but 
the lands taken from Mexico-Texas, New Mexico and 
Arizona-were organised as slave-States. If the South 
could have had its way, California would have had th~ same 
fate. But the rough pioneers who :flocked to the gold-mines 
refused to admit slavery. They insisted that California 
must be 'free-soil' ; and they had their way, for by that 
time (1848) the Missouri compromise had broken down. 

It was, indeed, a losing battle that the South was fighting 
during these long years. Numbers, energy, and the love 
of freedom were all arrayed against it. It was only able 
to hold its own because the public men of the North dreaded 
the possibility of a schism, loved the Union more than they 
hated slavery, and were ready to make concessions to pacify 
Southern sentimei).t. Hence a new compromise was made 
in r850. One of its features was an enactment which gave 
slave-owners the power to reclaim fugitive slaves who had 
taken refuge in free States. But when this began to be put 
into operation, the effect upon popular sentiment was pro
found. Hitherto there had been few outright Abolitionists, 
and these few were regarded as unpractical fanatics. Now 
their numbers increased; and an elaborate secret organisa
tion was created to aid the escape of slaves to Canada, 
where, under the British :flag, no man could be treated as 
a slave, or legally claimed as property by any master. 

Yet there were few Northerners, even when the war 
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began, who seriously advocated that slavery should be 
wholly abolished, as it had been throughout the British 
Empire in r833. The Constitution forbade any such.action ; 
for though it rested on the proclamation of the inalienable 
right of all men to "liberty, it had left to the individual 
States the power of deciding whether they would permit 
slavery or not. Wliat Northern sentiment demanded was 
that the area within- which slavery was permitted should 
not be extended. But many men were being irresistibly 
driven to the conclusion that this was an illogical position. 
One such was Abraham Lincoln,1 a gaunt giant of Illinois 
who had been qredjn poverty, yet had trained himself 
to a profound simplicity and directness of thought and 
speech which marked him as. a leader of men. He had 
become a lawyer and a politician ; and in the course of 
a campaign in Illinois he had put the position with such 
irrefutable clarity that he had become a figure of national 
importance. 'A house divided against itself,' he said, 
' cannot stand. I believe this Government cannot endure 
permanently half slave and half free. I do not expe~t the 
Union to be dissolved ; I do not expect the house to fall ; 
but I do expect itwill cease to be divided. It ·will become 
all one thing or all tlie other.' Lincoln did not advocate 
legal abolition, which would have involved' the overriding 
of State-rights. But he expressed the mind of the North 
when he asserted that it was necessary to' arrest the further 
spread' of slavery, and to 'place it where the_public mind 
shall rest in the belief that it is in course of ultimate ex
tinction.' 

For a long time party divisions had been wavering and 
uncertain, especially in the North; and the Democratic 
party, ':Yhich drew its strength from the South and took a 
high view of State-rights, had been able to control the 
Government and to elect successive Presidents. In the 
late 'fifties the rival groups coalesced into the Republican 
party; and in. the pr~sidential election of r86o they suc
ceeded in electing Abraharp Lincoln, though only by a 
minority vote. The electioh of Lincoln was taken by the 
South as a sign that' it couli:l~o longer hold its own in national 
politics. Rather than submit, the Southern leaders resolved 
to secede. Acting on their view of State-sovereigtJ.ty, the 
Southern States one after another formally declared their 
withdrawal from the Union, and established a new Con
federation of their own. If they were to have their way, 

1 There is a good life of Lincoln for English readers by Lord Charnwood. 
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the great Republic would be split into two Powers, standing 
for two sharply contrasted views of human rights and social 
relationship. The North refused to accept this situation, 
or to admit the existence of any right of self-determination 
on the part of the Southern States. It was prepared to 
take all risks for the maintenance of the Union ; and on 
this ground the field was cleared for a gigantic war. 

§ 3· The Civil War and its Consequences. 

It is needless to trace in detail the course of the desperate 
conflict, which lasted for four years, caused a far greater 
loss of life than any of the wars of this period in Europe, 
and ended in the abolition of slavery. The corresponding 
change was brought about in the British Empire at a 
relatively small cost, and without any use of force or 
sacrifice of life ; the contrast was due to the rigidity of 
the American constitution, which left no means but force 
available for the overthrow of a vicious system that it had 
authorised. 

All the weight of numbers and of wealth lay on the side 
of the North; its resolution was unshakable, and was 
embodied in the noble fortitude of Lincoln, who '!>tood 
unwavering even in the darkest days. But the South 
fought with desperate gallantry, and it succeeded in pro
ducing two generals of the first rank, Lee and Jackson, 
against whom the North could place no one of at all 
equivalent quality, until Grant and Sherman emerged in 
the later stages of the war. The most desperate fighting 
was in Virginia, in the country that lay between the two 
rival capitals, Washington and Richmond.1 In Kentucky 
and Tennessee, the border States west of the Alleghanies, 
the fighting was only less desperate. In both fields, and 
especially in Virginia, the South held out successfully 
during the first three campaigns; and in r863 Lee even 
ventured to strike north into Pennsylvania. But after 
a terrible inconclusive slaughter at Gettysburg (r863), 
the South began to be exhausted. While Grant wore 
down Lee in a series of dogged and murderous battles, 
Sherman, having won the upper hand in Tennessee, marched 
across the hills and down through Georgia, thus cutting 
the Confederation in half, and threatening the rear of the 
main Confederate army. This combined strategic move
ment decided the issue of the war; and in r865 the resist-

1 See the map, Atlas, Plate 56 (b) and (c). 
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ance of the South came to an end. The victory h~d cost 
more than a million lives, and an incalculable amount of 
money. , 

But the more difficult problem of reconstruction had 
still to be solved. Unhappily it was not left to the upright 
and generous spirit of Lincoln to carry out the settlement 
in the ·magnanimous temper which he would certainly 
have displayed ; for he was assassinated by a Southern 
fanatic almost in the moment of victory. Had he lived, 
he would have softened the bitterness of defeat for the 
proud South. He had_ always understood the Southerr.1 
mind, and had abstained from venom even in the height 
of the conflict. The lesser men who took on the task 
were not above the mean temptations of revenge. Held 
down by Northern armies, the Southern States were 
forced to assent to an amendment of the Constitution, 
whereby slavery was abolished for e'ver in all the lands of 
the United States; and this, no doubt, was necessary and 
right. But slave-owners received no compensation for the 
loss of what public law had encouraged them to acquire 
a~ property, and many honourable families found them
selves suddenly reduced to penury. The newly-e_manci
pated. slaves, quite incapable of exercising political rights, 
were enfranchised, and used as the instruments of a party 
vendetta. The Southerners, in despair, took their vengeance 

. by organising a secret conspiracy of violence, known as 
the Ku Klux Klan, whose proceedings terrorised much of 
the South for some years. In the end quiescence returned, 
and time was to show that free labour brought a more 
genuine economic prosperity than forced labour had ever 
done. 

But the embitterment of race-hatred which had been 
stirred by the war and its sequel remained; the negroes 
found themselves, by one device or another, exclud~d from 
all effective political power;, and the problem of relation
ship ·between the two races#be'came with the passage of 
time not less but more acute. The North had been right 
in refusing to admit slavery as a possible form of relation- . 
ship between a higher and a lower race. But it had swung 
too violently to the opposite extreme in asserting in theory 
a political and social equality which could not be carried 
into effect in practice. It had failed to 11-ttain the just mean 

· of a fair system of tutelage, under which the more backward 
race might receive (what it never attains under nominal 
equality) a full chance of developing all its capacities. 
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§ 4· America and Britain . ., . 

The Civil War raised many difficult problems for the 
Govemments of other nations, and especially for the British 
Govemment. Some European observers regarded it as a 
heaven-sent means of reducing the formidable and growing 
power of the United States. This was the attitude of 
Napoleon III., who seized the opportunity to challenge 
the Monroe Doctrine by establishil1g a Latin Empire in 
Mexico under his protectorate (r863), with an Austrian 
Archduke as its Emperor ; but the attempt was an un
redeemed failure, and Napoleon had to withdraw his troops 
ignominiously, leaving the unhappy Maximilian to his tragic 
fate (r867). Long afterwards the German Bemhardi con
demned the folly of Britain in losing this opportunity for 
the destruction of a c9mmercial rival. But no responsible 
body of opinion in Britain adopted this attitude. It is 
true that sympathy with the South, and a belief in its 
ultimate victory, were general in London society. This 
was due in part to class-sympathy with the planter-aristo
cracy; in part to a vague belief that the South was fighting 
for its constitutional rights, for freedom to manage its 
affairs in its own way; in part to the fact that the South 
stood for Free Trade ; in part to the dependence of British 
industry upon the supplies of raw cotton which the Sou them 
States afforded. But the feeling of Britain as a whole 
was strongly on the side of the North. Hatred of slavery, 
which had long been one of the goveming principles of 
British policy, was enough to ensure this. Even in the 
most acute distress of the Lancashire cotton-trade, which 
was caused by the interruption of supplies, mas~ers and 
men never wavered in their support of the Northern cause; 
and Lincoln himself bore witness to the splendid generosity 
of Lancashire's attitude. 

Nor did the sympathy of the British governing class for 
the South lead to any departure from strict neutrality. 
The Confederates were recognised as belligerents; but so 
they were by the United States Government. Britain might 
plausibly have protested against the blockade of the whole 
Southern coast by the Northern navy, on the ground that 
so long a coastline could not be ' effectively' blockaded, 
just as the United States had protested against the British 
blockade of the shorter coastline from the Seine to the 
Elbe during the Napoleonic War. But the blockade was 
accepted, in spite of the fact that it was causing dire distress 
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in Lancashire. ·An immense and lucrative smuggling trade 
grew up bet~en British West Indian islands and the 
Confederate ports. The Federal Government strove to stop 
it by intercepting British vessels on the high seas, and 
confiscating cargoes consigned' to Nassau or other British 
ports, on the ground that their 'ultimate destination' was 
some Confederate port. This was the assertion of a new 
principle in international law, the principle of ' continuous 
voyage'; yet Britain accepted the principle, though it ran 
counter to all her own immediate interests. She was to 
make use of it herself in the Great·War against Germany, 
not without American protests. 

But there were two questions upon which friction became 
very acute. One was the seizure, by an American warship, 
of two Confederate. envoys travelling on a British vessel.· 
This was a definite breach of international law, yet the 
Federal Government at first refused to restore its ille
gitimate captives, and for a moment war seemed to be in 
sight. In the end the Federal Government gave way. 
The other issue was more serious. Just as France, during 
the Napoleonic War, had had a number of privateers built 
and launched for her in America, so the Confederates, shut 
off fro'in the sea, tried to get commerce-raiders constructed 
in private British shipyards. _For the most part these 
vessels were stopped by the British Government. But
four of them escaped ; and one of these, the notorious 
Alabama, which did a vast deal of damage, got away from 
Liverpool just before the order for its arrest came down. 
Government had been·warned by the American embassy, 
but -its action had been delayed by the illness of an official .. 
When the war was over, the American Government claimed 
·compensation for all the losses inflicted by the Alabama. 
There was no valid precedent for such a claim; no such 
claim had been put forward, for example, in respect of the 
Napoleonic privateers which had been built in, and allowed 
to sail from, American ports. But, after long negotiations, 
the two Governments agreed to refer the matter to arbitra
tion (1871). The arbitrators gave their award against 
Britain. They enormously r~duced the original American 
claims ; but the balance was still so large that, after every 
legitimate claim had been met, part of it still remains un
expended in the American treasury. 

The reference of this vexed question to arbitration, and 
the prompt acceptance of the award, formed the greatest 
triumph which the principle of arbitration had yet achieved. 
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But it did not avail to remove the widespread hostility to 
Britain which existed among the America19lpeople. This 
hostility, based upon a distorted view of the past, was in 
fact intensified by the Civil War; and in r865 the two great 
English-speaking peoples seemed to be as far asunder in 
sentiment as they had ever been. 

[M'Master, HisttJry of the People of the United States; H.oosevelt, 
The Winning of the West; H.hodes, History of the United States from 
r85o; Formby, American Civil War; Henderson, Stonewall] ackson; 
Charnwood, Abraham Lincoln; Mahan, Life of Fa1'ragut; Morley, 
Life of Gladstone ; Taylor, Running the Blockade ; Trevelyan, Life 
of Bright.] 



WHILE Eur'ope was being turned upside down, and America 
torn asunder by civil war, Britain was enjoying a period of 
abounding prosperity and political calm, after the labours 
of reconstruction and the threats of revolution which had 
filled the years from r83o to r8so. She dominated the 
commerce of the world to an extent which has never been 
eqwilled, before or since, by any single State. Although 
there were financial panics in r857 and r866, and although 
the~ cotton famine due to the American War caused much 
distress in Lancashire, the period as a whole was OJ!e of 
expansion and prosperity. Employment .was abundant, 
wages rose steadily, and prices fell. In these circumstances 
the working classes ceased to take interest in the projects 
of social reconstruction which had earlier filled their minds. 
The re.volutionary movement was dead: and the political 

, energy of working men was finding more profitable channels 
in organisations for self-help, on which we shall have some-
thing to say later in this chapter. . . 

The parliamentary system set up in 1832 was working 
smoothly, and commanded the confidence of the nation. 
The newspapers were filled with reports of parliamentary 
proceedings, which were followed with interest; the House 
of Commons was felt to be the real centre of national life; 
and the career of politics was recognised as the highest that 
men could follow. There were as yet no misgivings about 
the excellence of the system. During these years two 
classical treatises appeared, Mill's Representative Government 
(r86o), and Bageho1's English Constitution (r867), which 
sang the praises of the British system as having all but 
attained perfection ; ·and it seemed natural and right that 

~ most of the States of the civilised world should be engaged 
'VOL. II. 2 I 
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in remodelling their institutions after the British pattern. 
The British people were as self-complacent about their 
system of government as they were about their unques
tioned supremacy in industry, commerce and finance. 

It was even more important for the daily well-being of 
the community that the new system of municipal govern
ment was working well, and bringing about a real improve
ment in the conditions of the big towns. The towns were 
taking a healthy pride in their own govemmen t ; they were 
striving to get rid of the evils which had attended their 
earlier growth ; they were introducing sound methods of 
sanitation, demolishing unhealthy dwellings, equipping 
themselves with parks and water-supplies, public halls, 
libraries and galleries of art. And all this work wa::; being 
carried on, with real public spirit and a remarkable freedom 
from corruption, by the labours of thousands of unpaid 
citizens. 

Then: we~~ .~3;~gt;~s in t.h~-.2tif;~9»1J?la.~!1:!;~W.h~ch ~rose 
from thes-e conditions. -~osewho appra~seo the hfe either 
of the country as a whole or ofits towns by any ideal standard 

~""could see little ground for self-complacency, for the British 
;/ p~PJ!l~ .. were..,s_tiJ.!.}a.r\ .fu:>~~Jl~~.~J;Ct'qgli:il.,. of 

/ \\.social ~eil!~~~~and a searchmg cnb~~sm of t.fe~m· u Id_e?-]~ 
6i"LITe- ·fime was alreaCi~ bl!fttt"'Fxj5res'tetf,"'15Y=.tzu:s from 
one point of view, qy.J\:laSJh!'!F Arnold from n-ot er, and 
by many other prophets of d!sto~tene·)"But those who 
were content to contrast the Britain of r86o or r87o with the 
Britain of r8zo or r84o might well feel that there was ground 
for satisfaction. T}.le,~s~Jf-cOJllJ?1acm9'.,~Qf tb.g.Jime._)Y~S not 
unnat~r<!.l,_ _F:9r_Jije"'.rJ~i9ID:i~_:Q!:-tne:-pr~yfo,us· p~J;ipd had 
brought real progress, ancf 11ad, in a large degree, restored 
stability and contentment. 

T]1§$.ll~(~l,pl.9-<;iQity_of tg~ periQ_d)Yas.xeflected in politics 
by the absence of any great an·a-sfii:r1ng issues which aroused 
deep public feeling. Between r846 and r867 there was no 

/" discussion of principles which stirred men's passions as they 
1~1ad..J2.fl~n stirred by the discussion of the Reform Act, or 
Chartism, or the Repeal of the Com Laws. There were 
~oiiSequenily no ver'y·snarp 'd1viding1Ines between political 
parties. The Conservative party, which had seemed to be 
entering upon a. long period of power when Peel took office 
in r84r, had been shattered by the Repeal of the Corn Laws. 
A small group of Peelites, or Free Trade Conservatives, 
strove in vain to maintain its separate existence ; but it 
joined with the Liberals to form Lord Aberdeen's coalition 
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ministry of 1852-55, and thereafter was completely merged· 
in the Liberal party. The great bulk of the Conserva
tives reorganised themselves· under Lord Derby in the 
House of Lords and Disraeli in the House of Commons. 
But throughout the greater part of this period they were 
kept out of office by the suspicion that they were unsound 
on Free Trade, which had definitely been accepted as a 
fundamental . principle of national policy. During the. 

·twenty-eight years between 1846 and 1874 the Conserva
tives were in office three times, but in each case only because 
of a division among their opponents ; and their total tenure 
of power amounted to less than five years. In 1852 they · 
held office for ten months ; in 1858-9 for seventeen ; in 
r866-8 for two years and a half . .,.1\p~r_!. ~rpm these.interyals, 

v--the period was .one of continued Liberal ascendancy. But 
in reality the differences betwee'ii-the two parties were sligli~.~ . 
though their extreme wings, • Radicals on the. one side, 
Tories on the other, repre.sented_ fundamentally different 
outlooks. Free Trade gradually ceased to be a dividing 
line, for the ·coiiservative·s~.were .'caiduLnot to raise the 

. questi<.m. There were sharp divisions· of opinion ·upon 
foreign_ policy, but these cut across party lines. ,-Y~Lin 
s.plt(~~of~the~b9~~~e:'g~~G~ea~C:11t.lig~s:,<JJ~fPXi~!OJ:J.,.,..th~~rty · 
1Y~~~-W.~;l1.,.and,pj~Y~~~~g~Go.~.~ 

// . ~<:.r;~~;enS~L;.~i;~;.1-GR~tf,t!1JJ?-t;.n,t,,.~~~u.lefalways 
be expose3to well-mformed and responsible cnhc1sm by an 

· • organised body of ~men. who weighed thei~ words because 
? they aimed at winning power themselves. , 

~ ~~ ~is ... ~~jn ~J.-~~,~~~~~~~~1~~-i~~.!~~& .. ,, 
.ffi.g'?~~~:W~R.~~..$~_,..,)~1S IIJ:SlJ!f~pce 
.W: dome~_!!~- _pro !:>l~!., a!.<!1~!~.1?1Sl?E-9J~g~P,J£J~~!§-of 
teform"-15oth-rerlecfea ana ··maJ.ntamed·"the absence of 
~-ern'tiD'g1~gl1'"'5eg;t:P:Y:~~Vhl~is"t!1es 
.~e.t}Y~~~~~[Q:;f~,C~rsto~~a.:l.Q!&:§:.irt~1igure·. 
ofEuropean celebr-ity; and fie· stood for a view of Britain's 
par"f'ifrTth'e'"Mf:xl:ts.,.o+,EurOP.'~fftcli:~a"t1iiglilyJrciP.ill[f~ 15Ut "*' .. ~·"t·'?t ·.w----.,..,~,-.A~~~· ~~-· ... ~-::~.,.._·::""""!:' ""'-":-~~~ ,._ ~·~ -;~~ •. -

: wl:ikh aroused strong oppositlon_among ... bo.th..._TQXJes_and 
R~?~c~K If ~a~-'Ra.Jf!l~rs_ton~ __ who had_e~t<\blish~d Jhe 

\ 
.~!1. ~~~~y1!~.~h1~~~.~1~!~l.~.y~*.~~~s~~t~~miefg.'kfJfc;l.i~; 
· ±2,~,-JillY...J"~£::]3Ttt'""hl~~!!Y-t2...~~~a"'was n£_i_P.§.?~d. 
~l~ly~ upOJ?.~ a natro\Y ~1ew _of .. Brihsli.mterests ; ..._h~ .?!S.; 
truste:§ .. h.er...government a§ the_vety. type, 9f despotism 

~cf}e~~t!_9n, and ·he'lionestly conceived it to be the duty 
of Britain to play .t~p.~;~!.liberty 
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in Europe. This was the motive of his incessant and 
meddlesome activity. In 1850 he had won the greatest 
triu11:-ph of his career, when he repelled a combined attack 
bi-all his critics-Gladstone" Cobden, and Disraeli among 
them. The occasion of the attack was the high-handed 
way in which Palmerston had forced Greece to satisfy the 
claims of a number of British subjects, one of whom was 
a Levan tine Jew, Don Pacifico. Palmers ton used the 
opportunity to expound, with spirited eloquence, his view 
of the relation of Britain to Europe. He asserted that it 
was Britain's right and duty to uphold free government 
everywhere; and he made the proud claim that every 
British subject, wherever he might be, must be enabled to 
take to himself the old boast, civis Rpmanus sum., in the 

j ·,, ~ure confidence that the strong arm of Britai11 wouJd protect 
''him. When St. Paul (also a Levan tine Jew) claimed the 

privilege of a civis Romanus, Rome was the mistress of the 
civilised world. ·"ft:I~peto insolence of this analogy 
delighted the heart ofth1 )3\·ili:?h people ; it was perhaps 
the highest note of that self-complacency which marked the 
mid-century. 

As Home Secretary in the Aberdeen ministry, Palmerston 
had been the most eager advocate of the Crimean War. 
When its misconduct of the war brought about th~ fall of 
the ministry in 1855, Palmerston was the inevitable Prime 
Minister; and from that date~·until his deat1i" in r865, 
except during the brief interval of the Derby ministry of 
r858-r859. he retained the leader~pip Qf. Government. So 
long as the supremacy of the gay, eupeptic old man con-

- tinued, quiescence lasted in English politics, an_d eazer \/~ 
xeformers had to restt:(lin their }mpatjence. Yet tllefe were 
strong and vital personalities upon the political stage. 
Gladstone was Chancellor of the E~chequer under Aberdeen 
and again under Palmerston; his ardent and intense 
temperament; pole'S ":lsunder from that of his chief, chafed 
under his ascendancy; bul fie had to be content with the 
sphere of finance, to which during these years his whole 
strength was given. Cobden, master of lucid and cogent 
~tatement, and his friend the silver:tongued Bright, were at 
!the height of their powers and ot-tb:etr- pu'bTic influence; 

. 1 but their Radicalism excluded them frOJ:Il office. The 
'< sphinx-1ike Disraeli was engaged in educating his party, 

andevoTving a new'C'Onception of Toryism; his matchless 
gift of irony, his mas-teryoi the -a:rts of politics, and the 
cool and humorous detachment with which he could regard 
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the great game he loved, made him an inimitable chief in 
opposition; but to opposition he was confined. In these 
men there were deeper wells of. imagination. and of"teeiiiig 

~~~~~}'i~:~;r~~~;J~;!j~~lf:~~~ _11 
kin:dly:-smf-satisfiectotrt1ook"o£·"th"'t'Hhie.~-~~""';~ .... ~ r 
\.-~:,~"...;../...-~~<t~<f!'Y~?..t~9..,.;:;.t:t~~~--;~~~~~~~,."ll·-... ~ 

§ z. Financial and Economic Reform. 

II In the absence of burnirig questions in domestic politics, 
the chief work of this period lay in the working out- of 
principles already established, especially in the financial ,' r 
and economic sphere. · . '· 

The outstanding feature of the time was the dominance I? 

of the school of ec<;momic thought represented by C<?_bden 
and Bright, who held that the secret of international peace 
and of domestic prosperity lay in the securing of the 

\- maximum degree of economic freedom. For a time. it 
seemed as if the civilised world" was going to imitate 
Britain's fiscal policy as well as her politis;al system/Almost 
every European economist of standing was an~ advocate 
of Free Trade. _;,Prussia had adopted a substantially Free 
Trade .,Policy, and some of the lesser States of Europe were 
moving in the same direction. Even France made a sig
nificant advance, and France had- always been staunchly 
protectionist. In r86o Napoleon III. concluded a commercial 
treaty with Britain, which opened the French. market to 
British goods. With· singular appropriateness Cp bden was 
the negotiator of this treaty ; and he believed, and the 
world believed with him, that his triumph heralded the 
coming victory of free interchange. On that expectation 

. Cobden and his generation based the most glowing hopes 
for the future of humanity. But these hopes were short
liyed. The treaty of r86o was for ten years only. It 
expired almost at the moment of Napoleon's fall; and 
the Republic which su~ceedec;l him refused to renew it. 
Soon a reaction against Free Trade began in Germany and 
in other countries. Britain was left to advance almost 
alone in the path she had chosen ; even her own colonies · 
would not follow her ; and the prospect that commerce 
would soonbe as free 'throughout the realm of civilisation 
as within the boundaries of each· State never again seemed 
to be so near as it did during the 'sixties. / · 

//On the Treasury Bench the gospel of economic 'freedom 
/had a convinced and ardent apostle in Gladstone, who was 
w~nninp- for hj111self1 by a s~r~es of great budgets, the na1n~ 
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of the greate'3t financier of the century, with the possible 
exception of his master, Peel. Gladstone's budgets per
fected the Free Trade system, and established the principle 
that no tax ought ever to be imposed which would have 
the effect of enriching individuals at the expense of the 
community. -{And in other ways besides this Gladstone 
contributedft~ define the methods of public finance. The 
most rigid of financial purists, he held that laxity in the 
expenditure of public funds was one of the gravest of 
political offences, that wealth could best fructify if it was 
left at the disposal of private energy, and that the Sta+ 
ought not to take from the citizen one penny more thah1 

was demonstrably necessary for public purposes. Under 
his direction the supervision of the Treasury over the 
spending departments, and the general control of the House 
of Commons over national finance, were more close and 
effective than at any earlier or later period. The duty of 
thrift, which was for that generation the first of the economic 
commandments, was practised as well as preached by the 
national Government. Private thrift, also, and widespread 
investment, were stimulated by legislation: Gladstone 
was the founder of the Post Office Savings Bank; and in 
r86z the system of Limited Liability, tentativelf intro
duced in 1837, was given its final definiti0n in the Companies 
Act, which led to a great increase of investment in industrial 
concerns. 

The dominance of Cobdenite economics was seen in other 
spheres besides that of finance. It influenced international 
relations, which were thought of perhaps too exclusively 
in terms of trade ; and, as we shall see in the next chapter, 
it encouraged a scepticism regarding the value ·and per
manence of the tie between the mother-country and the 
colonies far different f;rom the attitude of the colonial 
reformers who had been so active during· the preceding 
generation. It i? commonly held that the economic ideas 
of the time also dictated an attitude of rigid individualism 
or laisser fiilire in the social and economic life of the nation. 
But this is far indeed from being the truth. Though 
Cobden, and still more Bright, were inclined to this view, 
and were, in spite of their passionate humanity, sceptical 
about the value of factory legislation, on this point the 
feeling of their generation was not with them; and the 
departure from pure laisser jaire in regard to industrial 
organisation, which had begun in )lle previous generation, 
was carried much further in thi~/ 
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Indeed the rriost solid legislative achievement of this time 
was to be found precisely in this sphere : the principles 
embodied in the fi.rst Factory Acts were expanded into a 
whole legislative code, which won general acceptance, 
except ·from a minority of employers.· The early Factory 
Acts 1 had applied only to the textile trades, which were 

· most easily dealt with because in them large bodies of 
workpeople were gathered in great mills. But regulation ., 
was just as much needed in other industries which were less 
highly organised. A series of reports by th~ Factqry 
Inspectors, by parliamentary committees, and by Royal 

. Commissions (notably a great commission on the employ
ment of children which sat from r863 .to r867) investigated 
the whole problem; and a long series of Acts (r85o, r855, 
r86o, r86r, r862, r864, r867) extended the range of the 
system of regulation and the sphere of action of the in
spectors to one trade after another. It culminated in two 
great Acts of r867, one of which applied to all factories 
employing more than fi.fty persons, while the other applied 
to workshops employing less than fi.fty persons. In inten
tion, and largely in effect, the whole range of industry was 
thus brought under State regulation ; and the State defin
itely ~sumed the obligation of ensuring that ?-11 its citizens 
engaged in industry, more especially children, should be 
guaranteed a reasonable degree of safety, some protection 
against unhealthy conditions of work, and a rationallimi~a-. 
tion of the hours of toil. Thanks to these inquiries and 

• discussions, men began to ·realise that over-work is econ
V omically as well as morally unsound, and that a regular day 

of ten hours is more productive as well as more humane than 
a regular day of thirteen hours. 

This valuable code was not the result of party conflict, nor 
can any party claim sole credit for it. Perhaps Conserv;;t-; 
tives played a greater part in initiating these measures than 

........ Liberals; but all the Acts we have enumerated were passed 
by Liberal ·ministries except 'the two Acts of r867, which 
were based upon the' report of a Commission a,ppoin ted by 

. Palmerston's Government. There was never a party debate 
on- any of these measures : it was not to any party, but to, 
the spirit of the age, that tlie community owed the creation 
([this remarkable code oflaws. -~ . ' 

Whatever may-be -s<tid in criticism of this prosaic age, it 
placed a high value upon efficiency and Pt:rity of administra
tion ; and this was the inspiratio:p of a modest reform which 
~··· ~ 

~ ?ee i!>bove, Bk. IX. chap. viii. PP~39t~. ~ 
' . . . . "'i;f -.. 

0' 
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was of greater value than many measures that have attracted 
more attention. Public officials had hitherto been appointed 
solely by nomination, and the right of nomination had been 
habitually used for the purpose of strengthening the party 
in power. It is true that this abuse was never carried so far 
as in America; an in-coming Government in Britain never 
dismissed the officials who had been appointed by its pre
decessors. But the system led to the appointment of many 
incompetent men, and undermined public confidence in the 
public service; and this was becoming more important as 
the activities of the State and the functions of its officers 
grew. Yet it was c0mmonly assumed that the systeill was 
unalterable; that Government could not be worked except 
by the use of patronage; and that (as one eminent person 
put it) a certain amount of corruption and inefficiency was 
the price that had to be paid for popular government. In 
r853, however, Gladstone secured the appointment of a 
Civil Service Commission. The Commissioners. recom
mended that all posts in the Civil Service should be filled 
by competitive examination. Neither Parliament nor the 
departments were yet ready for so drastic a change, 
and it was not until Gladstone:s ministry, sixteen years 
later, that the recommendation was put into effect.• But 
from r855 onwards the Civil Service Commission required 
all nominees to undergo a qualifying examination before 
being admitted to the posts for which they were nominated. 
It is impossible to measure the increase in the efficiency and 
value of the public service which resulted from this reform. 

/§ 3. Co-operation and Trade Unionism. 
j(t ._ ... ,_ ..... , • ·~ ..... ~ ....___. <~ ~ "'""· 

In permanent importance to the life of the British com
munity, the work of Parliament was during these years 
overshadowed by the remarkable achievements of spon
taneous organisation among the working classes. These 
achievements fell into two main groups, the organisation 
of co-operative societies, and the adoption of new methods 
and a new policy in the Trade Union movement. In both 
respects the British wor"kman led the world; and his leaders 
showed a degree of solid capacity, and even of statesman
ship, which augured well for the future. 

The idea that groups of workpeople might, by co-opera
tion, dispense with the capitalist employer was an old one ; 
it had been preached by. Robert Owen. But the experi
ments of Owen's followers came to nothing, because they 
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were not sufficiently definite and practical. The real 
beginning of co-operation dates from 1844, wlien twenty
eight working men opened a modest shop in Toad Lane, 
Rochdale, with the idea that they would supply their own 
needs, and intercept tlie middleman's profits for their· own 
advantage. The Rochdale Pioneers achieved a rapid and 
a great success. Their plan was soon taken up in other 
places ; and during the period with which we are concerned, 
Co-operative Stores of tlie Rochdale type were rapidly 
springing up in all pa.rts of England, especially in the North. 
The movement was an admirable practical example of self
·help and mutual help. It encouraged thrift; it taught the 
value of common effort; and it.gave an invaluable training 
to many thousands of men and women in the art of managing 
common interests with honesty and good feeling. 

Co-operJltion after the Rochdale pattern confined itself 
to the work of distribution. But concurrently an attempt 
was being made to apply th.e same principle to the work of 
production. The initiative here was taken by the group of 
liberal Churchmen who called themselves Christian Socialists. 
In 1850 they borrowed from France the idea of ' self-

.- governing worksh_ops,' in which the workmen were to supply 
their t>wn capital, choose their own managers, and divide 
the profits among themselves .. During the years following 
1850 many ' self-governing workshops ' of this type were 
started. They never achieved much success; but they were 
a sign of healthy enterprise among working people, and they 

showed a sense-of the need for social experiment. 
Far mor~ ~~U~J¥ ... w""¥-iil~.J!t~~~t~~~Qis.b,~%W~<:de 

2x !fide"O:Qion~~~l~~ .. ~ei!Oi~m,.~?;f§lilp of 
a~o~?. ... .&!l~~~.~ ... ~~~~~srJ.~~:::!?Y.,JqS.,,f,~P~ _of 
the Combmabon Acts m r82;1:.-5

4 
mulht];lo<;!~s of little ti.-ade 

ClUb'STnd'~ti~!'~gHi:1}5;'~(jffi'eof which devoted 
'themselves exclusively to the organisation of strikes for 
bette:r: wag~s, while others also performed the functions of 
friendly societies. During the generation following 1825, 
however, most of these little bodies had been mainly en
grossed in the large and vague aims of the revolutionary 
movement : they had b~en linked up with Owen's Grand 
National Trades Union in the 'thirties ; then they had 
thrown themselves into the: Chartist movement ; and; 
dominated by the idea of a total reconstruction of economic 
society, they had be.en anything)?ut successful in the more 
practical struggle for improvea.c<mdi-tions of work 

l ,Above1 Bk. rx, chap-:i· !?· 3~0, 
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But with the failure of the Chartist agitation, and the 
coming of the wave of prosperity which began in the later 
'forties, their aims and outlook underwent a rapid change. 
They began to be shy o.f meddling with. politics, to distrust 
vague promises of the Millennium, and to concentrate their 
attention upon immediate practical issues. In this spirit 
a new generation of Trade Union statesmen took in hand 
the reconstruction of labour policy. They saw that the 
little local clubs, managed in spare moments by men 
actually at work, could not deal effectively with large 
problems of policy, or be strong enough to hold their own 
with the employers; and they set themselves to create 
po'Yerful national organis.gion..s, st>rved by officials who 
-would give their whole time to thei1 work, and become 
masters of it. The first of these organisations was the 
Amalgamated Society of Engineers, organised in. r8sr by 
the coalescence of several smaller bodies ; and its rules 
were so carefully compiled that it became a model .for all 
the rest. It demanded a weekly subscription of rs. from 
all its members, and was thus able to command large 
funds; it offered very considerable benefits, and emphasised 
the friendly-society aspect of its work even more than the 
trade-protection side. William Allan, the sagaciOlfs and 
practical-minded Scot who wrought out the details of this 
powerful organisation, was in truth the initiator of a highly 
important new development; and he and his friend Robert 
Applegarth, who organised a. Carpenters' Union on the 
same lines, were for .some years the most influential leaders 
of the Trade Union movement. Other great trades followed 
on similar lines. In r863 and the following years Alexander 
Macdonald, one of the ablest of the labour statesmen of 
this period, succeeded in bringing the miners into a national 
organisation; and cotton spinners, weavers, and other 
great groups, also found their way to unity. The day of 
the small local trade society, managed in an amateur way, 
was over; the day of the powerful and wealthy national 
organisation, directed by men of great ability and sound 
judgment, who gave their whole time to administrative 
work, had opened. The leaders of the new Unionism did 
not conceive of themselv'es as engaged in an endless struggle 
to destroy the existing order. They disapproved of the 
policy of constant strikes, which they regarded as wasteful 
and harmful. They looked forward to the establishment 
of. c~ncjliation boards in--which the men, through their 
powfr1u1 Unions <.tnd their capable officials1 would be abl~ 
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to deal on equal terms with the employers, and, in effect, 
to share a sort of co-operative control of industrial policy. 

The creation of these powerful and well-managed bodies 
was a real and solid contribution to social reconstruction. 
But most employers, having 'always regarded Trade Unions 
with suspicion, saw this st_riking development with alarm, 
an~. ?egan to organise a vehement ~tii#"_.aj.~;!J.~ign
ag~tion· .. And the course of events seemed to play ,1nto 
tlie hands of the enemies of the new movement. The tide 
of prosperity, whicl: had flowed almost uninterruptedly 
since 1846, received a serious check in r857. Wage~rates 
were reduced on all hands ; and an ~idemic o.f..strikes 
brok~ out, which lasted for some years. lost olthe strikeS"" 
were organised, not by the great National Unions, but by 
t]J_e.older and smaller bodies, which still clung to the view 
that the strike was the primary purpose for which they 
existed. But this distinction was not generally understood. 
The whole Trade Union movement was blamed for the 
widespread unrest. Strikes in times of bad trade (as the 
best leaders of Trade Unions well knew) are seldom suc
cessful; and in the bitterness of defeat some of the men 
took to violence against those of their comrades·· who chose 
to wo'"k on the employers' terms. These outbreaks were 
worst in Sheffield, which was for some years disturbed at 
intervals by criminal acts. Not content with 'rattening,' 
or destroying the tools, of the obnoxious men, the criminals 
even resorted to murder; and a sort of reign of terror 
was established. It was later proved that these atrocities 
had been deliberately organised by a, few of the small 
local Grinders' Unions ; but._P.ublic .oP.iniol!Jgid-tl:u~.J:)lame __ 
.!!P--2n. Jrad~ .. \It;tqn!§rn-~tJ2!if "Jt-~~ in ·vain tliat the 
leaders of the national Unions denounced these crimes in 
public; judgment seemed to have gone against them in 
the court of public opinion, and in r86J-a-RoyaL.Com::.. 
missio~~-appointed to inquire in'to tlie whole Trade 

~Union question. A Meanwhile the Trade Unions had been forced to realise 
· thaf th~j~,g.~t~?-n.~Hl~~iiJil~L~~iJJ.'k~Peal 

. 0:']:~'!'~c~s Ii~~~~4.~~:s.~&: to 
maKe tli~m no Io11g~egiM ~lW.l<?~?.:; ICJ\:ag,,. not 
legil:i1se"d"'fl1'eil.~~~r~rhl"~§LoJ..J?j;g~~;.,.. And the law 
c"'tirt5h"'a15'i1:'ilally ac'te('f'Q';'the doctrine that any combina
tion in restraint of trade 'was an illegal conspiracy, and 
that an agreement to persuade men to leave their work 
w~ (.). combin~tion jn restr<J,int, ~trade. 01) the qther 

... l 
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;\.~hand, Trade Uni~~ s~~.h ~t;re J}O~ ):e.cQg!lis_ed by the 
law ; tliey coulil not sue or be su~d in court. This might 
nieanmat tney would have no remedy against an official 
who embezzled their funds. To guard against this danger 
they had registered themselves as Friendly Societies. But 
in i861, when an 2fficial of one of the Unions was prose
cuTed for embezzlement, it was laid down in the Court 
of QueeJ?.:S Bench that ti:e Fri_endly Societies Act did not 
apply to Trade Unions. 

Thus, in more ways than one, the law of the land, as it 
stood, was hostile to the useful lines of development which 
TJ:,a,de Union sta}:esp1ap.ship was pursuing. The law of the 
land could only be altered by Parliament; and Parliament 
was controlled by the middle class, which had been brought 
by the strikes and the Sheffield outrages into an attitude 
of distrust towards Trade Unionism. Evidently further 
progress could only be made if politicit1-power clianged 
hands: · -And ·-therefore the Unions were drawn on to 
aoandon that attitude of aloofness from politics which 

. they had adopted since the decline of Chartism. They 
i lthrew themseh~es into the advocacy of Parliamentary 
' tR.efori:n; ·'dnd their weight contributed in no small degree 

totne aiioption of the Reform Act of x867y(~ • 
Thus, in this peri,QQ_Qi.pQli_tj~..ll-l..calm,.agteat ~cial change 

was alrea¢-y maturil}g_; and it was becoming evident that 
in -the next period· living issues of a new kind would be 
raised. 

/ § 4· !he Fenia"! Movement. 

It was not only in the industrial sphere that new problems 
were shaping themselves during the placid Palmerstonian 
regime. Th~_~tem_g1_1Jis.h_qpe.stion also w.as beginning to 
assume a new form. 

No attempt had been made, since the tragedy of the 
great famine, to investigate the causes of Irish misery, or 
to find a remedy. But since that dreadful event hundreds 
of thousands of Irishmen had emigrated to America, where 
many of them had won success. Nearly all of these 
emigrants carried with them a hatred of Britain: and it 
was among these exiles that a new and horrible method of 
directing attention to the woes of Ireland was wrought 

\out. In r8j~ J~_mes O'M.ahony founded in New York the 
j Ft;"!li.al1 13~otherhood ; ":· a?-d 1 ames Stephens was appointed 
ito organise a conspiracy m Ireland, which was to be financed 
frorn .1\.rnerica. F'E9.!!1Jl.J§.t.tQJ~ .. ID.!;>.Y~m~J:l!. wfl;s, Irish~ 
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American; ~~t _ ~?~_scarcelL a~~.-~~1?.-R?It __ ;frp~ll Jh.~,.J):i$ _ 
~"and"lione..,.a~~"'frofll. tlie~~ tb.e con
spirators wer~yaf workenro!hng supporters between 
r863 and r865. But it was after r865, when men became 
available who had been trained to arms on both sides in 
the American Civil War, that the campaign became serious. 
The Irish Goveniment, warned by an informer, was able 
to prevent the conspiracy from assuming formidable dimen
sions by arresting inany of the leaders, who were sentenced 

- to long terms of irriprisonmenf. But the danger was not 
at an end. Stores of pikes and cartridges were discovered; 
Habeas Corpus had to be hurri~dly suspended in r866; 
and during r867 there were scattered outbreaks by bands 
of Irish-Americans in Ker;ry, Dublin, Drogheda, Limerick, 
and Cork. On the whole, ·however, tfi:e attempt to raise 
a rebellion in Ireland was a failure; the peasantry would 
not move. 

But the Fenians did not limit their ·activities to Ireland. 
In r866, rzoo Irish-Americans made a sudden raid into 
Canada, across the river Niagara. The invaders were re
pelled by Canadian volunteers. The American Govern
ment tardily repudiated the disturbers of the peace whom 
it ou~ht to have prevented; but refused to contemplate 
the payment of compensation, or to admit that there 
was any analogy between the Fenian invasion and the 
Alabama case. Finally, in J aimary r867, the Fenians 
resolved to 'carry the war into England.' In February 
some soo of. t~em assembled in Chester, intending to 
attack the Castle; but Government was forewarned, and 
the attempt came to nothing. In September two suspected 
burglars, arrested in Manchester, were discovered to be 

- Fenians, and sent to the city gaol ; but on the way, in the 
public street, the prison van w~s attacked by a band of men 
armed with revolvers, and when the sergeant in charge of 
the prisoners refused to give up the key, he was murdered by 
a shot through the key-hole. Twenty-six of the gang, how
ever, were captured, with the aiel of the crowd, and three of 
them were hanged. They are known as :the ' Manchester 
Martyrs.' Finally, in December of the same year, two 
Fenians tried to~blow up Clerkenwell GaoL The explosion 
killed twelve and injured about roo inhabitants of a poor 
street beside the gaol, but had no other effect. 

These cowardly and abominable outrages formed a poor 
mode of serving any cause, and they aroused in Britain a 
just indignation. Yet they served a purpose which more 
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legitimate methods might have failed to serve. They made 
men think again, and more seriously, of the neglected prob
lem of Ireland, and of the shame which it brought upon the _ 
name of Britain. In especia1_ the eroblem ~~ !r~la~d took f.. 
possession of the mind of Gladstone, whTc'fiif was to dominate 
for the remainder of his life. 

;·§ 5· ~a:_li_a:1}.~11,tC::y._Rej~rm_ : __ tl~e Act oj r86z. 

Thus in several ways it was becoming apparent that the 
placidity of the Palmerstonian age would not last much 
longer. · Tlie death of thtt o1d statesman (r.865) would in any 

i caseirave been followed by a new period of political activity. 
! But this activity was rendered far greater, and given a new 

direction, by the fact that it began with a measure of parlia-
. mentary reform so considerable that it may fairly be de
scribed as marking the beginning of democracy in Britain. 

There is a marked contrast between the events which led 
up to the first Reform Act, and those which led up to the 
second. The old ruling class had resisted to the last before 
it accepted the Act of r832 ; and the agitation for reform 
(which started in 1769) had been going on for sixty-three 
years before it won success. But the middle class, ~hich 
was enthroned in r832, was far less obstinate. Its tenure 
of power had lasted only thirty-five years when the franchise 
was thrown open to the artisans of the towns; and the con
cession almost bore the aspect of a voluntary abdication. 
Though there was no violent demand for political change, 

1 poth political parties vied in hastening it, and the House of 
·'-(Lords itself offered no opposition. Assuredly the middle 

class showed no jealousy of power. 
. Throughout this period, indeed, there was a succession of 
Reform Bills in which nobody took much interest, but which 
showed the existence of a feeling that the ~xstem of r832 
could not be permanent. Lord John Russel[, -tne author 
of1lrn 183z *ct-am:l the puresT of"Wh!gs, introduced mild 
and tepid bills in r852 and r854; the first was killed by the 
fall of his ministry, the 11eeMtd ey-the outbreak of the Crimean 
War. John Bright did his best, after the war, to rouse the 
working' class€s~-'[n.'Ctic:rconvince them that they were being 
wronge<roy their exclusion from political power. But even 
his moving eloquence could not arouse any strong feeling. 
In r859 Disraeli, the Conservative leader, tried his hand, pro
audng a complex set of p?oposals which led to the defeat 
of the Gover!lment on an amendment to enlarge the scope 
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leadership of the new electorate,. Ir. its first form tht 
proposed to confer- the fra1tch1se on all householde 
towns if they paid their own rates, and on all occupi 
the cou.'1try who were rated at £rs ; but to pacify the 
servatives, educational and property qualifications we 
added, and allo~d to confer upon their holders a secor 
vote. But the Liberal opposition, led by Gladstone, swe1 

" away these qualifications, conferred the vote on lodgers, ar 
1 lowered the county franchise ; and' the bill emerged fro 

:the disc;:ussions a far·more democratic measure than any th 
ha:d earlier been introduced. Many Conservatives we 
\ndignant that such a measure should have been passed 1 
their party;" Lo_:r:_Q,_ Cranborne {later Lord Salisbury) d 
nounced·it as a.' political betrayal which has no parall 
in our annals ' ; and I.ord ·nerby himself described it 

~ ' a leap i:n the dark.' · ~ · 
/" In ffii! strange way Brit<7i~ entered upon her career as 

'democracy; and the defimtwn of the new electorate w 
as much the work of the Liberals as of the Conservativ{ 
Both of the leaders who now faced one another as riv2 
in the House of Commons accepted the new order of thin 
without dismay. For Gladstone ... had becQ:tne a whol 
hearted Liberal; while bisraeli, who was never a Liben 
but abeTiever In Race, naa arways disliked middle-cia 
rule ; had said as long since as L&4fi-tha t he would prefeL 

t.'/rely upon 'the i_!lvi~qratiug_ ~nergj_~ ...... Q.LruLe..du~d a1 
enfr.9J.lS:lUsf_d_ P~<?-gle ' ; and now looked forward wi 
~ohfidence-lo the scheme of 1:9t¥:-~-xn~cr~,cy which he h: 
mvented-of a democracy, that IS, WniCll, 'be hoped, WOU 

......,. loyally accept the leadership of a traditional ruling cla~ 
- It was indeed a new_e~a,_ of more imagination and gr~><>t 

courage. upon which the British people were now entenlill 

"£Low and Sa~ders,-Pailic~l iii;t;ry;.. ~/£~ita~d- ;8)j-I9D' 
Walpole, History of Twenty-five Years (r856-I87o); Paul, Histo1·y 
Modern England; M'Carthy, History of our own Times; Buxtc 
Finance and Politics ; Morley, Life of Gladstone ; Life of Cobde< 
Monypenny and Buckle, Life of Disraeli ; Trevelyan, Life of Brig!. 
Letters of Queen Victoria; Holyoake, History of the Rochdale Pioneet 
Fay, Co-operation; Hutchins and Harrison, History of Facto 
Legislation; Webb, History of Trade Unionism.] 



CHAPTER IV 

THE ADOLESCENCE OF THE DAUGHTER-NATIONS 

. (:A.'!;>' r~so-r88o) 
!'(' . .,.. ,_, 

I§ I. British Colonial Poti~y in the Palmerstonia'fJ, .Era. 

JN the greater British colonies, as in the mother-country, a 
quiet period of consolidation and of expanding prosperity, 
devoid of exciting incidents, followed upon the active 
reconstructive work of the decade.s after r83o. But, quiet 
as it was, this was a time of very great importance in all 
the great colonies. They were reaching the stage ·of 
'Jjtlaturity, and; without losing their attachment to the 
Commonwealth, were learning to value their independent 
statehood, and beginning to think of themselves as nations. 

What especially stimulated this development was that, 
having· now acquired self-governing powers, they were in 
an extraordinary degree left to themselves. The group of 
enthusiastic colonial reformers, 1 who had done so much to 
fix the character of the new colonial policy during the 
previous era, had either died or ceased to exercise much 
influence; and with them disappeared, for a time, their 
zeal for the ideal of an intimate partnershiP. of free peoples. 
The belief that soon or late, and better soon than late, the 
colonies ~ust become independent States, was accepted by 
the sta.t~smanship of this generation almost as an axiom. 
It V1.hev11eld not by Cobden or by Gladstone only, but by 
Palm~~·,-;on and (unt~l the later years of. tJ:te period) by 
Disraeli. Lord Blachford, who was Permanent Under
Secretary of the Colonial Office from r86o .to r87r, has 
expressed this view with great frankness. ' I had always 
believed,' he writes, ' that the destiny of our colonies .is 
independence; and that in this point of view the function 
of. the Colonial Office is to secure that our 'connexion, 
while it lasts, shall be as profitable to both parties, and 
our ~eparation, when it comes, as amicable, as poss.ible.' 

The prevalence of this view had drawbacks, bih it also 
had advantages. It avoided all friction in the settlement 
of the colonies' claim to fiscal independence. Lord.-Gley 

1 Above, Bk. IX. chap. x. p. 42r-4. I 
VOL. II. ~ K' 
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had striven to establish complete Free Trade within the, 
Empire, but the colonies had regarded this policy as a. 
restriction of. their liberty. Lord Grey's successors raised' 
no objection when Canada set up a tariff against Britain. 
in 1859, or when some of the Australian colonies began 
to follow the same course. Again, the view was accepted 
that the colonies must provide for their own defence. In. 
r862 Parliament decided that all regular troops stationed~ 
in the colonies (there had been as many as so,ooo in r859): 
should be gradually withdrawn, an·d the process was: 
practically completed in 1873 ; while in r865 an Act was 
passed empowering the colonies to organise naval forces 
for their own defence. Officers were sent out to Canada 
in r868 and to Australia in 1875 to aid these colonies in 
organising their defensive system. But no attempt was 
made to discuss the general problem of imperial defence, 
because this problem was never considered as a whole b~:· 
a generation which took it for granted that the impericil; 
tie must in course of time be dissolved. 

But it was only for a short time, and mainly in the 
'sixties, that these doctrines wielded an unchallenged ascend
ancy in British politics. As early as r866 Charles Dilke, 
intellectual heir of the Radical Imperialists of the wevious 
generation, published a book under the challenging title 1 

of Greater Britain, which ran through several editions ; 
while in the 'seventies another Radical, W. E. Forster, 
began the public advocacy of Imperial Federation. Disraeli, 
also, who in r852 had spoken of the colonies as ' millstones 
round our necks,' was in 1872 denouncing his opponents 
for having striven 'by continuous, subtle and energetic 
efforts ... to effect the disintegration of the British 
Empire,' and was asserting that 'self-government ought. 
to have been conceded as part of a great policy of imperial 
consolidation.' Neither the indifference of the 'sixties, nor 
the revived interest of the 'seventies in the ideal of a common-1 
wealth of free peoples, was the monopoly of any politica 
party. Each was the outcome of the reignjng temper o 
the time; and perhaps each represented a necessary stagt 
in the development of the Commonwealth. But in thi~ 
period, more than in any other, the history of the variow 
colonies is disparate and disconnected. 

§ z. Th,e Growth and Federation of Canada. 
Canada had 'been stagnant and unprogressive until she 

received the boon of responsible self-government; bu 
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"rom that moment her progress was swift. Her population 
grew from a million and a half in r84o to more than three 

_ millions and a half in r87r. She . was showing a feverish 
rme.rgy in the construction of roa_ds, canals, and railways 
wHhewith to weld together her widely scattered settle
ments. As late as r85r she had only 66 miles of ro:ilway : 
.'Jy r867 she had more than zooo miles, and after the 
federation which was achieved in that year P.rogress w~ 
>till more rapid. New centres of p\)pulation w~le'beginning 
to spring up in the West.l -The great central plain, indeed;: 
was practically closed to settlemen\ by the Hudson' Bay' 
Company, and the only plantation \n this vast area was 
the little Scottish colony which had been founded on the 

)

Red River (Manitoba) by Lord Selkirk in r8II. But ' 
beyond the Rocky Mountains colonisation had begun. The 
Hudson Bay Company had a small station on Vancouver 
!~land, which obtained a representative assembly in r856; 
next year (r857) gold was discovered on the Fraser Ri~r. 
on the' mainland of British Columbia; and this led to the 
organisation ot a new colony in r858, which was in r866 
united with Vancouver. . 

But there were certain aspects of the condition of the 
Canadi:tn colonies in the 'sixties which caused' a good deal 
'of perturbation to their leaders. They were falling into 
economic dependence upon the United States. The links 
of trade did not bind the colonies to one another, they 

.• bound each group separately to its nearest American 
=-·:.neighbours. The main trade-routes ran north and south, 

not east and west. And this dependence _was' increased 
when in -r854 a ·reciprocity treaty with America was 
negotiated, and when in r85g a tariff against British goods 
was imposed. It was this trade dependence which .made. 
many people believe that the absorption of Canada in the · 
United States was ultimately inevitable ; and in the' 'sixties 
there were many Americans who were inclined to take 
even violent means to hasten this process. But nine out 
of ten ·<;::anadians disliked the idea of absorption in the 

. United States. The tradition of th.e United Empire 
Lqyalists of.r782 was still alive, and r8rz wa.S unforgotten. 
Canada's aim, though it was not yet very clearly formulated,. 
was the status of a free nation·. within the British Common
wealth. But if the Canadian colonies were to be made 
strong enough to resist the powhfD;J attraction of their 
great neighbour, they must combihe·-their resources. The 

1 See the map, Atlas, Plate 57· 
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idea of federation had long been entertained. It had been 
advocated by Lord Durham in 1839. It was adopted as a 
definite policy by the Canadian Conservative party in 1858; 
and within ten years it was a realised fact. 

This rapid achievement was due to the fact that a political 
deadlock had arisen, for which federation seemed the only 
solution. The Act of 1840, which united Quebec and On
tario, had produced admirable results in forcing the French 
and the English to work together. But it rested upon an 
equipoise between the British and the French provinces, 
which had an equal number of representatives. The inrush 
of new immigrants, however, threatened to disturb this 
balance. Most of them went to the British settlements in 
Ontario, which not unreasonably demanded that their in
creased population should be reflected in an increased repre
sentation; and the French feared that this would involve 
a re-establishment of British racial ascendancy. To 
separate the provinces, and to federate them, seemed to 
be the only fair mode of dealing with this difficulty. More
over the two political parties were so nearly balanced that 
ministries changed constantly; and in their rivalry they 
were tempted to appeal to the racial feeling of the two 
provinces, the Liberals being strongest in Ontario, the 
Conservatives in Quebec. 

Happily the rival party leaders were wise enough to see 
that a scheme of federation might at once provide them 
with a way out of these difficulties, and at the same time 
strengthen Canada against the United States. In r864 a 
conference was held which included representatives from 
both parties and both races in Canada proper, and from all 
the maritime colonies. They succeeded in arriving at a 
complex agreement in seventy-two clauses, in the framing 
of which the leading part was played by the supple mind 
of Mr. (afterwards Sir) John Macdonald, the Conservative 
leader. The scheme was submitted to and adopted by the 
various Parliaments, though not without violent opposition, 
especially in Nova Scotia. Then a final conference was held 
in London; and in r867 the British North America Act was 
passed through the British Parliament without alteration. 
Canada had become a nation. 

The Canadian scheme of federation-the first of a series 
which have marked stages in the development of the British 
Commonwealth-w~s m~rked by twQ.~Q,2t.~tan4ins f~at:ures. 
T.he . .fi.J;st. was that It deliberately avoided' the model of the 
United States. Taught by the Civil War, Canadian states-
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manship determined.rwt.to allow the component States to 
claim too high a degree_of)nd,epe:ndence. Hence, while in 
~he United States· the central Government was only allowed 
certain defined powers, alLresiduaL powers.,remainiilg"'"w~th 
the-individual States, in Canada,the.centra:lwGovernment 
reserved all powers that wen:~ not specifically allotted,_toJl:le 
subordinate. bodies.; and, to."underline the distinction, the 
component members of ,the federation were.desaribed ... not 
as .;:.state?.' ... ,qlJt •. ~"'~"gr:~:\.i!l(':l':? .' T~~ ... §~~Q,..,.q!~<;;.ti:ve 
f~!,pre of the Canadian system was that it avoided the 
American plan of drawing a sharp distinction between the 
spheres, of the executive and the legislature, and., ~o!Jg,~ed 
t~e)3rjti~h".Rl~D,..,\?(tnaking,J!J:<;,exec·utiye1direotly.dependent 
upon th~_Jeg!slature. This method (which was later fol
lowed by Australia and South Africa) has made it easy for 
the great members of the British Commonwealth to work 
in harmony; for all can be represente~ by Prime Ministers 
who speak for majorities in their respective Parliaments. 

Tb-.12 .. Act .. o.Lr867 . .was ,the ,c:l;l,Cl,J,t~,~;..2L.S:..<1:1l,<t.dtil:!},}la ~~q:q.ppod. 
But much had. to be done before this great Dominion 
was' effectively wrought into a single State. Some' of the 
colonies were slow to 'join : 1\fq.:nitg.ba. :W\l~ .. ~9,Ig(:l;t:\jJ>,t;,Et,2-~.,a 
P.IPYi~e in r87o, British .C';o!wnbia came inin r8n,J>.rtnce 
~dward .• I:;;J<:~.n<t not- untiL 187-3; 'and Newfoundland-. .-has 
n~e:r.,,jo.in.t:<d.):l-t.JLJ\ ...•.• In Nova Scotia there was a reaction 
against federation, so strong that for some years a majority 
of the Nova Scotian representatives were pledged to work 
for a repeal of the Act. ·n was only the steady progress of 

· .. the Dominion in other ways that overcame this reluctance ..... 
lrt r86g a great step forward was made when, with the 

aid of the British Government, the Hudson Bay Company 
was bought out, and, while retaining its trading rights, ceded ·. 

·to the Dominion Government the vast and almost un-. 
peopled area which it had controlled. But there was some 
trouble ere the Government's auth.ority was fully estab
lished. A French half-breed, Louis Riel, organised a re
bellion among the lawless and adventurous half-breed 
trappers who had settl,ed alongside of the Scots on the Red 
River. Riel's aim seems to have been the establishment 

" of, a French Catholic State ; but he was backed by a body 
of American conspiratorS I who wanted to seize this fertile 
territory for the United' States. He held his own against · 

· the officers sent from Ottawa to administer the territory; 
arid"·the rebellion did not collapse until a British force was 
sentto deal with it under Colonel( afterwards Lord) Wolseley 
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in the spring of r87o. Then the Province of Manitoba was 
constituted; and the settlement of the Great West began. 

The maintenance of order and justice in this vast wilder
ness was no easy task for a young Government; and it was 
made more difficult by the fact that bands of Red Indians 
were fleeing over the frontier from the United States to 
claim the protection of the British flag. Yet the task was 
admirably performed, and the Canadian West never suffered 
from anything like the savage Indian wars and the sordid 
lawlessness which long disfigured the American West. The 
reasons for this were two. One was that ever since 1763 1 

a sound tradition of fair dealing with the Indians had been 
enforced bv the home Government; and this tradition was 
maintained by the Dominion Government. The second 
cause of success was the magnificent work of the North-West 
Mounted Police, a small and finely-disciplined force, which 
was created in 1874· Largely recruited from among the 
adventurous youth of the mother-country, the ' Riders of 
the Plains' won for themselves an all but stainless reputa
tion for daring, energy, and resourcefulness in the enforce
ment of justice. 

But before the scattered colonies could be welded into a 
single State, they had to be bound together by ei{ective 
communications; and it was no easy or profitable task to 
drive railway lines through the wooded wilderness that 
separated the maritime provinces from central Canada, or 
across the immense western plains. The work could not 
be left to private enterprise ; the resources of the State had 
to be employed. As soon as the federation was established, 
a railway from the maritime provinces to Quebec and Mon
treal was undertaken. The main link in this line (which was 
known as the Intercolonial Railway) was completed in 1876. 
Still more important was the task of linking the central 
provinces with the Pacific coast. British Columbia came 
into the Dominion in r87r on a definite promise that a 
Pacific railway should be constructed, and plans for such a 
railway were promptly set on foot by Sir John Macdonald. 
A company, which was to be backed by support from 
Government, was organised; but the project was wrecked 
by the discovery that Macdonald had been receiving large 
~mms from the company for electioneering purposes. This 
$Candal postponed the great undertaking for ten years, and 
it was not until r88r that it was seriously begun. Thus the 
task of welding half a continent into a single State, though 

' Above, Bk. vn. chap. xi. p. 135. 
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it-had been well begun, .wa_~_still.far from bei!lg.completed: 
the·real establishment of Canadian nationhood-remained to 
be.achieved in the,next~period. 

§ 3· A Hstralia: the Gold-Finds and their ConseqHences. 

Australia was a full stage of development behind Canada, 
and she had not yet reached the stage at which unification 
could be attempted. Indeed, it was only in this period 
that the tale of her separate colonies was completed: 
Victoria was separated from New South Wales in r852, and 
Queensland not until r859. Stlll almost an empty land, 
Australia's greatest need was a rapid increase of popula
tion. But the Wakefield system, whereby so large an 
immigration had been brought about during the 'forties, 

. was abandoned after the establishment of responsible 
government, and none of the colonies save Queensland 
had any scheme of assisted emigration. With America 
and Canada so much more easily accessible, it might have 
been expected that, in the absence of all special induce
ments, Australia would have attracted little of the stream 
of emigration from the motherland. This expectation was 
largel:v realised in Tasmania, South Australia, and Western 
Australia.· It would have been realised also in. Victoria 
and New·South Wales but for the discovery, in r85r and 
the following years, of rich deposits of gold, which brought 
an extraordinary inrush of adventurers. · 

The first fii;Ld was in New South Wales, but far richer 
discoveries soon followed in. Victoria; and towards these 
gold-fields a rush of diggers poured in, first from the towns 
and the neighbouring settlements, and then from Britain. 
The population increased by leaps and bounds. That of • 
Victoria rose from 77,ooo in r8sr to 237,ooo in 1854, 538,ooo 
in r86o, and 72o,ooo in r87o ; while New South Wales 
rose from r8J,OOO in 1851 to 348,ooo in r86o. In 'r867 a 
less valuable gold-field was opened in Queensland, and the 
population, which had stood at 2o,ooo in r859, rose to 
125,6oo in r87r. . . 't 

It was an unruly and turbulent population which was 
thus suddenly drawn into the gold-bearing colonies. In 
r854 there was even a little rebellion among the diggers of 
Victoria, in protest against the enforcemel).t of a charge 
for license to dig; and the atmosphe:r;_e of lawlessness pro
duced an outburst of 'bushranging,' 11;whi~J.:. raged in both 

~Victoria and New South Wales as lat'e as r86o. At first, 
•,, 
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also, there was a serious dislocation of agriculture and 
industry in all the colonies, thousands of settlers deserting 
their occupations in the hope of becoming rapidly rich. 
But the early confusion soon came to an end. By r86o the 
lawless diggers had been for the most part displaced by 
organised mining oompanies, which put the industry upon 
a more stable footing. And even before this happened, it 
became apparent that the gold-rush had given a healthy 
stimulus to both agriculture and manufacture. For the 
mining population had to be fed and clothed; and the 
demand thus created stimulated agriculture not only in 
New South Wales and Victoria, buL also in South Australia. 
Agriculture increa.c.ed so steadily that it began to press 
upon the lands hitherto devoted to sheep-runs, and occupied 
by 'squatters' who paid only a modest quit-rent; and the 
difficult land-problem of Australia-the problem of opening 
suitable lands for arable farming without disturbing the 
wool trade and doing injustice to the 'squatter '-began 
to be acute. 

The rapid growth of population also made it necessary 
to open up the country by means of roads and railways. 
As in Canada, private enterprise, unaided, could not 
successfully cope with the task of opening up almost.virgin 
lands. The early private companies nearly all failed; and, 
almost from the outset, the Australian colonies were driven 
to embark upon State undertakings on a very large scale. 
For this purpose loans were raised in a somewhat reckless 
way. Before r85o none of the Australian colonies had 
any public debt; by r88o the five leading colonies had 
built up public debts to an aggregate of more than 
£6s,ooo,ooo, almost wholly for railways and other publiC 
works. A good deal of this expenditure was wastefully 
administered, and much of it could not bring in an early 
return; and the result was that there were at intervals 
serious financial crises. Thus in r866 Queensland was on 
the verge of State-bankruptcy: she could not pay her 
railway contractors, and bands of wageless navvies were 
marching on Brisbane, vowing to hang all the ministers and 
loot the town. But despite these troubles, all the Australian 
colonies save Western Australia had made very great ad
vances, and were on a fair road to prosperity, by r88o. 

Meanwhile the heroic age of Australian exploration, which 
extended from r857 to 1874, had mapped out the whole 
continent; 1 even thf' terrors of the great central desert 

1 See the map, Atlas, Plate O'), where the main routes are shown. 
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were faced and overcome. We cannot pause to describe 
this work in detail ; but no record of the achievement of 
the British peoples should omit mention of the heroic and 
tragic expedition of Burke and Wills across the central 
desert from south to north (r86o-r), or of Stuart's successful 
accomplishment of this journey in r86z, or of the bold 
journeys of Forrest and of Giles, in the 'seventies, by several 
routes across the torrid wastes of Western Australia. 

During this period of development the institutions of 
self-government, set up in r855, were receiving their trial. 
At :lirst they did not work very well; and the British 
statesman Robert Lowe, who had spent many years in 
Australia, used its constitutional squabbles; in the discus
sions on the Reform Bills of r866 and r867, as a terrible 
illustration of the dangers of democracy. Ministries were 
everywhere unstable and little respected. There was 
incessant conflict between the. two houses of the legislature$, 
during which the lower houses were sometimes tempted to 
override violently the powers of the upper houses; and the 
Governors, sent out from Britain, had to use infinite tact 
in dealing with these situations. The Australian settle
ments were, in truth, naturally marked out for complete 
democ:iacy, being quite free from sharp social distinctions; 
and as a result of these conflicts they developed during this 
period into the most democratic communities in the world. 
Everywhere the widest franchise was adopted : everywhere 
the second chamber- was reduced to ceimparative insignifi
cance ; and all the colonies save backward Western Australia 
had made themselves ready, by r88o, for those bold and 
far-reaching experiments in State Socialism which were to 
attract the attention of the world in the next period. 

§ 4· New Zealand: Maori Wars and Political Unification. 

Of New Zealand the same story has to be told as of 
Canada and Australia; a story of growing strength and 
unity. When responsible government was established in 
r856 the white population was considerably under 6o,ooo ; 
by r878 it had reached about 35o,ooo. In r856 the popula
tion was so scattered tliat six self-governing provinces 
were established, three in the North Island, and three in 
the South Island, with a central federal legislature which 
met at Auckland; and the provincial bodies were far 
stronger than the federal body, becaus.e the links between 
the provinces were exceedingly slight; ·By r876 the . 
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provinces had been so much more closely welded together 
that the continued existence of the provincial legislatures 
was felt to be superfluous; and in 1876 they were abolished, 
and New Zealand became a single unitary State, with its 
capital at Wellington, the most central point for the two 
islands. The process of unification had thus been carried 
much further than in Australia; further even than in 
Canada. 

But it is significant that the bulk of the new population 
in this period went, not to the North Island, where the 
process of settlement had begun, but to the South Island: 
in 1856 the North Island had three-fifths of the total white 
population ; in 1874 it had little more than one-third. 
The reason for this was that the North Island was the land 
of the Maoris, and for more than ten dreary years, r86o-I8JI, 
there was almost incessant war between the Maoris and the 
settlers .I 

The trouble was caused, in the main, by disputes about 
land-sales ; the complex and vexatious land-tenures of the 
Maoris were too readily disregarded. But the Maoris' love 
of fighting contributed to prolong the str11ggle. To guard 
themselves against the gradual process of expropriation, a 
number of Maori clans in the central part of the.North 
Island formed themselves into a loose confederacy under 
an elected king, and took up arms against the encroaching 
settlers ; and for ten years the central region of the North 
Island was the scene of incessant fighting. In the rough 
and wooded country where they were at home, the Maoris 
held out with great gallantry, often against overwhelming 
odds, offering a splendid defence in their stockaded forts 
against considerable bodies of regular troops as well as 
large forces of colonial volunteers. During the greater part 
of this long Iliad they showed as much chivalry as gallantry, 
risking their lives, for example, to bring water to their 
prisoners; and it was only in the later and more desperate 
phases of the struggle that some of them dropped their 
Christianity and revived old superstitions and ferocities. 
But the war was not a bloody one on either side : in ten· 
years the l.\1aoris' loss in battle was only estimated at a 
total of 3000-less than they lost by an epidemic of measles 
in a single year. In the end they were driven to peace 
by sheer weariness. But they had fought long enough and 
well enough to win the respect of their adversaries. The 
colonists themselves agreed that four Maori representatives 

1 See tbe map, Atlas, Plate 65. 
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should sit in the colonial assembly. And a wise and tactful 
land-minister, Sir Donald McLean, overcame the root diffi
culty by arranging terms for the sale of lands which at once 
salved the pride of the chiefs and secured that the Maori 
should keep possession of a sufficient amount of land. 

The long and dragging Maori war e:hecked the progress of 
the North Island, except its northern extremity, which was 
undisturbed. But it interfered very little with the advance 
of the South Island. For gold was discovered on the west 
coast in 1856 and r864, and in the highlands of Otago, 
round Lake Wakatipu, in r86r-2; while coal also was found 
in th:e hilly south. Dunedin became a" great exporting 
centre; the rich provin<;e of Canterbury developed its 
agriculture to feed the new mining population; and roads 
and (later) railways began to be built to supply these de
mands. In the North Island also both gold and coal were 
found. Once the Maori wars were ended, development 
became rapid. There were only seven miles of railway in 
New Zealand in r87o; there were twelve hundred miles in 
r88o. As in Australia, railway development was only 
possible under State control; and it was financed, as in 
Australia, by very large loans. This' policy o{lavish capital 
expen~iture was begun by Sir Julius Vogel between r86g 
and r876. It brought great immediate prosperity, and a 
large increase of immigration; and though it was followed 
by a long period of depression in the years after r878, it 
launched New Zealand, like Australia, upon a series of 
bold experiments in social legislation in advance of what 
l;lad been attempted elsewhere in the world. 

But in r878, at the close of the period with which we are 
now concerned, these experiments, though foreshadowed, 
had scarcely yet begun ; the main results of the period were 
that the infant.colony of r856 had attained political unity 
and a large degree of prosperity, had overcome its troubles 
with the Maoris, and had reached the stage of adolescence. 

§ 5· Sottth Africa: Twenty Years of 'Laisscr Aller' mtd 
its Effects. 

,··,,_· 

Even in vexed South Africa these were years of quiescence 
and prosperity; an interval of calm between two periods of 
trouble. Since the conventions of r8sz· and r854, 1 the two 
Dutch republics had been left to go their own way. De
spairing of finding a· solution of the complex problems 

1 See above, Bk. IX. chap. x. p. 432. 



presented by the differences between Dutch and British, 
and bv the rival claims of blacks and whites, the British 
Goverilment had done its best to wash its hands of the whole 
business ; and Lord Grey had gone so far as . to say that 
Britain had no interest in South Africa beyond the main
tenance of a naval station in Table Bay. For a time this 
policy of laisser aller seemed to be successful. It gave to 
South Africa an interval of rest from controversy, during 
which the four States-Cape Colony, Natal, the Orange 
Free State and the Transvaal-seemed to have a distinct 
and separate development. But even during this interval 
events in all four were converging, and forces were at work 
which were to bring about a new period of trouble. South 
Africa could not be divided into water-tight compartments; 
what affected the interests of one settlement affected the 
interests of all. 
, In Cape Colony the period was one of real advance and 

prosperity. The white population grew from 76,ooo in 
1849 to 237,000 in 1875. The most amicable relations 
existed between Dutch and British. There was, indeed, 
a new Kaffir war in 1850-53, but on the whole the frontier 
was kept in order by an efficient frontier police; while the 
native population within the colony was learning io live 
peaceably under the ordinary machinery of law, and the 
missionaries were carrying on among them an admirable 
system of training. Above all, this period saw the estab
lishment, at last, of representative government in Cape 
Colony ; a legislature of the familiar pattern being instituted 
by an Act of the British Parliament in 1853. The most 
striking feature of the system was that it gave equal political 
rights to blacks and whites, under a moderate property 
qualification. Few blacks, it is true, actually exercised the 
franchise; but the contrast between this system and that of 
the two Dutch republics, where every coloured man was 
excluded from civil rights, was significant. The new system 
worked reasonably well, though there was a good deal of 
friction between r862 and 1872. In the latter year full 
responsible government was established. Thus Cape Colony 
took its place beside Canada, the Australian colonies, and 
New Zealand, in the fellowship of free States. 

As in Canada, partnership in self-government eased racial 
friction ; and the experience that this was so led to the sug
gestion that a federal system should be established for the four 
South African States. The project was put forward in r858 
by S:r George Grey, who had been sent to vexed South Africa 
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after his successful work in South Australia and New Zea
land. If it could have been carried out, South Africa would 
have been saved from an infinity of future trouble. And 
in 1858 the prospects of success seemed rosy. Natal would 
have raised no objection; the Orange Free State was vdlling
to join; even th~ Transvaal was conscious of its own weak
ness. One great advantage of a federal scheme would have 
been that it w()uld have ensured a uniform policy towards 
the independent native tribes. But the home Govern
ment, loth to assume new responsibilities in relation to the 
Boer republics, refused its assent; and the favourable 
moment passed: The idea of federation did not die, but 
it became more difficult of achievement as time passed. 

While Cape Colony had at last attained full self-govern
ment, the younger colony of Natal remained throughdut 
this period-and, indeed, until 1893-under a Crown Colony 
system, with a Lieutenant-Governor and a small Council 
partly nominated and partly elected (1856). The reason for 

· this slow development was that the white s~ttlers were very 
few (less than 8ooo out of a total population of 172,000 in 
r85z), and were mainly concentrated in two towns; while 
the bulk of the population consisted of Bantu tribes which, 
insteoo of being brought (like the natives at the Cape) under 
the ordinary machinery of the law' were left under the rule 
of their own chiefs in large native reservations. This system 
was cheap and easily managed. But it had its. dangers, 
which were illustrated in 1873-4, when one of the chiefs broke 
into revolt on being called to account for smuggling arms. 
He had been in communication with other tribes; and the' 

+episode formed a warning 'of the ever present danger\ of 
native risings. 

This danger was especially great in Natal, because its 
territory bordered on the land of the formidable Zulus, 1 

whose power was being reorganised during these years by 
the able chief Cetywayo. During his father's life-time 
Cetywayo had built up again (1856-;z} the old military 
system of Chaka, which the Boers had broken ; 2 and when . 
he became king in 1872; there was real ground for fearing 
that he might become' an active danger. His warlike pre
parations must be meant for some u,t; and his only 
possible foes were his neighbours,· Natal on the one side, 
and the Transvaal on the' ·other. The situation in the 
Transvaal, as we shall see, invited his attack But whether 

1 See the map, Atlas,.Pia,te 6j. (e). 
3 See above, Bk. IX. chap. c. p. 430. 
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he turned his strength against the Boers or the British 
colony, a Zulu war was certain to raise far-reaching disturb
ances. To the Lieutenant-Governor of Natal, who had 
charge of relations with the Zulus, the policy of the Trans
vaal Boers was a matter of constant anxiety. Nothing 
showed, more clearly than the Zulu problem, the difficulty 
of treating South Africa as if it were divided into water
tight compartments ; and it was partly because of the Zuln 
danger, and the possibility of its being stirred up by the 
Transvaal, that the Government of Natal was less hostile to 
a scheme of federation than the Government of any of the 
other South African St.ates. 

A similar danger was apparent in the Orange Free State, 
which suffered from serious disorganisation during the ten 
years following the independence that had been forced upon 
jt in 1854. South-east of the Free State, between it and 
Natal, lay the lands of the warlike Basutos. It was the 
desire for protection against the Basutos which had made 
many of the Free State Boers reluctant to accept the 
gift of independence in r854; and the legitimacy of their 
fears was shown by the fact that in the years following 
r85~ they had to face four successive wars with the Basutos. 
They had the worst of it in the first two of these•wars, 
thanks to their own disorganisation; and it was this which 
made them ready for federation. 

In r864, however, an able President, J. H. Brand, took 
contr:::l of affairs in the Free State. Under his competent 
rule the Free State settled down to the enjoyment of quiet 
prosperity, and became the model of a peaceful farmer
State. But before this was possible, Brand had to undertake 
the fourth and last of the Basu to wars. He was so successful 
that he almost succeeded in conquering and annexing the 
whole Basuto territory. The Basutos, however, appealed to 
the Governor of Cape Colony ; and as they had formerly been 
a protected State, the Governor interfered, and concluded 
with the Free State a treaty whereby Basutoland, reduced 
in area, was formally recognised as a British protectorate 
(r869). Since that date the Basutos have lived in peace in 
their mountain valleys, supervised at first by the Cape 
government, and later (r884) by a British President, learn
ing the rudiments of civilisation from the missionaries, but 
keeping other white men at arm's-length. This was an 
excellent solution of the problem. But not unnaturally 
the Free Staters felt that they had been robbed of the 
fruits of victory ; they felt they had a grievance against 
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Free State, whose territory they actually invaded in 1857· 
After 186o there was civil war for four years, at the end of 
which Martin Pretorius as President, and Paul Kruger as 
military commandant, began the ta,sk of creating some sort 
of unified authority. But they had little success. The 
republic was bankrupt; it could not collect its taxes or 
pay its officers ; there were no roads, and the rivers were 
unbridge.d; and the burghers obeyed orders, or not, as 
they thought fit. , · 

This might not have mattered if the Transvaal had been 
an isolated region. But it was surrounded by native 

•· tribes; with whom there was perpetual friction. The 
powerless Government could not control its 'subjects. It 
could not stop slave-raiding, which undoubtedly went on, 
or prevent such episodes as the onslaughtupon the Bechuana 
tribe among· whom Livingstone was working, when his 
house was pillaged ·in his absence-perhaps, as he believed, 
by the Boers. On all sides the Transvaal Boers were . 
stirring up trouble among the African peoples, and it 
was felt that their restless anarchy was a menace to all 
the _white settlers. And, owing to their divisions, they 
were far from successful in their native wars. Between 
I8ti5 and 1868 they· were driven out of a large region in 
the northern Transvaal, known as the Zoutpansberg. Then 
they waged ·wars against the Baralong tribes in the west 
until their raids were checked by a definition· of the frontier 
(1870) in an award by Keate of Natal. In 1876 they 
entered upon war with King Sekukuni in the eastern 

- Transvaal, which was currently believed to have been 
conducted with such atrocious cruelty that it called forth 
repeated remonstrances from the 'British High Commis
sioner and the Secretary of State. They were stirring up 
all South Africa. Distant chieftains sent complaints and 
petitions to the British Government. King Khama. wrote 
from the far north of Bechuanaland to beg for the pro
tection of the Queen. ' There are three things which 
distress me very much,' he wrote, 'war, selling people, 
and drink. All these I shall find in the Boers.' Even 
Lobengula, king of the remote Matabele, sent a message 
to the High Commissioner to report his fears of a Boer 
attack. " · ,· 

But the most dangerous fact of ·all was that there was 
constant friction between the Boers and the formidable 
Zulu, Cetywayo. _The Boers had occupied territory (Utrecht 
and Vryheid) which Cetywayo regarded as part of his do-
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the British power; and now that the Basuto peril was 
removed, their desire for federation evaporated. 

And ere long they were given a new and more solid 
gnevance. An event full of portent for the future history 
of South Africa happened in r867-r868. Diamonds were 
found in the valley of the lower Vaal, and by 1870 crowds 
of diggers and speculators, mostly Englishmen, were flocking 
into a country which had hitherto been purely pastoral 
and agricultural. The diamond-fields lay on the western 
border of the Free State, round the modem Kimberley, in 
a thinly-peopled region where no precise boundaries had 
ever been drawn. 1 Ownership was claimed both by the 
Free State and by the native State of the Western Griquas. 
The Free State set up a temporary system of administra
tion, but it did not work well. Then· the Griqua chief, 
Waterboer, offered the sovereignty of the district to Queen 
Victoria; and in October r87r the offer was accepted, 
on the assumption that the Griqua claim was valid, Griqua
land West was annexed, and the British Government 
assumed the responsibility of maintaining order among 
the rough population of the diamond-fields. The Free 
State protested in vain; all it got (1876) was the sum of 
£go,ooo as compensation. But the very payment of com
pensation seemed to be an acknowledgment of its claim; 
the whole transaction bore an aspect of high-handed 
greed ; and the Free State was seriously alienate<!!. Yet 
there was something to be said in favour of the British 
Government's action. It was the only power in South 
Africa which could effectively control the rough mining
population ; a farmer-State without a police force or an 
army was ill-equipped for such a task ; and the British 
Government neither made nor hoped to make any profit 
out of the diamond-fields. But a new and ominous factor 
had appeared to add to the difficulties and misunderstand
ings of South African politics. 

Meanwhile trouble of another kind was brewing in the 
Transvaal. Its settlers had been the most restless and 
adventurous among the original trekkers of r836. Though, 
even as late as r877, they numbered only Sooo or ro,ooo, 
they had spread themselves in scattered groups over a 
very wide area, and they had never succeeded in estab
lishing a system of orderly government. Until r86o they 
were divided into four distinct republics, constantly at 
strife with one another, and with their neighbours of the 

1 See the map, Atlas, Plate 64 (d). 
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minions.! They asserted their supremacy over the Swazis. 
whom Cetywayo regarded as his vassals. Throughout the 
'seventies it was only the influence of the Lieu tenant-Governor 
of Natal which staved off war between the Transvaal Boers 
and the Zulus ; and it was becoming more and more difficult 
to hold Cetywayo in restraint. If a war with the Zulus 
should break out, all native Africa might take flame. All 
native Africa (influenced by the missionaries) looked to the 
British Government to deal with the situation. · 

It was becoming increasingly evident that the interests 
of all the South African States were inextricably inter
twined; that the folly of any one 0£ them might endanger 
all the rest; and that their policy towards the natives ought 
to be guided by uniform principles .. Evidently the policy 
of strict non-intervention which had been adopted in the 
'fifties had its dangerous side. In 1874 the ministry of 
Disraeli .came to power in Britain; and Disraeli1s Colonial 
Secretary, Lord Carnarvon, inaugurated a new policy. He 
was convinced that federation, which Sir George Grey had 
vainly advocated sixteen years before, was the only solution 
of the South African problem. In r874 he sent the histqrian 
Froude on a propagandist mission to South Africa, with no 
useful ,results. In I876 he summoned a conference in Lon
don to discuss the problem; it came to nothing, for the 
South African States, with the exception of Natal, refused 
to consider the project. But Carnarvon would not accept 
defeat; and he qbtained from Parliament a permissive 
federal Act to make action· easy }f the temper of South 

~ Africa should change. ·And in r876 he appointed to the 
Governorship of Cape Colony and to the High Commis
sionership of South Africa perhaps the ablest man whom 
that country had yet welcomed-Sir Bartle Frere, an Anglo
Indian administrator of wide experience, and a convinced 
supporter of the policy of federation, which he was instructed 
to do everything in his power to realise. 

, Meanwhile Sir Theophilus Shepstone, the $ecretary for 
Native' Affairs in Natal, who knew more about South 

. African native questions than any other man, had poured 
into Carnarvon's ears his misgivings about the Zulus and the 
Transvaal Boers; and, independently of Frere, S.hepstone 
returned to Africa with a commission tv inquire mto con~ 
ditions in the Transvaal, and with large powers to take 
such action as he might think best. Shepstone went to 
the Transvaal. He found it bankrupt and in a state· of 
anarchy ; and he also found that ma~y of the more respon-

. l See the map, Atlas, Plate 64 (e). 
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sible burghers, including the President, Burgers, regarded 
with dread the prevalent confusion and the prospect of a 
Zulu war. Some of them petitioned to be taken under 
British protection; and Shepstone, giving more weight to 
the opinions he liked than to those he disliked, decided that 
the only way of averting a catastrophe was to throw the 
cegis of British power over the Transvaal. In April r877 
he declared that country annexed to the British Crown, and 
promised that it should be endowed with full self-governing . 
powers under a scheme of federation. The annexation was 
meant partly as a step towards federation, partly as a warn
ing to Cetywa.yo not to attack; erelong it brought the 
onslaught of his fierce impis upon the Bntish power. 

The annexation of the Transvaal ended one epoch in the 
history of South Africa, and opened another. It ended the 
epoch of non-intervention, which had indeed yielded an 
interval of peace, but which had, in the opinion of many, 
led. to a complicated and dangerous situation. Now the 
policy of non-intervention was to be reversed, and replaced 
by a policy of federation. South Africa was to be invited 
to reconcile its differences in a free self-governing federal 
union, wherein the rights of Dutch and British, of blacks 
and whites, were all to be reconciled under the cegi$ of the 
British Commonwealth. A sincere and lofty ideal inspired 
this change of policy. But it failed to take account of the 
passion of independence and the strong racial feeling which 
forty years of strife had engendered among the Boers. 
Instead of peace, the new policy brought a sword: the 
annexation of the Transvaal, far from bringing unification, 
was the beginning of a generation of friction, conflict and 
em bi ttermen t. 

The history of the British colonies during this period of 
quiescence is almost devoid of romantic or exciting episodes ; 
and for that reason its significance has been too much dis
regarded. In truth a great thing had been insensibly 
achieved during these years. The colonies had reached the 
stage of adolescence; they had taken up the responsibility 
for their own welfare ; they were becoming conscious of 
themselves not as subordinate and dependent settlements, 
but as communities with distinct personalities of their own. 
Canada and New Zealand had achieved unity as well as 
fncedom; Australia was manifestly tending in the same 
direction; even in divided and distracted South Africa the 
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ideal of unity had come to birth. . These young and vigorouS 
peoples were ceasing to be colonies ; they were becoming 
n,iltions. 

[Egerton, Short Histo1'Y of British Colonial Policy ; Dilke, Greater 
Britain ; Keith, Responsible Government in the Dominions ; . Todd, 
Parliamentary Govern'J11,6nt in the British Colonies ; Egerton and 
q.rant, Cana,dia.n Constitutional History ; Grant, History of Canada; 
Greswell, Dominion of Canada ; Parkin, The Great Dominion ; Jenks, · 
Australasian Colonies; Rogers, Historical Geography of Australa;,sia; 
Thinne, Australian Exploration ; Reeves, Long White Cloud ; Lucas, 
Historical Geography of South Africa; Theal, History ofSouth Africa.) 
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CBAPTER V 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE TROPICS 

§ r. The Revival of Interest in the Tropics 

IN the early days of British colonial expansion it was 
towards tropical or sub-tropical lands that attention was 
most eagerly turned, because these lands supplied goods 
which the temperate zone could not produce for itself. 
In the nineteenth century a great change in values took 
place. The abolition of the slave-trade, followed by the 
abolition of slavery, produced a revolution in tropical 
trade. Most of the tropical or sub-tropical commodities 
needed for British industry, notably raw cotton, could be 
got in the way of trade without any necessity for conquering 
and administering the territories on which they were.grown. 
What were now mainly needed were markets for British 
manufactures, and homes for the surplus population of the 
crowded islands; and temperate lands offered at once the 
best markets for manufactured goods and the only suitable 
fields for emigration. 

During the generation after r8r5, therefore, British interest 
in the tropical regions was greatly diminished; or, rather, 
it became mainly philanthropic instead of mainly com
mercial. To stamp out the slave-trade, or to give pro
tection and encouragement to the hundreds of heroic 
missionaries who had found their way to every comer of 
the heathen world, had become the chief motives which 
prompted British statesmanship to interfere in the affairs of 
tropic lands. And these m9tives did not seem to necessi
tate annexation of territory. The missionaries were inclined 
for a long time to argue that the primitive peoples should 
be left undisturbed, to find their way to civilisation under 
missionary guidance. The tropics fell into the back
ground ; those tropical colonies which Britain already 
possessed were neglected, and no new ones were acquired. 
But about the middle of the century a change began to 
come about. The reasons for this change were partly 
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commercial, partly philanthropic, and ior some time the 
philanthropic motive had the greater force . 

• The commercial motive for taking a new interest in tropi
cal lands was the neep of new tropical products for the 
purposes of industry. . In this period only one such product 
had yet become important. This was oil, which was wanted 
for the lubrication 9f steam engines and machinery, and 
for the manufacture of the soap that was being used in 
increasing quantities by the growing populations of grimy 
towns. Oil was obtained from the palms and ground
nuts of the West Coast of Africa, and from the copra (dried 
coco-nut kernels} of the Pacific Islands ; and these lands 
therefore became of increasing importance to ind11stry. 

The philanthropic motive was supplied by a change in 
the attitude of the missionaries. They had lost faith in · 
the efficacy of leaving primitive peoples undisturbed, and 
had come to believe that firm and just government by a 
.civilised Power was necessary to protect the primitive 
peoples from their own barbarism, as well as from the 
unscrupulous exploitation of the worst type of traders. 
The missionaries had there~ore become, in many regions, 
strong advocates of annexation. Most of the petitions to 
be taketl under British protection, which carrie in surprising 
numbers from African or Polynesian chiefs during this 
period, were inspired by the missionaries. Moreover, when 
missionaries and explorers penetrated more deeply into' 
savage Africa, they found that the iniquities of the old 
West African slave-trade were as nothing in comparison 
with the ugliness of the slave-traffic that went on in the 
interior of Africa. Against this traffic the navy could do 
little or nothing; the only remedy was annexation, followed 
by firm and just government. In the Pacific also a new 
labour-traffic was growing up, which in its worst forms was 
practically a sort of slave-trade. The British Government, 
which had laid upon itself the task of putting an end to 
the traffic in slaves, was therefore called upon to annex 
new lands in pur~uance of this aim. It resisted the call 
as long as it could. But in some instances this motive for 
the increase of territory exercised a real influence. 

For these reasons. there was a revival of interest in 
tropical territories during the quarter of a century follow
ing r8so; and it had its effect both in the policy adopted 
towards the· old tropical colonies and in the acquisition of 
new one::\. 
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§ 2. The West Indies: Governor Eyre and the Reaction 
against Self-Government. 

The old splendour and riches of the West Indies had 
received their death-blow when slavery was abolished in 
r833, and West Indian trade was never again to possess 
the importance which had belonged to it in the eighteenth 
century. But after the middle of the nineteenth century 
the West Indies began slowly to revive. The revival was 
stimulated bv the introduction of free labour. Indian 
coolies, mostly of low Hindu castes, were brought in under 
a system of indentures carefully supervised by the Govern
ment of India. When their term of service was over, 
most of them remained and sent for their wives; and 
within a generation Indians had become a substantial 
element in the population of some of the West Indian 
colonies. By 1875 over 17o,ooo Indians were permanently 
settled in the West Indies, and most of them were thriving 
and content. They form to-day about one-third of the 
population in British Guiana and Trinidad. 

The West Indies were in truth passing through a transition 
from one economic order to another. The transition was 
not an easy one. But with one exception it cati.Sed no 
outbreak of unrest. The exception was Jamaica, where 
in r865 a brief but violent negro insurrection broke out in 
one small corner of the island. The rising seems to have 
been due to economic distress, and it took the form of a 
demand for the abolition of rent. Martial law was pro
claimed by the Governor, Mr. E. J. Eyre; and the rising 
was stamped out in a few days. But martial law was 
maintained longer than was necessary, and under its cover 
some serious injustices were committed. The episode 
aroused a storm of controversy in England, where some, 
amongst them John Stuart Mill, denounced Governor Eyre 
as a tyrant, and stigmatised his action as an ex'(tmple of 
the brutal disregard of the rights of a subject race by a 
dominant oligarchy ; whilst others, like Thomas Carlyle, 
defended Eyre as a heroic saviour of society. B-oth 
judgments were exaggerated. But it is true that Eyre 
went too far, under the influence of the panic-struck aristo
cracy of planters who lived in dread of negro revolt. 

The discussion about Governor Eyre's action had one 
important result-it convinced men that representative 
government was unsuitable for any land in which a small 
number of members of a ruling race were set among an 
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overwhelming majority of backward and ignorant subjects. 
And the Jamaica planters had come, from a different point 
of- view, to the same conclusion. They did not wish to be 
made responsible, in the eyes of the excitable negroes, for 
all the acts of Government; still less did they wish to 
admit the negroes to political power; and. they therefore 
resolved to sacrifice the self-goverp.ing powers which they . 
had enjoyed since the,seventeenth century, and petitioned -
Parliament to- abolish the representative system and to 
substitute ~ Crown Colony form of government. This was 
done by an Act of r866. 

But Jamaica did not stand alone. In 1870 British Hon
duras, and in 1876 St. Vincent, Grenada and Tobago, peti
tioned for the abolition of representative government; and 
the petitions were granted. The only West Indian colonies 
in which representative government survived this period., 
were the Leeward Islands and Barbados; and even in these 
cases the executive was not responsible to the legislature. 
The principle which was implicit in these changes was that 
representative government is unsuited for lands in which 
backward and primitive peoples predominate. Henceforward 
this principle was applied in all the tropical colonies. The 
sevenwenth century had unhesitatingly given self-govern
ing powers- to the small groups of white men who lorded it 
in tropic lands: the nineteenth century broke away from 
this practice precisely because it denied that the interests 
of the white man were alone to be considered, while it recog
nised that the backward peoples w~re not yet ripe for self
go-vernment. 

§ 3· West Africa : the Beginning of a New Development. 

If the abolition of slavery made a break in the history of 
the British West Indies, the abolition of the slave-trade in 
r8o7 made a still more definite break in the history of the 
West African settlements, which had existed mainly as 
bases for this traffic. At that date there were three distinct 
British settlements, all purely coastal trading-stations. 
There was a port at the mouth of the Gambia River-the 
only West African river which is navigable from its mouth 

, by ocean-going vessels ; . there was a settlement a~ Sierra 
Leone, the best harbour on the West Coast, which had been 
founded as a place of refuge for emancipated slaves; and 
there were several stations on the Gold Coast, which had 
~lways been the principal centre of European trading 
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activities.1 The Gold Coast stations, of which Cape Coast 
Castle was the chief, were sandwiched between Dutch and 
Danish settlements; and behind them lay the powerful 
and ferocious native kingdom of Ashanti, which constantly 
threatened their existence. All these settlements were in 
the hands of the Africa Company, which was wound up in 
1821. If the West African stations were to be preserved, 
Government would have to maintain them. This seemed 
scarcely worth while. Many urged that they should be 
abandoned; and this would have been done if it had not 
been that these posts formed useful bases for the campaign 
agains l the slave-trade . in which the navy was incessantly 
engaged; while missionaries had started vvork in all the 
settlements, and were trusting to British protection. So far 
as trade was concerned, the settlements seemed to have no 
value ; they were merely a burden and a cause of needless 
expenditure. 

In r827 the Gold Coast forts were handed over to a com
mittee of London merchants. Their agent, George Maclean, 
contrived to establish so great an influence over all the coast 
tribes that in effect an informal British protectorate was 
established, under whose shelter the missionaries did ad
mirable work, while the trade in palm-oil began to be-valu
able. But about 1840 reports began to come to England 
that stores were being supplied to foreign slave-dealers; and 
under pressure of public opinion Government had to assume 
direct control once more (1843), not only over the forts on 
the coast, but over the tribes behind, who hacl learnt to 
resort voluntarily to British justice. In the next year the 
tribes between the Ashanti kingdom and the coast made 
voluntary agreements to renounce human sacrifice, and to 
refer all serious crimes to the jurisdiction of the Queen's 
officers. This is an illustration of the way in which the 
authority of a civilised government expands when it is 
brought into contact with primitive barbarism. 

In r85o the Danish Government solcl its forts on the Gold 
Coast to Britain, and in 1871 the Dutch Government, whose 
Gold Coast forts entailed a dead loss of £zo,ooo per annum, 
made a similar arrangement. The British Government now 
controlled all the Gold Coast ports, and could levy customs 
duties to meet part of the cost of administration. ·A small 
force of native troops was organised to maintain order. 
Domestic slavery was brought to an end among the native 
tribes. The British Protectorate, extending some forty 

1 See the map, Atlas, Plate 64 (c). 
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miles inland, was learning the benefits of peace and law. 
And the trade in palm-oil, now rising into importance, was 
bringing prosperity to the native owners of the palm trees. 

But this development alarmed the inland warrior-kingdom 
of the Ashanti. The Ashanti king had thriven on the slave-. 
trade; and Britain had brought it to an end. He had been 
accustomed to raid or plunder the coast-tribes ; and Britain 
was protecting them .. The Dutch had paid him tribute; 
but now the Dutch had disappeared from the coast. In' 

· 1873 this savage potentate made an attack upon the British 
Protectorate with 40,000 men, overran the lands of the pro
tected tribes, and was with difficulty driven back from the 
coastal forts. To remove this menace once for all, an 
expedition was organised under Sir Garnet W~lseley, which 
invaded the Ashanti kingdom, burnt its blood-stained capital 
of Coomassi~, and forced its king to renounce his claims on 
the Protectorate, to abandon human sacrifice, and to give 
free access to trade. The Ashanti power was broken; its 
subject tribes revolted; and the trade-routes to the interior 
were thrown operi. Henceforward the Gold Coast colony 
was a thriving centre of trade; while, under the protection 
of a strong Government, missionaries.laboured to civilise the 
savag@ tribes. 

Meanwhile a new settlement had been established farther 
east. The island of Lagos, commanding the only outlet for 
a network of rivers and lagoons, had long been the haunt of 
piratical slave-dealers. In 1861 Lagos was occupied as a 
means of waging war against the slave-trade. But it soon 
turned out to be. a valuable commercial centre; it gave 
access to a rich palm-bearing region, and became the port 
for what were known as the Oil Rivers. Britain had in
sensibly become the dominating Power on the West Coast. 
Nearly all the trade of the coast was in her hands. She had 
no European rivals save Fran.ce, who still clung to her old 
settlement of Senegal; but Senegal was of insignificant' 
value in comparison with Gambia, Sierra Leone, the Gold 
Coast, and Lagos. It is true that the direct authority of 
the Governors of these four colonies extended only a few 
miles from the coast. But traders and missionaries carried 
British influence far inland; and for almost all the tribes 
of this region Britain represented the civilisation of the 
West. · 

The story of the expansion of the West African colonies 
during this period of quiescence is a characteristic story. 
lt took ple~ce in spite of tpe real unwillingness of the home 

' • ! ~ 
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Government to assume new responsibilities. As late as r865 
the House of Commons resolved that no new treaties or 
annexations ought to be made in West Africa, and that the 
evacuation of all the settlements ought to be the ultimate 
aim of British policy. That was a sincerely held opinion. 
But a civilised and progressive Power, brought into contact 
with barbarism, could not fail to advance. However re
luctant it might be, philanthropy and trade combined to 
force upon it a steady increase of power and responsibility. 

§ 4- The Pacific Islands and the Annexation of Fiji. 

Among the lovely isles of the Pacific, as on the malarial 
coast of Africa, Britain was being reluctantly drawn during 
this period into the assumption of political <mthority; 
and, in the one case as in the other, the impelling forces 
were primarily philanthropy and secondarily trade. 

It was the missionaries who first brought the islanders 
into contact with European civilisation. The London 
Missionary Society sent out thirty missionaries as early 
as 1796 to Tahiti and Tonga ; soon native catechumens, 
trained by them, were spread far and wide among the 
islands ; in no region of the world were missionary lifforts 
more eagerly welcomed or more rapidly successful. Other 
missionary bodies joined in the work, mainly in the southern 

0 or Polynesian Islands. Some Roman Catholics from France 
joined in; and their efforts were made the ground for a 
French annexation of Tahiti (r843) and New Caledonia 
(r853). But the bulk of the work was due to British mis
sionaries of all the sects, who wielded a powerful influence 
over their converts. In 1849 and onwards the Church 
Missionary Society undertook the conversion of the fiercer 
islanders of Melanesia, and its work was ennobled by the 
tireless energy and courage of. two great missionary bishops, 
Selwyn and Patteson. Under the guidance of such men, 
Western civilisation made its appeal to the islanders in 
the happiest form. 

0 

But alongside of the missionary came the trader, seeking 
first of all sandal-wood, which was sent to China to be turned 
into tea-chests, and there exchanged for tea to be sold in 
Australia. Then a trade in coco-nut oil grew up; it was 
greatly expanded when an ingenious German firm invented 
copra (dried coco-nut), which could be easily stored and easily 
carried (r868), and from this time onwards Germans shared 
the trade with British merchants. The Americans also 
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were active; and the British monopoly which had existed 
in the beginning of the century had already come to an 
end by r87o. Nevertheless Britain held an overwhelming 
preponderance in the trade of the .South Pacific, as in its 
religious. and civilising activities. In the eyes of the 
islanders Britain was the supreme representative of the 

'· power and wisdom of the white man; and when other 
European nations began to show an eagerness to annex 
islands, many chieftains petitioned to be taken under 
British protection. ' To all these requests the British 
Government was deaf. . · 

The traders who haunted the islands were often rough 
and high-handed ; they were seldom on good terms with 
the missionaries; they often cheated or misused the 
islanders. Hence the missionaries became advocates of 
annexation as a means of keeping the traders in order. 
The Australians and New Zealanders, too, awoke to a keen 
interest in the islands : the island trade was mainly carried 
on from Sydney and Auckland, and they did not wish to 
see it checked or diverted by a foreign Government which 
would impose protective duties, ?-S the French had done 
in Tahiti .. In r87o a conference of the Australasian colonies 
dem~nded a British protectorate over Fiji, over Polynesia, 
over· Melanesia and New Guinea. But still the British 
Government remained obdurate. 

Yet another motive fot annexation was afforded by the 
labour-trade, whereby ' Kanakas,' as the islanders were 
called, were tra~sported as indentured servants for work 
of various kinds. Often enough this traffic (which became 
active in the 'sixties) was carried on quite justly, by volun
tary agreements with the labourers. But it lent itself to 
abuses ; at its worst it was little better than the slave

-trade of West Africa; and many iniquities were perpetrated 
by brutal traders. The result was that the natives of 
some of the islands learned to hate and to fear the coming 
of the white man, and often revenged their wrongs upon 
the innocent. In r87r the heroic Bishop Patteson was 
murdered in one of the islands of the Santa Cruz group as 
a result of the misconduct of one of the labour-traders ; and 
Government was driven to action. What island petitions, 
and missionary representations, and Australian conferences 
had failed to obtain was made inevitable by the tragedy 
of Nukapu. 

An Act of ·Parliament was passed (1872) condemning 
kidnapping, requiring licenses for the transport of labourers~ 
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and defining the procedure for trying offenders. A second 
Act appointed a High Commissioner for the Western 
Pacific to enforce these provisions, and gave him juris
diction over all British subjects in all the islands, and 
power to hold local courts and make regulations. But 
the High Commissioner must have a headquarters. In 
1874 the chiefs of Fiji once more begged for annexation. 
The opportunity was taken; and Fiji became a British 
colony, and the seat of a High Commissioner exercising 
some sort of jurisdktion over all the islands of Polynesia 
and Melanesia not already annexed by other Powers. 
These far-scattered archipelagoes were not annexed; there 
was nothing to prevent other Powers from annexing them; 
but in effect they passed under a British protectorate. 

Once again the spreading British Empire had been ex
panded into a new sphere, in spite of the extreme reluctance 
of the mother-country. 

§ 5· The Exploration of Tropical Africa. 

It is a strange fact that although the outline of Africa 
was disclosed to Europe earlier than that of any other 
continent, it was the last of the continents to yield up-the 
secrets of its interior. During three and a half centuries 
an endless succession of European sailors of all nations 
had circumnavigated its coast on the way to India and 
the East ; every trading nation had planted trading stations 
on its shores; but the process of exploration was very slow 
until the middle of the nineteenth century. Before r8so, 
indeed, the course of the Nile was known beyond Khartoum; 
Mungo Park had traced most of the course of the Niger, 
and his successors, Clapperton and Lander, had completed 
the exploration of that river; missionary P-xplorer"• in South 
Africa had reached the Limpopo; the Sahara had been 
crossed; Timbuktu had been reached; and some Portuguese 
travellers had crossed the continent from Mozambique to 
Angola, but had left no effective record of their discoveries. 
Apart from these journeys the vast arid populous territories 
of Central and Northern Africa were unknown; the great 
lakes were only a rumour; the Congo and the Zambezi 
were only known at their mouths. But in little more than 
a quarter of a century after 1850 all these mysteries were 
revealed, and Africa was laid open, ready to be exploited, 
during the next period, by the European Powers. As we 
bave already seen, the interior of Australia was explored 
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during the same period ; and wi~h these two achievements 
to its credit this quarter of a century deserved to rank 
as the greatest in the history of exploration, next to the 
generation which began with Columbus's great voyage: 

It is a legitimate ground for pride that the lion's share 
in these remarkable achievements belonged to British 
explorers. Many Frenchmen, Portuguese, and Germans 
took part, and names like Duveyrier, Nachtigal, Yunker 
and Schweinfiirth will always rank high in the history of 
African exploration. Some of the greatest German ex
plorers, Barth, Krapf, and Rebmann, worked in the service 
of Britain. But the supreme names of African exploration 
are British names : Livingstone, Burton, Speke, Baker, 
Grant, Cameron, St?-nley. It was they who unrolled the 
curtain which hid Africa from the eyes of the world. And 
the greatest of them all was David Livingstone.1 

The son of pious and thrifty Scottish working folk, David 
Livingstone had devoted himself to that missionary career 
which thousands of British people regarded as the noblest 
on earth ; and he had· earned the cost of ,his training by 
working at the loom. In 1840 the London Missionary 
Society sent him to Kuruman in Bechuanaland,the northern
most of their stations, far beyond the limits of Cape Colony. 
Fro'm the first he was not content to develop existing work: 
he was eager to carry the Christian message farther afield, 
and pushed forward into Northern Bechuanaland. Here he 
saw and suffered from the raids of the lawless Transvaal 
Boers : his anger flamed at their cruelties; and he longed to 
see them brought under effective control. ·He saw also the 
savagery and degradation of the. African tribes, the endless 
bloodshed, the iniquities of slavery; and he burned to bring 
them to an end .. The first step was to open up Africa. 

·' Who will open up Africa? ' was the burden of his early 
letters; and he took the task on his own shoulders. While 
still stationed in Bechuanaland, he made his way to Lake 
Ngami (1849), and beyond it to the Zambezi River, with only 
such resources as could be afforded by his exiguous salary 
and the friendship of the natives. Then; having persuaded 
his paymasters to allow him to strike. farther afield, and 

. having put himself under the tutelage of.the Astronomer-, 
Royal at Cape Town so that his observations might be 
scientific, he struck due north to Linyanti on the upper 
waters of the Zambczi (1853), explored that river almost -

1 There is a short life oJ LiV:ing~tone in the ' English Men of Action ' 
Series by Thomas Hughes. 
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to its source, made his way to Loanda on the Atlantic shore 
of Portuguese Angola, and thence, returning to the Zambezi, 
followed it to its mouth in the Indian Ocean (r856). With 
amazingly slight resources he had crossed unknown Africa 
from shore to shore. This journey alone would have placed 
him in the front rank of the world's explorers. Between 
1858 and r864 he was at work, under a commission from 
the British Government, exploring the Zambezi valley, its 
tributary the Shire, and the noble Lake Nyasa, the southern
most of the great lakes of Eastern Africa. Finally, in r866, 
he set forth upon the last and longest of his journeys, which 
ended only with his death in 1873. In this great journey 
he mapped out a great part of East Central Africa and the 
upper waters of the Congo. 

Livingstone's wonderful career disclosed to the world 
immense, fertile and populous regions, and aroused the 
interest of all the civilised peoples. But the exploreJ;.'s 
inspiration was not the desire for fame, or even for know
ledge. He longed to bring justice and peace int0 the dark
ness of Africa ; and he regarded his own work as only a 
preparation, and as a challenge to the civilised peoples
more especially to his own people-to take in hand this 
great task, which in Livingstone's view could only be ci,rried 
out if civilised governments were set up in these backward 
lands. His adventures, his letters and his books did more 
than any other single cause to destroy that shrinking from 
the assumption of new responsibilities which had held the 
process of expansion in check. Soon, when the material 
wealth of the dark continent began to be revealed, these 
noble motives were to be reinforced by lower but perhaps 
more potent incitements; trade interests were to strengthen 
and overlay the appeal of philanthropy. The mad rush of 
the European Powers to seize territories in Africa began 
within ten years of Livingstone's lonely death in its remote 
uplands. 

Contemporaneously with Livingstone's great discoveries 
other explorations, only less remarkable, had revealed the 
secrets of other sections of the African interior. Only a few 
of the more outstanding among many journeys can be 
mentioned. In r85o Henry Barth and James Richardson 
made their way from Tripoli across the Sahara to Lake 
Chad, the upper waters of the Niger, and the mysterious 
city of Timbuktu. In 1854 Richard Burton and J. H. 
Speke explored Somaliland; and four years later they dis
covered the great lakes Tanganyika and Victoria. Between 
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r86o and r864 Speke and J. A. Grant traced the main 
stream of the Nile from :Lake Victoria to Khartoum, while 
Sir Samuel Baker found Lake Albert and explored much 
of the upper Nile valley. In r873 Lieutenant Cameron, 
going out to seek Livingstone, struck across East Africa 
from Zanzibar to Lake Tanganyika. and then straight across 
what later became the Congo Free State to Benguela on the 
Atlantic shore. In 1869-74 a great German exp!orer, Nach
tigal, mapped out much of the Sahara Desert, and made his 
way from Lake Chad eastwards to the Nile. 

Finally, in 1874-7, H. M. S~anley, who had ,;nade his name 
by an earlier journey for the relief of Livingstone, made a 
series of discoveries which aroused greater excitement in 
Europe than any other exploratiop.s save Livingstone's. 
After a thorough exploration of Lakes Victoria and Tan
ganyika, 1\e started down the great river w.hose upper waters 
Livingstone had discovered; and, following its course in the 
teeth of terrible obstacles, found that it led, in an immense 
majestic curve, right across Africa to the Atlantic. It was 
the mighty Congo; and the tale of its discovery, and of • 
the wealth which its immense valley contained, set all 
Europe humming, and started that zealous competition to 
shar~in· the wealth of unknown Africa which dominated the 
politics of Europe for a generation to come. 

The era of indifference to colonial possessions and to the 
resources of the tropics was at an end; Britain was no 
longer to be left to. exploit or neglect the outer world as she 
preferred; once more, as in the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries, all the European peoples were afire to get their 
share of the wealth of the tropics. 

[Lucas and Aitchison, Historical Geography of the West Indies; 
Lucas, Historical Geography of West Af1'ica; Rogers, Historical 
Geography of Australasia and the Pacific; Brown, Story of Africa; 
Johnston, European Colonisation oJ:Africa; Ellis, Histo1'Y of the Gold 
Coast; Wolseley, Story of a Soldie~'s L1je; Blaikie, Life of Living
stone ; Livingstone, Missionary TravelS; Expedition to the Zambesi; 
Stanley, How I found Livingstone ; 'Thr§ugh the Dark Continent; 
Johnston, Livingstone and the Exploration1ot Central A j1·ica ; Cooper, 
Fiji; Supan, Die Territoriale Entwicklu??-~ der Europdischen Colonien.J 



CHAPTER VI 

INDIA UNDER DALHOUSIE : MUTINY AND 
RECONSTRUCTION 

(A.D. I848-r88o) 

§ r. The Administration of Dalhousie. 

WHILE the English-speaking members of the British 
Commonwealth were enjoying a period of steady and 
peaceful progress in material prosperity and political free
dom, India was undergoing a terrible strain. She also was 
making progress, but it was so rapid as to be unsettling. 
The introduction of Western methods and ideas, begun in 
the previous period, was pushed forward with such de
vouring zeal that it led to a violent reaction. The terrible 
Mutiny of r857 followed. When its turmoil had been 
quelled, there came an interval of twenty quiet years.; but 
under a placid exterior the forces of change continued to 
work with growing potency. This was, indeed, a crucial ·
period in the history of India. Modern India, a strange 
compost of East and West, was coming into being; and 
the ferment that began in the next period was in pre
paration. 

From this point of view high importance belongs to the 
eight years of Lord Dalhousie's 1 Governor-Generalship, 
r848-r856. Dalhousie was a man of immense ability and 
energy, tireless industry, inflexible will, absolute honesty 
of purpose, and real devotion to the public service. For 
sheer force of personality two only among the long line of 
British rulers in India, Warren Hastings and Wellesley, 
deserve to be compared with him. His health was frail, 
but his imperious will had as little pity for his own physical 
weakness as for the deficiencies of his subordinates. Pos
sessed by a sense of the magnitude of the services which 
Britain could render to India, ana intolerant of abuses and 
delays, he laboured with fierce zeal to accelerate the intro
duction of Western civilisation, and at the same time to 

1 There is a short life of Dalhousie by Sir W. W. Hunter in the 'Rulers 
of I nrlia' Series_ 
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get rid, so far as possible, of the anomalies of dependent 
and often misgoverned States. 

His first years were largely engrossed by the Sikh War, 
. which ended in the conquest of the Punjab, and by the 

Burmese War, which ended in the annexation of Lower 
Burma and the completion of British control over the 
eastern coast of the Bay of Bengal. These events have 
been touched upon in an earlier chapter, 1 as the culmina
tion of the process whereby the British raj gave political 
unity to India. Here we are concerned with the construc
tive labours by which these preliminaries were followed. 

The conquest of the Punjab· gave Dalhousie the oppor
tunity of showing how a model province should be organised. 
Under the direction first of a commission of three, which 
included the brothers Henry and John Lawrence, and then 
of John Lawrence alone, h~ sent into the new province 
the picked men of the civil and military services; but his 
was the controlling mind in all their work. In a few 
years they had mastered anarchy, bridled the unruly 
frontier tribes with a line of forts, opened up the whole 
province by roads and bridges, stamped out thagi and gang
robbery, settled the land revenue on a basis which halved 
the burden of the peasantry, 'established impartial courts 
of law in every district, and so won the loyalty of the whole 
province that within ten years of the conquest the defeated 
Sikhs, who had been such formidable foes, were supplying · 
forces to aid in crushing the Mutiny. The settlement of 
the Punjab-a province equal in size to one of the larger 
European States-was an achievement in itself sufficient to 
establish the fame of any statesman. . 

The man who could conceive and execute such a work of 
reconstruction was bound to regard with impatient disdain 
the inefficiency and the frequent tyranny which marked 
many of the Indian Native States. But these States were 
protected by treaties which guaranteed their princes against 
disturbance, and left them free to misgovern. The treaties 
could not be annulled, but in Dalhousie's view it was the 
duty of the supreme Power to seize every legitimate oppor
tunity of bringing these territories under its direct control. 
Hindu. custom permitted an adopted son, in default· of 
direct heirs, to succeed to his adoptive father's rights. In 
the case of vassal princes, however, it had always been 
understood that the succession of an adopted son depended 
upon the consent of the superior Power. Dalhousie laid 

1 Above, Bk. IX. chap. xi. p. 455· 
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down the principle that when any such case arose in a 
dependent State (though not in the highest class of Native 
States, which were known as 'protected allies'), consent 
to the succession of an adopted son should be invariably 
refused, and the State should ' lapse ' to the suzerain Power. 
Several cases of this kind occurred during Dalhousie's 
governorship, and, with the assent of the home Govern
ment, he carried out his principle rigidly. No less than 
seven States, with a total area of rso,ooo square miles, 
were thus brought under direct British rule. The in
evitable result was to create a feeling of alarm and insecurity 
among the other Native States. 

Some of the States thus annexed were of importance.l 
The largest was Nagpur, the modern Central Provinces, 
which had been the greatest of the surviving Mahratta 
Powers. Another was Sattara, a little State held by the 
descendant of Sivaji, the founder of the Mahratta empire. 
It happened also that Baji Rao, the last of the Peshwas, 
who had been dethroned and pensioned in r819, 2 died 
during Dalhousie's reign; and the Governor-General re
fused, very rightly, to continue the pension to Baji Rao's 
adopted son, the Nana Sahib, who was already a rich 
man. To Hindus who remembered how near the Mah~ttas 
had come to establishing a Hindu dominion over all India, 
these things looked like a deliberate attempt to obliterate 
all that survived of the Mahratta tradition. Nana Sahib, 
now the chief representative of that tradition, did not forget 
his grievances. His opportunity for revenge came in r857. 

But the most important of Dalhousie's annexations had 
nothing to do with the doctrine of ' lapse.' The State of 
Oudh was the oldest ally of the British power. Its king 
was, with the exception of the Nizam of Hyderabad, the 
only considerable Mohammedan prince reigning in India. 
But his realm was, and had long been, in a state of 
anarchy. His talukdars or feudal nobles were uncontrolled; 
his army was mutinous ; and the misery of his subjects 
cannot be exaggerated. Time and again Governors-General 
had protested, and insisted upon reform; the chaos only 
grew worse. At length the home Government decided that 
the King of Oudh must be deposed, and his State brought 
under direct British rule. It fell to Dalhousie to carry 
out this order in r856, just before his retirement. Beyond 
a doubt the annexation meant an immediate and immense 
amelioration of the condition of the peoples of Oudh. But 

1 See the mup, Atlas, Plate 62. 2 Above, Bk. IX. chap. iv. p. 347· 
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the talukdars were restless at the prospect of being brought 
under control. Other native princes were alarmed at this 
suppression of an allied State, which was not even justified 
by the doctrine of ' lapse.' And Mohammedans were dis
turbed by the disappearance of one of fue last remaining 
relics of their one-time Indian supremacy. Mohammedan 
sentiment was further hurt when it was announced that 
the heir of the ancient Mogul, the nominal Emperor of 
India, was only to be allowed to succeed to this title if he 
left the ancient palace of Delhi, once the scene of the 
splendours of Shah J ehan and Aurangzib. All these acts 
were inspired by ~zeal for efficiency and economy, an<J by 
impatience of shams. But they aroused widespread per
turbation among both Hindus and Mussulmans. They 
made it appear that the British power, now that it had 
become supreme, was setting itself to sweep away every 
relic of the older political systems of India. 

Dalhousie's downright and practical mind made little of 
the irrational sentiments which were hurt by all these changes. 
Wnat he cared about most was the equipment of India with 
the material apparatus of a modern State. To help in this 

· work, he created a new scientific Public Works Department, 
and ltept it busy. Magnificent roads were made, notably 
the Grand Trunk road from Peshawar to Calcutta. Flotillas 
of steamboats appeared on the rivers. New harbours were 
built. . The Governor-General himself drew up a scheme for 
a well-planned' railway system under State control; and 
before he retired he had the satisfaction of opening the first 
few miles of Indian railway.· He began the construction of 
telegraph lines, and pushed it forward with such vigour that 
in little over two years 4000 miles of telegraph were working. 
A postal service at. extraordinarily cheap rates was organised. 
The construction of great works of i:rrigation was undertaken, 
and whole areas of fertile land were made available for the 
production of food. The natural.resources of India, its coal, 
its iron deposits, were explored. The scientific preservation 
of forests was taken in hand, and in a hundred ways efforts 
were ,made to improve the methods of Indi,an agriculture, · 
to develop the cultiv:.ation of tea, of cotton; of silk and of 
flax, and to improve the breed of cattle, sheep and horses. 
Never had there been a more strenuous and systematic 
endeavour by a Government to stimulate~the cultivation of 
a country's natural resources a:t:J.d to increase its power of 
producing 'wealth. India felt that she was being hustled 
out of her ancient grooves. She did not like th~ process. 
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More important than even these large contributions 
towards the equipment of India with the material apparatus 
of Western civilisation was the work which was set on foot 
during Dalhousie's administration in the development and 
expansion of education, both in English and in the ver
naculars. In r854 a despatch from Sir Charles Wood, then 
President of the Board of Control, laid down a scheme for 
the organisation of .a complete educational system, ele
mentary, secondary and university, in which private effort 
was to be encouraged by subsidies to come to the aid of 
government action. Three universities, one for each Presi
dency, were to crown the structure; arid every province 
was to have a special department of government set apart 
for the organisation of educational work. Hitherto educa
tional work along Western lines had been sporadic, experi
mental, and confined to the more advanced provinces. 
Henceforward it was to be systematic and general. · The 
projected universities were not yet established when Dal
housie left India, but schemes {or their organisation were 
under discussion. 

§ 2. Persian and Chinese Wars. • 
During the last years of Dalhousie's restless activity, and 

during the year after his retirement, Britain found herself 
engaged in a series of wars, which had material effects upon 
the situation in India, both directly and indirectly. 

First came the Crimean War, which lasted for more than 
two years. To supply the forces needed for this struggle 
considerable bodies of British troops were withdrawn from 
India, and the proportion of British to Indian regiments 
was lower in r856 than it had ever been before. 

Then followed a little war with Persia, a sort of aftermath 
of the conflict with Russia. Persian forces were besieging 
Herat, in Western Afghanistan,1 and Palmerston believed 
that Russia was behind Persia. To check this danger a 
combined naval and military force was sent from Bombay 
to the Persian Gulf. It served its end, and Persia withdrew 
from Afghanistan. But the forces for this expedition were 
drawn from the Indian cantonments; the sepoys saw the 
British garrison still further denuded; before the troops 
returned the Mutiny had begun. 

Finally, a new war with China broke out early in r857. 
It was an indefensible and disgraceful war, due to the arrog

' See the map, Atlas, Plate 63. 
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ance of Palmerston and of the British agent at Hong-Kong. 
Its occasion was the arrest by Chinese officers, on a charge of 
piracy, of the Chinese crew on board the ' lorcha ' Arrow, a 
Chinese ship improperly flying the British flag. On the pre
text that the British flag had been insulted a war was begun 
which lasted three years; France joined her forces to those 
of Britain; Canton was bombarded; Western troops 
marched on Pekin and sacked the summer-palace of the 
Emperor; and in the end China had to assent to the effec
tive fulfilment of the promises she had made after the first 
Chinese War, and to admit Western traders and missionaries 
freely (r86o). The Treaty ofPekin is important as marking 
the date when the obstinate exclusiveness of China was 
definitely broken down. But it had its importance for 
India also. The spectacle of Britain forcing Western in
fluen.ce upon China had its significance, at a moment when 
India was restive under the same process. Still more signi
ficant was the fact that the rulers of India evidently had 
their hands full, with wars on e~i-y.~ide. 

The Chinese War had but just begun, and British troops 
were actually on the high seas on their way to take part in 
the c~mpaign, when the Indian Mutiny broke out. 
. . 

§ 3· The Sepoy Mutiny, r857-I858. -· 

Consider what must have been the state of opinion in 
India during 1856 and the spring of r857, and what sort of 
talk must have been· going on in the bazaars and in the 
cantonments. 

Oudh had just been annexed in face of the protests of its 
king. It was seething with unrest. Not far away, near 
Cawnpore, dwelt the N ana Sahib,_ the disappointed heir of 
the deposed Peshwa. He was rich; he gave lavish enter
tainments to British officers and their wives; but he was 

'a centre of underground intrigues, he could, as the repre
sentative of the Mahratta tradition, play upon Hindu 
sentiment, and his _smooth smile covered a longing for 
revenge. Away at Delhi the bedraggled cGmrt of the old 
Mogul was humming with ariger at the knowledge that it 
was soon to be expelled from these scenes of ancient splen
dour. Th~ last days of Moslem power seemed to have come. 
Moslem and Hindu alike were full of resentments. Every
where there was uneasiness, a sense that the foreign con
queror, now that he was omnipotent, was at last showing 
his true character and threatening all the ancient traditions 
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of India. A new Governor, Lord Canning, had just arrived: 
it was said that he brought orders to force all Hindus and 
lVIussulmans to become Christians. Rumours flew in the 
bazaars, and magnified themselves. Mysterious messengers 
passed from village to village, leaving behind them chapati 
cakes and instructions that they 5hould be passed on: to 
this day no Englishman knows what these cakes meant, but 
they meant something. It was nearly a century since the 
power of the British had been established at Plassey (1757) : 
would it outlast the century? Their power rested-it had 
always rested-upon their army. Now they were engaged 
in wars on all sides, and the camps were almost emptied 
of white soldiers ; the sepoys, whom they had trained and 
armed, outnumbered them by five to one-233,000 against 
45,000 in r856. The sepoys too were beginning to be un~ 
restful: mysterious lotus-flowers, carrying some unknown 
message, were passing from cantonment to cantonment. 

Into the midst of all this unrest came a horrible story. 
A new rifle had been introduced. The cartridges used in 
it had to be bitten by the soldiers. And the cartridges 
were greased with animal fat-with pigs' fat which would 
defile the Mohammedan, with cows' fat which would cause 
the Hindu to lose caste. The worst of it was that, owing 
to some terrible blunder made at Woolwich, the rumour 
was true. Naturally the excited sepoys believed that this 
was a malignant design against their religion : a device to 
force them to be Christians. Official India was serenely 
unaware of all this ferment. Even a few sporadic mutinies 
in various regiments during the early part of r857 did not 
cause serious alarm. And the sudden outbreak came like 
a bombshell. 

On Sunday, roth May, 1857, three native regiments at 
Meerut murdered their officers and marched to Delhi. The 
Delhi garrison, consisting wholly of sepoys, joined them; 
every European who could be discovered in the city was 
murdered. But in the confusion two heroic deeds were 
done which perhaps saved the situation : a telegraph 
operator flashed the news along the new wires to the Punjab 
until he was cut down at his post; a gallant handful of 
British soldiers blew up the great magazine, and died in 
its ruins. The mutineers burst into the Fort and pro
claimed the poor old Mogul once more Emperor of India ; 
and the great revolt had begun. 

Then came a strange pause of almost three weeks, as if 
the mutineers were stunned by their own success. It was 
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a fortunate pause for the British raj. It gave John 
. ·Lawrence and John Nicholson, forewarned by the tele

graph, time to disarm the sepoy regiments in the Punjab; 
and as the Sikhs remained loyal, and the Afghans failed · 
to seize the opportunity for invasion, it became possible 
to organise the Punjab as a base for the reconquest of 
Delhi. The interval gave time also to make the situation 
safe in Bengal and Bihar, where only minor risings took 
place, and to hold on to the great fortress of Allahabad. 
This became the south-eastern base for the attack on th~ 
mutineers, as the Punjab was the north-western base.1 

In the early days of June the Mutiny flamed out over all 
the wide and populous region between these two points
over all the Upper Ganges Valley, the real heart of historic 
India; it spread also southwards, into Bundelkhand and 
Central India, though here it was never so serious. In the 
main it was concentrated in the region now known as the 
United Provinces, from Delhi and Agra to Lucknow and 
Cawnpore. Throughout this region every outlying British 
officer with his family was exposed to murder; those who 
escaped it did so by the loyalty of their Indian servants, 
or tile help of the peasants; and men shuddered at the 
thought of what had happened in a hundred lonely stations. 
Yet even in these regions there was no general rising. 
Except in the .city of Delhi, and in Oudh, the mutiny 
was purely a military movement; and the peasants looked 
on at it as they had looked on at so many devastating 
conquests. · . 

There wsruwo tocus,;_p,Sll~ts : th~~~' ~he seat of 
the Mogul Empire; to which flocked tne mutineers from 
far and wide ; t~~ .. o.!~'er, ~u~~,.frl}.,i \~P.~!~· ~n 
Cawnpore the muhfieers, egged on by the N ana Sali1b, la1d 
siege to an indefensible entrenchment within which a small 
British force, encumbered by many women and children, 
strove i,n vain to defend itself. Cawnpore had surrendered 
(June 27). on a promise of honourable treatment from the 
N ana Sahib, its garrison had been massacred, and its 
I25 women and children were awaiting a still more hideous 
fate, before the siege of Lucknow began (July 1). There 
the Residency_ was beset by a swarming throng. Its 
heroic chief, Sir Henry Lawrence, was wounded on the 
second day of the siege, and died two days later; but the 
desperate defence went on. 

The first and most thrilling part of the story of the 
l See the map, Atlas, Plate 62,. 
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Mutiny filled the summer months from June to September, 
when the handful of British troops available in India had 
to fight, alongside of the loyal Sikhs and Gurkhas, through 
the heat of an Indian summer, against overwhelmingodds, 
to save the existence of the raj, and to prevent the relapse 
of India into utter chaos. The mutineers had no clear 
plans; they made no serious attempt to combine their 
operations, or to extend the revolt into other parts of 
India. They merely awaited attack from the little British 
forces whom they outnumbered by five to one, and who 
had to advance against them, far from their bases, through 
more than half-hostile country. That the attacks should 
have been delivered at all in these circumstances was 
wonderful enough; that they should have succeeded seems 
merely miraculous. 

From the Punjab, heedless of risk, Lawrence sent all 
the troops he could scrape together to attack the great 
walled city of Delhi. Through the scorching heat of J nne 
and July a little army of 5000 men hung on to the low ridge 
of rock that lies just outside the city of Delhi, constantly 
beating off fierce attacks by 30,000 foes; their long endur
ance has made the Ridge one of the sacred spots ot the 
British people. In August the hero, John Nicholson, 1 

came down with all the reinforcements that the Punjab 
could send, and insisted upon immediate attack. On 
September 14 the Kashmir Gate was blown in, the British 
troops stormed through the gap, and John Nicholson was 
shot down at their head. Six days' hard fighting gave the 
city to the British troops ; and the Mutiny lost its chief 
centre. The old Mogul was taken prisoner; and when 
the troubles were over he was exiled to Rangoon, where 
he died in r862, the last of the line of Akbar. 

Meanwhile, away in the South-East, a still more desperate 
conflict had been going on. On July 7, Henry Havelock 2 

had set out from Allahabad with 2000 men for the relief 
of Lucknow. He had to fight his way, under the sun of an 
Indian July, against desperate and well-armed enemies 
who outnumbered him by ten to one. After four pitched 
battles he reached Cawnpore, only to find that the day 
before his arrival the women and children had been 
slaughtered by the order of Nana Sahib, their protector. 
Their bodies had been flung into a well. The men who 

1 There is a short life of John Nicholson by Captain Trotter. 
2 There is a short life of HaTelock in the 'English Men of Action' 

Series, by Archibald Forbes. 
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stood by that well forgot weariness, forgot mercy, forgot 
everything but the passion of revenge. 

Lucknow. was still forty miles away; and in the Lucknow 
Residency the defence, maintained against terrible odds, ~ 
was becoming desperate. Havelock tried to force his way 
through (July 25); but though he won three victories, his 
little army was so weakened by losses in action, by !?Unstroke, 
and by dysentery, that he had to fall back and await the 
reinforcements which were being hurried up under Outram. 
Then once more the advance began ; and after two more 
victories Havelock forced his way into Lucknow on Sep
tember 25, a few days after the capture of Delhi. The 
fall of Delhi and the relief of Lucknow broke the back of 
the Mutiny-broke it before the armies which were being 
hurried out from Britain ·had time to arrive. 

But ther~ was still a great deal of heavy fighting to be 
done. Havelock had relieved Lucknow only to be besieged 
in it himself. Once · more the siege had to be raised 
(November 16); and thereafter all Oudh and Rohilkhand 
had to be reconquered in detail. These tasks fell to Sir 
Colin Campbell; and they were not completed till the fall 
of Bareilly in May 1858, after the mutiny had lasted a year. 
Meanwhile a new and serious rising had broken out in Cen
tral India, where the army of the loyal prince Sindhia re
volted, occupied Gwalior, and proclaimed the Nana Sahib 
as Peshwa (May 1858). This would have added gravely to 
the danger if it had happened a year earlier; Now it came 
too late. Sir Hugh Rose, who had been carrying on a 
brilliant campaign in this. region against the Mahratta 
leader Tantia 'Topi, met and crushed this fresh danger in 
June; and with that .victory the Mutiny may be said to 
have reached its end, though it smouldered for some months 
more in outlying districts. 

§ 4· Consequences of the Mutiny: the End of the East 
India Company. 

No bald summary of events such as we have set forth in 
the last section can give any impression of the splendour of 
heroism with which the crisis of the Mutiny was met by the 
few thousands of British men and women in India who found 
themselves plunged into sudden catastrophe, and isolated 
among uncounted myriads of possible foes; or of the horror, 
the fierce anger, the thirst for vengeance, which possessed 
those who had seen the mutilated bodies of Cawnpore, or 
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read of the long agony of Lucknow. The faithfulness of 
thousands of Indians, the comradeship of brave Sikhs and 
Gurkhas, the steady support of nearly all the ruling princes, 
were too readily forgotten; and if people at home and in 
India could have had their way, there would have been an 
orgy of revenge which would have left wounds that could 
not have been healed. Happily the reins of government 
were in the hands of a man who could keep his balance in a 
time of fierce emotion. Lord Canning made mistakes ; but 
his steadfast moderation, for which he was at the time 
bitterly reproached, was not one of them, and the nickname 
of 'Clemency Canning,' given in scorn, has become a title 
of honour. Even when the very existence of the Indian 
Empire seemed to be at stake, Canning could realise that 
the outburst had not been the result of any deep-laid plan 
or calculated treachery, but of misunderstandings, of not 
unreasonable apprehensions, of sudden panic such as may 
easily master masses of ignorant and superstitious men ; 
and his wisdom made it possible for the wounds to heal with 
astonishing rapidity. 

For although there had been plottings and intrigues, the 
Mutiny was no thought-out, organised movement. It had 
no real leadership. If there had been in it any strong guid
ing spirit, the suddenness with which it broke out, and the 
unpreparedness of the Government, must have ensured it 
at least a temporary victory. But victory could have led 
to no good results; it would have brought desolation to 
great parts of India, and at the best it could only have 
resulted in a renewal of the anarchy of the eighteenth cen
tury, from which India had been rescued by the rise of the 
British power. There could have been no cohesion between 
the disparate and destructive ambitions of the Mogul court 
on the one hand and of the Mahratta Brahmins on the other; 
and there was in all India no power save that of Britain 
which could have made itself respected, or established any 
semblance of order. The Mutiny was in no sense a national 
movement ; for India, united for the first time in her history 
only on the eve of the outbreak, bad not even begun to dream 
of nationhood. 

But it was not all waste. It gave to many Indians a 
glimpse of the abyss of anarchy from which impartial 
government preserved them. It produced a change of 
temper on the part of the Government of India, a greater 
caution even in the pursuit of aims that were wholly in
spired by a desire for the welfare of India, and a greater 
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tenderness for the rights of Indian States. And it led to the 
abolition of the East India Company, and the direct assump
tion of responsibility for the government of India by the 
Crown and Parliament of Britain-a change which had 
always had its advocates, since Clive wrote to urge this 
course upon Pitt in 1759. 

By al,I Act o!~ ~a~.!i~~~!..2Lr8s8, .. the long," romantic his
tory of t11e-East Ind1a Company was brought to an end; 
and i~ powers-::.w~~si~l!io ~n a_d_cg~~! §~cr~tary 
of State, who was to actwiththe advice of a Council of India 

1_>f fifte-en meilibers sit:t!ng _in_1_ondon.- AY tiie same time 
a-Pro.damation, wisely conceived and nobly written, was 
issued over the signature of Queen Victoria. It reassured 
the Indian princes, alarmed by recent annexations; pro
claiming that 'We desire no extension of our present terri
torial possessions, .. we shall respect the rights, dignity 
and honour of native princes as our own.' It promised 
that all religions should 'alike enjoy the equal and impartial 
protection of the law,' and announced the royal will that ~ 
'our subjects, of whatever race or creed, be freely and 
impartially admitted to offices in our service.' · 

It has long been customary to say that the abolition of 
the l!ast India Company marked the beginning of a new 
and better era in the connexiori between Britain and India. 
But this is scarcely true. There was nothing in the Queen's 
proclamation that had not earlier been embodied either in 
legislation or in the practice of Indian government; and 
the Company was justified in asserting, in the dignified 
remonstrance with which it accepted its deposition, that it 
had done nothing to deserve extinction. In so far as the 
change made any difference, it was a difference for the 
worse ; for the Directors of the Company had at least been 
a body of men with knowledge of India who had to be con
sulted before action was taken, while the Council of India, 
which was supposed to perform this function, was liable to 
be overridden, and has often been overridden, by· Secre
taries of State quite ignorant of Indian conditions. More
over it had been a real advantage that at the renewals of 
the Company's charter, which took place every twenty years, 
there was a detailed survey of its work, followed by legisla
tion to deal with any defects which might have been dis
covered. Henceforward no such regular and searching 
reviews took place ; and the affairs of India were far less 
efficiently and carefully considered when Parliament was 
nominally' responsible for them than they had been in the 
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days when they were in the charge of an external but 
dependent body, which had to submit its work to search
ing and detailed criticism at regular intervals. 

§ 5. The Era of Peace, I858-I876. 

After the Mutiny came a period of eighteen years of 
almost unbroken peace, covering five unexciting vice-royal
ties.1 No political events of importance broke the calm 
of these years; yet under this placid surface developments 
of profound importance were taking place. 

In the first place, a substantial reconstruction of the 
civil and military system was quietly carried into effect. 
The Indian army was amalgamated with the royal army ; 
the proportion of British to Indian troops was increased ; 
while nearly all the artillery was made over to the charge 
of British troops. Again, changes were made in the 
structure of government. In 1861 a distinction was for 
the first time drawn between the executive and the legis
lature, and a Legislative Council, including non-official 
members appointed by the Viceroy, was established. This 
was the first tentative step towards the creation of a 
parliamentary system in India. The judicial system also 
was recast; and in the same year, 1861, the Supreme 
Courts and the Company's Indian Courts of Appeal were 
merged in new High Courts of Justice for each Presidency. 
Thus, after eighty years, was carried into effect the reform 
which Warren Hastings had striven to realise in 178o, and 
for which he had been impeached. 

In the sphere of government, indeed, this was a time of 
steady, quiet efficiency. The days of romance, of great 
conquests and sweeping reconstructions, and of immense 
responsibilities and opportunities thrust by fate upon 
lonely men, were over. The administrative machine 
slowly wrought out since the time of Warren Hastings 
had almost attained perfection; and the District Officer, 
the pivot of the whole system, was carrying on his multi
farious and beneficent labours in every part of India. 
Since 1853 new recruits to the Civil Service had been 
selected by competitive examination, and by the end of 
this period few officers survived who had been brought in 
by any other means. Competitive examination produced a 
high average level of ability, and of competence in the 

1 Canning, r858-62; Elgin, r862-3; Lawrence, x864-9; Mayo, x869· 
r87Z; Northbrook, 1872-6. 
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performance of the regular work of administration. There 
were no means of telling whether it could produce men of 
exceptional power and constructive vision such as the 
older system had never failed to produce. For in the post
Mutiny generation calm routine held sway, and there was 
no such challenge to tl!.e exceptional man as the eras of 
crisis had offered. Moreover circumstances were materially 
reducing the freedom of action and the sense of imrnedia te 
responsibility which had been thrust upon local adminis
trators. The rules of government by which officials were 
controlled were growing more elaborate. The railway and 
the telegraph brought every officer more directly under 
the control of the central Government; while the submarine· 
cable, and the steamship route through the Suez Canal, were 
in the same way bringing the Government of India under 
the close control of a Secretary of State in London, who 
commonly knew little or nothing of India. For these 
reasons the system of Indian government was. becoming 
not merely more efficient and more punctiliously exact, it 
was becoming gradually more mechanical; more formal, 
and more impersonal. There were many advantages in 
tlie increasing precision and regularity thns obtained. But 
the ~st is accustomed to personal government; it prefers 
to deal with a man rather than' a system; and the growing 
formalism of the system had its dangers. 

Three main--features of this period· of peaceful advance 
deserve to be noted.: the emergence of. the problem of 
famine administration, the rapid development of railways 
and other Western innovations, and the deeply significant 
expansion of ·western education. 

A monsoon country 'like India is always liable to local 
famines, when there is a failure of the rains in any district ; 
and throughout Indian history famines have inevitably 
been of frequent occurrence. Until the modem era they 
were merely endured as sent by Fate. Little could be 
done to guard against them; for as each district only 
produced supplies for its local market, there was no large 
surplus available for transference to a famine-struck area; 
an.d there were no adequate means of transport. The 
development of British power during the nineteenth century 
affected the famine problem in two ways. On the one 
hand, assured peace brought a rapid increase of population; 
which increased the danger of famine. But on the other 
hand irrigation opened up new supplies; the steamship 
opened a world-market to the Indian cultivator, and 
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encouraged him to produce a surplus for export, which 
could be diverted to the stricken areas in time of famine; 
while the railway made it possible to move these stores 
quickly from one region to another. All these new factors 
began to come actively into operation during the generation 
following the Mutiny; and for this reason the problem of 
famine became a soluble problem, capable of being dealt with 
by organisation. It was in this period, during the terrible 
famines of r86r, r865, and 1876, that famine organisation 
began to be studied, though at first with little success. 

The peaceful era which followed the Mutiny was filled 
with constructive activity in those great works of engineer
ing which Dalhousie had begun and the Mutiny had inter
rupted. This was, in particular, the Railway Age in India ; 
and the construction of the main trunk lines which Dal
housie had planned belongs to these years. The work was 
carried on by British companies, whose capital was raised 
in Britain. The fact that interest has to be paid on the 
capital thus sunk in the development of India has since 
been treated as a grievance by Indian critics, who regard it 
as a ' drain' on the wealth of India. But the increase 
which this work has brought about in the wealth of India 
enormously outweighs the charges imposed to me•et it. 
Not only that; railways have contributed in a very high 
degree to weld India into a unity. 

Unity of another and a deeper kind was meanwhile 
being forwarded by the working out of an educational 
system on the lines of the Despatch of r854. Not much, 
it is true, was done in the sphere of elementary education, 
for the Indian masses had not yet begun to want it. But 
there was an exceedingly rapid expansion in the provision 
t:~f secondary schools, which were used by the traditional 
literate castes; and by the end of the period it was already 
true that, in the more advanced provinces, a large pro
portion of these classes had some knowledge of English, 
and could therefore communicate with one another with 
an ease unknown to their fathers. Still more important 
was the development of the Universities. The three 
Presidency Universities of Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay 
were established in 1857, not as teaching bodies, but merely 
as institutions empowered to examine the students of 
affiliated colleges, and to grant degrees. Their examina
tions regulated and dictated the work done in colleges, 
some of which were provided by Government, others by 

"the missionaries; and at the end of the period Indians 
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were beginning to open colleges of their own. All the work 
of the colleges was carried on in the English language. 
All followed singularly uniform lines. And the result was 
that a generation of Western-educated Indians was being 
produced whose minds were saturated with English litera
ture and with British political theories ; and who formed 
a body spread over every part of India which shared the 
same outlook and ideas. They were not as yet very 
numerous; but their influence was altogether out of pro
portion to their numbers .. They included all the l§twyers 
who , practised before the High Courts and the District 
.Magistrates ; all the schoolmasters ; all the administrative 
officers holding subordinate Government posts in every 
district; all the journalists who produced the increasing 
number of newspapers in English and the vernaculars. 
The creation of this powerful and vocal class, whose 
members, in every part of India, shared the same body of 
ideas, and could communicate with one another, was a 
factof portentous political importance. It was the biggest 
thing that had happened in the history of modern India. \ 

But the significance of these things was as yet scarcely 
perceived. The railway, the one-anna post, the newspaper, 
the school, the university, the wide diffusion of English-. 
these things were creating in divided India new elements of 
unity. It was as yet. only a superficial unity, based upon 
the assimilation of some of the methods and some of the 
ideas of the West ; it did not seriously qualify the divisions 
of race, language, caste and. religion by which India was 
more deeply sundered than any other country on the face 
of the globe. Nevertheless it was a portentous though an 
unappreciated fact ; and it has dominated the subsequent 
history of India. 

§ 6. The Imperial Title and the Second Afghan War. 
The prosaic period which we have been surveying was 

brought to an end when Disraeli assumed control of the 
.home Government (r874), and sent out to India Lord Lytton, 
a man of his own temper, with a high sense of British great
ness, and a taste for the dramatic and the grandiose. 

Disraeli had resolved to express the assumption of supreme 
power in India by the introduction of.a new royal title. The 
title Empress of India, Kaisar-i-Hind, which he devised · 
(1876), was the object of a good deal of satirical criticism. 
But Disraeli's judgment was right. He had the imagina
tion to see that the suzerainty of the British Crown over the 
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princes of India was made much more natural and accept
able if the homage demanded from them was rendered to 
the Empress of India than if it was rendered to the Queen 
of a distant and alien land; and it may be added that the 
assumption of this title was the first step towards an accept
ance of the view that India ought to be regarded not as a 
mere subject dominion of the.British State, but as a partner 
realm. Lytton's first task as Viceroy was to arrange a 
stately and ceremonious Durbar at which to announce to 
the assembled princes the assumption of the new title, and 
to receive their homage (January r877). It was an assem
blage such as Akbar or Aurangzib might have held; for the 
first time the British raj assumed the robes of ceremony, and 
put aside the businesslike drabness of a mercantile concern. 

Alongside of these splendours, the Viceroy had to deal 
with the problem of finding modes of relief for the gravest 
of a series of famines which afflicted India during this period 
(r876-r878). It is his highest claim to respect that he 
showed greater insight and courage in dealing with famine 
than any of his predecessors. He was the first responsible 
statesman to grasp the problem of Indian famine as a whole, 
and to realise that the difficulties could not be dealt with 
from hand to mouth as they arose, but that an enlightened 
Government must realise their inevitable recurrence and be 
prepared with a policy for dealing with them. It was a 
Commission appointed by Lytton which first seriously dealt 
with the famine question as a 'whole, analysed the ways in 
which famines should be dealt with in various provinces 
according to their circumstances, and laid down the prin
ciples upon which the famine policy of the next period was 
wrought out. 

But what most markedly distinguished the viceroyalty 
of Lord Lytton was the revival of the Afghan question, and 
the outbreak of the second Afghan War. Since the disasters 
of the first Afghan War,1 the Government of India had been 
chary of any interference with the prickly mountaineers. 
During the lifetime of Dost Mohammed, the Amir whom 
Lord Auckland had tried to overthrow in r839, relations of 
distant friendliness were maintained, and the Amir had kept 
back his fighting men when the troubles of the Mutiny might 
have tempted them to invade India. But Dost Mohammed 
died in r863, and there was a period of civil war in Afghan
istan before his son Sher Ali secured the throne (r868). 
During these years Russia was steadily extending her power 

1 Above, Bk. IX. chap. xi. p. 453· 
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in Central Asia. In r868 she established her control over 
·the Khanate of Bokhara, which brought her to the very 
borders of Afghanistan; and the Khanate of Khiva, farther 
west, was soon to follow (r873)} The Amir saw himself 
being crushed between the two European Powers. 'He asked 
for a promise of British protection (r869 and 1873); it was 
refused him, because Britain was resolved to advance no 

\ farther. Thereupon he turned to Russia; and by 1876 it 
appeared that the holder of the gates of India was definitely 
hostile to the British power. What action. should that 
Power take.? On this question there were two sharply
opposed bodies of opinion, the one urging a forward policy, 
the other urging restraint. But these were years in which 
the old British fear of Russia had been brought once more 
to fever-heat by events in Europe. Disraeli was struggling 
against the extension of Russian power in the Balkans; 
the extension of Russian influence over Afghanistan seemed 
still more dangerous. 

In 1876, to guard against these dangers,· Lytton declared 
a protectorate over the barren land of Baluchistan, 2 which 
lies to the south of Afghanistan.. He took control of. the 
Bolan Pass, and esta:blished an advanced military station 

1 at Q~tta, from which it would be easy, if need be, to take 
Afghanistan on the flank. Quetta is still one of the pivotal 
points of Indian frontier-defence. In 1878 the Amir of 
Afghanistan, after receiving a ·Russian envoy with great 
honour, refused to admit a British envoy to his dominions. 
1878 was the year when anti-Russia~ feeling in, Britain was 

·at its height. The consequence was a declaration of war 
against Afghanistan. 

The war began with a brilliant threefold advance on 
Kabul, which drove the Amir to flight, and forced his suc
cessor to accept the British terms. The frontier was re
vised so as to secure to India the' control of the .passes. 

· Afghanistan practically became a vassal State, precluded 
from following an independent foreign policy ; and · a 

· British Resident took up his \abode at Kabul. But as in 
1840, so in 1879, initial success was only the herald of fresh 
trouble.· The British Resident was murdered; the Amir 
had to flee to the British ·camp; and the war had to be 
fought all over again. Tl~:e Afghans offered a vigorous re
sistance ; General. Roberts, after occupying Kabul afresh, 
had to fall back for a time; a detached British force in the 
west was seriously defeated at Maiwand and penned into 

1 See the map, Atlas, Plate '3· 

VOL. II. 

2 See the map, Atlas, Plate 62. 

2N 
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Kandahar; and in order to relieve it, Roberts had to make 
the great march of 300 miles from Kabul to Kandahar 
through a hostile and difficult country, which established 
his military reputation (r88o). Evidently adventures 
amongst the fierce clansmen of the mountains were costly 
and dangerous ; and in the end Lytton's forward policy 
was reversed by the Gladstone ministry of r88o, the British 
forces were withdrawn, and the Amir Abdurrahman was left 
to establish his authority by iron methods over his unruly 
subjects, under a guarantee of his frontiers against foreign 
attack. Abdurrahman was a very vigorous barbarian; he 
would be no dependent vassal ; he meant to hold his own 
independently between the two European Powers, and in a 
remarkable degree he succeeded in doing so. 

In effect the Afghans were henceforward left to them
selves. But the second Afghan War had one important 
result; it gave to India control over the mountain wall 
which formed her defence on the north-west; the keys were 
no longer in untrustworthy hands; and Quetta had been 
established as a military outpost to guard the frontier line. 

One further feature marked the Viceroyalty of Lord 
Lytton; a feature ominous of the. future. During the 
Russo-Turkish War (1877-8) a part of the vernacular.press 
in India began to denounce the Government with virulence, 
to extol Russia, and to preach the necessity of overthrowing 
the British raj. To curb this license, a Vernacular Press 
Act was passed in r878, which empowered Government to 
exact bonds of security from the publ.ishers of vernacular 
newspapers. The Act aroused an angry outcry among the 
new educated classes of India, as a restraint upon the 
freedom of the press, and it was withdrawn four years later. 
But the significant thing was the emergence of the new 
temper which showed itself both in the kind of writing 
against which the Act was directed, and in the protest 
against the Act itself. A new era was plainly dawning in 
India, in which submission to authority was no longer to 
be the dominant note of its thought, as it had been for 
untold centuries. The ferment of the West was working. 

[Lee Warner, Dalhousie; Rice Holmes, History of the Indian 
Mutiny; Marshman, Havelock; Cunningham, Lord Canning; Tre
velyan, Cawnpore; Edwardes, Life of Sir H. Lawrence; Bosworth 
Smith, Life of Lord Lawrence; Kaye and Malleson, History of the 
Mutiny; Ilbert, Government of India; Dutt, India in the Vict01•ian. 
Age; Trotter, History of India under Queen Victoria; Roberts, 
Forty-One Years in India; Adye, Indian Front-ier Policy; Lady B. 
Balfour, History of Lytton's Indian Administration.] 



/ CHAPTER VII 

/. THE AGE ~F SCIENCE 

.. 

· . § I. The Literary Protest against Self-Complacency. 
·~~~-·~···· 

THE word ':Mid-Victorian~ carries an .aroma of sm;~ and 
·:'e~f-compla~ent ... E2.~J21~~itlf'1b'W 
I~~~ITg"rno'falily; and we have seen that 
there _is much in the character of the period which is in 
accord with this suggestion. But the literq.ture of the 
period assuredly does not reflect this chamcter ; perhaps 
because,. the vital literature of any age is never a mere 

?{· echo of its ruling temper, but i;;. rather inspired by the' 
new- ideals that are j usLbeginning to sprout through· the 

·soil, and that are to become the inspiration of a lCJ,ter time. 
The dominant literary figures of the period were the 

great tive who survived from the previous period, and made 
it appear that there was scarcely any change in the main 
cutren~ of thought. Tennys?n (Laure~te s~nce~}. and 
Brownmg were both ~~'fmt'l'm'ft'*'ffme and of 
their powers throughout this period arid far into the next; 
the later work of Tha~t~,.Q!~e~n..J,§Q~~-: and of 
Dj,<.r}W~ D""~ed j~ ~.,.Bpth fell i~ tllel.l1d-Vi~torian 
time ; and Gr1Yie,Tiugh he had produced all h1s best 
work, and w~asting his' years on a gigantic monument 
to Frederick the Great, was still regarded as the greatest of 
prophets. But the literary character of the time was fixed 
by a group of younger writers whose work mainly or wholly 
belonged to it: Swinburne," Matthew Arpold, William 
Morris, George Meredith, Dante ,anq Christina. Rossetti 
among the poets ; George Eliot, George Meredith, Mrs. 
Gaskell, and Anthony Trollope among the novelists; John 
Stuart Mill, Matthew Arnold, Sir Henry Maine, Huxley, 

· · Bagehot, and T. H. Green among the essayists and reflective 
· writers. And~t6"'i'l:m~-~'"fn~oe added the second, Ruskin ; ~. 
·. for the Ruskin who was primaril:y: a st~ic of p;._ 

the arts completed his main workr-V.dth the publication of 
f/Ihe Stones of. Venice in r8sr, in~'Y.f~.T.~~~~~,;.d bY.__ a 
, . ~1fferent Ruskm, _th~ . reacher. o~ a ~e~ eco~"B!:. --··_ 
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Now it cannot be said of any of these (except perhaps of 
Trollope) that ~hey were the exponents of a conventional 
morality, or that the self-complacency of the age is echoed in 
their pages. Rather they expressed a many-sided revolt 
against conventionality, and were agog to stab complacency 
into wakefulness and self-reproach. They denounced with 
Ruskin the arid ugliness and cruelty of an industrialised 
society ; or with Morris took refuge in imagining simpler 
and happier societreS:ln the past or the future; or with 
Swinburne hymned the praises of sensuous beauty; or 
with Matthew Arnold grew melancholy and caustic at the 
spectacle of the Philistine's ·insensitiveness to sweetness 
and light; or with Meredith satirised the unrealities of 
sentimentalism and demanded a bracing contact with the 
clean and stem earth; or with Christina Rossetti found 
content in a quietism that shut out the world. Not one 
of them exulted in the happiness of his own time ; they 
were all preachers of one form or another of revolt or 
retreat or discontent; and to them at least, whatever the 
average mind o£ the time may have thought, there seemed 
little ground for satisfaction either with the facts or with 
the aims of their own time. The most vital creative minds 
of the mid-Victorian era were not content with life· as it 
was ; they were reaching forward towards some other and 
happier mode of life; and in the midst of the self-com
placency of their age were preparing the way for the active, 
restless, unhappy time that was to follow. 

It has been observed that a change seemed to come 
over the temper of English thought and writing of the 
imaginative kind somewhere about the middle of the 
'sixties; after about r865 there was less creative work of 
the highest quality, and what there was took on a more 
sombre tone. r865 was the year of the death of Palmerston, 
which brought to a close the era of satisfied quiescence in 
politics; r866 was the year in which the armed, alert, re
morseless figure of Prussia strode clanking to the foremost 
place among the Powers of Europe, and' blood and iron,' 
backed by science, were declared the master-forces of the 
world; r867 was the year in which the veiled figure of 
Demos took command in Britain, against a background of 
Fenian outrages and Sheffield rattenings. No doubt these 
things, and the vague emotions they inspired, counted for 
a good deal. 

But there was something else which counted for more. 
By r865 the significance of Darwin's Origin of Species, 

' . ' ''~ . . ,,·'f: .. -
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published in r859, had been driven by clamorous contro
·versy into the''irrr<fgrifa"ti.On'"'even of unscientific men. Man, 
it seemed, was not a unique creature~ but only the last 
link in a long chain of evolution. Thereafter the aspect 

. of the world seemed changed, and the poet and the thinker . 
had to revise their outlook. ~~.cierf 

· mined; . the new dogmas seemed_ chill and forbidding.'. r Miili ,I :J.'f'f~.a.tw.E..JH uxle \pi&!.t~,h.ej.,,~J2r.ill}.~n .· ... 
'0o0k' on f.hlS SUbJeCt 11}, I~~ ;;,...,<}J?, :eared to be no long~u 
t~er, ut of a helpless creature m 

"' the grip of blind forces whi.ch he might modify, but which 
he· could n.?t c?ntrol. ~.i~•.· ~ .... · .~ak~.~:>JJ;l,ad 
tak~n mank~~1d ~nto _Q._~_m!:i~ _gp.a ''SC!erite ~s n?t _only 

1d~~~. 1rseemed that she ms1sted 
upon the revision of all sorts of comfortable presupposi
tions. 

. § 2. The Conquests of Science. 
It was in the 'sixties, then, that average men of intelli

gence (whose normal education as yet included no element 
of natural,science) were forced b the stri ontrovers 

. abQ}~e~JJ.~;'};I,~~~w._~e8.'li " .. •·• .. ' . s 
-~hf ~,.,g,t,.;;d,s,~et''~·r'·'"¥£r,J8J;JJ~11rt";~1·A~P..t\_\,.?f 
·~~~;~~\~~t~~J·~~e~:~~ 
·over Nature, on the other hand they were dethroning him 
~from his high place as Nature's lord, and teaching him 
''that his highest achievements had neither finality nor 
permanent validity, but were ,only a stage in an indefinite 
process whose laws might be discoverable,. but whose goal 

t could . not be perceived. · The Darwinian controversy 
aroused an intensity of interest such as no purely scientific 
discussion had ever before aroused ; even Disraeli took a 
hand in it, declaring to a delighted body ofclergy at Oxford 
that if the question was whether man came from the apes 
or from the angels, he was' on the side of the angels.' But 
the question was too deep to be settled by ministerial 
witticisms or episcopal denunciations. The self-complacent 
generation was brought face to £\Lee with a total recast of 
some of its most fru;J.damentatconceptions. . 

For it was not only Darwin, ·or his theory of natural 
selection, that was in qu~stion." Darwin's work was only 
one aspect of an immense process of s~ientific exploration 
which had been carried out d,uring the previous half-century; 
jii tl)af n~U-century grea:ter q.dditjons :had been made tq 
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man's knowledge of the world in which he lives than in all 
the earlier centuries of the Christian era. This work, which 
had been carried on by a multitude of investigators in all 
countries, had as yet left the ordinary thought of the age 
comparatively untouched; and, although the British Asso
ciation had been at work for a generation, it was in the 
mid-century that the significance of the .new ~owledge 
began to be realised, thanks to the stimulus of the Dar
winian controversy, and the work of a group of great 
expositors, notably Huxley, Tync}.all and .llerbert Spencer. 

It would be beyond our function or power to give an 
adequate account of the amazing new revelation of the world 
which scientific investigation had gradually displayed during 
the first half of the nineteenth century. But some attempt 
must be made to indicate the stages by which these inquiries 
had ceased to be the concern only of philosophers, and 
had, in Bacon's phrase, 'come home to men's business 
and bosoms.' 

During most of the eighteenth century scientific inquiry 
had been largely devoted to working out the implications 
of Newton's doctrines, and to investigating the Ir}.echanics of 
the solar system. But mathematical physics is a 9>Ubject 
too abstruse to be intelligible to ordinary thought. In the 
later eighteenth century Hutton had laid the foundations 
of scientific geology by insisting that the formation of the 
strata of the earth-crust must be traced to known and de
monstrable forces; while Cavendish, Priestley and Lavoisier 
had made the first serious researches into the chemical com
position of matter. But these inquiries, pregnant as they 
were with consequences for humanity, had made little 
impact upon the general thought of the time; nor did they 
seem to have any practical consequences of importance. 

With the nineteenth century began an extraordinary 
series of investigations, progressively more fruitful, which 
touched 'men's business' through their practical conse
quences, and 'men's bosoms' through their revolutionary 
effect upon thought. There were two main parallel lines 
of inquiry, always closely related with one another; the one, 
research into the composition and constitution of matter 
and the forces at work in the physical universe ; the other, 
research into the history and circumstances of organic life 
upon the earth-crust. 

Dalton's atomic theory (1804) supplied the doctrine of 
chemical composition which illuminated the whole process 
of chemkal analysis and synthPs1s, the relation of all forms 
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of matter to their constituent elements; and the work of 
Humphry Davy had brought home to the public imagina
tion some sense of the significance of these inquiries. 
Already during the Mid-Victorian age some impressive 
demonstrations had been giVen of the new power. which 

. this kind of knowledge gave to man: Liebig's analysis of 
the fertilising factors in soils, and Perkin's discovery of coal
tar dyes, may be taken as obvious illustrations. By the 
middle of the century chemical science had long ceased to 
be a subject of mere theoretic interest; it had become the 
means of turning the gifts of Nature to the service of man 
in innumerable ways. . 

Again, in the sphere of physics, the study of the forces at· 
work in nature, an immense revelation had been made. 
The study of light, and its analysis by the spectrum, were 
among'the great achievements ofthe period: and the dullest 
of.minds could appreciate one consequence of these studies 
in the invention of photography. Alongside of this went 
the study of heat as a form of energy. Joule demonstrated 
between 1840 and r85o the principle of the Conservation of 
Energy, showing that the amount of heat producible by a 
given amount of energy is invariable ; and on this basis 
Thomson ( afterw.ards, !-o_nt Kelv?.n), .!;IeJll)holtz and others 
worked qut the principles of Thermodynamics, placed the 
hitherto empirical art of engineering upon a scientific basis, 
and made possible its immense later progress. 

Meanwhile the phenomena of electro-magnetism had been 
investigated by Far<!-Q.~y and a host of other scholars. 
Already some of the practical results of these were apparent : 
the telegraph had been invented in 1837, uncounted thou
sands of miles of wire hao been erected in all parts of the· 
world, and by r866 tb,e submarine cable had united the two 
shores of the.Atlantic and was annihilating distance. A 
new era in industrial invention had opened. · The inventions 
of the eighteenth century had been empirical; even the 
locomotive engine had been the resul(merely of ingenuity, 
not of the deliberate working out of demonstrated prin
ciples. Now Science was telling man just where and how 
to look for the power he wished to control. Man.was learn
ing that he liv:e<i ip. a Universe governed by fixed laws which 
could be discovered and turned to account ; forethought and 
exact knowledge"were increasingiy being required from him 
in place of rule-of-thumb, if he were to hold his own. The 
progressive realisation of these facts came very poignantly ' 
' home to man's bustness.,' · ' 
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But he had to learn also that he was a part of Nature, 
governed by those same laws which he was learning to study 
and utilise. This teaching' came home to his bosom' with 
unpleasant force, and what especially brought it home were 
the investigations of the geologists and the biologists. 
Geology came to maturity as a science with the publication 
of Lyell's Principles of Geology, r83o-r833· Lyell showed 
that the laws by which the Earth had been shaped were 
the same laws which were still at work ; that the strata 
of the earth-crust could be arranged in a sequence of 
time, which ran back immeasurably behind the accepted 
date for the creation of the Earth; and that the sequence 
of strata showed also a sequen,ce of life-forms, in which Man 
took his place as ' part of the fauna of the earth-crust.' 
Darwin:s J?finit~_!x -~':t~en~ and cautious inquiries were the 
natura! out'Co'iile of'.this hne of thought. What he strove 
to disclose was the process of development, under natural 
laws, whereby various forms of organic life had been gradu
ally differentia~ed ; and Man had to take his place as a 
product of that process, the 'descendant and the kin of the 
beasts that perish. The Darwinian theory has been exposed 
to an infinity of criticism better-founded than the easy 
epigrams of Disraeli; but the demonstration that M-an is 
a creature of the same evolutionary process which had 
produced all the other forms. of life was the essence of his 
doctrine, and the source of all the outcry; and this, so far 
as Man's physical frame is concerned, remains unchallenge
ably true. There was yet another sphere of biological 
investigation in which an advance of momentous importance 
was made during this period. In 1855 Louis Pasteur had 
begun to disclose the enormbu:s importance of tbe part 
played by micro-organisms in determining the conditions of 
life, and in particular in producing disease~ and showing 
the way to combat them. A whole new sphere, whose very 
existence was unsuspected, but whose vital significance 
became more obvious the more it was studied, was thus 
thrown open to investigation; and no series of discoveries 
has been more fruitful of results, whether to medicine or to 
commerce. Already Lister had been enabled, by the use 
of this knowledge, to inaugurate a new era in surgery. 

But Pasteur's epoch-marking work was for a long time 
little regarded. It was the Darwinian controversy which 
compelled men to realise what the discoveries of Science 
implied, and what a new view of the world and of life 
they were disclosing. It is no wonder that there W<J.$ 
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perturbation and excitement when all the accepted ortho
doxies, the taken-for-granted schemes of the universe, with 
which men had rested content, . were thq?. <challenged. 
Science seemed to be setting forth ii'iie\V"ai:iCi'bleai{creed : 
a fatalist view of the world~ as governed by rigid, invarjable, 
non-moral laws, which could be studied and used, but 

·~ .. 
1
everfdeflhected ;.ki~.--·~-~._r1.; .. ti~ .. ~".~}~0g}.~~~~~.·~;~~y,!~,\v.~~lr£1.s.~k'",l~itnof ptace ort ew<;>r_.ng.R, .... n.e.;:,pxqt;_ 1oreven tnewo!:~lllg?.O. 

£11e"mutd"'and""soui of'M~1iW~i-e"'tr1.~tri.t1iu~1asts 
(o tnf'§R~~t~:q_t1lfi¥l.[it1~z§:·:.:-til'"[h~ fi!~l~elitlili~ias~ 
&f this revelation, its limitations and imperfections were not 
yet perceived; and in the main it led, on the one hand to 
angry and ipeffective denunciation, on the other to the 
setting up of a new Scientific Orthodoxy, whose priests 
were apt to be as pedantic and intolerant as any other 
priestho?d. ~t"'"p,r~,£.1J.~·-~~~ ... ~~~-l?..hil~9B~Y; and in a 
long senes of luCid, olooaless, O:oc~maire volumes, the first 

·· ()f which app:ared_i.~""'~j§.,•t.~!~Jk.~J4.~Sp,:;.;;.£.~J.~t~~_lf to 
{iefine the philosophy of the scientiflt· era;": and. to account 
for all organic development, and all the achievements of the 
fhind of Man, on mechanical Qrinci£les, as ' a change from a 
~tate of homo·gerieit.y""fd"l·~a't~1\Wlrogeneity.' Almost 
before his gigantic work was completed, the narrow dogmas 
on which it rested had been rejected as insufficient by the 
movement of enlightened thought; for as scientific explora
tion penetrated more deeply, the mysteries by which it 
was faced were found to be more impenetrable; and the 

1truly scientific mind revolted against confident dogmatism· 
rbou~ ultimate prin::iples. J3:!! f2~,~g __ ;.~~~Ifr.t19n .. tl}.~J2~SE.~ni
~cal. .Vlew,2!J..~~~~¥.W.,¥...d...J.9'""'P~ •. ,J).l,.s.,..~J1}£2.!lle . i!. t}_l:",nr,~t~~,_,9~~;;;.~~,t~:?,Ug;',.9,~~~\~{.lJ,W,~"-.¥~Rt~E?--tMl£, .. w_!~J"\fed 
· 'f·g·~);.~!w~~~~~~~S~r,£~~~~-~l!lQ~,;,_., · 

§ 3· The Scientific Spirit in the Study oj.Man. 

The method of exact and patient inquiry and collection 
of facts which had produced such remarkable results in 
physical and biological science were now being applied also 
to the "study of Man and 'his .. civilisation. , Anthropology,. 
the link between biology and history, which deals with 
primitive Man, his types and his social organisation, began 
-as an organised science in the middle of the nineteepth 
century; archceology, which investigates Man's buried 
relics, and strives to reconstruct the forgotten civilisations 
pf whi.cp the!;e a.re oftep. tpe pnly memorials! maqe ama~in~ 
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advances; scientific philology, which studies languages and 
their relations, received a new birth, especially owing to 
the labours of a group of great German sch<?lars ; the 
study of compar~tive law, and the investigation of its 
sources in ancient and primitive custom, cast a flood of 
light upon the background of history, and the work of 
scholars like Sir Henry Maine brought out the shallowness 
and unreality of doctrinaire theories about society. These 
studies were of especial value at a time when Europe, and 
especially Britain, were being brought into intimate contact 
with the backward races. They were converging lines of 
inquiry; and they went to show that human society, like 
everything else in the world, is subject to an unending 
evolutionary change ; that it is impossible to define any 
scheme of social organisation as inherently right and 
universally valid; and that no system of government can 
work unless it is in accord with the stage of social develop
ment which the people subject to it have attained. The 
sciences of human society seemed to declare against all 
cut-and-dried formulce for the organisation of social well
being. 

History, too, underwent a great change under . the 
influence of the prevailing spirit. Here, as in philology, 
the lead was taken by the Germans, amongst whom a 
remarkable group of scholars, led by Ranke and Mommsen, 
inaugurated a new scientific method, based upon the ex
haustive analysis and criticism of all the available original 
documents, a re-examination of all traditional judgments, 
and a resolute determination to avoid preconceptions. 
History was no longer to be written merely as an interesting 
story, or as a means of buttressing a particular school of 
thought; it was to be severely objective. In Britain, 
Macaulay had written in the spirit of a Whig pamphleteer, 
Carlyle in the temper of a preacher. Froude, the greatest 
master of pure narrative in history whom Britain has yet 
produced, was of the new school in so much as he devoted 
infinite pains to the collection of material; but he wrote 
as a furious partisan, and as the advocate of a political 
theory. His great book-great in spite of its defects
belongs to these years, and it may be said to mark the 
transition from the old mode of treatment to the new. 
Meanwhile the State had undertaken the systematic publica
tion both of the surviving chronicles and written narratives 
of early British history, and of a selection from the archives 
and official documents which have bf'en preserved in Britain 
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in greater abundance than in any other country. The work 
~of editing these materials trained a new school of historical 
)-.'investigators. The- -most. remarkable .. product.., o_(_these 
., methods was ~9~-4i§1pzy-~L,the.:.~~c;!!~J.i,tution, ~ 

which showed the English system:ol government .as the 
outcome of a process of. graduaL evolution- ;.-..:and Stubbs 
became the acknowledged master of a school-of writers 
who aimed beyond all things at regarding the course of 
history sc.ie. ntifically and 9bjectiv~ly.j 

A~ I 
: t/§. 4· Britain's Educational Deficiencies. 

The new scientific revelation was the outcome of an 
unorganised co-operation among all the civilised peoples; 
its results were the common heritage of civilisation, the 
greatest and noblest proof of the growing unity of the 
world. But British scholars had taken their· full share, 
and in most fields far more than their share, in the com
bined effort. Among the 'greatest names, a disp~oportion
ately large number were British during the first half of the 

I 

century. ·, 
Tl:tis was all very well. But in the coming time the 

fortunes of nations would depend not solely upon the rare 
supreme men of great original genius, but. upon an army 
of men able to apply and to extend the results of the great · 
discoveries. It fell to each nation to devise for itself the 
means of tr~ining such an army, and thereby utilising the 
new knowledge. ,Under the new conditions an efficient 
national system of education had become more vitally 
important than it had ever been in the past. The triumph 
of science and the triumph of democracy had. come about 

. almost at the same moment., and both demanded for their 
service an educated nation ; both threatened disaster to 
the nation which was not educated .. 

In this respect Britain was undeniably behind other 
great nations. She was far behind Germany, who had 
long since provided herself with an organised national 
system; she was behind America; in many vital respects 
she was behind France. For England possessed, as yet, 
no organised system of education. Scotland, indeed, had 
such a system, with her four universities, her numerous 
Academies or secondary schools, and her parish schools 
whose promising boys went on in large numbers through 
the higher stages; though even Scotland wa? slo'Y to 

1 p,dapt herself to the new. knowledge. In England then~ 
. . ' ' . 
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were multitudes of schools, but no system. There were 
elementary schools, and elementary education was soon to 
be made universal and compulsory. There were great 
public schools, with a fine tradition, the training-ground 
of the governing class; but they clung to the educational 
methods which had descended from the Renascence, and 
would have nothing to do with the new knowledge. There 
were many old grammar schools, dependent upon medireval 
benefactions; in r864 a Royal Commission investigated 
their condition, and drew generous plans whereby they 
might be made the basis of a national system of secondary 
education; but England was not yet ripe for such a step, 
and all that was done (r86g) was to empower an Endowed 
Schools Commission to revise the trusts of these schools-a 
useful step, so far as it went; but not a step towards the 
creation of an organised system. In any case there was 
no sort of relation between the elementary and the secondary 
schools. Again, there were many Mechanics' Institutes 
and evening schools of science, where young men picked 
up some training after working hours. They were helped 
by grants from a Department of Science and Art which 
had been set up at South Kensington in 1853. In ~ffect 
these classes represented the only means of obtaining 
acquaintance with the new learning which was open to the 
vast majority of the nation; and they were singularly 
ineffective means. 

But the greatest of English educational deficiencies was 
the lack of university training, especially in the new scientific 
learning. And this was serious-more serious even than the 
shortcomings of the schools; for it is in the adolescent stage 
that serious scientific training is most effective, and if the 
army of trained men whom the needs of the future would 
demand were not produced by the universities, they would 
not be produced at all.. Oxford and Cambridge maintained 
all their old prestige, and in many respects deserved it; 
but they clung to the old ways and were contemptuous of 
the new learning. The University of London was merely 
an examining body; and the colleges which prepared can
didates for its examinations were too poorly endowed to do 
the true work of a university, though some of them con
tained great teachers. Durham, founded in 1837 from the 
surplus revenues of the richest of English sees, was devoted 
almost exclusively to the training of clergymen. This was 
the equipment with which England. was content; while 
Gennany had sixteen universities supported by the State, 
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in which both the old knowledge and the new were gener
ously treated; and in America ·lavishly endowed, uni
versities were arising in every State. There was .only one 
modest sign, during this period, of any awakening to a sense 
of the importance of this need : in .r85r a Manchester 
merchant left his fortune to found a modest centre of 
learning irr his native city. But that was only a beginning, 
and a very inadequate one. Blinded by self-complacency, 
the British people entered upon the new era unequipped in 
an essential respect. 

[Gregory, Discovery; Gooch, Annals of Polifics and Culture; 
Buckley, Short History of Science; Lubbock, Fifty Years of Science; 
Traill, Social England; Darwin, Life of Darwin; Huxley, Life of 
Huxley; S~ntsbury, English_ Literature in the Nineteenth Century.] 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE ZENITH OF BRITISH INDUSTRIAL SUPREMACY 

§ r. The Factors in British Trade Supremacy. 

THE foundation of the self-complacency which we have 
noted as a feature of British life in this period was the fact 
that Britain's industrial supremacy seemed to be so over
whelming as to be impregnable. It was only in the last 
decade of the period that this belief began to be qualified 
by misgivings. 

Therewere manyreasons for this overwhelmingsvpremacy. 
To begin with, Britain had obtained a generation's start over 
all her rivals in the use of the mechanical methods of pro
duction, which her sons had invented. When the ctmti
nental peoples began to address themselves to the organisa
tion of modern industrial methods, their achievements wer.e 
at first on a very modest scale; they had to buy their 
machinery mainly from Britain, and in a large degree to 
borrow British experts and workmen to set it going. Ex
cept in Belgium, which was the first European country to 
be industrialised, it was not until the 'forties that mechanical 
production began to establish itself, and not until the 'fifties 
and 'sixties that it played a large part in the life of France 
and Germany. Moreover the great new inventions still 
came mainly from Britain. For example, the Bessemer 
process of making steel from non-phosphoric iron was 
introduced in r856. This process immensely cheapened 
steel--production, led to the substitution of steel for iron 
for a multitude of purposes, and greatly strengthened 
British supremacy in the whole group of trades that depend 
upon iron and steel. 

In the next place, Britain had obtained an almost equally 
clear lead over her rivals in the development of railways ; 
and the creation of an efficient railway system is an almost 
more important stage in the economic organisation of a 
country than the introduction of mechanical methods of 

574 
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production. The main features of the British system were 
already clearly marked out by r8so. At that date, though 
Belgium had made a good start, France and Germany were 
still laying out their trunk lines; the other European 
countries had scarcely begun the work; while in America 
the task was so gigantic in scale that it necessarily took a 
long time. During the thirty years following r85o railway 
construction was going on at a furious pace all over the 
world. But the fact that Britain was so far ahead of all 
competitors in this field not only gave an advantage to her 
industries, it opened to her a new field ~f highly profitable 
activity. S}:le. became in a large degree the railway con
structor for the world. Her factories produced a lmge pro
portion of the needful rails, locomotives and rolling-stock ; 
her contractors undertook (especially in the less developed 
countries) a large part of the work of construction; her in
vestors supplied a large proportion of the needful capital. 
In railway construction, as in the provision of machinery, 
she was playing a great part in introducing to the rest of 
the world the industrial system which had first grown up 
within her ·own borders. This was a very profitable under
taking. What was more, it strengthened her hold over the 
world's commerce; for she received, in the form of imports, 
an annually growing interest on the capital she laid 
out; . she was becoming the supreme creditor-power of 
the world. 

Again, no country had begun to rival the British produc
tion of wal, tj:le very foundation of modern industry ; 
though here also Belgium was (in proportion to her size) 
in advance of every other European country. France had. 
a very poor supply, and,. such as it was, she had not yet 
learnt to make the most of it. The immense coal deposits 
of America were only beginning to be developed ; the rich 
deposits of Germany, which are far greater than 'those of 
England, were but gradually being opened up. Though 
Germany made great progress in this field between r85o and 
r87o, her production in r87r was less "than 34,ooo,ooo tons, 
while France and Belgium produced 13,ooo,ooo apiece, 
The British production in that year was over rio,ooo,ooo 
-almost double the combined productiqn of the three 
chief coal-producing countries of Europe. . Cheap and 
abundant coal gave an immeasurable advantage to British 
manufacturers. It gave an equally marked advantage 
to shipping, now that steam was taking the place of 
sails. 
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The ascendancy of British shipping formed yet another 
contributory factor, 'and one of the most important. Down 
to the time of the Civil War, the United States had been a 
serious rival. The American mercantile marine (on the 
open seas) was then the second in the world, counting in 
r8so rt million tons against the British 3t million, while 
France came next with less than 700,000 tons. Twenty 
years later the British tonnage had risen to over st million 
tons; the American tonnage was practically stationary, the 
French tonnage had risen till it was nearly on a level with 
the American, and the Germans were not far behind. In 
the next decade the advance of British shipping was still 
more remarkable. It rose to 7!- million tons, while America 
and Fr<;tnce declined, and Germany made a modest increase. 
This means that it was in this period that Britain made 
her supremacy in shipping absolute and apparently unassail
able : she owned nearly half of the shipping on all the seas 
of the world. There were two main reasons for this triumph. 
One was the substitution of iron and steel for wooden ships, 
and of steam for sails. Britain had been hand~capped in 
the construction of wooden ships by the fact that she had 
to import most of the timber she used ; whereas she had 
every advantage in the construction of steel ships, artd an 
abundant supply of the best steam coal. The other reason 
was that, since she had adopted Free Trade, the merchandise 
of all the world poured into her open harbours; she had 
become the central entrepot as well as the central work
shop of the world. Moreover she did most of the world's 
carrying trade ; her ten thousand ships were to be seen on 
every sea and in every port. For these services she was 
paid by a tribute of goods from every land ; and the growing 
excess of her imports over her exports represented in part 
the price of these services, and in part the interest on the 
immense capital she had invested abroad, both in her own 
dominions and in foreign lands. 

But none of these achievements would have been possible 
if Britain had not been of all countries the most active in 
the creation of capital; if her people had not consistently 
set aside a large proportion of the wealth they created 
for use in the creation of fresh wealth. The habit of 
saving and investment was almost universal in the middle 
and upper grades of her society ; and with the growth 
of prosperity, and the development of Savings Banks, 
Friendly Societies, Trade Unions, and Co-operative Societies, 
it was growing also among her labouring classes. Two 

l 
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things especially facilitated the process. The first was the 
growth . of the Limited Liability Company, which offered 
an immense range of opportunity to the. investor. The 
second was the development of the banking system, 
which was steadily increasing its range ; "all the well-to-do 
sections of the community had fully acquired the habit of 
depositing their earnings with the banks, which could 
thus use, for advances to industry, the whole of the floating 
wealth of the country. There were occasional financial 
crises, notably in r857 and r866, which were due to over
speculation; but these crises, though they caused momen
tary alarm, did not 'undermine confidence in the syste!Jl, 
or impair its stability. Moreover, ewing to the world
wide commercial connexions of Britain, owing to the fact 
that her open ports were the standard markets of the 
world, and owing to her secure reputation for solidity and 
good faith, London had become the financial capital of 
the world ; and bills on London had become a univer
sally accepted part ·of the· mechanism of world-commerce. 
This was not only in itself a source of profit'; it gave 
strength ahd prestige to the British trader wherever he 
went. 

Evtm the' political events of the period helped to make 
British industrial and financial supremacy more secure. 
The principal nations of Europe, and the United States of 
America, were using up much of 'their available capital 
for warlike purposes. This .retarded their industrial· de
velopment, and stimulated an increased demand for many 
British products, notably steel and warlike munitions. 
Because of the political troubles of her. destined rivals, 
Britain was thus enabled, for the best part of a generation, 
to maintain her lonely supremacy, and to conceal from 
,herself the fact that she could not hope permanently to 
preserve this supremacy over peoples who commanded 
n~tural resources quite as great as her own. 

§ 2. The Changi1'tg Structztre of Industry: 

Meanwhile the structure of economic society in Britain 
had been undergoing a graduai and ·almost imperceptible 
process of_ change. What is called the 'capitalist' system 
was being gradually modified. ' Capitalism ' means, if it 
means anything, a system wherein industry is carried 
on under the complete control, and in the sole interest, of 

VOL. II. 20 
) 
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the owners of the capital invested in it. In that sense, 
the term truly describes the system which had existed in 
Britain during the eighteenth century and the first third 
of the nineteenth, when all important industrial concerns 
were in the hands of individual entrepreneurs or small 
groups of active partners, who provided the necessary 
capital, risked all they possessed in their undertakings, 
hired labour at the lowest rate at which they could get it, 
managed their factories as they thought fit, and took all 
the profits. In the mid-century this system was changing 
in many ways. 

To begin with, the Limited Liability system had brought 
into being an immense class of purveyors of capital whose 
risks were limited, and who took no direct share in the 
management of the concern, though they exercised a 
certain control, rather theoretical than practical, over the 
actual directors. A distinction was emerging between the 
investor and the director, between Capital and Manage
ment; and capital, and the share of control which it 
exercised, were coming to be distributed over a very 
wide range. In a strict sense, the capitalist class now 
included not a few hundreds or thousands, but possibly 
millions of citizens, drawn from all classes; whi~ the 
director class was no longer limited to those who owned 
the bulk, or even any very large proportion, of the capital 
employed. This was a change of profound social signifi
cance. 

In the second place, neither the shareholders nor the 
directors were now permitted an exclusive and unrestricted 
control over the conditions under which industry was 
conducted. On the one hand, the State had asserted its 
right to intervene, and had, in a long series of Factory 
Acts, defined hours of labour, regulated the conditions of 
work, and appointed a body of Inspectors who, in effect, 
shared in the control of industry in these regards. On 
the other han<;!Ahe powerful amalgamated Trade Unions 
which grew up during this period were asserting with some 
success a claim to be consulted in the determination of 
wage-rates and other conditions; they were establishing 
a sort of divided control over industry -which was to become 
more effective during the next era~hus several distinct 
factors were claiming a share in the control of industry-the 
directive class, the shareholder class, organised labour, and 
the State. Insensibly economic society was gradually 
moving away from the regime of pure capitalist domina-
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tion, though the trend of this development was scarcely 
yet perceived. 

Finally new forms of industrial organisation, definitely 
non-capitalist in character, were struggling into existence. 
Consumers' control was being organised in the Distributive 
Co-operative Societies after the pattern of the Rochdale 
Pioneers; Public Trusts, not working for .a profit, were 
beginning ~o appear in such an instance as the Mersey 
Docks and Harbour Board, established in 1857 ; communal 
enterprises were being undertaken both by the State (which 
took over the telegraphs in r87o) and by the more pro
gressive municipalities, which had substituted municipal 
organisation for private companies in the supply of water 
and in some cases of gas. Th~se developments had not 
yet gone very far; but they had already gone far enough 
to make it no longer true . that British industry was 
conducted under a purely capitalist system. Already it 
was marked by a considerable. variety of method and 
experiment. · .. 

During the years when these changes were beginning to 
be apparent, a Gen'nan exile, Karl Marx, was working· out, 
in the British Museum, his theory•of economic society: 
the first volume of Das Kapital (the only one ever completed 
by its author) was published in r867. Marx's theories led 
him to certain conclusions which bore very directly upon 
the facts we have just noted. He asserted, first, that there 
must be a progressive concentration of capital in a diminish
ing number of hands, and, secondly, that this process must 
be accompanied by increasing misery, poverty, and de
gradation among a propertyless proletariat. Both con-· 
elusions were flagrantly in conflict with the actual facts 
as they were unfolding themselves before Marx's eyes. 
The creation and ownership of capital were being more 
and more widely diffused; a good deal of it, in Co-operative 
Societies, in Trade-Union investments, and i.n private 
savings, was held by the ' proletariat' itself; and, far 
from becoming more degraded and more miserable, the 
proletariat was steadily becoming more prosperous. The 
average rate of' real ''wages (i.e. wages measured by their 
purcha.<;ing power) rose about .. 2() per cent. in Britain 
between r8so and r87o, while the hoursof work were being 
reduced, the conditions of lab~ur'wereib'eing ameliorated, 
and the, health and amenity of the towns in which the 
' proletariat ' lived were being stea;.dily improved. Marx's 
practical conclusion was that there. must be an inevitable 

"" ' ,.. 
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conflict between Capital, developing as he imagined it, 
and the Proletariat, also developing as he imagined it; 
and this became the creed of revolutionary Socialists in all 
countries. But the development in both cases was actually 
following the opposite direction to that which Marx insisted 
it must follow : capital was becoming more diffused instead 
of more concentrated, and the control of its owners over 
industry was becoming less instead of more absolute ; 
while the 'proletariat' was claiming a share of control, was 
itself, in modest ways, accumulating capital, and was thus 

. becoming Jr:ss ' proletarian.' It is not surprising, there
fore, tha.thhe British labour movement paid, during this 
period, n6 attention to Marx and his doctrines. Powerful 

, and wealthy bodies like the Amalgamated Society of 
, Engineers were, half-blindly, pursuing rather the aim of 
'a sort of partnership in the regulation of industry than 
that of a violent overthrow of the economic order for the 

i purpose of substituting the dictatorship of one class for 
that of anothe/# . 

§ 3. Foreshadowings of a New Era. 

During the 'seventies it began to be evident that the era 
of unchallenged British ascendancy in industry and com
merce was drawing to a close. T}Je wars of nationality in 
Europe were almost over, and the nations were settling down 
to make up for lost time. Germany, in particular, exultant 
in the pride of her new greatness, and masterfully guided 
by Bismarck and the able Prussian bureaucracy, wa.<> setting 
herself to repeat in the economic sphere the triumphs she 
had already won in the sphere of war and politics. The 
rocketlike· rise of German trade, which was to be the most 
impressive feature of the next generation, was beginning: 
we shall have to touch upon it in a later chapter. America 
also was obviously becoming a serious competitor. She had 
overcome the troubles of the Civil War; she had digested 
and organised her vast domain, and equipped it with 
modem communications~ and she was about to enter upon 
the systematic development of her immeasurable resources, 
helped by the inventive fertility of her citizens. 

Faced by such rivals, Britain would have to encounter 
henceforth a fierce competition for the trade of the world 
such as she had not known before. Already its effects were 
beginning to be perceptible. The later 'seventies were a 
period of trade-depression, and a whole generation was to 
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pass ere the figures for export trade of the early 'seventies 
were exceeded. A new era was opening, in the economic 
as in the political sphere ; but its significance was not yet 
fully realised. 

The outstanding feature of the new era was to be the 
growing economic interdependence of the whole world ; 
during the next generatio:Q. the world was to be turned into 

') 

a single economic unit, and prices everywhere were to be 
regulated no longer by local conditions "!Jut by the world
market. Britain, because she was the first of the modern 
nations to be industrialised, had been the first to recognise 
and accept this fact of econpmic interdependence. She 
could not feed her people from her own resources ; she dtew 
the main materials for her industry from abroad; her very 
existence depended upon foreign trade. And, ultimately, 
this had been the foundation of the Cobdenite doctrine; and 
~he justification of unqualified freedom of trade ; Britain ~· 
had been compelled by the force of events, first among all 
the nations, to abandon the old ideal of economic self-
sufficiency. · 

Her dependence upon foreign trade became more marked 
during the 'seventies; because the, development of the 
virgin corn-lands of the American West, and the improve
ment of ocean-transport, brought to her markets vast 
supplies of Amer'ican food, which reduced the cost of living 
for her. urban population, but inflicted a very severe blow 
upon her agriculture. Despite the gloomy prognostications 
of the agricultural interest in 1846, English farming had 
been prosperous during the thirty years following the repeal 
of the Corn Laws-more prosperous than in the preceding 

. generation. But the flooding of the market with cheap 
American grain in the 'seventies 'brought a great change. 
All but the best com-land was in~reasingly put out of 
cultivation and devoted to pasture; and the proportion· of 
her indispensable food~supplies which Britain had to draw 
from abroad grew very rapidly. More patently than ever, 
the existence of the British nation depended upon foreign 
trade; and this fact became the key-note of all British 
policy. . · 

Other nations were slow to follow in her steps. They 
regarded with dread the possibility. t4at their national 
existenc~ might come to be at the mercy of other peoples ; 
and with one accord they set themselves to avoid this danger, 
and pursued with desperation the old ideal of national self
sufficiency. This was the accepted doctrine '9f France, of 
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Germany, of ahnost every European cotmtry; and it led 
them to adopt a policy of strict protection. Even America 
adopted the same view, and, in spite of her inexhaustible 
natural resources, adopted a tariff policy of strict pro
tection, with the idea of ensuring the upgrowth within 
her own borders of every necessary industry. Even the 
British colonies increasingly followed the same course; and 
during the next generation Britain was to find herself left 
almost alone in the policy of free imports, and in the frank 
abandonment of tbe ideal of national self-sufficiency which 
this policy implied. 

But it was impossible for any nation, once it had entered 
upon the path of industrialism, to avoid dependence upon 
foreign trade. However obstinate the national spirit might 
be, it was forced to recognise that an industrial community 
is necessarily dependent upon the outer world, and that to 
such a community foreign trade is not a mere inessential 
though desirable adjunct to the national well-being, but a 
necessary foundation ofit. Thus the growth of industrial
ism, and of the enormous system of commercial interchange 
which it involved, was forcing upon the whole civilised 
world a realisation of the interdependence of all its members. 
And not only were the civilised communities dependent upon 
one another ; they were all, as men were slowly beginning 
to realise, dependent upon the supplies of raw materials 
which came from the tropical lands, while these lands in 
turn were dependent upon the industrial peoples for the 
material apparatus of civilisation without which progress 
was impossible for them. Here again, because she was the 
first industrialised nation, Britain had been the first to 
realise these facts, however dimly; and she alone, as we 
have seen, had shown any considerable activity in the 
development of tropical trade. But in this, as in other re
spects, the era of unquestioned British supremacy was draw
ing to a close. Soon there was to begin an eager competi
tion for a share in tropical trade; and as the greater nations 
still clung to the ideal of national self-sufficiency, it became 
their object to obtain not merely a share in trade, but 
political control over the lands with which this trade was 
conducted. The result was the rush for colonial possessions 
which marked the next period. 

Already in the 'seventies there were foreshadowings of 
what wa..s to come : foreshadowings of the coming competi
tion between industrial rivals for the trade of the world; 
foreshadowings also of the coming colonial rivalry. And 
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one result was a gradual change in the character and direc
tion of British policy, some signs of which we shall see in 
the next chapter. 

[Marshall, Industry and Trade; Clapham, Economic Development 
of France and Germany ; Bagehot, Lombard Street; l;-IgRS91J.r,EvolJt
tion.oj,Mode~)~ .. capitaiism.; Levi, Br·itish Commerce; Webb,,Hi-story 
p]:rr~.a[.,:t!.F~oi~!~~~Jv .. 



CHAPTER IX 

GLADSTONE AND DISRAELI 

(A.D. I868-I88o) 
~ ~- ~H f ac:;..,.,.._~~~ ~ 

§ r. The Rival Leaders: Gladstone's First Ministry. 
• ., :i!! l".:-.n' 

THERE are few greater paradoxes in political history than 
the passage of the Reform Act of r867, which enthroned 
democracy in Britain, and opened a new era in her political 
development. For this momentous '·leap in the dark' was 
not the result of any vehement agitation; it was taken by 
a Parliament elected to support Palmerston, who hated the 
very idea of large political changes, and it was taken under 
a Conservative ministry which only held power because the 
Liberal majority had been broken by a far more m_odest 
proposal of reform in the previous year. 

What made this bundle of paradoxes possible was the 
fact that British politics had come under the domination of 
two powerful personalities, who, though they were as sharply 
contrasted as any pair of political opponents who have ever 
faced one another, and though their political ideals differed 
as widely as their characters, were nevertheless both men 
of immense courage, and adventurous even to recklessness. 
Disraeli was the most daring of political calculators ; and, 
hating the prosaic middle class. he calculated that democracy 
would accept the leadership of an aristocracy, and respond 
more readily than the middle class to an imaginative con
ception of national policy. Gladstone, when he had once 
adopted a belief, scarcely calculated at all. He was never 
half-hearted; and he had now become, in the political 
sphere at any rate, a convinced Liberal. These two men 
shared the responsibility for the Act of r867 in the form 
which it finally assumed, because, for different reasons, 
neither feared democracy. Henceforward their personalities 
dominated the political scene, and gave to its controversies 
a new vitality. It has been said that they reintroduced into 
British politics two potent appeals, the one the appeal of 
Righteousness, the other the appeal of Romance. The 

584 
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antithesis is perhaps too epigrammati~; but at least it is true 
that, while these two great men held ·the stage, politics could 
never be mean, and could never be dull. 

They assumed the leadership of their'respective parties 
almost at the same moment. In 1868 Lord Derby resigned 
the office of Prime Minister and was succeeded by Disraeli ; 
whilst"Lord Russell, the Liberal leader, had'"recently an

noun'Ced his- ~ithdr'awal from public life, arid left the 
~ucces_sio? to Glaqstone. The. gage of battle was flung ~ •_...,, 

·down almost immediate_ly after the pass~ge of the Ref?rm ,.J.""'.U 
Act, :vhen Gladsto~e mtr~duced a senes of_ resolutiOns 1."" · 

9 declanng for the d1sestabhshment of the Insh Church.~..., ... -~,.,_ 
The grievances of Ireland, so long neglected, had taken ~....-\hn: .. 
possession of his mind ; to discover remedies for thell;! had 
become his main political- aim ; ·and on this aim he was 
able to" reunite the Liberals, to defeat his great rival, and 
to force a dissolution ·of Parliament. The new democratk 
elec_toi:-ate was called upon to choose between the rival. 

~leaders. Their ch_oice_ went for Gladstone,_,who _returned;~~: ... :: 
f' 'to We?tminster with a majority ol 120, .. c\ ... . 

. _ -_ .. G-}j~§.t.Q. -.neis. -~-· .i~i~-.t.·:&y--o_: .f~r:8!iS_.c.~-·h_i!-~ _ -~.e __ ~n de-scrib~.~- ~~.~,~. , .. -_, \ 
l.- ~~t kJf~?~•~Ml.fi~a!~~--\if.¥i~~lt,~~f"')Y,e?.~~~--~~~-~A[>e ml· · as no' omma e v e.·xv,J.!Ig lo:v.:e o ·comnromise. n · · · 
· ... suredi~'tiit~·"'ri~t:hirig:"'~~n~p%~1~i~~~1£::b'earte "' 
·oout thTW'Oi:nlritfi""i"e'~''"U11"Cf~i't15'Bl{'!"""'"l't"'introduced sue I'll "i 
~weef?iit~~'""'~cr;m~ctr:!WrcE5"contr0veisles: that · •t-..rt: 
_wrnnii."""fi:-ve·""'Y'~~l'S'"·it had worn out 1ts strength; and its 
~. in spite of all hjs eloquence, earnestness, and vitality, · 
seemed to be a spent force .. Giadstonehad the defects of\ 
his qualities, and the intensity which was his greatest 
strength was incompatible with some of the most useful 
gifts of a party chief. · He was m;1t to be wholly engrosse2_ 
b · some cause to whiCh his. heart was given ; ·and for 
that reason, in keeping a· fing~oon...J...J!....J>~§.t"'"2.!-~his 
followers, and in judging how the· fickle· gusts of public 
<>PITffi5nwVeeted and changed, he was far inferior to _his 

;~ rival. · ---" ··· ·· · .; · 
It was Ireland,which no:w engrossed his mind. He had~--n ~·, 

\ .resoJ.yed-t<2Jen~i'OTI'1h~~~~~~rf¥i-gil~ree~!n' · 
~-facto~:~~d to hip1 t~~ .<1:} the root of. the Insh proolem, I· 

ajill:"'\le ~~~J:»itJl:~M~.,m~..W,.~!.I?-·. The first "· 
I· w~ ~tnou~~ ineSy~li\f.;.,,}lle, I?fivil:g~.9: po§ntwn of the;~\.~~ 

t1;; ~SCI£~~u.rttffi...Y{_hic counted agwng !ts ad~erents less'···~·\' 
.t~an, OJ,leie_Ig~t. ;;o~:tl}~:...J?.iili.~@,~~t~~-s}gll_ and~ -~ 
t_?!~..J .. t,Qf!£Ftl as,.ss;~~.:.... The_;~~<;?.~'-'~~ e;£&gm!,~, :;l 
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j_. ili_s:t:r~ss_; and the root of this lay in the land system. The 
) s .thil:d was academic intolerance, which excluded Irish 

Catholics from the privileges and rewards of the hi,ghest 
educatipn. · 

I In r86q the !~i?? Church w~ dise.st<J..b_l~h~d.z. ~1~~-~i_ved 
~~-~ of all endowffieflt'l.; ..§at!JeT,~§J.Li962-::-.. ~llS.. psing 
1 nearly hall of 1fs l:otafincome of £r6,ooo,ooo. The with-

dnl)Yil,.reyi1Pu<~s were. se~art..for.:,.~~ E~l~t.9f..Eccw~al 
distress in Ireland. This measure aroused more passionate 
"Wii.troversytlian any bill introduced into Parliament since 
1846. Most Anglicans regarded it as sheer sacrilege and 
spoliation, and never forgave its author. But there are 
few to-day who would not acknowledge that the dis
establishment of the Irish Church was a wise ac!. of states: 
manship. · 
- I~ r8z.q,,Gladstone tu.rn~d. to the Irish land eroblem, and 

7 •-in dealing -w.ith it made a bold departure from the prin
ciples of, laisMr [aiu,. Adopting as his foundation the 

~ ; tenant-right ·chstom of Ulster, n,~.SE<l:s;Je_cl~thg.,.t-l!£:~~ 
'tCt' sl.!gu1~Ji~.~Yi~t€iti . .§O lqJ?:~,Jie fa~lil§._~J:?:bw g,u!i. !.U~i::,~

~!. nes1i?u1Jf1>eenu~~7'0'i'tr~vmg_ ,)s b.oiSI!~,g! J£_ tuU:C~m; 
':? 1 

!1 =[Q.u:i~.ffifiu~tj?h~Y~e,nrs~e;rraf_ma~;;;_!_;Wrra:ry 
hY.!£,t!ons, an e"'co~tion by the Iand!ord oi improve-
~ents made by_the....te.na.nt,_p.ad _ b~en th~wors.!_ inig_ui1;_ies 
of tne IrisnTand-sy~tw. ~ut the . Act of r87o was an 
insufficient remedy. So fierce-"was tlle· cofnpefilion for land 
in TreEti\jf f!iar~gtf~~f~.,.l!niversally excessive, and multi
m~_s ?.tt~l!lJlt~ ~~~m .. ~f_r,~~rs:, Th~e~ A.~Lg~y~_go Rro
tectwn a ams~lOn m such cases; ana tlierefore largely 
ailed ·oflfs:.Rti:tpo$"e;,:.;: _ a, stone's third Irish Bill, to deal 

with the , problems of university education; was an ill
ttesigned measure, wbicli pleased- nobody and had to be 
kithdrawn. 

In these three measures Gladstone had made the boldest 
attempt which had yet been undertaken to remove the 

, causes of Irish. ~t- ... ,.So. eager was he to create an 
atmosphere of peace that he released a!l_ thf impri~oned_ 
Fenians. But neither this n.or h\s three bills brought 
Coiiteii.t -tolr'tdand. The released prisoners returned to 
AmeriCa to plan further conspiracies. • • .ln~.Ia11d~,,.Jl.ei.ther 

: · -., P_!sifi~ _ _gr!le~_ul. Agraria~ outrage . ~o~. and 
- ·~,ven mcrease<f: 1f was worse m 1870 and 1871 than at 

any time since r853 . .A Peace J>r.~~~~~Ji?~-~£,t,..,l)J;1 tP b~ ~ 
passed alongside of the Land Act m r_8z2i ~nd m r'§7r a 
band of Irish-Americans, known as RTbbonmen, created 

..........,?a>.~~,.ot:.r.-..W. ::.:Of~>·<'::?";.'· ... ,.., ' 
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such a reign of terro.r in Westme. ath that a special Act had,~-<:{!... 
to be hurried through Parliament empowering the Lord- ' 

vLiel!tenant to commit suspected persons without trial. '\ 
The ~rish~.P.£QP.kMk..,W.~?~:P.,.Q..Jt~~re~~~~;-~nd Disra~li . \ \\ 

~
wa.sabi:C""to~fatint h1s nval with>Wf5emg dnven tore~ 4 

· ·;.repressive laws aftec)>aving 'Ies;;Wse~sr~~· ( 
.,. {crated sacnle e anq .condoned Pi frtr_eason.;<!f' · - 1'~· 
" .·· ' . 1 e adstone's .a ten lOll was manll}k:foncentrated· 

~pon1:1if.J.!iili:~§!h:!f!S"~eotlra'gU'~'~~~e. e~gag"e(f'lipon 
a large 2rogramme _of l~g:islative" and adminf.strative ~yfpr'ms 
ino_t_l:it'i-_s __ ·n:eres:me~n_ve"e_ar_s'tfom'r868~olti-<ai~~i'h_aeed,f-. . ·_ -~- .. -- p. .. ~~-. ... , . .,., . ...,"''"'" ........ -1?., . ..," .. 1'"·'/"''"' . 
in"'""tn(:f"fange and impon:ance of tlieir.legiSiative output, not 
un.~~~~<¢,RlY;\!~m~,.t.Qt,Y.f9tr~.Jql~~~i.ugJ.832 · ~_: •.• 

. ~First place bel?ngs to the t,.gjl~aURiLA~ ~§zo, which ..... ~ 
, lat~J:E.~l.?.~d!_tiO_?S of -~~~~;y,~,..~if~~~t,~Y ~ 
• , e'Clucatzon m Engfan"'Ci.""'1n sptfe of the act1V1hes of volun- \ ... , · 
'~~~"'b'1~'ll14;'th~~fflcreased subsidies from the State 

(which now paid one-third of the cost of recognised and 
inspected schools) less than half of the children of school 
age were attending S'CilooCaf··a:n, ·:a:nd little ill'ore· than one-

• quarter of them were attending_ ·effici~nt and inspected 
schools, But the problem of fillmg th1s ~large gap could 
not be raised witho1,1t stirring up the acrimonies of religious 
controversy. Many Churchmen held· that education was 

~ exclusivdy a function of t_he Churches,_ and should be left c..t'-vJ 
~-to-them, with·m<'l""frt'5iii~···rrtrt~l'm'm'""c"6nff61 by, the State. ~cl~.., 

'1>olitical NQ*PPiflil.twi§tau;._qP....the....other ... hand, urged that 
public money should not be usedjor denorninational teach-
_l~g; and. c;!einanded ~--a~ riationarj;yst~m7~which "should ~be. 

,...univers3J; "\:c)]:m?.uls~- and. "hon -sectaria.l;":_·:rhi.?~~w was 
vigorously advocated bYthe}3irming·han;_ ~dtlc::a tion Le;igile, (~ .. • r 1.., 

~pd~r the lea~e~s~ip of J os~ph·_ ~hari:J.l:)erl~i.n, a very _able_\., .•. 
and uncomprom1smg young, Radical, who now began to · 
play an important part in national' politics. To steer an 
even course be.tween these opposing views was no easy . 
tas~. )V.,_E'ti~il!f&):nin~s~~r.Jo .;"~()JR. ~~~--tc:sk. was\•'··t·J 
ass1gned, rre1 · at_ IS rst duty was to; set. up gooa schools \I{; ~ 
everywllere,. an,Cl)o.geCtlie:."'child.ren:in-fo)hem. His Act~.....:""' 
~ta:blished. §.<J:oor:BoardS,'_ el~c(gl::.tb.e:..B-lb?.~x..e.rE.~.J~ t;(\..,« 
every 'part of the country wiiere Hie existing provision was 

· inadequate, emjowered the.~. to. lev;x !ate.s, <g!d iq:Bo.~ed · w~m . .JJi~A~!i"3L~"?.:i@!~Jtq]'mi$~l9~ .. e,v.~,Y:-f81Ifl .. 
Vf' e 1 not propose to tsregar he voluntary schools; . 

on the contrary, he increas~_sLtheir gr?Jl ~· The School (W" ·' 
'Boards were mere_]y to fill gaps ; and it was at first proposed 

Y. 
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that .~ven tlH~L~E_o~lil;>~ !t1t }_r~e !n. t~e .. ~~~te,r of ~igiou. s 
.Wstruct@ih-:-JJiiS ::rous .. eq ~;storm. w1uc.l}.~~s~?I3'1J:J,g~1~y 
allayed by the mtroauchon Ot .a prOVlSlOn tnaf religiOUS 
instruction in Board Schools should be undenominational. 
In this form the Act passed. But it was assailedby 
vehement criticism from Churchmen on the one side, and 
from Nonconformists on the other; and though it was a 
contribution of the highest value to the welfare of the 
nation, it seriously weakened the Government which was 

\ 

responsible for it. 
An equally thorny task was undertaken by Ec;lw:~r.d.Card

: wei~, Secretary fo~ War, in .tJ1e .r~o~~truc_tion o~ f£~jltish 
·. \\,mihtary system.:-Cardwell wa?, m fact, lhe creator of the 

modern .BriHsb ·ai'' · ·;" 'lffi"Was ·the first admini§trator to 
._ac e in a scientific way thepeCUTiar '.military' problem of 
Britain, which is different from that of any other State, 
since Britain must be' ready at all times to send an efficient 
force to any part of the globe for the defence of her widely 
scattered dominions, and therefore needs a highly-traineq 

! Fofessional arflX ca*able of eas~ e:!Jansion in case 0.! need. 
1 :ara:wetl_su!??~~:.i!t.s;iji~Jil:Em;[ sm~ wit.h,_~he 
:. cOfours, followed by a enod m the reserve for the older 
lion -service s e of' amse e arm onaterritorial 
. • basis,. aUottin~ a r~~tjng ~<;, ~ .tE..ac .reg~ a):.~regunent, 
lj and linking tothtb.e m1h'f1a and' tile volunteers of each area 
(I with the regulars. He introduced the system of linked 
'.Qp.ttalions, one serving abroad while the other remained at 
hom~. And final~,,.i~z~ he ~??li~P,-~<;1,.49-~s~r~ .. abu~e 
(datmg fronr"ffl:lf es orafwii). wliereby ..ron.;rD,liS.SJO~he 
~rmy ~ere.Mpurc~as~J:>le, a~d 'Y~r~ tii'ps:c.Jn._We~.J~~d to 

me wea1triy'Classes. A1T tliese reforms (whose value has 
been proveff'oytime) were vehemently opposed. But it 
was the abolition of purchase which aroused tfie greatest 

, , storm, because 1t was an attack upon one of the last pre
.1serves of aristocratic privilege. To avoid defeat in the 

- 'House of Lords, purchase (having been origin~y estab-
-~.,lished byv:R.Qyal Warra_:g._t)._ was abolished by the same 

·· · means. This was ,denounced as unconstitutional; and the 
Cardwell reforms added to the rising tide of protest against 
the restless activity of the Liberal ministry. 

Other important changes were the abolition of religious~ 
tests at the Universities, except fo~ th~ologic9-l chairs (r87r) ; 
the'a."dopUon of"competitive 'exam1mi.tion for appointments 
to all Government offices save the,Foreign Office (r87o), 
which completed the reform begun by the establishment of 
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the, Civil Service Commission in r855 ; the creation of a C '~"' 
ne~-departrrient. of governrrienf,~ tfie Local Government. 't7 
Board (r8~r), which was ~a4e ·re~pjp.s_il:;ll~f9r poor .Jaw and : , · 
pubbc hea th work,_ ~gd m general for most of those func- · 
tions-'iffwliicntne national Government found itself brought 

~~into con.tact w.ith lo .. ca. 1 au. thor~t. i.es .; .a· nd. L .. h..¥-.. -.~n.trodu.stiQ. n·. 
(!&._ _o_f .. vo~e b_; ballot"''~~ 2 L.~ Ion&. smce dem~n~_a;:.· ~§d~ fh"e'·Clus y' p~~,h~aw were mvaoeq 

bY"'t tmil~ss"""'biberal broom ; and the Lord Chancellor, ~ 

.L~rd .Se.lb9IJ].e+-:-c.<:J:r_r.ie,d.ou.1 a. farrea._ch .. ~g. r~. co.·_ns~'r' .. u~ .. ·.:r·:·i·ofi of.·~: -e~1~i.'ti'5nal s ste us 1f m all the ,\! · 
_ overla in courts mto a sin le Hi h .CQurt with se arate v"' '' 

ranches for differenfKiiids of wi;>r :_';Tn1tgt1~t'·~d}i~Y~r . · 
men t iY9§.-l!.Q.t. cpmp~~SJ..u..n.lil).fte~ the minis try h?-d fa}len ; -
but it formed an essential part, arid iiot ~tlie least vaJuable 
part, of its notable record of work. 

· Finally there were ~o important 'measures which bore s 0 e; 
upon the problems of social'refob:i:1. By the Criminal Law ~-11 .. 

. _ endment Act of r~-{?I the~·~ the}ra~e ~~~M·• _~ .... "" 
~-~~~-.l.a\g~l~Jep;le~l~Y. •· .. · ·n1s.e · ~·1e· al'tA.. < 
'-bd'tl1~1ifi~· ~~~~-·~~et>f!~e~s:!~~ .. · .. -· Jnst miscon ~ . \j 

.uc y t 1eu o_wn offic~rs. · But:t;Ji~ 1\:ct also tried to define 
"~'"""picketing,:~ an_d-y> distinguish bet\~een lawful a10d unlawful .l)·~.l~ 
m~$ tr£ persu,adm. g men to abstam from workmg. .T~__hesel \·.'(1 •· 

clauses were .illt~ps~te_d..._by,.,som_e..,.Qi..!,l],~j ~g<;.~~ suc,_ll.-:a 1 S.m\-c 

~ax as. to ·ma,ke,..!~g~!~9;.tiQ_n~.i& .. §,t~~~e"a~!J!O?~jmpos-[ ·\ 
stble ; i!!!,d tl).e .Trade Umons. were angered and ahenated.'&i! \C!'• 
A-Licen~ingjhl!. ~n;t!<?<luced in_ .. I8n .. ~.9n for the: Gover_n- • 
men_t still,g:reater:.u;hp_QJ;!ulari4L. :Its ;tim· was.: to reduce the ·"-.;t-o. 

excessive "number. of public-houses,· and this ensured."'for jt k ...... 

fue-illrfOuS' Qi!Posi tion 'oi"h~ i rid .' publicansc J've~( "" Yf!J. l!.l?lic~h<:ms~ in.Jhe coU:ntr be a ·: :: ·· · ... anti- o~~ ~"u 
Vmen propaganda. .. But the temperance. enthusiasts· de- '"t• •. -
•'nounced the biU'with equal fervour, beeause it allowed .1.§1-e..""'~ 
1\- tears' grace to: the p:ublicans in lieu ;of compensation, and ~~~' ~ : 
.-xed a number .of houses. in proportion t§ :PPPU.tation below ..... .;.·r~ 
wiiich red:uctioii ~hould' rjotg?~-~~tacl_{ed .(!*e the Educa~ ' 
tion Act)drom both sides, the bill had to oe withdrawn. . ----r-'/1--w:. ....... ..,_ ": ---- ................. ~: ~.: 7 ..... · ........... _ .......... . 

·' ( )> '; - . . 
\ . § 2. F,oreign a,nd Imperial Policy . 

.. The strenuous legislative, acil\rity of the five years from 
#,.8?8 necess':l-rily brought a-'re~ct.i0n. J?i.srae~i was ?-O doubt_\ 
usmg the picturesque language of political mvechve whe!).:. 
hede$cribed his opponents (1874) as having' harassed eveiy 

' ' I. < ' ''· ~~ • 

·'· 
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\ 

trade, worried every profession, and assailed or menaced 
every class, institution, and species of property in the 

•. country' ; but undoubtedly many classes and interests 

r
• were made restive and. uneasy by this multifarious activity. 

By 1873, and still more by 1874, the Liberals were exhausted 
and divided, and Gladstone's personal prestige had fallen to 
a low ebb. 

But what contributed still more to the discredit of the 
Liberal Government was the widespread feeling, which 
Disraeli did his best to encourage~t_hat -Britain'§ prest~ 
in the counsHs _of Europe was being jmpmred by their 
I~ pol!sy. And it is true that the high-spirited and 
somewhat dictatorial tone to which Palmerston had accus
tomed the British people was no longer heard. There were, 
indeed, only four points at which the foreign policy of the 
Government seemed to have importance. When the Franco
Prussian War broke out (1870), Britain preserved careful 
neutrality, though each side charged her with showing 
.favour to the other. But there was one possibility which 
aroused alarm: the neutrality of Belgium might be 
threatened by one side or the other. Regarding the obliga
tions of the treaty of 1839 as of vital importance, Gladstone 
and his foreign minister, Lord Granville, negotiated identical 
treaties with France and Germany, whereby Britain pledged 
herself in the event of a violation of Belgium by one party, 
to join the other in remedying the wrong. Unquestionably 
~this contributed to preserve Belgian neutrality jnviolate. 
'Again, it was this Government which, attei: long negotia-

01tions, concluded the treaty of arbitration with America on 
the Alabama question, and paid the compensation awarded 
by the arbitrators. In the eyes of many, including Disraeli, 
this involved a lowering of the national honour. To this 
Government also fell the task of dealing with Russia's 
repudiation (1870) of the provision of the Treaty of Paris, 
by which she had been forbidden to maintain a fleet in the 
Black Sea.1 As France was out of action, and Austria and 
Prussia were prepared to accept Russia's demand, all that 
could be done was to protest, and to insist that the cancel
lation of a treaty must be carried out by a'n agreement of 
all the Powers, not by the action of a single party. The 
satisfaction thus obtained (at the Conference of London, 
1871) was formal rather than real; but, short of a war 
with Russia, nothing else could be done, and Disraeli him
self, who spoke of Britain's honour as being impaired, 

1 See above, Chap. i. p. 477. 
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~ould scarcely have gone to war on such an issue. Finally, 
the Government had to deal with the advance of Russia 

' in Central Asia, which in r86g reached the frontiers of 
-Afghanistan. Afghanistan asked for British protection, 
"which was refused, because it would have entailed indefinite 
obligations; but negotiations were opened wit~ Russia, • 
wlierein both Powers undertook to respect the independence 
of Afghanistan. On all these points it cannot be said that 
the foreign policy of the period presented much ground for 
attack: it was pacific and unexciting. The real ground of1~l 
<frtlp.laintJay·jn ... th_,_e ... Jac_ t. ,.t.hat ... Brit_a.in·. ~w&. s 110. t;.playi~. Jhi,l'_ 

;,Jeading part in EuroRe~~ af£~ir~~hich ):,~3;~11!er:~ton~ h<td!~ 
• accustomed her to play, and which Disraeh, with hts love of1 

.tbe dramatic;longed'toresiu:ne .. , ~, · · · · · · ·· · · 1 . 

- Buttliere was a-n;}ther field i11 which Disraeli's criticism, _., 
was more valid. Gladstonian Liberalism took little interest -~ . 
~l:'l..._colonial_prQ!?lerh?,_al1.<f._h&:fi_2l?~Qetillit£ imP..~J:ial p_olicy ; : 
:t w~ content to leave tl!e cols>n:.e.~ to:g<.? Jhei[ <?wn . .way.: 
As we have seen, there were• no exciting events or great 
questions of principle in any of the colonies during these 
years; the establisl}men~~-~~~p_qnsi)?le goverpll}en( in 
8ge~~y .. {r8z:) ~e~a!::~ferf~~~?~.~:e~t":yy.:§;_t' 1t.'" 
t<> Can,ada (r868) wereperliaps .tn~ op.ly.~9lonl.?-! ~c:t.swns e.J.t>, 
Ofi'fibfnentwliich"tfie'Go\~-e:atiri'ei1'fwat'called"rtpon to maRe. ~--,' 
But"in "many·s!b:an~its nb~t'ive:'itt:lttia<i(\vas made 
plain;· notably in its persistent,.r~fus.~~l to 3:~c·ept new 
~P.Q!}sibilities in .. the .Pacific~or)n: Afri~a:; Hence Disraeli 
~~ abkto,ap~~aqo,and to stiiJ::~l\:~e,Jp~_pri~~-o! e_mp!re 
~uch was beg~l}.I!Jg_ .. to.._<_:Q!ll~~to .. btrth, m~Bntam. Long 
oefore, in r866, he had spoken of Britain as having ' out
grown the European continent,' as 'the metropolis of a 
great maritime empire· extending to the bounds of the 
iarthest ocean,'· and as being 'more of an Asiatic than a 
E~rcipean power.' .No~, p r_874, w,h~I! Gladstqne's ministry i' -.-. 

· w.?S_ <;~-~t ~o fall, Disyaeli ~m.erged ,3.?. .t_he champion of ·· · ·. 
!~11_1perial i~~~· __ '. 9.~lf~go ... ~!;:~!;.,t_Jp._~i~t~nt colonies,' ~-, 

. .A1'~~-· •. :w.he:g,!t.~as,_C9J.1Cej:led,. o_ughJ_to h(lve been A.,. 
Vconceded _as part of a.gr.eat policy~ cif}rnperiaLconsolidation. · 

It ought to have been accompanied by a~jmperial tariff 
... and by .J<,.;,tn.ilitar1rF4..e .... It ought further to have 
been accompanied y e institution of some representativ~ 
council in the metropolis .which would ha:~ce brought th~ 
colonies into constant and mhmate -relations with the 
home government.,' 
-Towards these large aims Disraeli _was not, i_n fac:_t, to - ... 
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. . -t<1ke any definite steps during his own ministry, which was 
now about to commence. But at least he had raised the 

,-'.standard of an ideal different from that of his great rival. 
· ~ place of a policy of_yQljti~al reconstruction_.~.f'ful:W 
~ ~ d ~ f I etgn :prestig~<!ngjmp~rial ~~~tion. 

, vague terms, a j?~i~ of social reform-
, the amelioration o!_!lle __ co11dition () ogr "peoP~ It was 
thus a sharp and clear-cut antithesis which was set before 
the British electorate when the Gladstone ministry fell in 
the beginning of~ !874, and Demos was called upon for the 

second time tctgi ve his judgment between lne ttval claimants 
'\ or Jiis confidence. · 

,.·. . § ·3· Disra~l:i~ Power: Social Reform and the 
>. ..-- '*'tfnperial Spirit. 

In the light of later events, the most instructive feature 
of the Parliament of r874 was that it showed portents of 
coming change. For the first time two 'Y'!?Jlsillg.wen-both 
II!lll~~-were returned to ·westminster, the advance guard 
of a future Labour party. They acted with the Liberals; 
but their appearance was a sign that it was not only on 
paper that democracy had been established. F.QrJhe .first 
time, also, a solid. boqy gtJ.ri§~;.8\~;nP<::.~,J;i.£ty".!O;ight in 

1 
:JtUmber, refused to be labelled as members of either of the 

!I recognised parties, but took their stand as HQID~C ~u!ers: 
~ their declared aim was to break up the Parliament ?I which 

they were members by establishing Irish autonomy, and 
to that end all other considerations were to be subordinated. 
At first, however, the full significance of this event was 
obscured by the fact that Isaac Butt, the leader of the 
Home Rulers, was a moderate man, not prepared to go to 
extremes. But behind Butt sat a new member, a Protestant 
landlord. Charles Stewart Parnell, a man of one idea, re
served, silent, inflexible and unafraid, who was soon to 
apply new methods of ventilating the Irish problem which 
all but brought down the parliamentary system in ruins. 

A;; yet, however, Parnell was watching and waiting, 
mastering the rules of parliamentary procedure ; and the 
Home Rulers gave as little trouble as the Labour members. 
In the eyes of contemporaries the outstanding feature of 
the new Parliament was that it had a clear Conservative 
majority of fifty, the first clear Conservative majority since 
r846-perhaps we should even say (since Sir Robert Peel 
had been in all essentials a Liberal) the first clear Con-
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servative majority since 1832. The long.Liberal ascendancy 
had come ·to an end ; the Liberal party was divided and 
disheartened, and its great chi'ef had announced his retire- t'l 
ment from parliamentary life. '( Disraeli, enjoying real ,;_.l't' 
:eower for the first time in his long career, had his chance 7 
oCshowing wha:t we:e his conceptions of governmen~, and ~.,..,1 
what was the meanmg of the Tory. Democra<:<y w:hich he .!-
had 'long preached. -....-"'~'~~"'~''""'·~,..,p""''··· · · ·, • 

-Three main aims guided Disraeli:s policy~· The first was 

' 

the aim of raising 13ritish prestige in the. eyes of the world· 
oy me.ans of. a 'spir~d fo~n ~~.2)'he second .~as - u ' 

. t~ stimulatiOn oft'lie p~e:l:" -~·ptt-.e ... among the Bntish(fj• 

'

' P!ople.-:_.-The t~ird was t£~~i\~,tk>,g~b,!?,Q&i&J~JID)or ~ 
political reconstruction. It was not until the later years . r 

of.;,m~o~"""'f876 to 1880, that the revival of "
t~)~astern qu~stion gave an opportunity for a 'spirited· -d· 
fo~ign policy' like that _·which"Palmerston .had pursued. 
But it was in his first two years that the imperialist spir1t 
of ~hich h.e was.the mouthpiece, a!!d !he ideas as to socia}

""'~,creform which he had long expounded m general terms, gql 
· · t~arestexpre~sion. · - . G 
\, The developi?ent-of"t~e ,social policY. of Tory Democraca ., · 

was entrusted, m the mam, to the H<nn,e $.~c~etary, .RICnar ~" !:. 
_ · er~~s.~.€!$l~tr£,~tri:'I'e"fifaw6f1''erll'~1:Sni ~y~and \tiCiesym pa ~hies. -

IJt4Id _n<?_t spare _the.t~rr~nt suspiciOn. of ~~2£.~; -"-·/' 
~h~n t~e cl~il~i¥-%¥-f~~-d~m~J?ii{il~ag~.,~~b~si~1e g~~: l;:t; ~~ 
-kf"'''_......_.~ ..... ~,.,-.,~~-9<\_"""'""""~~~~~-"''"""''' rapiCt: expansion bl 'fiieil.-- 'power.· <fuhii!:; · uie n~xt period. .·,, ~ 

, This: Act swept .away~_O_E5~ and_ for_ all the ~possibility of'f,..-~.-1/ 
.. ham pering"'Tra:de .. B'rfitifi41\\a:clion•-kibyttprosec1it16r1s'"'f6'f·· .. con- ,~c.., 
spira'Cj~'By"pi'O'\o/r<rf'rlg""'ilt~t"''i'i't,..any trade dispute no action : 
taken by two or more persons could be treated as a con
spiracy unless it would have been a crime if taken by an 
individual. ItwaswiththeActofi t attheex erimental v 

' 

period of Tra e sm came t .., and that these 
power u organisations were assured of their place as one 

·. of the' inost po"tent factors in national life. . ' 
Cross was also responsible for the first serious attempt , 

· to d~at'With"'*f1:l'e"'flti.i~rii1'""i?r'515lffu."":'"'"'"His'Workmen' s D - !' ~ ~.t:.\ 
J in s Act I8 5 ~m-- . an to n 0 •('> 

,. . an 25,000 m a 1 an s to acquire insanitary areas by 
compulsory purchase, and if need be to throw upon the 
r·~es .the cost of d~molishing a~d reconstructing slum 
d!.vellings. This was not the beginning of communal ac-
ti\rity in housing reform, for some of the more progressive 
i ~OL. II. 2 P 
\ 
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municipalities, such as Liverpool, had already undertaken 
such work under powers obtained by private Acts. But it 
was the first national recognition of the importance of the 

, problem. A ain Cross carried out two valuable and im
\ portant measures of co J_ cation. In ~ PubliQ ~ ea 
. \ Act he_gathered together, clarified and expanded all the 

\'piecemeal legislation which had been passed since Edwin 
\Chadwick began Public Health work in the 'forties. And, 
~ith tlieai<:lofa:Commission appointed1tir"ffjo, he simplified 
~nd codified the multifarious and divergent factory legisla

. bon of the previous forty-five years, in the I:'<lctories and 
Worksh_,,~ Acts of r878. One further enactment of this 

roup must not be omlfted, though the credit for it belongs 
ainly to a private member. While the workpeopJe in 

actories were being safeguarded, no thought had been 
iven to the conditions under which~;;~ajlot:_s pursued their 
erilous calling in British ships: they were permitted to 

be sent to sea in unseaworthy or overloaded vessels by 
employers whose own interests were safeguarded by in
surance. Samuel Plimsoll made the remedying of this 
injustice his·'Itfe-w'otk""';wan('Cin'"r87S. by means of a dis
orderly outbreak in Parliament which did him nothing but 

:honour, he forced Government to pass a~
'J2in$-Act, ~i~~~s made EeE!P.'ll.l~IJ;t in l8z6. 
~~: Of tE'e 1mpenaf s. p1rit. which D1sraeli expounded and 

·. timulated we have already seen illustrations in earlier 
. hapters. His _c;.,o.,hwial..,sewt.ii:Ql .. ~Carnarvon, strove 
\o bring about the federation of South Africa,1 and was also 

1 tesponsible for the firstestablishment of British power in 
the Pacific by the annexation of ~i_and the appointment 
of a ij.igh,yommissioner for the .. estern :Pa,..c,:j:fi~. But it 
was India which made the strongest appeal to Disraeli's 
romantic imagination. He sent the Prince of Wales on 
tour through India (1875), thus making the British monarchy 
a living reality to the princes and the peoples of that vast 
land ; he invented the sonorous title of Empress of India, 
and ordained that all the princes should be assembled in a 
great Durbar to render homage; he sent out Lord Lytton, 
a romantic poet, to break away from the prosaic calm of 
the regime of Lawrence and Northbrook, and to initiate the 
aggressive frontier policy which led to the second Afghan 
War. 2 Interest in India was also the inspiring motive of 
the most dramatic and successful of Disraeli's coups, when 
in November r875 he seized upon a transient chance a~.d 

\ See above, Chap. iv. p. 529. • See above, Chap. vi. p. 56( 
\ 
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purchased from the bankrupt Khedive of Egypt his holding''"\ 
of nearly half of the shares in the Suez Canal Company for '' 
£5,ooo:ooo: It turned ou,t to be a very profitable c~ 
mercial speculation. And, what was more important, it 
brought Britain for the first time into direct contact with 

... tlie a~ffairs of Egypt', where she was to play so important a 
·,. \ p·art. · ~ 

~ -:·- - § 4· Spirited Foreign Policy·: a Conflict ojl deals. . . 

. ' \_The last four yea~s o •· !he government·~~r"';;it"(;ho 
,_.. becaine-·Earl' orBeaconsfield in r876) were filled with wars " 

and rumours of war : the new crisis in the Balkans, 1 and all·~ 
. tlie exciterrii:mts that followed' from it, until it was settled 
(foi thetimebeing) -at)h~.~~_Eg~~s ~of Berlin (rs7s); the 
outJ?reak of the second Afghan.War 2 (1878), which was sttll 
~aging when th~ Beaconsfield min~stry came to an e~d in 
r88b,; the annexation of the Transvaal in 1877,3 afid the ':'· 
outbreak of the Zulu War in i879· ·once more Britain ~' 
folliid- herself in. the ,grip of great and e~citing events; 
popular passion ap.d natio~1aJ pr!d~ weie aroused to fever-· 
§.t ; and Bea.-consfield, becoming for a season one of the 
outstanding figures ;not merely i:>f'British but of European 
politics, showed t_hat)1e ~as tlie tl"ue lieir 'of the tradition 

Qo£ 'Palmerston-of the Palmers ton wlio feared and hated 
,'ftussl~, and·who, inspired by·t~at~~_!i~'~.c:l£=.'Y BJi!,ain.into 

the mountains of Afghanistan -to resist the RuE'sian-peril 
there;-and-into·the-:-Crirrre·a'"'t5...,...detena-tlle""ififegrity of the 
Turkish Empire .. ·For Beaconsfield, ~a§. f?r Palmers ton, the\\; 
checking of Russia and therriainteri'anc~~ oC,the Turkish}; 

. Eiiipire formedavitarBritis}l-int'erest'; .. ' a'r~hteous c~l1s~,' .. ~ 
.wliich WOUld justify;ifneed were,.eV'en thesacri1ice""'ana'was1:e~ I 

of war. ( In adop.ting ~his at~itude, Beaconsfield was un- · 
doubtedly followiJ;!g a,long established' tradition of British 
~oreign policy. )~e sttcceeded in avoiding war in Europe, 
t]!ough only by a hair's:l:ireaam·;~an.a.·acBerlin he score~t:. 
a real. diplomatic triumph. But f~.Lhis _intervention, the' 

· Turkish dominions in Europe would have been reduced 
witliiil'-the narrowest -limits-:) 'almost" tlie- whole of the 
Cliiistian populations of the Balkans would have bee:p. 
emancipated from the Turkish yoke a generation befbn~ 
they actually achieved their liberty ; and perhaps the in
cessant unrest and intrigue which made the Balkan Penin
sula. the danger-point of Europe throughout that generation 
might have been avoided. Whether this triumph brought ..... 

1 Above, p. 485, • Above, p. 561. a Above, p. 530. 
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any advantage to civilisation or to Britain is a question 
upon which opinions may differ. Lord Salisbury, who was 
Beaconsfield's colleague at Berlin, long afterwards confessed 
that 'we put our money on the wrong horse.' 

But for British politics the interest of this crisis was that 
the traditional policy of defending Turkey was no longer 
accepted without challenge. Gladstone, who had seemed 
to be an extinct volcano, was drawn from his retirement. 
In a fiery pamphlet and a series of impassioned speeches 
he denounced the un~:g~akab<le Turk, pleaded that Britain 
should once more stand forth as the defender of oppressed 
peoples, and demanded the expulsion of the Turk, ' bag and 
baggage,' from the provinces which he had misgoverned 
and oppressed. This breach with a long tradition of policy 
at first embarrassed Gladstone's political colleagues, for very 
few among the leading members of his late ministry shared 
his views on this issue. He had to fight, moreover, against 
a strong current of popular opinion and an all but unani
mous press. But, disregarding all these considerations, 
he carried on his impassioned campaign with superb and 
vehement eloquence, until (helped by the normal 'swing 
of the pendulum ') he had converted a majority of the 
electorate, for a time at any rate, to his point of view. The 
Liberal victory of r88o was essentially the result of this 
campaign, in the course of which two sharply contrasted 
views of national policy were set before the British people. 

The conflict began in 1876, when the revolt of Bosnia 
was followed by a Serbian and Montenegrin war against 
Turkey, by an outbreak of anarchy among the Turks them
selves, and by the atrocious ;,avagery with which a Bul
garian rising was suppressed. The Powers-responsible for 
Turkey under the treaty of r856-spoke of joint action. 
Beaconsfield stipulated that there must be no interference 
by force, since this would impair Turkish sovereignty; and, 
perhaps encouraged by the British attitude, the Sultan 
would do nothing except under duress. Glij;~J:_qne insisted 
that the Powers ought to take joint action, by force if need 
be, since the first duty of civilisation was to put an end to 

'
1iniquitous oppression, and to help subject peoples struggling 
for freedom. Then came the intervention of Russia (1877). 
Beaconsfield dreaded the expansion of Russian power ; 
Gladstone regarded Russia, in this instance, as the minister 
of justice. Russia defeated Turkey and imposed upon her 
the Treaty of San Stefano. Beaconsfield insisted that, 
under the Treaty of r856, any treaty affecting the integrity 
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of Turkey must be :considered by the Powers in Congress, 
and that, in any case, the Russian terms reduced Turkey 
to a dangerous condition of impote~ce. War nearly re
sulted: Beaconsfield hurried troops to the Mediterranean, 
and made a secret treaty with Turkey whereby Cyprus was 
handed over to Britain (undt:;r tribute) in retl!m for a 
promise to defend Asia Minor. In the end Lord Salisbury 
~gsl. the Russian ambassador came to a secret agreement 
as to the readjustment of the San Stefano treaty, and the 
Congress of Berlin was summoned to endorse the arrange-~.,.. " 

1 rifent (1878~. Gladstone maintained. that the San Ste~ano 1\.-~,.•
~ tenns were JUSt, that war on such an Issue would be a cnme, 
and that if the Powers were guardians of the integrity of 

1
Turkey, the cession of Cyprus and the secret agreement 
with R1,1ssia were breaches of this obligation every whit as 
serious as the San Stefano~ treaty ; and he denounced the t;-\.c. 

. Berlin compromise as a sJ;lameful handing back of mis- ,,. 
goyerned provinces toa tyr~!!i.J?<?.wer. 
-.~a mor.e violen~~~.-Qj~' _ . 

a debate on nation~ disclose . _- .-er,.d;iff.er . ms~.~ ··o.r.mrncw1e.--;t~~is'dcl;"~~~'W4~J~re·d~-~~t .f 
behind closed doors, but on· public platforms, in speeches "' 
that were reported in every newspaper. · Jhe B!:,i~ish people 
.~e ca~J:!.pon to_ give their ye£._d_ict upon the most 
fundamental principles of national policy. Their verdict 
wavered: It went fo'r Beaconsfield in I8J8; it went for 
-Gladstone in r88o, but not for very long. 
g Beac~msfield's was the judgmen~ of R,!~~f...?Jff~~' He~ C\ 
cared httle for the fate~of_the s-emi-barbarous peoples of . 
the_ Balkans, so long as the security a:nd the h2.!19JJ,r of · 
!3ritain were maintained un..im~d; and he held that,' 
in -the conflict and rivalry of the Powers, Britain's secu,tity · 
would be imperi}Jed if Russia were aggrandised or the 
Turkish# barrier"" weakened; Britain's honour ta,rni§:b...~d. if. 
she failed to uphold her undertakings tO' ~aintain .the 
integrity of the Turkish . Empire._ Gl_a,dstone's was the l ,., 

! judgm.ent of ~1;>_::;!,~~~.!.,..~.~~~~-!Y• for wh~ch many hold th~t V-,
1 

there IS no place m mtematlOnal relatiOns. In one of h1s 
Midlothian orations he laid down what 'he held to be the y · 
sotinCI_prmctples ot"""iOretgn"'·'policy. They were, that. th . 

~ supreme national interest was not glory or prestige bu r peace ; t?-at for this er:d the best,,ul!!,t;n~!.~ .. -~~~ns must b '' 
~th~¥..-nG9.r.$1ial., .. &.Q .. ;;:,Qp}~rahon of alrtne Powers of Europe;; 
hthat entangling enga."ge'ffi'en~fs',...,..an."a---o1>1igati'ons, such as 
hJ3r~tf!:in pp,d qnqerta~en in re~ard to Turkey, shouJq p~1 
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l
l)avoided; that all nations should be regarded as having 
;equal rights, none, not even Britain, being entitled to 
1claim a pre-eminent right to be consulted; and that the 
1po1icy of Britain should always be inspired by a love of 
';freedom and a sympathy with the oppressed. These 
' principles are far removed from the calculations of Real-
politik; in some respects they are, no doubt, counsels of 
perfection. The judgment of events would seem .... lctlfave 

, I decided that on the Turkish problem, at any rate, Gladstone 
, was right, and Beaconsfield wrong. But on the deeper 

conflict of ideals which underlay this great debate, it 
cannot be said that history has yet given its decisive 
verdict. In the vexed and troublous generation of inter
national rivalry which opened on the morrow of this long 
discussion, not Britain alone, but all the world, were to be 
called upon to shape their course by one or the other of 
these sets of ideals. 

[1\iorley, Life of Glo,dstone; Monypenny and Buckle, Life of 
Disraeli; Cecil, Life of Salisbury; Trevelyan, Life of Bright; Lang, 
Life of Iddesleigh; Low and Sanders, History of England, I837-
I900; Walpole, History of Twenty-Five Years; Paul, History of 
l'vfodern England; Webb, History of Trade Unionism; Marriott, 
The Eastern Question.] 



BOQK XI 

THE AGE OF IMPERIALISM AND THE RIVALRY 
OF WORLD-POWERS 

(A.D. r880-1904) 



INTRODUCTI9N 

A VERY sudden and marked change ·came about in the 
politics of the world, and consequently of the British 
Commonwealth, during the last quarter of the nineteenth 
century. The primary cause of this change was that the 
greater European States had largely solved the problems 
which had distracted them since ·rsrs ; they had achieved . 
national unity and set up stable systems of representative 
government; and they _were now able to devote their 
attention to i~gf.~!:i.~U'!evelopmep.t, ~J}d to th..£_.explgita
tion_q:Ltl:_l~ .. !!Q.J:!.~~l,ltoPea.:n w.qr!d. · At the same time the 
United States, having in the Civil War brought to an end 
the conflic:t between two types of civilisation which ·had 
long retarded their development, entered upon·a period of 
very rapid industrial expansion, and ·showed a growing 
readiness to play a part in world affairs. 'l:'.btLH?- of 
lj~r:.alism~ and .... natiQ!la.!i~~ .. W.?S. svcceeded. by. the era of 
c~miP.~EEi~~srr: ~~? imp~rialj~w; and Britain found herself 
faced by acute riva]iy in the two spheres-trade and 
colonisation-in which she had enjoyed, for two generations, 
an almost unchallenged supremacy. 

The most unhappy and unhealthy aspect of this great 
change was the it:v:is..!9P Qf,J.!::tl~qp~J)Y.~EL~~!rY.!AOre ip.tense 

, ~-~·more .,dangerous. tp~~.h3;.d b~~:n ~11.~~~- .. i!:. _:;ny.~ ~~:l.ier 
: penod. of European history ... T};!.~,, .. C.o!l:tiPJ~gt,,:w,~,,,,g~Y!Q~g 

; ~a~1a1ffi~~~~Hf:,.~.f~e}Fi~W*'fJ~~fa?.t<Pf:£~r!~i~;J 
co~fiict'''3.5"'31il10'5T"inevitable ; .and in· the meanwhile they 
~u.9._h.L<2!!~~9.tA!t~. iiUJ~~£~. wJjlL~£ID,W.~,I~i~l,;v¥~.P.p,Qns, each 
nat10n stnvmg after the unattamable Ideal of national 
self-sufficiency. At the same time they launched into an 
eager-competition for extracEurop~a:n .. dominions, striving 
to construct world-empires on the foundations of nation
States. 1;'he result was that, with extraordinary rapidity, 
all the unoccupied regions of the world were bro:ught under 
the dominion of the Eurqpean Powers ; and t~e whole 
round globe was brought within a single unhappy. and 
precarious political system, whose instability made the 
possibility of a universal war an ever-present peril. 

&QJ 
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In this transformed and dangerous world, the British 
Commonwealth could no longer enjoy the self-complacent 
placidity which had characterised its life during the middle 
of the nineteenth century. Not the motherland only, but 
all the members of the Commonwealth, felt themselves 
imperilled, and were inevitably drawn into a more intimate 
involvement in world-politics than they had known since 
the Napoleonic era, if even then. They were also drawn 
more closely together than before ; and the indifference to 
imperial questions that had marked the mid-century gave 
place to a strong sentiment of tmity, which was expressed 
in a multitude of ways, but most notably in the common 
effort of the South African War. For the British people, 
as for Europe, this was an era of imperialism. After a 
period of hesitation, they joined in the race for new 
dominions; and their advantages in this competition were 
so great that they acquired territories amounting to three 
and a half million square miles in area-a new empire, 
very swiftly acquired, to which we may give the name of 
the Third British Empire. 

The somewhat flamboyant imperialism of this period 
was accompanied, in the British lands as in the European 
countries, by a growing social unrest, which contributed, 
as much as the international dangers of the time, to kill the 
rather stagnant self-complacency of the previous period. 
New social aspirations were only beginning to stir in Britain, 
but in New Zealand and Australia they found expression 
in a series of remarkable experiments. 

It is a period of momentous importance for the history 
of the world, and of varied and enchaining interest, with 
which we have to deal in this Book. It is still too near 
us to allow of final or measured judgments; the issues 
which it raised are still in controversy. But we cannot 
avoid the responsibility of trying to understand it, for in 
many ways it provides the keys of later developments. 
For the British Commonwealth its culminating points were 
the South African War and the long debate on Ireland; 
and on these events feeling is still intense, and opinions 
differ widelv. We must strive to narrate such events as 
these with a cool and steady loyalty to facts, remetp.bering 
always that no man is entitled to express an opinion upon 
any controversial question until he can understand how 
men as able and honest as himself can hold opinion::; 
widel:y dif£erept fro)ll his owp. · 



CHAPTER I 

GERMAN HEGEMONY AND THE ARMED PEACE 
\ . -··· -- ..... - ~ .... ~ ~ 

--··-··-· 
§ I. The Armed Peace. 

AFTER the Congress of Berlin in 1878 Europe might reason~ 
ably have looked forward to a prolonged period of peace, 
for most of the causes of disturbance by which her peoples 
had ·been: troubled since r8r5 had now been removed. 
Europe did obtain an interval of peace, longer than she 
had ever known before. If the vexed region of the Balkan 
Peninsula be disregarded, no hostile army crossed any 
European frontier for thirty-six years after the Congress 
of Berlin, and so much cannot be said of any period of 
equal duration in the history of modern times. But the 
peace of these years was the most anxious and unrestful 
peace that civilisation had ever known. Throughout this 
generation all the nations were watching one another with 
suspicion and distrust; all were training their whole man
.hood for war, and squandering their wealth upon military 
armaments on· a scale never approached in any earlier· 
age. The fear of war became an .obsession which, in the 
end, helped to precipitate the dreaded catastrophe, like· 
the vertigo that overcomes a man who looks down into an~ 
abyss. · 

The result of this unhappy state of things was that the 
long peace· did not do, for Europe wh:;1t it ought to have 
done: it did not enable her t!o adjust her social order 
easily. to the new economic conditions which now dominated 
the world; and it did not help the newly established insti
tutions of self-government to take root and to win the 
confidence of the peoples they existed to serve. The social 
problem was accentuated by a colossal waste of wealth 
upon unproductive expenditure, and by· the suspicions 
which this created; while the system of self-govemment, 
which demands openness and trust, was vitiated by the 
~PPI'tant anticipation of-w.p.r1 w):lich necessitates secrecy anq 

~9.3, 
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inspires distrust. To this was partly due the fact that in 
every country there was a growing movement of revolt, a 
growing decay of belief in the validity of the existing social 
and political order, and a growing menace of blind revolu
tion. Every country suffered from these conditions, even 
the British Commonwealth, whose peoples had hitherto 
been able to hold themselves aloof from the troubles of 
Europe ; and their fortunes became more and more in
volved with the fortunes of civilisation as a whole. 

§ 2. Commercialism and Imperialism. 

The most outstanding fact about European civilisation 
in this era was that the methods of large-scale mechanical 
production which had been first developed in Britain, and 
the high organisation of credit and finance which Britain 
had carried further than any other country, were now being 
imitated everywhere. As soon as the national wars in 
Europe and the Civil War in America came to an end, in
dustrial development advanced by leaps and bounds. New 
methods and forces were brought into play. The age of 
electricity began ; the telephone first came into serious use 
at the end of the 'seventies, the dynamo, invented in r867, 
was becoming practicable at about the same time, and the 
use of electricity for traction began early in the 'eighties 
The age of oil was also beginning : the world's production of 
mineral oils was quadrupled between r88o and r895. In 
the ,rapid expansion of industrial activity which began in 
the seventies, Britain was only one among several almost 
equal competitors. The most remarkable feature of the 
period was the rise of two great new industrial powers, 
America and Germany. 

So illimitable were the resources of America in coal and 
iron, in all the metals, in oil, in timber, that it was inevitable 
she should take the lead as soon as these resources began to 
be seriously developed. By r88o she had effectively opened 
up her vast area by railway construction. Her population 
also had immensely increased: in r88o she was already far 
ahead of the mother-country in numbers, and by 1900 her 
population was practically twice that of the United' King
dom. Her industrial growth was proportionate. In r88o 
it was estimated that in the total volume of industrial pro
duction she ranked fourth among the nations. Long before 
1900 she ranked definitely first. But she was in the main, 
fl.S yet, a self-cont;:~.ined nation, consuming almost the w}lole 
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of her own industrial products, and exporting principally 
food and raw materials. Except in regard to ingenious 
contrivances for saving labour, she was not yet a serious 
cOJ;npetitor in the world markets ; and she practically did 
not possess a mercantile marine. 

The rise of Germany was even more remarkable than that 
of America. It was mainly due to her great natural re
sources in coal, whkh surpassed those of Britain, to the 
systematic industry of her people, and, perhaps above all, 
to the strength she drew frorri the scientific training pro
vided in her schools and universities. This enabled her to 
take a commanding lead in the newer and more scientific 
industries. The electrical industries she, made· her own 
from the first ; in the fine chemical trades she was almost 
equally strong, and her men of science enabled her to 
obtain control over the coal-tar dyeing _industry, which 
arose from the discoveries of a British chemist. But her 
greatest strength lay in iron and steel, the key-industries of 
the modem world. Two figures are enough, to illustrate 
her amazing progress in this field. In r88o she produced 
It million tons of steel, against 3! million tons produced 
by Britain. In r895 she produced over 7! miHion tons, 
Britain less than 6 ·million tons. She had definitely taken 
the first place in Europe, and ranked next to the United 
States, whose progress had been still more rapid. Equally 

- remarkable was the development of German shipping. In 
r88o Germany had only 2I6,ooo to11s of steam shipping, 
and was surpassed by both France and Spain : Britain's 
figure in that year (for steam tonnage only) was 2,JOo,ooo. 
By rgoo the German total had risen to I,348;ooo-a sixfold 

·multiplication in twenty years. The British figure had 
meanwhile risen to over J,Ooo,ooo tons, so· that British 
leadership in this sphere was still secure. But the Gennan 
1nercantile marine had definitely become the second in the 
world, and the great shipping lines of Hamburg and Bremen 
were extending their envterprises to every part of the globe. 

The astonishing advance of German industry and trade 
during the last quarter of the nineteenth century was a very 
remarkable achievement, which naturally swelled the pride 
and self-confidence that had already been bred in the 
German people by their military triumphs. Other nations 
shared in the advance: France, Belgium, Switzerland, 
Italy, A_ustria, even Russia, were all making haste to tum 
themselves into industrial countries. None of them could 
rival the swift advance of Germany and America. But the 
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result of their combined activities was that all Europe was 
following the trail blazed by Britain; and the amount of 
material wealth both produced and consumed by the world 
was increasing almost in geometrical progression. 

This was in itself a good thing. It meant that there 
was more wealth to divide; and one of its inevitable conse
quences was that the whole world was becoming economically 
interdependent, so that the prosperity of each depended 
upon the prosperity of all. But the European nations were 
tempted to regard one another as rivals and enemies in this 
fierce industrial competition. Each wanted to buy as little 
as possible from its rivals, and to sell as much as possible 
to them; the old desire for national self-sufficiency still 
survived, in spite of the fact that in the conditions of modern 
industry it is wholly unrealisable. In the hope of securing 
these ends, the nations began to raise tariff-barriers against 
one another, making their own peoples pay higher prices 
in order to give a monopoly to the home producer. Ger
many adopted a protectionist system in r88o, and gradually 
developed it during the next twenty years: by rgoo the 
average duty on British manufactured goods imported into 
Germany was 25 per cent. of their cost. America, also, the 
one country that could be almost self-sufficient, gradually 
raised her tariff until, under the M'Kinley tariff of r8go, the 
average duty on British imports was 73 per cent. France's 
Meline tariff of r8gz was more modest-the average rate 
was about 34 per cent.; Russia's duties reached the pre
posterous average rate of 131 per cent. Complex negotia
tions and bargainings accompanied this competition in 
exclusiveness; there were also direct tariff-wars between 
particular States, as between France and Italy in the years 
following r888. Every nation was bent upon getting the 
better of every other nation ; and not one of the great trad
ing countries, save Britain, was willing to throw its markets 
open to all comers. The fact that Britain was fast losing 
her one-time pre-eminence was held to prove the folly of her 
policy. Yet Britain was getting her share of the increased 
volume of world-trade; and she could not ultimately hope 
to obtain a larger volume of trade than would be propor
tionate to her natural resources and to the number, industry, 
thrift, skill and knowledge of her people. That, after all, 
was the ultimate criterion ; tariffs or no tariffs, the industrial 
development of every country depended upon its natural 
resources and the number and character of its people. 

But what all this meant was that, instead of making for 
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t peace, industrialism and commercialism were making for 
international jealousy and friction; and Cobden's confident 
expectation that the growth of international commerce 
would lead to mutual understanding amOiig the nations 
was being woefully disappointed. Indeed, it appeared that 
war and violence might be made the foundation of industrial 
progress. Germany; at least,·was convinced that this was 
so. It was only since her victories in the field that she 
had begun to win the more lucrative triumphs of the forge, 
the factory, and the dockyard. Her ascendancy in. ~ron 
and steel rested largely upon the rich iron deposits of 
Lorraine,. which she had tom from France, and some of 
her most thriving textile factories were in the conquered 
province of Alsace. War and industry were not, it seemed, 
incompatible, as Cobden had believed: war could lay the 
foundations of industrial success; and industry, in its tum, 
could supply the materials of war. With her great steel 
arid chemical industries, Germany would be stronger for 
war than ever before. The other nations accepted these 
conclusions. They too must nurture to prosperity the 
industries on which war depended; and that was one of 
the motives for striving after industrial self-sufficiency. 
r Closely connected with the commercial causes of inter
national friction was the keen competition for colonial 
possessions which formed one of the m<?stmarked features 
'of this era. It was so important in its results, and affected 
so intimately the fortunes of the British' Commonwealth, 
that we must devote to it a special chapter. 1 Here two 
points about it may be noticed. It was largely due to the 
fierce commercial rivalry of the ~ge. The nations wanted 
territories which would supply them with raw materials 
under their own control ; this was a corollary of the gesire 
for national self-sufficiency. They wanted also to enlarge 
the range of the markets that were restricted to their own 
trade ; therefore, as we shall see, they did not, in most 
cases, open their dependent territories as Britain did to 
the traders of all nations, but surrounded them with tariff
walls; and so extended the friction of tariff-war over the 
face of the globe .• And another consequence followed from · 
the swift colonial expansion of the 'eighties and 'nineties. 
In every. part of the world the, jealous European rivals 
found themselves brought fac~ to face, competing for 
territorial possessions; so that··any dispute arising in any 
comer of the earth might cause.liia general conflagration. 

1 Chapter ii. below,, p. 62o, . ' 
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When the nmeteenth century, so full of generous hopes, 
reached its close, the world was dominated by a group of 
giant e!Jlpires armed to the teeth and watching for oppor
tunities to take advantage of one another. Naturally 
their main preoccupation was to see that their fighting 
resources were efficient. Hence imperialism of the new 
pattern was a cause of international friction; and a menace 
to peace, even more serious than commercialism. 

§ 3· The Hegemony of Germany;· Militarism. 

But behind the factors of commercial and colonial rivalry, 
colouring them, intensifying them, poisoning them, lay the 
political situation in Europe. This, after all, was the 
main cause of the grim armed peace : this, and the spirit 
which now seemed to animate the relations of the ~uropean 
peoples, the spirit of militarism, the belief that brute force 
is the ultimate determining factor in human affairs. 

The outstanding fact in the politics of Europe during 
the generation following the Franco-German War was the 
strength of the position of Germany. Under her formidable 
Chancellor, who dominated all his contemporaries, she un
questionably enjoyed the hegemony of Europe. After her 
dazzling victories, her prestige was unbounded : no single 
Power would have dared to measure arms with her. And 
her prestige grew as the years passed, and as she added 
the victories of commerce to those of war. She held a 
position not unlike that of France in the time of Louis XIV., 
and was all too humbly accepted as the leader of Europe 
in thought and learning, as well as in the arts of war. 
Bismarck, indeed, always maintained that, having achieved 
her ends, Germany was the most pacific of Powers; and 
until 18go or even later, it seemed to be so. She was, so 
Bismarck said, 'a satiated power.' She needed peace to 
consolidate and digest her gains, and to build up her 
industries. Bismarck himself was loth to allow her even 
to enter the lists in the colonial rivalry of the period; it 
was only the pressure of the young colonial party that 
led him to annex colonial territories. But the ease with 
which he did so-laying the foundations, within two years, 
with the deferential assent of the other Powers, of an 
empire of a million square miles-was evidence of the 
ascendancy which Germany enjoyed ; as was the fact 
that it was in Berlin that the Conference was held (r884) 
which laid down the lines of the partition of Africa. 
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It might seem that Germany had no need to fear any 
rivals ; and Bismarck boasted to the Reichstag that she 

· ' feared God; and nothing "else. in the world.' Yet Bismarck 
himself lived in dread: he was 'haunted by the nightmare 
of coalitions ' : he could never banish the fear that others 
might deal with Germany as he himself had dealt with 
the obs.tacles in her path to glory; nor could he forget 
that Napoleon III. had almost concluded an alliance with 
Austria and Italy. in 1870. _ If Bismarck's fears were 
genuine, as they seem to have been, their only possible 
object was France, the proud nation whom he had rolled 
in the dust ill !870, whom he had been on the point of 
attacking again in 1875, merely because she was recovering 
from her wounds too rapidly, and who 'never forgot and 
never mentioned' the lost provinces. Yet it might have 
seemed that the Power which 'feared God and nothing 
else in the world ' had small reason to. be afraid of France, 
now. She was disheartened. Her population was dwind
ling, while that of Germany was mounting by millions 
every decade. Lacking coal, and having lost her best iron
field when she lost Lorraine; she had little s·hare in the 
triumphal industrial progress wh1ch Germany was making. 
She was tom asunder by royalist, Bonapartist, and repub
lican factions. Her ministries rose and fell with dis· 
concerting rapidity ; her politicians were discredited by 
scandals and rumours of corruption. An(l she had no 
allies. ' 

Yet Bismarck feared her. He encouraged h~r t,o throw 
herself .into colonising schemes, in the hope that she would 
forget Alsace-Lorraine, and quarrel with the other colonising. 
Powers. ·.He laboured to detach from· her all possible 
allies. First of all he· made friends with Austria, whom 
he had treated with careful lenience in r866. In r879 he 
concluded a secret defensive alliance with Austria, whereby 
Germany's help was pledged to .her if she should be attacked 
by Russia. This alliance .. became a permaJ!.ence ; and 
though nominally only defensive, in reality 'it turned' 
Austria into Germany's vassal, for Austria feared Russia, 
was gravely weakened by the quarrels of her nationalities, 
and wanted t0 devote her attention to Balkan affairs .. 
Another possible ally for France was. Italy. Bismarck 
strove to make this alliance impossi'ble when, at the Berlin • · 
Congress, he enc.ouraged France to ann'ex Tunis; on which 
Italy had.set her heart. The French occupation of Tunis 
drove Italy to j_oin the Austro-German combination (r882). 

VOL. II. 2 Q 
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And now the Triple Alliance, which Germany dominated, 
stretched from the Baltic t.o the Mediterranean, and made 
any hostile European combination all but impotent. Long 
afterwards Germany complained that the Triple Entente 
' encircled ' her : she had begun by ' excircling ' the Powers 
which later formed it. 

But Bismarck had no desire to break with Russia. Friend
ship with ·Russia had been the sheet-anchor of Prussian 
diplomacy ever since 1763; and there was no nightmare 
which frightened the timid Chancellor more than the possi
bility that the 'wire to St. Petersburg' might be cut. 
Russia must not be allowed to make friends with France. 
In r884, in spite of his existing defensive alliance with 
Austria (which was not published until r888) Bismarck 
negotiated a secret treaty with Russia which he called the 
Reinsurance, and by which he pledged Germany not to 
join Austria in an attack on Russia. So long as this treaty 
lasted (and it lasted until after Bismarck's fall in r8go), 
Germany controlled the relations between Austria and 
Russia, and the possibility of war in the Balkans ; neither 
Power could move without her permission. 

The only other possible source of danger was Britain. 
Bismarck knew well enough that any aggressive actiori by 
Britain on the Continent was out of the question, if for no 
other reason, because Britain did not possess an army on 
the continental scale. But it was worth while to detach 
her from France. In r878 he urged Disraeli to annex Egypt. 
Disraeli was wise enough not to swallow the bait, knowing 
that this would fatally alienate France. But the purpose 
was served when, as we shall see, 1 the chapter of accidents 
brought Britain into Egypt, and France, fearful of entangle
ments and with the German peril always before her eyes, 
refused to join her in common action. For twenty years 
thereafter, France and Britain were on the worst of terms. 
And the colonial schemes of France served the same end : 
as we shall see, 2 they made Britain feel that France was her 
enemy. Throughout the period of Bismarck's rule, and 
indeed until much later, Britain docilely accepted the 
German view of the European situation, regarded Germany 
with friendliness as a pacific Power, and looked upon France 
as the disturber of the peace. 

No single Power (save Napoleon for a few years) has ever 
held so dominant a position in Europe as Germany held 
between r879 and r8gs. Her army was unsurpassable ; 

1 Below, Chap. iv. p. 655. Below, Chap. ii. p. C27-8. 

• 
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she was the head of the most powerful standing alliance 
which Europe had ever known, an alliance whose compact 
territories stretched across Europe from sea to sea, and 
separated all the other Powers from one another. She had 

--- a secret alliance with Russia in the East, and a friendly 
understanding with Britain in the West; her only possible 
foe was completely isolated. She was the pivot upon which 
European politics turned, and no serious action could be/ 
taken without her assent. 

In these circumstances it might seem that Germany 
could have afforded to reduce' her warlike panoply, and to 
abandon or modify the system of universal military service 
which she had been the first to introduce, and which her 
example ·had forced upon all the other Powers. She alone 
could safely take such a step, because it was unthinkable 
that any other Power would dare to attack her. But she 

" never thought of taking it. She had already extended the 
Prussian military system to.all the other German States. 
At intervals she passed new Army Acts, increasing her 
standing forces, on,_ the plea that they must always bear a 

_ fixed proportion to her growing population. Compulsory 
military service was, in trutb, one of the foundations of the 
whole German system. It was the -main buttress of the 
Emperor's power over his pe'ople, the means of training the 
Gennan people to regard themselves as a nation in armg, 
who l)lUSt be p~·epared to fight for the glory of the nation. 
whenever the Supreme War-Lord commanded. As fully 
as in the days of the old Mark or of Frederick the Great, 
modern Germany, for all her industrial development, was 
primarily a military Power, which regarded force as the sole 
securefoundation of national greatness. 

Throughout this period Treitschke, Professm; of History 
at Berlin from r874 to r8g6, was making himself the mouth
piece of the Prussian doctrine of militarism ; and he was· 
an accepted national prophet. He taught that the essence 
of the State, and its raison d'etre, is not Justice but. Power; 

. and that the expansion of it? power is its 'highest moral' 
obligation,' against which rio restraints are valid.. He 
taught that War is the means by which the State expands 
its power, tha~ it is' a biologicalnecessity,' and' the divinely 

·appointed medicine of humanity •'; and that it is the destiny 
of small States to be devoured by great States. The history 
of Prussia seemed to justify this creed, which is the creed of · 
p~re militarism. And in spite of all Bismarck's elaborate, 
and probably sincere, protestations that he desired only 
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peace, this was the real creed of the governing elements in 
Germany. This was the source of the malady from which 
Europe was suffering. She was dominated by an exultant, 
progressive and formidable nation which, while unthreatened 
by any danger that could reasonably be feared, and supported 
by powerful alliances, was nevertheless armed to the teeth. 
In the face of this, no other nation, least of all broken 
France, could safely disarm. We have given to this chapter 
the title of 'German Hegemony and the Armed Peace.' Is 
it not apparent that the reason why Peace went panoplied 
in clanking armour was that Germany held the hegemony 
of Europe ? Under Bismarck she used it wisely and with 
restraint. But the power she wielded was dangerously 
great. With the traditions of Prussia in her heart, and the 
teachings of Treitschke in her ears, she might be tempted to 
misuse it. And there was one region of Europe which pre
sented continual occasions: more than ever before, the 
Balkans were simmering with unrest. · 

§ 4· The Problems of the Balkans. 

It was one of Bismarck's apophthegms that the Balkan~ 
were ' not worth the bones of a single Pomeranian grena
dier ' ; and it may be claimed for him that, by means of 
his strange double agreement with Austria and Russia, he 
prevented these Powers from being drawn by the politics 
of the Balkans into a war which might have involved all 
Europe. Doubtless, peace was his chief aim; but by the 
time of his fall it is noteworthy that the influence of Russia 
had been reduced to a minimum in all the Balkan States, 
and that the most powerful influence, throughout the dis
tressful peninsula, had come to be that of Austria and 
Germany. 

The ink of the Treaty of Berlin was scarcely dry when 
it began to be apparent that, far from solving the problems 
of the Balkans, the diplomats who drew up the treaty 
had only added to the complexity and difficulty of these 
problems. Throughout this period the Eastern Question 
was more thorny than it had ever been ; the Concert of 
Europe was called upon, almost every year, to solve one 
puzzle or another, and to exhibit its own singular futility. 
Not Constantinople only, but Bucharest, Athens, Belgrad, 
Sofia became nests of intrigue; for there was not one 9f 
the new States which had not its own grievances, and not 
one which was not worked upon by the intrigues of Great 
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Powers. It is impossible to narrate in detail the sordid 
and romantic story of these years. There were intrigues 
and conspiracies, assassinations and kidnappings, deposi
tions and coups d'etat, diplomatic strokes and counter
strokes-a complete scenario for a whole library of Ruri:.. 
tanian novels. To many Western observers it all seemed 
as unreal and as unimportant as comic opera. But it was 
of profound significance for the future of the world. The 
seeds of strife which were germinating in the Balkans 
during these years were to bear fruit in the Great War. 

We cannot here attempt to follow the complicated story 
of Balkan p9litics, or analyse all the causes of friction 
which arose from the defects of the Treaty of Berlin, and 
from the unsatisfied aspirations of all the Balkan States.l 
But certain broad results of the period must be noted. 
Rumania, long the staunch ally of Russia, had been alienated 
by Russia's seizure of the province of Bessarabia in r878; 
and under her Hohenzollern king she learnt to look to 
Austria and, still more, to Germany for protection. Serbia 
had been embittered by her failure to acquire Serb terri
tories in r878, and her nationalist party was hostile to 
Austria because Austria had occupied the Serb provinces 
of Bosnia and Herzegovina; but her successive kings and 
their courts were, down to rgo3, Austrian creatures, and 
were bound to Austria by a secret treaty (r88r); Bulgaria, 
which had been Russia's special protege in r878, had been 
alienated by the high-handed behaviour of the Russian 
agents, and by the way in ·which Russia had treated her 
first prince, A)exander of Battenberg: her second prince, 
Ferdinand of Coburg, belonged to a German ruling house 
and had been an officer in the Austrian army; and though 
he made peace with Russia, it was to Germany and Austria 
that he chiefly looked. Greece had been angered by the 
refusal of Russia to obtain for her some of the Greek
speaking lands of the Sultan: in r889 her heir-apparent 
married the sister of the German Emperor. Thus every 
one of the Christian States of the BaJkans had been brought 
di~ectly or indirectly under the influence of Germany and. 
Austria; and the influence of Russia had fallen to the nadir. 

Meanwhile Turkey had been undergoing a curious revival. 
The establishment of Rumania and Serbia as independent 
States, and the concession of autonomy to Bulgaria, had 
not really weakened her, but had set up an effective barrier 
between her and Russia; and the mutual jealousies of 

1 See the map, Atlas, Plate 28. 
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the Great Powers afforded her a still further protection. 
Her throne was now occupied (since r876) by Abdul 
Hamid rr., a shifty and timid man, but a consummate 
master of intrigue and evasion. For a generation Abdul 
Hamid played the Powers off one against another with such 
dexterity that he enjoyed a freedom to misgovern which 
none of his predecessors, for a very long time, had known. 

Abdul Hamid was not content merely to stave off 
European interference. He had no patience with the talk 
about reforms with which Turkey had so long been pestered, 
and he swept into limbo the beginnings of Western methods 
of government which had been introduced at the time of 
the Russo-Turkish War. A great ambition dominated 
him : he would be the leader of a Mohammedan revival, 
and make the hopes and dreams of Moslems in all parts 
of the world once more centre on Constantinople, and on 
himself as the Caliph, or head of the Moslem faith. From 
the Yildiz Kiosk, therefore, Abdul Hamid pulled the strings 
of a vast movement of propaganda, whose influence, almost 
unperceived by the Western Powers, spread over every 
part of the Mohammedan world, and stirred the old hatred 
of the Christians. 

The moment was favourable for such an attempt, for 
various revivalist movements had long been at work in 
the Islamic world. In a remote oasis of the Libyan desert 
two prophets, Mohammed ben Senussi and his son Senussi 
el Mahdi, had founded a mysterious religious order, whose 
monasteries were widely spread through the Moslem world, 
especially in Africa. Only one European had ever visited 
the centre of this organisation: the German explorer, 
Dr. Nachtigal. The aim of the Senussi was to revive the 
purity and fervour of the early days of Islam, to weld 
the whole Moslem world together, and, after spiritual 
regeneration had been achieved, to liberate Islam from 
Christian domination. The Senussi had no dealings with 
Abdul Hamid, but they prepared the soil for him. Mean
while another Moslem prophet, the Persian Djemal-ed-din, 
had travelled over every part of the Moslem world, preach
ing the fundamental antipathy between Christendom and 
Islam. In r88o he played a part in the rising of Arabi 
Pasha, which brought about the British intervention in 
Egypt. Then he found his way to Constantinople, where 
he was welcomed by Abdul Hamid, and became the chief 
organiser of the Sultan's Pan-Islamic propaganda, until 
his death in r8g6. 
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When a movement of this vast purport was afoot, it was 
unlikely that the Sultan would allow his policy to. be 
controlled by any of the three European Powers which had 
hitherto taken turns in directing the policy of the Turks ; 
for Russia, France, and Britain were the three Powers 
whose conquests had subjugated the world of Islam. But 
Turkey needed Western military science ,and Western 
financial organisation if her power was to be effectively 
revived. In r883 she began to borrow German officers to 
reorganise her army, and invited a Geiman financier to 
improve her fiscal system. 

Plainly the Eastern Question was undergoing a trans
formation. Its importance no longer lay solely in the 
rivalry of this Power and that for dominant influence at 
Constantinople; the problem had become much deeper, 
and much more variegated. No doubt it is true that 
Bismarck's diplomacy helped to prevent any serious ex
plosion : he had taken the keys of the powder-magazine, 
and put them in Germany's keeping. Btitso far as Eur-opean 
politics. were concerned, the significant thing was that 
Britain and· Russia, the protagonists of I878, had ceased 
to be the main figures in the Balkan scene. When Bismarck 
fell from power ii:l' r89o, the European Powers whose 
influence counted for most, whether among the little 
Christian States or with the Turk, were Germany and 
Austria. And Russia could not but realise the fact. 

§ 5:- Kaiser Wilhelm II. and the Dual Alliance. 

In r888 a new .ruler ascended the throne of the German 
Empire,-the.KaiserWii:hei~ .n: ... Y£uli.g,~~f_d~nt,_~f!ably 
self-confident; lien~flectea the_ pr~ud ~e!Eper_<!f the_geneni
tion whicli liad grown to·m·anhood since Geimany became 
the first Power in Europe. He ~id not share Bismarck's 
fears and misgivings, which came from the ~iine when 
Prussia was a Power of the second rank, with her way to 
make in the world ; he was not afraid of coalitions ; he 
was not, like Bismarck, a' no-colony man,' or a disbeliever 
in the desirability of adding naval to military po:Wer. 
Like the men of his generation, he put no limit to the 
future greatness to which his mighty and prosperous 
empire might aspire; and he had ih his blood tlie Prussian 
tradition that greatness depends upon force. He differed 
from the gn~at Chancellor on many things, on social policy, 
on colonial policy, and also (though more vaguely) on 
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foreign policy. Being unquestioned mas,ter of his own ship, 
he dropped the old pilot (r8go) and took the helm himself. 

At once it became apparent that the temper and methods 
of German policy were to be changed; and Germany's 
position in the world was such that this was of the first 
moment to every nation. One of the first results of the 
change was that Bismarck's Reinsurance Treaty with Russia, 
which expired in r8gr, was not renewed. The guarantee that 
Germany would not use her formidable power to Russia's 
detriment disappeared ; and with it disappeared the 
strongest buttress of European peace which Bismarck had 
created. Remained only the other part of Bismarck's 
work: Germany's unsurpassable military power, and her 
headship of an alliance more formidable than any that 
Europe had yet known. 

Russia was already sore at the imperceptible steps by 
which-mainly, no doubt, through her own folly-her 
influence in the Balkans had been weakened, and that of 
her rival Austria had grown. She now knew that the Austro
German alliance was both solid and permanent. She felt 
her isolation and looked about for allies. There was another 
isolated power, France, who lived in dread of her terrible 
neighbour across the Rhine. The two threatened Powers 
began to draw together. It seemed unnatural that the 
mother of the Revolution should become the partner of the 
most unqualified and oppressive of despotisms, and there 
was a delay of some years before any formal alliance was 
concluded. But it was always inevitable that the creation 
of a group so powerful as the Triple Alliance should bring 
a counterpoise into being; otherwise the existence of every 
other land-power must depend upon the discretion of the 
leaders of this group. In r8gr the rapprochement between 
France and Russia began ; in r895 the existence of a 
definite defensive alliance between them was revealed. The 
malady of Europe was reaching a more acute stage: the 
Continent was divided between two great confederations, 
each armed cap-a-pie, each perpetually in dread lest the 
other should take advantage of it, each therefore apt to be 
tempted to seize upon any favourable opportunity of de
ciding the issue in its favour. Alone among the Great 
Powers, Britain stood aloof, in ' splendid isolation,' holding 
(perhaps) the balance between the hostile arrays. 

It was a new thing in European history that the Great 
Powers should be divided into two standing alliances, 
jealous and fearful of one another; a new thing that the 
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whole manhood of civilised 'nations should be trained for 
war; a new thing that the men who controlled the issues 
of peace and war should have in their hands forces so potent 
as those with which science, modern industry, and organised 
finance endowed them. It was a yet greater portent that 
these vast powers were being employed, as we shall see in 
the next chapter, to bring all the unorganised regions of 
the world under the control of these armed nations, and to 
extend to every part of the globe their dangerous rivalries. 
Nor did this end the list of startling transformations which 
cause the student of this period to feel that he is observing 
the passage of ciyilisation into a fresh stage of its develop
ment. It was in these same years that Japan emerged as 
a Great Power, not to be disregarded by the arbiters of 
world-affairs. And the emergence of J apari was at once 
~.-proof ?f ·the triumph of European civilisation, ap.d an 
evidence that the control of the destinies of the now unified 
world was not to be a monopoly of the Western peopl~s. 

§ 6. T~e Emergence_of Japan as a Great Power. 

Th~re is nothing in human history more astonishing than 
the swiftness and success with which, in the course of a 
very few years, Japan discarded the forms of an ancient and 
admirable civilisation under which she had lived contentedly . 
.for many centuries, and, by an extraordinary effort of the 
national will, adopted, and adapted to her own ne.eds, a 
totally different system. 

Content with her ancient feudal order, which was based 
upon a rigid system of castes, Japan had excluded the 
civilisation and the trade of the West even more completely 
than. China, t:~ntil, in the middle of the nineteenth century, 
she was forced to realise the formidable power of the Euro
peans. Her awakening began with the visit of an American 
naval squadron in 1853, followed by a second American 
mission, which insisted 'upon, and obtained, a concession 
of trading rights (r~:s8). Britain and other European 
peoples followed, and the Japanese began to get an insight 
into the methods of the West. At first there was a natural 
reaction. But European fleets (British, American, French 
and Dutch) appeared once and again off} apanese ports,andon 
two occasions (r863) bombarded them. This completed the 
demonstration of Western· superiority. Japan recognised 
that in one way or another Western methods must win the 
ascendancy. By an extraordinary national resolve, she 
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made up her mind to carry out the necessary changes her
self, in her own way ; and in r868 the most astonishing of 
revolutions began. 

The sacred person of the Mikado emerged from his long 
seclusion to give the sanction of the religion of nationality 
which he represented to the greatest of national enterprises. 
Under his venerated regis, a group of reformers carried out 
an amazing transformation. The feudatory States lost 
their governing power. The military caste of the Samurai 
sacrificed their pensions and privileges. The chaos of feudal 
usages was replaced by a system of civil and criminal law 
based on European models. Englishmen were brought in 
to create a navy, and to build railways and lighthouses; 
Frenchmen to recast the laws and train the army; Ameri
cans to organise education and the postal service; Germans 
to train medical men and organise local government. Within 
ten years Japan was well on the way to possessing the fnll 
equipment of a Western State ; and the suppression of a 
revolt in 1877 against this dizzy series of changes ended the 
first stage of the transformation. By the date of the Con
gress of Berlin Japan had definitely launched herself upon 
her new career. 

Europe could not believe that a transformation so rapidly 
effected could be permanent; and as late as r885 The 
Mikado was a possible title for a Gilbert and Sullivan opera. 
Indeed, there was much still to be done. The whole struc
ture of the national life had to be adjusted to the new con
ditions. Industries had to be organised; a banking system 
and a new currency had to be created ; the whole machinery 
of government had to be adjusted. These labours occupied 
the next ten years, and more; the culmination came when 
in r8go a' new constitution was promulgated, and Japan 
entered the ranks of the parliamentary countries. It is true 
that her executive still remained, like that of Germany, under 
the control of the Emperor. But a representative Assembly, 
elected. without regard to the ancient distinctions of caste, 
was given control over legislation and taxation. Here was 
a voluntary abandonment of power, by a monarchy'which 
had been absolute since the beginning of things, to which 
no other country's history presents any parallel. Within 
twenty-five years an Oriental nation, organised on a caste 
basis, and governed by a theocratic monarchy and a feudal 
aristocracy, had so transformed itself that it was ready to 
take its place among the self-governing industrial nations 
of the West. Almost without violence it had carried out. 
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in this short space of time, a transformation which in Europe 
had taken centuries of war and turmoil. 

Europe had still to be persuaded of the reality of this 
miracle. What brought conviction home was the war 
between China and Japan, which broke out in 1894 over 
the question whether Corea was to be regarded as a Chinese 
dependency or a free_ State. 

China, like Japan, had borrowed sonie of the externals of 
Western civilisation. She had ·created a navy, and re
organised her army, on Western lines. But she had not 
Westernised her mind, or her system of administration. 
Her navy and her army were on paper stronger than 
those of Japan. Yet they wex:e completely defeated; 
because, unlike the navy and army of Japan, they were 
not guided by minds which had been trained to use their 
new instruments .. Japan's victory was as swift ·and 
efficient as any European, Power could have achieved: 
indeed, the competence with which the whole business was 
conducted stands in sharp contrast with the ineffectiv~ness 
of the earlier British and French campaign~ in China. 
China was compelled, after !l campaign of a few months. 
to recognise the independence of Corea, to cede t~e island 
~f F_?hnos·a·,. and to 'harid_ o':el- t~ Japan th,e strategically · 
important L1ao-Tang Pemnsula, .wh1ch commands the sea-
highways towards Peking.. . \ 

Europe was stqrtled. The Governments rea]ised that 
they l].ad to deal with· a new Power. And the discovery 
brought on a period of anxious diplomacy. 

[Holhmd Rose, Development of the E1~ropean Nations, r8JO-I9I1-; 
Debidour, Histoire Diplomatique de l' Europe, r878-r904; Seignobos, 
Political History of Contemporary Europe ; Headlam, 6r Robertson, 
Life of Bismarck ; Bismarck, Recollections and Reflections; Hanotaux, 
Contemporary France (Eng. trans.)_; Clapham, Economic Develop
ment of France and Germany ; Marshall, Industry and Trade; Daw
son, Evolution of Jl!Iodern Germany; Stoddard, New World of Islam; 
Temperley, History of Serbia; Forbes and others, The Balkans ; 
Marriott, Eastern Question; Porter, Japan·; Cheng, l'>'Iodem China; 
Okmna, Fifty Years of New ]apa1·1 (Eng. ed.).] 



CHAPTER 11 

THE RACE FOR. COLONIAL POSSESSIONS 

(A.D. 1878-rgo4) 

§ r. The Birth of Imperialism. 

WE have seen that after the Franco-German and Russo
Turkish Wars the politics of Europe underwent a marked 
and rapid change. Not less marked and not less rapid 
was the change which came about during the same years 
in the relations between Europe and the non-European 
world. Suddenly, now that the nationalist and the liberal 
ideals had won their victory, the European nations shed 
that indifference to oversea possessions which had marked 
them ever since r8r5. Their new industrial activity and 
their eagerness for national self-sufficiency led them to 
desire territories under their own control, whence they 
could draw supplies of raw materials, and whose markets 
they could reserve to their own traders. They realised 
also that while Europe had been immersed in its domestic 
problems, three great world-empires had come into being 
which seemed to dwarf the European nation-States as 
completely as the unified France a11d Spain of the sixteenth 
century had dwarfed the Italian city-States. These three 
were the Russian Empire, which extended in a solid mass 
from Central Europe to the Pacific ; the United States, 
which stretched across a whole continent from ocean to 
ocean ; and the British Empire, which sprawled over the 
world, on every continent and in every ocean. To attain 
the rank of world-States came to seem an indispensable 
sign of greatness. The great European States set out, 
therefore, upon this career, and a period of intense rivalry 
began, more intense even than that of the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. So strenuous were the colonising 
activities of these years that within two decades practically 
all the available territories of the world were parcelled out, 
and the destinies of humanity seemed to lie in the hands 
of a group of half-a-dozen huge world-empires, whose 

6~0 
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interests came into conflict with one another in every part 
of the earth. 

In face of this eager imperialism, Britain rapidly aban
doned the attitude of unwillingness to extend her imperial 
responsibilities which she had adopted during the middle 
years of the century. At first she stood aloo·f, and even • 
welcomed the advent of other Powers as partners in the 
task of civilising the backward races. Then, realising that 
wide lands in which her trade had hitherto been dominant 
were passing under the con-trol of Governments which 

· would exclude her traders by tariff walls, she woke up, 
and took a very active part in the scramble. And her 
advantages were so great that she acquired new domini9ns 
more extensive than any of her rivals save France, and 
far more valuable than those of 'France. All these new 
dominions were in tropical lands inhabited by primitive 
and backward peoples-a kind of responsibility which 
Britain ?.ad hitherto been very loth to assume. They were 
so distinctive in character, and so vast in extent, that 
they may be described as the Third British Empire. 

The awakening of Europe to the value of oversea posses
sions came just at the moment· when the labours of great 
explorers, which we have.described in an earlier chapter,1 

had revealed the rich potentialities of Africa. It was to 

~
\A:friCa:, tl:lerifor~~ ~h<l:tt9.e~r;. o:Q.qu.~ri_ng-Po~.e!s firs. t_turne.d; 
lan~·the -.engineering _ski!l and me~cal· k~o;vle~ge_ with 
iWhlch-scwnce had endowed them enabled them to over
come, with extraordinary ease, the obstacles which had 

l hitherto kept E~rope aloof from the dark con.tinent. · 

§ 2. The First Stages of the Partition of Africa 
and the Conference of Berlin. 

From the point of view of its relations· with Europe, 
Africa falls in to two distinct sections. 2 The Northern· or 
M~diterranean coastal belt has been, throughout the course 
of history, almost a part of Europe: it was all included 
in the Roman Empire, and later in the successive Moham
medan Empires with· which Europe has long had close 
relations. But this coastal belt was separated from the 
main mass of Africa by a broad belt of desert, the most 
impenetrable of geographical barriers. For that reason 
the adventures of European Powers on the Northern Coast 

1 Above, Bk. x. chap. v. p. 540. 
• See the map, Atlas, Plate 64 (a). 
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have been far more directly connected with European 
politics than their adventures in the main mass of the 
continent; and it will be convenient to touch upon Northern 
Africa first. 

In this region France had long been deeply concerned. 
She h(l.d conquered Algeria during the years following 1830, 
and had carried out there a great work of reorganisation. 
She had also taken a special interest in the politics of 
Egypt ever since the time of Napoleon. When she began 
to recover from the terrible blow she had endured in 1870-
1871, it was to Northern Africa that she turned for con
solation, and for the means of reviving her power and 
prestige. As we have seen, she annexed Tunis in 1881. 
But the immediate result of the annexation was that Italy 
was driven into the arms of Germany, and France's isola
tion in Europe became worse than ever. Evidently North 
Africa was a dangerous field for colonial activity. This 
was the main reason why France, fearing European com
plications, declined to join hands with Britain in inter
vening to restore order in Egypt in 1882. The British 
occupation of Egypt has had such remarkable and important 
results that we must devote to it a separate chapter,1 and 
shall not deal with it here. But it was the chief cause of 
twenty years of friction between France and Britain. 
Thus intervention in Northern Africa was shown to be so 
dangerous, because of its nearness to Europe, that no 
Power ventured to touch it again until after 1904; and 
then, as we shall see, 2 the intervention of France in Morocco 
and of Italy in Tripoli were to prove just as fruitful of 
discord as the earlier intervention in Tunis and Egypt 
had been. 

But in tropical Africa there was a clearer field; and it 
was here that the competition was most furious. It was 
begun, curiously enough, by Leopold, King of the Belgians. 
In 1876 Leopold summoned an unofficial conference at 
Brussels to consider how the opening up of Africa could 
best be carried out. He seems sincerelv to have desired 
that the work should be done on an i11ternational basis; 
and if this had been possible many future troubles would 
have been avoided. An International African Association 
was established, with Leopold as its President, and branches 
for each country. But the branches thought of nothing 
but their national interests, and the main body became in 
practice a purely Belgian organisation. When H. l\1 . 

1 Below, Chap. iv. p. 652. . , Below, Bk. xu. chap. iii. 
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Stanley returned in r878 from his remarkable exploration 
of the Congo, Leopold engaged him to return to the Congo, 
and to organise there a system of administration under the 
auspices of the Association. This was the beginning of the 
Congo Free State (r87g). . 

But Leopold's enterprise, professedly international as it 
was, was not allowed to go unchallenged. A French ex
plorer, de Brazza, h~d been inve_stigating the lands north of 
the Congo, and, with the support of the French Govern
ment, he proceeded to lay claim to these lands (r88o) ; it 
was only. with difficulty that conflict between him and 
Stanley was avoided. .Meanwhile the Portuguese had put 

_, forward a claim that all. this coast belonged to them, by 
right o~ ancient settlement; they even claimed that their. 
dominion extended right across Africa, from the Atlantic 
to thelndian Ocean, because they had decayi~g,settlements 
on both coasts .I Here were· already the beginnings of 
serious trouble. The scramble had fairly begun. · 

Nor was this all. The -Frencnhad"retalrte~, in r8I5, a 
. pos,t at the mouth of the Senegal River, on the West Coast, 2 

and their explorers had long been gradually pushing their 
way up the river's course. It led them into the heart of the · 
Western Sudan. 'Sudan' is the Arab name for 'negro
land,' and the vast region known by th:~.t name stretches 
almost across Africa, south, of the desert belt, ~rom Cape 
Verde· to Abyssinia. Parts of it, especially in the upper 
valley of the Niger, about Timbuktu, aJ1d round Lake Chad, 
are .. fertile and populous ; and here France saw the possi-

. bility of acquiring a great tropical empire, which might 
eventually extend from ocean to ocean. Between :~;88o 
and r884 she made innumerablt; treaties with native chiefs 
on the West Coast, whereby they accepted her protection. 
The British merchants on the coast took alarm. Thyyfeared 
especially that they might lose the valuable oil-trade of the 
lower Niger. In r879, led by Sir George Taubman Goldie, 
they had consolidated their interests in a United African 
Company. By r884 they had bought out the French 
traders, and established British influence on the lower Niger. 

Italy also was beginning to be active: 'in r882 she planted 
herself on the Red Sea Coast, in the region which afterwards 
grew into the colony of Eritrea. And a more serious 
competitor had also entered the lists. Germany had held 
back at first because Bismarck did not believe in colonies. 

~ 

1 See the map, Atlas, P!ate.64 (a). 
• See the map, Atlas, Plate 64 (c). 
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But an active colonial party had grown up in Germany, and 
under its pressure Bismarck began to take action. In r883 
a German merchant named Liideritz landed on the coast of 
South-West Africa, near the British settlement of Walvish 
Bay, where some German missionaries were at work, and 
made a treaty with a native chief. Cape Colony was 
alarmed; but the British Government made no objection, 
and in r884 Germany formally announced that she had 
taken ' the territory belonging to Mr. Liideritz ' under her 
protection. In r884 also the famous German explorer, Dr. 
Nachtigal, visitedthe West Coast to inquire into ' the con
dition of German trade,' and the British Government was 
formally notified of his mission. Its real purpose was re
vealed when he concluded a treaty with the King of Togo
land whereby that monarch placed himself under German 
protection, and a whole series of treaties with the chiefs of 
the Cameroons, who had repeatedly begged in vain for 
British protection. This aroused the British Government, 
which promptly declared a protectorate over the coast of 
Nigeria, the chief sphere of British trade in that region (r884). 

Thus, within five years of the time when King Leopold 
despatched Stanley to the Congo, half-a-dozen European 
Powers had ,pegged out claims in various parts of Africa; 
and there was room for infinite controversy and friction 
among the rivals_! To avoid this danger, a Conference was 
summoned at Berlin at the end of r884. It was attended by 
representatives of fourteen Powers, including the United 
States ; and it devoted itself, in three months of strenuous 
discussion, to laying down the rules of the game of partition. 

The Conference of Berlin had before it the opportunity 
of doing a noble piece of work. It might have established 
a sort of trusteeship on behalf of the civilised world over the 
lands inhabited by the backward peoples. It might have 
safeguarded t.he primitive peoples against exploitation, and 
at the same time insisted upon an open door for the trade of 
all nations; and if these principles could have been laid 
down, and some means found for enforcing them, the pro
cess of colonisation would have be<"n wholly beneficial to 
the world, and the danger of conflict between the colonising 
Powers would have been reduced to a minimum. It did 
not venture upon any such ambitious programme; perhaps 
it could not have done so, in the then state of European 
ideas about international trade rivalry. 

t The extent of these claims is indicated on the map, Atlas, 
Plate 64 (a). 
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Yet the Conference achieved much. It required the 
maintenance of free trade in the Congo valley, though not 
elsewhere ; it laid down the rules of navigation on the 
great rivers; and it defined the principles on which the 
game of empire-making should in future be conducted. It 
recognised the annexations already made, including the 
Congo Free State, which differed from the rest in that it 
was not directly annexed to any single State. It ordained 
that every Power, on assuming a protectorate, should notify 
all the rest, and that no occupation should be valid unless it 
was 'effective.' This debarred such vast and vague claims 
as had been put foriard by Portugal. But it also ensu~ed 
that all the Powers should make haste to make their occupa
tion 'effective ' over as large an area as possible, and there
fore opened a decade of extraordinary activity and of 
feverish diplomacy. This much at least may be claimed 
for the Europe of the 'eighties, that it succeeded in carrying 
out peacefully an amazing work of partition which in any 
earlier period would assuredly have led to :var. 

,/ § 3· The Process of Partition in Africa. r· 
.... -·~ - .~ ~ -· ~ 

It is needless to attempt any detailed survey of the 
strenuous work of the twenty years following the Conference 
of Berlin, during which the whole of Africa, except Abyssinia, 
Liberia, Tripoli and Morocco, was partitioned out among the 
Powers. But the niain feature of the period was that after-......~ 
about r886 Britain played a more active part than any of 
-the other Powers. She had at first been loth to intervene; 
she had· even welcomed the participation of the other Powers, 
and notably of Germany. For the _0:lad_?_tone mil!istry, 
which was in power in Britain from r88o to r88s,-stilL<)ung 
;to 'the· view that it was undesi1:able to ·assume further 
imperial responsibilities.. It had go11~ into_ )~gypt, it is 
'true, but with the sincere intention of withdrawing at the 
earliest possible moment; and it had insisted upon the 
abandonment of the Egyptian Sudan .. It had assumed a 
protectorate over the Nigerian coast, but only under heavy 
pressure from commercial interests. Its- attitude was 
clearly expressed in the negotiations with Germany about 
East Africa in r885. · 

At the end of r884, while the Conference of Berlin was 
sitting, Karl Peters and two other young Germans, dis
guised as mechanics, had landed on the coast opposite to 
Zanzibar with a number of blank treaty-form», for which 

VOL. II. 2 R 
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they proceeded to obtain the signatures of chiefs. All this 
territory was regarded as subject to the Sultan of Zanzibar. 
Its trade had been almost wholly in the hands of British 
and Indian merchants; and the Sultan and the chiefs had 
in vain petitioned to be taken under British protection. 
In spite of the vehement protestations of the Sultan, the 
German Government declared a protectorate over the lands 
which its unauthorised agents had acquired (r885), and sent 
a fleet to enforce its claims. Britain, far from opposing, 
declared through Lord Granville that she 'viewed with 
favour these schemes, the realisation of. which will entail 
the civilisation of large tracts over which hitherto no Euro
pean influence has been exercised.' 

Meanwhile, farther north, a group of British merchants, 
alarmed at the prospect of losing a valuable trade, had begun 
to make treaties with chiefs in the Kenya district : they 
were the pioneers of the British East Africa Company. The 
British Government refused to support them until it was 
assured that Germany made no objection ; and in r886 
the line of division between the two spheres was defined by 
agreement between Britain and Germany. Thus the four 
German colonies in Africa-South-West Africa, Togoland, 
the Cameroons and East Africa-were all acquired in regions 
where British trade had hitherto been predominant, and 
with Britain's full concurrence. 

In r886, however, the Gladstone ministry was replaced 
by that of Lord Salisbury, and a different temper appeared. 
It was under Salisbury's guidance, in truth, that what we 
have called 'the Third British Empire' was acquired. The 
rapid expansion of this period was mainly due to a significant 
revival of the methods of the seventeenth century by the 
establishment of Chartered Companies, three of which (the 
Royal Niger Company, the East Africa Company, and the 
South Africa Company) played an extremely important part 
in obtaining concessions from native chieftains, and in op~h
ing up the occupied country for trade and settlement. But 
they were heartily backed by the British Government; and 
their acquisitions were secured by treaties with the various 
Powers engaged in the game of empire-building. As Britain 
was the only Power whose interests were engaged in every 
part of Africa, she had to make treaty settlements with all 
the colonising Powers-with Germany, France, Portugal, 
Italy and the Congo Free State; and these treaties formed 
the chief factors in the process of partition. 

With Germany the settlement was early and easily made. 
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I .. A treaty of r8go defined the liJP~ts of the three chief German 
c_olop.i~s, and allofteo~toBritain a protectorate over British 
East Africa and Uganda·; slie wa.S··also recognised -as suze-
rain of the Sultan of Zanzibar, in return for the cession of 
Heligoland. In 1894 a treaty between France and Germany 
completed the definition of the German dominions. As the 
result of ten years' work Germany had acquired, with ex
traordinary ease and without friction or opposition, an 
empire of nearly r,ooo,ooo square miles. 

Agreement betweeq Britain and France was fol,!nd to be 
much more difficult, for the interests of France and Britain 
came much more sharply into conflict. In r885 France 
asserted a sort of protectorate over the rich and beautiful 
island of ~.adagascar, though she did not actually subjugate 
it until r8g5. But British traders and missionaries had 
been very active in Madagascar, and in r865 Britain and· 
France had agreed to recognise the independence of the 
island. Here was one cause· of friction. Again, it'f North
West Africa the French claims were so far-reaching-ex
tending from the Mediterranean to the Guinea Coast-that 
French territory threatened to hem in the far older British 
possessions, reducing them to mere isolated enclaves; on 
the Niger, especially, the competition of the two Powers 
was fierce and continuous. In r8go, however, a treaty was 
negotiated which settled both of these disputes. The 

· French protectorate over Madagascar was recognised; the 
\\position of the British West African colonies as in€':re enclaves 
·I within the French Empire was in effect' accepted; but. 
;1. Britain emerged from the negotiations in control of a 

magniftcent domain in Nigeria, the richest trading region 
of that part of Africa.1 

But the treaty of r8go by no means brought the friction 
with France to an end. The northern boundary of Nigeria 
had not been laid down ; and on this question friction 
became so acute that in r8g8 it very nearly ,.led to open 
conflict. A treaty of that year settled this problem ; but 
the ink of the signatures was scarcely dry when a new and 
far more serious controve:t:sy broke out. Having ·now ac
quired most of the Central as well as the Western Sudan, 
France conceived the ambition of extending her empire 
over the Eastern Sudan, until it should reach the Red Sea. 
But between r896 and r898 British and Egyptian forces 
were reconquering the Eastern, or Egyptian, Sudan. 2 To 
anticipate them, Major Marchand was sent with a small 

1 See the map, Atlas, Plate 64 (a). • See below, Chap. iv. p. G58. 
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force from French Congoland across to the Nile valley, 
where he raised the French flag at Fashoda in July r8g8, 
only a few weeks before Lord Kitchener shattered the 
Mahdi's host at Omdurman and occupied Khartoum. It 
was held that no foreign Power could be permitted to con
trol the Upper Nile, whose waters are the very life-blood of 
Egypt. Kitchener was therefore sent post-haste to Fashoda, 
where he politely insisted upon the lowering of the French 
flag. This episode aroused such intense feeling in France 
that for some weeks war with Britain appeared to be in
evitable; no event in the partition of Africa came so near 
to precipitating a European conflict. But France gave 
way; and the treaty whereby she recognised British control 
of the Nile valley (1899) practically marked the conclusion of 
the feverish process by which a whole continent had been 
parcelled out among a group of Powers. France was left 
with an African empire of nearly 4,ooo,ooo square miles, 
almost all in a single coherent mass. 

Meanwhilf' there had been sharp conflict between Britain 
and her ancient ally Portugal, who insisted on her claim to 
control the whole continent from East to West, south of the 
Congo basin. This claim included the whole valley of the 
Zambezi, which Livingstone had discovered, the rich 
countries of Matabeleland and Mashonaland, and the dis
trict of Lake Nyasa. where British missionaries were doing 
admirable work. 1 The British Government in r887 formally 
refused tocadmit Portugal's claim. In r888 a British com
missioner signed a protectorate treaty with Lobengula, King 
of the Matabele; and in r88g the bold and masterful Cecil 
Rhodes obtained from the British Government a charter 
for the British South Africa Company, which proceeded to 
occupy and organise the wide and rich country of Matabele
land and Mashonaland, later known as Rhodesia. In the 
same year a British protectorate was also declared over 
Nyasaland. These events made it necessary to reach som<' 
understanding with Portugal; and in r8go and r8gr, though 
Portugal struggled and protested, she was compelled to 
accept a settlement whereby the limits of her domains on 
the East Coast and on the West were clearly defined. The 
settlement left her with an African empire of more than 
three-quarters of a million square miles. 

The last of the colonising Powers in Africa of whom 
mention need be made was Italy. She had established a 
post on the Red Sea coast in r882; she extended it, with 

1 See the map, Atlas, Plate 64 (a) and (d). 
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British support, into the colony of Eritrea during the fol
lowing years ; and in r889 and r8go she proclaimed a pro~ 
tectorate over the greater part of ,Somaliland, the horn of 
Africa. Between her two colonies lay a part of Somaliland 
opposite to Aden, which Britain had annexed in r884~1886. 
Treaties of 1891 and r894 between Britain and Italy defined 
the limits of these various colonies. But Eritrea and 
Somaliland lay on either side of the mountain kingdom 'of 
Abyssinia, a Christian State, and the one semi-civilised 
Power whic1"!, Africa contained. Italy's hope was that she 
might bring this fine country under her control. In r889, 
after some years qf sharp fighting, she thought she had 
achieved her aim, for the Emperor of Abyssinia signed a 
treaty which could be construed as the acceptance of a 
protectorate. But the hope was doomed to disappoint
ment: the Emperor denounced the tre'aty, war broke ouh 
afresh, and in 1896 Italy suffered a disastrous defeat at 
Adowa, which compelled her to abandon her ambitions·. 
This was the ,only defeat inflicted upon any of the colonising 
Powers during these years ,of aggressive activity ; and 
Abyssinia was the only African State which was able, by 
its own strength, to maintain its independence. Abyssinia 
bas since been an active centre of slave-raiding. , 

§ 4· Effects of the Partition of Africa. 

The partition of Africa, which was carried out between 
r88o and 1900, was no mere paper partition. With remark
able rapidity the conquering Powers introduced the elements 
of law and government over vast regions which no white 
man had ever visited when the period began. The incessant 
warfare of savage tribes was for the most part brought to 
an end. The slave-trade, if it was not wholly destroyed, at 
any rate ceased to be openly carried on. Many cruel and 
barbarous usages were prohibited. Modem communications 
opened up the country: roads were made, railways began 
to be built, steamboats plied on the rivers and the great 
lakes. Reversing the usual order, the trader and the mis
sionary followed in the wake of the administrator; schools 
and churches were opened ; science tackled the diseases of 
the tropics ; the primitive peoples of Africa were introduced 
to new ways of life, and invited to earn by peaceful labour 
the means of buying·new comforts and conveniences which 
they had never known before.' In all these ways the sub
jugation of Africa by Europe was unquestionably a good 
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thing. It brought within the pale of civilisation a great 
region of the earth, whose inhabitants had been stagnant 
in barbarism for innumerable centuries, and showed no sign 
of emancipating themselves by their own efforts. 

But a transformation so great and so rapid could not be 
effected without evil as well as good results. It was not 
pure philanthropy which brought the European peoples into 
Africa. They thought primarily of their own advantage ; 
and precautions were necessary if the primitive peoples were 
to be safeguarded against exploitation and oppression. It 
was impossible for Governments to keep effective control 
even over their own agents, not to speak of irresponsible 
traders, in the vast regions they had taken under their care. 
European administrators were tempted to be unduly im
patient with the usages of their primitive subjects, and to 
sweep them too lightly aside. Moreover the elaborate 
machinery of European government was costly, and the 
attempt to make the subject populations pay the cost was 
apt to lead to oppression. 

The justice and efficiency of the new administrations 
varied widely from one colony to another. There were 
difficulties everywhere ; that was inevitable. But the 
worst evils occurred in the regions controlled by countries 
which had no experience of dealing with backward peoples. 
In the Congo Free State Leopold of Belgium, who was 
practically an autocrat, seems to have begun with the 
highest intentions. But after the first decade of his ad
ministration he succumbed to the temptation of making 
wealth quickly; and he introduced a pitiless system of 
forced labour, supported by cruel punishments, which after 
a til)1e aroused the conscience of Europe. The plain truth 
was that colonial possessions in Africa could not be made 
to yield great profits-could not even be made to pay their 
way-without forcing the bewildered natives into modes of 
life which they resented and disliked. 

In the German colonies the same thing was exhibited in 
a different way. The stiff and unbending German official, 
with his elaborate rules and his insistence upon precise 
obedience, could not win the affection of his puzzled and 
frightened subjects. There were repeated revolts in East 
Africa, in the Cameroons, and in South-West Africa; and 
they were crushed with cruel harshness. German colonial 
government was in many ways highly .efficient. But it was 
always military, and involved the training of large bodies 
of natives to arms. And it was excessively costly ; none of 
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the German colonies, save Togoland, was ever able to pay 
its way, even though practical freedom of trade was allowed 
in order to encourage rapid development. 

The French have always shown skill and tact in dealing 
with subject peoples, and they succeeded in a remarkable 
degree in winning the confidence of their subjects through
out their vast African empire. But, like the Germans, they 
were very military in their methods, enlisting and training 
far larger bodies of men than were needed for the mainten
ance of order. They definitely meant to use their colonies 
as a means of enlarging their man-power for war. Moreover 
the French Government imposed upon their vast empire 
a. rigidly protectionist policy. Regarding themselves as 
trustees, not on behalf of the civilised world, but solely on 
behalf of the French 'people, they strove by means of high 
tariffs to reserve their colonial markets for French traders. 
The result was that the trade of their empire grew slowly, 
and its revenues were quite inadequate to.meet the cost of 
administration. The French colonies have proved a con
tinual drain on the resources of the mother-country-like 
the German colonies, though for somewhat different reasons. 

There were cases .of commercial exploitation and of in
sufficient tenderness for native usages in the new British 
dominions, as in other lands. But there is no doubt that · 
the British colonial system was, on the whole, far more 
successful than its rivals. It would hav~ been surprising_ 
if this had not been so, seeing that Britain had a far wider 
experience of the problem than any other State. Two 
principles had become, as we have seen, part of the British 

. colonial tradition during the nineteenth century. The one, 
implanted by the missionaries, was that it was the duty of 
the s~preme Government to safeguard the rights and ~ 
property of natives, and to protect their usages so far as 
they were n_ot immoral; and in every British protectorate 
the representatives of the home Government were bound 
always to keep this principle in mind. The other principle, 
which flowed from the economic policy adopted by the 
mother-country herself, was that the traders of all nations 
ought to be admitted on equal terms, and that tariffs should 
be imposed for revenue only, not for the creation of mono
polies. These principles were the secret of Britain's success 

__ in the intense rivalry of this period. On the one hand, the 
native subjects founs:I that; while they were forced to behave 
peaceably, they were less interfered with than un.der other 
Governments, and they le~rnt to appreciate the rei~ ·of 
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law without identifying it with vexatious restrictions. 
Except among the Matabele and in Somaliland, there were 
no risings or rebellions of any importance in any part of 
the new British empire. On the other hand, the traders of 
all nations, being freely admitted to the markets of these 
British dominions, were fain to recognise that the annexa
tion of lands by Britain did not involve for them any re
strictions, but rather an increase of facilities for trade. 
And that is why there was so little objection to the 
~normous expansion which this generation witnessed in 
Britain's already immense empire. 

Our experience of European administration in Africa is 
still too short to justify confident generalisations about its 
results. But when we reflect upon the ugly and stagnant 
barbarism which had been revealed by Livingstone and his 
great colleagues in exploration ; when we realise that in 
some degree the reign of law has been established, that cruel 
and degraded usages have been prohibited, and that the 
worst iniquities of the slave-trade has been brought to an 
end, it seems reasonable to assert that the evils by which 
the process of European conquest was accompanied have 
been far more than balanced by the good which it has 
wrought. The volume of human suffering has been dimin
ished; the resources of a vast continent have been made 
available for the service of man. Whatever its motives, and 
whatever its methods, the European conquest of Africa was 
a great achievement, and a long step towards the unification 
of the world. 

§ s. Farther India, the Malay Archipelago, and the 
Pacific. 

The rivalry of the European Powers was by no means 
limited to Africa. It extended to every region where un
occupied territories were available for exploitation. 

In Farther India, a British protectorate was willingly 
accepted by a group of St4tes in the Malay Peninsula, 
which came to be known as the Federated Malay States ; 
and even those States which remained outside the federation 
recognised a vague British suzerainty. On the other side 
of the Indo-Chinese peninsula, France was very active in 
Annam, Tongking and Cochin China, where she had had 
interests since the eighteenth century. A hard- fought 
and costly war in Tongking (r882-5) ended in the recogni
tion of a French protectorate over these lands. But the 
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extension of French influence did not stop here, and ten 
years later a new war of conquest brought France into 
violent conflict with the kingdom of Siam. Peace was 
made ·in 1893; but it seemed likely that Siam would pass 
entirely under French influence. In r8g6, however, a treaty 
between France and Britain defined the boundaries of the 
three Powers in this region, and secured the independence 
of Siam by placing it under the guarantee of a European 
treaty. ~ 

In the Malay Archipelago Holland, stimulated by the fear 
that the aggressive Powers might invade a sphere which she 
had hitherto kept to herself, showed great activity in ex
tending her authority over all the islands ofthe archipelago, 
and in improving her system of administration. She had 
but one rival in this field ; but this rival was the omni
present power of Britain, which; beside holding Singapore 
and the Malay Peninsula, had got a foothold in the great 
,island of.Borneo. As early as 184r a remarkable English
man, Sir James Brooke, had established himself as Raja 
of Sarawak on the north-east coast of Borneo, and he and 
his successors had achieved a striking success "in organising 
peace and law over a wide expanse of territory. Sarawak, 
while retaining its independent administration, was brought 
under a British protectorate. So was its neighbour, the 
tiny Sultanate of Brunei. And in r88I a British North 
Borneo Company was organised to develop a large territory 
of some 30,000 square miles. The whole extent of the nm:th
east coast of Borneo thus passed under British control.l 

There remained the innumerable islands of the Pacific, 
the last field open for colonial development. Here Britain 
had hitherto been almost o~nipotent, though she had as yet 
annexed nothing but Fiji. France had taken New Cale
donia, which, to the indignation of the Australians, she had 
turned into a penal settlement; she had also annexed Tahiti 
and the Marquesas Islands. The United States ex~rcised 
an informal protectorate over the islands of Hawaii. But 
all the other innumerable scattered gems were unoccupied. 
Many of them were afflicted by .the labour-trade, of which 
we have said something in an earlier chapter; 2 and those 
who had given most attention ·to the. subject insisted that 
the only remedy for this evil was the establishment in all 
the islands of responsible and elftcient\governrnent. Britain 
had hitherto refused to listen to this argument, being loth 
to take upon her laden shoulders the responsibility for 

l See the map, Atlas, Plate 6o: • ',:f1k· x. chap. v. P· 539· 
~-
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lands and peoples so remote. But she was not permitted 
to act on this view of her interests. Other British realms 
were concerned in the Pacific. Australia and New Zealand, 
thinly peopled and conscious of the difficulty of de:knding 
themselves against attack, were resolved that no other Power 
shou1d be permitted to plant itself among the Pacific Isles, 
and perhaps to turn them into naval bases. It was the 
pressure of Australia and New Zealand which led to British 
annexations in this region; and their special concern was 
recognised by the transfer to them of responsibility for the 
administration of many of these new territories. 

But what began the process was the appearance of Ger
many in these waters. In r88z a German colonial society 
began to agitate for the annexation of Eastern New Guinea 
as the foundation of a colonial empire. Queensland, next 
neighbour to New Guinea, took alarm, demanded that the 
British Government should ann'ex, and sent an official to 
carry out a provisional annexation ; while the other Aus
tralian colonies and New Zealand backed the demand, and 
asked for the annexation of Pacific islands as well. But the 
British Government would not act, even in face of a joint 
protest by all the agents-general of the colonies. Then 
Bismarck announced his intention of annexing Northern 
New Guinea, upon which Britain promptly responded by 
declaring a protectorate over the south coast (r884). The 
German flag was hoisted not only in New Guinea but in the 
islands now christened the Bismarck Archipelago ; and 
New Britain and New Ireland changed their names to New 
Pomerania and New Hanover. This was followed by a 
treaty like those which had marked the stages in the parti
tion of Africa (r886) ; a group of archipelagoes in the north 
were assigned to the German sphere, Samoa and two other 
islands were left neutral, and Germany agreed not to inter
fere elsewhere in the Pacific. 

During the Salisbury regime Britain began to be busy in 
the ahnexation of islands within this vast 'sphere of in
fluence.' Between r886 and the end of the century more 
than a hundred Pacific islands were annexed to the British 
Empire. Many of them were placed under the control of 
New Zealand, which became the centre of a far-scattered 
island-empire. But in 1899 Samoa, which had become dear 
to the English-speaking world as the home of R. L. Steven
son, was annexed by Germany and the United States, with 
Britain's assent. Meanwhile the United States had form
ally q.nnexed the llawaii group in the Northern Pacific 
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(r8g8), where her influence had been dominant since 1875.' 
All the myriad islands of the great ocean w~re now divided 
among six Powers-:-Britain, France, Germany, the United 
States, Spain' and Chile. A final change came in r8g8 when 
the United States went to war with Spain, and, as the fruits 
of victory, annexed Porto Rico in the West Indies, and the 
Philippine Archipelago in the China Sea. Thus America, 
coming' for a moment out of her isolation, took her place 
among the imperialist Powers. 

The partition of the Pacific took place much more quietly, 
and aroused far less discussion, than the contemporaneous 
partition of Africa. But it was still more complete, and on 
the whole its results were beneficent. Peace and law now 
reigned among the islands, many of which. had been dis
turbed by tribal war:;, and many by the cruelties which had 
accompanied the Kanaka labour~traffic. These evils dis
appeared ; and perhaps this was a compensation for the 
fact that in the romantic Pacific, as in almost every other 
part of the world, the rival world-empires now watched one 
another suspiciously and in arms. · 

There now remained no fields in which the imperialist 
ambitions of Europe could find further satisfaction save 
South America, which was barred to therri by the Monroe 
doctrine, the Near East, where the decrepit Turkish Power 
was showing a new vigour under the influence of the Moham
medan reVival, and the Far East, where the new Power of 
Japan was just rising above the horizon. But the problems 
raised in these regions were so wide in their range, that they 
will be best left to a later chapter.1 In them lay some of 
the seeds of trouble which produced the Great War. 

§ 6. The Third British Empire and the World-States. 

Even a brief and desiccated summary of the feverish 
colonising activity of the European Powers during the last 
twenty years of the nineteenth century, such as we have 
given above, brings out in bold relief one outstanding fact. 
Britain had very completely shaken off the unwillingness 
1:.2~?-Ssume new irripetial"respohsibilities which"'J:iad "marked 
her policy during the middle 'years-of the_century. Enter-

} 
ing upon the competition with reluctance, she had ended 
by taking a richer and more valuable share of the unoccupied 
regions of the world than any of her rivals." In actual area, 
indeed, France had obtained a larger share, "addil}g some 

~ Below, Chap. ix. p. 720. 
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4~~019()0 square miles to her existing extra~European 
Cl.ominions during the twenty years; but a large part of 
this great total consisted of the barren and useless Sahara 
desert. The additions made to the British Empire- during 
the same period amounted to some 3~5oo,ooo square miles ; 
but these territories were, for the-most part, far more 
valuable than those of France, and much more varied in 
character. Germany, the latest of the competitors in the 
colonial sphere, had acquired, in Africa and the Pacific1 

about I,ooo,ooo square miles-less than one-third of the 
new adaitions toUie'alreaay 'gigantic British Empire, and 
only about one~quarter of the acquisitions of her defeated 
rival, France. It was natural that in an era when the 
ambition of world-power had taken possession of men's 
minds, and when the European stage had come to seem 
relatively insignificant, patriotic Germans should be dis~ 
satisfied with the share of the earth's surface which had 
fallen to their lot, and should feel that it did not correspond 
with the might, the wealth and the energy of their country. 

In particular it might well seem that the British Common
wealth, already the most gigantic political structure that 
human history had known, had got more than its fair share. 
In Western Africa it had secured (in addition to substantial 
enlargements of the old colonies of Sierra Leone and the 
Gold Coast) the great new colony and protectorate of 
Nigeria, which offered the richest opportunities for trade in 
all that part of the continent. In the south-central region 
it had secured the lake district of Nyasaland, and the wide 
lands of Rhodesia, the southern part of which was one of 
the few remaining regions suitable for the settlement of 
white men. In the east it had acquired the fertile uplands 
of British East Africa (now Kenya colony), the protectorate 
of Uganda, which controlled the sources of the Nile, and the 
coastal region of Somaliland. To all this it had added an 
irregular but effective control over Egypt, and had set up 
a condominium with Egypt over the Eastern Sudan, much 
of which is a fertile and well-watered region : thus the whole 
valley of the Nile, from source to mouth, was under British 
control; and, apart from the interruption presented by 
German East Africa, there was a continuous expanse of 
territory under British control, stretching from the north 
to the extreme south of the continent. Already, before the 
century closed, the dream of a Cape-to-Cairo railway, which 
the grandiose imagination of Cecil Rhodes had conceived, 
had been brought long stages towards realisation1 and the 
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steel rails which were one day to bind all Africa together 
had been brought far up the valley of the Nile at one end 
of the line, and northwards as far as Rhodesia at the other 
end. .{.\nd to the African lands had to be added the Malay 
Peninsula, the rich coast-lands of Borneo, a large section of 
New Guinea, and more than one hundred islands in the 
Pacific-all brought within the British Empire during these 
twenty year-s. 

In two respects this third empire differed from its pre
decessors. Its lands (apart from Egypt, which did not 
strictly belong to it) were inhabited by backward peoples ; 
it included neither white men's lands like Canada and 
Australia, nor realms of ancient civilisation like India. 
Hitherto the British Commonwealth had included scarcely 
any territories so exclusively occupied by uncivilised tribes ; 
and therefore the problems which the new empire presented 
were largely of a new kind. The second new feature was 
the fact that substantial parts of these lands had been ac
quired because of the insistence of the adolescent daughter
nations, and were governed in intimate relationship with 
them. British New Guinea was placed under the direct 
control of Queensland; many of the Pacific Islands were 
handed over to New Zealand; and the British South 
Africa Company, which controlled Rhodesia, though not 
directly connected with the Government of Cape Colony, 
was linked with that Dominion through its founder, Cecil 
Rhodes. , 

When the nineteenth century came to its end, a trans
formation of a remarkable kind had taken place in the 
political system of the world. The European peoples 
appeared to have taken control of the whole world's destiny, 
and to have brought all the ·peoples of the earth within the 
orbit of a single political system ; in external and material 
things, at any rate, the civilisation of Europe had become 
the civilisation of the world. Five great world-States 
divided between them more than half of the land-surface ' 
of the globe, 'and the fortunes of all the other peoples de
pended in no small degree upon the relations of these five. 

In area and in population alike the British Commonwealth 
was far the greatest of the five ; itS_ i:z,ooo,ooo ·square miles 
formed nearly one-quarter of tl:i'e world's area, and its 
400,000,000 inhabitants nearly one-quarter of the world's 
population. Next came the Russian Empire, with S,soo,ooo 
square miles, inhabited by about one-twelfth of the human 
race. The United States ranked third in population, with 
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about one-sixteenth of the human race, and over 3,5oo,ooo 
square miles of area, but with a vague hegemony over the 
whole continent of South America. France had taken the 
fourth place, with nearly 4,5oo,ooo square miles,• and a 
population of 95.ooo,ooo ; Germany the fifth, with only 
r,25o,ooo square miles and a population of some JO,ooo,ooo, 
but with a strong and dominating position at the head of a 
great European alliance. 

We have set forth these crude figures because they give 
a very vivid impression of the emergence of a group of 
giant empires, girdling the globe, which was the greatest 
portent of the end of the nineteenth century. These figures, 
though they give a not unjust conception of the share of 
responsibility for the governance of the world which these 
vast political structures had undertaken, give, of course, 
no guidance at all as to the relative strength, weight, influ
ence and leadership which belonged to them. Moreover 
they leave out of account the Mohammedan peoples of the 
Ncar East, in the Turkish and Persian Empires, politically 
decrepit and disorganised, but strong with the binding force 
of their religion, which was reviving something of its old 
fervour. They leave out of account, also, the great yellow 
races of China and Japan, more than 400,ooo,ooo souls of 
high civilisation and unexhausted industry and vitality. 

The next era of human history was to be concerned with 
the complicated interrelations of the five great world
States which the European peoples had built up,. and their 
dealings with the Mohammedan peoples and with the 
peoples of China and Japan. The history of civilisation 
was definitely passing, as the nineteenth century drew to a 
close, out of the European stage, and into a greater stage in 
which the interdependence of all the peoples of the world 
was to be more and more clearly demonstrated. And in 
that gigantic drama the world-wide British Commonwealth, 
forced out of its comparative isolation, could not but play 
a momentous part. 

[Keltie, Partition of Africa; Johnston, Colonisatl:on of Africa; 
Hertslet, Map of Africa by Treaty; Lugard, Rise of our East African 
Empire; Lady Lugard, A Tropical Dependency; Williams, Cecil 
Rhodes; Burton, Fiji of To-day; Thomson, The Fijians; Rogers, 
Historical Geography of Australt!sia; Lucas, Historical Geography of 
We.st Africa; St. John, Rajah Brooke; Clifford, Further India; 
Swettenham, British Malaya ; Selous, Sunshine and Storm in 
Rhodesia ; Wiart, Les Grandes Compagnies Coloniales A nglaises au 
XIX• Siecle.] 



CHAPTER III 

THE DOWNFALL OF LIBERALISM AND THE 
PROBLEM OF IRELAND 

(A.D. r88o-r895)· 
~'i\liiioiio>!t:fjo~ 

§ r. The Second Gladstone Ministry. 

(

WHEN Gladsto;;';;"'on his ~reat ele·ct~ral tri~~phir; 188o ~ 
and formed his second·. ministry, most meri believed that 
the long spell of Libe:J:al f.SCendancy, which had been tem
porarily broken in 1874, was going to ,be resumed. Glad-
stone's personal prestige was at its height. Though he was 
over seventy-;-liisl>owers seemed to be undimmed. He stood 
forth,. not only in Britain but in the eyes of all Europe, as 
tfi.e · st1fir~trie ·exponent _of a view of national policy anti
thetical to that of Bismarck ; he seemed to have convinced 
a.-majority of his countrymen that their true interests lay 
not in the assertion and extension of their power, but in the 
i11aii1tenance of peace, in domestic reform, and in abstention. 
!1~om all avoidable _enlargements of their external responsi- · 
bibties. He was at the head of an enthusiastic and well
.disciplined party; since 1877 an elaborate p'arty organisa-. 
tion had been. wrought out, which covered 'every part of 
the country _with an efficiency previously unknown. His 
t;jbinet included an unusual number of men of exceptional 
;,J.bility _; and among these the Birmit]gJ:lam Radical, Joseph 
Chamberlain, promise_d to be a fighting leader scarcely 
inferior to Gladstone himself. There seem~d to be every 
reason to anticipate that the ministry of 188o would have a 
triumphant career, and win the lasting loyalty of the 
democracy. 

In the result these expectations were completely falsified. 
The Parliament of 188o saw t11e beginning of the downfall 
of Lib.~ralism, and was the prelude to a long period of Con
servative ascendancy. This was in the main due to the 
emergence of new forces and problems which sharply . 

1 See above, p. 597· 
699 
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differentiated the last quarter of the nineteenth century 
from the preceding age, and in face of which traditional 
Liberalism was bewildered and divided. In British politics, 
as clearly as in European and extra-European affairs• there 
was a marked change of atmosphere which became fully 
perceptible during the 'eighties. 

, The most obvious change was the new form which the 
i eternal Irish ~!9bletp was assuming under the guidance of 

Parnell. From r88o onwards Irish questions dominated 
British politics, and the Irish difficulty was to be the chief 
means of breaking the powerful Liberal party into frag
ments. We shall deal with this engrossing and bewildering 
problem in the next section of this chapter. 

But even if there had been no Irish problem, the changing ? conditions of the time would have strained and perhaps 
broken Gladstonian Liberalism. The age of imper_ialism 
had begun; the European peoples, as we have seen, were 
entering upon an era of fierce competition for extra-European 
dominion ; and this very fact was stimulating among the 
British peoples an imperial temper which was out of key 
with the Gladstonian tradition. Foreign and, still more, 
colonial questions insisted upon occupying the forefront of 
the stage, and in spite of themselves Gladstone and his 
colleagues were compelled to give a great deal of their atten
tion to these issues. They had to settle the Afghan diffi
·culty, left unsolved by Disraeli. They felt themselves con
strained to introduce a new departure in the government of 
India, which aroused bitter controversy. They had to deal 
with a rebellion in the Transvaal (r88o). They were drawn 
reluctantly into Egypt (r882), and had to decide what was 
to be done with l\Iahdism in the Sudan. They were faced 
by a sudden danger from Russia (r884). They had to deal 
with the sudden outburst of colonising fever among the 
European Powers in Africa and in the Pacific. With the 
last of these questions we have already dealt, and the others 
will be discussed in later chapters. What we are here con
cerned to note is that the circumstances of the time made 

, it impossible to attain the Gladstonian ideal of concentra
~ tion upon domestic reforms, and abstentio:s. from foreign 
, entanglements. And it is undeniable that the spirit in 
t which this succession of difficult problems was handled was 

not in accord with the rising imperialist temper of the 
British people. More particularly, Gladstone's treatment 
of the South African problem, his apparent desertion of 
Gordon in the Sudan, and his complaisance towards Ger-
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many and"Fran~;"i~Arr:ic;, and ;:;;~"d"Sc'eini<tny•in- the 
Pacific, aroused against him an angry hostility. 

Not less disturbing was the growing strength of a demand 
fQr_SQ!.:ial~organisation. We shall discuss in a later chapter 1 

·.the rise of a new Socialist movement which is one of the 
~_c:ls_t)nterestingfeatures of-this time. In the early 'eighties 
if had not yet begun. seriously to affect national politics. 
But the spirit which gave rise to,it obtained some expression 
in the advanced Radicalism of which Joseph Chamberlain 
was the chief exponent. Throughout the years I88o-1885 
there was acute friction between the moderates and the 
radi~als in the cabinet, which was not always concealed 
from public view, and which added very .greatly to the 
difficulties of Government. It became overt when in the 
general election of 1885 Chamberlain boldly put forward an 
'tin~authorised programme,' and engaged in an unseemly 
platform duei with his Whig colleague, Lord Hartington. 
The ' unauthorised programme ' 'was Radical indeed, and 
aroused fierce indignation among tepid Whigs as well as 
among staid Conservatives. Chamberlain was dreaded as 
a demagogue even more dangerous than his chief. His 
programme included disestablishment, free education, drastic 
differential taxation :of the rich, and a bold agricultural 
policy" which promised the creation on ·.a vast scale of small 
holgil}g~-' three acres and a cow' -for rural labourers ;, 
and it was accompanied by pungent and virulent denuncia
tions of the House of Lords, and of the rich 'who toil not 
n.!~t~~S!2Jh~X .. ~Pin,' Gl~!9.~~}~oughhe wasfi'Ota1ra!o 
of bold proposals, ha~ little sympatliy with the ideas of this, 
school;. the SocialisCtendencie's of 'the younger generation 
were as much out of harmony _with his mode of thought as 
iJs imperialism. ·. ' 

Tnese differences and difficulties made it almost impossible 
to carry out any large, coherent legislative programme. 
But there was another, and, at the moment, a more per
tl)rbir:g difficulty. · Th~.?Jl~,<;.:l.!itl~I.Y....,.of parliamentary govern-

1 ment seemed to be breakt~g "down. The Irish under Par
I n~ll'~ leadership werepursuiilg'""a' policy ot systematic 

obstruction. A little group' of Conservatives known as the 
Fourth. Party and led by Lord Randolph Churchill; set them
selves to imitate the methods of the Irish,, and introduced 
an acrimony into discussion such as had not been known 
since i:846. And, by an.unlucky chance, the demand of the 
atneist Bradlaugh to be allowed to make an affirmation 

1 Below, Chap. vi. p, 681. ~ 
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instead of taking an oath on his election for ~orthampton 
introduced a topic on which an incredible amount of time 
and fury was wasted. The proceedings of the House of 
Commons were degraded, as never before, by in<Oessant 
scenes of disorder; the rules of procedure had to be drastic
ally revised, and the old dignity and freedom of debate 
disappeared. One consequence of these events was that the 
prestige of Parliament, which had been at its height during 
the previous generation, began to decay. This process was 
assisted by the fact that the chief arena of dPbate on public 
policy was increasingly being transferred from Parliament 
to the platform ; and Gladstone himself, by his great 
oratorical tours, contributed in no small degree to this 
result. It was assisted also by the growing rigidity of party 
organisation which marked this period, and which was, per
haps, the inevitable outcome of the creation of a very large 
electorate. 

In spite of all these difficulties Government succeeded in 
obtaining the assent of Parliament to a number of useful 
measures, such as an Act against corrupt practices in parlia
mentary elections (r883), an Act making employers liable 
for accidents to their workmen (r88o), and a Married Women's 
Property Act (r88z), which remedied a great injustice. But, 
putting Irish legislation apart, it was only able to carry one 
measure of first-rate importance-the third Reform Act 
(r884), with its accompanying Redistribution Act (r885). 
· The Act of r884 was of the first importance, because it 

practically established democracy. Twice as many new 
voters were added by this Act as had been added by the 
Act of r867; in effect it conferred the franchise upon every 
male head of a household ; and for the first time the agri
cultural labourer was endowed with political powers. Yet, 
significantly enough, there had been no loud public demand 
for the enlargement of the franchise. For a moment the 
House of Lords threatened resistance, and an agitation for 
the 'mending or ending' of that chamber seemed about to 
begin. But the Lords contented themselves with insisting 
that the extension of the franchise should be accompanied 
by an agreed measure of redistribution; and the Act of r885 
was the result. . In some respects the Redistribution Act was 
even more important than the Franchise Act. It divided 

·Britain for the first time into equal electoral districts, each 
'represented by a Single ·member. -The districts, in order to 
be equal, had to be artificial areas, existing solely for the 
purpose of the election. They could not correspond with 
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real communities that possessed a character and tradition 
of their oWn. This was a departure which broke away from 
the ancient tradition which gave to the House of Commons 
(comRJ.unes) its very name. At the same time, the system 
ofsii1gle-member constituencies increased the power of the 
party machines ; no candidate, in such a constituency, 
could have much chance of election unless he was put for
ward by a party organisation. It is possible that these 
consequences of the' new system helped to produc~ the 
s.Iowly growing sense that there was a certain unreality in 
the parliamentary system. 

.. <§ 2. The Irish Problem and the First Home Rule Bill. 
. "~---·~·~'~'*-- .J~ }ji"t~~~~.6;~~~;\~~l!-• ...... 

1 But all other issues of this period shrink into insignificance 
in comparison with the growing menace and difficulty of the 
Irish problem. The new phase into which this ancient 
problem now passeg was due to' three things : to the con
t~!).u~9- existefl:ce of the P~!.1~...R.f.~,9}~~tlY~ ; to the organisa
tion of a form1dable a&r,~J},,~.9.-JJ,ll).~1gp ; and to the person
ality and policy of Charles Stewart Parnell, who was chosen 
i~88o~as the leader of the Home Rule party, which was 
6r strong in the new Parliament . 

. The party of violence, which aime.d at securing the inde
pendence of Ireland by means of outrage and tei;"rorism, 
drew its~ main strength from America. From r88o to r884 
ifwas continually engaged in forming gynamit~plots, which 
invariably came to nothin'g. But the constan-t reports of 
these dastardly plots had a. profound effect upon British 
opinion ; and Irish events were interpreted in the light of 
them. They were organised and financed mainly by the 
American Clan-na-Gael, which spent some £zs,ooo on them. 
-'"Tlie agrarian.agitation,of these })ears was only the latest 
of a long series of such troubles, on which we have had to 
comment from time to time.1 Like its predecessors, it was 
due to the acute distress from which the .Irish~peasantry 

~ere still sufferin.g, and whic~ the welt-¥J..eant.Lan~.i\Ct of 
,r :1:870 had done httle or,notl:png to.r~JI1edy. Agncultural 

distress was serious in England as well as in Ireland in the 
late 'seventies; there were bad harvests, and cheap American 
corn was beginning to pour in. In both countries C.£.n::t+=t!lg 
was turned to pasture, on a large scale. In .. Ire.l(Llld..,there 
were wholes_ale~eyictions to .. ma·ke ·this process possible,*and 
the r87o Act did not avaiCi:o prevent them, because it.only' 

1 Above, pp. 89, 202, 333, 398, 509, 586. 
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gave security to tenants whose rents were paid, and nearly 
all the Irish peasantry, being heavily over-rented, were 
deep in arrears. In 1879 a Land League was formed, to 
encourage tenants to resist. Part of its policy was tlote use 
of the ' boycott,' so called from an agent named Boycott, 
who was the first victim of the method: the owner or agent 
who evicted a tenant, and the new holder who took the 
farm, were excluded under this system from all human 
fellowship. But the agitation was not limited to the com
paratively pacific methods of. the boycott. Outrages of 
various kinds, ranging from the maiming of cattle to murder, 
took place on the largest scale. Those who took part in 
these outrages, even if they were discovered, were certain 
to be acquitted by an Irish jury. 

Quite distinct from these campaigns was the policy of 
securing Home Rule, or legislative independence, which 
Parnell and his Irish colleagues had set before themselves. 
Parnell was a young Protestant landlord of English descent, 
who had sat in Parliament since r875. I:Ie was not a man 
of great intellectual power or constructive ability. But he 
was a man of inflexible will, an icy fanatic, not to be de
flected by any power on earth from the object he had set 
before himself, reserved and unapproachable, but strong in 
his utter contempt for the opinion of the world. He made 
himself the absolute master of his party, and brought them 
to regard themselves as sitting in Parliament not in order 
to forward the welfare of the United Kingdom, but singly 
and solely in order to secure independence for Ireland by 

rproving to the English that Ireland co-ql9- !_lOth~ governed 
in d~nce of its own will. One way of prcwing this was to 

·cshow that Irish members both could and would, if they were 
·forced to attend at Westminster, reduce parliamentary 
government to derision. For this end he had mastered 

\£?-rliamentmy procedure, and br~ught q)JstrPCtion to a fine 
art. About the form of Ireland s self-government he did 
not greatly care, so long as Ireland was left free to manage 
her own affairs. Sometimes (in America) he spoke of 
severing every link with England; at other times he seemed 
to be content with the control of local affairs. 

Parnell early realised that if he was to have the whole 
force of national feeling behind him, he must come to an 
agreement with the other movements. He went to America 
to persuade the American-Irish to finance his movement, 
and to drop the hopeless policy of outrage, which he de
spised. He was never completely successful ; though he 
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got large funds. But his relations with the murder-organisa-
- tion in Anierica naturally exposed him to criticism.\ He 

also took up the agrarian agitation, and became President 
of the" Land League; nof~O'much._because he cared about 
tlie land-question in itself, as because he saw how useful the 
·agitation was in demonstrating the failure of British rule. 

Such was the situation with which Government was faced 
in I88o ; though the facts were by no means understood, 
and in the popular view Parnell and his colleagues were 
identified with the dynamiters and the moonlighters. ·A 

· iJY.OictlsU:~.m.~d y se"em~o _be ~~ce,:;sa~y. On the one hand, 
in view of the impotence of the ordinary machinery of law, 

...,.,s~&.P.2iS:1§ must be taken t2.~!t~eLwHI:.\ •. ag:rarja.r,t"qime; 
I on the other hand, a.~~tj,Q:9;SM_~!t~-~P.t.rnu~.t..:bf ~(l.de.,,tq,.r.~-

iie;fl'~~~-,~)7~£~ttil--~~t~~~~:~: ~;;~~~~t~~~;t~!i~~~t, 
Forster, obtained powers, for a short period; to arrest and_ 

...,...imprison suspected persons ;vithout tria1. 0 Hundreds of .L 

.;t.t'suspects were arreste_d ; but without eff~ct. for t?e second,- ·r 

\~~~~s~j~~t~J~yi~H~f~~<!~trrt~~~~~f£~~\i~~h~~ 
t:urned-tlie tenant into a joint proprietor with thelandlord; 
i fproVided that his ren f'migllt'oe'1lx'@~';"Itof"oy'"'Coilipetll'fon, 
bu(l:?f<:~:_Land Court;' that he sh'oiif<lhave a~~~-riPc:Q.!t; 
so long as- this judicial rent was paid; and tha · e s-,.6-uld 
be ~....J~~t"l\i~ i~J.~e~fli~~"'~J.£\~~$· When the Land 
Cour~"'W~re estaT;l1slie~ l.lf was found that they reduced. 
e_xist~ng rents, on an average, by about 25 per cent. This 

ijwas~..,._ ~~~;j,9Ji~~-.h2-~_-n.,J~,J~$-.:-_1!1.J,l§h,,"p~.\1~~-~-ir,y. But it 
gjd 11£! _appeas~J.liel_ll ,; . ou.t~ge ~!1. ~P .!lnued.S · 

Meanwhile Forster, m desperation, liad suP,pressed the 
Land League as a criminal organisation,_and! imprisoned 
Parn~Land some of his colleagues. This had\no effect in 
reducing agrarian crime: as Parnell predicted, his place at the 
head of the Land League was taken by ' Captain Moonlight.' 
Evidently the policy of repression was a failure. Chamber
lain opened communications with Parnell, who undertook 
to co-operate in restoring pe~ce~if the interned men were 
released and arrears of rent were dealt with. The undertak
ing was accepted; both Chamberlain and Gladstone were, 
beginning to think of the possibility of establishing a generous 
system of local self-government in Ireland; and Forster 
was replaced as Chief Secretary by Lord Frederick Caven
dish, who was to inaugurate a new regime. But the hopes 
of peace were blighted by the news that the new Chief ,. 

- .·r 
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Secretary and his principal permanent official, Mr. Burke, 
had been murdered in broad daylight while crossing Phcenix 
Park (r88z). The murder-gang had intervened to p~event 
reconciliation. Parnell, genuinely shocked, offered to resign 
his seat, and the offer led Gladstone to change his opinion 
of the Irish leader. But after this outrage a new Crimes Act 
seemed to be necessary ; and once more passions were 
aroused to intensity on both sides. Yet the attempt to 
remove the causes of distress was not abandoned. A drastic 

•measure for the G~ncellation of arrears o~ rent was passed; 
:and the cabinet discussed a proposal for setting up in 
Ireland elected County Councils, with a National Council to 
which should be transferred most of the powers of the Dublin 
Castle bureaucracy. 

From r88z to r885 the Crimes Act (which gave powers of 
summary arrest to the police, and allowed grave crimes to 
be tried by three judges without a jury) was firmly en
forced ; and crime undoubtedly diminished, partly for that 
reason, but partly because the Land Act and the Arrears 
Act were easing the situation. But the demand for Home 
Rule was not weakening. Parnell, who had definitely 
quarrelled with the American extremists, replaced the Land 
League in r88z by a National League, whose sole aim was 
Home Rule. When the Reform Act was under discussion 
in r884, there was strong opposition to its extension to 
Ireland ; but Gladstone indignantly refused to deny equal 
rights ofcitizenship to the Irish people merely because some 
of them were criminals, and Ireland obtained the enlarged 
franchise, which everybody knew would increase the strength 
of the Parnellite party. 

In r885 the Liberal Government was defeated on the 
budget, and the Conservatives under Lord Salisbury, though 
in a minority, assumed office for a few months, pending a 
dissolution. In the coming election much would depend 
upon the Irish vote in England. The Conservative leaders 
gave out that they were prepared to govern Ireland without 
exceptional legislation. Their Viceroy, Lord Carnarvon, 
with Lord Salisbury's knowledge, had a private interview 
with Parnell, in which he conveyed the impression that he 
was prepared to go far in the direction of Irish self-govern
ment. The order therefore went forth that all Irish votes 
were to be given to the Conservatives. 

During the election, and even before it, Gladstone's mind 
was evidently moving towards Home Rule. He sounded 
some of his colleagues as to the possibility of a settlement 
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'on colonial lines.' But he made no definite public pro
nouncement on the question, beyond asking for a clear 
majority not dependent on Irish votes. The result of the 
electi~n was to demonstra..~W.£~!!'~~P~!e ~~!.!~ncy 
in c?-.tholic I~~and_: 86 ~~':t of.,!£J ... lrcll,member~ .~~ll!m~~ 
pleSlgel tlltome Rule. It was no longer possible to deny 
that t . .$ __ WJrP'i.o..P~J~pjf.~-,rom:ms:teiJ~l1.ad~~ ... .)lP.J!s 
mind 'on this stibject; 86 against 17 was a very different 
proportion from 6r against 42. The British elections gave 
the Liberals a majority of 86 over the Co:p.servatives; and 
this meant that the Irish members held the balance, and 
that they could make parllameii'farygov~rnme"riril5tpossillle; 
IJLf::tce of these facts, Gladstone made up his mind that 
Home Rule in some form must be granted. But knowing 
the difficulty of carrying it, he let Lord Salisbury know that 
h't: could count upon Liberal support if he would attempt 
the settlement of the Irish problefl!:, which could plainly only ..,-. 
be solved by agreement. Salisbury refused_ to discuss the ;,: .~1 v 

atter. His ministry, in due course, was defeated and · , ' 
. esigned ; and Gladstone resumed office, to undertake the • · ' · 
eaviest task of his life, at the age of seventy-seven·. 

· From tl).e outsefit was made plain that he could not hope 
to carry hi~ party with,him. T~e_Wh.ig~~ ~!.,<1. byJiarti~§t~h, 

~ ~eserted hnp. SoD;e.of the R~cai_QeCI ~~,e.rlaJ.n, 
'\ caJtte;i.irJ§:w:~::timr~zz:r~i0vl t:l!cffew~h 'tll~Y., sa~t-~e 
nahire•of·the·mea:s'!lre·pr~p~~:A.'i<.gre'at~cy~li'§j)»C'leff·ln 
twain ; social ostracism was the lot of those who adhered to . 
Gladstone ;-his policy was widely regarded as sheer treason, 
f!lQtiyed solely by greed for power. But the old man per
sisted, introducing, with ~he help of his Chief Secretary, 

-

John Mode~ not only a very bold proposal for the estab- <J 
is,m.u~"tP~s~$J~t,!~gi~l~~w:~J.~.,.l.L.tJlMJs,_...PMt.-.~YR-St · I" , 

c~eme for. t~MY.Jll$•h1E•!~-tlJ.~,J~fiJL!~~~l~~.! .s9st 
50,0oo:'oob and the,cre_?.t}Oll, o_f ~-peas,ant ~P.r~tary. 

·tt·is·'neeCll€S.<;'t:&'df~tlte''~t~ilr"o'1·1~res·~ Their 
f~te'was'~i!te-a"'l)e£0re1a'ila~A.1~F'Tlit~m~~i'~;ate 
d,eoa~:'"'iti'Wfi~po~iflon was mainly conducted by 
Gladstone's late colleagues, the_ first Home Rule Bill was~-

(~ :it~i~m~~~'"?~~~~t :--
.~to the country ; and in a second election within nine months ·' . 
I 'thet5~Wilaere~d"l!le-etorate•deeicled«-a;gainst'liim;givirrg"to'the ·' 

Co~servatives and Liberal Unionists a majority of rr8 over 
the Liberals and Pamellites combined. The Liberal ascend

. ancy was at an end. A long period of Conservative govern-
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ment began, and the possibility of the conferment of self
government upon Ireland receded into the distance . 

• 
§ 3· The Salisbury Government and the Second Home 

Rule Bill. .~ · 

The Liberal debacle of r886 put the Conservatives, under 
Lord Salisbury, into power for six years, though they de
pended upon the support of the Liberal Unionists. Salis
bury's second ministry was a successful and competent 
Government. On its bold and aggressive imperial policy 
we have already said something, and shall have more to say 
in a later chapter .1 It also passed some useful measures of 
social reform. 2 But its most outstanding legislative achieve
ment may be described as a long overdue completion of the 
Liberal poljcy of political-reorganisation. The Local Govern
ment Act of r888, which was based upon a scheme drawn up 
by Sir Charles Dilke, Gladstone's President of the Local 
Government Board, was in truth the counterpart and sequel 
of the Municipal Reform Act of 1835. It set up elected 
Councils in every county, to which w~re transferred the 
functions hitherto exercised by the Justices of the Peace ; 
and, by constituting Greater London an administrative 
county, it gave to the metropolis, for the first time, a unified 
system of administration. No measure of the second 'half 
of the nineteenth century has had more beneficent effects 
than this great Act, which was followed by a reforming 
activity on the part of the new Councils comparable to that 
which had resulted from the municipal Act of 1835. With 
its sequel, the Parish Councils Act of 1894,3 it completed the 
framework of English self-government, reduced to order 
the administrative confusion which had been created by the 
piecemeal legislation of the previous half-century, and pro
vided the machinery which made possible the social and 
educational reforms of the next generation. 

But the Irish question still dominated everything: 
'politics are Jreland,' s~~q Lord Salisbury in r887; and 
tlrrol.igholil"these'years Irish questions occupied the greater 
part of the time of Parliament, and drastic changes in pro
cedure had to be adopted in order to make the transaction 

, of business possible. 1Jl~_(&Qs~J;V<l;ti;vtt recipe for Ireland 
J w_,as ' t~~ ty years, of.resQll1 te .go:vemmen t ' ; and for six 
r: years, at any rate, the recipe had a fair trial. A new Crimes 

1 Above, pp. 626 ff.; below, p. 678. 
: Below, p. 684. 3 Below, p. 650. 
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ACtjr887) showed how impossible it was to govern Ireland 
without exceptional powers, in opposition to the sentiments 
of the majority of the people. It wa.s firmly and suavely 
erlforced by Mr. Arthur Balfour in the teeth of unresting 
criticism, no longer from the Parnellite group alone, but from 
the whole opposition; and an attempt to carry on a new 
~Ll"~.agit~tiQP under the name of the P.b!Jl~,£.t .. ~.~~.£P.;ig}} .. ~~~ . 
r~1.9!;~!~b'.N.;;RPJ?I~ ... .§,;?.y..,q. But '.resolute government' was 
a_c;cpmp::tilied by restorative measures :-a new Land Law 
(r887), extending the scope of that of r88r ; a land-purchase 
Act (r8gr), whereby the treasury undertook to advance to 
the tenant the money necessary to purchase his holding ,4 
whenever the landlord was willing to sell; and a series of 
relief .~9I!$.;i. in the congested and po_verty-stricken"area'of 
h~.west. H!me Rule w¥,.J~ ... £.~ .. M.!J.~1..RY..J1~n;};Ilf~.r.nfl.,_,.~ 
,~mdness. : 
"""'B~t1Iorr~·:1ttf·e-·wasnot kille.d~~S.,fgitation went on, · 
gacked now by the 1 e·ra s; an It appeared from the bye
·elections that Britain was being gradually converted. For 
Gladstone, in particular, Home Rule had become a passion,. 
t~p.I..eme p~ject of his)ife_;_ ~~9. ~i~ ~p~ll_over the elec
t~t~ ?eemed to be reviving. Two events"'profoundly in
fluenced this movement of opi:ri'iqn. THe' first. was the 
publication in The Times of a series of articles purporting 
to prove, with the aid of letters, a connexion between Par
nell and_his followers and the Feni_an conspirators. These 
allegations were the subject of a prolonged inquiry before 
three judges in r888 and r88g; and when it was discovered 
that the damna tory letters were forgeries by a wretched and 
debased Irish journalist, the revulSion of feeling in Parnell's 
favour was very great, even though the judges reported that 
the Irish party had been engaged in a conspiracy to bring 
about separation from Britain. But the effect of this 
inquiry was undone, and far more· than undone, when in 
r8go Parnell failed to offer any defence when charged as a 
co-respondent in a divorce case. The 'Nonconformist Con
science' was aroused. Parnell, invited to retire from the 
leadership of his party, fl~atly refused to do so; after'heart
rending discussions he was deserted by the majority of his 
followers, but continued to fight fiercely and bitterly for 
his own hand in Ireland .until his death in r8gr, at the age 
of forty-six; and the revulsion of feeling in Britain was 
immense. 
~ Only a year after Parnell's death, Parliament was dis

solved. Gladstone, now eighty-two years old, had hoped 
:Qi&lQAtM ... 1.4¥ iLJPW"'~__...,,.,..,,...I .,.. fo w;~)lllqWCij~AG' w=;; Qt • .......,_ 
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for a majority sufficiently large to enable him to crown 
his life -work by passing a measure which would, as he 
believed, reconcile Britain and Ireland. The divorce case 
had shattered that hope, if it had ever been justified~ He 
obtained a majority, indeed; but it depended on the Irish 
vote, and even with Irish aid amounted only to 40. Yet 

,.-he assumed office, and ~b.e_age of e~h!J-three int~o<fuced 
/ the second Home Rule Bill_with his old fire and~intensity, 
' and roil'g'h'ti."Mmough the-long debates-In Committee with 

almost his old tenacity and skill. But this was futile 
heroisn1J.2.r !~_f~~ ~f the bill was sealed beforehand; it 

"passed the House of Commons, but was contemptuously 
~ '. 1

·- reject~doy-t1i~ouse. ofLOros~ _Gladstone wou1d have 
been-reauy-to go ,once more to the country; but his col
leagues knew that this was hopeless; and in 1894 the old 
man, accepting his defeat, gave up his office and quietly 
left the scenes in which he had been such a brilliant and 
dominating figure for sixty-three years. 

The 'transient and embarrassed' Liberal ministry lasted 
until 1895, under the premiership of Lord Rosebery. It 
carried out a bold scheme of taxation in the Harcourt 
budget of 1894; it pa.Ssed an Act estabiishing Distri<;~d 

f}Parisl:l ~CQQIJ-~Ua. ; it introduced bills for the diseSfablish
Wm:ent of the Welsh Church, for local option in the licensing 

of public-houses,\fl.nd for enlarging the liability of employers 
for accidents to Workmen. But most of these labours were 
a futile ploug!,lil];g oL,th~,S<J.p,.Qs. There was no strength left 
in "'fllttT1beral party; and when the Government fell in 
r8g5, its own members were relieved. 

I" 
' \ § 4· ' Killin~,.l£~!11.~:c!lJ!:h5e..)d::x.c..KF. ip4.1Jess ' :' _Dev~lution and 

' ~nn e~n. 

For another decade Liberals remained in the wilderness; 
and the prospect of the enactment of Home Rule seemed 
more remote than ever. Once more the medicine of firm
ness and kindness was applied ; but now kindness increas-

1 ingly predominated over firmness. In r8g6 an ambitious 
1 land-purchase Act, which Gladstone might have fathered, 

was passed ; in 1903 it was supplemented by a still more 
sweeping measure, whereby £roo,ooo,ooo were advanced 
by the British treasury to buy out progressively all the 

i Irish landlords. In r8g8 Ireland was endowed with a full 
· system of representative county govemment. The Irish 

Agricultural Society, under the guidance of Sir Horace 
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Plunkett, set itself to stimulate co-operative enterprise. 
L;md-purchase and co-operation between them brought a 
rapid~crease of prosperity in Ireland; when the twentieth 
century opened, the old miseries had almost disappeared. 

But the desire for self-government had not disappeared. 
The Irish Nationalist party, once more united and now 
working in intimate harl!lony with the British Liberals, 
still kept its hold over the Irish electorate. What was more 
striking, a large section of the southern Irish landowners, 
hitherto staunch Unionists, began to hanker after self
government, and to co-ope1;ate with some of the Nationali~t 
lea<:'ters. In 1904 they went so far as to demand a scheme 
of devolution, whereby an· Irish Financial Council was to 
have ·the expenditure of large funds for purely Irish pur
poses. This produced a violent reaction among the more 
extreme Unionists, who forced the Government to disavow 
these projects, and to throw overboard the Chief Secretary, 
George Wyndham, who had encouraged them. 

It seemed as if a spirit of reconciliation was growing up. 
Bu~ the reverse was true. The demand for complete legis
lative independence was so. far f~om being dead or even 
weakened that it began to take a riew form. A trial had 
been given to the constitutional method of proceeding by 
:P.~rliamentary action. It had promised well at fhst. It 
had converted one of the great British, .political parties. 
But' nearly twenty years had pa.'>sed since the first Home 
Rule Bill was introduced, and Home Rule seemed more 
distant than ever. A grol!-P .£! .!.~isl_l.~en.!llusl.asts decided 
th,a~ the only true course· "for Ireland to pursue was to hold 
aloof altogether from British politics, to cultivate self
reliance, to revive the language and traditions of Ireland, 
to 'devdop'its industries, to stimulate among its young men 
a-hatred of Britain, and to await the moment when Britain 
should be. otherwise engaged, and when it should be possible 
to strike for complete independence. S!1~11 f.e!n was born 
just at the moment when the policy·of-killing~oy kindness 
se-eined'to be succeeding. It was born of the long failure 
to obtain the concession of Home Rule by constitutiona:l 
means. 

[Gretton, Modern England; Low and Sanders, Hist01"Y of England 
since r837; Paul, History of. Modern England (to I895) ; Morley, 
Life of Gladstone ; Cecil, Life of Salisbury ; O'Brien, Life of Parnell 
and A Hundred Years of Irish His'tory; Eversley, Gladstone and 
'Ireland; Barker, Ireland in the Last Fifty Years; Macdonagh, The 
Home Rule Movement; Henry, Evolution of Sinn Fein.] 
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CHAPTER IV 
/ EGYPT AND THE EGYPTIAN SUDAN 

~ --· [A::o. I882-IgQ4)_ 

§ r. The Causes of British Intervention in Egypt. 

IN all the long story of the British Commonwealth there' is 
no episode more extraordinary, more romantic, or, on the 
whole, more creditable, than the rapid and brilliant work 
of regeneration which was carried out in Egypt and the 
Sudan by a small group of British administrators during 
the last twenty years of the nineteenth century. Begun in 
an accidental and haphazard way, with no anticipation of 
what was to follow, it was carried out in the teeth of varied 
difficulties; yet in the course of two short decades, under 
the direction of a man of genius, it achieved results that 
appear all but incredible. 
- We have seen 1 how Mehemet Ali had tried, by the 
methods of oriental despotism, to force upon Egypt the 
material organisation of Western civilisation, and how, 
until the European Powers intervened in 1840, he had striven 
to extend his military power on every side. Among his 
conquests one alone survived : a great part of the Sudan 
remained a subject possession of Egypt, and was ruled from 
Khartoum. 2 But it was a costly possession, involving a con
tinual drain upon the Egyptian treasury. Indeed, all 
Mehemet Ali's achievements were costly to his subjects. 
The mass of the Egyptian fellahin, performing forced labour 
under the lash, forced into the army by the same persuasive 
methods, and taxed until they were left with nothing but 
the barest subsistence, suffered the extremes of wretchedness. 
Only the dominant classes of Turkish and Arab foreigners, 
who were the instruments of Mehemet's tyranny, shared in 
his wealth. 

After an interval during which much of Mehemet Ali's 
work was undone, his Westernisin~ policy was resumed by 
Said Pasha (1854-63), who began the construction of rail-

1 Above, Bk. rx. chap. vi. p. 369. 
• See the map, Atlas, Introd., p. 61. 
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gran wse ambitions. One of these ambitions was the 
r exte:u.i>iori of Egyptian power in the Sudan, which was 

subjugated as far to the south as the great lakes and the 
borders of Abyssinia. For the·conquest and administration 
of these Equatorial Provinces Ismail trusted to two adven
turous Englishmen, first to Sir Samuel Baker (r869-187.3), 
the explorer of the sources of the Nile; and then (1874-1879) 
to a still more brilliant and romantic figure, Charle~. Gordon, 1 

a_Sc9~ti?h soldier ..,w.h(),-;\y_as,..Jmow!J.~~~:-'"~hi,gese_, Gordon' 
because of his dazzling exploits as commander of a Chinese 
army against the Tai-ping rebels in r863-r864. Gordon 
was one of"the noblest and most heroic men whom Britain 
has ever given to the world: 'the he:r:o of heroes' as Glad- · 
stone called him. A mystic an(l'""a"srunt,-pure':.liearted'and 
single-minded, he was also a born leader of men, and especi
ally of simple and primitive men, whom he could inspire 
with a devoted trust in himself. But he was a creature of 
}~l_)_vlse,_ wJ:? .J:E~~!,~<Lg.)?2.~l~!~lY~.!2.Jfif.iii:XJi;~Yl.ns:i!ttJrr
t:f> .. !f.S.1~~~Jli2B-f •. !?~tt;lg"~1>J~.J£JJ;11Riz.~,h~p ; for th1s reason he 
could not eas1ly work in harness, and was always a difficult 
colleague. In five years Gordon established an extra
ordinary personal ascendancy among the wild tribes ofthe 
Sudan•; and he waged relentless war against the cruel 
slave-trade by which these lands were desolated. When he 
lefLthe_Sudan inJ~Z9 ... ~~.E<:-~<l,Pl<!n1ecUt.on_the.path to 
peace,and order,. and,ga.rri~_oi).s. of .Egyptia.nJr<?_9p~, _ w@~ly 1f 
distdbuted, heldthe.vast provinc~_!n.sorq_e sort of obedience. 
But there was a good deal of unrest among the fierce chief
tains whom he had bitted and bridled, and this unrest grew 
rapidly under Gordon's incapable Egyptian successor. The 

·continuance of progress in the Sudan depended upon Egypt; 
and meanwhil~ Egypt was falling into chaos. 

The Khedive Ismail had discovered that he could borrow 
money from European financiers. He borrowed cheerfully 
and re<;:klessly, raising the public debt of Egypt in thirteen 
years from £3,ooo,ooo to nearly £roo,ooo,ooo ; while the 

\unhappy fellahin were subjected to an indescribable tyranny; 
fleeced of all their earnings under the lash, and continually 
subject to forced labour. Some of the money raised by 
loans was spent on railways and roads, and on a Nile dam, 
which was not put to use ; but most.of it was merely wasted, 

1 There is a short life of Gordon by Sir W. Butler in the 'English Men 
of Action ' .Series. 
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swallowed up by the hordes of European, Turkish and Arab 
adventurers who haunted Ismail's spendthrift court. The 
European bondholders took alarm, and in r876 Ismail was 
forced to agree to the establishment of an international 'aisse 
de la Dette, to which, as security for the bondholders' interest, 
some of the principal sources of Egyptian revenue were to 
be paid direct, instead of going into the treasury. For 
nearly thirty years this international body had its finger 
in Egyptian finance, and offered the greatest obstacle to 
systematic reforms. But this was not the end of European 
interference. The French and British bondholders, who 
held most of the debt, realised that it was not enough merely 
to sequester half of the revenues. If Egypt was to be saved 
from bankruptcy, her finances must be regulated; and they 
therefore secured the appointment of two Controllers-general 
of Egyptian finance, one French and one British. Ismail 
resented his reduction to impotence, intrigued against the 
Controllers, and even suborned a military mutiny agajnst 
his own ministers. The European Powers, on the initiative 
of Germany, thereupon began to interfere again; and in 
r879 they got the Sultan, as suzerain of Egypt, to depose 
Ismail and to replace him by his young son Tewfik. Up 
to this point the British Government had played little part, 
though the British bondholders had been active. 

Meanwhile a secret conspiracy was astir among the 
Egyptians. Its nominal leader was Ahmad Arabi, an officer 
in the Egyptian army, of fellah origin, and the movement of 
which he was the spokesman was primarily a protest against 
the monstrous misgovernment from which Egypt was 
suffering. But it was also a nationalist movement, aimed 
against the ascendancy of the Turkish ruling class, and, 
in a secondary degree, against European influence. As it 
went on, the anti-European element became stronger; it 
was encouraged by the influence of the fan,atical Moham
medan revival which Abdul Hamid was fostering, and whose 
prophet, Djemal-ed-Din, was busy in Cairo. The centre 
of this dangerous movement of disaffection was the disorgan
ised and unruly Egyptian army. Ismail had encouraged 
the movement for his own purposes. Under his son Tewfik 
it became overt. The Khedive was compelled to accept a 
ministry drawn from among the revolutionaries, with Arabi 
as War Minister (r88z). But the revolutionaries had no 
capacity for government. They could only create anarchy. 
They were playing with the dangerous explosives of racial 
and religious hatred. And the position of the many thou-
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, sands of Europeans in Egypt became exceedingly unsafe. 
Some action was necessary. Gambetta, then Prime Minister 
qf France, suggested .. to.}3ritai!l.that the two Powers should 
interwene .. ~jointly. ,.,.Gladstone:s,. Government .• reluctantly 
agreed. French and British ships appeared off Alexandria, 
3;5 a precaution. There was a massacre of Europeans by 
the Egyptian mob. The British fleet thereupon bombarded 
the forts, and marines were landed fo protect the European 
population. The. French fleet took no action, its Govern
ment,,...after.the fall.of.Gambetta, having changed its mind; 
and henceforth F-rance stood. aloof. 

Intervention could not stop with a naval demonstration. 
After a conference of ambassadors at Const;mtinople, and 
a refusal by the Sultan to send troops to Egypt, Britain 
announced .. that,. she -:W<2Pl9 .. m!ex_yen.e _single-handed.,--but 
would withdraw as soon as she had restored order and re
established the Khedive's authority. ·An armywas promptly 
sentto Egypt under Sir Garnet WoJseley. Arabi's disorderly' 
troops wereoverwhelmed at Tel-el-Kebir (September r882) ; 
a tiny squadron of cavalry daringly pushed on to Cairo and 
received the submission of the capital;· Arabi and his allies 
were taken prisoners, and subsequently banished to Ceylon; 
and the revolt was over. The revolt was over;, but the 
restoration of order and stability had still to be undertaken, 

Meanwhile grave events had been happening in the Sudan 
since Gordon:s departure. A fanatic had ·arisen in the 
southern -part .... of.-the..,.pro:v,inces, ,..proclqiiT.J:iBK- h-~:m-.~elt the 
Mahdi or._M~~i<J:J:h{I88.r.) .. ".Be was gathering adherents, and 
his Khalifas, or generals, were subjugating tribe after tribe 
with ruthless cruelty. By the time the British authority 
was established in Egypt, he had made great progress. 
The security of the Egyptian garrisons in the Sudan was 
threatened. Egypt itself, whose army was now broken 
and disbanded,, might be endangered./ The problem which 
faced the British Govemmen t was therefore not merely the 
problem of restoring order in Egypt, but also the more 
difficult question, What was to be done with the Sudan? 
Britain had undertaken a vastly more difficult task than she 

. had anticipated. · · 

§ 2 .. The Tragedy of Khartoum and ·Baring's Work at 
Cairo. 

The position now occupied by Britain in Egypt was both 
~gular and qelicate. Her army occupied the country, 
and was its only defence. But her representatives had no . 
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formal authority. Britain was not the suzerain power : 
that position belonged to Turkey, which often made diffi
culties. The Khedive and his ministers were nominally 
responsible for the conduct of government; all thaJ; the 
British agent could do was to offer advice, though it is true 
that the presence of the army gave his advice a certain 
quality of emphasis. And alongside the Khedive's Govern
ment was the Caisse de la Dette, which controlled half the 
revenues of the country, regarded with the utmost jealousy 
every exercise of British influence, and often created need
less difficulties. Finally, France, bitterly disappointed at 
the loss of her hitherto dominating influence in Egypt, was 
always watchfully critical; and a good many Frenchme11 
were employed in various Egyptian government services. 
It is impossible to conceive a more anomalous or a more 
thorny position than that which the British agent had to 
occupy; and to carry out, from such a position, the re
organisation of a bankrupt and totally disorganised State 
was a task which seemed beyond human powers. But a man 
was found to perform this incredible task. His name was 
Evelyn Baring, afterwards Lord Cromer ; and he was the 
chief hero of the wonderful achievement which we have to 
t>ecord in this chapter. 

The first problem which had to be solved was the problem 
of the Sudan. In r883 an Egyptian force of ro,ooo under a 
British officer, Hicks Pasha, was sent by the Khedive's 
Government to crush the Mahdi's revolt: this army was 
annihilated; and a smaller force which sallied out from 
Suakin under Valentine Baker Pasha was equally unfor
tunate. These disasters increased the dependence of Egypt 
upon British protection; and they also showed that the 
Sudan could not be reconquered by Egyptian resources. 
If a British army were employed, the task might occupy 
years; and it would delay the evacuation of Egypt, to which 
the British Government was pledged, and which it was 
honestly anxious to carry out at the earliest moment. The 
only possible conclusion seemed to be that the Sudan must 
be abandoned, and in this conclusion, after Hicks' defeat, 
Baring fully concurred. But the Egyptian garrisons could 
not be left to the mercy of the Mahdi. Th~y must be 
withdrawn. Who could perform this task ? Who, if not 
Gordon ? In January r884 the Government in London 
asked Gordon if he would undertake the definite mission of 
evacuation. He undertook it; left London the same night; 
and arrived in Khartoum a month later. 
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,. But 011ce in Khartoum, the problem presented itself to the 
generous and impulsive soldier in a new light. He shrank 
from complete abandonment; yet he issued a proclama
tion ~nnouncing that it was to take place, and by doing so 
aggravated his own difficulties. He bombarded Baring 
with contradictory telegrams. He demanded that Zobeir, 
a Sudanese chieftain and slave-trader then confined in 
Cairo, whose son Gordon himself had killed, should be sent 
to succeed him. London. was ,.per.plexeC).. , Ther:e ~were 
delays .and discus!'!ions,.,but~.G,ordon.,.tQok, no~qefinite ?teps 
to'Y_?.;r<f.~.&~<!-\.!:l_a..Jjqp,;., and meanwhile ,.th~ .. ~,Mahdfs, forces 
were ... ,g?:tJ;eri~g.~ .By,'(.J\:pr~l-~~s.<::~P.~!r.om . ...,.Khartoum . had 
become .im possible,,and.now..,the:~probl<~m: .was; .how Gordon 
could .. be,_relieved.~--The experts in London and . Cairo 
differed as to "whether an attempt shoulq be made across 
the desert from Suakin, or up the Nile.1 Precious months 
were wasted. When the Nile route was decided upon, 
boats had to be built; and it was not until November that 
a_f.oLce-unde~_W,pls.el~y· began to advance to the relief of the 
beleaguered hero. ~-sE!_~!lJW,.~~s,~g.~p.r.Q,,pushing,eagerly 
alw,~9- •.. s;_ame_ t:n .. sj~ll,~~-ot~Knar:.t.olJII),.,()!J,.Jan.~.a.ry .?.8,. r885. 
They. s~w _2.nJy .rJ!!P§~,;,.\.,_Go.n:l,o!l,.ilad".J:>een""kll~e<;L only. two 
days 'l:)e'fore, .afte.r,.a, desperate.lonely .. fight-against s'Yan:ning 
say~g~: The death of the hero deeply moved the British 
people, to whom Khartoum became a holy place. After these 
events the Sudan was necessarily left. to. the murderous and 
devastating rule of ,the Jli1ah4i, anCI.' after his death in r88s 
to''his successor the 'Knalifa, whose tyranny is said· to have 
reduced the population, in a dozen years, from 12,ooo,ooo 
to 2,ooo,ooo. 

Meanwhile, Baring. and,his,_,cg.l!.~agy~~:«. w~r_t'\,la!J_p~r~n.g ~at 
the.diffi.c1J,lt,uphiU,task,of.,res.tor-il:lg1Egypt. During the first 
years they had to strain every nerve merely to avoid bank
ruptcy and to reconstruct the army. Rigid economy in 
everything but irrigation achieved the first end; a handful 
of young British officers carried out the task of recreating 
an Egyptian army and restoring its self-respect; and a few 
British engineers, by means of admirable irrigation ~arks, 
laid the foundations of future prosperity. By r888' the 
budget had been made to balance, and it was possible to 
undertake great works of restoration on a large scale. 
Railways were constructed; schools were opened; scientific 
sanitation was introduced; hospitals were built; the whole 
system of justic~ was overhauled and freed from corruption; 

1 See the map, Atlas, Introd., p. 61. 
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the abuse of power by local officials was checked; the 
fellahin were freed from the terrors of the lash ; the taxes 
were greatly reduced, and collected fairly. For the .first 
time in many centuries the fellah found himself treate~ as a 
free man with rights ; and meanwhile the productivity of 
his holding was doubled by irrigation, and lands previously 
waste were brought under cultivation. Within a dozen 
years Egypt had been turned into a land of flourishing 
prosperity, and her industrious peasantry had been enabled 
to enjoy the fruits of their own toil. And during the same 
period the Egyptian army had been recreated, and had 
repeatedly shown its quality in frontier fighting against the 
dervishes of the Sudan. It is not easy to find in all history 
the record of a work so beneficent and so swift. It was done 
by a little group of men who held no position of definite 
authority, but nominally acted merely as advisers to the 
various Egyptian ministries, while they were hampered at 
every turn by vexatious restrictions imposed by the inter
national body which controlled the Caisse de la Dette. 

§ 3· The Reconquest of the Sudan, and the Entente of 1904. 

By r8g6 the time had come when it was possible to think 
of rescuing the Sudan from the hideous barbarism into which 
it had been plunged. Europeans who had suffered imprison
ment in the hands of the Khalifa had brought back terrible 
stories of their own sufferings and of the misery of the 
countryside. Not only for the sake of the Sudan itself, but 
as a condition of security for Egypt, reconquest seemed to 
be necessary. The Egyptian army was ready for the task, 
and it was now under the command of a Sirdar, Sir Herbert 
Kitchener, who had spent laborious years in shaping the 
instrument he was to use, and who was soon to prove him
self a master of patient organisation. 

In three campaigns, r8g6, r8g7, and r8g8, Kitchener 
secured the line of the Nile from Wady Haifa to Khartoum, 
building a railway line as he advanced to supply his troops, 
and boldly carrying it across the desert to avoid a great 
loop of the river. In every fight which the Khalifa dared 
to offer, th~ Egyptian forces, backed by a small contingent 
of British troops, fought with steady gallantry. Finally, 
on September 2, r8g8, at Omdurman, opposite Khartoum, 
Kitchener fought a decisive battle against the Khalifa's 
host, routed him with heavy losses, captured his capital, 
and ended the ugly tyranny which had desolated the Sudan 
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for sevent~en_y_e51-rs. The total cost of this supremely 
efficient campaign was under £z,soo,ooo; and more than 
half of this represented the cost of constructing a railway 
line which is a permanent addition to the country's resources .. 
£8oo,ooo of the total was met by the British treasury ; 
the rest was defrayed out of the surplus which Baring had 
built up in Egypt, without the addition of one penny to 
the burden of taxation. 
, A new difficulty now presented itself. Kitchener learnt 
at Khartoum of the arrival of a Frenchforce at Fashoda, 
far away in the Equ~toriai P~ovince~,".where Baker and 
Gordon had long before ruled. One o~ the main justifica
tions ~OT, the,<;o]lqq_est:p_f~the.,Sudan.was . .the importance, for 
the welfare of Egypt, of controll!,ng .. t~t; upper waters ofthe 
Nile, upon which 'the very 'existe11ce_; of Egypt depends. 
On that ground the occupation of any part of this region 
by another Power was held to be undesirable ; , and for that 
reason the French had to be persuaded to withdraw .I 

The great task still remained of reorganising the whole 
vast area of the Sudan. Before the outbreak of Mahdism, 

,the Sudan had been a part of the realm of Egypt. But it 
. h,_?.d Q.~~D.:J·~c<;mqLJ.e,r~.d.:by..,C\. .• j.Qin t~J!gr,t,<2,f ... ~g~p\ and !3ri tain ; 
·. ;a;gd thi~...$i\S.....t:~~<;:,9gill~i.J2Y._.!,h,y.__p.roclamati~n Qf a joint 
~ ~2..Y$£~jgnty,,.whic:;h_~<t ?n~ gr;~t .. ?,:Qy.a,]ltage,.that it saved 
'the new province from being subjected to the vexatious 
'international control which had worked so much harm in 
Egypt. In reality the main responsibility for organisation 
and government fell upon a few British officers, with Kit
chener, and later Sir F. R. Wingate, at their head. In a 
very few years they effected a rege:peration as remarkable 

:as that which Baring had a~hieved in Egypt. Tgey made 
I !!2.. :~tte_mpt to Anglicis~ or E;gyptiani~~ "th.e, ~pQpulatio~L 
But they rooted out the slave-trade ; they put an end to 
tribal wars; they fostered agriculture and trade; they gave 
complete toleration to all beliefs ; they introduced schools; 
they set up courts of justice. All this was carried out with 
taxes at a very low level,; yet without any increase in taxa
tion, the revenue increased almost tenfold in ten years. 
Ten years after this ben~ficent work began it was possible 
for a visiting officer to report, after a tour of inspection, 

1 ' I do not suppose that there is any part of the world in 
,,, which the mass of the population have fewer unsatisfied 
i' wants.' If there be any who doubt whether European 

government brings benefits to backward peoples, the 
1 See above, Chap. ii. p. 627. 
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record of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan supplies a sufficient 
answer. 

Meanwhile in Egypt the work of Baring, now Lord 
Cromer, had been consolidated and extended, and •when 
the new century opened the prosperity as well as the safety 
of Egypt seemed to be secure. It might now be contended, 
not without apparent reason, that Britain's task in Egypt 
was done, and that she might safely withdraw. This was 
persistently maintained by France; it was felt by the 
young Khedive Abbas Hilmi, who succeeded to the throne 
in 1892, and promptly began to work against British in
fluence; it was urged by educated Egyptians, convinced that 
they were now ready for self-government, and a nationalist 
and anti-British movement was already rising in the 'nineties. 
But the work which had been so swiftly done might be as 
swiftly undone ; and would infallibly be undone unless a 
scheme of government could be devised which would provide 
adequate safeguards. It was already evident, when the 
new century opened, that vexed and difficult questions 
would soon be raised. 

One thing, however, had become plain. So long as the 
existing regime lasted, there could be no further need for 
the financial supervision exercised by the Caisse de la Dette 
in the interests of foreign bondholders; for the credit of 
Egypt was now as good as that of most European countries. 
But such a system, once established, is difficult to uproot. 
It was maintained especially by the unappeased annoyance 
of France, who could not forget that she might have been 
the dominant Power in Egypt, and who was persuaded that 
she had been tricked by British hypocrisy. 

Throughout the period of regenerative work which had 
transformed the condition of Egypt, France and Britain 
had been separated by a.J!l11}j:it_u_cl~ 9f petty causes of friction. 
In 1904, drawn together by causes which will be analysed 
in a later chapter,! they settled all their outstanding diffi
culties ; and one of the main subjects of their agreement 
was Egypt. France recognised the special position of 
Britain in Egypt, .while Britain declared that she had no 
intention of altering the political status of the country, 
that is to say, of bringing it under her direct control. At 
the same time France agreed to the issue of a Khedivial 
decree whereby the powers of the Caisse de la Dette to inter
fere in the machinery of government were abolished, and 
Egypt resumed full command of her own resources. The 

1 Below, Chap. ix. p. 7'1.0 
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Caisse remained, but only to receive and distribute the_ 
funds necessary to pay the interest on the debt. The agree
ment was communicated to the other Powers represented 
on the Caisse, Geimany, A-u&tria and Italy, and obtained 
their assent, The period of chaos, of foreign interference, 
of international wrangling and of internal misgovernment 
was thus brought to an end. This was only twenty-one 
years from the time when Evelyn Baring arrived as a 
British agent accredited to the Government of a bankrupt 
country on the verge of anarchy. 

[Cromer, Moaern Egypt; Milner, England in Egypt.; Colvin, 
Making of Modern Egypt ; Wingate, M ahdisnz and the Eastern Sudan; 
Churchill, River War; Arthur, Life of Kitchener; Gleichcn, Anglo
Egyptian Sudan.] 



CHAPTER V 

FRONTIER PROBLEMS AND NATIONALIST 
ASPIRATIONS IN INDIA 

(A.D. r88o-rgo4) 

§I. The North-West Frontier and the Annexation of 
Burma. 

SAFE behind her all but impregnable barriers of mountain 
and sea, solidly organised in a political unity which she had 
never known before, and efficiently administered under a 
system which had been gradually perfected during a century 
of experiment, it might have been expected that India 
would have enjoyed an era of untroubled peace, unaffected 
by the rivalries of the European Powers, or the political 
controversies of the West. But in two ways the last two 
decades of the nineteenth century brought troubles to India. 
On the one hand, the fear of Russia continued to be acute, 
and caused the problems of defence on the North-West 
Frontier to occupy the minds of her statesmen; while in 
the North-East the advance of the French in Indo-China 
heJped to force on a new war, which ended in the conquest 
and annexation of the great province of Burma. On the 
other hand, the political ideas of the West, diffused by 
schools and colleges of Western learning, began to work 
actively among the educated classes, and gave rise to an 
era of political unrest which was to become yet more acute 
in the next period. 

The fear of Russian advance against the North-West 
Frontier had led to the second Afghan War (1878), in which 
Lord Lytton had striven either to bring Afghanistan as a 
whole under British influence, or to break it into three 
States.1 In r88o Lord Ripon was sent by the Gladstone 
ministry to reverse this policy. As soon as the war had 
been brought to an end, an agreement was made with the 
Amir whereby Afghanistan was to be left entirely to itself, 
without even a British Resident; but the Government of 
India undertook to pay a regular allowance to the Amir, 

1 See above, Bk. x. chap. vi. V· 56o-z, 
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and guaranteed his frontiers against an attack from without. 
It soon became apparent that this guarantee was not to be 
a mere form of words. In r884 Russia, pursuing her con
ques\5, occupied the city of Merv, on the north-west frontier 
of Afghanistan ; and in the next year a Russian force 
suddenly attacked the Afghan frontier post of Panjdeh. 
War was narrowly avoided; and in the next few years this 
part of the Afghan frontier was. defined by agreement. 
Bnt the episode kept alive the fear of Russia, both in India 
and in Afghanistan ; and even when the undefined part 
of the frontier among the high mountains of the Pamirs 
had been delimited by a joint commission (r8g5), the fear 
did not disappear. For Russia was busily engaged in push
ing forward railway lines through Central Asia towards the 
Afghan frontier; and the problem of frontier defence con
tinued to be one of the dominant problems of Indian politics.1 

Between Afghanistan and the territory under effective 
British control lay a belt of hill-country, inhabited by war
like frontier tribes, the Afridis, the Waziris .and others, 
whom nobody had ever been able to control: this belt, 
indeed. through which runs the all-important route of the 
Khyber Pass, was and st!ll is the most turbulent and dis
orderly region in the world. In r8g3 the Amir agreed to 
recognise British suzerainty over these tribes, and a com• 
missionpeaded by Sir Mortimer Durand drew an agreed 
frontie:f-line (often referred to as 'the Durand line') be
tween Afghanistan and the Indian Empire, which inCluded 
this belt. But attempts to keep the tribes in check only 
brought on a series of frontier campaigns, in the most 
imp0Jj:ant of which, that of Tirah (r8g7) not less than 40,000 
troops1had to be employed; and at the end the subjugation 
of the tribes seemed as far off as ever. 

It was left to Lord Curzon (.r8gg-rgo5) to :find a solution 
of this problem. He dealt with it by creating a special 
North-West Frontier Province, whose administrators would 
devote themselves specially to this problem. British troops 
were withdrawn from all the more. advanced positions, 
where their presence irritated the tribesmen; and the 
maintenance of order, especially in the Khyber Pass, was 
entrusted to a .!ofce raised among the tribesmen themselves, 
and known as tHe Khyber Rifles. On the whole this system 
has been succ{e5sful ; but the. fierce warrior clans of. the 
frontier are al~k.ys a dai~ger, especially when they are under 
the influence <uJreligious fanaticism. Hence the revival of 

~ s~ tl:t!'l maps, Atlas! Plat\)S 6~ aq.d 6g. 
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Mohammedan ardour, which was growing in force during 
these years, threatened, if it should gain a strong hold either 
in Afghanistan or among the frontier tribes, to give serious 
trouble to India. • 

Alongside the revision of frontier policy went a revision 
of the Indian military system. Until 1895 there had been 
a separate army for each of the three old Presidencies of 
Bengal, Madras and Bombay. This arrangement no longer 
corresponded ·with real needs. In 1895 the whole of the 
military forces were brought under a single command, 
while their numbers were considerably enlarged. The 
chief native princes, who had shown eager loyalty during 
the Panjdeh crisis, were encouraged to form bodies of 
Imperial Service troops. And in 1903 and the following 
years Lord Kitchener, as Commander-in-Chief, carried out 
a far-reaching reorganisation of the whole system, whereby 
everything was made to pivot upon the defence of the North
West Frontier. 

It was the fear of Russia which had primarily caused 
these large rearrangements. The same fear led to a remark
able expedition to Tibet in 1904: a Russian envoy had been 
received in that mysterious country, and, fearing lest Russia 
was preparing to outflank India on the north, Lord Curzon 
sent a force over passes 19,000 feet high to negotiate a treaty 
with the Grand Lama of Tibet. There was some fighting 
before the treaty was signed. But it had no influence upon 
the course of events. 

Meanwhile fear of another European Power than Russia 
had led to a very important acquisition of territory in the 
East. The Burmese Empire had twice challenged war 
with the East India Company (1823, 1852),1 and on each 
occasion it had lost territory. It was now a pmely inland 
State, limited to the upper valley of the Irrawaddy; and 
beyond its vague and ill-defined boundaries lay China in 
the North, the recent French conquests of Indo-China 
farther South, and, finally, the kingdom of Siam, on which 
France was beginning to exercise pressure. In 1878 a new 
king, Thibaw, had ascended the Burmese throne: a blood
thirsty tyrant, who signalised his accession by a massacre 
of other members of the royal house. From the beginning 
of his reign British relations with Burma were strained, 
treaties allowing free access to British or Indian traders 
were disregarded, and the British agent had t(#_<.be withdrawn. 
Early in r885 Thibaw concluded an omin~J:IS treaty witb 

1 See above, pp. 34S and 455· 
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France, whereby that country obtained substantial privi
leges, and. became the dominant influence in the country. 
A little later Thibaw imposed a monstrous fine upon the 
Bon'ibay and Burma Trading Company, and threw its agents 
into prison. Lord Dufferin, then Viceroy, promptly de
spatched an ultimatum: and when the Burmese King refused 
to give satisfaction, a British force was sent by river to 
Mandalay. 'In a fortnight the Burmese resistance was 
overpowered ; Thibaw was deposed and deported to India ; 
and Burma was annexed to the Indian Empire. The main 
reason for this drastic action was unquestionably a fear that 
France was about to take possession of Burma. 

Five years of difficult irregular jungle fighting against 
bands of plunderers had to be faced before Burma was 
reduced to order; for the country had long suffered from 
the ravages of these dacoits, and the disbanded soldiery 
added to their strength. But while this struggle went on, the· 
process of organisatio~ was carried forward; and in a very 
short space· of time this rich and fertile land. was enjoying a 
prosperity such as it had never known before. Between 
r89o and rgoo the population increased by nearly zo per 
cent., and the amount of land under cultivation by more • 
than 50 per cent. 

§ 2. The Viceroyalty ·oj Lord Ripon. 

Important as were the military ·problems which India 
,presented• during this period, they were of very minor 
significance in face of the vital fact that the new. wine of 
Western ideas was at length fermenting to some purpose 
in the ancient wineskins of Indian civilisation; and two 
generations of English education were beginning to bear 
their fruit. Indian nationalism came to birth. , ' 

It was in •the viceroyalty of Lord Ripon (r88o-84) that 
this pregnant change began. Ripon was not a man of com
manding ability; .but he had been sent out by Gladstone 
to inaugurate a new Liberal policy, not only on the North
West Frontier, but in the internal government of India. 
And as the new poliqy came at a moment when India was 
ripe for change, it brqught about immense results. For 
that reason Ripon's tlceroyalty ranks among the most 
important in the long seties. He left India in r884· amid an 
outburst of popular erl'thusiasm such as none of his pre
decess?rs or successors has ever enjoyed,_ and in the regarQ. 
pf Jnqtans ,he ran~s P.rst <!-;tnon9 all the Vtceroys, · 

ill 
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~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
able effect. In the first ace he re ea e t 's Ver-
nacular Press ct, an gave full license to the Indian news
paper press, wh1ch, as we shall see, made ample use ~f its 
opportunities. In the second place, he took the first step 
towards the establishment of a s stem of self- overnment, 

se m u , m r 2 e ec e mun1c1 a res m e towns 
an IS nc oar s m t e rural districts, for the declared 
purpose of providing the Indian peoples with a training 
in self-government in preparation for the future. These 
local bodies were endowed with substantial powers of ad
ministration and taxation, though they were left under the 
supervision of the District Officers. They have not worked 
well. But they were hailed as a substantial step towards 
the establishment of autonomy, which Western-educated 
Indians were beginning to demand. 

Ripon's third innovation was even more important in its 
consequences. He appointed a Commission to inquire into 
the educational s stem and on its re ort introduced reat 
c an es in t e e ucational olic o t e Government of India. 
Hitherto the schoo s and colleges of Western learning had 
been almost all under the control either of Government or 
of the missionaries. After the Education Commission of 
r883-4 Government be an to withdraw from the rovision of 
e uca wna facilities. and to encourage District Boar s or 
pnvate organisations to take up the work, with the support 
of Government grants. The immediate result was an ex
traordinarily rapid increase in the number of schools and 
colleges under purely Indian management, and a correspond
ingly rapid increase in the number of students. Hitherto 
the Indians who received a Western education had been a 
small proportion even of the traditionally literate castes, 
and they had obtained their training mainly from English
men, in small classes. Within twenty years.of the intro
duction of the new policy it had come about that a training 
in English high schools, and in colleges preparing for uni
versity degrees, had become the normal training for nearly 
all members of the traditionally literate castes ; and most 
of these thousands of new pupils were receiving their train
ing entirely from Indian teachers. When the twentieth 
century opened the educated classes of every part of India 
were linked together by the possession of a common lan
guage-English-and a common body of ideqs and as:pira
tiol).s conveyed through that language. 

t See ~bove, p. s6:z. 
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This was a remarkable and in many way~ d.fl inspiring 
development. But it had its dangers. The new schools 
and colleges were for the most part unendowed and very 
poor,y equipped; they could not aff9rd to pay for compe
tent teachers, except wh~n (as sometimes happened) the 
teachers were inspired by pure zeal for their work ; nor 
could they provide adequate facilities in the way of libraries 
or laboratories for an efficient and critical training. For the 
most part they confined themselves to coaching theirpupilsfor 
the examinations conducted by the Universities, which were 
purely examining boards. And the thousands of graduates 
whom they turned out found it increasingly difficult to obtain 
appointments suitable to the training they had undergone, 
especially as this training was for the most part purely 
literary in character, and d'id not help those who received 
it to offer the multiform practical services of which their 
country stood in need. An immense new class was thus 
being created, which was full of ideas drawn from Western 
sources, and many member~ o.f which had good grounds' 
for discontent. In yet another way the results of the new 
departure were disappointing. Ripon and his adviser~ had 
hoped that the new District Boards would use the powers • 
vested iri them to develop a system of elementary education 
for the . masses of the people. They did not do- so ; for 
though they showed zeal for education, it was mainly for 

, the kind of education wanted by the literate castes, to 
which the members of the District Boards themselves 
mostly belonged. The amazing expansion of the number 
of Western-educated Indians, mainly Hindus of. the old 
dominant castes, which took place during the twenty years 
following Ripon's viceroyalty, was one of the most significant 
things which hhd happened in the modem history of India; 
for the existence of this large, influential and vocal' class 
constituted a factor in Indian politics which henceforth 
could not be disregarded. 

The fourth impoitant.mea.Sure of Ripon's Government to 
· w~ich ~~ii;.;~d. he1;e .ref~r ~~~fti-:"'attetfipfJ§.]filf6'J,change 
in~ the administration .oLjust~ce ,v..:hi\h ~a,:,<?,US~,d~a.storm .of 
controversy and led to a very grave e,mbttterment of rac1al 
feeling. Europeans in India had possessed the right of 
being tried only by British magistrates. In r883 a bill 
(known as the Ilbert Bill) was introduced in the Legislative 
Council wh1ch proposed to put an end to this privilege, 
and to.place·lndian.,magistrates in all respects dn a level 
with Jheir British · collea,gue5.":~·· Th·e "outcry am onr; E uropea:n 

... 
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traders and planters was so loud that these provisions had 
to be withdrawn. But the withdrawal aroused the most 
intense and bitter feeling among Indians; it seemed to 
them to be a proclamation of their own inferiority in •their 
own country~ And the effects of this controversy lasted 
long after~ actual storm had died down. 

j § 3· The Birth oj_In!-i.!!_n J'!at~onalism. 
All these events combined to stir into activity the national 

self-consciousness of the Indian educated classes ; for now 
that India had been politically unified under British rule, 
and now that they themselves possessed a common medium 
of communication and a common body of ideas derived from 
the schools of Western learning, it was possible for educated 
Indians to feel a sense of unity which had never before been 
possible in divided India; possible, also, for them to aspire 
after the institutions of political liberty, in which Britain 
had taught them to believe. In r885 these sentiments led 
to the summons of the first meeting of what came to be 
known. as the Indian National Congress ; and year after 
year thereafter Congresses met in one or another of the 
chief Indian cities, to make speeches and pass resolutions 
claiming political privileges like those enjoyed by the self
governing colonies. Throughout this period the Congress 
proclaimed its gratitude and loyalty to the British power, 
while demanding the liberties which Britain had fostered 
in other countries : ' n_e~ li~ht h~J~t;:n J?Q~resi 911 us ' 
said Dadabhai Naorqji, thel-esident of the secoJ:l,d Con
gress, ' teaching us the new lesson that king§. ar~ ;made for 
the people, not peoples for their kings; and this lesson we 
have learned amid the darkness of Asiatic despotism only 
by the light of free English civilisation.' The Congress was 
not, and could not be, an elected representative body ; it 
consisted mainly of delegates sent by various societies, and 
all comers were welcomed. Mqreove.r it was .a purely 
Hindu body : the Mohamm~dans. stOP<l aloof from it. But 
its proceedings marked a very important stage in the political 
development of India. 

Alongside of the National Congresses, which concerned 
themselves solely with polit~cs, there w~ a ~e~$_s ot~ilJi.~mal 
Social Conferences, whose .rum was to weaken or destroy the 
social evils which arose from the rigidity of the Hindu caste 
system. In face of the profound inequalities prescribed by 
caste-in face of the existence of so,ooo,ooo Indians who 
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were branded as' untouchable' -there were many reformers 
who felt that the propagation of democratic ideas was 
difficult : ' you cannot be fit to exercise political rights,' 
said-one of the greatest arriong them, Mr. Justice Ranade, 
'unless your social system is based on reason and justice.' 
But the social conferences led to no definite result, and had 
little influence ; because it was felt that the raising of these 
questions might weaken the political agitation by causing 

'divisions. The' untouchables' still remain untouchable. 
T~,_<;;o!l$~~ .. mo.Y-~n t w-~-~~,.ll.~,-~Y,~.!Y" ~~m...L1.~as, 

aml.~_:gn~ii.,~t .. uUl§§.Y£1-llm~~~~.J.>~~~Y~.t~.m..l!!~O 
l!J.Clia.:-But~.QP_:_it;; .• Q,;;~Jig.naF~tjlg~ri($Y~l;r.ength also 
fromvarious Hindu religious movements which, far from 
preac~teriii'Cleas;"insis!ecr·rrrat:"'lrrdrav.ras··inHerenlly 
superior to the West. Thus a great Bengali prophet, 
Swami, ,V,ix~k;!H!.c:g;da." ,..,vyJ~:,<?,,sli<t.2-ill.J,9z; '-..,.~~!}.t.,!b~.t .'. the 
W_2.fld~must~be~cong~1L<:£t .. ~Y; .. !n.9.,~~' o~ ll_er sP.mtual~~e; 
and the behef m Indian spmtual supeneFI-ty''-be~ almost 
an axiom among Indian patriots.· Thus, again, a prophet 
of Gujerat, ))!'!Ya.D.9Jl.d..,.,_Sa:t:9,§}Y;,CJ,tL"""'i9Jll!Sl¥2~&'Y~rful 
sect, known. as the A::xa Samaj, to preach thenecessity'of 
aTe'fi.'iffitO"tilepr!illlfive""W'isabm""'<if"'Xnciei'fMD""dTa.-tne 
Arya Samaj, which had nearly roo,ooo adherents. in rgoo, 
taught that primitive India had known all and more than 
all that the. West now knew ; and it became, especially in 
the North-West, a powerful preacher of national pride and 
sometimes of racial antipathy. 

Thus the Westernising political and social movement was 
accompanied by a strong current of aT,~ti-Western feeling; 
and though they were inherently incompatible, 'these two 
streams of thought combined to produce, among a part of 
the educated class, ·a formidable ferment of nationalist 

.sentiment. It was the anti::Western note which predomi
nated in popular propaganda. A large section of the Indian 
press devoted itself to plangent assertions that British rule 
had done nothing but harm to India ; that it was responsible 
for the poverty of the peasa:ri.fry, for the recurrent famines, 
for the dread visitation of plague ; that it was draining 
Irtdia of all her wealth, which was being exhau~ted on the 
salaries of British officials (only sooo in number), and on the 
interest on British capital invested in India (which had 
equipped the country with its railway system, and many 
other sources of wealth). These· doctrines were nowhere 
more vigorously preached ~han in the Mahratta country, 
where an~.~!;..,Brahmin,, B. G. ~ilak, .!au~~iJ~lM~t'J,"S of 
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his newspaper to turn back to the glorious deeds of the 
warlike Sivaji, the founder of the Mahratta Empire. 
Sivaji had murdered a Moslem general, a foreign ruler, at 
a conference : his deed was glorified, and the moral- was 
drawn from it. 

Under the influence of such teaching, unrest was becom
ing more and more serious in some parts of India during 
the 'nineties : and in r8g6 a shortage of rain and an outburst 
of bubonic plague in Bombay came to intensify the unrest. 
In that year two young Brahmins at Poona murdered two 
British officials who were engaged in trying to quell the 
plague. A beginning had thus been made of resort to the 
argument of assassination. 

§ 4· The Eve of Great Changes. 

As yet it was but a negligible minority of the educated 
class which had adopted this attitude of bitter opposition 
to British rule ; and the educated class as a whole formed 
less than one per cent. of the vast population of India. The 
political demands of the Congress, the preachings of Daya
nand, the ravings of Tilak, seemed to be no more than a 
local ruffling of the surface-waters of a profound ocean. 
But the ferment was natural, and in many of its mani
festations healthy. It was the inevitable consequence of 
the introduction of the new wine of the West into the old 
wine-skins of the East. And it was bound to grow, be
cause the classes among which it had begun, though not 
numerous, wielded an immense influence. They held the 
ancient priestly leadership of the sacred Brahmin caste ; 
and to this they added the control of all the newspapers, 
and of all the schools, and they included the whole legal 
profession. There were deep differences among them as to 
the extent to which change should go, and the forms which 
it should take. Few of them realised that the democratic 
idea was irreconcilably hostile to the fundamental tenets 
of Hinduism, and to the social order which Hinduism 
maintained. There could be no deeper difference than that 
which separated those who ultimately wished to repudiate 
and discard Western influences, and those who wished to 
reshape India in accord with Western ideas. But these 
differences were obscured so long as all could combine in 
criticism of the existing system of government. 

Government was not blind to the significance of these 
movements or to their dangers. It did not believe that 
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in the then condition of India any sudden introduction of 
the institutions of self-government was feasible. But ·it 
made some concessions. In r8 2 a re resentative element 
was~or the first time intro uce mto t e legislative councils. 
But this gave no satisfaction, because the elec(ed repre
sentatives were outnumbered by ·official nominees ; the real 
and effective control of Indian affairs still rested with the 
British administrators. 

And, on the whole, the system of government still worked 
smoothly and well. In some ways it reached its apogee in 
the viceroyalty of Lord Curzon (1899-1905), when the 
splendour and pride of empire found a more grandiose 
expression than at any earlier time. The superb Durbar 
of 1903, held for the purpose of proclaiming the a,ccession 
of Edward VII. to the imperial throne of India, outdid in 

·magnificence anything that even India had ever seen; and 
to those who witnessed these splendours, a:p.d the display 
of loyalty by which they were accompanied, the Congress 
agitation and the ineffectual venom of the vernacular press 
must have seemed wholly negligible. Nor did Lord Curzon 
confine h~mself to the display of splendour and power. We 
have seen how a great military•reorganisation and a recon
struction of frontier policy were effected under his regime. 
At the same time every department of administration was 
revised and overhauled, and the system attained a degree of 
efficiency unknown since Dalhousie's time. Moreover Lord 
Curzon undertook a new f1mction hitherto strangely ne-· 
glected: he devoted money, thought and energy to repair 
ing and tending the monuments of Indian history; and the 
tombs and palaces of the Mogul Emperors, the buried relics 
of the great Asoka at Sarnath. the remains of the great 
artistic achievements of the Buddhist period, were· tended 
with a reverence never known before.· 

But there were two of the activities .of this vigorous vice
royalty which aroused a bitter controversy that showed 
the strength of the Indian nationalist movement. Lord 
Curzon tried to reform the Universities (1903-4). They 
desperately needed reform. But If was unfortunate that 
the reform should have taken the shape of a tightened con
trol by Government; for this was the sphere in which the 
educated classes were most deeply interested. Again, purely 
with a view to increased efficiency of administration, Lord 
Curzon divided the immense province of Bengal in to two. 

· The partition of Bengal, as it was called, was held by many 
Bengalis to be a violation of Bengali national sentiment . .. 
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Bengal, the province in which Western education had been 
carried furthest, and in which the abuses of the University 
system were at their worst. became the centre of a violent 
agitation which burst into flame immediately after Lord 
Curzon's departure from India, and gave the keynote of the 
period of strain which was to follow. 

[V. A. Smith, Oxford History of India; Lovett, Indian Nationalist 
Movement; Lyall, Life of Dufferin; Scott, Burma; R. C. Dutt, 
India in the Victorian Age; Lovat Fraser, India under Curzon; 
Ilbert, Government of India; Holdich, The Indian Borderland, I88o
I900; Cotton, New India.] 
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§ I. The Sources of the Imperialist Movement. 

IT is very evident that during the lastquarte.r of the nine
teenth century the character of the reigning political ideals 
by which men's minds were influenced was widergoing a 
rapid change, not only in Europe but in B;itain and through
out the British Commonwealth. The· aspirations after 
n~tionaUnd~pend,fnce and pop~larself-govemment, which 
had been the chief driving forces of the earlier part of the 
century, though not less powerful than before, were falling 
into the background, because in most cases they had largely 
been satisfied. The~r. .. E!~.c:e, as the dominant motives of · 
political action, was-being taken by different ideals, by the 

f pride of empire on-tlie"~()ii(tfiand, 'iuicf"oil"'the "other-oy"a 
f; de~ite toJisf.tli~ ,power of the St~~j<:Jr the purpose-of 
'; ~£yiiy~ .!?lltJa:ge _scJte:IUes pj sgc~al,_~-~C:Q!J:StLl!C:.tJ9n: These 
. new ideals were not incompatible with one another, any more 

than the nationalism and the liberalism of the earlier part 
of ,the century had been. Both influenced the thought of 
ail political parties in all countries, in a greater or less 
degree. Both could inspire a genuine idealist .fervour; 
both, in their more vulgar forms, were liable to be deba..c:;ed 
into a gross materialism. 

In the British lands the imperialist temper of the time 
showed itself in two forms. It led to the complete aban
donment of that unwillingness to assume new imperial re
sponsibilities which had been so strongly marked during 
the 1 previous period, and to the rapid annexation of vast 
territories in Africa, the Pacific, and the Far East which we 
have noted in an earlier c::hapter.1 There was much that 
was repellent in the eagerness to acquire territory for the 

·mere sake of acquiring -it: tlie delig.!,!t in 'painting the !na1~ 
red,~ which helped to stimulate the immense imperial .. -

1 Chap. ii. p. 62o, 

VOL. II. 
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activity of the time; and there was too exclusive a con
centration upon the profits that might be made out of 
colonial possessions. Alongside of these motives others 
were at work, a desire to keep existing markets open, -a real 
sense of the obligation of carrying civilisation to the back-'' 
ward peoples, which Kipling called 'the White Man's bur-' 
den,' and a still powerful sentiment, inspired by the miS: 
sionaries, that the primitive i"avage oug1it to be protected 
in his rights and led gently into a better way of life. But 
the grosser motives on the whole predominated; and for 
that reason many felt that there was hypocrisy in the em
phasis laid by poets and politicians upon the more exalted 
motives, and swtmg back into an indignant repudiation of 
imperialism and all its ways. 

But alongside of the imperialism of acquisition, which 
naturally bulked large in the era of partition, there was 
another imperialism, the imperialism of unification. With 
a sort of shock of delight the men of this generation redis
covered the British Empire. They began to take pride in 
the marvellous achievement which had brought one quarter 
of the population of the earth into a single fellowship of 
peace. They saw themselves as citizens of something far 
wider than a little nation-State, concentrated exclusively 
upon the pursuit of its own interests. They realised that 
they were bound by an infinite diversity of mutual obliga
tions to people of almost every race and creed and colour. 
They recaptured something of the ideal which had inspired 
the Radical Imperialists of the 'thirties, Durham, Moles
worth and Wakefield, the ideal of a partnership of free 
peoples united by the common enjoyment of the institutions 
of political liberty ; and, regarding no longer with com
placency but with dismay the idea of a dissolution of this 
august fellowship, they set themselves to give greater 
reality to the haphazard and accidental bonds by which 
alone it seemed to be held together. 

In truth the Commonwealth ideal had never died out, 
even in the period of self-complacency when it seemed to 
have been forgotten in high places. It had been strongest 
in the colonies, because they were conscious of their weak
ness : the tradition of the United Empire Loyalists never 
died in Canada; from Australia suggestions of imperial 
federation came as early as the 'fifties. Even in Britain, 

_· despite all appearances, the sense of imp~rial unity, as we 
''have already noted, 1 never vanished. But it was in the 

' Above, Bk. x. chap. iv. p. 514. 
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'eighties, when all the world was competing for colonial 
dominions, that the impe_ri_al idea began to take possession, 
np longer merely of a few enth:usias~, butof the national 
min& in 'Britain. Iii this change of outlook no small part 
was played by a little book, Seeley's Expansion of England 
(r88 a lucid and su estive review of the Ion -)rocess, 
extending over three centunes, w ere y t e ntis • mprre 
had been established. Disencumbered of detail, it brought 

. out in bold outline the" nature and significance of this 
astonishing achievement,; and it impressed upon its myriad 
readers the conviction that the growth of the Empire had 

~ f ~e:n th;ir~~t~JIE£r~~i~~tfuii~W6~?~~!~~11k!Q~~TI~£[1.w~~tl~~· 
~ih'thE¥steii)?~""t0~1trilaf£e';<cc>lip1~-cr'·ru~"'r;:;n;;e-tice'''·~-t'f~;-
Power in Histor r8 o , b an Amencan naval officer, 

aptain Mahan, w rc s e a new rg ton modern history 
. by brmgmg out the supreme importance of the part played 

by the British Navy in the rivalries ofthe European Powers, v 

and by exhibiting sea-power as the support of oversea 
dominion. A still more powerful literary force appeared 
with the publication of Rudyard lfiPUP.g's,§tO..r~~s ;tlldp<;?ems 
!E.. t_~~- ye~rs ... fo_llqFip.g.,r886 ; for Kipling had a power of 
appealing to ordinary men which no great literary crafts
man since Dickens had. equalled, and he drew his inspira
tion from the imaginative appeal of the British Empire. 

l !His v_i vi d. an. d .. viri·l· e tales and verses t}1:re,1Y .. t_!l~ _glamour .of 
fromance round. the~Qbscure deeds of soldrers.on the Indran 
'frontiers:. of administrators grappling with difficult tasks 
in loneliness, of bridge-builders and road-makers, of pioneers 
in strange places, of rough sailormen in tramp steamers. 
The reader of these glowing tales was made tci feel pridy 
in the work of hi~. race-fellows upon an infinite variety of 
manful tasks in many climes and in the service of all manner 

4-of men. 
~Jt .. The_politician. swere also-at.work. In r884 an Imperial 
I' !!'Federation Societv was founded; it had for its first Presi
, \dents the Ractrcaf Forster and the Lrberal Lord Rosebery. 

The tradition of the old Radical Impenabs~ was reviving, 
and henceforth there was always a powerful imperialist 
element among the Liberals. though. the Liberal party as 
a whole was less sympathetic to these ipea,s than its rival, 
and for some years (18g8-rgo6) there was~a.definite cleavage 
in the party on this issue. 

Formal schemes of imperial federation, indeed, made no 
headway. But the sentiment which inspired th~m found 
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other modes oft expression. fn r88z Oueen Victoria cele
brated the jubilee of her accession to the throne; and this 
was made the occasiOn of a pageant of empire such as had 
never been seen in the world before, not even in the gmatest 
days of Rome. The amazing procession of princes and 
fighting-men, drawn from every part of the world, which 

./ passed through the streets of London, brought home to the 
popular imagination, as nothing else could have done, the 
pride and pomp of empire. The Crown, as the symbol of 
the long history of the British peoples, and as the sole formal 
link which bound them all together, was the natural centre 
of this demonstration ; and a succession of stately royal 
ceremonials drove home the impression created by the 
pageant of r887: the Diamond ubilee of r8 , the funeral 
of Queen Victoria in rgor, the Coronation of ing Edward 
vrr. in 1902, the magnificent Durbar in which the King's 
succession to ,the imperial throne of India was proclaimed 
in 1903, the tours of the Prince of Wales in various parts 
of the empire, all contributed to impress the popular imagina
tion with a sense of the magnitude and variety of the amaz
ing f(oric of power which had been built up during three 
centuries by the peoples of the islands. 

Moreover these celebrations were used as occasions for 
conference between the leading statesmen of Britain and 
those ·of the self-governing dominions; and there was also 
a conference of colonial ministers at Ottawa in r8 . These 

olonial Conferences r88 r8 I oz had of coUfSe: 
neither legis ahve nor executive power. But they were 
the first occasions on which the statesmen of the empire 
took counsel together; they helped mutual understanding; 
they caused all the members of the Commonwealth to think 
of it as a single whole. The colonies b\gan to advocate a 
system of imperial preference. Some of them, notably 
Australia and South Africa, began to make voluntary con
tributions to the upkeep of the navy, the whole burden of 
which had hitherto fallen upon the mother-country. In
creased attention began to be paid to inter-imperial com-

(} munications, whether by cable or hy steamship routes . 
.... •• The leading statesmen of the great colonies became 

familiar figures in Britain, and the names and persons of 
Laurier, Seddon and Reid were better known than those 
of many British ministers. But the outstanding and typical 
figure of the trme was Cecil Rhodes, whose whole public 
career, from his election to the Cape Parliament in r88o 
to his death in rgoa, fell within the period under review. 
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This. millionaire. idealist,_this .c;ombination ... of ..,visionary, 
company-promoter.and chauv.ini:;t,.who used gjg~l}.t~c .com
mercial undertakings as instruments for the extension of 
empire, who conceived such grandiose projects as Jhe .. pro
posed railway from the Cape to Cairo, and whose whole. life 
and strength were given to. the ideal he had conceived, with 
a devotion as simple and unreserved as that of any saint or 
missionary, was the very embodiment of the reigning idea 
of his time. We shall have to deal elsewhere 1 with his work 
in South Africa, and its.momentous consequences; here we 
are concerned with him only as the st<.tt~;2,aq:J.-:bear.er:., of~3}~1 .r 1 

~xq.;;:· .. At the age qf ninetee.n,.dur~n~l~g''Y6lili1~y~over' 
the"veld, he had undergone an experience almost like that · 
of religious conversion ; he had become convinced that the 
best hope of peace and justice for the world lay in its being 
brought under the leadership. of the English-speaking . 
peoples, and he solemnly vowed himself to the service of 
this astonishing aim, from which he never swerved. It 

·was not of mere world-dominion that he dreamt. He in
, sisted u on com leUnocaT"fi'e'eClorrt'irr.;,his.,own col6ii""'of 
s§1r:A1ti~a:···;--'1lf'Eefl~v~cr'tfiar'tflt~T;~~g ih ·~£ i:h:~ ·· :B~Iti~h 
. system lay in its combjnp.tion of freedom With unity~ and 
. for this reason he Su13scri13ed'largely l'i'J"'tne1uiias anne Irish 
Nationalist party,holding that the concession of a generous 
measure of Home Rule was in accord with the true imperial 
tradition, and would· strengthen instead of weakening the 
Empire. The ideal which inspired him was that of a world
.gi~5mng r,a~t§?S~ip gt fre,~flo.:n1 :and.p~a,ce, in ~h~ch"'lie lioped 
that Amenca and Germany rmght become w1llmg partners 
with the British Commonwealth; but the means whereby 
he pursued this aim were not always scrupulous. He had 
at the same time a real sympathy with the native peoples, 
as he showed both in Cape Colony and in Matabelel.and ; 
but he held that it was essential for their own welfare that 
they should be brought under European, and preferably 
under British, c.ontrol : he w9nted all Afrjca to hEJ British 
It was to find the mear;ts for. ach1ey!gg,,Jhese 1 ends th,a t he 
built ~p his ~olossal fortune, for;):1~. ,~~ himsel~ a. m~n of 
very srmple tastes ; an..,d~Jt$Q...J?.£4~~9,rJ1!':\Va,s.,-fo:und ·.th,at he 
had left the bulk of his fortune to turn h" rd 
;which he re arde as the ver hearth and altar o! the 
, n lis s 1nt mto a cen re or the trairiin in comradeshi 
o t e best men from all the Dominions,·from)America, and 

0 ., \ 

from Germany. There was nothmg mean or cowardly. 
Below, Chap. viii. p. 712 fl. 
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about Cecil Rhodes: he served the cause to which he gave 
his allegiance with the self-abandonment, and also with the 
Adaptability of method, of a Jesuit missioner. 

• 
§ z. Imperialism in Action. 

The date at which the imperial idea became the dominant 
factor in British policy is very clearly fixed : it was the 
moment when, after the defeat of the first Home Rule Bill 
in r886, Gladstone's ministry gave way to a Conservative 
ministry under Salisbury. The defeat of Home Rule was 
itself, in part, an expression of imperialism : one of the 
grounds on which Home Rule was most strongly denounced 
was that it would involve 'the disruption of the Empire.' 
The Salisbury Government entered vigorously into the 

·scramble for Africa, and secured for Britain territories far 
more valuable than those obtained by any other Power; it 
arranged the imperial pageant of r887, and summoned the 
first Colonial Conference ; it laid the foundations of the 
modern British navy by the Naval Defence Act of r88g, 
which was based upon the standard that the navy must be 
superior to those of any two other Powers. 

The Liberal ministry of r8gz-r895 followed in the foot
steps of its predecessor; for Lord Rosebery, who was at 
first Foreign Secretary and then Prime Minister, was as 
keen an imperialist as Lord Salisbury. But the Liberals 
were divided on these que_stions; and the division was one 
of the causes which weakened them. It was because he 
disapproved of the large programme of naval construction 
adopted by his colleagues in 1894 that Gladstone retired 
from the premiership; and the cleavage between imperialists 
and anti-imperialists broke the Liberal party in twain during 
the following years. 

But the high tide of imperialism came with the formation 
of the administration of r8g5, in which the Liberal Unionists 
joined forces with the Conservatives. This ministry re
conquered the Sudan, drove France out of Fashoda, sent 
Lord Curzon to India to define a new frontier policy, held 

·the great pageants of r897, rgor and 1902, fought the South 
African War, and swept the counhy in what came to be 
known as the 'khaki election' of rgoo. The South African 
War was, indeed, the culmination of the imperialist era. 
We shall discuss it elsewhere, in relation with the history of 
South Africa. 1 But it was far more than a South African 

' Below, Chap. vi.i. p. 714 fi. 
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event. It demonstrated the reality of imperial unity, by 
bringing volunteer forces from all the great Dominions to 
fight in a c:;ominon cause ; and for the first. time in history 
the .spectacle was offered of men gathered from every 
continent, from Europe, Africa, Asia, Americ.a, Australasia, 
in the conviction .that they must stand or fall together. 
This impressive demonstration-all the more impressive 
because the sentiment of the civilised world was almost 
unanimously hostile-had a lasting effect ; it was the first 
common effort of the whole Commonwealth, and it was nof _ 
to be the la..'>t. But if in this sense the South African War 
marked the apogee of the imperialist movement, it also' 
brought about a reaction. It had a sobering as well .. as a 
stimulating effect; therewere·manywho, rightly or wrongly; 
felt nothing but shame at the crushing of the Boer republics, 
and learrit to think of Empire as a sort of Juggernaut to 
which.cruel sacrifices had to be made; the humiliations and 
the long delays of the war damped down the exultant and 
flamboyant temper of the 'nineties; and, like men becoming 
sober after a carouse, many Englishmen began to be ashamed 

·of the rather blatant chauvinism of that period. · · 
_ The dominant figure in British politics during these years 
of high imperialism' was Joseph Chamberlain, the stoimy 
Radical of r885. Even in his Radical days he had always 
been an imperialist; though he vigorously supported the 
Gladstonian policy in the Transva:al and the Sudan, he was, 
according to John Bright, 'the only Jingo' in the cabinet 
of r88o. He did not forget his early zeal for social reforms, 
and the reforming measures or promises of the Salisbury 
Government owed· a good deal to his. influence ; but now 
his social enthusiasm was merged in, and dwarfed by, the 
imperialist ard?ur of which he became the spokesman.. He 
came to believe that not only freedom and power, but 
economic welfare and social health, depended upon the 
pursuit of an imperial rather than a national policy. 

In 1895 Chamberlain could have had almost any office 
he chose, for he was now recognised as the most forceful 
personality in British politics. He chose the Colonial ~ 
Secretaryship, hitherto regarded as a post of secondary· 
importance; and the very fact that the most commanding 
figure in the ministry was the spokesman of 1the colonies 
implied· a vital change in the attitude of Government 
toward .imperial problems. It is not possible to name any 
specific legislative o'\- adrnjnistrative act of Chamberlain's 
period of office which could be described as initiating.~ new 
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departure in policy ; yet his tenure of the Colonial Office 
did genuinely mark a turning-point in the relations between 
the mother-country and the daughter-nations. The tone 
of his despatches and speeches, the spirit in which he .wel
comed proposals from the colonies, his persistence in keeping 
imperial problems in the foreground, his emphasis upon the 
necessity of 'thinking imperially,' on the one hand kept 
the mind of the British people awake to the fact that they 
were not an isolated nation, but one member in a great 
partnership of nations ; while on the other hand these 
things dispelled the belief, hitherto widespread in the 
~olonies, that Britain was indifferent to their welfare. The 
conviction grew that New Zealand and J ~maira were just 
as intimately members of the British Commonwealth as 
Devon and Lothian;, and this conviction had a great deal 
to do with the zealous loyalty of the Dominions during the 
South African War, when the sentiment of the civilised 
world was almost unanimously hostile to the British cause. 

When the ordeal of war came to an end, Chamberlain was 
eager to find some means of consolidating and strengthening 
the imperial unity which common effort had fostered. ·With 
the .example of Germany in his mind, he conceived the idea 
of an imperial Zollverein, like thatwhich had given to Prussia 
her first hold over the other North German States. In 
effect he was returning, though in a riew form, to the old 
idea of basing imperial unity upon a system of trade rela
tions, which Britain had pursued from 166o to 1782. The 
first step towards a Zollverein would be a system of imperial 
preference. Already several of the Dominions had made 
suggestions which pointed in this direction. In 1887 Cape 
Colony had proposed that a duty of 2 per cent. should be 
levied upon foreign imports into every part of the Empire, 
the proceeds to go towards the upkeep of the navy. In 
1897 Canada had given a substantial preference on im
ports from Britain or other Dominions, and Cape Colony, 
Australia and New Zealand later granted similar preferences. 
But Britain could make no response without abandoning 
her free-trade methods. Chamberlain resolved that she 
must be persuaded to do so. In 1903 he resigned from the 
ministry in order to devote himself to the advocacy of this 
cause ; and for several years a fierce controversy on ' tariff 
reform' engrossed the attention of the British electorate. 
As Chamberlain himself frankly ackn~wledged, no prefer
ential tariff would be of much use to the Dominions unless 
it included duties on food-stuffs, which formed the staple 
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Dominion exports to Britain. Even if the country had been 
ready to abandon the system of Free Trade, the proposal 
to tax food would have ensured the failure of the scheme, 
esp~ially at a time when, as in the years following the war, 

·trade was bad; .and the chief result of Chamberlain's great 
campaign was to give to the Liberals an unprecedented 
majority in the election of rgo6. . , 
· That election marked, indeed, the end of the period· of 

exultant imperialism. Some results of the imperialist 
period were lasting; the Briti~h people had acquired a new 
conception of what empire might mean, and had realised 
more clearly than ever before the significance and the value 
of a partnership of free and kindred peoples. But the more 

, 'gry,~1-di_ose and flamboyant ambitions of the previous decade 
, 'had lost their attractiveness. In the•light of the humilia

'tions of the war, the _incompetence which it revealed, and 
the difficulty of the problems which it left for solution, the 
confidence of a Kipling or a Rhodes in the inherent capacity 
of the British people to rule the world seemed a little absurd. 
Moreover other interests and ideals were demanding atten
tion. Large claims of social reconstruction had been getting 
a progressively clearer expression throughout the imperialist 
period; from rgo6 onwards they exacted t)J.e first place in. 
thr thoughts not only -of Britain but of all the British lands. 

§ 3· The Growing Demand for Social Change. 
~~~.w~;~~.li-·;~..!,t 

I Throughout the imperialist period, and in every civilised 
1country, there was 'a continuous and persistent agitation for 
large measures of social reconstruction, and a'long series of 
experiments in social legislation. ;Everywhere democracy 
had been estaolished, in form if nof in fact ; everywhere .., 
Qie+.~emocracy had obtained, through popular education, 
access to the keys of_ knowledge; and the educated demo
cracies were not content to be used as mere tools in the 
process of wealth-making for the benefit of the few, but 
were begi:t:ning to demand that the power of the democratic 
~tate should be used to bring ab_out a more ectl!.•~} ... ~i~1~~Rll~ 
tlon ,2!:..~~.2!tb, and to secure for all men a f.YJl~rN~llJ.2Ym~nt 
6f"tlle_ gq_o<;l ~hings of life. · 
"It was in 'th':is~''p~f1od~'"'·as we shall see, 1 that the remote 

and comparatively isolated communities of New Zealand 
and Australia took t~e lead of the rest of the world in a 
remarkable series of s~cial experiments. In this period also 

1 Below, Chap. vii. pp. 696 and 700. 
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Bismarck was so much alarmed by the progress of the Social 
Democrats in Germany that he devoted all his strength to 
combating them, first by means of repressive measures 
(1878), and then by endeavouring to outbid the poPJllar 
Socialists by means of a bold policy of State Socialism, 
which included schemes of State insurartce against sickness 
(1883), accidents (1884), and old age (18gr). Yet the German 
Social Democrats, who took the doctrir1es of Marx as thei1 
creed, progressed with astonishing rapidity; the votes which 
they cast in Reichstag elections rose from 400,000 in 1878 
to 3,ooo,ooo in 1903. Germany had, in fact, become the 
centre of the So<iialist movement, just because, owing to 
Government opp6sition, the Socialist party was better 
organised in Germany than elsewhere. But the movement 
was almost equally active among the manufacturing popula
tions in every other advanced European State; and the 
Socialist demand-the demand that the power of the State 
should be unflinchingly used to bring about an economic 
readjustment among its members-had everywhere become, 
by the end of the century, the most living problem of 
domestic politics. 

,., This was quite as true of Britain as of any other State. ,., 
" 'We are Stll,.S.9ciali,st.$.nQw.~: ... ~a.i4~Harcourt in I '1888; and Harcourt was a Gtaa~tortian- Liberal, as little --~ 

in sympathy ·with the more advanced social movements of 
his time as with its imperialist temper. He did not mean, 
of course, that Socialism was generally accepted in the narrow 
sense in which it advocates State ownership of all the 
means of production. He meant that the old doctrinaire 
objection to any State intervention in economic questions 
was dead; and in face of the long series of Factory Acts 
and Workmen's Compensation Acts; in face of the Poor 
Law and the Education Acts: in face of all the drastic 
Irish Land Acts which the Liberals themselves had passed; 
in face of the infinitely varied activities of municipal bodies 
in all parts of Britain, which were, at the cost of the rate
payers, placing within the reach of every man facilities in 
some respects greater than rich men could command two 
generations earlier, the statement was justified in the sense 
in which he made it. In truth even the Liberals, despite 
their individualist traditions, were undergoiiig""-during this 
periOd- a ·p-rogressive change of attitude; many of them 
were learning that their trust in individual character and 
ability as the source of human progress. could not be justified 
by a mere removal of restrictions on individual effort, since 
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7~.h£atthm.utst havetthhe ef}~,S~ .. 15o~~}.e~~~~gt~-~he_.w1.aeatkh att (tt~e .• ~~t~hcx T 'l 

l'..o .. ,~~~--~ rong; .• ey ~ere. _egmm!J-g o. o -.~ ·L: ~ .:U:~~- e/· ' 
~~e of_t~~ _!1beral phl~Os~phe_r, T. H. Gr~_ep.) ( u._I~S_J:he4'~/ 

aousmess of the .State to mamtam the condihoris Without/ 
~ rwliith~ a £r~e exercise of the numan £a~l.lltieTIS impqssible · ;" 
i ~<!the implications of t~is judg:IT!ent may be f_!l.r-!:_~c1,ling. 

Tlie humanitarian spirit, still actively at work, but becom-
ing more sensitive, was no longer content with mere charity ; 
it demanded fellowship and mutual coin;prehension between 
tbemore and the less fortunate members of society. This /. 

A't.em·p· er.folind expression ~~rU~~~~83 . ..!1J.~.Qxfo!d s~holar;l ..v' 
r '\~mold Toynbee, took up li1s abode m th~ ¢5t end of London!, .11") 

~tlie h-o~~ of s!_l;~yip.g th~ s_<)Cial probleln; _not~s.!.!Eoo_:.!:'t )/~ y 
ot statistician, but w1tl1 the knowledg~ of fnendsh1p. From . 
this beginning sprang the University Settlementmovement,z;~ 
;itli' the foundation of Toynbee.Hall in r885 ; its results / 

rt""~ave been great, though not measurable. Sympathetic ' 
( so. cial inqu·. ir.ies .began to be undertaken, of the kind of which. · r 1 

· ~~J3~~ • .Jnf!PUmental Life and J-a:.bo_ur of the People ~;,... 
1 -~11: .onaon (r889-1913) _wastpe greatest exafl1.ple. In all this~ 

\vm-1t-therewas an implicit assumption that destitution and· ~t", 
degradation were preventible maladies, which ought not to 'h 
be regarded with self-complacent pity, or dealt with by a 
condescending and unavailing charity; maladies of the 
social order, which affected all classes, and which must be 

. h~~iled by communal action, based upon scientific study. 
And alongside of these intellectual and humanitarian· 1,

1

. 
activities there· was a religiou('i:c::vival which powerfully i"'i 

tend~d in the same direction. 1~7.§.._.\Y,niianiBooth gave 
a military organisation, and the name of the Salvation Army, 
'to a Christian mission which he ~g'f<tfOr"'-4,:.. 
scimi_y:ears. Booth had a genius for inspiration and organi- .
sation comparable with that of John Wesley; an·d although 
the sensational methods which he employed were regarded 
with disdain by the cultivated, they had an astonishing 
success among unlettered and degraded' men ·and women, 
many of whom were inspired to miracles of self-devotion. 
Iri i8go J?ooth added a social side to his wide-ranging work, 
and the book, In Darkest England, in which he.demonstrated 
the need and defined the methods of hl.s campaign for the 
rescue of tne 'suomerged tenth,' had 'a potent influence in 
destroying the self-complacency of the previous era, and in 
bringing home the conviction that there was something 
wrong with the social order which permitted the cruelties, 
the ugliness and the misery he, described. From r8go 
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onwards the Salvation Army was engaged in heroic and 
revealing labours among the most wretched elements of the 
people, the dregs and sediment of an industrial society; and 
its labours were extended, to almost every part of the w~rld. 

The Unionist Governments of r886 and r895 were not 
unsympathetic to the demand for social reform, which was 
thus growing in strength. Social reform as a substitute for 
political change was in the Disraelian tradition; the young 
Tory Democrats who found, for a time, a leader in Lord 
Randolph Churchill, were ready to go far in undefined 
directions; and Chamberlain had not lost the zeal for 
Radical reforms which had led him to enunciate the 'un
authorised programme' of r885. The Government of r886 
introduced free education; it passed a new Factory Act 
which reduced the hours of labour for women and forbade 
the employment of children under the age of eleven; and 
it empowered the new County Councils, which it had set up 
in r888, to borrow money for the purpose of creating agri
cultural small holdings. This Act had very little effect ; 
but it was the first step towards the revival of a self-respect
ing peasantry in England. In the election of r8g5 Cham
berlain promised a system of old-age pensions : the promise 
was not fulfilled, the question being .referred to a series of 
commissions and committees, whose conflicting reports 
formed an excuse for inactivity. But, indeed, the ministry 
of r8g5 was too much engrossed in difficult problems of 
imperial and foreign policy to have much thought to spare 
for the problems of social reconstruction; and the only 
outcome of its zeal for this cause was a generous Workmen's 
Compensation Act (1897). After the 'khaki' election of 
rgoo, and the conclusion of the South African War in rgoz, 
there was greater opportunity for work of this kind, and two 
importan~ enactments were passed between rgoz and rgos. 
The first was the Education Act of rgoz, a measure of 
momentous importance, which for the first time created a 
coherent educational system in England; but its signifi
cance was obscured by the virulence of the opposition it 
aroused by its treatment of the religious problem.· The 
second was the Licensing Act of 1904, which dealt with a 
social problem repeatedly but unsuccessfully tackled by 
the Liberals since r87r. It had the effect of reducing very 
considerably the number of public-houses licensed· to sell 
alcohol; but in doing so it endowed the licensee, for the first 
time, with a legal right of property in his license, and this 
was the subiect of bitter controversv. 
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and unemployment was rife, the agitation became so vigor
ous that some of the leaders hoped theirevolution was at 
hand. They held excited demonstrations in Trafalgar 
Square ; and in 1887 John Burns and his aristocratic oom
rade Cunninghame Graham were arrested and imprisoned 
for addressing such a meeting after it had been forbidden 
by the police. 

Meanwhil~,:in 1883, another Socialist organisation, the 
·Fabian SQ~e~y~n-fmrn:ded in London. As its name 
~uggests,'" C ~as far indeed from desiring revolution; its 
~im was, by persistent and steady effort, and by the power 

\._. of organised knowledge, to permeate gradually the whole 
governmental system, and to bring the Socialist State into 
being quietly and by constitutional means. The Fabian 
Society was· always a small bpdy. It worked not by de
clamation and mass meetings, but by investigation and 
research, as the Benthamites had done; and its leading 
members (notably Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Webb) were able to 
influence both legislation and administration in a remark
able degree, because they were always armed with full and 
exact knowledge on· the subjects in which they were in
terested. Mr. and Mrs. Webb's Historv of Trade Unionism 
(to take a single example) put the whole Trade Union Move
ment in a new light, and deeply affected the policy of 
Governments in regard to it. While the Social Democrats 
were demonstrating in Trafalgar Square, the Fabians were 
permeating both political parties with their ideas, or with 
some of them. The leading Fabians were definitely Socialist 
in the sense that their ultimate aim was to bring industry 
under the direct control of the State. But they did not 
think of Capitalism as a fixed and static system that would 
or could be suddenly overthrown, but as something that 
was already changing, and could be gradually transformed 
by constitutional means. 

\., r In 1888 and 1889 a new element made itself felt. ;f.I-a4e 
IJ.i,Q.nj~!fl, hitherto successful only in the more highly 

~veloped industries which could demand substantial con-
\... ibutions from their _me~bers and offer the_m solid benefits, 
~ ddenly extended Its mfluence to the more depressed 

· · a~d unorganised industries. The match-girls and the 
gas-workers, previously unorganised, won great successes ' 
by means of strikes. And in r88g t4_e London Dock 
lab()urers, a group among whom effect!V~:'"6rgan1sation 
seemed tb·l:le'"impossible, because they were mostly casual 
and unskilled labourers, won a resounding victory in a great 
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S!J:"ike which lasted for some weeks. They'*won because 
tncir needs and sufferings appealed to public support, which 
showed itself in very large contributions to the strike-funds. 
B_ut they won also because they were led with immense 
~:re_and ability by John Burns and other ardent Socialist 

·-readers. 

1k--1:~?'I.~ornd2l~!1£1\.~4k.~~.11~ fatE~ftchin~e~~-. . ·n..,:,broug a ou a_ r~p__1~ans10n ~ Trade momsm 
. a~nifug 'tne'Iess~!!!l'Ieaand""~t~f!:n~d 

lrttlieffO-lmer'i'?egaroect-as-'liopeless. ·- u -· 'fli'e""'''iiwns m 
these trades could not exact large .subscriptions from their 
ll!e_!!lbers, and therefore could not depend upon their own 
strength like old and rich organisations such as the Am alga-. 
mat~d Society of Engin~ers; political act!on seemed to '1!. 
£:resent the only means. w.hereby they·_· could achieve their VI 
aiiii'Of''iinpr:oving their conditions of work. The NewJj 
Unionism would inevitably have been driven to adopt a ··• 
programme of political action-of relying on the State for 
betterment, and using their votes to compel the State to 
take the action they _desired~evenif their leaders had not 
been inspired bi the ideas of State Socialism. And mean
while, even in the older Unions, the younger men were 
beginning to revolt against the staid and conservative 
policy of their leaders, who held the view that Trade Unions 
should confine themselves to trade questions, and leave 
their members, as citizens, to support whatever party they 
preferred. . 

,¥· -~!1-. 1~92 ..• _ ... in·J_J?~~d._,....9·Y..~ •.. t. hi~ .. c~ .. g.!!}g~. }:!EL_o_ .D·..!.:g!:2,... up_ .. "~J'\:· ~-. J I!!_en,,.,mcl11AJ.ug_ ~.~ .• g~~~~.~lltrJs:,~.<:mtJ;i_lJs_!~t,.,{\el!.- -
)~ .. _founded~ yet _anot!):e:r .Socialist organisation, the 
~ ~~J?~~JlQ.lLJ;<>Ji~M~·~~- 'Y~ -~fi~~te~c;LP£~ 
n S,§.JJ!L~.-~~~L<l-~ut~ unh:Ke , llie Social "Democratic 
r-:Eederation, th~y . did )1Qt _a}p1 at a sudden revolution on 
· ¥"<:!c~xian line~. Nor did they· despise 'the Trade Unions. 
Their. aim was to create a distinct Labour party which 
~hould proceed l?Y political ~ction to capture the now 
~~~ti~_State.; an-d. tneir_ ... ~hie£; desire was to per5uad\ 
the Trade Unions to identify themselves with this party~ 
and .thus to use the whole p_ower~of organised labour for the :\. 
Rurpose of winning for their class, .. by constitutional means; \ '\ 
control ov_erthe machineryofgovernme!lt. The Indepenci~nt 
Labour Party, like the Social Democratic Federation, never 
had many members ; and their fir~t<electioneering ·experi
ments, in r895 and in rgoo, were verY. unsuccessful, though 
t.i!kJ~9,~e,;s!i~~~~~lil~~~l~s,isl.~~~~4~E.~~J!. 

' . 
\ 
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.'- the Honse of Commons by arriving in a cloth cap_· a a 
' scarlet tie, under the escort of a brass band. 

Butmeanwbile a great change- was coming over the Trade 
Unions ; the new unskilled Unions itad joined the Tpde 
Union Congress ; the younger men were graduallv getting 
the upper hand in the older Unions ; and the influence ot1 

the leaders of the Independent Labour Party was steadily 
exercised among them. Few of them were yet ready to 
commit themselves to a complete Socialist programme such 
as the' LLP: had adopted. But they were ~lowly coming 1 l 
to the view thaUndependent.polifical action. was desir.a,J?\e_. , ( 
Ii£.-~~0- .th_.Wrade Uni.£!L_.C.QJJ.gress passed a resolution in 1 

favour of s~~-Uilll..J!.D.d.~R22iriJ:E@"JL1'·a _QOUf~.?-epr.e~enta-
--' tion COUJJD,i}Jee. to E!;~w up ~.J?f£!F~rp_g1e 9f. ac,:tiQ!!· ~t 
I ___ :year"r:~:99~oour p_a,:rty_ carne mto eXIsten,s~ .. 
·:-" .. \ T~us, when th~ twentieth cen~ury opened, a new par:J:y, 
· jestmg on very different foundatiOns from the older parties, 

and drawing its resources from the contributions of myriads 
of workpeople, many of whom did not share its beliefs, had 
entered the political arena, and was ready to play its part 
in the next appeal to the electorate. The new departure 
was not taken without misgivings. There was opposition 
not only from the representatives of the older unionism, 
which had held that Trade Unions as such should take no 
part in politics, but even from some of the younger men. 
John Burns, who had been imprisoned for preaching revolu
tionary Socialism in Trafalgar Square in spite of police 
prohibitions, and who had led the Dock Labourers to their 
unexpected_victory, was the strongest critic of the new policy, 
precisely because it emphasised instead of undermining 
class distinctions. ~ I am getting tired,' he said, ' of work
ing-class boots, working-class trains, working-class houses 
and working-class ma,gazines. I believe ... we should 
not be prisoners to class prejudice, but should consider 

4 parties and politics apart from all class organisations.' 
But this sounded like a voice from the past; and !n 

'tlomestic,.politics, .. as_ welLas. in foreign relations, Britain 
<"'as visibly on thtl.e:v.e of grea,t changes whep the t'Yeniieth 
cen tory. OJ?.eued, 

[Low and Sanders, Political History of England, I8J7-I90I; Paul, 
History of Modern England (to r895); Gretton, Modern England; 
Whates, Third Salisbury Administration ; J eyes, Life of Chamberlain; 
Churchill iJLQ.f..I-.OJ:AJJ. •. Chur_.chill ; Williams, Cecil Rhodes ; Parkin, 
lm_ enal Federation; Egerton, Short History of British Colonial 
Policy; Beer, Hi_,stor_y of British $ocialism; S, and B. Webb, History 
of Trade Unionism.] / 
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, - CHAPTER VI1 

;/NATIONALITY AND SOCIAL PROBLEMS IN THE 
GREAT DOMINIONS 

(A.D. r88o-rgos) 

§ r. The Nationhood of the Dominions. ,. 

THE self-governing colonies had reached the stage of adol~ 
· escence during the third quarter of the nineteenth century; 

during its fourth quarter they came of age; and theyent~red 
on the testing time·of the twentieth century as free nations, 
full of pride in their nationhood. The consolidation of the 
national spirit in Canada, Australia and New Zealand is 
the main theme of this chapter; the troubled story of South 
Africa must have a chapter to itself. 

But the growth of the national spirit did not jnvolve 
ariy weakening of attachment to the 'mother-country, or of 
zeal for the ideal of imperial unity; only it was a unity of 
comradeship, not a unity of obedience, that was now pur
sued. ,The strength of the imperial sentiment was displayed 
not merely by participation in imperial celebrations like the 
jubilees, or in colonial conferences; not merely by o'ffers of 
trade preference and of contributions .to the upkeep of the 
Navy, the buckler and the pride of the whole Coi:nmor,l
\vealth ; it was shown in the sending of small contingents 
to the Sudanese war, and still more in the common efforts 
and sacrifices of the South African 'War, the first British 
war in which all the partner-nations took a share. All the· 
long generations in which the Empire seemed to be held 
together by the accepted authority of the mother-country 
had never seen any .common effort that could be compared 

·wit? this, in which. the daughter-nations took part not 
under any compulsion, but of their own free will. 

The mother-country, and the great Dominions themselves, 
now alike recognised that the Dominions had ceased to be 
dependent colonies, and had become free nations, ach 
proud· of its own distinctive character and modes of life: 
This was expressed by certain changes in nomenclature • 
made at the beginning of the new century, which had mot;e 
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than a verbal significance. The conference of 1902 was the 
last Colonial ference: 1ts successor in I o was de
nommate.fl~ tP~ Im....£ena on erence. T e wor co omes' 
was banished from tile official vocabulary, so far as .con
cerned the great Dominions, as no longer representing the 
facts. And when Kin Edward VII. came to the throne, 
his ti es un erwen a si nificant a teratwn. The 
Domimons beyond the eas ' were named, a ongs1 e o e 
United Kin dom and the Indian Em ire, as distmctive 
members o the great e ows 1p over w 11ch the successor 
of Alfred the Great and Robert Bruce was now called to 
preside. These may seem petty things, but they meant 
much: in a community so tenacious of ancient forms and 
usages as the British, such verbal changes are always the 
expression and recognition of profound changes of fact. 

Nor must it be forgotten that the generation during which 
the self-governing Dominions came of age was filled with the 
rivalries of Great Powers in every corner of the earth. 
Foreign policy was more complex and more dangerous than 
ever before : an unsolved difficulty in any part of the world 
might plunge the whole Commonwealth into war. Realis
ing this, the Dominions began to demand that they should 
be more fully consulted in the determination of foreign 
policy, especially on issues in which they were directly 
involved. The numerous vexed questions which had to be 
discussed with the United States were no longer decided by 
the British Foreign Office alone: Canada had her own 
representatives to serve with those of the mother-country. 
Australia and New Zealand insisted, with success, on making 
their voices heard in the determination of the problems of 
the Pacific. Cape Colony realised with a shock that negotia
tions in which she had no share had given her as an im
mediate neighbour the formidable military power of Ger
many. The necessity and the methods of participation by 
the Dominions in the direction of foreign policy had not 
yet become fully apparent when the twentieth century 
opened; but the problem was being raised. It was already 
plain, before this period ended, that the British Common
wealth was rapidly assuming a new form, for which nothing 
in history afforded either analogy or guidance. 

! 
§ 2. Canada: Mater£al Expans£on and Polit£cal 

·· · · Stability. 

One of the most remarkable features in the political 
history of Canada has been the extraordinary stability of 
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the Dominion Government, and the long life of its ministries ; 
and this in spite of the fact that no rigid party organisation 
has grown up comparable with that .of the United States, 
or even with that of modem Britain. Sir~ ohn Macdonald, 
at the head of the Conservative party, eld power from 
r8z8 till his dejlth in r8qr, and. tllc~~.~~~-~¢Xlt~~~~· .. th9ug~ 
weq.kened .by his, death, s.ucq:;eded.m.retammg·power until 
!~9§. Then Sir Wilfrid Laurier formed a Liberal ministr 
which eld o ce continuous! until I II, when a new 

onservative ministr was formed 11nder ir obert Borden, 
w 1c aste unb the en o t e rea ar. 

There is no parallel in any other country under parlia
mentary government, except New Zealand, to these long 

• ministries ; and the ministries in the provinces were, in 
many cases, equally long-lived. The explanation o·f this 
striking and distinctive feature of CaJ;J.adian politics casts 
much light upon political cond.itions in the Dominion. One 
reason is that the ·Canadians have been content with the 
two traditional parties, both of whic;h draw th~ir adherents 
from all classes and from all parts of the country, and there
fore equally represent the solidarity of .the nation. There 
was no strong Socialist movement in Canada, no attempt to 
form a class-party of Labour; and perhaps this was due to 
the fact that Canada had very little poverty, and very few 
huge fortunes. The strongest element in the Canadian 
people has always consisted of the class of small farmers 
working their own land; and even when manufacturing 
and mining industri~s became important, as they did during · 
this period, although there were Trade Unions and strikes, 
there was no such class-bitterness between 'employers and 

• employed as existed in other countries. 
A further reason for the long tenure of ministries is that· 

there was no sharp cleavage of opinion between the parties, 1 

no deep difference of principle. For both parties the supreme 
aim was national consolidation and development; and 
whether Liberals or 'Conservatives were in power, Canada 
was engrossed chiefly in the opening up of the country by 
the construc.tion of new railways, and in the exploration of 
its mineral and other resources. These were the supreme 
questions of the period; and the epoch-marking'event, in 
internal policy, was the construction of the Canadian Pacific 
Railwa , be un in r88r and com leted in r88 -a moment
ous an O'J antic enter nse w Ic was onl made ossible 
by liberal support D:om Government. t was in part the 
failure of the Liberal Government of r8J3-r878 to carry 
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out this great design which brought Sir John Macdonald 
into power; and his success in bringing it to fruition was 
an important factor in consolidating his power. For the 
Canadian Pacific Railway not only opened up a vast a10ea of 
inexhaustible riches, it bound the wide Dominion to ether 
with links of steel, and vitally o turn It mto a~. 
umted nation. 

The building of the Canadian Pacific line made possible 
the development of the enormous and fertile plains which 
stretch from the Great Lakes to the Rockies, and thus 
united British Columbia with the Eastern provinces. It was 
not until the 'nineties that the settlement of these great 
corn-lands seriously began, and not until the opening of the 
twentieth century that their development became rapid .• 
Before this could happen, some troubles had to be faced 
with the half-breeds who were thinly settled in these regions. 
In r885 they broke into revolt, and Louis Riel, the rebel of 
Manitoba in r87o, 1 returned from his refuge in the United 
States to lead the rising. In 1870 British troops had to be 
borrowed to quell the rebellion; that of r885 was suppressed 
by contingents drawn from all the provinces of the Dominion; 
and this first united campaign did something to strengthen 
the sentiment of Canadian nationality. 

There was, indeed, only one question of principle on 
which there was any real division between the two political 
parties: the Liberals were inclined to favour Free Trade, 
or at any rate lower duties, while the Conservatives defin
itely advocated Protection. Sir John Macdonald's first aft, 
when he came to ower in r878, was to set u a hi h ro-
echve tariff whic as rove e asts o t e Canadian 
sea system ever smce. very successive election showed 

that the national mind accepted the policy of protection, 
which was advocated mainly as a means to national con
solidation and development. Without it most Canadians 
felt that their country must fall into economic dependence 
upon the United States, which before the enactment of 
Macdonald's tariff had flooded the country with its products 
while refusing to admit Canadian goods; and it was com
plained that a large proportion of the immigrants into 
Canada were attracted over the frontier by the prospect 
of employment in American factories with which Canadian 
manufacturers could not compete. For a long time the 
Liberals were inclined to adopt the view that it was im
possible for Canada to avoid economic dependence upon the 

Above, p. 517. 
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United States; and in 181:$7 and the following years they: 
advocated an economic union of the two countries under a 
common tariff, or, failing that, an arrangement for reci
pro<Mty. But the national sentiment of Canada would have 
nothing to do with these proposals, which seemed to run 
counter to the twofold political ideal of Canada, national 
independence, and partnership in the British Common
wealth. It was not until the Liberals had changed their · 
attitude on this question that they were permitted to regain 
power in -r8g6; and the Liberal Prime M-inister, Laurier, · 
acted in accord with national sentiment when he main
tained the tariff that protected Canada from subordination 
to_ the United States, while giving a preference to Britain 
of r2! per cent. of the amount of the duty (1897): this 
was later increased first to 25 and then to 33~ per ceni. 

A resolute determination not to be brought into any 
subordination to 'her great neighbour was thus one of the 
keynotes of Canada's policy during these ye,ars; and it 
was not until the beginning of the twentieth century that 
the attitude of watchful suspicion which this determination 
inspired began to be abated. There were many contro
versies between the two countries, and a series of confer
ences, in which Britain had to play the delicate part of sup
porting the Canadian claims without quarrelling with the 
United States. In r886 there was a dispute over the seal
fishery in the Bering ·Sea, wher~ American cruisers had 
arrested Canadian fishe.rs sixty miles from the shore : it 
was ended by a~ amicable adjustment whereby' the rules 
of seal-fishery were laid down. The fishing rights of 
Americans in Canadian waters formed another' subject of. 
controversy in r887; and Joseph Chamberlain crossed the 
Atlantic to act with Canadian representatives in a new 
conference. Their labours were wasted, bec'ause the United 
States Senate refused to ratify the agreement which was 
reached. In 1897 an attempt was made to settle a number 
of outstanding differences ; but this also carrie to nothing, · 
because the prolonged deliberations were interrupted by a 
new dispute, which suddenly became acute' in. 1903. A 
rich gold-field had been discovered at Klondyke in the Arctic 
Canadian territory of the Yukon, in the remote North-West. 
The orily outlet was through the long strip of Alaska which 
runs down the western coast of Canada, and which had 
passed under American control when the United States 
purchased Alaska from Russia in r867. Canada was eager · 
to have access to the head of one of the long inlets which 
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pierce the coast; and an acute controversy raged as to 
whether this point was within Alaskan territory or not. 
In the end the question was settled by a joint arbitration, 
in which two Canadians and the British jurist Lord Al'ver
stone were ranged against three Americans. Canadian 
opinion was indignant at the decision, which left the dis
puted point in the possession of America; the two Canadian 
arbitrators refused to sign the award; and there were 
bitter complaints that Canadian interests had been sacrificed 
by the mother-country to suit the purposes of her own 
diplomacy. But there is little doubt that the award (which 
turned upon the interpretation of a treaty between Britain 
and Russia in r825) was substantially just; and since that 
date there have been no further disputes between the two 
neighbour nations, who thrive side by side separated by a 
purely artificial frontier three thousand miles long-the 
longest unfortified frontier in the world. 

In some of these negotiations the attitude of the United 
States was needlessly unbending and exacting; and indeed 
there was always a substantial body of opinion in the United 
States which wished to use their economic strength and 
their other advantages to force Canada, with all its immense 
undeveloped resources, into the Union; the imperialist 
spirit was as strong in America during the 'nineties as in 
the European countries. But by 1904 these ambitions had 
been, for the most part, abandoned. They had been 
abandoned just because Canada had succeeded in con
solidating her national life and in securing her economic 
independence. Her illimitable resources had begun to be 
seriously exploited; her rich grain-lands, capable of feeding 
half the world, were being peopled by enterprising farmers ; 
her coal-fields, unsurpassed by any country in the world save 
her great neighbour, were beginning to be developed; her 
inexhaustible wealth in all the metals was being revealed ; 
her unsurpassable wealth of water-power, and her mag
nificent waterways, were being turned to use; and the tide 
of immigration, which had somewhat slackened during the 
previous years, was turning in full volume towards her 
shores. No country in the world has a more splendid 
economic future than Canada ; and the Canadian people, 
proud of their country's greatness, were equally proud of 
her institutions and her traditions. Canada had become a 
nation. She was no longer a mere colony in British leading
strings; nor had she any intention of allowing her nation
hood to be merged in the mighty republic her neighbour. 
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Her function seemed to be that of a link and a mediator 
between the British Commonwealth and its eldest'but long
alienated child. 

• ~ 3· Ne'l!l ?ealand:. Bo?d Sopial,:IJ:.;per~1?1:e~.ts. 
tJ & •• !:':' --•"·;._ ___ ~trt .. v"'-'"'•~--"'e:'.:;;.l,~o..~.--_ ,.. , .-.. :- t-

The smallest and the most remote of the great Dominions, 
New Zealand is also the most purely British of them all, 
and perhaps the most passionately loyal to the imperial 
connexion. In size, in climate, and in physical character
istics these lovely oceanic isles more closely resemble the 
patent-land than any other country; and their people are 
of alm.ost purely English and Scottish stock. There is no 
country in the world more fit to breed a stalwart, healthy 
and independent race. 

In the crucial period of development with which we are 
now concerned, New Zealand formed a sort of link between 
Canada and Australia.· She resembled Canada in the facts 

· that she had already achieved her unity; that the bulk of 
'her people were engaged in agricultural and pastoral work, 
only a very small proportion of them dwelling in large 
towns; that there was a wide diffusion of comfort among 
her people, and an almost complete absence of the class
bitterness which was beginning to play so important a part 
in the life of Australia and of Britairi ; and that, for this 
reason, no class-party arose to complicate her politics, 
which continued to be controlled by the traditional Liberal 
and Conservative parties, both drawing their adherents 
from every section of society. On the other hand, she 
resembled Australia in the boldness of the social experi
ments which she launched during these years; in her un
willingness to welcome immigrants, even of British origin, 
who might possibly lower the standard of life of her people;· 
and in the zeal with which she pursued the ideal of national 
self-sufficiency. · In the pursuit of this national policy her 
statesmen, of both parties, showed no lack of courage. 
Untied by allegiance to any doctrinaire theories, and un
hampered by rooted traditions or obstinate vested interests, 
they boldly splashed out into the deep waters of political 
experiment, feeling that their distant and happy isles offered 
an ideal field for these endeavours, which cou~d be easily 
reversed if they proved unsuccessfuL 

This perioQ. of New Zealand history falls into two very 
clearly marked sections, a time of stagnation and depression 
(I87g-1895), when the population was almost stationary, 
immigration ceased~ and eveh the b~rth-rate feU i.n q.u 
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alarming way; and a time of rapidly growing prosperity 
and increasing population during the decades following r8g5. 
During the first period New Zealand was suffering from 
reaction after the over-rapid and partly fictitious develop
ment of the previous period,1 when the population had been 
multiplied fivefold in twenty years. This swift expansion 
had been largely due to a lavish expenditure of borrowed 
capital ; and it was inevitably followed by a time of slow 
recuperation, during which Conservative ministries pursued 
a policy of cautious economy. 

But in r8gr the Liberals came to power, at a moment when 
the Trade Unions were beginning to put forward distinct 
Labour candidates ; and, perhaps incited by this fact, 
entered upon a remarkable programme of financial and 
social reconstruction, which attracted to New Zealand the 
attention of the whole world. The Prime Ministers re
sponsible for these bold departures were John Ballance 
(r8gr-r893) and Richard Seddon (r8g3-1906). Seddon was 
one of the most remarkable figures among colonial states
men of the period. A Lancashire working-lad, who had 
tossed about the world and followed many trades, he had 
no knowledge of history or economics, and the working out 
of the measures with which his Government was associated 
was due mainly to some of his colleagues, notably W. P. 
Reeves. But Seddon was a man of irrepressible and ebul
lient energy, and of unbounded self-confidence; he had a 
rough, hearty, downright kind of eloquence which was 
exceedingly effective ; he knew how to deal with men, and 
did not disdain to play upon their weaknesses ; and his 
restless vigour, and fearlessness in dealing with complex 
subjects which he had never studied, had much to do with 
the rapidity with which the new policy was put into effect. 
It may be added that he was a flamboyant imperialist; 
and when he came to England for the Colonial Conference 
of r8g7, he made a marked impression. He, ahd the 
Canadian Laurier, and the South African Rhodes, gave to 
many home-keeping Britons a new impression of what the 
British Empire meant. 

The social experiments of the Ballance-Seddon ministry 
fall under four main heads, those dealing with land, those 
dealing with industrial regulation, those dealing with finance, 
and those dealing with immigration. -

The main aim of the land-policy was to prevent the for
mation of very large estates, to break up those that already 

1 Above, p. 523 
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existed, to encourage closer land-settlement, and to prevent 
speculation in land. For these purposes a progressive land
tax was imposed, rising from nothing on sin all holdings of less 
th•m 500 acres to 3d. in the pound on the capital value of 
very large estates-the land being assessed apart from build
ings. Thus the large landowner had to pay heavily, while 
the small landowner got off scot-free. _At the same time 
municipalities were also empowered to levy a rate on the 
unimproved value of urban land. With this scheme of 
taxation (which tended to make the holding of large estates 
unprofitable, especially if they were left idle) was combined 
a method of letting unoccupied Crown lands, instead of 
selling them, the State thus retaining ultimate proprietor- / 
ship ; while .a system of compulsory purchase of land for 
small holdings was applied on a large scale, the funds being 
advanced by the State. Within twenty years of these 
enactments there were over 25,000 State tenants in New 
Zealand as against 45,000 freeholders ; but the State 
tenants were all agitating for the right to purchase their 
holdings. There can be no doubt that this system en
couraged closer settlement, and brought about a great 
increase in the number of small farms. . • 

The industrial policy of the Seddon Government was 
even more distinctive tlian "its land-policy. Its aim was 
i.?-~J!£()JJJ~ge ,t,P~,..,gr,.~'Y.-1lf.,..p£,.Xrcade~,U~.~().1J~,,"'?.o!l~9-,,<l:.t~.tl1~.,same · · 
tn~~.,iQ.,..pJJL<!I?:,..,.~.!HJ.J.P~s;t.:r.iKe.? .•. Conphatwn Boards, mclud
ing representatives of employers and employed, were estab
lished to facilitate settlements of industrial disputes by 
agreement; but if they should fail, the questions were 
referred to a national Arbitration Court, which had power 
to settle wage-rates, hours of labour, and all the other con
ditions of industry, its awards having the force of law : 
any employer, workman, or Trade Union that disregarded 
them was made subject to heavy penalties. The system 
has not fulfilled all t_he expectations of its devisers ; but it 
has by no means been a complete failure. It has raised 
money-wages to a high level, and defined the hours and 
conditions of labour in one trade after another on terms 
very favourable to the :worker. • 

Meanwhile many other sweeping measures of·reform had 
~een undertaken. A sy,st~W .... 9.{ .. 2lsl-,;.~g~,.P~!l~b().UJ~~as es!ab
hshed ; th~,_ ~t~ t_~,,.~un3<;;t:!.£.2 .. ~8:".1!~ES~ .. ,w?r.,k~, _Jt. ~9~gh t 
and wor~~q, .~o,al:-1Jl}12:~.A£J.'lit'!l2~.$.Upp~y"~o_f .,Its. ~a1l~ay~,; ;t 
borrowed money on an immense scale for the construction 
of railways and other public works, increasing the public 
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debt from £zs,ooo,ooo in r88o to £7o,ooo,ooo in 1904 ; but 
most of this represented reproductive expenditure. The 
burden of taxation necessary to meet all these charges was 
very heavy. It was met in part by a progressive incolile
tax, and by heavy death-duties on large fortunes-fiscal 
devices which were almost contemporaneously introduced 
in Britain. But it was also met by a high protective tariff, 
which was in any case necessary if the high wage-rates were 
to be paid without killing industry. High tariffs meant 
high prices; so that most of what was gained in wages was 
lost by their diminished purchasing power. But the system 
fostered the rise of certain manufacturing industries, which 
became important during this period. 

When the twentieth century opened, New Zealand was 
enjoying, like Canada, a wave of prosperity, and the 
standard of life of her people was as high as that of any 
other country. This may have been due, and probably 
was in part due, to the agrarian and industrial policy which 
she had adopted, though Canada had attained equally good 
results by different methods. But, rejoicing in their widely
diffused comfort, the New Zealanders adopted a policy in 
regard to immigration the very opposite of that which 
Canada was following. They ddiberately discouraged im
migration, lest their standards of life should be beaten down. 
An Immigration Act passed in 1899 helped them to exclude 
Chinamen, Japanese and South Sea Islanders : they were 
resolved to keep their stock pure. But they also discouraged 
European and, to some extent, even British immigration. 
They thus retarded the rate at which the country could be 
peopled, especially as the birth-rate fell in proportion as 
the standard of comfort rose. Numbering only three
quarters of a million when the twentieth century opened, 
they set themselves to reserve for their own use a land far 
larger than they could fully occupy, and far larger than 
they could defend if they should be attacked ; with the 
result that, though only sixty years had passed since the 
first white settlement, actually over. go per cent. of the 
population were New Zealand-born at the time of the Great 
War. A very distinctive social life, and a very pure racial 
type, were thus being established in the most remote, 
beautiful and homelike of the British Dominions. 

§ 4· The Unification of Australia and her Social Problems. 
It was not until almost the end of our period (rgoo) that, 

following in the wake of C;;~.nada, • Au.stralia adopted a. 
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measure of federation and became a single nation. For 
that reason, the story of Australian development during 
these years is more confused than that of the other 

·Dominions. Yet, with one exception, the conditions of 
the six colonies were so similar that it is possible to describe 
in general terms the main feature.s of their history. 

The exception was \Vestem Australia, which had been a 
poor, small and stagnant community ever since its founda- ' 
tion in 1827, because almost the whole of its vast extent' 
consists of desert land, offering no such opportunities for 
tillage or pasture as the more fertile lands of the eastern 
colonies. rn r88o the population of Western Australia was 
still under 30,000, and she had not yet obtained respon
sible government. But during the 'eighties and 'nineties rich 
gold-fields were discovered in the heart of the desert ; and by 
the ehd of the century Western Australia had outstripped 
all her sisters in gold-production. This involved a rapid 
inrush of population, mainly from among the miners of the 
other colonies ; it involved also the construction of railways ; 
and it encouraged agriculture in the narrow cultivable belt 
on the coast. By the end of the century. the population 
had risen to nearly zoo,ooo; and this sudden change in 
the character of the colony brought wi~h it (in r8go) the 
establishment of responsible government; the Cinderella 
of the Australian family had taken her place beside her 
sisters. 

In Australia, as in New Zealand, the period falls into two 
clearly marked sections; but the 'eighties (when New Zealand· 
was suffering from depression) were a time of great though 
somewhat factitious prosperity; the 'nineties (when New 
Zealand was reviving) were a time of grave economic dis
turbance, when acute labour troubles,·financial panic, and 
drought combined to- bring about serious depression. This 
contrast between the two decades was reflected in the 
history of Australian politics. One of its consequences was 
a marked decline of immigra~ion. In the 'eighties the 
number of immigrants was higher than in any decade 
since the gold discoveries of the 'fifties ; in the 'nineties and 
the early years of the twentieth century im:rpigration almost 
ceased. This startling change was due in the first instance 
to the deterrent effects of economic tn>Ubles; but these were 
presently reipforced by the adoption of a deliberate policy 
of discouraging even European immigrants, lest they should 
lower the Australian standard of life, or compete with 
Australi;;m lc!.bour, 
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During the prosperous period of the 'eighties, the course 
of politics in the various States followed customary lines. 
There were conflicts, especially in Victoria, between the 
two Houses of Parliament, ending in the reduction of the 
second chambers to subordination. There were the usual 
disputes between the ' ins' and the ' outs,' for no funda
mental difference of principle separated the two parties 
from one another on any question but that of tariff policy. 
On the whole, Free Trade had the upper hand in New 
South Wales down to rgoo ; whilst the other States, especi
ally Victoria, had adopted a definitely protectionist policy. 
Perhaps the most important achievement of the period 
was that, without losing her pre-eminence in sheep-breeding, 
Australia developed into one of the most important co~·n
growing regions of the world : the area under tillage was 
multiplied threefold in Victoria, and nearly fourfold in 
New South Wales, between r88r and rgor. This was 
largely due to changes in the land-laws, which rendered 
more intensive settlement possible. 

Yet in spite of this healthy development, Australia pre
sented a feature unique among young countries in the 
extraordinarily high proportion of her population congre
gated in a few big towns. One fifth of the total population 
is to be found in the four capital cities, Sydney, Melbourne, 
Adelaide and Brisbane, in which the manufacturing in
dustries are concentrated, and which (since all of them are 
seaports) control the bulk of the export trade: Melbourne 
for a long time included practically half of the whole popu
lation of Victoria. Of the remainder, a substantial propor
tion consists of the mining population, which is large in all 
the States, and which is mostly congregated in compact 
masses. The results are, not only that the capital cities 
dominate their States to an extent unknown in other 
countries (for even in industrial lands there are many rivals 
to the capitals), but that the industrial and mining popula
tion wields an influence out of proportion to its weight in 
the life of the community. These facts have largely con
tributed to determine the modem history of Australia. 

In such conditions, Trade Unions were certain to be 
strong, well-organised, and centralised; and during the 
second part of the period they began to dominate the political 
situation. When the inevitable reaction took place after 
the exaggerated prosperity of the 'eighties, the wage-rates of 
the boom years had to come down. But naturally the 
workmen did not see why this should happen ; and a period 
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of acute and violent trade conflict opened. It began as 
early as r884, among the coal-miners of New South Wales. 
In r8go . it developed into the nearest approach to a 
u~versal strike which any country had yet seen ; even the 
shearers on the sheep-runs were called out. It has been 
suggested that the remarkable strikes of r8go were_ largely 
influenced by the success of the London Dock strike of the 
previous year, to which' the Australian Unions had made 
very generous contributions. But strikes in periods of 
bad trade never h.ave much prospect of success; the formid
able movement of the whole Australian Trade Union world 
was completely defeated; and the Trade Unionists began 
to turn their thoughts to other means of attaining their ends. 

It is possible that the labour unrest (which did not end in 
r8go-there were new strikes of a serious kind in 1892 and 
r894) contributed to the next calamity which fell upon 
Australia: a general collapse of credit, which began in 1893, 
made investors in all parts of the world shy of trusting their 
money to Australian concerns, and produced ruin. And to o 
this had to be added a series of dry years, culminating in 
the terrible drought of 1902, which decimated the flocks .. 
It is not surprising that in these circumstances emigration 
to Australia should have come to a standstill. 

Such were the conditions which brought- about, during 
the 'nineties, two very important new departures in Aus
tralian politics : the formation of Labour parties in each of 
the colonies, for the purpose of achieving by political means. 
what strikes had failed to achieve; and the initiation of 
new/methods of dealing with labour disputes, similar to 
those adopted during the same years in New Zealand. 

The first considerable achievement of an orgp.nised Labour 
party was in New South Wales, at the election of 1891, 
when thirty-five Labour members were elected; but the 
other colonies quickly followed the New South Wales ex
ample, and when the first Commonwealth Parliament was 
elected (rgor), a Labour party made its appearance there 
also. Neither in the Commonwealth nor in any of the States 
had Labour won amajoritybefore the close of the period with 
which we are concerned in this chapter; but by playing off 
the two older parties one against the other, and holding the 
ba]ance between them, Labour was largely able, from the 
first, to dictate the course of policy.~Two features of the 
Australian Labour party deserve to be noted. In the first 
place it was quite definitely a class party, contrqlled by the 
Trade Councils ; in South Australia it was even laid down _, 

i -~~ 
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that none but manual labourers might be admitted. In the 
second place, Australian Labour devised a system of dis
cipline more rigid, and more destructive of free deliberation, 
than any party organisation (save the Irish party in Brita.l.n) 
has ever conceived. Every Labour member was required 
to take a pledge to vote according to the decisions arrived 
at beforehand by the caucus-to disregard, that is to say, 
whatever facts or arguments might be advanced during the 
course of a debate. The rigidity of this pledge was later 
modified, so far as the Commonwealth Parliament was con
cerned ; but it was a new thing in British politics. 

Legislation on trade disputes began in Victoria in 1896, 
when an Act was passed setting up Wages Boards and a 
Court of Industrial Appeals, which were given powers to 
fix wages in defined trades for defined areas ; South Australia 
followed the Victorian precedent in rqoo; while New South 
Wales in rgor and Western Australia in r900 and r902 
passed Acts more closely modelled on the New Zealand 
method. Finally, in r904 the Commonwealth Parliament 
established an Arbitration Court for disputes affecting more 
than one Statr:, the Court to consist of a Judge of the High 
Court. These varied systems had merely been brought into 
operation, and had scarcely yet had time to show how they 
would work, when our period came to an end. 

But, interesting and important as they were, all these 
experiments are of minor. importance in comparison with 
the great achievement of the period, the federation of the 
six States to form the Commonwealth of Australia. The 
desirability of federation had long been felt; it had been 
advocated as early as the 'fifties, and provision for it had 
been deliberately introduced into the Acts whereby the 
Imperial Parliament established responsible government in 
Australia. A Federal Council, indeed, had been formed; 
but it was rendered of no effect by the facts that it was 
purely deliberative, and that New South Wales persisted in 
standing aloof from it. Closely kindred as they were, the 
colonies had been so widely separated that the working of 
a central government would have been difficult. Now 
improved communications were bringing them more closely 
together ; the need for welding them yet more closely by 
inter-State railways was felt ; and the community of their 
problems and of their interests was yearly becoming more 
manifest. But the factorwhich made combination seem most 
obviously necessary was the appearance of other European 
Powers in the Pacific, and the rise of the power of Japan. 
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Serious discussion of the proposal to federate began as 
early as r891, and continued throughout the 'nineties. 
Many obstacles had to be overcome, notably the unwilling
n~s of New South Wales to abandon her Free Trade system, 
which she knew would have to be sacrificed once federation 
was achieved. But at length, in July rgoo, an agreed 
scheme was submitted to, and ac:cepted by, the Imperial · 
Parliament; and on January I, 1901, the first day of the 
new century, Australia began her career as a single united · 
nation. 

The, frame of government of the Australian Common~ 
wealth in some respects followed more closely the model of 
the United States than that of Canada. It reserved a 
higher degr~e of independence to the States than the 
Canadian sys~em, giving to the federal Government only 
certain specific powers defined in the Act, and leaving all 
others to the subordinate legislatures ; and the use of the 
term ' State ' in place of the Canadian term ' province ' 
was a sign of greater tenderness for State rights. It estab
lished also a Senate on the American patt,en}, consisting of 
an equal number of representatives from each of the com
ponent States, and a High Court, not unlike that of the 
United States, ,which, besides deciding appeals, would have 
the function of interpreting the constitution. In all these 
respects the American rather than the Canadian model was 
followed. But there were two important points in which 
American precedent was disregarded, and one of these was 
of fundamental importance. · An easy mode of altering the 
constitution was defined-by a vote of Parliament·con
firmed by a majority of States and a majority of the total 
electorate-in place of the reference·to the British Parlia
ment provided by the Canadian Act. And, yet more im
portant, the essence of the British system, and the main 
distinction between it and the American system, was pre
served by making the executive dependent upon the legis
lature. This meant that a Prime Minister of Australia, 
like a Prime Minister of Canada, would be able to speak 
in the name of a majority of the representative body, and 
to count upon its support in carrying out apy recommenda
tions he might put forward; whereas an American President 
may, and often does, find himself in conflict with, and his 
action nullified by, a hostile majority in either House of 
Congress. And because of this-because all the British 
lands have adopted the same principle in determining the 
relationship between the executive and the legislature-it 
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has been made possible for all the Prime Ministers of the 
self-governing Dominions to act jointly with the Prime 
Minister of Britain in advising the Crown on questions of 
common imperial concern. • 

The third of the great Acts of Federation which have 
shaped the modern British Commonwealth had thus been 
adopted at the opening of the new century. The fourth, 
that of South Africa, was soon to follow ; but not until 
after many troubles. 

[Egerton, British Colonial Policy ; Dilke, Problems of Greater 
Britain ; Keith, Responsible Government in the Dominions ; Bou
rinot, Constitutional History of Canada; Egerton and Grant, Canadian 
Constitutional Development ; Porritt, Sixty Years of Protection in 
Canada; Grant, History of Canada; Parkin, Sir john Macdonald; 
Reeves, State Experiments in Austrat?:a and New Zealand; Rogers, 
Historical Geography of Australasia; Drummond, Life of R. S. 
Seddon; Lyne, Life of Sir H. Parkes; Bryce, Modern ])emocracies.] 
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CHAPTER VIII 

f THE PROBLEM OF SOUTH AFRICA ANb THE CRISIS 
OF THE COMMONWEALTH 

(A.D. I879-I902) 
-~- ... ·---~~~-

AT each stage in the history of the British Co'illmonwealth 
during the nineteenth century, South Africa has demanded 
more of our attention than any other of the great Dominions, 
because her double racial problem created difficulties more 
complex than those presented by 'any other colony. In 
1878 there seemed to be reason for hoping that these troubles 

_ were nearing their end. Cape Colony had at last obtained 
responsible government, and its Dutch and British settlers 
were working together harmoniously; Natal was peaceful; . 

, th§ native tribes, apart from the' Zulus, had· accepted the 
reign of law; the Orange Free State, under Brand's wise 
rule, had become the model of an or9-e.rly and peaceable 
farmer-State; the anarchic and unruly burghers of the 
Transvaal, hitherto the chief source .of unrest, had been 
brought under British control and promised self-govern
ment ; m1d a .feqeration of the South African States under 
the British Crown, which Sir Bartle Frere had been sentout 
to organise, seemed to be within reach. · 

But these hopes were doomed to disappointment. The 
twenty years following r878 were full of anxiety; the 
alarms and co11troversies with which they were filled had 
their culmination in a difficult and-' trying war, which for 
a time seemed to endanger the existence of the ~ritish 
powe:r in South Africa; and the common effort on tlie part 
of the whole British Commonwealth which it demanded 
ended on<: era, and opened another, in British history. 

§ :i. The ZuJu War, Majuba, and the South African· 
RepuNic: \ 

The trouble began with the Zulus. When the Transvaal 
Boers were taken under British protection (1877),1 King 
Cetywayo felt that his prey had been snatched away from 

1· See above, Bk. x. chap. iv. p. 530. 
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him. He became restless and aggressive ; his war-bands, 
organised for conquest, were straining at the leash. The 
High Commissioner, Sir Bartle Frere, thought it necessary 
fqr the safety of South Africa to demand a change in the 
Zulu military system; and when Cetywayo refused to attend 
to this demand, war began (1879).1 But the first episodes 
of the Zulu war were unfortunate. A disaster at Isandhl
wana threatened to expose Natal to the horrors of a Zulu 
invasion; perhaps the threat would have materialised but 
for the heroism of the defenders of Rorke's Drift ; and 
though the Zulu army was crushed at Ulundi (1879) and 
Cetywayo was deposed, British military prestige ·was 
seriously impaired. 

Meanwhile the Transvaal Boers were becoming more and 
more resentful of British control, to which manv of them 
had given only the most unwilling assent. The' promised 
establishment of self-government was delayed; farmers 
who had refused to pay taxes to their own Government 
were angered by the strictness with which payment was 
now exacted; and the British administration under Sir 
Owen Lanyon was anything but tactful. In two ways, 
also, the Zulu war helped to precipitate a crisis : on the one 
hand it removed the danger of a Zulu attack which had 
persuaded many Boers to assent to annexation, while on the 
other hand it seemed to show that the military power of 
Britain was not very formidable. 

When, in 188o, Disraeli was succeeded in office by Glad
stone, who had strongly condemned the annexation, the 
Boers hoped that their independence would be at once 
restored. But this hope was disappointed. Gladstone, 
being assured that most of the Transvaalers were content, 
would not cancel the annexation, but would only promise 
self-government as part of a scheme of federation.· There
upon the more irreconcilable of the Boers broke into revolt, 
set up a provisional Government, isolated the small and 
scattered British garrisons in the Transvaal, and prepared 
to invade Natal. It seemed mere madness for these un
trained farmers, who at this date numbered not more than 
8ooo or 10,000, thus to challenge the British Empire. In 
truth, they were quite unaware of the magnitude of the 
power th<':y were attacking; and their resistance must 
inevitably have been crushed if the war had been fought 
out. 

But Gladstone hated war, and hated still more the idea 
1 See the map, Atlas, Plate 64 (e; 
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of forcibly imposing British dominion upon unwilling sub
jects. As soon as tht revolt began, he made haste to open 
negotiations, which went ori alongside of the early fighting. 
It!" the rough mountain-country of the Natal border,1 the 
Boers showed themselves to . be both brave and skilful 
fighters, and their admirable marksmanship, combined with 
their cleverness in using natural cover, enabled them to 
outmanreuvre the little British army of some r400 men, 
with which General Colley was trying to def~nd the frontier 
until large'!" forces could be brought into the field. After 
several minor successes, the hardy farmers scored a sensa
tional victory on February 27, rS~r. The mountain of 
Majuba, which commanded the important pas;; of Laing's 
Nek, had been occupied on the previous night by Colley 
with some 500 men; and the gallant Boers, crawling up 
the steep slope under cover, succeeded in overwhelnling 
this little force, and killing the general and some go of his 
men. In itself the fight of Majuba had no military import
ance. So insignificant a check could have done nothing 
to prevent the victory of the armies that were already 
beginning to arrive in South Africa. But the Boers did not 
re"'alise this; and when the British Government refused to 
a1low the negotiations to be broken off ).llerely for the sake 
of proving the strength of Britain at the cost of many lives, 
the Boers not u:imaturally concluded that fear rather than 
magnanimity vYas their motive. 
· F~ months after Maju.b,.e.ap~~~~l.!;!!~<L'Yhere;; 
~y'"'t~~.~~-~ere gr<mJJ:A .. compkte.<+)ltpnoi?y ~<:J.e:~_)2_J;"it.ish , 
~-gze~-l~!y, wi~_!l.J!le Rr:?Y~~ tlt_atj:!J.~Jr relat1gnsw1th :foreign 
States should be subject to the control of the BritishGovern
·mffit:-NotOri.lytheBoersthemsdve5;butaJI'SouthAfnca, 
Teg'irded this treaty as an abject surrender on the part of 
Britain; and there seems little .reason to doubt that what 
was meant as a healing act of magnanimity actually helped 
to produced the friction which filled the following years. 
Three y-ears later (r884) the terms of the settlement were 
reYise-dJR)avOl.ir.of"tl!FJ~fansVa:arby a :J!.e\V_::_document 
known as the Convention of ~London, wnich· omitted the 
~]?J~ 2_Ci~8~ and -its~fe:e~p-~z~~?fnty:_}i~t_pre-
serve£l .. Jh~ stipulation that tlie Boers_ should __ make_no 
!@Y~-~itJ:!'any _other .. :sfate~naHon_..2E trip~,: saye the 
Or,~nge_Free St.§l.!e, without tlie approval of the Crown. 
~part frog~ this pro0.si.on th~ T-~~Il_sy~~1 w~s leJri~: ~~mp}~te.: 
mdependence; and 1t was allowed to assume the style of 

- _, u .... ~ - - -·- .... ...- % 
1 See the map, Atlas, Plate 64 (e). 
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the 'South African Republic/a name which ominously 
suggested the large ambitions that were fermenting in the 
minds of its leaders. 

The settlement of r884 removed the idea of a federated 
South Africa from the sphere of practical politics for twenty 
years. Once again, and more obviously than before, the 
Transvaal, which now enjoyed a prestige such as had never 
before belonged to it, became the centre of Dutch racial 
feeling; and South African politics were increasingly em
bittered by racial animosities. Even in Cape Colony, where 
harmony seemed to have been established, a Dutch organisa
tion known as the Afrikander Bond was instituted in r88z. 
It had its annual conferences, its branches in the Transvaal 
and the Orange Free State, and its special newspapers 
preaching racial antipathy. South Africa seemed to be in 
danger of being plunged back into the almost forgotten 
bitterness of the 'thirties. 

§ z. Pa~tl Kruger a,nd Cecil Rhodes. 

The ten years following 1884 saw the gradual develop
ment of two conflicting ideals for the future of South Africa ; 
and the spokesmen and standard-bearers of these rival 
aims were two men who·resembled one another in nothing 
save their courage, their determination, their masterful 
wills, and the obstinacy with which they clung to the vast 
and ambitious projects they had formed. These men were 
Paul Kruger the Dapper Boer, and Cecil Rhodes the mil-
lionaire imperialist. . 

Kruger, as a boy of twelve, had been among the earliest 
of the Boer trekkers from Cape Colony in 1836, and had 
played his part in all the turbulent story of the Transvaal. 
He had been present on Dingaan's Day, when the migratory 
farmers had broken the Zulu host; 1 he had taken part in 
many fierce attacks on native tribes; he had been a com
mandant in the raiding band which sacked Livingstone's 
mission station ; l!e had been one of the leaders of the 
Transvaalers who had tried in 1857 to force the Orange 
Free State into subjection; he had fought against President 
Burgers' attempts to introduce order in the Transvaal ; 
he had protested against the British annexation, yet had 
for a time held office under the British Crown; he had been 
the leading spirit in the revolt of r88o, and one of the trium
virate who constituted the provisional Government. Now, 

1 See above, Bk. IX. chap. x. p. 430 
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in r883, he became Presiden~ of ,the young republic ; and 
continued to hold that office, not without opposition, until 
the republic was brought to an end in the second Transvaal 
vlar. He was the _yery embodiment of the Transvaal 
tradition. Shrewd, masterful and obstinate, he drew his 
inspiration from the Bible, and especially from the Old 
Testament. He belonged to the Doppers, the most narrow 
and bigoted of the three sects into which the Dutch Re
formed Church was divided ; and he instinctively compared 
his own people ·with the Chosen People who had come out 
of Egypt, the Bantu tribes with the Canaanites whom it 
was their divinely appointed task to enslave or destroy, and 
the British power with Pha·raoh, King of Egypt. _The 
dream of his heart was to make all South Afi-ica Dutch, and 

• to drive the British into the sea. 
Though he had strengtl} and obstinacy', Kruger was not a 

great administrator; and during the first years of his rule 
(which was disliked and opposed by the more enlightened 
Boers) the Transvaal seemed to be falling back into the old 
lawless confusion. There were raids on all sides, as in the 
old days, in defiance of the boundaries defined by the Con
vention of London. One body of Boers made tl!eir way 
into Zululand, and founded what they called the New 
Republic 1 (r884) : Britain recognised the New Republic, 
which was incorporated in the Transvaal four ye<:~.rs later 
(r888), but thought it necessary to annex Zululand as a 
means of preventing further aggression. Swaziland was 
gradu,ally brought -under control between r886 and r894, 
though the independence of this region had been expressly 
recognised py the London Convention. Yet other bands of 
raiders entered Bechuanaland on the west, and founded the 
republic of Stellaland and Goshen (r883) ; but the British 
Government intervened, and sent an expedition to set up a 
protectorate over Bechuanaland (r885) with the consent of 

---~Jhe Bechuanas. On the north, expansion into Matabele
land was also planned, though it was anticipated (as we shall 
see) by the British South Africa Company; while on the 
east Kruger was eager to gain possession of the coast, in 
order to have a port free from Bri-tish control. Meanwhile, 
within the limits of the republic, the native peoples, who 
enjoyed in Cape Colony equal political rights with the white 
settlers, were denied every right of citizenship by an express 
provision of the constitution. Nor (with one exception) 

1 See the map, Atlas, Plate 64 (e). 
• See the map, Atlas, Plate 64 (d). 
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would the obstinate President enter into any defined rela
tions with the other South African States. He refused to 
join the customs union which was formed by Cape Colorw, 
the Orange Free State and (later) Natal, lest it might prove 
the means of extending British influence. But in r88g, 
after the death of President Brand, he persuaded the 
Orange Free State to sign a defensive treaty of alliance 
with him; and thenceforward the two independent Dutch 
republics were linked together over against the two British 
colonies. 

So long as the Transvaal remained a disorganised and 
almost bankrupt republic of farmers, it might cause unrest, 
but it could not be formidable. But its independence had 
scarcely been established when discoveries were made 
which radically transformed the situation. In the very • 
year of the Convention of London gold was discovered at 
Barberton (r884) ; and two years later the still more produc
tive gold-field of the Witwatersrand-the richest gold-field 
in the world-was opened up. Thousands of gold-diggers, 
followed by other thousands of traders and shopkeepers 
and professional men, began to flock to Johannesburg, 
which, with a swiftness that surpassed even the records 
of California and Australia, sprang from nothing into a rich 
and prosperous city, with banks, churches, exchanges and , 
newspaper offices. Johannesburg had 3000 inhabitants in 
r887, 25,000 in r8go, and over roo,ooo in r8g6; and the 
immigration into some other parts of the Transvaal was 
only less sensational in its volume and rapidity. A very 
large majority of the immigrants were Englishmen, Scots
men and Australians. Thanks to their activity the wealth 
of the country increased in geometrical progression. Within 
ten years the newcomers owned almost one-third of the 
~and, numbered more than half of the population, and 
were paying almost the whole of the taxes. The South 
African Republic ceased to be an all but bankrupt State ; 
it could dispose of immense resources, and equip itself, if 
need be, with armaments on the modern scale; and the 
younger generation of Boers were drawn out of isolation 
into the fertile and restless civilisation of the West, which 
Kruger hated. 

Manifestly there was a danger that the Dutch farmers 
would be swamped by the newcomers, and that the country 
would be Anglicised. This would certainly happen if the 
immigrants were allowed political rights. Hitherto citizen
ship had been conferred on easy terms, as was natural in a 
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new country. In I88z, indeed, Kruger had raised the 
qualifying period of re.sidence from two years to five. Now, 
in I8go and the following years, he easily persuaded his , 
v-olksraad (Parliament) to stiffen the conditions progres
sively, in such a way as to exclude practically the whole of 
the new population. Not only were they denied the fran
chise, they were not even allowed the rights of municipal 
self-government in the city which they had created out of 
nothing ; and in a city almost purely English the use of 
Dutch was insisted upon in the public schools. Petitions 
were in vain ; equally vain were the' remonstrances of the 
British Government. 'This is my country,' said Kruger 
in reply to a deputation of · Uitlanders' or foreigners, 
' these are my laws. Those who do not like to obey my 

• laws can leave my country.' 
Nor was this all. Under the new conditions, men accus

,tomed to modern methods had to be employed in administra
tion. For this purpose Dutchmen and Germans were im
ported from Europe, notably a very able young Dutchman 
named Leyds, who obtained a great ascendancy over the 
shrewd old President. Profitable monopolies (the sale of 
dynamite, for example, which was indispensable for the 
mines) were granted to these men; and the construction 
of the necessary railway facilities was entrusted to a group 
of Dutch or German concessionaires, who set themselves 
to divert the whole traffic of the Transvaal away from the 
Cape and towards the Portuguese ports in Delagcia Bay. 
When the mineowners tried to protect the!llselves against 
the prohibitive rates charged for transit from the Cape 
railways by organising waggon-transport, Kruger responded 
by closing the '·drifts ' or fords across the Vaal. 

Many of the Boers, perhaps a majority, disliked and 
opposed this policy. In I893 they put up a rival candidate' 

"" for th~ Presid~ncy, but though it was widely believed that 
he had obtained a clear majority, the declared result gave 

-a small majority to Kruger. By that time the Uitlanders, 
who were creating the country's wealth but had no political 
rights save that of paying heavy taxes, were becoming 
desperate ; they had forn1ed a Reform Union, which was 
at first joined, not by the mining magnates (who feared to 
anger the old President); but mainly by artisans and pro
fessional men; and they were demanding equal political 
rights, and claiming the protection of Britain as the suzerain 
Power. · 

From the Transvaal it is instructive to turn to the two 
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British colonies, where complete equality of civil rights 
existed between the two white races, while in Cape Colony 
(though not in Natal) natives were admitted to the fran
chise. In 1893, when her population included some 50,0~0 
whites, Natal obtained responsible gove!llment. Being the 
most British of the South African States, and the nearest 
neighbour of the Transvaal, Natal watched with anxiety 
the development of Kruger's policy. But in the Cape 
this anxiety was yet greater ; for there was good reason to 
fear that the racial antipathies which Krnger was fomenting 
might find an echo in the parent settlement; and the 
activities of the Afrikander Bond threatened to make 
politics tum upon questions of race. The chief safeguard 
against this danger wa.<> the existence of complete political 
equality between the two white races. Moreover the leader 
of the Bond, J. H. Hofmeyr, was a man of great shrewdness 
and real moderation, by no means blind to the advantages 
of partnership in the British Commonwealth: it was he 
who suggested in 1887 the levying of a duty throughout the 
empire for the support of the navy. 

But the dominating factor in Cape politics during these 
years was Cecij,.-~~.1 He had set before himself the 
aim of making British influence supreme throughout South 
Africa, an aim to which Kruger and his policy formed the 
greatest obstacles. His chief weapon was commercial 
organisation. Already a power in the diamond-fields of 
Kimberley, he was also deeply concerned in the gold-mining 
industry of Johannesburg, wa.s intimately in touch with all 
that went on in that restless city, and sympathised keenly 
with the grievances of the Uitlanders. But his supreme 
interests were political rather than commercial. It was his 
influence which persuaded the British Government in r885 
to proclaim a protectorate over Bechuanaland. Though 
it is an unfertile region, Bechuanaland has been described 
as the key of South Africa: it separated the Transvaal 
from the recent German settlement in South-West Africa, 
and it opened the way to the rich territories of the Zambezi 
valley. Already European prospectors and Boer explorers 
were making their way into this region, which Livingstone's 
journeys had revealed, and were trying to extort concessions 
from Lobengula, the warrior-king of the Matabele. In 
r888 a British agent succeeded in obtaining from Lobengula 
a grant of the exclusive right to exploit minerals throughout 
his territories; and next year, r88g, Rhodes established 

1 For a sketch of Rhodes, see above, Chap. vi. p. 677. 
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the Bri~isl2 South Africa Company,_:with_a charter . .from __ the 
~!itislf_G_overnm_e~t, and power to opep up and colonise a 
y~st ..2-IJ.d yague!y __ <!_~fi_ned territory extendin.g' from-- the 
nor:_th_e~J~orders c;?f __ t!l_~ Tra!!sva§:l, t£> Li.k~ T§:I_lga!}yika, 
During the following years agents of the Company, notably 
Dr. L. S. Jameson, were at work founding settlements, 
opening mines, erecting telegraphs, and pushing forward 
railway lines towards the Portuguese coast on the East. 
Kruger was outflanked and encircled ; and a Boer raid 
across the Limpopo, attempted in r89r, was firmly turned 
back. What with the Uitlanders within the Transvaal, 
and' this movement of encirclement beyond its borders, 
patriotic Boers might well feel that their cherished civilisa
tion was threatened with extinction. 

Meanwhile Rhodes had become, in r8go, Prime Minister 
of Cape Colony._ -Fli-{llly· belieVIng- in" equality of 'rights 
beJween the two white races as the only foundation of 

"healthy development in South Africa, he made an alliance 
with Hofmeyr, the leader of the Afrikander Bond ; and 
being thus able to count upon the support of both races in 
Cape CoYony, he wielded for six years almost dictatorial 
power. Undeniably he used his power well. He spared no 
pains to cultivate friendly relations between Dutch and 
English. He took a keen interest in education. He worked 
out a sympathetic and enlightened native policy. These 
six years, r8go-r8g6, were in truth the crown of Rhodes's 
career. Cape Colony was prosperous and undisturbed ; 
Natal and the Orange Free State were joined with it in a 
Customs Union, and all three were impatient of Kruger's 
impracticable obscurantism. Away in the north tJ:.le great 
new realm of the South Africa Company was developing 
rapidly ; in 1893 an outbreak of the Matabele, who were 
impatient of finding their standing victims, the 'Mashonas, 
withdrawn from their attacks, was brilliantly crushed, and 
the Company~s sway was unchecked'; in r8g5 this great 
dominion was christened Rhodesia in honour of its founder 
-an honour the like of which no other man has ever re
ceived in his lifetime. Kruger'and Kr~gerism were penned 
in on every side ; . and the Transvaal Boers of the younger 
generation were becoming impatient of Kruger's methods. 
Time and patience, it seemed, were alone needed, and 
Rhodes's ideal of an equal partnership of the two races, 
united together in a great federation under the regis of the 
British Crown, would come to realisation. -

But Rhodes was wilful, autocratic, impatient, ever 

" 
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haunted by a sense of the shortness of life. He could not 
wait upon the course of events. The Uitlanders in the 
Transvaal were planning an armed rising to secure redress 
for their wrongs. Rhodes lent himself to the plot, ~nd 
helped to supply the plotters with money and arms, while 
his friend Jameson assembled a small force in the Com
pany's territories near to the border. The plan was that the 
Uitlanders were to seize Johannesburg and Pretoria, while 
Jameson was to come to their aid. But Jameson recklessly 
invaded before the conspirators were ready, and on january 
z, r8g6, was ignominiously forced to surrender, while all 
the Johannesburg leaders were arrested. This mad fili
bustering expedition had in truth ruined the Uitlanders' 
cause; and it directly played into Kruger's hands. 

§ 3· The CaHses of the South African War. 

The Jameson raid was a turning-point. It brought 
Rhodes's political career to an end. It aroused the sym
pathies of the Cape Dutch for their fellows in the Transvaal, 
and closed the era of friendly co-operation between the two 
races. It restored Kruger's dwindling prestige ; for it per
suaded the reforming Boers in the Transvaal that their 
freedom was threatened, and caused them to draw together. 
It discredited Britain in the eyes of the world; for though 
the British Government had no knowledge of the miserable 
plot, and though the High Commissioner issued a strong 
proclamation forbidding British subjects to take part as 
soon as he heard the news, the world naturally regarded the 
episode as a proof that Britain was aiming at the destruction 
of Boer independence; and the later course of events was 
universally interpreted in the light of this sordid episode. 
But the most significant fact of the moment was the despatch 
by the German Emperor of a telegram in which he con
gratulated Kruger upon having dealt with the raid' without 
appealing to the help of friendly Powers.' This phrase was 
equivalent to an announcement that in the event of future 
trouble, the Transvaal might count upon German support ; 
and, so construed, it contributed to determine the direction 
of Kruger's policy during the next four years. At the same 
time it was a warning to Britain that Germany, towards 
whom she had been anxiously friendly, must be regarded as 
a possible enemy. 

For a time the disastrous fiasco of the Jameson raid kept 
the Uitlanders quiet about their grievances; it had put 
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them out of court. But inevitably the agitation revived; 
and in January r899 2r,ooo British subjects in the Transvaal 

"fo\.,warded a petition to the Queen asking for protection and 
redress. Their demand was for equal political rights for 
all white men, such as existed in eve,ry British dominion, 
including Cape Colony. But the British Government was 
faced by a serious difficulty in putting forward this demand : 
the Convention of London, though it vaguely referred to 
' suzerainty ' in the preamble, did not give to Britain any 
power of interference in the internal affairs of the Transvaal; 
and Kruger, and indeed the whole Boer people, refused to 
admit any claim of suzerainty. Sir Alfred (later Lord) 
Milner, who had been High Commissioner since r897, urged 
that Britain should formally demand a five-years' franchise. 
for the Ui tlanders, and this policy was adopted by Cham
berlain and the home Government. On the other hand, 
Kruger demanded that any question in dispute should be 
referred to arbitration, which implied that the Transvaal 
was an entirely independent State. Between these positions 
compromise was almost impossible. 

It seems plain that Kruger was prepared for war, and 
desired it, being confident that he could drive the British 
into the sea : he was sure of the Orange Free State, and with 
its aid could dispose of at least 6o,ooo men-a far larger 
force ,.than Britain could easlly bring into the field ; he 
had accumulated great stores of munitions; he under- ' 
estimated the military power of Britain; and he probably 
counted upon German help. At a conference with Sir Alfred 
Milner at Bloemfontein (Jun,e) he refused to yield to the 
British demands. The British Government, having·expected 
him to give way, awoke suddenly to the realisation that the 
attitude it had adopted was leading it into a difficult and 
serious war, though even yet it did not understand. how seri
ous; and it began to send troops to South Africa, which was 
almost undefended. In October Kruger launched an ulti
matum demanding the immediate withdrawal of the British 
troops, and requiring an answer within forty-eight hours~ To 
such a demand there could be no answer. The day after the 
ultimatum expired Boer troops invaded Cape Colony; and 
the most serious ordeal by which the British Commonwealth 
had been faced during the nineteenth century had begun. 

§ 4· T.he South African War. 
The most striking feature of the war which thus began 

was the sharp conflict between the opinions about its causes 
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and aims which were held on the one hand by the majority 
throughout the British Commonwealth, and on the other 
hand by a minority in these lands and by the weight of 
foreign opinion in all countries. To the greater part of rhe 
civilised world, and to a substantial minority in Britain, the 
war appeared to be a cynical attack by a vast and powerful 
empire upon two little farmer-republics, an attack which 
was engineered by mining magnates and financiers for the 
purpose of getting possession of valuable gold-fields. To the 
majority of British people it appeared as a war for equality 
of rights, and against the iniquity of racial ascendancy; 
a war of defence, moreover, against a small but restless and 
aggressive State which had been a source of disturbance-for 
many yea:rs. There has never been a time when Britain 
has been the object of a more virulent or contemptuous 
anger: that was one side of the picture. But, on the other 
side, there had never before been displayed so remarkable 
a voluntary rally of free peoples to a common cause, or so 
unwavering and impressive a demonstration of loyalty and 
comradeship, as the action of the great Dominions exhibited; 
for all of them sent contingents of volunteers, and continued 
their support steadfastly till the end. 

Britain realised with a shock that, apart from her own 
daughter-nations, she had no friends in the world, and that, 
but for her mastery of the seas, she might have been ex
posed to a combined onslaught by the other imperialist 
Powers, like that which had nearly ruined her in the crisis of 
the American War of Independence. Her isolation seemed 
anything but ' splendid,' and the South African War was 
soon followed by a change of policy. On the other hand 
she learnt that the imperial tie was infinitely stronger than 
any one had expected; and this lesson also had lasting 

· effects. In this sense the war was the culmination of British 
imperialism; but in another sense it marked the beginning 
of reaction. Men asked whether this destructive and waste
ful conflict could not have been avoided; whether it was not 
in part due to the arrogant spirit bred by the easy conquests 
and annexations of the previous decade ; whether even the 
causes for which it was professedly fought would not have 
been better served by patience; whether it was in accord 
with British traditions to strive to destroy a little nation 
that had struggled to preserve its nationhood, even if it was 
in some respects reactionary and intolerant. The flam
boyant temper of the previous era went out of fashion; 
and much bitter feeling was stirred. 
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We shall not attempt any detailed narrative of the war, 
which lasted two and ah_alf years. It fell into tp.ree .cle'!rlY 
~a~~e_d _p_eriods~ The - first, which lasted four ~onths 
(~tober r8gg-February rgoo), saw the_Boers Jaknig Jhe 
aggressive, and winning marked succe?ses.1 They attacked 
the British colonies in four directions, besieging Mafeking 
and Kimberley in the west, invading Cape Colony in the 
south, and bursting into Natal in the east. The Natal 
campaign was the most important : the Boer leaders seem 
to have hoped to overrun that colony swiftly, and to reach 
the sea, and a striking success of this kind might have had 
momentous results: it might have raised Cape Colony, 
and possibly brought about European intervention. This 
hope was not fulfilled. But White's army was penned into 
Ladysmith, and Buller's attempt to relieve it was held up 
at Colenso ; while in the west a British army despatched to 
relieve Kimberley was stopped dead at Magersfontein, and 
in the centre another army was beaten at Stormberg. These
three staggering blows were all struck in the second week of 
December, while the three be;,ieged towns, Mafeking, Kim
berley and Ladysmith, were holding their own with diffi
culty. Th.is ' black week ' had a sobering effect upon the 

. British people, who had expected an easy victory; and 
British prestige underwent an eclipse. Yet the plain fact 
was that the Boer advance had spent itself; it made no 
further progress; and this meant that the ultimate defeat 
of the Boers was assured. -

These checks produced an immense outburst of warlike 
enthusiasm both in Britain and in the Dominions. Large 

_ forces of v212:1~teers were raised; £Q_l}ting~l!_t~_p2ured~i~. 
frorri"the.Dominior1s;a:rfd"Ro15~r_t!? a:i1d Kitchener, the most 
famous.oOiving-Bntish soldiers, were put in command of 
the greatest armies that Britain had ever placed in the field. 
In February they were ready to advance. They swept up 
through the Orange Free State, relieving Kimberley on the 
way ; caught_ and annihilated the main western army of 
the Boers at Paardeberg; caused the relief of Ladysmith 
by this pressure in the west; and captured Bloemfontein 
(March, rgoo). The possibility of a Boervictory had vanished, 
and the two Presidents sought peace on the basis of the 
status quo ante; b:ut they were refused, and Roberts's advance 
continued. He pressed on into the Transvaal, and occupied 
Johannesburg and Pre.toria (June 5). By October all the 
main centres in both republics were in British occupat!on, 

1 See the map, Atlas, Plate 64 (d) and (e). 
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and Kruger had fled to Europe. The second phase of the 
war was over ; the annexation of both republics to the 
British Empire was proclaimed; and Lord Roberts returned 
to England, having, to all appearance, accomplished 11.is 
task. 

But the brave Boers were far indeed from acknowledging 
defeat, or accepting the destruction of their national exist
ence. They broke up their field armies ; but with a multi
tude of small commandoes they waged a brilliant and baffling 
guerilla, whose heroes were Botha, the commander-in-chief, 
De Wet, and De La.Rey. This phase of the struggle, which 
was extended to the western part of Cape Colony, lasted 
for a year and a half, and was extraordinarily difficult to 
deal with. Every farmhouse was a place of refuge for the 
elusive Boers; farmhouses therefore were burnt in scores, 
and the women and children were removed to concentration 
camps. In the end an elaborate system of blockhouses 
formed the basis of a new plan of campaign by means of 
which Kitchener wore down the heroic resistance of the 
farmers ; and on May 31, 1902, the Boer leaders accepted 
the Peace of Vereeniging. The terms of this treaty were 
significant. The Boer farmers became citizens of the 
empire against which they had been fighting. They were 
guaranteed against any infringement of their liberty or 
their property. They were promised the establishment of 
a system of self-government in the future. And the victors, 
far from receiving any recompense or indemnity for their 
immense sacrifices of life and money, actually undertook to 
supply £3,ooo,ooo for the purpose of re-establishing the 
burghers in their farms. 

It is not easy to find the record of any other treaty of 
peace in which the conqueror, without claiming any material 
advantage for himself, undertook to pay tribute to the 
vanquished. It may be said that Britain acquired the 
territory of the two republics; but she acquired them only 
in a nominal sense; she made, and could make, no profit 
out of them; and she pledged herself to restore them freely 
to their possessors as soon as the bitterness of war had died 
down. One thing alone was gained by this war : the .estab
lishment of equal political rights for both of the white races 
in the Transvaal as fully as it had existed in Cape Colony ; 
and, by that means, the winning of a chance to banish that 
racial antipathy which had poisoned the history of South 
Africa ever since 1836. This had been, on the British side, 
the declared purpose of the war, and it was won at the cost 
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of an immense outlay of treasure, and the sacrifice of many 
lives. Perhaps, with patience, it might have been won 
without war ; but it is also possible that if the war had 
nbt been fought when it was fought; South Africa would 
later have been the scene of a more dreadful conflict in 
which ~ermany might have taken a part. 

South Africa could now look forward to a union of 
races and of States such as Canada, Australia and New 
Zealand had achieved. But this union, if it was to be real, · 
could not be imposed by force; and though force had 
created the conditions which made it .possible, it had in
evitably left a bitterness which must form a grave obstacle. 
Many believed that at least a generation must pass ere the 
problem could be solved. It remained -for the statesman
ship of the next era to act courageously upon a more 
sanguine view. 

[Lucas, Histoncal Geography of South Africa; Greswell, Our South 
African Emj;ire; Theal, South Africa ('Story of the Nations'); 
Worsfold, South Africa; Doyle, Great Boer War; Maurice and 
Grant, Histo1·y of the War in South Africa; Kruger, Memoirs; 
Williams, Cecil Rhodes; Bryce, Impressions of South Africa.] 



CHAPTER IX 

UNSTABLE EQUILIBRIUM IN WORLD-POLITICS 

(A.D. 1895-190.5) 

§ r. The Failure of I solation : Britain a1td the 
United States. 

IN an earlier chapter 1 we have seen how the world was 
gradually overshadowed, during the years from r88o to 
1895, by the menace of war which arose from acute com
mercial competition, from intense colonial rivalry, and 
above all from the heaping up of armaments by all the 
Great Powers of Europe except Britain. From 1895 on
wards this vague menace became an ever present danger. 
No year was free from alarms. One after another vexed 
and difficult problems arose, now in the Far East, now 
in the Balkans, again in South America or the Pacific or 
South Africa. 

In the course of these anxious years the British Common
wealth was forced to realise that the political isolation upon 
which it had prided itself was attended by grave dangers. 
During the early part of the South African War the Boers 
had good reason to hope that one or more of the European 
Powers would intervene in their favour; and if such inter
vention had taken place Britain would have had no friends 
or helpers save her daughter-nations, most of whom would • 
have been exposed to serious dangers. The experience of 
these years led to a remarkable reversal of British policy, 
which showed itself first in the Anglo-Japanese Alliance of 
1902, and then in the entente with France in 1904. ··Now 
that international politics were no longer limited to Europe, 
but extended to every part of the globe, it had ceased to be 
possible to stand aloof from their complications. For good 
or for ill, as a result of the imperialist era, the world had 
become a single political system. 

1 -chap. i. p. 6o3. 
720 
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Even the United States of America, in spite of their 
powerful tradition of aloofness from foreign entanglements, 
were being drawn into the sphere of world-politics, and were 
~ing captured by the imperialist spirit which aominated 
the rest of the world. The first important ev~dence of this 
took, indeed, the form of a reassertion of the Monroe 
doctrine, which warned off Europe from meddling in 
American affairs; but it was reasserted in a novel form, 
and in an imperialist spirit. For more than half a century 
a dispute had been dragging on between Britain and the 
disorderly South "American Republic of Venezuela regarding 
the boundary between that State and British Guiana. -
Venezuela referred the matter to the United States (1895), 
which announced through its Secretary of State, Mr. Olney, 
that' 3000 miles of intervening ocean make any permanent 
political union between an European ·and an American 
State unnatural and inexpedient '-a doctrine ~hich chal
lenged the very existence of the British Commonwealth, 
and was not likely to be acceptable, for example, to Canada. 
'To-day,' Mr. Olney continued in still more challenging 
phrases, ' the United States is practically sovereign on this 
continent,. and its fiat is law upon the subjects to which it 
confines its interposition.' This pronouncement for a 
moment brought war with America within the range of 
possibility, especially when the United States appointed a 
commission to define its 'fiat' upon the question in dispute. 
Fortunately the question was solved by a treaty of 
arbitration, whereunder two British and two American 
lawyers, under the presidency of a Russian jurist, gave 
a unanimous .award (1899) strongly in favour of the 
British claims ; al)d it is worth noting that the procedure 
of this tribunal became the model for the permanent system 
of arbitration set up in the same year by The Hague Con
ference. 

Meanwhile, in another sphere, events had happened 
which at once illustrated the growth oHhe imperialist spirit 
in America, and helped to re-establish friendly relations 
between the two English-speaking Powers. In r8g8 the · 
United States were drawn into a war with Spain on the 
question of the misgov~rnment of Cuba. The senti'tnent of 
the whole world, save Britain and the British colonies, 
was as hostile to the United States in this war as to Britain 
in the South African struggle which .. began in the following 
year; and the practical manifestations of British sympathy 
with the United States did much to restore good feeling. 

VOL. II. 2 Z 
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At the end of the Spanish War, the United States assumed 
a sort of protectorate over the republic of Cuba, and directly 
annexed Porto Rico in the West Indies, and the Philippine 
Islands in the China Sea. The United States had tl'!bs 
defmitely entered the ranks of the imperialist Powers; and 
when, in the same year, they formally annexed Hawaii, 
which they had long informally controlled, and in the 
following year (1899) divided the Samoan group with 
Germany, it seemed that they had definitely broken 
with their long-standing tradition of isolation, and must 
henceforth play their part in the complex problems 
of world-politics. If they had frankly done so, the course 
of events during the next period might have been very 
different. 

The American tradition of political aloofness was too 
strong to be so quickly broken. Yet there was one sphere 
of world-politics from which America could not wholly stand 
aloof, especially now that she had become a Power in the 
Pacific. This was the question of the Far East, the problem 
of China, in which during these years the European Powers 
had begun to busy themselves. Here the attitude of the 
United States was very much akin to that of Britain; for 
both desired that China should be left undisturbed to 
develop in her own way, while the other Powers were ap
parently eager to make use of the weakness of China for 
their own aggrandisement. If the English-speaking Powers 
could have frankly co-operated on this problem, both China 
and the world might have been saved from many ills. But 
apparently this was impossible; and -the Far Eastern prob
lem developed in such a way that it produced momentous 
and far-reaching consequences in world-history. 

§ 2. The Far Eastern Question and the Anglo-japanese 
Alliance. 

Japan's sensational victory over China in 1894 1 came at 
a moment when the European Powers, having almost com
pleted the partition of Africa and the Pacific, were looking 
about for fresh fields for their enterprise. Russia, in par
ticular, who had been building the Trans-Siberian railway 
since 189I, was anxious to establish her foothold in the 
Pacific; France, having conquered Tongking, dreamed of 

• See above, Chap. i. p. 619. 
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bringing Southern China under her influence; Germany, 
now eager for colonial possessions, was disappointed with 
what she had already obtained. These three Powers, there
tc>re, in spite of their bitter rivalry in Europe, combined 
to order Japan to give up the Liao-tung Peninsula and 
the harbour of Port Arthur, on the ground that the 
owner of Port Arthur was the master of Peking. Britain 
stood aloof from this demonstration. Japan had to give 
way. 

The three Powers had posed as protectors of the integrity 
of China. But the insincerity of this profession was soon 
demonstrated. In 1897 two German missionaries were 
murdered in the rich province of Shantung. On this pre
text Germany despatched a fleet to seize the fine harbour 
of Kiao-chau in that province, and demanded that this 
port should be leased to her, that she should be given 
valuable mining and railway rights, and that her expenses 
in occupying Kiao-chau should be paid : the blood of the 
martyrs was to be the seed of--,-the Empire. Russia followed 
by obtaining a lease of Port Arthur-the very position which 
she had refused to allow Japan to take, on the ground that 
this would be ruinous to Chinese independence. France 
demanded the harbour of Kwang-chau in Southern China. 
Britain,aftervainly protesting, took her share in the scramble 
.and obtained a lea.Se of Wei-hai-wei, opposite to Port Arthur, 
for the purpose of creating a naval base from which to watch 
the proceedings of the Russians. Even Italy tried to obtain 
a lease ; this was the only one of the European demands 
which the Chinese Government felt itself strong enough to 
refuse. It looked as if China was about to be partitioned : 
already the Great Powers were beginning to talk about 
'spheres of influence.' 

But the process was checked by the outbreak (r8gg) of a 
confused rising against Western interference known as the . 
Boxer Rebellion. Missionaries and Christian converts were 
murdered. The legations of the European Powers in Peking 
were besieged (rgoo). A composite force of several nation
alities, including the Japanese, found some diffi~ulty in 
relieving them. An international punitive expedition, of 
which Germany insisted that she must appoint the com
mander, was sent to teach the Chinese to pay proper respect 

• to Europeans; and the Kaise.r, figuring himself as the 
captain of ~urope against Asia, designed an enormous 
allegorical picture of the war against the ~~_Peril. _ In 
the end (rgor) China of course had to give way ; she had 
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seen her palaces sacked by European troops ; she dismissed 
her anti-Western ministers; she paid a large indemnity; 
and peace was restored. 

Now every obstacle to European exploitation seemed 1o 
have broken down. Germany was systematically fortifying 
Kiao-chau and developing the resources of Shantung; 
Russia was making Port Arthur impregnable, and securing 
her grip on Manchuria with railways and garrisons ; Japan 
was looking on in bitterness, longing for revenge against 
the Muscovite, but afraid to challenge the combined might 
of Europe ; Britain and the United States were protesting 
futilely against the manifest drift towards partition, but 
unsupported protests were of no avail. 

Then, in rgoz, came a diplomatic act which suddenly 
changed the whole situation. An alliance between Britain 
and Japan was concluded, and announced to the world. 
This alliance was of momentous importance. It was Britain's 
first departure from her traditional policy of avoiding 
standing alliances. It was the first alliance that had been 
made in modem times bet~een a European and an Oriental 
State on equal terms. It definitely brought Japan into the 
ranks of the Great Powers. And it had the immediate 
effect of stopping the process of partition in China. The 
allies pledged themselves to maintain the status quo in the 
Far East; and each undertook to go to the aid of the other 
in the event of an attack by more than one Power. This was 
equivalent to a formal announcement to France and Ger
many that if war should break out between Russia and 
Japan, the intervention of either of them would bring Britain 
into the field; and as neither France nor Germany could do 
anything in the Far East against the opposition of the 
British fleet, in effect the treaty ensured that, if war should 
come, Russia and Japan would have to fight their battle 
alone. 

\Var came within two years; and its results, as we shall 
see, were far-reaching. If ever a war was inevitable, the 
Russo-Japanese war deserves that description. Yet it 
might have been prevented, in one or other of two ways. 
If the European Powers, including Britain, had agreed to 
partition China, they could not have been resisted. They 
did not and could not agree, partly because of their mutual 
jealousies, partly because Britain held that the partition of 
an ancient and civilised country such as China was an alto
gether different thing from the partition of backward and 
savage Africa. On the other hand, the war could have 
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been prevented if the English-speaking peoples could have 
offered a firm and united front in defence of the integrity 
qt China during the last five years of the nineteenth.century. 
But- this also was impossible, mainly because the United 
States made it plain that they would not go beyond diplo
mati.c protests, to which nobody paid any attention. 

§ 3· The Problems of the Balkans: Germany and 
Turkey. 

While new problems were arising in the Far East, the 
Nearj3:~.Lwas .also .giving_constanLtrouble .• ft w~s .the 
·g~nger-point ~f.Et:rope, w_Q~pceat any moment a conflagra·· 
tioll-mjggt .. start w!J..ic?_ woul~ i.nvoly:e_ the _ci~lised_wo!ld. 
The unsatisfied natiOnal aspuations of. the little Balkan 
States, and the unrest of the Christian territories still sub
ject to Turkish rule, formed one source of disturbance; 
another was supplied by the subterranean intrigues of the 
Sultan Abdul Hamid, and by the revival of Mohammedan 
fanaticism which he encouraged. 

The Concert of Europe laboured assiduously l:mt in
effectually to keep these disturbing factors in check. Though 
the Powers were able to stave off the outbreak of war, except 
when Greece attacked Turkey in 1897, they were unable to 
establish any real settlement, or any hope of lasting peace .. 
And. the main reason for this failure was that they were 
disunited. Russia had lost all her influence with the. 

'*-· • __..,E - n• --~ ... ..,_ • -~ ...-- ·- • • - -

Balkan States, and seemed to have washed her hands of 
t}l~_~al~an '"ill:t_btogHO.;: ·wheri_slie ~,as_ urged in .1897 .. to 
intervene for ~he protec_tion of ~Arm~:qia,_she_cynically,... 
replied-tha£ she 'had no wish to create another Bulga.ria-::-;
another protege who would desert and oppose her. .france 

· aE£. Britain_no.Jong~· _ po~~esseq any influence at Con- . 
s!~f.ltinople; they were the conquer?rs of Moslems, the 

1
, 

natural foes of the Mohammedan revival. The European -~ 
Po~~r~ vyh_9s~~e~...!!.Qw _pn~_4_omin_an t _thrQughout(, 
th_e Balk_a~ ~el!i~~ .. ~I~ ~wer~ G~ma~y a~~ A~Is!~i~an_d !hes_e~ ~ 
Powe_rs,act!!:!g j~~l_os~- acc~r~, ~.ul<l,_in f_a~L~~~- in-·,· , 
eff~ctual.ev_ery .§tttempt of the other ~ers:..... 

Austrian or German 'influen~igned. in._ Serbia (until 
190J)-;iilR1iillii_ma:an"d-inBq!gar1a~;- while Ger~any was 
steadily sti-engt:heiiing her influence among the Turks. 
German officers trained the Turkish army, and led it to 
yjctory over th.~ Gree~s jn :J:897- The Qerrn.an Kais~r him-
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self paid two state visits to the Sultan, in r889 and in 1898 : 
they were the first visits that had ever been paid to the Turk 
by a European sovereign. After his second visit, the Kaiser 
went on to Damascus and Jerusalem ; and in the course ~f 
his tour made a speech in which he announced himself as 
the protector of all the 30o,ooo,ooo Mohammedans through
out the world. Most of these were subjects of Britain, 
France and Russia ; and the plain implication of the speech 
was that Germany was willing to use for political purposes 
the great religious revival which was stirring the whole 
Mohammedan world. 

More practical results also followed from these friendly 
relations between Germany and Turkey. Germany ob
tained the right to build a great railway line from Asia 
Minor to the Persian Gulf, a project which she began to put 
into operation in 1902-1903. Its result would be to make 
German influence all-powerful throughout that vast, rich 
and neglected region. Already the outlines were emerging 
of the grandiose project of empire whereby a continuous 
territory, stretching from the North Sea to the Persian Gulf, 
was to be brought under a single economic regime, and (in 
effect) under a single political control. This project was the 
keystone of the lofty imperial dreams which the German 
people were beginning to entertain. Its foundation was the 
reigning influence of Germany at Constantinople, and of 
Austria at Belgrad, Sofia and Bucharest. And the fear of 
weakening this precarious fabric of power forbade Germany 
and Austria to act frankly with the other Powers on Balkan 
questions. 

There was, for example, incessant disorder and mis
government in Macedonia, the unhappy province which 
the Congress of Berlin had restored to Turkish rule : Bulgars, 
Serbs and Greeks all had claims to this region, and kept it 
in unrest by ceaseless raids and intrigues, while the slipshod 
tyranny of the Turk rather increased than qualified the 
anarchy. The Powers tinkered with the Macedonian 
problem, but did no good. ·There was only one remedy
autonomy; and to that neither Germany nor Austria would 
have agreed. 

Again, there was a rebellion against Turkish misrule in 
Crete (1896), whose Christian population, led by Venizelos, 
clamoured to be united with the motherland of Greece. 
The Powers carried out a pacific blockade of Crete, and 
eventually established a system of autonomy under a 
Greek prince, subject to Turkish suzerainty. They coulcJ 
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do so because Crete was an island, easily dealt with by 
fleets. But their action involved a disregard of Turkish 
sovereignty; Germany and Austria therefore refused to 
a~t with the other Powers. Ig_ 1897_ Qre,ece.~plungedjnto 
a mad_war with Turkey, . in _the hope of gaining some 
Ofthe Greek territories withh_el9: frs:>n:l "lier in 1878, an~ 
European ·volunteers-ficicked to her aid, almost' a:::' in 
Byron's day~. But she was defeated in a thirty days' 
campaign by a Turkish army under German officers. The 
Powers succeeded in saving her from the worst results of 
her indiscretion; but the prestige of Turkey had been re
established. 

In __ ~894.and the following years Mopa~~g~n fanat!cism 
was deliberately stirred up against the Armenian Christians,. 
an(fan 'app'a)ling series cif massac~es _t~ok place;""not only. in 
Arme_ni~, _but ~~e~ -.i~ <;_opsJ~t_ti_t~iiople itself,, within sight of 
the European embassies. These outrages were far more 
prolonged and far more destructive than the Bulgarian 
atrocities which had awakeaed the conscience of Europe in 
1876. They were encouraged and even directed by Turkish 
officials, and the worst offender received honour from the 
Sultan. Yet they produced no result save ineffective 
protests'; even Russia remained inactive. Never before 
had the Turk ventured to show such cynical indifference 
to the compiaints of Europe. He was evidently con
scious of a· new strength when he ventured upon such 
boldness. The massacres were at their worst in 1897 
and 1898; and it was in..!§g§....!hg.;t_the~German_Kaiser 
re.Yi§_i_led Constal).~il},2J?l,e_~as _the_guest of_Abdul_Ham_id, 
who wasresponsib)e for these crimes; it was in ~898J.~at 
he announced that he had taken all Mohammedans under 
hi~protection. _ 
·n is not surprising that the Concert of Europe could not 

keep the Turk in order, or find stable solutions for the 
problems of the Balkans; for the Balkans had now become 
a sort of appanage of the Triple Alliance. In the next period 
Balkan troubles were to become more and more acute, until 

_ they led to the outbreak of the Great War. Already in 1903 
there was a foretaste of the coining difficulties. T,ht.:y:oung 
Ki!!g~an~~LQueen of Serbia were brutally mur~by -~. 
g[ol:!,p_qimilit§:.ry~nspifators. Tfi"i's ug1y-episode seemed to 
Western Europe only a proof of the untamed barbarism of 
the Balkan peoples. It was much more than that. The 
Serbian monarchs were in effect the agents of Austria for 
keeping Serbia in subjection to Austrian pqlicy. They were 
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replaced by a prince of another line, Peter Karageorgevitch, 
who was the representative of a national and anti-Austrian 
policy. Austrian ascendancy in the Balkans was threaten~d 
by the independent policy which Serbia now began to 
pursue; and from this moment Serbia was exposed to 
the unresting enmity of Austria. Eleven years later this 
situation was to form the immediate cause of the Great War. 

§ 4· The Entente between France and Britain. 

It is plain that Germany, the most formidable military 
Power in the world, was changing her attitude and her aims 
in world-politics. She was no longer, in Bismarck's phrase, 
a' satiated' Power; she was bent upon becoming a world
Power, and was seeking in every direction for opportunities 
to augment her dominions. She looked with yearning eyes 
towards South America, where (especially in Brazil) many 
German colonists had settled. Here the Monroe Doctrine 
stood in the way; she would have been glad to challenge it 
if she could have got the aid of Britain. But wherever 
she turned, save in Turkey, naval strength seemed to be 
necessary as a condition of further expansion; and naval 
strength she did not possess. 

Bismarck, indeed, had held that no State could be strong 
enough to pursue at once military and naval supremacy, 
and he had been content to leave Germany in the third rank 
of naval Powers. The new generation, and the Kaiser who 
was its spokesman, refused to be content with this position. 
Mahan's books on the influence of sea·power were nowhere 
more seriously studied than in Germany ; and they taught 
that sea-power was the greatest source of national strength: 
To make Germany as powerful on the seas as she already 
was on land became the chief ambition of Wilhelm 11.; and 
during these years he took the first long steps towards this 
objective. In 1895 the Kiel Canal was opened ; by making 
it easy to transfer fleets from the Baltic to the North Sea, or 
vice versa, it q.lmost doubled the available strength of the 
German navy. In 1897 the German Navy League was 
formed, to teach Germans the vital importance of a great 
fleet. The Kaiser backed its propagandist labours by 
pointed speeches, in which he asserted that Germany's 
future lay on the ocean, that the trident must be in her 
hands, that she must claim the Admiralty of the Atlantic. 
;Britain, who had wielded the trident for three hundred 
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years, and depended upon it for her very existence, could 
not listen to these assertions unperturbed. Nor did they 
remain idle words. In r8g8 the Reichstag passed an Act 
~ich provided funds for the creation of a powerful navy. 
In rgoo a second Act doubled the rapidity of construction; 
and this during the crisis of the South African War, when 
every German newspaper was full of virulent denunciations 
of Britain. . 

Hitherto Britain had been persistently friendly towards 
Germany; her strongest imperialists, Chamberlain and 
Rhodes, had even dreamed of an alliance between Britain, 
America and Germany: which was to dominate and pacify 
the world ; and France had been_ general!y _regard_ed . as 
~ritaip.'s most_dang~ro_~ fo~. But the trend of events in 
European and world-politics, as well as the declared naval 
ambitions of Germany, produced a change of attitude; 
and t~ ye~rs _afk!' __ !_h~ conc}u~_!9_.I1_.2Lth~...]_Qer_ War_an 
entente cordt"ale was establisneCi between France and Britain 
(rgo4)~ -Part of the credit for this achievement belongs to 

. -the tact of Kipg E_d~ard VII., who created the atmosphere 
which made ·reconciliation ·possible. But the actual dip
lomatic arrangements were due to Lord Lansdowne, the 
Foreign .Secretary who had negotiated the Anglo-} apan~se 

<-alliance-twoyears earlier ;-and-both-agreements were the 
o~-6f"the com'se of'events. Neither would have been 
thinkable ten vears earlier. 

!,he .• e_n~t~i:!J~~S."k.'¥~?..ilk.P~D.~~,;.~U;~U?-~W1i~olyed ~ 
:QO ;forrnal,.,pwm,J.~e;;Q.l .. .r!1J;tt.Y.2lt~§?lif.9;p£e .fQr'Jittli.y~~utuxe,"'.Jt . 
~~ly_remo~ed_!he nU_!Il.fi_O~s sauses of friction~which _h?-d 
keP.t France@d Britain on bad terms in tlie past; and there 
wasno reason why a similaragreement-should-'90fl1ave 
b~ep made by either party with Gerp1_any or wi!h any ot4er 
:P.s>wer:- S~y~ral -?19:-standing dispute?, suclj. as that about 
the Newfoundland fisheries, were healed; but the most 
iQlportant par:~"of}he.al?re~m~p.("'._ere ~hat France_.recog-N 
JliSed the P9Slhon of B~_l.Q. m Egypt, and" prom Is~<;}- f? \ 
r_a1St:Cii_o _Jur~er diffi.. cu!ti~~~f~.~ 'Y,h!le:;.~fifain r~·cognised/ 
the special mteresfs-6f France m the _unrestful country of 
1\_J:orocc~ At the same fiille -as-:t1lese agreements; tlie two~ 
comitfies-who had, during nine centuries, fought one 
another more often than any other two,t,countries in the 
world~s~t a ~e'.Y ~IE;pl~_io_j:he .world.'by ~ig11pg an~<1:!J~_i
tration treaty, wliereby they agreed to ref~r _to arbitratioft 
every cause ·of disp~te arising be_tween tl}~Il} which _did nof 
affect their fund'!-mental interests or .their hwwur.- • -- •·' 
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In essence, then, the entente of 1904 was not an alliance, or 
an understanding aimed at any Power, but a purely pacific 
agreement, which might have been made at any time, and 
might to the great advantage of the world have been extend~ 
to include every European Power. But in fact it was made 
at this juncture because both France and Britain felt them
selves threatened by a common danger, and were anxious 
to remove causes of difference. The source of this threat 
was Germany; and from 1904 onwards, during ten unhappy 
and distressful years, Britain and France were found con
tinually acting in co-operation to check the ever-growing 
aggressiveness of Germany and her allies. 

§ 5· The Movement for Peace and the First Hague 
Conference. 

It is not to be supposed that Europe regarded with in
difference or complacency the steadily increasing intensity 
of international rivalry, the instability of the world's peace, 
or the lavish expenditure on armaments which was devour
ing so much of the world's growing wealth, forbidding social 
amelioration, and making the prospect of war tenfold more 
hideous than it had ever been. The transformation of 
Europe into a vast armed camp was regarded by the best 
men in most countries with a sort of helpless and bewildered 
exasperation, because it seemed to be in conflict with the 
natural movement of civilisation. Many well-meaning 
people were tempted to lay all the blame upon the wilful 
wickedness of statesmen, drawing no distinction between 
the statesmen of one country and those of another ; many 
others glibly attributed the evil to capitalism, or to im
perialism, or to any other ' ism ' which they happened to 
dislike. Few were content to trace these unhealthy con
ditions to their manifest and immediate causes-to the 
example of Germany, which oth~r countries were compelled 
to follow in self-defence, and to the doctrine, which Bis
marck's victories seemed to have established, that brute 
force is the ultimate determinant in human affairs. 

Yet in truth the opposite doctrine-the doctrine that 
Law, and not Force, ought to regulate the relations of 
States-was by no means dead, but exercised a growing 
power. The international spirit, which had been strong 
at the end of the Napoleonic War, had been strengthened 
PY the developments of the nineteenth century. Improved 
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communications and growing commerce had brought all 
the nations into closer relations with one another. The 
social usages of all the European peoples were being 
diore and more assimilated; from Galway to Athens 
and from Stockholm to Cadiz men wore clothes . of the 
same style, behaved in much the same way, and were 
faced by much the same social problems. Science was 
international, and the dominion of science was growing every 
day; the work of the great writers of each country was · 
translated into the languages of all the rest, and Ibsen, 
Tolstoi, Anatole France were read by the intelligent in every. 
land. 

Moreover, despite appearances, the international spirit 
had made itself felt, with progressive force, in the sphere of 
politics. The Concert of Europe still worked. It might 
seem an ineffective body, yet it had achieved much ; it 
had maintained peace in Europe for a long time, in face of 
great difficulties ; it had carried out the partition of Africa 
without actual conflict, a thing ~hich would have been im
possible in any earli~r age. Despite their mutual jealousies, 
the European States had Jearned to take joint action for 
many purposes. They had a common set of rules for the 
treatment of the wounded in war, drawn up at Geneva by 
general agreement; they regulated their postal systems in 
accord, they had established an international system of 
copyright, they controlled (for example) the navigation of 
the Danube through an international commission. More 
important, the nations were learning to refer their disputes 
to arbitration, rather than to the more dangerous arbitra
ment of war. The modern use of arbitration for the settle
ment of international differences began with a treaty be
tween Britain and the United States in 1794.1 But it had 
grown steadily during the nineteenth century. There were 
eight instances of international arbitration between r8zo 
and r84o, thirty between r84o and r86o, forty-four between 
r86o and r88o, ah.d ninety between r88o and 1900. It is 
worthy of note that Britain had made more use of this 
method than any other Power ; the Un!ted States came 
next; France, Portugal, Spain and the Netherlands fol
lowed in that order. Many of the questions thus settled 
were small disputes, which would not in ari'y case have led 
to war; but some, like the Alabama question;~or the Vene
zuela question in r899, were of much more s~-rious import
flncec The nations were acquiring the habit of resortin~ to 
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judicial rather than military methods of settling tneir differ
ences. And they were doing so in face of real difficulties ; 
for on each separate question the Governments concerne~ 
had first to agree to arbitrate, and then to create a special 
tribunal for the purpose. Evidently the time had come 
when some regular method of settling such questions 
might be arrived at by agreement: the rapid increase in 
the number of arbitrations showed the need for such an 
advance. 

Thus two hostile conceptions were working at the same 
time within the mind of the civilised world : on the one 
hand the pursuit of domination by brute force, on the other 
the attempt to extend the Reign of Law from the relations 
between individuals to the relations between States. No 
greater question lay before Europe and the world than the 
question which of these conceptions was to triumph. In the 
last days of the nineteenth century, when the menace of 
war seemed to be looming in every quarter of the world, 
an event took place which raised the hopes of those who 
believed in the substitution of law for force as the control
ling factor in international relations. In r8g8 the Tsar of 
Russia sent to the Governments of all the great and most of 
the small States an eloquent message, in which he urged 
them to consider the ruin that was being brought upon the 
world by the intolerable burden of armaments, and invited 
them to send delegates to a conference which should deliber
ate upon the means of removing the nightmare, and of 
finding methods of avoiding war. And in r8gg the repre
sentatives of twenty-six nations gathered at The Hague 
for the first Peace Conference, in response to the Tsar's 
invitation. 

To those who had built glowing hopes upon the summons 
of The Hague Conference its results were a disappointment. 
It did nothing for the limitation of armaments; the diffi
culties were too great, since nothing could be done unless 
every nation was willing to allow the forces it might main
tain to be defined for it ; and few of the nations, and Ger
many least of all, would contemplate submitting to such 
dictation. Yet it was something that the sentiment of the 
civilised world should be expressed in an organised way, 
as it was in the discussions. And one important and valu
able achievement stood to the credit of the Conference. It 
set up a permanent tribunal, a panel of arbitrators, from 
among whom nations willing to resort to arbitration might 
select; and it defined the modes in which internatiopp,J 
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arbitrations should be conducted. The existence of this 
system did much to encourage the next great step forward, 
when Britain and France adopted in 1904 a general arbi
t-ration treaty, whereby they agreed to refer all controversies 
between them, not affecting their n-ational honour or vital 
interests, to this mode of settlement. How plainly the 
sentiment of humanity was setting in this direction was 
shown by the fact that in the four years .following the 
Franco-British treaty of rgo4 no Jess than sixty treaties 
of the same type were signed by various Powers. The world, 
or the major part of the world, wanted organised peace and 
preferred law t9 brute force. 

/ 

§ 6. The Russo-Japanese War. 

But assuredly the era of peace had not arrived. In the. 
very year of The Hague Conference the war in South Africa 
began ; and for a time it even seemed likely that a general 
war would grow out of it. Ang two years after the close 
of the South African War came a ~till more desperate con
flict-the war between Russia and Japan (r904), which 
would almost certainly have involved Europe if the Anglo
} apanese treaty had not held the ring for the combatants. 

The outcome of this titanic conflict startled the world, 
and changed the aspect of world-politics. Little Japan; by 
heroic sacrifices and efforts, defeated the Russian colossus 
both on sea and on land; and securely established her posi
tion among the Great Powers. All over Asia this victory of 
an Oriental over a -European Power had profound reactions. 
-It caused a rapid decline in the prestige of Europe, it stimu
lated nationalist and anti-Western movements in India and 
elsewhere, and its influence in this regard is still potent. In 
European politics the effects of the Russian d¢bacte were still 
deeper; and they were increased by the outbreak of revolution 
in Russia, which fora timereducedhertoimpotence. Russia's 
strength had longbeen over-estimated; now, for a time, it. 
was under-estimated. Germany and Austria felt that they 
could proceed to bolder action in the Balkans and elsewhere 
without fear. France felt that the ally to whom she had 
pinned her hopes, and on whom she had lavished her thrifty 
savings, could no longer be trusted to p!otect her; she be
came the more eager to cultivate her new,friendship with 
Britain. And Britain herself had no longer any reason to 
dread Russia as a menace to the safety of India. The way 
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was prepared for a new orientation of world-polity, which 
came about during the next decade, and ended in the 
Great War. 

[Holland Rose, Development of the European Nations; Debidour, 
Histoire Diplomatique de !'Europe, I878-I904; Seignobos, Political 
History of Contemporary Europe; Hazen, Europe since I8I5; Muir, 
Nationalism and Internationalism, The Expanswn of Europe, and 
National Self-Government; Forbes and others, The Balkans; Miller, 
The Balkans; Beazley and others, History of Russia; Temperley, 
History of Serbia; Higgins, Hague Peace Conj.1n;zces; Scott, Hague 
Peace Conferences.] 



BOOK XII 

AN EPILOGUE: THE ORDEAL OF THE 
COMMONWEALTH 

(A.D. 1905-1919) 



INTRODUCTION 

WE have come to the last stage of our long story, the fourteen 
years from 1905 to 1919 ; and it is the most difficult stage 
to narrate clearly. If it were to be treated with a fu1ness 
proportionate to the magnitude of the events with which 
it was filled, or to the influence which these events must 
exercise upon the future development of the. Common
wealth, not a single Book but a volume would be required. 
But the time has not yet come when a balanced and judicial 
account of these world-shaking events is possible. Many 
facts vital to a sound judgment are still undisclosed; our 
thoughts and· our emotions have been so deeply stirred 
that we cannot yet look back calmly upon these' events; 
what is more, though we know that their consequences 
must be of infinite moment, no J?an can yet venture to 
say what they will be, and it is all but impossible to avoid 
laying emphasis upon the wrong facts. We shall be wise, 
therefore, to content ourselves with a very broad survey, 
a sort of provisional and tentative epilogue to our main 
narrative. · 

As we look back across the gulf that was made by the 
war, two inconsistent views of the years which preceded 
it compete for mastery in our minds. On the one hand, 
we often think of the pre-war years as a time of ease and 
general well-being. They were not so;, they were a time 
of world-wide unrest and discontent ; and even if the 
\var had not come,. it was evident that civilisation was 
entering upon a period of upheaval and reconstruction. 
On the other hand, we sometimes regard. these years as 
having been wholly dominated by the shadow 'of the 
coming storm. This also is a false impression. Despite 
the _almost yearly international crises which occurred be
tween 1905 and 1914; most men were little preoccupied 
by the menace of war; they took these crises lightly, 
because they had become accustomed to them, ·and when 
the catastrcphe came it found them incredulous and 
bewildered. :2ven those who were most aware of the 
danger were largely engrossed in other interests. It was 
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a time of very rapid material advance : motor-transport, 
the multiform application$ of electricity, the conquest of 
the air, wireless telegraphy, and the rapid developmen,1 
of the resources of the tropics, seemed to be bringing about 
a new expansion of productive industry, almost as remark
able as the industrial revolution of the nineteenth century; 
and trade was booming in all the more progressive countries, 
and very notably in the British realms. But it was also 
a time of social upheaval, and of clamorous demand for 
far-reaching social change. The habit of obedience to 
law was being undermined; there was an ominous readi
ness to resort to violence or to the defiance of law, even 
in orderly Britain ; for this was the period of the ' passive 
resisters,' of the 'suffragettes,' of the embattled volunteers 
in Ireland, and of the first steps towards the use of DireCt 
Action in the industrial sphere : minorities were striving 
to impose their will by lawless action. In some countries 
there were revolutions or threats of revolution ; in many 
countries there were gigantic strikes on a scale previously 
unexampled--strikes aimed not at employers only, but 
at the community ; and in some countries, notably in 
Britain, there were bold proposals of political and social 
change which led to acute controversy. Finally, there 
were ominous signs of a revolt against Western ascendancy 
in the Oriental countries, notably in India and Egypt. 

All these difficulties would have made the early vears 
of the twentieth century a period of profound sign-ificance 
and importance, even if there had been no international 
crises and no menace of war. That looming danger un
questionably intensified and exacerbated the difficulties 
of the time, especially in the European countries, which 
felt it most. It made the East distrustful of the West. 
It necessitated a reserve and even a secrecy in the con
duct of public affairs which undermined the confidence 
of democratic peoples in their Governments. It brought 
about a lavish expenditure on armaments which placed 
obstacles in the way of social reform. So long as this 
dark cloud hung over Europe, ' the world was not safe 
for democracy.' But although the war-menace doubled 
the unrest of the time, it was by no means its only or its 
principal cause. Nor was the story of these years wholly a 
story of unrest; it was a time of substantial achievement 
in many fields. 



II . CHAPTER I 

(/THE BRITISH CQMMONWEALTH ON THE EVE 
OF THE CATACLYSM 

§I. Growing Imperial Unity: the Imperial Conferences. 

THE outstanding feature of the history of the British 
Commonwealth during the early years of the twentieth 
century was that the great Dominio:p.s, now fully autono- . 
mous in all their internal affairs, and having attained the .. 
status ~f free. nations, were showing a great eagerness to 
draw more closely to one another and to the motherland. 
This desire found expression in many vague projects for 
the creation of new imperial ties, sorrie of which were 
debated in Imperial Conferences; and in the years just 
before the war there was a revival of the old profect of 
a formal imperial federation, stimulated especially by a 
group of able young men, who called themselves the Round 
Tablel-_ published an excellent review to advocate their . 
views, and started corresponding groups in many parts 
of the Empire. Nothing came, or could come, of these 
more formal schemes ; they were incompatible with the 
autonomous nationhood which every one of the Dominions 
cherished, and they could not find a. suitable place for 
India. It was by more informal and elastic methods 
that the growing unity and co-operation of· these years · 
expressed itself ; and most notably by the working of 
the Imperial Conferences. 

The first three Colonial Conferences of 1887, 1897 and 
1902 had been almost accidental conclaves, held in con
nexion with great ceremonial occasions, the two jubilees 
of Queen Victoria and the coronation of King Edward VII. 

The Imperial Conferences of 1907. and I9II were specially 
. summoned, and it was agreed in 1907 that they should be 
regularly held at intervals of four years. They were 
equipped with a permanent secretariat, and with elaborate 
agenda ; they were presided over, not by the Colonial 
Secretary, but by the British Prime Minister; and their 

.,. ...... , •• _}39 
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proceedings were recorded, and discussed in all the Parlia
ments of the Empire. What is more, they dealt with 
matters of pith and moment, and their deliberations led . . -to very Important actwn. 

In 1907 the problems of imperial defence were discussed 
with a fulness never before attempted, and in conjunc
tion with the experts of the Imperial Defence Committee. 
The Conference recommended the establishment of an 
Imperial General Staff, with branches in all the Dominions 
working in close contact with one another; it emphasised 
the importance of ensuring that uniform methods of organi
sation and equipment should be followed in the military 
forces of all the Dominions, so as to make co-operation easy 
in case of need ; and in order to work out fully these highly 
important suggestions, a subsidiary Defence Conference 
was held in the next year, 1908. Out of these discussions 
·sprang the defence programmes which the Dominions 
undertook in 1909 and 1910; and these measures pre
pared the way for their easy military co-operation with the 
mother-country in the Great War, which was to save the 
Commonwealth and the world. In the Conference of 
19II the statesmen of the Dominions were admitted to 
the fullest knowledge of the arcana of foreign affairs, 
and took part in an intimate discussion of British policy 
at a moment when, as we shall see, the European outlook 
was very dangerous. When the catastrophe came, the 
responsible leaders of the Dominions knew how it had 
come, and knew that they had not been led into it blind
fold. In no small degree the whole-hearted comradeship 
of all the members of the Commonwealth, which was 
among the most glorious features of the war, was due 
to the growing intimacy of co-operation that had been 
achieved during the ten years preceding the war. 
· It was not only with defence and foreign policy that 
the Conferences dealt, though their contribution to the 
discussion of these problems was their greatest achieve
ment. They discussed also many other modes of common 
action. Thus a special subsidiary conference in 1910 
led to the adoption of a uniform practice in regard to 
copyright; the Conference of 19II found a mode of admit
ting naturalised foreigners to the rights of citizenship 
throughout the Empire; and there was much valuable 
discussion, both in 1907 and in 19II, on commercial ques
tions, on imperial communications, on the organisation of 
the imperial courts of appeal, and on many other themes. 
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Other conferences of a less august kind, which were sum
. maned during these years,· contributed in an equal degree 
• to bring home to the citizens of the Commonwealth a 

sense of their fellowship in a noble communion of free 
peoples ; such were a conference of universities, a con
ft;rence of teachers,,a conference of journalists. 

In short, the character of the British Commonwealth 
of Nations was getting itself defined in forms which would 
have delighted the prophetic soul of Burke, and which 
fulfilled the dreams of Durham. Unlike any other human 
society that had ever existed on the earth, it was display
ing itself as one State and many States at the same time : 
one State under a single crown, with a single citizenship, 
a single ultimate appeal at law, offering a common front 
to all enemies, and providing for common military action 
under a single command in case of need ; but at the same 
time many States, each having unrestricted control over 
its own destinies, · and . each co-:operating with the rest, 
in the last resort, only because it shared the same traditions 
and the same ideals. This was a type of human comrade
ship unexemplified in human history. It offered to an 
unrestful world a model of what could be achieved in equal 
comradeship when jealousy and mutual suspicion were 
banished. 

·' 
'§ 2. The Union of South Africa, and the Prosperity of 

Canada, Australia, and New Zealand. 
But even more rem~rkable than the development of 

imperial unity was the unification of South Africa, the 
region of the Commonwealth wherein conflict had been 
most frequent, and friction most bitter, for seventy years. 
After the-close of the South African War in rgoz, the High 
Cdmmissioner, Lord Milner, with a brilliant band of helpers, 
spent three years in the reconstruction of the two annexed 
republics, which had been disorganised by three years of 
fighting. At the beginning of rgos· the' tim~ seemed ripe 
for the establishment of a system of representative govern
ment, such as had been promised when peace was made, 
and draft constitutions were promulgated for the two· 
conquered colonies. It was proposed to concede repre
sentative but not responsible government ; even this 
might appear courageous only three years after the con
clusion of a bitterly-contested war. But before the pro
posal could be brought into effect, a Liberal Government 
had come into power in Britain, under Sir Henry Campbell-
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Bannerman; and, with splendid faith in the virtues of 
self-government, it was decided to take the bold step of 
establishing a fully responsible system in the Transvaal a1;. 
once (December 1906). 

The courage and magnanimity of this step, taken only 
four years after the war, surpassed even the gift of self-. 
government to Canada after the rebellion of 1837. But 
it brought its own immediate and great reward. Though 
the first election (1907) gave a majority to the Dutch in 
both of the conquered colonies, and though a Dutch majority 
was simultaneously returned in the Cape Parliament, 
there was no attempt to revive the exclusive racial policy 
of Kruger. On the contrary, the first result of the change 
was the rise of a spontaneous demand among both British 
and Dutch for the unification of all South Africa, an end 
towards which Grey and Frere, Carnarvon and Gladstone, 
had striven in vain. In 1908 a National Convention, 
consisting of Dutch and British delegates from all the 
four States, met at Durban to work out a scheme of union; 
and for the first time for seventy years the two white 
peoples of South Africa were found co-operating in harmony 
for the common advantage. The scheme which they 
drafted went beyond federation; it established a single 
unitary State, governed by a single cabinet and Parlia
ment; the colonies, now renamed provino:s, retaining 
only provincial councils with limited powers which are 
entirely subject to the central Parliament. Thus the 
most divided region of the British Commonwealth, left 
free to choose, adopted a more completely unified form 
of government than either Canada or Australia; and 
modelled its institutions as closely as might be upon those 
of the mother-country. The new constitution, approved 
by the four Parliaments, was ratified by the Imperial Parlia
ment in 1909 ; and in 1910 South Africa, after all its troubles, 
entered upon its history as a united State under the British 
Crown. 

There could not have been a braver or a more con
vincing demonstration of the sincerity of the British 
trust in political freedom ; and the demonstration was 
completed when the Governor-General, Lord Gladstone, en
trusted the task of forming the first ministry to the Trans
vaal Dutchman, Louis Botha, who had been Commander
in-Chief of the Boer armies. Four years later the ordeal 
of the Great War was to prove that in this case, as in so 
many others, freedom was the strongest foundation of com-
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radeship. It seemed that the medicine of liberty had 
cured one of the greatest difficulties by which the modern 

.Commonwealth had been hampered. 
But the original difficulty, from which all the long troubles 

had arisen, still survived-the d~fference of. view upon the 
treatment. of the native ~population. During· the discus
sions on the constitution, Cape Colony had .striven to 
persuade the other States to ~dopt _her method, of allow
ing 

1
the franchis~ • .!<? __ f.911lur:ed~people on_an educational 

qualification; she' had failed· to do more than maintain 
her practice within he_r own borders, and this: denial of 
civic rights to the native population was the one feature 
of the constitution which aroused adverse comment in 
the Imperial Par-liament. Yet the difficulty was no longer 
so acute as it had been in the days when the memory of 
slavery was still fresh; the Union Government was not 
unaware of its responsibilities; and General Smuts has told 
us that in dealing with the problem of native government, 
and in recognising, as it does, the right of the native popu
lation to special measures of protection, South Africa 
has learnt much from the past experiments of the British 
Government. · . 

1]!~ ... rac;ial P.I.9R!~.m was. also presenting itself, ,however, 
in a new and more difficult form during these years. Many 

';lthousands of Jndiaps had found their way into Natal and 
the_T_Iansvaal. Resolved to prevent the accentuation of 
its already complex racial problems, the Union Govern
ment set itself from the first to restrict Indian immigra
tion, and imposed upon the existing Indian settlers a 
strict form of re.gistration which they regarded as .h!!miliat
ing.~ The Indians claimed equal rights as British subjects; 
their cause was taken up by a remarkable agitator, M._K. 
Gandhi, who has since made himself the leader of a for
midable movement in India; and throughqut the pre-war 
period there was constant' trouble cfn the subject, which , 
was 'discussed at the Imperial Conference in ·rgn. It is, 
indeed, a very. difficult .imperial problem, .which arises also, 

.. ...-though in a less acute form, in Australia, New Zealand, 
1 Canada, the West Indies and East Africa. The Dominions 
1 

h<i've an undeniable right to .determine the. character of 
the immigration which they will ·permit; but the policy 
which they have followed has certainly helped to embitter 
the Indian Nationalist movement to which we shall have 
to refer later. , 

Of the, other great Dominions little ·need be said in so 
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brief a survey as we are here attempting. During the 
decade preceding the war Canada, Australia and New 
Zealand were all enjoying a high tide of prosperity ; and 
in all three the flood of immigration from the home country 
had reached a much higher level than in the previous 
period. It is significant of the growing unity of the Empire 
that, while in rgoo only 30 per cent. of the emigrants from 
Britain went to the British Dominions, by rgn the per
centage had risen to 8o. In other words, the surplus 
popula.tion of the crowded homeland had almost ceased 
to go to the United States or to other lands, and was find
ing its way almost wholly to the British realms, at the 
rate of about zso,ooo per annum. 

Most of this tide of emigration flowed, during these 
years, into Canada; she was prospering as she had never 
prospered before, for the rich corn lands of the West were 
being opened out, thanks to an exuberant energy in the 
construction of railways. When one reflects upon the 
wealth and population of Alberta and Saskatchewan, 
now the greatest granaries of the Empire, it is difficult 
to realise that they were only admitted as provinces of 
the Dominion so recently as rgos. Immigrants were flock
ing int9 Canada, before the war, at the rate of two or 
three hundred thousand a year. Nearly half of these new
comers came from the United States. The relations between 
Canada and the United States were thus becoming in
creasingly intimate ; and in rgro and rgrr Laurier's 
Liberal Government in Canada revived the old project of 
a treaty of reciprocity with the States. But this revived 
the old fears of subordination to the great republic, all 
the more because some American politicians indiscreetly 
boasted that the result would be annexation. The boast 
aroused fears in Canada for her two dearest ideals, her own 
free nationhood and her membership of the British Common
wealth. And the re~;ult was that in rgn Laurier's long
lived ministry came to an end, and was replaced by a 
Conservative Government, under Sir Robert Borden. Its 
most distinctive undertaking was the project of a navy, 
which was to be built and administered in consultation 
with the British Admiralty, and to be worked in conjunc
tion with the Royal Navy in time of war. The project 
had not been carried into effect when the Great ·war broke 
out. But, taken in conjunction with the military reorganisa
tion which was carried out after the Conferences of 1907 and 
rgo8. it was a proof of the reality of imperial co-operation. 
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In Australia and New Zealand these years saw a pro-
sperity only less marked than that of Canada, and a renewal 

.of the tide of British immigration, which had been almost 
suspended during the previous period. Both countries 
had adopted the fixed resolution to maintain the purity 
of their race, and jealously excluded Asiatic immigrants: 
the catchword 'White Australia' represented a principle 
from which no minister or party would have dared to 
depart. Both also had adopted, with variations, the 
policy which has been called ' the new protection '-a 
policy of combining tariff-protection for the employer 
with price-regulation for the consumer and the control 
of wages for the workman. It is a policy more easy to 
conceive than to execute, but Australia is convinced that 
it is practicable. Both countries were afflicted, especially 
during the later years of the period, by labour-troubles, 
which their bold devices of arbitration and conciliation did 
not avail to prevent. Australia presented in these years, 
both in the Commonwealth and in the States, the first 
examples of purely Labour Governments directing great 
affairs, and carrying out far-reaching projects of social 
reconstruction which space does not permit us to analyse. 
But ·.the Labour Governments were as resolute as their 
rivals to maintain and strengthen the ties which bound 
Australia to the Commonwealth ; . in the Imperial Con
ferences Australia was only surpassed by New Zealand 
in the zeal with which she advocated methods of strengthen
ing the imperial ties.· And-perhaps because of their re
moteness and the extent to which they were exposed to 
the possibility of foreign attack-both Australia and New 
Zealand surpassed the other Dominions in the zeal with 
which they threw themselves into projects of defence, in 
accordance with the general principles laid down by the· 
Imperial Conference. Both adopted universal military 
training ; both invited Lord Kitchener, in rgog-ro, to visit 
them and advise them on military organisation. Australia 
created her own navy, with the P!Oviso that it should be 
at the disposal of the Admiralty in time of war, and offered 
Dreadnoughts to the mother-country during the naval 
alarm of rgog; New Zealand also offered to pay for a 
Dreadnought, and made large annual contributions towards 
the fleet. There was no shadow of doubt that these distant 
lands valued the loyalty of the CommonweaJth as they 
valued their own free nationhood, and took no mean view 
of their responsibilities. 
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)§ 3· The Nationalist Movements in Egypt and India. · 

We turn from the self-governing Dominions to Egypt. 
and India; and here a very different story has to be told: 
a story of unrest, of clamorous demands for enlarged 
political privileges, and of sedulously fostered race-hatred. 
The East was beginning to revolt against the ascendancy 
of the West, and to deny or minimise the value of what 
the West had given it. 

After nearly a quarter of a century of inestimable service, 
Lord Cromer ceased to be the British agent in Egypt in 
1907. His retirement may be said to end the period of 
reconstruction; and it almost synchronised with the begin
ning of a period of vehement nationalist agitation, which 
had for its declared object the extrusion of British influ
ence from the country, and the establishment of a system 
of parliamentary government. There had long been 
an under-current of discontent and opposition among 
the once dominant classes of Turks and Arabs, who had 
misruled Egypt in the period before the British occupa
tion. But the movement became overt, and began to 
extend itself to the peasantry, in rgo6, when a group 
of British office:J;"S, having shot some pigeons in the 
village of Denshawai without obtaining leave from the 
village headman, were attacked by a mob; one of them 
was killed, while another was seriously wounded. The 
extreme severity with which this riot was punished 
formed the text for a press-campaign of invective against 
British tyranny, and of demands for Egyptian freedom. 
Some part of the impetus to this campaign came from 
the Mohammedan revival, of which we have elsewhere 
said something ; 1 and the troubles of Morocco, the Italian 
war with Turkey in rgii, and the Balkan War of rgrz, 
kept Moslem agitation at fever-heat : the whole Moslem 
world was falling into a ferment of anti-European feel
ing. But alongside of this was a genuine resentment of 
foreign domination, and a demand for the institutions 
of self-government: when in rgo8 even Turkey set up 
a parliamentary system, Egyptians felt that they were being 
left far behind. In Egypt the Khedive and his ministers 
nominally had full legislative as well as executive power, 
but they notoriously had to do as they were bidden by 
their British advisers : there were, indeed, a partly-elected 
Legislative Council, and a General Assembly, but these 

1 Above, Bk. xr. chap. i. p. 6r4. 
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were negligible bodies, having only advisory powers. The 
~~it~ tion-':"as-per:sistg.nt-a.pd:-Y~he,J.B.~n.t .... l:>~tw~e_n:-_1906 

; ~~~9I.!_; •. ;.t~.£!!J.9EJ<."to,a,ssa,s?.~£l~t~<m..,;,Jll$,~l.!ffie.Mmister, . 
i Boutros-Pasha, was murdered ... ,in.,...IgiQ. - Emrn_,rgu_to 

--· .. --...., • ~.;•·., ............ -,;fs':•"~w';'/•\t ... ~~·dO.J·-· .:;<tM r-.' ..... •..,. -··~:·'~·. I.J• ~·· •• ,.. ' • 

[ ~9,!.4 •• :v~ .. en.)~P;r§.,,~J:.clj~_l}erl'llw~~J?nl~·Jkb:g~i:- ~.p~, agita
hW. .•.. H ~!e~I!.~_d_., ... l~gg~r,,J:!J.S.~f:i.r.m"-":~c:l -:~P~Y~ :·h.~n"qhQg~ But 
iL w:as,...by..;nq.,.,m~&E~ .. q~~1 ;_ "_and its leaders, mspi,red by 
Moslem sentiment, looKed for support to Turkey, and to 
Turkey's patron, Germany. 

Far more serious than the Egyptian agitation was the 
turmoil into which India was plunged during these years. 
We have earlier seen 1 how the Nationalist movement had 
gradually gained strength during the later years q.f the 
nineteenth century. It now began to assume a violent 
and a dangerous form, stimulated especially by the spec
tacle of the Japanese victory over Russia. An Eastern 
people had proved themselves the superiors of a W-estern 
empire : why should not India take a lesson from Japan, 
and achieve her own national freedom? And the attitude 
of the self-governing Dominions towards Indian immigrants 
intensified the resentment against Western supremacy. 
As yet these. ideas affected only the educated classes, a 
minute. proportion of the vast population of India, the 
great mass of whom took no interest in 'politics; but the 
educated classes were the vocal classes, controlling the • 
press, the schools, ,the law-courts and the local govern
ing bodies. There was, indeed, a large body of moderate 
opinion which recognised that among the innumerable 
heterogeneous races, religions and castes of India, the first 
need was the maintenance of peace and justice, which 
the British system ha:d secure'd; and that progress towards 
self-government must be gradual, and could only be healthy 
if it went hand-in-hand with steady social and educa
tional advance. This conservative element at first included 
almost the whole' of the Mohammedan community, led 
(till his death in I8g8) by Sir Sayyid Ahmad, and after
wards by the Aga Khan. But a multitude of eager and 
excitable voices. mainly Hindu, clamoured for the imme
diate endowment of India with the full rights of self-govern
ment enjoyed by Canada and Australia; and many among .. 
them used the press and the platform to preach race
hatred against the British rulers, who were made respon
sible for every ill from which India suffered. 

The immediate , occasion for the outburst of violent 
1 Bk. xr. chap. v. p. 668. · 
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agitation was what was known as the Partition of Bengal 
(1905): a division of that immense province into two parts, 
for the sake of administrative efficiency, which Lorsl 
Curzon had carried out shortly before his retirement. The 
new arrangement was welcomed by the Mohammedans, 
who formed an overwhelming majority in the new pro
vince of Eastern Bengal ; it was denounced by the Hindus 
as an outrage to the national sentiment of Bengal, and as 
a device to weaken the most progressive of the provinces. 
An attempt was made to organise a boycott of British 
goods, and to persuade Indian purchasers to buy only 
Indian products; but this swadeshi movement, as it was 
called, soon broke down. More serious was the organisa
tion of a secret campaign of outrage and assassination, 
whose recruits were mainly drawn from among college 
students and schoolboys in Bengal. In 1908 two English 
ladies were murdered by a bomb; and from that time 
the campaign of outrage went on steadily-being mainly 
directed against Indian police officers, but including also 
witnesses who gave evidence against the murderers, and 
innocent Indians whose money was needed for the manu
facture of bombs and the purchase of pistols. Though the 
murders were not very numerous, the terror they created 
was such that the ordinary machinery of justice began to 
break down : even eye-witnesses of crimes dared not give 
evidence. This conspiracy of outrage was still going on in 
Bengal when the war began. But it was not confined to 
Bengal. In the Bombay Presidency, the inflammatory 
writings of B. G. Tilak were creating a dangerous ferment. 
And in 1907 there was a dangerous movement in the 
Punjab-the province from which the army is mainly 
recruited; it is probable that a serious outbreak was only 
averted by the sudden deportation of two leading agitators, 
who had been striving to undermine the loyalty of the 
troops. 

The Liberal Government in Britain resolved to meet 
this dangerous agitation by granting the largest advance 
towards self-government that seemed to be practicable in 
the conditions of India. In 1909 Lord Morley, after long 
consultations with the Viceroy, Lord Minto, introduced 
changes which profoundly modified the Indian system 
of government. A substantial representative element 
(though not a majority) was introduced into the Imperial 
Legislative Council; an elected In?ian majority was 
brought into the Provincial Legislative Councils, which 
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were given power to discuss legislation and finance, though 
not to control or dismiss the Executive Government; an · 
I,pdian member was added to the Viceroy's Executive 
Council and other Indian members to the Executive 
Council~ in the provinces; while two Indian members 
were appointed to the Indian Secretary's Council in London. 
These changes did not introduce, and were not intended 
to introduce, responsible government on the colonial 
model into India; Lord Morley very clearly explained that 
such a step seemed to him to be impossible in the condi
tions of India, and likely to remain impossible until these 
conditions JVere profoundly changed. They were intended 
to ensure that the influence of Indian opinion should be 
fully and continuously felt in the Government of India. 

But the Morley-Minto reforms, though they were at 
first welcomed; did not'satisfy the more eager reformers. 
Perhaps they even heightened the discontent; for the 

'members of the Legislative Councils, having no responsi
bility, mainly conflned themselves to negative and hostile 
criticism of the action of. Government, and this gave a 
new authority to the incessant attacks of the Press. The 
more advanced reformers continued to press for full self
.government. And in 1913 the Hindu advocates of this 
change' were joined by many of the Mohammedans, who 
had hitherto stood aloof from the agitation. The Islamic 
revival had begun to stir the l:J!dian Moslems. They were 
deeply moved by the successive blows which were struck 
at the power of Turkey during the years . immediately 
preceding the war ; they had begun to look to the Sultan 
of Turkey as the head of their faith, though.in earlier days 
the claim of the Sultan to the Khalifate or headship. of 
Islam had aroused no enthusiasm among Indian Moslems. 
And this religious emotion was beginning to drive them 
into hostility to the British Government, now that it had 
departed from its old friendship with the Turk. The 
Mohammedans were not united in this attitude ; but their 
more aggressive leaders had begun to join hands with the 
Hindus in demanding self-government, and the Moslem 
League, once a conservative, was tending to become a 
revolutionary. organisation . 
. In rgrr King George v. visited India, and formally 

ascended the Imperial throne at Delhi. This was the first 
visit of a reigning British sovereign to the Indian Empire. 
It made a profound impression, and for a time greatly 
eased the tension; all the more so because. the occasion 
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was seized to rearrange the administrative divisions of 
Bengal in a way which made a real concession to Bengali 
sentiment. But though India had again attained a co:q. 
dition of calm in 1914, the agitation for full self-govern
ment was still active in the National Congress and in the 
Press ; the anarchist movement was still afoot in Bengal ; 
and away in Paris, in Berlin, in America, there were knots 
of impassioned Indian agitators tirelessly preaching the 
wrongs of India and the tyranny of the British raj, and 
helping to keep the Nationalist movement active by pam
phlets, which they sent to Indian colleges: pamphlets 
which had to be written in English, because that was the 
only language which would be generally intelligible among 
the divided peoples of India. Perhaps it was not a wholly 
unreasonable expectation that, in the event of war, India 
would rise in revolt against her oppressors. Certainly 
this was one of the calculations which made the Great 
War seem more easy and inviting to those who launched 
it. It was a calculation which forgot that these agitations, 
important as they were, were no mote than a ruffling of 
waves upon the surface of an ocean: the real heart of India 
was as yet little affected by them. 



• 

CHAPTER II 

POLITICAL CONTROVERSY IN BRITAIN 

§I. The New Era of I906. 

FRoM the more distant members of the Commonwealth 
we turn to the motherland, still the heart and centre. of 
the whole, still the home of. more than four-fifths of its 
English-speaking inhabitants. On the eve of the fourth and 
the most terrible of the struggles for existence in which the 
British Commonwealth has been engaged during the modem 
era; it was still as true as it ever had been thq.t the welfare 

· -of the whole depended upon the strength, vigour and social 
health of Britain. · 

The dominant fact of the pre-war period in British 
history was the~ generaJ .. e,l~~t~£9«-~J~l-~~'..v·~hjch b~-2~ght 
to an end the twenty years ascenoancy of the Conserva-
tives,. and. esta_ b.li.shed .. a. re_ v_ ivifie. d. Liberal.pp:rty-iiY·power, 
~itP.~ .. an . unpre.c:!=.dt:nJx_,Q.'!lm'!i-£>£~tY·-· The Liberals in this 
Parliament outuumbered all other parties in combination; 
out the Governm(:'!nt was also able generally to reckon upon 
the supp<;>r~ .. ?f~l0i\.I.ri~J1f~Nati()_nalists, ~n~ ,Pf..-;5J;, . .}b'\ROur 
1¢!,~:l;?g:r§.,. g1vmg thep! ~D \lllWiel(iy,.J)}£lJQPJ~,Qf ... <:>.:X~r ... 39.2· 
'f~e election _oJ. so large a. number of L_Cl-~our .p?:em_bers 
'Yas perhaps the .. most .• iffiP.!..~JLv~.,. featur~~-:of~ th~~"· ,t~t,:lia
m~J .•. the dearest..token that ~!It.Ish politics· were,.el,lter
ing~UPQI1.c~,];l~)y,,,$.f,~~ ... ~Thetdemocratic ag~:,hi1cl:,:•gen~·.ine~y 
begun. ·· . 
:t'ln the history of British parliamentary politics· there 

had never been so complete and so sudden a reversal of 
fortune as this election represented: even whenJ'allowance 
has been made for the fact that the balance'1of :parties in 
Parliament did not truly represent the balancexof opinion 
in the country, it was evident that there had been a real 
change in· the national mind. In part this wa~ due to 
an emphatic repudiation of Chamberlain's demand for 
' Tariff Reform '-Britain was still unmistakably loyal to 
Free Trade. But behind this lay a deeper feeling, which 

751 
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was loosely expressed in the common phrase that Britain 
had rejected Imperialism. The phrase was worse than 
misleading if it meant that the British people had become 
indifferent to the fortunes of the Commonwealth as a• 
whole : as the Imperial Conferences showed, this was 
far indeed from being the case. But the centre of interest 
had swung back from foreign adventures and territorial 
acquisitions to the problems of domestic reform: the 
Parliament of rgo6, and the electors who returned it, 
wanted to be quit of foreign entanglements, and to devote 
the strength of the nation to the task of social reorganisa
tion. 

As we shall see, Fate would not permit this. Like the 
Government of r88o, 1 the Government of rgo5 was forced, 
despite itself, to give its most anxious attention to the 
very dangerous international situation which was maturing 
during these years; it had to reorganise the army, to 
find vast sums for the navy, to thread its way through 
thorny international complications whose details could 
not be made public. This fact alienated many of its 
most ardent supporters, who resented the inevitable reserve 
with which foreign difficulties had to be handled, and were 
impatient that wealth which might have been used for 
social reforms was being expended on armaments. On 
the other hand, the growing public realisation of the in
ternational peril, and a suspicion that Government was 
not giving its whole heart to the task of guarding against 
this peril, largely accounted for the remarkable decline 
in the strength of the Liberals, which resulted from the 
elections of rgro. The foreign situation (which we shall 
consider in the next chapter) thus greatly intensified the 
difficulty of those enterprises of social reconstruction 
which eager reforn1ers were burning to undertake. The 
world was not yet safe for democracy. 

Nevertheless this ministry succeeded in achieving an 
enormous amount of legislative work. Under the premier
ship first of Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman, and then 
(from April rgo8) of Mr. H. H. Asquith, it introduced a 
body of social reforms of a more sweeping character than 
anything which British history had yet seen; it assumed 
on .behalf of the community obligations in regard to the 
welfare of the mass of the people which the Liberals of 
the mid-nineteenth century would have regarded with 
profound alarm ; and alongside of these changes it was 

1 Above, Bk. XI. chap. iii. p. b4o. 

• 
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responsible for great ·measures of politica~_reconstrt;~ction. 
Its proposals, drastic beyond precedent, aroused art in
tensity of political controversy which had been unknown 
since the days of the first Home Rule str"':lggle ; and when 
the war broke in upon these discussions, party acrimony, 
class-bitterness, and national feeling had been stirred to 
such a pitch that the enemy might well 'calculate upon 
finding the power of Britain reduced to impotence. The 
calculation was utterly at fault. At the first clang of the 
war-tocsin all the strife was stilled as if by magic; and 
the nation, like the Commonwealth as a whole, realised 
with a sort of solemn pride that beneath all these differ
ences it was one. 

The· eight years of this ministry's existence before the 
war were divided into two clearly marked parts by the 
elections of 1910, and the vehement controversy over 
the budget of rgog from which they resulted: after 1910 
the conflict was yet more intense and bitter than before. 
And this division of the home controversy corresponds, 
as we shall see, to an equally clearly marked division of 
the international problem : after rgro, while British con
troversies were becoming more intense, the set of European 
events towards the catastrophe of 1914 was becoming 
more ominous. In this chapter it is our business to de
scribe in outline the social and political changes that were 
afoot in Britain, and the conflicts which arose from them ; 
disregarding for the moment the deepening international. 
danger which added to their intensity, and strained the 
nerves of those who took part in them. 

. "21§· L . t t' A .. - 6 r ' z....._gg~~.ct.~l{zMJi,?~~~~~919 ~ 
There were some political controversies of old standing 

with which the new Government was bound to deal. The 
greatest of these, the.::~q~~~t!()P.~9 .. L!E-~h"::.liO.I9~~-Ry!e, was 
indeed, by agreement, withheld from discussion ·during the 
Parliament of rgo6, and did not emerge again: until after 
the elections of rg1o. But an unsuccessful attempt was 
~made -to ~extend,Jti:>JL~J!l.0,!).2,JEY wP0"~'!-:Q..,.h~.sJt..,..~.£UP._ci!~ :.:Sill ; 
!he .•. lri~h: ... lJPl.Y~r~s!}y~p_t:~l?.~, .. ~hJ~h.:;G!aq~_tgn~ }:l~q un
s:u,<;c_~s~.fll:!lY..,t<!cJ9~4j .. J!,,1~~71.•~!Y§-S~PJYed~J?y""·l'l-'11?..e!1ll_~e~s.ure 
qf.Lt9Q~,~~i;:]1 ~!':t ~P...,..ll~.~ il-><lll!.iyers_ities .in ?3elfast _for the 
:protestan~~~ af!a_.,I~-:Q~.!?hnAor~~tlt~~ ~<J,tpghq; ; three un
successful attempts were made to deal with the problem. 
of religious education which had been raised by the Act 

vor.,.. n. 3 B 
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of 1902 ; Welsh disestablishment was proposed in rgog, 
only to be rejected by the House of Lords ; and there 
was a serious endeavour to deal with the long-vexed 
question of the licensing of public-houses on the basis <:rf 
local option: it was summarily rejected by the House of 
Lords, but at a later date (1913) a measure granting Local 
Option to Scotland was forced through. On the whole, 
these old problems and controversies remained unsettled; 
but the way in which some of them had been treated by 
the House of Lords, in face of the overwhelming majorities 
with which they had been carried in the Commons, added 
strength to the demand for a restriction of the power of the 
Lords, which reached its culmination in rgog. 

Again, it was, necessary to deal with the legal position 
of the Trade Unions, which had been seriously impaired 
by a legal judgment (Tafi Vale) that had made Trade 
Unions liable at law for the actions of their members during 
industrial disputes. Government introduced a Bill which 
would exempt the Trade Unions from liability for any 
act not done under their own direct authority. On the 
demand of the Labour members this qualification was 
removed ; the House of Lords did not venture to touch 
the Act; and the Trade Unions were thus endowed with 
immensely enlarged powers, and freed from any fear of 
being called to account in the courts even for their own 
actions in industrial disputes. They thus became privileged 
bodies. It may be convenient here to touch upon another 
Trade Union problem which arose later, and which belongs 
more properly to the second period of this ministry's 
history. The new Labour party depended for its resources 
upon a levy collected by the Trade Unions from their 
members. In 1909 a judgment of the courts in effect made 
it possible for a member of a Trade Union to restrain his 
Union from levying funds for political purposes; and the 
decision seemed likely to destroy the very foundations of 
the Labour party's organisation. In 1912 an Act was 
passed to meet the difficulty: it legalised any political levy 
authorised by a vote of a majority of the members of a 
Union, but empowered any member to claim exemption 
if he had the courage to do so. This Act leg<;~.lised the 
political action of the Trade Unions ; and the two Acts 
taken together formed the foundations of the industrial 
and political power which the Trade Unions subsequently 
exercised, and turned them into one of the strongest forces 
in the State. Meanwhile, in rgrr, the position of work-
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i~g;p:1en ;rnembgr~ .. 9!., P,arl~~~.~!. h,~d~;.~e.<:.1J ,_g~~~~ly e~e? 
~y the mtrpdp,~t~.<l!l~~Y.m,~p~e.w-J?~J~~~ .Politi
cal change of the first moment, which was nevertheless 
-adopted with extraordinary quietness. 

Alongside of these measures were a number of others 
which would have excited great attention in a less active 
Parliament : .the establishment of a Court of Criminal 
Appeal; the enactment of a drastic measure against certain 
modes of commercial corruption; the bringing of the · 
whole London Dock estate under the control of a public 
authority ; the institution of a Public Trustee. All these 
were valuable reforms. But.they faded into insignificance 
over against the code of social legislation whic;h was intro-
duced during these years. · 

F.irsJ.c..pla,£.~ •.• 1?~1<??,g~. to~e':');eilJ,ar:~~b!~-~~~rJ~~· pJ.'~e..?Sures 
aimtSd.at.,.g~p~,ml.§f>.Si~L.,':Y~J~-. being. In ~rgo8, • .tp.e"" prpj ect 
of Old,_A.ge_ .. ~!}§.!.2J!~,:-.12,,I}g,:.!,~J}~~!! ... about, was carried into 
effect on a non-contributory basis: every resourceless person -
over seventy years of age was given a pension of ss. a week at 
the cost of the State. Childhood as well as age was brought 
under communal care: by the.P.r~QJd§i9!!,;,gf.M@? .... 4f .. t(!906) 
education authorities were empowered _to feed children 
who, came to school hungry; by th~,.M;_~dical,.Inspection 
Act (1907), all the children of the nation were brought 
""7"'"~.r.~··~.~.,./;'f'$'tiflf.>• • • • 0 ' 0 

under medical superviSIOn; wh1le by the .-ChilclFen,sli"Blll 
(!,go8). many forms of protection for children were enacted, 
aii'~in"j)articular, a special system· of jurisdiction was 
instituted for juvenile criminals. Even more beneficent 
than these measures-in potentiality at any rate-was the 
l!SJ,lJ~illg.,{l_yd, .• ;[:~~Z:.~P~!.l-!Uag.&~2,t;r.!;9.g9.,v;Y/.hich-.. endowed 
1Q~gl .. authorities_with:.,~a_rg~-'~"'B9:W,~J:;>.I'OJ.'for:~&.lle'!f.qemolition. of 
i~~~i taw~- }ln.st_t\;J,~eA .. 88·~~~fl1~tj,eY::r £b: lJ.~?.J:t.hy., ·~~J~9:Y,~~~~ f?r 
t~~-E~2pJe; ana wh1cli also made a new departure m 
Britisli usage by imposing upon urban authorities the 
duty of working out a sound plan for their towns, and 
of seeing to their systematic and orderly development. 
~L~~.s211SI._gr_£~E.£L,~?H~~t~~,to .... t.h§,~Pr&CJEisation 

. i~e!.~fi~~itw~;~it~~rr~~~lft~~'?;t~~~~;~r~~~~;ksouJ£ Jr~~ 
duction was carried out, giving the basis for scientific 
study of these problems. f<.Q\l};;lll,-iJ.!fl§..g~, .. ~!ght7hours' 
da:y,.(r.go8). The conditions under which shop-assistants 
had"'to carry on their work were defined and regulated 
(rgro). A ~orkm~P~?,...(:QI!!P~W'~-~¥.ti~99,§).,extended 
to all trades the principles which hacl been applied 
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to a limited number of trades in 1897. A momentous 
departure was taken in I909 when, by the Sweated 
Industries Act, the regulation of wages and conditions 
of work in certain badly paid industries wherein Trad~ 
Union action was difficult, was entrusted to Trade Boards, 
consisting of representatives of employers and workmen 
with certain additional members appointed by the Board 
of Trade. The awards of these bodies, when adopted by the 
Board of Trade, became legally enforcible. This repre
sented the most complete reversal of the policy of industrial 
laisser jaire that Britain had yet witnessed ; and in another 
respect also it marked the beginning of a new departure 
in industrial organisation-the organised and enforced 
co-operation of employers and employed in the definition 
of industrial conditions, under the authority and super
vision of the State. Finally, in 1909, a whole network 
of Labour Exchanges was set up in every part of the 
country, with a view to facilitating the organisation of 
the labour-market, and as a preparation for dealing with 
the immense problem of unemployment which the Govern
ment next proposed to attack . 

A third group of measures were concerned with agricul
ture and the land, and represented the most serious attempt 
which had yet been made to bring hope and enterprise once 
more into the life of the British peasantry. The Small Hold
ings Act of 1907 imposed upon County Councils the duty of 
providing small agricultural holdings for those who desired 
them, and endowed the Councils with substantial powers 
for the compulsory purchase of land for this purpose. 
This Act led to a rapid increase in the number of small 
holdings and allotments ; but many other reforms were 
necessary ere a real revival of prosperity among a rural 
peasantry could be effected. The land problem also raised 
the question of the valuation of land, and the notorious 
fact that the purchase-price of land required for public pur
poses was generally found to be many times greater than 
was represented by the rates which its owner paid for public 
services. This problem was first raised as early as 1907, 
in the Land Values (Scotland) Bill, which proposed to 
introduce the practice, already adopted in Canada, Australia 
and New Zealand, of levying rates on the value of the land 
apart from the buildings it carried. The proposal aroused 
a fierce controversy, which prepared the way for the more 
violent storm raised by the land-tax proposals in the 
Budget of 1909. 
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· All~these P1any-sided ,measures_.repres~n_t%1-... et-<-Yery_g:t;eat 
enlargement oLthe. functions,;;:,of-the ·State.,Ct;nd:, ?(.pl}plic 
a.u.t.hor-ities:-·· Some of them necessitated the appointment 
of great numbers of offici;Jls. '{he n.uJ.I!.l?~L£.tP.uJ2lis...~ffi.:cials 
_and~the ~e.xte,pJ PL th_eir.Jp.t~tf~p~!Jc:.<::~ln,: Jhe,~aJfairs .. otindi
viduals .had; ,as •. we .~have~.seen,o:-.beentstec:tdjly~,growirtg. ever 
since .. .r.S32·; --but this sudden increase raised, especially in 

·. the years. after r9ro, .. an.,.,qut~r;y~alt_o~t..,..£9.,\;~~\l~r.?-gy. This 
great senes of measures of soc1al reconstruction also 
necessarily involved an immense outlay of public money, 
a.!!fl.J?!9;ugJ:.htJ.l>~J!iJ.a.,r.g~_<;:,.l:.&:~g~?."tn~tl:J~"rp~;t.h,gd~~ ?f:.,J>"Q.l;:>~ic .. 
finance. ·There was, m truth, no sphere ·of public affmrs 

lli'WliiclCthe spirit of tlie new democracy was more patently 
displayed ; and it was ultimately upon finance that the 
bitterest controversy was to turn. The budgets for which 
Mr. Asquith was responsible as Chancellor of the Exchequer 
(r9o6, 1907, 1908), besides redeeming much of the debt 
which had been accumulated during the South African War,· 
reduced the cost of some articles of universal consump
tion, and at the same time prepared to m~et the cost of 
Old Age Pensions and the other expensive social reforms of. 
these years. The most novel feature of these budgets 'was 
the.,..intr:oduc.tion of a disJinction~between~earned .: .... and 

.... ~'··- . - . - .,~..,...lf-~~~ ... ~ ... ,.,..~ .. -'-- <'' . 

' un<;;arl}~c:!~-~.i'J.~J;!l.\i:.~:~~"il},C..Q.:t_l}$S!1J:l,IPG,er."'.£~9.00" d;raw? from 
salary or profits paymg a lower rate of tax than mcomes 
derived from investments. At-the*sa-mg..,tip}§,..thesdeath
<httie.s-on-acGm:p~l_<.!;!$~~~).!1SJ;,<(.$.~~§.,.:". The 
tendency of these charges was to make tpe nclier part of 
the community pay the cost of social reform, to the advan
tage of the poorer part of the community, an,d.in~thl? .... way 
t~~e ta,xation...,~~-.,9;J».~a~~,,qhpartly,.;r(3distJ.:il::n.'lting;..,t,heJotal 
il1:1~{>Jlle,.p,t.,}w....nllJipn. .... " · · 

But important as were these changes, they were far sur
passed by the J3!:1.§g~!_,£i~J9~;9,lfo.i-,_which Mr. Lloyd George 
was immediately responsible. This immense measure may 
not unfairly be described as the most revolutionary series 
of financial proposals which had ever been laid before a 
British Parliament. It.,..c;;,aJ~J:l~Q.,-ver¥JW:r!l 1!-~ll,,:.f.Jlrther the 
tendency -to~.lay".u.pon,.gry,at,.,-Yl~-~}t];J.,._..gl,~~main ~·burden of 
social. reform;. levying,!"Cup.on.-.-la.rge:rl>'ineomes~a..,super-tax, 
ov~r _and above;the,~PS.?,IQ,~~~t~~ .. ~<~t~gi;vingAm:ther-relief to 
mcomesws:>f .. the lower g!.<i.<:\t.~ ..... :.But the Budget of Igog was 
not solely conceifieawith pure finance; it was linked up with 
a whole programme of social legislation for which it was 
to tin4 t4e ro.eans1 apq so111e partof which.w<+S e111bodied· 
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in itself. The part of this vast scheme which aroused the 
most furious controversy was the proposal of a system 
of new taxes on land. All the land of the country wa~ 
to be valued, apart from buildings ; a tax was to be levied 
(as in New Zealand and elsewhere) upon its capital value; 
and a further tax, called increment duty, was devised to 
intercept for the State part of all increases of value which 
were not due to the enterprise or capital of the owner, 
but to the growth of towns or other similar causes. On 
these proposals a fierce controversy raged, which assumed 
the form of a vehement attack· upon the land-owning 
class. So passionate were the feelings which it aroused 
that the House of Lords, taking its courage in its hands, 
rejected the budget in defiance of the usage of two cen
turies ; and by doing so assumed to itself the power of 
dismissing the ministry, since no ministry can survive 
if it is denied the necessary supplies for carrying on govern
ment. Thus was raised the largest and the most exciting 
constitutional issue that had been discussed in Britain 
since 1832. Reinforced presently by other great issues, 
and by the new social programme, it plunged the British 
people into a passionate political controversy, which 
engaged their attention down to the outbreak of the Great 
War. 

§ 3· Acute Political Controversy, 1909-1914. 

There has never been a more intense or a more vital 
conflict of opinion than that into which the British electorate 
was plunged in the election of January 1910. The con
stitutional problem alone was of the deepest import. On 
the one hand, it was urged that the powers of the House 
of Lords must be curtailed; not merely because it had 
an unvarying and overwhelming Conservative majority 
which gave no chance to Liberal or Labour legislation, 
but also because stable government would be impossible 
if two Houses had the power of dismissing ministries. On 
the other hand, it was contended that the Budget pro
posals were revolutionary and ruinous, and that a Second 
Chamber had no utility if it could not deal with proposals 
of such moment. The air was full of schemes for recon
structing the House of Lords or for redefining its powers ; 
some were for abolishing it altogether. The whole system 
of British government was brought under review, and 
the bad working of the parliamentary system, the growth 
of bureaucracy, the rigidity of party anq tpe qespotism 

• 
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of the cabinet were all raised for discussion before a bewil
dered electorate. The' land-,system,"the '·past- and 'future 
~eG-ial~poliey .. of .. ,the ... Liberals; ... rTariff .... Reform"'a"tan ,alterna
tive ... means,..,of..,..social~><bettermentr,.,.also .... played.,.th,eir:.part· 
in...th.e~&?:g~r .... g~g~J~ .. And alongside of all this were grave 
warnings that the very existence of the nation was being 
imperilled by. the German menace, for there had been 
serious alarm about the 'growth of the German navy in 
Igog. In the event the Government returned with a 
greatly reduced majority; the Liberals practically had 
the same number of members as the Conservatives, and 
the forty-one Labour men and the eighty-two- Irish 
Nationalists held the balance. 

The great debate on- the constitutional problem had 
scarcely begun when King Edward VII. died. An attempt 
was made to find an agreed solution of the constitutional 
problem by a conference of party leaders; but after twenty
one meetings it failed to reach an agreement. Meanwhile 
, the Liberals had put forward a series of resolutions embody
ing their proposals for limiting the veto of the House of 
Lords, as a preliminary to reconstructing that body; and 
on this issue (complicated by all the rest) a second election 
·was fought at the end of the year; its verdict was practi

. cally the same as that of the first. In the session of I9II 
the Liberal propos.als were introdw;:ed as a Parliament 
Bill. The duration of Parliament was to be cut down to 
five years; the House of Lords was to be deprived of the 
power of dealing with money-bills, bills falling under 
this head being certified, by the Speaker of the House of 
Commons ; other bills they were to have the right of 
rejecting twice, but on a bill being presented a third time 
substantially unaltered, it was to be submitted for the 
Royal Assent whatever the House of Lords might say.· 
This gave a chance of ,forcing Liberal measures through, 
at the price of wasting the time of Parliament by dis
cussing them three times. After furious and bitter 
debates, disfigured by scenes of violence, the bill passed 
the House of Commons.' The House of Lords reluctantly 
gave way; and the constitutional problem received· a 
partial solution, pending the introduction of the promised 
measure for the reconstruction of the Second Chamber. 

But this by no means ended the bitter political con
'. flicts of these years. First-.,eame,..the,new .. sesial .. pwgramme .. 
-A" Developwen;t-~gmm.t~.ig,J?:,_..~~~~~.t .• ""u,p,., .~ith ",large 

f'!-ll1.4s.1"t9. ~~L.<>.!t:.fopj~sc.~,e¥le,~ ... ,o.f..,afforest_atipl11 ... a,pc;l.. ~9 •. en-
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courage rural industries and agricultural development. 
A Road Board was created to take in hand the recon
struction of the main national highways, in view of the 
growth of motor-transport. But immeasurably the most • 
important of these schemes was the creation of a gigantic 
system of State Insurance, designed to banish insecurity, 
so far as possible, from the lives of working people. On 
the one hand, there was a vast scheme of health insur
ance, which included all wage-earners, and was devised 
on a contributory basis with subsidies from the State; 
it involved very complicated arrangements with doctors, 
chemists and friendly societies, and the creation of a whole 
series of local authorities under a powerful central bureau
cracy. On the other hand, there was a scheme of in
surance against unemployment, limited at first to certain 
trades, but intended eventually to be universal. These 
huge projects were mainly due to Mr. Lloyd George, the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, and they aroused an. infinite 
amount of criticism and discussion. 

The overthrow of the Lords' veto also made it practicable 
to introduce two old Liberal measures which the Lords 
had always resisted: Home Rule and Welsh Disestablish
ment. Both aroused fierce controversy, and had to go 
through the lengthy process of enactment and re-enact
ment prescribed by the Parliament Bill, so that they took 
up an inordinate amount of parliamentary time. On 
the third Home Rule Bill, in particular, passion was aroused 
as it had never been aroused even in r886. The men of 
Ulster, knowing that they could not now trust to the 
House of Lords, prepared to resist in arms, organised 
volunteers, took to smuggling in arms from abroad, and 
even set up a Provisional Government under an eminent 
King's Counsel; and they had the ardent support of the 
Conservative leaders. On the other side it was maintained 
that this was in effect the last opportunity of settling 
the Irish question by peaceful and constitutional means. 
The Sinn Fein movement, which derided constitutional 
and parliamentary action, and held that Ireland must 
win her freedom by disregarding British law and the 
British Government, was growing in strength; if this 
attempt failed, the hope of a peaceful and legal solution 
must vanish. The hope of a peaceful solution seemed 
in any case to be slight. Nationalists as well as Ulster
men were arming and drilling. Negotiations for a com
promise seemed to pe wholly unavailing: on the very 
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eve of the outbreak of the Great War, and with the know
ledge of its imminence, a conference of political leaders 

• from both sides, summoned by the King, had to break up 
without ·reaching a· solution. Civil war appeared to be 
practically inevitable. 

It is not s:urprising that those who were speculating on 
the probability of war should have thought it likely. that 
Britain would stand aloof, helpless ; since the test came 
to her at a moment when she was immersed in some of 
the deepest and most O.ifficult political controversies in 
which she had ever been engaged. Nor was this all. §]l.e 
YfC\S_suf:f~rinK.~ti!J.J1....2LS: ..... J!-"J!!Jl..,.,!il:-~J,l~S~2~iqn.1.~91~<"Paroxysms ' 
of,.~a.bo_~:r;,,~\(IJ.I:~;>,t.~, ... Labou-r._was .... not~sa,tisfied,.,with""what 
~~liam~J2-J;.."was.,goingwri·n~,.t-he~sphe-r:~r:Qf'>l!§pGiw"r~form; It 
was suffering from a rise of prices which more than balanced 
such- increase in- wages as- it -was- able to earn:· the real 
wages of labour, measured by purchasing power, which 
had never ceased to advance since 1846, were actually 
declining in the years following r8g7. In some industries, 
as on the railways, wage-rates were, indeeq, scandalously 
low. And~-~-9Dilit_ions,...had,.;enc:Q1!£~g~ . ..Ql""~P!:~eching 
<?.L JQ~~~~'f'J.~Jn~~~9£ll+l!R1""'99.C:~~in,y;"'which 
w~~_.}p .. t!J.~?~a--Y.Y.~r_? ~bF~Qg.Jrlw~g~l:y., d~:ffus~d; ,-e?pt:_<;:u~._ll yH a,m ong 
the railwaymen and the miners. Crude versions of the 

1 
theories of Marx were being eagerly propounded; and 

i there were. advocates of,...the"more .modern., French. doctrine 
, o.L Syndicalism, ,.wl}j<:.P~q(3mands-1that ... th~·:,\\(gr:k~·rs ~ip~·.each · 
. indus try .. ?hGl1lci~«ontFol"'j t .-an@.-'~'tg.ke~aU ,its ~proceeds. ,The 
· ~y~n£!.c~H~~;'lgp.1J}L~~~_,~.d!?.t.-l!ll;l§t ~;:Q~;;:_9, t_t~g~ct by 
VIO~f! L,.tp.!<l§_E_LY§_,.-.b,y,....t~~,!_,.,.Ql~?..!JL~~<};P._Q!LP.Ot 
for specific and limited purposes, but for· the attainment 

. of large and ambitious ends. These ideas were getting a 
hold, not indeed among the mass of men, but among some 
of the more active and able of the younger men. The more 
vehement spirits were beginning to throw over the leal:ler
ship of the Trade Union officia)s, and were ready to re
pudiate . bargains made o_n their behalf. Confidence in 
parliamentary action had been undermined by the fact that 
the Labour members were very ineffective in Parliament, 
and acted as if t-l).ey were merely a wing of the Liberal 
party. All.the.n~f.or:1Il~J:n.~fr?;t!ms~~hich .had.been .put on,. the 
statute7pqgk~.,s.illc:~-19.\_?,~~§~ellledo/to.~some.'.enthusiasts no 
. better wthan.,.piUs .• J9.,C!:I!"J1 ... 2:rt .. ~~a1Jhquake_,; .._.,they,....wan ted a 
,C01ppl~1E.r.ec;<J.(',t;9i.t~~~iety ,,....~This was not the temper of the 
~.a,ss of work-people. put eyep they were af;fected by thl} 

, ' ' ~ . 
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general atmosphere of unrest ; they were hard hit by the 
rise in the cost of living ; they were bewildered by the 
clamorous discussion of a multitude of public issues far • 
removed from the questions about which they cared most. 
And the result was that in rgro and the following years 
Britain found herself involved in a series of industrial 
conflicts such as she had never known in all her history. 
There were incessant disputes in many industries; there 
were prolonged and serious strikes in the mines, which 
in 1912 were only temporarily healed by the hurried 
passage of a minimum wage bill for three years ; while 
in I9II there was an almost total dislocation of railway 
traffic, and of dock-work at some of the ports, which seemed 
to bring the menace of revolution nearer than it had ever 
been. So widespread was the strike-fever in that year, 
that children even began to strike against going to school. 

Meanwhile, throughout all this stormy time, with a 
vehemence which grew year by year, women were adopting 
methods of violence to advocate their claim to the franchise. 
They were interrupting meetings, breaking shop-windows, 
chaining themselves to railings, slashing knives through 
pictures in public galleries, burning down houses and 
churches, refusing food when imprisoned, and in general 
using every possible means of proving their capacity for 
the duties of responsible citizenship. To many Englishmen 
in these years it seemed that the foundations of society 
were being loosened, and that the British tradition of law
abiding freedom was at an end. 

But the truth was that a great nation, fundamentally 
sober, was engaged in examining the very foundations of its 
political and social order. It could not do so without rous~ 
ing deep feeling. And if this feeling seemed to be mounting 
to hysteria, the grim future was soon to prove that this 
was not the real temper of the nation. 



CHAPTER III 

THE WORLD ON THE ·EDGE OF THE CATARACT 

§ r. The Desire of the World for Organised Peace. 

STEADILY, and with growing momentum, the world was 
drifting during these years towards Niagara; and those 
who saw the danger were powerless to avert it. Yet the 
settled desire of most of the nations w~s for peace. They 
showed it -by. the eagerness with which they hastened, 
during the years following 1904, to conclude arbitration 
treaties one with another, on the model of that which 
Britain and France had adopted when they removed their 
outstanding differences. They showed it also by the 
readiness with which they took part in the second ,Hague 
Conference in 1907, a conference whose principal object 
was to give form and body to the general movement 
towards a substitution of judicial methods of settlement 
for brute force, But there were' two Great Powers, Germany 
and Austria, which did n<;>t share in this general sentiment 
of the civilised world. They ·still maintained the view 
that force must be the ultimate determinant in inter
national affairs. They had taken practically no part 
in the arbitration movement ; and though they sent 
delegates to The Hague, it was with instructions to check 
and hamper the whole movement .. 

The attempt to come to an agreement on disarmament, 
which had been the purpose of the first Hague Conference, 
had been wrecked on the opposition of Germany ; and 
the rebuffs which Britain had since received, in repeat~d 
attempts to persuade Germany to agree.to naval disarma
ment, showed that it would be fruitless to revive the pro
posal. But the second Conference strove, in three distinct 
ways, to encourage and expand the arbitration movement. 
It proposed 'to draw up a universal arbitration treaty, 
which all nations should be asked to sign; Germany met 
the proposal with a flat negative, It proposed to define 
the types of questions which ought always to be submitted 
to arbitration, leavin~ aside non-justiciable questions of 

7&a 
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'fundamental interest or honour,' and a list of twenty
four subjects was submitted; Germany and Austria voted 
against every one of the twenty-four. Finally, it was 
proposed that the nations should bind themselves, even 
on questions of fundamental interest or honour, not to 
go to war until a Commission of Inquiry had been appointed, 
and had reported on the subject in dispute. But this 
proposal was shelved, as impracticable. Later-in 1914 
-a treaty embodying these ideas was concluded between 
the United States and Britain, the two Powers which have 
most often employed arbitration as a mode of settling 
disputes ; and, in effect, the methods thus discussed in 
1907 were the methods of preserving peace subsequently 
embodied in the Covenant of the League of Nations. Most 
of the world was ready to adopt them. The main obstacle 
was the obstinate resistance of Germany, who was still 
wedded to the doctrine of power. 

In a striking speech delivered in 19II, when the inter
national crisis was beginning to be acute, the British Foreign 
Secretary, Sir Edward Grey, pointed out that the move
ment towards a peaceful mode of settling international 
disputes would only triumph if the Powers which favoured 
this method would band themselves together for mutual 
defence and the maintenance of peace; and that, until 
this happened, there could not be great hope of disarma
ment. This was an anticipation of the idea of the League 
of Nations, but it could not yet be adopted. In the mean
time there were two methods which could be used towards 
this end, and, under Sir Edward Grey's guidance, Britain 
tried to use both. One was the employment of the Concert 
of Europe to avert dangers of war as they arose. It was 
employed with success in one crisis after another during 
these years. It would almost certainly have beeri success
ful in the final crisis, but Germany refused to allow it to 
be brought into operation. The other was the conclu
sion of agreements for the removal of causes of friction. 
Britain had made one such agreement with France in 
1904; she made another with her old enemy, Russia, 
in 1907. Neither of these agreements was in any 
sense an alliance, or excluded the possibility of similar 
agreements with other Powers; if they were followed by 
common action, this was only because the three Powers 
felt themselves equally threatened. Britain strove per
sistently to reach a similar agreemept wit)l Germany. 
J3qt s)le strove in V<l-i~. 
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The movement of arbitration, for which the world wa~ 
ready, was wrecked by Germany. The ·working of the 
Concert of Europe was in the end stopped by· Germany. 

• . The attempt to reach understandings which would remove 
causes of friction found unyielding resistance in Germany. 
There is no escaping from the conclusion that, while the 
natural trend of civilisation was towards some form of organ
ised mutual guarantee of peace, Germany, still clinging to 
her belief in brute force as the ultimate determinant, was 
the obstacle in the way, and therefore the cause of the 
world-catastrophe. The sequence of diplomatic events 
during the nine unhappy years which preceded the war 
fully bears out this conclusion. · · · ·' 

§ z. The Successive Crises of I905-I9I4· 

It is. not necessary to narrate in detail here the succes
sive crises which filled these years ; but it is impossible 
.to· convey any just. sense of the difficulties of the time 
without some survey of them. 

In 1905, when Russia had been put out of action by the 
disasters of the Japanese War, and by her domestic revolu
tion, and when, therefore, France was dangerously isolated, 
a sudden crisis was raised by the high-handed action of 
Germany in the affairs of Morocco. There seemed reason 
to fear that she' was striving to fix a quarrel upon France ; 
and if that had been so, Britain could not, in her own 
interests, have stood by and seen France ruined. The 
danger of war seemed so near that, with tlte 'assent of the 
British Prime Minister, the military experts of France 
and·Britain took counsel as to the part that Britain should 
play in the event of her being drawn into war; and their 
consultations disclosed the fact that, as the British army 
was then organised, it would have been impossible for any 
effective aid to be given to, France in time. The danger 
passed off ; perhaps Germany was unwilling to risk a 
confli~t with the British navy while her own brand-new 
fleet was still unready. A Conference of the Powers was 
held at Algeciras (rgo6) to decide the Morocco question ; 
arid at this Conference Germany found herself so isolated, 
and the award was so much in .favour of her rival, that she 
learned to regard the episode as a bitter diplomatic defeat. 
The first crisis had been staved off by the action of the 
Concert of Europe, and by the firm attitude of Britain. 

Next year, 1907, Britain came to an agreement with 
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her age-long rival Russia, whereby the causes of friction 
between the two Powers in Asia were smoothed away. 
No kind of military agreement or alliance was implied in 
this arrangement; it was merely a healing of old troubles; • 
but it made it possible for Russia, France and Britain to 
act in concord during the difficulties which were soon to 
arise. Their diplomatic co-operation came to be known 
as the Triple Entente, but Britain was not tied in any 
way to act with either France or Russia, and she acted 
with them only for the maintenance of peace. Germany, 
however, chose to regard the agreement as aimed against 
.herself, and complained that she was being 'encircled' 
by the Machiavellian intrigues of King Edward VII. and 
Sir Edward Grey. And there was thus much of substance 
in her complaint, that Britain, in face of Germany's 
strenuous naval preparations and consistent refusal even 
to discuss mutual disarmament or delay in construction, 
felt that she was threatened, and was glad to join with 
Russia and France in trying to safeguard the peace of 
Europe. It was in this year that The Hague Conference 
was held; and Germany's uncompromising attitude at the 
Conference deepened the alarm. 

In r gQ,§,a,,&;~~,,JwgL<e o~t,..MJ.,.APJ;.~~Y.; ~-A.b~';ll ~-~~id 
w!l~ g~po~~1.,i,, ~~,S£l!l§..~J,tu.~ .t:~~;p;.. 't~~e~t~1:.~~ed; 
and for a hme Cermany,s d.ommatmg mlluente iii'Turkey, 
upon whioh great projects depended, seemed to be imperilled. 
But it was only for a time. Within a year the unreality of 
the new constitution had been displayed; and the leaders 
of the Young Turks were hand in glove with the German 
ambassador. Meanwhile Austria had seized the oppor
tunity to annex the provinces of Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
in defiance of the Treaty of Berlin (1878), whereby she had 
merely been entrusted with the administration of these pro
·vinces. Both provinces were inhabited by Serbs, and 
Serbia, thus robbed of her hopes of national unity, pro
tested bitterly. Russia also protested. But Germany 
announced that if necessary she would support her ally 
in arms. Russia had to give way; all the more because 
Britain made it plain that she would not contemplate 
the possibility of war on a Balkan question. This was a 
German-Austrian triumph ; but it also marked the begin
ning of a passionate hostility to Austria among the Serbs. 
Aware of this, Austria determined that Serbia must be 
crushed, and her ambassador at Belgrad prepared a forged 
set of documents to justify an attack. But the attack 
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was not delivered ; perhaps Germany forbade. It was 
the first of four Austrian projects of attack upon the little 
Power of Serbia ; the fourth was the immediate occasion 

• -of the Great War. 
Meanwhile the naval rivalry between Germany and_ 

Britain had become intense. Britain had in vain pro
posed. mutual restriction; she had even dangerously 
retarded her own construction as an evidence of good 
faith; but Germany's only response was to push on at 
greater speed. In 1909 Britain took alarm; some critics 
held that unless prompt action were taken, the Gef1!1an 
fleet would soon be stronger than _the British:- In- spite 
'of the protests of econotnisers and social reformers, th~ 
naval programme was substantially increased,· and the 
British Dominions offered gifts of Dreadnoughts lest British 
nayal supremacy should be impaired. But there was one 
safeguard. The Dreadnought type of battleship, recently 
introduced, had altered all the standards of naval con
struction, and it was too large to pass through the Kiel 
Canal. As Germany's naval strength depended upon 
her being able to transfer her ships freely from the Baltic 

- to the North Sea, she had to undertake the enlargement 
of the canal, which occupied several years. This may 
have·'been ·part ·of the reason: why she held Austria ~ack 
from' attacking Serbia. The widening of the canalwas cbm
pletedinJune 1914; and in the next monthAustriaaddressed 
to Serbia the ultimatum which began the Great War. 

There was an interval of uneasy quiet in 1910. But 
in 19n there was a double crisis. Italy annexed Tripoli 
and went to war with Turkey; this strained the loyalty 
of Turkey to the Triple Alliance, endangered for a time the 
dominance of the Central Powers in the Balkans, and showed 

· that Italy was an uncertain member of the alliance. Yet 
more important was the second Morocco crisis, which arose 
in this year. France had -taken military action in Morocco, 
for reasons into which we need not enter. Germany 
asserted that France's action was a breach of the Algeciras 
arrangements. But instead of •appealing to the other 
Powers which had been parties to that agreement, or asking 
for a fresh conference, she sent a warship to the Morocco 
coast, and made it plain that the question must be settled 
between France and herself. This was an intolerable . - -

flouting of the Concert of Europe, and a plain attempt 
to bully France. Through the mouth of Mr. Lloyd George, 
Britain made it clear that she at any rate did not intend 
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to be disregarded. For some weeks war seemed imminent. 
Once more, as in 1906, British and French military experts 
took counsel together as to the action to be taken if Britain 
should be involved in war; but in order to make it clear • 
that Britain was not committed to any definite action until 
Parliament should approve, formal letters to this effect 
were exchanged between the British and French Govern
ments. Though Britain acted diplomatically with France, 
she was determined to keep her hands free, and not to 
allow either France or Russia to assume that they could 
count upon her support; for if they thought this, they 
might be less ready to maintain peace. In the end the 
danger of war was averted; commercial interests in 
Germany seem to have protested against it. But Germany 
forced France to cede territories to her in Central Africa 
as the price of her withdrawal from opposition in Morocco. 

In spite of this, Germany regarded herself as having 
suffered a diplomatic defeat ; and she began to prepare 
to take her revenge in, another way. In 1911 she adopted 
an Army Act by which she greatly increased her army; in 
1912 she increased it again, by a second Army Act; and in 
1913 she increased it yet again by a third Army Act, raising 
a levy on capital to meet the cost of her enormous outlay. 
What was the purpose of this extraordinary activity? No 
Power menaced Germany. Naturally this fever of military 
preparation alarmed the other Powers. Russia worked 
hard at the construction of military railways and arma· 
ment factories; France lengthened the period of com
pulsory service imposed upon all her manhood. Most 
significant of all, neutral Belgium, in a secret session of 
Parliament, resolved in 1913 to adopt compulsory military 
service ; but the decision came too late to be of use. As 
for Britain, she decided that her main naval force must 
henceforward be concentrated in the North Sea, where the 
whole naval strength of Germany was massed. She withdrew 
mostofherforces from the Mediterranean (1912), whileFrartce 
concentrated her ships in that sea. This arrangement, which 
was publicly known and discussed in Parliament, bound 
Britain in honour, though not formally, at the very least 
to defend the Atlantic coast of France if France should 
be attacked. The Great Powers of Europe were ominously 
drawing their forces into battle arrax. 

In rgrz events took place which gravely threatened 
the great Eastern projects of Germany and Austria. Greece, 
Serbia and Bulgaria formed the Balkan League, and attacked 
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and overthrew Turkey. The fall of Turkey was obviously 
a blow to Germany's ambitions·; and the formation of the 
Balkan League meant that the Balkan States were escaping 

•from her influence. The three allies, without consulting 
Germany or Austria, had arranged beforehand the distribu
tion of the spoil. But Austria intervened, and forbade 
Serbia to take the territory which had been assigned to 
her, because it would have given her direct access to the 
sea. Once again there was a grave menace of war. It 
was averted by the Concert of Europe, at a 'congress held 
in London under the presidency of Sir Edward Grey ; and 
G~rmany gave her support, not being yet ready for war. 
But Austria got her way. Serbia, deprived of the territory 
for which she had fought, was given compensation at the 
expense of Bulgaria ; and Bulgaria, embittered, declared 
war against her recent allies (1913). The miserable second 
Balkan War broke up the Balkan League. This result 
was a disaster for European peace, but it was in every 
way advantageous to Germany and Austria. 

Thus crisis after crisis had arisen and been with difficulty 
avoided .. At the beginning of 191,4 the sky seemed clearer 
than for a long time past. But the third German Army 
Act was being carried in to effect ; and the Kiel Canal 

, was nearing completion. Moreover Austria still regarded 
with deep distaste the increaSed power of Serbia. She 
had been on the verge of delivering an attack in 1912, 
and again in 1913. In each case she had been restrained.· 
Was she likely to leave Serbia free to consolidate and organise 
her recent acquisitions of· territory? It was a sanguine 
view which Mr. Lloyd George expressed when he said; 
early in 1914, that peace was more secure than it had 
been, and that it would soon be possible to reduce an;na
ments; it was a view scarcely likely to be shared by some 
of his colleagues. If Germany meant war, the circumstances 
were, indeed, singularly favourable to her in 1914. Ireland 
was on the verge of civil war. In France there had been 
alarming revelations about the unreadinessof the army. In 
Russia there were great revolutionary strikes, dislocating 
industry. And the Kiel Canal was nearlv ready. 

§ 3· British Preparations for the Conflict. 
In face of all these "successive crises and of this growing· 

~enace, what steps had Britain taken, in the midst of 
her own vehement political controversies, to guard against 
the danger that threatened her existence? 

VOL. II. 3C 
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Her policy had been systematically a policy of peac(\'. 
By the testimony of all Europe, including Germany, her 
Foreign Secretary had played the chief part, time and 
again, in averting the imminent danger of war. She• 
had healed her own causes of quarrel with France and 
Russia, and had co-operated diplomatically with these 
Powers; but she had also co-operated with Italy, and 
once or twice with Germany, in the negotiations which 
preserved the: peace. And she had been scrupulously 
careful to avoid committing herself to any formal military 
agreement. The nearest approach to such an agreement 
was the naval arrangement of 1912, which seemed the 
only means of ensuring her naval security; and this arrange
ment did not involve any undertaking of a formal kind. 
Her aim had been to stand aloof from the two great alli
ances, and to let each realise that her face was set against 
aggressive action. But she had also striven to come 
to an agreement with Germany. She had put up with 
several rebuffs in her endeavours to reduce the ruinous 
competition in naval armaments. In 1912, feeling that 
Germany might be afraid that there was a secret alliance 
with France and Russia, the Cabinet sent Lord Haldane 
to Berlin with a formal assurance that Britain had not 
made, and would not make, any agreement with any other 
Power for action against Germany: the German response 
was in substance a suggestion thCJ.t Britain should pledge 
herself to remain neutral in the event of a European war. 
Finally, feeling that Germany had a legitimate grievance 
in regard to the comparatively small area of her colonial 
possessions, Britain had opened negotiations for a treaty 
on colonial questions: it was by means of treaties on 
colonial questions that she had established friendly rela
tions with France and Russia. The negotiations were 
completed in 1914, and their result was such that one of 
the greatest colonial enthusiasts in Germany described it 
as conceding everything that Germany could fairly ask. 
The treaty was never signed, because Sir Edward Grey 
refused to conclude any treaty without the consent of 
Parliament, and Germany refused to allow this treaty to 
be made public. If it had been made public it would 
have been impossible to convince the German people that 
they were being excluded from their 'place in the sun.' 

Undeniably Britain had striven for peace. But had she 
prepared for the possibility of war? Her fleet had been 
kept at a high pitch of efficiency: as it showed by taking 
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and keeping 'the mastery of the seas from the first day of 
the war. She had made plans in co-operation with French 

.military experts. Her regular army had been completely 
reorganised by the assiduous work of Lord Haldane, wi~h 
such efficiency that in 1914 it could be transported to 
France, with -full equipment, in a few days : an achieve
ment in organisation of the highest order. It was a small 
army, but it was perhaps the most perfect that has ever 
been seen. Behind it stood the Territorial Army, organised 
during these years: a very different force from the volunteers 
whom it replaced; a fully organised force, without which 
the line could not have been held during the first winter 
of the war. Officers' training corps had been organised 
in .. all the great schools and in the universities ; without 
them the great new armies enlisted for the war could 
scarcely have been created. For the first time in British 
military history an efficient General Staff had been organised. 
This General Staff had branches in all the Dominions. 
And the Dominions, in consultation with the Committee 
of Imperial Defence, had reorganised their military·systems, 
on a basis uniform with that of the mother-country, so as · 
to make co-ordinated action easy. These preparations, 
which alone made it possible for Britain to hold her own 
in the-coming ordeal, had been made quietly, and without 
ostentation,· to avoid giving any reasonable ground for 
alarm which could be used by the militarists of Germany 
as an excuse for pre<;ipitating war. But there are some 
who have felt that, in view of the magnitude of the pe,ril, 
conscription ought to have been adopted. Universal train
ing for war was in fact urged by'Lord Roberts, the most 
beloved of British soldiers, during these anxious years. 
But Lord Roberts urged it primarily for defence against 
invasion; and the event proved that the navy could 
guard against this danger. Nobody had ever conceived 
it possible that Britain should maintain both a supreme 
navy and an army on the continental scale, or play any 

· such part in a continental campaign as Fate ultimately 
imposed upon her. The General StaB, however, had ex
amined the possibility of conscription ; and had reported 
that even if the nation could be persuaded to· adopt it, 
its adoption would for some years lead to such a dislocation 
of the military system ac:; to weaken the army, and to invite 
attack from any Power which wanted to anticipate the 
moment when the change ~ould ·be complete. Up to the 
limits of military action that had ever been contemplated 
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as reasonably likely, Britain was not unready when the 
war-clouds burst. But she was very far from ready for 
the magnitude of the tempest to which she was presently. 
exposed. 

§ 4. The Precipitation of the World-War. 

In June 1914, when the international horizon seemed 
clearer than it had been for many a day, an Austrian arch
duke was murdered on Austrian territory by an Austrian 
subject, belonging to the Serb race : Austria had many 
Serb subjects, most of whom hated her rule. The Austrian 
Government remained quiet for a month. Then it sent 
to the Government of Serbia a sudden ultimatum in whiCh, 
without even inviting discussion, it assumed Serbia's respon
sibility for the murder, and made a series of demands so 
outrageous that no free State could have submitted to 
them; they were manifestly intended to lead to war. Two 
days were given to Serbia in which to accept these monstrous 
demands. Within a fortnight all the Great Powers of Europe 
were at war. The plunge over Niagara, when it came, was 
appallingly sudden. The war came, indeed, at the end, 
as suddenly as an earthquake shock; and in a moment the 
British Commonwealth found itself battling against the 
most terrible danger to which it had ever been exposed. 

Germany asserted that she was unaware of the terms of 
the Austrian ultimatum. But she backed her ally without 
qualification. She used no restraining influence, such as she 
had used in rgog, in 1912, in 1913. She talked of' localising 
the conflict,' which meant leaving Serbia at the mercy of 
Austria. But she knew, as Austria knew, that Russia 
could not and would not desert a little Slav State which 
trusted to her protection, and that France was bound by 
treaty to fight with Russia. Germany and Austria there
fore deliberately faced the probability, indeed the certainty, 
of a general war. 

Under pressure from Russia, France and Britain, Serbia 
yielded on every point save two, and offered to submit these 
two to The Hague Tribunal. Austria took this as a rejec
tion of her ultimatum and declared war. Then followed ten 
strenuous and desperate days of negotiation in the hope of 
averting universal war, in which the leading part was played 
by Sir Edward Grey, strongly supported by France, Russia 
and Italy : Germany and Austria obstinately refused to 
take a step towards peace. Grey urged that the question 
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should be discussed by a conference of ambassadors, repre
senting the Concert of Europe, such as had successfully 
.averted earlier menaces of war: Germany and Austria 
refused. He begged Germany to make any suggestion that 
would make for peace, promising to support it, and to have 
nothing to do with France and Russia unless they also gave 
their support: Germany made no reply. Austria mobilised 
against Serbia; upon whjch Russiamobilised.againstAustria, 
but at the same time begged· Germany to believe that 
mobilisation did not necessarily involve war. The Tsar 
implored Germany to agree to a reference of the question 

. to The Hague Tribunal ; Germany gave no reply. At th·e 
last moment Austria, apparently losing her ·nerve, agreed 
tO' discuss t_he Serbian question with Russia, and there was 
a gleam of hope. Thereupon Germany sent an ultimatum· 
to Russia, demanding the instant demobilisation ,of the 
Russian army; and the greatest of wars began. Beyond 
any shadow or semblance of doubt, it was deliberately pre
cipitated by Germany and Austria. The circumstances of 
the moment were utterly insufficient to justify their action. 
They were not thinking primarily of Serbia. They were 
thinking ofworld-power, and of the chance of ruining all their . 
rivals : the vast military activity of the last three years 
had done its work, and theGermanarmywas at its maximum; 
the German navy, also, was ready, and the Riel Canal was 
open. The world was faced by an attempt to secure world
domination more daJ?-gerous than that of Philip II. or 
Louis xrv., more dangerous even, as time was to show, 
than that of Napoleon. And it was the plain destiny of 
the British Commonwealth that she should play in this 
conflict the same part which she had played in the other 
three. Once more she must stand in the breach to defend 
the world's freedom. 

Repeatedly, during the course of the negotiations, Fnince 
and Russia had begged Sir Edward Grey to declare him
self openly on their side, urging that this alone might make 

· • Germany hesitate in her headlong course. He had steadily 
refused, primarily because it was impossible to take so 
momentous a step without consulting Parliament, but also 
because he did not wish to do anything that might make 
France and Russia less earnest in pursuing peace. But at 
the same time he gave to Germany four plain and unmis- · 
takable warnings, tl~at if a general war should come, Britain 
w'ould have to be reckoned with : the warnings had no 
effect. 
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But there was one possibility of the war which would 
necessarily involve Britain: a breach of the neutrality of 
Belgium, which she was pledged by treaty to uphold-as. 
Germany and Austria were also pledged. When a general 
war seemed all but inevitable, Sir Edward Grey, following 
the example of Gladstone in 1870, addressed identical notes 
to France and Germany, asking for assurances that the 
neutrality of Belgium would be respected. France gave 
an instantaneous and affirmative reply. Germany replied 
that she could not answer without disclosing her plan of· 
campaign. Three days later German troops began to cross 
the Belgian frontier, thus violating a solemn pledge, and 
making the faith of treaties of no avail. Thereupon a 
British ultimatum, with twenty-four hours' grace, was sent 
to Berlin. When it was delivered to the German Chancellor, 
who seems still to have hoped that Britain's home troubles 
would keep her neutral, he exclaimed against the folly of 
going to war 'for a scrap of paper.' But it was not for any 
scrap of paper that the British Commonwealth entered, 
reluctantly but resolutely, upon the most terrible ordeal 
in its history : it was for good faith and honour; for 
the survival of freedom in the world ; for the chance of 
carrying further that victory of Law over Force which is 
the essence of civilised progress ; for the very existence 
and the future development of its own vast fellowship of 
varied peoples, which is the noblest embodiment of law 
and liberty that history has moulded. 



• 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE BRITISH COMMONWEALTH IN THE GREAT WAR 

§ r. The Magnitude a1td vdriety of the War. 

IT is no part of our design to attempt here a narrative .of 
the Great War. An epic of such colossal grandeur must 
lose all its significance if it be con~~p.sed.into .a jejune and· 
desiccated .summary. Who dare attempt to render in a 
fe~; sentences the bloody clangour of Jutland, the reckless 
intrepidity of Zeebrugge, the tireless vigil of the Northern 
Seas, the inexhaustible inventiveness and gallantry of the 
long fight against the submarine? Who could hope to 
distil into paragraphs the valour and staunchness of millions 
of young men, suddenly withdrawn from all the familiar 
occupations of peace, and forced to endure the dragging, ugly 
misery of the trenches ; or the incredible deeds of the 
knights .of the sky, boys matching themselves against 
death in the upper air, with the odds always against them ? 
What could be more hopeless than to try to record the 
miracles of organisation and of patient co-ordinated labour, 
where by ·an the millions, each .in his place, were kept supplied· 
day by day with food, clothing and the munitions of war, 
and whereby whole nations were fed and kept -at their 
t~ks ? It is plainly impossible in a few pages to give any 
adequate impression of such deeds as the . retreat from 
Mons and the recoil on the Marne, the long, grim struggle 
for Ypres,. the dogged carnage of the Somme, the desperate 
losing battle of March and April 1918, the storming of 
the Hindenburg· line, the glorious failure of Gallipoli, the 
long, despairing struggle for Kut and its brilliant recompense, 
the conquest of the desert and the dazzling campaign of 
Palestine, the swift marches that mastered South-West 
Africa, the- man~uvres that took place by Kilimanjaro. 
A story that must range over the face of the glo,be, and ·.: 
recount the deeds of millions of gallant men, is best left· • 
untold until it can be told worthily. •r 

But there are three aspects of the Great War upon which 
77f; 
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something must be said at the close of our long history, 
because they are in truth its natural culmination and con
clusion. We must try to form some notion of the signifi-. 
cance of the contribution made by the British Common
wealth to the struggle, the nature of the service which it 
rendered to itself and to the world; we must endeavour 
to measure the significance of this t~rrible ordeal as a test 
of the strength and fibre of the Commonwealth ; and we 
must strive to estimate, so far as that is now possible, what 
its consequences are likely to be. All these are difficult 
questions to answer; the last, which is the most important, 
is also the most difficult. 

§ 2. The Contribution of the Commonwealth. 

Let not any citizen of the British Commonwealth, when 
he sets out to value the British contribution to the world
war, think of it as if it were primarily a British war, or as 
if British might alone had won the victory. Even if we 
believe, as we· may, that it fell to us to bear the heaviest 
and the most varied burdens, this was only because of our 
strength ; we bore no more than our share. Our glory was 
that we were partners with the leaders of the world's civi
lisation, in the defence of civilisation's dearest ideals. And 
it is well for the future of the world that it can truly be 
said that each of these partners made a decisive and indis
pensable contribution to the final result ; for victory could 
not have been won without the share that each took in 
the common effort. Belgium, the martyr-State, by her 
sacrifice to honour, struck at the outset the note which 
distinguished this war from all others, and made defeat 
unthinkable. France, so long the leader of European civi
lisation, suffered deeper wounds than any of the allies, and 
gave the leadership of genius which brought ultimate 
victory. Her history has been intertwined with ours 
through the centuries, often in chivalrous enmity, some
times in co-operation; and time and again, when the French 
and British peoples have been able to see eye to eye, Europe 
has known peace, and liberty has thriven. Now for the 
first time these twin leaders of western civilisation have 
been united in a partnership of life and death, and the 
myriad graves of the flower of our youth have made the 
soil of France as sacred to us as our own. Italy, the mother
land of western civilisation, the land of the Eternal City 
whence Europe learnt the meaning of law, played in thi.;> 
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war, for the first time as a united nation, a determining 
part in great world-events-a part worthy of the country of 

• Mazzini; for the war would have been lost but for her 
brave intervention in 1915. Nor should it be forgotten 
that ruined Russia, so long the enemy of freedom in Europe, 
saved the freedom of Europe by her terrible sacrifices in 
the early years of the war ; and has paid for her effort by 
tragic later sufferings. Space fails to celebrate the part 
of other allies, of heroic Serbia, of Japan, of Portugal, of 
Rumania, of Greece. But of all the indispensable allies 
whose help saved us, as ours saved them, there was none 
whose comradeship was more welcome than that of America, · 
the great sister-Commonwealth of the English speech.· ; Her 
help came late; but with what decisive effect it came! And 
what a revival it brought of those generous ardours and 
ideals with which the war opened, but which had been · 
dulled by its long agony ! For the first time since the dis
ruption of the Commonwealth in 1776, the American and 
the British peoples were found 'fighting side by side in 
the same cause,' as Jefferson a hundred years ago wished 
to see them. This volume opens with the severance be
tween Britain and America, encouraged by France ; it 
ends with the comradeship of Britain and America, on the 
soil of France. 

But while we would 'not be guilty of the meanness of 
undervaluing the part which was played by . our comrade
nations in the salving of the world,1it is right that we should 
appreciate our own part, and recognise in how high a 

' degree it accords with our history and traditions. 
In each of the great crises in which the British Common

wealth has helped to save the world from 'the desolating 
domination of a single Power, the navy has played a pre
eminent part ; and rnost often the British effort .on land 
has been negligible in comparison with her effort on the · 
seas. It has been the proudest tradition of the British 
people that their naval power has been, ever since the days 
of Drake and Howard, the one unconquerable bulwark of 
liberty. It was ·the distinctive feature of this war that 
for the first time Britain played a part on land comparable 
with that of the greatest military Powers; while the navy 
fought only one great battle, and that an indecisive·' one. 
Yet the function of the navy was as vital and decisive as 
its function in any earlier war. It commanded the seas 
from the first moment of the war; it linked together the 
:ocattereQ. forc;:es of the allies, and wq.s the means of counter) 
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balancing the enemy's great advantage of holding the 
central position ; it secured to the allies, and denied to the 
enemy, free access to the resources of all the world, and • 
brought to bear upon him a grim pressure that slowly 
sapped his strength ; it made possible the transport of 
many millions of troops ; it dealt with the terrible and 
unforeseen menace of the submarine. If it had failed, at 
any moment during the long struggle, no power on earth 
could have prevented a German victory. It was one of 
the main pillars upon which the power of the allies rested. 
And the other pillar, as often in the past, but more fully 
than ever in the past, was the sister-service of the mercantile 
marine, by whose incessant and dangerous labours the 
armies were fed and supplied with the munitions of war, 
and the peoples of the allied nations were kept alive. It 
suffered terrible losses, and had to run dreadful risks, 
unparalleled in the history of sea-going traffic. None of 
the heroisms of the war was more admirable than that of 
the thousands of nameless seamen and stokers, who, tor
pedoed once and again, and having no means of hitting 
back when they were struck at, never hesitated to sign 
on for a new voyage. Other seamen, of course, of allied 
and neutral countries, shared in these dangers. But the 
British mercantile marine included, when the war began, 
half of the sea-going vessels of the world. It bore the main 
burden, and had to meet the greatest perils. The war 
could no more have been won without the quiet staunch
ness of the British mercantile marine than it could have 
been won without the assured and expected valour of the 
British navy. 

Another tradition of modem British history has been 
that it was Britain's function to support from her wealth 
the efforts of the land-powers allied with her; and the 
sneer has often been made, as in the French Revolutionary 
Wars; that Britain fought· with gold rather than with 
steel. That sneer, of a surety, can never be levelled against 
the British effort in the Great War. But the function of 
finding what are called the sinews of war was performed 
more ungrudgingly than even in the war against Napoleon. 
Britain was a rich nation ; she has become a poor one ; 
and she has taken on her back a burden of debt under 
which, with all her economic strength, she must stagger 
for a generation to come. She has sacrificed a great pro
portion of the immense accumulated wealth, the savings 
of a century, which she had invested in foreign countries; 
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it has passed into other hands, notably into those of America; 
and she faces the new era doubly crippled. This was an 

• immense contribution,· of vital importance; lacking which 
the war could scarcely have been carried on. 

But in this war, as in no other European war in which 
Britain has ever been concerned, the peoples of the British 
Commonwealth took a share in the land- fighting not 
inferior to that of any of the allies, and their fighting 
men, including nearly all the men of military age in the ' 
homeland, in Canada, Australia and New Zealand, together 
with large contingents from South Africa: and India, num
bered, not thousands, but millions; the losses in a single 
battle often exceeded the total numbers of Wellington's 
arrn.y in the PeniJ!sula. True that in the first. two years 
of the war the British contingent in France was a small 
one, and almost- the whole burden fell upon the French; 
true also that even later the British section of the long. 
trench line was much shorter than the French section. 
But even in I9I4 and 1915, there was harder fighting 
on the British sector at Ypres than at any other part of 
the line. And in the later years, putting Verdun and 
Champagne aside, most of the heaviest fighting, from the 
grim struggle of the Somme onwards, was on the British 
fro!Jt, which ran through the level country of Flanders, 
Artois and Picardy, and was faced by the solidest masses 
of German troops. Here fell the fiercest blow of the Germans 
in March .rgr8 ; and here were fought, by the troops wh}ch 
had endured that ordeal, British, Canadian and Australasian,' 
the wonderful series bf battles, from August to November, 
which mainly decided the issue. In the subsidiary fields 
of fighting the British share was yet larger. Even in Italy, 
British divisions had a part in stemming the tide of disaster 
after Caporetto. At Salonika they shared the brunt with 
the French and the Serbians, though there they played a 
minor part in the final success. 'Gallipoli, that heroic failure, 
which nevertheless kept half the Turkish army occupied 
at a critical moment, was almost· wholly a British and 
I Anzac ' 1 adventure. The defence , of Egypt, and the 
brilliant conquest of Palestine, which began the crumbling 
of the enemy's power, was the work of. British, 1 Anzac' 
and Indian troops ; the long campaign of Mesopotamia, . 
with its alternate disasters and victories, was wholly the 
concern of Britis~ an~ Indian troops. South African troops 

1 The word Anzac, now immortal, was formed from the initials of th~:~ 
Austr<}lia an.d New Zea~aqd Army Corps. · 
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conquered South-West Africa, and shared with British 
and Indian forces the difficult campaign of East Africa ; 
British shared with French troops the conquest of Togo- • 
land and the Cameroons; Australians and New Zealanders 
occupied German New Guinea and Samoa; British and 
Indian troops co-operated with the Japanese in the con
quest of Kiao-chau. 

Never in all history have campaigns so many, so varied, 
and so exacting been carried on by the citizens of a single 
Empire; never, assuredly, have such military achieve
ments been recorded by armies nearly all of whose recruits 
had not entertained the thought of soldiering until they 
entered upon the war. And some of the greatest of 
these achievements were due to men who came from lands 
thousands of miles from the scene of fighting, lands almost 
without military traditions. The Canadians, whose frontiers 
had only once been threatened in a century and a half, 
the Australians, whose continent had never heard the tread 
of armies, the New Zealanders, who had never known war 
save with the Maoris, ranked from the first with the finest 
picked divisions of the German am1y, trained from youth 
upwards for war. Even Britain, though her'history is full 
of wars, had scarcely ever, during the last two centuries, been 
represented on the field of battle by any but professional 
soldiers. And almost the whole of these amazing armies 
were enlisted and trained after the outbreak of the war. 
The military record of the British Commonwealth in the 
Great War is a thing without any sort of parallel in history; 
and the importance of the contribution which it made to 
the result is beyond estimation. 

One feature of this achievement deserves special com
ment. In almost every field of the war British armies 
were made up of contingents drawn from diverse sources
from distinct nations, separated from one another often 
by thousands of miles of· ocean. Yet there was never 
any difficulty in co-ordinating them under a single command ; 
never any such difficulty as stood in the way of common 
action between French and British, or even British and 
American troops. This was partly due to their sharing 
a common language, though the explanation does not 
apply to the Indian divisions, apart from their officers. It 
was partly due to community of tradition and sympathy. 
But it was mainly due to the fact that the system of military 
organisation in all the members of the British Common
wealth had been devised on uniform lines ; they were 
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divided into units of the same size, used the same weapons, 
had the same drill, and even, to some extent, wore the 

• same uniform. The unity of the Commonwealth showed 
itself to be a very real thing, and a very valuable thing, on 
the field of battle. , 

And this indicates another, and the most remarkable, 
contribution of the British Commonwealth to this world
conflict. The issues of the .war were of equal moment to 
the whole world, and in the end almost the whole world 
realised this. But it was natural that at first the struggle 
should appear, to peoples far removed from Europe, as if it 
were no more than the last and the most terrible of those. 
frequent conflicts of powe_rbetween riva! groups ~f European 
States, which have recurred at intervals in the course of 
modern history; natural that these peoples should not see 
that it was essentially a conflict between two conceptions of 
civilisation, between Law and Force, between Freedom and 
Domination. The slowness with which the real nature of 
the issue dawned upon the mind of the non-European world 
had in it a real danger; it all but led to defeat. For the 
challengers of the world's peace were extraordinarily ready 
a,nd strong, since they had been preparing for the issue 
during many years, while the Powers to whom fell the duty 
of resistance had to improvise their forces, and necessarily 
made a thousand blunders in a sphere to which most of 
them were unaccustomed. But there was one group of 
peoples; scattered over the face of the globe, who realised 
the magnitude of the issue from the first moment, and threw 
all their strength into the conflict without stint : the 
peoples of the British Commonwealth. Canada, Australia, 
remote New Zealand, South Africa, India t5aw instantaneously 
what the United States only slowly appreciated after two 
and a half years. They saw it because they were members 
of a world-wide partnership of peoples, trained by their 
own association to r~alise their mutual responsibility,. and 
to see how intimately their own fortunes were wrapped up 
with those of civilisation as a whole. Technically, of course, 
they were necessarily involved in the war from the outset, 
as subjects of the British Crown. But it was not this 
formal fact which made them pour forth their manhood 
and their wealth. If they had chosen to stand aloof. they 
could have done so. All that they did was done willingly,. 
and under no sort of compulsion ; and this is as true of 
India as of the self-governing Dominions. They chose .to 
give all their strength for a cause whose greatness they 
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instantaneously realised, and in so doing saved the world. 
And they made the choice because their membership of a 
world-wide partnership of peoples had taught them that • 
we are all members one of another, and that it is impossible 
for any people to cut itself off from the rest of the world. 
If civilisation is to be saved from ruin in a catastrophe yet 
more terrible than that of yesterday, it would seem that 
there must be some organised means of bringing home to 
all peoples a sense of their common responsibility. The 
British Commonwealth-the League of British Nations
by the part which it played in the Great War, pointed the 
way. And that was perhaps its greatest .contribution. 

§ 3· The Test of the Commonwealth Ideal. 

Fifty years ago, if any political thinker had been asked 
whether a structure so lax as that of the British Common
wealth could stand the strain and stress of a great war, the 
answer would have been that it could stand no strain, that 
it was plainly on the way to dissolution. As late as I9II 
General Bemhardi, looking forward to the coming war, 
confidently made the same prediction: he believed that 
this loose structure, which has no compulsive central power 
to hold it together, would fly asunder into its elements at 
the first threat of war. The immense experiment of trust
ing to freedom as the foundation of unity, and of dispensing 
with an effective 'sovereign power,' had never been tried 
before; and until the Great War it had never been seriously 
tested, except, in a limited degree, in the South African 
War. Was Burke right in the belief that the ties of common 
freedom, ' ties light as air,' could be ' as strong as links of 
iron,' or was this mere rhetoric ? The ordeal of the Great 
War proved that the vision of the orator was more solidly 
founded than the calculations of the realist and the mili
tarist; and that those who laid the foundations of the 
Commonwealth in freedom, taking the risks of freedom, 
had builded far more solidly than they could ever have 
dreamed. Wherein all history is there anything to match 
those messages that came flashing across the wires from 
the ends of the earth in the dark days of August 1914, when 
everything was at stake ? ' When England is at war, 
Canada is at war' : ' To the last man and ~he last shilling 
Australia will support the cause of the Empire.' There is 
nothing to match the ring of these messages and their 
numerous fellows, save only their glorious fulfilment. Free 
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peoples gave their strength for a common cause with a 
fulness that ~o system of compulsion could have dreamt 
of exacting. There was only one member of·the Common-

• wealth whose contribution was less than it might have 
been; and this was Ireland, which had long demanded self
government, and failed to obtain it. Yet in alegal sense 
Ireland was subject to the central Government of ,the 
United Kingdom: compulsion might have been applied 
to her, but it was felt to be impossible. The exceptional 
case of Ireland brought out the moral even more clearly 
than the unanimity of the Dominions : loyalty and the 
sense of mutual responsibility were strongest where freedom 
was most complete. Tested by the most terrible ordeal 
of history, the principles upon which the Commonwealth 
had been constructed were triumphantly proved to have 
been sound. . ... _· ... - -. - . . - - . . . 

In yet another way the binding force of freedom was 
demonstrated with extraordinary force. Until the later 
stages of the war the members of the British Common
wealth, unlike any other of the combatant States, trusted 
to voluntary enlistment for the creation of great armies; and 
the results were an astounding proof of the sense of civic 
responsibility which freedom engenders. In the Napoleonic 
war it had not always proved easy to raise even the small 
armies which were then embodied; th~ legal obligation of 
service in the militia had to be employed, and the press
gang was used to man the navy. In the Great War men 
offered themselves by millions, from every class and section 
of society ; they poured in from the ends of the earth, 
sacrificing their careers to offer their lives. From the club 
and the doss-house, the slum-cottage and the country 
mansion, the forge, the mine, the desk, the class-room, the 
factory they thronged, waiting patiently in long queues 
to enroll themselves for the chance of undergoing unex
ampled dangers and horrors, the nature of which, being 
an educated generation, they very clearly understood. They 
came faster than they could be trained. In Britain, which 
had seemed to be torn asunder by industrial and political 
strife, five million men voluntarily offered themselves for 
enlistment before compulsion was applied-one in nine of 
the population ; and in the Dominions the proportions 
were not very different .. · Australia never adopted con
scription, unlike Canada and New Zealand; yet ·even· 
Australia, seven thousand miles from the scene of battle,' 
enlisted more than 400,000 men, or one in twelve of the 
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population. Over one million and a half of men-a greater 
number than all the legions of Napoleon-were supplied by 
the self-governing Dominions, whose total population is less 
than 2o,ooo,ooo ; and an equal number came from India. 
Before the war it was the accepted estimate, in the con
scriptionist countries of Europe, that IO per cent. of the 
population represented the maximum number that· could 
be embodied in the fighting forces. The English-speaking 
nations of the British Commonwealth, though they had 
never even contemplated the possibility of creating armies 
on the continental scale, succeeded (if they be regarded 
as a whole) in substantially exceeding this proportion, in 
spite of the fact that they had to maintain a supreme navy, 
an immense mercantile marine, and all the vast industries 
of warlike supply. And far the greater part of this amaz
ing achievement was due to voluntary enlistment. The 
moral of self-governing peoples was convincingly demon-
strated. · 

The achievement of India, though it could not bear the 
same proportion to India's vast population, was not less 
remarkable. For a time political controversy was stilled, 
and, though it revived later, it never interrupted recruiting. 
And the recruiting was all voluntary: there was pressure, 
of course, but there was no compulsion. The great Indian 
armies which did such gallant deeds in France, Egypt, 
Mesopotamia, East Africa and China were mainly drawn 
from the warlike province of the Punjab, though the 
Mahrattas also had a fine record. The princ~s of India, 
too, vied with one another in their offers of service, and in 
lavish gifts of money or kind; no sort of compulsion was 
needed to bring from them the tribute of their loyalty to 
the Commonwealth. In all her history India has never 
made so gigantic a common effort, not even at the command 
of mighty despots, as she now willingly made on behalf of 
the Commonwealth to which she owes unity, peace, equal 
laws, the liberty that equal laws secure, and the new-born 
aspiration after still larger liberties. 

Even the primitive peoples, who had been brought within 
the Empire by the acquisitions of the previous generation, 
shared in the universal emotion by which the Common
wealth was drawn together, and showed how they valued 
the peace and fair dealing which it had striven to bestow 
on them. Had they wished to shake off a distasteful yoke, 
the chance was open to them ; but there was no move
ment of tmrest among them. On the contrary, the home 

• 
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Government was deluged with touching demands for "the 
chance of rendering service, and with offers of gifts of all 
kinds. For the ... fi.r.st time)n the. world's J:listory, peoples 

•of-every race and cre~d and grade~ of civilisation, in ever"y 
continent and in the )slands .of every ocean, were by some 

·miracle stirred by a common loyalty. The stre!lgth ·ani:l 
fibre of the Commonwealth were put to 'the severest of tests, 
and bore them tri_umphantly, even-4when tpe grim or~~al 
dragged 9n from year to ye')-r, and utter disaster seemed • 
imminent. ,- ·.: 

§ 4. Some Consequences of the Great War. 
J . • 

,l~ut while the Great War _tested. and- proved the ~alidity 
of the fundamental principles ripon which the Bri~ish. 

• Commonwealth has been bqi:lt, it also brought about large •' 
. changes in its structure, and in the aims and problems of 

its peoples. Every great war influences deeply the political 
and soCial structure of the States engaged in it; the greatest 
and lllOSt searching of wars must have .the deepest influence. 
What the results of th~se reactions will ultimately be,' nohe 

·may venture to predict ; but some of therr immediate con-
sequences are sufficiently striking. . · 

::.-,· . To begin with, the government of the Commonwealth 
•'V. underwent a remarkable development. The war ,.p'eriod 

saw not merely a renewal of the Imperial Conferences of the 
pre-war period, it saw the emergence of a wliolly'new thing, ,.~· 
the Imperial War Cabinet, wherein the responsil?le minis~ers . 
of the Dominions, together with representatives of India, 
joined with the inner group . of the British Cabip.~t n~t . _. 
merely in counsel, but in executive action for the· prosecu-'· 
tion of the war.· This development forms a remark~ble 
·illustration of the elasticity of the British system: no such 
device would have been possible, for example, in the American 
system, and it may be doubted whether any other politie9-l 
system in the world would have allowed of it. It arose.;l 

· from the traditional legal position of the Crown as the head·~ .. 
of the Executive Government. Though ministers are :re- · 
sponsible to Parliament, they are, in law, the servants of 
the Crown, giving advice to the King as to the' aCtion to 
be taken in the national interest. All ministers in all the 
British realms are legally in this position : they are respon
sible ,.to •their several Parliaments, but they are also the 
servants of the Crown, advising the Crown as tq the means 
by which the national will can best be C?-rried into -effect. 

VOL. II. 3D 
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What more natural than that responsible advisers from all 
the King's Dominions should combine to give united advice 
in a supreme crisis in which all alike were involved, and 
in which the will of all the partner-nations was one ? The• 
method was not one which could be used in normal times, 
but it was suitable for an emergency; and it illustrated at 
once the remarkable adaptability which the British system 
derives from the fact that it is largely traditional and free 
from rigidity, and the advantages which flow from the fact 
that all the British lands have adopted the same methods 
of govemmen t. 

If the working of the War Cabinet displayed the real 
unity of the British Commojfwealth, the Peace Congress 
displayed yet more impressively the distinctive nation
hood of its principal members. For while the British 
Empire had its own delegation as a single unit, Canada, 
Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and India had their 
distinct representatives. According to the purists of State 
sovereignty, this implied the dissolution of the Empire, 
because it implied the recognition of these Dominions as 
independent States. But the British Commonwealth has 
long been the despair of the purists of State sovereignty, 
because it defies all their categories: it is one State and many 
States at the same time. And this was recognised in the 
constitution of the League of Nations, the first outcome of 
the deliberations of the Congress, and largely the work of 
some of the British representatives. For while all the 
Dominions appear as distinct units in the Assembly of the 
League, in the Council of the League the British Empire is 
represented as a single whole. Thus the close of the war 
secured a formal recognition by the world of the strange 
and unparalleled form which the British Commonwealth 
had assumed : the form of a political entity which is one 
State and many States at the same time. Political theorists 
may say, if they will, that this is impossible; they will have 
to accommodate themselves to the fact that it is so. Thus 
the war brought a very definite stage in the definition of .the 
Commonwealth. What may be the consequences of this 
definition, the future alone will show. But this much is 
certain: the independent Statehood of the great Dominions 
is an established and recognised fact ; yet the unity of the 
Commonwealth is more real and more strong than it has 
ever been, for its reality and its strength have been doubled 
by the common effort and the common sacrifice of these 
grim and noble years. 
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To each of the individual members of the Commonwealth 
the waT has brought the challenge of new problems. All 
alike, the motherland more vitally than any, are faced 
~y the demand fm ,a social reconstruction which shall. 
give to the labouring masses a more equal shaTe of the 
goods of life, and a greater .control over the conditions of 
their labour. The standard of life has risen, and the ideal 
of self-government demands satisfaction in the econon1ic 
as well as in the political sphere. The Dominions, more 
especially Australia and New Zealand,. have begun to realise 
the danger that threatens them in the scantiness of their 
population ; and, being resolved to maintain the pre
dominantly British character of their civilisation,- they have 
been drawn by their need.stillmore closely· to the mother- . 
land, whence alone they can draw the population they 
desire. To South Africa the war has brought a recrudes
cence of the racial difficulties which have been the source 
of all her earlier troubles ; for there were elements among 
the Dutch population which were tempted to· use the 
opportunity to bring aboutaseverance from the. Common~ 
w~alth. But the coii?-radeship of the two races in the 
conflict promises to ease the difficulty : it is 'no small 
matter that it was a Dutch South African, General Smuts, . 
who stood forth as the clearest expositor and panegyrist of 
the ideals of the· Commonwealth during and after the war. 
Finally, in unhappy heland this war, lilfe every otheT 
critical conflict in British history-like the wars against 
Philip II., against Louis XIV., against the French Revolu
tion-:-has brought a renewal of ancient bitternesses, and 
has revived the old difficulties in a more acute form. As 
in the days of Elizabeth, as iri r68g, as in 1798, so in rgr6, 
a critical moment in the fortunes of the Commonwealth 
stimulated revolt and open war in Ireland; and when~ 
peace came the Irish problem was more difficult than it 
had ever been . 
. In Egypt and in India, also, the war intensified those 

- movements of discontent and unrest which were already at 
work in the' years before .1914. The re.al unanimity of 
India about the war, and its· fundamental loyalty to the 
British connexign, did not prevent the rise of a vehement 
demand for fuller self-government, for the full privileges 
which' the English~speaking Dominions already enjoyed. 

·The demand was met, in 1917, by the promise of a generous 
and progressive advance towards responsible government; 
a large scheme for that end was in incubation when the 
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war ended, and has been put into operation since the peace. 
Yet neither the promise not its fulfilment availed to heal 
the unrest, which developed, in some quarters, into an 
ominous readiness to repudiate the West and all its works. • 
In Egypt the corresponding movement, smouldering during 
the war, burnt into flame as soon as peace was declared. 
And in both countries the unrest was increased by the 
rapid growth among the Mohammedan community of that 
revival of fervour which had been growing, as we have seen, 
ever since r875 or thereabouts. The downfall of Turkey, 
the last great independent Moslem Power, brought home 
to the whole Mohammedan world the fact that it had fallen 
wholly under the sway of the Christian States ; and when 
peace came all the vast realms of Islam were simmering with 
unrest. This must in any case have presented a difficult 
problem to the British Commonwealth, which includes so 
large a Mohammedan population; but the difficulty was 
increased by the fact that the fortunes of war thrust upon 
Britain the responsibility for Mesopotamia and Palestine 
and in some degree for Arabia. Thus the whole Oriental 
world is seething with anti-Western feeling, which may be 
only an evanescent phase, but may be the source of great 
difficulties in the future. 

As at many earlier stages .of our history, victory in war 
has not brought surcease of trouble, but has rather raised 
a crop of new problems, which will challenge all that there 
is of wisdom and of statesmanship in the Commonwealth. 
Yet if we may argue from the past, the very urgency and 
challenge of these problems may be the stimulating cause 
of a new advance. It was the problems of 1763 that laid 
the foundations of the modern Commonwealth; it was the 
difficulties created by the Napoleonic war that led to the 
reconstructive work of the early nineteenth century to 
which the Commonwealth owes its character. And the 
challenge of the problems of to-day may be the occasion of 
a still greater contribution to the enlargement of freedom 
and justice in the world. 

At the close of our first volume we tried to define the 
questions which awaited solution at that stage in our 
history, the end of its first era. Many of these questions 
would not have occurred to contemporaries; we were able 
to pose them because we knew that they had been raised, 
and, in many cases, that they had been wholly or partly 
solved. It would be easy to catalogue the thronging prob-
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lems of to-day; and, even as they appear to us, they are 
manifestly of deeper import than those of 1763. But not 
even the wisest of us dare venture to say in- what form 

• these momentous questions will-be put by Fate to us and 
to our sons and grandsons. - --

It may be that the motherland, which is still the heart 
whence the life-blood pulses to all the members, has already 
passed her grand climacteric; and that, no longer possess
ing the pre-eminence in the sources of material wealth 
from which a great part of her strength has been derived, 
she is destined to decline in to the second rank <;tmong 
nations. This· we shall be slow to credit ;- but even if it 
be so, this land of ancient liberty, which has created the 
institutions of political liberty and diffused them throughout 
the_ world, which has_ QQ!Jle_ a great fmnily of free daugl_lj~r
nations, and •brought peoples of every race and tongue 
under the shelter of her justice and her peace, has "played 
already a part in the shaping of our world which must make 
her fame imperishable. But assuredly the time_ has not 
yet come when men may speak of the achievement of 
Britain as of a tale that is told. Great tasks await her, 
responsibilities that are in key with the traditions of her 
history. She must-play her part in the reconstruction of 
a ruined world, and, if it may be, in the substitution of the 
reign of Law for that of Force. Mother of political liberty, ,, 
she must find the means of adjusting the machinery of 
parliamentary government to the needs of a new age, 
under whose pressure it everyw4cre _ threatens to break 
down. Pioneer of the new industrial era, she must also 
strive to be the pioneer along the paths of industrial peace. 
In all these spheres the world looks to her for guidanct': ; 
and if she can in any degree fulfil these hopes, it will not 
matter that she has lost the pre-eminence in wealth, which 
was hers, when. all is said, only for a brief season : her 
greatest era will be still before her. 

It may be, again, that the glorious fellowship of the free 
peoples whom she has bred, and of the ancient peoples 
whom she has aroused from stagnation, and of the simple 
peoples whom she pas brought under her tutelage, .teaching 
them the meaning of Law and the aspiration after Liberty, 
has served its purpose in the scheme of things, and is destined 
to be dissolved into its elements, or to pass into a still wider 
and loos_er fellowship of peoples. But this also we shall be 
slow to credit. Rather must we hope that this miracle 
of peaceful comradeship among peoples of an infinite 
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diversity will survive to be the model and perhaps the core 
of a yet wider fellowship of peoples which will ensure the 
reign of peace upon the earth. This British Common
wealth, whose story we have told so lamely, is, indeed, a· 
structure so wonderful, so unlike anything that history has 
seen before, so Protean and so flexible in the fom1s which it 
assumes, that no man may predict its destiny. It is among 
States what the banyan is among trees. The banyan sends 
forth offshoots from its branches which root themselves in the 
ground, and develop into stems sometimes as solid as the 
parent trunk; it becomes a whole grove of trees, yet still 
remains one tree; and the sap that runs up through every 
stem is diffused through all the 'luxuriant interlocking 
branches. Even if the parent stem decays, the great many
stemmed giant remains a single living entitJ!. It may be 
that something like this is the destiny of the Commonwealth. 
And if it be so, then, even though the parent stem should 
wither, it will surely remain the central shrine and sanctuary 
of the living cathedral that has sprung from it, 
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554· 

-- vr. (France), i. 166, 168. 
--VII.--, i. 168·I7I. 
-- vnr. --, i. 230, 231. 
--X. --! ii. ~66. 
-- n. (Spam), 1. 6or, 603. 
-- III. --, i. 754· 
--IV.--, ii. 257, 275· 
-- xn (Sweden), i. 6r3, 666-66g. 
-- Edward, the Young Pretender, i. 

659-663. 
Charleston, ii. 47, 54, 65, 67, 6g. 
Charlotte, daughter of George Iv., ii. 328. 
Chartist Movement, the, ii. 365, 409, 411· 

4Is, sos, 589. 
Chatham, first Earl of, see Pitt. 
--,second--, ii. 171, I72, 256. 
Chatillon, Conference of, ii. z88, 290. 
Chaucer, Geoffrey, i. qo. 
Chichester, Sir Arthur, i. 401. 
Chimney-sweeps, child-labour for, ii. 314, 

396. 
China, ii. 456-458, 549, 6r9, 653, 722-724, 

780. 
Chivalry, i. 72, 123, 128. 
Choiseul, Due de, i. 746, 748, 754, ii. r8, 20. 
Christianity, established in Britain, i. ro, 

17, 19·21 ; a unifying force of civi!isa· 
tion, i. zr, 52, 73, 88, 193, 248. 

Christian Socialists, ii. 324, 4I7, 505. 
Church, the, Early British, i. ro ; Saxon, 

zo, 36,38; Norman reform of, 39, 47, 48_; 
Henry II. and Becket, 6o; a political 
factor, 93, 99, ro2, 147; quarrel with 
Edward r., 105 ; Wycliffite movement in, 
142, 150, 158, I61, 246; Henry VIII. and, 
254-258, z6o; becomes Protestant, 263· 
266; reaction in under Mary, 267-270; 
Elizabeth's governance of, 271-273, 346· 
350; Anglo-Catholic body in, 395, 417· 
421; Puritan divin~s in, 464, 471, 498, 
499; Whig theories and practice con· 
cerning, 549, 573, 576, 633, 654; at· 
tacked by James II., 555-558; rational· 
ism in, 702, 703 ; rejects tbe Wesleyans, 
707-709; Evangelical revival in, ii. 129· 
131, 221, 461; interest in missions, 222, 
341-343 ; state interference with, 3R8, 
389, 463, 464; Irish Disestablishment, 
332, 397, 585, 586; Welsh, 754, 76o. 
See also Bishops. 

Churchill, Lord Randolph, ii. 641, 684. 
Cintra, Convention of, ii. 277. 
Ciudad Rodrigo, ii. 280, 28r. 
Civil Service, ii. 504, 589; Indian, 556. 
--.War, the, i. 358, 427, 440-455. 
Cl$pham Sect, the, ii. 221, 222, 343, 427. 
-Clare Election, ii. 334· 

/ Clarendon, Assize of, i. 58. 
--,Constitutions of, i. 6o. 
--,first Earl of, i. 497, 530, 536, 542-544. 
--second--, i. 557-
Claverhouse, Graham of, i, 503, 565. 
Clavering, Sir John, ii. So, 8r, 83. 
Clement VII., Pope, i. 252-255. 
Clericis laicos, Bull of1 i. ros. 
Clliford, Sir Thomas, 1. 544, 545, 547. 
Clinton, General, ii. 58, 65, 68 

Clive, Robert, i. 77t·78o, ii. 28, 30, 31, 77, 
78. 

Clontarf, ii. 398. 
Cobbett, William, ii. 263, 319. 
Cobden, Richard, ii. 401-403, 415, soo·so!, 

513, 607. 
Coke, Sir Edward, i. 387, 392, 393· 
Coleridge, Samuel Taylor, ii. 161, 224, 323, 

324, 465. 
Colet, John, i. 226-228, 247· 
Colley, General, ii. 707. 
Collingwood, Admiral, ii. 235, 237, 238. 
Colonial Office, ii. 340, 342-344, 422, 426· 

429,433,440,441,444,447, 68o. 
-- Policy, of France, i. 377 ff, 526 ff, 

677 If, 7I9 ff; of Holland, i. 371 ff; of 
Spam, i. 241 ; of Britain under the Early 
Stewarts, i. 370, 421 ; under the Pro· 
tectorate, 475 ; the old colonial policy 
defined, 5 30, ii. 36 ; colonial policy ot 
the Whigs, i. 591, 626, 677, 692, 695; the 
American Revolntion, ii. 36-75; origins 
of n€W policy, ii. 134, 336, 419 ; laisser 
faire, ii. 513, 523, 591; the new Im· 
perialism, ii. 593, 62o, 673 ; imperial 
conferences, ii. 676, 739· 

Colonies of the First Empire, pioneer settle· 
ments, i. 244, 313, 377, 380-383, ·>21-427, 
535-538, 705; acqnired by treaty, 536· 
538, 6r6, 756; legislative freedom in, 
378, 382, 423, 426, 533. 537·541, 593. 
594; religious, 383, 421-427, 477, 534, 
537-539, 705, 810, ii. 135, 136; mutual 
relations of, i. 425, 6oo, 720, 722, 723, 
733-735, ii. 36, s8, 41, 43, 48, sx, sz, 
73; home control of the executive and 
imperial trade, i. 383, 477, 492, 531·533, 
592-596, 6z8, 68o, 683, 692, 695, 6g6, 
ii. 37, 420, 433; its failure, i. 532, 595, 
629, ii. 36-sr, 133; privileges of Euro· 
peans in, i. 528, 537-539, 8rr; social 
conlition in r763, 8o4-8r2; loss of the 
American, ii. sr-72. 

Columba, St., i. 19. 
Columbus, Christopher, i. 233, 239, 244. 
Comet, the, ii. 356. 
Common Prayer, Book of, i. 263·265, 272, 

471, 498. 
Commonwealth, the British, common 

problems of, i. 812·814, ii. 5, 6, 27, 36· 
.p, 344, 743, 787-790; its territories, i. 
805, 806, ii. 134, 138-140, 147, 181, r88, 
r89, 191, 252, 253, 304, 348, 443, 457, 
536, 537, 540, 633"637, see also Africa, 
Canada, India, South Africa ; general 
principles of government, 49, 297-299, 
350, 419·424, 435"437, 447, 449. 631, 
see also Colonial Office ; migration 
within, 137, 140, 337-339, 431, 439-441, 
444, 446, 519, 698, 699, 743, 744; 
motives for expansion, 138, 337, 532, 533, 
539, 621, 673 ; self-governing nations of, 
and their constitutions; 516, 517, 522, 
690, 703, 742, 786; the imperialist ideal, 
591, 594, 674·68o, 689, 690, 716, 717, 
739·7·41• 744, 745 ; function ofthe Crown, 
460, 594, 676, 785; military and naval 
co-operation, 514, 676, 679, 740, 744, 
745, 771, 774·785 ; conferences of, 676; 
678, 739•741, 785 ; pageants, s6o, 671, 
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676, 678, 749; proposal for a customs' 
union, 5I4, 68o. 

Commonwealth the English, proclaimed, 
L 458. 

Comyn, the Red, i. I r 7. 
toncert of Europe, the, ii. 307, 48r, 484-

486, 597, 6I2, 725·727, ]3I, 764, 765( 
767, 769. 

Conduct of the Allies, i. 6rs, 63r. 
Congo Free State, ii. 623, 625, 630. 
Congregation, Lords of t)1~, i..z8r, 283. 
Connaught, i. 329, 332,-405, 473, 505, 567, 

. 568. 
Connecticut, i. 424, 533, 594, 8og. 
Conservative party, the, ii. 384, 385, 403, 

4I8, 498, 5II, 5I2, 584. 
Conservators of the Peace, i. I04, I 52. 
Constantine (Scotland), i. 32. 
Constantinople, fall of, i. zor, ii. 22, 369, 

370, 485, 6I2, 6r4, 725-727. 
Continental System, Napokon's, .. ii. -246, 

-248-254; 257-262; z68'z7o, 274, z85. 
Convocation, fettered by Henry vnr., L 

254. See also Church. 
Cook, Captain James, ii. 140, 443. 
-Coomassie, ii. 537. 
Coorg, ii. 450. 
Coote, Sir Eyre, i. 775-777, ii. 84. 
Cope, Sir John, i. 66o. 
Copenhagen, attacks on, ii. r8s, 247. 
Copy holders, i. 134, I 74, ii. 378. 
Copyright, ii. 740. 
Corn, importation of, ii. z6o, 404, 58r ; the 

Anti-Corn-law League, ii. 40i·403. See 
also Statutes. . 

Cornwall, Richard, Earl of, i. 84, 97· 
Cornwallis, Admiral, ii. 235. 
--, General, ii. 65, 67, 68, I4I-I43, 192, 

:200, 210. 
Corsica, i. 735 •. ii. 19. 
Cortez, Hernando, i. 243. 
Cotton-gin, the, ii. 266. , 
Council of the North, i. 260, 433, soo. 
-- of State, i. 459, 46o, 464, 476. 
--of Wales, i. 260, 4.33, 500. 
Counter-Reformation;the, i. 27r, 287-291, 

359·362. 
Covenanter~,jthe, i. 502-504. 
Cowper, W:illiam, ii. 125, I30. 
Craftsman; the, i. 6g7. 

_ Cranme{; Archbishop, i. 255, 263, 265, 
269 .. ~ · 

Crete'j ii. 369, 726. 
Cri.J#'ean War, the, ii. 476, 548. 
c~omer, Evelyn Baring, Lord, ii. 656, 657, 

,?659, 746. 
#\;~orn__~fltl6 •. ,9l_iy~8.-h,.43~·•:.4.31L-,444i446-H8, 453·45 , 459·4 4· 
--, Richard, i. 484, 485. 
--,Thomas, i. 2I6, 228, 253. 254. 256, 

257, 260, :;z6r. 
Cross, Richard, Viscoun~, ii. 593, 594· 
Crown Point, i. 734, 752, ii. 58. · 
Crusades, the, i. 41, 53, 6r, 88. 
Cuba, ii. 7zr, 722. _ 
Cumberland, Ernest, Duke of, ii. 304. ' 
--,William,--, i. 66r, 662, 738, 740. 
Curia Regis, i. 42, 43, 45, 66 ; the Scottish, 

i. so. 
·Curzon, Lord, ii. 663, 664, 67I, 748. 

' Customs ' duties, i. 76 ; levied by the 
sovereign, 103, I 37 ; by Parliament, see 
Parliament; revision of, 39r, 6r8, ii. 42, 
III, 329, 402, 403; colonial, 442, 692, 
698, 703; 745; foreign, 50r, 582, 6o6, 631. 

Cyprus, ii. 597. 

DACRE, LORD, i. 295· 
Dalhousie, Lord, Governor-General, ii. 455, 

544·548. . 
Danby, Earl of, i. 547-sso, 559· 
'Dancgeld,'"i. 34, 45. 
Danelaw, the, i. 29, ·38 . 
Danes, the, i. 28;30, 34, 35· 
Darien Scheme, the, i. 582. 
Darnley, Lord, i. ,293. 
Darwin, Charles, theories of, ii. 564, 565, 

568. · 
David r. (Scotland), 1. 49, 114. 
--II.--, i. 119, 120,. 124. 
Declaration' ofindependence, the, ii. 55. 
Declarations, Grattan's, ii. 95, 97. 
Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, ii. 

rz6, 128. 
Defenders, the Catholic, ii. 202, 205, 207. 
Defoe, Daniel, i. 631, 636, 702. 
Delaware Territories, the, i. 536-538, 8og-

8rr. 
Delhi, i. 759, 764-766; ii. 34, I97, 198, 547, 

549-552. 
Demerara, ii. r88, 340. 
Denmark, i. 366, 525, 667, ii. 64, 184, r8s, 

242, 246, 249, 252, 253. 255, 305, 480, 
481, 536. 

Derby, fourteenth Earl of, ii. 499, soo, srz, 
s85. 

Desmond, Earls of, i. 189, 328-330. 
Devolution, War of, i. 515. 
Devon Commission, ii. 399. 
Diamond mines, the Kimberley, ii. 527. 
Diaz, Bartholomew, i. 239. 
Dick•:ms, Charles, ii. 465-468, 563. 
Dilke, Sir Charles, ii. 648 ; his Greatdr 

B~itain, 514. 
Dingaan's Day, ii. 430, 7o8. 
Dinwiddie, Robert, i. 722. 
Directory of Public Worship, i. 445· 
' Discipline,' Books of, i. 284, 285. 
Disraeli, Benjamin, Lord Beaconsfield, ·ii. 

Il4,-403, 417, 421, ·467, 485, 499, 500, 
510-514, 529, 559, 565, sB4, · 589-598, 
6lO. 

' Diwani,' i. 762, ii. 31, 77· 
Djemal-ed-Din, ii. 614, 654. 
Domesday Book, i. 46, 58. 
Dominica, i. 756, ii. 6r.. .. · 
Don Pacifico, the case of, n. 500. 
Dorchester Heights1 ii..54· 
--labourers, trial of;ii. 410. 
Dost Mohammed (Afghanistan), ii. 452, 

453, 56o. 
Douglas, House of, i. r86, 277. 
Downton, Captain, i. 375. ·•'· 
Drake, Sir Francis, i. 309-3'i5, 317, 3I9-
Drapier's Letters, i. 6gr. 
Drogheda, i. Zig, 461, ii. 509: 
Druids, i. g. . 
Dublin, i. 56, r89, 450, 460, 567, ii. 509· 
Dudley, Lord Guildford, i. 267. 
Duff, James Grant, ii. 349. 
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Dufferin, Lord, Viceroy, ii. 665. 
Duncan, Admiral, ii. 178, 179. 
Dundas, Henry, ii. 86, 232. 
Dungannon, Congress of, ii. 96. 
Dunkirk, i. 483, 514-, 543, ii. 173. 
Dunstan, Archbishop, i. 34, 38. 
Dupleix, Fr<ut<;ois, i. 725, 768-772. 
Durand Line, the, ii. 663. 
Durban, Convention of, ii. 742. 
D'Urban, Sir Benjamin, ii. 429, 432. 
Durham, Lord, ii. 378, 422, 435-437, ·444; 

Report on Canada, 423, 435. 
Dushan, Stephen, i. 200. 
Dutch Naval Wars, i. 373, 478-480, 514, 

516, 543, 546, ii. 6+, 67. 

EASTERN QUESTION, the, i. 521-523, 665, 
ii. 22, II4, 306, 310, 368-370, 474-477, 
484-486, 612-615, 725-728, 772, 773· 

East India Company, formation of, i. 346, 
372-376,768; home policy towards, 626-
628, ii. 32, 79, 8o, 86, 141, 448, 449 ; 
political and territorial gains, i. 534, 679, 
771·780, ii. 143, 195-I97. 346"348, 450, 
454-456, 546; charter of, i. 534, ii. 448, 
457, 555; conditions of service in, i. 375, 
376, 779, 780, ii. 77 ; irresponsibility of, 
i. 779·78 r, ii. 2 7-35 ; assumes political 
power, 76-79 ; Hastings and the Council, 
8o-82, 85, 87; wars with native powers, 
29, 33, 82-85, 143, 195, rg8-2oo, 344-347, 
454, 455; results of 'non-intervention,' 
143, 192, 193, 344-347; 'subsidiary' 
alliances of, 195-199, 346, 347; foreign 
wars of, 348, 453, 545 ; administration 
of, 142, 201, 349-35I, 44;9-451, 544-548; 
dissolved, 555. · 

--, Dutch, i. 371-374, ii. 190, 191, 348. 
--, French, i. 37r, 372, 526, 68o, 756, 

768, 77I·780. 
Ecclesiastical titles question, the, ii. 462. 
Edgar, King, i. 33, 38. 
Edinburgh, i. 35, 49, 278, 4II, 66o, ii. r66. 
--Review, ii. 263, 466. 
C:dmund Ironsides, i. 35. 
Education, national, ii. 132, 389, 399, 571-

573, 586, s37, 684, 755· 
Edward the Elder, i. 3r, rr4. 
-- the Confessor, i. 36. 
--I. (England), i. gR-ro6, 11r, n2, rrs-

rr8, 122, 124, 133, 152. 
-- li. --. 118, 119, 122, 145"147· 
-- III. --, rrg, 120, 122-129, r38, I47-

I5I, r66, 189. 
--IV.--, and Earl of March, i. r7g-r82, 

t87. 
-- v. --, i. r82. 
--VI. --, i. 262-267. 
-- VII. --, ii. 594, 671, 690, 729, 759· 
--the Black Prince, i. 123, 126-r29, t5t. 
--son of Henry vr., i. r8r. 
Egbert, King, i. 21-23, z8. 
Egypt, Napoleon in, ii. r8o-r82, r8s, 229; i 

military power of, 310, 368-370, 652 ; · 
finances of, 653, 654, 656·658, 66o ; 
British occupation begun, 655-657; 
assertion of the nationalist spirit, 654, 
66o, 746, 788. 

Eikon Basilike, i. 457. 
Elb~, ii. 28g. 

Eldon, Lord, ii. 231, 319, 326. 
Eleanor of Aquitaine, i. 52. 
Elections, General, ii. 13, 104, 107, 366, 376, 

379, 381, 415, 585, 592, 597, 641, 647, 
6so, 684, 687, 751-753, 758, 759· • 

Electricity, applications of, ii. 567, 604. 
Elgin, Lord (Canada). ii. 437· 
Eliot, Sir John, i. 394, 396, 399· 
Elizabeth, Princess and Queen, i. 255, 271-

273, 285-295, 298-3or, 306-312, 326-328, 
332, 346·354. 388. 

--, queen of Henry vn., i. 1~3, 21r. 
--,daughter of James r., I. 362, 365, 

577· 
Ellenborough, Lord, Governor-General, ii. 

451, 453. 454· 
Elphinstone, Mountstuart, ii. 349· 
Embargo Act (U.S.A.) the, ii. 26g. 
Emmet, Robert, ii. 230. 
Enclosure Movement, i. 217, 259, 264, 265, 

342, 343, 785, ii. n8, 214, 354· 
Engineers, Amalgamated Society of, ii. 

506, s8o. 
England, origin of the name, i. r6; boun

daries of, 35, 107; in pre-Norman times, 
5-37; Reign of Law established, 30, 35, 
43-48, 57-6r, 64-66, 203 ; European 
thought and its influence on, 8, 39, 52-
54, 72, 83-89, 208, 222-229, 509, 702, 
ii. 19 ; continental acquisitions of, i. 46, 
51, 56, 63, g6, 128, rzg, r7r, 483, 6r6, 
668, ii. 304 ; development of local self
government, i. 23, 67-72, 152, 202-204, 
z66, 339-343, 785-789, 797, ii. 391, 393, 
394, 648; social condition in rzr5, i. 66-
76; growth of national feeling, 34, 37, 
47, Br, 92, 95-97, roo, 105, rso, 195; 
its expression in language and creed, 30, 
140, 225·227, 273. 296, 335"338, 347, 
416, 417; political contrast with 
Europe, 93, 148, 20I-204, 358, 524, ii. 
297, 364, 365, 371, 473; social divisions 
in, i. 132, 148, 204, 338-341, 783, 784, 
ii. rr8, 314; peasantry of, i. 134-136, 
340, 342, 784, see also Agrarian Re
volution ; Tudor system of governing, 
i. 207, 212, 213; Spanish threat to, 
289-308, 312-320, 362 ; condition under 
Elizabeth, 335-354; personal govern
ment of Charles I., 399, 414·4r8, 427-
430; birth of modern England, ii. 4, 
rr6-I33· See also Britain, Parli~ment, 
Trade. 

Erasmus, i. 226, 248. 
Eritrea, ii. 62g. 
Essay 01~ Government, i. 574. 
Essex, Robert, Earl of, i. 3r9, 332. 
--,Walter,--, i. 330. 
Ethclred the Redeless, i. 34· 
Eugene, Prince, i. 609, 612-614. 
Evangelicals, the, ii. 129-13 r, 221, 343, 463. 
Exchequer, Stop of the, i. 545, 546, 622. 
Excise Bill, i. 691, 695. 
Exclusion Bill, i. 550-553. 
Exhibition, the Great, ii. 406, 459. 
Expanswn of England, ii. 675. 
Eyre, Edward john, ii. 534· 

FABIAN SOCIETY, the, ii. 686. 
Factories, juvenile labour in, ii. 120, 216, 
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219, 314, 395, 39'6, 503, 684; State' 
supervision of, 395, 396, 578. See also 
Capitalism, Trade Unions. 

Fairfax, Sir Thomas, i. 443, 446, 448, 454, 
~55, 460, 462. 

Falkland, Lord, Lord Deputy, i. -~04. 
--Is., the, ii. rg. 
Faraday, Michael, ii. 567. 
Fashoda incident, the, ii. 627. 
Fenians, the, ii. 508-sro, 586, 643-646, 649. 
Ferdinand of Aragon, i. rg6, 199, 228, 

231-233· 
--, Prince, of Brunswick, i. 741, 743, 

750, 753· 
--VII. (Spain), ii. 257, 275, 302. 
--of Coburg (Bulgaria), ii. 6r3. 

··Ferro!, ii. 234-236. 
Feudalism, in England, i. 24, 38, 42, 43; in 

Europe, 23, 43, 93· ·- -
Fifth Monarchy Men, i. 466, 468. 
Fiji, ii. 540, 594· 
Finland, i. 667, 668, ii. 302. 
Fitzgerald, Lord Edward, ii. 20'). _ -
Fitzgeralds, the, i. r8g. See also Desmond, 

f(ildare. 
Fitzgibbon, John, iL 203, 205, 206, 
Fitzmaurice, James, i. 329, 330. 
Fitzwilliam, Lord, ii. 206. 
Five Knights, imprisonment of the, i. 397· 
-·- Members, Arrest of the, i. 438. 
Flanders, commercial relations with 

England, i. 76, 125, 139, r65, 217, 343 ; 
weavers of in England,_ 139, 343· See 
also Belgium. 

Flood, Henry, ii. 203. 
Florida, i. 243, 313, 756, ii. 72., 
Forbes, General, i. 744, 745· 
' Forced Loan,' i. 397-
Forrest, Sir John, ii. 521. 
Forster, William Edward, ii. 514, 587, 

645; 675-
Forts :-Augustus, i. 652; Du-quesne, i. 

722, 723, 733, 745; Edward, i. 736, 
ii. 58 ; Frontenac, i. 7 45 ; Niagara, i. 
750, 752; St. David, i. 759, 776; St. 
George, i. 376; William, i. _652; 
William Henry, i. 736, 739· 

Fox, Charles James, ii. 87, 99-109, 112, 
II4, 165, 168, 232, 24r. 

France, a Nation-State, i. 87, 124, 170, 172, 
195 ; Henry VIII. and the • Balance of 
Power,' 231-236, ~61; wars of religion in, 
290, 299, 359, 36r ; colonising methods 
of, 372, 3.79, 526-529 ; prosperity under 
Louis XIV., SII-514; colonial struggle 
with England, see America, India; 
foreign diplomacy of Louis xv. and xvr., 
i. 659, 671-676, 7I3·7I7, 725-727, 754, 
ii. 18, rg, 58, 59, 7r, 93 ; the revolution 
in, 149-r6o, 225, 226; foreign relations 
of the revolutionaries, 155-157, 174, 
t77, r82, r84, 267; Napoleon's rule in, 
225-229 ; dominates Europe, 230-294; 
changes in the constitution, 153, 154, 
r56, ·158, 159, r83, 225, 226, 289;--366, 
374, 483; the friend of liberty, 310, 367, 
475, 478; colonising activities, 444, 6og, 
622, 623, 627, 628, 631-633, 635, 638; 
relations with Britain since Waterloo, 
366, 370, 475, 476, 6ro, 622, 627, 633, 

66o, 729, 766; industries of, 575, 576, 
6os, 6o6, 609 ; and the German chal
lenge, 770-774,-776, 777, 779, 78o. 

Franchise,. the, i. I74. 656, 657; limited, 
467; extensions of, ii. 378, 380, 512, 
642 ; in Ireland, 202, 206, 646; vote 
by ballot, 589 ; ·feminine agitation for, 
762. 

Francis r. (France), i. 228, 232-235, 244· 
--, Philip, ii. So-83, 85, 86, 142. 
Franco-Prussian War, the, ii. 480, 481, 590. 

"Franklin, Benjamin, i. 722, ii. 49· 
' Frankpledge,' i. 44· 
Fre,lerick Barbarossa, i. 52, 54, 55. 
-- II. (Emperor), i. 84, 97. 
--, Ele<;tor Palatine, the, i..,36o, 362, 

364, 365, 393· 
-·- r. (Prussia), i. 6r6, 712. 
--the Gre'tt (Prussia), i. 712-714, 7r8, 
' 724-727, 740, 741, 743, 749, 753, 757, 
· ii. rg, 21-23, 25, 63, II3. 
-- William_, the -Great Elector, 1. 520, 

-5zr, 524. 
----III. (Prussia), ii. 241, 242, 287, 

301. 
Free Companies, 1. 128. 
Free Trade, adopted, 403-405; 4or, 42 I, 

425, 501, 57~ s8I, 58~ 6o~ 631, 75r. 
Frere, Sir Bartle, ii. 529,-706. 
Friendly Societies; .ii. 220, 5 76. Sec also 

Trade· Unions. 
Froude, James Anthony, ii. 52_9, 570. 
Further India, ii. 348, 632, 664. 
Fyrd, the, i. 23, 30,'44, 45, 57, 59, 71. 

GAELS, i. 7-9, 19 ... 
Gage, General, ii. 48, 54. 
Galway, i. 46I, s68. 
Gama, da, Vasco, 1. 240. 
Gambetta, ii.:6ss. -
Gandhi, M. K., ii. 743 
Garibaldi, Giuseppe, ii. 478. 
Gascony, i. 52, 96. 
Gaunt, John of, i. 131, 142, 151, 153, 157, 

159· 
t;aveston, Piers, i. I45- . 
General Assembly of Scotland, the, i. 284, 

406, 408-4ro, 412, 413, 502, 8or, ii. 
464. ' . 

George r. (England), i. 639, 648, 652, 668, 
687, 688. 

-- II. --, i. 687, 688, 738. 
-- III. --, i. 654, 687, 690,_ 6gB, 753, 

754, ii. 7-II,' q-16, 53, 59, 6o, 6g, 9~, 
I02-I07, II7, 211, 232, 328. 

--IV.--, ii. 328, 335· 
-- v. --, ii. 749. 76r. • 
--,David Lloyd, ii. 757;76o, 767, 769. 
Georgia, i. 677, 705, 8rr, ii. 48,. )1, 62. 
Germanic Confederation, the, ii. 304, 308, 

375, 480. •. ,•---
Germany, the chief secular power in Europe, 

i. 33; 54, 83-85, 193; anarchy in, 85, 
97, 19.8, 368 ; cradle of the Reformation, 
234, 247-250; rival creeds in, 250, 289, 
360; and the Thirty Years' War, 364-
368; overrun by France, ii. 157, r82, 
228, 240, 241, 250, 252, 283, 2B4, 287; 
Vienna settlement of, 302-304 ; national-

. ism and revolution in, ii. 284, 300, 304, 
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367, 375; unification ot, 303, 479-482 ; 
isolates France, 303, 480, 481, 609, 61o, 
765, 767; trade of modern Germany, 
574-576,582,604-607; education in, 571, 
572, 6os; prestige of, 6o8, 610-612; 
militarism and intrigues of, 482, 611-
617, 714, 725-728, 730, 732, 763-774; 
navy of, 728, 759, 767; colonial pos
sessions, 623-627, 630, 634-636, 723, 
768, 780. 

Gibraltar, captured, i. 6u, 6r6; sieges of, 
672, 673, ii. 62, 65-67, 7o; 72, 252. 

Gilbert, Sir Humphrey, i. 313, 342. 
Gilds, of the burgesses, i. 70 ; craft-gilds, 

139. 344, 795-
Gironclins, ii. 156, 158. 
Gladstone, William Ewart, i. 657, ii. 357, 

388, 476, 500·502, 504, 5II, 512, 584, 
585, 590, 596-598, 639, 641, 645-647, 
649, 65o, 678; first Ministry of, 585-592; 
second, 624-626, 634, 639-642, 645, 646, 
655-657, 662, 665, 7o6; third, 626, 647; 
fourth, 65o, 678. 

Glamorgan, Lord, i. 449· 
Glencoe, Massacre of, i. 565. 
Glendower, Owen, i. 161, 185. 
Glenelg, Lord, ii. 427-429, 444. 
Gloucester, siege of, i. 443. 
--, Humphrey of, son of Henry IV., i. 

175, 176. 
--,Thomas of, son of Edward III., i. 

157, 159-
Goderich, Lord, ii. 33 I 
Godolphin, Lord Treasurer, i. 6o8, 614, 

628, 633-635. 
Godwin, Earl of Wessex, i. 36. 
Gold Coast, the, ii. 535-537-
Goldie, Sir G. Taubman, ii. 623. 
Good Hope, Cape of, sighted, i. 239; set

tlement at, 373, 528, ii. 190. See also 
Cape Colony. 

Gordon, General, ii. 653, 656, 657. 
-- Riots, ii. 131. 
Goree, i. 527, 744, ii. 63. 
Gorges, Sir Ferdina!l.do, i. 383, 425. 
Gorham Judgment, the, ii. 463. 
'Graces,' the, i. 404, 405. 
Grafton, Duke of, ii. 13. 
Graham, Cunninghame, ii. 686. 
Grand Consolidated Trades Union, ii. 

409, 410, 505-
Grant, James Augustus, ii. 541, 543· 
Granville, Lord, ii. 590, 626. 
Grasse, de, Count, ii. 67, 68, 70. 
Grattan, Henry, ii. 92, 93, 95-98, 204, 206, 

21 I, 332. 
Graves, Admiral, ii. 68. 
Great War of 19I4-1918, immediate pre

ventive measures, ii. 768-774; scope of, 
775, 779; nations involved, 776, 777; 
i. 653, ii. 495-

Greece, resistance to Turkey, ii. 308-310, 
725-727; independence of, 310; 483, 
613, 768, 769, 777· 

Greenland, i. 26, 305, ii. 42. 
Grenada, i. 755, 756, ii. 61, r88, 535· 
Grenville, George, ii. ro, 37, 40; Ministry 

of, IO, II, 42, 43· 
--,Sir Richard, i. 314, 319. 
--, VVilliam, Lord, Ministry of, ii. 232. 

Grenvilles, the, i. 72g'. 
Grey, Charles, second Earl, ii. r62, 165, 

169, 3I8, 378; Ministry of, 376-380, 385, 
389. 

--, Sir Edward, ii. 764, 769, 770, 77j· 
774-

--, Sir George, ii. 441, 445, 446, 524. 
--, Henry, third Earl, ii. 423, 437, 442, 

446, 447. 513, 524-
--, Lady Jane, i. 267, 269. 
Grindal, Archbishop, i. 349-
Griqualand, East, ii. 431, 432; West, 431, 

527-
Grotius, writings of, i. 362. 
Guadeloupe, i. 377, 527, 68o, 749, 756, 

ii. r85, I88, 253, 304. 
Guardians, Boards of, ii. 393, 394· 
Guiana, Dutch in, i. 376; British, ii. 188, 

253, 531-o 721. 
Guienne. See Aquitaine. 
Gunpowder Plot, tl1e, i. 385. 
Gurkhas, ii. 345, 346, 552. 
Gustavus Adolphus (Sweden), 1. 367. 
Gwa!ior, ii. 84, 454, 553-

HABSBURGS, the, i. 85, 199, 233, 234, 36o, 
361, 36~ 36~ 368, 602, 6o4, 713. 

Hague Conferenee, the first, ii. 721, 732; 
the second, 763. 

Haldane, Lord, ii. 770, 771. 
Halifax, fort of, i. 720, 721. 
--, Earl of, i. 551, 554, 558. 
Hamilton, Alexander, ii. 74, 267. 
--, Honse of, i. 277. 
---, Patrick, i. 221, 277. 
Hampden, Bishop, ii. 463. 
--Clubs, ii. 263, 319, 326. 
---, John, i. 429, 431, 438. 
Hampton Court Conference, i. 386. 
Hanover, i. 668, 726, 736, 740, 743, ii. 

239-241, 304, 4N, 480. 
Harcourt, Sir William, ii. 682. 
Hardie, Keir, ii. 687. 
Hardinge, Sir Henry, Goven10r-General, 

ii. 451, 454, 455-
Hardy, Thomas, ii. r62, 167. 
Harley, Robert, Earl of Oxford, i. 631-

640, 693· 
Harold u., King, i. 36. 
Harrison, General, i. · 466. 
Hastings, Marquis of, Governor-General, 

ii. 346·348. 
--, Warren, i. 780, ii. 29, 35, 76-88, 141-

143, I94. 349· 
Havana, i. 755, 756. 
Havelock, General, ii. 552, 553-
Hawaii Is., ii. 633, 634, 722. 
Hawke, Admiral, i. 716, 7I7, 740, 748. 
Hawkins, Sir John, i. 309, 310, 317, 319. 
--, William, i. 304. 
Health, Boards of, ii. 394· 
Heligoland, ii. 252, 304, 627. 
Hennett-1 Maria, queen of Charles r., i. 

366, 438. 
Henry r. (Enl(land}, i. 44-46,48, SI, 109. 
-- II. --, i. 52-63, 66, 71, 109, II4. 
--Ill. ·--, i. 66, 92,95-99, IIO. 
--IV.--, i. 159-163, 165, 166, 190. 
-- v. --, i. 163-168, 173, 190. 
-- VI. --, i. r68, I75•18I. 
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1-:lenry VII. (England). i. 183, 210-214, 
217·220, 231, 244-

-- VIII. --, i. 2I4·2I6, 218, 220, 227· 
229, 232, 233. 235. 249. 251·265, 275· 
J-78, 324·327. . 

-- IV. (Emperor), 1. 39· 
-- VI. --, i. 55, 61. 
-- IV, (France), i. 299, 359,' 361, 364. 
Herat, ii. 548. 
Herzegovina, ii. 485, 486, 6I3, 766. 
High Commission, Court of, functions, i. 

347, 387, 420; abolished, 433, soo ; 
revived, 556. 

Hispaniola, i. 239, 481, 527. 
History, study-of, ii. 129, I64; 570. 
--of the En[!lish Constitu.ti011, ii. 571. 
--.of Trad,, Unionism, ii. 686. 
Ho.bson, Captain, ii. 445· 
HSche, Lazare, ii. I75, I78, 208. 

fr!odgskin, .Thomas,,ii..322, ,4I 1. 
Hodgson, Brian-;"H.~'ii.~'349~ ~ 
Hofmeyr, Jan Hendrik, ii. 712, 7I3. 
Hohenzollerns, the, i. 520, 52I, 7I2, 7I3; 

727, ii. 6I3. 
Holkar, family of, i. 765, ii. 197·200, 

347- '' 
Holland, independence of, i. 359 ; colonial 

enterprises, 371-377,' 525; 527, ii. 305, 
348, 536, 633; trade rivalry and naval 
wars, i. 373,478-480, 514, sr6, 543, 546, 
548, ii. 64, 67; struggle with.Louis x1v., 
i. srs·s18, 527, 544-546, 56I, 598, 6os-
6a; ally of Britain, ii. IIJ, I59, 170, 
r 73 ; subject to France, I 77-179, I 83, 
1'84, 188, 190, 228, 240, 250, 253, zs8. 

. See also Belgium. ~ 
Holy Roman Empire, instituted, i. 22.; 

significance of, 192 ; abolished, ii. 240 .• 
Home Rule, political agitatiou for, ii. 

645-647, 649, 6so, 6sr, 753, 760; 
parliamentary party, 592, 644, 647, 751; 
Bills, 647, 650, 760; supported by 
Rhodes, 677. 

Honduras, logwood-cutting settlements, !. 
• 378, 8os; a British colony, ii. 189, 535 

Hong-Kong, ii. 457. I 
Hood, Admiral, ii. 67, 69. 
Hopton, Sir Ralph, 1. 443· 
Hospitals, i. 704, ii. r 32; 462. 
Howard of Effingham, Lord, i. 317, 319, 

339· 
--. John, ii. i32. 
Howe, Admiral, ii. 6r, 7r, 172. 
--, General, ii. 54, 56-58. 
Hudson's Bay Cpmpany, the, i. 538, 'ii. 

5I5; transfet·-of its territory, 517.
Hudson Valley, the strategical importance' 

of, i. 536;' war in, 6oo, 724, 734, 739, 
ii. 56-58. 

Huguenots, i.2go, 299, 366, 36E.; massacre 
. of, 297; migration of, 517, 528, 558, 

·ii. rgo. 
Humanitarianism, i. 704, ii. 131-133, 222, 

388, 462, 683 ; in literature, 323, · 416, 
467. See also Slavery.· · 

Humble Petition and Advice, the, i. 469, 
472- . 

Hume, Joseph, ii: 330. 
Hundreds, L 34, 578. S.ee also Shires. 
Hundred Years' War, first phase, i. u~-

VOL. II. 

129, 153; second, Y64--I72; results of, 
129, 132, 134, 172. 

Hungary, overrun by Turkey; i. 234, 
521·523, 665; 12, 197. ii. 114, 300, 374. 
483. 

Hunt, Orator, ii. 319, 326. 
Huskis:ion, William, ii. 318, 329-331, 360. 
Hnss, John, i. 158. 
Huxley, Thomas Henry, ii. 565, 566. 
Hyderabad, i. 764, ii. 454; Nizams of, i. 

-770·773. 776·778, ii. 33. 83, 84, 143. 
rgz,rg6. 

Hyder Ali (Mysore), 1. 764, ii. 33, 83, 84. 

IBRAHIM PASHA, ii. 310, 369. 
IIbert Bill, the, ii. 667. 
Impeachment, institution of, i. 151 ; em

ployed, 151, '393, 394, 396, 549, 553, 
,58o; ii. 87, 232. 

Imperialism, motives and spread of, ii. 
,:, 6or, 6o7; 6zo, 62r, 673; results of, 

622-638, 723. See also Commonwealth. 
Impey, Sir Elijah, ii. 8r, Bz, 450. . 
India, races and creeds of, i. 759-763; caste 

in,. 14, 760,_ 761., ii.. -sso, 668 ; ·Mogul 
-Empire· aiid its collapse, L 374, '535, 
762-767, ii. 30; Franco-British struggle 
in, i. 7r7, 756, 76.8-777; establishment 
of good government in, see East Iridia· 
Company; Frerich attempts to regain 
prestige, ii. 83, 84, 180, r8r, I92-194, 

· I99, 243; Indian lore and learning, 
349, 35I, 450, 67r ; Western learning in, 
351, 449-451, 558,\665-668; legislature 
of, 449, 556, 748;. under .the Crown, 
555,559; army of, 556, 664 ; famine in, 
33, 557, ·560 ; local self-government, 
666, 667; nationalism in, 554, 668-672, 
733, 747-750, 787; development of the 
press, 562, 666, 66g, 747-749; frontier 
wars, 560-562, 66z-665; loyalty to 
Britain, 668, 750, 781, 784. 

-- Bill (r783), ii. 86, I06. 
Indian Mutiny, ii. 548-554. 
Indians (American), i. 379, 529,. 538, 683, 

721, 733. 734. ii. 58; government treat
ment of, 36, 41, 135, 518; loyalty of, 
271. See also Iroquois. 

Indo-China, ii. 632, 664. . 
Indulgence, Declarations of, i. 54-5-547, 

557, 558, 577· 
Industrial Revolution, the, ii. r I9·rzz, zrg, 

261, 313, 337, ·352·354; spread of to 
~- Europe, 338, 372·, 574-
l Hfinence of Sea-Power o1t History, ii.. 675, ~ 

728. • . . 
' Injunctions' of Henry vm.; i. 257. 
Innocent nr., Pope, ;: 52, I93; Interdict 

of, 62. 
Instrument of Government., i.·467, 472. 
International African Associat'ion, ii. 622 . 

·Internationalism, in commerce, ii. s8r, 
582; ideals of, 597, 730-733; their 
demonstration, see Arbitration. 

Investiture question, the, i. 39, 4R. . 
Ionian Is., occupied by Britain, ii. 252, 304. 
Ireland, peoples of, i. 7, 8, 18; learning 

and mtssionary zeal, 18-2r; Northmen 
attacl<, 27.; Henry II., lord of, 56, 324; 
anarchy in, from Edward 1. to. Henry 
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VIII., rrg, 122, 160, r88-rgr, zr8-22o, 
321-324; English control of Parliament, 
219, 587, 589, 6g2, ii. go, 97; land
tenure and Henry vm., i. 324-327; 
plantations in, 325, 329-331, 402, 473, 
505 ; factors of the sectarian problem, 
Jn, 402, 587-58g, ii. 332, 586; Spanish 
and Papal intrigues in, i. 327-334 ; 
\Ventworth's rule, 404-406; the Catholic 
Rebellion and Engiish civil war, 436, 440, 
444, 449 ; subdued by Cromwell, 460-
462, 472-474 ; the Restoration settle
ment, 505 ; trade restrictions, 505, 589, 
6z8, 8og, ii. 93, 94; the Revolution and 
the Penal Code, 1. 565·568, 586-589; 
tolerance towards Catholics, i. 803, ii. 
93, g6, 202, 206; national movement for 
legislative independence, 89-9B ; for a 
representative parliament, 202-207, 210; 
the Act of Union, 210-212; Catholic 
Emandpation, 2II, 332-334; rebellions 
in, 209, 230, 400; agrarian outrages, 89, 
202, 333. 400, s86, 643-645 ; famine 
and eviction in, 332, 333, 399, 400, 586, 
643, 644; under repressiv.e government, 
333, 334, 397-4oo, sB6, 645, 646, 648-
6so; Gladstone's. reforms, 585-587, 
645 ; movement for separation, 398-
400. See also Home Rule, Fenians. 

Ireton, Henry, i. 454· 
Ironsides, the, i. 444, 446-448. 
Iroquois,. the, i. 379, 380, 527, 537, 720, 

722, 734· 
Isabella, queen of Edward II., i. 146, 147. 
-- of Castile, i. 196, 239. 
Isandhlwana, ii. ;;>o6. 
Ismail, Khedive of Egypt, ii. 595, 653, 654. 
Italy, i. 12, 22, 41, 86, 247, 602, 604, 6ro, 

612, 616, 672, 675, 676, ii. 176, 177, 
r8~r84, 252, 302, 303,481, 723; the 
Renascence in, i. 197, 223, 225, 228; 
French designs on, 230-232 ; a kingdom 
under Napoleon, ii. 228, 229, 230, 238, 
240; nationalism and unity, 283, 300, 
304, 308, 366, 367, 374. 473, 475, 477-
479; colonies of, 628, 767; ally of 
Germany, 6og, 767; in the German 
War, 772, 776. 

JACOBITES, i. 583, 649, 653; plots and 
risings of, 638-640, 65o-652, 659-662, 
671, 672, 716. 

Jacquard loom, the, ii. 353. 
Jamaica, i. 481, 533, 8os, ii. 6g, 70, r88, 

340, 341, 420, 425, 534. 535· 
James VI. (Scotland), i. (England), i. 285, 

z86, 295, 296, 405-408 ; 361, 364-366, 
373, 374, 381, 385-38g, 391-395, 403, 
407·410. 

-- H. (England) and Duke· of York, 
i. 49~ so~ 53~ 534, 53~ 538, 540, 54~ 
549-551, 555-558, 562, 563, 566-568, .574, 
586. 

--I. (Scotland), i. 186, r87. 
-- II. --, i. 187. 
-- III. --, i. 187. 
-- IV. --, i. 220. 
-- v. --, i. 275-277: 
·-- Edward, the Old Pretender, i. 558, 

6os, 638, 648-652. 
J arncson, Leander Starr, ii. 713, 714. 

Jamestown, i. g8r. 
Japan, influence oflhe West upon, ii. 617, 

6r8 ; victory over China, 6rg, 723 ; 
over Russia, 733, 747; a1ly of Britain, 
724, 733. 777. 780. • 

Java, ii. 253, 305, 345. 
Jefferson, Thomas, ii. 267-269, gog. 
Jenkins' Ear War, i. 682, 710-712. 
Jersey, ii. 62, 67. 
Jervis, John, Lord St. Vincent, ti. 178, 231. 
Jesuits, foundation of the order, i. 288; 

in Britain, 297, 322, 324, 327, 331 ; 
288, 38~ 529, il. 24. · 

Jews, Cromwell and the, i. 472. 
Joan ')f Arc, i. 169, 170. 
Johannesburg, ii. 710-712, 717. 
John, King (England), i. 62-64, 66, 84, 95. 
--, -- (France), i. 123, 127. 
Jones, Griffith, i. 706. 
--, Michael, i. 450, 460, 461. 
--,Paul, ii. 63. 
J onle, James Prescott, ii. 567. 
Judges, on circuit, i. 58; life-appointment 

of, 578 ; salaries of, in the colonies, 
6gz, ii. 37; established in India, 79. 

Junius, Letters of, ii. 14, So. 
Junot, Marshal, ii. 247, 274-277. 
Jury, institution of the, i. 58, 59· 
Justices of the Peace, i. 152, 212, 339, 

788, ii. 218-220, 393. 395. 648. 
Justiciar, office of, i. 45, 95. 
Jutes,, i. 15, r6. 

KABUL, ii. 453, 561. 
Kaffirs, ii. 431, 't32; wars and raids of, 

428, 429, 524. 
Kaffraria, ii. 432. 
Kanaka labour-traffic, the, ii. 539, 633, 

635· 
Handahar, ii. 562. 
Kashmir, ii. 455. 
Kaunitz, Austrian ambassador, i. 725, 

727· 
Keats, John, ii. 322, 323. 
Keble, John, ii. 463. 
Kent, Edward, Duke of, ii. 328. 
Khartoum, ii. 540, 656-659. 
Khyber Pass, the, ii. 453, 663. 
l<iao-chan, ii. 723, 724, 780. 
Kiel Canal, the, ii. 728, 767, 773. 
Kildare, Earls of, i. 189, 190, 219, 220, 324. 
Kilkenny, Catholic Assembly of, i. 440, 

449. 461. 
Kimberley, ii. 527, 717. 
Kingsley, Charles, ii. 417, 466, 467. 
Kinsale, i. 332, 460, 476. 
Kipling, Rudyard, ii. 675. 
Kitchener, Lord, ii. 628, 658, 664, 717, 

718, 745, 747· 
Klonclykc, ii. 693. 
Knights, barons' grants to, i. 43 ; of the 

shire, 71, gg, 102, 104, 132, 148, 152; 
'distmint '.of, 133, 428, 433· 

Knox, John, 1. 279-286, 293. 
Kruger, Paul, ii. 528, 7o8-7r5, 7r8. 

LABOUR PARTY, the, forerUlfners of, ii. 
592; the Independents <\'mong, 687, 
688; s~rength in Parliamen\, 751, 759; 
Austrahan, 700-702 ; dissatis:.'~tion of, 
76r. ......._ 
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Laboutdotmais, Count Mah~ de, i. 769, 
Ladysmith, ~ie~e of, ii. 717. 
Lagos, ii. 537-
Lake, General, ii. 198-2oo, 208. 

· Lalry, Count, i. 773, 776, 777- . 
Lambert, General, i. 465, 467, 485. 
Lancaster, Edmund of, son of Henry III., 

i. 97, 104. 
--·-, House of, in opposition to the 

Crown, i. ros, 145, I5I, I57, 159, 160; 
decay of, r8r. 

--,Thomas, Earl of, i. 145, 146. 
--,Joseph, ii. 389. 

. Land, the nationalisation the6ry, ii. 321, 
326; taxation schemes, 685, 756, 758; 
regulation of colonial grants, 423, 440; 
Irish competition for, see Ireland. 

-- League, the Irish,.ii. 644-646. 
---tenure, feudal, i. 43, 134, 498; early 

Irish system, 324, 325 ; in Scotland; 
114, 799; "the cause of the Maori wars, 
ii. 444-446, 522, 523 ; changes in the 
Indian system, 77, 86, 142, 350; in New 
Zealand, 697. · 

Lanfranc, Archbishop, i. 36, 47. 
Langton, Stephen, i. 63, 64, 95-
Lausdowne, Lord, ii. 729. . 
' Lapse,' Doctrine of, ii. 545, 546. 
Laud, Archbishop, i. 395, 410, 418·421, 

423, 432, 435-
'Lauderdale, Earl of, i. sor-504, 54-4-
Lauri>M-, Sir Wilfred, ii. 676, 693, 744-
Law, study of, i. 53, 91, ii. 570; formula-

tion of English, i. 58, 64-66; Common 
Law supreme, 433·; extension to the 
colonies, 383, 423 ; Puritan reforms in, 
464, 472; coming of international, 229, 
362, ii. 732,· see also Arbitration; British 
retained in the States, 73; its administra
tion. and codification in India, ··79, 8r, 
142, 201, 449, 556; of ced~d territories, 
136, 191 ; Codes of Napoleon, 227; 
value of to Africa, 629-632 ; of contra- · 
band, see Neutrals. 

--, Courts of, i. 130; English spoken in, 
141 ; disputes between, 387; abolition 
of prerogative courts, 433, soo; amalga
mation of; ii. 589. 

--, john, i. 678. , 
Lawrence, Sir Henry, ii. 455, ·545, 55 I. 
--,john, Lord, ii. 545, 551, 552 ... 
League of Nations, projects for,· i. 36r, 

670 ; in being, ii. 76.1., 786. 
Leaseholders, i. 174, ii. 378. 
Leeward Is., i. 527, 535, 755, 8os, ii. 42S, 

535· 
Leicester, Robert, Earl of, i. 292, 300, 339· 
.Leinstcr, i. 189, 325, 332, 441, 461, 567, 

ii. 89, 209. · 
Leith, siege of, i. 283. 
Leopold 1., Empe·ror, i. 601-604, 609-6! r., 
-- n. (Belgium), ii. 622, 623, 630 • 
Lesct-inski, Stanislas, i. 666-668, 674-676. 
Levant Company, the, i. 304., 346, 372. 
Levellers, the, i. 452, 466-4 68 
Leviathan, Hobbes', i. 510, 572, 574-
Lexington, ii. so. 
Liao-Tang pen\nsul~, the, ii. 619, 723. 
Libaals, the party in 1832, ii. 383, 384; 
. grea:t, reforming periods of, 387-406, 

585-592; imperialists and anti-imperial-

ists among, 647, 648, 675, 678 ; cause' 
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Munro, Sir Thomas, ii. 196, 349, 350. 
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Nationalism, the first Nation-States, i. 87, 
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tariffs, ii. 581, 582, 6o1, 6o6, 620; a 
factor of war, i. 208, ii. 6o7, 6o8, 61r, 
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s!Jn, 6oo, 777, ii. 41; 675. 676, 744. 745; 
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elections, i. 391, ·ii. I3, 14; demand for 
electoral reform, 14, ro3-ro8, r6r-r63, 
165-169, 263, 264, 326, 376'380;. and 'its 
triumphs, 380, 5I0-5I2, 642; parties 
within parties, 263, 382, 383, 498, 5II, 
592, 641, 648, 651, 678, 687, 751; great 
reforming period, 387-406 ; Irish mem· 
hers in, 398, 592, 641, 644, 648; pay-

. ment of members, 755 ; duration, 759, 
see also Sta-tutes. See also Cabinet, 
Lords. 

~· Acts of. See Statutes. 
--: Barebone's, i. 466, 472 ; Bats, I74; 

Cavalier, 498-soo, 543-550; Conven
tion of 166o, 486, 497; ibid. of r 689, 564, 
575, 576 ; of Edw:ard 1., 102; of Eliza
beth, 350-354; the Good, 151; of 
James 1., 391-394; the Long, 431-439, 
445, 448, 451-455, 485; Long, of the 
Reformation, 253-255, 257; Mad, 98; • 
Merciless, I 57; of de Montfort, 99; of 
1539, 250; of 1547, 263; of r6zs,· 39.5; 
of r6z6, 396; of 1628, 397-399; ·of 1679-
r685, 550-555; of 1761, ii. 9; of 1768, 
13; of 1774, 14, IOO, 102~104; of 1780, 
104-107; of r784, ro8, rro; of 1826, 
334; Of I830, 376-379; Of 183I, 379-
380; of r832, 382, 383; of r865, sn, 
512, 584, 585 ;·of r874, 592; of I88o, 
639-643; cif x88s,'. 647; of 1892, 6so, 
678, 687; of rgo6, 7·51, 758; of I9IO, 

. 759.-760; Protectorate, i: 467-470, 484; 
Rump, 455, 458, 465, 485 ; Shorj, 430 ; 
Shrewsbury, I 59; Whig of r7rs, 640, 
653; York, 146. 

-· -, theirish,Catholicofjamesii~,i.S57, 
586,588; of Charles r., 405; of James 1., 
403; Protestant -of William III., 587-
589 ; of 1776, ii. 92, 93, 95, g6. See also 
Ireland ·· .• 

Parliament, the Scottish, composition of, 
i. x86, 274; James I. and, 407,408; of 
x66r, 501; Scottish Convention, 58r; of 
1703, 584 ; of .1707, 585; Whig control 
of Scottish seats, 69 r , 802. 

Parma, Duke of, i. 298, 314, 316. 
Parnell, Charles Stewart, ii. 592, 643-647, 

649· 
Pasteur, Louis, ii. 568. 
Paterson, William, i. 6~2. 

Patriarcha, i. 572. 
Patrick, St., i. rg. 
Patriot King, i. 698, ii. 7. 
Patteson, Bishop, ii. 538, 539· 
Paul 1., Tsar, ii. 183-185. 
Peasants, risings of, in 1381, 142, 154-156; 

in 1549, 264; in I83o, ii. 377; in 
Germany, i. 250 . 

,.;e.ee4-Sir,.,R-oberL.(th.e;;~:ld.~~~-
-- -- (the younger), ii. 31tl, 329-33!, 

334, 383, 388, 39I, 398,399,475; Minis
tries of, g8s,_g86,_39Q, 4.0I:_403, 415. 

Peep·o":D'ifY"BoyS';'"'ii: 2oz:-~~-~ .... · · 
Peerage Bill, the, i. 655. 
Pekin, ii. 549, 723. 
Pelham Ministry, the, i. 689, 6g6, 6g8, 

728.- :, 
Penal' Code, the English, ii.- 141, 218, 317, 

329, 388, 441 ; the Irish, i. 588, 692, 
803, ii. 93. 202, 332. • 

--Settlements, ii.'14o, 439-441. 
Peninsular War, the, ii. 245, 247,_ 25.2, 254, 
- 256, 257, 274•283; 

. Pennsylvania, i. '538, 734, 8ro, ii. 41, 51, 
57. 492. 

Pentland Rising, the, i. 502. 
Perceval M_inistry, the, ii. 245. 
Percies, the, i. 161, 179. 
-Persia, ii. 453, 548. 
Perth, Articles of, i. 409, 410. . . 
Peshwas, the, i. 765, ii. 83. See also Baji 

Rao. 
Peter the Great, i. 666-669. 
' Peterloo,' ii. · 327. 
Peters, Karl, ii. 625. 
Pe-tition ot Right, i. 389, 398, 428, 433· 
Philadelphia, i. 538; ii. 57, 58, .. 61 ; Con-

gress of, 48, 52, 55, 73, IJ6.-
Philip Augustus (France) i. 56, 63, 124. 
-- rv. -- i. 87,· ro6, 124. 
--, II. (Spain), i. z68, 270, 288-29I, 295, 

298-303, 315, 319, 330-332. 
-- v. --, i. 604, 6I5, 670. 
-.....! Dr., ii: 427, 431. 
Philippines, the, i. 2.j.2, 756, ii. 635. 
Philosophic Radicals, the, ii. 127, 263, 320, 

324, 382, 385. 
' Physiocrats,' the, ii. 126. 
Picton, Sir Thomas,,ii: r89. 
Picts, i. g, rz, r8, 1g, 21. 
Piers-Plowman, Vision of, i. 140, I41. 
Pilgrim Fathers, the, i. 383 . 
Pilgrimage of Grace, i. 259. 
Pindaris, ii. 345-347. 
Pitt, William (the elder), Earl of Chatham, 

i. 697. 698, 6g9, 728-73I, 739. 778, ii. 
IO, II, I4, 40, 43, 44, 49, 60; first and 
second ministries, i. 736-749, 753-755, 
ii. 8; non-party ministry, ii. 12-14, 32, 
45. 46. 

Pitt, William (the younger), ii. 86, 99, 
104-ro6, 241 ; first ministry, I07-II5, 
r66-r68, I70-I72, 174, 175, r88, 205,206, 
210-212, 2I4, 220; second, zoo, 232. 

Pius IV., Pope, i. 327. 
-- v., --, i. 295· 
--.VII.,--, ii. 227, 257, 258. 
Pizarro, Francisco, i. 243. 
Pl~Ftancisf'!'ihtr?§tt'?.l?3-;13~5~•-r33?.~;3~~-
Plague, the Great, 1. 499, 515. . ·· 
P!imsoll, Samuel, ii. 594· 
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Plunkett, Sir Horace, ii. 651. 
Poitou, i. sz, 96. 
Poland, i. BB, szo, szz, 665, 666, 674-676, 

724, ii. 20·23, 156, 173, 303, 367, 4BI. 
Pole, Cardinal, i. z6B, z6g, 271. 
Police, reform of, ii. 331. 
Poll-tax, i. 154. 
Polo, Marco, i. B6, BB, 238. 
Pondicherry, i. 526, 756, 768, 769, 777, ii. 

zzB, 305. 
Pontiac, Conspiracy of, ii. 4 r. 
Poona, i. 765, ii. 83, 346, 347, 67o. 
Poor Law Commissioners, ii. 393, 5B9. 
--Priests, i. 142, 158. 
Popham, Sir Home, ii. 254. 
Popish Plot, i. 549, 550, 552, 553· 
Port Arthur, ii. 723. 
-- Elizabeth, ii. 339-
-- Jackson, ii. qo. 
Porteous Riots, i. 69 r. 
Portland Ministry, ii. 245. 
Portobellol i. 319, 673, 71!. 
Portugal, 1. 238-241, 300, 374, 377, 514, 

525, 6ro·612, 755, ii. 242, 247, 274-2B2, 
623, 6z5, 6zB, 777-

, Post-nati,' case of the, i. 388. 
Power-loom, the, ii. 120, 261, 352. 
Poynings, Sir Edward, i. 2rg. 
Pragmatic Sanction, the, i. 676, 71 3· 
Presbyterianism, Scottish, i. 2B4-286; 

appearance in England, 349 ; Irish 
followers of, i. 402, 589, ii. 203, 204, 207. 

Press, the, propaganda, i. 34R, 350, 471, 
553, 63r, 697, ii. ro, 14, ro3, r64, 263, 
412 ; restrictions on, i. 350, 420, 49B, 
ii. r68; their removal, i. 471, 553, 577, 
ii. 14, 327, 365; cheaper newspapers, 
388. 

Preston, i. 455, 6sr, 661, ii. 379-
Pretoria, ii. 714, 717 
Pretorius, Martin, ii. 528. 
Pride's Purge, i. 455, 459. 
Priestley, Richard, ii. roo, r66, 566. 
Prince, Machiavelli's, i. 228. 
--Edward I., ii. 134, 433, 517. 
Printing, coming of, i. 225. 
Prisons, reform of, i. 705, ii. 132. 
Privy Council, origin, i. 95 ; and the 

Tudors, 212, 339, 350; committees 
within, z6o, 4-97. 53I, 592; displaced 
by the Cabinet, 639, 78B ; Scottish and 
the Stewarts, 407, 409, 4II, sor, 557; 
Irish, i. 219, 5B9, ii. go, 9B. 

Progress and Poverty, ii. 6Bs. 
Protectorate, the, i. 467-472, 4Bo, 4B5. 
Protestantism. See Reformation and 

Counter-Reformation. 
Prussia, a kingdom, 6r6, 712; annexation 

practices, 713, 7IB, 727, ii. 2I, 22, 156, 
173, 4Bo, 481, 483; share in the Seven 
Years' War, i. 726, 727, 740, 74r, 743, 
750, 753, 757; frienc.lship with Russia, 
757, ii. zo, 21, 6ro, 616; during the 
revolutionary wars, 155, !56, 173, rB3, 
184, 239-242, 284, 2B7, ~BB, 290-293; 
leader of Germany, 284, 303, 479-4B2 ; a 
parliamentary state, 375, 479. See also 
Germany. 

Prynne, William, i. 420. 
Punjab, the, i. 764, ii. 452, 455, 545, ssr, 

748. . 

Puritans and Puritanism, tenets, i. 34B-350, 
3B5, 3B6, 395, 417; emigration of, 383, 
42 r -42 7 ; supremacy of, 435, see also 
Parliament ; oppression of the clergy, 
386, 499; true function of, 4B7, 499; in 
the nineteenth Century, ii. 130, 131, 22'1:, 
462. 

Pym, John, i. 392, 431, 437, 438. 
Pytheas, mariner, i. B. 

QUAKERS, i. 424, 472, 537, 538, Brr. 
Quebec, i. 379, 380, 6oo, 6r6, 750-752, ii. 54, 

I35. I36, SIB; province, I3B, 433. 434. 
516. 

Queensland, ii. 442, 5I9, 520, 634, 637-
Quetta, ii. s6r, 562. 
'Quo Warranto,' Writ of, i. ro4. 

RADICAL iMPERIALISTS, ii. 421·424, 435, 
443, 444, 447, 5I3, 514, 674, 675. 

Radicals, ii. 263, 319, 326, 382, 409, 499, 
641 ; the Manchester, 4or, 421. 

Raffles, Sir Stamford, ii. 253, 34B. 
Raikes, Robert, ii. r 32. 
Railways, British, ii. 356, 359, 3B8, 574; 

colonial, sr8, 520, 523, 636, 6gr, 697; 
foreign, 575, 663, 724, 726; Indian, 547, 
ss7, sss, 66g. 

Rajputana, Princes of, ii. 199, zoo, 347. 
Raleigh, Sir Walter, i. 314, 331, 37B. 
Randolph, Edward, i. 539· 
Ranjit Singh, ii. 345, 452, 454· 
Rates, Bool<s of, i. 391, ii. rrr. -.,. 
Reflections on the French Revolution, ii. I63-

r6s. 
Reformation, the, birth of, in Europe, i. 

249-251; course in England, 251-257, 
263-266, :z68-273; rejected by Ireland, 
324, 327; victory in Scotland, 276, 279-
2B6, 28g. 

Remonstrance, the Grand, i. 437. 
Renascence, the, i. 222-229. 
Restoration, the, i. 4B6 ; changes in 

Britain, 496-507; subsequent colonial 
policy, 530-534· 

' Reunions,' i. 51B, ssr. 
Revolution, the British, importance to 

Europe, i. 56o-s6z; course of, 562·569; 
settlement, 570-596. 

--, the French. See France. 
Revolutions, European, of r82o, ii. 308-

310; of rBso, 364·367; of rB48, 364, 
365, 371-375. 

Rhodesia, ii. 628, 636, 637, 7r3. 
Rhode I., i. 425, 427, 477, 533, 594, 

Bog. 
Rhodes, Cecil, ii. 628, 636, 637, 677, 708, 

7I2·7I4, 729. 
Ribbonmen, ii. sB6. 
Ricardo, David, ii. 319, 329. 
Riccio, David, i. 293. 
Richard r. (England), i. 54·56, 6r. 
--II.,--, i. I 53, 155·161, 190. 
-- IH., --, i. 182, 183. 
--,son of Edward tv., i. rB2, 211. 
Richardson, James, ii. 542. 
Richelieu, Cardinal, i. 366. 
Ridolfi Plot, the, i. 295. 
Riel, Louis, ii. 517, 6g2. 
Rights of Man, Paine's, ii. r64. 
Rinuccini, legate, i. 449, 450. 
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Riots, Birmingham, ii. 166; Bristol, 380; 
Chartist, 414; 327. 

Ripon, Lord, Viceroy, ii. 662, 665-667, 
Roads, Roman, i. II ; turnpikes, ii. 122 ; 

improvements, 356. 
ftobert II. (Scotland), i. 120. 
Roberts, Lord, ii. 56!, 562, 7I7, 7I8, 771. 
Rochdale Pioneers, ii. 505. 
Rochelle, i. 306, 359, 366. 
Rockingham Ministries, the, ii. r r, 97, ro4, 

105. 
Rodney,Admiral, i. 755, ii. 6~, 67-70. 
Roe, Srr Thomas, i. 374, 375. 
·Rohilkhand and the Rohillas, i. 764, ii. 34, 

79, 553· 
Romans, in Britain, i. 9-12. 
Rome, .ii. 182, 374> 478. , 
Romilly, Sir' Samuel, ii. 317. 
Rooke, Sir George, i. 569, 610, 6II. 
Root and Branch Bill, i. 435. 

·Rorke's Drift, ii. 706. 
RoSe, Sir Hugh,·ii .. 553; ~ ~- --- ~-- - -
Rosebery, Lord, ii. 675, 678; Ministry·of, 

65o. 
Roses, Wars of the,>i. I72-r83. 
' Roundheads,' origin of the, i. 434-43'8. 
Rousseau, doctrines of, ii. ·151, ·,5·2. ·~ 
Royal Society, founded, i. 510. 
Rubruq,uis, i. 88, 238 .• 
f{ 'ama, ii. 476, 477, 483, 485, 613, 725, 

7J. 
upert, Prince, i. 365, 443, 446, 454, 46o, 

6, 530, 538. 
R.us~it;t~_o)!~_,,t.,2.7,,,M .. l!l 8 •.• 5~~.:... 
RIYS!t~l;·J:\."a"mn·a~;·,:~s"t>"8~~-"- ~·· 
--, Lord, i. 554· · 
--,Lord John, ii. 378,413,422,424,434, 

441, sro, s'rr, 585 ; Ministry of,386, 403, 
432, 43·7, 442,447, 51 I. 

Russia, a great. Power, i. 666-669, ii. 20, 
113, 301, 303; territory, i. 668, ii. 302,' 
303, 620,637,723; treatment of Poland, 
i. 674-676, ii. 21-24; rss, r56, 173, 303, 
367; and the French Wars, ii. r83-185, 
238-242, 246, 247. 259, 284-287, 290; 
British hostility towards, 114, 184, 305, 
345. 367-370, 452, 475, 476, 485, 499. 
s6o-562, 59r, 595-598 662-664, 733, 764 ; 
the friend of despotism, 308-310, 367, 
375 ; in the Far East, 722-724; 733; 
against Germany, 772, 773, "777- See 
also Balkans, Turkev. 

Russo-Turkish Wars, f.-667, 668, ii. 2r, 22, 
113, 114,47~ 485. . 

Ruthven Raid, the, i. 296. 
Rye-House Plot, i. 554· 

SACHEVERELL, DR., i. 635. 
Sadler, Michael, ii. 395· 
St. Christopher, island of, i. 377, 378, 477, 
- ii. 69. . . 
-- Eustasius, -·-, ii. 64, 67,. 305. 
-- Helena, --, ii. 293. · 
--John, Henry. , See Bolingbroke. 
-- --, Knights of, ii. r8o. 
--Lucia, i. 674, 75·5, ii. 6r, 72, r88, 253. 
-- Pierre, Abbe de, i. 67o, ii. 300. 
--Vincent, island of, i. 755, 756, ii. r88, 

535· 
Salisbury, Lord, ii. 512, 596,597,647,648; 

first Ministry, 646, 647; second, 626, 

634, 648, 649, 678, 684; the Salisbury
Balfour Ministry, 634, 6so, 651, 678-68o, 
684, yi4, 715. 

Salisbury, Oath of, i. 43· 
Salvation Army, the, ii. 683. 
Samoa;, ir. 634, 780. 
San Domingo, i. 527, ii. 187, r88, 229. 
--(city), i. 313. · 
Sand River Convention, ii. 432. 
Sandwich, Lord, ii. 6o, 67, 140. 
Santa Cruz, i. 482. 
--,Marquis of, i. 314, 315. 
Saratoga, disaster of, ii. 58. 
Sardinia, i. 616, 672, ii. 173, 175, 176, r82, 

374. 478. . 
Sarsfield, Patrick, i.·567, 568. 
Saskatchewan, ii. 744· 
Sati (sutt~e), ii. 450. 
Sattara, i. 765, ii. 546. 
Saunders, Admiral, i. 750, 751. 
--, Thomas, i. 771. 
·sav'ann:a:h; ii: 6z·,·63: 
Savile, Sir George, ii. 104. 
Savonarola, i. 247. 
Savoy, ii. 157, 228 ; House of, i. 616, 672, 

ii. 478. 
--, Conference, i. 498. 
Saxons, i. r2; 16. 
Saxony, i. 199, 249, 360, 724, 727. 
Scheldt River, freedom of, i. 6r s, ii. 170.' 
Schlachter's ·Nek, affair of, ii. 428. 
School Boards, ii: 587. . 
Sciences, discoveries of, i. 509, 510, ii. 565-

569. 
Scotland, fusion of races and territory, i. 

r8, 28, 31, 35, I'r3-II5; pre-Norman 
invasions, 9, 15, rg; 27, 31; English 
supremacy over, 31-33. s6, 6r, Il4, 115; 
Norman influences on, 49, II3 ; wins 
independence, rrs·12r ; ally of France, 
rrs, 120,,!88, 220, 235. 275; undel the 
early Stewarts, 18s-r88 ;. French and 
Anglo-Protestant parties, 276-283, 289, 
295 ; Presbyterianism established, 284-
286, 293-296, 58r; 585 ; James r. and 
Presbyterianism, " 406-409 ;' ibid., 
Charles r., 409-413, 430-432; share in 
the Civil War, 444-447, 449, 451, 454; 
under Cromwell, 462, 463, 472; despot
ism of Charles n. over, 50I·S04; and the 
Revolution; 581-·586; disappearance of 
the clans, 652, 662, 799 ; after the Union, 
585, 691, 798-802; disrup.tion of the 
Church, ii. 464. See also Jacobites. 

Scott, Sir Walter, i. 659, 663, 691, ii. 224, 
322, 324 .. 

Scutage, i. 149. -
Sea-Dogs, Elizabethan; i. 305-31.5,319,328. 
Sebastopol, ii. 476. 
Secretaryship of State, i. 592, ii. rqs, 3P, 

555· . 
Seddon, Richard, ii. 676, 6g6. 
Seiborne, Lord, ii. 589. 
Self-denying Ordinance, i. 448. 
Selwyn, Bishop, ii. 538. 
Senegal, i. 527, 744, ii. 63, 72, 537, 623. 
Senussi, the, ii. 614. 
Sepoys, i. 768-771, ii. sso, 551. 
Serajevo murder, the, ii. 772. · 
Serbia and the Serbians, i. 200, ii. 483, 485, 

486,613,725·728,;68,769,772,773,777-
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Serfs (villeins;), i. 14, 17, 21, 43, 68, 70, 
134, 135; disappearance of serfdom, 
133-136, rs6, 203; Scottish, 8o2. 

Seringapatam, ii. 195. 
Seven Years' War, i. 717-724, 727, 733-

7SR, ii. 8, 9· 
Seymour, Jane, i. 256. 
Shaftesbury, first Earl of, i. 531, 534, 536, 

544-546, 548, 549. 551-554· 
--,seventh Earl of, ii. 395, 396. 
Shah Shuja, ii. 452, 453· 
Shakespeare, plays of, i. 336-338, .~r6. 
Shanno11, the, ii. 270. 
Sharp, Archbishop, i. 503. 
--, Granville, ii. I3J. 
Sheffield, terrorism in, ii. 507, soB, 564. 
Shelburne, Lord, ii. 19, 45, 69, roo, 101, 

I04 ; Ministry of, 105, ro6. 
Shelley, Percy Bysshe, ii. 224, 322, 323. 
Shepstone, Sir Theophilus, ii. 529. 
Sher Ali, ii. 560, 561. 
Sheridan, Richard Brinsley, ii. r 04, r 2 5. 
Sh<"riffs, duties ot, i. 44, 71 ; superseded, 

152 ; Inquest of, 58. 
Ship-money, L 397, 428-430, 433, 475. 
Shires and their government, i. r7, 24, 

31, 38, 43, 44, 58, 7I, 152, 266, iL 648. 
Sh.ore, Sir John, ii. 192, 193. 
Shorter Catechism, the, i. 445. 
Shovell, Sir Cloudesley, i. 612, 613. 
Siam, ii. 633, 664. 
Sicily, i. 41, 55, 97, 99, 616, 672, ii. r82, 

252, 255, 301, 478. 
Sidney, Algernon, i. 465, 499, 554· 
--, Sir Henry, i. 328, 329. 
Sierra Leone, h. 139, 535· 
Sikhs, i. 764, 766, ii. 452-455, 545, 551, 

552-
Silesia, i. 713, 714, 7r8. 
Simnel, Lambert, i. 2II. 
Sind, ii. 452-454. 
Sindhia, i. 765, ii. 84, 193, I97-199, 346, 

347. 553· 0 

Singapore, il. 348. 
Sinking Fund, Pitt's, ii. rrr. 
'Sinn Fein,' ii. 6sr, 76o. 
Siraj-adduala, i. 774·776. 
Sivaji, i. 763, 765, ii. 546, 670. 
Slavery, beginnings of, i. 241, 242; in the 

colonies, 381, 7os, 8o6-8rr, ii. 340, 341, 
426, 427; illegal in England, i. 809, 
ii. 55 ; abolition throughout British 
lands and results, 341, 420, 425, 428,-
429, 532 - 536; problem of in United 
States, 489-493. 

Slave-trade, growth of, i. 309, 535, 6os, 
617, 682; abolished in the Common
wealth, ii. 109, 133, 222, 232, 340; in 
tropical Africa, 533, 541, 632. 

Sleswig-Holstein, ii. 480, 48r. 
Smerwick, Massacre of, i. 330. 
Smith, Adam, and economic the)ries of, 

H. 112, 12~316,420. 
--, Sir Harry, ii. 432. 
--,John, captain, i. 38r. 
---,.--·-,missionary, ii. 340, 341. 
--,Sir Sydney, Admiral, ii. 181, 247. 
--,Sydney, ii. 380. 
Smuts, General, ii. 743, 787. 
Sobieski, John, i. 522-524, 665. 
Social Democratic Federation, ii. 685-687. 

Socialism, prophets of, ii. 321,322,372, 641; 
creed of, 372,408, 409,417, 682; growth 
of, 68s-688 ; in Germany, 682 ; as 
advanced Liberalism, 682. 

Societies, political, ii. 14, 103, 161, r6z, 
165-168, 675; humanitarian, 133, 2r1'; 
missionary, 222, 341, 430, 443, 444, 446, 
538, 541 ; educational, 389; colonising, 
422, 444; co-operative, 505, 576, 579; 
French political, 162; socialistic, 321, 
6Bs-6ss. 

Solyman 1. (Turkey), i. 234, 521. 
Somaliland, ii. 542, 629, 632. 
Somerset, Edmund, Duke of, i. 171, 176-

179. 
--, Duke and Protector, i. 263-265. 
Somersett case, the, i. Bog, ii. 55. 
Soult, Marshal, ii. 277-279, 282 . 

. ·South Africa, British occupations of, ii. 

I 
190, 253, 305; Dutch settlers and the 
native problem, i. 373, ii. 190, 191, 426-
429 ; disintegration and federation 
sl!hemes, 429-433, 523-530; permanent 
annexations in, 431, 432, 527, 709., 
718, 780; British immigrants, 338, 431, 
527, 710; the franchise in, 524, 7n, 712, 
715, 743; Transvaal storm-centre and 
war, :,z8-:,3o, 7o6-719; unification of, 
741-743; new racial problem, 743; in 
the German War, 742, 779-781. 

-- Afric<~n War, ii. 678-68r, 715-720, 733· 
--Australia, ii. 423, 440-442, 519, szo, 

701, 70?.. ..... 
-- Sea, Company, i. 636, 678, 681 ; 

Bubble, 6;rJ, 
Spa Fields Riots, ii. 326. 
Spain, unification and expansion, i. 196, 
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SOME PRESS NOTICES OF· VOL: I. 

M. CH. B:tMONT, in Revue Historique.-' Fortement cont;u, ce 
plan a ete execute par M. Muir avec une parfaite maitrise du 
suje~ ... Le recit est clair, exact, sans ·minutie, d'un styie net. 
L'esprit_ qui anime M. Muir est eleve, serein, exempt, a ce qu'il 
sEmble, de ces prejuges tenaces que creent la race, les opinions 
politiques ou religieuses.' . 

J'imes Literary Supplement.-' Will embody the ~ormalvsane, 
robii'st- view of British history which is now emerging from 
the study and reflection of the best minds during -thel~st two 
q{Ocade~ .... Professor Ramsay Muir's strong and cap-;;,ci!)US -

:.-mind, with its virile and steady common sense, is well fitted 
to interpret the meaning of our history as it appears to the 
instructed· mind of our generation. He is the first to treat 

. I 

~"the _history of the British Commonwealth as a, connected whole 
t ori~an~adequate scale,; he is master -of clear arid eff_ective ex-

p;sition ;- his picture is well composed.' '·. - . -
l 

Scottish Historical Review::__, A clear ~nd .·often eloquent 
- · narr0-tive, with. a refreshing· novel~y of arrange~ent. Mu~h 

that .has" been staled by text-book repetition he is able to re
.: vivify, throwing aside hackneyed comment and well-worn 

: anecdote. Hi~ vivid realisation of the unity of the British 
Commonwealth enables 'him to write of the fortunes of its more 
distant members with the same intiqate toncern _as when -
de~ling v.i-ith matters nearer home, and to make his _spacious 
chapters on the navy, the colonies, overseas trade, and kindred 
subjects no mere appendages, but· essential parts of his' main 
story.' A ffi:asterly fi~t volume.; 

Observer.i.' Professor Muir's judgments; though we ~ay not 
always agret\with them, are always sane, always judicial, always 
based upon a -thorough knowledge of what'he_ is talking about, 
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always sincere, and rarely, if ever, distorted by prejudices or 
misconceptions .... Deserves to be welcomed, read and as~ 
similated, not only by professed students, but by the gen~ai' 
public throughout the British Commonwealth.' 

Journal of Education.-' Professor Muir is a facile and 
brilliant writer, with a marvellous gift for broad generalisation, 
a sound and discriminating judgment, and a real enthusiasm 
for his subject. It is to be hoped that this masterly ~rvey 
will find a place in every school and college library.' 

Glasgow Herald.-' Will be a standard work both for read~ 
ing and for reference. He has an excellent' narrative style, 
a gift of lucid exposition, and high powers of interpretation and 
suggestion.' 

Birmingbthn Post.-' We. are, indeed, tempted to an excess 
of enthusiasm .... We see no reason why Ramsay Muir should 
not hold an even higher place in the twentieth century than• 
did Macaulay in the nineteenth. He has much of the brilliance 
of that romantic writer, more solidity and cold' sanity of judg
ment, and a wholesome freedom ·from par,tisanship.' 

Christian World.-' Written with a fullness of knowledge, 
a vivacity and force, which make it not only illuminating, but_ 
of enthralling interest.' 

Liverpool Courier.-' A master of clear statement and 
orderly exposition, he has written what may best be described 
as the most explanatory history of England that has been 
written in modern times. He admits no datum without a 
reason for it, and .no detail without an explanation, though 
the reasons and the explanations are so deftly supplied that 
the reader is scarcely aware how much he owes to the skilled 
craftsmanship of the author. The style is vigorous and artesting, 
vivid and s!imulating.' 

' . 
Aberdeen Journal.-' An astonishing number c't facts and 

an invaluable wealth of reflection are packed into jhe volume. 
An authoritative._ stimulating and reliable guide.' • 
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